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Editorial
It is a pleasure to the editors of the CHINESE RECORDER
to be able to wish all of its readers a Happy New Year. The
year which has passed has brought many in-

Che Rew Weare of goodwill and encouragement ‘from
a wide circle of friends. Interest in the management and
the matter of the magazine has been very evident, and the
experience of the year is in itself an incentive to further effort.
We desire especially to thank those of our subscribers who
have spared time from the pressure of other duties to contribute

articles upon subjects which they have made a study of.
Their labours have surely not been in vain. The whole
missionary body isin their debt. To be brought into touch
with the living missionary problems of the day is an essential
need for all workers; we are dependent one upon another,
and the CHINESE RECORDER is in the happy position of being
able to provide a ready means of communication forall members
of the missionary body throughout China.

The editors would therefore express the hope that they
may receive through this year the same hearty support as
has been given them in the year that has passed and so be
made a means of help and blessing to the kingdom of God in
this land. The CHINESE RECORDER, dealing as it does with
work throughout the Empire of China, should be read and
discussed in every missionary circle.

it The Chinese Recorder [January
THE subscribers to the REcorpER will note that the
present issue is a special one and deals at length in some
of the papers which are here published
with problems which come up for discussion wherever missionaries gather together to talk over
their work. Much of the material contained herein should give
all of us occasion ‘‘ furiously to think.” That many miussionaries will find themselves in disagreement with the conclusions
expressed is certain enough since each article expresses the
Gbe Bresent Humber.

personal point of view of the writer, but it will be borne in
mind that the authors of these articles are very representative
and their lines of thought demand serious consideration. In
this connection we could wish that other summer resorts would
provide as much material for helpful discussion of vital topics
relating to our work as does the Kuling Convention, at which a
majority of the papers herein issued were read. Much focussing

of thought upon the great questions of the hour, and a fair
understanding of the position of other of the brethren than

those amongst whom we live and labour, as well as a
true spiritual uplift, would result from a carefully prepared
programme dealing with topics which must be faced. Food
for the soul is essential to our service; next to this we must
have material for the mind 1f an intelligent use 1s to be made of
our hearts’ devotion. It is the privilege of the servant of Jesus
Christ to face boldly all the problems presented by the advance
of His Gospel upon the unbelieving world.

ONE of the constant problems of our missionary enterprise

is that of the best means of approach to the mind and heart
of the people to whom we come with the

Methods of Approach. cp ition ‘Gospel. The fact that the
religious instinct has been implanted by Divine providence
in some form or other in every human soul, gtves to the
religious teacher a stire ground for seed-sowing, but does
not by any means provide him with an appreciation of the

best method of labour. How to kindle the divine spark
is the problem for missionary workers. It 1s obvious enough
to all who consider the subject that varying conditions of life,
racial distinctions, differing modes of thought, must serve to
bring into prominence fresh aspects of the unchanging message

if that is to be applied with wisdom and with power- unto

Editorial
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salvation. The fact that several of the papers contributed to
this issue deal either specially or incidentally with this phase

of our Christian duty, shows how important the theme
is, The armour of God does not consist of one weapon
only, and the choice of weapon is to be determined by the
conditions of the situation. The nature of the field of our
operations must receive the most minute and prayerful examination if we are to be fully effective in our advance upon it.

The consideration demanded is not here concerned with

the of our message, for there is but One Holy
Name given among men, but it is very definitely concerned
with the manner of that message and its application,

Irv is far easier now than at any previous time to attempt
the study of the conditions of Chinese thought and life which
Study the Conditions.

missionary work calls for. Missionaries
who have been in the field for some years,

and who are still lacking in the elements of knowledge of
Chinese bistory and character, are generally without excuse,
A system of study provided for missionaries, which does not give

time and opportunity for such vital work as this, is inadequate
to the situation which has to be met. The knowledge of the
salient features in the moral and religious life of the people, as
well as a sympathetic understanding of the more obvious social
aspects of their life, ought to be the possession of every missionary of a few years’ standing. Much failure in connection with
very arduous and devoted labour is due to lack of such training
asis bere outlined. The tendency of the Anglo-Saxon to account

himself entirely self-sufhcient, and to display an unconscious
arrogance due to the inherited belief that he is the last word of
civilization, is not always the best recommendation of the Gospel
he professes. A Christian has not less to learn because he is 2

Christian, rather the more ; for it is his to become the servant
of all for the Gospel’s sake.

A man may be wise uuto salvation,
and yet a very ineffective worker for Christ simply because he

shirks the labour necessary to get into living contact with the

hearts of men. And such knowledge of men is not to be
casually picked up; it is the fruit of diligent and persistent
work along very definite lines. No missionary can afford to
neglect close and constant study of the race to whom he is
commissioned with the message of God.

iv The Chinese Recorder {January
In his article upon the question of evolution Bishop Bash-

ford rightly asserts that the general principle of evolution,
Evolution and

although not in its special Darwinian form,

has conquered in the scientific world. ‘There
Christian syissions, is less assertion though than there was at

ore time that evolution is the only, or the final, explanation of
physical phenomena. These, however, are matters of scientific
enquiry and are to be accepted as they provide adequate explanations of the facts of ltfe. Tn questions of scientific enquiry we

are all in the hands of the experts and can only refute their
conclusion, 7% their field of effort, on the basis of better knowledge, A leading theologian has recently put the question as it
concerns the Christian religion, especially in its bearing upon
inissions, thus :—

‘CAt the present hour it is not the evolution of the biologists ot the anthropologists that need give us much concern.
Our fear of these is now outgrown. Our real concern begins
when the evolutionary principle is carried into the history of

religion, when it 1s made to organize the new knowledge
drawn from psychology and comparative religion, and to
organize it with the same confidence with which, in the levels
of biology, the new knowledge was once organized into an
evolutionary doctrine declared to be the world’s explanation
come at last. Religion, it is now said, is evolution which hag
reached spiritual pitch. .. Hach religion is best for the social
stage it covers. No religion 1s final. Aud so with the end of

any final or absolute religion, there is an end of much that
troubles the world, for zestance, of missions at least. For
Christian missions cannot live upon improving the heathen,

but only on passing them from death to life.”
|***
In the very interesting paper in our present number, on
page 70, in referring to the matter of teaching English in the
A Correction. Union College, Shantung, the following language
is used, ‘‘ The change in policy, introducing Eng-

lish, so far trom driving the students off to worldly interests
and occupations, as some of us have at times theoretically
feared it might do, seems, on the contrary, to have drawn'a host

to the service of Christ.”? While willing to concede all that
can be said in favor of the study of English, we fear that the
facts in the case will hardly bear out Mr. Ridgeley’s remarks.
And we are the more. anxious that the truth should be known,
as the great revival, to which he refers, and in which so many
were led to offer themselves for the ministry, was begun and

19{0] Editorial | Vv
conducted almost entirely by a Chinese pastor, who knew
little or no English. A knowledge of English is unquestionably a valuable asset to any young Chinese in this day, but
there is not much dowbt that it furnishes a strong temptation
to him to reject the ministry for some more lucrative position
such as the knowledge of English is ever opening up before
him. The remarkable thing about the revival in Shantung
College was that in spite of temptations so many were willing
to offer themselves for what they knew must be a life of comparative poverty, and it was the revival, and not the introduction of English, that drew the ‘* host to the service of Christ.”

THE indiscriminate anti-foreign agitation which 1s being
urged forward by many restless spirits in China is among the

Political
Outlook,

most serious signs of possible disturbance to the

empire. The tone of certain recent popular

pamphlets which have been disseminated in
some provinces shows that the most unscrupulous methods
are being used in order to stir up the minds of the ignorant
mass of the people against all foreigners in China. Statements regarding an official decision on the part of the Western

powers to divide up Chinese territory have been invented
and other wilful misstatements put into circulation with no
other than mischievous intent. Here is one of the greatest
dangers attendant upon China’s political reforms. If the
othcials of the empire were wise they would see to it that
no such agitation as this anti-foreign movement were permitted

room to live ; it cannot help but lead to national disaster if its
vicious course proceeds unchecked, and in the final result
othcialdom will not suiter least.
We are by no meaus apologists for foreign aggression in
China, and we are entirely at one with the rightful national
aspirations of this people. Their cause is our care, since we
are here to help forward all that makes for the full regeneration
and upbuilding of the nation. The suecess of Christian missions means a self-reliant and contented people. Yet we see

only too clearly, and with deep regret, signs that those in
authority do not yet appreciate the true source or the right
method of national reform. For a people there are no easy
short-cuts to greatness, and a policy which points to a reliance

upon the inflamed passions of the multitude is a comprehensive
confession of either weakness or despair,

The Chinese Recorder
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AMONGST the matters which are certain to claim attention

during the coming year, the question of Christian education
holds a leading, if not the first place. Our
a

CheOutiook.
Eoucationat i are likely to be subjected very
ss 6 @, 1. @ »

soon to a test which, in spite of their previous

vicissitudes, they have not yet met with, namely, that of
active and possibly hostile competition. They can emerge
from it successfully only by virtue of their superior merits.
The future is hkely to be severe upon small ‘‘one man”
educational institutions, save where these are doing preparatory

and lower grade work,

There may be a gradual elimination
of the unfit, not in itself a bad thing, and everywhere there
should be a careful examination of the educational resources of

missions with a view to their betterment. It is no sign of
statesmansbip to be waiting upon promises of increased financial

support from the home lands. If the stress of coim petition
should help to drive our educational work along satisfactory
union lines, it will be a matter for gratitude. ‘The need for an
education under Christian auspices and influence is greater
than ever in China and increasingly essential to the future wellbeing of this people.
The difficulties attending a transition period are also sure

to be felt in the theological schools, where the problem of at
once adequately training men for their future service and yet

not spoiling them for their immediate task, is a erowingly
dificuit one. But if the thoughts and hopes of the teachers are
fixed constantly on the goal of our missionary ambition, we are
bound to succeed. We are fellow-workers together with God,

We fear that many of our most promising young men,
after they have finished their theological studies and come to
enter upon the practical work of the ministry,
Rricks without
are much hampered from the very start, and
eventually considerably dwarfed, from inability
to furnish themselves with adequate literature for the proper
nourishment and development of their intellectual and spiritual
natures. Pains and expense have been takeu to provide for
them a good educational training, and then they are sent forth

to work. A salary is given them which is sufficient for the
plainest living, and nothing more. Anything like new books
and ‘current literature is out of the question. What has been

1910] Editorial vii
already acquired must suffice, with the result that in a few
years the man is living but a tread-mill life and coming far
short of what he might have been if he had been properly
equipped. The eagerness with which the recent offer of the
Chinese T'ract Society for Pastor’s Libraries ‘was taken up is

sufficient evidence of their desire for help if the way is
Why should. not a special fund be set aside
in every mission for a regular supply of good literature, which
should be devoted to that and nothing else? In the present
made possible.

day, with the new spirit of learning abroad in the land, it
is all the more urgent that our pastors and helpers should
be thoroughly equipped, not only when they leave our
training schools, but even more afterwards, and special provision
should be made to this end.

ONE cannot well be wholly pessimistic, nor utterly despair
of the rich, when reading of the vast sums recently given by a

wealthy American—or Scotch-American, perhaps we should call him—to religious, charitwequest.
able, benevolent, and educational institutions.
To be sure they were not made until death called the donor

A Miunificent

away, but they were made, nevertheless, by one who had given
largely during his life-time, The figures are fairly bewildering
—sixty-one bequests in all—the smallest, with one exception,
being ten thousand dollars, seven of two and a quarter millions

each, three of one and one half millions, four of three-fourths
and nine of one hundred thousand. Two and a quarter millions
were given to the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions (or

over five million Mexican dollars), a like sum to the Roard
of Home Missions, seven hundred and fifty thousand to the
American Bible Society and one anda half millions to Robert

College, Constantinople (mission college) and ten thousand to

the Syrian Protestant College at Beirut. Not only is there
ground for rejoicing at the amount of good which such munificent gifts will accomplish, but we trust that the example thus
set will be followed by other Christians who are possessed of
millions until mission institutions all over the world shall be
adequately equipped and the present day. of small things—not
to be despised but to be lamented—shall have passed and the
missionaries on the field and those who sustain them at home
shall rejoice together.

The Chinese Recorder
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Che Sanctuary
The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man avatleth much,.—St. James v, 16,
“ Kor where two or three ave gathered together in my Name, there am 1 in the midst of
Ehem.o—-—St. Matthew xviii, 20.

PRAY

That not only man to man, but
also nation to nation and race to
race, thay show forth those deeds of
brotherhood that prepare the way ior

Christ (Page 9}.
That the Chinese may from this
time on place the chief emphasis on
religion rather than on ethics. {Page
m7),

That the Chinese may consent to
be led out of the darkness of error

For grace and strength to bear the
suffering, loneliness, and the weight
of other souls, realizing that God has
placed you on “that little bit of bare
wall’? because He knew He conulad
trust you theré. (Page 6).

The Lord of the Harvest that He
will send laborers into His harvest.
(Page 99}.

A PRAYER FOR THE YSAR’S WORK.

QO Heavenly Father, forasmuch as

and sink and the loneliness of separa-

none can come to receive Thy holy

into the light and hberty of His

Thy gracious inspiration, we beseech

tion into fellowship with God and

word except Thou draw them by

children. (Page 82).
That missionary effort may not fail

Thee to pour out Thy Holy Spirit

to give to the social and material
interests their proper place in the
pian of salvation. (Page 57).
That there may soon be established

in China that Jife-bearing church
that will help this nation as it has

helped your own. (Page 12),
That the Christian church in China

may not long delay its attention to
the question of Christian literature.
(Page 94).

upon those who shall hear the message of Thy love in this land throughout the coming ear, that their hearts
tuay be inclined favorably to recetve,
steadfastly to retain, an obediently
to perform whatsoever shall be taught

them in Thy name, and that they
may manifest, in the dedication to
Thee of their lives and substance,
that thankfulness which they owe
to Thee for Thy redeeming love:
through Jesus Christ, our Lord.
Amen.

That the church may provide some
constructive substitute for the athe-

istic literature that is now flooding

GIVE THANKS

That the Chinese have that qualit

the conntry. {Page $5}.
For a speedy solution of the “‘lawsuit trouble’? and perseverance in
the policy of non-interference on the

or capacity for patriotism whic

part of the missionaries.

ed in advancing the cause of opium
suppression. (Page 97).

(Page 93),

For the mission schools in China,

that they may never fail to preach

shows thetr worthiness to enter the
family of nations. (Page 16).
That so much hes been accomplish-

That God has prepared the Chinese

the Gospel that enables meu to help
themselves and so to transform their
Surroundings that a man may live a

race for Christ and the revelation of

animal, (Page 56).

ing a Personal Spiritual Creator of

man’s Hfe and not that of a mere

That God will help you not to be
led astray by prejudices and miisunderstandings. (Page 8).
That your education may ever be
such as will keep your ptety tutelli-

Gocd’s love,

(Page 72}.

That science is increasingly affirtt-

the Universe.

(Page 23},

For the great ingathering of the
past year,

{Pape 93).

Yor the deepening of the spiritual

life in the Chinese church that {§

gent, and your piety such as will

seen on every hand.

to become lessened.

be bearing it; tn sitting at God’s

Chinese workers in the varied enterprises of the church. (Page 94}.
Bor the continual advatice in Sure
day school work. (Page 94).

ear it to those who hunger. (Page 6).

schools have done inp the education
of the world, (Page 62).

never allow your desire for education
(Page 46).

That you may never find contentment in eating fruit when you should

table to be served with His richest
rovision when you should go and

(Page 93).

For the growing part taken by

For the great work that Christian

Conference Papers
sermon preached Sunday morning, August 8th,
1909, at Kulmg Convention
BY REV. F. B. MEYER, B.A., OF LONDON
“Ye did not choose me, but I chose you and appointed you that you should

go and bear fruit, and that your fruit should abide; that whatsover ye shall
ask of the Father in my name, he inavy give it vou.” John 15:16,

“HE unfortunate division of the chapters in our version by
Which a break occurs between the end of the 14th and
the beginning of the 15th, obscures the exquisite connec-

tion which it seems reasonable to suppose our Lord intended.
He had been seated, as we know, in the upper chamber which
was afterwards to become so famous in the history of the Church;

and had instituted the memorial supper in words which will live
as long as the heart of man shall throb. Then as the hour hand
of His destiny was silently moving forward to. the predestined
moment, and with a certain knowledge that Judas was marshalling his band in some adjoining courtyard, He said to His friends,—

“the time has come when we must cease our speech together
and go forth to resolute action.” It had always been His custom in His earthly life to associate with Himself His little band
of disciples as when He said,—“ We must work the work.of Him
that sent me while it is day.” It was in this spirit that, classing
them with Himself, He said,—‘ Arise, let ws go hence.” —
“As they passed out together into the moonlight which was
flooding the city, the tendrils of the vine which were probably
entwined round the verandah of the upper storey, fluttered iri
the night wind, and, turning to His followers He said,—* I am
the true vine and ye are the branches.” In using that word
true, He meant us to understand that His thought had passed to
the timeless age when creation lay in embryo as a thought in
the ynind ot God. Before vines or plants, or earth or universe
was created, the archetype of everything was hidden in the

mind of the Creator, and when our Lord said)‘ I am the true
vine.” He surely meant us to understand that He was the’ manifestation of those thoughts of God which were the patterns of
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all things that are made. In other words, He suggested that the
connection between a vine and its branches reflected something

in the nature of things, and that He, and His followers, would
reveal in human life the same conception that this graceful and
fruitful plant reveals in the world of vegetation.
The words He addressed to that little band that grouped itself around Him as He went forth to Gethsemane, to Calvary,
the grave, the Easter dawn and the Eternal reion, He is always
addressing to His Church, and therefore He is always summioning us to— Arise, and go hence.” It is as though He says,—
‘there are revelations of God you have never seen, there 1s work
to be done you have never taken in hand, there are sufferings to
be endured which we must bear together.” Always, in every
new century, in the opening of every new continent, in the bap-

tism of every fresh persecution, in all the unfolding of Church
History and in all the immeasurable eons that lie before us, He
is classing us together with Himself saying,—“ you and I,” “J
and you,” “TI alone can save the world; but I cannot save the
world alone—you are necessary to me, you are the branches
through which I ain to express myself.” What a comfort 1t is
that we can never stand on the threshold of a door of which He
li, during the coming imonths, it 1s your
lot to experience absolutely new conditions of service or suffering, remember that the Shepherd when He puts you forth goes
before you and you have simply to follow Him. He is bound
cloes not hold the kev.

to you by an indissoluble and eternal bond ; ever and again He
is saying,—‘‘ Arise, let ws vo hence.”
There are preliminary thoughts that arrest us. First, Chrts?’s
far horizon. This Gospel abounds in far horizons. There is that
of John 3: 16, where we are told that God loved the world, and
that the outlook of Calvary was a world’s redemption. There is
that of John 11, with its words of infinite depth which tell us that
the object of Christ’s death was not simply to save a few elect
souls, but to gather together in one the Church of God that are
scattered abroad, as though the writer looked beyond the Hebrew

fold to the other sheep that are scattered throughout all ages and
lands. There is another in John 12, where we are told that when
Jesus Christ 1s lifted up He will draw all men,of all shades and varteties of thought, of all countries and climes and ages, to Himself.
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Throughout the whole of this book of far horizons however,
there 1s no single outlook more resplendent than this which
recalls the memory of Psalm 80, and certain other great preditions of Deuteronomy and Isaial. Are we not told, for instance,
that God would bring forth a vine whose fruit should cover the
whole land even to the furthest river and sea? It was as though

our Lord intended to gather up the divine conception of the
mission of the chosen people as he stepped forth with the representatives of His Churcl. What Israel might have been, had

she not failed in the divine purpose, that would be affected by
all the wonderful events which were to date from that night.
How remarkably that pre-vision has been fulfilled, Church
History is the record of the gradual creeping of the branches of

the vine planted in Hebrew soil and watered by the divine
grace, as first Palestine, then Greece, then Rome, then Europe,
and now practically the whole world have witnessed the irresistible advance of Christianity, Have not the elder missionaries
amongst you watched, year by year, the extension of the boughs
of that vine as they have passed through this great empire? Indeed there is hardly a land or shore where it is not possible to
cliscover some tendril or branch of that vine. Under every sun

rich clusters of grapes hang to refresh the thirsty lips of mankind. There is no lint to the further advance of the cause of

Christ. It 1s destined to fill not only earth but Heaven. It may
even be that distant worlds and ages are to be refreshed by the
fruit nourished by the dews of blood shed in Gethsemane and
Calvary.
Second.—There is in this chapter a sure profession on the

part of Christ of the znevztable suffering through which His
Church should pass. Mrs. Hamilton King in her poem entitled
‘The Disciples,” which tells the story of Garibaldi’s emancipation of modern Italy, describes a sermon which was preached
in the hospital, by Hugo Bassi. He took this chapter for his
text, He reminded his hearers, who were gathered from the
plains of sunny Italy, that the vine was the most suffering of all
the vegetable kingdoin, In the Spring.time her branches are
ruthlessly pruned so that her shoots bleed at every pore, in the
Autumn her fruit is crushed by the feet of the treaders of the
grapes which are dyed in the red blood of the fruit. All through

the long Winter the vine stock sits solitary amid the reign
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of Winter, until again the sap of Spring reuews its beauty. So
our Lord foresaw that His Church was to suffer, that in every
period of her growth there would be pain and that her most
luscious clusters would be ruthlessly crushed. Only a few years
ago, as you know to your cost, in this conntry, it seemed as
though the wine presses were trodden in every province and
hundreds of noble souls yielded up their blood and the whole
land was bespattered with the ruddy juice. |
Third.—Notice the Lord’s conception of the essential unity

ot His people. He never contemplated uniformity but the
variety which is suggested by the vine in which branch and
tendril, leaf, blossom and fruit, differ from each other, and yet
are united by the possession of a comunon life. In the Church
of. Christ there may be, there must be, infinite variety of shades

of thought and activity, but notwithstanding all the variety-of
function, there may be a profound oneness of spirit. . Each believer is in Christ; in Christ’s heart; loved with everlasting love;
in Christ’s Book, enrolled on its memorial pages; in Christ’s hand,

from which no power shall ever pluck.

Trembling soul! in

Christ’s grace rooted as a tree in exuberant soil, or a house ina
foundation of rock ; but above all, in Clirist’s Person, for He is
the Head,— ‘from whom the whole body is fitly framed and knit
together by that which every joint supplieth.” You may be a
very obscure branch, but be sure of this, if you are a true Chiristian you must be in Him as the eve ts in the socket, the arm in
the shoulder joint and the branch in the trunk.

Also Christ is in each believer. The texts that teach
Christ’s real presence in the believer are as numerous as the
books of the New Testament. ‘‘Krnow ye not that Jesus Christ
is in you, except ye be reprobate ?” Christ liveth 1n me.” (OV es
shall know that I am in my Father, and ye in me, and I in you.”
The Lord Jesus is in the heart that makes him welcome, as the
steam isin the piston, as the sap is in the branch, as the blood is
in the heart, as the life is in the body. It would be impossible

therefore for words to describe a more intense unity than
that which 1s here represented. Ail who are one with Christ
must necessarily be one with each other. The members of the
same body must be meibers one of another. Children of the
same parents inust be brothers and sisters. Branches of the
same vine must belong not only to 1t, but to their fellows.
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Theologians of every awe liave tried to secure unity on the
basis of a common dogina. They have also sought to embrace
Christendom in one vast ecclesiastical system. Just betore the
dawn of the Reformation, it seemed as though their effort had
succeeded. At the beginning of the sixteenth century, worship
reposed in the monotony of almost universal uniformity. But
what was the result? There is but one answer—-the deep sleep

of spiritual death. Whenever you trv to force life into one
stream you not only destroy its course and beauty but kill it.
The Christian Church is a vine. However difterent its constituent members, and however far separated by time and space,
on earth or in heaven, because the life of Jesus throbs through-

out the organism, it is one,
Now let us turn to the text, which I trust will live in your
heart and inemory and help you in many a dark hour, when
once you perceive its meaning. It will come back to you hke
the music of the bells of your childhood stealing over the fevered landscape of your life. The word apfommted, might be rendered placed, so that the whole verse wonld read,—‘ Ye did not
choose me but I chose vou and placed you that ve should go
and bear fruit.”
Does not some such scene as this come back to your mind

whilst I speak? You are again a child in the old fashioned
garden belonging to your grandparents or your fathers. V ott
remember the vinery with its wealth of variety in the Spring

and fruitage in the Autumn. Again, the white and black
clusters of grapes hang from the roof. Standing there as an eager

sileut child you watch the old gardener in the Spring as he
brings pieces of old cloth, gathered from disused garments,
and a tew large clumsy nails.

Again, you see him ascend the

steps of the ladder andstand against some bare piece of wall where

the sunshine lingered all the day. With strong hand he laid
hold of a reluctant tendril accustomed to follow its wayward
wandering will, and fixed it with the nail and cloth just where
he chose ; but the place which he chose for it was the identical

spot which it would have chosen for itself had it known the

wealth of fruit which would repav its suffering when the
Autumn sun had doue its work.

Let every weary soul and every lonely heart bow itself
before the great Father who, our Lord says, is the vine-dresser.
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— My Father 1s the husbandman,” His hands have found us.
withdrawn us from our own devices and desires, and placed us
where we are. Placed on that little bit of bare wall of Chuna;
placed in some distant Chinese city or remote inland town;
placed tn contact with fellow workers who may fret and irritate;
—(God has placed vou. it would have been far easier to have
been where the vine branches are more numerous, but if you
were inote happily circumstanced remember, there would have
been no possibility of thirsty souls receiving the product of the
Gospel, if the place which you now occupy had been vacant.
God wanted you where you are; He chose you for that very
LedSolt. He kuew that he could trust you with suffering, loneliness; with the weight of other souls. Before you were born:
when you were a headstrong boy at school; or a tiny girl helping your mother in the home, God had His eye on you; loved
you ; followed you through college days; the ordeal of opening
life; and shut you up to this land,—this work,—this sphere,—
to be content.
Tue Ye did not choose me.’’ It 1s all too trne,
we saw no beauty in Christ that we should desire Him. To us
He was a root out of a dry ground, without form or comeliness,
If we had been left to ourselves we might have made the fatal
choice of choosing the shadow and missing the substance. Notice

that we are not chosen to ea/ fruit, but to bear it, Election

does not primarily secure that we should sit at God’s table and
be served with His richest provision, but that we should go and
bear that provision for those who are dying of hunger. Yon

must be content to be trampled under foot and forgotten;
to bleed at every pore as the branch does when it 1s pruned ;
it is enough that you bear much fruit, What do men think of
a branch so long as their lips are moistened with its delicious
product? Is it not good that you were chosen by God, rather
than you chose God? He knew well what you would be. And
when the product of your life is all unfit, we shall always be able

to turn to Him and say,--“ Heavenly Father, thou must have
known from the first of my failure and sin, my unfruttfulness
and the bitterness of my soul, but Thou art prepared to assuime
the entire responsibility, to make good my lack.”

THE PRESENT,—It is after all not what we do for Christ
which will live in all coming time, but what He does through
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us. Paul said, “I will not speak of anything save those which
Christ wrought through me to make the Gentiles obedient.”
Hudson Taylor tells, that at the beginning of his life it seems as
though God said to him,—“I ain going to evangelize inland
China, and if you will walk with Me, I will doit through you.”
Let us remetnber, therefore, to abide in Chirist and to seek
that he should abide more fully and mightily in us. We are in
the risen Christ as to our standing, and ali our failure and incompetence cannot break that sacred fellowship; but He ts in us
as a spring of our character ad uselultiess. The intimacy between Him and us does not destroy our individuality or person-

ality, but uses this as the medium through which the living
Christ sheds Himself on the world.
You will find, theretore, a great help each morning as you

awake, to address our Lord saying, “Son of God, I believe
thou art iu ine as my life power, as my fe bringer, as the fountain of pefect love.” See to it that your self-life is kept nailed
to the cross and that the Spirit of Christ substitutes the Word
that was with the Father before the worlds were made. The
sap of God is the living Christ. Ubrough Him the very nature of
God passes to us bringing with it the ingredients which His life
derived from the thirty years of silence, from the things which

He suffered and from His victory over the dark powers. It
wotld seem as if the current of the divine life passing through
our Lord caine iinpregnated with properties acquired during His
residence amongst men. All this is yours since you are Christ’s,
and Christ is God's. Whenever, therefore, you come face to
face with duties, or sufferings that baffle you, be sure you turn
inward and sav,—“ Rise up, oli! well.” Let the Chlirist whio is
in you flow from you in rivers of living waters.
THE Purure.—“ That your fruit should remain.” Never
a tear falls but what God catches it and trausforins it into a
pearl of imperishable value. Never a word is spoken truly and

hnmbly that does not becoine a seed corn. Nota prayer is
offered that will not return as a cloud laden with blessing! All
that is done in God and of God abides; He will establish the
work of our hands upon us, and in addition, you will come to
be on terms of such intimacy with God, that whenever you ask
the Father you will receive, because you ask in the name of
Jesus Christ.
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Christ on the throne repeats Himself as Christ in. our
hearts, and in the answers of our prayers we have the return
tide of the Christ Spirit to the Father.

He and bring forth fruit.” Go back to your
mission ; go far hence to the heathen ; go to the rough plowing
or the tearful sowing and remember, however tar.the tip of the
branch is from the roots, the sap will travel thither. “(so inte
all the world and preach the Gospel to every creature”? “until
the end cotne.”’ And He who now says,—“ Let us go hence,”
will say,—“ Come ve blessed of my Father, sit down with Me
on my throne as I have overcome, and sit down on the Father’s
throtie.”’

the Apologetic for China
BY THE RYT, REV. BISHOP ROOTS

HE, tunction of apologetics is to create an atmosphere

which Christian belief is. possible and probable
Apologetics is rather au art than a selence, aiming not
so much at the discovery or systematic presentation of truth,
which is the province of constructive theology, as at its presentation in asefal form. It fulhls the office of John the Baptist,
preparing in the desert a highway for the coming Christ. It

faces the fact that meu are led astray by prejudices and
misunderstandings, and adopts therefore the tone of friendly explanatiou and frank appea! to reason and good sense;
rather than that of fault finding or exhortation. Its appeal is
on the one hand to practical and on the other hand to intellectual considerations. Both the practical and the intellectual
considerations must be appealed to, and as life comes before
thought so the appeal must be first, in fact if not in theory, to
the practical aspects of Christianity. The heart of man is never
won by dialectic alone, nor taken by any kind of craft against
its will. And as gracious deeds are the first and the last of God’s
methods in bringing man back to the heavenly home, so in
creating an atmosphere 1n which Christian belief shail be possible, we must follow the divine method of appealing first to
concrete deeds and reasoning about thein afterwards. Good deeds

win confidence where words prematurely spoken only confuse
or create distrust. As illustrations of the necessity for this kind
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of apologetic we may well remind ourselves of the problems
which confront the messengers of Christ wherever prejudice and
misunderstanding prevaul. For example, it 1s evident that the
apologetic which convinced the earliest believers in the Christian

Church, who were mostly Jews, can never be used with the
Jews in Russia, or even in New York, who feel the weight of
racial opposition and persecution, and who know of Christianity
only to hate it as the religion of thetr most implacable enemies.
Jewish school children in New York must first learn of the kindness of their teacher, and then gradually discover that she is a
Christian, before it is in the slightest degree possible for them to
give heed to any intellectual defence or explanation of Christianity. Likewise among the weaker races, such as the American
Indians, or the dark skinned peoples of Africa and the Islands
of the South Seas, the first step in commending the Christian
faith must be the argument of good deeds, which shall overcome
the prejudice caused by the oppression and violence of those
powerful races who have stood before them as the exponents of
Christianity. And among our own races in the Christian countries of the west, great sections of the people are alienated from
the Christian Church not because they cannot believe its creeds
but because they cannot tolerate its deeds. They are ready to
accept Christ, or at least to honor Hum with their lips, while they
denounce the Church which they declare has betrayed Him. Apologetics 1n such a case is of necessity concerned first of all with
the practical business of removing tls prejudice, either by showing that the good deeds of the Church have been misunderstood,
or, more probably, by leading the Church into such practical expressions of its faith as shall show that it believes in the command-

ment “thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself” and prepare the
way for the easier task of showing that Jesus Christ founded the
Christian Church and that all good men should repent and be
baptized into the hving fellowship of the same.
The first steps in apologetics everywhere at the present day
must be deeds of brotherhood,on a national and international scale,

nation to nation, and race to race, as well as in the narrower felations of class to class and man to man. Lhe person of Christ lias
given us a theory of the race which demands such deeds, and, as
Principal Fairbairn puts 1t, the primary duty and main function
of the Church 1s to realize this theory. If it can be shown that
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Jesus Christ our Lord does inspire such deeds, the pragmatist

will at once argue that Christianity must be believed, for he
accepts the proposition that whatever works for good 1s as good

as truth to us. We shall perhaps not accept in theory the
pragmatist’s position. Few of us would trust ourselves or any
one else to determine the truth by this appeal to what is after all
simply a utilitarian standard. But we cannot fail to recognize

the practical necessity of proving that Christianity brings very
tangible blessings to those who accept it, and that its advocates
are animated by the benevolent love which they profess, if we
hope to create an atmosphere in which Cliristian belief shall be
possible, It has been said that no religious movement, even in the

progress and development of Christianity, has ever deeply affected any considerable community of men unless 1t brought with it

a palpable improvement of the material conditions of life and
called the community at the same time to more strenuous moral
standards.

This I believe to be profoundly true, and I would

therefore place practical explanation—the argument of deeds—
in the forefront of our conception of apologetics.
When this first business of the Christian apologist has been
accomplished, the battle of the faith will be more than half won.
The great mass of mankind need no further argument. Nevertheless, the most thoughtful men are not satisfied with this argument alone. How many men we know who have every outward

reason to believe. They have been brought up in Christian
homes, all their most helpful associations are with Christian
men, but they suddenly wake up to find that they cannot give a
reason for the faith that is in them. They long to believe, but
cannot.

Purely intellectual difficulties stand in the way, and if

they are to be true to their own conscience they must declare that
they are not Christians for they cannot believe that Jesus is the
Christ, their saviour and the saviour of the world. Ouestions
which 1n the former days never occurred to them now demand
an answer,—such questions as these :—In what sense are the
Holy Scriptures inspired? Why are they revered as absolutely

unique? Written so long ago, how can they command the.
reverence of those who have acquired such vast stores of
knowledge in these later days?

How can they be regarded as
sure to command the unique interest of mankind, even in the
still more enlightened generations yet to come? How are we to
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interpret the Old Testament ? What can account for the dtfference between the Synoptics and the Fourth Gospel? Or
the question may be philosophical,—How can we believe in
prayer when the universe is so orderly as both scientific men and
philosophers declare it to ber How and why could God become
man ? And the very centre of all the difficulties 1s the person
of Christ. These questions cannot be met by a proof of benevolent intention on the part of the Christian Church, nor even by
the strongest evidence that the Church of Christ has been the
greatest factor in human progress during the last two thousand
years. It will not even suffice to point to the present power of
Christ to transform a sinner into a saint. The mind, as well as

the heart, must be satisfied, and to this end we are forced
to the conclusion that only intellectual reason for belief can be
valid, and that such reasons cannot ultimately be replaced by
other grounds. Here then we have reached the second branch
of apologetics, that which appeals primarily to the reason, and
in which Christian philosophy and dialectic have the supreme
place.

We do well to remember that when apologetics has done
its work most thoroughly, it has only created the atmosphere 1n

which belief is possible and probable. The mind may be
convinced while the heart remains untouched, just as the heart

may urge consent while the mind is still clouded with donbt.
We must go even further and say that the mind may be convinced and the heart also urge to consent, while the will remains

obstinate, still requiring the life-giving touch of the Spirit,
which bloweth where it listeth, before the apologetic of gracious
deeds and cogent reasoning can issue in that complete surrender

of the whole man to the master Christ, which is the first step
in intelligent discipleship.
The function of apologetics being thus, by appeal to good
deecs on the one hand and sound reason on the other, to create

an atmosphere in which Chistian belief 1s possible and
probable, we are brought to the question which is the comprehensive and supreme question for every Christian missionary in this land, How can we help create an atmosphere for the
Chinese in which Christian belief is possible and probable, or,
in other words, “ What 1s the Apologetic for China’?
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Before proceeding further, however, I must explain briefly
how, not having the profound scholarship necessary to treat

adequately such a subject as this, [ can venture to write
this paper. The answer seeins to me akin to the answer
to the similar questions “How can a representative of our
imperfect Western and only so-called Christian civilization
venture to preach to another race at all?” We must frankly
adinit the defects of Western and of Christian civilizations, and
aiso the fact that both our theology aud our apologetics are but
partially successful and complete, even from our Western, point
of view. We are but beginutng to know and to apply the pro-

found teaching and life of Christ. Our social and even
individnal problems are but partially solved. The Lord
Jesus Christ, whom we call Lord and Master, is not yet
absolutely supreme in even one individual life amongst us,

much less in the whole Church or the great civilizations
which bear His naime.

We venture to leave our own lands
and preach the Gospel to the Chinese because our Lord
commanded us to do so, and because the more we know of His

world the nore we see it to be one world. We hope to see
soon established in China that lfe-bearing Church which shall
help this nation as it has helped ours, so that East and West
inay together help each other make all the Kingdoms of this

world the Kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ. No
individual can put off till he has reached perfection the obligation of proclaiming to others the Savior he has found, tho he
knows that Savior calls him to perfection. Likewise no Church
and no nation can put off till all its members have reached the
plane of its best men, the obligation of making its best known
to the world.

Kiven so we who are in the midst of the Lord’s battle in
China cannot forbear to It would be folly, and cowardice also, to wait within our trenches or to retreat until the more
disciplined and better equipped soldiers whom we are sure will
follow later have actually arrived. However inadequately prepared we may be, we inust now fghd, with the best weapons
and the best strategy we can command. The fallacy of waiting
till perfectly equipped before ever uttering a word in defense of
the faith is almost as great as that of rushing into the great controversies of the faith with no thought that special preparation is
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needed. The fact is we are best prepared for the conflict, not in
the secluded study alone, but by forying afew weapons we know
how to use, and then proceeding to use them, learning more

of the streneth and the weakness of both ourselves and the
enemy as the battle of our generation advances, As a matter
of fact I believe this is what most missionaries are doing, but
too few of us inake a practical use of our growing experience
and knowledge, We need to review aid revise our methods
and our attitude in the light of the constantly better underStanding we have of the Chinese people and of the atmosphere
in which they actually live. We ourselves are obliged. to live

a kind of double life, partly in the atmosphere of our homie
lands and partly in that of China. Our: reading. of the home
papers and of the books which are moulding the thought of the
West perforin the essential office of keeping us in touch with

our home lands and with the Church at large, but it tends
rather to separate us from the atmosphere in which the
Chinese live.

When our souls have been stirred by such read-

ing, Iam convinced that there is grave danger in turning at
once to our Chinese people aud putting the message which
burns in our hearts almost as directly into a Chinese sermon
or address as we would into our own language for a congregation ot our own race. Then arises that regrettable situation

wherein the only thing that really commends itself to the
Chinese congregation is the evident earnestness of the preach-

er, and the kindly deeds which his earnestness leads him te
perform. The reason for his earnestness is hidden from therm
almost as much as if he were speaking a foreign language, and

the cause of this difficulty lies in the fact that.the preacher has
tailed to enter into the interests and thoughts of his people.
He has been so much concerned with delivering his own soul
that he has failed to ensure the understanding of his message
by those to whom it 1s addressed. I write this paper in the hope

that it may help, even if only in the smallest way, to the
understanding of the Chinese among whom we live, and to a
more effective adaptation of our deeds and our words to the
end of making it possible for them to belteve, With this end
in view, let us ask first what are
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The Conditions Peculiar to China.

1. The proportions of the Chinese race are unique. As
Dr. Arthur Smith has pointed out, it surpasses all the races of
the present day in three important points; the antiquity and
continuity of its civilization, the vastness of its numbers, and
its social, literary, administrative, and religious homogeneity.
The sympathetic student need never weary in the pursuit of
any aspect of the life of the Chinese race; for variety is to be
found at every turn and there 1s no end to the stores of her
luistory, literature, art, philosophy, experience and practice of
povernment, and last but not least of her religious development:

There seems to be no smallest commuuity. in the whole of
China that does not harbor traditions of great men connected
with the really vital lustory of the nation’s past. Kvery:.:Prefecture has its annals, and every family its genealogy, by which

the history of every locality and of almost every individual in
it can be traced back with fair accuracy for twenty or thirty
generations, aud there can be little doubt that the general outlines of the history are accurate for a period beginning several
hundred years before the time of Confucits—say from before
the time of Saul and David and Solomon. The adininistrative

of the race 1s impressed upon the traveller at every turn,
for he finds governinent carried on over the great areas and in
the midst of China's millions with a general acquiescence in
the correctness of the theory, which prevails everywhere, and
a degree of subinission on the part of the people at large, which
are sure marks of a high degree of civilization. Vet the chiet
claims of the race to our consideration are to be found in its
literature and its religions; that 1s to say, in those very regions

where the most intense interest for the missionary is to be
found.

The-supremacy of the Chinese amongst the nations of

Asia has really been based upon this intellectual and snoral
superiority, rather than upon any military or governmental

Pens. The prevalence of a dessicated decadent Confucianism
for the past few hundred years has tended to obscure the writings of the so-called unorthodox philosophers, but the younger
generation of scholars 1s bringing this mine of fertile reflection
on the probiems of the universe to light, and we are confront-

ed with a new world of ideas, and of terminology to fit the
same, drawn from these long neglected treasures of the past.
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{ touch upon these familiar facts because I think there is
danger of forgetting how true and significant they are.

Tomy

mind they constitute the first and most important peculiarity
with which we have to deal in making the confession of the
Christian faith possible in China. That China has been selfsatisfied in the past, and scornful of the rest of the world; and
that she has been rudely awakened from this self-complacency

by contact with nations materially stronger than herself
during the past generation, must not obscure from us the
fact that these outstanding features of Chinese civilization
must still be reckoned with. The nation 1s rapidly learn-

ing how to make much of these things, not in the hight
of ancient prejudice and ignorance but in the full blaze of
modern study and comparison with other races and nations.
The ambitious Chinese youth is not slow to draw the conclustou

which careful observers have made many a time, that the
Chinese is as good a man as walks the earth, and that given
equal opportunities he can hold his own with the best men of
other races. The success of those Chinese students wlio have
gone abroad 1n competition with western students at their own
universities 1s.a proof of the virility and capacity of the Chinese

intellect. We do greatly err if we look upon this race as
decadent. It is rather partially arrested, and just now all signs

indicate that there 1s abont to take place in China a renaissance
which will change the face of the earth.

2,—The second fact to be faced is the prejudice of the
Chinese against foreigners and against Christianity as foreign.
The prejudice appears to be due in part to the aggression and
more or less concealed contempt of the great military and commercial powers of the West, and partly to the growing sense of

nationality and real patriotism which in its first stages and
among the short-sighted multitude of the “ young China’ party
leads most naturally to over-wrought self-assertion and countercontempt for the foreign powers, amongst whom in their heart
ot hearts none more ardently than these very patriots crave a
place. The record of China’s foreign relations, especially with
so-called Christian powers, is not one of which we can be very
proud. Indeed we must hang our heads at the thonght of the
way in which Chinese have been treated in America and at the
blundering and selfishness which until the most recent years
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have been too characteristic of great Britain’s treatment of the
opium trade in China.. And we cannot but welcome the growth
of patriotisin throughout China. The well nigh total absence
of this virtue among the Chinese twelve years or more ago was
one of those things which did more than most others to make
foreigners generally despise the Chinese as decadent, or as
somehow lacking in the essentials of manhood. To see Chinese
all over the Hinpire really indignant-over a Chientao or “ Tatsu

Maru” attair is:a welcome proof that the Chinese have the
quality or capacity for patriotism, without which it is hard to
imagine any nation being worthy to enter the family of nations.
But whatever is the cause of this prejudice against foreigners,
it is certainly a fact of primary siguificance when considering
what should be the Apologetic for China.

3.—The moral and religious endowments of the Chinese.
Nowhere in the world do the coticepts of conscience, right and
wrong, and justice; have a moré well-defined and universally

recopliized meaning ‘and obligation than in China, The
apparent indifference to these things on the part of the Western
governments, and especially the-individuals who were nothing
more than pirates, during the early days of China’s contact with

the West, may well be the reason why prejudice against the
foreigner has gone so deep. The fact that these moral ideas do
not actually rule the conduct of the government or of the people
should not conceal from us.the prevalence of these ideas, which
are in fact the glory of the Chinese people. Very closely related
to these moral ideas are the religious ideas of the people. How
difficult it is to separate clearly between these two regions in
China is shown by the controversy which is no less acute now
than it was in the early days as to whether Confucianism 1s a
religion or only a system of ethics and governinent. ‘Taotai

Tong, at the Centenary Conference two years ago, calmly
assured us that both Confucianism and ancestor worship
contain ne elements strictly religious as distinguished from
moral, and they do not inculcate anything akin to religious
worship. But certain it is that Counfuctanism and what we
know as ancestor worship do invest with something very
nearly akin to religious sanctions both in the state and the family.

The point to be-noted here, however, is not so much whether
Confucianism should be-classed as a religion or not, as the fact
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that Confucianism holds the ground as that system of teaching
which most commends itself to rulers and people, aud that its
chief emphasis is undoubtedly ethical.
Buddhism was welcomed in China because Confucianism

did not meet the religious needs of the people, but it was
peculiarly fitted for this task. Its principles and practices
regarding the use of force were agreeable to the Chinese, who
have never theoretically believed in war. Buddhisin was propagated, as Principal Grant puts it, “with an enthusiasm, self

abnegation and success, which the history of Christendom
cannot surpass, and it is the only one of the universal religions
that never sought to propagate itself by force or persecution, even

when it had the power.” No doubt it brought to China 11 some
considerable degree those benefits which for a time at least, as
Momier Williams tells us, 1t conferred on India and on Eastern
and Northern Asia generally, He says “It introduced education

and culture; it encouraged literature and art; it promoted
physical, moral, intellectual progress up to a certain point; it
proclaimed peace, good-will, and brotherhood among men; 1t
deprecated war between nation and nation ; 1t avowed sympathy

with social liberty and freedom; it gave back much indepen:
dence to women; it preached purity of thought, word, and deed

(though only for the accumulation of merit); it taught selfdenial without self-torture; it inculcated generosity, charity,
tolerance, love, self-sacrifice and benevolence, even towards thie

inferior animals; it advocated respect for life and compassion
towards all creatures; it forbade avarice and the hoarding of
money; and from its declaration that a inan’s Iuture depended
on his present acts and condition, it did good service for a time
in preventing stagnation, stimulating exertion, promoting good.
works of all kinds, and elevating the character of humanity.” . |
That Buddhisin has for centuries been well-nigh a spent
force in China can hardly be doubted, but there are signs of its
revival here as 1n Japan.

In that illuminating little volume

by Dr. Timothy Richard, “The Awakening of Faith,” we have
evidence of how Buddhism, especially in the purer aspects of
the Mahayana School, or Northern Buddhism, appeals -to
Confucianists who want more religious teaching than they
Gnd in the Confucian classics. The former minister to Great
Britain, Lo Fung-lu, told me that he was a Buddhist,—and
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though he did rather discount the statement by declaring later
that all Chinese officials, presumably including himself, were
“hypocrites” and repeated the assertion with emphasis, it was
evideut that in his opinion Confucianism would never supply
elemnents which the Confucian scholar would surely need. A sti]]
further evidence of the possible and indeed probable revival of
Buddhisin in China 1s found in the fact that three at least of the
young men most responsible for the Emperor’s reform policy in
1898 were avowed and ardent Buddhists. One of these, the son
of the Governor T’an of Hupeh, was beheaded at the time of the
coup ad’ état. The other two are still living. One of thein, Kang
Yu-wel, usually residing in England or some other distant foreign

country, and tho rather vacillating and apparently ready to
change his view somewhat in order to meet the desires of those
nearest him at any particular time, and tho charged sometimes
with serious departures from the paths of virtue and rectitude,
seems to hold, intellectually at least, the samme position as his

younger friend Liang Ch’i-ts’ao. Liang religious
position can be fairly well ascertained from his mumerous
writings, which constitute, indeed, one of the large factors in
the present intellectual life of China. J am sorry to say that I
have not read all the interesting essays which appear in his

‘* House of the Iced Drinks Vin-pin-sze”’—and its compation volume, nor have I even seen his more recent writings on
religious subjects, which I understand are also numerous, but I

think it highly significant that such a thoroughly drilled Confucian scholar should consider the general subject of religion as he
does, from several different points of view, discussed in successive
brief essays or chapters, and deliberately come to the conclusion
that Confucianism, even with all its admirable self-restraint and

good morals, cannot satisfy the religious instinct,—that Christianity also fails to meet the need, but that Buddhism can and
must be heartily embraced by all true scholars and patriots.
Should Kang Yu-wei and Liang Chi-ts’ao be recalled to power,
as the Prince Regent is reported in the newspaper to have an-

nounced his intention of doing, and if they still hold this
religious position, Buddhism may take on new life throughout

China. The comparative freedom of Buddhism from any
suspicious alliances with foreign powers would render such a
course popular with many young patriots.
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Iu this counection it would be well to consider two poiuts
about Buddhism which Dr. Richard brings out in the introduc:

tion to his translation of “The Awakening of Faith,” above
referred to, namely,
i. The similarity of Buddhist doctrines, as set forth in this

marvelous book, with those of Christianity, especially in its
theism, its rejection of transinigration in favor of an immediate
entrance of the faithful departed into paradise, its emphasis on
taith as contrasted with works as the ground of salvation; and
its granting a place (denied by the earlier Buddhism) to those
who would not become monks, but preferred to live in the world.
Zz.
The reason why Buddhism, being so vastly superior as

a teligion to Confucianisin, and having secured such wide
acceptance, should yet have failed to supplant Confucianism ;
namely, that Confuctanisin was intrenched in the schools of the
land, and having control of the educational system it retained
all influence and power: while Buddhism failed to instruct its

own people, even the priests, in its own doctrines, and so
degenerated into the nondescript religion it is in China to-day,

no longer vitally distinguished in its own temples irom its
former foes, Confucianisin and Taoisin.
I would also note “the strength and weakness of Ordinary
Buddhism’ as summarized in Dr. Richard’s translation entitled

“Gide to Buddhahood.”

He says “The Strength lies in its

systematic arrangement of a complete view of the universe, its
aiin to remove the suffering of all living beings by Ethics and
Union with the Supreme Divine Will which rules ail.
“The Weakness lies in its indictment of the sexual element

in the Universe and its vain efforts to stainp it out; its countless imaginary worlds and its imaginary beings inhabiting each,

its neglecting in China, where most of the Buddhists of the
world are, to take part in the practical improvement of the
material, social, educational and political conditions of men,
regarding all such things as compared with the eternal, nothing

but vanity !”
Taoism is hardly a force to be considered, except as offering the resistance of popular superstition to the advance of the
Truth in whatever way it appears, in the advance of the railway,
the mine, and the modern school, as well as in the cause of

true religion,
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Nestorianism, however, should be noted as having occupied
for inany generations a large place in the religious life of China,

beginning in the sixth or seventh century of our era. and extending down to the time of the first Roman Catholic Missionaries, in the 14th century. stich studies as that of the Rev.
W.S. Packenham Walsh, B.A., in the CarnesE RECORDER for
March and April 1908, help us to realize more vividly than
ever the richness of Chinese religious history, where it has so
oiten been thought to be quite barren.
Following this brief review of the moral and religious endowmenuts of the Chinese, let us note two modern conditions
peculiar to China.
4. The New Learning. September, 1905, will always be
memorable in Chinese history as the date of the edict abolishing

tle system of government civil service exaininations which
had been the bulwark of Confucianisin and blind conservatism in
the struggle between the old and the new learning. It 1s doubt-

ful whether the chaos at present prevatling throughout most of
the goverument schools, under.the name of modern learuing, is
an improvement intellectually or morally over the old system,
but it 1s certain that the old regime is gone forever. ‘The nuilttiimate. issue of the change will be to bring China into closest 1ntellectual contact, and no doubt also sympathy, with the rest
of the educated worid. Meantime the situation is extremely
serious, students in government schools tend to throw off all
discipline and really serious work, after the example of numerous and noisy students who have returned from short courses

ot study in Japan. Atheisin, hitherto almost unknown in
China, is rampant, along with the abandonment of all the old

sanctions of decency and morality. In the Mission Schools
discipline is good, and foreign studies flourish, though this same

chaos in Chinese studies is controlled with difficulty, for the

very language is going through the pains of a new birth.
The situation calls aloud for constructive leadership in the formation of new religious as well as literary and moral ideals and
gives the Christian apologist a better opportunity than has
hitherto occurred in China.
5. Lhe New National Movement. As the edict of Sep“tember 7905, above referred to, marked the beginning of a new
educational era in China, so the edict of a year later, promising
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a constitution, marked the beginning of what has already become a new national movement. The nation is more nearly
alive than it has been for generations. Patriotism 1s a gTowing passion, among the younger men especially, and along with
the passion for the new learning it is apparently the one thing

in which all intelligent men are interested. Before political
theories have crystalized, while all are studying as models
the actual working of Western nations, the people, especially
the leaders, are more open to impressions from without than
they have ever been, and also much more than they are likely
to be afew years hence.
6. The Christian Church in Cluna. Finally we must not
fail to record the fact that the Christian Church in China, composed of thousands of missionaries, tens of thousands of devoted Chinese pastors and evangelists, and hundreds of thousands of
Chinese converts, constitutes a factor of supreme importance in

any consideration of the apologetic for China. Here is the
foretaste of the fruit which Christianity when full grown will
bear in China, and to it the Christian apologist will be obliged
to appeal, no matter what other stipports he needs for his posttion. We shall doubtless be much helped at many times, in

holding to true ideals of Church life and administration; if
we realize that the structure we are helping to rear will be
judged by the umpartial eyes of the sane inen of China, and in
accordance with their impression of our work they will repel or
welcome that for which we give our lives.

Bearing these facts in mind, we now turn to the cructal
question,

flow can Chrisitanety be made acceptable to the race whith
hives under the conditions peculiar to China ? I think we must
at once realize that the first and fundamental work of apologetics in China must be what 1t has been and is everywhere else
in the world, uamely, the argument of good deeds. lt the rest
of mankind demands this proof of good faith before being ready
to listen to reasoned arguments, much more the Chinese, who
belong tothe Eastern world, and who therefore share that which
is frequently declared to be characteristically oriental, namely,

the disposition to judge one’s meaning rather by actions than
by words. And we must recognize the right of any people to
demand that their prejudices and suspicions be removed by
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inanifest deeds of good-will before we attempt to reason with
them as with friends.
The Christian apologist in China should be able to point to
the tollowing kinds of good deeds as the fruit of the tree he
wishes to see planted and naturalized iu China.
1. Good deeds of Christian Governments and Christian
We apologists should make 1t part of our bustness as
those who are sent to make Christian belief posstble and propeoples.

bable in China, to labor and to pray that the powerful nations
of the West from which we came and which bear the name of

Christ shall treat China in the spirit of the golden rule of
Christ, and by every possible means help China speedily and
with dignity to reach the point where she can be admitted on
equal terms into the family of nations,
2.—Beneficent Christian institutions—schools of all grades
including the real University-—will be especially attractive if they
guard the morals of their students and at the same time meet
even iti part the passionate desire of the multitudes for the new
learning.

Hospitals and refuges, and benevolences of all kinds,

have proven and still prove the most powerful apologetic in
many influential Chinese circles.
3,—Good and able men, products of Christian training and
influence, for all walks of life, including the government service.

None recognize more fully and heartily than the Chinese the

necessity of coinpetent and right-minded men in order to
administer successtully the complicated affairs of the national life.

To “Seek worthy men for the service of the state” (#3 se FH)

is a primary ambition of Confucianism, set forth in great
characters in the most conspicuous places, and any influence
which helps secure such men is sure to be welcomed.
4.—The gift of the beneficent and life-bearing Church ot
the Living God, to be that of the Chinese themselves, led by
men to whoin we have not grudged giving our very best, and
who are thus fitted for leadership in it. ‘The most severe criticism I ever heard of Christian Missionaries in China was that of
4a brilliant and zealous young nan, the son of a Chinese pastor,
who had desired a modern education and could not get it in the

schools of the mission to which he belonged. He went toa
government school, and ultimately entered church work, but he
declared that he believed it the policy of his mission not to give
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their best in education for fear their pupils, once in a position
of independence, would neglect the Christian ministry. It we
can treat our students with such generous confidence as will
both fit them for the largest usefulness and also elicit their
loyal support of the church, the very fact that the church has
the voluntary and enthusiastic support of such educated Chinese

men will be a powerful argument in its appeal to the Chinese
people. Nothing else will so fully meet the demands of the

new national spirit, for it will supply the religious element,
which is at present the inost conspicuous deficiency of Chinese
patriotism, and without which patriotism cannot be truly sound
or wholesome.

5.—Deeds and words which will promote national unity,
inter-racial good will, and social harmony. Intelligent Chinese
realize that the prejudice and distrust existing between Manchus
and Chinese, and between Chinese and foreigners, are the bane
of the nation. But these problems are the despair of statesinen.

Christianity is called to deal with these most difficult of all
problems, in China as elsewhere, and in helping to solve thein
will win the unbounded good will of rulers and people alike.

Finally we turn to the difficult and delicate question of
how to meet the peculiarities of the Chinese mind, supposing
that the initial prejudice of the Chinese has been removed and
his real sympathy gained.

1.—I shall put first and last the attitude of sympathetic
and generous appreciation of the Chinese race, its great proportions in the history of the whole world, and its manifest destiny
to play a great part in the future.

2.—Frank but always most friendly criticism of Chinese
failures. None tnore than the Chinese realize that true friendship means exhortation to do good and avoid evil as well as
merely saying the true and pleasant things.

3.—-Expositions of Chinese religions,—actual studies to be

published for study and enlightenment. In most cases these
can now best be produced by Chinese and foreigners in collaboration. They should show patiently and 1m detail where Chinese
religious beliefs and practices are true and helpful, and also point

out where they controvene the truth and are hurtful to morals.

Among the essential qualifications of those who undertake
such expositions and studies I would. place the following two.
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A. A hearty recognition that God has been working in
China in the past, and that we attribute the good here found to
God Himself,—the Light that lighteth every man that cometh
into the world. If it 1s true, as has been said, that every nation
has its Old Testament, how much more must we recognize in
the Confucian classics, and many Taoist and Buddhist writings,
the hand of the divine Schoolmaster preparing the way for the
Gospel if not actually leading this wonderful people to Christ?

And if an Old Testament prophet, writing in the fifth century
before Christ, could write as he did “My name is great among

the Gentiles, saith the Lord of Hosts,’ how much more
should the Christian apologist of the twentieth Christian
century inake these words apply to China, not only for the

stirring up of Christendom but for the true appeal they
tothe Chinese themselves ?
B. Equally clear and explicit should be the apologist’s
conviction that all inen are now called upon to repent and
believe the good news of Jesus Christ; and that the presumption is in favor of, and not against, any belief or custom which

is associated closely with the Christian Church of the past
goo yeals.

With these two qualifications of expectant charity and
wide vision, on the one hand, and of clear faith in the one only
Naine by which we can be saved, on the other, I believe the
work of these expositions and studies 1s sure to be most fruitful
and to help immeasurably 1n creating an atmosphere in which
Christian belief 1s possible,

4. Impartial reviews of the benefits Christianity has
brought to the mind and the whole life of the West.

Faber’s

“Civilization” has prepared the way for Christian faith in
This field is one in which the Chinese
are at present very susceptible, in view of their conviction that
in civil goverriment and industrial and educational affairs they
must now learn from the West.
5s. Frank and detailed expositions of the superiority of
Christian teaching. The Rev. C. W. Allan, in his admirable
article in the “Recorder” for Feb., 1908, to which I am greatly
indebted, calls attention, which has too long been diverted
elsewhere, to the fact that here 1s where we shal] find most
common ground with the Chinesé at the present time. They

many Cliunmese minds.
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cannot appieciate as yet the full force of those historical and
philosophical arguments which appeal most powerfully to our
generation in the West; but they have gained by centuries otf
insistence a profound respect for “teaching,” or “doctrine.” Such
an argument as that presented in Dr. Garvie’s chapter on “The

Characteristics of the Teaching,” in his “studies in the Inner
Life of Jesus,” meets the Chinese on their own ground, and
when applied in detail to Confucian and Buddhist teaching as

compared with that of Christianity will probably be more
popular and effective than any other line of argument in China
for many years to come.

6. Gentle insistence on the supreme importance of the
Christian dynamic. Our faith does not “stand in the wisdom
of men, but in the power of God.” ‘The Chinese are not tinacquainted with beautiful theories and persuasive words of
inen’s wisdom, but they know also only too well how powerless

such theories and words are. At this point [ think our
apologetic should go a step farther than Mr. Allan’s article
indicates, showing not only how the teaching of Christ shines
in contrast even to the excellences of the teaching of other
‘asters, but also how it deals with this additional and essential
question, namely ; Where is man to gain power to do what the

teaching has shown him to be right? If our apologetic can
make plain how the aspiration of the mystic~who is not unknown in Chinese philosophy—is saved from vague speculation

and sentiment by being focussed upon the Person of the
historic Christ, who lived as a Jew im the days of His flesh, and

now lives, as the Risen One, with His Church and in the
hearts of His people forever, we shall have put the cap-stone
upon this part of our work. Ethics and philosophy will be
shown to find their fulfilment and completion in Christianity.

For the Chinese, as for the rest of mankind, Longfellow’s
words will be a true description of the ideal man’s hope and
faith -—~

“That evermore beside him on the way,
The unseen Christ may move,
That he may lean upon His arm and say,
Dost Thou, dear Lord, approve ?”
And with the coming of the hope that China may become
4 metion in which the control of affairs shall rest in the hands
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of Chinese who thus walk with Christ, the fear, suspicion,
misunderstanding which Christianity now has to meet will
naturally pass away. There will still be opposition, and there
will still be work for apologetics to accomplish; but the citadels

will have been won, and Christian belief will be possible and
probable in China as in the West.

Evolution and Missions
BY BISHOP JAMES W. BASHFORD.

UR aim is to strengthen faith by showing that science,
properly interpreted, is in harmony with Christianity in
its missionary form. George Adam Smith says, “God has
placed man on the earth in a threefold relation: that of Providence
toward a lower creation ; that of service toward his tellows ; that

of worship toward Himself.” If evolution is to lead to a more
thoughtful and tender relation to the world below us, it will

demand an enlargement of our humanity as well as an increase
of our taith.

f.
thority.

I have not the slightest claim to scientific auI simply try to keep familiar in a general way with the

Pacts.

established results of scientific investigation.
(1) However repugnant such conclusions may be to some,
I suppose that we must accept the general facts of evolution.
The Encyclopedia Britannica probably is the most authoritative
publication on scientific subjects in the English language. ‘The

Supplement to the last edition of the Britannica uses this
language: “ Evolution from their predecessors of the forms of
life now existing must be taken as proved.” I suppose this
conclusion represents the consensus of British scientific opinion.
In the United States there 1s not a university or college of
any scientific standing in which evolution in some form 1s not accepted.

An enterprising reporter interviewed the members of

the American Scientific Association a few years ago and published the fact that evolution 1n some form was accepted by them
with substantial unanimity. In France and Germany evolution
is accepted in all scientific circles with even greater unanimity

than in the United States and Great Britain. Hence the
Britannica probably is justified in concluding the article reférred
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to with the statement: ‘We are living in the midst of a
revolution in the general tendencies of knowledge which is
without parallel in the past history of mankind.”
(2) While science recognizes only one cause acting throug h-

out the universe, yet she herself compels scientists to use the
word uniformity in only a general sense. science speaks of a
long, long period in which our earth was slowly condensing and
taking form before life appeared upon our planet. The emergence

of the vegetable kingdom was a decided advance upon the
uniformity which had reigned for milleniums. And the vast
majority of scientists account for the appearance of life as due to
creative impulse. There was a similar advance due to a similar
creative impulse when consciousness emerged in the first sentient
beings. The Bible unites with science in assuring us that there
was a similar creative impulse when man first appeared upon our
globe. “God breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and
man became a living soul.” The Bible transcends but does not

contradict science when it asserts that Christ appeared by a

similar impulse from the Almighty. Indeed the scientific
doctrine which represents each new species as due on one side to
an indwelling development of existing species, and on the other

to an added impulse from the Creator, rather than creation de
nove, is confirmed by such light as the Bible throws upon creation.
In the incarnation God did not neglect the highest species he had
thins tar created. Upon the contrary he acted upon and through
one of the highest beings of the highest species he had thus far
produced. “The Holy Spirit shall come upon thee, wherefore

also the holy thing which is begotten shall be called the Son of
God,” is the New Testament description of the birth of Christ
and the inauguration of the spiritual kingdom on earth. Judg-

ing the briefer account of the creation of Adam by the fuller
account of the incarnation must we not also believe that God did

not create man de novo, but by acting upon and through the
highest beings He had thus far created ? It is no more degrading to man to suppose that he was produced from the dust of the

earth, refined and quickened by the creative and sustaining
activity of God through preceding ages, than to suppose that God

formed him out of the nearest clay bank. Christian evolution
teaches man’s connection with and obligation to care for the
whole creation beneath him.
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(3)

Science, not universally, but generally and increasingly,

is affirming a Personal Spiritual Creator of the universe. Not
all the scientists go so far. But all agree that the cause operating throughout the universe has intelligence and elements of
inorality in it; some add that they have no sctentific warrant for
denying that the cause is personal: they simply confess their
ignorance at this point and proclaim themselves agnostics. All

are substantially agreed in rejecting materialism. Haeckel
coniessed in Zhe Riddle of the Universe that he stood almost
alone among philosophers in his materialistic monism. Not a
university of recognized philosophic standing today is teaching

the crass materialism of a generation ago. Many scientists
advance beyond a spiritual interpretation of the -universe and
hold that the same law of causation which compels them to
posit intelligence in the first cause because they find intelligence

in the result will compel them with a little more thought to
posit personality in the first cause, because they find that also in
the result. Hence Lord Kelvin, the leading scientific authority

ot Great Britain, wrote in 1903: “Science positively affirms
creative power.” Professor George J. Romanes began his
teaching as an avowed agnostic and wrote the keetest criticism
of the theistic argument produced in modern times. But long and
profound thinking led him to the theistic basis and indeed to the
acceptance of Christianity. A tair classification of Darwin wil]

leave him among the agnostics to the last; though with that
candor which characterized him he admitted that the appear.
ance of personality at the end of the evolutionary process made
the hypothesis of a personal being at the beginning of the pro.

cess probably the most rational explanation of the universe.
His great companion, Wallace, who, according to Darwin’s own

testimony, discovered the doctrine of evolution jointly with
himself always remained a theist and a Christian. Immanuel
Kant, the greatest modern philosopher, taking rank indeed with

Aristotle and Plato, wrote:

“It is impossible to contem-

plate the fabric of the world without recognizing the hand of
(sod.”’

The fuller study of nature and man has led to the almost total rejection of the utilitarian interpretation of evolution.
Darwin published “The Origin of Species” in. 1830, just fifty
yeaIs ago, Herbert Spencer, who already was a utilitarian,
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published a remarkable essay in the ‘“‘ Westininster Review"’

(1860) in which he claimed that Darwin had furnished the
scientific basis for the utilitarian: philosophy. The greatest
happiness of the greatest number is the utilitarian goal of his:
tory. But by happiness the utilitarians often mean material
enjoyment, and by the greatest number the greatest number

tow living. Mr. Spehcer maintained that the State and the
Church for which men are often called to sacrifice their lives
are mere abstract terms: that neither the State nor the Church
is capable of suffering or enjoyment. Hence it is follv for any
one to die for them. Mr. Spencer added : “ Tere is the everlasting reason why the welfare of the citizen cannot rightly be
sacrificed to some stipposed benefit of the State, but why on the
other hand the State is to be inaintained for the benefit of the
citizens.” Hence Mr. Spencer condemned monuments and the
memorials in Westminster Abbey as tending to draw men away
from their real goal in life—the seeking of personal happiness;
and he regarded all martyrs as the victims of a false philosophy.
Mr. Huxley went even further and wrote : ‘“T have little doubt
that the moral sentiments originated, as other natural phenomena, by the processes of evolution. But as the immoral sentiments are no less evolved, there is as much sanction for the
one as tor the other. The thief and the murderer follow nature

just as much as the philanthropist.”’

The dificulty with this crass interpretation of evolution

was that it could not be lived.

We are in a world of struggle;
and any state or society, or family which attempts to embody
this selfish doctrine of utilitarianism in life simply disintegrates

Hence in the evolutionary struggle for existence the utilitarian interpretation was condemned by the
and disappears.

scientific test of experiment. Hence Mr. Spencer after sixteen
years more of thought and observation abandoned his old posttion in 1876 and wrote as follows: ‘“ Although egoisin biologtcally considered comes before altruism, yet from the dawn of
life altruism has been no less essential than egoism. Selfsacrifice is no less primordial than self-preservation. ”’ So that

also Mr. Huxley finding that obedience to conscience which
often involved self-sacrifice was necessary to the highest civiliza-

tion, thought -he found in nature two opposing causes, one of
which he characterised as cosmic evolution in which animals
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and men advance by following their selfish instincts, the other
of which he called ethical evolution in which man advances to
the higher civilization by obeying his conscience. In his essay
on “ Evolution and Ethics” he says: “The ethical process is

opposed by the cosmic process.” Again he adds: ‘Ethical
progress means the checking of the cosmic process at every
step.” “ Let it be understood once for all that the ethical progress of society depends not on imitating the cosmic process,
still less in running away from it, but in combating it.” He
adds these noble words:

“It may seem audacious to pit the

microcosm against the macrocosm .... but the intelligence which
has converted the brother of the wolf into the faithful guardian of

the flock ought to do something towards curbing the instincts
of the savage in civilized man.” Mr. Huxley, although a professed agnostic in regard to the supernatural claims of the Bible,
nevertheless boldly advocated putting this Book into the public

schools of England on the ground that the Bible is “the unrivaled instrument for the moral culture of the race,” and that
this unrivaled instrument of moral culture should be placed in
the hands of every child in England.

If evolution is the method by which the Creator has
brought the universe into existence ; and if this Creator is Jesus

Christ ; if all things were made through Him and without Him
was uot anything made that hath beeu made, we ought to find
some prints of Christ’s hand in this evolutionary process.
(1) In the vegetable kingdom we get illustrations of the
law ot love. It is true that vegetation obeys the law of selfregard ; and self-regard in itself is not sinful. Jesus commanded
us to love our neighbours as ourselves, thus implying self-love.
He further gave us the half-commandment, half-promise, “ ye
therefore shall be perfect as your heavenly Father is perfect.”
rence sel{-preservation and self-perfection are not only laws of
nature but laws of God.
But self-preservation is not the deepest law of the vegetable
kingdom. That law is the law of seed and fruit-bearing found
in the first chapter of Genesis: ‘‘ Herbs bearing seed and fruit
trees yielding fruit after their kind, wherein is the seed thereof.”

What is the object of the production of fruit and seeds? Not
to beneht the individual herb or tree bearing them. The ob.
ject is the perpetuation of the species and the service of higher
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orders.

And seed and fruit-bearing is the fundamental law of

the vegetable kingdom because it is the law by which that
kingdom is preserved. A striking illustration of this law is
found in the apple tree which pours forth its strength in fruit
and seeds until it has not sap enough left to carry it through

the winter. The farmer says expressively: “It is winter
killed.” What is this but a hint of Calvary in the vegetable
kingdom ? Sidney Lanier, with an equal insight into the heart

of nature and the heart of Christ, sings with slight variations
of Christ’s visit to the trees in the Garden of Gethsemane:
‘Into the woods my Master went,
Clean forspent, forspent ;
Into the woods my Master came,

Forspent with grief and shame.
But the olives were not blind to Him,

The little gray leaves were kind to Him,
The thorn-tree had the mind of Him,
As into the woods He came.

Out of the woods my Master went,
And He was well content:
Out of the woods mv Master came
Content with grief and shame.
Companions slept, and fled at last,
The olive trees remained steadfast,

Buds whispered that death could not fast,
As out of the woods He caine. ”’

Passing from the vegetable to the animal kingdom we find
a yet fuller embodiment of the law of love. Professor Koessler,
Dean of the Faculty of St. Petersburg University, read a remarkable paper a few years ago in which he calls Darwin’s the greatest

name in the modern world, but rejects completely the crass
utilitarianism of the earlier evolutionists and declares that even

Darwin construed nature too narrowly and maintains that we
must recognize the social instincts among animals and their cooperation as an important factor in evolution. Prince Kropatkin

in a recent volume ‘‘ Mutual Aid a Factor in Evolution”
shows that animals go in herds and flocks and schools, and
furnishes many illustrations of co-operation in the animal kingdom.

In France Espinas published in 1880 a valuable book on
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“Animal Societies” in which he dwells upon the social and altruistic instincts of animals. The same year J. L. Lanessan advanced
a distinct modification of the old view of evolution as a selfish

struggle, in a paper entitled “Zhe Struggle for Extsience and

Assoctation for that Struggle.’ In England Huber and Sir
John Lubbock have shown that the marvellous development of
the brain of ants and bees is due to their social co-operation.
Better still, the facts which are plain to even laymen will lead to
the triumph of the later views. The deepest law of the ariimal

kingdom—the Jaw by which alone the animal kingdom is
perpetuated and propagated, is not the law of savagery but the
law of motherhood, the law by which the mother brings forth her
young at the cost of great pain to herself and by which both —

parents nourish and protect their young with their own substance and sometimes with their lives. Hence in the anima!
kingdom are the marks of Him by whom all things were made
and without Him was.not anything made that hath been made.
We may frame the latest discoveries of evolution in the two

following laws: First, the evolutionary struggle is not only a
struggle between individuals of the same species for which
fecundity furnishes the material, but 1s also and chiefly a struggle
between groups, between species, between orders. The Phylloxera which proved so destructive to the French vineyards spread

in colonies with more co-operation than struggle between the
individuals composing the colony. Success in combating the
Phylloxera was due to Pasteur’s discovery that the Lady Beetle
devours this scale by myriads. Hence one species was introduced into the vineyards to battle against another species. So fully
is this new law recognized that it is followed in combating most
diseases. The physician aims first to discover what parasite or
microbe produces the disease and then what other species will
destroy that microbe and then he pits species against species.
First then, the evolutionary struggle 1s chiefly a struggle between
species.

Passing from the animal to the human kingdom, we find
abundant illustration of the second law in the evolutionary
struggle, viz., that in the battle between species, between
orders, between nations, the triumph or the survival of the species
is int exact proportion to the willingness of the individuals- which
compose the species to sacrifice themselves for the-good of the
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whole.

Patriotism, which. Mr. Spencer originally condemned,

is found to be the very basis of national existence. It was
surprising that the Japanese, who had accepted Mr. Spencer's

utilitarian philosophy more fully than any other nation, the
moment they came to a life and death struggle with Russia
abandoned the utilitarian philosophy and accepted, so far as it
related to the nation, the Christian law of love as measured by
sacrifice. The triumph of the family, the nation, and the race 1s

in exact. proportion to the sacrifice of the individuals who
compose it for the good of the whole. Here is another finger
print upon creation by Him by whom all things were made.

Henry Drummond published in s1g04 the Lowell
Lectures on “The Ascent of Man,” a book the philosophical

significance of which has not yet been fully realized by
scientists. But the most notable contribution to the modtfied

view is Benjamin Kidd’s “Soczal Evolution.” Mr. Kidd
like Mr. Huxley apparently is puzzled by the phenomena
which confront him in the conflicting tendencies to selfishness
and to service which he finds 1n man. He proclaims that the

altruistic motive which prompts to service and sacrifice 1s
ultra-rational, i.e. beyond reason.

And yet he shows by indis-

putable scientific evidence that the progress of civilization
depends upon man’s obedience to this altruistic instinct.

It is

a striking recognition of Mr. Kidd’s ability that the editors of
the Britannica have chosen him as the apparent successor of
Mr. Huxley and that he furnishes two leading articles on evolution in the Supplement to the last edition.

Turning from these articles to a study of humat history
shows that even before Christ came in the flesh and authoritatively announced the law of love, the noblest spirits on earth
already had recognized 1t. In the Horatii dying at the bridge
for Rome, in the friendship of Damon and Pythias, in Arnold
von Winkeliried gathering the spears of his country’s enemies
into his own bosom and dying for his native land, in the thous-

ands and tens of thousands of brave men—Englishmen,
cans and Japanese, men of all lands and all climes and all
tongues, who counted their lives not dear unto themselves
that they might save their country; we recognize this highest
quality of humanity. This imperious summons to offer one’s
life in defence of one’s home or state or church ts not “an irri-
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descent dteam it transcends but it does not contradict the
impulse of self-regard.
Great Britain lost the American colonies because she had

not then learned that the law of love applies in politics and
especially to distant colonies. She is holding Canada and
Australia because she is treating them as a mother treats a
daughter. Despite all criticisms of British rule in India, some
of which are just, this great fact stands out: The population

of India when England began her rule was substantially
100,000,000 ; today that population is substantially 300,000,000.
Again the same fact appears in another form: some two-thirds

of the territory of the empire is wholly under British rule and
the population averages 279 to the square mile; one-third is
under native rule with little interference from Great Britain,
and here, with land almost as rich, the population averages 110
per square mile. The people of India and the civilized world

will under Divine Providence retain British rule in India or,
if they once throw it off, speedily return to it, if Great Britain
thus continues to serve this Indian E:mpire. Love shown by
service is the gravitation which holds empires and colonies
together in the world.

So the United States has rendered the

Filipinos still greater service than Britain has rendered the
Indians. Japan has surpassed both the United States and
Great Britain and Germany in applied science at the University of Tokyo. What other university in the world has twenty
professors 1n engineering alone? What other country has
equalled Japan in reducing the number of soldiers dying from
disease in a campaign as compared with those lost in battles?
If, as Japan has surpassed the other nations in some of the fruits
of our higher civilization, she also surpasses both Great Britain

and the United States in her treatment of the Koreans as a
colony, the Divine Providence, the partial acquiescence of the
Koreans, the judgment and conscience and money of the civilized world will enable her to hold Korea, despite any efforts
of Russia to dislodge her. But if Japan exploits and oppresses

the Koreans until she drives them to rebellion and
turns judgment and the conscience and wealth of Christen-

dom against her and loses the divine favor, her ten
million unhappy Korean subjects will be only a source of
weakness; aud it will be easy some time during the next
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quarter of a century for Russia to help the Koreans to push her
back across the channel.

The Golden Rule is not only good
politics, it is the only practical politics.
So essential is our love of neighbors and our service of
humanity to the progress of the race that the Creator has
interwoven this altruistic sentiment into the very texture of
society. The family is a divine organism by which God calls
us out of the selfishness of pure individualism into the mutual
So society 1s the
divine method by which God calls us out of the narrower life
of the family into the larger life of the neighborhood. And the
companionships and services of the home.

State is a divine institution by which God calls us out of the
narrower sympathies of the clan into patriotic devotion to the
coinmonwealth. “The powers that be are ordained of God.”
The Church ts the last and highest and divinest institution on
earth in which God teaches us that He hath made of one
blood all the peoples of the earth andin which through our
service to humanity all the nations of the earth shall be blest.
Upon this Rock, 1.e., the rock of Jesus’ Messiaship, of His sacrifice

of Himself for the salvation of the world, God has founded His
Church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it. The
entire history of our globe from the first appearance of seedbearing in the vegetable Kingdom to the death of Christ upon

the cross bears the imprint of Him by whom all things were
made and without whom not. anything was made that hath
been made. It is very striking aud it shows one cause operating throughout nature that the same law of love which we find
manifesting itself in the fruitfulness of the vegetable: Kingdom,
in motherhood and the social instincts in the animal kingdom,

in the family and society and the State and Church in the
human kingdom, reaches its culmination in Christ’s death upon
the cross for the redemption of the race.

But if the Christian Church rises above the State and ts
the supreine embodiment of the law of love which first begins
to emerge in the vegetable kingdom, in like manner missions
rise above local and denominational lines and become the
highest manifestation of Christianity. Moreover looking forward to the: conquest of the world under the everlasting law of
struggle and survival of the fittest, the fittest in this case will
be found to be not simply the strongest but that which is most
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‘servicable to the race. Remember that one of the later laws of
evalution is that the triumph of the species is measured by the
sacrifice of the members who compose it. Only that religion
which is most intensely missionary on the one side and which
is most helpful to the race upon the other side has any prospect

of final victory. Who can doubt that in the ongoings of history Christianity with its pure and holy God, Christianity with
its redemption from sin through Jesus Christ, Christianity with
its law of love and its service to humanity, Christianity with its
power of self-propagation through the Holy Spirit, Christianity
with its hopes of eternal blessedness, is destined to triumph.
We are not left to faith alone for this vision.’ Under: the
principle of evolution applied to human history for the last two
thousand years Christ is slowly but surely gaining the ascendency.

There was a Christian population—not a Christian Church, but

a Christian population of 50,000,000 at the end of the one
thousand years of struggle; of 100,000,000 at the end of the
next five hundred years of struggle; of 200,000,000 at the end
of the next three hundred years of struggle; of 400,000,000 at
the end of the next one hundred years of struggle. This
is a growth in almost geometrical ratio. It took one thousand

years to gain the first 50,000,000 of Christian population ;

it took one hundred years to gain the last 200,000,000
of Christian population—an advance of forty fold.. We recognize how exceedingly imperfect 1s our existing so-called
Christian civilization. But 1f even this imperfect embodiment
of Christianity tends to supplant all other faiths, what will not
the more perfect embodiment of the Golden Rule accomplish ?
And we may confidently look forward to this more perfect em-

bodiment. At this point history is re-inforced by prophecy.
What reason have we to suppose that an evolutionary process
which has been operating possibly for a million years and which
has resulted in higher and higher types of life is to stop with an
imperfect type of humanity. Is the present ignorant, impotent,
‘sintul human race so high and holy that creation has reached
its culmination in us? The very unrest of man in his present

sinful state and the very visions of holiness and helpfulness
which visit us by day and haunt us in our dreams by night are
prophecies of a higher type of life. Now turning to the New
Testament we find this probability of a higher type of man
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which grows out of the entire history of life upon our globe
confirmed by prophecy.

“Ye therefore shall be perfect as your

Father in heaven is perfect.’ A New Humanity in Christ 1s
the clear teaching of the New Testament. And we already
have in the presence of the Holy Spirit the power which will
fil us with all the fullness of God. Sctence and the New
Testament unite in prophesying a new and a higher type of
man, and the New Testament reveals the Holy Spirit as the
power already in the world through whom and by whom and
with whom the New Humanity in Christ is to be constituted.
Surely if the imperfect form of the New Humanity in Christ
thus far developed is supplanting ail cther religions on the globe
what may we not expect when Christian men and women come

to the fullness of Him who flleth all in all? Thus under the
evolutionary struggle Missions, which are the highest existing
embodiment of Christianity ; Missions, which use the applied
sciences to put each man and race to which they minister in
harmony with present environment; Missions, which. strive to
put all men through faith into harmony with the environment
which will exist when the earth shall disappear; Missions, which
aim to bring each man into harmony with himself and all races
into harmony with God, are bound to endure and triumph because they lead humanity to that “far off divine event to which
the whole creation moves.”
elie: Sy 64

The Work of the Evangelistic Association
BY REV. J. R. MILLER.
§

HIS Association is a product of the Centenary Con-

"To Tn considering the grat. problen of the
Evangelization of China it was felt that the time had
come for a forward moveinent and that this should be on a
systematic and comprehensive scale.

The object of the Association is ‘to stimulate the evange.
listic spirit and facilitate this common desire. Other Associations on the field have done excellent work. Lhe Missionary
Associations at the different centres have developed a comradeship which makes united effort possible and successful.

The Educational Association has raised the standard of
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educational work.
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It has introduced the spirit of thorough-

ness, and giveu its best to a progressive system.

The Medical Association is full of possibility and is
destined to scatter its beneficence over the whole land. It has
a great work to do, and it will do it. These departments of the
work are alive to the vast opportunities and are eager to meet
them. I ain sorry, however, that the Evangelistic Association,
which is the most important, should be so late in coming on to
the field. Now that it has come, [ trust it will be a spirit of

power, working in and through every branch of missionary
enterprise, It has not come asa rival to institutional work,
but rather as the breath of lite which by virtue of its living
energy, will help it.
The great objective of all missionary work is soul-winning.
The Christian educator is not satished with intellectual conquest
only. He desires to see the mind under the control of grace,
beautified and strengthened by things divine, and yet his time
and energy are so spent in the duties of his profession, that he
must be content with a fragmentary exercise in direct evangelistic work. The medical missionary stands before the public

as the embodiment of goodness. Under the shadow of the

Great Physician he practices the healing art. As the evil
disease retreats before his skill and patience, deep down in his

heart of hearts he hopes that the patient will find rest to his
soul. But he too is so pressed by the multitude, that he has

little or no time to give to direct evangelistic work. The
special work of the evangelist 1s the cure of souls. It 1s a great
responsibility as well as privilege. The Association wishes to

emphasize this work, to bring it toa position commensurate
with the need, and it desires to do so not at the expense of
institutional work. The soul-need of the Empire, however,,.is
so vast, so deep, so urgent, that some gigantic effort must be
made in order that this primary purpose of the gospel may
have its rightful place.
In the sphere of economics we see what division of labour
has done for the industrial worid. It has greatly increased the

output and widened in a phenomenal manner the field of
exchange. Since commerce called in the aid of science, remarkable discoveries and great advances mm material progress
have been made.

If we turn our eyes tothe New Testament
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we find the Apostle to the Gentiles exhorting Timothy to do
the work of an evangelist, to be instant during all seasons.
According tothe report of the Evangelistic Committee, less
than one half of the whole missionary staff is now engaged in
direct evangelistic work, and the proportion is as large as it is,
only because of the fact that out of six hundred and seventyeight members of the China Inland Mission, five hundred and
sixty are in direct evangelistic work. With all the manifest and
substantial need, 1t 1s evident that a mighty effort 1s required.
In this land there are still over oue thousand walled cities
unoccupied. ‘There are also thousands of towns, and thousands
and thousands of villages, where the hight of the Gospel has not
entered, The great mass of the people is yet untouched. ‘The
committee has estimated that to meet this need, three thousand
two hundred more men, and sixteen hundred women, specially

qualined as leaders and organizers, should be forthcoming
within the next ten years, and that 150,000 Chinese Evangelists

should co-operate with them. It is absolutely necessary that
this expected re-inforcement should be specially endowed with
gilts suitable for this work. Like Gideon’s three hundred, they
should be efficients of the highest type.

The Association in its desire to stimulate evangelistic
effort would advocate efficiency on the part of those who
undertake it. In doing this it does not underestimate the
value of the work done in the past; rather it records its thankfulness to God for the many noble men and women who have

served the cause faithfully and also for those who are at
present devoting their talents, strength and love to this work.
As the national system of education extends and is perfected.

the thought of the people will grow, and their powers of
couception will be enlarged. They will begin te learn,
admire and reverence 111 an increasing measure the story of

their own evolution and Jaud the secret of their continuity.
The polemical spirit will be strengthened and they will stand
entrenched behind intellectual and inoral problems. This we
do not fear, but we must be prepared to deal with it.

The Evangelist cannot afford to be slipshod in the
language. He should be an expert. The missionary who
thinks he can dispense with a teacher and find out for himself
the treasures of the language, is under a delusion, and the
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missionary, who itnagines that after he has passed the prescribed sections of study is once and for all equipped for his life
work, is deceiving himself. The most serious handicaps in life
are generally self-imposed, and the missionary who is unfaithful

in the duty of language-study is erippling his whole. career.
Character is always superior to ability, yet the latter 1s not to
be despised, more especially the genius for hard work. Our
Chinese colleagues are not slow in estimating the business
element of our position.

They know the approximate expense

of a missionary and his family on the fleld. They kuow the
amount of work done by him, its quality and tts results. Alongside of this, they place their own record, and too often they
find that the man with the small pay 1s the one who carries the
heavy end of the log. ii through slackness we are inefficient,

we lose the respect of our Chinese brethren and eat up unworthily the funds of the mission Boards. Every conscientious
missionary will do his utmost to maintain an acceptable position
in both the written and spoken language of the people,
But the evangelist should not only excel in the language,
he should be well versed in Cotnparative Religion, and certainly

in those religions which are indigenous. This is imperative,
not so much to meet the educated as to enlighten the masses
that are woefully ignorant of the prevailing systems. ‘Outside
of the literati there are crowds that bow down blindly to idols,
aud many who claim to be followers of the Confucian cult are
not able either to read or write.
In dealing with the z¢edlectuelles it 1s also necessary to
understand Chinese philosophy and to be familiar with the text
of the classics. It is not wise, however, to approve of teachings
which are contrary to any of the cardinal doctrines of Chris-

tianity. The nature of man is considered by Mencius to be
good, and this has for generations been the accepted belief.
But the middle school as represented by Han Wen Kong is
perhaps nearer the truth when it says that “the heart of man isa

piece of ground with neither good nor bad seed, and largely
dependent upon its environment.” Then the theory of Hsttin

Tsi that the nature of man is evil and only evil, will.stand
alongside the picture we have in the third chapter of Romans,
The teaching. of Meh Tsi on universal love comes very near
Christian altruisni. Amongst the progressive leaders of thought
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‘Poh ai’ 1s no longer scorned as an utopian dream, but is recognized as the goal towards which every exponent of virtue
should press, so that the morning might soon break when “ All
men’s good shall be each man’s rule.” Again, the evangelist
should be brave enough to deal with the problem of sin. ‘The
struggle to overcome it 1s common to the huinan race. Alas,
however, human defences have long since been broken down

and the waters of evil have overwhelmed and cursed

The thoughtful and observant student of history
finds that intellectualism alone is no proof against temptation. The civilization of material improvement is one thing,
that of moral and spiritual improvement is another. In Japan
I was greatly struck by the conclusion at which inany of the
Chinese students had arrived. They wete quick to recognize
the advancement of Japan and yet they said that Japan had
failed to deal satisfactorily with the social evil. One, in the
humanity.

spirit of despair, said to me, “what is to become of my
country ? Tomorrow we may step into line with the march of
nations, but the social question will remain-unsolved.” Here isa
great opportunity for showing wherein Christianity differentiates

from other religiotis, for all who are partakers of the Christ-life
are free from sin, in other words, “sin has no more dominion
over thetn.” The remedy for sin, as found in the Gospel, is the
great apologetic for China. Confucius, after his tour through-

out the different states, said: “my teaching will not go.” Ln
another place he said: “I find no one who loves virtue as he

loves pleasure.” Referring to his own life he said: “If
providence would add to my years I might possibly get rid of
my big faults-”’ It is true that during his administration in the

state of Loo, the people were happy and prosperous. “A thing
dropped on the road was not picked up ; there was no fraudulent
carving of vessels; coffins were made of the ordained thickness §
otaves were unmarked by mounds raised over them, and no two
prices were charged in the markets.” This condition of things
however quickly changed. The duke of his native state began

to find a forced ethical life somewhat irksome. Beautiful
girls, well-skilled in music and dancing, and fine horses, were
sent from the neighbouring states to him, and these attractions

completely captured him. The songs from those pretty lips
were more fascinating than the stories of a pedantic old man,
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His hopes were blasted and he stood helpless before the onward

march of evil. Shall we not say that the failure of Confucianism is due to the fact that he based his hope on man and
not on God ? The system 1s destitute of spiritual dynamic.
The evangelist should also be a humanist. He should

know men and be in sympathy with them. Here I. must
refer orice more to the need of studying Chinese history and
literature. Contact with the people, of course, will reveal much

to us, but if we fail to get behind the traditions of Chinese
thought, our knowledge of them will be largely superficial.
We must concede to them liberty of thought and action and
néver intrude our ideas.

I remember a young missionary, who
was inore zealous than wise, doing a very absurd thing. He
was walking in one of the residential streets of the city, and as

he. passed a door he noticed a number of Buddhist’ priests
ényaged in a funeral service. They were kneeling before the
family altar which was heavily laden with incense and sacrifices.
Withont a: moment’s hesitation be walked into the house, and

put his hand: upon the bald pates of the priests, one after the
other, repeating in rather a gruff voice, “puh hao tih fah-tsi, puh
hao tih fah-ts?.””

The great secret of D.L. Moody’s success. was
his largeness of heart. Professor Drummond said “he was the

biggest human he had met.” This work above all needs men
who ate peculiarly separated unto God, who will give themselves unreservedly to 1t and who have a deep controlling

passion for souls. Scholarship, gifts, however brilliant, will
not realize the objective, unless there be the enduement of
power, -It may appear to you as if I had said too much on this

familiar subject, but I have felt that to magnify the office is
the best way to emphasize the need for the Association.
Now let me say something about the duties of the Associa-

tion.

From the beginning it should be understood that it will
only attend to the essentials. It will give evangelism the first,
second and third place. lt will not interfere with the duties
which properly belong to missionary boards. It will not seek
to enlarge tts domain or enrich itself at the expense of other

branches of the work, but it will strenuously try to prevent
evangelisin being relegated to a secondary position. It will sound

afresh the marching orders of the Church, “Go ye into-all the
wotid and preach the gospel to every creature.” It will hold
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to the Apostolic determination ‘to know none among men but
Christ and Him crucified.” The glories of the Cross of Christ

will be its crown.

Some years ago I had the privilege of

attending the assembly meetings of the Free Church of Scot.
land. Dr. Joseph Parker of London had been invited by the
Committee of Religion and Morals to address the ministers and
elders of that historic gathering. After a most informing and
inspiring deliverance he concluded his appeal by a beautiful
passage, “ Bind your genius round the cross and God will send

showers of blessing upon your ministry, exalt 1t above the
Cross and God will send a withering wind that will blast it
for ever.”
The Association will seek to select and prepare suitable
literature for this work. We are already much indebted to
the tract societies for the good work they have done, but we
feel that in this department there are still great possibilities.
It will also seek to promote special evangelistic services. Within the last few years good results have followed certain efforts

of this kind. It is evident the need exists and in a sense is
urgent, There are at inmost of the older mission centers large
numbers who have an intellectual concept of the Christian faith.

From their manner of life, however, it is plain that they
have little experimental knowledge of Christ as Saviour.
A series of evangelistic meetings, conducted by men sent by

God, would be sure to obtain excellent results, These
special efforts would gather in the fruit of many years of
patient toil. Of course separate missions may set apart men

for this work and local effort may be crowned with good
success, but this should not in any way hinder a large and
united campaign. In addition to this, conventions for the
deepening of spiritual hfe could be held. Why should not
China have its Keswick and its Northfield?* The Chinese
helpers would appreciate such provision.

The Bible Institute

department might also come under the patronage of the Association. It embraces, I suppose, both the evangelistic and
pastoral elements.

The scope of the Association includes all those points, and

others which I have only time to mention, for example, the
problems of evangelizing the different grades of society, the
rion-christian schools, the army and navy, the country with its
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innumerable villages, the vast number of boatmen at the
central marts of the Empire, these and others will come under
the particular attention of the Association,
One need hardly mention the substantial benefits which
will accrue from the work of the Association. It will prove the
means of leading many precious souls to decision for Christ. It

will deepen and strengthen the spiritual life of Church
members. It will brighten and inspire the outlook and

ainbition ot God’s servants. It will cement the bounds of
interdenominational friendship. It will certainly hasten the
establishment of the Kingdom.
In conclusion. It may be argued that the existing societies

are sufiicient: for these things. True, but the Association
It is meant to be
a body of specialists, who will give themselves wholly to the
cure of souls. The members of the Association will represent
all the societies and I feel sure the direct and indirect advantages to be gained will more than compensate the societies for
any time given by their workers to the advancement of Association principles,
I sympathize with those who have a fear of being burdened with complex machinery, The Association will be simple
is not an organisation outside of the Church.

in its aim and operation. It will try to obtain the maximum of work with the minimum of organisation. For my
part I welcome it without reservation. To me it is an intimation of brighter days and richer harvests. If by its establish-

ment the Cross of Christ may make greater conquests, then we
will bless the day when the leaders of this movement were led

to venture.. We are told that when William Penn first settled
in the forests of Pennsylvania he said to himself “this 1s a
holy experiment.” Since then the progress of the American
people and the leading position they hold among -the nations of

the earth have more than justified that experiment. As by
faith we unfold the possibilities of the future may we not see
in the experiment of the Association a like success.
Take up then, my friends, the object of the Association, and

make it your ideal.

Let us seek in the most rapid, most
intelligent and most powerful way to send forth Gospel light
and truth. Let us determine that the heralds of salvation
shall carry the glad tidings to the regions beyond. Let us
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press in upon the citadels of evil until they surrender before
the forces of light and liberty, and Jet us never rest until we
ring in the Christ who 1s to be, until He occupies His rightful
place in the heart of this nation.

The Future of the Mission School in China
BY REV. A. ]. BOWEN.

O attempt to forecast the future of mission schools in

T° china ot this time of tremendous changes an
seen developments in education, requires considerable

courage and a great deal of presumption. So that any conclusions arrived at must of necessity be somewhat of the nature
of broad generalizations. However, the subject is one of very

great.importance to the Church at large, and of more than
passing interest to those closely associated with educational
problems,

If the topic under discussion were “The Need of Mission
schools,” meaning by Mission Schools, Christian Schools, we
could with positive assurance affirm that there will always be
a need for the Christian school, and a permanent need gives

a permanent future. No religion has flourished very long,
or has been of wide influence or power, without its schools.
We speak of the Confucian school in China and it is the

only place where the Confucian religion is taught; the
schools of Assyria, Babylonia, and Egypt were ecclesiastical

and they kept the altar-fires of their religions burning.
The Jewish religion flourished. in the Rabbinical schools.
The early Christians had their system of education, and in
Jerusalem, in Antioch, in Corinth, Ephesus and Alexandria
great schools flourished, and these schools were the very
fountain heads of the Church. During the dark ages it
was the monastic school that kept alive the flickering flame
of learning. Someone has said that, after the Reformation, Protestantism became the mother of popular education.
Germany obtained her common schools from Martin Luther,
Scotland her love of learning from John Knox. When William
of Orange triumphed over Spain, he asked the Netherlands
which they preferred, relief from taxation, or the founding of a
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University. They chose the school, and it was in that school
that Arminius taught. The earliest colleges of America were
founded and maintained by the Christian church. Harvard,
Yale, Princeton, Columbia, Brown, Dartmouth, and scores, even
hundreds of others, could be named. At the present time we

are told that nearly two-thirds of the colleges and universities
of America are under denominational control. The only college
founded there before the 18th century that was not the creation
of the Church or of individual ministers, was the University
of Pennsylvania, but even in this school the Bible was named

as a text book, the founder, Benjamin Franklin, saying:
‘When human science has done its utmost......yet still we
must recommend the students to the Scriptures of God, 1n order

to complete their wisdom, to regulate their conduct through
life, and to guide them to happiness forever.” The very idea of
education for the common people—for everybody—is a Christian
idea, and distinctly so. In Japan and China, until the Christjan Missions came, education was for the few favoured classes.

So, by our very calling, we witness to the conviction that
Christianity is essential to the best and highest developinent of
the Chinese nation, we are sure that the Christian School is a
fundamentally necessary part of Christianity in China, and as
long as it lasts the Christian School will have a future, . AS the
founder of Princeton said: ‘Without education, piety would
cease to become intelligent, and without piety, the desire for
education would be lessened.”

But our inquiry concerns itself more with the future, not
the need or importance of the Mission Schiool. The tramers of
the question desired, no doubt, to have the discussion limited
to the Mission School, and not to the Christian School in China,
Some day we shall see the Mission School, supported as 1t now
is largely by foreign funds, controlled and managed by Mission-

aries, foreign in its ideas and ideals and in every other way,
gradually merge into the Christian School, with all that is good
and true and essential and permanent of the Mission School
thoroughly absorbed and assimilated: when its support and
management shall be Chinese, when it shall be a vital part of
the Christian Church of China, and when its Western teachers
shall be called and not sent. Like the prophets of old, we shal}
die in this faith, not having seen the fulfilment of the promises,
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but having seen thein and greeted them from afar, confessing
that we are but strangers and pilgrims in this land.
Let us look for a moment at the development of Church
institutions and of State institutions in America, for a suggestive thought that may indicate something of what the mission
school in China may expect, as it comes more and more into a

real competition with the Government school. One of the
reinarkable things in American education in recent years has
been the rapid development of State-supported schools. There
are now 39 State Universities, which have since their organization received government did to the extent of $80,000,000.
The Land Grant Colleges nuinber 26. The High Schools have
enormously increased, both in numbers and efhiciency, and are
closely articulated with the State Universities. The reasons
for this increase in government education do not here concern
118,
During this period of the development of government instituttons,very few new Church schools have been started, but many
have been closed or forced into a precarious existence. Many
have very few students, inadequate equipment and support, and

from an educational point of view might-well be closed. At the
same time’a much less number have been stimulated into a vigor-

ous growth, and profited in almost every way by the emulation
afforded by the well-equipped and efficient State institution.
Another good effect has been the unton or afhliation of several]

schools, usually of the same denomination, in contiguous
territory. This movement towards union has not, probably,
gone so far as it will yet go. t think we shall be within the
truth when we say that the number of Church schools started
was too large, altogether out of proportion to the actual demands, though the demand then was much greater than has
existed since the development of the State Universities and
High Schools. Now that the deminand for more schools has
been largely met by the State, the Church is more concerned
in developing existing schools than im organizing new onies.
And it should be borne in mind that these denominational or
Church schools that flourish do not exist to glorify any particular Church, or to further the peculiar ideas of that Church,
‘but rather to serve all men in all that is highest and best, and
to glorify. God in the earth. There now exist in every state

or group of adjoining states at least from four to six good
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Church schools, strong educationally, with from 500 to:2000: or

more students, and which have many excellent reasons for
their usefulness and desirability.

Ii we apply these facts to the situation in China, and
assuine that. education will in the near future. be. in -4
reasonable measure effectively compulsory, -as,it 1s at home

and in Japan, what do we find? Take the area and population of seven representative states and of seven provinces.

California, Colorado, Iowa, Ohio, Virginia, New York and
Texas have a combined area of about 716,000 square miles;

and a population of 20,000,000. Fukien, Kiangsu,: Shaiisi;

Chihli, Shantung, Szechuen, and Kuangtung area:of
557,000 square. miles and a population of 218,000,000. .. The
seven :states with a- population of 20,000,000 have :at ‘least
twenty worthy: church or denominational: schools;: the seven
provinces, with a population of over 200,000,000 have barely
twenty good mission schools of higher grade. That is; 20 Church
schools at home supply the demand of - 20,000,000: people;
while here, 20 mission schools are trying to serve 200,000,000
people. The need in both cases is for Christian education... The

twenty million in America with all their heritage of Christian
homes and. surroundings need Christian education: the 200
million in China with none of that heritage, need it infinitely
more. $0 if we may leave out of consideration a good many
other factors, may we not conclude from the apparent facts regarding the Government and Church schools in America that
the Mission schools must in the future be largely increased -in
numbers ? And are we justified in that comfortable feeling of
satisfaction and sufficiency when all the churches of a district or
of a province even unite in supporting one institution ? Are we
to regard this as the highest good that the Church can do, educationally—that this is the measure of our duty? We are all pertectly aware that when the vast resources of the Church are so
given that only a few Mission schools can be supported, the
Church 1s shirking its duty. By all means let us have union
and co-operation, let us have one good Christian school adequately supported by all the Missions of one center, but let. those same

missions have well-equipped schools in the other: large cities of
that region. If any Chureh thinks that by union 1t may send
out lesS men and spend less money, then the futufe of that Mis.
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sion’s schools is not very promising. One university, supported
by the Christian churches of England or America, is not particu-

larly inspiring for the future of Christianity, either for China or
for the home lands. And furthermore, the glory of the mission
school is not to be sought in its developing into one or a few
ereat universities. Its broadest, highest good is not to be fulfilled in the few high grade schools. Our mission school ideal is

that it shall be a place not only for sound and broad learning,
but also of practical religion, and that for the many, not for the

few. Weare to teach the rich and poor alike, to give a first
class education at a reasonable cost, if the Chinese Christians are

to obtain it. The late Dr. Harper said that there was a “ geographical law of higher education.” It is that 90 per cent of
those who attend college select an institution within 100 miles
of home. A compiler of statistics has shown that the patronage
of our most famous institutions is distinctly local; 85 per cent of
Columbia’s students come from within fifty miles of New York;
52 per cent of Harvard’s students come from within a radius

of fifty miles. The same will be more true of China, with
unfavourable means of communication. Therefore, the mission
colleges of China, as a rule, should be small, numerous, widely
distributed, with a few well-nanned, well-equipped departments,
accessible to those who are to be served, both in cost and loca+1011.

In connection with a good number of these will be the

university, and the professional and high grade technical school.
If we look at education in Japan, we see, as it seems to me,
two facts which bear upor our topic. The first is that, so far,
the higher grade mission schools have not been seriously affected

by the government schools, with their thorough system and
great nuinbers. A writer in the “Christian Movement of Japan,”’
1908, says ; “ As one goes upward in the grade of schools one
notices the growing importance of the private and miscellaneous
schools, in point of numbers, at least”. As the mission school
is classified among the miscellaneous schools, it appears that
Japan, even, has room for more high-grade Mission schools.
Bishop Harris, writing March says: “The present status
of mission schools in Japan is entirely satisfactory, They are
Also the
perfectly free so far as religious teaching is concerned.
need of schools of higher grade is very great. The government
cannot begin to take care of her students above the grammar
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Our schools are crowded and very prosperous, and almost
self-supporting. We cull the best from the many who seek adorade.

mission.”

It seems, therefore, that the demand for the mission
school is still as great as ever 1n Japan, possibly greater. The
second fact in the educational situation there that seems significant to me, is that, appareutly, the lower grade work is relegated
to the government, as it is in America, and the missions devote

themselves largely to college and high grade work. In the
home lands that it 1s thus is not so important, for our public
schools as a rule have good moral surroundings, and a large per-

centage of the pupils have the advantage of Christian homes,
Sunday Schools, and a Christian environment. In China the
tendency for the Church to neglect the lower grade work will
undoubtedly be in the same direction, 10 fact, I think, has already
beeun. If this be true, I] think itis to be deplored, and if allowed

will very greatly affect the future usefulness of the mission
school in China. The Church should seriously study this problem and deliberately plan to take permanently into its scope of
operations excellent primary and secondary schools, as well as
the college and university. It the Church confines herself largely to the high grade work, and practically leaves the other to the
State, we shall lose one of our best opportunities for serving the

The Church should, if
possible, see to it that her young members, during their most

oreater number of the Chinese people.

impressionable age, are educated under Christian influences, and
we believe that large numbers of the Chinese who are not Christians would desire that their sons be in the clean, moral surroundines of the mission school. Here is a field that the Church can

ill afford to neglect, and one that will yield large returns in real
good for China. This is a day of much talk about big universities, but I presume to say that the best object of the mission
school will be gained by at least the same or even greater attention being given to the establishing and developing of good
lower grade schools. If the Church yields to the inherent tendency of our system to develop the high and allow the lower
education to go to the State, its future in China will not be what
it should be. Those who go to the college and tlie university
even in the home land are relatively few as compared with those
who go to the grammar and high school. {n this laud of poverty.it will be even more so. While it 1s undoubtedly true that
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the college and the university exercise an influence altogether
out of proportion to the numbers who attend, still 1 am not at
all sure but that the lower grade schools will count more for
Christianity in China, if properly and sufficiently developed.
The Church must have first-class colleges aud universities.

They will dignify the Church, will furnish many of the great
leaders, and will fulfil a very important part of Christian education. But it will be only a part, not the whole, and not,
perhaps, the most important part, and I am inclined to think,
if one must be especially emphasized, it should be the lower
grade work, for we must remember that the mission school 1s
doing foundation work.
The future of the mission school will also depend largely
on its ability to develop in accord with Chinese ideals and the
oriental traits of character. To thus develop is not a favor for
the mission school to grant, but is an inalienable right of the
Chinese Church to demand. One of the most serious tasks of
the Westerner is to understand and to appreciate the genius and
spirit of China. A mmore difficult task is to so conduct himself

and his work as to further all that is good in them and their

system, and not to superimpose his own ideas and ideals, and
ways, in such a manner that the finished product, the Christian,
the educated man, is a new kind of creatnre, not well adapted to
the environment in which he must by force of circumstances

live and work. We come to this land with the few ideas we
have, the result of our Western environment and training and
philosophies and religion. They are very good for us. Our
ways of getting them are very good. We are apt to think therefore that they are very good for the Chinese, and we proceed to
inject them in larger or smaller doses. Because our confiding
friends trust us and submit to it, we are encouraged and increase
the dose. So the Western University with its Western cottrses
and books is next in orcler. Perhaps this is what should happen,
perhaps it is inevitable that it should be otherwise, but we should

be building a structure that will harmonize with what the
Chinese, Christian Chinese, will ultimately have. We hope that
what we are doing will fit in with and shape and help the future
Christian school and church.

We need not fear that the Chinese

will fail to assimilate, in their own way, and change all we have

to give. History abundantly attests their ability in this line.
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What should engage our serious thought is that they assimilate

the permanent and essential, and that they change what we
give into such as will result in the highest good, such a change
as will be a step upward, and not only for China, but also
in a reflex way for us and all mankind.
A mission school must be judged by what it does, not by its
buildings, or numbers, or even its ideals. When we think of the
Mission school from this point of view, comparing what we are
doing with what the government school is doing, we are inclined

to think that the future is very bright. The mission school undoubtedly now gives the best instruction and a more well-rounded
general education, The mission educator has more of the idea

of the generic meaning of the word education, “bringing out”
the latent powers of his pupil rather than the process of pouring
something into an empty head, which seems to so often be the
chief aim of the Chinese teacher. So on the whole the mission
trained man is a better educated inan than his fellow student |
from the government school. As long as the mission school

can do this, can turu out better trained meu, men of sterling
worth and of well disciplined minds, its future 1s bright. But
are we not inclined to be a little too complacent i our coimparison, and are we wise in comparing that which 1s the outcome
of many years of experience and testing with the totally new
problem and work the Chinese people have so heroically un-

dertaken? I hardly think we adequately appreciate what the
Chinese government has done and is attempting to do.

‘To have

given up so gracefully the old with all its history and precious
associations; to have created a desire and entliusiasm for the
new education: to have launched out on the hitherto unthought
of task of giving an education to all classes—these are things
that should arouse our highest admiration.
And yet we may well question whether the Government
has not given up too thoroughly their own peculiar education,
has not gone too far in too short a time. There is a deplorable
tendency on the part of the New China, to neglect Chinese
learning and Chinese philosophy and so many of the excellent
things of the old, and it will take years to develop a learning
that for them has the educative and cultural value of the old

Confucian school. We are beginning to see a generation
springing up without manners and with smatterings of know-
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The old Confucian scholar was a gentleman, in many

of those finer qualities that we all admire, Let the mission
school be very thoughtful in seeking to supply those studies
that tend to produce genuine culture, and in leading back, if
need be, the Chinese to their own rich and varied learning.
Government education isin the experimental stage, and there
are many defects and shortcomings, and we should not vet the
satisfaction I fear we often do obtain 1m comparing our schools
with those just starting. Let us rather compare our work with
the home standard. The mission school in Chiua, up to the
present, owes nore of its efficiency and superiority to its inherent
nature than perhaps we realize, so that in spite of poor teaching,
unwise management, changing policies, and many other defects
that have appeared to more or less extent 1n all mission schools,

they have been relatively successful as compared with other
schools in China, With the more modern civilization rapidly
spreading, our leadership will depend to a less extent on the
simply natural and inherent superiority of our Christian education, and depend more aud more on good teaching, wise, farseeing policies, and combination of resources. The mission
school’s future depends upon the better work it can do, better
wotk educationally. In point of material equipment we cannot
hope to coinpare long with the Government institutions. China
has millions of dollars she will gladly spend for education—for
good plants, tor the best apparatus, for the best available teach-

ers: we tnust excel in the finished product rather than in the
material equipment of our institutions.
But the true mission school is to find its greatest future in
the most serious lack of the government scliools of China, and in

this it is not fundamentally different from the denominational
or Church school of the home land as compared with government

institutions, The government school is weakest on its more]
and religious side. This is trne in China and also in America.
some of our great State University presidents are realizing that
we cannot have a complete and effective education without moral

training. President Eliot has said “Nobody knows how to
teach morality effectively without religion ”. The whole system

of State education is secular and therefore fails to furnish
adequate moral leadership for the nation. “ With religion as an
experiment the State has nothing to do.” President Nicholas
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Murray Butler, of Columbia, says that there has come a divorce

between education and religion to education’s distinct loss.
The highest development of manhood or womanhood cannot be

obtained without the religious element. In Nanking, out of
ninety governinent aud private Chinese school courses of study

I have exatnined, every one without exception, regardless of
grade or kind of school, has for its first item on the program

“Practical Ethics.” That 1s, the authorities realize the
importance of morality, religion if you please, as a part of education. This 1s to us of great promise. A writer in the “Christian
Movement of Japan,” 1908, says: “Keen observers of educational

problems (in Japan) lament the lack of moral stamina in so
many of those who stand as instructors of the young.” Mr.
Soyeda said that the great aim of education in England was to
produce men of character, but he could not discern that any
such object was pursued by educators in Japan. However it
may be in Christian lands, and there it seems that the State

cannot effectively teach religion, we know that the government of China cannot teach Christianity or any other religion
that has a controlling power over conduct and life.
The mission schools are therefore not simply duplicating
facilities that the state has already provided, tor the government

has not and cannot assume the entire burden of complete
education, the education not only of the mind but of the heart.
We are to do a distinct work, and if we fail in it we fail in the

chief thing for which we exist. If the mission school stands
for anything, it stands for producing men of character, men with
the highest ideals of duty and service and life—the ideals of Jesus
Christ—and with its Christian teachers, Chinese and foreign, its
Christian students more and more as the Church grows, and its
high moral tone and environment, we do not fear competition
in this matter from the Government schools, we rather weep

for their very serious disability at this vital point.

Again, the best future of the mission school will be
advanced when our Christian Chinese educators are given more
responsibility and authority in the management of our schools:
when their advice and suggestions are more sought and heeded:
when they can be placed frst and wecan take a secondary place.

It is one of the weaknesses of not only the school but of the
church in general, that, up to the present, so little real authority
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and responsibility has been given to those in whose behalf we
labour. Hitherto this has largely been unavoidable, but that
unfortunate condition is rapidly passing away, and a willing and
glad surrender of many of our privileges and prerogatives that

may justly be claimed as our rights, will produce ultimately
only good. I think that during the past few years 1t has become
a demonstrated fact that where responsibility has been placed

upon our Christian fellow-workers, they have as a rule
measured up to it, even exceeding our expectations, and
often do better than we could possibly have done.

Froin such a

wise surrender of rights, a more effective Jeadership will
result, and a better and more speedy government recognition

will result. I am in most hearty accord with the opinions
expressed so forcibly by Drs. Stuart, Anderson and Pott
at the recent Educational Association meeting, regarding
Government recognition of mission schools, vzg., that we should

not press the Governinent for it; that we are here simply to
serve, not to seek or ask favours; that we have remarkably
jiberal treatineut by the educational authorities; and that the
appreciation of our work and of the men we turn out, and the
good we are doing, 1s the real recognition we wish. My point
here is that in the future the mission school will get more and
better of this kind of recognition and more quickly receive
official recognition, 1f the Chinese are pushed forward tnto places
of responsibility and trust just as rapidly as, and possibly a little

more rapidly than, many think wise.
Again, the distressing social and industrial conditions of
China place a peculiar responsibility on the mission school, and
a respousibility which it has very largely up to the present shirked. The very large numbers who toil and suffer for the barest
necessities of life, under conditions and with appliances at least
hundreds of years behind the times, yielding results entirely
inadequate to either the needs, or the time and effort expended,
compel us to enquire if the future mission school has not to take
up seriously a new line of work, the industrial and technical.
The mission schools hitherto have given an education calculated to equip men for those occupations where mental discipline
and training are required. No special training has been under-

in the trades and arts and manufactures. We have all

been distressed not a little by the student who beyond question
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should have been learning a useful trade, rather than wasting
his time and ours in studies which, when pursued for. years,
would still leave hitn unable to use them in earning a living.
We should have been training his hand, not confusing his mind.
Christian education shonid unquestionably help mien to live,
should raise the standard of life by improving conditions, and
for the vast body of toilers Christian education has very little to

offer. Until industrial and economic conditious are vastly
improved I think Christianity will have comparatively little
influence over millions of the Chinese.

True, the Gospel is a

Gospel for the poor and down-trodden, but what time or strength
or intelligence has the coolie for anything beyond the few cents
he, with the greatest difficulty, earns ? The multitudes, not only

of coolies but of more intelligent and worthy men and women
who live on the verge of starvation, is such as to cause serious
thought regarding the possibilities in the zzg¢¢ &end of Christian

education tor ther. Even in our home lands there 1s, I am
afraid, a growing dissatisfaction with the education that we are
giving, in that it does not contribute au adequate share to the
solution of the great social aud economic problems and difficulties that are pressing for solution, he mission school in China
inay have, I am profoundly convinced, a glorious future in contributing to the real relief of actual conditions, and may, through
industrial and technical education, preach the Gospel of Jesus
Christ to the poor and needy as in no other way—the Gospel that

enables men to help themselves, not to rise above their surroundings, but to so transform those surroundings that a inan can

live a man’s life, not that of the mere animal. The Church
should not only develop the higher technical and professional
schools, but should undertake to create and develop new trades
and new industries. These would not only improve society, but

would afford new fields for honest, clean, labor that is not
associated with degrading customs and practices which are
incompatible with Christianity. We have often been told by
the poor Chinese that they cannot become Christians, for to do
so would mean that they would be compelled to give up their
business, which is connected with idolatry or some matter of
heathen worship. If the great problems of pauperism, incompetency, crime, political and social corruption are to be solved,

who should make a larger contribution than the Christian
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Church, through Christian schools suited to those classes that
most easily fall into these evils? Unless we face this question,
frankly and seriously, may we not be liable to the criticism, 1n
later years, by our Chinese brethren, that we have devoted
ourselves too much to the intellectual and spiritual welfare of
their race, and have neglected their social and material interests ?

The mission school must be a nursery of high-minded, highprincipled, well-taught, well-trained citizens, fitted to fill well
the public offices, or enter well-equipped the professional,
commercial, industrial, and agricultural life. It should have a

part, not only inthe nurture of those who are to guide its
destinies and lead its progress, but also in the nurture of those
guided and those led, the toilers- We are here not to prepare
men to de, but to “ve.
In conclusion, let us summarize by saying that as we believe
that Christianity is to prevail in China,we believe that the mission

school is a vital part of that Christianity, and will be permanent

till it is succeeded by that better institution, the Christian
school. And, moreover, since a religion cannot permanently
flourish without its schools, the mission school has the very
solemn task of so making Christianity the central and living
part of the education we are imparting, that it will be carried
over, naturally and spontaneously, into the coming Christian
school of China, and will not be a separate thing that is foreign
to the Chinese thought and needs, and therefore may be left out
of their systein.
Is it an overstatement to say that the future of Christianity
itself depends on the future of the mission school? We may at
least say that if it is true to its ideals, it must havea tremendous
influence on the future of Christianity among this great people.
We must never lose sight of the fact that the mission school 1s

Christian, and must be kept Christian through and through,
nut only in ideals, but in the lives and example of its teachers,
in positive teaching, in direct influence, in an absolute loyalty
to the Truth as it has been revealed in Jesus Christ our Lord.
It must be a place where every student who enters its halls

is brought face to face with Jesus Christ, and isimpelled by
the spirit of the place, and the loving, solicitous care of his
teachers, to make the matter of a personal allegiance to Him a
question of the most careful consideration.
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It must stand for the type of Christianity that is virile,
life.controlling, will-compelling: the kind of Christianity that
Paul had, which swallowed up self in Christ and sent him out

to live for others and to win a world to his Master. DLet us
remember that the mission school has a function, a distinctive

wotk above mere learning and miind-training. It must put
couscience-training above inind-training: the Government
schools nay minister only to the intellect, we must minister to
the heart as well.
Again, the mission schools must be largely increased in
numbers, and a larger sacrifice in men and money must be made
by the home lands for education in China, in spite of the wisest

co-operation and union looking towards a temporary saving of
resources. Education 1s not cheap, and especially, Christian
education cannot afford to be cheap: the Chinese do not want a
cheap article; they demand the best, and are eminently worthy
of it, and we must give the best because it is given in the name
of the Church.
And since the great majority cannot pay for the cost of the
best, we must have large endowments, and in some way consistent with the development of manhood and independence,
provide the best at a relatively low cost.
Again, the mission school must not grow out of the lower
gerade work into only the higher, leaving the youth of China,
during their early years of training, in the frightful conditions
and surroundings that are very, very much worse under the new
learning than obtained under the old. The modern government

school in China, of whatsoever grade, with its only partially
understood methods and ideals, 1s bringing in problems with
which China has nothing effective to deal, until she accept
Christ. Hence the imperative need that we strengthen and
enlarge lower grade education, as well as the high grade.
Again, we must remember that in our mission school, be it
our best grammar school or our university, we are not offering
a perfect model. The best school or university in England or
Germany or America, Christian or State, is in many directions
faulty and imperfect and inadequate for even our own civiliza-

tion: how much more so for the Chinese civilization. We
should guard against that attitude of mind which,unquestioning,
assumes that we have all the best and only good to offer in our
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education, and so our chief task is to supplant the old Chinese
education with our periect Western product. Such an attitude
ineans disaster for the future of the mission school in spite of its
supreme asset, Christianity. Hence our duty to constantly seek
to suit and adapt our education to the needs and genius and
possibilities of the Chinese race, The spirit and attitude of our
eteat Master should possess us: “ Behold, I come not to destroy,

but to fulfil.”

Again, in a large sense our future depends on pure educational efficiency. This is a point we can hardly over-emphasize.
We must turn out the best educated men that can be produced
in China. Nothing will excuse us in this respect, for ours are
Christian schools, and therefore our professions are high, and
our deeds must in a high degree measure up to our professions
and ideals. We are far from perfect, and our education is not

perfect, but the demand is on us to give a perfect product in
absolutely so far as is possible.
Again, the mission school is training leaders and teachers ;
and here again we must practice what we preach, and we can do

this effectively only by allowing (and I do not like the word
allow, as though we had a right to do otherwise) the Chinese to

assuune leadership in the control and management of our
schools—and all other mission work—as rapidly and as completely as possible.
_—

Again, the poor must have the Gospel preached to them ;
and I believe that the School and the Church must enlarge its
conception of its duty to the poor, or at least its way of preaching
that Gospel to them, and that the Church take up, seriously and

in a scientific manner, the problem of industrial and trade
education.

Finally, the supreme future of the mission school, in
common with the Church in general, 1s to be found in its making

It must teach religion; in
no bigoted manner; in no narrow, sectarian spirit; with no
Christianity the religion of China.

suggestion that it is “ Western’’—for it is not ; with no suspicion
that it is good for the Chinese because it 1s mine and I am one

of a superior race. It must teach religion, the Christian
religion, not only because we protoundly believe it true and
the Truth, and embodies the most and highest and best of Truth
that mankind has ever had revealed to 1t by God Himself, but
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also because we believe that Christianity, and Christianity alone,
is the POWER of God uzto SALVATION to every one who believes.

Schools and Colleges as a Factor in
Evangelistic Work
BY REV. L. B. RIDGELY.

HE commission of Our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ,

"T entrusted to His Ghnsch ag He ascended int
heavens, 1s expressed for us most fully in the Gospel

according to St. Matthew, (xxvill, 19-20). “Go ye therefore
and teach all nations.”® It is most remarkable that He uses

here not the word kerusso (xypdocw) “to preach” or to
“Proclaim like a herald,” nor the word exangellizomai
(évayyedilopas), “to spread good news,” to “ preach the Gospel,”

but matheteuo “to make learners or disciples.” And
the two acts He specifies in that process are baptizing and
teaching. “Go ye and gather the nations,” (the “Gentiles ”’)
“into my school.” Bring them into the community that bears
the naine of God, the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, and
in that Community, (that ‘ Universitas’), go on ever teaching,

teaching, teaching. “Teaching them to observe all things
whatsoever I have commanded you.”
It is true that St. Mark’s Gospel gives a briefer statement
of the commission :—“ Go ye into all the world and preach the
Gospel to every creature.” The expression is briefer but not
simpler, It leaves us compelled to ask, “ What is this Gospel
which they are bidden to preach ?”’ It 1s defined for us by the

Evangelists and by our Lord Himself.

‘The content of it is

expressed in the one phrase in which His preaching is summed
up for us by both St. Matthew and St. Mark. “The Kingdom
of God is at hand.” This, He says, zs the Gospel, and He calls
on men to repent and believe it. (St. Mark. 1, 15).

To go forth as heralds, carrying the news of this fact; to
bring the knowledge and power of it home to every individual
soul, that was the duty laid upon the Apostles. And it was a
duty which, in the very nature of things, could not be accomplished by merely standing in the highways and crying aloud
the fact. To all the nations (the Gentiles rather than the Jews
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ate indicated by the Greek word) they were to bring this
message. But to men who had not had an education of
centuries, like that of the Jews, in the mysteries of religion, it
would be necessary to explain the very meaning of the words.
As a herald who came to a village of utterly unlettered men
would have to stop and explain word by word the meaning of
the announcement he came to proclaiin, so would these heraids

of the Kingdom of Christ have to sit down patiently and teach
the ignorant the meaning of their words.

The Church, then, from the beginning, by the very
ordinance of Christ, is a teaching body,—an eclesta Docens.
The Apostles recognized this. It is true we find the Christians,
in the Acts, as they traveled about “talking the Word,” (Acts
xi, 19, dalountes ton logon, rAudollvres tiv AOyov) 5 OT YOINg every-

where “telling the good news of the Word,” Auangellizomenot
Acts viii, 4.) It is true that this more indefinite
word, “evayyedcLéuoe” is often used, but more generally the

definite work of the ministry 1s spoken of under that more

definite word £erusso do the work of a herald.

St.

Paul, writing to St. Timothy, once and again sums up his office

in the three terms, “to be a herald, and an Apostle, and a

Teacher.” (I Tim. 11, 7. I] Tim. 1, 11). It is, in fact, most
illuminating to see how often in the Gospels and through
the Acts and the Epistles, the two words preaching and teaching
are conjoined and how often used separately. How often our
Lord is spoken of as a Teacher, and as teaching, and how the

Apostles gave themselves to teaching, and how the teaching
office is honored as a part of the gift of the ascended Christ to
His Church .*

Teaching, then, by the very terms of the New Testament,
is afactorin the evangelistic work of the Church. How far
does it involve the necessity of establishing schools and colleges ?

And how far can these be made factors in accomplishing the
evangelistic teaching mission of the Church?
The history of education shows that Christianity was, by
very force of circumstances, driven to establish schools. The
Gospels and Epistles are themselves sufficient witness that there

was in the earliest days of the Church a habit, if not a-system,
*See Mt. xi, 1. iv, 23. Mk. ix, 35. i, 21-39. St. Lk. xv, 44. John. vii 14,
Acts v, 42.
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of instructing Christians and candidates for baptism in the
facts and the mysteries of the Gospel. Within a century of the
Lord’s Ascension, and within a generation of the death of the
last of the original Apostles, there had grown up schools for this
purpose.

And in these schools it became necessary, as we find

it necessary in China, to.give instruction in reading and in the
rudiments of general learning, in order to lead catechumens to
a point where they could understand the meaning of the message

and of the Holy Scriptures.
Through all this earlier time, the children of Jewish Christiaus had learned their letters and been educated, like other
Jewish children, in the synagogue schools; the children of Gentile

Christians in the heathen schools of their own town or neighborhood. But as Christianity became a more evident power,
and the antagonism between it and Judaism and heathenism became more apparent and bitter, the danger of such an education
to the Christian faith of the children became more evident, and

Christian parents began to send their children to the Church’s
catechetical schools, where already both adults and children,
newly turned from heathenism, were being given the rudiments
of an education, secular as well as religious. By the close of
the second century there had been established at Odessa, by
Protogenes, what has been called “the first Christian Common
School,” in which were taught reading, writing, Scripture, and
the singing of Psalms. It was the beginning of an institution
that has never ceased to be a part of Christianity.
The Christian Schools increased in number and in scope, in
efheiency and in popularity. side by side with them the Pagan
schools continued, but decaying, till in A. D. 529 the Emperor

Justinian decreed that they should be abolished. It is to be
noted that then, and not till then, was paganism destroyed as a
real influence in the Empire. Paganism held on as long as tt
could continue to conduct schools; and Christianity increased
in extent and in efficiency asits own schools increased and were
fostered.

From that day on till Charlemagne’s time, the beginning

of the oth century, nearly 300 years, the education of the
Western world was in the hands of the Church, and specially of

the clergy and the monks. When, at that time, Charles the
Great on the continent and Alfred the Great in England set to
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work to reform education, they did not take it out of the hands

of the Church. ‘They only arranged so as to make it more
effective in the hands of the Church.

Nor did 1t even begin to
pass out of those hands till lone after the Reformation, in the

political upheavals and readjustments of the 17th and 18th

centuries. The great Universities, even though in some
instances they began as groups of scholars and students not

directly under Church control, yet soon became Church
institutions, ‘and most of them in fact began as parochial. or
cathedral, or monastic schools, and always maintained the
ecclesiastical connection. It has been left for our own age to
develop the idea that secular education for Christians can be
accomplished entirely apart from religious education, and under

secular authority; aud it yet remains to be proved whether,
even ina Christian civilization, that experiment is an entire
STiCCEeSsS,

Now as a matter of practical import, we must remember
that the evangelistic work of Foreign Missions is being done not

amid a Christian civilization, but in the midst of heathen
surroundings. Education, social life, administration of law,
common moral conceptions, all are dominated by heathen habit,

and heathen practice, aud heathen thought. While then, we
may pour the oil of our evangel on the fire on our side of the
wall, we must recognize the fact that on the other side stands
heathenism, as Satan stands in the scene in the Interpreter’s
House, 1n “ Pilgriin’s Progress,” pouring on a copious stream of
water. If we can remove children, Christian or heathen, from

that stream, and set them, for 6 hours a day, or all day, and day

aiter day, in the midst of the stream of Church life, giving
them there their education in things both earthly and heavenly,
we have, incontestably, assisted the work of evangelization, if
only by removing an obstacle. Here in China, in our own day,
we finda recurrence of those very conditions which made it
necessary for Christians in the earliest ages to open schools,
We find that the children of our own Christians, if they attend
heathen public schools, are held there all day, from dawn to
dark, Sundays aud week-days, and have no opportunity to study
Christian doctrine or to attend Christian worship. Heathenism

is all about them all day, and we cannot reach them with
Christian instruction.
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From this point of view, I take it, schools and colleges
are a factor: in Evangelization; negatively, because they counteract the destructive influences of heathenism; and positively,
because they give the opportunity for the direct evangelization

of the individual child. The child whose parents have but
just come from heathenism can indeed, at the best, receive
but a partial-enlightenment as to the meaning of the Gospel in his

own home. Even in Christian lands, where the Christian

life of the home is, to say the least, not always periect, it means

much for the child to be in school where the message of
Christ and the meaning of Christ’s work, are constantly and

definitely before him and the best habits of Christian life

cultured in him and maintained round about hin.
But this is not the whole value of schools and colleges as
factors in Evangelization, Under present conditions in China,
it is perfectly possible to get children from heathen homes into
Christian schools, and there to make known to them the good
news we coine to preach. The Church in that way may touch
an element which would be reached by no other means, and
touch 1t in a most valuable and effective way. Here, day after

day the “Old, old, story” can be told to pupils, and the
“Life, which is the “Light of men,” be brought to bear on
them and lived around about thein.
Schools and colleges, then, may be maintained as a part of

the evangelistic work, from two points of view: Either (a) in
order to educate the children of Christians; or (b) In order to
influence the children of heathen. A brief and crude experiment in statistics, undertaken receutly by the writer of this
paper, indicates that the missions in China are about evenly
divided between the two points of view.*

Of twenty-four missions responding to the request for
statistics in the matter all but four have day schools, and all
but one have boarding schools. Of 19 reporting the proportion
between Christians and heathen in the day schools, one reports

“no Christian,” and one “no heathen’’; while of the rest 8 have
less than one-third Christian, and nine have more than one* Note :—-Circulars were sent to something less than 1oo of the heads and
superintendents of various missions asking various questions. A generous
number of answers were received, for which the wriler would express thanks.
The date of sending was late, and answers are not yet all in, but the exantination is, of course, at best, very imperiect.
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third running up to one-half, three-fourths, and.im one case
almost “all.” (To be exact, six report from one-third to onehalf; one has seventy per cent.)

The figures would indicate that there is a tendency in the
majority of these missions to make the day schools a means of

yathering in the heathen, in the hope of making them
Christians, while a minority use their day schools rather for
the education. of the children of Christians, to guard them
froin heathen influence.

In the boarding schools, however, the statistics seem to
run the other way. Of twenty-four missions reporting boarding

schools, four report that all the pupils are Christians, or of
Christian families, and fourteen report more than a hall. Five
report less than half, and only one reports no Christian pupils.
This would seem to indicate that a majority of the missions use

their. boarding schools as a means for the education of the
children of Christians and a minority as a means of gathering
in the heathen and influencing them.

is, I take it, a work of evangelization.
with the minority, in both cases.)

Fither of these methods

(Our own mission is

As to the actual results of such school work in bringing
heathen pupils into the Church, the question was asked,—
“How many pupils who enter as heathen are baptized before
leaving?” In the case of day schools, one mission answered,
i Rey » Twelve report from one to twenty-five per cent. Three

from 25 to 50 per cent, One reports “a large number’,
another “a good many.” One says “Pupils leave early”.
‘Lhree report, “ We cannot say”.

In the case of boarding schools, six report that “few or
none” of the pupils are baptized before leaving. Seven report
from one to 25 per cenit, Three from 25 to 50 per cent. Five
over 50 per cent (all the way up to go per cent. in one case).

One of those that reports ‘‘Most do not enter the Church”
adds, however, ‘The boys who have been through our schools
can be trusted much more than those who have not.”
It is to be noted that in these returns some missions state

that they are just beginning educational work, or that it is too
young to allow inferences or to give statistics as yet. The very
fact that more missions are opening educational work 1s, in
itself, instructive.
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One reports that almost all who finish the course become

Christians and are baptized before leaving. Another, which
maintains its boarding schools mainly for Christian students,
reports of the few schools that do admit non-Christian pupils,
that “they are undoubtedly profitable in bringing scholars to
Christ.”
It is probably the experience of all, as it has been of some
of us at Boone University, in Wuchang, where about one third
of the students are Christian, and where we aim definitely to

influence the heathen, that besides those who are actually
baptized there are many others who would be baptized if the
parents or guardians would consent, (Without such consent
we never baptize minors), More than this, that there are
many who really become Christians in heart and mind, though
for differing reasons they cannot bring themselves openly to

confess Christ in baptism, And yet more, we are convinced
that few if any who enter the schools as heathen and finish the
course leave it without experiencing a profound change in their
convictions as to the meaning and value of religion. They no

longer look on it with the contempt of the Confucianist,
because they have seen that there is at least one religion which
is not a stiperstition, but means power, light and life. To have
such an element as this scattered abroad in China is surely a
help, a factor in the evangelization of the people.
There remains, however, one yet more important point to
he noticed. schools and colleges may serve as a source of

supply which shall yield the Church a body of Chinese clergy,
catechists, evangelists, physicians and teachers. The evan-

gelization of China, or of any country, is not a momentary
evenf.,

It is a process of generations. The establishment and
the realization of an ever-enduring kingdom, a corporate union
with a living head—this was the fundamental message of the
Gospel.

Even if it were possible to expect that, generation

by generation, an increasing host of missionaries would come
from foreign lands to preach here in China, and that so there

should come to be a preaching station in every town and
village; yet it can hardly be said that the ideal of the Gospel
had then been accomplished, Is it, indeed, possible that the
preaching of the Gospel can ever be thoroughly done in China
till 1t is done by the Chinese themselves ? We imay lead them
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to it, and fit them for it. We cannot do it for them. The
Gospel will hardly reach the hearts of the majority of the Chinese

till it comes from Chinese hearts, through Chinese minds, on
Chinese lips, in Chinese ways. It is the converted generation,
rather than the converting generation, that will really evangelize China.

As the plant or animal is not mature till it develops the
reproductive faculty, so1is a Christian Church in any nation not
mature till it is producing its own ministry, its own preachers,
its own workers, aud making its own converts.

Now where are these to come from? Are we simply to
preach aiid to pray and to wait until the Spirit of God Himself
moves some here and there among our converts, according to

His will, to offer themselves as preachers and clergy? God
forbid that any man should cast any scorn on these methods.
We must preach. We must ptay. We musi watt. But as we
pray for daily bread and trust God for it, and wait on Him for
it, yet also plow and sow, reap and grind and bake, so surely
we should also use ratioual methods to increase the supply of
native clergy and workers in any land.
The experiment in statistics mentioned above was, as has

been indicated, too crude and partial to be decisive; yet it
yields sone interesting thoughts.
Of 23 missions reporting, 12 answered that they had no
Chinese clergy at all. It might seem at first as 1f this meant

that schools are not a success as a means of raising up a
Christian clergy, since most missions have schools and most

have native clergy. But there are too many other elements
involved to allow this conclusion. It would be necessary to
inquire, for example, how long schools have been maintained
in each mission, on what principle, whether that of educating

Christians or that of converting heathen, and many other
things. The whole history of the mission, doctrine, polity,
and even personalities are involved, and the problem is too
complicated to enter upon here. We shall have to be conten
with conclusions less sharply cut than this.
Of 11 missions reporting Chinese clergy, three reported

that all had been drawn from their own or other Church

schools; four that from 45 per cent. to roo per cent. had been so
drawn, and only four that none had been so drawn. $o far as
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these statistics go, they would indicate that the Church school
is the principle source from which we may expect clergy.
It must be added to this, a most important addition, that

of five missions reporting candidates for the ministry, two
reported all to be in or from Church schools, one reported tour
out of five, one reported one out of two. Another reported one
such, but did not say how many others were in view not from
such schools.*

So far as these few data go, they support what has been
concluded in the study of the statistics as to clergy,—that the
schools and colleges are the principal source of supply. If this
be so, surely it is of vital importance to retain them, if for no
other reason, yet as in this sense a factor, and a primary factor,
in the evangelistic work which is yet to be.
The statistics given as to catechists and lay-readers or
preachers are more difficult to deal with—six missions out of
24 teporting only nuimbers, not percentages. Two report each
two catechists from the schools, two report each three, and one
reports six. One reports ten. None of these, however, have
stated how many others are employed. One reports that all
catechists are from its own schools, and six that none are so

drawn. Five report more than half, and four less than half.
Perhaps the fact is that, as is natural, catechists are more frequently drawn from adult converts, brought up in heathenism,
and given special training after their baptism. Such men do
indeed meet a present need, but as the nation becomes more
generally Christian and the Church older there would be fewer,
it seems likely, of this sort, and more drawn from schools, men
who have had a primary Christian education.
A few missions report on lay preachers, as distinct from
catechists. All seem to indicate that men educated in Christian schools may be looked to as willing to work in this way.
Four missions report each a lay preacher of this kind, one ‘‘a

few,” one “many,” and one reports that they get ‘more lay
preachers than catechists’ through this channel. Specially
interesting is one report which says,—“I am thankful to write
* Note :—Owing to the hurried way in which the experiment in statistics
was made, no question was asker on this point in the circular. Statistics on
the subject would be most illuminating, The writer specially thanks those
why added this detail in their answers.
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that the younger men in our churches.,.. trained in our schools,
turn their thoughts to the service of the church in lay preach-

ing,’ and adds that they have from six to ten such, besides
In Boone University, Wuchang,. a cotnpany of a dozen or more students go out periodically for preaching at the street chapels of the mission; and 1many instances
might be quoted of graduates who have proved efhcient lay
helpers in stations far away and near at hand, newly opened
occasional preachers.

and old established.*

In all this calculation, however, and spectally in regard to the question of clergy, there is one consideration
much more important than that of numbers, namely, quality.

In the China of this and the coming generations 1€ will
evidently be imperative not only that we shall have many
clergy, but also that they be men able to meet the needs, the
questions, and the oppositions of men educated in. the colleges

and universities, not only of China, but also of America, of
England, and of Europe—men who understand the modern,
Western learning, and are read to a greater or less degree in
science, in philosophy, in history, in religion. Are we to let
this element in Cliunese heathenism go? It not, how are we to
care tor it P Is there any other way than by maintaining colleges of our own, where our own Christian men may be taught
all these things from the Christian point of view, so that we,
from: among these, may find men to evangelize China?

Two facts, from two different missions, in two different
provinces of the Empire, seem to add conclusiveness to the
suggestions intimated above.

First:—In Boone University, at Wuchang, nine or ten
years ago there was organized a Missionary Society ‘among the
Christian boys. For several years they worked as such, meeting for prayer and for study of the different mission fields, and

supporting by their contributions a scholarship 1m a mission
* Note:-—Even in the United States of America, with its highly organized
public school system, church boarding schools and day schools Have been
found a most valuable and even a necessary factor in working amidst Mormonism, in Utah, and the all-too-irreligious life of the mining camps of the Rocky
Mountains and the Far West. From such have come continually the sy
leaders and heloers in Sunday school and Church work in new settlements
and needy places in these regions.
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schoo! in India.

As years went by, however, the members be-

caine so interested that they every one of them concluded to
ofier themselves for Holy Ordets. The society trausformed itself into a society of men looking forward to the ministry. As

such it lived on. Of the six men graduated from Boone
Divinity School last year, all belonged to this society, and of
the seven who entered a year and a half ago, the most already be-

longed, and the rest afterward joined. Last spring, the society
embraced, besides these 13, about a half dozen more, in the

lower classes of the college and school, who are looking forward to the study of theology when their college course is over.
This year the society waked up to a new activity, and has now
opened its membership to all students in the school or college
who are looking forward to help in the work of the Church in
any way, whether as clergy, as physicians, or as teachers.
What the future may bring forth out of this can not now be
said, but there seetns good ground here for a great hope.

Second ;—It is a fact now perhaps generally known, that
at the Shantung Union College, during the earlier part of this
year, out of 300 students Ioo signified their intention of study-

ing for the ministry. In the Weihsien High School (Point

Breeze Academy), out of 69 students 28 did the same, Cf the

two higher classes in the College, all, together with some of
the professors, are about to go, or have gone, to Chingchow to
take the theological and the academic courses together.
Of these students, nearly every one on entering the school

or college, was a Christian, coming from lower Christian
schools. In fact, of the 300 students in the Shantung Union
College, only 15 are not baptized.

It is also a significant fact that up to one year and a half
ago these institutions did not teach any English, and had no
candidates for the ministry.* The change in policy, introducing
English, far from driving the students off to worldly interests
and occupations, as some of us have at times theoretically feared

it might do, seems, on the contrary, to have drawn a host to
the service of Christ.

* Note:—This statement is made only in regard to the institution as a un-

ion institution, As such it has been in existence only a few years, and the
writer’s attention has been called to the fact that the Presbyterian Mission
which combined in this union, though teaching no English in former years,

_nad gathered many clergy from its schools.
invalidate the remark made below.

This does not seem, however, to
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That schools and colleges are necessarily, in themselves, a

help to the evangelistic work, is not true. The mere dissetnination of secular knowledge does not necessarily make men

Christian nor even necessarily predispose them to Christianity,

and is not, J] take it, the Church’s business. ‘The Church is
not an institution for the discovery of truth, but a body for the
preservation and the dissemination of a Truth “once for all

delivered.” It exists for the purpose of bringing men into
spiritual union with Christ, with God and so with one another.
Unless in or through our colleges and schools we can work toward that end, we had better turn educational work over to
other hands. But 1f by maintaining such. institutions we can
hold men in the atmosphere of Christ and preserve them from
a “science falsely so called,” surely it is our duty to maintain
them, and in them to carry education, in all departments, up
to the highest possible point; that as our students grow in the
knowledge which modern science gives, they may also “ grow
in grace, and in the knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ,’ attaining the “measure of the stature’’ of His “fulness,”
and “growing up into Him in all things, who is the Head.”

China and the Christian Message
BY REV. KRNEST BOX.

O understand aright the special message which we as
Christian missionaries have to give the China of to-day,
it 1s necessary for us to consider first what revelation of
His truth God has already given to the Chinese in the past.

Believing that God has implanted in all men spiritual instiucts, making it possible for them to have knowledge of and
fellowship with Himself, let us see how far along this pathway
the All-father has succeeded in leading out into the light these
children of His—the teeming millions of this ancient land of
China.

Christ has taught us the great truth that God’s infinite love
emnbraces the whole of His universe. He has also taught us

that He Himself—as the Eternal Word of God, is ‘the Light

that lighteth every man coming into the world’, That He
came to seek and to save the souls of men groping as it were in
a prison house, with no ears as yet to hear Him, and no eye to
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see Him, but with the sense of touch only, seeking 1f haply they
might feel after Him and find Him, as a new born babe feels 1nstinctively for the mother whom as yet it knows not but so much
needs.

Our Old Testament gives us the record of the infinite patience with which God prepared a chosen people for the reception of the Christ who was to be the Saviour of the world—of

the Chinese as well as of the Jew, the Greek, the Roman
and the Anglo-Saxon. We cannot presume to think that He has
not also been preparing this ancient race for the Christ and the
revelation of God’s love—the Gospel which Christ’s followers
were told to go and preach to all the World. As the Jews had
their patriarchs, lawgivers, poets, priests and prophets, so we
may believe that God has in this land ratsed up chosen souts,
who have been the pathfinders and teachers of the Chinese

in their soul’s.quest after truth, in their search after God,
and their struggle to attain rightness of life.
Recognising as we do that the Jewish race was preeminently

God’s chosen agent through whom the clearest and highest
revelations of the spiritual were given to the world, we must

see to it that in our jealousy for God’s honour we do not
dishonour Hin by failing to recognize that here in this land as
well as in Palestine of old, God has been at work preparing and
fitting a people to receive the revelation He has given the world

in the Christ.
Believing then that no human soul, and no race of men, is
left without some direct communication of light from the Father
of lights, let us ask first how much God’s revelation has been
grasped by the Chinese, and how far they have progressed along

the road that leads out from the dense darkness of spiritual
blindness into the light of clear spiritual vision. We remember
the striking story recorded in Mark's gospel of the blind man
to whom Christ gave the precious gift of sight. We have the
man first with eyes that are sightless, then the Christ anointed
his eyes. and asked if he saw ought, and the man replied “I
see men as. trees—walking’—he had vision but as yet only
distorted vision. Christ touched his eyes again, and, magic
touch of the Master’ ! he looked up and saw every man clearly
—his viston was perfected and he saw the Saviour’s face and the
face of his fellow men, How easy it would have been at the first
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stage of this progressive miracle—when there was only distorted

vision for both friend and foe—to have drawn wrong conclusions, and to have failed to justify the ways of God. Distorted
vislon—does not that express the stage China has reached in her
progress out of the dark night of blindness along the way to the

open vision? Not yet have her eyes been opened to see the
glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ, to see the world of men

and of things as they really are, and yet neither is she utterly
without vision, in ignorance of all spiritual truth, for some rays
have penetrated her darkened orbs, and though still imperfect
and distorted, she has some vision, some light to guide her on
her way.
What spiritual truths then do we find the Chinese already
in possession of as we come to them with the evangel of Christ ?

As we study the people round about us, and come to wunderstand something of their lives we find in their customs, their

conduct, their government and literature, the expression of
many and varied religious conceptions, some of them mutually
contradictory, but all of them giving us some insight into the
complex world of Chinese religious thought. Like the explorers of the ancient buried cities we have to arrange our discoveries
in chronological order, and then we may trace the development
ot these religious conceptions as the explorer traces the development of the ancient civilizations. But whilst the archaeological

explorer digs down to find the past, here in China the more ancient as well as the more modern are alike near the surface, like
geological strata, that have been exposed by a volcanic eruption,
taking a horizontal instead of a vertical position. The Chinese
mind of to-day is like a museum of antiquities 1n which the contributions of each successive age lie in peace side by side. Still,
though complex, Chinese religious thought has been studied and
can be arranged more or less in chronological sequence, and we

can thus trace its gradual development. The early Chinese
settlers probably brought with them into this land Nature Worship in all its forms. Conceiving of themselves as possessing an
animating soul, the seat of their consciousness and volition, they
attributed a similar soul or spirit to all things in Nature, and as
they were able to influence their fellow human beings, and make
them hostile or friendly, so these myriad spirits were supposed
to stand in similar relation to them,
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But above all these deified forces of Nature, and deified
spirits, special emphasis seems to have been laid on the worship

of heaven and earth, and the worship of ancestors. We read
that amongst the ancient Accadians, who are generally supposed

to have been, like the Chinese, of the Turanian race, and their
successors the Assyrians and Babylonians, there was a tendency
towards monotheism, first one and then another of their deities

being raised to a supreme position in their pantheon. But in
the case of the Chinese from their very first introduction to us
in their most ancient literature, we find they had already reached out to a personification of Heaven, and to the conception of a

Supreme Ruler who retained that position practically unchallenged. 3K Heaven, # Ruler, and | # Supreme Ruler (or as _
Dr. Martin translates it “The Most High”) were already familiar
ideas with them and in constant use to express their religious
thought. It is an important and interesting fact that this
character, ## Ti, is one of the phonetic or primitive characters
of the Chinese; the most ancient in the language.
Dr. Legge has told us that the “ earliest distinct example of
religious worship in China is that related of the Emperor Shun
in the Book of History, where it says :—
He sacrificed sfeczat/y, but with the ordinary torins, to God

( sacriiced with reverent purity to the six Honoured
ones; offered appropriate sacrifices to the lulls and rivers, and
extended his worship to the host of spirits.”
Here it seems to me we see how these ancient Chinese, in
obedience to the instincts of their God-given nature, and under
the educative influence of God’s spirit working within them,
grasped dimly but truly the great fact that behind and above
all the mysterious forces of nature, there stands one who is
supreme over all—the Lord of Nature and of man. Unlike the
ancient Jews however, who, with their unique spiritual insight
followed the leadings of God’s spirit and worshipned Jehovah
as the one and only God, the Chinese retained with the worship
of this somewhat vague and shadowy conception of a Supreime
Being “a corrupt and depraving admixture of the worship of
other beings,” laying emphasis especially on the worship of
ancestors, which, as Dr. Legge has said, 1s so universally practis-

ed in China that more than anything else 1t may be styled the
religion of the Chinese. I wish to lay emphasis upon this fact
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as the point of divergence between the Jewish and the Chinese
races, for 1t seems to me it is here we must look for the cause
of the arrested development of the religious consciousness of the

Chinese, and the upward growth in spiritual truth of the Jew.
Having grasped the great truth of the unity of nature and the
sovereignty of God the Jew put his trust with whole-hearted
devotion iti God, and sought to know and obey His will, and
worshipped Him and Him alone, whilst the Chinese facled to
take the leap of faith, and tried to blend with the worship of God,

the: worship also of innumerable subsidiary spirits from the
fear of which they could not shake themselves free.

But’ we must not forget that though the development of
the spiritual was arrested at this point, not a little had been
gained and had become the possession of the race. They had
discovered and have retained the truth that man is a spiritual
being, that there 1s a spiritual world outside him to which he is
related, and a Great Spirit supreme over all. They grasped, too,
the stupendous fact that their soul-life did not cease with this
life, but that when the body died ¢hey did not. Here truly we

have a foundation on which to build other spiritual truths.
Now let us glance briefly at what Confucianisin (the system
that was crystallized and transmitted by Confucius) did with this
taw material, what addition did it make toit, and what has been
its share in preparing the Chinese for God’s full revelation.
That great Christian scholar, Dr. Faber, in speaking of the
telation between Confucianism and Christianity said, “A clear

statement of the points of similarity and agreement, and the
cheerful acknowledgment of their harmonious teaching, makes
mutual understanding between adherents of the two systems
possible and easy.”

Let me quote from Dr, Faber’s list in his article “Con.
fucianism” a few of the great truths which Confucianism has
taught the Chinese :—That there is a Divine Providence over
human affairs, and an Invisible world above and around this
material life. That there is a Moral Law binding equally on
men and spirits. The efficacy of prayer to the spiritual powers
is taught, and sacrifices are regarded as necessary to come into
closer contact with the spiritual world. Miracles are believed
in, and the cultivation of the personal moral character is taught
as of the greatest importance, and virtue is valued above riches,
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honour, and life itself. The Golden Rule too is held up as the
ideal principle of conduct.
It may be of interest to give here one or two tlustrations
from the ancient Classics—the Books of Poetry and History,
showing how the Chinese gave expression to some of these great
truths :——

‘God dwelleth in the great heavens.” (Shu-King).
‘'— Great is God! Beholding the lower world in majesty, He

surveyed the four quarters, I will examine these things in
harmony with the mind of God, 7he good in you f will not
dare to conceal, and for the evil in me I will not dare to forgive

myself.” (Shu King),
“The great God has conferred even on the inferior people
4 moral sense.”’

“God sends down all blessings on the good doer, and on the
evil doer He sends down all miseries.”” (Shu King),

“God is with you. Have no doubts in your heart,” (She
King}.
The Book of History speaks of two of the early sovereigns
as follows :-—

Of the first, “Heaven guided his mind. He made himself
acquainted with Heaven, and was obedient.”
Of the secoud, “Luxurious, dark, slothful and dissolute, he
would not for a single day vield to the leading of God.” (
“The commentators,” we are told by the late Mr. Huberty
James in his “ Chinese Literature,” “have dwelt much on the

words ‘the leading of God’ and interpret them as signifying
‘the constant monitions of conscience by which God endeavours

to keep men in the right path.’” Truly the Laight that lighteth
every mat coming into the world was leading these ancient
Chinese out from the dense darkness of heathen night—towards
the light of the knowledge of God,
But, alas, there were other influences at work retarding the
growth of the Chinese religious consciousness and the development of their spiritual Iife. For, under Confucianisin, the wor-

ship of ancestors, polythetsm and numberless superstitions
were then and are still today countenanced and taught, and the
tendency then and now has been to restrict the worship of the
supreme God to the Emperor alone. Worship too has become
more a matter of ritual than a spiritual exercise, the ceremonial
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part of worship claiming the chief attention, with the consequent deadening and dwarfing of the spiritual nature.
Confucius himself followed the ancients in recognising a
Supreme Being, as the following passages show, but his outlook on life was ethical rather than religious.
‘Alas there 1s no one that knows me. But I do not mur

mur against Heaven, nor grumble against men. There 1s
That knows me.”
“After the death of King Wan was not the cause of truth
lodged here 1n me? If Heaven had wished to let this cause of
truth perish, then J, a future mortal, should not have got such
2 relation to that cause. While Heaven does not let the cause
of truth perish, what can the people of Kwang do to me?”
Heaven |!

“He who offends against Heaven has none to whom he can
pray . 33

In these three passages we have the term Heaven in place of

the Shang-ti, or Supreme Ruler, of the ancient classics, an Indication, as scholars have pointed out, of a weakening of the
monotheistic conception. Let me here give a passage which

Dr. Arthur Smith in his “ Uplift of China” quotes from Dr,
Legge, “Confucius was un-religious rather than irreligious 5 yet
by the coldness of his temperament and intellect in this matter,
his influence is unfavourable to the development of true religious
feeling among the Chinese people generally, and he prepared the
way for the speculations of the literati of medizeval and modern
times which have exposed them to the charge of atheism.” Dr.

Martin too in his “ Religious attitude of the Chinese mind”
writes, “Confucius himself was strongly inclined to Agnosticism.

In his intimate conversations with his disciples he refuses to
give them any positive statement in regard to the things beyond
the reach of human sight.” Perhaps we can best sum up the
attitude of Confucius as regards the spiritual world, by quoting
his own words, “To give oneself earnestly to the duties due to
men, and while respecting spiritual beings, to keep aloof from

them, may be called wisdom is, he placed the chief
emphasis on ethics and not on vefzgzon, and this doubtless pre-

pared the way for the more materialistic conception of the
universe which has prevailed among Chinese scholars since
Chu Hsi and his school gave their interpretation of the classics
in the Sung Dynasty.
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It explains, too, how it is that in more recent times in the
Sacred Edict of the Emperor Kang-Hsi “ no mention is made of
(sod, and Heaven is nowhere referred to as the source of moral
obligations. Filial piety—the worship of ancestors—is made the
basis of the entire ethical fabric.” (Rees).

But not only does Confucius fail to satisfy the want of
man’s nature as regards his teaching of the hereafter, but his
high system of ethics has behind it no quickening and ennobling
power. “Tt altogether fails,” as Dr. Arthur Smith has said, ‘ to
recognise the essential inability of human nattre to fulnhl these

high behests, and for this inability it has neither explanation
nor remedy.”
Or, as the late Alexander Wylie put it :—“ Alas, the depravity of the human heart is left out of the account, and man
is consequently utterly unable to effect that self-renovation
which lies at the foundation of the whole system. The system is
a beautifully shaped automaton, but wanting the vital principle.”
Confucius does not seem to have sufficiently taken to heart the
warning that the Emperor Shun gave his successor Yu, “ The

mind of man is restless, prone to err; its afhnity for the nght
way 1s small.”
Thus, whilst Confucius by his ethical teaching elevated the
ideals of his nation, his system failed to meet its deepest needs

in that it did not face the problem of sin and suffering, nor point

toa way of salvation. It did not bring men into touch with
God, nor throw light on the mystery of the “ hereafter.”
It was because the system failed at these points that Taoism
and Buddhism, succeeded, in spite of fierce opposition at first, in

winning a place side by side with Confucianism, making with it
the “Three religions of China.” Our space will only permit us
briefly to consider the contributions which Taoism and Buddhism

shave made to the religious thought and life ot the Chinese.
Taoistn was an endeavour to escape from the growing strength

and influence of materialism,a ‘protest against man being
‘crushed under the foot of material nature,” and a protest too
against the “frigid ethics of Confucianism.” it came, as some
one has said, with ‘spiritual food for hungry souls.’ “ The grand

and primary object of the true Taoist is the preservation of
his heaven-implanted nature. Nature requires no effort to
stimulate her growth, and all the Sage has to do is to bring
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himself into perfect conformity with her.” (Balfour) Taoism proper is pantheistic, Tao is the spirit of Nature that 1s immanent
in all things. “Tn its opposition to a mere practical system like
Confucianism, Taoism appealed to those deeper instincts of
humanity to which Buddhism appealed some centuries later. In
practice Confucianism was limited to the finite... Its last word
is worldly wisdom, not selfishness, but an enlarged prudentialism.

To the Taoist such a system savours of ‘the rudiments of the
world,’ it belongs to an ephemeral state of being. The Sage
seeks for the Absolute, the Infinite, the Eternal. He seeks to
attain to Tao.” (Giles, Chuang Tzu. Introduction XXIII.)
“The true Sage takes his refuge in God and learns that
there is no distinction between subject and object.” “ A bstraction from self—that is the road that leads to Tao.” “ ‘They were
free for they were in perfect harmony with creation.” Lise
the light that 1s within you to revert to your natural clearness
of sight.” “The perfect man employs his mind as a mirrot. It
grasps nothing ; it refuses nothing. It receives but does not
keep. And thus he can triumph over matter without injury to
himself.” “The flowers and birds do not toil, they simply

live. That is Tao.” “He who is unconscious of his own

personality, combines in himself the human and the divine.’
“Take no heed of time nor of right and wrong. But passing
into the realm of the Infinite, take your final rest therein.”
These quotations which Giles gives from Lao Tzu and
Chuang Tzu, will sufficiently indicate the chief teachings of
early Taoism. They are suggestive too of ideas and phraseology
which recent schools of thought have made familiar to us in the
West.

Man is a part of Universal Nature—the God of ‘Taoism.
Allow your nature, t.e., the God in you, full and free development

and you will find yourself in true harmony with your environment and thus become free from all ils.

The history of Taoism in China is thus summed up by
Balfour, “ The development of Taoism has been one of hopeless
degeneracy. The lofty asceticism inculcated by Lao Tzii, became
vulgarised into a means by which to achieve the sublimation of
the body. Speculative research into the mysteries of Nature was

degraded into an attempt to transmute the baser metals into
gold ; aspirations after a never ending lite beyond the grave
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sank into the meaner pursuits of prolonged temporal existence;
and communings with the spiritual intelligences of Nature were

resolved into a base belief in witchcraft, in which the Taoist
priest arrogated to himself the power of exorcism over evil
spirits.”
Thus neither by putting his trust in himself, in human
effort, as taught by the ethics of Confucianism, nor by allowing
Nature to work within, as Taoism taught, could the Chinese
obtain freedom from the bondage of sin and suffering and death.
A third solution was now tried. Buddhism made its way
into China in the first century of the Christian era, and spread

rapidly throughout the Empire during the following three or
four centuries. “Tts success was due to the tact that it came
with a promise of redemption from sin and deliverance from
misery, which was lacking in the more materialistic and worldly
system of Confucianism.” (Dr. Arthur Smith.)
‘This deliverance was to be secured either by the slow
process of transmigration to a final release from existence or by

the easier and swifter way of faith in the saving power of the
all-merciful Amitabha.
Buddhism, both in its earlier form, the Hinayana, or little

Vehicle, of Southern Buddhism, and in its later torm, the
Mahayana or Greater Vehicle, of Northern Buddhism, has influenced Chinese religious thought, but it is the latter which has
especially put its stamp on China. The Rev. George Owen in
his sketch of Buddhism gives us in a concise form a comparison
of the teaching of the two schools. “Primitive Buddhism knew
no God but law, but in process of time Buddha and his famous
disciples (Bodhisattwas) became themselves gods and are wor-

shiped in all Buddhist temples. Karma, or the doctrine of
moral retribution, according to which every one reaps what he

has sown, was practically set aside by the invention of a
thousand-handed Goddess of Mercy, (and an Ainitabha—the All-

Merciful One) whose power and pity can save all (if there is
Faith on the part of the suppliant). Nirvana, or the extinction
of conscious existence, was the goal towards which Buddha
himself strove, and towards which he bade his disciples aspire;

but this was changed into a Western Paradise of wonderful
beauty and blessedness, whither the souls of the faithful
were borne after death.”’
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The earlier form of Buddhism approximates much more
Both
closely to philosophic Taoism than later Buddhism does,
schools of Buddhist teaching differ widely in their outlook and

aims from Confucianisin.
“The aim of the Confucianist,” as Dr. Richard has said, “1s

to lead a proper life in this world, the Buddhist according to

his creed renounces everything in this world. To him the
present life is empty show, pure vanity.

He looks to the iuture

for all his rewards and hopes.” And what briefly may we
regard as Buddhism’s contribution to the religious thought and
life of China? It has widened its conception of space and time,

introducing the Chinese to an infinitely vaster universe,
peopled with spirits inuumerable, and taught them that man is

alink ina great chain of life, and that the history of every
‘adividual soul reaches back into the distant past and will

continue on into the countless ages of futurity. It breathed a
divine pity for suffering humanity and all sentient beings, but
taught what it considered to be a way out of misery into salvation. It taught of a retribution for the unrepentant evil doers,
and of a Paradise of bliss for those who renounced the lower
self, and of forgiveness and salvation for all who put their faith

‘4 the all-merciful Amitabha and the all-pitiful Goddess of
Mercy, Kwanyin. Faith has been its Watchword, Love its
Weapon, aud it at first glowed with a radiant Hope. And yet it
has failed, and hopelessly failed to regenerate, uplift and save

China, and it is itself a decaying religion that has almost
entirely lost its power in the land, and why? Because, although

‘nits Northern form it apparently borrowed many of its con-

ceptions from the purer monotheistic faiths of the West,
Persian, Jewish and Christian, it did not know God, nor the
‘Christ who came to reveal Him; and like Confucianism and
Taoisin was corrupted and debased by spertually unscientific
beliefs and practices.

But Confucianisin with its lofty ethical ideals, Taoisu:
with its recognition of the all-pervading unity of nature, and
Buddhism with its gospel of a salvation from sin and misery,
through faith and the renunciation of self, though they have
been insufficient to meet the needs of this great land, and have

left it at this great crisis in. its history, sadly lacking in ability
to grapple with and solve the many problems that face it, have
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yet all prepared the way for the fuller—the perfect—revelation of
God through Jest Christ which has been given us to proclaim.
What then 1s our Message to China in this hour of her need?
What message has the Christ of the Ages—the Eternal Word of
God who has been speaking to this people at sundry times and
in divers manners in time past,—what message has He to give
to this people to-day?
First of all it seems to me He would bid us, as His ambassadors, say to this people : —

‘“ Retrace your steps to that point in your history where
your early sages in the Golden Age to which Confucius ever
points you, caught the vision of the Supreme Ruler, bending
down from His throne in the Heavens, to guide His people
along the Heaven-appointed pathway that leads to the perfect
heart, the perfect life and “the perfect state.’
say to this people: “Tf with all your heart ye truly seek
Flim, ye shall surely find Him. For I, the living Word of God, the
express image of His substance, have cone down into the world
to speak to you, not now through sage and prophet, but as the
Incarnate Son of God, and in human form to reveal God to you

that you may see Him face to face, and know Him whom to

know is life eternal. For he that seeth Me hath seen the
Father. I have come to reveal God, the God whom your fathers

saw as it were in a mirror darkly, to reveal Him not as a
majestic king, keeping afar off from His people, to be approached only by His representative on earth—the Emperor, the son
of Heaven; but as the God whose name is Father, and whose
nature is both Holiness and Love, the Father God who in Jesus
the Christ—the Saviour of the World—has come to seek and

to save each of you His children, and to lead you out of the
darkness of error and sin and the loneliness of separation, into

fellowship with Himself, into the light and liberty of the
children of God.” ?

“T appeal to you, through those strong instincts of filial

piety, which I have taught you, to put aside your foolisl1.
pride and empty vaiu-glory, aud to listen reverently aud
humbly to the message your Heavenly Father—the God whom

your fathers knew, but whom ye have wandered away from
and almost forgotten, has sent you through Me, His Son, the
Living Word of God. For Iam come with a message of gra-
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cious pardon from the great king, your Father God, and I have
sealed the message with my blood. I have come to redeem you
from sin, I have given my life as a ransom for you. Il have laid
down my life for you. My life of service and sacrifice and my
death of bitter agony on the Cross express God’s sacrificial love
—a love that makes it possible for Him to save to the uttermost

all who come to Him through me. ‘Bor God so loved the
world that He gave His only begotten Son that whosoever
believeth in—links his life on to Him in a living faith—should
not perish but should have everlasting life.’ ”
Tell them, too, ‘I am come to fulfil all your ancient desires

and aspirations for virtue, and for harmony with the great
laws of the universe, and for a life of blessedness hereafter
through the sacrifice, the renunciation of self, and to give you
power to realise these noble ideais. For I am come with the

promise too of xew fe for you, a new in-filling of the Divine
Life, a new birth from above, an out-pouring of the Holy Spirit

of God, which will empower you to become new men and
women, to make you Christlike. Iam come to give you Life—a

more abundant, fuller, and richer life than even that which
the greatest of your sages, in the far distant past, possessed.
This gift of life I can promise you—it is the greatest miracle of
the ages,—for I will unite you, who reverently take me as your

Master, in living fellowship with Him who is Lord of all the
worlds. Through me as the medium, the Divine Life shall
come down from Heaven above, as the lightning runs down
the kite string, or the dews of heaven are distilled by the
quiet influences of the night air. It will come down to you as
a quickening life and as concentrated force, and man’s heart
will be renewed, and men and women will be born again, so
that all through the land, in every class of society, in every
department of national life, good men and good women will increase in numbers, and you shall see the Kingdom of Heaven
established more and more firmly in the land,—renovated lives,
a renovated society—a renovated nation.” Tell them that I call
them to the service of humanity, to be saviours of men, to be co-

workers with Heaven in saving a lost world, in litting men up
out of sin and degradation and the untold misery and suffering

of humankind. Tell them that God’s Fatherhood binds all
men, of every land and race, i11to one great brotherhood, and
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call on them to work for peace and goodwill among all men.
Tell them that I bid them look at the lands where the peoples
have tried to follow me as their Guide and Saviour, and let them
see that, in spite of the tremendous forces working on the side

of evil, there is a slow but steady upward movement of the
Christian nations, aud tell them that the best men everywhere

testify that this is due alone to a living faith in the Living
God—to the influence of God’s Holy Spirit in the life—to
obedience to Myself. Go and preach to this people this message,

and lo I am with you and will bless you my messengers, and
make you a blessing to this million-peopled nation, to which
I have sent you and for which, if they be willing and obedient,
a great and glorious future awaits.
May I close with a word from the Master for ourselves, a
word of heartening and cheer spoken first by one of China’s heroes

3000 years ago to his soldiers on the battle-field just as they

were entering into the conflict: “The Most High God, the
Supreme Ruler, is looking down upon you. Let not your
hearts waver,” and let us reply “ We can do all things through
Christ which strenetheneth us.”
“And I John saw the holy city, the New Jerusalem, coming
down from God out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for
her husband. And He that sat upon the throne said ‘ Behold

I make al/ things new.’”
“ And He said unto me Write: for these things are true
and faithful.”

An Inevitable Problem, How to meet tt.
BY REV. R. EF. FITCH.

E are face to face with an inevitable crisis, already 1mpending. The manner in which we are to meet that
crisis affects not only the life of the Church from within
but also the leadership of the Church in the future of the Chinese
race, That crisis does not directly concern the individual lives
of Christians, but rather that divergence of thought, of Biblical
interpretation, of the teachings of science, which, if not nghitly
dealt with, will not only prevent true harmony and co-operation

in the Church, but hinder it from doing the right kind of constructive work for China.
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Within the Church there are two classes of leaders, which,
broadly speaking, may be classed as liberals aud conservatives.
The beliefs of the individuals in these classes often overlap, so
much so that at times it would be difficult or impossible to draw
any sharp line of difference between the two, but for the sake of
convenience, and for the sake of clearer discussion, we shall try

and take that position in each class which is fairly representa-

tive of the average of opinion which is held in that class.
If these two classes take the right line of attitude toward each
other, the greatest of the dangers which are possible are averted.

If their attitude toward each other be wrong, as it already has
been in certain cases, the immediate situation is fraught with
the greatest danger to the Chinese Church as a whole.
For example, some of our more conservative friends have

identified the theory of evolution with atheism and scepticisn).
Hence, already, some of our Chinese students who have gone
from educational influences such as these to foreign countries,
and have become convinced of evolution in their study of biology,

have been compelled to lose their old form of faith and made
to appear either sceptics or indifferent to Christianity. I have
already seen such men and am assured that their numbers will
rapidly increase unless something is done for them. Again,
some conservative brethren have identified modern views of

Biblical interpretation with scepticism, with the result that
other Chinese students, not only from our Christian colleges, but
from the ranks of the Confucian scholars, have been led away
trom Christ into scepticism.
The Chinese market is flooded with translations of Huxley,

Darwin and Spencer, and if the Christian Church do but
denounce these works instead of providing some constructive
substitution in literature, the thinking men of China, serious,
thoughtful men, the real leaders of the race, will be prone to
regard Christianity as an exploded form of religious superstition.
They are teaching that Buddhism after all is more in keeping
with evolution and hence truer than Christianity. Onur Chinese
pastors, as they have been trained in the past, are unable to
cope with this literature, as they are unfamiliar with it. Much

of the Christian apologetic literature of today ignores such
literature and hence is much out of date in respect to dealing
with actual existing probleins.
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Because [ do not wish to go into any mattets involving a
personal discussion I shall not snention in detail two recent
instances, which evidence a sincere, but not sufficiently intelligent, antagonism to inen who have held modern views of
Biblical interpretation. And though I dislike so to do, I feel
compelled to go into a third instance, in order to accomplish a
certain object, namely, to show clearly to my readers, the
seriousness of the present crisis. Recently some of the Senior
boys in our Hangchow College attended a lecture ou evolution

in the city. They returned, reported the matter to one of out
foreign imasters, and asked his assistance in forinulating and

publishing a reply. To their surprise, he told them that all
three of the foreign masters of Hangchow College held to the
general principles of a theistic evolution. The Chinese pastor
of this college Church had been taught that evolution is one
form of atheism, and occasionally he mentions it in his sermons
and freely denounces it.

While preaching, it is the duty of the minister to come
from the presence of God with a divinely inspired message
upon his lips for men, and hence to avoid such things, yet in
the class-room, in the teaching of the first chapters of Genesis,
it is impossible either for a conservative or a liberal Christian
preacher, to be honest, and assuine views which he himself does
not hold.
Hence the necessity, not of a policy of passivity, of silence,

but of something somewhat aggressive, and thoroughly constructive.
Let me first state the case as 1t appears to me, both for the
conservative and for the liberal, and show the difficulties, serious
difficulties, which belong to either class.
Our conservative co-worker claims that the Chinese are not

a trace of philosophers. They are simple, direct, practical.
Philosophical subleties only confuse them, and it is better for
them to receive from us some definite, final authority in religion,
which cannot be questioned and which carries its own evidence

of truth. The Spirit of God is one Spirit, who has inspired
the writers of the Old and New Testament so that they have
given tis a religious literature that is consistent throughout,
and in the main to be taken literally. If not taken literally,
then the possibilities of all kinds of license in interpretation
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will come in and we shall find our parallels in the allegorical
schools of Alexandria. Let us have the simple direct statement
of Scripture as the final, authoritative word of God, and use it

as one whole sword of truth. If we question the degree of
inspiration in parts, we are in danger of questioning the whole,
and the Gospel of Christ as the power of God unto salvation 1s
PONE,

Again, not only is the simple literal acceptance of Scripture
more effective with men, we must also realise that the propa-

gation of our faith depends yet more upon the lives of men.
It is not necessary that we go out of our way to answer this and
that “ism”, our lives will evidence the Gospel truth even more
than the particular form in which it 1s stated. ‘The Bible is

inspired in every thought, if not in every word, and it 1s a
consistent whole in all its inter-related parts. It came direct
from God to men and its self-evidencing power in Jesus and in
those who receive of His Spirit, are sufficient to bring the final
day of victory.

‘oy these remarks the liberal would make the following
reply. It must be admitted that the Chinese are not distinctively, like the Hindoos, a race of philosophers. Nevertheless
their scholars everywhere are strong men, interested in the
literature that is coming to them from the West, and if their
interest in such things is indicative of their capacity to think on
such things, then their capacity is not to be despised and it will

certaiuly “_gtow. They may not care for mere philosophic
subtleties, but if the great Christian Church of the West claims
literal acceptance to her sacred writings, and ifsuch writings are
to be challenged by thoughtful scholars of the West, without any
adequate reply, then instead of a philosophical subtlety, we have
a great, simple, vital question, as it affects the hold of our faith
upon the thinking Chinese mind.

As the Chinese scholar reads the Scriptures, he finds

tremendous differences, differences which read literally, must
seem to him to be incompatible with the claim that all parts are
equally inspired. In fact he finds parts which in their spirit
also seem incompatible with other parts. For example, in that
post-exilic Psalm, the writer, in recalling the sufferings of his
race in Babylon, closes with the words—“O daughter of Baby-

lon, thou that art to be destroyed; happy shall he be that
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rewardeth thee as thou hast served us.

Happy shall he be that
taketh and dasheth thy little ones against the rock,” Later on
in the Gospel of Luke he finds these words,—“Love your enemies,

do good to them that hate you, bless them that curse you, pray

for them that despitefully use youn.” As he goes througli the
scriptures he finds many a passage, which ethically seems to fal!
below the teachings of his own sages, and many other passages
which tar surpass anything of what he had ever dreamed in the

moral and spiritual life of man, and his relation to a heavenly
Father.
Hence the liberal feels himself forced to conclude that to
the Chinese scholar, any acceptance of the Scriptures wholesale,

without any differentiation in their parts as to historical and
moral value, is often equivalent to driving a man from the
possibility of faith, who might be won to faith in Christ as his
Saviour.

The liberal also admits that any loose interpretation
of the Scriptures, or any distinction of values without relation to
facts 1s dangerous, but he also claims that distinction in values
as they do relate to facts are absolutely necessary. By so doing
the great essentials of redemption through Christ are not hinder.

ed by all insistence on what is less vital, but rather are they
aided; this being clearly shown in the success which attends the
labors of progressive evangelicals in our home lands.
He would point to three sources for his evidence of facts—

namely to science, archaeology, and recent Biblical investiga.
tion.

Though Darwinism pure and simple has passed away,
yet there can hardly be found men prominent in the biojogical
world to day, who do not hold to some general principles of

evolution.

The theology of today has been profoundly affected
by it and many of our best writers in theology accept its general
conclusions.

Anthropology and Archaeology show that as early as five
thousand B.C. there was an advanced civilisation in Babylonia
of which civilisation we have a record of her kings, her wars,
industries, ‘merchants, commerce, cosmology, and social life.
Recent Biblical investigation too shows to what extent the early
Jews were influenced by the early Babylonian and Egyptian
civilisations.
Abraham came froin Haran, a stopping point on
the great caravan route from Babylon to the Mediterranean.
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God led the Jewish race as a father leads a child.

Incom-

plete and even imperfect conceptions of Himself were first
necessary, to suit the immature mind of the Hebrew, and the
Hebrew in his growth also had his misconceptions of God, and
of God's call to him. As the earliest Biblical narratives come

to us they can be truly said to be inspired, but intended to be
inspired visions, parables, apocalyptic in their nature rather than
a literal statement of historical fact. In that age, they resemble
the more perfect parables of our Lord, many of which were never
intended to be literal statements of fact, but nevertheless inspired representations of essential and abiding truth.

Tre liberal therefore holds that inspiration 1s suggestive
rather than definitive. If it were definitive, only one system of
thought could have come from it. Since it 1s suggestive rather,
many varying systems of thought have come from it, all of
them holding more or less measure of truth. Healso wonld claim

that the statement of Christianity as given to the heathen is of
great importance. As Protestants we can never claim that a
system of truth is necessaily wholly defended by the lives of its
exponents, For example, some of the most devoted men and
women who have ever lived, were members of the Catholic
Church, and yet we must distinguish to a certain extent between
their lives and the truth for which they stand. Protestantism
received its real intellectual backbone in Europe when in certain
works of his Calvin stated and defended its principles. ‘These
works of Calvin became as it were the constitution of Protestantism, around which the strong men of Europe rallied. Protestantistn was expressed in sttch a manner as to compel their
assent, and give definiteness and force to what they professed.

I have just been reading a most interesting weekly, in
which there is a symposium by many men, both missionaries in

India and leaders of thought in England. One of the most
significant statements I shall quote. Itisby Rev. E. P. Rice,
of Bangalore, India, “ Another fact in our Indian experience
ig no less striking. It is that the very same persons who reject.
our theology, accept our teachings on every other science, even

although it is subversive of the traditional view of things contained in the Puranas and other sacred books, and although itis
foreign to their ancestral customs and prejudices. The explanation is not far to seek. It is that the science we teach is kept
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constantly up to date, it is in harmony with the fullest and
latest knowledge of the universe possessed by any nation, and

especially that it rests on a sound basis of induction which
cannot be gainsaid. But much of the theology they hear of is
of other days, ancient, medizeval, traditional—possibly the best

of its kind in the days when it was devised and in the light of
the knowledge of the universe then available; but now in many
respects dificult to harmonise with the fuller light of things
seen and unseen which God has graciously put within our
reacno.”’

This sane writer quotes from a Hindoo, the author of the
Oriental Christ,” one of the most spiritually minded of India’s
sons, one who had testified that for long years “Christ had been
the meat and drink of his soul.” This Hindoo says in speaking

of the thoughtful and educated men of India,— These men are

steadily imbibing the spirit of Christ, and yet it is useless to
deny that their attitude is hostile to the Christian missionary.
Their honor for the personal character of Jesus is ripening into
personal love and spiritual acceptance, but their repugnance to
what is known as popular Christian theology 1s complete. Your

excellent people seldom care to make distinction between
Christian theology and the spirit of Christianity. The latter I
take it was left by Christ, and maintained by the humblest and
worthiest of his followers in all ages, The former is the result
of the controversies and accidents of the Christian Church, the
result of law and logic and metaphysical and ethical speculations
in the West. It is the spirit of Christ’s life that we demand in
India—charity, temperance, wisdom, holiness—but they cram
us with the sawdust of theology.”
My readers will understand why I have given more time to
the statement of tne liberal position rather than to the position

of the conservative. In the first place we are more familiar
with the conservative, and in the second place it takes more
time to make a reply to a position, than it does to state it in the
outset.

It is not my purpose in this paper to try and convert men

to one position or another. Itis rather to show this, that an
uncompromising attitude on either side must not only lead to
dissension within the Church itself, but also weaken the faith
of our native Christians, Rather must I make this plea, that
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the conservative regard himself as most deficient when without

the friendship and stimulus of more liberal thinkers, and
that the liberal thinker regard himself as most deficient when
without the friendship and counsel of men of the conservative
Both kinds of men are needed,
and when they exist together in friendship and mutual respect,
then and then only can extremes be tempered, and even be made
impossible of any permanent existence. In the past these two
parties as such have fought each other and wasted in recrimination and strife, the energy that ought to be spent in the service
school.

Each needs the other.

of our common Lord. Hence history is full of blatant conservatives and of blatant liberals. The blatant cousetvative
has produced the blatant liberal, and the blatant liberal has

been responsible for the continuance of the blatant conservative.

Blatant conservatism side by side with blatant liberalism,
Among missionaries today in China, there
are matiy conservatives who shun the opinions of liberals, and
there are liberals who shun the opinions of conservatives. ‘This
has been a distinct loss to all such men themselves, and truth
produces atheism.

has suffered even more.

Christian theology as formulated in the West must be
affected by Western science, even as the Copernican theory
once altered 1t. Christian theology as we have it to day, must
be affected by Chinese thought, if it be put into that form which

will have most power in the East, and it is only by mutual
respect, interchange of opinions, and mutual co-operation in the

actual work of saving and serving men, that such a strong
residue of vital, abiding, and unassailable truth shall be presented as shall be best suited to doing Christ’s work in the heart of
the Chinese. Iam aware that there are many who say that any

introduction of new thought is attended with danger to both
faith and morals. I might reply that if it comes into a Church
divided by opposing systems, where there is insufficient mutual

respect and co-operation, then there is great danger. So 1s
there a yet greater danger if a consideration of the truth existing
in modern thought be delayed indefinitely. For when it comes
it will then come as a destructive cataclysm. Better for it to

come slowly and be used constructively. For example, the
Protestant Reformation has taught us great lessons. The truths
which Luther taught resulted in the undermining of the accept-
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ed faith of thousands, and the increase of immorality amongst
great multitudes of the people. The masses, 1n the surrender
of their religious faith, lost for a time their respect for law and
order as well. It was a cataclysm, for that was the only way
in that intolerant age, in which truth could come to men.
We are to-day entering upon a widespread renaissance, as
great as that of the Reformation. Woe be to us if intolerance,
or even the lack otf mutual sympathy compel that renaissance
to come as a cataclysm. For I feel snre that whatever comes,

if we prepare for it together, lovingly, prayerfully, and in the
unity of God’s Holy Spirit, we shall avoid the storm and the
tempest, and prepare for a yet brighter day in the history of a
universal triumphant Christendom, I believe that modern
thought tempered by true conservatism 1s already giving to us
new and yet surer bases for a// the essentials of vital faith, the

faith which has been ever the inheritance of the Christian
Church,

Review of the Year
BY W. NELSON BITTON

N looking back over the work of Protestant Christian
missions in China during the year 1909 an outstanding
feature would seem to be its constructive character. In
general attitude the missionary force appears to have come to
closer grip with the whole sttuation as 1t confronts the missionary enterprise. The stock-taking process which has been very
evident during previous years has not been in vain. ‘Let us
then be up and doing’ has been the motto in the forefront of

the work of 1909, and there are welcome signs of a wellconsidered and considerable advance in all departments of
service, especially in connection with the problems of direct
evangelization. This 1s only as it should be, for every year that
passes ought to find the missionary agency better equipped for _
service, not merely in relation to men and material, but also in
reference to a truer knowledge and fuller understanding of the

sitvation. The day for magnificent dashes into unknown territory has largely passed ; most of the workers are no longer in
the position of ‘ pioneers in advance’ ; clearings which denote
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the presence of the camps of the kingdom of God are dotted here
and there over the whole area of non-Christian China, and from
these established bases the work of clearance, drainage, plough-

ing and tilling advances, looking to the day when the whole

land will bring forth fruit to the honour and glory of God.
Our missions are giving evidence of the second century period
of their existence in the empire. (sod lias settled us here and
given us a place to dwell in and a fine scope for our efforts—
‘let us, His servants, arise and build.’ This sptrit has been
very manifest in the various activities of 1900. sorely needed

attention has been given to the problems relating to ‘homes
for us and our little ones,’ that from these spiritual homes,
the churches called by the name of Jesus, all necessary activities

may go forth for the accomplishment of the work of complete
reclamation.

J. Turning first to the movements connected directly with
the Christian church, it is quite certain that the year has seen
a very considerable ingathering of converts to the churches.

Figures are not yet available, but all imformation received
points to the fact that the past year has been considerably in
advance of r908 in this respect. And the character of the
converts heightens with the passing years. Gradually but
surely, in almost every province, law-suit enquirers are diminishing. A few more years of steady perseverance along the line
of entire refusal to appear either directly or indirectly connected
with Yamén matters, save in cases of clearly proven persecution,

should resolve the whole of this law-suit trouble and serve to
clear the missionary cause generally from much suspicion in
the eyes of the Chinese. The increase in Christian knowledge
and the deepening of the spiritual isfe of the Chinese church
members is a fact calling for profound thanksgiving. Without
such signs of spiritual blessing the harvesting of souls even
would have been a cheerless task. The response of the Christian Chinese in so many widely separated parts of the field to
the message of the Holy Spirit is a tremendous uplift. ‘The

revival movement, or better, the movement within the
church, has been carried forward from 1908, and in Shansi,
Shensi, Shantung, Honan, Fokien, Kiangsi, and Chekiang the
fruits of the Spirit have been manifest in special blessing. Such
works of grace, operating in the hearts of professing Christians

first and chiefly, are an outstanding feature of the year unde
FEeviecw,.
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In this connection mention must be made of the growing
part. which consecrated Chinese workers have had in these
enterprises. In Foochow and Shantuneg particularly this has

to be noted. A Methodist pastor in the one case felt and

responded to the influence of the Spirit, and great results flowed

from that beginning, whilst in Shantung a remarkable movement among the students in the colleges followed the consecrated efforts of a Presbyterian pastor. Many students were
led to give their lives to Christian service aud to offer themselves to the ministry of the church.

In connection with the various Bible Institutes which
have been successfully carried on during the year, as well
ag at such conventions as that of the Christian Endeavour
Societies, held in Nanking during April, much promznent work
was done by Chinese preachers. Many of these workers have
demonstrated clearly their possession of gifts of leadership and
administration. Missionaries have testified frequently to the
great assistance their work has received from a policy of trust
in chosen Chinese helpers. In all respects the Chinese ministry
has proven its capacity and value as at no period before.
The Evangelistic Association of China met in Shanghai in

March and successfully organized. The Evangelistic Committee issued an appeal to the Home Churches and Boards
calling for 3,200 additional men workers and 1,600 women in
order to meet the urgent needs of China. Special evangelistic
labours were undertaken by Messrs. Newell, Chapman and

Alexander, from the United States, and F. B. Meyer, from
England. The latter was the special deputation from Keswick
to the summer resorts and was also a special deputation from
the World’s Sunday Scliool Association. Mention should be
made of the first United Anglican Church Conference held in

China, which took place in Shanghai during March, 4nd also
of the meeting of the United Presbyterian Church Federation,
held in May.
Sunday School work has made considerable headway
during the year; the literature published by the Sunday School
Committee meeting with special acceptance. Sunday School
conferences were held in the various summer resorts. ‘The
Tract Societies of China have been in receipt of special grants
from the R. T. S. of London for the distribution of literature
among the Chinese pastors and preachers, and tract activity
has been a special feature of the year’s work. All the Bible
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societies in China have had a record year. The whole guesizoz

of Christian literature for China, especially for the scholars
and the youth, still awaits, in spite of special efforts during
1909, the worthy attention of the Christian church. Meetings
of provincial federations have been held in various centres and

plans for the furtherance of unety and for the adoption of
special lines of work made and entered upon.

There has heen

further evidence of the drawing together of church bodies in
the empire for common service, and the sense of brotherliness
has appeared in many ways. A growing spirit of mutual
charity in regard to varieties of ecclesiastical and theological
Opinion has emphasized this, while there has not been wanting
evidence of a deepened insistence upon the person and work of
the Lord Jesus as the central fact and one foundation of missionary labour.
II. Turning then to éze educational position. At the he.

ginning of the year the plans for a Christian university or universities tn China were again definitely before the missionary
body for consideration. The Rey. Lord William Cecil wag

in China acting on behalf of an influential committee representing particularly the universities of Oxford and Cambridge and spent some time in consultation with educational
authorities In various centres. As a result of that visit Wuchang has been freely named asa probable centre for a union
Christian university under these auspices. The fund opened
in England last year for this purpose is being pressed forward
at the present time. Two influential representatives of Chicago

University, Professors Burton and Chamberlin, also spent
some months in China during the first half of the year pursuing enquiries into the educational needs of China on behalf of
a commission in the United States, which is said to be preparing to give very considerable help along educational lines to
the Chiaese. The enquirtes of the deputation were directed
especially through muissionary channels, but it is not yet ascertained what form the assistance projected from Chicago will
take. A representative of Harvard University has recently been
visiting various centres to enquire concerning the possibility of

medical educational work being undertaken in definite connection with that centre of learning. The China Emergency
Committee, formed in London two years ago, 1s still attempting
to raise funds for the special development of literary and educational work in China, and its labours are now bearing fruit.
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In Tsingtao the German government has made a grant
equal to £30,000 for the foundation of a universety and has
apportioned a sum of £7,500 annually for its maintenance.
The Chinese government made a special contribution towards
the establishment of this new institution. In Hongkong private

philanthropy of a munificent kind has produced a university
scheme under the direction of the British government. Princely
donations have been received from both foreign and Chinese

sources, and the undertaking is asstred. The viceroyalty of
Canton gave practical expression of sympathy with the movement. Both these university schemes are entirely secular in
Cope.

The triennial meetings of the Educational Association of
China were held in May, and served to draw special attention
to fresh factors in the educational problem. Steps were taken
to associate Chinese educationists with the foreigu members
of the association and a Chinese co-secretary was appointed.
The pressing question of the attitude of the governinent of
China towards mission schools and their graduates and vzce
versa was discussed and has been further canvassed through
the year. The Chinese government, through its Board of Education, has not been specially active in matters of internal
educational reform. The elementary school system of China
is growing very gradually, but the government scheme. of study
has been steadily pressed forward and signs are given that the

work of the Board of Education, though subject to slips and
changes, will become finally effective and the curriculum in mission schools must take count of it. More definite attention has
been given to the prodlem of students educated avroag.

In April

twenty students went from the Nobles College in Peking fora
period of study in Germany, and in October a band ot fifty young
men started for the United States, Christian work is being carried
on amongst the students in America and Britain, and in each of
these countries the Chinese students have organized themselves

‘nto societies for mutual help. The number of students in
Tokyo has been further reduced, but a very large number of
serious-minded and diligent men are still there pursuing

courses of study. The Y. M. C, A. work among them is
still being carried on, though with a reduced and altogether

insufficient staff of foreign workers, All round there has
been a solid advance made in higher education, and mission
schools and colleges have begun to feel the advance of govern-
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ment competition, a competition which 1s not likely to decrease
either in character or extent.

WI, Movements towards reform, which are of great concern to the Christian church, must be briefly touched upon.

1909 will reckon as ¢He year of opium reform in China,
since it saw the meetings of the International Opium Commission, through the findings of which China received definite

international approval of her anti-opium policy and the
Unanimous consent of all civilized powers to her proposals.
This commission met at the instance of the United States
government, which is leading the way in this reform. Great
progress has been, made with the eradication of poppy growth
over almost all China. Many provinces which aforetime grew
large crops have been entirely cleared during the year. Much,
however, remains to be done in order to accomplish the aboli-

tion of the habit. The officials are not yet clear from the
vice.

Both the Prince Regent and Prince Kung have been

very active and insistent in regard to opium reform. The
last opium divans under the Shanghai Municipal Council, are
being closed at the time of writing.
Proposals for the abolition of the queue and for the adoption of foreign dress in China have again been made, but after
consideration in official quarters, were rejected. The Anti-footbinding Society has not been in evidence, but the movement
has proved itself firmly rooted and is growing steadily. ‘The
Chinese press has shown its increased power in many ways,
both for good and evil. In the treaty ports the papers have been
often reckless in their anti-foreign propaganda and are at once

both a source of help and peril to the best interests of China.
Their antagonism to Japan is especially manifest, and during
the year the feeling against that mation has shown no signs
of waning. It is more virulent at the close of the year than
at its opening and is a growing menace to the peace of the
Far East.
Apart from this standing dificulty the cuternational relatons of China are peaceful, and although at one time it seemed
that a rupture between China and Japan was imminent owing to
protracted difficulties regarding railway matters in Manchuria,
the year closes peacefully. Th. action of Japan in both Manchuria and Korea has aroused deep resentment and the tragic
death of Prince Ito evoked little sympathy in Chinese hearts.
China’s present difficulties with other powers are largely. of
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a financial kind and concerned with plans for development
and with Chinese desires to be rid of the encumbrance of the
foreign treaties. H. EH. Tang Hsiao-y1 made a tour on behaif
of the Chinese government, to America and Europe, enquiring
especially into the question of currency. At the present time
Prince Tsai Hsun and Admiral Sah are abroad making enquiries
into proposals for a new Chinese navy.

Ratlway development has gone forward rapidly. Construction under both Chinese and foreign supervision has been

a success. The South Manchurian Railway, linking the
Chinese Eastern and the Trans-Siberian systems, was completed

early in the year; the line from Peking to Kalgan has been
officially opened, and trains are moving regularlv§ from
Shanghai to Hangchow. Work is proceeding on the TientsinPukou line, on the Shanghai-Hangchow extension to Ning*po,

on the Canton-Hankow line, while the work of construction
on the proposed line from Ichang to Chentu was recently
begun. A good deal of diplomatic effort has been evident in
attempts to secure the right to finance proposed lines of railway

by competing nationalities, with the result that China is now
able to obtain loans for railway development under her own
auspices on very favourable terms, It remains to be seen
whether China can manage as weil as properly construct a
railway system. In connection with charges of maladministration of railway funds several leading officials and railway directors have been impeached and removed from their
appointments.
LV. Ot polttecal developments in China during the year the

most startling have been the removal from office of two of the

nation’s leading statesmen, H. E. Yuan Shih-kai and H. E.
Tuan Fang. The reasons given for the degradation of the last
named were very frivolous and inadequate.

The Prince Regent

has not been able to maintain the extreme popularity with
which he came into power, and it is asserted that the more
conservative Manchu faction has gained a deading hold upon
his mind and policy. The late Empress and Empress-Dowager
were buried in May and October respectively. The mausoleum
for the late Emperor is said to have been prepared at a cost of
five million Taels, and six million Taels is the estimate of the
cost of the funeral of the late Empress-Dowager. At this later
event there was a revolt of the wives of the late Emperor Tung
Chih, and a palace squabble of some magnitude resulted. Two
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outstanding deaths among high Chinese officialdom have to be
‘recorded, namely H. E. Sun Chia Nai, a venerable and highly
esteemed official, and the well-known Grand Councillor, H. E.
Chang Chih-tung. The Provencial Parliaments of China met
in assembly for the first time in October, and herein has to be
chronicled an event of historic importance. This 1s recognized

as the first definite step towards constitutionalism in this
Imperiai kingdom.

Elected representatives now become the
mouth-pieces of the provinces. A united gathering of representatives of the provincial assemblies 1s being arranged for, to
be held in Shanghai. The political events of the year may
prove the beginning of movements of an epoch-making charACTET,
At its close China presents @ problem of entrancing
interest to all who are intelligently acquainted with her history.
Perils beset her on ali sides and especially within, but careful

foresight and enlightenment on the part of her rulers might
make the present the beginning of an assured stage of steady
aud safe progress. To Christian missionaries the times are more
than ever ripe for service in God’s kingdom here. A review of
the events of the past year must serve to deepen faith in the
divine purpose, to increase the measure of devotion and, above

all, to drive the missionary worker to more constant and
intelligent prayer for the future of this ancient empite.

Imperial Edicts in 1909
BY J. DARROCH, D.LIT.

HE following extracts are from the Edicts of 1900, such
as had reference to, or especial connection with, and
influence upon the work of Christian missions.
January 2. DISMISSAL OF YUAN SHIH-KAI — Yuan
Shih-kai, Grand Councillor and President of the Waiwupu, had
been rapidly promoted and appointed to high office in the last
reign. We have on our ascension to the throne bestowed a
reward on him for his useful abilities and in order that he may
exert himself, Unexpectedly he 1s suffering from leg disease
(rheumatism) and walks only with difficulty. He is therefore
incapacitated for office. Let him vacate his post and return to
his native place for treatment of the disease. ‘This is to show
compassion and consideration of him.
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January 5.—Prince Pu Lun and others who have been
commanded to inspect and find a suitable site near the Eastern
and Western Mausolea for the mausoleum of the late Emperor
Kwang Hsu, have now reported that they have discovered the
Chin Lung Yun, near the Western Mausolea, to be a spacious,
level, and most propitious site. The Chin Lung Yun is hereby

styled the ‘Chung Ling,’ and a propitious date will be fixed
for the beginning of work on the place.

January 2.—Decree commanding the Imperial Board of |
Astronomy to choose a propitious day in the 3rd Moon for the
interment of Emperor Kwang Hsu’s coffin. Also to choose a
propitious day iu the 9th Moon for the removal of the Grand
Dowager Empress’s coffin and another propitious day in the

roth Moon for the permanent interment of Her Majesty’s
remains.

January i4.—Decree stating that although Prince Kung
has been commanded more than once to pray on behalf of the

throne for snow in the capital only a slight fall has taken
Prince Kung is again commanded respectfully to offer
up incense in the temple of Seasonable Response on the 17th
place.

snstartt.

February 7.—~In these dificult times, when talents are
needed to assist in the admiunistration of the empire, the State
does not grudge high emoluments for the inducement of scho- —
lars to join the public service and will also often make appointment irrespective of precedent and rank. Recently, however,

ministries and offices in the capital and provinces in official
appointment and expenditure have not displayed sincerity or
honesty of purpose in that the men they employ and promote
from insignificant ranks to hold high office are seldom gifted
with extraordinary talents and many are mere Hatterers and
parasites. The officials appointed by the different ministries,
viceroys or governors are henceforth commanded to be strictly

examined by the ministry of the civil office, and those who
hold several positions with large salaries should have them
reduced within reasonable bounds.

February 17, the commissioners for the revision
of laws last submitted the draft criminal code the office for the
study of constitutional politics communicated it to the ministries and offices in and out of Peking for discussion. Tt has
been recommended to us that the new and old laws of China
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should be carefully compared and that the code should be
revised properly so as to attach due importance to human
relationships and to preserve government and peace.

We then

commanded the commissioner for revision of laws to revise
carefully the code in conjunction with the Ministry of Justice.

February 22.—In regard to the memorial of Chiang
Han, Minister of Education, presented through the censorates,

the memorialist states that since the abolition of corporal
punishment in trials, although harsh and cruel feelings have
been reduced, the harm of delay and implication has been ageravated, innumerable litigation fees are demanded, so that by
the time the people’s wrongs are righted their properties are gone

and they are ruined.

This is detestable in the extreme.

All

officials are hereby commanded to eradicate these evil practices;
any offence when discovered will entail severe punishment.

March 25,—Decree pointing out that the discharge of
censors Li Chia-hua and others on the impeachment of the
censorate are ordered with a view to exhorting breadth of mind
and condemning bigotry and commanding censors hereafter
to make suggestions and criticisms on reform with thorough.
ness and on sound principles.

Decree eulogising the lecture on the general history of

Europe prepared and submitted by Wu Shih-chuen and
commanding the other officials who are appointed to prepare
lectures to make a careful and sound study of constitutional
matters and reform and present the result for Imperial perusal.
April 4.—Decree commending a number of officials for
promoting education in Chinese Turkestan and dismissing
others in that province for neglect of educational interests.
April 8.—Decree in response to memorial by the Commission of Constitutional Reform on the Scheme and Regulations of the Imperial Noble’s Political School. The officiais
are commanded to conduct the school efficiently. The sons of
Imperial nobles are commanded to enter the school and threatened with penalties in the event of disobedience.
May 15.—We have perused a memorial from the Board
of Education submitting revised regulations for primary schools
and primary courses to be taught therein. hese are made with
the object of securing a wide and universal spread of education.
We find that they are practical and effective, and we command

the viceroys and governors in all the provinces to direct the
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Commissioners of Education to put them into force effectually

according to local conditions in all government and private
schools.

Let them appoint deputies to supervise and scrutinize

the regulations as they are being carried out. Should any
officials or gentry in future in their management of schools be
guilty of evasions and fail to comply with the regulations the
Ministry of Education should acquaint itself with the offence
and severely impeach the offenders. In this manner it is hoped

that schools will multiply and thrive in the empire and the
popular intelligence will become daily more enlightened so as
to fulfill our earnest desire to educate and cultivate our people.
june 20.—Decree appointing a number of returned students who have passed the palace examinations to various posts

and expectant ranks in the Hanlin College, the ministries and
the provinces.

july 15.—The supreme command of the army and navy
should be vested in the Emperor alone. We now anuounce
that we will be generalissimo of the army and navy of the

We also command the formation of an
army Advisory Board to assist us in managing naval and
Chinese empire.

military aflairs in the empire.

November approving the curriculum of the
Imperial Noble’s School and promising to grant the school a
copy of the collected institutes of the empire.
The argument for the missionary enterprise is three-fold—
from the Word, from the World, and from the Work. We
are pledged to missionary zeal and ceaseless activity—
First, because the Bible is a missionary book ;

secondly, because the study of the World, as it is,
reveals the fact that the Gospel of our Lord Jesus
Christ is precisely what it needs;

Thirdly, because the success of the work, so far as it
has gone, is surprising, and shows clearly that if
the church were united, and set upon discharging
the obligation, it would be quite possible, within
one generation, to cover the earth with the know!edge of the Lord,
RogpEerr F. Horton.
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Ode to Christmas Mornmg

Ode to Christmas Morning
‘Born of a lowly maid.”
‘Twas when the earth lay bound in winter’s chill,
Born of a lowly maid, our Lord Christ came,
Not as of old, when God on Sinat’s hill
Spoke in the thunder and consuming flame,
No trumpet signal woke
The simple Bethlehem folk
To greet a son of royal David's line—
The Holy Babe lay cradled with the kine ;
And ali in meekness, and in mercy mild,
He came on earth, with man to dwell, and came a little child,
Angels, in chorus high,
With voices clear, rauig praises from the sky 5
Celestial brightness filled the heavens above.
The shepherds rude, their flocks secure around,
In wonder list, atnazéd at the sound,
With fear attentive to that song of love.
Glory to God; ont earth be peace, they heard ;
While news of Israel’s Saviour King their siuggard spirits stirred.
Low in the Hast eleamed bright God’s glorious star.
Wise watchers of the sky, with souls devout,
Hailed it the call Divine, and from afar
To seek a new-born King, in faith set out,
By tiight, by day,
They sped their way,
Throuch strange lands guided by that heavenly ray,
Till at the manger-shrine their gifts they laid ;
And with them worshipped blessed Mary, that meek Mother maid.
Prophet atid sage and King
His reign foretold, Who camie for mati to die.
And, by an angel’s wirig,
Was wafted good news of eternity.
What high hosannas greet Him at His birth !
What offerings rare before His feet are spread !
That helpless babe; yet Lord of Heaven and earth,
True God; and but a mariger for His bea—
For us was born that bygone winter’s day
And for our heavenly comfort in the straw-filled manger lay.
Then I, this Christmas-tide would join the song,

And chant my ‘Glory’ with th’ Angelic choir;
Bend with the shepherds who to Bethlehem throng ;
To bring my treasure with the wise, conspire ;
Since ’twas for me Christ came on Christmas motn,
And of a lowly maid, for me, the Prince of Peace was born.
NxuLSON BITTON.

SHANGHAL, December 1909.
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Correspondence.
GENERAL BOARD OF EDUCA-

8. That a small vocabulary is
enough “‘to get on with.”

9. That we are getting on

Zo the Editor of

CHINESE RECORDER.”
Dear Sire: Will you kindly

insert in the RecorpER that the

majority vote of the members

pretty well tn some things.

10, That anything less than
the fulness of the Spirit,’’ will

do. Yours, etc., | D

of the General Board of Educa-

tion has transferred the headquarters to Peking and elected

biR. WANG TO HIS REVIEWER.

the Rey. John Wherry, D.D.,

fo the Editor of

Secretary of the Executive Committee, to whom any mattersto be
considered by the Board should

DEAR SIR: I read with very

be sent.

H. H. Lowry,
Chairman.
PP geen:

‘Tis CHinese

much pleasure and gratitude from

the Book Table in the December
nuinber of the RECORDER your
reviewer's valuable comment on

the last volumes of my Girls’
Readers.

40 the Eattor of
“Tor CHINESR RECORDER.”
DEAR SIR: Your recent references to orthodoxy, the otherman’s-doxy, and heresy, set me

thinking, and the result is the
following list of ‘* heresies.” tf

I teel that Iam hardly
worthy to be so highly praised,
and I am sure that through that
most valuable recommendation

of yours the circulation of my
books will be greatly increased.

But allow me to say a word
or two here with regard to the
ertticism you made on my books.

You said that a tendency to

the gentle reader disagrees, all exaggeration in the statement
right. At all events the points are of facts was observable in some
well worth thinking about :-—
of the subjects. I dare not

1. That Chinese Christians

totally deny the existence of

are too poor to give a great deal
more than they do now.

such a tendency, but I can say

enough for our Chinese.
3. That the salary of a foreign

sources. Take, for instance,

that most of the facts stated

2. That anything is good there come from quite reliable

cook (without his ‘‘ squeezes’’)
is enough for a helper.
4. That Chinese advice is not
worth getting (or following).

5. That a Chinese who can

talk well is all right for a helper.

6. That every missionary is

fit for al! sorts of work.
7. That the upper classes are

inaccessible.

the lesson on ‘* Pearis.?? You
said that the sizes of pearls were
greatly exaggerated, but I should

like to hold responsible for my
statements several books, among
which is the Biblical Cyclopzedia

or Dictionary edited by John
Eadie, D.D., LL.D. If you will
please turn to page 504 of that

dictionary you will see that sometimes, though very rarely, pearls,
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even farger than walnuts, have
Deen found.

‘The statement that

the small ones are as large as

BIBLE DISTRIBUTION AND THE
NEW REVISION,

cherries is, I must acknowledge,
greatly exaggerated, but in this

lo the Editor of

wrong translation made of two

DHAR SiR: My attention has —
recently been more especially
called to the matter of the far

case | was misguided by the
Chinese books from which I first
derived the statement.

‘THe CHINESE RECORDER.”

‘The story of the work of and wide distribution of the New

Florence Nightingale also was
abstracted froma reliable Chinese

book translated from the origin-

Testament and portions among
the Chinese. With reference to

this matter I would cal] notice

al. I am sorry that I cannot toa few points that may be of
fnd the original to quote it jmportance.

fo you. In my opinion the

1. The Bible and portions of

deaths from sixty per cent. to

the Bible have already been very

one per cent. when the wounded

Chinese population generally, far

reduction in the number of

are properly taken care of, is
not impossible. Just imagine

how thousands and thousands of

people died of small-pox before
the process of vaccination was
discovered and how few people
lose their lives now on account

of this same disease! When,

then, the wounded are properly
and carefully taken care of what
wonder is there that the number
of deaths is greatly decreased,
With regard to the expression

‘ foot-long-feet’’ BR wo RB,

since evel you, a Western gentleman, was able to see that T was

using “‘ a neat literary phrase”?
to express the comparative large
size of the Chinese girls’ natural
feet over that of the bound ones,
I am sure that no Chinese Jite-

tary mai would mistake that J
was stating the actual size.

widely distributed among the

wider than many of us think
or pethaps are ready to believe,

il. e., in the city of Tanyang,

on the Grand Caual, containing a population of 100,000,
i was recently told that about
one-half of the families have the
Bibles or portions in their homes.

asked for evidence to this
rather incredible statement, and

my informant told me that on
inguiry they will bring out these
books and show them to you.

Z. But it is equally true that
this book is not read by those
that have copies.

When a non-

Christian Chinese buys a New
Testament or a Gospel, which
very many are quite willing to
do, he will glance cursorily at
the book, finda number of words
and seutences init that are unin-

tellictble to him, then throw it

I hope you will not think that
by writing this I mean to argue
avainst your valuable criticism.

I think anyone will find that

I thank you very much indeed

those who purchase these books

for your kindness in paying so
much attention to my books,
and I shall always be exceedingly glad to receive your further
valuable sugvestions.
Yours respectfully,
WANG HAnG-*onc.

aside, never to take it up again.

only a very small percentage of

ever read them to any great
extent. Of course there are

exceptions, but these are very
few and far between.

3. One very common reasot

given why the books are not
read is, that they are unintelligt-
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ble, and this reason holds good

of the revised, truth compels

This is a good reason and a very

places the meaning of the ortlginal text has been obscured or

to a considerable degree also
among the Chinese Cliristians.
effective one, and it is easy to

see that it is very generally true.

4. Hence the supreme importance of putting the Bible,
especially those portions that are

‘intended for far and wide distribution, in an intelligible form.

First, there should be a very
clear and simple translation ;
second, the portions and books

distributed should be accompanied with simple introductions
and annotations. With reteretice to the first of these require-

ments I have recently been
requested to make a comparison
between the old and the revised

Mandarin versions as to thetr
relative fitness for distribution.
While not in the least wishing

me to say that in not a few

rendered unintelligible to the
ordinary Chinese by an overstrenuous attempt to give a
verbally literal translation. This
new version has many excellent

traits, and it is doubtless best
for the class room, where care-

ful exposition is required, but
that it is not as intelligible as
the old version, will be, I think,
generally admitted, not only by
the Chinese Christians, but by

anyone who will take the trouble

to make a careful comparison
between the two versions.
We must make ourselves readi-

ly intelligible to the Chinese,

both in the spoken and written
word, if we would win them to
+he truth.

ALEX.

to give an unfavorable criticism

Our Book Table.
The object of these Reviews is to give real information about
Authors will help reviewers by sending with their books,
price, original if any, or any other facts of interest. The custom
of prefixing an English preface to Chinese books is excellent.
hooks.

The Chinese Language and How to

The books are printed on

Learn it. By Sir Walter Hillier,

thick heavy paper and the type

These two paper-covered vol-

The twelve stortes coutain, we
are told, 25,000 characters. The
Gospel of Matthew contains a
considerably larger number of

K.C, M.G., CB. 2 Vols. Parts one
to four. Kelly and Waish. $5.00,

umes form the second part of

Sir Walter Hillier’s book on

‘(The Chinese Language and
How to Learn it.’’ The smaller
of the two volumes consists of

twelve stories from the Ljiao-

used is a black heavy print.

characters, and one cannot help

thinking that these volumes
might have been prepared in a
more compact form and issued

chai, translated into Pekingese
colloquial; the larger book contains the English translation of
these stories, the author’s notes
on the lessons and hints to stt-

at a cheaper price.
One can scarcely endorse the

characters met with in the

only the characters in the New
Testament wotld be reckoned

dents, also a glossary of the
course studied.

author’s opinion that a Knowledge of 2,000 separate charac-

ters is sufficient for ordinary
use.

The missionary who knew
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badly equipped for his work, and

there are more than 3,000 in
that book.

endorse with the addition of

the ‘‘ruh-sheng ’’ for MidChina, but we cannot too

The colloquial style of the Strongly dissent from his dictum
stories is good. Even expe- when ne says: ‘When two third
rienced linguists could pick out tone words tollow each other
a number of useful phrases to
add to their vocabularies from
a perusal of these tales. They
are, moreover, both interesting
and amusing. To one familiar

one of the two has got to give
way to the other, and the first

China, phrases here and there in

Pekingese rather than good

one had to remember a rule like
“/h one and pu not, four before
one, two, three, but always two

pi] FF SL he ie YY, ‘‘ Clearly the

three. Then as to fourth tone

with the language of Central
the narrative seem to be good

generally gives way to the

second by adopting a first or
second tone.’’?’ The tones are

difhcult enough as it is, but if

before four,’’ it would be infinitely more vexatious than
2): A BF BF] ey wh HE 29 1 multiplication and the rule of

Mandarin. In the first story the
following sentence occtirs (page

man was carried off to its den
and eaten by the tiger.’’ Here
the character #4, twice repeated,
1S redundant.

It it means any-

thing, itis used in the same sense

as [tf as the sign of the pas-

Its omission would make
no difference in the meaning of
the sentence. Other instances
may be given as =£ BY fil #4 48,
‘Wang Cheneg’s wife,’’ where
sive.

the pronoun fj, is used for the

possessive particle fj. And

a
ib =#7ae
where
from
where
is used
instead
of

It may be said that there are no

rigid grammatical rules in colloguial Chinese, and that the

words changing into the second
tone ;asarule a second tone word
is always aspirated if itis capable

of aspiration. ‘The dictionary
will show some exceptions to
this statement, but the exceptions are: (1) Pekingese second
tone characters, which are real-

ly ‘“‘ruh-sheng’’ and are so
given in Kang MHsi’s dictionary, or (2) classical characters,

which are not used in the spoken
langtiage, or custom would com-

pel them to conform to the

general rule. ‘To illustrate this = ch‘ang is a second tone word,

but it takes the third tone to

mean ‘‘elder’’ and then it loses

people in Peking do in everyday
conversation use the expressions

tts aspirate and becomes

admitted, but the expressions

It takes the second tone and
means ‘‘court’’ and it 1m-

quoted. This is to be fully
are colloquialisms nevertheless.

sir Walter Hillier quotes The
Sacred Edict and The Dream

‘“chang.’’ BH ‘‘chao’’ is a first

tone word meaning ‘‘ morning.’’

mediately becomes aspirated:
‘“ chtao.’”’ ti Chung is a fourth

of the Red Chamber as being tone word and means “‘ heavy.’’
works written in standard Man- It takes the second tone when it
cdearin. No stich colloquial ex- | means ‘‘repeated’’ and is then
pressions are to be found in aspirated ‘‘ch‘ung.”’ ha “Tati
these books.
is a fourth tone word meaning
The atuthor’s advice to the ‘a bhuliet.’’ It takes the second
student to emphasize the third tone and means ‘‘to thrum’”’
and second tones is one that the

present writer is inclined to

and is also aspirated ‘‘t‘an.’’

Other instances might be cited,
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that there is a general, if not

the various hymn-books used
by different missions, by a lady

second tone character is always
aspirated when it is capable of

collection the hymns are neces-

an invariable rule, that the worker in Kanstuh. In sucha
aspiration and to indicate what
confusion would be introduced

into the language if the rule

suggested were adopted. The
change of tone would, in many
cases, involve the aspiration of

sarily of varying degrees of

merit. The preface apologises
for the simple style used, but it
seems as 1f the apology is due,

if it is due at all, for the use of

those hymns in a children’s

book which have a Wén-li cast.

unaspirated words and the con-

it is a good thing to have a

wSseq.,

has earned the thanks of all

sequent unintelligibtlity of the
sentence in which they were

The book has been printed
without the author’s personal
supervision, and this accounts
for the fact that there are many
typographical errors in the text.

hymn book specially prepared
for children, and Miss Garland
who conduct children’s services

for tundertaking this labour of

iove. Most of the bymns run
smoothly and well.

With such

a number to select from even
the most fastidious taste wil]

The character §% is wrongly
written for & three times (pp.
142 and 298 in part one and

find something here with which
it may be gratified.

for fe on p. 267. s ‘“‘ for-

iy 2X HA gh. The Two Religions:
Which is—? By Rev. Alfonso Ar.

once in part four). Re is put for
Re on page 180 and J is printed

tunate’’ is correctly given on
p. 218, but in a note warning

the student against confusing it

with 3é ‘‘bitter’’ the two

characters are actualiy inverted
and the author is macle to com-

mit the error against which he
warns the student in the very
act of giving the warning. a
is again wrongly written for 3%

on p. 303. A lengthy list of
such errors might be pointed
out; the author will be wise if

he has them corrected in a new
edition or his book will behie its

title ‘‘The Chinese Language
and How to Learn it.’’
earl

mH EF HK. Children’s Hymnal,

conipiled by Miss Garland, China
Inland Mission, Tsingchow, Kanenh. Edited by Rev. F. W. Baller,

gento, C. I. M., Kwangchou, Honan.

This booklet-—-38 leaves—ig
written by one who has pectiiar

qualifications to deal with the
subject of Roman Catholicism,

its errors and defictencies. A
good book on the subject is
much needed and, though we

must always deprecate heated
controversy, a calm, dispassionate, and reasonable statement of

the reasons why we protest
against the doctrine and practice

of the Roman Church wouid be
found extremely useful in some
districts at this present moment.

The author knows his subject
thoroughly and has the facts
and the authorities for his statements at command. But while
the book contains a mass of the

Paper, 17 cents;
limp cloth, 50 cents,

most valuable information it is

This is a collection of chil-

style that it is a positive dis-

CC. I. M., Chefoo.

dren’s hymns, nearly 200 in all,
which has been compiled from

presented in such a dilapidated

comfort to read it. The author
will do Protestantism no service

Our Book Table
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until he whets his sword or, in
other words, gets him a writer
who will put his thoughts into
readable Chinese.

W here errors

are so numerous it needs not to
call attention to them, but let us

notice the title,—ih # BE G.

The Two Religions: W hich is,
Which is what? Is #, a misprint for It is to be hoped

the author will revise and reissue his book.

Murché’s Science Readers. Book {.,
With Anglo-Chinese notes by Prof,
Gist Gee, Transiated by Sung Pah-

foo, both of Soochow University.
50 cis,

An excellent little book in sim-

from Professor De Groot’s Helgious Systems of China, so all

that is said of the tricks of the
fairy fox in Japan is said by the
Chinese about the same antmal

in this country. One wonders
how much longer this superstition

will survive.

Not long, we be-

lieve. Nothing exorcises the
fairies Hke the locomotive. When

the puff of the engine is heard
in the land the fairy foxes disappedi. The other volume has
a paper on the Ashikaga code by

J. C. Hall, Esq., one on the
Tengu #y] by Dr. De Visser

and one on Confucian Philoso-

phy in Japan by W. Dening, Esq.

ple English on the elementary
facts of science, culled from observation of commonplace things.

The Reader is intended to be
understood by quite young children, and with the excellent notes

in Chinese printed at the back
of the book it should be found
very useful by teachers in Chinese schools.

Calendrier-Annuaire pour The
Siccawei Press. $1.50.

This little book, issued anntal-

ly from the Observatory at Siccawei, contains the most varied
information on a host of subjects,
chiefly astronomical, to be sure,

but metereology, hygiene, and

A very well-written booklet
of 15 pages, reciting the history
and activities of the Norwegian

Mission in China and other

lands.
“« Makers of Cathay,’’ By C, Wilfrid
Allan (Presbyterian Mission Press,

Shanghai). $2.

In the preface of this handy
volume of 242 pages the author

asks: ‘*‘ Who does not know
something of Alexander the

Great or Julius Ceesar, of CharJemagne or Luther?’’-—names

now familiar to Chinese stu-

dents, on which many of them

could pass an exainination
statistics of various kinds all find creditably. ‘‘ But who among
a place in this little mudium i ordinary readers knows anyparvo. It is cheap at a dollar thing about Chin Shih-huang or
and a half.
Kublai Khan, or Tai Tsung or
“he Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan. Vol. XXA Vi. Parts
2and 3.

One of these volumes contains

Mencius?’’—perhaps the average reader of the RECORDER
might hardly pass with honours
an examination upon these not-

ables. ‘‘ And yet,’’ says Mr,

an exhaustive examination of

Allan, ‘“‘ these Jatter names are

badger in Japanese folklore, by
Dr. M. W. De Visser. Much of
the information given is drawn

former.’’ They were certainly

the myth of the fox and the

wotthy a place beside the

as striking personages in their
way and as famous among the
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‘‘yellow’’ quarter of the race

as the fermer among an equal
number in various other lands.
And so in nineteen chapters of
well-written material the author
gives vivid sketches of the lives
and times of ‘‘ Confucius, the
moral reformer; Mencius, the

social reformer; Ch'in Shithhuang, the ‘first Emperor ;’
Chii Ko-liang, strategist and
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service to the missionary stuGent, as well as to the general

reader, in giving to both this
well-planned and excellently
written book. - It 1s a reference

work for every one of our per-

sonal libraries. And it is hardly
necessary to add that its paper,

printing, and binding are of
high quality.

W. A. C.

Statesman: Fa Shien and Suan

is‘ang, the Buddhist pilgrims;
Li Shih-min, the Emperor Tal
Tsung; Li T‘ai-peh and Tu Fu,
China’s greatest poets; Han

China and the Gospel.

China and the Gospel is the

title of the book which gives

Yii, the prince of Itterature ;
Wang An-shih, political eco-

this year’s report of the China

peror;’ Wen Tien-shiang and
Lu Shiu-fu, the patriotic minis-

of useful information, both general and particular. The illustrations are excellent, and are
part of a scientific method for

ple’s general; Koxinga, pirate

fixing the interest of the readers.

nomist and social reformer; Chii
she, scholar and philosopher ;
Kublai Khan, the ‘ world’s Em-

ters; Hung Wu, the beggar
king; Wt San-kuet, the peoand patriot; K‘ang She, the
greatest of the Manchus ; Chien

Lung, the conqueror; Tseng
Kuo-fan, the imperialist general ;

It Hung-chang, statesman and
diplomatist.’’ In these names it
will be seen that out of mercy to
English readers unfamiltar with
the intricacies of the standard

romanisation, Mr. Allan has

slightly modthed some of the
spellings so as to make them
pronounceable, for #s2 and like
spellings have proved insoluble
problems to some across the seas.

It is surely part of the mission
of every reader of the CHINESE
RECORDER (for the better under-

standing of the Chinese people)
to gain some knowledge of at any
rate the most striking epochs of
Chinese history and of the lead-

ing men who played their parts

therein. But hitherto these

details have been scattered about

in a number of volumes, and

Mr. Allan has done a great

Inland Mission. Tt reflects

great credit on the editor.
Its arrangement 1s a work of
art, and it 1s also a compendium

In the various departments of
the work it shows 2 substantial
and well-merited progress.

The total number of converts
connected with the Mission is
nearly 21,000; of these 2,540
were received during last year.
‘‘For the shepherding of these
souls and the evangelisation of
those yet unreached’’ the Mis-

Sion has 211 central stations,

more than 790 out-stations with

995 chapels, 9 hospitals, 34
dispensaries, 84 opium refuges,

200 day and boarding-schools
with about 4,000 scholars.
The separate reports given by

the superintendents reveal a
steady growth at most of the
centres, and the incidents recit-

ed by the workers are full of
interest and encouragement.

One thing which gives the

friends of the Mission unmixed
pleasure is the increasing provision which 1s being made for
the education of the children of
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their Christian families and also

with statistics. It is expecting
too much to think that outside

ministry. Compared with other
missions the China Inland has

of the severe student of missions
and those immediately connected

for the training of the native

been somewhat backward in this

work. Remembering, however,

the main object for which the

with the China Inland others
should take time to wade through
such a forest of figures.

C. M.

Mission was established, the fear

of entering upon an extensive

institutional work is pardonable.
One cannot peruse the history of

BOOK REVIEW.

Hunter, who has located at ‘Tih-

LETTERS FROM CHINA, with particular reference to the HEmpressDowager and the women of China.
By Sarah Pike Conger (Mrs. EH. H.
Conger, } Chicago: A. C. McClurg

of Sinkiang, is especially worthy

Among this year’s books on

going forward, and itis stimulatine to read the wholesome conditions and promising prospects
of their work. By far the nrost

handsome volume of four hundred pages by the widow of the

Hook is that which refers to the

scribed by the adjective ‘‘ sopho-

this work without admiring the

Christian courage of its pioneers.

The efforts of George

hua-foo in the lonely province

Oe 1909s

of praise. He exhibits the China the one that will be most
true apostolic spirit. The as- widely read, in America at any
cociates of the Mission are also rate, will probably be this

inspiring part of this neat Irttle

spirit of revival widespread
amongst the churches dtring the

past year. The record of this
movement proves that it has
come not as the result of any

emotional effort but as the outcome of God’s presence in the
midst. ‘The Chinese Christians
have since given unmistakable

late U. S. Minister in Peking.
Despite a rather unfortunate
style, which might best be demoric,’’ the book is thoroughly
enjoyable, and should especially
be appreciated by those feminine
readers who will be glad to learn
something. of the woman’s side

of diplomatic hfe in Peking.
If it be true that there is a
‘diplomacy of the drawingroom,” as well as the more

of spiritual things. The out-

official type, then Mrs. Conger
deserves high rank among the

been a quickened “‘sensibility of

To her it was given in no small
measure to gently remove the

evidence of a deeper knowledge

standing element in it all has dipiomats of her time in Peking.
sin,’’ This tidal wave of conviction and genuine contrition of
heart marks a decided advance
in the character of the Christian
church.

thoroughly Chinese wall of mys-

tery that had long surrounded

the Imperial Court of China.

One’ appreciates the extent of
It is cheering to find that the that service after reading this

income of the Mission is steady

and that the partners in the

book.
Mrs. Conger was oné of those

great enterprise of evangelism
have been able to extend their

who shared the strange experiences of the siege of Peking,

It one might venture
a criticism on this report it is
horders.

that the book contains 175 pages

of matter, 63 of which are filled

and among the most vivid aves
of her book are those descriptive
of that period, giving’ one rather

@ different view of the siege
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from that given by Dr. Martin,
Dr. Arthur Smith, or Mrs. Ada
Haven Mateer.

With Mrs. Conger’s philosophy of approach to the Chinese
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friendship almost intimate with

the most remarkable woman
China ever produced, will surely

be of more than temporary
value.

we can in part agree. The

P. L. C.

attitude of friendly sympathy
and open-minded receptiveness
is altogether commendable. But

to hold that things Chinese

must be right because the Chinese ¢Aink they are right, 1s too
easy a philosophy and one that
the history of human progress
cannot sanction. Many of wus
would not be in China if we held
such 4 view.
Some unfortunate vagaries in

Romanization have been allowed
1n the book. The worst are per-

LIGHTS AND SHADOWS OF CHINESE

LIFE. By the Rev. J. Macgowan.
Shanghai: North China Daily News
and Herald, Ltd. 1909,

Readers of Mr. Macgowan’s
charming sketches of Chinese

social life, as they appeared

serlally in the North-China
flerald will be glad to have

them in this more permanent

and convenient form. They

form a volume of 308 pages, and

from photographs

haps the ‘‘ Pahz Ztah”’ for Soochow’s famous pagoda, on page

accompany the letter-press. One
wonders 1f the illustrations could

on page 359. ‘* Kuling,”’ on

ed author, for the picture illustrating the decapitation of a criminal, opposite page 144, is in

325, and “‘ the Viceroy, Joe Fu,’’

page 339, is evidently a mistake
for *‘ Kuliang,’’ and the German
port in Shantung is several times
written as ‘‘ T'sintan’’ instead of
the proper Tsinetau. A curious

slip is in the reference to the

have been chosen by the cultur-

utterly bad taste.
The volume would have been
much more complete if furnished
with an index.

P.L. C.

‘* Board of Rights ’’ on page 266,

though doubtless such a Board

could be of greater service to the
Chinese people than the existing
Board of Rites. His Excellency

Yuan Shih-k‘ai’s surname is
repeatedly written as ‘‘ Yatun.’’

It would seem somewhat objectjonable to refer to Confucius as
‘‘China’s redeemer and saviour,’’
page 320.

The book is beautifully illus-

Ynorganic Qualitative Analysis, by

Liu Kuang-chao and Mr, Whitcher.
Chemistry for Organised Schools of
Science and Practical Physics, by
the same.

The first will be published

The last two are
finished and in use in the Shantung Christian University. Will
early in I9QIO.

also be printed during toro.

trated from photographs ; among

Will all teachers of science please
note ?

number of high Chinese and
Manchu princesses. A _ full

the Nanking University Magazine.
Published by Nanking University,

reader.

This is the first issue of a new
magazine, which is edited and
managed by the students in the
University. Beside the . Edito-

the portraits being those of the
late Empress-Dowager and a

index adds to the comfort of the

These letters of a bright and
open-eyed woman, who used to
the best advantage her six years

in China, and who enjoyed a

Price $1,00 per annum.

rial it contains an Historical

Our Book Table
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Sketch of Nanking University,
and articles on the Provincial
Assembly, Social Progress in

appearance of this magazine.’’
To be sure it «1!]. On behalf ot

The paper opens by

contemporary hearty congratu-

China, etc.

stating that ‘“‘It will be gratify-

ing to the public to note the
Books in Preparation.

the public we otter our latest
lations and best wishes for a
happy and useful future.

(Quarterly Statement.)

(Correspondence invited.)

The following books are in course
of preparation. Friends engaged in
translation or compliation of books

GENERAL.

Halley’sComet. C.1.8. J. Darroch.

Ballantine’s Inductive Studies in

are invited to notify Rey. D. MacGillivray, 143 N, Szechuen Road,

Matthew.

engaged on, so that this colunim
may be kept up to date, and overlapping prevented, N. B. Soe

Mateer.
Murray's Like Christ. By Mr. Chow,
Hangchow College.

Shaughat, of the work they are

names have been on this list a long

dime are asked to write and say if

they have given up the work, or

what progress, if any, they are making. Perhaps they are keeping others
from doing the work.
S. LIST,

Booker T. Washington's ‘‘Up from
slavery.”’ By Mr. Kao Lun-ching.,
Wide Wide World. By Mrs. Mac-

Gillivray.

S. D. Gordon’s Quiet Talks on Service. {In press. )
Religious Contrasts in Social Life.
BK, Morgan.

American Education. Morgan.
Romance ot Medicine. McPhun. W.
A, Cornaby.
Fitch’s Lectures on Teaching. W.,
A. Cornaby,
Chronicles of the Schonberg-Cotta

Family.

Meyer’s Elijah.
Patterson’s Pauline Theology.

Method of Bible Study. D. MacGillivray.
Ralley’s Comet. W. A Cornaby.

Gilhivray. |

DBD. Mac-

Speer’s Principies of Jesus, by Joshua Vale.
Tivingstone’s Travels (out).

Gulick’s Growth of the Kingdom of God.
(out), b D. MacGillivray.
My Belief, Dr. Horton.

Intellectual Development of the Century.
W. A. Cornaby.
Ancient Principles for Modern Guidance.
W. A. Cornady.
to Face.
Mrs. Penn-Zewis (in press).
Prose Mystics (out).
Confessions of St. Augustine (out).

Itiustrations for Chinese Sermons,
by C. W, Kastler.
By the same. Chinese Preacher’s
Mantal, and Datly Light for Chinese,
systematic Theology,
I2 parts, ©
Dr. DuBose.
Lorrey’s What the Bible Teaches,
By J. Speicher.

stepping Heavenward. By Mrs.

Crossette.

Expository Com. on Numbers, By
G. A, Clayton.
Hxpos. Com, on Hebrews, by G. L.
Pullan.

Little Meg’s Children. By Mrs.

Crossette.

Sermons on Acts, Genahr.

Outlines of Universal History.
L. W. Bevan, Medhurst College.

GH.

Thoiuck’s Sermon on the Mount.

By J. Speicher,

‘His Great Apostle,’’ and “ His

Friends.’’ By Rey. Chang Yang-hstin,
Stalker’s Paul.

Law’s Serious Call.

Sterling’s Noble Deeds of Women.

Organ Instructor. By Mrs. R. M.

J. H. Jowett’s The Passion for Souls.

(In mandarin.) Fulness of Power.

Metaphors of St. Paul. Dean Howson.
By J. Vale.

Mrs. Nevins’ Mandarin Hymn

Book.
The Roman Theology and the Word

of God, by Alphonso Argento.

Construetive Studies in Life of

Christ. H. W. Luce.

New Primer of Standard Romaniza-

tion on the Accumulative Method.
By Frank Garrett,
‘Training of the Twig. Drawbridge,
]. Hutson,
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Prof. J. Percy Bruce is preparing
the following :—
Elementary Outlines of Logic.

Expository Lectures on the His-

torical Parts of the Pentateuch.
Expository Lectures on Old Testament History (Solomon to Captivity).
Biblical Atlas and Gazetteer. R,
S., London.
R. A. Haden is preparing Murray’s

Humility and Holy in Christ.

James Hutson
to Bear Them.
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Meyer's Burdens and How

James Hutson: Willison’s Mothers’ Cate-

chisin.
Mrs. R. M. Mateer: The Browns at Mount
Hermon.

Samuel Couling:

Cyrus to Titus (out).

Jewish History from

F. C. H. Dreyer: Bible Reading Outlines

for the Blackboard.
Lectures on Modern Missions, by Leighton
Stuart.

Laboratory Manual in Chemistry (Man-

darin), by J. McGregor Gibb.

New Announcements.
The Traveller’s Guide. Religious
Tract Society, London.
An Elementary Study of Chemistry,
by Macpherson and Henderson.

i dc - SR Se GR.

Will the author

please write Mr. MacGillivray, giving

some particulars, e.g., publisher,
price, original?

A First Course in Physics, by Mil-

likan and Gale.

These 2 books by Rev. Chang

Yung-hsun.

Directory of Worship of Presbyterian Church, by C. D. Herriott.
The Fact of Christ. D. MacGillivray.
(P, Carnegie Simpson’s. ) C TS,

‘What a Young Boy ought to
know’’ (Stall). Li Yung-chwen,
Chinkiang.

Rev. J. Leighton Stuart, of Nanking, has 1§ lessons on ‘'Greek for
Chinese students,’’ and hopes to go
on with the work.
Life of Lord Shaftesbury. BE. MorKan.

Torrey’s How to Pray (in press).

Finney’s Revival Tract (ont}. D.
MacGillivray.
Methods of Bible Study. D>. Mac-

BOOKS IN PREPARATION IN WEST
CHINA.

Kirov the West China Tract
Society's List.
Safety, Certainty, and Enjoyment.

Abridged Pilgrim’s Progress ; in verse,

Christianity and Confucianism. By
a Chinese student.

Great Events of Old ancl New Testament; in verse,
The Holy Spirit. How to obtain and
how to retain.
Our Bible Readings,
Korea and its People,
Griffith Thomas on the Acts.
14 Prize Essays on the Duty of Men

to instruct the Women and Chil-

dren of their Households.
Sheet Tract on Payment of Taxes,
From Guilt through Grace to Glory.

Gillivray.

Supplement to Catalogue. D, Mae.

Temptations of Students, by John R. Mott,

Com, on Amos. C. Campbell Brown,
Homiletics. W. M, Hayes.
Life of Mrs, Kumm. J. Vales
Newell’s QO. T. Studies. Je Vale.
W. A. Maw has been asked to tran-

Achievement—O. S. Marden (abridgment.)
Constructive Studies in the Gospel of Mark.

Gillivray.

slate Clarke’s Outilmes of Theology.
Is anyone else doing this book?
We have received a copy of a book

in Mandarin called # i TE, by ®

Power of Jesus Christ in the Life of Students. john R. Mott.

Barton.
> iB
ismarck:
His Life and Work (Wén-li
(
)», by
Rey, bf. W. Leuschner.

Westcott’s Commentary on St. John’s Gospei, b Rev, G. Miles, Wesleyan Mission.
Onward, Christian Soldiers. akks on Prace
tical Religion (S. P. C. K.}, by Rev, Wm P.
Chalfant, Ichowfu.
Expository Commentary on John’s Gospel,
George Hudson.
Mougol Catechism. Robert Stephen, Jehol,
via Peking, from whom copies may be had,
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Missionary News.
The Loyal Presentation.

make a grant of books not exceed-

The proposition that the Chinese Christians should present
the Emperor and members of
the royal family with a copy of
the Scriptures, has now taken
definite torn.
The Shanghat pastors have
heartily approved of 1 and appointed a committee, of whom
the Rev. Yui Koh-tsung is chairmagi.
All funds may be sent to

women working within their

him, addressed
Rev. Yur Kowu-TSUNG,

flaining Koad, Shanghat.
R. T. S. Grants.
In our last issue we intimated

that the R.T.S., London, had
made a grant to the C. T.S. of
Shanghai for the purpose of
disseminating evangelistic litera-

ing $2.00 1n value to fifty Bible-

separate districts. These gifts

should do much to promote the
evangelisation of some hitherto
untouched parts of the feld.
Needy Annam.

The Rev. R. A. Jaffray, of

Wuchow, South China, has re.

cently published a powerful plea
for the perishing of South China
and Annam. The Christian and
Missionary Alliance, to which he
belongs, has a chain of stations

running across the province of
Kwangsi, bordering the Annam-

Tongkin frontier. He points
out that in Kwangst there is only

about one nissionary to every
320,000 people, but across the
border to the south there 1s stil]

more terrible spiritual destitu-

ture in the provinces of Chekiang, Kiangsu, Anhwel, and

tion.

Tract Society was giving grants
of $5.00 worth of tracts to each

Catholic church is found in Annam, but Protestants appear to
be without a single representa-

Kiangsi, and that the said

one hundred missionaries in
these provinces. We are now
informed that the R. T. S. has
offered a similar grant to each
of the ten societies working in
China and Corea.

The societies

concerned have agreed to a
rough and ready division of the

field for the purpose of distri-

buting this grant though they do
not bind themselves to observe

geographical Jimits in their

Ordinary operations. Probably
the other societies are intimating to those within the area of

their field of operations their
readiness to distribute the grant
nained under conditions which

It is trne that the Roman

tive. It is high time that the

attention of Christendom were
directed to these needy militons.

Dr. W. A. P. Martin.
Our readers will be pleased to

learn that our veteran friend,

Dr. Martin, is at work on a new
book entitled, “‘ Review of My
Life,’’ or ‘‘ Gleanings of a Long
Life from T'wo Continents.” This
he will put into Chinese. After
about fifty years since the first
publication of his ‘‘ Evidences,”’’
he has just published a compan-

they have severally drawn up.

ion volume on “ Religion, Revealed and Natural.’”’ ‘Truly his

Each society is also authorised to

is a green old age,
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Honan News.

Dr. MacGillivray, after an
absence of ten years from his old

feld in Honan, recently spent
three Sundays there, holding
meetings more especially to reach
the officials, gentry, and students

of Chang-te Fu, Wei-hwei Fu,
and Hwai-king Fu, which are
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sation, which seems to show that
missionaries everywhere should
prepare the minds of the people
coficerning this unusual visitor.
Rally of Chinese Sunday Schools,

On December 27th there was

worked by his colleagues of the
Canadian Presbyterian Mission.

held in the Martyrs’ Memorial
Hall of the Chinese Y. M.C. A.
a united gathering of Chinese
Suuday school scholars. This

him to leave Shanghai Novem-

gathered first on the grass-plots

the three centres at present

Railway facilities for visiting meeting was the first of the
this field from north to south kind, and is significant of the
and from east to west are al- rapid growth of Sunday Schools
most complete, thus enabling in this district. The schools
ber 8 and get back December 3.

rie reports the work to be in
a flourishing condition. In ad-

adjoining the Soochow Creek,
aud the scene here was a very

dition to the three Fus, the

animated one. Each school was
mustered under its own banner,

at the head of navigation on the

from the creek to the Y. M.C. A.

large walled town of Tao-k‘ou,

Wei River, has also been oc-

cupied. A fine new church,

holding from 700 to 800, was

dedicated at Wei-hwei. At

and at 2.30 p.m. the march
Hall was begun. More than a
thousand Chinese boys and girls

were eventuaily crowded into
the building. That they were

Chang-te Fu the representatives
of seventeen Chinese congrega-

packed like the proverbial her-

Honan. W hen the Chinese clerk

Pastors’ Association, the Rey.

tions assembled in conference
for three days, and resolved to
establish the first Presbytery of

rings detracted no whit from
their evident enjoyment. The
chair was taken by the president of the Chinese Mission

had made up his roll it was S Ts Kya, and he was supported
found that there were sixteen
foreigners and seventeen Chinese.

by other members of this body.

After a hymn, the Rev. F. K.

Li, of the London Mission, led
are members of the Chinese in prayer, and addresses were
presbytery until this body is given by the Rev. Mr. Yii, of
able to get along by itself. The the Presbyterian Church, and
meetings with the officials on the Rev. Mr. De, of the AmerSunday afternoons in ail three ican Episcopal Mission. The
cities were phenomenal in the feature of the first half of the
The foreigners meantime

history of the mission. ‘The afternoon’s programme was a
churches were crowded, and all

hstened with marked attention
to an hour’s discourse on ‘* The

Programme of Christianity,”
after which copies of Drummond’s book on this subject
were distributed to all present.
The mention of the coming of
Halley’s comet produced a sen-

singing contest. “Onward Christian: Soidiers’’ was the piece selected for competition, and seven
schools entered, the prize being

awarded to the Presbyterian

South Gate Schools. Mrs. Farn-

ham, the oldest lady misstonary
resident of Shanghai, presented
the prize banner to the winners,

Missionary News
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The second half of the meeting was given up to a cinema-

Health’? from Hankow. which
will now appear on our cata-

tograph exhibition; this was a
source of great delight to the

log tte.

than three hours of solid, unalloyed enjoyment, during the

to our Hst. Price, eight cents

assembled children. After more

whole of which the best of order

prevailed, the youngsters dispersed, each receiving on departure a bag of sweetmeats.

™ all fifteen schools were

A new tract, entitled ‘“‘A

Prayer for Rain,’’ has been added

per Too.

Also ‘Important Words of

Scripture.’ Price $1.20 per 100.
The well-known tract, ‘‘ The

Training of the Twig,’’ translated by the Rev. J. Hutson,

represented at this gathering,

has passed the examiners and

and these were representatives of

gone to press.

all the Protestant missionary
denominations carrying on work

in Shanghai. It is antictpated
that now this event has made
its opening appearance it will

The following three Tibetan
tracts are being printed, and
1,000 of each will be sent to each

of the nine mission stations on
the Tibetan frontier, and future

become a regular annual function, and that to the programme
of recognized Christmas gather-

supplies may be had at fifty cents

Chinese Sunday Schools’ Rally.

libraries have been approved.
and are being dealt with, and
the remaining forty-two will be

ings there must be added the

West China Religious Tract
Society,

Mr. James Murray, the Honorary Secretary, reports :
The work is increasing on our

hands and funds are urgently
needed. The circulation from
Chungking for the present year

has mounted up to 947,073

Christian books and tracts, and

from Cheng-tu other 205,000
have been circulated, and there

are the other two sub-depdts
whose accounts are not yet made

up at Yachow and Mienchow.

The calendar for r910 has

been a great success; the first
two editions (75,000) being already nearly sold out, we are
printing a third edition.

per 1,000 :-— ‘Sin and Idols,’’
‘<The Gospel,” ‘€ Conversion.’

158 grants for preacher's

appropriated within the next few

weeks.

If you have not taken

advantage of this most valuable
offer of the London Tract Socie-

ty, send application to Mr.
Whittlesey now.

The six pastor’s libraries,

which the Religious Tract Soctety of London have enabled us to
establish, have now been relegated to the Friend’s Mission at Tai-

he-chen, the Church Missionary Society at Mien-chow, the
China Inland Mission at Paoning-fu, the Methodist Episcopal
Mission at Cheng-tu, the United
Methodist Mission at Chao-tong

fu, Yunnan, and the London

Missionary Society at Chungking.

At our Committee

meeting this month other 268,000

Chinese Students in America.

to be printed at the Canadian

Nearly 150 Chinese students
spent a week at Hamilton, New

books and tracts were ordered
Press, Cheng-tt.

We are also getting a supply

of Dr. McAll’s *‘ Catechism of

York, the end of August, participating in a program of plat-
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form addresses, literary contests,
athletic sports, social intercourse,

and business. Colgate Univer-

sity and the town of Hamilton
met them with open doors.

lr.

W. W. Yen, Secretary of the
Chinese Legation in Washing-

ton ; Protessor Jenks, of Cornell ;

Mr. Merrill, Director of Peiyang

students in America; and Dr.
F. L. Hawks Pott, just arrived
from Shanghai, were among the

speakers, but everything was

managed by the students them-

selves, and it was well done.
Their organization, the ‘‘ Chinese Students’ Alliance in the
Fastern States of America,’’

numbering about 300 members,
was holding its fifth annual con-

ference. From all the leading

colleges of the east and middle
west of the United States they

came, bringing their yells and
theit colors with them. In tact,
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‘(old China hands’’ who were
present as guests. Mr. Robert
HE. Lewis (now of Cleveland),
Prof. W. H. Sallmon (fresh from
a season of service at the Chinese ‘‘ Yale’’ in Chang-sha), and
secretaries Robertson and Rugh,

gave addresses; the five daily
Bible classes were led by Chinese, and the strong, eitective
work of the conference was done

mostly by these Chinese young
men and women themselves.

There has always been much
question in the minds of mussionaries as to the wisdom of sending

young men from our miusson
schools to home colleges for
study. For this and other reasons the number who have come

abroad, bringing the vital experience of Christ in their hearts,

is comparatively small, while
the total number of Chinese
students in America—especially

these students, coming originally
from every section of China, appeared here as American college

of those sent by the Chinese

glory of his adopted alma mater.

nese students and nearly as

men; each one jealous for the

Their varied accomplishments
and gentlemanly deportment
won golden opinions from town
and gown at Hamilton.
Ot protounder significance was

government — is increasingly
large. At Cornell, for example,
there are some thirty-five Chimany at Harvard. The Chinese
Students’ Christian Association
in America has a peculiar mission which no one but Chinese
can effectively meet, of bringing

their non-Christian fellow-students which followed. This is dents into a realization of that
the first general gathering of . higher life without which WestChinese Christian students in ern science and culture will prove
the conterence of Christian stu-

America. In order to define

and promote thetr purposes as a
body, a constitution was framed
and officers elected, including a
general secretary, who will give

4 delusion and snare to China.

No one who was present

at these two conterences can
doubt that momentous issties for

part of his time to traveling

China, in the lives of Chinese
who are to be leaders of their

among the colleges in the inter-

countrymen, are being determin-

est of promoting the religious
life of Chinese students. The
meetings, which lasted from
Thursday to Sunday night of
the first week of September,
were of a spirit and power to
giadden the hearts of the few

ed now in Americs. American

college lite, especially in the big
state universities, makes it easy
for freedom to become license
and for independence to induce
unfaith. New, strange ways of

thinking and acting, standards
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of social propriety which often
seem utterly at variance with
the moral training which these
young people have had at home,

—ail this makes it our due to
them while they are receiving

the impress of obvious things,
to see that they also come in
contact with essentials. 7/222
wet paug per (‘‘the people are

the root of the state,’’).—uindividual character the prerequisite of national strength,—
Christ the pattern and the source

of strength for living the lie
that 1s worth while,—the invest-

tnent of life in service that wull
count most for the kingdom of
heaven and for brother-man ;—
these are ihe ideals for which

gifted and devoted young leaders
of Chinese in America are working.

came dread of demons and
otiended spirits, the same long-

ine for wealth and sons and
honour and length of days, the
Same vague fear of death. The

new tling in Formosa is this:

not a little modification in their
surroundings, a slight change
in their customs, a shortening
of their coats, a lengthening of
their trousers, a tightening of
their sleeves, some smattering of

knowledge, a haudful of foreign

phrases, a taste of science, a

touch of agnosticisni.’’
I have not been long enough
here to compare the climate of
Formosa with that ot the matn-

land. I arrived in the very

hottest season. The temperature seemed, even during the
heat, to cool down wondertully
at nights. The country is flat,
aud being near the sea, high

winds prevail at times. Formerly, too, Chiang-hoa mos-

Impressions of Formosa.

quitoes were proverbial, almost

Rey. Hope Moncrieff, BE. P.
Mission, formerly of Eug-chun,

There was a rhyming couplet

Amoy, but now of Sho-ka,

Formosa, sends us the following
interesting letter :—
After ten years of work on the

mainland, coming over to the

notorious, one might say.
which ran thus :—

“The wind of Lok-kang (a town on
the coast some mules away)

And the Chiang-hoa bang’? (bang=
mosquito).

The large number of stagnant

island of Formosa with its sepa-

pools and filthy drains which

finds oneself in a different world.

the little carriers of the malarial]
germ, have been superseded by

rate histery, traditions and various strata of population, one

seemed to be breeding places for

And yet, strange to say, it 1s
the same oid China after all.

broad deep drains, running
along the sides of the wide

Mr. Moody puts this very pithily in his excellent book on Formosa, ‘‘ The Heathen Heart.’
‘¢ As for the Chinese,’’ he says,

‘(whether in town or country,
they laugh and weep as they

did a thousand years ago; they
have the saime cares, the same
anxieties about crops and bustness, the same planning to find
wives for their sons, and husbauds for their daughters, the

The result is that mosquitoes have been enormously
reduced in numbers, and along
with them the fever also.
srreets.

‘There are more of what are
called the comforts of civilization than in the inland parts of
Fukien. There are few places
of importance that cannot be
reached by railway or trolley.
It is a pleasure to walk on the
smooth well-made roads. One

The Chinese Recorder
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can post letters to any part of

literature.

The Chinese classics

village. Generally speaking, almost anything can be purchased,

schools in the same thorough

““made in Germany’’ they are
‘‘madein Japan.’’ Any mission-

have taken their place. Japanese

the world from the remotest

and if the articles are not

ary coming out here need supply

himself with a very small outfit
until he sees what can be had
on the island. There are soine
Striking differences in the cus-

foms and habits of the Formosan Chinese. The greater
number live in hamlets on the
plains. These hamlets are encircled by tall bamboos, compietely screening the dwellings

are no longer taught in the
way that they used to be. Mod-

ern text-books and primers
is eagerly sought for its com-

mercial value. Japanese-speak-

ine clerks and accountants in

banks and offices and post offices
are now wanted, just as EnglishSpeaking men are wanted on the
coast of China.

It is fairly evident that the
Japanese are exploiting the
Island of Formosa for their own
benefit. They are here todevelop

the resources of the island,
from view. ‘Travelling along primarily for themselyes. The
the railway Hine, nothing is other day when the engineer in

visible but clumps of bamboo

trees, and one who did not know
the customs of the people would

be inclined to ask, as a visitor
once did, ‘‘ Yes! ‘Formosa is a
beautiful place, but where are

the people ?’’ Business and

a sugar mill was explaining to
me how the modern machinery

extracted 80 per cent. of the
juice out of the cane, twice as
much or more as the old native
mill drawn by cattle, I thought,

first rank in the time-honoured

Well! that 1s qust an illustration of how the Japanese are
squeezing as much out of the
island for themselves as they
possibly can. Of course the

quartette of employments—scho-

Chinese benefit incidentally, and

farming may be said to be the
chief occupations. No Jonger
does the Chinese scholar take the

lars, farmers, workmen, and
traders. The Chinese literary

possibly they are grateful. On

the whole they like the new

man, with the long flowing order of things, although they
garment, has almost disappeared, do not love the nation that
and along with him have gone

inany of the old courtly mauners
of the Chinese gentleman. All

the associations that gathered
round the annual goings up to
the prefectural city for examina-

tion, as dear to the heart of a
literary Chinaman as the going

up to the feasts at Jerusalem
ust have been to the heart of
the devout Jew, are a thing of
the past. A new learning and
new ambitions have taken the

place of the old. In another
generation it will be a rare

thing to find a boy on the

island well-versed in Chinese

riiles. They are fully alive to
the benefits that the new 7Z¢7me
has introduced. But although,
like the dogs, they do eat fairly

big crumbs from the master’s
table, it is not to say that they
would not prefer to share in the
feast.

The coming of Japan has

wrought many changes in the

social life of the Chinese. Some
of these are for good and some
for evil]. Lhe rights of property
have becotne more secure. The

endless feuds as to the owner-

Ship of land have come to an
end. Courts of law have been
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established where a certain mea-

sure of justice is meted out to
all, Christtan and heathen altke.

Asan iistance of the thorough
way in which the Japanese deal
with disease, they levy on every
household a monthly tax of two
rats. A fine is imposed on those

who tail to produce the tax.
Every rat is examined, and if
found to be plague-infected the
house from which the rats came,

has to be thoroughly cleansed
and disinfected.” Twice a year
every house and shop has to
disgorge all its effects and be
thoroughly cleaned out. Rows
of tables line the streets, covered

with bottles, and boots, and

fruits, aud boxes, and tins, and
cans, and pots, and pans, while
the inspector passes along and

brought into the social life of a
people by making crime difficult.

But the missionary problem

remains the sane. These ontward changes leave the heart of

man wuntouched. The nature
remains in a state of altenation
from God the Father and His

Son Jesus Christ. The very

nation that seeks to put down
opium-smoking and gambling
with such a firm hand, brings
with 1t wine-drinking, prostitu-

tion, auti-Christian literature
aud many other evils. The heart

of man seeks out many inven+1015.

New forms of evil take the

place of the old. As one set of
vices goes out, another comes in.

Iu missionary work one of the
most striking differences between

the conditions of work on the

goes in to see that the shops
have been properly cleaned.
Fancy Fleet St. in London or

mainland and in Formosa seems

Princes dt. in Edinburgh having
to undergo an ordeal like this.
Then there is suck a complete

Christian often ineans the loss of

and thorough system of espionage that open crimes, such as

theft and gambling, are rare.
A few days ago I met at the
Chiang-hoa station a drove of
forty handcuffed men being led
off to the central Formosa prison

for secret gambling. Opiumsmoking among old smokers is
tolerated, but new Hcences, as
far aS one can find out, are not
easily obtained. Thus the govertiment have reduced and almost abolished violent and open

crime. As a man said when

preaching with me in a village

the other day: ‘‘Is not this a
time of peace! Tether your
cattle to that tree over the
night, and who will dare to
come atid steal a stugle one!

What a change, from the former

time!’’ The Japanese are demonstrating in the eyes of all
that much that is good can be

to be the liberty of the tndividual. In China to become a

all things. Many of the older

converts 1n Pormosa suffered in

this way under Chinese rule.

Pastor Lim, of Chiang-hoa, gave
up everything when a mere lad

to follow Christ.

But that day

has gone past. No man now can

seize a neighbour's goods just

because he is a Christian. A
certain measure of civil and re-

ligious liberty has come with

Japanese rule. The hand of the
oppressor 1s restrained, Persectu-

tion, bitter enough, still prevails.

But a Christian man can now
call his bouse and his flelds his
OV? Ti.

The Japanese do not allow

a man to be openly persecuted
just because of his Christianity.
several of the leading ofhcials

in the capital city of Tat-ho-ku

are connected with the flourishing Japanese church there.

‘Lhis new state of things has

brought about two great changes

in the conditions of missionary
life. That department of work
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known in China by the name of

Cases,’ ending sometimes tn

law-suits, has entirely disappear-

ed. Seldom do preachers ever
visit a nussionary with a view
to obtaining his influence on the
side of a Christian in the settle-

ment of a case at court. The
Japanese would not tolerate
interference tor one moment.
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httest moment in the world’s
history. The extent of the Roman Hmpire as an open field of
evangelization, the diffusion of
the Greek language as a channel

of general communication, the

dispersion of the Jews, —all these

things had prepared the way for
the spread of the Gospel. Now

in Formosa is the fit moment
What a blessing 1t would be for for the church to step in and
missionaries in China if only off- press forward in the work of
cials would take up this attitude ! evangelization. Many of the
Then it has brought fresh preachers are alive to the call
openings for the Christian that faces them. One notices
church and the missionary. It how ready all earnest preachers
is a favourite thought with Paul are to prosecute the work of

that Christ came just at the

evangelization.

The Month.
(SOVERNMENTAL.

One of the Chinese Ministers abroad
has telegraphed to the Peking govern-

ment to the effect that the proposa!
to establish a financial commission
has been dropped.

T.E. Wu Ting-fang, Lin Shih-hsun,

Chien Hsun and Du Tseng-hsiang
have all urged the government to
appoint a commission of men well

versed in law to enquire into the

question of extra-territoriality and to
make suggestions for the abolition of
that privilege so as to make China a

free country im fact as well as in
name. The government is said to
view the proposal very tavourably.

The Peking government has telegraphed to the Imperial Residents at
Lhasa instructing them to make clear
to the Dalai Lama the difference between the spheres of religious adminis-

tration and of civil admunistration,
and to give him to understand that he

has no concern with the latter, his
interference in which only retards the
progress of the dependency.
TRADE AND COMMERCE.

The National Review “ reports that
the Chinese people are most enthusias-~

tic over the National Debt Fund, We
have reported that the Chinese merchants here unanimously decided to
support it at a meeting held a few days
ago, and we hear now that telegrams
have been recetrved by the Tientsin

Chamber of Commerce from Mukden,

Chengteh, Shanhaikwan and Hang-

chow promising assistance. ‘The

tsin Educational Association has undertaken to deliver lectures in furtherance of the object and the Protestant,
Mission has called a meeting to support it. The Prince Regent is taking
the keenest interest in the movement

and has instructed his Ministers to

draw up some regulations with a view

to encouraging it. He is said to be
very pleased with the support given
to the movement and to have remark.
ed to a certain member of the government that it shows that the patriotism
of the people is on the increase.”
Railways in all parts of the emptre
are projected, plans for raising funds
laid, and some carried out, The link.

ing of the north-western provinces
and the coast becomes an aftair of
the near future,

The Board of Agriculture, Industry
and Commerce has cabled to H.E.
Yang-shu, Chinese Minister to Belgiium, informing him that the Board
has raised a fund for the expenses of
the Chinese section of the coming ex-

hibition in Belgium and instructing

His Excellency to request the Belgian

to reserve a piece of land

for the Chinese merchants in the ex-

hibition grounds,

Fhe Board of Agriculture, Industry
and Commerce recently sent fifty ex-

Students of the Higher Industrial

school to Hupel to prospect for iron

Missionary Journal
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mines. They have returned to Peking

123

iron mines in the province which can

country. These memorials are, however, clirected against H.E. Lu Tsenghsiang, with whom he 1s not on frienc-

factories, but that transportation is at

partial to the foreign style of dress,

and reported that there are six rich

supply sufficient material to manu-

present very dificult and light rail-

ly terms, and who is known to be
NWIISSIONS.

ways should be constructed.

EDUCATION AND REFORM.
T he

veriment contemplates send-

ing a elegate to Lhasa for the pur-

pose of inducing the Dalai Laima to be

faithful to China and not to prevent

reform measures being put into opera-

ton.
The Prince Regent has verbally

stated in the presence of the Ministers

of the Grand Council that the news
contained in the Chinese press relating

to the depravee history of covetous
officials is very beneficial in the re-

Dr. Edwards visits China in order
to study the opportunities and pos- .
sibilities of founding a medical college

and inaugurating a school for the

study of eastern Asiatic diseases and
medicine and hygienic conditions, to
be supported by Harvard University.
During the past week Archdeacon

Thomson, of the American Church
Mission, celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of his work in China—a
wondertul record indeed. On Tuesday afternoon, at the Chinese Y. M.
C. A., the venerable archdeacon was

organization of the oficial system. AS
ihe news is so interesting, councillors

the guest of honour at a reception

papers so that investigations may be
made into the facts.

ican Church Mission in Kiangsu

should pay attention and read the
BR. B. Chien Hsun has memorialized

the Throne through the Waiwupu

stating that he has been abroad over
twenty years and has always conformed

to Chinese customs and etiquette and
praying that a decree be issued torbid-

ding Chinese Ministers to foreign
countries to cut off their quenes or
change their costume. His Excel-

lency has presented another memorial

saying that he is m favour of mono-

given by the Chinese members of thirteen churches belonging to the Amer-

province, when he was made the recipient of a handsome silver tea service as 3 token of the love and esteem

in which he is held by the people

amonyst whom he has laboured for
such a lengthy period. The interesting function was attended by nearly
1,000 Chinese Christians, and though
ne 1s already well beyond the allotted
span it will be the earnest wish of all

who know him that Archdeacon

gamy and that Chinese Minis-

Thomson may yet be spared for many

ters abroad be prohibited from taking

amougst the natives of this country.—

foreign ladies as wives, as some of
them have done to the harm of the

years to continue his good work
National Review.
Neigh
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AT Kuling, 7th September, to Dr. and
Mrs. Geo. F, DEVoz, Friends M.,,
ason (Ezra).
AT Galetin, Pa., 22nd September, tO
Rev, and Mrs. U. R. Jonas, M. E.
M., ason (Robert Wood).

At Lienchow, 4th October, to Rev.
and Mrs R. F, Hpwarbs, A. P. M.,
a daughter (Mary Eleanor).

IN England, 15th October, to Mr.
and Mrs. EF. Tomar, C. 1. M., a
son (Edward Daniel José).
AT Lachokow, 22nd October, to OLAV
and SOPHIE ESPERGREAN, Norw,
M,, a son (Sigurd Gabriel).

At Tientsin, roth November, to Mr.
and Mrs. O. J. Krause, M. E. M.,
a som (Williain Owen).

AT Nanchang, t1oth November, to
Rev. and Mrs. F. C. Gann, M. E,
M.,ason (Francis).

AT Chinkiang, t2th November, to
Mr. and Mrs. FPrRanNK Tux, C. I,
M., a datiehter (Sheila Rosalie).
AT Fengstangfu, 13th November, to
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. MIDDLETON,
C. I, M., a son.
AT Yunnanfa, 14th November, to Mr.

and Mrs. GLADSTONE PoRTEUuS, C,

I, M., a daughter (Ruth Catherine).
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AT Shanghai, 19th November, to Rev.

and Mrs. JOHN DARROCH, 4 dauvh-

ter (Eleanor Maude).

Ar Wuhu, 25th November, to Mr,

and Mrs. Roserr Youne, ¢. I,
M., a daughter (Alison Mary),
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25th November, Rev. W, E. Comer-

FORD, Rev. WM. Monn, Dr. C. F.
ROBERTSON, Prof. H. D. Evans, ail

Eig. Bapt. M.

26th Noveniber, Miss G. WyvcCKorFrr

(ret.) and Miss L. I. both A. -

AT Chinygchowfu, Shatitung, 2oth

B.C. EF, MW.

MADELEY, HE. B. M., a daughter
(Marjorie Nowell).
AT Shanghai, 1st December, to Rev.
and Mrs. J. IT. McCurcwHan, A, P.
M. (South), of Chinkiang, a son.
At Shenchowfu, Hunan, 7th Decen-

CURTIS WATERS and child, C. I M.,
returned from England.
3rd December, Rev. and Mrs, F. J,
WHITE and two children, Am. Bapt.,
setn. (ret.); Rev. and Mrs. C. F. McRAE, Ain, Ep. M. (ret.}; Rev. and Mrs.

November, to Rev. and Mrs, FRANK

27th November, Mr. and Mrs. B.

A.B. DE Haan, A. B.C. F. M.:; Mr.
Ev. Assn, of N. A. M., a daughter -and Mrs. J. H. Brown, Independent; Mrs. Murbpo MACKENZIE and
(Esther Marguerita).
At Kienning, Fukien, roth De- * Miss ALICE MACKENZIE, E. P. M.:
ber, to Rev. and Mrs. C. E. RANCK,

cember, to Dr. and Mrs. H, M.

CHURCHILL, a daughter.
At Foochow, 14th December, to Prof.

and Mrs. A. W. BILLING, M. E.
M., a daughter (Elizabeth )}.

At Ningpo, 16th December. to Dr.

and Mrs. A. F. Coiz, C M.S. a

At Shanghai, roth December, to Rev.

and Mrs. J. M. Espey, A. P. M., a
daughter (Mary Frances).
MARRIAGES.

At Chengtu, 2nd November, Mr. C,
H. Coates and Miss H. M. OverLAND, both Cc. I. M,

AT Chefoo, 25th. November, Mr.
ARTHUR TAYLOR and Miss L. C.

BUTTON, both C. I, M.
Ar Shanghai, 1st December, Rev. FE.
ROWLANDS, lL. M.S., Hankow, and
Miss F. M. SHERWOOD.

Messrs. N. SVENSON and T. BF. Lunp-

STROM, both C. I. M., from N. A.
6th December, Misses MATTIE Pr.TERSON and MARY OGREN, Free
Meth. M.
7th December, Rev. and Mrs, A. J.
ELSON, Miss Woon, Miss B. G. MeNAUGHTON, Dr. J. R. and Mrs, Cox
(ret.}, all Can. Meth. M,
roth December, Mr. and Mrs, A. FE.
SEWARD and children (ret.}, aud Miss
4

J. M. all C. M. S.; Messrs, W,

I, OQAKES and E. CowLine, both
Wes. M. 8.3; Mrs. E. TOMEINSON,

Misses H. G. APLIN and R. 1). SMAL-

iand.all C. 1, M., returned from Engrey,
11th December, Dr. and Mrs. Jas,
>

BUTCHART (ret.}, Miss K, G,
all For. Ch. M.: Dr. G. Tar. and
Miss ALTA NEwRY, both M. BE. M.
and both returned: Rey. and Mrs. T.
C. BRITTON, S, Bapt..Con.,

1

13th December, Mr. and Mrs. I.

At Shasi, 4th October, FrRrpEBoRG,
aged tiine months; and at Tihang,

gth October, WALBORG, aged 2
years, 5 months, children of Rev.
and Mrs. A. P. Tjellstrom, Sw, M.
S

Ar Chowkiakow, 19th November,
Mrs. W. E. SHEARER, C. I. M.

MASON, Friends’ M.
24th December, Mr. and Mrs. T. L,.
BLALOCK, Gospel M. (ret.).
25th December, Rev. G. A. Fitcnu,
#

Y. M. CG. A,

DOEPARTURES.

rath December, Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
NiLsSON and six children, C. I, M., to

N. A,
13th December, Rev. and Mrs. F.
14th October, Rey. and Mrs. WaL- H, TRmMBLR and child, Bishop and
W. 8S. LEwiIs, all M. E. M. and
TER R. WILLIAMS and child, Friends’Mrs.
all for U.S. A.
At Chefoo, 16th November, Mr.
December, Mr. and Mrs. W.
and Mrs. G. and child, N.17th
FERGUSON, B. and F. B. S., for
C.1. M., returned from England vi4 London.
2

Siberia.

20th November, Mr. and Mrs. H.
LYONS and three children, C. I. M.,
returned from Australia.

25th December, Miss MAGGI, A. P,

M., ior U.S. A.; Rev. and Mrs. J. H,
WORLEY and family, M. E. M., for
U. S, A., vid Europe.
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Tuis number of the RECORDER calls special attention once

again to the subject of federation and church union. The
The Problem
of Church Unify.

magazine will continue to do so on all
possible occasions because its editors believe

that, next to the foundation work of evangelizing the Chinese nation, the outstanding work of the missionary enterprise in this country is to set forward the unity of the

Christian church. So many extra-religious questions which
affect the churches in the home lands, and which stand in the
way ofa full and frank understanding of the whole question,
are eliminated here, while at the same time the forces that draw

all Christian people together are so much more powerfully
operative in the face of common duty and need that the
problem for us is simplified.

If, in the mission field, we cannot

practically advance in a considerable measure the day of
church union the prospects of this cause are dark indeed.
The papers presented in this issue are a hopeful sign of the
waning of counsels of despair. We could scarcely have found
a fuller representation of the whole problem in the mussion
field with the difficulties as well as the promise of the situation
clearly advanced, and through all the writers the very heart of
desire for a better understanding aud for an effective union
is clearly visible. It is in this spirit alone that this most vital
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And it has to be
solved, and solved fully, before the kingdom conquest of our
matter can be advanced towards settlement.
Lord 1s finally accomplished.

IN any discussion of the topic of church unity in connection with the method of federation, it must be constantly
borne in mind that uniformity, either of creed or
Wat

Uniformity.

practice, is not the ideal after which we are strivIng. So long as our ideal of church unity is knit

up with that of organic union it will be generally found on

examination to have for its basic centre an ideal of church life
with which we ourselves have been connected. The method
of absorption is scarcely the process along which we can hope
to work, The contributory and conflicting constituents are too
But if we bear constantly in mind the ideal of a comprehensive unity upon a recognised common basis of essentials,
then there is no cause for either hopelessness or despair. A. better

understanding of the principles which underhe existing denominatiomal Hfe, and a better knowledge of church history on
the part of all, would help forward very considerably the solution of the whole question. By common consent it is upon the
representatives of the Christian church in the Far East more

than upon those in any other portion of the world that the
responsibility for solution lies, for the Chinese and the Japanese

bring, in a unique degree, a capacity for considering the exclesiastical question in relation to religious life from an impartial point of view which should be of the deepest service in
clearing from the whole problem all extraneous matters,

TuIs is not, then, the time for us to come to a consideration of the question with any prior demand as to what others
are to give up in order that we may link ourTie Tmypecrative

Memanos.

selves in nnion with them. Whether the question concerns the form of baptism, or any other

of the ordinances of the church, or whether it deals with the
method of church government, the open mind and sympathetic heart are essential.

If the Episcopalians come forward with

the assertion, as some do, that episcopal government in its
diocesan sense is the szze gua mon of church life and that
without a recognition of this there is no room for them to discuss
the problem of church union, then so far as they are concerned
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the door is shut for a majority of the Protestant Christians of

the world. Similarly, for a Congregationalist to insist upot
the acceptance of the congregational order of church government by the whole body, would illustrate his unfitness to dis-

cuss the problem before us. It is the points we hold in
common which are de facto the essentials of our saving faiths.
If they are not so, then we are by implication daily unchurch-

ing each other. We have a common centre, one which
is fixed for us, our radii vary; let us not confuse the two.
Above all we must beware of coming into the discussion
of this whole problem with a preliminary statement of what
others are to give up to us in order to secure the support of
our denoniination.

We trust, therefore, that the final expression of opinion on

the part of our Baptist brethren has mot been outlined by
Concession and our contributor, Mr. Latimer, in his instructive
Congervation, 2zticle, when he says: “It is a reasonable
request of the Baptists that for the sake of
closer union and deeper harmony, this practice (infant baptism)

be given up.”’ We do not wish to undertake any brief for
infant baptism, but we are convinced that the way to Christian
union does not lie along this line of ‘‘ give it up.”’ It seems
much more useful for us to point out to our Baptist friends in
general, and to all who are interested in questions of federation,

that one of the foremost Baptist societies in China occupies
a leading position on matters of union. ‘The meinbers of the
English Baptist Mission in the province of Shantung work
freely and successfully ina union movement with Presbyterians
and High Church Anglicans, and their denominational position
proves no bar to a union in theological training. schools with
the Presbyterians. There is every reason to believe that the
Shantung representatives are good enough Baptists, and from
this fact we draw a happy augury. It may be taken to mean
that mutual concessions for the common good are not incon-

sistent with the conservation of the denominational point of
VIEW. Our final deniands are sure to decrease in the face of
‘a working experience of each other's Christian faith, and by
joining hands wherever possible in work as it lies before us, we
do much to dispel difficulties which too often appear insuperable
when they are really not so.
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As things are, is there any valid reason why we should
come to the Chinese with a message of denominatioualism at all,
save in so far as we teach church history and
The Catholic

illustrate by our denominational connections
a certain emphasis laid upon some leading
aspects of Christian faith and practice ¢ That there are varieties
Hpostolic ASethHod.

of the human mind prone to run in divergent channels, yet keep-

ing the same direction, is evident enough, and room must be
left in any church tunity movement for the adequate expression

of individual feeling.. Otherwise the spirit of progress will
forsake the church. But to begin our work in China with
the presumption that we are facing here denominational instincts
among the Chinese, is wrong in point of fact. The Chinese
churches are denominational only so far as the foreign missionaries liave made thein so. Under grace the conviction of cer-

tain sections of the Chinese church imay run towards a Pres-

byteriau or an Anglican Church polity, or towards a Baptist
interpretation of New Testament injunctions, The comprehensive church of the future will find room for thei all. This is,
however, a very different matter from pressing sectarianism of
any kind upon Chinese indiscriminately, as they may happen to
come under our teaching. The question for the missionary to
face is, What is it necessary for him to give to the Christian
Chinese ? The problems of denominationalism may and probably will arise, but for the foreign missionary to raise them at
the outset 1s surely wrong. If we are working along the lines

of the primitive type of missionary enterprise, our work is
apostolic and not ecclesiastical. We have to preach neither
Peter, nor Paul, nor Apollos, but Christ.

*

*K

"ok

In this issue of the RECORDER we are very glad to be able
to present for consideration the opinion of one of our Chinese
Chinese

Contributors,

Christian

The article which is here

published from the pen of the Rev. Cheng Chin-

yi was written in English by that gentleman,
and we are sure his truly Christian expression of opinion
on the matter of federation and church unity will be read
with deep interest.

As time goes by and we come into closer

contact with our Chinese fellow-workers it is the hope of
the editors of the RECORDER that room will be found for
a free expression of Chinese opinion upon all points affecting
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the Christian church and the Christian evangel in China.
We are assured that 1f 1t were possible for us to get nearer

to the Chinese point of view in regard to many of the probleins which distress us as foreign workers in this land, we
should receive very considerable help in the study of them,
and in tore than a few instances they might disappear as
problems altogether.

It is an instructive and optimistic study to survey the
missionary wap of the world as it was fifty years ago and
compare it with that of the missionary world
Sursum Corda.
of to-day. Then, Japan was without a Protestant Christian church; Korea, barred and bolted against
the Gospel, and indeed closed to all foreign intercourse ; China,
having a handful of missionaries attempting what seemed an
altogether impossible task. In Stam little was accomplished ;

India appeared a well-nigh hopeless enterprise, while the
greater part of the continent of Africa was ‘ undiscovered.’
To-day over all these fields we see nations struggling to throw
off the bonds of ignorance and seething with progressive life.

The influence of Christianity has set its seal upon thei all,
and over these countries are to be found, scattered in all
directions, churches, schools and hospitals, testifying to the

power and pity of the Christian Gospel of salvation. To
realize what the message of Christ, directly and indirectly,
has done to call this chain of sleeping nations into life is
the supreme antidote for pessimism. While much that is
transpiring in our home lands, the slackness of spiritual
life, retrograde movements in religion and social life, the
deepening power of greed and vice as exemplified in the
drink trade and in unprincipled corporations, saddens our hearts,

yet we realize, as we review our Christian world-map, that
behind all these depressing phenomena there must be an

enormous force, making, in the providence of God, for
righteousness, or the world had never moved forward into light
as it has done in this last two generations.

“And the end is not yet. The activities of the laymen’s
movement and of many kindred Christian enterprises speak
of bigger things still to be seen and known. Christianity 1s at
once the cause of, and the answer to, the question expressed in
the awakening of the heathen world.
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WHAT edicts gre effective and what are not in China?
For 1t has been made very evident by recent events that some,

if not many, of the recently issued Imperial

Tinpertal Boicts
commands are freely ignored by a number of
and Progress.
Chinese officials. The case of a Shanghai

rice merchant, who was first Ulegally arrested, theu, illegally
imprisoned, and thereafter, in spite of edicts issued abolishing
corporal punishment in the courts, illegally beaten with the
bamboo until near to death, is the last, and we trust the final,
illustration of a general disregard of the Imperial mandate.
Now China, for her own sake, cannot afford to have it declared

to the civilized world that her laws are made only to be
broken by those who should administer them. Her administration of the law must provoke the respect of the nations of the

world if she is ever to come, upon equal terms, into the
comity of nations. Delinquents who hold official position
should be punished not less severely thau the common offender

but, for the sake of example, rather more in order that the
common weal may flourish.
For the sake of enlightenment and progress we trust that
the abolition of punishment by the bamboo is to be made effective throughout China, save for serious crimes against the person.

It ill becomes the advocates of civilization to urge a return to
the barbarous methods of medizeval punishment. Moreover, it
is certain enough that undiscriminating severity 1n punishment
serves to increase the intensity of crime.

It may be a deterrent

in regard to quantity, but it deepens its degree. If we have
found in the West that it does not pay to hang for stealing and
to thrash for petty larceny, it will be no less true for China.
For the laws underlying the moral order of the world are no
less operative in the Hast than in the West.
*

ps

*

THE unexpected arrival of a new comet upon the heavens
cannot fail to become the cause of a good deal of uneasiness
to millions of ignorant Chinese, and in the hands
Che ‘omefs
sno Unrest. of unscrupulous persons may easily be used to

add to the dangerous spirit of unrest evident

over large portions of this empire. Missionaries should make
it a part of their duty to instruct the people by oral teaching,
and by the dissemination of special literature, concerning the
nature and laws of these heavenly bodies. Explanatory sheets
regarding comets have been prepared hy the Christian Liter-
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ature aud by the Tract Societies, and these it would be useful
to scatter broadcast.

The ignorant prejudices of the mass of the Chinese people
are ready fuel to those unprincipled schemers, who for the sake
of revolutionary projects, or in order to make the foreigner eat
bitterness, would use them to evoke the ungoverned passions of
which Chinese mobs are so capable. Anything which serves
to produce outbreaks at the present time may prove fatal to the

integrity of China, and as the friends of this nation, and as
workers for her highest welfare, much of the attention of
missionaries ought to be given to the correction of dangerous
and false rumours and to the calming of ungrounded fears.
Speak peace to the people!

ATTENTION is called to the observance of a universal day
of prayer for students, which has been arranged in connection
with the World’s Student Christian FederaPrayer tor
tion. The day appointed is the 27/2 Februmsfndent Doluntcers.

ary, and ali those who are in charge of

schools and colleges are requested to bear the date in mind.
Unfortunately the day occurs during. the period of the Chinese
New Year holidays and many schools which would have been in
a position to observe it will be having vacation. But the churches

of China might well bear this request in mind. Nowhere
in the wide world is the problem of the student class and its
influence for good or evil on the life of the nation more serious
than here in China. If, in the providence of God, there might
come a movement among the students in China of the same
kind as has so impressed the university students of Great

Britain and America, it would bring the salvation of this
empire very near. The Christian church cannot possibly afford

to neglect the student question in the Far East. Moreover,
many missionaries have been keeping in touch with the universities and colleges from whence they came in the home lands,
and the act of prayer, in union with the church at home, for the
student movement will help to deepen the spiritual link between

the schools and colleges of the home land and the mission
field, which is one of the necessities of our day. China must
continue to call forth from the universities at home the service
of the best developed and most spiritual of the student life
there if Christian work is to maintain in this empire the high
standard which is necessary for successful accomplishment.
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The Sanctuary.
The effeciual fervent prayer of artghteous man availeih much.”—St. James V, 16.

‘“ For where two or thvee ave gathered together in my Name, there am in the midsi of
them.?-~-St. Matthew xvii, 20.

A HYMN.

atice umtil those of first importance

In a land where all are strangers,
Aud our sejourning so short,
In the yidst of common dangers,
Concord is our best support ;
Heart with heart divides the smart,
Lightens grief of every sort,
Let us shun all vain contention
Touchin words and outward things,
Whence, aias! so much dissc11sion

Aug such bitter rancour springs;

Troubles cease where Christ brings peace
And sweet healing on His wings.

Judge not hastily of others,
Bot thine own salvation mind °
Nor he lynx-eyed to thy brother's,
To thine own offences blind:
God alone diseerus thine own
And the hearts of all mankind.

lhave been settled,

(P, 152).
That the expectation that the nuis-

sion field will furnish at least the

to grapple with the problem

of unity, aS expected by the home

churches, may be realized. (P, 152}.
For a widening of minds and hearts
until they shall entertain a conception

of the unity that embraces ali Christian peoples. (P. 153)

That no efforts to partial retinion
shall be allowed to erect additional
barriers against the larger unity for
which we hope and pray. (P. 1$4).

That the life of Christ shall be so

PRAY

thanifest in His disciples as to win for

For a growing realization of the
full brotherhood of all those who

darkness. (P, 157).
That the missions nay indeed iead

love the Lord Jesus Christ. (P. 133).
For such understanding of the uni-

ty of the church militant that the

campaign may be planned with the
highest wisdom, the fight fought with
the fullest confidence and the victory
organized aright. (P. 133},
That we tay maintain as essential

only such creeds as are scriptural,
primitive, and wniversal,

(P, 133).

Thar from the first the church in
China may take a firm stand tn the
imauner of keeping the Lord’s Day.
(P, 143).
That the approach of unity, though
slow, may be wise—and not dependeit upon any agreement that involves
compromise of principie. (P, 146).
For deeper consecration in prayer

and a more truly devout attitude toward denominations other than your

own. (P, 148).
That branches of the Christian

church while acknowledging its outward divisions may grow beyond all
spirit of antagonism toward one an-

other and find the way tn which

division may be done away. (P. 151).

That the necessity for translating
the disposition to unity to practical
terms way rapidly be brought home

to Christian people. (P. 151),
That grace may be given us to disregard matters of secondary import-

Him the mass of men who live tn
the Chinese Christians to the realtza-

tion of their own responsibility as
well as privilege.

(P. 153).

For a closer relationship and a

more united spirit between the Cliris-

tians of the East and of the West.
(P, 159).
A PRAVER FOR UNITY.

QO Lord jesus Christ, Who satdst
unto Thine aposties, peace [ leave
with you, My peace I give unto you ;
regard not our stus, but the faith of
Thy church, and grant her that peace
and unity which is agreeable to Thy
will, Who livest and reignest for ever

and ever. Amen,

Give
For the peculiar contribution niade

to the sum total of Christian life by
each denomination. (P. 138}.

For the growth in spiritual Iife

which has led to the acknowledgment
and deploriug of the evils of division.
(P. 151).
That the evifs of division have been

so greatly tempered by an exercise

of Christian feeling and common
sense (P, 152).

For the many experiments in pract-

tical cooperation that appear to be
working successfully,

(P. 153).

Contributed Articles
The Next Step in Church Unity
(ead before the Kuling Convention)

BY CHARLES GEORGE SPARHAM, L. M.S, HANKOW

HE convention in which we are now gathered is one that
has for its aim the deepening of the devotional life and
the broadening of our missionary horizon. In sucha

convention the whole question of church rettnion must of
necessity be regarded as vital, for until we recognise the full
brotherhood of all those who love the Lord Jesus Christ in
sincerity and know that the whole company of believers is
truly one in spirit and aspiration, devotion can mever sound its
deepest depths nor soar to its highest heights. And similarly,
until we can recognise the true unity of the church militant
and see in every missionary a loved and trusted comrade, it is

impossible for us to plan the campaign with the highest
wisdom, to fight with the fullest confidence or to organise aright
the victory won.

It is often said that, however at times the unity of the
church universal may be obscured, at the centre and circumference it must always be manifest. At the centre, when with
one heart and one mind we draw nigh to our common Lord,

and at the circumference, where each section of the one
indivisible body of Christ is sending its representatives to strive

for the extension of the Redeemer’s kingdom in the regions
where darkness reigns.

Men and women whom God has by His Spirit called from
all parts of Christendom to take their stand in the high places

of the field, gather together here for a little time in united
devotion. In lowly awe we bow before the Eternal Father.
We desire together to gain a fuller, a more experimental knowl-

edge of the great atoning sacrifice, we hunger and thirst for
the infilling of the Divine Spirit. We seek together for that
strength which shall enable us to press forward more effectually

in the one great holy war. Verily we are members one of
another, members of the one true body of Christ, rejoicing 1n
Nott —Readers of the RECORDER are reminded that the Editorial Board
assumes no responsibility for the views expressed by the writers of articles
published in these pages.
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the one great head, our Lord Jesus Christ, in whom are hid all
the treasures of wisdoin and strength that we alike need, and
the question arises in our hearts as to what more we can do to.
make the blessed unity that exists, in spite of all difference of
Opinion or diversity of organisation, more apparent to all, and
the more effectually to lead the world to believe that Christ is
truly the sent of God.

I. As a first step we must gain not ouly a clear vision of
our objective, but also a clear conception of the method by
which that objective is to be reached.

We shall agree that our

objective is the gathering together into fellowship of all who
love and serve Christ, the gathering into one great union of all
the spiritual forces at present working in Christendom. Then
at once the question forces itself forward, Is this fellowship,

this union, to be realised in a great corporate reunion of
It we
decide that our hope lies in a corporate reunion, 1t will be
Christendom, or are we to seek it on a federal basis?

necessary for us to consider whether there may be one church
to-day which occupies a position more truly central and more
truly scriptural than the rest, and having decided on the church
which is to have the central position to see what steps can be

taken to bring all other churches into organic relationship
with it by bringing all under the dominant principle of this
one church. It is unquestionable that spiritual union might
conceivably be achieved in this way, and it seems certain that
if it were once thus achieved the union would tend towards a

great uniformity. If, on the other hand, we decide that our
hope lies in a federal unton, we shall need to study the whole
range of ecclesiastical organisations in which the life of Christ
is being revealed to this generation and through which the
Spirit of God manifestly works. We shall need then to group
these organisations as far as they may be grouped, to study the
New Testament principle to which each specially conforms and

then to recognise, within the one universal church, a brotherhood of churches, in which the Christian liberty of each shall
be secured ; the genttine equality of each in the presence of God

shall be recognised ; and between which a spirit of brotherly

fellowship may flourish. Within this fellowship no church
shall be called upon to give way to another by way of sub.
jection, but each shall realise its duty while seeking to work
out its own divinely appointed destiny not to live unto itself,
but rather by love to serve every other church.
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Tam convinced that it 1s only on the lines of federal union
that any substantial progress can be made. The spirit of the
Centenary Conference and the response that is being made to
its appeal for the formation of provincial councils show conclusively that federation on some such lines is both desirable
aud possible. Our minds should be fully open to the possibility
of some closer union evolving in time, and should this be the

case we will not doubt that we shall be prepared for it and
rejoice in it. Still do not let us sacrifice the attainable for that
which God has not—at least for the present—placed within our
reach. Ou the federal basis 1t becomes the duty of each church
to guard faithfully that deposit of principle for which God has
made it a trustee and on that line to work out its full salvation ;

yet must it ever remember that it is but a part of a greater
whole and that the progress of the whole must be the concern
of each part.
While, however, we loyally gitard those principles for which
God has made us severally responsible, let us see to it that we
are not wasting time and energy in guarding that which is no
longer a livitig issue. And let us not impose upon those who

come after us limitations that the New ‘estament itself does

Hot require. You remember that old Russian story, how
that a Czarina noticing a soldier always standing on watch in
the centre of a wide lawn raised the question as to what he was
stationed there for. The Czar could give no other explanation
than that for as long as he could remember there always had
been a soldier stationed there. Then search was made in the
military order books, and it was found that long ago a beautiiui flower had sprung up in the centre of the lawn, and fearing
lest it should be trodden under foot the Czar of that day had
ordered a soldier to guard it. Day by day a man was placed
on duty, the flower died down, but the order was not removed
from the book, and hence, year by year, decade after decade, a
inan was told off to keep a watch that had become meaningless.

I fear at times we ate keeping watch Ly many a dead flower,
that we have out our sentinels on many an old battle field from
the site of which the battle has long rolled away never again
io return.

lf my view of the situation is right, each separate church
or denomination of Evangelical Christendom has been raised
up by God to safeguard some special interest or some great
principle of Christian faith or Christian practice. Binal troth
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is only reached through stress and storm, and in the centuries
that have gone by we find that a period of religiotts quickening
has often been accompanied or followed by a period of fierce
controversy, and in some cases a new denomination, or new
denonitnations have arisen. There was a providential need for
the commencement and growth of each denomination. May
there not, however, come a time when there shali no longer be a

need for separate existence? A contention for which a few
men have banded themselves together to struggle, may come to

an end because the principle for which they strove has been
generally adopted by the Christian church, and once this has
been the case there is no longer necessity for keeping up this
particular denominational demarcation.
The history of the evangelical revival of the eighteenth

century, with the rise and development of the Methodist
movement, with the various denominations of Methodists that

from time to time arise—Primitive Methodists, United Free
Methodists, Bible Christians and others that for the assertion of
one principle or another differentiated themselves off from the

main Methodist church, but now tend more and more to
reunion with her—the history of all this movement, I say,
would give numerous examples of the point for which lam

contending. It is not easy to believe that the two great
evangelical hymns, *‘Rock of Ages cleft for me” and
‘CTesns Lover of my Soul,’’ come to us from a time of fierce
controversy and that the men who wrote these hymns that are
now so wedded together took opposite sides in the controversy.
The issue that so filled their souls and that finally brought the

parties of Wesley and Whitefield into such violent theological
and then ecclesiastical opposition was a great and living issue.
We are not to condemn the men who strove as for their soul’s
salvation to maintain the truth of God that had been specially
impressed upon them. We are largely indebted to the stress

of that time for the fact that the whole evangelical church
does at this time hold so firmly alike to the truth that every

human being may be saved and to the complementary truth
of the divine sovereignty pervading every human life. No
small gain.
We recognise all that we owe to the fathers of that great

formative period, yet is it true that 1n some matters, notably
of trust deeds, they have involved their successors in grievous
difficulties. The trust deed of my own college is an ilumuinat-
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ing instance of thus.

437

The college was founded in the midst

of the Wesley-Whitefield controversy by the Countess of
Huntingdom, who worked with Whitefield. Fifteen articles,
strongly Calvinistic in tone, were drawn up, and it was provided
that every student and professor must subscribe to them. ‘The

extreme Calvinism was early found to be a difficulty, but the
college went on with its work, sending Chaliners to Hongkong,
Muirhead to Shanghai, Gilmore to Mongolia, James Chalmers
to New Guinea, and many another misstonary to the mission

field and minister to the home pulpit. Still, as time went
on, it was felt increasingly that the articles no longer accorded
with the general consciousness of the evangelical churches,
and first before the Board of Education and then before the
highest law courts, an attempt was made to secure modification.

The lawyers got to work, and soon brought to light certain
docutments that had been lost in the archives of the college and

of which no man living had previous knowledge. One of
these ordained that each professsor in addition to signing
the articles, must on accepting office denounce Arminiauism.
When finally the decision of the highest courts was given, it
was to the effect that the trust deed was absolutely bindmg, aud

that no relief could be given by any court of law; that the
students and professors must subscribe to the articles and that
professors must dencunce Arminius and all his teachings whenever called upon to do so. Truly a pitiable plight! Happily

what the law courts could not do an Act of Parliament has
done, and the college goes on with its work, secured in its
evangelical position and yet fiee to work in close fellowship
with other institutions and colleges and with a {ree and open
outlook towards the future.

The inoral of all this 1s that as we have striven to free
ourselves from the dead hand of the past so we should exercise
care, lest we impose our limitations upon the Chinese church.

Let us fight bravely the battle to which the Lord has called
us, but let us not entail upon others issues which may in
time Lo come cease to be living issues.

The present time will be looked back upon as a great
formative period in the history of the Chinese church, as of the
Chinese people. All over China churches are being organized,

institutions started, trust deeds drawn up, old creeds are
being translated or new ones formed. For weal or for woe
our actions to-day will mightily affect the future. God give
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us grace to plan wisely!

If we are forming trust deeds let

them be of such a nature as will make it easy for the churches,

colleges or universities of the future to come into closer

fellowship than to-day exists with other communiouns. It we
are handing on creeds let them be those that reflect only that
which is scriptural, primitive and universal in our faith. As
far as in us lies, let us pass on that which unites evangelical

Christendom and not those things which divide it into rival
tt is the faith once delivered to the saints that must
Calli Ds.

overcome the world; let it be ours to hand on this in its

simplicity. By doing so we shall be preparing the way for a
great drawing together of all sections of the church in the days
TO come,

While, however, we strive to hand on the one faith do not
let us cramp ourselves in the matter of church organisation.
In Europe to-day we see among the evangelical churches five

predominant types of church government, viz., Episcopal,
Presbyterian, Congregational—dividing into two sections, Bap-

tist and Paedo-baptist, and Methodist, which chiefly fourish
in Britain, and Lutheran and Reformed, which chiefly flourish
on the continent. The same five types, with possibly some
modifications would, I believe, account for the overwhelming
majority of the evangelical churches of America, Let us add
a sixth class to cover all that are not included in this classification. Now let us study the history of each group, of each
church, and we shall find that each has done a work for God
and for man that the others were not equally fitted to accomplish, ‘That to-day in each section there 1s a recognition of
trusteeship for some special principle, making for order in
some cases, for freedom in others.

Every man may therefore

well be loyal to the church of which by God’s providence or

by special conviction he finds himself a member and yet
recognise the marks of grace in other churches. Long ago
John Ruskin charged us o remember that not all of God’s
truth lay under the shadow of the steeple of the church in which
we might severally worship, dear as that church might be to us,

A Presbyterian may be pardoned if he finds in the early

history of his church and in the zeal and sufferings of the
covenanting days his chief stimulus to fidelity to Christ to-day.
He may well thank God for his spiritual aucestry. Yet must

he be blind to the heavenly vision and deaf to all the higher
voices if he cannot see in the Episcopal, Methodist, Congrega-
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tional and other churches, evidences of that same divine power

atid grace, adapted in its manifestations it may be to other
lands and other conditions.

There are diversities of gifts, but

the same Spirit. And there are diversities of munistrations
but the same Lord; and there are diversities of workings, but
the same God who worketh all things in all.

Now if my contention 1s right it means that no one
ecclesiastical organisation adequately represents the whole New

Testament conception of the universal church, but that when
all work together in loving fellowship, maintaining the unity of
the spirit in the bond of peace, then there is scope for the
manifestation of the manifold wisdom of God in al] its richness

and in all its fulness, then the greatest number of human
souls may be drawn within the influence of the church and
the full and effective evangelisation of the whole world be
brought nigh. That was a wise man who, speaking of the
reunion ot Christendom and with reference to the various
churches now in existence, said: What we wazd is not this
or that, but this ad that.”
As students of philosophy we have early to learn that
truth 1s found not in a compromise between two apparently
opposed statements, but rather in a deeper unity that can

hold the apparent opposites together. And it may be that
as students of ecclesiastical systems we are to find that the
one true body of Christ 1s an organism more complex than
can be fully represented by any one Christian organization.

That it is so wide in its scope, so strong in its vitality
that it is able to express itself through many organisations,

that in the present stage of our development it can only
adequately express itself through many organisations-—~many

churches—finding a place for all, holding all together in
a deeper spiritual unity.
The Episcopalian, the Presbyterian, the Congregational,
the Baptist aud Methodist Churches represent types, strong
types, types that have persisted long and are still full of vitality.
The oldest of these churches shows no sign of the decrepitude
of age. The youngest shows a power of conservation as well

as of aggressive energy that gives promise that, great as
have been the achievements of the past, the achievements

of the future shall be still greater. Each of these tvpes
has become naturalised in China, and promises to persist
here as it has persisted in the west. ° My concern is that
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each type shall have full scope for developing its own spiritual
yenius in so far as that genius conforms to the law of Christ, —
and yet that as wise master builders we should so draw type

into touch with type that a deep, rich, full spiritual union
shall be brought about which shail grow with the growth and

strengthen with the strength of the church of Christ in
China,

I have sometimes heard the suggestion made that all
the missions should be merged into one great undenominational
mission for the whole of China. It involves that the Baptists
compromise in one direction and the Paedo-baptists in another,

that the Episcopalian yields some cherished principle and the
Friend some other. I should personally view any stich action

as fraught with one of the greatest calamities that could
well befall the Chinese church. Apart from the fact that
we can never build strongly if we build on a compromise of
principle, I would urge that if we are to give to China the
best that God has given us, we must—in their broad outlines—

give those systems of church government and systems of
organisation, which, by the teaching of the New Testament
or under the providential guidance of God, have come to
us and have proved so great a blessing to us in the homelands.

The bitterness of controversy that may have sprung up in
connection with these systems 1s no part of the system, and
must be avoided.

We must leave behind the bitterness, but the

solid results for good we should pass on, Let us look at
this question from two points of view. (1) The work of
the strongest and most effective imissionaries that we have

known. (2) The blessings to be found in linking the

churches in China with those in the homelands with which
they have closest affinity.

1. I do not know what the general experience is, but
personally I have found that the missionaries who are most
Christlike in their affection, and most Catholic in their outlook,
are most often strong denominationalists also. ‘Take two or
three of the outstanding names in Central China. There was
David Hill, a man who kept in touch with the whole church
of Christ, and his friendships were as deep as they were far
reaching. He seemed to find his way as by a natural instinct

to the spiritual centre of a fellow-Christian’s nature, let
him belong to what church he might. Roman, Anglican,
Protestant, his heart went out to all. He seemed to have
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an affinity for all. Yet David Hill was a strong Methodist.
‘To do his best work he was bound to work on Methodist
ines. He rejoiced in the work of the Evangelical Alliance,
he Jaboured for the Central China Religious Tract Society,
he was the friend of every undenominational and interdenomi-

national effort, yet the church that he laboured to build
up was on Methodist lines, and the sum total of the best
work of his hfe was all bound up with the Methodism that

was so dear to him. And I think we all loved him the
more for it. Then again we had Bishop Ingle. A man
of more inassive sincerity I never knew, and his influence
on the Central China Mission was strong and deep. Alike
in the common worship here in Kuling and in our monthly
prayer meetings at Hankow, he loved to join. He deeply
valued the prayer of the united Christian body and desired

both to join in those prayers and to receive the benefit that he
realised resulted from them. He looked sympathetically upon
the whole work, aud I believe as truly loved, as he was beloved
by, every member of the Central China missionary community.
Yet Bishop Ingle was an Anglican through and through and
could not have done his best work on any other than Anglican
lies. May I refer for a moment to the beloved leader for fifty
years or more of our London Mission, Griffith Jolin ? It was his
joy to be of assistance to any mission. In the earliest days at

Hankow he started the English liturgical service, which he
oladly hauded over to an episcopal clergyman as soon as the
community was able to arrange for iis support. He rejoiced
to transfer his first convert at Hankow to the Wesleyan Mission
to be trained as an evangelist when the Wesleyan Mission was
started in Hankow, aud this man, Mr. Chu, was subsequently

ordained as the first Methodist pastor in Hankow. Yet it
is absolutely certain that Griffith John could not have done his

life work on either Anglican or Methodist lines. He felt
at home in the somewhat modified Congregationalism that

is typical of the work of the London Missionary Society,
and I do not think he could have done equally good work
under any other system.

The whole Central China work is the stronger and richer
to-day because of the influence of men so diverse and yet so
like-minded who have spent their lives 1n it. (sod tulfils Himself 1m many ways, and then is His work the fullest revelation
of Himself when through many personalities and many systems
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He can show forth His manifold wisdom, which yet all centres
in the one divine personality of our Lord Jesus Christ.

I might also refer to onr Presbyterian brethren in other
parts of China. They have not shunned to declare the whole
counsel of God ; they have been prominent in every good work,

but all the same they have built up their churches in accordance with the Presbyterian polity, and by common consent these
Presbyterian churches are among the strongest m China to day.
There seems to be a sense of breadth abont the sentiment
we sometines hear: *‘ Let the Chinese evolve their own chiurch

government ; why should we trouble them with ours?” t do
not doubt that the Chinese will ultimately develop their own
church organisation, as they will develop their own scheme of
Christian civilisation, but the final result will be reached more
easily and will be vastly more satisfactory if in the matter of
civilisation and of church organisation we first give them the
principles which through long ages have approved themselves
in the West and are the best that we know.

2. In the second place, consider the gain alike to the
ehurehes in China and to the churches in the hotue lands that
will come from linking the churches of the same order in worldwide federation. As travel becomes easy and comimunication
rapid we see increasingly a tendency for churches to gather not
9” national but in world-wide conterences. During the past
few years we have had the Pan-Anglican Conference, the PanPresbyterian Congress, the Pan-Congregational Congress, the
Methodist Ecumenical Council and other simuar gatherings.
In each, China has been represented, but iu the main only by
the missionary. May we not hope that in the near future the
Chinese churches may be directly represented by delegates of
their own nationality and appointment ? These men will then
take their place on terms of equality among the representatives
of the different churches in all these great gatherings. It will
be to the mutual benefit of the Chinese and the home churches
when such thorough-going organisation and representation can
be effected. The best life that ebbs and flows through our
Western Christianity will then permeate the Chinese churches,
Our Chinese brethren returning from such conferences will come

back with vastly enlarged conceptions of what Christianity
can do for a people and for the church at large. They will
gain, too, a confidence in their standing that perhaps nothing
else can give them. We desire that as soon as possible the
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Chinese church should become self-supporting aud seli-govern-

ig.

It will save the young churches from many a false
doctrine and many an error in conduct if they can be so
connected with churches of like affinity in the West as will
both aid their stability and give to the younger churches
the benefit of the accumulated wisdom that experience has
tauglit the older.
It may be objected that such denominational gatherings
tend towards exclusiveness and spiritual pride.

1 believe that

the exact opposite is the truth. There may be some selferatulation at the commencement, but I think it is always the
case that as the days of meeting proceed there comes a deep
consciousness that those gathered together are, after all, only a

part of a larger whole and that it 1s the duty of the part to
serve the whole of the denomination, to serve the whole universal church of God’s elect. In these great denominational
gatherings we realise that we each form one of the several
buildings that are built upon the foundation of the apostles and
the prophets, Christ Jesus Himself being the chief corner stone ;

but if we realise this, so also do we realise that each several
building only fulfils its function when, fitly framed together
with the other like buildings, the whole groweth into a holy
temple in the Lord.
I may be asked whether my view of federation includes
the possibility of the Roman Catholic church joming in this
[ reply: that my paper ts concerned with
THE NEXT STEP IN CHURCH UNION and that any form of

intercominunion with the Roman church must at least be
regarded as remote. As I conceive the situation, unless the

Roman church passes througl the regenerative fires of a new
reformation, such as may bring her back to the simplicity of
the New Testament, intercommunion 1s out of the question.
While, however, I feel bound to say this, I note with thankfulness
au increasing tendency for the members of the Anglican, the
Free churches and the Roman church to codperate in certain
religious or philanthropic enterprises.
When 1 was in England two years ago all the churches
were lamenting the growing disregard of Sunday as a day of
rest and worship. And I was glad to see that in certain towns
meetings were being arranged at which the Anglican vicar,
the Roman Catholic priest, Father Bernard Vaughn, and the
president of the Free Church Council, the Rev. Scott Lidgett,
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stood on the same platform to advocate a truer observance of
the I,ord’s day.
Again, for some two years past the editors of the yellow
press 1n England, and I fear some men of Itke mind in Germany, have been striving to sow seeds of ill will and to stir up

the war spirit between these two sister nations. ‘Twelve
months ago, at the invitation of the London Federation of Free
Churches, acting together with representatives of the Anglican
and Roman Communionus, a number of German pastors of
different churches visited England. Recent papers have told
us of the return visit of English ministers to Germany, and we
have been interested to see that among the one hundred and

ten outstanding Christian men who travelled by the yacht
Meteor were to be found Roman Catholic Monsignors and
Non-conformist pastors, Anglican Bishops and Ouaker plilanthropists, all travelling together in good fellowship, convinced
that by fraternising with their German contfréres an estente
cordiale might be fostered aud a practical demonstration be
given to the truth that the churches have power to influence
international relationship in the direction of righteousness and
peace if only they will speak with one voice and act as one man.
We recognise all such beneficent and united action, but are

still convinced that as things stand to-day federation with
Rome is neither possible nor desirable. What is feasible
and what in a hundred ways God by His divine Spirit is
pressing upon us, is such a spiritual federation of the Anglican,

the Lutheran and all other evangelical churches as may
make it possible to demonstrate the essential oneness of the
common faith by the strength of mutual affection and united
ACTION.
This I take it must be the next step in the direction

of church unity. Towards 1t let us bend our most earnest
and broad-minded efforts, and for it let our most earnest
prayers arise.

At the Lambeth Conference and subsequently

at Shanghai the Anglican Bishops not only expressed full
sympathy with all efforts tending towards church unity,
but also made known their thorough-going determination to
forward union by mutual conferences with other Christian

bodies, or in such ways as might be possible. For this
frank approach on the part of the Bishops those of us
who view the question from the non-Anglican side owe
grateful acknowledgment.

But the anxious question at once

confronts us, Is the acceptance of the historic episcopate
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as a binding principle within and upon all the churches
to continue a condition szze gua non for such spiritual iederation and intercommunion ?
We must admit that there are grave difficulties in finding

a solution at this point, alike from the side of the Anglican

and from the side of the Free-churchman. To many an
Anglican it appears that all ordination not derived through
the historic episcopate is irregular if not ineffective. The
outlook of the free churches is very different, and I want
as simply as I can to show how the question appears from

their point of view. It is not altogether easy to do this,

for the free churches are many in number and differences
of opinion on many points undoubtedly exist between then.

In the main, however, I think their general position may
be stated somewhat as follows :—

a. Ihe free churches do believe in an apostolic ministry.
They see that in various communions men of apostolic iaith

and purity of life, set apart for the ministry of the word,
are striving as the apostles strove for the bringing in of the
kingdom of Christ, and these men seem to them to be 11
a true apostolic succession.

Nhe free churches believe in ecclesiastical continuity, but
it is the continuity of the living and abiding society which 1s

the one whiversal church, the mystical body of Christ, in
which all who are united by faith to Christ have their place as
members, and through which the grace of God is revealed to
the world. Of this society, presbyters, presiding presbyters or
bishops, and deacons are the officers, the servants or ministers—

those through whom the chief ministry of the church 1s made
effective, They believe that the whole church is an inspired

community, that to-day as in Antioch the divine life is
working and that, as moved by the Holy Ghost, the prophets and teachers with prayer and fasting laid their hands
upon Saul and Barnabas and sent them forth to the ministry
of the word, so to-day may the ministers, the prophets and
teachers of our modern church, ordain in the name of the
church, and for the church, those who have already received
the inward call and have shown proof of possessing the grace
of ministering.

b, The theory of the historic episcopate as a link with
the apostles, continuous through all the centuries, does not
cominend itself to the hearts and minds of the great mass of
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the free churchmen in such a way as to produce conviction.
In the first place the historic proof of such continuity seems

lackine, The fact that the earltest records only trace the
succession to the sub-apostolic age and there leave it, seems to

indicate that it was rather after the death of the apostles than
during their life time that the system was evolved. But evel!
could a connecting link be established, it would still seem to be
a mechanical limitation of the free grace of God, to confine the

authority to ordain to a close succession of men, for while
very marty in the succession have manifested the ripest fruits

of faith, spirituality and devotion, of others it is possible to
doubt whether they could in any true sense be said to be in
fellowship with Christ.
c. By how much the historic episcopate is made the basis
of the sacerdotal nature of the iinistry, by so much must the

overwhelming majority of free churchmen feel the more
unable to accept it. The priesthood of all believers in the
sense that they are called to make prayers and supplications
for all men, is fully recognised. The eternal high priesthood

of our Lord Jesus Christ is the central thought of all their
thinking, but they fail to find in the New Testament that any
special sacerdotal authority is entrusted to the ministers of the
elhurch.

Now I have endeavoured to state as briefly as possible
what I believe to be the crux of the whole situation. lf I have
stated the free church position more fully than the Anglican

I trust at least that neither is stated unfairly. We shall, I

believe, all assent to the proposition that no lasting union cat
be built upon an agreement which in itself involves any com-

ptomise of principle; that the acceptance of the historic
episcopate, unless it came from a deep spiritual conviction
would, in the long run, profit us nothing. Indeed such acceptance might, im course of time, make a larger rent in the seamless
garment than any that are now there. In his most interesting

article in the Ozdélook twelve months ago Dr. Newman Smyth
maintained that a large number of Congregational munisters

might, without much difficulty, be brought to accept the
historic episcopate, and apparently he himself would look with
synipathy upon such a movement. By the new light that he

has thrown upon old faith, and by his exposition of the
religious feeling, Dr. Smyth has laid us all under deep obligation, but in this article in the Oxztlook I find myself unable to
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follow iim.

Fiven were such a movement as he suggests to
take place in the Congregational churches, I can but fear that
the sequence of events would be as follows :—

First. Those congregationalists who had accepted the

historic episcopate would feel, to some extent, separated trom
their colleagues who had not taken the step. They would also

feel that they were more or less in an outer court of the
Episcopal church.

Second. They would take a farther step and become
thoroughgoing Episcopalians, with the result that while
numerical gain might accrue to the Episcopal church a great
deal of bitterness would also be engendered, which would put
off indefinitely the day of final reunion and greatly increase
the difficulty of fellowship between those within and those
outside the Anglican church. ‘Ihe conviction on either side
is, I well know, intense. Some time ago there came to iny
hands two serinons preached in London. One was by a canon
of St. Paul’s, preached in the Cathedral and maintaining with
much scholarship and eloquence that the church of England,
in doctrine aud organisation, represented exactly the faith and
order bequeathed by Christ to the apostles and handed on by
them to their successors.

The other was by a leading Congregational minister,
maintaining, with, I think, equal scholarship and earnestness
that the Congregational polity alone represented the churches
of apostolic days and that every departure therefrom involved
a departure from primitive simplicity,
We might smile at the situation were not the matter one
of such tremendous import. I quote the incident to show that

it we are to find a basis of union it must be one that is not
bound up with Episcopal, Presbyterian, Baptist, Congregational

or Methodist polity ; but 1t must be one that shall go deeper

than all and embrace all. ‘‘ Where Christ is there is the

church,’’ said St. Ignatius, and his words give us the clue for
the basis of union. Those who acknowledge the true deity of
Jesus Christ and call Him Lord, those in whose assemblies
His presence is manifested, all these must, on a common basis
of oneness in Christ, be drawn into a common fellowship.

‘Grace be with all them that love our Lord Jesus Christ in
uncorruptness’’ were the apostle’s last words to the Ephesian
church, and in them we have the one sound basis upon which
we can work for church union.
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Some stich statement with reference to our common belief,

as was adopted by the Centenary Conference at Shanghai,
should be heartily accepted by ali the churches entering into
the federation, and there should be no difficulty in arranging
that in the administration of baptisni and the holy communion
Indeed, as faras I
know, it is already the custom of the free churches to do this.
the very words of Scripture should be used.

While, however, such agreement may prepare the way, may
develop the atmosphere which should make it easy for true

church union to take place, effective union will only come
from a drawing together in living fellowship of all who love
Christ, and for this we should prayerfully and systematically
seek with all our powers. With a view to this I make the
following suggestions :-—

First. Let those of us whio desire to bring about this

church union pray regularly, not only for our own missions,
but also for all missions in our neighbourhood, by name. If
criticisin. at any time seems necessary, let it be given and
received with frank brotherliness, and let us see to it that not
only our words about one another's work, but also our thoughts
are kindly. We live amoung a people who attach more tmportance to hints and facial expression than to formal statements.
We may make any number of fraternal speeches, but the Chinese will read our hearts, and unless as missionaries of different

societies we are at heart loyal to one another, we can do
nothing to draw the Chinese Cliristians into mutual fellowship.
Second. Let us do our utmost to codrdinate the educational work in each province. At Hankow we are getting to
work upon a scheme which aims at codrdinating the educa-

tional work of the missions in primary, intermediate and
secondary schools; and also in the first two years of college
life; the scheme also providing for inter-mission examinatiOlis. By this means we trust that the boys in all our schools
will realise how truly the missions form one great agency.
We trust that in time Cliristian universities may be established

in different parts of China, in which the work of all the

mission schools may find its completion and crown. In such 2
university each interested mission should maintain its hostel,

so that it may keep in religious touch with its students and
provide for their spiritual instruction.
Third. Let us do our utmost to support the federation
movement aud let us strenuously avoid proselytising and over-
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lapping. It is detrimental to all our work to have two
churches in one small market town, or to work in any way
that suggests rivalry between two missions. Would it not be
prudent to say that in the country we will never open a new
chapel within five Zz of the chapel of another mission, and
that we will never receive a member of another mission inte
our church without a letter of introduction from the pastor of
the church he leaves ?

Fourth.

Let us do our utmost to support all united

prayer meetings, whether for missionaries or the Chinese
Church.

Let us encourage the Chinese pastors and evangelists of differeut missions to hold a monthly meeting for prayer
and consultation. Iu these gatherings let them work out their

own solutions to their own problems without the hampering
presence of the foreign missionary. Where this custom has
been established its influence has been most adinirable, both:
as inducing right feeling between the churches and as providing a ready means for adjusting inter-mission difficulties and
so promoting Wunion.

Fifth. Let us arrange for occasional united services for
worship and preaching, tn which the arrangement shall be
such as to make it clear to all that every mission has an equal
interest, and that all are acting with one common motive to
accentuate our unity before men and offer our common prayer
and praise to God.

Sixth. Wherever it 1s possible let us arrange annually
for a united communion service. What better conclusion than
this could we have for the series of prayer meetings during the

first week of January that are so generally held throughout
China. Where for any cause there are dificulties in the way
of holding such services let us seek to get these difficulties
reinoved.

When we can meet as brothers: one in the school and
university, one in the prayer meeting, one in the services of
(sod’s house, and one at the table of the Lord, we shall prove
our essential unity in spite of all diversity. We shall teach
our Chinese brethren to love one another in sincerity, and the

way will be prepared for that fuller manifestation of God's
presence that coines when all His people are of oue mind in one
piace.

These suggestions are simple; they are practical. We
wonder why in every place they are not already in operation,
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Could we with heart and soul put them into operation a new
day would dawn on missions in China, and the welding together of the churches of this land would largely influence the
churches of the homelands in the direction of reunion.
You and I who are gathered here can perhaps do more
towards reuniting Christendom than 1s apparent to-day. K tt
ling is getting to have a spiritual significance to many of us
because of the fellowship that it makes possible between the
Christians of many lands and many churches. We have learnt
here to esteem one another very highly in love for the work’s
cake. In common worship we have coine to know our essential
unity. During this very week we have been gathering together
under the presidency of a greatly beloved bishop of the Amer-

ican Church while we have been. listening to the inspiring
teaching of an English Free Churchman. From the day of the
opening of the old Kuling church our motto has been :—
ALL ONE IN CHRIST JESUS,

and if we can carry the spirit of that motto into the practical
work of all our missions, the question of church union will be
on a fair way to solution.
et ral — <n —— rr rete ert

The Problem of Church Unity mn China
BY RT. REV. BISHOP F. R. GRAVES

HE subject of church unity is one which is beset by so
many prejudices and beclouded by so many controversies

that it is extremely difficult to write about it so as

to be clearly understood and yet to avoid wounding feelings
which are associated with the most sacred convictions which
men hold. I do not pretend that I can treat of it adequately, |
nor to offer any final solution. Indeed I am so strongly impressed by these considerations that I should never have offered

to write of my own motion and if I had not been assured that
it might be of some use. Controversy is idle and harmful and
something for which there is no space in the face of our press-

ing work in the mission field. And yet it is useless to say
anything unless it has a direct bearing on what may be done
to bring about union. Nothing is to be gained by repeating
platitudes and vague expressions of our mutual oneness and

The Problem of Church Unity in China
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the Christian love we bear one another. ‘The fact is that we
ate outwardly divided, sometimes openly antogonistic, and
what we have to find out is the way in which division may be

done away. It is of no use repeating phrases about unity
while we refuse to take thought and exert ourselves to attain

it. It is true we may never be able to solve the problem,
but we can at least do a little to make its conditions plainer
and to clear away some preliminary obstacles. Of course in
the brief compass of this paper all one can hope to do is to
state what is the present position of things and indicate some
directions in which our efforts are likely to bear fruit.
There was a time, not so long ago, when church unity
was but the pious aspiration of a few. Men were contented
with separation and competition, and viewed the spectacle of
the divisions of Christianity without realising the evil and
sin of them and without being stirred to bring them to an end.
Happily, at the present time, the evils of division are acknowledged and deplored and men have gone back for inspiration

to the prayer of our Lord that all may be one. Of course there
has always been a large amount of unity of heart amongst those
who held so much in common, but the necessity for translating
that disposition into practical terms, for exhibiting outwardly

the unity we feel inwardly, is only just beginning to come
home to the mass of Christians.

If we are to describe the state of things in China to-day
it will be something like this: Christian missions from all the
great countries of the world are working here each on its own
lines and each perpetuating its own ecclesiastical character.
There is the great mass of the Roman Catholics separated from
the Protestant churches by what appears to be an impassable
gulf; the Greek church, a small mission, but the representative

of a vast body of Christians in Europe and Western Asia,
which is separated from Roman Catholics and Protestants
alike ; the Protestant missions sent out by the churches which

arose at the time of the reformation or have sprung from
those bodies since; and the Anglican Communion, which is
historically Catholic and at the same time reformed. All
these bodies are separate and not in communion with one
snother.

From this state of division all sorts of evils have arisen,
rivalry and competition, needless reduplication of churches and
institutions, jealousy and misunderstanding, and as the gross
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result of all a divided witness for Christ and a weakened influence for Christian life and morality in the face of the heathen
world. One knows that these evils are tempered by the exer-

cise of common sense and Christian feeling, but they exist
nevertheless.

Now we feel these evils more acutely in the mission field

because we see so clearly the mnecessity of this united
witness, and we are likewise inclined to seek for more
of union, for we are driven here to deal with essentials and
to disregard matters of secondary tmportance, and are drawn
closer together by a sense of a coinmon cause and common
effort no less than by the pressure of surrounding heathenism.

It is well recognised in the home lands that, in this matter
of uttity, missions must furnish, if not the solution, certainly
the impulse to grapple with the problem and the spirit of love
and sacrifice in which it must be solved. ‘Thus 1n a sermon
preached in Westmiunster Abbey on St. Andrew’s Day (November 30), at the consecration of two bishops for Japan and
of the bishop for the new see of Kwangsi and Hunan, the Dean
of Westminster spoke as follows :—
“Tf the Church of England is set, as we believe, in the middle
place, holding tenaciously to the immemorial creeds and customs
of the Catholic past, and yet claiming and appropriating the fresh
light and new lessons that come with the progressive ripening of
the human mind; if our position 1n God’s time may prove to be
a mediating one in the Western world, then you may face your
problems with an eager hope. Nay, more—and I say it advisedly
—it probably rests with you and your brethren in these two great
missiou-flelds to take steps in advance towards the Christian unity
of the future which seem wholly impracticable to our stereotyped

divisions at home. The imperative requirements of native converts, the necessity of shaping truly native churches, the brotherliness of missionaries who are serving the same Master with the
same spirit under the same difficulties, the repeated suggestions
of combined effort in regard to medicine and higher education,—all
these things force the pace and offer an opportunity to a Christian
Statesmanship.’’

Surely if the churches which sent us ont are looking to
their missions to contribute their part to bring in this great
consummation we in the field must not be found wanting nor
disappoint so great a hope.

And now to turn to what has been done and to what
remains to be accomplished. It is unquestionable that the
Shanghai Centenary Conference did a great deal to promote the
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spirit of unity and set in motion influences that have been felt
at home. Out of it have sprung many experiments in practical codperation, as in medical and educational work, which
appear to be working successfully.

The cunference tried to attain its broad and high concep-

tion of unity by two paths. It appointed a Committee on
Federation and a Committee on Church Union.
The first committee has succeeded, to a certain extent, in
federating missions in different parts or China by a system of
representation. It is probably too soon to say what the result

will be.

For myself it has seemed to me that it was an attempt to accomplish by the creation of a machinery of representative councils, provincial and so on, a union which could
have no real basis, which was, so to speak, in the nature of a
truce and not of a peace. If one is impatient of delay and
eager for visible results, federation promises a short road to
the desired end, but itignores differences which must ultimately
assert themselves. Behind any such expedient always lies the

greater and more difficult question of church unity, the real
and vital question which we must answer soon or late, and all
attempts to put it aside and accept some substitute are sure to
for]. I believe that the longer and more difficult path through
the work of the Committee on Church Union is the safer and
Surer.

It is well at this point to ask ourselves what we mean
when we speak of church unity in China. Are not most

missionaries thinking of a union of Protestant missions ? As
one reads much that is written on the subject this seems to be
the underlying assumption. It was not ignored in the conference, however, that we have to face a iar larger and graver

question. Unless church union can embrace all Christians
in China, Catholic and Protestant, the problem will be nearly
as far from solution as ever. One sees sometimes an uncharitable map which professes to be a map of the world’s religions,

with black for the heathen, dark grey for the Catholics and

white for the Protestants. That is an image of which we
have to rid otir minds. We have to remetnber that Christianity is a greater thing than Protestantisin and to widen our
minds and hearts to entertain the conception of a unity which

shall embrace all. We have to confess that the practical
difficulties are at present insurmountable. But yet we must

recall our minds to the fact that church unity, with the
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majority of Christians left out, would be no solution of the
problem.

But if the difficulties are insurmcuntable now they

may not be so forever. What we have to see to is that in
our efforts at partial reunion we do not erect additional barriers
against the larger unity for which we hope and pray.
Krom these general considerations let us turn to consider

how things stand in relation to church unity between the
various mussions in China. ‘Though we can thankfully say
that there 1s a real desire for unity we must frankly confess
that the efforts of the Comunittee on Church UWhnion have had
little or no visible resuit. ‘Lhe saime is true of the Committee
on Unity appointed in 1907 by the Conference of the Anglican
Cominunion. That committee addressed a brotherly letter to
all missionaries, but in the three years that have intervened no

response has been received. The fact that these two committees which exist for the promotion of church unity receive
no response sufficiently indicates that the time is not ripe for
any movement in that direction. But it would 1il become us
to cease our eftorts.

We can all do a great deal by preparing
the way for such a movement in the future.
1. By prayer for the unity of the church.
2.

By such mutual codperation as is possible on common
ground and for common objects.
By informal meetings where such explanations of our
ae

respective positions might be made as would clear away the
misunderstandings which now obscure the true issties.

By putting practices which are of secondary importance and mere theological opinions into a subordinate place
and concentrating attention upon the essentials in doctrine
A.

and practice. In this -way documents like the XXXIX
Articles or the Westminster Confession would take their proper
place as subordinate to the statement of belief in the facts of

Christianity as contained, for instance, in the Nicene and
Men can never unite on the ground of
Apostles’ Creeds.
theological opinion, but there 1s no reason why they should not

unite upon a confession of belief in the great facts which are
the foundation of Christianity.

We must learn to know that union will have to take
place by inclusion and not by exclusion. That it will never
5:

be reached, that is, by stripping away all to which anyone may
have an objection, but by recognising that each is to contribute
the best he has to the final result.
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6.

We must keep the ideal before us, distant as its realisa-

tion may seem to be, and learn to prepare for it by greater
personal devotion. It is only as each one of us is united to
God by union with His Son that we can ever hope to overcome the many obstacles that divide us and attain to union
in the one Body, the reunited church of Christ.

What Federation Can Accomplish for the
Chinese Church
BY CHENG CHING-YI, L. M. 8., PEKING

HE day is excellent! sunny, bright, and warm! As [I
stood on the hill-side, where I and a great many
others encamped, I looked down upon the small town at

the foot of the hill a little way off, at the mass of trees, at the
one-storied cottages, and the conspicuous spire of the parish
church, which were all within sight. {t was a typical view of

the Hnglish country. So picturesque!. Now the hour of
meeting has arrived, and with others J marched down the hilt
towards the meeting place somewhere in the little town. After
one turning or two I entered a street in front of the other end
of which a large tent was within sight. Many people were
gathered from all directions into this tent—people of different
conditions and nationalities—this formed the natural indication
that here was the meeting-place I wanted. On entering into
the tent something seized one’s attention. Above the doorway
there hang these words in red and white :

“ ALL ONE IN CHRIST JESUS.”
What an inspiration! Any one who attends the Keswick
Convention cannot fail to be attracted by these beautiful words.

As a foreigner in a foreign country they seemed especially
comforting and delightful. L do not think I can recollect now
the helpful and eloquent addresses I heard in that tent, but
this grand text has ever been a comfort in my soul and constantly before my mind’s eyes: ‘All one in Christ Jesus.’?
I count one of the most gracious blessings that God has
bestowed upon the church in China during recent years to be
the spirit of unity. It would be an exaggeration to say that
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in this matter the church has reached her lofty ideal, and
that she is on the mountain-top, but I do say that she is going
onward aud upward towards that ideal. God grant that the
day is not far off when we shall taste and enjoy the loveliness
and beauty of 1t in a much fuller measure. The more we are
united with Christ, the more we are united with one another.

Unity is power and is streugth ; 1t is born of God and not
created by man.

The federation movement has been for some years mani-

festing its activity in several ways in this part of the empire.
The work which has already been achieved is of great advantage

to the Christian cause in China at large and in the north in
particular.

The settlement of the term question, the publica-

tion of the union hymn book, the unifying of the titles of
different missions for Fu Yin ‘Tang, and the establishment of

several union colleges, all of these have done, in a large
measure, great service of unity amongst God’s people in this
land. For all this God be praised !

Well I remember while in London some years ago an
English friend brought to me, for the first time, the good news
of unifying the different terms for the titles of God and Holy
Spirit which unhappily hitherto had been adopted by vartous
missions in China, and my friend wished to know my opinion
Ou the subject as to which is the better one to use, Shang Ti or
Tifen Chu, Sheng Ling or Sheng Shen. But I, in my peculiar
delight, replied something to this effect: ‘‘ Any of these titles
will be quite good and suitable, as long as such a harmony

will be made!

I have reasons to believe that that reply

expressed the feelings and attitude of not afew of my Chinese
fellow-Christians.
In preparing this paper I went to see a Chinese pastor in
this city who was present at the Pei Tai Ho Conference, and
hoped to get some information from him, as I was not at home
when that couference was held. When the subject of federa-

tion was mentioned to him, the good pastor’s face brightened up with delight, and he earnestly said to me that he
thought never before had the church enjoyed such a good

spirit of unity ; it was heavenly and it was divine! With

reference to the Pei Tai Ho Conference the pastor thought
that although the Chinese workers did not take any large part
in it, all the changes and proposals were heartily welcomed
and appreciated by them. Later on the pastor himself arrang-
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ed a large meeting in the Chinese New Year, when Christians
of all denominations and even of other sects were gathered
together in wishing each other ‘‘A Happy New Year.” They

spoke, they sang, and they greeted one another in a most
friendly way such as never happened before in this part of the
world. This clearly shows that the Chinese people appreciate
very highly Christian federation and unity ; such a spirit suits
very well with the disposition of the people too. Unity and
harmony is one of China’s fine qualities notwithstanding she 1s
far from being perfect in many other ways.
So much has been done towards federation one cannot
help feeling happy and grateful, but there seems to be more
room for further development and reform. I would like, if

lam permitted, to build my castles in the air and dream my
midnight dreams. It is a grave problem to deal with, but its
importance and necessity excel its greatness. One would like

to see in the near future a large organization of a union

Chinese church where denominationalism will be ont of the
question. While making suggestion one is aware that denominationalism has, in the past, its historical vaiue and worth,
and many who are under their denominations are there not
merely because they are born into them, but because they have
great admiration for the fathers who were the founders of these
denominations. But for all that we have to consider the time

in which we are working, and the people with whom we
labour, In this particular matter we are to look ahead and
not behind. Confucius is said to be a saint who acted in
accordance with his time. We are not going to convert the
world into a world of Methodism or Anglicanism, or any other

but the Lord Jesus Christ is the one and only ideal

for the world.

Permit me to write a little fuller on the im-

portance and necessity of such a union.

All who are working for Christ in China are conscious of

the mighty mass of heathendom around them.

Indeed we can-

not afford to engage ourselves in those really minor and insignificant differences, On the other hand we feel that if the
ehurch of Christ 1s to win the mass of men who are in darkness, for Him, 1t must be by no mere statement, even of the
truest formule; it must be by the life of Cirist manifest in His
disciples, and that that manifestation is impossible in the
absence of love. The consciousness of goodness 1s in itself
of unity, and of evil in itself of division ; and here antagonism
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is growing and will grow, and I believe that the forces which
coutribute to its growth he a great deal in the surroundings.
Speaking generally, the Chinese Christians take little or
no interest in denominationalisim. Very few of them know the
luistorical origin of even their own particular denomination,
still less do they feel the force of it. They belong to certain
denominations just because they were so led to Christianity.
This may be said to be one of the reasons why federation move-

nents have found their way so readily and heartily in the
hearts of the followers of Christ in China.
Denominationalism has a peculiar, and often misleading,
idea in this country. Three men are here; one says that he

belongs to the P. M., the other to the C. I. M. and the third
to the L. M. S. But as a matter of fact two of the three are
really undenominational organizations !

Perhaps the most important problem in mission work in
China to-day is the problem of the self-supporting and selfgoverning Chinese church. Protestant missions have been in
China more than a century now, and it 1s time for the Chinese

Christians to show their interest in, and activities for, the
Christian cause in a practical way. So now 1s the time of the
beginning of the Chinese church. i now ask along what line
will the missions lead the Chinese Christians to the realization

of their own responsibility as well as privilege? Are the
missions going to form a kind of Chinese Congregationalism,

Chinese Presbyterianism and all the rest? Surely a union
Chinese church, without regard to any denomination, is the
tight direction to aim at.
As denominationalism has its deep root in the Christian
countries in the West, humanly speaking, it is well-nigh to
impossible to remove it and make it in those countries a united

force of harmony after such a long period. In China the
difficulty is lessened by the facts that, firstly, the church in
China is comparatively young, and, secondly, denominational
differences are not generally thought much of, Therefore now
is the time to let the future Chinese church be well grounded
and founded on a solid basis, viz., a union church.
It means dificulty and perhaps sacrifice on the part of the

various missions, But nevertheless it 1s worth while. ‘The

sacrifice, if one may use such a great word, is comparatively a

small thing when we think of the welfare and gain of the
Chinese church, for after all 2¢ zs the Chinese church we should
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be working for, and not our denominations or ultssions. SO anything for the good of the church shouid be sought and worked
through even with cost 1f need be. pometimes we need to go

up with our Divine Master to the Mount of Olives, where we
can obtain a larger view of the world’s need.
To show my narrowness of mind and ignorance I confess
I used to hold very poor ideas about men of other denominations, especially those of the Church of England. ‘To-day some
of my best friends are churchmen | I owe this change to the
fact that I was sent to an undenomunational college to study,
where Christian federation and unity was manifested in actual
practice, L believe that some such like testimonies could be
given by some of the students in our union colieges in North
China, whose views have been widened by being mixed with

inen of all denominations. I wish, from the depth of my
heart, to re-echo those words of the Psaimist of old, ‘‘ Behold,
how pleasant and how good it is for brethren to dwell together
in unity {’? On the tombstone of the Bishop of St. Andrews
there are these words : ‘‘ Remembering the prayer of his Divine

Lord and Master for the unity of the church, he prayed
continually and laboured earnestly that a way may be fonnd
in God’s good time for the reunion of the Episcopahan and
Presbyterian bodies, without the sacrifice of apostolic princi-

ples or scriptural truth.’’ What a large heart the good
bishop had !

Unity should always work from within and not from without—from the church to the world. The diversities of forms,
of rites, of opinions, of the various denominations, real as they
are, sink into insignificance when compared with the solid
unity of Christian love. May that love manifest itself brighter
and brighter as the days go by, so that all the churches shall
be bound up in oneness of harmony, and that unity wall be the
motto for all. Such majestic unity shall be a blessing here in
its time and unspeakably precious for the world’s good, and it
shall be transfigured at last into the unity and athance of the
Home above, where all the faces look one wav, concentred
upon the great white throne and the One who sits upon it.
Then there is another matter not less in importance which
Iwill merely mention in a few words at present; this is the need
of a closer relationship and more united spirit in words and
deeds between Christians of the East and those of the West.

Heart to heart, hand in hand, shall we work together for
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Christ and for men, and the racial distinction will be ont of
place in the Christian service. Have confidence im each
other, trusting one another in a practical way and in the true
There are things which our friends of the
West can do infinitely better than we, and there are also things
which would be well done if left in the hands of the friends in
sense of the words.

the Rast.
tg clo so.

One should not act independently, nor can one afford

When this is once established and practised in the

church of Christ, one can almost smile at many of the evil
doings of the Evil One. Bunt this can never be realized in its
full measure until we all are, no matter whether East or West,
closely united with the Divine Lord Jesus Christ.
Thus union with Christ, union of all denominations, and
union of all nationalities forms ‘‘a three-fold cord which 1s not

easily broken

Federation and the Baptist Problem

H

BY REV. JAMES V. LATIMER, HUCHOW

OWEVER much the Baptist problem troubles some,
it troubles Baptists none the less, and however hve
and real it may be to others, it 1s none the less to

Baptists themselves.

And since some have failed to grasp the

full import of the Baptist position because of conclusions based

upon slight knowledge, I am constrained to state briefly the
various positions held by those within the donomination.
First there are those who are practically ready for the free
interchange of church members, regardless of creed or practise ;
others are ready for the reception of non-iuumersed Christians
into the fellowship and watchcare of the church with certain

restrictions, such as voting upon matters of doctrine or discipline ; while others, and possibly the majority of Baptist

workers in China, hold that there is no Christian baptism

but immersion, and that no one should partake of the
Lord’s Supper until baptized. Yet, although this latter
position has been reached only after long years of misunderstanding and division, the Baptist conscience is not peculiar,

and they are usually found to be open to conviction and
amenable to reason,

To some it has seemed that if there were no Baptists in
China the difficulties of union and federation could soon be
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cleared up, but to Baptists it has seemed that there are other
difficulties also. The Baptists will not be asked to give up
everything for the sake of union, because they are not wholly

wrong; yet they stand ready to give up everything shown
to be contrary to Scripture teaching, providing there be a
few Baptists on that Committee of Interpretation. Baptists
expect to stay in the movement, and any movement in which
they cannot have a part is unworthy of the name, They
are both ready to give and to give up for the sake of closer
harmony in the Church of Christ, and those who look upon

the denomination from the outside will never know the
struggle within nor the longing for real fellowship and
understanding,

Four things have Baptists ever held as vital:

1. Regenerate church membership, or conversion before
church membership be granted.
Separation of Church and State.
Congregational church polity.
Distinctive administration of the ordinances of baptism and

the Lord’s Stpper.

Of these we shall not be asked to give up the first two for
the sake of union or federation, and we are open to conviction on the third. Although we believe the local church can

best govern its own affairs, and that democracy applied to
Christianity leads to the congregational church polity ; yet this
is not 4/e, and other churches have lived and prospered tnder
the rule of elders and bishops. And I ain not sure that the
Scriptures say more about deacons, advisory Boards, and local
church organizations than they do about elders, overseers, and
bishops. Of the fourth tenet I shall speak later.
RAPTISTS CAN CONTRIBUTE SOMETHING

to the movement for union and can add something of soberness and balance. From a worthy record of three hundred
years of denominational life they are able to contribute not a

little of theological thought, steadfastness, and real piety.
They can contribute the influence of a church life remarkably
free from heresy trials and divisive disputes. They can also
contribute an open mind and a heart ready to believe. These

things, to my mind, give promise of a place to Baptists in
every sober movement for unton or federation.
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There seems to be at present
A CHANGING POSITION BOTH AT HOME AND ON THRE
MISSION PIELD

with reference to the question in hand. Baptists are beginning
to realize that there is a great future for the federated church

both here and there, and are willing to enter into the movement so far as there be common advantage and no sacrifice of

conscience. They see as never before that the kingdom of
God is greater than the Baptist church. ‘The migration of
the Chinese within their own territory press these questions
upon them more and more. Most churches are ready to enter
into some plan whereby the Christians from the various parts of
the empire may be cared for; yet in many cases denominational
loyalty hinders full codperation and efficiency. But the leaven

of federation is working even in Baptist circles, and is sure
to bring forth results. May these be both good and lasting !
A home secretary was somewhat surprised, as were the

missionaries also, to find to what extent some Baptists are
willing to go, and the home Boards have asked that tney go
carefully, lest there grow up in China a denomination without
a Board, else a Board without a home constituency, that is,
they do not know what the denomination at home is going to
say about the movement. And we do not know either, for it
is yet to be learned what the denomination will do with a
church which chooses to receive into membership those who
have not received baptism by immersion. And neither is it
known what would be said were it fully known that within a
year Baptists in China have taken over the work of two Presbyterian fields together with the Christians thereof. The Baptists have not given any great difficulty in the various provincial

federation councils, and in one in particular, composed of at
least fifty per cent. Baptist delegates (I refer to Chekiang), no
objection was raised to the proposition for open commuuion.
And the question of the free interchange of church members did
not receive any marked opposition, although some may have
silently consented to a measure which they could not advocate
openly. Such reports as these have caused some to fear
DENOMINATIONAL ANNIHILATION.

There are those in Baptist ranks who fully believe that
our Lord founded a Baptist church, and that the elders were
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not Presbyterian nor the bishops Methodists. They believe
that after centuries of error and departure from the truth an
awakened Baptist conscience obtained which brought forth the
denomination of the present day. These people tear that simt-

lar error is creeping into the church to-day and will result in
all loss of denominationality.

What is the loss ?

Who would

not be willing to give up every bit of denominational life if
thereby the kingdom of God might be brought to China in a
generation? The question is, Would it? We believe that
the teaching of the Scripture and the example of the early
church justify us in holding to the practise of baptism by immersion only, and that baptism upon confession of Jesus Christ
should precede participation in the Lord’s supper. But bapt-

isin is not salvation and participation in the ordinances is not

spiritual life. Union and fellowship with Christ are more
Yet these are tenets of the church, a part of our
denominational life and the very heart of many a follower of
the Lord. But for the sake of closer fellowship with one another we might be persuaded to accept another form of church
polity, to yield the question of the Lord’s Supper, or even to
than these.

receive non-immersed Cliristians into the watchcare and fellowship of our churches. What then is the real problem of the
Baptists ? It is that they have made
A REASONABLE REQUEST

and have not obtained a fair hearing. In fact, their request
has been ignored. We hold, without wavering, that only those
who believe on the Lord Jesus should receive baptism and that
the free interchange of church membership can be entertained
only upon the relinquishing of infant baptism by all churches,

So long as infant baptism is practised no organic union is
It seems quite reasonable for other denominations to
ask that we receive into membership such members as have
possible.

received baptism upon profession of faith, and since none
question the baptism of the Baptists, they may be received freely

into the fellowship of other churches. But infant baptism 1s
wholly rejected by Baptists, questioned by many other denom-

nations and insisted upon by only a few. Baptists cannot
accept as Christian baptism that rite which was neither asked

for, willingly accepted, consented to, nor aware of. It is a
reasonable request of the Baptists that for the sake of closer
union and deeper harmony this practise be given up.
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Baptists can federate for work with any who love the Lord,
but tor organic union there must be a common basis of practise.

They federate with Presbyterians for medical work in the
Philippines or for educational work in Shantung, with Con-.
gregationalists for educational work in Hankow, with Methodists for hospital work in Chekiang, and with various churches

for university work in Szechuen, but they cannot receive
into iull membership those who were baptized before they had
even heard the name of the Lord, and later were led to call it
Christian baptism. So from the Baptist point of view the problem of union and federation is solved, since it but remains to
be seen what others will do with this their reasonable request.

Fn Menoriant.—Ilsabella Baill.
ORN in Scotland in 1816, Isabella Robertson was brought

J, wptivity.
in a religions atmosphere and one of intelec
Not only was her life interesting from its twenty-one years
passed on the mission field in the olden days of missionary enterprise in China, but it was also au interesting link with a far-away
past in our Western lands.
Her memory treasured up the incidents of her early life, which
was begun in what now is a historical period. The echoes of the
heid of Waterloo had scarcely died away when she first saw the
light, a year and a day after the famous ficht. She bad lived in
the reigus of five English sovereigns, and remembered when a little
girl having black ribbons on her dress as mourning for George III.
A. pleasing reminiscence was that of her father lifting her up
to see the first steamer which sailed from Leith to London, Her
conversation revealed many incidents cf a bygone world of.customs, such, for instance, as thieves being whipped through the
streets at a cart-tail, the franking of letters by members of parlia-

ment, as well as such land-marks in our literary history as the
introduction of a cheap and wholesome literature by the Brothers
Chambers of Edinburgh and the appearance of Sir Walter Scott’s
novels, etc. The high character of these last opened the way for

the admission of the hitherto prohibited novel into her father’s
family.
Deeply interested in missions, an opportunity presented itself to
engage in direct mission work, and she proceeded to the colony of
Hongkong, then in its early days (A. D. 1845) to teach in a school

for Chinese girls opened by Mrs. Shuck, the wife of an American
missionary, the church of which she was a member in Edinburgh
sending her out for that purpose.

THE LATER MRS. ISABELLA BALL.
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In Memoriam.—tIsabella Bail

After a long sea voyage round the Cape it was only to find

that Mrs. Shuck was dead aid the school disbanded.
Shortly after this she was married to the Rev. Dyer Ball, M.A.,

M.D., of the A. B. C. F. M.

Within a year from arrival in China she went to Canton, which
was her home for many years. Frequent changes from house to
house were necessary, Dr. Ball being the first in Canton to live
among’ the natives and away from tlie old factories.
Her study of Chinese at first seemed almost to link her to the
time of Morrison, as her teacher was one who had assisted the
first Protestant missionary to China in his labours. In his youth
he appeared as the younger of the two Chinese in the famous and

well-kuown painting of Morrison and his two teachers, ‘The

learning of Chinese was beset with almost insuperable difhculties

then, and Mrs. Ball found, like many other lady missionaries,

that she learned better how to speak the language from intercourse
with the school girls.
The school she began was a small boarding-school, the only

kind that could be started then in those early days; in fact Mrs.
Ball’s was the first school in Southern China, except for one in
Hongkong. Not only had lodging and food to be provided for the

children, but even their clothes as an inducement to the parents to
permit them to come. Notwithstanding many discouragements,
the results were most encouraging in the case of several of the
girls, who were thus trained up to a Christian life. Mention here
can only be made of one who, married to a Christian, had a large
family of sons and daughters. She herself was a mnost exemplary

Christian woman and brought up her children well. Several of
the sons are foreign-trained doctors, others have been in thie
government service, and most of the daughters are married to
Christian men, and thus a third generation is being brought up
and influenced by the teaching of their grandmother in the little
miissiou school in Canton.

A furlough in the middle of Mrs. Ball’s missionary life was
spent in the United States and England with her husband and
son, after which she remained in China till the death of Dr. Ball
in 1866, when she returned to Eugland with her son, remaining
there for ten years. She again returned to China and had her
home in her son’s -house till 1806, when she finally left China,
taking up her residence in England again at the age of 80, when
she had her home with her son’s family.

The old lady, as her friends called her, in her old age was
not one of those old women who are almost dead to the life around

them, sitting dozing by the fire the livelong day with mental
faculties dulled and beclouded with age. The old lady was

mniserable if she had not some work in hand besides a perusal of
the daily paper, a missionary magazine and her books, devotional

and others. These books she read over and over again, taking
the keenest interest in them and delighting to tell others in the
family circle what she read. Missionary biography she much
enjoyed.
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Deafness, which began in middle age, increased to a great extent as the years went on, so that for a quarter of acentury or even

longer she had not been able to attend any religious service.

Added to this her eyesight became so poor, causing her so much
difficulty in reading that she feared blindness would result, and to
provide for this contingency she began the learning of hymns by
heart, being able to repeat long ones and storing them up in her
mind, delighting to repeat any sew one learned.
Notwithstanding all these serious drawbacks to the enjoyment

of life she was always bright and cheerful, with a sweet smile

ready for all ber friends.
Knitting occupied much of her time, and she was intensely
pleased when her handiwork was of use to the poor and needy,
especially was this the case when some socks she knitted were sent
to a inissiovary hospital m Hankow. She made all her own caps

most tastefully, and within a few days of her death she was
engaged on this work.

A saintly influence seemed to surround her and impressed
those who saw her, and she desired the spiritual good of those
she came in contact with. Religion did not make her incapable of
entering with zest into the harmless pleasures of life; she thoroughly enjoyed a good joke and took the keenest interest in what
was going on in the world. Even on her death-bed she began
talking to the doctor on the controversy over the discovery of the
North Pole and asked the news.

During a serious illness in Clima, when death seemed imminent, instead of the prospect being what she had expected, she
mourned that the Valley of the Shadow of Death was dark to her
gaze and she could not understand it ; the good Lord was not ready

yet to take her home, so dying grace was not needed, but long
before the stummons came to cross the river she was ready for it.
During the phystcal pain of her last illness she longed to go home
and had perfect confidence in her Saviour.
She fell asleep quietly on the 25th September, rgo9, at the ripe
age of 93. Her last words to her son the night before were a soft
whispered ‘good night.’
Good night, dear Soul, good night, thy last good night,
And whisper’d soft and low. Good night, dear Soul.
The day’s long task is done and rest at last
Comes to thy waiting heart; for so He gives
To those He loves—to His beloved ones—
Sweet rest at last.

The light ts fading fast
From mortal eyes. Heaven’s dawn awaits thee now,
And no more night shall gloom thy path again.
The might has passed for thee, the day has come,
Thine eyes have closed on earth to wake in Heaven,
And there no night shall come, nor tears be shed.

In Memoriam.—Mrs. Martha Foster Crawtord
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31 Menrovian.—Mrs. Martha Foster Crawford
BY MRS. JOSEPH V. DAWES, TAT-AN-FU.

HE missionary veterans of the early days, who bravely
‘blazed the way’’ for those who would follow, ate one
by Olte passing away.

We stand and wonder upon whom

their tiautles will fall. ‘he sweet aroma of their lives, so
fragrant with noble deeds of devotion to ‘this one thing,’ still

retains, and the great work accomplished by them is a perpetual
meniorial. To write a tribute worthy of such lives is impossible,
ouly in ‘‘the book’? is a full and worthy record written.
Martha Foster Crawford, after more than half a century (Cover
fifty-seven years) of residence and service in China, passed away

at her home in Shantung, on August 9, 1909.

Although wearing her eigltieth milestone she prosecuted her
labors, even in spite of great physical suffering, with marvelous
patience aud endurance until within a few months of her death.
During these last mouths, although prevented by rapidly fatling
strength from active service, her keen interest in every phase of
the work never waned, and her wise loving counsel and advice
were invaluable to her tellow-workers.

This peer among missionaries was born in Georgia on January

28, 1830. At the age of fifteen she was converted; four years
later, after graduation from the Mesopotamia Institute, Kutaw,
Ala., she said to herself: ‘‘ Now I intend to stay at home. fam
homesick!" For a time she was very happy in giving herself

up to home pleasures. But soon becoming dissatishied she began
to seek some way by which her Itfe might be more useful. Schoolteaching seemed the only avenue of service open to her, so she
sought a position. Response was slow, and she became discouraged.

On the evening of November 14, 1849, as she kneeled by her
bedside she prayed thus: ‘‘O Lord, Thou hast apparently closed
the door of usefulttess in this teaching, Thou hast other work
for me. IL beseeclk Thee to show me, and whatever it may be I
gladly obey.”’ (Even down to the evening of her life she prayed
always with the earnestness that characterizes this prayer, and
in fact characterizes her whole life and work. She ever humbly
acknowledged her weaknesses and failures. )

{t may be interesting to all and helpful to some who tay
lightly esteem what is kuown as a “‘call’’ to the foreign feld to
know how this faithful servant of God looked upon it.
‘“ Scarcely had she finished this prayer when a powerful conviction, like a flash of lightning, darted across her mind that God’s
will for her was to take the Gospel to the heathen. She had not
sought this field, but the command seemed Irresistiole. lo vatn she
tried to reason herself into the belief that it was a passing fancy

which the light of morning and the sight of other faces would
All that the missionary life involved rose up before her,
ond her faith almost fainted. She dared not pray since she could
not say: ‘Thy will be done,’ and it seemed unreasonable ior her to

dissipate.
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pray God to send some one else and spare her! At her stated
seasons of prayer she could only kneel and say: ‘O Lord, help!’
In about a week help came, sorrow was turned into joy. Hverything was full of God, and therefore full of happiness. The
missionary work becaine especially attractive as opening a field of

sacrifice as well as labor for

The assurance that she was thus definitely called, helped her
over many doubts, difficulties and discouragements and brought
her again to China, at the advanced age of seventy-two years, alter
the death of her husband. Nothing daunted by this sore bereavement, which came upon her just as they together were preparing

to return to the land of their adoption, aud in spite of many

tnducements by friends and relatives to retire from imissionary
work, she bravely and joyfully returned.
Arriving in China in 1852 Dr. and Mrs. Crawford labored
in Shanghat cotemporary with Dr. Yates and others until their
removal to Teng-chow-fu in 1863, where they spent thirty years. |
Becatse of their attitude toward self-support it became necessary

for them to sever their connection with that work. About this
time Mrs. Crawford wrote as follows to her beloved co-worker
and successor, Miss Lottie Moon: ‘‘ To learn that you have decided

to come back here, greatly lessens my sorrow at leaving these

dear women for whom I have, figuratively, shed my heart’s

You wi] love and care tar them as no one else can after
I go away, for they are yours as well as mine. Our hearts are
sad at leaving, but we are able to g:ve up all into His hands.
We have fought a good fight, we have kept the fatth, we have
been true to our convictions of duty and to Ged. Many of these
women cry, so bitterly, every time 1 see them. ‘Never mind,’
E tell them, ‘others will come and look after yo just as well,’
biood.

to which they reply : ‘ But others will not be our MOTHER.’ "
Fortunate are we who have been clasely associated with her
during the closing years of her Hfe when ripening for her blest

transition. During her long term of service in this empire she

witnessed the devastations of war, famine and pestilence, but from
out all this she came tuntouched. His promise to those that dwell
‘(in the secret place’’ was beautifully fulfilled to her. One of her
favorite hymns was, ‘‘ All the way my Savior leads me.’’

She was engaged in school work during the first half of her
missionary life, and those who came tinder her influence in that

eapacity speak well by their faithful Christian lives for the
infiuenee she exerted.

The work which was dearest of all to her, and for which she
was preéminently fitted, was purely evangelistic—the going daily

from house to house, from village to village, with the glad
evangel. To this, together with the tnstructing. of Christians,

she devoted the latter part of her fife.
As someone wrote of Dr. Mateer, so would I of this departed
one.

‘She realized the truth of the Gospel in a very real-way.

She believed it with all the intensity of ber strong, stnucere nature ;

she lived on its truths, and was prepared to live and die for its

THR LATE MRS. MARTHA FOSTER CRAWFORD.

Milustration by courtesy of ‘‘The New East.”
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propagation and maintenance.’’ Her love for the lost, the poor
aud the aged was deep and true, as shown by her untiring efforts
to give them the Gospel as also by her many charitable ministrations.

Before their departure from Tengchow they were self-supporting, and although of large means they lived always in a simplicity
unkuown fo misssionaries of the present day. They were faithful
stewards of what God had given them. The church at Tai-an-ft,
by the aid of a generous gift from Mrs. Crawford, will be enabled
to purchase property for buidings. She annually paid out large
sums for Gospels, books, tracts, etce., used in the work, and at her
death left a fund for that purpose.

In the words of Phillips Brooks, she prayed not for tasks
equal to her powers, but for powers equal to her tasks.

Truly one of the mighty is fallen—fallen on the battlefield
where she had wronght so long, so nobly and so well.

fitting such an end to a life so faithful, fruitful and full

of good works!
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MISSIONARY VACATIONS.

Lo the Editor of
‘Tar CHINESE RECORDER,’’

But I am convinced = that
‘' B.’s’’ observations are restricted 1t1 scope and not of general ap-

plication.

The missionary with

DEAR Sir: In your issue for whom I am best acquainted has

December I note ‘‘ E.’s”’ very
interesting discussion of missionary vacations. I have just
returned from a furlough to the
home land, where I have been

had one term of eight years in

China. During this time be had
three vacations as follows, v1z.,
one of two weeks for rest, one of
two months when ordered away

called on to meet and refute from his station for medical
many charges such as indol- treatment, and once of six weeks,
ence, inefficiency, ete., brought during which he preached every

against misstonaries.

If E.’s a)

statement that ‘‘all in one mi1ssion, perfectly well people, take
eight weeks of clear holiday ”’
each year is of general applica-

day in Chinese and did five
hours’ solid work with his teach-

er six days in the week. This

argument against the charge

case 1s cited as evidence that
not every ‘‘ perfectly well’’ missionary has ‘‘ eight weeks clear
holiday ’’ each year. The Mis-

of indolence on the part of niissionaries is seriously interfered

sort of tinwritten rule that each

tion I, for one, feel that the

with, No one engaged in an
important work can afford to

be absent from his post so long
each year unless something very
unustial in focal conditions makes
this necessary.

sion to which I belong has a
of its members may take a vaca-

tion of one month each year if
he chooses to do So. But as 2
matter of fact it 1s rarely done.

I think it would be of interest
to the mission body if Mr. E.
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would collect the facts on the
subject from each of the missions

in China and give them to us
through the RECORDER.

[ ani,
Yours truly,
QO,

ARE STUDENT HOSTELS FOR
WOMEN NEEDED IN CHINA?

Lo the £aditor of

“Tr CHINESE RECORDER.”’
DEAR SiR: It 1s not our pur-

[February

On government schoois of the
capital, living notin the schools,
nor yet in the home of friends,
but in the provincial ‘' offictal residence,’’ because there they hear

their own dialect and can clain
a hostel.

Lhe danger of such a

life is obvious.

Nor are the

young women always those sent
fromm non-Christian schools.

041

one week we lieard of individual

young women from Shanghat,
fro. Soochow, and from Hangchow gone north to study and
to live,—-where ? These young

question as to record a tew facts

women have all attended Christian scliools and wonld not share

readers, leaving the reply to

toward a Christian homie with

pose so much to auswer this

that may not be familiar to our

the prejudice that may extst

their judgment.

those who have had tno ex-

There is little need to potnt
out that the conditions of education in Chinese government
and gentry schools are fapidly
assuming the form of Western
education. Primary, superficial,

perience in one.

In Peking and in Ttentsin

there are teachers, graduates of
Christian schools, «whose influence in the government school

is not inconsiderable. § Other

insufiiciently instructed they

Christian young women are

may be, but here and there from
the number of institutions planted is growing a school destined

being invited to accept like posi-

to live and become a power 1
China. Nor is tits influence to
be local. Visits to a half-score

of instilutions in Peking and

Tientsin, cities whose influence
exceeds that of any other centre

in China, disclose the fact that
the larger number of the teaching force of these schools 1s
drawn from Central and South

China. Through them these
schools will be known throughout the empire.

Here and there in our Christian schools young women are
not satishied with the amount of
Chinese included in our course
of study, and they inquire where
they may obtain greater proficiency in Chinese. The govern-

ment schools welcome thet.
In Peking we know of scores
of young women in attendance

tions. A Christian hostel in

these cities of the north would
do away with much of the reluctance to send young women
to these posts of tremendous op-

portunity and of imminent peril.
With a nucleus of a few Christian teachers and of former pupils of Christian schools, whose

faith is so weak as to forbid a
future, and the power to win
souls, to the Christian hostel

among non-Christian students?
Chinese parents with great reluctance allow their daughters to
reside outside the home walls,

and they will not be indifferent
to a home that promises them

protection, Conditions in Peking and Tientsin are but a besinning of educational growth
that touches even now Canton,
Foochow, Nanking, Hangchow

and in fact all the great cities
of the empire.

Itis a new situa-
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tion, demanding fresh thought,

fresh prayer, fresh faith. May
we claim: your cooperation in
trying to know God’s will for
this form of work ?
Such a hostel wonld of neces-

sity begin in a small way. It
would require the care of a wo-

Man who understands the Chinese

language and customs, with the
assistance of a Chinese matron :

it would require cooperation of
every missionary who can infleence a young woman attending
one of these schooijs, and it will

require faith in the God who

already has His Bible classes in
the gentry schools of Shanghai
and who longs for us to believe
that He is able to touch the very
springs of the educational life of
the empire.

“ON THE TRANSLATION OF
“THE AGES,’ ”’

lo the Edttor of
‘Trop CHINESE RECORDER.’?

Drar SiR: In the CHINESE
RECORDER for last Deceniber an

article appeared by Stanley
suuth, M.A., on the translation

word that ‘ olan’ means ‘ that
which is hidden.’’’ I] have no
means of verifying Mr. Smith’s

reference to Gesenius, but it
sees that either Gesenits or Mr.
smith is making a mistake. Dr.
Robert Young in his invaluable

Analytical Concordance of the
Bible, gives every passage in the

Bible where ‘‘olam’’ 1s used,
and anyone can see il a very
little tune that ‘olam’ is nniformiy used for such words as

ever and everlasting; not once
+s the word used for that which
ic hidden. Dr. Young, however,
gives us another word, in form

and sound very hke ‘‘ olam,’’
with only the difference of a
letter. It 1s the word ‘‘ alam,’’
and means ‘‘ hidden and hidden times.’’ tis use in the Bible

seems linited to the Book oaf
Dantel. Dr. Young in his lexi-

con gives for ‘‘alam’’ that

which is hidden but for ‘‘ olam,’’
that which 1s everlasting, eternal
and never that which is hidden.

Now this is very impor-

tant, because the burden of Mr.
sinith’s teaching is based on his
statement that ‘‘ olam’’ properly
means ‘‘that which is hidden !’’

For instance, Mr. Smith ap-

of “The Ages.”’ As a plain plies this meaning to the word
man, and without pretension to
classical knowledge, but as one
who has for many years borne

the responsibility of teaching
the Chinese the Scriptures, and
therefore continually using the
Chinese translations of them, I
beg permission to present some
alternative views on this subject
to those advanced by Mr. Smith.

everlasting 1n Psalm xe. 2.

J 3}-

stead of anything being hidden
1 this Scripture, there is to faith
really very much revealed because from a passage like this

we learn the eternity of God.

And in Micah v. 2 from ‘‘ olam’?
we learn that the second person

of the Trinity 1s ‘* from ever-

lasting’’ also. The popular

I know he will forgive and reader knows that the words
explain 1f I have misrepresented

what he says.

Ou page 676

ever and everlasting are limited

sometimes in their use by the

of his paper we read: ‘ The very nature of the things to
subject of the ages has its root which they are applied. As
in the Hebrew word ‘olam.’ Cruden says: The words eterGesenits tells us in his elucida-

tion of this most important

nal, everlasting, for ever, are.
sometimes taken for a long time
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aud are not always to be understood strictly.’? But this is not
quite the point. The question

sessions ’’ show the possessions

tn any mean endlessness

glory, convenants, etc., still. per-

raisedis, Can the word ‘ olam’

in the infinite sense? Mr. Smith
does not admit as much, for if it
does not bear this interpretation
in Psalm xe. 21tis no use attributing that meaning to it else-

where. Now in the case of

Phineas (page 637): he was
promised, and his seed after

hin, an everlasting priesthood.
The succession, as Mr. Smith
says, was ‘* interrupted and then
resiuimed.,.’’

The simple answer to this

difhculty seems to be that the
evernessS was conditional on

obedience which failed. The

everness of many of God’s pro-

mises is lost in a similar way,
though sometimes their con-

ditional character is implied
rather than expressed.

Let wus remember too that
Scripture words must not be
interpreted quite like ordinary
ones. Scripture passages are

related to one another so as to
form a unique whole. Even the
Holy Spirit uses the same words

in different ways in different
places. Scripture prophecy in
particular has not its own édta¢
éntAvoews, that is, it must not be

interpreted by itself apart from
wis connexion elsewhere (ILI.
Peter i. 20). Take, for example,

to be theirs in a real sense,

though they are not at present
in possession. The adoption,

tain to Israel (Rom ix. 3), and
these gifts and callings of God

are without repentance. But
this is only to speak, and that

very briefly, of literal Israel,

and nothing is said of the bless-

ings some Christians find in

applying the Jewish promises to

themselves in a spiritual way.
The temporal circumstance, per-

haps, about Israel, is used with
undeniable right to mean truly
everlasting blessing.

It seems to Mr. Smith that

Isaiah xxx. 10 has been fulfilled
because one can ‘‘ take a Cook’s

tourist ticket to Petraea,’’ but

there are difterent views on the
subject of fulfilled prophecy.
For instance, ‘* The Schofield
Reference Bible’’ heads Isaiah
XXXi1V. with these words :—

‘“The Day of the Lord—

Armageddon.”’ Mr. Sinith has
not shown that the judgment of

(Sod on the Jand of Edom has
been fully accomplished. The

Book of Obadiah would seem to
show that it has not.
(Page 678). To some of the
divine attributes of which olam
is predicated, the idea of meta-

physical (sic) eternity cannot

be attached. For example, God’s

the passages Mr. Smith gives:

mercy could not be(!) called into
exercise before the existence of

Christ being under the law, He

wrath.’’

Deut. xv. 17 with Isaiah L,.

evil in the universe, nor His

became a servant. He is a
¥ think Mr. Smith must have
servant still, and though He forgotten for a moment God’s
be God, He 1s truly man also,
and will be a servant for ever.
Again, Israel because of their
sins, have been alienated from
their iand, but that land is still
theirs by an everlasting cove-

purpose of eternal mercy. Re-

of Jacob shall possess their pos-

but the manifestation of His

nant. The words ‘‘the house

demption is not an afterthought.

Mercy precedes evil. We who
believe were chosen in Christ

before the foundation of the
world, long, long before evil
existed.

God’s works are ever
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attributes, never the occasion of

their origin. ‘'God 1s love.”
Now in coming to the New
Testament, as Mr. Smith says,
aL@Y and at@vtos are the New Tes-

tament equivalents for ‘olam.’
But we have seen the meaniug
of ‘olam’ to be everlasting. L
an not sure that ‘olam’ is never

to be explained by its Greek

full force to a Hellenistic Jew
of that age, meant eternily in
the strictest sense.” Philo was
a Hellenistic Jew, who fiourish-

ed in the time of the apostles,
and would therefore be a good
authority for New ‘Testament
(Greek,

But most people get their

equivalents, because the Septua-

tneanings of words from their
usage, not from their diction-

Testament, and the New Testament quotation is accepted in

tion. In Chinese for example,
if we insisted on the 4 4 being

gint is quoted in the New
places where Hebrew and Greek

are not exactly the same. [

meat to say that at least Greek
stands on its own merits. ‘The
Greek writers could have known
nothing of the Jewish Scriptures
before the Jewish high priest,
as an unheard of favour, gave
Piolemy Philadelphus access to

them, so that the Septuagint

Let
us enquire what Greek writers,
apart from the N. T’, ones, have
translation could be made.

aries, or from the words’ derivaalways meant to mean firstborn,
we should get far astray. ‘Take
then the wsage of everlasting in

the New Testament, where

the equivalents of are
sed,

Christ has obtained efergai redemption for us. We are

sure this means for au endless future.

In Heb. vil. 16-17

the writer is writing of One
who is made a priest alter
‘‘the power of an endless life.”

to say to us about this word

What ts his proof text? This
very word ‘‘ Thou art a priest

everlasting.

for ever TOY aLova.,

To borrow the words of a

competent Greek scholar: ‘‘ The
etymology givers as early as the

time of Aristotle, and by him,

is atev wy, always existing. The
earliest use of the word 1s tn the
sense of a mat’s life. It is fre-

quently used by Homer of the
death of his heroes aid tn other

ways. ... Very much later it

came to mean one whole disperisalional period or state of
things, but when used by ifself
in its own meaning it had very

Jesus pro-

mises His sheep that they shall

never perish, and though the
finite caunot grasp the infinite,
the Holy Spirit, who is a divine

person dwelling in the

can enlighten the mind in a way

so as to make the eternal prospect very real and very bright.
The reader can, if he chooses,
multiply to something like sixty

times in the New ‘Testament

this reference to the word everlasting.

The word age is of course

clearly the sense of eternity. Tt
is thus used by Philo in a passage which can leave no doubt:
év aiuove O€ ote mrapeAnrvber
ovdey ore péAXEt GAARA povoV

used in the sense of a Iimited
period or of dispensations of

nothing is either past or to come,
but subsists.

call it an age, and not an eternity ? It would better help us to
distinguish between things that
ditter,

In eternity (aiwv)

Nothing can more fully show
that this word, in its own simple

time and has a beginning, but it

is not only used in that way.

But when we speak of att age as

such, would it not be better to
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(Page 679). ‘‘ There are two

great ‘ages,’ ete.’’ Mr. Suith

divides and sSubdivides these
two great ages, bringing in gen-

ealogies, and makes them cover

[February

the Son of God who loved us
and gave Himself for us, can
ever cease to reign.
The end of the thousand years,

Rey. XxX, appears, roughly

the period from the fall of man

speaking, to coincide with the

the Father, he says, becomes
‘alt in all.”

the same period which Mr.

to the time of the end, when

end mentioned in I. Cor. xv. 24,
or perhaps a little to precede 1t.

Now, to be scriptural, it 1s God

Smith understands to be the end
of ‘‘ the ages of the ages.”’

not this mean the Triune God ?
(I. Cor. xv. 28) and this notwith-

TOV avery does not mean the
thousand years.

is evideutly acting as a man.

which is termtnable. It is Greek

this phrase ‘‘ the ages of ages”’

sense, compounded for the sake

he is able, according to his

Angus, of Regent’s Park, London,
called it the strongest expression

(not the Father) who is said
to become ‘all in alli.’’ May

Standing v. 24, where Christ

It seems that to Mr. Smith

can have no infinite meaning;

theory, to state the beginning

The expression €s¢ Tous at@vas

It is a niustake

to take it to mean anything
for eternity in the strongest

of emphasis. ‘The late Dr.

long or uncertain the period

that exists for the meaning of
eternity. This would seem to

tween, This theory is clearly

‘*T am He that liveth, and was

aud see the end, no matter how

cqivyided and subdivided in be-

be so, from its use in Rev. 1. 18,

and powerfully set forth. It dead, and behold I am alive for
does not jose a point in the evermore (Amen) and have the
hands of 1ts exponent.

He isin

earnest and tells us plainly what
he means. He says: ‘‘ Some of

tis hold that the wtmediatorial

kingdom of Christ, in which

He reigns with His saints ° unto

ages of the ages,’ is the very

kingdom which will be delivered

keys of death and of hades.”’
After evermore some copyist

must have wrongly inserted
$$ Amen !’?

Can we not under-

stand the copyist if he had a
full lreart making a mistake?
The Amen is no doubt nghtly
removed, but we may retain it

up to the Father, and is there-

with thanksgiving in our hearts.

‘That is to say, the retgn ‘‘ for
ever aud ever’’ of Rev. xxii. §
is a real sense terminable.”’

of the Union Version in Chinese

fore in a teal sense terminable.’’

There is no other Scripture but
this as far as I can find, where
God’s servants are said to retgn
for ever atid ever. But here it is
not said they reign with Christ.

‘for evertmore!’’? is this
terminable? Are the revisers

mistaken in translating 37

¥i Se for this strongest expression for eternity ?
In Mr. Smith’s suggested trans-

lations, as he tells us, he has
carefully excluded those expres-

No! Where they are said to sions which mean ‘‘infinite,’’ or
reion wte CArist the time men- “without end.’’ He has told
tioned is a thousand years. Rey.

xx. 4. And we are not going

to allow, because it 1s not true,
whatever savants in Europe or
America may have to say to us

about Greek or Hebrew, that

us why. The Easy ‘* Wén-li’’
reyisers mostly exclude them,
perhaps because of putting the
book into a compact style. Williams’ Dictionary gives jt ft as
the equivalent of for ever and

Our Book Table
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ever, but of course for a true
ever and ever.

And this would

be authority for the Wén-li’’
revisers.

But I thank God that the

unionist translators have guard-

ed the Greek phrase meaning
‘“ evermore’’ in all the nineteen
passages where it occurs.

It has been suggested that it
is not translation but exegesis

to add 3 H¥ as the unionist

Tn couclusion one may express

his gratitude to all translators
of the Scriptures into Chinese,

past aud present; they knew

and know their work 1s not
perfect. Whoseis? “In many
But
things we all offend.”

let us pray for those engaged
in. 6s translation work at the
present time, not that they may

be fair to this party or that or.
to all alike. We should not

transiators have done, because
the Greek phrase has no avev
TéEXOVS ‘without end.”’ But for
expressions which in themselves
mean endiessness such an expression would be redundant.

think much of them if they tried
to do this. But let us pray that
the Holy Spirit who inspired the
holy men of old to write God’s

for comment because being used

Chinese that Chinese Christians
in days to cotue may be largely

(Page 682). Col. i. 20 calls

1 connection with Phil. 1. 10-11
+ chould be noted that in Col. 1.
20, where peace and reconciliation are made through the blood
of the cross, there is no mention
of the ‘ things under the earth ”’
or infernal regions, as 1n the case

where all are made to confess
that Jesus is Lord by virtue of
the name of Jesus in Phil. it. ro.

Word, may fill our brethren
with divine light, that they may

so give the true meaning in

helped, and that if the Lord

tarry we may all meet multitudes
in heaveu saved by God's grace,

as results of the foundation of
things many are earnestly working for in China to-day.
Yours, efc.,
THOMAS HUTTON.

Our Book Table.
The object of these Reviews is to give real information about
Authors will help reviewers by sendiug with their books,
price, original if any, or any other facts of interest. The custom
of prefixing an English preface to Chinese books is excellent.
books.

The Sabbath and the
Ecclesiastical Year.

This littl book of fitteen
leaves is the ecclesiastical calen-

dar of the Lutheran Church.

It is translated into good Wén-li
by Rev. A. Fleischer, of Hunai.
About half the book consists of

between the Jewish Sabbath and

the Lord’s day, etc., are set
forth clearly and well. In the
beginning of the second chapter,
p. 4, the difference between out-

ward form JB and sincerity

i is set forth.

This is often
treated of in Chinese books, but

we do not remember ever to
an introduction, in which the have seen #§ used for ‘truth
reasons why we worship God at in the inward parts’’ and think
stated times, the difference a better term could be found.
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aE EE OK. «6A Selection of Hymns
for the Lutheran Church. By Dr,
J. A. Nilssen, lyang,

Thirty-six hynins in all; some
old friends and some new acquaintances. May they all heip

to cali forth prayer and adoration
from Chinese hearts to our com-

mon Lord.

[February

for the Lutheran Church it is
to be presumed that it meets the

need of, and will be welcomed
by, that body of Christians. ‘The
prelace suggests that the book

has yet to be submitted to an
asseinbly of the church for its
acceptance.

if that is so, it may

not be out of place to call

attention tO some infelicities of
Private Letter to Boys.

By Rev. A. Tatchell, M.R.C.S.,

Wesieyau Misston Hospital, Hankow,

Dr. Tatchell has been moved
to write this letter and to commence a purity league for Chinese boys by his experience of
the distressing need for such an
orpanization. Wi) all those willing to help please communicate

with Dr. Tatchell at the above
address.

Devotional Exercises for
Fivery Day in the Month, prepared
for school children,

he ee GF RR.

We are told in the preface

style that nught be amended.
One does so with great deference,

for nothing 1s more difficult than

to write a book of this kind,

clothing aspirations of prayer
and praise in appropriate language, and nothing 1s easier than

to criticise such a book when it
has been written. The preface,
page 1, has the sentence HE 7
iy HE HE CL RE Fl , which says :

‘The present time has already
come,’’?’ The writer means ‘to
say: Now the time has come,

etc.” On page 2 we read

7 ca Hi ee ty) 6 Tl fo ff BH —
me AY OE, Why should we wish

to have one fixed rule?’’ I+
that these exercises were origi- would be much better and
nally written by a Norwegian
pastor whose life work is to shorter if it was put 3 #5 ®
teach the dumb.

The book has

in its twenty leaves thirty-one
short addresses to children on
well-known texts. It has been
translated into Mandarin by Rev.
j. A. O. Gotteberg.

45 38 8 3 FE MW Ge. The Ritual

of the Norwegian Church. By the
Rev. J, A. O. Gotteberg, Changsha.

This is a book of eighty-four
leaves, printed in good clear type

on white maopien paper. It ts
translated, printed and published

by the Lutheran Church in
Changsha.
in every church

there is a recognized order of
service. Some churches en-

Be — Ee Wy We. Page 3 Be

KY fF Be

‘<The Universal

Lutheran Church’’ would be
better ME 9 3E @. On page
fst prayer
#2 feSx
at & Cs
first
prayer
teSebe
SEM
EH $m
SBE

Hy Se BE, ‘‘ Thus we will be
able by the use of thy word to
be conscious of repentance of

Our sins.’’ Surely it is meant
that we pray for repentance, not
for the consciousness of repent-

ance. On page 8 we have BE

Fi ~ ty fa A OB, “Leave all
that is not fitting.’’ The sentence seems unfinished. Would it
not be better to say : BE BE — TJ

body this order in a printed Ar St 5 BB OA) GH, but the # is
form, and it is then called a Scarcely good any way. On
ritual, As this book is prepared page 9 we read go FR #9 ti
by a Lutheran Church pastor

Bh ft it HS; here fif is the

Our Book Table
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object of the verb #, so what is
said is, ‘* Give us extraordinary

to Burma. Afterwards, as
pastor of a German church in

(or unexpected) prayers.’’ Of

London, he continued his

attain this end.

It was first published in German
and 1s now enlarged and trans-

studies, having the books and
and while it is admittedly diffi- collections of the British
cult to make the words fit the Museum at Ins disposal. The
meaning in a book of this kind book under review gives us the
No eifort should be spared to result of all these investigations.
course this is not what is meant,

Report of the 43rd Year of St. Luke’s
Hospital for Chinese,

lated into English. It 1s wrttten in an easy style, So that the

This is an interesting report

struse speculations. Book [. gives

of a good work.

The statistics

for the year show that 1,455
patients were treated in the
medical and surgical wards,
41,243 patients were treated in

the dispensary, 2,665 private

calls were made, 2,190 accident
cases were received, 436 cases of

reader need not fear too ab-

& very concise but excellent

resumne of the life of the Buddha

and of his doctrine, confining
itself to that which can, with
confidence, be pronounced to

be Aisfortcatly true. ‘** Buddha
denied both the individual soul

and the All-Soul’’ (p. 12).

‘‘ Asceticisin has no intrinsic
tention, and there were 502 value for the Buddha” (p. 17).
vaccinations. Early next year “He (the monk according to orthe new hospital will be open, inal Buddhism) eats what 1s
epilim poisoning demanded at-

and then the present overcrowdIng will be relieved.

given him > meat zs not for bidder.

A widespread error among Kuropeans 1s that Buddha forbade

BOOK REVIEWS.

BUDDHISM AS A RELIGION: Zfs
forical development and its pre-

senl condilions, by H. Hackmann,
Lic. Theol, (Published by Probsthain & Co,, 14 Great Russei str.,
London, W. C. pp. 320. 63. nett).
May be ordered from Presbyterian

‘Mission Press.

This book is the ripe fruit of

Over twenty years of study

and will prove to bea valuable
guide to all missionaries in the

the eating of meat, but he emphatically rejected this limitation, though it 1s manifest that
he prohibited the &£z//72¢ of ant-

mais for food’’ (p. 23).

“OTt t¢

another common error for those

at a aistance to imagine that
Buddhism ascribes a special
merit to the monastic way of life
in itself because of ascetic prin-

On the contrary, even
the rules of monkhood in themselves possess no saving value.
ciples.

Study of Buddhism. The Saving value is only to be
author, who from 1894 to 1901
was paster of the German con-

gregation in Shanghai, made
extensive journeys in the whole

Far East and lived in many

obtained by spiritual labour,

which should begin under the

protection of the monastic life’’
(p. 24). | The candidate who

Buddhist monasteries, in order

had been admitted (into the
monkhood) was at liberty to

to investigate the actual present-

leave at any time subsequently,

went also to the west of China

(p. 29). These few quotations
show the value of the book and

day life of the monks. He should he change his mind’’
(Mount Omi), and from there
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tnay stimulate the appetite for

culture’? (p. 297). ‘' All those

Book II. gives asketch of

stereotyped defects, manifesting

whore.

the History of Buddhism (Cin
India, Ceylon, Farther India,
Tibet, China, Korea, Japan).

Book III. describes #zodern Buddhism as a present-day religion,

themselves in the history of
Buddhism, spring from the nature of its original character ’’ (p.

comprising all the countries

298). ‘‘Asa religion Buddhism
is entively tnadeguate. and the
detect is so closely allied to its

under its sway (pp. 93-245).

deepest principle that it appears

on southern and northern Bud-

could ever be remedied except

nese Buddhism, (7) Buddhism

own fundamental ideas’’ (p.
2909). A valuable list of the
best books on Buddhism is

It
coutains (1) general remarks

dhism, (2) the Buddhism of
Ceylon, (3) of Burma, (4) of
Siam, (5) Lamaism, (6) Cluin Korea, (8) Japanese Bud-

dhism. His criticism of the

very questionable whether it

at the price of giving up its
gdded and a useful index.

Chinese monks is severe, but

Lhe book is really excellent
aud besides very cheap. We

laity (of the Chinese) cannot
rightly be considered a Buddhist people. In the statistics
of Chinese religions only thie

our missionary brethren and
sisters. It can teach us how
to observe and how to study

Buddhists’? (p. 257). About

desideratum, that the inofluence

just (p. 227, 247). ‘* The heartily recommend it to all

monks should be reckoned as

“ Buddhism is
more or Jess a traditional and
external cult, and in this form 1¢
is superciliously ignored by the
educated or treated with a simile
of contempt’’ Cp. 271). Prayerwheels are also to be found tn
Japan he says:

Japanese temples (p. 274).
The shiz-sect (Hongwanji sect)

foreign religions. For a second

edition J have only the one

of Christianity on the genesis
and development of the Maha-

yana school should be. more
clearly elucidated.
P. KRANZ.

Men and Missions. By W. T. Ellis.
Sunday Schooi Times Company,

allows their priests to marry

Philadelphia, Pp. 315. Price G. $1.00,

Young Men’s Association of

well known to many missionaries
in China as the Christian journal-

(p. 290). He inentions (p. 295)
tie
International
Buddhist

Japan (founded in 192). Very
valuable 1s the concluding chap-

ter. ‘‘The basis of the true

doctrine of Gautama is everywhere too narrow to become a

The author of this book is

ist who acted as the representative of the CAristian Herald of
New York during the famine tn

Kiang-peh and Anhti in 1907.

foundation of national religion.’’

For many years deeply itterested in the work ot Cliristian missions his traveis have turned the

paradise for Nirvana, a doctrine

gifts and activities of Mr. Hilis

‘‘These changes (substituting

of God and the soul) are an
absolute contradiction to the
Inost important points iu the
Buddha’s teaching (p. 296).
‘* Monasticism 18 everywhere

seeti to be a bar to the progress

of religion, of society and of

into a definite missionary channel. In this excellent book the
author deals with the main problems of the Christian missionary enterprise as they present

themselves to an § interested
Christian layman. The book ts
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written altogether from the point
of view of the American layman,
but apart from some mild spread-

eagleism in the opening chapters, it is good reading for any
one who wants to get into close
touch with the modern niussion-

ary problem. In view of the
fact that this book might ctrculate with profit over the whole
English-speaking world we could

wish that chapter 3 had been
written from a wider point of

whether it will impress very
much the leading laymen of
Canada, to whom many cf the
arguinents afterwards brought
forward are addressed.
Now we have done with critic-

The outlook that this book
presents upon the non-Christian

world is wide and uplifting.

While the depressing details oi
iissionary failure and shortcom-

view.

ing are not ignored, the work
of missions is set in a berote

1S ainazed and chastened to learn

Kilis, ‘‘are a man’s job,”’

We are told on page 34
that ‘'a traveller from the West

the far-ramifying power of the
American genius. Query, What

i$ it that chastens hime Anyhow the chastening appears not

light. ‘‘Missions,’’ says Mr.
aud he protests forcibly and
rightly against the small ideas

and ideals which have cramped,
warped and crippled the advanice

to be very serious, for later we
read: ‘' The land of the Morning Calm knows America as the
country whence come the mits-

of Christianity on the heathen

sionaries who have brought

in the biggest manner in the
world by the world’s biggest

thither all of hope and emancipa-

Wer),

tion that she possesses.’’ This
is rather hard upon the Angli-

Onee more: ‘As
for China herself, America 1s
can Church.

undoubtedly the most popular

nation there.” Still again:

‘‘ Without exaggeration it may

be said that because of the preponderance of American missionaries, America wields an unique

world. The biggest work in the
world, he says, should be done

When Christian men who

have wealth are brought to an

understanding of what the mits-

sionary problem involves, the
author contends that they will
find it far greater fun, as well
as more satisfying, to run a mission station than the latest atitomobile.

Mr. Ellis has had a sufficient

first-hand knowledge of what

and remarkable power in the
leadership of India.’’ And yet

missionaries stand for aud what

American mission schools have
developed the new spirit which

ly but critical spirit at both the

again: ‘‘Largely out of the

is reshaping Egypt, which has
given. Persia a constitutional
povernment, and forever overturned the murderous reign of
tyranny and bigotry in Turkey.”

are their weaknesses to deal
some trenchant blows in a frieud-

niistakes of missionaries and the

bad policy of mission Boards.

He analyzes the criticism of
missions and nussionaries which

may be heard on the lips of

travellers and residents abroad

‘Those

with great skill, and says
it is ittle less than absurd

less favoured fands may well

to judge Hinduism by what an
Orientalist thinks of a selected
few of its sacred writings. cA

What more can we say?
of us whose nativity was cast in

wonder what is left for us to do.
All this may be very good read-

ing for the Imperialists of the
United States, but we doubt

man does not have to know
Sanscrit in order to form an

ASO
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opinion of Hinduism. Get him
go to Benares and use his own

eyes atid nose,’’

‘Then

he argues that it should be
the business of some missionary
agency to represent to travellers

and others the real position of
missionary work in such centres

as Shanghai. A great mistake

has been made in the past, ac-

cording to the writer, by the

[February

‘The new conception of foreign

nussions has no room for clocks
orcalendars.’’ Misstonary devotion is no mere campaign excite-

ment. ‘“It is a definite deep

life-purpose that strikes down to
the very roots of manhood and

religion.’’
One of the closing chapters

on ‘‘ The Returning Gospel,’’
which points out that missionary

assumption on the part of mission-

Christianity may, and is hkely

ary supporters, as expressed 11
some shallow missionary hymns,
that the heathen are clamouring

to, become the great revivifying
influence in the Western world,
iS very suggestive. A very valu-

of God.

tion for the conduct of meetings
and outlining plaus of campaign
among the churches and comfluiities 10 the home lands, concludes this tnost interesting atid
useful piece of missiouary literature.

for admission to the kingdom

There is no ‘‘ ery from
our Macedonia” other than the
unspoken call of need. In the
Same connection also, the fact
fhat missionaries have been ex-

pected to drop a kindly veil

over their repeated failures and

to refrain from talking of the

dithculties of their work rightly
meets with stricture. Mr. Ellis
moreover suggests that there is
too great a possibility of income.
petent missionaries continuing a

useless career on the mission field

without let or hindrance. He

urges a policy of thorough, aud
says that if, atter a few years of
work, any man is not competent
as a@ mussiouary, he should be

able appendix, giving itforma-

The book is published at $1
gold, net. We can recommend

all missionaries who wish to
give lukewarm triends something which will increase their
understanding and whet their
appetite for missionary problems to purchase a copy of this
book for such presentation.

W. N. B.

sent home, Incompetent and

slack individuals in missionary
societies form the real basis of

many of the absurd charges

which are levelled against missionarles as a whole. He also

thinks that it should be the

business of the Christian laymen

of the world to stand squarely
up to the criticism of missionary
men and methods and force the

critic to an examination and a
judgment.
In one chapter this book dis-

cusses the watchword of the
student Volunteer Movement,
and corcludes that the work is
not limited by that watchword.
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One Pretty Calendar from Soochow
University,

& Co., Loudon.
A New Algebra. By S. Bernard and
J. M. Child. Parts I to [V, With

auswers. 534 pages. The aim of
this work is to provide a school
algebra which contains the logical

development of the subject in

accordance with modern views.
Price, 4/Part IV of the same in separate volume.
Price 1/9.
Murche’s Science Readers. Book If.

With Angio-Chinese Notes by Prof.

N. Gist Gee. Translated by Sung

Pah-foo. Both of Soochow Uni-
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Edward Arnold, Loudon.

versity. Ullustrated. Pages 160,
Paper covers.

Price $60 cents.

The Tale of Troy, retold in English,
by Abrey Stewart, M.A. Edited for
schools, with introduction, ete.
With Anglo-Chinese Notes by M. EH,

Tsur. 284 pages. Paper covers,
Price $1,00.

Arnold School Series. Object Read-

ers. Books 1, II, III. Pages 140,

Prices, 1od., 1/- and
1/3. JDllustrated; a number of the
156, and 190.

vq
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erations being beautifully color-

New Announcements.
The Traveller's Guide. Religious

A First Course in Physics, by Mil-

Patterson's Pauline Theology. D,
MacGillivray.
Will the person doing ‘'Staiker's
Paul’’ please give particulars to Dr,
MacGillivray?

These 2 books by Rey. Chang

BOOKS IN PREPARATION IN WRSY?

Tract Society, London.
An Elementary Study of Chemistry,
by Macpherson aud Henderson.

likan and Gale.
Yung-hsun.

CHEN SA.

Directory of Worship of Presbyterian Church, by C. D. Herriott.
The Fact of Christ. D. MacGillivray.
(P, Carnegie Simpson’s, ) C. T. S.

‘What a Young Boy ought to
know’”’ (Stall), Li Yung-chwen,
Chinkiang,

king, has 15 lessons on ** Greek for
Chinese studeuts,’? and hapes to go
on with the work.
Life of Lord Shaftesbury. ik, MorRall.

Torrey’s How to Pray (in press).

Finuey’s Revival Tract (out). D.
D. Mac-

Suppiement to Catalogue. D, Mac-

Gilivray,

Com. on Amos. C, Campbell Brown.
Honniletics. WwW. M. Hayes.

Life of Mrs, Kumi. J. Vale,
Newell's O. T. Studies. ¥. Vale.
Rey. Thos. C. Fulton. Expository
and Homiletical Commentary on the
Gospels.

Life of Alfred the Great. C.L. S.

CLS,
Law’s Serious Call, CL. S.
Practice of Presence of God.

Preparation for the Messiah in the

East. C. LL. S.,

Christianity and Confucianism. By
a Chinese student.

Rey. {. Leighton Stuart, of Nan-

MacGillivray.
Methods of Bible Study.
Gillivray,.

fkrom the West China Tracé
Society's List,
Safety, Certainty, and Enjoyment.
Abridged Pilgrim’s Progress; in verse,

Great Events of Old and New Testatirerit * it verse,
The Holy Spirit. How to obtain ahd
how to retain.
Our Bible Readings.
Korea and its People.
Griffith Thonias on the Acts.

14 Prize Essays on the Duty of Men

to instruct the Women and Chil-

dren of their Households.
Sheet Tract on Payment of Taxes,
From Guilt through Grace to Glory.
By YY. M.C. A.
Temptations of Students, by John R. Mott.

Power of Jesus Christ in the Life of Stu
detts. John R. Mott.
Achievement—0O. S. Mardet (abridgment.)
Constructive Studies tu the Gospel of Mark,
Burton.
eS

Bismarck: His Life and Work (Wén-li), by
Rey, F. W. Leuschner.
Westcott’s Commentary on Sf. fotin’s Gag.
pel, by Rev. G. Miles, Wesleyan Mission.

Onward, Christian Soldiers. Talks on Practical Religion (S. P. C. K.), by Rev. Wm P.
Chalfant, Ichowtfu.

Expository Commeutary on John’s Gospel,
George Hudsoni.

Mongol Catechism. Robert Stephen, feo,
via Peking, from whoin copies may be had,
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Missionary News.
Brief Items.

A Bible institute will be held
11 Wuhu from February 23 to
March 9. A strong programme
is being prepared.
‘The Educational Assoctation
of China recommended that local
associations should be forimed,
and now Shanghai has formed

stich an association with Chinese and foreigners closely cooperating.

The first Chinese National
Exposition, to last eight months,
will be opened in Nanking next

ly. No English or American
money is to be raised. All will
be raised by the Koreans themselves.

Canadian Anglicans having
for a long time worked in connection with the Church Missionary Society in Fukien, have
at last decided to establish an
independent work. They have
chosen Katiengfu, the capital of
Honan, as their field, where it is.
proposed to build up a Christian
university. The other missions

in Honan have hitherto fatled
to establish such an institution.

spring. The missionaries are
planning large things, so that
Christianity may be worthily

The Rev. W. C. White, M.A.,

Details will be given in due time.

on November 30, 1909, and will

who came to China in 1897, was
consecrated Bishop of Honan in

represented at the exposition. St. James Cathedral, Toronto,

Rev. J. Mowatt, of Hwai- shortly reach China.
ch‘ingfu, Honan, reports a most
interesting case whom he met on

his last tonr. The young man

read an article which was a

translation of a chapter of Drum-

mond'’s *‘ Natural Law in the
Spiritual Worid,’’ and which had
appeared in the Wan Kuo Kung

A friend in Yunnan, to which
Mr. S. Pollard recently returned

as labourer among the Hua

Miao, writes an interesting letter tinder date of December 6,
pomting out how Christianity is
affecting the Miao women. Previously these were worse off by

Fao. He seemed to have the far than their Chinese sisters.
article oft by heart, and is now
zealously enquiring abort Chris- They had no social law, no
social ties. No such thing as
tianity.
Mr. W. KE. Blackstone ts now

legalized marriage existed. M tr-

der and direst disorder, disease

i this country with a vast and pestilence were rife, but
‘worked ont. The Bible Comnuttee of Korea recently met,

Christianity came and the girls
closed their dens of shame and
misery. Betrothal and marriage
laws of an enlightened character

print 1,000,000 Gospels. The

the Miao soon had their own)
literature. ‘Some books in a

made through Korean Christians

strange character were discovered and deciphered. Now books

scheme of Bible distribution, the

details of which are now being

and, with a guarantee from the
missionaries, they are going to

distribution of these will be

have been made.

Bestdes this,

bitying copies and giving them in Miao are betnge printed in
away carefully and expeditious- West China and in Japan.
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tInion in Educational Work.

The following account of the

wnion of educational work in

Nanking appeared in
hat Lies
A plan for the tnion of mis-

sion schools in Nanking, which

has been under cousideration for
nearly two years, has at last been

‘‘Basis of Representation’’ of
the Board of Managers of the
Union University :—
SECTION 1I.~~BASIS OF REPRESENTATION.

A. Each mission entering the

union shall be entitled to full

representation by four

worked through and brought to
9 snecessful conclusion. Some

members) on the Board of Mara-

boys’ school belonging to the
Presbyterian Misston and the
Christian college belonging to

(1). Funds or property shall

three or four years ago the

the Disciples of Christ Mussion,
were united, and though under
one name, have been running
very much as they formerly were

in different parts of the city.

Neither of the schools had dor-

gers upon meeting the following conditions :

be provided of a minimum value
of $40,000 gold.
(2). Three regularly appointed missionaries who may become

members of the faculty upon
appointment by the Board of
Managers.

(3}. An annual cash gua-

rantee toward current expenses

mitery space for all the students,
and none has been added since
the wnion. lwo years ago the
question of a union of this union

of not less than $2,400 gold
s1til such time as these expenses, together with those

was brought up. Connnittees

ment that those funds are 10
longer required for the imain-

school with Nanking University
were appointed to consider the

feasibility of such a plan, and
the result was that a preilininary
constitution as 2 basis of unien
was written.
There were many dificult and
delicate questions which had to

arising from developiment, etc.,
are so amply covered by endow-

tenance and proper development

of the university.
B. Any mission which cannot

meet all of the conditions for
full representation as stated in

be faced by both parties to the

Clause A of this section may

when it was felt that these ques-

follows: By providing $10,000

union, and there were times

secure partial representation as

tions could not be met and answered satisfactorily. But after

erty, one instructor and $600

summer of rg09 at Kuling certain changes were made in the
old constitution, which made it
acceptable to all. The result is
that the constitution has been
accepted by the three Missions

tive on the Board of Managers.
For $20,000 gold, two instructors and $1,200 gold for current
expenses, a2 mission may have

much discussion during the

gold in money or available prop-

gold for current expenses, a mission may secure one representa-

two representatives. For $30,000

and the three Mission Boards in

gold, three instructors, and

the two schools.

Senfatives.

| America, and it has therefore $1,800 gold for current expenses,
hecome the basis of union for a mission may have three reprea

The following quotation from
the Constitution will show the

At recent meetings of the

different missions each one chose

44
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four represetitatives who, when

organized, were to constitute
the Board of Managers of the
new university. For the Presbyterian Mission those chosen
were: Messrs. J. C. Garritt, W.
J. Drummond, A. V. Gray, and
Samuel Cochran. Rut as Dr.
Cochran was ttnable to be pres-

ent, Mr. J. EK. Willams was
allowed to act for him. For the
Disciples Mission those chosen

were : Messrs. Settlemeyer, Cory,
Garrett, and Osgood ; and for the

and 600 pupils.

[February

A new home is

to be built for the wnimarried
met on the foreign teaching
staff, also six new residences for

their regularly appointed missionaries who are on the staff.

Plans are also on foot for a
new science building and for a
library building.

It is believed that through

this tunion of forces a greater
and more thorough work can be
done than has been possible up
to this time.

Methodist Episcopal Mission:
Messrs. Ferguson, Stuart, Beebe,
and Bowen.

These twelve nien met in the
office of the president of Nan-

king University, on December

Kinchow Seminary and Normal
school. (See frontispiece.)

All friends of educattonal

work will rejoice to hear of the

21st, and organized according to

dedication of a_ theological

accepted by the missions and the
home Boards. The result is an
actual union of the schools which

the large city of Kinchow, located

the terms of the Constitution

is to take practical effect after

the Chinese New Year. The

name of the Union University
has been changed to The Unt-

versity of Nanking,’’ and the

seininary and normal school in

on the Yangtse river several
days’ journey above Wuchang.
The new spacious building, con-

taining twenty rooms, all told,
is the common property of the
Swedish Missionary Society and
the Swedish American Missiou-

Chinese name from [AE AC SF Be
to & be Ke B&B.

ary Covenant. The Chinese

University, Rev. A. J. Bowen,

part of 1907 the plan of co-

was chosen as the president of
the University of Nanking, aud
all the present teaching stati of
the two schools was retained,

of the respective Boards in

Lhe president of Nanking

which will provide for the new
year a staff of fwelve (12) for-

name of the school is qf jf Se.
At a conference in the early

operation was outlined. It met
with the enthusiastic approval
Sweden and the Untted States.
Money was qttckly subscribed

eign teachers and eighteen (18)

and the erection of a building
was begun and finished within

The present site of Nanking

also built, each containing

Chinese teachers.

University 1s to be the centre of
the new union school, although
there are to be additions made
to the old union school so as to
accommodate 175 primary and
intermediate pupuls.
The present dormitory of the

Nanking University is to be

more than doubled in size so as

to accommodate between 500

two years. ‘Two residences were

apartments for two families, to
be used by the teaching staff
and their families. —The grounds
are spacious and highly elevated,

bordering upon the ManchuChinese wall on the east.
The course covers three years.

The requirements for entrance
are age nineteen and an education covering at least the cur-
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riculum of a ‘' Kao-teng-siaohsioh-tang.’’ The studies are

arranged so as to give them a
practical preparation for work
as teachers and preachers. The
curriculum can, of course, be

augmented to meet later demands arising in the progress

of the work.

Tth connection with the de-

dication meetings, was held an

and the erection of a union
seminary and normal school
will, no doubt, prove a step to
the final organic union of the
Chinese churches on the entire

field represented by the two
societies.

Evangelistic Campaign in
Tientsin.

Perhaps the greatest special

evangelist conference, which the
preat majority of native workers

effort ever made among the

discussion and prayer served to

has just closed with many signs
of divine approval.

attended. These services for

deepen the spiritual life and

broadened our conception of the

Chinese churches of ‘Tientsin

The representatives of the

mission problem. The dedica-

various missions met in Novem-

tion service took place on Saturday, December 4th. Addresses

of securing the help of weil-

of welcome were given in
Swedish, English and Chinese.

A short historical sketch was
given by Rev. S. M. Freden.

Rev. J. Skold deltvered the
dedication sermon, dwelling
upon what God had wrought
during the last two decades and

suggesting future possibilities.

The two missions were well
represented by missionaries and
Chinese evangelists. Rey. God-

dard and Dr. Sowerby, of the

American Church Mission, and
Mr. R. Suzuki, Japanese postmaster at Shasi, also attended
this meeting. The Tartar General, located at Kin-chou-fu, gave

evidence of his interest in the

ber to consider the advisability
known evangelists for a united

tnission in December. As a
result Dr. J. H. Pyke, of Changli; Dr. J. W. Lowrie, of Paoting-

fu, and Dr. W. T. Hobart, of

Peking, were invited to hold two
weeks’ special services to cover
all the churches of the city.
Each Chinese-speaking missjonary promised to place himself at the disposal of the evangel-

ists for work as they might
suggest, while all the Chinese
Winisters were free to do the
The result was that each
day services were held in seven
churches, and the city was preatly moved. The special feature
Sa itie.

of the mission was that open

person and viewing the edifice.
The two mission societies re-

doors were the rule and besides
the members being revived many
outsiders who were attracted by
the large congregations were led

present missionary work along
the Yaugtse river from Hwang-

to give in their names as en-

quirers. It is estimated that

Ichang, below the gorges of the

the Gospel, and the churches
will all be helped in some mea-

enterprise by giving a large
wall motto and by visiting In

chow, below Hankow, to

river. From Shasi, Kinchow
and Ichang they cover the

some thousands of people heard

sure. It looks as though this

country northward to the Han
river, including Siangyang and

movement will be held yearly,
and in this way an impetus 1s

They are known by
one name in Chinese 7 $4 @&,

ing. The three evangelists

Fanucheng.

given to the regular daily preach-
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commended themselves to all by

their addresses, and

great aud lasting good must be
the result in this great city. lt
now rests with the resident misSionaries to carry on the work

With increased energy. Alas,

there are so few workitug aniong
this MILLION people. Educational
missionaries are numerous, and

they are all needed, but to
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Work Among the Chinese
Students in Japan.

Mr. J. M. Clinton reports that
Some 4,000 students are still
studying in Japan. These, although fewer in number than
before, are of better quality, and
since the new végime in Peking
came in, more optimistic as to

their country’s future and less

working within a radius of 100

revolutionary i their hopes.
The urgency of the work its

church has has not yet realized

illustrated by the following facts:
(iz). In the frst place, owing
to the great demand in China for

think of four foreign missionaries

fi of ‘Tientsin, shows that the
its responsibility towards the

RB.

city of Tientsin.
rere ee

Presbyterian Church of England.
Sra OF THE FORMOSA MISSION FOR THE YEAR 1908-1909.

Comujunieants on the Roll at
3,354

3ist October, 1908

i—

Adults baptised

ATT

Baptised in infancy,
recetved to ColNWN

34

Restored from: suspen-

Deducttans o-—

Suspensions
Gone elsewhere

people of China. The group

system of Bible study has been
largely used.
Land has been secured for the

7
epee
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Arthington building, which ts

OI

on the Roll at

nearing completion and will be
3,445

31st October, 1909

Members under Suspension ..,
1§3
Children on Roll at 31st
October, 1908...
2,744
Net increase during year
IS]

Total Baptized children

among them.
A few friends have established

éé

Foreign Missionaries >

Women, 4.

Han, a Korean pastor from Seoul,

6,539

Native Ministers, 4; Elders, 114;

Deacons £76.

in Tokio, of whom about 30
are ready for baptism. Rev.
came over for a month’s work

Native church givings during, 1908,
$9,698.

opened this fall.
Over 700 Korean students live

2,901

Total Church Membership at
31st October, 1909

Not a few are studying

have declared their purpose to
make Christianity known to the

116
49

of Comimunicants

(2).

here preparatory to entering
some college in America or
Europe. Now is the psychological moment in their lives
for influencing them for Cliristianity.

of Bible Study. Twenty men

263

Total Deductions,
Net increase in unmber

positions.

during the year 1s along the line

ee

Total Additions ..

returning to take up various

The most important advance

18

SION

men trained in all professions,
many students are constantly

Men, 9;

a scholarship fund for assisting
in the education of worthy and
needy Chinese and Korean students. The amount is pow more
than 10,000 Yen.

The Month
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The Month.
OPIUM,

In accordance with the instructions
of the Kiangsu Opium Suppression

Bureau, the Shaneghai Taotai has
ordered the Mixed Court Magistrate
to ascertain the nuniber of dealers in

prepared opium in the Settlement,
where and under what firm names
they each carry on their business,

their full names and the average
amount
of opium they each sell a
ay.
PROPOSED CABINET,

It is reported that as the Prince

Regent has been alive to the necessity

of creating, in China, a Cabinet, on

the plan of a Cabinet in foreiyn countries, to serve as a responsible organ

at the head of the governiment, he

has commanded the Granc Council! to
prepare for his perusal a memorandum

on the Cabinet constitutions in va-

rious foreign countries. The council,
after due deltberations, has deemed 1t

best to collect separate translations

on the subject and from thicin to
compile a coinparative epitoine of
foreign Cabinets, The task will be
to Vice President Li Chiachu, who has studied the subject of
constitutions in Japan, with ample
assistance, so as to secure its early
completion. It has been reported that
Prince Ching will be appointed the

Chiet Cabinet Minister, but the Prince
Regent is said to favour the appoint-

ment being conferred on some en-

lightened high official outside the
Imperial! aristocracy. The likely candidates are believed to be Grand
Councillors Shih Hsu, Na Tung and

eulogizing the movenient as an encouragement, but a Grand Secretary

prevented this step, on the ground
that success is still a anatter of uncertainty and that the Throne should
therefore withhold its recognition for
the time being.

Another report says that His Im-

perial Highness the Prince Regent has
promised to hand over half his annual

salary to this association. He aiso

intends to take half of the salaries of
{he hereditary nobles as a contribu.
tion towards the fund. The Chinese
Consul in Singapore has cabled to

the Waiwupu that the Chinese re-

sidents there are very anxious about

the matter and will be pleased to

establish an association for raising
funds for the purpose in hand. The

workers on the native press in Peking
haye also established an association

for raising funds for paying off the

national debt,

RAILWAY LOANS.

The representatives of the Hupeh
Railway Association left Hankow for
Peking a few days avo to oppose the

railway loans. The station was

decorated for the occasion, and there
were one thousand persons to see the
representatives off,

On thie of the last Chinese

Moon the Hu Kwang Guild in Peking
called a special meeting to welcome

the Hupeh representatives. The

meeting was very largely attended,
and during the proceedings a Mr. Liu

said that the railway loan was a

qiatter of life and death to the people
of Hupeh. If tlie Board of Posts and
Communications acceded to the re-

Lal Hung-tze and Viceroy Chao Erh-quest to have the railway loan

acreement cancelled, well and good ;

THE NATIONAL DEBT ASSOCIATION.

A notable feature of the past month

hes been the manner in which the
idea of this association has taken root
in many quarters, From native reports
we learn that the officials, gentry and
people in Peking are alike enthusiast-

icaliy subscribing for the National

Debt Association. Officials subseribe
according to their ranks, but the peo-

ple do so at their pleasure. The

government intends to advise officials
in all the provitices to make contributions to the association. It 1s state}

that the Grand Council intended to
ask that a decree should be issued,

if not they would raise $25,000,000
atid at once set to work to construct
another railway theniselves. Mr. Liu
was followed by Mr, Pih, who said
that he had been living in retirement
for over ten years and had on!v come

to Peking under pressure from his

fellow-countrymen, If they could

not attam the object of their visit he
would not return to Wuaehiung, but
would conmnitt suicide ancl heave his

body left exposed on Tortoise Hill at

Hanyang until the completion of a
railway constructed by theniselves,

Over 9,coo shares of the Hupeli Rail-

way Cotpany were subscribed on
that day.
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RIARRIAGES

At Shanghai, 3oth December, Rev.

R J. BrYAN, D.D., and Miss
MAMIE SALLEE, both 8. Bapt. M.

Ar Hangchow, a7th January, Mr. A.
“". Marcy and Miss ELIZABETH

Herriort, both A. P.M.

At Fengchen, 4th December, to Mr.

and Mrs. K. R. J. Hinz, ©. I. M.,

a daughter (Olia Elvira).
At Tsinchow, Kansuh, 9th December
+4 Rey, and Mrs. D. A. GORDON

Harvinc. & I. M., a daughter

(Marguerite de Berenger),
At Chinkiang, 12th December, to Mr.

3rd January, Miss B. BAUMER (ret.)

and Miss K, Sripen, from Germany,
both C. I. M.

sth January, Misses M. A. Pyke
and M. McDonatzp, both C. P. M.,

and both returned.

16ih January, Misses FE R. Exwis
and M. T. LOGAN. E. Bapt. M.; Mrs.
G, BLAKIE (ret.); Misses E. M AXEt-

SON, L. WHite, E Von GUNTEN
(ret), N Bowrn,allC and M A M.:
Rev and Mrs O R. Wo xp and
dren, Hauge’s Syn M ; Mrs. FL R

GRAVES, A.C. M, and Dr. and Mrs.

VENABLE, A. P. M (South), ail re-

turneci.

and Mrs. F. Maac, © I. M., a

roth January, Rev. and Mrs, J.
jackson, DD., A. ©. M.

daughter (Olga).
Avr Sianfu, Shensi, 3oth December, to

SsLick, A. B. CG. F. M.; Misses E.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest F. BoRSr-

SMITH, E. Bapt. M., a son (Ernest
Clifford).
At Hwangpet, 3rd January, to Rev.

and Mrs. I. C. F. Tomkins, L. M.

S.,a daughter (Mary Sibyi Katie),
At Wusih, 11th January, to Dr. and

Mrs. CG. M. Leet, A G M., a
daughter.

Ar Canton, 13th January, to Rev. y.
H. and Mrs. CAREN, L. M. &S., a
SOll.

21st January, Miss M, E. VANDER-.

ScHEMPP and A. M. Evan.
Assn, M., and Miss R. E Lywcwy, A.

P.M. (Sonth:.

22nd January, Dr and Mrs. j,

Ch. of Scot. M.; Miss E, A,

BURKE, Holiness Movement Ch. of
Canada; Mr. M.D Morris, Apostolic

Faith M., and Rev. F, A, Fix,
A, P. M. (ret. )

CEPARTURES.

ard January, Miss C. F. Tripper, C.

M., to England; Miss S. H. Hic-

GINS, A. C. M., to U.S. A.

At Luchenghsien, 18th December,
Miss M. E. BarRACLOUGH, C, I,
M., of typhus fever.

At Weihweifu, Honan, 8th January,

WILLIAM PERCY son of

4th January, Miss M. H, Foster,

C, M. M., to Canada.

“th January, Dr, and Mrs. W. MArSHALI, and children, to England.

Sth january, Mr. and Mrs D.
O, Ousen and A, all Cc. I. M.

Rey, VW, FH. and Mrs. Grant, C. P,
M., aved one year and three months.

TORNVALL and seven children, Misses

AT Canton, 13th Jantiary, EDITH
Mave, beloved wife of Rev. T, H.

and all to North America; Rev. and

CAREN, lL. M. S,

ARRIVALS,

13th December, Mr. and Mrs. L. H.

BE. Lixper and child, C. I, M., returned from Sweden,

25th December. Mr, W. EH. HAMPson, C. I. M., returned from England,

1st January, Rev. and Mrs. A. 1,

Mrs. G. MILes and children, Wes. M.,,

to England.
rth January, Miss A. EF. PADDOCK,

YY. W.C.A., to 77 S. A. and Europe,
17th January, Rev. and Mrs. D. 1,
ANDERSON, M. E. M. (South); Rev.
and Mrs. W. L. BEARD, Y. M. CGC. A,,

and children; Mrs, J. A. WALLACE

and child, all to U. S A., Mr. and

Mrs. W. J. Hanwa, C. I. M., to

WARNSHUIS, Ref, C. M.
ist January, Misses LEILA LYBAR-

Canada.

E. M.,, from U.S, A.

STRON, M. BH. M,

GER and GERTRUDE both M.

22ud January, Miss EnrzaBetTu M,
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Editorial
THE article by Mr. A. R. Saunders, which we publish in
this isstte, is bound to furnish considerable material for thought
City and Couns
{TY

upon a most important topic.

The writer

frankly states his belief that the policy of Chris-

tian missions in laying its greatest emphasis
on the work in the large centres in China has been wrong ;
that the crux of the problem of evangelism 1s to be found in
the country districts of the Empire.

Because the great majority

of the population of China live in the country, therefore
mission work must be carried on where they are, and they
must be preached to in the country towns and in the hamlets

if they are to be reached at all. In support of this, Mr.

Saunders quotes the work of our Lord, saying the common
people heard Him gladly, and implies that this meant the people
trom the country sides. But did it? The ‘common people’
were as likely to be found in the cities as in country of Judea,
and, indeed, would be most likely to congregate there. After

all the testimony of Our Lord to His divine mission was made
chiefly and finally in Jerusalem. ‘* Beginning at Jerusalem,"
of x ¥

We nota still further in this connection that no referVhe Apostolic
MetHod.

ence is made to the example of the apostles
and no mention whatever is made of the chief

missionary apostle, St. Paul. As a foreign
missionary, it is acknowledged by all authorities that Ot.
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Paul concentrated his greatest efforts upou the big cities of the
Empire. If it is true, as Mr. Saunders says, that the country
people must be reached by us where they reside, or not at all,
then we might proceed to ask by what process the conversion of
the Roman Empire was etiected ? That it is wrong as well as

impolitic on the part of the foreign missionary to negiect the
evangelization of the country ‘people is altogether certain,
and it is well worth w hile to call definite attention to this fact.
His problem is rather concerned with the right point of application. He is a missionary and not the final agent of
the evangelization of this Empire. He must evangelize and
show himself entirely at one with all efforts made to reach the
people, but it is not to be assumed that the responsibility for
the whole process rests upon him. The evangelization of this

Empire is a campaign, not a skirmish, and must be undertaken by the whole church of Christ. Ours should not be the
labour of occupation. If the parallel of the New Testament
and the early church is of any service in this connection,
it surely shows us that the foreign missionary has as his first
concern the establishing and the edifying of the Christian
community, upon whom the responsibility of obedience to our
Lord’s command must in turn rest.

THE sociological study of the Nou Su people from the pen
of Mr. Hicks, one of the mitssionaries among them, which we
Original

are able to present to our readers will, we trust,
have not only the result of deepening interest in
the work among the tribesmen of Yunnan and K wei-

chow but also serve to turn the thoughts of some of our
readers to the possibilities of research of a similar kind in the
districts around them. Very much work of this nature remains

to be done in all parts of China. Young missionaries would
be well advised to make the pursuit of some special line of
enquiry such as this a part of their study. Every region of
China has its peculiarities in such matters as folklore, and

much intimate knowledge of the mental attitude of the

common people is to be gained by a study of local traditions
as they bear upon worship and superstition. It is a good
and great thing to add to the general sum of knowledge by
such study, but better still 1s it to get into intimate touch with
the people to whom we are commissioned with the Word of

Editoria!
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Lite and to learn how to touch the springs of their thought.
Every discovery of the root principles which underlie the
debased religious practices of the people adds to the power of

the preacher to reach the soul he strives to uplift with the
life-civing message of eternal love. One of the purposes for
which the RECORDER exists is to help forward all such knowledge as makes for greater efficiency in mission work, and a
knowledge of the problem we are set to solve here in China is
half our conquest.

WE observe in the last issue of the Aas and the Westa
very spirited protest against a practice, which is said to be
Peal and
Dattence.

somewhat conimon among the missionaries of one
a @ ? . 2 me a ¢

of the leading missionary societies in India, of
baptising converts on simple profession of faith
without either instruction or due enquiry. It ts asserted that
much danger arises to the Church of Christ from this method ;
that enqtirers pass from other societies which make greater
demands on the converts in order to receive speedier adinission

into the fold. Moreover, our contemporary asserts that this
course of action in itself constitutes a considerable hindrance to
projects of union.
China has not been without its sad experience along these
saine lines. No one mission can be said to be guilty of this
above all others, but many missionaries, in an undoubted zeal
for the salvation of men, have unduly pressed men and women

into the membership of the church to the detriment of the fair
fame of the Body of Christ. Very much wisdom needs to be
exercised in the baptism and reception of converts, and while
it is often a trial of both faith and patience to keep apparently

Sincere enqitirers waiting for many months under trial and
instruction, yet the dangers of unwise haste have been proven so
great that prudence, as well as care for the purity of the church,
calls for much care and deliberate enquiry. In a land such as

China the purity of the church and the character of the
converts must be one of the first considerations of the mission.
ary worker.

‘Tere is always the temptation affecting the Christian
missionary enterprise that it shall fall a prey to the statistician.
The problem of the kingdom of God can never be set down in
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terms of arithmetic. Believing thoroughly, as we do, in the
tiecessity for a deep and abiding faith in the power of the Holy
Arithbmetical
Progress,

Spirit to convert men, and welcoming as we must
the eagerness to attempt great things as shown

by the missionaries of Korea in their recently

announced campaign for a million converts in this year 1910,

we should regret to see the method generally accepted. If
one million why not ten? When missionaries become very
keen on numbers, it is too often the fact that the character of
the convert is neglected. ‘There have been times in recent
history when, if numbers were the only consideration, Christian

missionaries in China might have baptised their mullions.
The result, by common consent, would have been disastrous.
The same warning may be uttered in regard to the statement
concerning the number of days’ work needed to give the testmony of the Gospel to every thousand of the people. There
are classes of the population, as there are nations in the world,
which. need close and constant study before the word of testi-

mony can be made effective. Why is it that a method of
testimony is supposed to suffice for the non-Christian world
which it has never been dreamed of applying to the so-called
Christian populations of our home lands? Missions to. the
populace of Christian lands should have ceased ages ago if
they had been conducted on the principles which some would
apply to work among non-Christian peoples.

In the most interesting account of the year’s work
published by the Y. M. C. A. in China and Korea reference
if made to a canvas which has been conducted
by one of the staff of workers, concerning the
difficulties which stand in the way of the acceptance of Christianity on the part of many Chinese young men.

The p. AB. ¢. A.
Keport,

Opposition in the home, filial devotion (the wrongfulness of
disobedience), devotion to Confucianism as against a Western
system, the foreign connections of the missionary,—-these are
reasons advanced along the line of personal difficulty. Another

class of hindrances arises from the wave of materialism,

scepticism, rationalism and even atheism, which is sweeping
over the thought and education of the land. The Bible is not
believed by many, and the statement is current that religion

has no longer a hold over the nations of the West. One
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correspondent thinks the teaching of Christianity is made too
abstract, and that the doctrines of the Trinity, the Incarnation
atid so on, are also sometimes a hindrance. The social bar

which must follow the thorough adoption of Christian faith
is an objection on the part of some. It is to be hoped that
more of detail in regard to these hindrances will be given for
the help and guidance of missionary workers than there is
room for im the pages of an annual report. {tis very needful
to have a full knowledge of the difhculties that confront the
progress of the Gospel amongst such a class as is touched by
the VY. M. C. A. The summary here reproduced would seem
to show that in the realm of apologetic literature we are sadly

lacking a method of apology written with a definite view to
the psychological condition of the Chinese mind and with a
sufficient knowledge of the Chinese environment.

MANY of our readers are aware of the fact that a Chinese

national industrial exhibition, planned on a great scale and
The HManking

Erposition.

thoroughly representative of all sides of Chinese
art and commerce, is to be opened in Nanking
from the first of May next. ‘The missionaries in

Nanking, rightly convinced that this exhibition presents a
field of opportunity for Christian labour too good to be lost,
are appealing for assistance to undertake the carrying on of a
Christian campaign in connection with the exhibition and have
secured sufficient land for this purpose. Funds are required for
the building. It is their desire that the Christian church of

China shall share in the work of the exhibition by giving
concrete evidence of the activities of the Christian church
m educational, literary, philanthropic and evangelistic work.
The committee of the exhibition will be glad to receive from
all parts of China photographs and models of school and
hospital buildings and their work, aud will appreciate any

material which could be used to illustrate the practical
accomplishments of missionary work.

The Secretary is Dr.
¥. B. Whitmore, and he will be glad to hear from any who
may have it in their power to assist this cause. Will missionaries all over China remember the claims and needs of this
exhibition enterprise and make its successful accomplishment

over the eight months of its working a matter of constant
prayer ?
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A STRIKING advance is to be chronicled in the figures

which are now available concerning the work of Sunday
Schools in China. At the World’s Sunday
Mmovance in
school Convention held in Rome in 1907 the
total number of schools was reported as 105:
teachers, 1,053; scholars, 5,264. Figures: which have been
gleaned from Jast year’s mission reports show 1,987 schools,
4,125 teachers and 71,598 scholars, and these figures are
obviously incomplete. It would be quite safe to assert that
the total number of scholars in connection with the Mission
Sunday Schools of China exceeds a hundred thousand. This
Sunday Schools,

progress is extremely gratifying and ts significant of the
tremendous field which lies before the Sunday School move-

ment. There are several large missions in China, of long
standing in the Empire, whose Sunday Schools are altogether
inadequate to the figures they report for church membership.

This reveals an element of special weakness in policy and
administration, and we trust that one result of the increased
attention which is being given to Sunday School matters
will be a Sunday School organization in connection with
every missionary society and the establishment of a school in
connection with every mission church. The secret of the
conversion of the nation in ¢kzs generation lies more with the
youth than with the adult. Press onward with the Sunday
School.

WE have so often had occasion to comment upon the
slackness which has followed the promulgation of schemes of
reform in China and-the failure of those who are
Steady
Progress,

responsible for their administraton, from high
ofhcials downward, to treat them seriously, that it

is with unusual satisfaction attention is now drawn to the
increasingly successful nature of the opium reform. China
has done more than her own programme of suppression
called for at this stage of the reform and has given unmistake-

ble evidence of the sincerity with which she asked the coGperation of the civilized Powers in an attempt to shorten
the period of total abolition. In this connection also we are
thankful for the action of Bishwp Price, of the C. M. S., in
calling, through the Archbishop of Canterbury, the considera-

tion of the British Seeretary for Foreign Affairs and the
British public to the hindrances placed in the way of hastening

Fdiiorial
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forward measures for the entire suppression of opium sales by
the action of a leading firm of merchants in Foochow. In her
endeavour to force the pace China should receive all possible
support and no suspicion of hindrance from those who are her

well-wishers. Any attempt to bolster up the dying opium
trade against the public opinion of China is poor business policy,
not to speak of the moral aspects of the case. It will not pay

reputable foreign firms to have it known that their business
methods are soiled by participation in a universally condemned

The insistence upon the ‘pound of Hesh’ which the
treaties allow may be legally just enough but ‘‘ morally intrade.

defensible’? and, moreover, extremely unwise.

Tue great question of constitutional reform is certainly
moving.

Local government, both for prefectures and districts,

Anotber step.

is now being pressed forward, and a certain

amount of power is bound to fali into the hands
of these local bodies. A great change cannot fail to come over
the public life of China as opportunity is thus provided for the
expression of public option. The Chinese government will
ere long be facing the problem which lay before Britain after

the passing of the Reform Bill, namely, how to educate its
masters. ‘The proposed Parliament of China is to have its
representatives from every province, on a basis of population,
Provision is also made for the presence of Mongols, Tibetans,

Ikas, Lolos, and Yaos. The sympathy and prayers
of the Christian population of the Empire will follow all these
developments,

Attention 1s also being given at the present time, and not

an instant too soon, to the reform of the judicial system of
China.

Methods of procedure in foreign countries have been
examined and a system based on these, as they are consistent

with the circumstances of China, has been presented to
the Throne and adopted. The functions of justice and civil
administration are to be clearly differentiated and courts
instituted. This development, which might mean much to
the welfare of the people of China, will be watched with deep
interest.

No land is truly civilized where justice is bought

and sold, and the trust of the people in the righteous administration of the law is one of the surest tests of pure and worthy
governinent,
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Che Sanctuary.
“ The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man avatleth James v, 16.
“or where tao or three are gathered together in my Name, there am £ 2n the mtudst af
them.—St. Matthew xviii, 20.

For leaders really competent for the

AN EVENING HyMN,

frainine of the Chinese evangelists.
(P. 204°.

Before the ending of the day,
Creator of the world, we pray

That with Thy wonted favour, Thou
Wouldst be our Guard and Keeper

That you may always be prepared to

do yourself anything and everything
you ask of your Chinese colleague,
(P. 205),

Krom all ill dreams defend our eyes,
From nightly fears and fantasies ,
Tread under foot our ghostly foe,
That no pollution we may know.
O Father, that we ask be done,
Through Jesus Christ, Thine only Son,

Who with the Holy Ghost and Thee,
Shall ive and reign eternally.
Amen,

That you may never forget the

importance of evangelizing the mullions who live outside the city walls
in China. (P. 199).
For such a measure of adaptability
to new conditions that you may not
he one of these to become discouraged

and give up this work to which God
(P. 199).

Kor more itineration and more
carrying of the Gospel to the people
in the country.” (P. 20f},
For any correction of present methods that may be needed in.order to a
real forward movement. (P. 202),

For more itinerant preachers to

halance and extend the work being
done by mission schools.

is particularly adapted for ready
approach on the part of a Christian
evangelist, (P. 205).

That all missions may come to

realize more and more the present

neylect of country work, (P. 207).
For the evangelization of the Nou
Su. (P, 210 ff.}.

For the Union Normal College,

PRAY

has called you.

For a ready insight such as will

make clear the ways in which China

(P, 202),

For more itinerant preachers to sup-

plement the work being done by the
medical missionaries. (P. 203),

For more itinerant preachers to

carry on more widely by the human

voice what is being done by Christian

literature, (P. 203°.

That every Station may be suf-

ficiently manned for some to he set
apart from all details of administration
for the direct preaching and teaching
of the Gospel. (P, 203).

For an increase of efficient leaders
in the evangelistic work, (P, 204),

Wucehang. (P. 220}.
That all missions may push forward
towards the independent, self-supporting church. (P, 224%.

That you may ‘‘ Beware when all
men speak well of you.” (P. 225%
That the editors of Chinese papers
may be a force of upbuilding in the
years to come,

{P, 22%.)

A PRAYER FOR THE WORLD.

O Lord, make bare Thy holy arm
in the eyes of all the nations, that all
the ends of the world may see Thy

salvation; show forth Thy right-

eousness openly in the sight of the
heathen, that the kingdom of Thy
Christ may be established over all
mankind; hasten the coming of the

end when He shall deliver up the

kingdom unto Thee, aud having put

down all rule, and authority, and
power, and put all things under his

feet, He Himself shall be subject

unto Thee, and with Thee in the unity
of the Holy Ghost, Three Persons in
One God, shall be our Ali tt All.
Amen,

GIVE THANKS

For the deserved popularity of the

medical missionary work, (P, 224}.

For the harmonious cooperation in
mission colleges and for its reaction
in the home churches, (P, 224),
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The Problem of Reaching the Masses in China*
REV. ALEX. R. SAUNDERS, CHINA INLAND MISSION,
YANGCHOW.

HE question of reaching the masses, even in a country of
such limited area and population as Britain, has perplexed leading Christian men for many years, and all
kinds of agencies have been brought into operation to effect
this end. Specially qualified workers have organized open-air
meetings at the race courses, public parks, and other places
where the common people are wont to assemble in large numbers. Sunday night services in theatres have been introduced
and much useful work has been done in this way to reach the
nou-church-going masses, and what shall we say of the almost
countless number of voluntary workers in every city and town
who have been engaged for many years in house-to-house distribution of Christian literature ¢ I have but mentioned a few
of the many means that have been used to reach the masses in
Britain, and I suppose the same could be said of America, but
there was still a wide field left for the Salvation Army to make
their unique efforts to reach classes that were still untouched.

After so many years of constant and zealous work who
would venture even to suggest that the masses in Britain, or
America, have been anything like reached ? What, then, can
we say in regard to this much greater problem of reaching the
masses in China with its population of 400,000,000 ?
To discuss a question of such magnitude, in a manner at

all satisfactory, the time at our disposal is far too short, and I
must be concise and practical in what I have to bring forward.
I shall consider the subject under the following six divisions :—
I. What class of the population of China mainly constitute
the masses ?

II. Where shall we chiefly concentrate our efforts for their
evangelization fr
*A paper read before the Shanghai Missionary Association on Tuesday,

"th December, 1909.

Notre.—Readers of the RECORDER are reminded that the Editorial Board

assumes no responsibility for the views expressed by the writers of articles
published in these pages.
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III. What do we mean by ‘reaching the masses?’”’
IV. How far do present methods solve the problem ?
VY.
A plan for the evangelization of the common people.
VI. Difficulties and hindrances. The remedy.

I.

What Classes of the Population of China mainly
constitute the Masses ?

Before we can make up our minds as to what classes of
the people make up what we understand by ‘‘the masses,’’
or the common people, we need to know the general conditions

of the country concerned, for ignorance of these will lead us
to very wrong conclusions on the subject we are now considering. We could not possibly make a greater mistake than to
suppose that the masses-in China are necessarily composed of
the same classes of the population as Britain or America, and

though some may think that this is a point hardly worth the
while it has a most important bearing upon what I have to say
to-night. It is said of John Wesley, the man who reached the
masses as no one else has done, that he always went straight
for where the tall chimneys were thickest. John Wesley was

familiar with the country he laboured in, and he knew that
England, being a country of huge manufacturing interests, the
great crowds of the common people would be found among the

artizan and labouring classes in the large towns and cities.
So it becomes our duty to know China and the people we
have come to labour amongst if we would effectively reach
them with the Gospel.
The manufacturing industries of China, though in recent
years increasing, carnot even now be said to amount to very
much, and the artizanm and labourtng elasses of the cities form

but a very small proportion of the population, so in this
respect there is a very great difference from our own lands.
It is not necessary to live Iong in China to discover that, above
all else, it is au agricultural land, and that the great mass of
its people are, in some way or other, connected with tillage of
the soil. The scholars come first in China’s social scale,
because from their ranks the officials are selected, but how

often have we found in inland China that the literati are
themselves farmers! Ht often happens, too, that the shopkeepers and their assistants in inland cities are owners of land,

and they are required each year to help in the harvest field.
While the scholar ranks first in the social scale the farmer
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comes second, because he is the man on whom the country

depends for its revenue. If we could take a census of the
various classes that comprise China’s population we would
find that the country people far outnumber any other class,
and if our aim is to reach the masses, our first concern must
be for the millions who live outside the city walls. Has it not
been among the simple country folk that the Gospel has first
and most deeply taken root? Are we not reminded by this,
also, that it was the common people, flocking from all the
country sides, that heard gladly during the earthly ministry of
our Lord Jesus Christ ?

Brethren, you will have perceived already that my plea is
to be for the country districts of China, but in the next point
of my paper I wish to take you a step further in the consideration of this side of the question.

ti.

Where shall we chiefly concentrate our Efforts

jor their Evangelization ?
Having already come to the conclusion that the agricultural classes very largely make up what we call the masses in
China, it is very easy to locate their whereabouts, but the
question we are now to consider is not so much where they live
as where we can best reach them with the Gospel. Can we

devise any means by which we may gather those scattered
millions into the large towns and cities, so as to simplify the
work of their evangelization ? Or, shall we go to where they

arer Looked at from this point of view the question now
before us is a most pertinent one and deserves our most careful
consideration.

We who have come from the West most naturally think
of the great mass-meetings we have either witnessed or taken
part in in our own great cities, to which great crowds of country

people have also flocked, and the question at once arises
whether the same methods will not have like results in China.

Before we came to China we had heard much of its great
walled cities, and we had pictured to ourselves immensely
populous centres. Some of us who were already engaged in
evangelistic work in the home lands may have had day dreams

of a similar work in China.

Have these been realized? I
fear not, and a few, indeed, who came to China full of hope,

returned home again sadly disappointed and discouraged after
ouly a few months in the country.
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Very many of China’s cities are not the great populous
centres we had thought they were; for, as a matter of fact,
some are but small tumble-down villages surrounded by a wall.

It is perfectly true that near the coast, and for some distance
up the great waterways, there are large and populous cities,
made so by the immense export and import trade demanded by
the millions toiling in the fields beyond. There are also large
and populous cities, such as the provincial capitals, that owe

even their very existence to their official status rather than to
any amount of trade carried, but these are not fair samples of
the average cities in China. Take Nanking, or Soochow, as

an example! I have no hesitation in saying that if the
privileged classes were removed from either of these cities there

would be a surprisingly small number of people left.

HKven

the shop-keepers, being largely dependent on the officials and
their retainers for their trade, would find their means of livelihood gone and would betake themselves to other parts. If

this is true of provincial capitals it 1s equally true of most
prefectural cities, and many of the county seats would have no
existence at all but for the official and his retainers. To go no

further afield than Kiangsu, for example, I know of one city
where the only buildings within its walls are the preimises of the

Yamun, and yet another where all you can see are heaps of
brickbats and a few scattered houses. I could describe city
after city in the same desolate condition. A imissionary, who
had lived all his years in China near the coast, paid a visit to
an inland mission station, and he was so struck by the deserted
appearance of the city that he asked the resident missionary,
‘© Where are the people ?”’ The country people only visit such
cities to pay their taxes, or when they have a lawsuit on, and
their regular business is done at the surrounding market towns.

I have gone into this matter rather fully, for I have been

led to believe, rightly or wrongly, that there is an opinion
ainong many misstonaries that to reach the masses in China it
is in the cities where we must concentrate our efforts. If not
in the cities where, then, are we to reach the people ? W here

are we to find the multitudes of common people? About
time, when the beautiful spring weather is coming on,
take a trip into the country, anywhere you like to go, and lift
up your eyes and look on the fields. . They are white already
to harvest.

Look on all sides of you!’ The people literally

swarm on the face of the earth!

Where do they live?

Try,
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as I have done many times, to count the villages and hamlets

that dot the land, all within range of your vision. It is
impossible! They are so many, and we can but offer a prayer to

God, who not only knows the number of hamlets and of
individuals, but has also counted the very hairs of their heads,

that He will raise up many to care for the uncared-for
muititudes.

Not only are the masses in China mostly composed of the
people living in the country, but if we would reach them with
the message of salvation we must go to where they live, and
this work can only be done by itineration.

soine may raise the objection that I am advocating
country evangelization to the exclusion of much needed work
in the cities. Not so, for by the plan which I purpose laying
before you ample time is allowed for that. The point I wish
to emphasize is that as the vast majority of the common people
are to be found in the country, and can only be reached by the
messenger going to them, our efforts must be mainly concentrated on the villages and hamlets of this great empire.

tT.

What do we mean by '* Reaching the Masses?”

The command of our risen Lord is very clear: to preach
the Gospel to every creature. But as to all that is actually
implied in the commission there is considerable difference of
Opinion among missionaries. Some hold that the work we are
called to do, will not be completed till every individual has
been won to Christ; while others go to the other extreme and
maintain that it is to preach the Gospel throughout the world
for a witness only, even if the greater number should hear it

but once. I prefer to-night to take a view lying midway
between those two extremes and give in the words of one of
the resolutions of the Centenary Conference my basis for the
evangelization of this great people. The resolution referred to
has the following words: ‘‘T’o reach every individual in the
empire with such a knowledge of the world-saving mission,
the redeeming death and resurrection, and the heart-transforming power of Jesus Christ, as wzl/] suffice for the acceptance of

Him as a personal Saviour.’? There is room, perhaps, for
some difference of opinion as to what will suffice, but for our
purpose this evening we will take the followiug for a basis:
To give an average of fifly days preaching to every thousand
of population.
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There is one other point in the consideration of this
subject that is of the utmost importance and must not be lost
sight of. The present generation is the only one we can reach,
and there is absolutely no ground whatever for anyone to think
that what is left undone by us will be done by the generation
following. What we owe to this generation can never be paid
by those who succeed us. They will have their own generation to serve as we have ours now, and it becomes our bounden

duty to see to it that no time is lost to give to every creature
in China a saving knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ, ‘This
adds urgency to our commission.

TV. How far do Present Methods solve the Problem ?

At the time of the Centenary Conference there were in
China 3,746 foreign missionaries (including wives) and 9,904
Chinese workers, and all of them are, no doubt, doing most
useful work in connection with the various departments of
missionary service. The question for us to consider now is,
Are the masses in China beiug reached by the methods now
employed by that large number of missionaries and Chinese
workers? I sincerely hope that our brethren engaged in the
various forms of institutional work will not think that, 1n anything I say, I am finding fault with the excellent work they
are doing. Nothing could be farther from my own thoughts,
and my only desire is to face this problem fairly. Let ine say
at once that my firm conviction is that the work of evangelizing the masses is not being done by present-day methods, and
there is a very great need for a forward movement in China.

Missionaries have told me that they did not believe in
itinerating work; there were very few results from it, and it
was their opinion that the conversion of China’s millions to
Christ would be brought about by educational work. We
all appreciate the valuable work done by our brethren in the
Christian schools, but I feel perfectly sure that they themselves would agree with me in this, that they are touching

a very small and select class of the Chinese only. This
problem is not being, and cannot be, solved by the Christian
educational work.
The medical missionary comes a good deal nearer 1t, for
his noble self-denying work is certainly among the common
people, and poor suffering creatures will come many miles to
receive treatment from the far-famed foreign physician. Still
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medical work is limited. There are vast regions, teeming with
people, where the fame of the foreign doctor has never spread,
and if we were dependent upon medical work to bring these
people within the sound of the Gospel our generation would

be gone long before the work could be anything like done,
Itinerant preachers in much larger numbers than we have ever
known, are needed to supplement the work done by the medical
missionary.

Our brethren engaged in the work of producing Christian
literature form an indispensable auxiliary to the great body of
preachers, and we are most grateful for the splendid work they
are doing. We need to remind ourselves, however, that the
illiterate in China far outnumber those who can read, and not
ali who read can understand what they read. The only medium
by which the vast majority of China’s common people can be
reached is by the human voice, and the number of itinerating
preachers must be multiplied many times over.
What is being done by the evangelistic wing of the missionary army? Are they, by present-day methods, reaching
the masses in any way that assures us that this generation will
hear the Gospel before our time of service is done ? Many of
them have their hands so full of mission station details that it
would surprise you to know bow very few of our evangelistic
missionaries are free to give much time to the more aggressive
part of the work known as itineration. A whole generation
has passed since China was declared open to the itinerant
preacher, and we should humble ourselves before God, who
has eutrusted us with so great a commission, as we think of
the vast regions where the feet of the bringer of good tidings
have never trod.

Right here in this province of Kiangsu there is a district,
with which I am somewhat familiar by occasional itinerant
work, with an area of 5,000 square miles and a population of
nearly five millions, and I know that very little itinerant work
has been done in any part of it by either foreign missionary or

Chinese evangelist. There are other districts in Kiangsu
almost equally needy, but what of the more inland and less
favoured provinces of this empire ? Ii the masses that are yet
in gross darkness are to have even one offer of salvation the
work must be done by the itinerant evangelist, and there is as

much need for such work to be done in Kiangsu as in any
other province of China.
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Y A Flan for the Evangelization of the Common Feople,
That the masses in China must be evangelized by the
Chinese themselves is a truism that needs no discussion in this

paper. Whilst giving full recognition to this fact I wish to
bring before you the great need there will be for efficient
In doing so I would emphasize the
fact that leadership in a great evangelistic movement need not,
and will not, be restricted to the missionaries, for God is raising

leadership in this work.

up among the Chinese themselves men well able to take a foremost place in connection with this branch of missiouary service.

Leaders will be needed not only for the actual work of

evangelism but also for the training of the Chinese evangelists.

Our educational institutions do not, and cannot, furnish the
men and women needed for this work, but what plan could
he better than the combination of work and training after the
manner of the training of the Twelve ?
The time has come in China when all the missions should

unite in a great effort for the thorough evangelization of the
masses in China, and in no branch of missionary enterprise
is there a grander opportunity for union than in this. ‘Those
of us who attended the meetings of the Federation Council,
recently held at Nanking, had ample opportunity of proving
how possible this is, and I have no hesitation in suggesting
this as being perfectly feasible. If we, the missionaries, set
ourselves with united front and zeal to the accomplishment of
this stupendous work, not only will the Chinese Christians
respond ‘nobly to our appeal for evangelists but we ‘Shall see

our Lord’s words fulfilled when He said, ‘‘That the world

may believe that Thou hast sent me.”
I want to lay special emphasis upon the need for real, and

not mere nominal, leadership in a movement such as this
would be, for upon that its success greatly depends. This
work will never be done by missionaries who think they can
direct from central stations the operations of evangelists in the
field; they must themselves be leaders in the work. I do not

see any reason why one missionary should not be able to
personally lead a band of twenty-five evangelists and at the
same time give the training needed to equip them for the
work. Perhaps some one will sigh and say: ‘‘ Would that 1
had twenty-five Chinese evangelists to lead in such a work,
how gladly would I doit!” Well, cheer up brother, and go
to work with the one or two you have got, and I am persuaded
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that if some such plan of thorough evangelization, as I am
about to suggest, is followed, recruits will not be wanting, and
before very long you will have the number aimed at. I give
the number twenty-five, not in any way asa suggestion that we
should secure that number of evangelists before we begin to

work out the plan, but as the probable limit of one man’s
ability to work effectively with.
In the very truest sense a missionary must be a leader of
men, and in no department of work is this more necessary than
in that of evangelization. A tnan called to be a leader wll
always treat his Chinese co-evangelist as a fellow-worker and
will avoid giving him anything to do that he would expect his
servant to do. Never expect more from your Chinese brother
than you are prepared to do yourself. Are there books and
tracts to be carried ? Take a share of them yourself. Do you

expect the Chinese evangelist to walk out to the villages?
Be prepared to do so yourself, unless there is some real
physical reason for not doing so. Ever remember that we
ate to be leaders in God’s work and not lords over God’s
heritage.

How shall we go about this huge work of evangelizing, in

a thorough way, the masses in China? Let the missionary,
with his band of twenty-five Chinese evangelists or as many as he

may have, make his headquarters at one of the large market

towns; aud it may be well to note right here that China is
wonderfully adapted for carrying out some such plan for reach-

ing the masses as the one I suggest to-night. Wherever I
have been I have found, and I think it is so in all other parts,

that all the villages and hamlets cluster round their own
matket town within a very few miles of it. God has thus
set before us an open door and easy to enter. Taking up
quarters in the inns, or better still renting an empty house for
the time of your stay at that centre, the work of evangelizing
the surrounding villages and hamlets can be proceeded with.
oufhcient time should be given at each centre to carry out the
work according to some such basis as the one I have already
suggested—an average of fifty days preaching to every thousand

of -population—and the results will well repay you for the
time spent.

While a cast-iron rule cannot be laid down it is possible

to offer helpful suggestions as to how the work may be
done, and this only is my desire to-night. The leader
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and lis staff of evangelists having established themselves in

suitable quarters must get to work at once. Let there be
no delays, for nothing will be more hurtful to the young
Chinese worker than a waste of time. Tet the morning hour

be set apart for systematic Bible study, for the work of
evangelization must go hand in hand with teaching, and the
thorough training of the evangelists must ever be considered

by the leader as a most important part of this work. The
morning Bible study should be followed by at least a half
hour for united, definite, and believing prayer for the work of
the day. ‘They should now go forth in couples ; the leader
making one of a set, but in this he must exercise the utmost

care not to give any appearance of partiality to any one
What could be more hurtful to the whole band of
workers than the partiality manifested by the leader for any
evangelist.

one of them? and nothing could more surely ruin his own
influence among them. By far the best plan would be for the
leader to take a different colleague each day, and taking all

of them in turn.

Let the leader himself be an example in
all things to the Chinese evangelists, ever keeping 1n mind
that eternal issues depend on the work they are doing.

All the villages aud hamlets that belong to that market
town should be thoroughly worked and all possible meansused to induce to come into the open air to hear the Gospel.
Singing may at times prove a good attraction, at other times
house to house tract distribution may be done to invite the
inhabitants to come to the preaching; the beating of a gong
might also be used to arouse the villagers if other means failed.
By all means get the people within the sound of the Gospel ;

the command of Jesus Clhirist compels us. If the band of
workers nuinbers twenty-six, no less than thirteen villages will
be visited each day, but many of them will require more than
one day’s preaching. The foreign worker will find many hamlets which he will be unable to enter, but these can be left for
his Chinese colleagues while he confines his work to the more
accessible places. On market days one set of two evangelists
should be appointed to preach to the crowds on the market
place.
Returning at nearly the close of the day, the whole company,

coming from thirteen different villages, will meet at the centre.
A. careful record of the day’s work should be made, the villages

visited should be mapped, and a special note made of any
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interesting cases met with The evening will give an
excellent opportunity for an evangelistic meeting, and I would
venture to predict that, if notice was given of 1t in each village
visited, not a few of those who had heard during the day would
attend.

It is of no use to go fishing 1f you do not draw the

net, and these evening meetings would just furnish the desired

opportunity for gathering together enqguirers. Ciasses for
instruction and regular services for worship would surely follow.

After such a full and happy day of service who would not be

ready for another hour of Bible study and a half hour to
unitedly praise God for all the work done?

Should anyone think that I am unduly pressing to the
front the importance of country evangelization, even to almost
excluding work in the cities, let me remind you that country
work is being sadly neglected, and there is real need to emphasize it in the discussion of reaching the masses. But there

is no need for alarm that the city work will be neglected.
From a considerable experience in country evangelization [
am inclined to think that not more than six months in each
year can be spent at it to real advantage, chiefly because of the
farmer’s busy seasons. The missionary will have to be guided

by circumstances. ‘The remaining six months in each year
could be devoted to city evangelistic work, special Bible classes

for the evangelists, and a much needed rest for the Chinese
worker as well as for the missionary.

I have dealt entirely with country work for the following
two reasons: First, I am convinced that the great mass of
China’s common people are in the country, and must be reached where they are. second, if is only too evident that country

work is much neglected, and the importance of it must be
emphasized. It is not a question of reaching the country
people through the cities, or of moving the cities through the
country, but in China the people must be reached where they
are, or they will not be reached at all. In the remaining six
‘months of the year there is ainple time for all the city work
that can possibly be done.

It is for the imissionary societies to act unitedly for the
occupation of the whole field and to put into the field as

tf
the right kind of missionaries are put to this work they will
quickly as possible as many men and women as they can.

soou draw to themselves like-minded fellow-workers from
amoug the Chinese,
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VT. Dificultres and Hindrances.

lhe Remedy.

That difficulties and hindrances will confront the worker
for God in every land 1s perfectly certain, and China is no
exception. We need to remember, however, that these are
allowed to come, not to deter us but that we may overcome
through faith in our Lord Jesus Christ.
Perhaps the one difficulty met with more than any other
is the unpopularity of itinerant preaching among both missionaries and our Chinese brethren. If missionaries are not keen
on this kind of work is it to be wondered at that the Chinese
take to it slowly ? We very much need a revival of zeal in the
desire t. reach the masses, and, being leaders, we expect that .
revival should begin with the missionary.
I have on many occasions couversed with Chinese workers
in the charge of city street chapels on the subject of going ont

to the people, but they have usually showed utter lack of interest in ttinerant preaching and have songht to excuse themselves by saying that they had been appointed to chapel work.
Wasting time day after day in an empty chapel is a matter of

indifference to many, and 1t seems as if it mattered little
whether the people came in or not, so long as the worker
remains at his post. Surely we need inen who will go out
after the people, but tet us take heed lest we may be found to
be responsible for the coldness of our Chinese brethren.

Is it not true that very often the post of itinerant preacher,
or colporteur, 1s held only as a stepping stone to what is regarded by the average Chinese as something better—in charge
of an out-station ? From experience I can affirm that there is

very little desire among many of the Chinese Christians to
engage in the more arduous work of itineration ; they much
prefer the indoor work. Do not many missionaries also shrink
from it? Some will probably tell you they do not believe in

it. Let the missionaries get filled with enthusiasm for this
work, and the fire will spread very quickly among the Chinese.
Let such missionaries visit the Christian schools and colleges
to tell of the glorious work they are doing among the masses,
and I venture to say that the fre with which they tell the story

will spread through the schools and colleges, and we shall
have no reason to mourn as we do now that so few are offering
for the evangelistic field. A zealous missionary 1s the cure for
9 cold and indifferent church in China as elsewhere. Oh for

missionaries full of the fire of the Holy Ghost for the work of
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reaching the untouched millions of China! We shall then
have many Spirit-filled Chinese evangelists.

A very serious hindrance to this work is the unworthy
character of many of the Chinese now engaged in it. It is
most natural for missionaries to desire all the Chinese help
they can get, but this has too often led to the employment
of very questionable men. Men have been employed to preach
the Gospel far too soon after they had professed faith in Christ ;

they were yet carnal, and Christ was not formed in them,
They were put up as teachers of others while they themselves
sorely needed to be taught. The result has been, as is man-~
ifest at the revivals that are now taking place, that they have
reinained carnal. I heard a dear Chinese brother say not long

ayo that of the more than 200,000 professing Christians in
China a very large number were still unregenerate, and of the
already large army of Chinese workers very many knew nothing of the new birth.
I was once asked by a missionary brother going on furiough to take the oversight of his four colporteurs. 1 did not

continue-these men in work for more than a month, for
stead of going the trip I had mapped out for them they threw

their books into the river and spent their days in a neighbouring city in idleness and gambling. Their sales had
averaged so very little that it paid them to do this.
A mussionary travelling on a passenger boat overheard a
conversation between two Chinese on the subject of the price

of a church membership certificate, and it was all too conclusive that in a certain citv (the name of which was given) a
reguiar trade in membership certificates was carried on by the
Chinese evangelist in charge.
One day a man called to see me in Yangchow, and wished

my assistance in the recovery of certain articles of clothing,
which he said had been stolen from him in the lodging house
where he had spent the night. The tnan was a colporteur
employed by a missionary in another city, and I afterwards
found out that the place he had lost his clothes in was a brothel.
such things exist to-day, my brethren, among some of the

men whom we employ to preach the Gospel, and such men
stand as barriers to the spread of the Gospel among the masses.

We do well not to blind ourselves to the fact, but rather let us
seek the remedy. None of us can ferret out these evils, but
we have recently had abundant proof that God can make them
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No we dread the revelations that revival

will bring? Dread them not. ‘These men must either be
converted or driven from the field. Cod can do it in revival.
Let us seek revival at all costs. Are we willing to pay the
cost? Let us face it like men and travail in prayer till God
shall graciously revive us all.

Only a revival of Pentecostal

power cat enable us to reach the masses in China, and this can
only come through a cleansed church. We, the missionaries,
need revival also. May God help us to seek it as 1f we meant

“t+ Amen.

The Nou Su People of the Neighbourhood of
Chao-tong in Yunnan
(The people are commonly called Lolo)
BY THE REV. C. E. HICKS, CHAO-TONG-FU, YUNNAN.

HEN the Chinese first entered the district now known
as Chao-tong (( 3%) they found the plain already
occupied by Nou Su. According to tradition these
people were easily overcome, tor they generally preferred migra-

VV

tion to fighting, and many trekked across the Kin-sha river
into the country now known as the Man-tsz territory. Secure
in these mountain fastnesses they have never ceased to harass
the Chinese, who now dwell on the land which they themselves
once tilled or at least inhabited. Others remained on the plain,

but gradually the pressure of the % 3€, as the Chinese are
called, has driven them into the remoter districts, and these
interesting people are now mostly to be found among the
mountains and away from the highroads of Chinese travel.

This pressure is still being exerted, and districts which a
few years ago were almost entirely occupied by Nou Su
are now peopled by the Chinese, so that the extinction of
the race, in this district at least, seems likely to take place
in a very short time. The Nou Su themselves reckon that
their numbers have decreased by one-half during the last
thirty years.
The following notes concerning the manners and customs
of these people, the writer thinks may prove of some interest
to the readers of the CHINESE RECORDER, and may perhaps be

of some assistance to those persous who are eudeavouriug to
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determine what place in the history of the peoples of the world
must be assigned ‘to these tribesmen of Yunnan and Kueicheo.
Many of the notes were gathered by Mr. Jolin Li, a Chinese
literary graduate, who has been working amongst the Nou Su
with much diligence and devotion during the last three years.
Others were gathered by the writer during six or seven years’
intercourse with the people.

the Now Su are not the aboriginal inhabitants of the
Chao-tong district. They came, according to their own tradition, from Py 3%; their ancestors being named Wu-sa or Wumeng, two twin brothers who, like Esau aud Jacob af Jewish

story, struggled together within the womb of their inother.
Hence, say the present-day descendants, the wildness of out
hearts and our fondness for fighting.

Coming to the Chao-tong plain they found a people
already in possession, whoin they call the P‘uh, and who are
to-day spoken of by the Chinese as Iao Ren. It seems almost
impossible to discover who these Iao Ren or P‘uh really were.
Chinese tradition in this district says that they inhabited the
plain many centuries ago when it was forest-covered, aud that

their houses were like huge burrows in the hill sides. The
Nou Su account is that they, by their advance on to the Chaotong plain, exterminated the P‘uh. The only vestiges of these
P‘ubh now remaining are the mounds of earth conspicuous on
the plain. Some of these have been opened, and in them
have been found rough unhewn stones, apparently placed as
door-frames, and burnt bricks of an unusnally large size and
marked with a peculiar pattern.

The first Nou Su chieftain to come to the .Chao-tong
district was Ien T'sang-fu.

He was a very cruel tyrant, punish-

ing Offences in the most rigorous manner. No matter how
closely related to him the offender might be there was no
amelioration of the punishment. It was a common practice
with this stern leader to gouge out the eyes of those who
disobeyed his comuinands. The Tumuh (+ §) of the present
day are in many cases descendants of this man, and if reports
are to be trusted they have inherited a good share of lis tyrannical ‘temper.

These Tumuh (this of course is the Chinese designation ;

the Nou Su word is equivalent to &) are the great landowners among the Nou Su, and in very many cases they have
enriched themselves by appropriating lands of families which
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Perhaps the saddest fact about the Nou

eu at the present day is the ease and rapidity with which
families die out. The unsanitary conditions in which the
people live—the water they drink 1s frequently found in stagnant pools fouled by sheep and cattle,—and their riotous indulgence in wine, opium and other evils, sufficiently account for
this. Such decadence of the race has given the strong the
opportuuity of enriching themselves at the expense of their
weaker tribesmen, and quarreliing and fighting about the division of land is always going on. This land-grabbing propensity of the strong Nou Su seems also to admirably serve the
purpose of the Chinese government, jor a common method of
punishing the lawless Tumulh 1s to confiscate their property.
Thus land which originally belonged to the Nou Su is brought
wnder the immediate control of the Chinese anthorities.
The Nou Su are, of course, entirely dependent upon the

land for their living.

They till the soil and rear cattle, and
the greatest calamity that can come upon any family is that
their land shall be taken from them. ‘To be landless involves
degradation as well as poverty, and very severe hardship is

the lot of men who have been deprived of this means of
subsistence.

For those who own no land, but who are merely
tenants of the Tumuh, there seems to be no security of tenure ;
but still, if the wishes and demands of the landlords are complied

with, one family may till the same farm for many successive
generations. The terms on which land is held are peculiar,
The rental agreed upon is nominal. Large tracts of country are
rented for a pig or a sheep or a fowl with a litle corn per year.
Beside this nominal rent the landlord has the right to make
levies ou his tenants on all special occasions, such as funerals,

weddings, or for any other extraordinary expenses. He can
also require his tenants with their cattle to render services,
This system necessarily leads to much oppression and injustice.

It is also said that if a family is hard pressed by a Tumuh and
reduced to extreme poverty they will make themselves over to

him on condition that a portion of his land be given them
to cultivate. Such people are called caught slaves, as distinguished from hereditary, and the eldest children become the
absolute property of the landlord and are generally given as
attendants upon his wife and daughters,
The Nou Su do not live in towns, nor even in villages, but
their homesteads are found among the ancestral trees scattered
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The two great divisions of the people are
the Black (Na Su) and the White (Tu Su). There are several
other classes, e.g., the Lakes or Red Nou Su, who are mostly
blacksmiths; the A-u-tsi, who are felt-makers, providing the
Nou Su with their cloaks and hats and rugs, and who claim to
be related to the Chinese; and another class who are basket
makers. Few representatives of these districts, however, are
found in the district of which this paper treats.
over the country.

The Na Su (Black) are the farmers and landowners ; the Tu
Su (White) are generally slaves. The Black class indeed claim
that all the White were originally slaves and that those who are
now free have escaped at some previous time from servitude.

Every farmer owns a large number of slaves, who live in
the saine compound as himself, These people do all the work

of the farm, while the master employs himselfas his fancy
leads him. Over these unfortunate people the owner has
absolute control. All their affairs are managed by him. His
girl slaves he marries off to other men’s slave boys, and
similarly obtains wives for his male slaves, The lot of these
utifortunate people is hard beyond description. Being considered but little more valuable than the cattle they tend, the
food given to them is often inferior to the corn with which the
master’s horse is fed. The cruel beatings and torturings they
have been subject to have completely broken their spirit, and
now they seem unable to exist apart from their masters. Very
seldom do any of them try to escape, for no one will give them
shelter, and the punishment awarded a recaptured slave is so
severe as to intimidate the most daring. These poor folk are

born in slavery, married in slavery, and they die in slavery.
tt ig not uncommon to meet with Chinese slaves, both boys
and girls, in Nou Su families, These have either been kidnapped and sold, or their parents, unable to nourish them, have
bartered them in exchange for food. Their purchasers marry

them to Tu Su, and their lot is thrown in with the slave class.
‘One’s heart is wrung with anguish sometimes as he thinks of
what cruelty and wretchedness exist among the hills of this
benighted district. Even here, however, light is beginning to
shine, for some adherents of the Christian religion have changed

their slaves into tenants, thus showing the way to the ultimate
solution of this difficult problem.

The life in a Nou Su household is not very complex.
The cattle are driven out early in the morning, as soon as the
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san has risen. They remain out until the breakfast hour and
then return to the stables and rest during the heat of the day,
going out again in the cool hours.
The food of the household is prepared by the slaves, under
the direction of the lady of the house. There is no refined

cooking, for the Nou Su despises well-cooked food and coum-

plains that it never satishes him. He has a couplet which
runs: ‘If you eat raw food, you become a warrior ; if you eat
it cooked, you suffer hunger.” No chairs or tables are found
in a genuine Nou su house. The food is served up in a large

bow! placed on the floor, The family sit around, and each
one helps himself with a large wooden spoon. At the present
time the refinements of Chinese civilization have been adopted
by a large number of Nou Su, and the homes of the wealthier
people are as well furnished as those of the iniddle class Chinese of the district.

The women of the households also spend much time
making thetr own and their children’s clothes, ‘The men
have adopted Chinese dress, but the women, 1n most cases, retain

their tribal costuine with its large turban-like headdress, its

plaited skirt and intricately embroidered coat. All this is
made by hand, and the choicest years of maidenhood are occupied in preparing the clothes for the wedding day.
The Nou Su, it would seem, used not to beg a wife, but
rather obtained her by main force. At the present day, while
the milder method generally prevatls, there are still survivals
of the ancient custom. The betrothal truly takes place very

early, even in infancy, and at the ceretnony a fowl is killed,
and each contracting party takes a rib; but as the young folk
erow to marriageabie age, the final negotiations have to be
made. These are purposely prolonged until the bridegroom,
growing angry, gathers his friends and makes an attack on the
wraiden’s homme. Arming themselves with cudgels they approach

secretly, and protecting their heads and shoulders with their
felt cloaks, they rush toward the house. Strennous eftorts are
made by the occupants to prevent their entering and severe
blows are exchanged. When the attacking party has succeeded
in gaining an entrance, peace is proclaimed and wine and huge
chunks of flesh are provided for their entertainment. Occasion-

ally during these fights the maiden’s home 1s quite dismantled.
The negotiations being ended, preparations are made to escort
the bride to her future Home. Heavily veiled she is supported
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ou horseback by her brothers, while her near relatives, all fully
armed, attend her. On arriving at tle house a scuffle ensues.
The veil is snatched from the bride’s face by her relatives, who
do their utmost to throw it on to the roof, thus siguityimg that
she will rule over the occupants when she enters. ‘Tlie bridegrooin’s people on the contrary try to trample it upon the doorstep as an indication of the rigour with which the newcomer
will be subjected to the ruling of the head of the house. Much
blood is shed, aud people are often seriously injured in these
skirmishes.

The new bride remains for three days in a temporary
shelter before she is adinitted to the home.

A girl having once left her parent’s home to becoine a

wife, waits many years before she pays a return visit. Ancient-

ly the minimum time was three years, but some allow ten or
more years to elapse before the first visit home is paid. T wo
or three years are then often spent with the parents. Many
friends and relatives attend auy visitor, for with the Nou Su a
large followiug 1s considered a sign of dignity and importance.
When a child is born a tree is planted, with the hope that
as the tree grows so also will the child develop.
The fear of disease lies heavily upon the Nou Su people,
and their disregard of the most elementary sanitary laws makes

them very liable to attacks of sickness. They tnderstand
almost nothing about medicine, and consequently resort to
superstitious practices in order to ward off the evil influences.
When it is known that disease has visited a neighbour’s house
a pole, seven feet long, is erected in a conspicuous place in a
thicket some distauce from the house to be guarded. O11 the
pole an old ploughshare is fixed, and it is supposed that when
the spirit who controls the disease sees the ploughshare he will
retire to a distauce of three homesteads.
A fever called No-ma-dzi works great havoc among the
Nou Su every year, and the people are very much afraid of it.
No person will stay by the sick bed to nurse the unfortunate
victim. Instead, food and water are placed by his bedside and,

covered with his quilt, he is left at the mercy of the disease,
Since as the fever progresses the patient will perspire, heavy
stones are placed on the quilt that it may not be thrown off and
the sick person take cold. Many an unfortunate sufferer has
through this strange practice died from suffocation. After 4
time the relatives will return to see what course the disease has
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This fever seems to yield to quinine, for Mr. John Li

has seen several persons recover to whom he had administered
this drug.

When a man dies, his relatives, aS soon as they receive
the news, hold in their several homes a feast of mourning called
by them the Za. A pig or sheep is sacrificed at the doorway,
aud it is supposed that intercourse is thus maintained between
the living persons and the late departed spirit.
The nearer kindred, on hearing of the death of a relative,

take a fowl and strangle it; the shedding of its blood is
not permissible. This fowl is cleaned and skewered, and the
moturner then proceeds to the house where the deceased person

is lying and sticks this fowl at the head of the corpse as an
offering.

The more distant relatives do not perform tluis rite,

but each leads a sheep to the house of mourning, and the
son of the deceased inan strikes each animal three times
with a white wand, while the Pehmo (priest or magician)
stands by and aunouncing the sacrifice by calling ‘‘so and
so’’, giving of course the name, presents the soft woolly
offeriug.

Formerly the Nou Su burned their dead. Said a Nou
Su youth to me years ago, ‘‘tne thought of our friends’ bodies
either turning to corruption or being eaten by wild beasts, is
distasteful to us, and therefore we, burn our dead.”?

Tlie corpse

is burnt with wood, and during the cremation the mourners
arrange themselves around the fire and chant and dance,
‘The ashes are buried and the ground levelled. This custom
is still adhered to among the Nou Su of the independent
Lolo territory or more correctly Papu country of Western
Sichuan. The tribesmen who dwell in the neighbourhood of
Wei-ning and Chao-tong have adopted burial as the means of
disposing of their dead, but adding some custoins peculiar to
themselves,

On the day of the funeral the horse which the deceased
man was in the habit of riding, 1s brought to the door and
saddled by the Peluso. The command is then given to lead
the horse to the grave. All the mourners follow, and marching
or dancing in intertwining circles, cross and recross the path of
the led horse until the poor creature, grown frantic wilh fear,

rushes and kicks in wild endeavour to escape from the
eoufusiol.

The whole company then raise a great shout and

call, ‘‘The soul has come to ride the horse, the soul has
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come to ride the horse.’? A contest then follows among
the women of the deceased man’s household for the possession of this horse, which is henceforth regarded as of extreme
value.

{t 1s dificult to discover much about the religion of the
Nou Su because so many of their ancient customs have fallen

into disuse during the intercourse of the people with the
Chinese.

At the ingathering of the buckwheat, when the crop is
stacked on the threshing floor and the work of threshing 1s about

to begin, the simple formula, ‘‘ Thank you, Ilsomo,’’ is used.
Ilsomo seeins to be a spirit who has control over the crops;
whether good or evil, it 1s not easy to determine. Ilsomo is not
God, for at present, when the Nou Su wish to speak of God,
they use the word Soe, which means Master.

In the independ-

ent territory of the Nou Su, to the west of Sicliuan, the term
used for God is EBhli-nia, and a Nou Su who has much intercourse

with the independent people contends that there are three
names indicative of God and each representing different functions if not persons of the Godhead. These names are: Eh-nia,
Keh-neh, Um-p‘a-ma. The Nou Su believe in ancestor worship,
and perhaps the most interesting feature of their religion 1s the

peculiar form this worship takes. lustead of an ancestral
tablet, such as the Chinese use, the Nou Su worship a small
basket (lolo) about as large as a duck’s egg and made of split
bainboo. This **lolo?’? contains small bamboo tubes an inch
or two long and as thick as an ordinary Chinese pen handle.
In these tubes are fastened a piece of grass and a piece of
sheep’s wool. A man and his wile would be represented by
two tubes, and 1f he had two wives, an extra tube would be
placed in the lolo. At the ceremony of consecration the Pehino
attends, and a slave is set apart for the purpose of attending to
ail the rites connected with the worship of the deceased person.
The lolo is sometimes placed in the house, but more often ona
tree in the neighbourhood or it may be hidden in a rock. Ror

persons who are short-lived the ancestral lolo is placed in a
crevice in the wail of some forsaken and ruined building.

Every three years the ‘‘lolo’’ is changed and the old one
burnt.

The term ‘‘lolo,’? by which the Nou Su are generally
known, is a contemptuous nickname given them by the Chiese in reference to this peculiar method of venerating their
ancestors.
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Hill worship is another important feature of Nou Su
religious life.

Most important houses are built at the foot of a

hill and sacrifice is regularly offered on the hill-side in the
fourth month of each year. ‘The Pehmo determines which is
the most propitious day and the Tumuh and his people proceed
to the appointed spot. A linestone rock with an old tree trunk
year is chosen as an altar and a sheep and pig are brought forward by the Tumuh. The Pehmo, having adjusted lus clothes,
sits cross-legged before the altar and begins intoning his incanta-

tions in a low muttering voice. The sacrifice is then slain
and the blood poured beneath the altar and a handful of rice
and a lump of salt are placed beneath the stone. some person
then gathers a bundle of green grass, and the Pehmo, having
finished intoning, the altar is covered and all return to the house.
The Pehmo then twists the grass into a length of rope, which

he hangs over the doorway of the house. Out of a piece of
willow a small arrow is made, and a bow similar in size is cut
out of a peach tree.

These are placed on the doorposts.

On 4

piece of soft white wood a figure of a man is roughly carved,

and this, with two sticks of any soft wood placed crosswise, is fastened to the rope hanging over the doorway,
on each side of which two small sticks are placed. ‘The
Pehmo then proceeds with his incantation, muttering :

now, henceforth and for ever will the evil spirits keep away
from this house. ’?

Most Nou Su at the present time observe the New Year
festival on the same date and with the same customs as the

Formerly this was not so and even now in the
remoter district New Year's day is observed on the first
Chinese.

day of the roth month of the Chinese year. A pig and sheep
are killed and cleaned and hung in the house for three days.
They are then taken down, cut up and cooked. The family
sit on buckwheat straw in the middle of the chief room of the

house. The head of the house invites the others to drink
wine and the feasting begins.

Presently one will start singing

and all join in this song: ‘‘ How firm is this house of mine,
Throughout the year its hearth fire has not ceased to burn,
My food corn is abundant, I have silver and also cash, My
cattle have increased to herds, My horses and mules have all
white foreheads K‘o K‘o Ha Ha Ha Ha K‘o K‘o, My sons are
filial, My wife is virtuous, In the midst of flesh and wine we
sleep, Our happiness reaches unto heaven, Truly glorious
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is this glad New Year.’’ A scene of wild indulgence then
frequently follows.
The Nou Su possess a written language. Their books were
originally made of sheepskin, but paper is now used. The art

of printing was tnknown, and many books are said to have
been lost. The books are illustrated, but the drawings are
extremely crude. At the present time few beside the Pehmo,
who have practically monopolized the books, study the Nou Su
character,

The educated lads take the usual course of study in Chinese literature, and at the competitive examinations a certain
number of degrees are allotted to the Nou Su. The gradual
spread of the Chinese language among the people makes the
propagation of Christianity much easier than it would have
been. ‘There is no need to translate any books into the Nou
Su language since Chinese is so widely understood. It is stated

that a greater proportion of Nou Su can read and write the
Chinese character than of the Chinese themselves.

Even some

women can read, and at the present time all are very anxious
to learn at least enough to read the New Testament. Doctor

Price’s 1 jf A have been readily bought and are proving
of great use. The people are willing to listen to the Gospel
story, and in some respects there is a most gratifying response
to the higher teaching of the Christian religion. Soine Non
Su lads have been for several years in the Training Institute
of the United Methodist Church at Chao-tong, and have made
excellent progress in Scripture knowledge as well as in such
studies as ethics, general and Chinese history and mathematics,
and are in no way inferior to the Chinese lads.
With wise guidance a strong self-supporting church might

be established among this people, but perhaps it is too much
‘to expect that in these days of special bequests and grants the
Nou Su will be allowed to depend upon their own resources
in developing their work. Of this, however, we may be sure

that if the Gospel is preached in its purity and simplicity,
a by no means easy task under the circuinstances, it will
prove to these benighted and downtrodden people the comfort

and stimulus for which they have long sought.

Light shall

arise upon the people and this moral wilderness shall blossom
as the rose and become as one of the pleasant places of the
earth.
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The Union Normal School, Wuchang
BY REV. G. A. CLAYTON, W. M. S., HANEKOW.
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and engaged upon, the work of primary education, was

called to consider the possibility and feasibility of union in
normal training. As is too often the case differences in
educational ideals and aims were too great to facilitate the
complete union desired. Work on independent lines had

already been started in one or two cases, which it was
felt impossible, at that time at least, to give up for a wider
scheine.

The meeting, however, was not without its results;
the upshot being that the Wesleyan Mission high school at
Wuchang, expressing its willingness, and having at that tune
ainple accommodation within its new buildings for the housing

of such a school, the authorities of the American Church
Mission aud American Baptist Missionary Union gladly availed
themselves of this opportunity of union in educational work.
As a branch of educational work this was not an entirely new

The beginnings of normal training in the A. C. M.
were made several years previously, whilst the W. M. S. high
school had not been without its two or three normal students
at any time within the previous five or six years. The new
thing about the scheme was that 1t was definitely taken up in
the interests of greater economy in men and means, greater
venture.

efhciency than previously, and in a genuine spirit of union aud
mutual helpfulness.

Our Aim.—At what we all realise to be a definite financial loss, English has been excluded from the curriculum.
he school is established to equip men as teachers in primary
schools only, aud we have not yet been persuaded that English
takes either a true or a necessary place in the curriculum of the
ordinary country primary school. If English is to be taught
in these or any other schools it had better be entrusted to the

eraduates of our high schools and colleges who have had a
long and thorough course in the subject.
Our aim is rather to equip men to train lads, the majority
of whom are never destined to obtain more than the rudiments
of education, with (a) an intelligent and usable acquaintance
with their own language, (b) arithmetic, (c) geography, (d)
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general science, i.e., to provide an education as nearly as
possible equivalent to that obtainable in the government elementary school in England.
At the same time we hope that our teachers will be able to

prepare the minority, who will be able and wishful to go
further, to pass the examinations and satisfy the tests required
for entrance into middle and high schools.
Our MATERIAL.—Since the opening of the school as a

union normal school the students who have come may be
divided into three well-marked classes.
(1). Elderly men of real Chinese scholarship.

It is prob-

ably needless to say that in spite of great labour, both in
teacher and taught, only the exceptional man of this type is
likely to prove more than a stop-gap till some of his younger
brethren are trained to replace him.
(2). Younger men, say from 20 to 30 years of age, inno-

cent of all knowledge that is not written in the classics, but
with minds still comparatively plastic. Some of these men do
exceedingly well, and will, we feel sure, at the end of their
course prove the value of their training here.
(3), Youths from 17 upwards, trained in mission schools,
who come to us with a pretty thorough knowledge of arithmetic and geograpliy and some general acquaintance with science,
It is these men that we welcome. ‘They are more or less the
equivalent of the average normal student in England, and by
their means we see the hope by and bye not only of imparting
some little Western knowledge but of getting Chinese taught
to little children on a really rational plan.
In pre-union days we have had very good results indeed

from men of types 2 and 3. We doubt if type x will ever
do more than fill a gap in a time of transition from old to new.
Our hope is that type 3 may increase and come to fee]
that the training of little country lads is a vocation worthy of a
man of scholarship.
OUR 'TRAINING.—At present, especially as we have a
number of men who are finished Chinese scholars, training in
Chinese is left to a Chinese teacher of repute. This is merely
for the present. We feel that a big problem in Chinese education lies here, and changes will follow as the way opens.
_ For the rest we have at present in residence some eighteen students of very various ability and attainments. As to
teaching we first have to take them as we find them. For
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instance, one man this year will finish his two years’ residence
at decimal fractions in arithmetic (needless to say he is elderly
and no mathematician), whilst other men, not at the end of their
first year with us, have practically covered all the ground 1n

Mateer’s three volumes of arithmetic and are making good
progress in algebra. This is a matter that is righting and will
right itself as our work is better understood.
Naturally in a normal school we feel that our business is
the method of teaching as well as the matter taught.
In the early days general hints and helps in teaching were
given rather than definite instruction. We are now past that

stage, and two periods a week are given up not so much to
lectures as to definite example and instruction as to the method

of teaching geography and arithmetic by a fully—normally—
qualified and certificated English teacher.
The men are shown how to teach the various rules, addition, substraction and so on, and are then made to give lessons
before and to their fellow-students. For this purpose they are

split up into two classes according to age, so that ‘face’ may
be preserved and the work done as easily as possible.

Tu this

way not only the rules of arithmetic but rational methods of
teaching geography, beginning with a map of the school, the
playground, the neighbourhood, the province and so on, have
been inculcated. We hope it will be possible within the near
future to add to this the perhaps greater advantages of training
in a practising school.
Our RESULTS.—We have not attained unto perfection, but
going back over a period of six years (which of course includes

pre-union days). we can honestly say that there are many
proofs that the work has been and is worth while. ‘The old
students are well spoken of by the pastors under whom they
work, and an annual written examination of the boys they teach
gives ys all the evidence we need that, if not perfect teachers,

they are vastly superior for our needs to any other type of
whem we know. It1is a Christian school. All the students are
baptised Christians or catechumens. We do not seek to draft
them on to any theological school. If after a little experierice

in teaching any of them feel that way inclined we shall be
We do not exist for that purpose, however, but to
raise up a set of men who will be the guides, philosophers
and friends of the great majority who can never go far up the
very glad.

educational ladder, and we trust we are turning out a type

Students> Dormitor

tology Class at Work
UNIO NW MEDICAL COLLEGE, PEKING.
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of man of whom educationally as well as otherwise we need
not be ashamed.
One word more,

The coordination of Christian elementary education is tied up with this matter of normal schools.
Given a good strong union normal school in any centre and
the problem of union in elementary school work is solved and
that is the foundation of union in all other school work. The
school here definitely aims at beginning at the bottom.

Home Notes by a Missionary on Furlough

A

BY REV. E. W. BURT, M.A.

FTER seventeen years on the China mission field I
now find myself for the second time in England, and
a few notes on my experiences dturing the past six

months may uot be without interest to my fellow-missionaries.

My impression of the meetings as a whole is that they

indicate less interest in missions than was manifested on thie
occasion of my former visit in Igoo. But 1 is perhaps only
fair to remember that a thrill of horror then went through the
land by reason of the Boxer atrocities, and this had roused
abnormal interest in China. How well I recall the pain of
speaking in 1900 at the very time when the fate of beloved
colleagues hung in the balance and when anxious parents and
friends were tortured by terrible suspense about loved ones in
China ! Now-—in 1909—though to the few who closely follow
events in the Far East, the situation is full of interest, there is

nothing of a striking nature to arrest the attention of the
average Christian.
The missionary meetings are, as a rule, poorly attended,
unless special attractions of a sensational sort are provided. The

I, M. S. is face to face with a big deficit, and contemplates
withdrawing from some of its fields. Yet when all the facts
Arnold Thomas tells
me that when a few years ago the L. M. S. decided on a preat
are known, this is not so bad as it seems.

forward movement, they asked for an additional £25,000 a
year, and they bave got in response to that appeal 475,000 a
year more than formerly. His own church gave £1,300 this
year, as against £1,500 last, but the difference is due to the
death of two warm supporters, so that the grave crisis in the
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aftairg of the oldest Protestant mission in China is not due to
falling income at home so much as to rising expenditure abroad.

What is true of this great society is more or less true of

all, The moral for missionaries 1s to push forward in the
direction of an independent, se/fsupporting church, and to
cease to look so largely to the home church, which has
immense problems and crushing burdens of its own, The
Chinese Christian must be educated to support his own pastor
and school teacher and pay for the board and education of his
own sons aud daughters, which is still largely a free gift of the

foreign society, though it leads tothe direct advancement of
the worldly prospects of the children of the Chinese Christians.
Of all branches of missionary work none ts so popular as
the medical. Many fine young men are preparing to become

medical missionaries, and the day should not be far distant
when every mission station will have its properly-equipped
hospital, physician, surgeon and nurse.
I have also found that any mention of the recent remark-

able movement towards che unity of the Christian church in
China meets with instant appreciation and warm approval.
Whether the official boards are all quite as ready to keep pace

with the trend of the best opinion of the Chinese church
and her leaders, 1s another question which I cannot answer
with equal confidence. The traditional shackles of a banefu]
sectarianisin press harder at home than on the mission field,
and the good people hear with incredulous surprise of the
harmonious codperation in mission colleges of Presbyterians,
Anglicans and Baptists, whereas in England there is real peril
of secular education being established through the failure of the

different sections of the church to come to a working agreem1eT1f.
In this matter of union, I have always maintained, we
missionaries have a mission to the divided church at home.

If,

as seems likely, we on new fields and breathing a freer air,
unhampered by the ancient shibboleths and jealonsies, ean
unite, we shall build better than we knew and contribute much
to the solution of this vexed problem at home.

At the recent autumn assembly of the Baptist Union of

Great Britain and Ireland the thing that stands out most
clearly in my memory ts the excellent speech of the chairman,

a high Anelo-Indian official of ripe experience, who gave a
most emphatic and convincing testimony to the worth of
missionary work, And I understand that at the spring as-
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sembly equally outspoken words were uttered by another great

Indian ruler, Sir Andrew Fraser. After the witness of such
men, it is only wilful malice that can go on repeating the old
ignorant statements that missions are a failure and missionaries

a pack of fanatics,

Instead of the customary vituperation

Missions now receive a chorus of praise from all who are quali-

hed to judge. Let tus missionaries be thankful, and also
mindful of the caution, ‘‘ Beware when all men speak well of
you,” We must seek a fuller consecration if we are to truly
deserve the kind things said of us.

in some churches a new feature, preguant with promise,
is the formation of wzsston study circles among the young.

Last winter the text-book was Arthur Smith’s ‘‘ Uplift of
China,’? and this year it isa book called ‘‘The Reproach of
isitam.??

This movement slhiould do much to remove the dense

Ignorance which, alas! still prevails about the racés that sit
in darkness and the mighty things that God is doing in their
midst.
QOne’s fear is that these ‘‘study circles’’ may be

swamped in the multitudinous activities of the church.
speaking generally the church appears to me to be suffering
From extreme sectionalising rather than from sectarianism. Each
church is a humming hive of activity. Cliques and sets of all
sorts jostle one another—Christian Endeavour societies, brotherhoods, adult schools, young peoples’ own, social institutes, boys’
brigades, etc., etc. Is it any wonder that the quiet mid-week
prayer-meeting is crowded out? There is such a thing in the
church as not being able to see the wood for. the trees, This
does not strike the missionary home on furlough as a healthy
signi. The message To-day requires is, ‘‘ Show piety at home,’
‘* Study to be quiet.’?

At Bristol recently it was my privilege to hear two inspiring addresses on China. The first was by Dr. Campbell
Gibson, of Swatow, moderator this year of the Presbyterian
Church in England. He gave—as all who know him would
expect—-a fine, sane and optimistic review of the situation in
China, and one’s only regret was that he had such a meagre
andience.

The second address was by Rev. Lord William Gascoigne

Cecil, who has twice visited China on behalf of the
China Emergency Committee.

He gave a reasoned state-

ment of the present opportunity, which showed masterly
grasp aud intimate knowledge, and he was heard with
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keen attention. The meeting was held at the Mansion
House by invitation of those generous friends of missions—

Mr. and Mrs, Edward Robinson—who are this year Lord
Mayor and Lady Mayoress of Bristol, and forward in every
good work. Rev. Gilbert Walshe expounded the aims of the
Christian Literature Society and paid a tribute to its far-seeing
founders—Wiulliamson, Edkins, Faber, ete. The Lord Bishop

of Bristol and Dr. Richard Glover (who visited N. China
nineteen years ago) also spoke, and altogether it was one of
the most interesting meetings I have attended.
Elaborate preparations are being made for the World Conference at Edinburgh next June. Let us hope and pray that

this conference may concentrate the interest of all Christendom in the evatigelisation of the world and pave the way
for the unification of the many agencies now at work.

Notes on Recent Native Journalism
BY REV. W. ARTHUR CORNABY.

T has been part of the writer’s task during the past thirteen

years of Chinese editorship to keep in touch with current articles in the mative papers; at first with those of
just one leading daily (when residing inland) and latterly with
those of several Shanghai papers and occasionally those of

other ports. There may be said to be at the present time
five leading dailies in Shanghai and about fifty other dailies
of note in the rest of the empire, and (what strikes Westerners

as remarkable) with slight exceptions the whole are in stiff
documentary Chinese, and the leading articles in still more
dificult Wéz-d, harder to read than, say, the national History
of China from the Han dynasty onwards. This fact has an
important bearing on their sphere of influence, for while we
see around us many a shop assistant scanning the morning
paper, hardly one of that class would be sufficiently educated
to read more than the translated telegrams, the news from
the provinces, and the various entertaining etceteras supplied ;

some tew would be able to read the Imperial edicts understandingly, but the leading articles—those trumpet notes of
journalism—would have, to ninety-nine hundredths of them,
a very ‘‘uncertain sound.”’ Doubtless among the merchant
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class there are to be found those who can read through these
articles with intelligence, but speaking generally the leading

articles of Chinese journalism gain their full force of appeal
only in the minds of the literary and scholarly classes. This
means that were any native paper or papers to adopt the

attitude to the world in general that a certain half-penny
English daily was wont to adopt toward Gerinany, its suspicionspreading articles (to call them by the mildest possible name)

would be utterly unintelligible to the Chinese Tom, Dick,
and Harry and could only influence the ‘‘man in the street’?
iii an indirect way from whatever the scholarly readers chose

to interpret and explain. And anyone acquainted with the
attitude of many of these Chinese articles during the latter half
of 1909, has cause to be devoutly thankful for this delimitation
of infammatory influence.
In the form of a dratna one of the monthhes of England
has recently, under the thinnest of disguises, given an expose
of the policy and methods of the half-penny newspaper refer-

red to; that policy being represented as simply to give the
public what they want—good, bad, and indifferent, reliable
or fictitious intelligence according to popular demand. And
of course every journalist, with or without a conscience, if.
he would make his paper pay, especially in the midst of
journalistic competition, must ever keep before him ‘‘ what the
public wants.” Only those journals connected with literature
societies, and in receipt of subsidies, can afford to give what
the readers ought to want, if the readers’ standard of destres
is much lower than it ought to be. Native papers have to

pay their way, and to gain popularity they must contain (1)
a variety of interesting matter, as news, etc., and (2) criticisins
on those whom their readers, and young China particularly,
love to criticise or hear criticised, namely, the government in
Peking, the mandarinate in all provinces, and foreign nations
every where. These then are the three lines on which a native

editor 1s ever tempted to distinguish himself and ‘‘ scratch
the itching places’’ (as the semi-classical phrase goes) of his
And of these three objectives the last has been
readers.
considered as by far the safest, under the impression among
native editors that no foreigner is able to read their articles of
himself, or ardent enough to get them interpreted by a pundit
into colloquial. So that, going well up to the limit of pungent
criticism of the first two classes—unless the paper is quite
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under the official thumb—the majority of the dailies went far
beyond the limits of either truth or sanity as regards ‘‘ our

violent enemies of the West, whose whole mercantile
policy was ‘‘ poisonous intrigtte,’’ whose whole diplomacy was
‘‘shameless insult,’? who were represented as having already
‘sliced China as a melon ’’, and whose Hague Convention had
inapped out the portions which each were to seize. Foreign

loaus were opposed tooth and nail in the most perfervid
manner, and even a full-blown ‘‘ Boxer’’ scheme—a horde
of 10,000,000—-was boldly advocated by the most popular

of all the papers. No wonder that the country was stirred
up to accept and enlarge tpon these wild rumours and
that the situation looked ‘‘perilonsly like that of the end
of 1899.”
But now one has to report with pleasure that, yielding
to various influences and appeals, the Shanghai press for the
whoie of January onwards, and the provincial press in many
parts from the middle of January, has been wonderfully mild
and moderate as regards foreign policy, and even the Chinchou-Aigun railway loan
scheme (January 23)evok-

ed no word of criticism,

though set forth in the
teeth of numerous articles
of the previous year, writ-

ten at white heat. Very
friendly references to the

Christian Literature Society have appeared in-

stead, the comet tract has

been reprinted by two
most prominent papers.

And a new era of journalistic sanity seems to

have dawned. ‘‘God
biess our friends, the native editors,’? should be
our daily prayer, May
they be a force of upbuilding instead of disintegraST

REJECTION OF THE PETITION FOR THE
IMMEDIATS OPENING OF A NaAe
TIONAL PARLIAMENT.

of the local native papers give a daily
tion in the months and (Several
cartoon on current events, of which

years fo come.

the above 1s a reduced specimen. }
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Correspondence.
LIFE OF DR. Y¥Y. J. ALLEN.

OUESTIONABLE ADVERTISING.

Lo the Editor of
‘Tor CHINESE RECORDER.’?

lo the Editor of

DEAR Sir: There are many calls

DEAR Srr: I[ desire to ask

Allen to be written. Will friends
11 China who may have letters

your opinion and advice on a
question that has arisen in my

for the Lite of Dr. Young f.

‘ ‘Tor CHINESE RECORDER.”’

through the operations in
written by Dr. Alien or know mind
this district of a foreign tobacco

of interesting facts suitable for
insertion in the Life to be writ-

At frequent intervals
recently foreigners, sometimes
two in a party, sometimes but
company.

ten kindly send the same to
Mrs. Y. J. Allen, 90 Chapoo one, have been advertising
Road, Shanghai? Jt wiil be cigarettes through this district
greatly appreciated.
by free distributions and by
brilliantly-colored bills posted
To the Laditor of

in conspicuous places. ‘To-day
a new means ot advertisement
came to my notice, a represen-

‘THe CHINESE RECORDER.”

and beginning a distribution of

PURITY LEAGUE FOR CHINA.

DEAR SIR: [ am sending (many
already posted) to every doctor

and male missionary in China,
whose address I can sectire, a

tative (foreign) arriving here

sniall hand-btlls.
I desire to ask, first, does the

nissionary body have any responsibility in this matter ? Is

copy of ‘‘Private Letter to it our duty to take steps to
Boys,’’ forms of application in oppose the introduction of
Chinese and English, also a cov-

cigarettes throughout China?

ering letter 1n connection with

Personally I am of opinion that,

would communicate with me.

garding the injurious character

an effort as we are making is

natives and foreigners. May we

prise of this particular tobacco
company 1S worthy of a better
cause, and if there 1s no counteracting influence, will certainly result in establishing a large

China.

fluence is likely to come.

the Purity League for China. whatever may be said for or
Should any one fail to receive against the smoking of native
them, I should be obliged if they tobacco, there is no doubt re-

The urgent need for suth of foreign cigarettes.

increasingly obvious by the
number and character of letters

which we receive from both

The enter-

again ask for the hearty co- trade in cigarettes. ‘The missionoperation of all who have the ary body is the only source from
welfare at heart of the youth of which any counteracting inI am,
Faithfully yours,
W. ARTHUR TATCHELL,.
Wesleyan Mission Hospital,
Hankow.,

Then, secondly, have these

foreign representatives a right to

travel in inland China for this
purpose? They are not selling
their goods, as far as I know,
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but only advertise.

Yet, even

so, do the treaties admit of
their travelling in inland China
ior this purpose?
Sincerely yours,
| ANDREW EFHOMSON.
Tao Koa, N. Howan.

BIBLE TRANSELATION COM-

MITTEES versus INDIVIDUALS,

Lo the Lditor of
‘Trae CHINESE RECORDER.”
DEAR SIR ° It is generally sup-

posed that there is more likeli-

tevisers have altered for the
worse in this case. }

Mr. Bondfield allows that

proper naines need adjusting (see
the name Hebrew and Hebrews. )

Technical ternis also need to be

rendered consistently and not

as in the English A. V. pur-

posely varied in the same context (see Boast in Psalm xhiv. 8
and Romans ti. 17, Vv. 11; and

‘Trouble in Psalm xliv. 24 and
Romans v. 3-5 aud vill. 35-39. )

Ot course the wording of the
crted verse in the two Scriptures
should be identical.

hood of accuracy being attained

when several competent men
pool their work than when an
individual does the work alone.
Early versions were the work
of individual translators, and

some were excellent, eg.,
Tindall.

Ir. Goddard at Ningpo, Dr.

john at Hankow, Bishop Schereschewsky in Japan, each transhated the New ‘Pestament into

Chinese. ‘In 1 Cor. xv. 53 all
three used the word BT K‘o
(liable to) when translating the
words meaning corruptible and

mortal; yet when the three

separate subseq went-

ly assued their versions it is
found that they agree in reject-

ing K‘o (possibihty) and use
we pi (certainty), not giving a

[March

SURVEYOR.

BIBLE TRANSLATION, PROPER
NAMES.

Zo the Editor of
‘Toe CHINESE RECORDER.”’
DEAR SIR: Reading Mr. Bond-

feld’s article in the December
number, one was glad to see
that it 1s eviclent to some at

least that ‘something more

than revision is required’? in
the matter of giving Chinese
names for proper names in the
Ruble.

I would like to make a suggestion for any commuttee that
may be appointed to deal with
this subject.
And first, as the names appear

place even in the margin to the
reading of their predecessors.

so dificult to the Chinese, mak-

sleep,’’ is a contextual vindica-

scripture, is it necessary to trans-

Verse §1, ‘“‘ We shall zo? all

tion of the sagacity of the

mg it almost tmpossible for
them to remember chapters of

literate so exactly the names of
people and places?
ferring to the old Delegates’
Second, 1f 1 be necessary to
version I find it correct. The do so, theu would it not be well
individuals above mentioned to add the meaning of the name
probably followed it. |
in places where the meaning is

tndividual trauslators.

re-

| abstained from sending

suggestions when [I found that

correct renderings already in
print had been tgnored [and it

appears that the High Wén

kuovwn ?

And third, as Chinese characters of any given sotind are
so abundant, would it not be pos-

sible often to get sounds that

Onur Book Table
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have a meaning approximate to

It such a work conld be done

the meaning of the words and

(I know how dificult the task

Chunese greatly.

boon to the Chinese, and it
might be expected that they

at the same time not far reioved
in sound ? This would help the

It might also be possilsle to
drop the ‘A’ at the beginning
and end of words and so give a

shortened name that Chinese
could grasp and use, e.g., in

would be), it would be a great

would be encouraged to read
their Bibles more if such dificulties were, to some extent,
reinoved.

Yours faithfully,

Aunanias (Acts 5.)

Our Book Table.
The object of these Reviews is to give real information about
Authors will help reviewers by sending with their books,
price, original if any, or any other facts of interest. The custom
DoOOkS.

of prefixing an Enogtish preface to Chinese books is excellent.
Outline Studies in
Biblical Facts and History. By I,
N. De Puy, I. B. Travis. Translated
by T. H. Kaung. Edited by P, S.,
Yie, ¥. M,C. A. 25 cents per sin-

been printed in Euglish either in
the text or at the top of the page,

niore, 20 cents euch.

text-book.

a5) et fee itr WH Se,

gle copy; in quantities of Io or

‘Lhe book, from whicla this
translation {s made, is packed
fall of just such facts as teach-

ers wotld wish to impart to
Bible classes of Clitnese evatgelists and pastors. The tratslations reads well; though not ac-

quainted with the original I

would judge that this trauslation
is carefully done. W hen speaking

of the Bible as the ‘‘ canon’’ the
translator has twsed the characters PE #R aud referred to Gala-

tians vi. 76 as the source from

whence the uname has been dertyed. Turning to this in the Union

Version of the N. T. we get 44

2 SA (i Pi ‘according to this
rule.’ Here the translator las
chosen a wmore accurate term

that the one used inthe N. Tt.
tt would lhave been easter for
foreign missionaries to use this
text-beok if words like ‘canon’?
and names such as ** Coverdale,’’

Stephen,’’ etc., had

but it would be well for the

foreign teacher to procure the
orlotnal when using this as a
ao RO i tically:

M7 4 fe Alone tn London. Translated by Mrs. H. C. DuBose,
Chinese Tract Society. $4.20 per
200 Copies,

This is a touching little story
of a kind that shoufd be much
appreciated by Chinese school
giris. Good healthy stories are
certainly much ueeded and are
calculated to do much good.
Mrs. DuBose has trauslated this

story luto Kasy Wén-li: but for
the pronouns it might be Manda-

rin, The style may be describ-

ed as Mandarin with Wén-lt pro-

nouns, Some of the sentences
seein to defy the laws of gram-

tnar as (page 20) HE 2 ye A

“But the sick people

were already full.’ What is
meant is that the hospital was

full of sick people. One must
not hastily assume that such a
sentence is wroug though. ‘We

used to see numbers of shops in
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Shanghai with a notice which

giving China a constituttonal

are Jamps to eat.’”’ Kveryone

the Chinese language says and

the foreboding has been fulfilled
and the old statesman has passed to his reward.
The book is printed on ** maopien’’ paper with a cover of stiff

different things.

what precariously.

said: PYAR, ‘‘ Inside there government,’’ and to reflect tbat
understood that the lamps were
not to be eaten, but to be used for
burning opium to eat. So what

what it means are sometimes

wer Se oh: WE fee YE BE BE.

red paper stitched to it someTt is a@ book

that will be valued by Chinese
Western Con-

scholars.

stitutional Governments in their

application to China, by Dr. Gilbert
Reid. Published by Macmillan &
Co. 60 cents,

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. have,

from time to time, issued books
specially prepared to meet the
needs of Chinese schools and
colleges, and judging from the
announcement of their forthcoming publications, which 1s issued
with this volume, they intend to

push this branch of their business, The present volume by
Dr. Gilbert Reid is on the subject which he has made pecu-

liarly hisown. It need not be
said that the work is carefully

and accurately done. Dr.

Reid’s writer uses many of the
phrases affected by scholars of
the new learning. These may

pans ere gee

Faith and Facts as illustrated in the
History of the China Inland Mission, by Marshail Broomiall, B. A.

Published by the China Inland
Mission, Price 1r/- net.

This book is, like all the publications of the China Inland
Mission, got up im first class
style.

The cover has a fine pic-

ture of Mont Blanc and a striking text at the foot of it. The paper is good, the printing clear and

the illustrations artistic. Above

all the story told to illustrate
the text that God’s faithfulness
is more abiding than the everlasting hills, is of absorbing interest.

From cover to cover the

book is packed with eloquent
testimony that it 1s worth while

trusting God. There are it-

be taken as examples: ff stances of those who glortfied

Re 23 We 4, ‘‘ In the embryonic
stage ;’? SA Bi] A Bb i fA — +4-

Ht K Ye OR, ‘Equal in

the race with the powers in this
evolutionary 2oth century ;’’ #4
4 2 BE SH HE NG TR, This was
the childhood of democracy.”’
There are complimentary prefaces by three of the highest ofh-

cials and foremost scholars in
the Chinese Empire. That by
Sun Chia-nai is lithographed in

what we take to be his own

handwritting. It 1s pathetic to
read in it: ‘“T am old: itis not
likely I shall see the day when
the world will accept a common
bond, but I am fortunate in that
I have seen the preparation for

God, giving cheerfully out of

deep poverty and of those who
gave generously of their wealth.
‘* This record is published solely
as a testimony to God’s goodness and not from any thought
of exalting a mission or a method. Our ground of rejoicing is
not our faith, but God’s faithfulness.’’

The frontispiece, ‘‘ The First
Cash Book,’’ isa photograph of
the pocket-book in which Hudson Taylor kept a record of the
first donations given to the China
Inland Mission. On page 23 1s
reproduced a photograph of the

page containing the first entry
in this cash book.

The neatness

Our Book Table
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and business-like method of this
page must impress all who look

on it. The writing and figures

are copperplate. Those who
suppose that a ‘‘ faith mission ”’
may be ritn on hap-hazard prin-

ciples will be enlightened by a

study of this page. On page
70 is a picture of the 15 large

ly given throughout the text.
A large portion of the work is
of equal value to the ordinary
Student of hygiene, and it is
heartily commended for popuiar

use, as well as for use by military students.

volumes which record the trans-

actions of the financial depart-

ment of the Mission in Shanghai
from 1889 to 1907. During these

years more than half a million

sterling was paid to the missionaries for their personal use and

worl.

“To the glory of God

THE MESSIAH, THE ANCHSTRAT, Hope

OF THE AGES. The Desire of all
Nations. By B.A. Gordon. Published by the Karsaisha, Tokyo. Sold
by the C. L. S., Shanghai. Price,

$5.50.

may it be said that not one far-

The Hon. Mrs. Gordon, who
is the author of this book, has

spent before it was received, and

been for many years a resident

thing of that large sum was

there is no instance of a deficit in the Far East and through
balance on any page of these the greater part of her Ife a

student of Oriental religions.
Others of her works, ‘‘ Clear
4. D.
Round,’ and The Temples of
the Orient,’? have had a wide
Handbook of Military Hygiene. circulation. Now Mrs. Gordon
I ey AE OH BE. By Dr. Chao Sze-fah,
has put forth this very striking
Nanking.
work on the Messianic hope
vyolumes.’’ Praise God.

This is a handy little volume,
published by the Medical Missionary Association. Dr. Chao,
the author, ts a graduate of the
medical department of Nanking

University, and has been for

several years examiner to, and

lecturer on, hygiene in the
Army Recruiting Bureau at
Nanking. The work is designed as a text-book for army re-

crults, who are all now reqnired
to know something in regard to

military hygiene before they
are advyaticed to rank in the
army. The book 1s illustrated

quite sufficiently for the purpose
for which it is designed, and the
press work 1s clear. The terminology used is that adopted by
the Publication Committee of

the Medical Missionary Association, and English equivalents of
the Chinese terms are frequent-

which she finds enshrined in the

great religions of Asia, and

bases upon it a comparative
study of religion. The beautiful

itiustrations it) colour add to
the attraction of the work.
The learned author has spared

no pains in the collection of
information, and all who are
interested in the subjects dealt
with will find her work profitable
reading. It is needful for every

missionary to Oriental peoples to
attain a sympathetic understanding of the religious forces which

underlie their superstitions and
Customs. Many failures in mis-

sionary enterprise may be traced
to the entire lack of appreciation

of the truths which tnderlay
the ancient non-Christian faiths

which many earnest Christian
workers have honestly, but unfortunately, revealed. This work
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is a helpful reminder of the
fact that God has spoken in

of the quotations upon which
the whole value of the book,

wany distinct messages and by
various methods to the fathers

as an argument, must depend ?

through the prophets, and should

quoted from the pen of Dr. T.
Richard, in which a Chinese
gentieman, who had read the

is to be found in systems overlaid with superstition and error.
Much of the material here pub-

New Testament, without guide or
explanation, fold the missionary

encourage the search for the
residuum of divine truth which

lished ts helpful, and the purpose

of the whole is commendable ;

On page 53 an ineident is

that the passage which struck

him siost forcibly was “ that
which says men may become the

many of its conclusions, however,

temples of the Holy Ghost.”'

ing, but her work Jacks grip and

accuracy. Loo many of the

inference is that nobility and
holiness are interchangeable

quotatious are perverted, often
by a very little, but still pervert-

ment, with its Hebraic tse otf

The author adds, i.e, ‘fhe
author is gifted with wide read- Shrine of Noble Life.' The
are far from convincing, The

ed, apparently for no other
purpose than to add effect to the
point the writer desires to make.
The net result 1s to accomplish
the reverse, since inaccuracies

in the known lead to a general
Suspicion of possible inaccuracy
im the upknown which continual-

terms |

Surely the New Testa-

‘holy,’ never suggests anything
of the kind.
The very suggestive line of
enquiry into a possible Christian
source ot the highest Buddhist
teaching found in Japan, urged
in the first essay of this work,

‘ The Speaking Stone,’’ is

ly holds back the assent of the
reader. He wishes to verify all

marred in the sameway. Two

before he acknowledges couviction upon any. On page 11g we

shi and Dengyo Daishi—visited
Cho‘ang, Singanfu, in 804 A.D.

are told that we repeat each
sunday the triumphant words

Japanese Buddhists—Kobo Dai-

to study questions of religion
there.

Mrs. Gordon feels assur-

of the grand old historic creed:
‘‘T expect the life of the world
to come.” This is Mrs. Gordon’s

ed that in contact with the

Of the
account of the transfiguration we

‘‘prectous doctrine of the Shingon sect,’’ which lies at the root
of the ever burning fire of Miya-

way of saying: ‘‘I believe...
in the life everlasting.’

read thus: They ‘' were with

Him in the holy mount and were

initiated as eyewitnesses into
His Majesty.” ‘* His face did
shine as the stn. His raimeiit

Nestorian missionaries, and after

a study of the Nestorian stele,

Kobo took back with him the

jima, the Dat Nichi teaching,
For iu Singanfu he had, without

became white, dazzling as the sun,

doubt, heard of ‘‘the great
light *’ which had shone to
Iiewhten the nations like ‘‘a

them.’’ And again thus: The

the central doctrine Dai Nichi

as no fuller on earth could white

word was made flesh and dwelt
——was enshrined—among us,’’
e[c. Instances might be nultiplied. If the words of Scripture
are thus dealt with the question
may well arise, What of the rest

sunrise (?) from on high.” But

is Kk H, which may not be tran-

slated as Kobo Daishi would
receive it in China as a ‘ great
LIGHT’ at all. It is, as it must

then have been, the great sun.
Later, personality 1s ascribed by

1910]

Our Book Table

the writer to Dai Nichi. That
connection has to be assumed, on

general grounds, between the
Mahayana teaching and Christianity, should be gladly acknowledged; much pregnant hope lies

therein, but the proof is not to

be given on the strength of
casual correspondences. There
is too great a tendency, a tendency which betrays a weakness,
to treat external likenesses as a

proof of inward and vital con-

2435

'* Worla Hluminator,’’ the Aryan
‘§ Sky Father,’’ the Greek ‘' Zeus

fater,’’ the Roman ‘' /upzter
Maximus,’ and the Chinese
Tien,’’ is He whom the Lord
Jesns Christ taught His followers to address as ‘‘ Onr Father

in Heaven.” He is also the
one of whom Paul preached
at Athens—‘ whom therefore
unconsciously (?) ye are worship-

ping.’

All this and much more.

It must be read to be fully

nection. Because legend ascribes

appreciated.
Now when the Christian reader

and curling hair, and images of
Maitreya show the same characteristics, it may not be even

has finished his perusal of this
interesting but provoking work,

to Jesus Christ fair stature

assumed that the legend and the

image have common ground.

he cannot fail to ask himself,
How do its conclusions stand

Lhe method is entirely unscienti-

in relation to a Itberal 1nterpretation of the New Testanremt point

with a now discredited but once

is enshrined in faith all rcund

fe: it has much in common
popular school of philology.

of view? Granted that there
the world an inheritance of Mes-~

Yet in her very comprehensive

Sianic hope; the question then

the way to students who may,
by the diligent pursuit of lines
of enquiry here opened up, do
much to clear the religions of

regenerate?

the basic common ground of
faith from which the steps to

an ideal, or to expound the

studies Mrs. Gordon has pointed

Asta from their excrescences of
idolatrous superstition and find
salvation may be cut.

The following extract may

arises, Does the Messianic hope
satisfy ? and, above all, Can 1€¢

For the Christian

inissionary, standing in the position of an interpreter of the New
‘Testament aud of the teaching
and life purpose of Jesus Christ,
is not simply content to proclaim
highest truth. Kepentance, farth,
salvation,——these are his watch-

serve to illustrate the object of

words, and without them truth

danger of forgetting that ‘myth’
is perception, insight, intuition,

expositor of luminous but nonlifegiving doctrine. Christianity

the life work of our author: itself is mere good form, and
‘‘In these days we Stand in the preacher becomes simply an
and that because the inyth alzways

corresponds to a ‘reality’ we
must theretore employ the never-

failing key—‘ by faith’—if we
would interpret truly the mys-

is bound in the nature of the case

to produce in those who hear
it a confession of failure, both
religious and personal, before
its work can become effective,

terious worship of heathen St. Paul at Athens did not simply
civilizations...... . The germ declare ‘‘an unknown God.’’
of primal revelation hes hidden

in them all.’’ Superstition is,

we are told, rightly expressed

He added : ‘* Now commands He
men every where to repent.” The

message of conformation to the

by the Japanese word ‘faith Divine Will goes hand in hand
gone wrong.’ The Japanese with information regarding the
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Divine Lawgiver or the purpose

of Christ remains tuntulfilled.

Such stress may be laid on the
fact that Cheistcame to full anel

| March

fact that God has nowhere left
without witness, and.

that Christian truth is. either

sot ta destroy, that it may be

eushrined or has been implanted
in muclrof the religious exercises

aid ye have made it a den of
thieves.’ That many have, in

Christ’S messengers to evict,
even with scourging, the un-

forgoelten how twice in His we see everywhere about us.
earthly lifelime He cleansed the This it is our mission to lay
temple. ‘ My Father’s house claim to in the name of Christ,
shall be called a house of prayer put if is also the business of
their zeal for the redemption of
men, forgotten that men everywhere are made in the image of
God and are reliciles ot some
measure Of divine truth, is very

worthy moneychangers and the

unholy sellers of merchandise
who have taken possession of
the temples of the living God.

It was the law, the divine

true, and we are thankful to will, that Christ said He came
Mrs. Gordon for the reminder,
which is so aptly given in this
work, of the inherent spirituality
of universal religion, and of the

to fulfill, and not the vain
imaginings of the human mind.
W.WN. B.

New Announcements.
The Traveller's Guide. Religious

Tract Society, London,
An Elementary Study of Chernstry,
by Macpherson and Heuderson,

A Tirst Course in Physics, by Millikan anc Gale.

These 2 books by Rev. Chang
Directory of Worship of Presbyterian Church, by C, D, Herriott.

From Zoroaster to Christ, being

iife of first Parsee convert to Cliristianity, . L, &.
Poster on Halley's Comet. C. Ie S,
now (11 Both thousand.

Con. oi Amos. C. Campbell Brown,
roniiletics. W. M, Hayes,
Wife of Rirs. Kutin, J. Vale.
Newell's O. T. Studies. J. Vale,
Expository and Homniiletical Commentary O12 the Gospels, Rev. Thos.

“Wiat a Young Boy ought to
know” [otall) Li Yung-chwen, Fulto.
Chinkiang.

Rev. J. Leighton Stuart, of NanKing, has t5 lessons on ‘‘ Greek for
Chinese students,'? and liopes to go
On with the work.
>

Life of Lord Shaftesbury,

Pau.

EK. Mor-

CT... Ss.

Finney's Revival Tract (ont). D.

MacGillivray, C€, J. §.
Methods of Bible Study, D. MacCsillivray. c. J. S.

supplement to Catalogue, nD, MarGsillivray. L. &

Wide, Wide World. C. L. S&S (in

Dress, }

Life of Stephen Grellet. C. dep S.
¥. B, Meyer's Elijah. C. L. 8.

Life of Aifred ibe Great.

Cc. L. S§.

Practice of Presence of God, C.L. 5S.

Law's Serious Call.

LL, 8S.

Preparation for the Messiali in the

East.

.L. S&S.

Putierson’s Pauline Theology. D.
MacGillivray, CLS
China Rlission Year Book. D. Mac-

Gillivray, C.L. 8.

Note: In reference to Clarke's

Theology, Mr. W. Tremberth writes
that he bas finished the work. Prof,
Kf. J. White also writes that he will
coniplete the work of the late Mr,
Millard on the same books.

Will the person doing ‘ Stalker's
Val" please give particulars to Dr.

BiacGtilliyray ?
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BOOKS IN PREPARATION IN WRSY
CHINA.

From the West Chine Tract
society's List,
Safety, Certainty, and Enjoyment.
Abridged Pilgrim's Progress + in verse,

Christianity aud Confucianism. By
a Chinese student.

Great Events of Old and New Testawent: in verse, .
The Holy Spirit. How to obtain and
how to retain.
Our Bible Readings.
Korea and its People,
Griffith Thomas on the Acts.

14 Prize Essays on the Duty of Men

to instruct the Wouten and Chil.
dren of their Households.

sheet Tract on Payment of Taxes,
From Guilt through Grace to Glory.

By Y. M,C. A.
Temptations of Students, by John R.
Mott.
Power of Jesus Christ in the Life of
Students. John R, Mott.
Achievement—O, S, Marden (abridgment, }

Constructive Studies in the Gospel of

Niark. Burton.

Bismarck : His Life and Work (Wénlt), by Rev. F. W. Leuschner.
Westcott’s Commentary on St. John’s
Gospel, by Rev. G, Miles, Wesleyan
Alission.
Onward, Christian Soldiers. Talks on

Practical Religion (S. P, C. K.), by
Rev. Wm. P, Chalfant, Ichowfu.
Expository Commentary on John’s
Gospel. George Hudson,
Mongol Catechisin. Robert Stephen,
Jehoi, via Peking, from whom copies
may be had,

REE ARI BIR se moe a 2 nom sees

China Centenary Missionary. Conference.
The Committee’s Final Report.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee held on the rst
ot February the secretary’s and treasurer’s reports were presented

and passed, and thus the long labours of the committee were
brought to a close. It will be remembered that the Executive
Comunittee was to continue it: office until the accounts and business

of the conference had been settled, and it will not be a surprise
to anyone familiar with the conference records and resolutions
to know that it has taken the committee nearly three years to
complete tts duties. Before the chairman formally declared the
Executive Committee to dissolve the following missionaries were
nominated as the permanent committee :—
Rt. Rev. Bishop F. R. Graves, DD.
Rev. G. F. Fitch, D D.
Rev. J. R. Hykes, DD.
Rev, & Box.
Rev. D. BF. Hoste.
Rev. G, H. Bondclfield.

Rev. D. MacGillivray, D.D.

The permanent Committee organized by electing the Rt. Rev.

Bishop Graves, Chairman; Dr. G. F. Fitch, Treasurer: and Rev.
G. H. Bondfield, Secretary.
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Secretary's Report.—A report on the work of the various
committees appointed by the conference was published in the
September and October numbers of the CHINESE RECORDER,
1908, and is presented herewith. To that report there is but little
to add.
i. The Committee (No. 8) on the Preparation of a Message to
the Literati of China issued their message early last year. The

draft, prepared by Rev. T. W. Pearce, and approved by his
colleagues, Revs. Dr. Chauncey Goodrich and F. W. Baller, was
submitted to several other sinologues and finally prepared for the
press by Mr. Pearce and his able Chinese helpers. Over 10,000
copies (in parcels of 10, 15, 25 and 50) were posted to the mission

stations throughout the empire. Many missionaries wrote for
additional copies, and everywhere it appears to have been welcomed as ati admirable statement and a timely appeal. The com.
mittee, and the translators in particular, are to be congratulated
on the success of this publication. The message should not be
allowed to go out of print.

2. The Committee (No. 15) on the form of Prayer also
successfully completed their labours, and some thousands of the

revised prayer were sent out in April last. Several letters of
thanks have been received.

3. With regard to the organization or work of the Committee
(No. 19) on the Preparation of Commentaries, 1 have merely to
repeat what was reported in’ October, 1908, viz., no information
of any kind has been received.
A. Publication.—The instructions of the conference to publish
records of the proceedings and the addresses, etc., that were
delivered, were carried out, and the treasurer’s report shows that the
sale of these books and of the Century of Missions has not only helped to finance the Conference but has Jeft a substantial balance in
the treasurer’s hands. The committee is greatly indebted to the
editors and sub-committees for preparing and seeing these volumes
through the press.
The following details may be of interest :—
Wunder of
Coptes
Cost, copies sold. on hand.
1,000 Century of Missions

$2,880, 32

946

3,000 Conference Records ... 5,413.26 2,095 877
1,000 Conference Addresses ... 671.53 322 654 |
Copies of the ‘‘ Records’’ and ‘‘ Addresses’’ were presented
as mementos to reviewers, reporters, editors and others and to
members of committees, etc., as sanctioned by resolutions of the
Executive Committee. Letters of thanks are attached to this
report.

China Centenary Missionary Conference
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A resolution dealing with the remaining stock will be submitted
to this meeting.

5. It now only remains for the Executive Committee to
complete its labours in accordance with the conference resolutions,

(Records, p. 757) to pass for publication a cash statement, and
appoint the Committee.

G. H. BonDFIELD, Hon. Secretary.

Centenary Conference Committee,
BALANCE SHEET.

Liabilities.

Assets,

Due by American Tract So-

ciety...

89

Stock at cost value:
877 Records

Due to Methodist Publishing
House
oe £ 800.00
1,211.38 { Cr. Dalance
2.785,02
331.99

Cash at bank ...

654 Addresses

e829

eee 1,502,387

Typewriter and writing utensils in secretary's office ...

438.93
A0,00
HEE pp be GRE

$3,505.02

$3,505.02

G. F. Fives, 7reaserer.
Audited and compared with books and vouchers and found correct,
J. Ne. HAYWARD.

S. E. SMALLEY

Treasurer’s Report,

In making his final report the treasurer would call attention
to a few items Of expense which, while seemingly large, yet
were only relatively so and were unavoidable.

tst. There was the expense of hiring the Martyrs’ Memorial
and Town Halls, tnvolving a total of $1,459.50.
end. Advertising, band, etc., $668. 20.

3rd, Printing and circulating papers ordered by the Conference, such as, Letter to the Chinese Churches, Memorial to
the Home Churches, Memorial to the Chinese Government, Form
of Prayer for the Emperor of China, etc. Total $1,376.20.

In this connection it is but just to mention the generosity of
the Missionary Societies and friends in Hngland and the United
States, which made the Conference a possibility.

_ After all dues have been collected, including quite a large
sum from the American Tract Society, and ail expenses have
been met, we shall have quite a balance on hand, which will be
further increased by sales of the remaining Conference Records.

Centenary Mission ary
mm account with
EXPENDITURE.

To Preparation of Conference and Organizing ExLENSES im

Printing papers, resolutions, circulars, programs, etc. $§ 1,474.10

Clerical help, typist, etc.

249,00

Postage on papers, etc. ose ove

§45.73

Typewriting machine oot ove ove oon eee 15! -00
see aes eee 184.74
Stationery, etc. 1... see

Hymn books eve eve woe ase ote eee $7.42
Sundries eee eat ry?) eee eeu ate 11,10
Conference Meetings -—
Y. M. CC. A. Hall
se?

Town Hal}

2,494.09
J 209.50
250.10

i

Advertising ove eee eer wee eee ese 456.79
Band

201.41
¥71.00

Police, coolies, etc, oes

Clerical help oo... ans ose a ves wee 53,00
Book exhibit wee ase ove ere ace ave $9.75
Sundries

120.28

a ae

2,566.83

Post-Conference Expenses
Printing resolutions, papers, circulars, ete.
Postage, envelopes, stationery, etc.
Clerical help and typist
ee?
ndries. telegrams.
Sundries,
telegrams, etc,

508.42
391.39
170.00
AAT.

47-39 | ¥,317.20

» Canferesce Volumes: Printing, Publishing, and
Advertising —
I, GD *‘ History of a Century of Missions ”’
3,000 '' Conference Records ”’
eo

vee 5443.26

Cxeneral advertising, etc. eae ees on

671.53
28.35

¥,000 "Conference Addresses”’’ ...

Less amount due to Methodist Publishing House...

2,503.82

8,606.96
S0D.00

7if 806.96
2

nian a. Fi a Re epi,

Credit balance at bauk

| 6 - 331.79

oor Pea

$14,716.87

Audited, compared with books, vouchers, and bank pass book and found

Forrect.

December 17th, 1909.

s.
be t Audi
N. H
S F. SMALLEY,

Conference Committee
toe Treasurer.
RECEIPTS,

By Donattons and Offertories.
Paid in China:
American Book Co., New York
Am. Bd. Com. Foreign Missions...
Christian aud Missionary Alliance
Methodist Episcopal Church, South
Mr. Theo. Morris, New York
Mrs, Thaw, Pittsburg...
English Presbyterian Church
National Bible Society of Scotland

Gold $ §0.00
35-00
&@¢

$e?
&2¢

*

$8 @

es +

Wesleyan Missionary Society
London Missionary Society
Church Missionary Society
Chitia Inland Miasston
Church of Scotland Misston
United Free Church of Scotland
British and Foreign Bible Society
Friends Foreign Mission
Canadian Presbytertan Mission
Miss Grahain
&+

IC,0.0
35.0.0
10.0.9
10.9.0
15.7.3

°F ¢

50.00

Mr. Cecil Polhill
Collected in U.S. A. by Mr. Fitch:
&¢ @¢

Southern Presbyterian Church
Protestant Episcopal Church
Methodist Episcopal Church, North
Baptist Missionary Union

8S @ @&

25.00

§.00
t0.00
10.00

4464

&@

67.45

100.00

$2¢

,, Lobenstine

20 S00:

450,00

&6&

FZ

G2.42
137.55
138.35
91.47
123.05 |
92.32
92,05
136,25

20) .O}
200.00

ee @&

8@¢

393.15
43.13
48.42
92.47
135,14
229.73

AOD OD

eS & @¢

Christian Mission ...

419.38

£92.79

Gold $100.00

&$&e¢

southern Baptist Convention
Mr. Solon Severance
J. M. Gould
>
lL. H. Wood
E. L. Moore

25.00
25.00
£, 10.0.0
1§.0.0
25.0.0
16.0.0

18.0.0
15.0.0

8 = e@

a @ @&

LOO.GO
ZOO OO

§ 96.26

S8

50.00

S6@

Gold $1,050.00
4 §0

Less expense of collecting...

Total 1,045.50
Collections at meetings, etc. ..

5,109.69

Registrations, sale of papers, programs,

2,496.60

dtrectortes, ana sunarvies at counter

Advertising in directory
Book exhibit
aoe eee ese
, Sundries, bank interest, ete,

6 ee
Ss?
q@¢9

&¢¢

T§3.§£f

Sales of Conference Voitmes:
‘“ History of Missions’?

Records ”’

Addresses ”?

>&

2 880.22
5,004.63 |
283.60

8,168.45

Less due by American Tract society

6,957 oF
gg ec

$14,716.87
eee

era ae

G. F. Frres, freasurer.
Deccember 17th, rgog.
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Missionary News.
Death of Mrs. Williams.

On January 29 there passed
away at Canton, deeply regretted
by all classes, the wife of Walter

There will be union services on Sunday,
February 27, and Sunday, March: 6.
Daily evangelistic services will be conduct-

ed
lao.by Dr. MacGillivray and Mr. Shi KweiThe leaders of the Bible classes will meet
Rev, Geo. Miller daily in a normal class.

H. Williams, I. M. Customs.
Mrs. Williams had lived for

twenty-five years in Canton, and

Remarkable Work at Ichowfu,

hearts of all. The mission-

Shantung.

service, the Customs service, the

The Rev. Geo. A. Armstrong
tells of a new result of revival,

and Chinese, Christian and non-

that is, the enrolling of over 1,000
enquirers. ‘‘ We have been pray-

had won a unique place in the

ary community, the Consular
navy, the Parsee community,

Christian, all united to pay the

last tribute of respect. Mrs.

Williams knew no distinction of
creed, Her practical sympathy
passed over all barriers of race
or color.
Wuhu Bible Institute.

ing for a long time for God's

blessing on the Ichowfu work and

looking forward with hope and
preparation for Chinese Pastor

Ting Li-mei’s coming. He

arrived here from Vihsien on the
rsth of January and began services in the big church on Sun-

day, the 16th, in a quiet way.

PROGRAMME.—Feb, 23-Mar. 9, I9!fo
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We had invited ail our baptised
Christians from the country districts to attend the meetings, and
about a hundred of them came.

For the eight days appointed

there were four daily services—
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daylight prayers at 7 a.m., led
by our native evangelists and
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at Il a.m., 3 p.m. and 7 p.in.,

led by Pastor Ting. There was
a good attendance at morning
prayers, and at ail the other setvices the house was well filled;
almost every day the benches
being crowded more closely together while others were added.
From the very first Pastor Ting
appealed to the people as he
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showed them the love and mercy

of God. During the first three
days his energies were directed

towards the purifying of the

Christians and the refilling them

with the love and Spirit of

A9{0]

Missionary News

Christ. During these three days

the meetings were somewhat

emotional, as the Christians re-

pented of their shortcomings

and reconsecrated themselves to
Christ. After the third day the

meetings were more calm, but
with daily increasing interest.

On the evening of the third day

an ivitation was given to out-

siders who wished fo study the
Gospet to come forward and be

enrolled. <A little child in the
front seat stood up first, and then

they began to come forward—
young and old, poor and rich,
ignorant and educated—until on

of these will never get beyond
the taking of this first step, yet
the affinity between God and
man is being made very plain.

We trust that He will give us
wisdom and strength to win and

teach a large percentage of these

who have taken this first stand
for Jesus.

And it does seem as

if the Lord were adding His
blessing to our new church and
that He has accepted the offering of the Woman's Board of the

Southwest. Ever since it was

first opened on Christmas night

it has been practically fitled at
aii regular services with audi-

that first night there were 82

ences ranging from 200 to 8oo.

Succeeding meetings names were
added. The Christians began to

abided His time in coming to
Ichowfu, for never until within

names enrolled. At all the

work—the children to bring in
their play mates, the laborers their

friends, the students their classmates and the rich their companions. They could not all come
forward, and so individuals were

given paper and pencil to take
hames throughout the audience.

We had prayed for 200. The

It seems as if the Lord has

the past few weeks have we had
a place where such gatherings as
these would have been possible.
A. dedicatory service was held
on Sabbath afternoon, the 23rd,

with Pastor Ting and the resi-

dent foreign pastors at the helm,
in which the building in memory

of Rev. Wallace S. Faris was

200 mark was passed. We dedicated to the Lord. On the
prayed for 300, we prayed for
§0o. At the end of the eighth

same day an interesting consecration service was held, at

were to end, there were 836.

children were consecrated to the

The meetings were adjourned at
the end of the eighth day as per

Lord, not by baptism, but by
their parents consecrating them

meetings aud helping us to ar-

our older women pledged themselves to the unbinding of their

day, on which the meetings which between 20 and 30 small

schedule, but Pastor Ting is to the work of the ministry or the
remaining with us for another service of the Lord, At another
week, holding daily evening service earlier inthe week 37 of
range the work for the gathering

in, and teaching of, the new
inquirers. More names are being

added every day. At present
the number stands at 944, and
the end is not yet. (A young woman stepped in just now to bor-

feet. An atmosphere of great
joy seems to surround us just
How.

One has rather a peculiar
sensation when one goes upon
the street now and realises that
almost every one into whose face

one Jooks counts him or her-

row a piece of paper on which to
write some more names). Sure-

self as one of us. It is en-

presence among us at this time,

couraging to know that so many
of those who have come in are
our nearest neighbors and from

ly the Lord is manifesting His
Although it may be that some
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those who have known wus best.
it is said that almost every home
and shop on the street, from the
entrauce at our compotnid to the

ence of the Methodist Church,
south, they adopted the watch-

crossing of the great street, is

port of thts was carried to the

represented.

General Council of Evangelical
Missions, and after much prayer

Yesterday we telegraphed and

wrote to Tsing-chow-fu, calling
our Bible sttudents out of school

word of Two Hundred Thon.
sand Souls for Christ’ A re-

the Council decided that all

to help us in the work here

missionary bodies should join in
asking God for a million souls,

Ting telegraphed to Manchuria
to see if he could not have his

Gospel campaign to Christianize

next year, and to-day Pastor

date there postponed that he
might remain with us a while
longer. Qur force here is sot
strong.

Pastor Ting is a man of very
much prayer, devout and earnest, and he would ask that you

reinember these goo in your

prayers, asking that the grace ol
the Lord may abound unto then.
January 27th —sice the above

was writien 60 tnore names

At to-night’s
meeting the number passed the
have been added.

1,000 mark.

A Million Souls for Christ

in Kore.

According to a report from
George T. B. Davis, the tmovement for winning a million souls

to Christ in one year in Korea

is sweeping over the whole nation. The movement originated
in prayer and the study of God's

Word. Feeling the need for

power, about six months ago
a little group of missionaries
called for a week of prayer. A
few days later these same misSionaries met for an entire day

of prayer, when the Spirit of
(Zod seemed to fill the room,

aud after several days of further
prayer in a temple on a near-by
mountain, they went forth filled

with a cousuming passion for
souls. At the Annual Confer-

and thus they inaugurated a

one millon of the thirteen

million Koreans in one year.
Because of the oppression of

centuries the Korean is often

lazy atid shiftless, but he is
marvellously transformed when

he becomes a Christian. He

becomes an intense personal
worker, aud many cases are re-

ported of over a htiudred converts as the result of one man’s
labor.

So eager are they to win

souls that they will set apart a
certain number of days each
mouth for teaching and preaching the Word of God.
Qne secret-of the success af-.
tending the work of the Koreans
is the intensity and simple faith

with which they pray and

study the Word of God. The
widespread distribution of the

Bible by the Koreans themselves as a method of personal

work, 1s one of the foremost
features of the campaign.

Dr. James S. Gale, of Seoul,
one of the wisest mtssionaries
in Korea, gives his opinion of
the movement in the following
words *-—

‘““The present moment calls for
special effort in Korea. Its watchward of ‘A Million Souls’ rings out
at a time of supreme national hope-

lessness, Wrecked and hutiliated

through her own failures, incapable
of self-defence or self-government,
she has fallen to a place of contempt

among all nations, Authority no

longer rests with her, finances are
out of her conirol, the world of graft

and fraud in which she lived has
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been spirited away, and to day stripped and convicted and undone, she

looks for a Saviour, This is the

siipreme moment, We cannot reckon

on the future or foretel] it. Now
is the moment, and it is here: the
wide-open door, the humbled people,

the waiting heart. Will he come,
this great somebody for whom they
wait? Is it the Church? Is it the

Salyation Army? IsitEducation? Is
it America? Who will save them?
This is ths question. Jesus the Nazarene, specialist for all hopeless
ones, despised ones, incapable ones,
Impure ones, fools and knaves, thieves

and robbers, outcasts and riffraff of
men ad nations. He is here, touching

this one and that, Reader, if thou

knowest how to pray, pray that this

moment may be made sure, this

sealing of a hundred and forty-four
thousand and all the extra ones to
make up the niillion.’?

‘Weak indeed was our faith, but
we plead with God to strengthen i.
We baptised two converts that year.
At the next watch-night service we
were led to ask for a score of souls,
and before the end of 1887 there were
23 baptized believers. With strength-

ened faith the next year we plead

with God for a hundred, and before
the end of the year there were 125
professing Christians. And now with
the number of missionaries in Korea,

with the strong church, with the
organized bedy of personal workers,
I believe it wilf be more than a
million before the end of the year.
‘‘ China and Japan and Russia have

ali acknowledged that Korea is the
strategic point of the Far Hast. We
can well believe that it is also the

Strategic point religiously, and to
win Korea now means to win the
Far East.’’

It is said that the prayers of one

From the beginning the blessing of God seemed to rest tpon
the movement. Shortly after the
Council had passed the motion,
the Chapman-Alexander party
arrived in Seoul to conduct speCial meetings, and these were
followed by great blessing, not
the least of which was the oreganization of the Pocket Testa-

woman in Texas started the great revival which has been sweeping over

Dr. Horace G. Underwood, of

church officers and leaders,

ment Leavue.

seoul, one of the founders of
the Korean Church, speaks of
the movement in the following
words :—=

“The prayer for a million souls for

Christ in Korea this year is not as
impossible as the prayer offered at
the first watch-night service held in
Korea on the last day of December,
1385, There were then less than ten
missionaries in Korea, including the
women and children, The first prayer

offered was for souls for Christ in
Korea the coming year. It seemed

South China. Will not Christian

peopie everywilere unite in crying

earnestly to God for the million souls

in Korea? The following are some
suggestions for prayer :—

1, Form little prayer-circles of
groups among your friends,

and each day both with others
aud alone plead with God for

4 million converts in Korea
by October 9, 1910,
2 Pray that the Korean Christians,

and the missionaries, may be

so filled with the Holy Spirit
that they may have power to
win the heathen to Curist.

3 Pray that the hearts of the

heathen may be prepared by
the Holy Spirit to receive the
truth and be saved.

4. Pray that God’s Spirit may be
oured out upon the land so
mightily that the entire nation
may speedily turn to God, and
thus the prophecy be fulfited

of a nation ‘born in a day.”

Tt1 connection with this movebe granted in Korea, the ‘ Hermit ment @ Day of Prayer for Korea
Land,’’ the last of the nations to open
is called for by the committee in
its doors to the Gospel. in Japan they
had to wait six years before they the following appeal :—
baptised their first convert, and twelve
Through the evident guidance of
linposstble that such a request should

years before they had six members

the Holy Spirit the General Council

church ; while in China they had to
wait nearly a score of years for their

million souls in Korea this year.

with which to organize their first
Hrst convert,

of Evangelical Missions in Korea was
led to decide to pray and work for a

Therefore because the present 1s
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making Korea a Christian nation, and
because Korea is the strategic point

the darkness of heathentsm, the mil.
lion may be more than realized.
It is especially requested that in the

NOW means to heip immeasurably

on that day, Christftans be urged to

without doubt God’s opportunity for

of the Far East, and to win Korea

in the evangelization of the East,

we ask Christian people in all lands
to observe Sunday, March 2oth, as a

‘‘Day of Prayer” for the million

movement in the onetime ‘‘ Hermit
Land.’ Pray that through the gracious outpouring of the Holy Spirit
upon the missionaries, the Christian
Koreans, and those who are stil] in

church services, and at Sunday School

pray daily, individually and in groups,
that the full harvest may be gathered
in by the 9th of October, Igro,
COMMITTRE,.

Dr. JaMES, S. GALE, Chatrman,
Mr. HuGH MILLER, Secrelary.

Rey, D, A. BUNKER,

The Month.
MILITARY KRXPEDITION TO £L,HASA.

Reuter’s Agency reports on Feb-

ruary 24th that some 25,000 Chinese

troops, trained upon the japanese
system, are being pushed into Tibet,
from the province of Szechuan. This
force is equipped with a wireless tele-

graphic installation and quantities

When the codes have been completed

they will be referred to the Law

Revision Commissioners for approval
before being promulgated by Edict. |
The Couimission of Constitutional

Reform has decided to classify the
Courts of Justice as follows:

Te

The

Ta Li Yuan or High Court of Justice.

—This Court will be in Peking. 2,

of machine guns and mountain guns.

The Upper Courts of Justice.—One of

H.E. Chao Erh-feng, the vigorous

and enlightened brother of the

capital of each province. 3. Local

Viceroy of Szechuan.

instituted in each prefecture and

The army is under the command of

The intention, apparently, 1s to
establish Chinese domination in
Tibet, to remodel the conditions on
the frontier to encourage the settlement of Chinese immigrants. In the
preparation for the military advance
7,000 men worked day and night at

the arsenals in Chengtu, which were

lately refitted with German ma-

chinery, under German supervision.
The Chinese suffered severely from

cold, privation and the hostility of
the border tribes. On one occasion
the Chinese were ambushed near
Batang, where they lost 400 men and
a number of guns.
NEW LAWS.

The Yuch‘uanpu has reported on
the subject of the compilation of the
proposed new Laws for Navigation,
Railways. Posts and Telegraphs. It
states that Navigation Laws will be

hased on those of Great Britain ;

Railway Laws will be adopted from
the German and Belgian codes; and
Postal and Telegraphic Laws will be
compiled from Japanese, American,
Danish and Austrian laws. Messrs.
Shih Vii and Ma Te-yu have been
appointed to draft the laws, under

the supervision of Mr. Chen Y¥1.

these Courts will be instituted in the

Courts.—One of these Courts will be
each independent county department.

4. Lower Courts.—Iwo of these

Courts will be instituted in the

boroughs, shires and districts.
TRE PARLIAMENT QUESTION.

Several meetings were held by the
members of the Censorate to discuss

whether they should forward the
memorials from the people of various
provinces urging the Throne to open

the parliament. Phe Censorate refuse to have an interview with the
provincial assemblymen now in Peking regarding the speedy opening of
the Imperial Parliament.

An Imperial Decree of January

snd said ° ‘SIn res

tiully reflecting

upon the Decrees issued by Empress

Hsiao Chin and Emperor Teh Tsung,

we find that they were the results

oftheir Majesties’ own determination,
Their Majesties fixed nine years for

the period in making preparations
for a monarchical constitution for
the Chinese Empire. Their command
was that the chief power was vested

in the Throne, but that the administration was to be opened to public

opinion. This was patent to the

Ministers and people in our whole.
Empire, .. >»

The Month
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.. . Our Empire 1s extensive in Commissioners and presented by the
area, and as neither the preparations Commission for Constitntion Reare complete nor the peaple’s stand- forms, it 1s to be observed that opium
ard of intelligence uniform, should a . Suppression is essentially an imporParliament suddenly be opened it is tant matter to strengthen the Empire,
anticipated that opposition may be and that. Decrees had been issued in
rife, which will hamper the progress the previous reign commanding that
of constitutional government, Should opium should be strictly prohibited.
this happen not only shall We be
unable to satisfy the spirit. of . the
jate.Emperor in heaven, but it will
be open to question whether the
representatives, who present thie

petition, can face Our four hundred
million brethren.
We wish io exhibit absolute sincerity and to hide nothing. In short
constitutional government will certainly be established and a Parliament will be surely opened, but what
is to be carefully considered is the
question of time and order. - Safe
gait is essential in a long walk, as it

tis unwise to look for immediate
results in attemping an important
task. Provincial Assemblies have
been opened in all the provinces and

the Senate will be organized in the
next year, so that the basis of a Parliament will be complete.

We ho that Our Ministers and
people will perform their duties dihigently and conipare results according

to time, They should not aim at an

empty name. to the detriment of
actual results. We hereby clearly

announce that when the nine years’
preparations are complete and. untversal education bas spread among
the people, We will resolutely tssue

at. Edict to fix a time for a Parliament to be summoned, It is hoped
in this manner that, 11 aiming at
benign government, care may be
exercised in its deliberations. This

is issued for general information.”
According to Chinese information

an association has been formed in
Peking, with the object of expediting

the opening of Parliament. It has
teleyraphed to the Provincial Assemblies and to educational and other
public bodies in all the. provinces,

pointing out the urgent necessity of
an early opening of Parliament and
requesting them to take action and
send delegates to support the provincial delegates in their petition,
OPIUM SUPPRESSION,

. The following iniportant Iniperial

Regulations of prohibition have, at

different times, beet issued for
general euidance, and this year warn-

ings have been reiterated, so that
instructions and preventive measrures

in the matter may be said to have
been exhaustive.
Many provinces have now reported

the entire suppression of opium
plantalion, and in different parts the
number of people breaking off this

habit is gradually increasing, It is
necessary at once and defintely to

decide on a plan of punishment and
warning in order that this poisonous
bane nay be eradicated permanently,

On perusal of the regulations proposed for opium-suppression, they
are found fairly complete and minute

in respect of penalties and fines, and
these regulations shonid be promulgated and enforced both in and out
of the capital.
| The viceroys and governors in the
o

provinces
opiunyforbidden,
prantation
as not beena entirely
are
conmanded to order and superintend

the Jocal officials in taking steps to
reduce the term of years in which
poppy plantation should be prohibited

with a view to eradicating the evil

as soon as possible. In the provinces

where entire suppression has taken

place, they should at all times investigate the conditions, and an

recrudescence of the evil should be
regarded as a violation of the laws af
the government, and action must be
taken according to the regulations
for the punishment of the offences.

All the regulations proposed by
different government offices in the

capital and the vartations in the

length of terms of pronibition proposed by the provinces which have

been sanctioned by the Throne,
should become established regula:

tions, and any violation of them

should be punished accordingly.
Should any high official in or ont of
Peking, who has control over local ofh-

cials, dare to relax his efforts in this
matter or secretly to offend against

Decree was issued.on January 20th :—

the reguiations he will also be punish-

for opium -prohibition, drawn up by

chronic curse will be graduaily eradicated and that the people will datly

‘¢ With reference to the regulations

the Ministry of the Interior in con-

junction with the Law Revision

ed. It is sincerely hoped that this

strengthen and flourish bereafter,”’
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AT Hongkong, 17th December, 1909,

to Mr. and Mrs. MOHLER, Y. M.
C, A., ason (John Yoxall).

AT Hwangchow, Hupeh, 8th January,
to Rey. and Mrs, S. TANNKYVIST, 8.
M. S., a daughter (Astrid Svenborg
Maria).

At Yung-p‘ing-fu, 8th January, to

Mr, and Mrs. EDWIN J. THARP, &
daughter (Margaret Ruth).
At the Irish Mission, Fukumen, Manchuria, 23rd January, to the Rev.
and Mrs. F. W. S. O'’ NEIL, a son.
AT Peking, 23rd January, to Dr. and
Mrs, GtorGcE D. Lowry, M. E. M.,
a son (George Edward).

AT Foochow, 29th January, to Mr.

and Mrs. Y. M.¢. A,,

a daugliter (Helen Eileen).
AT Nanking, 31st January, to Dr. and
Mrs. RUSSELL, M. FE. M., a daughter (Martha Lovvinia),

AT Shanghai, 7th February, to Mr.
and Mrs, C. L. Boynton, Y. M. C,

220d January, Mr. and Mrs, W. T,
GinmMBR, C. I. M., returned from)
Sweden vid Siberta; Miss H. ANNISS,

C. I, M., returned from England via
Siberia: Mrs. A. Menzres, C. I. M.,

returned from England via Canada.
25th January, Dr. and Mrs. JAcKSON, A. C. M. (ret.).

6th February, Dr. W. MALCOLM,
wife and three children, S. P. M.
goth February, Rev. L. DAVIgs and
wife, Atm. Pres, Mission, South.
13th February, Rev. A. R. KEPLER,

A. P. M. (ret.); Miss C. T. Woops,
A. P. M., from U.S. A.
14th February, Rev. T. E. LOowkR,
E. B. M. (ret.)}; Dr. E. Lewis, EB. B.
1sth February, Mrs. J. R. WATSON

and child, FE. B. M. {ret.); Mass
SADLER, B. B. M.

A,, a son (Charles Dozier},

AF Hankow, 9th February, to Mr.
and Mrs, J, M. O. GUDAL, Am.

E. M., for U. S. A; Rev. and Mrs.

Mrs.JAMES V.LATIMER, An). Baptist

31st January, Prof B.C. Jongs, of
Foochow, M. E. M., for U, S. A.

Lntheran Mission, a son.
At Huchow, 13th February,to Mr. and

M.,a daughter (Francis Marlon},
AT Soochow, to Dr. and Mrs, JoHN
SNELL, M. KE. M., South, a daughter

(Taura Evelyn).
AT Soochow, to Mr, and Mrs. B. D,

LUcAS, M. EF. M., South, a son
(Thomas Lawman),

sist January, Rev. E. C, JONES, M,

A. C. M., for U. S.A,

ist February, Miss J. McIntrosH,

Cc. P. M., for Canada.

4th February, Rev. G. l. PULLAN,
wife and four children, of W. M., for
England.

sth February, Mr. and Mrs, SOREN-

SEN and two children, C. I. M., for

MARRIAGES,

At Kwangyuah, tith December, rgo9,
Mr. H. BE. STUBBS to Miss EB. M.
PrRacy, doth CG. I. M.

AT Chungking, 20th January, Mr. P.
O. OLESEN to Miss IL, GUES‘, both

C. I, M.

AT Hanyang, 29th January, Rev.
Tat

HARDY JOWETT to KATHARINE

ALICE both W. M, S,
Ar Nanking, ist February, Mr.

CRARLSS S, SETTLEMVER and Miss
EpDNA EVA KURY,

AT Shanghai, 3rd February, Mr. K.

W, SCHWEIZER to Miss K. L. BOHN-

KER, both C, I. M.
AT Peking, 9th February, Dr. J. MAr*®.
LAND SPENHOUSH, Union Medical
College, Peking, to Miss GWLADYS
HARRISON RERKS, |

At Shanghai, oth February, Rev.

Wm, H, STANDRING to Miss ANN
Respecca TORRENCE, both A, C, M,

Norway.

“th February, Mr. and Mrs. DUR:
OUHAR?T and child, C, I. M., for

England Siberia.

Sth February, Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
TJADER and son, C. I. M., for Canada.
wth February, Miss WALMSLEY, C,

M: S., for England; Miss EpwARDS,
C. M.S., for England; Mr. and Mrs,
A. GOoLD, cG I: M,, tor Australia >
Mr. W. D. RUDLAND, Mr. and Mrs,
S, R. CLARKE and daughter, Misses

F, J. FowL.s. S. A. CREAM, K. M,
Arprs, H. M. ScorRkeR, FRANCES
GRACE, DorotHyv Hope and HAROLD
CASSELS, all C. I. M., for Evgland,
19th February, Drs, J; H: SoWERBY

and H. B. A. C. M., for U.
S. A.; Rev. 7. We A. PB.
M., for U.S. A.

20th February, Rev. J. F. BERCHER,

wife and two children, Ref. Ch. in
U, S. A., for U.S. As

NWOT BE

This photograph (see frontispiece} was taken for
the RECORDER ou March 16th by request of the editor

In view of my Lramord frudtiee.”’
T arrived in China April roth, :850-—niy birthday—
at (he ape ot twenty-three.
Alter taking my degree at the University of Indiana,

my native state, I spent three years at a theological
setninary in the same state. During the last vear I filled

a chair of Greek and Latin in Anderson College, but iny
heart was set on educational work in China.

At the time of my arrival the smoke of the frst war
still hing in heavy clouds, and I have lived through four

more wars, m which the vainly sought to repel
or expel the aggressive foreigner.

The frantic outbreak of 1900 has happily proved Lo

be the dawn of a new éra, and all signs point to the
triumph of the Gospel. To God be all the glory!

Pexinc, Vareh, 1970.
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Editorial
THE topic which is brought forward for consideration
in this number of the RECORDER raises issues of a very
Custom and

Faith.

important and most practical nature for the
missionary cause in China. It 1s not only so
in connection with the subjects definitely referred

to in the articles which are presented, but other cognate
matters, covering the whole range of the social life of the
Chinese, must come under the review of every thoughtful
missionary who desires full equipment for service. One of
the most difficult of all the problems which lie before the
workers in this land is that of getting at the inside of the
This is never accomplished save by a sympathetic study and close understanding of the social environment and all that it includes of moral and spiritual influence.
That social custom has a very definite influence upon spiritual
outlook has been amply demonstrated, and there can be no
Chinese mind.

sufficient understanding of the spiritual problems which
confront the missionary unless consideration is given to
the existing social life and religious surroundings of the
people. The attitude of mind on the part of the worker
which shirks the labour of such study as is here deait with or
which takes refuge in the simple unprepared pronouncement

of the Gospel revealed in the Word of God, without the
necessary consideration of the most effective lines of approach,

is a particularly lazy one, for which there is neither worthy
precedent nor suihcient excuse.
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AT the present time we would especially urge upon the
consideration of our readers the suggestions made in connection

with the transformation of the Ch‘ing Ming

Baste: and
festival and worship at the tombs.
Ching Miltig.

In ail places
where there are Christian cemeteries, Christian

services might be held in accordance with the proposals

put forward in Mr. Walsh’s paper. For those who have
already made experiments in this way there remains no
doubt of the tremendous value of such services. In the
matter of memorials in the churches to the worthy and
blessed dead, 1t 1s not so easy to make any definite suggestions

which would be aceeptable to all, since matters of church
custom in relation to the adornment of church buildings and
so on are here involved.

But along the line of its own genius,

each of the various orders of church government in China
might proceed to some suitable form of metmorial. In replacing the existing fear of the spirits of the departed by a gratitude

to God for their lives and for their eternal reward we shonid
certainly be doing our Chinese Christians an unspeakably
great service and remove at the same time much existing misapprehension. ‘There can be no question of a ‘‘ compromise
with idolatry’? in such a case, for, if it were so, then our own
memorials of the departed must stand condemned.
***

WHILE. in some religious circles in the West there seems

to be raging a conflict of opinion around the person of our
mB Hogmat€ic

Hore Jesus Riirist and the credibility of the

ospel records, we are assured that in the
held of China there never was a time when
a greater of more utlanimous insistance was being laid by
those who are concerned in the work of missions tpon the
Christian Faith.

absolute necessity for preaching Jesus Christ as the one Saviour
of the world and the unique Son of God. flowsoever we may

differ tpon points of criticism, inspiration and chtrch order;
here we are at one. The Christian missionary knows by
experimental proof that no church has ever been built success-

fully upon any other foundation than that of the truth of
the eternal Sonship of Jesus Christ.

Men of genius may arise

who, by force of sympathy, fervour and intellectual ability
gather around them congregations of admirers and establish

temporary schools of thought. But upon their death these
companies are disbanded and pass away.

No Christian church
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which has been, or is effective in world-service has ever departed

from the dogmatic teaching of the New Testament in the vital
matter of faith im the living and redeeming Son of God. ‘This

is the starting point of all possible schemes of union, for
it is the common ground of all Christendom. And in our
endeavours to unify comprehensively the churches of Jesus

Christ, we must start from this as the central point and
work outwards. We believe it to be true that the whole
pastorate of the Christian church in China is thoroughly sound
upon this essential point.
RIGHT beside the Canton Medical College rises a pretentious building of three stories, well-built in modern style, which
The Growtb of

is rented by an association of Chinese for a

medical school, and presided over by a Presbyterian missionary, for whose services this Association pays a regular salary. Just in the rear of this building
Tndependence,

is another well-built structure, containing auditorium with
gallery capable of seating perhaps a thousand, for a church,
school rooms for boys and for girls, home for the pastor, and
rooms jor transient guests, Both these buildings have been
erected solely by the Chinese, largely with money contributed
by well-to-do Chinese living in the United States, planned without foreign advice or assistance, and intended as an expression

of what the Chinese ought to do and can do in the way of
independence and self-support. And as an object lesson of
what the Chinese are capable under favorable circumstances,

the buildings and the work carried on in them are both impressive and encouraging,
“Kk

*K

*

Thete is one fact, however, that immediately impresses

itself upon one who notes the situation, and that is that
all this is set down right beside an extensive
mission compound where there isa large and
well-conducted school for girls; one of the most noted mission

Rew Problems,

hospitals in China with church accommodation for some
fifteen hundred ; as well asa large and well-equipped medical

college, and this in a city with an estimated population of
neatly two millions of people. We mention the matter to
illustrate the difficulties which are involved in the attempts.
most laudable though they are, of our Chinese brethren after
independence and self-support. How to give advice and direc-
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tion where, as in this case, it was not asked for and was probably

not wanted, and might have been resented if proffered—even

though needed—is a problem which may well engage the
thought and skill of every missionary. For it is true in the
church as in the state that the Chinese people are rapidly com-

ing to their own in the matter of self-government, and the
question now is, How we and they shall work together in
perfect concord for the one end which we all have in view, in
order that there be no clashing, no duplicating, no jealousy

or ill-will, but the acknowledged conviction that we are all
working for the one great end, and must work together until
it is accomplished. At the same time there is encouragement
and stimulus in the thought that our Chinese brethren—and

we—are gaining by each new experience. New conditions
are everywhere before us, and greater wisdom and greater
patience will be continually needed.
SPECIAL attention is again drawn to the plans which have
been made for the carrying on of Christian work in connection

with the great Nanking Exposition. The financial burden will not be light, and it is essential
that the churches and missionaries throughout
China come promptly to the aid of this most important enterprise. It is one which will affect all China. From all over
Che Wanking
Exposition,

the Empire men of influence will be visiting Nanking and
iinpressions will be produced during their visit which are likely
to last a long time and to carry far. The work it is propose d

ty do in connection with the Christian Hall at the entrance
of the exhibition grounds is for the advance of Christianity

throughout China, and we trust that adequate support will be
forthcoming from every Christian centre.
The immediate expense of the project is estimated at about
$8,000, 00. The raising of the large portion of this sum has
already been undertaken by the Christians of Nanking and

Shanghai. Another sum of equal amount will be required
for the carrying on of the work of preaching and teaching
through the eight months of the exhibition. ‘Fhere will aiso
be a call for the services of leading Chinese preachers from all
over the land in connection with this work, and their expenses
must be met. We heartily endorse the claims of the Nanking
brethren whe have tndertaken this tremendous task and are
assured that they will receive both the needed financial su pport
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and the unceasing prayers of the whole Christian community
in China. A fine opportunity is given to us here fora practical and far-reaching deimonstration of our ‘‘ essential unity.”’

ATTENTION 18 again drawn to the fact that the 22nd
May 1s to be observed by Sunday Schools threughout the world
Sunday School

Hay.

as Sunday School Day. The Convention of
the World’s Sunday School Association 1s to

be held in the week following the 22nd, at

Washington, and problems of world-wide Sunday School work
are to be considered there. The needs of the work in Asia
will be especially prominent in the discussions. Dr. Bailey,
the Secretary of the Association, appeals in our columms for an

observance of this day by pastors throughout this Einpire,
desiring that attention be given to the history and needs of
Sunday School work. This will provide another opportunity
for forwarding the work of Sunday Schools among the mission
churches in China and for urging upon Chinese Christians the
importance of this branch of Christian missionary enterprise.

We are sure that all our readers who have responsibility,
either direct or indirect, for the conduct of services on this day
will remember the appeal of the Sunday School Association |
and think of the meetings to be held in Washington. The

Rev. F. Brown, of the Methodist Episcopal Mission, will be
in attendance at the Convention as the representative of the
China Sunday School Committee, and with him is to be asso-

ciated Mr. Harry Wade Hicks, the well-known Secretary of
the Young People’s Movement of America. The Rey. EF, B.
Meyer, whose visit to China last year will be long remembered
with gratitude, is the President of the World’s Sunday School
Association and is Chairman of the Washington Convention.
*K

oe

A VERY remarkable official declaration has been published

in the North-China Daily News, issued by the Governor of
Kiangsi concerning harmonious relations beAn Offictal
This
Proclamation. tween the populace and church-members.
high official says that ‘‘men of the West have
come to China propagating a religion whose teaching is love
to others as ourselves and exhortations to virtue generally.

The older form of this religion came to China under the
name of the Tien Tsu Chiao, differing in various points from
Protestant Christianity. From the time that Chinese ports
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were opened to Western commerce, the representatives of these

two religions have come over in very great numbers. This
has been an inevitable fact in accord with modern world movement.

When upsets have occurred between the populace and
the church it has been because the local ofhcials have adopted
mistaken measures or because the higher officials have failed

to study things ancient in the light of modern conditions...
From the commencement of these missions the newly-arrived
pastors have not understood the precise conditions and feelings

of the people, and even after longer residence it has been
unusual for them to mix socially with the officials and gentry.
In consequence of this aloofness suspicious have arisen. .
But of recent years mutual understandings have developed ;
disturbances have ceased, as a consequence, and around such
places as Shanghai and Ningpo both scholars and merchants
have mingled with missionaries and codperated with their work
in delightful unseverance . . . For myself, whenever a case has

arise between church members and the ordinary populace, I
have treated both parties alike as under the sane law without

any distinction ... But when the local officials tie themselves to old usages then troubles arise on all hands, for which
the religion is in nowise to be blamed. It behoves all officials
therefore to consider the matter in accordance with all law and

order so as to perfect harmonious relations... For mission
work is recognised by statute, and the personal freedom of
mission converts is assured to them legally, so as to avoid all
acrimony and preserve peace. And this is the more fitting in
view of the constitutional movements now in progress.”’
We hope that the eminently fair and truly statesmanlike
declaration issued by the Governor of Kiangsi will receive the

attention it deserves from Chinese throughout the whole
Empire.

Once again we venture the assertion, in the hope

that the influential minds in China may be led to an
understanding of the fact, that a full measure of religious
toleration would at once solve the problems presented by the
presence of the missionary.

TRE congratulations of the missionary body will go out,
we are sure, {9 the vcteran Dr. Martin on the occasion of his
Our Weterans, sixtieth birthday as a missionary to China on
April roth. We are honoured in being able to
publish a photograph of this devoted servant of Jesus Christ,
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and pray that he may be spared to continue his wonderful
missionary career through many future years. Nothing is
nore remarkable in the annals of Protestant missions in

China than the devoted careers of some of the leading

missionaries through a whole lifetime of service. We have
had occasion to refer to many missionary jubilees during the
past few years. We note now that the Rev. John Macgowan,
of Amoy, after completing fifty years of missionary service,
has left China for a well-earned rest in the homeland.
Congratulations and condolences are never far apart.

We

regret to chronicle the death of the Rev. Dr. DuBose, of

Soochow, which took place on March 24rd. Dr. DuBose will
be remembered by the Christian church for his untiring zeal
through nearly forty years in evangelistic labours, and is sure
to be held in affectionate remembrance by future generations of
Chinese for the work he did in connection with the Anti-Opium
Reforin.

WE regret that the authorship of the article which
was published in the March RECORDER, dealing with the
Union Normal School in Wuchang, was ascribed to

A Regtel. se Rev. G. A. Clayton, instead of to the Rev.
H. B. Rattenbury.
ONE of the Chinese ministers of the Christian church, in
preaching upon the Resurrection story of the Gospels, made the

following significant remark: A pagoda,’’ he said,
B Living
faith. ‘‘was originally erected as a memorial to a portion
of the body of Buddha. Therefore a pagoda 1s a
memorial to a dead Master. But the Christian church was not
founded upon the bones of Jesus Christ. His tomb was empty,
for the Lord rose again, and our Christian churches are therefore the evidence of a diving Lord.” The effective difference
between a living and a dead impulse could scarcely have been

more aptly put. In spite of all the elements of uplifting
thought and all the endeavours after a pure life which Buddhism represents, and in spite also of the later developments of
that faith and its remarkable reformation, things for which we
are devoutly thankful, the great difference between its precepts
and the Gospel of Jesus Christ, is that which distinguishes
a dead from a living faith. Christianity 1s the only religion
which is founded upon optimism and lives in hope. ‘* Recanse
I live, ye shall live also.”
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Che Sanctuary.
Lhe €fectual fervent prayer of a righteous man avatleth James v, 16.
“ For where two or three are gathered together tn my Name, there am I tn the midst of

Matthew xviii, 20.

‘¢ All holiness is contained ‘n two
points : knowledge of Godand know!ledge of self. Lord, make meto know

Thee and to know myself, The
prayer is short, but its meaning is
infinite. Knowledge of God elevates
the soul, knowledge of self humbles
tt. The former lifts it to the abyss
of divine perfections ; the latter sinks

alization for spiritual growth.

(P,

273, }

That missionaries may be careful
not to do other than conserve and

cherish all spiritual truth already
existing in the minds of the Chinese.
(P. 259.)

That the leaders in the church may

it to its own abyss of nothingness
and sin. And the great marvel is,
that this very knowledge of God
which lifts man up, humbles him at

not so lightly regard externals as to
present an unsyinpathetic religion to

himself with God; and self-knowl-

great care never to cause a Chinese

the same time by the comparison of

edge, while tt humbles him, hfts him
up by necessitating his approach to
God as the assuager of his misery.”’

Grou’s ‘‘ Spiritual Maxims.”’
PRAY.

That the superstitions that are ac-

tual forces in the national life may
be transformed into as actual spiritual
power. (CP. 257.)

That those who are superstitious

the Chinese Christians.

(P. 265.)

That there may in all places be

convert to give up a heathen rite
without implanting in its place a
Christian rite as its substitute. (P.
264.)

That the Chinese may Jearn that in

the crises of life the spiritual power
that overrules is none other than the
Christ. (P. 278.)
That the Chinese Christians may

not lose their reverence for their
dead or grow neglectful of the graves

through a misunderstanding of the

may be delivered from their supersti-

new teaching that they have accepted.
(P, 279.)

heaven-lit region of ultimate truth.

A PRAYER,

tions and brought into the broad

(P. 258.)
That the Christian church in China
may imitate God’s method of adapting God’s revelation so that people
may the better be able to receive it.
(P. 269.)

O Lord God Almighty and all-merciful, cleanse those whom I have defiled,

heal those whom I have wounded,
Strengthen those whom I have en-

feebled, set right those whom I have
misled, recall to Thyself those whom

That as the teachers and guides of I have alienated from Thee, I pray
the Chinese there may be given to Thee save these sinners, save all
the missionaries wisdom in directing sinners, and amongst all stnners save
the change of heathen into Christian me the sinner, for Jesus’ sake, the
Frend of sinners,
rites. (P. 265.)
Amen,

That the missionartes may have such

insight as will enable them to dis-

GIVE THANKS

are heathen and those that are only

For news of revival from Nan-tungchow (P. 307), from Ichowfu (P. 307),
and from Manchuria (P. 308.)

tingnuish clearly between customs that

national, (P. 270.)

That all teachers of Christianity in
China may be given ability to adapt
themselves to oriental life and customs for a greater efficiency in presenting a pure Christianity. (P. 269.)
‘That the missionaries may not make

the mistake of regarding occident-

For success attending labours of
the three German Missions in the
South (P. 300. )
For the earnest efforts of the Chinese

government tn the matter of opium
repression and the success granted
(P, 307.)
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Christian Suggestions in Chinese Superstitions
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BY THE REV. W. A. CORNABY

HE return of Halley’s comet and the need of an active

propaganda to avert dynamic disaster from the various
superstitions connected with comets in China, remind
us that we are living in a land where old-world superstitions
are actual forces in the national life. Krom such standard books

as the very recerit ‘‘ Mythology of the British Isles,’’ by Charles

Squire ; ‘‘Mythology of Shakespeare,’’ and Thistleton Dyer’s ‘‘ Domestic Folklore’? a whole world of superstition is revealed to us nearer home in ancient, medieval, and
quite modern times.

But we question whether, since the days

when the Romans anuthilated the Druid religion, any of our
Western superstitions could ever be regarded as dynamic forces
in the sense in which they are in China. The superstitions

of the West have been most of them modified survivals of
Celtic and Scandinavian, Roman and Saxon religious rites ;
those in China are largely survivals of an ancient indefinite
nature-worship and the still more nebulous but perfectly
serious science of luck.

Thus we may define Chinese super-

stition under two heads: (1). Credulity respecting the direct
impact of the supernatural upon the natural; (2). The notion
that good and iil luck are connected with certain actions that

have really no reference to the matter. Under the first
heading they are related to various old Roman beliefs, from
which indeed we get the Latin word superstitionem, which
we have adopted, minus two letters, as an English word; and
under the latter heading they resemble the mass of geomantic
beliefs held by the later Assyrians and developed up from
ancient Chaldean religious observances.

In either case we have before us, in the phrase of John

Foster (“Popular Ignorance’’): ‘‘A vacancy of truth, replenished with positive error,’’ and allowed to affect the social

and national life of this people, often in a very deleterious
manner.
NoOTr.—Readers of the RECORDER are reminded that the Editorial Board

assumes no responsibility for the views expressed by the writers of articles
published in these pages,
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The first attitude of the young missionary towards the
superstitions around him is naturally that of a drastic iconoclast (which is indeed the attitude of the modern Chinese daily

press everywhere), although, of course, he will not adopt

drastic methods, and his words may be of the mildest. And
with regard to several superstitions based on mistaken notions

of the universe we must feel that these things exist to be
Nor does anyone wish that any superstition whatever may remain, and if the experience of others coincides
aholished.

with those of a past eighteen years in Hupeh, scarcely a

But in
superstitions, as in other falsities, it 1s seldom that we find an
hundred percentum lie, a falsity which has no vestige of basal
vestige does remain when Chinese become Christians.

trith.

And should that truth, when purged from error, be

found to be valuable, it may, in the hands of the wise, become a
useful agent for the deliverance of the superstitions from their
superstitions into the broad heaven-lit region of ultimate truth.

It may be objected that since our Chinese Christians, on
becoming such, become singularly free from superstition, it is

hardly advisable to waste time in writing or reading what
might be misconstrued as an overt apology for idolatrous
systems and superstitions generally. And it may be argued
with some reason that if the whole native press of China condemns superstition root and branch (including modern Chinese
Buddhism and Taoism as a whole*) it 1s hardly befitting the

stated representatives of the truth as it is in Jesus to rake
among the ash heaps of decadent faiths to find bits of truth
here and there for exploitation. Further, that as St. Paul
evidently regarded all heathenism as an apostasy, we may
well regard it as such, just preaching the Gospel and have
done with it.
But on comparing Romans i. 20-21 with Acts xvii. 23,
we find that heathenism, to his mind, was both an apostasy
and a quest.

The tendency of the past century was to regard

it wholly as the former; then as a rebound, the tendency of

modern writers who have not lived in non-Christian lands is to
regard it exclusively as the latter. But a due recognition of
*During the last week of February, in two native dailies of Shanghai,
there were unmistakable indications of this attitude ; the one condemning a
cettain hsien magistrate for his hobnobbing with a Buddhist monk, and the
other ridiculing the propensities of ‘‘ uneducated women”’ for ‘‘inventing all
Manner of spiritual powers, praying in temples, consulting fortune tellers, and
selecting sites tor graves or dwelling-places in consultation with geomancers.”’
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both sides of the case, as with St. Paul, is the true wza media

in the matter. And especially as the tendency of modern
education in China 1s to cast forth from the mind all belief in
the spiritual whatever, it behoves the missionary, while discountenancing all superstition and working for the complete
despotism (II. Peter ii. 1, ‘*the Desfofes that bought them’’)
of the Lord Jesus, in these days when, under a veritable disease

of democracy, young China is breaking loose from all rule
and authority, political, moral and spiritual,—it behoves the
missionary to conserve and cherish all absolute spiritual truth
already existing in the minds of the Chinese.
The attitude to be commended, then, is that of ‘* stooping
to conqtter.”’ For we find that God did so of old in two striking
instances—making use of existing and superstitious material.
(1). Whatever the primzeval origin of the week of seven
days, for fully two thousand years before Moses, each seven
days of the lunar month had been associated with the sun,
moon, and the five planets (quoted in China as well). And of

the days of the Innar month the 7th, r4th, 2xst, and 28th
were ‘quiet days’’ on which it was unlucky to change the
clothes, fo offer sacrifice or worship of any sort, to eat flesh
cooked at the fire, or even in sickness to take medicine.

Here

was an institution which, from time immemorial, had been
one of superstitious avoidance of both work and worship; yet
God, through His servant Moses, laid hold of that ancient
superstition and elevated it, in connection with His finished
work of creation, into a Sabbath observance of rest for the
labourer, of refreshment for the soul, and of adoration toward
Himself.
(2). The second instance is still more striking. In the
plague-stricken camp of Israel, Moses was divinely prompted
to lift on a pole a serpent of brass; the serpent being an object
of superstitious veneration in Egypt as connected in some way

with the healing art.

How boldly then did God risk the
danger of encouraging serpent-worship itself (see II. Kings
xvill. 4) to bring His own salvation to the bodies of the
multitudes and to afford their descendants in after ages with
a type of the Saviour (John 111. 14) of more than the bodies of
men ! We are not called nowadays to run such risks as that,

but may feel justified in pointing out certain underlying

principles in the superstitions around us. The field is so wide
that a volume might well be written on the subject, but at any
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rate some hints and specimens of the method to be adopted
may be given as a starting point for further study on the part
of the reader.

(A) Ancestral worship seems originally to have been a
form of reverence free from prayer to, or what we of the West
now call ‘‘ worship’’ to, the manes of the departed. As the
old Book of Rites has it: ‘‘The object is not to pray,’’ but
rather to associate the spirits of the departed with the affairs of
their descendants and to secure the blessing of Heaven upon
the filial representatives of the family. Thus explained, it was
hardly a superstitious observance. And in its present super-

stitious degeneration we may note the following: (a) It 1s
part of a reverence for past antiquity, the golden age, when
heaven seemed nearer to earth than at present. In other
words, the ancestral worshipper feels that somewhere in the
jar horizon of the past the heavenly touched the earthly; as did
the Jews and as do we. A thought this, which the Christian
preacher may do well to utilise, for he can add the words:
‘the son of Adam, the son of God.”? (b) It 1s a recognition
of the sanctity of parentage and of the famtly-bond. And in
tnese days, when Rousseau’s dreams of living ‘‘according to
nature’’ are being substituted in the minds of young China

for the morality based on family relations and responsibilities, enforced by Confucius, these kindred truths need to be

kept ever to the front. (c) Ancestral worship is a protest
against the Saducean thought that men live not again, bud
perish as the brutes, for a non-existent spirit can hardly be an
object of reverence to even the most ignorant. And as the
chief ancestral worship is performed beside the graves at the
Ching Ming festival, “clear shining” in Anglo-Saxon Zasire,
we may encourage ourselves in dealing with it by considering
how that very similar grave-visitations among our remote
ancestors have merged into Easter psalms of adoration to Him
who 1s '‘the Resurrection and the Life.’?
(B) In Chinese idolatry there is an attempted supply of
a felt need. For ages the Supreme has been regarded (as the

Emperor 1s) as far too exalted to receive petitions from the
common people. The Chinese say in effect to themiselves: ‘*I
read in the classics of chieftains and rulers worshipping the
Sovereign on High. But He has become a mere ancient phrase

or idea, and I cannot worship a mere phrase or idea. If
existent above the heavens, He is too great and mysterious for
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me to know or to worship. I must therefore appeal to lesser
spirits, perhaps of departed worthies, who may be regarded as
His local mandarins and constabulary,’’ Man weeds some

divinity as an object of worship, is the truth proclaimed by
every larger temple and lesser local shrine. And further,
ghosis of deceased ancestors are insufficient for his needs,

Then in the popular form of spirit-medium séances,
although the idol is in the room with candles and incense
before it, a sort of miniature mountain-chair is held aloft and
swayed about, perhaps for an hour, to invite the spirit for which
the idol stands, to come and take up his abode in it. Which

means that the 7s not regarded as the divinity itself, but at
best his temporary resting place. Now, pinning down the
minds of our hearers to that admission, we may ask them
which is easier to believe: that a divine spirit can enter a
carved and painted log, utterly devoid of any spiritual qualities

whilst a mere log, but by the magic of a rough graving tool
and paint-brush transformed into a residence for a spiritual
being; or that, on suitable preparation and invocation, man’s
Living soul iwself may become the abode of a great, benevolent

Spirit, already related to him as Creator and Preserver and
Saviour from sin ? During the years when my task was to
preach to outsiders, for an hour or even two daily, in a Hankow
Street chapel—and never a week without men starting up to

their feet and standing for very intensity of interest—I never

found that the above appeal failed to produce an effect.
Rather did it ever serve to introduce the main practical item
in the religion of the Bible, taken as a whole: that goodness
and godliness involve awaiting upon the Lord to gain Fits
indwelling presence and power over selfishness (#f, Ny), to the
strengthening of the conscience (fa Xp), and establishment of
the whole character. ‘Ves, waiting upon Him if necessary
for an hour as in the preliminaries to your own spirit séances.”’

A truth which, I cannot help feeling, needs to be constantly
proclaimed from every pulpit in every land, lest dealing with
semi-prayerless hearts, our avoidance of direct reiterated teach-

ing of this one thing needful may ‘‘make the Word of God
of none effect.’’
(C) Further, in the commoner spirit-séances, and in the
more refined planchette-séances practiced by the scholarly in so
many guilds, we have before us no mere idle curiosity to interview the departed, but @ lounging for intercourse with an une
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seen divinity, a belief in his nearness, and in the possrbrlity of
such intercourse » a longing which, in its higher reaches, may
be gratified in the words: ‘* Our Father which art in heaven,”
We may be thankful that, with all his materialism, the Chinese

scholar has not succeeded in shutting off all belief in the
spiritual world, and may gain a leverage from practices adopted

(if in two forms) by learned and unlearned alike in our discourses upon the approachableness of its Supreme Ruler.

(D)

Yin Yang and Feng Shuz may not seem promising

subjects for the Christian missionary, and yet the latter science,
based on the theory of the former, 1s not without its suggestive
points. Take the concrete example of a pagoda for instance.

The origin of the pagoda seems to have been an umbrella,
or umbrella-like shade placed over the ashes of the worthy,
in regions adjacent to China. From this arose a double or
treble umbrella as a mark of special honour, and finally a
solid structure with its tiers of eaves evolved from the early
umbrella design ; the object being still to mark the spot where
sacred relics of some religious worthy were deposited. China
adopted and developed the form of the pagoda, but does not
seem to have made it a tower for the marking of sacred relics.

Introduced by Buddhism, and in the T‘ang dynasty always
associated with Buddhism, it became adopted under Feng Shud
influence as a compensation for some deficiency in the contour

of the land—a deficiency generally apparent to the artistic
by which it was supposed to be unreceptive to the felicitous
influences of heaven. Far back in ancient China a2 uncone
secrated mountain was regarded as an offence to heaven, and
rulers used to repair to mountain tops to worship the Supreme,
but here is the idea of providing a compensation for some de-

fect in the lesser hills or the plains ; the pagoda being an

erection which to the influences of heaven (as
indeed the not ancient character ¥& for pagoda signifies, being
formed of earth and az answer).

First of all, we ought to consult God in the cholce of a
dwelling and kindred matters as earnestly as the Chinese may
consult a Feng Shut professor, so as to é ng every part of our
tives into accordance with heavenly influences, and there should
be spectal heaven-pointing aspirations and prayers from those
parts of our lives whack we know to have been out of touch with
the glory of God. Not only are our mountain-tops to be conses
crated, but the workaday plains and the lesser hills of life.
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Then in the Feng Shut philosophy a pagoda is ‘‘to bring
heaven and earth into concordant unity, so that they may not

be in a condition of severance.’”?

These words, with ‘* man”?

instead of ‘‘earth,’’ occur in the ‘‘ Maxims’’ of Yang Hsiung,

B. C. 53, A. D. 18), written concerning ‘‘the task of the
Sages.” Do they not apply far more surely to One whose
Person can bring the most defective parts of human nature
into correspondence with the Divine ? And just as our Lord—
probably referring to a passage that Nathamiel had been
pondering over ‘‘ under the fig-tree’’—used the ancient dreamladder of Jacob as a type of Himself (John 1. 51), so He would
allow a Chinese imagination to picture Him as the true pagoda

of heavenly influence, raising the lowest in character and
compensating for the most distressful of circumstances.
(EH) Related to Fexg Shuz is the superstitious notion that

every straight alley opposite the door of a dwelling is a probable inlet of ghostly influences of unpropitious nature. rience

the stone set in the wall, or a wooden board in heu of the
stone, inscribed # Il] 4 Ft we, that is, the defiant question:
‘*Darest thou (the evil influence) withstand the (power of the)
stone from (the sacred) T'‘a: Mountain ?”’

The first thing that strikes our olfactory sensibilities on
close, warm days, is that such alleys are badly in need of
a quantity of literal fezg and (wind and water) to ventilate
and flush them out, for they are choice breeding places for all
manner of disease-germs, and we admire the wisdom of Moses

in making sanitation part of the national religion, as indeed
it has come to be of late years in every enlightened land.
We have no more right in the sight of Goad to fling away our
neighbour's heatth than we have to steat and squander his
Indeed of the two crimes the latter may be the lesser,
Then comes the deeper consideration : Zvery inlet to our
lives a possible avenue of evil. For although ‘‘the earth is

Loods.

the Lord’s,” a very considerable portion of it is under the
speil of demonaic influences.

Lives wilfully exposed to temp-

tation are sure to invite calamity, and unwatchfulness and
prayerlessness may often turn our very blessings into curses
(as in the solemn words of Malachi ii. 2). Is there anything
for tis answering to a potent stone from a sacred mountain (a

mountain specially associated with the ancient worship of
God?) Nay, there is something more for us than this. A
Chinese ideal 1s ‘‘immovable as the (sacred) Tai Mountain,”?
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The Christian ideal is ‘firm on the Rock of Ages:’’ Christ
for foundation, Christ for corner-stone; a life founded upon
that Rock, a character built up of stones quarried from that
Rock ; then in the confidence of complete prayerful reliance
upon infinite stability the most tempted believer may say to
the leagued powers of darkness: ‘' Dare ye withstand thie

power of the T‘ai Mountain?’’ and reading Psalm ii, may
even ‘learn to laugh with God.” Or, bearing 1n mind the
common spectacle of the slab of stone, or piece of board, may
safely sing :
‘TI have a shield shall quell their rage,
And drive the alien armies back ;
Pourtrayed it bears a bleeding Lamb,
I dare believe in Jesn’s Name.”?

With the above hints of an attitude and method to be
commended, one may leave the subject to be worked out
further by missionary readers, each for himself,

Memorials to the Dead and their Relation to
Christian Practice
BY REV. W. S. PAKENHAM-WALSH

ND some there be which have no memorial, who

AA wate perished as though they hed mot bey
are become as though they had not been born.””

This pathetic little verse occurs in the great passage in
Ecclesiasticus, beginning, ‘‘Let us now praise famous men,”
and I quote it because it must be the unuttered cry of many
Chinese Christians in our own day. There may be splendid
exceptions, but speaking generally the Chinese Christians have
no memorials and perish as though they had not been.

On becoming Christians they are cut off from their many
memorial customs ; for them the # Bj, or feast of graves, is no

more; | AW =, the ancestral worship on the sth of the
7th ‘moon, ceases; they cannot burn incense on the rst day

of the Toth moon, the -* J jj, nor can they any longer join
11 the home worship of ancestors with their relations at the a

the feast of the rrth moon. In fact we hardly realize
how much in the way of heathen memorial rites they give

up, and perhaps we hardly realize how little in the way
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of Christian memorial rites we give them. Our own beattifully

Kept cemeteries in China, and our inany ways of keeping
ia mind our loved ones, should draw out our hearts in deeper
sympathy for our Chinese brethren who have lost so much and
have so little given them to make up for it. I am speaking of

externals, We give them something wortu all their old
memorials put together, but we do not give them those
external expressions of sympathy which, human nature being
what it is, we value ourselves and which they would probably
value even more. Some may say, indeed some have said it to

me: ‘‘This is au entirely Chinese question, and we must
leave it to the Chinese church to solve,’’ but while fully
agreeing that the Chinese Christians themselves must have

a large voice in any decision come to, [ cannot but think
that, as their teachers and guides, we are not entitled to
shelve the problem in that way, but that it is our duty to seek
in cdoperation with themselves to direct the issue, and also
that they expect us in this, as in other matters, to give theni a
lead aud to take them fully into our confidence.
As a word limit has been set to this paper, I shali try to
condense my thoughts into a few suggestions, which it will be
understood a: open to the fullest criticism.

Firstly. I would retain as ia: as possible the feast of
the # HH. I would again advocate the retention of the
name in all Christian communious. It is a beautiful title,
(‘the clear bright festival,’ and the name has nothing
idolatrous about it. Just as we retain the old Anglo-Saxon
title Easter, so let us retain the older and more beautiful
Chinese title 7a HA. The two heathen festivals are almost an
exact parallel, falling as they do about the same time in spring.

We retain the old name Haster, the name of an Auglo-paxon
goddess, but we explain our use of it by saying: ‘‘ Kaster, or

the festival of the resurrection of our Lord Jesus Chirist.’’
Let us do exactly the same for the Chinese and accustom them

to speak of the # HA, or the festival of the resurrection of
Christ. Jet us explain our English usage of Haster to the
Chinese clergy and leaders and teach them to regard in the

same way their own beautiful title. They will respond as
readily and gladly as did our forefathers, and in a very short
time the power of the Gospel! will have captured what will
be to all future generations of Chinese Christians a great
possession,
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I would advocate the use of Christian services
at the graves or in the Christian cemetertes. At the 4% BW the
heathen are repairing their graves, covering them with paper
Secondly.

money and bewailinge hopelessly their lost ones, Let us
show them the better way. It was a great surprise to me
to know that many were already working along this line and
that in several places such services had already been begun.

‘CT a year, on Easter and All Saints’ Day, we visit

the ceineteries in a body; the whole congregation following
choir and clergy in procession.

Hymns such as ‘ The strife 1s

o’er, the battle done,’ ‘For all the saints who from their
labours rest,’ are sung at the graves, prayers and thankseivings
are said, teaching and preaching follow by several speakers,
directed at first to the Christians and afterwards to the crowds
of non-Christians who have flocked around ;”’ this is an extract

from a letter from a member of the Episcopal Mission in
Hankow. We have on Easter Sunday gathered a congregation
of our people in the church cemetery and there held a service
of thanksgiving for the hope of the Gospel. Our service this
last Easter took this form 3 we sang, first of all, the hymn,
Give me the wings of faith to rise
Within the veil and see
The saints above, how deep their joys,
How bright their glories be,

Then we had the reading of Scripture, suitable passages,

and an address; a hymn for the children, ‘There is a Happy

Land,’ a prayer, and closed with the hymn, ‘Come let us
join our cheerful songs with angels round the throne.’

This

service is now in its third year, and it has been a success, having
met a decided need on the part of our Christians.’? This is an

extract from a letter which I received last year from a member
of the London Mission. I mention these as examples of what
is being actually done, nor does there seem to be any reason
why similar services should not be held with advantage and

blessing by every communion all over China. Indeed the
Anglican Commtnion is already planning for such a move.
The Anglican Conference at Shanghai in 1909 A.D. appointed

a committee to prepare and report to the next conference
among other services a special service ‘‘for use at graves at
the Ch’ing Min Festival.”
In connection with these services we might also change
the heathen custom of covering the graves with paper into
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the more generally recognised Christian custom of laying upon
them white flowers, symbolic of the white robes and purity of

heaven, Also at this season at least, if not oftener, the
Chinese Christians might be encouraged to repair and tend
their graves, an office of love now sadly neglected and which
must at times lead to a misunderstanding of the Christian
position and be a real hindrance to our work.

Thirdly. I would advocate the use of some kind of

memorial tablet.

J am well aware that on this point we shall
not all immediately agree and also that such a vexed question
must finally be settled by the Chinese themselves. There are
those who believe that the old ancestral tablets can be disassociated from idolatry and be continued to be used by the
converted families. ‘There are others who think that a new
form of tablet, or at least a new tablet, is an essential, and it
may be that until the time when the church in China is strong
enough and united enough to suggest some one common
practice that in this matter various uses may obtain. In the
Chinese Anglican Cathedral at Hankow at the present time
the naines of all the members of the congregation who have
died within the year are read out on All Saints’ Day, and their
names are inscribed upon large and handsome tablets of black
enamelled wood, hung on the wails of the nave near the seats

of the Christians. Appropriate texts are embossed in gilt
characters at the top of the tablets, of which there are eight.
Each tablet is planned to be large enough to contain the names

of all those who pass to the life beyond the grave within a
period of five years. These tablets were all given by the Chinese
Christians themselves in memory of the late Bishop Ingle.

This idea of making tablets to take the place of the
ancestral tablets was proposed a good many years ago by Pastor

Kranz, and it may finally commend itself to the Chinese

church as the solution of the problem. At the same time we
should remember the casting away or destruction of the old

ancestral tablets is forbidden by existing Chinese law. A
speaker at a recent conference in Shanghai drew attention to
the law under which the Chinese now live, namely, that ‘‘ to
cast away or destroy the ancestral tablet is like casting away
or destroying the corpses of parents. The penalty for such an
offence is decapitation.”

Is it too bright a hope to entertain that as the Chinese
church becomes more enlightened and waxes stronger in faith
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and knowledge, it may prove to tts and to all men that the
Gospel is the power of God even unto the salvation of the
ancestral tablets from the superstitions which have entwined
themselves around them? Meanwhile might we not follow
the lead of Hankow, using the new Christian tablets in our
churches while leaving the old ancestral tablets an open
question for the heme?
Fourthly. We inight introduce much more widely the idea
of memorials in the churches, such as pulpits, reading desks,

fonts, etc. I hesitate to say stained glass windows, though
I know of at least one church in China where stained glass

memorial windows have been prt up. But when leading
Chinese Christians are called Home, the subject of a memo-

rial might then be discussed and much might spring from
such discussions.

‘‘Some there be,’’? nay, many of our best,
“which have no memorial who are perished as though they
had not been.’’
Not long ago I suddenly met what I at first sight took for
a heathen funeral procession. In front came a native band,

followed by men carrying flags and banners. I clid not at once
notice that on the banners were Christian texts and mottoes ;
then came the coffin covered by a large Chinese red canopy ;
close behind the coffin followed a chair carrying what I at first
thought was the aucestral tablet, but which I discovered to be
a picture of the deceased, an elderly Chinese gentleman. My

curiosity being aroused I followed to the grave, and te my
astonishment heard the strains of a Christian hymn and realized

that I was attending a Chinese Christian funeral.

(sreat

crowds had come together, and an old missionary with white

hair, standing by the open grave, spoke to them of the
Christian hope of tmmortality and fuller life beyond. It was
all so Chinese and from their point of view so reverent and
impressive that my Western prejudices and consternation soon

gave way to admiration, and the conviction was once more
impressed upon me, a conviction which I would in turn seek
to impress upon others, that in our attitude towards these
old Chinese customs we must, to a much ereater extent
than at present, become Chinese that we may win Chinese,
retaining all that 1s good in the old, while supplementing and

enriching the Chinese church from our own rich. Western
STOre,
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Some Chinese Feasts and the Christian Attitude
Towards Them
[The major portion of the first half of the following article, stating the
problem brought forward for discussion, is taken from a paper read by the
Rev. G. F. Mosher before a conference of the American Episcopal Church
Mission held in Shanghat. The responsibility for the suggestions contained

in the second half of the paper rests, however, with the |

A

DAPTATION has ever been one of the predominant
characteristics of the Christian church.

A completed
revelation ou the part of God did not mean the completed
apprehension of that revelation on the part of His people ; as new
conditions were met they would call for new aspects of Christianity, and though these aspects were not wanting, it 1s scarcely to
be expected that their presence could be immediately recognised.
God’s method with the Jews becomes our consoling thought in
those moments of depression when it seems that the great forces
of heathenism cannot be overthrown. It also becomes the model
upon which we must build our work. Perfectly adapting His
revelation as He did to that which the Jews from time to time
were able to receive, He has set for us an exatnple of adaptation
upon which must depend all of our success. History shows us
conclusively that the rapidity and thoroughness of the triumph
of Christianity has ever been in direct proportion to its adaptive
Dowels.

Christianity, when it is brought for the first time to

a non-Christian people, is indeed a stranger in a strange land.
This was never more true than it is in the present day when,
having been thoroughly adapted to the occident, it 1s brought
from the west back to the east, in which it had its origin, to be
once more adapted to the orient. But the more one studies
the problem the more vivid becomes his realization that it is
not Christianity but the Christian that 1s to be adapted. There

is scarcely anythine more striking in the whole study of the
Bible than the way in which the customs of the Chinese interpret some of the most difficult passages in the Old or even in
the New Testament. And it is this fact which gives occasion
for the paper on the need of adaptation.
One of the greatest obstacles to the progress of the church

in this empire is the inability of the modern missionary to
adapt himself to oriental life. We who are born and trained
in lands that are esssentially Christian and are brought up to
view our religion as the only perfect one, acquire a subconscious
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but very real and vivid impression that in Christianity 1s to be
found nothing but good, while in all other religions one looks
for little that 1s good. Modern missions had their inception
under such a conception of the religious life of the world, and
perhaps it is not too much to say that of the new arrivals in
mission fields to-day only an exceedingly small proportion are
free of the necessity for unlearning it. The argument would be
simply, Where there is not pure doctrine there cannot of course
be pure life. And herein, curiously enough, lies the root of the
belief that it is useless to labour for the salvation of heathen
peoples. There are those who conceive that the Chinese, being
believers in, and a product of, a false religion must of necessity be
a false peopie. They are not exactly human with human souls.

This point of view is in evidence among many whom we meet
in the home land. Later, as we journey to our fields of labour,
it is strenuously forced upon us by our fellow-passengers on the
great ocean steamers, and when we have arrived at our destinations we find large communities of men and women whom we
can it, many ways respect and admire, who presumably know

the natives and native life and to whom the question has
ceased to be one that admits of any doubt whatever.

Vet we

can lose neither faith nor courage. Christianity has done
wonderful things for our forefathers.

Personally we have come

to know Christ by what He has done for ourselves. And so,
somewhat with faint hearts possibly, but with hope ever strong,
we take up our task.
The first awakening soon comes, Some older missionary
lets fall a remark with regard to some form of Chinese life that
it 1s superior to the same thing at home. Our suspicions are
aroused.

Can any good thing come out of Nazareth? But

shock follows shock until we become accustomed to the idea
that in truth every product of the native religion is not necessarily bad. Indeed we one day find ourselves coming to

similar thought about certain customs without help from
Again and again we have this experience until finally
all our thinking powers are aroused and our minds are turned
to the solution of this new problem. We ask how these things
that seem so purely the product of Christian teaching have come
to be part and parcel of the life of a people to whom Christianity is as yet practically unknown. Further enquiry develops
others.

the fact that they have been found already existent by the
church before the days of present missionary effort.

it is not
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true then that all the good things of this world found their
origin in historic Cliristianity. Our minds thus are opened to
the whole question of what Christianity owes to the many
religions, or rather to the many customs which are the outcome
of the religions with which it has been in contact.

A study of sume of the Christian rites and ceremonies

cotntnon to all the will show the presence of much

which is not Christian in origin but which has become so by
adoption. It has ever been a principle of the Christian church

to make use of heathen ceremonies by taking them bodily and
changing such portions of them as were distinctly contrary to
the teaching of Christianity and also leaving such as were the
offspring of the national life, and using existing festivals which
have a strong hold upon the people and have dominated their

lives, by establishing festivals similarly great, making them
similarly attractive with the frank intention of entirely overthrowing their rivals. The festivals of Easter and Christmas
and many of the ceremonies connected with weddings and
funerals may be instanced as cases in point. Pagan Rome,
Teutonic folklore, and Druid festivals have each in their turn
been used to contribute to the conquest of the Christian church
in the lands of Europe.
CHINESE RITES AND CEREMONIES.

Upon ws, as founders of the Christian church in China,
there lies a great responsibility : ‘‘ Just as the twig is bent the
tree’s inclined.’’ There are in the world but tew scholars
who are capable of discerning the essential differences in men
of various races or nations; there are in the church but few
theologians who are capable of distinguishing between the
essentials and non-essentials of Christian teaching. We asa
body are, for the most part, included in neither class, and yet
we have to accomplish a work based on the findings of both.
Our problem is in the concrete, however, through being limited
in scope to a single nation, and herein lies that which removes
all sense of oppression at thought of the magnitude of the task.
We are to study the customs of the Chinese people, discover

which of them are heathen and which are national, adapt
the former and allow the latter to take care of themselves,
The difficulty of the task lies in the fact that in China, as elsewhere, the customs of the people are not heathen ov national
but heathen avd national, The two are so inseparably woven
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as to be well-nigh indecipherable: yet this is not invariably
the case, aud there are instances in which it wouid seem that
we have not made the progress that reasonably have been
expected. Whether difficult or simpie, it were inexcusable in
us not to attack the problem with the same earnestness and
fearlessness that we have seen characterised the church in her
beginnings in other lands.
Our concern to-day is, first, to enumerate the more im-

portant of Chinese festivals and to note something of what
they mean and how they are celebrated. Second, to suggest
a means by which they can be adapted to Christian use.
MARRIAGE CUSTOMS.

In regard to marriage in China our course is plain. Bishop

Graves has given to us, in No. 2 of the Morrison Society
Papers, an account of the essentials of a Chinese wedding,
which I shail take the liberty to quote as it stands :—
‘The customs used in Chinese marriages fall naturally into
two divisions: those of the betrothal and those of the wedding.

(Betrothal).—In Chinese betrothals the important point for
us to notice is that the parties concerned are ttot the principals.
The contract is really made between the families of the future
bride and groom as represented by the heads of the respective
fatnilies, those in whose patria potestas the persons to be betrothed
stand. his is the first and most fundamental distinction between

Chinese and Christian marriage. Among the Chinese the heads
of the families alone choose, and the inclination of the principal
parties is not consulted.

The preliminary negotiations are carried on through go-

betweens (fii A}. When an agreement has been brought
about, presents are sent to the family of the bride CH HE), and

cards with the names and date of birth of the parties are interchanged (fi hk). If these are accepted a settlement is eifected by sending proof (#4 @{), and a contract is written called

ae The festivities of the betrothal then commence, The

services of a fortune-teller are usually asked to determine
whether the horoscopes of the parties, as expressed in the

cards (J allow them to marry. The parties are now

betrothed, and the binding character of the betrothal is such
that it gives both parties a right to sue for the conclusion of the
marriage and will be enforced by the courts.

(The Wedding).—Years may pass, and usually do pass,
before the conclusion of the marriage. When the time comes,

presents of different sorts (#4 are sent to the fatherIn
ofthis
the

bride and a further document (j@ Sf) is exchanged.
contract the number of the presents and amount of money to be

sent to the bride’s family are expressly stipulated. Then a day 18
fixed for the marriage (GH #)).
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On the day before the wedding-day the presents, furniture,
clothing, ete., of the bride are carried through the streets in procession to the bridegroom’s house.

On the wedding-day the bridegroom goes in person to the

bride’s house to bring her home.

The bride, seated in a red chair, is brought in procession to
her new home, where she ts formally received by the bridegroom.

The bride and groom wor-hip heaven and earth (Ff ") and
enter the bridal chamber, where they drink cups of wine, which
they exchange with each other, and the marriage is finished.

The

wife is considered to have left forever her own family and to
beloug henceforth to the family of her husband (HE #).
A curious and coarse custom of playing practical jokes on the

married pair, called ‘nao-fang’ (fi) J), follows on the ceremony and there is the usual feasting, which accompanies all

transactions of 1mportance in China.

These are the customs in brief which are generally used in
Chinese betrothals and marriage throughout the empire, though
every place has more or less of local customs which need not
concern us here.’’

FUNERAL CUSTOMS,

When a Chinese becomes so seriously ill as to alarm his
family, they immediately have recourse to a variety of supersti-

tious practices in the hope, not so much of curing, as of
exorcising the malady and so restoring him to health. ‘They
propitiate divinities, expel various deadly influences, appease
an angry god, repeat the formula for dissolving grudges, invite

the god of medicine to the house, get ten men to become
(“security ’’ for the sick person, call back the departing spirit,
follow the directions of a certain book of charms, burn a paper

image as a substitute, and so on ad In spite of
them all every Chinese eventually dies, probably in his best
clothes and in the mam room of the house, to which he 1s
carried when hope is abandoned.

The priests are them called,

a tablet set up by his side, a near-by table 1s prepared with
food, lamps, and incense, wailing is commenced, which is maintained principally by the women of the house, paper-money is
burned, lanterns—white ones—~hung at the door, a mat porch
is put up, the musicians are called and the caterer notified.
The body, sumptuously dressed, is put into as expensive a

cofin as the fatnily feel able to buy and a necromancer
is called to find a lucky place for interment. From death
to burial a longer or shorter time may elapse according
to circumstances; whatever the length of time, from one
end of 1t to the other, there is a succession of rites and
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ceremonies and feastings that are so scrupulously formal and
exact and so confusedly mixed together that I confess myself
utterly baffled 1n my attempt to give a brief description of the
essentials. With just one turther remark, then, we shall leave
this portion of our subject for the present. Amongst a people

of such exceedingly strong affections as the Chinese it is
impossible that there should not be great sorrow and a sense of
real bereavement at the death of a loved one, but so elaborately

and superstitiously formal are all of their ceremonies at this
time that their real feelings are completely misrepresented, and
to a Christian this is the most cruel part of it all.
OTHER FESTIVITIES,

During the conrse of a year there are fourteen festivals
observed by the Chinese, which I have roughly divided into
four classes.

Those when financial obligations must be inet.
The greatest festival of the entire year 1s that of the New
Vear. The first day itself is the greatest, but the real festiva]

extends through the nith day ana toa smaller extent through

the fifteenth. This festival has its preparation, and also,
as I have stated, its following days, all business obligations
must be met, New Year's calls are paid, and everywhere
are feasts.

The 23rd Day of the 12th Moon, known as Song-tsaukyuin (3% G #) is the anticipatory day, when the household
geod’s paper representation is burned (probably outside the back

door, as being nearest to the kitchen where he resides), thus

sending him to heaven to make report of his family before

Nyok-waung-da-tt, Z-koo (Pe) and red sugar are eaten
by the people on this day; they are sticky, and the inference
is that if the sau Avuin (ap #) should eat them his hps would
stick together, so that when asked a question by his superior

be would be able to reply only in the affirmative by ‘‘z,”?

‘69? (hence the name ‘‘2-foc’’) and so make report of
othing but the good.
On the 5th Day of the rst Moon the shopkeepers extend
a welcome to Dee Zung Lau Ya (Ey Wl FF), the god of riches
OF money. Thus they insure good business, which is riches,

for the year. The rite consists merely in setting off firecrackers, and there is a small feast on the night of the
4th and the morning of the 5th.
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On the rsth Day of the rst Moon is held the feast of
lanterns, known as Nyoeu-siau-isih (FC 48 fi) At might
lighted lanterns are hung, and the children have rabbit
lanterns or horse lanterns for playthings. On this day the
household god returns and once more takes up his abode
in the kitchen. The people eat yoen-ts ({E] -—-) which, being
tound in shape, symbolizes completeness, in the hope that
thus all they undertake during the year will be completed.

This is the last festival immediately connected with the
New Vear:

On the sth Day of the sth Moon, once more all debts
must be cancelled. This festival is known as Zoen-ug ‘Ye
or Jaung-ng (+), and has a touching story connected with

it. In ancient times there was a mandarin, named
Nyoen «fit Ja) high in the state and much esteemed by the
Emperor for his singleness of purpose and devotion to country.

But jealousy was finally aroused, and the Emperor degraded

him. Disappointed and chagrined he threw himself into a

creek and was drowned.

to him and deified him.

The people, however, were devoted
Boats made in the form of dragons

(hence the popular English designation of the day as the

‘“dragon-boat festival’’) go abont on the creeks for the

purpose of finding his body and bringing it to land, and from
them rice is thrown into the water tor him to eat. AS suggestive of this rice thrown to him, the people feast on /soug-ts
($= -f-), which is rice wrapped in a leaf.
A third and last time accounts are cleared on the 15th Day

of the 8th Moon, known as (I. FA AB) or Zs0ng-

tszeu (FR); in English the mid-autumn. festival. ‘This is
really a festival in honour of the harvest moou, observed
because the moon has a ring around it and puts out all of its
glory. The people eat zyoeh-ping (FAR gf) or moon cakes and
burn incense made into shapes of baskets, tewers, etc.
Tf. The Worship of Ancestors.
In the 3rd Moon occurs 7s‘tug-meng (FR WA) or the feast
of graves. The mandarins go to the ancestral halls of the city

in which they hold office, and there burn incense and candles
to show their respect for the dead. The people go to the
graves of their respective ancestors, upon which they put food
and burn paper money, all of which is for the use of the dead

in the regions beyond. Some of the people have feasts at
home, but the emphasis of the ceremonies on this day is laid
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on those at the graves. There is also a procession, and the
five gods (generally but not always supposed to be those of
gold, wood, water, fire, and earth) are carried to the public
burying ground.
On the 15th Day of the 7th Moon, known merely as 75
nyoeh-pen ( Fj 4B) there is ancestral worship in the hommes.
Oilerings of food are made on the home altar and afterwards
eaten by the family. There 1s also a procession similar to the

one of Zs ‘tu

On the 1st Day of the roth Moon, known as Zeh-nyoehtsau (-}+- FA BH) food is placed and incense burned on the home

altar. Also there is the third and last procession of the gods
to the public burying ground.

In the 1rth Moon occurs (A 3), or the first

day oi winter. This 1s one of the greater festivals of the year.
It is, in a way, everybody’s birthday, and though it is more
usual to count a person a year older on New Year’s Day, it is
really on this day that the count should be made. Ancestors
are worshipped at home in the satne way as before, and at night

nearly every family has a feast, especially the rich, who wear
their full robes. A proverb says: Zoug-/s-doo-koo-sing-nytert

(% # KB OW AF), that 1s, is greater than New
Year's Day.
ill. Beginnings of Seasons.

In the rst Moon occurs (ae FR) or the first day

of spring. On this festival all civil mandarins worship a
paper cow in the courtyard of the yamén and whip it three
times. There is then a rush on the part of the yamén-runuers
and other people preseut to secure the different parts of the
COW.

The main object is to secure the head, as this promises

snecess throughout the year in catching thieves and other
culprits. I am tunable to find any explanation of this worship

of the cow.

During the 4th Moon comes Zzh-‘au (3% 4), the first day
The people weigh themselves ‘‘to see,’ as I have
heard it stated, ‘‘ what progress they lave made during the
of summer.

year.’’ They also drink fermented rice wine and eat salted
eggs, plums, etc., as these are supposed to prevent sickness in
the summer.

The first day of winter, because of the nature of its
observance, we have already noticed under the division relating
to ancestor worship.
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TV. Miscellaneous.
There remain two festivals that are not in any of the three
classes given.

On the 30th Day of the 7th Moon is the birthday of the
god of earth, known as Di-dzaung-waung-bo0-sah-sang-nyth

(Fi i Ee BE 4E AD. When the god of earth opens his eyes
the moon will shine, and therefore people can see. ‘This
festival is observed by burning incense-sticks in the door-way
at night.

On the 9th Day of the oth Moon is Dzeoug-yang ( (By,
when people eat dzoug-yang cakes. The general thought of
the day seems to be one of increase, principally in knowledge.
Of course there are other feasts than these and other ways

of observing these than the ways mentioned. One may not
generalise for the whole of China, as customs differ so very
greatly trom place to place. I think, though, that we have
now come to the point where we are ready in a measure to
make some suggestions as to how the church may best adapt
herself in accordance with her old custom to the needs and the
pleasures of the people.

Il.
At the outset of the consideration of the right Christian
attitude towards Chinese festivals the categorical imperative of
the faith must be fixed in mind. No terms can be suggested
in regard to idolatry, where it is recognized as such, and there
can be no compromise with evil. But we are here dealing
with matters which are not inherently evil and are frequently
only adventitiously idolatrous. In the matter of marriage and
funeral customs, to which our attention inust be first and chiefly
given, sitice here arise practical difficulties constantly aifecting
the work and administration of the church from within, it has to
be noted that these customs, wheresoever they may be found,

have been built up upon a religious foundation. Whatever
superstitious extravagances and vicious practices may have
accrued to them, there remains no doubt of their prime religious
At the
slonificance. Here, then, is a common starting point.
basis of the customs observed in connection with weddings and

funerals (and likewise, clearly enough, in connection with
ancestral worship) we find a factor which is one in purpose and
instinct, though differing widely in degree and value, with the
Christian attitude. That is, we have already to hand for our
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Christian service an essential, the parallel, as it were, of the
Spiritual nature of man in connection with the work of preaching, which it is our business to make use of for the purpose
of the couverszon of custom. That essential may be summed
up thus: ‘In the crises of itfe (and death is its last crisis) it is
spiritual power which overrules.’ And in our use of it we are
on sure ground, for we are at one in such an attitude with the
divine process of revelation and with the method of the apostolic
and historic Church of Christ. The Christian method of attack

not only ought not to be, but it need not be, the frontal one of
destructive overthrow, since much that is already contained in,
and an indispensable part of, the customs under consideration
is ours to commandeer for Christ. It awaits only the gift of
right direction to become our most potent ally.
It is very needful to remind ourselves of the plain fact that

it is only with matters that are universally and spiritually
essential that the Christian missionary to a non-Christian people
is directly concerned. There is nothing in the Gospel which we

proclaim which makes it any part of the work of the Christian
church to change the forms of habit or custom in order to pave
the way for the occidentalization of the world. Lhe Gospel
is our charge, not sociology. Our action and attitude should be
such as to make it evident that while Christianity is bound to
develop certain aspects of existing national life in a given direction wherever it is preached, it is no part of its programme to
denationalize. Were it possible for every missionary to come
to a true understanding of how much that is merely national
or Western in form, has been superimposed upon the foundation

facts of the New Testament injunction, and how much that 1s
expedient in the West, 1s not merely unessential but definitely
inexpedient in Eastern lands, many of our difficulties in dealing
sympathetically and practically with such customs as we are
discussing would disappear. The test to be applied is consistency with pure doctrine and Scripture precept and not that
of comparison with the practice of the churches we represent
in this Eastern jand.
In a consideration, therefore, of the marriage customs in
vogue in China attention should be given to certain proceedings

in our Western Christian mode, which are common to our
churches, but altogether unessential to the act of marriage
viewed as a religions ceretnony. Some of these may be,
and are, not merely inexpedient but truly distasteful to the
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oriental mind.

Neither the absence of a certain formula, nor

of the passing of a ring, nor of the declaration on the part
of a minister, may be held necessarily to invalidate the martiage service so long as certain root essentials are observed.
Marriage is at once a legal contract and a religious act to the
Christian mind, and the legal contract of the West is not that
of the Fast. In its relation to marriage, here as in Western
lands, the task of the church is to harmonize the legal and the
religious forms of the service.

In China the law requires a previous regular contract,
a mutual parental consent and recognition and a formal public
declaration of uniou. Custom demands the worship of heaven
aud earth aud the drinking of a cup of wine by the groom-and
bride. Other numerous customs are involved which are bound
to exhibit, and are indeed rapidly undergoing, change as the
nation moves along the path of social progress.

Now the church has to recognize and endorse these
legal claims. It may modify them, but its marriages mst dé
legal. What it has to eliminate, or rather transform, 1s the
worship of heaven and earth, making the act one of worship
of the eternal and true God. It has also by education and.
precept to sanctify the whole conception of the marriage nite.
But it should do this on a basis of Chinese custom aud not of
Western practice. By its insistence upon the religious nature
of marriage, as a matter which concerns the welfare of individual souls as well as the convenience of families, it 1s also

bound, sooner or later, to modify the existing harsh and
unsatisfactory method of impersonal betrothal.

So also in matters connected with funeral and kindred
ceremonies, the relation of the living with the dead and of the
dead with the spiritual world, our work is that of wise Christian conservation. Wrongly enough, but very certainly, the
word has gone forth over all China that foreigners have neither
regard nor reverence for their dead. Is not the indiscriminate
break which Chinese Christians have generally been taught to
make between the old and the new ways of life largely respon-

sible for this unfounded report? Has the method of the
missionary taken away too much and given too little in return ?
Chinese are often astonished beyond measure by the first sight

which 1s given them of our foreign cemeteries in the treaty
ports. The neatness, the obvious care and attention given
to the dead is so entirely opposed to what they have heard
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in this respect that they are filled with admiration. In deagling with the question of cemeteries there 1s a great oppor-

tunity given to the Christian church. Means, too, should
be devised whereby rites and ceremonies which are now
in the hands of the Buddhist and Taoist priests shall be
replaced by definite services of Christian prayer. It 1s not
sufficient simply to evict those customs which, however
degraded, are yet the proof of imperishable spiritual desire 1n
the hours of life’s deepest need. Something positive must be

provided. For the spiritual nature, equally with material
nature, abhors a vacuum. Our pastors cannot be too assiduous
in their attendance upon Christian families which are suffering

loss by death.
Likewise in the matter of the memorials of the dead it

would seem that in our laudable endeavour to avoid the
dangers of ancestor worship we have erred in excess on the
other side.

In a land where the presence and the memorials of
the dead call forth expressions of deep reverence and devotion
from the living we have failed to use aright this most ettective

instrument for Christian service. Surely we may obtain, as
we tnay also confer, much benefit from a wise recognition

of such customs. Is it not remarkable that the festival
of Ching Ming has not been generally laid hold of for this
purpose ? Here is a festival purer in name, more uplifting in
character and altogether less pagan in association than the
old Easter; nevertheless our Christian Haster has become to

us perhaps the most spiritual and soul-inspiring of all the
feasts in the church calendar. Ching Ming should surely be
taken and renewed in the name of Christ and in the power of
His resurrection.

Again it is no part of our Christian duty to attempt to
fasten upon the Chinese church our Western calendar. ‘There
is no sufficient reason to urge against the keeping of the Easter

festival at the Ching Ming season.

It is helpful doubtless to

keep holiday with the church universal; the reform of the
national calendar, which is proceeding apace and 1s only a
question of time in China will, however, attend to that. In
the religious observance of the New Year there is no need to
intrude our Western reckoning upon the Chinese Christians. It

is rather the privilege of the foreign worker in China to join
whole heartedly with the Christian observance of New Year as
at 28. The institution of a watch night service of an especially
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impressive character, should take the place of the old heathen
custom of worship in the temples and serve to greet the coming
year. Through the special New Year season united services
of praise are already common, and it is an illustration of the
value of the whole position herein urged to note how enthusiastically the Chinese have taken up a modified observance of the
united week of prayer. Once the way has been opened they
are keen in response to the effort to turn old festivals into ways
ot Christian life.

Missionary effort is but at the threshold of the many

opportunities which lie before it, and as the Christian mission-

ary learns, in consultation with the best and wisest of his
Chinese fellow-workers, the inner meaning and hidden sanctities of existing festivals and ceremonies he cannot fail to find a
better and a surer method of overcoming the false with the true
by a wise adaptation than any process of mere iconoclasm can

prove, There could hever be, as there need not be, any
slurring over of idolatrous wickeduess or superstitious folly,
but there should be a ready recognition of any present good
and a coustant prayer for wisdom and guidance in making
the adaptation of existing usage for the conversion of the

people of the Empire. It is better because it is wiser, as
it is indeed also more scriptural and more accordant with
scriptural precedent; more true also to God, since in line
with His divine method in revelation, to lead men from
what of truth they have to what He would have them attain
TO.
The very iact and process of conversion is a turning, not
a breaking nor a mere destruction ; it is the expulsion of evil
by the possessive power of good. There remains the same

soul, the same life, but the changed heart and the new
outlook.

As to the individual, so through him to the nation.
We are called and commissioned by our missionary service to
the task of converting the festivals of the China calendar
and the social and religious customs of the Chinese people.

It is the Chzmese Church of Christ which is our concern

and to which we owe duty.
a

W. NELSON Brrtron.,
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Anglican Church Orders and the Problem of Unity
Lo the Laditor of
‘Trp CHINESE RECORDER.’”?

DEAR Sir: We are indebted to you for keeping the subject of
church tunity constantly before the missionary body in China.
We all feel the urgency of the question.
Some months ago you appealed to the Anglican Church to
come to a definite conclusion as to the meaning to be attached
to the. phrase ‘‘the historic episcopate "’ and you add these
words: ‘Projects for union which would otherwise be march-

ing solidly forward are halting to-day upon the opinion of

our brethren, the leaders of the Anglican Communion.” 1 feel
inclined to doubt this statement, but the reason why no answer
has been given to your appeal is not only that the leaders of

the Anglican Communion have not since met, but because
that church does not wish to define its opinion on the subject
of the Christian ministry otherwise than is done in its Articles
and in the Preface to its Ordination Services, documents which
everyone has in his hands.

The lines there laid down have been followed in drawing
up a constitution, at present provisional, for the church which

we hope will be formed by the union of the English and
American Dioceses in China.

In the preamble to that con-

stitution it is stated that we ‘‘ maintain the ministry of the
church which we have received through the episcopate in
the three orders of bishops, priests, and deacons, which orders

have been in Christ’s church from the time of the apostles,’’
We there state how we have received the three-fold ministry
and the time from which we believe it to have comme. We do
not express any opinion as to the orders of others or make any
deduction as to the superiority of our own.
Different opinions are of course held by individual members and groups of members within our church. It 1S so,

surely, in every church whose ideal is inclusive and not exclusive. These opinions are allowed in the church, though
not endorsed by its authority. As regards episcopacy and its
value, various opinions are held. The opinion of a large section is represented by the Bishop of Durham, Dr. H. C. G.
Moule, and I venture to send you a copy of a paper of his, read

lately before a gathering of about 1,500 clergy im London,

Anglican Church Orders and the Problem of Unity
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His name carries so much weight in China that I hope you
may find room for a reprint of his moderate exposition of
episcopacy in the pages of the RECORDER.

Our ambition is the formation of a church widely inclusive.

There must be a common standard of essential doctrine, a
common participation in baptism and the Lord’s Supper,
anda common ministry. Given unity in these things we may
claim that we are one church. Within it a large diversity
may be permitted, and will even be a sign of health. We of
the Anglican Cominunion have learnt to tolerate aud even to

rejoice in a large measure of diversity. We look forward
then with confidence that such questions as the recognition of
ministers ordained and Christians admitted before the time of

union will be easily decided by consultation when the time
Let others remember that the Church of England has
always recognized the validity even of lay baptism and has
Comes,

constantly admitted to her communions Christians of other
denominations in the largest spirit of charity.

The hope for reunion is in comprehension as regards
Opinion and practice and not in exclusion, and, as Bishop
Graves said in the February RECORDER, in putting ‘* mere
theological opinions into a subordinate place.’’
Believe me, yours truly,
HERBERT J. MOnony,
hishop.
Ninero, March r4th, rgro.

Address by the Rt. Rev. H. C. G. Moule, Bishop of Durham

The Chureh of England, true to its character and genius,
utters itself with equal decision and restraint upon the theory
and functions of the mnistry. Its leading utterances are

given in the Twenty-third Article and in the preface to

the Ordinal. The Article speaks decisively ior the normal
necessity of commission through the church im order to
regular ministry in the church. The bearer of the office of
preaching aud of ministration of sacraments must be lawfully
called and sent; called and sent by then who themselves have
commission to do so. The preface speaks with much more
detail about both office and commission. Tt affirms that it is
historically certain that ‘*from the apostles’ time there have
been these orders: Bishops, priests, and deacons ;°’ that these
were ‘‘eyermore’’ regarded as so sacred that their proposed
bearers were first tested as to qualification and then admitted,
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‘“by lawful authority,’ with prayer and the significant act of
the laying-on of hands. Further, to secure historical continuity for this triple order, and to surround it with reverent
esteem,’’ the church decrees that episcopal consecration or
ordination shall be, for all her ministers, a necessary condition.
Such are these utterances on the positive side, the side of
decision. The great principle of commission in general, and

the primeval date of the three-fold ministry in particular, and
its sacred dignity and value, and the firm adherence of the
Reformed Church to this order, could not be more explicitly
stated. On the other hand the utterances are marked by that
restraint and tolerance which is characteristic of the church of
the prayer-book. In the Twenty-third Article no word 1s
used which is not as a fact equally fit to express the convictions of, for example, the Presbyterian. In the preface and
in the cognate statement of the Thirty-sixth Article, nothing
is said to the effect that the very existence of the Christian
church is suspended on the three-fold order, so that this order
can alone guarantee the working of the covenant of grace.
And we have ample evidence that the framers of the Articles
and of the Preface meant so to restrain their statement.

Posi-

tively they believed wholly in the primeval and Catholic

authenticity of the triple systenn. But they had learnt great
things from Scripture and from the vast contemporary history
around them. And they forebore to exaggerate a reverential
adherence to the ideal into a condemnation of every other type
under any other conditions,
The same balance of decision and restraint appears in the

Ordinal itself. No other Ordinal known to me equals that in
which our priests are set apart, for its sublime assertion of the
spiritual and moral greatness of the commissioned Christian
ministry. It is not only a phrase here and there which produces this eftect. It 1s the whole sacred thing. In detail it
is above all that long and sternly tender address which the
Bishop is ordered to deliver to the men before him just previous
to the questions. Then the act of ordination itseif is accom-

panied by words of the utmost gravity and power, in which
the faithful dispensation of the Word and the sacraments 1s
enjoined in the very phrases used by the risen Lord to His
whole church represented in the upper chamber on the evening of the resurrection day. The commission to forgive and
to retain, given in precisely this place in an ordination service
for presbyters, has of course its history, and one point in that

history is that the great formula was unknown there till the
r3th century. But into this 1t 1s impossible now to enter. it

must be enough to express my own belief that the reformers,
in retaining it, intended it to be construed mentally with the
followiug words: ‘‘ Be thou a faithful dispenser of the Word of
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God and of His holy sacraments.’’ It was to be thus, by

faithful dispensation of Word and sacraments, that the com-

mission was to be fulfilled as Jewel (an almost ‘‘ voice of
the church’ ) explains the matter. But my point 1s now that
on any theory the ordaining words are of extreme solemnity.
They invest the Christian presbyter with the responsibility for
true Scriptural teaching and for true ministration, which is as
great and searching as human nature can sustain. And the
guarantee to him, along with the laying on of the hands of the
presbytery, the power of the Spirit Himself, to be received
and wielded in his work.
I do not remark in detail on the two other services of the
Ordinal. The holy solemnity of the ordination of the presbyter stands pre-éminent. But the ordination of the deacon, and
the consecration of the Bishop, though even this latter hardly
reaches the spiritual elevation of its precursor, are altogether
in harmony with it. From the first supremely solemn question
put to the candidate for the diaconate to the last prayer over
the new-made Bishop, the whole Ordinal keeps the thought
of the ministry upon a level lofty and apart. It lays an emphasis throughout upon the ministerial offices as so great, so
responsible, so needful to the church, that divine call, and
human call, and church commission, conveyed with deliberate
solemnity, ate all needed to form an adequate avenue to it.

Then on the other hand the restraint of the Ordinal, the
thing which it does not say, is as noteworthy as its positive
elements. All along, in all the three services, it regards the
Christian ministry as essentially a pastorate, not a mediation.
Compare it with the Roman Pontifical, and the difference is
indeed conspicuous.

There the deacon is commissioned, zz¢er

aiza, to ‘read the Gospel for the living and the dead.” ‘The
Roman priest receives a double commission: first presbyteral,
with imposition of hands by Bishop and priests ; then sacerdotal

by delivery of the holy vessels with the elements, followed
shortly by imposition of the Bishop’s hards, with authority to
forgive and to retain. Place this besid:. our order, with the
noble simplicity of its one combined imy-osition of hands and

the delivery of the Bible, and the contrast is significant.
I venture to say that 1f 1n order to ministerial grace a sacerdotal
commission, in a sacrificial and mediatorial sense of the words,

as distinct from a commission for pastorate and leadership is
necessary, the Pope was right in denying a valid ministry in
Our ministets. This, I think, is unaffected by the fact that we
retain the formula concerning forgiving and retaining. For
though this stands connected by the tradition of ages with a
proper sacerdotzunz, it proves, I think, on reflection to have no
essential connection with it. It is the function rather of the
accredited messenger than of the altar priest.
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The stress of our Ordinal, to sum up these comments, lies

supremely upon the spiritual pastorate of the flock, that relipious office which, as it has been well said, was the personal
creation of our Lord Jesus Christ Himself. It commits to the

man supremely the ministration of the divine Word, and
along with it the guardianship of the ordinances of Christ. It

bids him animate and enforce lis ministry and leadership by
his life, hid with Christ in God. It sends him out to do all in
the spirit of a servant, not a master, reverencing the people of
the Lord. And it sends to him, for ail his needs, the special
grace of the Holy Ghost.
Is it too much to say that such a programme of the Christian ministry is true throughout. to a Scriptural basis ?
In the New Testament, on the threshold of this question,
we meet at once the great phenomenon, not of a bieratic media-

tion (the word /Azereus is never once used of the Christian
priest) but of a pastorate as an integral factor in the life of

the church.
The Lord nowhere defines with precision the work of His
apostles. But beyond question He means them to he not only
witnesses but guides, leaders, and, in a sense limited yet real,
governors of order. They in their turn, early in the history

of their work, pass over some of their functions, namely, the
ministry of temporal relief, to other men, doing this not any-

how, but by an ordaining act, praying and laying on their

Then somehow (we shall never know precisely how)
a ministry of eldership took shape later in the Mission churches
hands.

and at Jerusalem itself, a ministry which also, so iar as we
can divine, needed an ordaining act, prayer and imposition of
hands to begin it. Later, nearer to the end of the first age,
we find, side by side in the Missions, the deacon and the
presbyter busy evidently with each his department of pastoral

work; the elders particularly with the Word and doctrine.
Then again in the same period we find arising, as if under
the suggestion of circumstances, but assuredly not without

divine light upon them, a pastorate of pastors, a presidency among equals for great purposes of order and
coherence. It is not yet called an episcopacy. That word

still includes a/Z spiritual ‘‘ overseers,” ad? superintendents,
whether of one Mission or of several; 1¢ awaited the call of
later needs to appropriate itself to the presiding ministry. But

in idea and principle the actual functions of Timothy and

Titus were episcopal, such as the English reformation understood episcopacy, such as Ussher understood it, with the one
reserve that the office may possibly have been only temporary
in, its bearer. It was, however, while tt lasted, a commissioned

leadership of pastors, aud through them and with them of
people, and it was au organ of transmission of ministry, It
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was the provision of just that element which is essential for
strong coherence and for the best guardianship of order—the
presence of one man, personally responsible for the duties of
guidance, warning, encouragement and the cultivation of
mHioONn.

And this is an element desiderated by many thoughtful]

non-episcopalians. The absolute governmental equality of
presbyters within an area is an idea with something noble in
it. But experience not seldom finds it poorly operative, where
an acknowledged and permanent presidency would do truer
and deeper work. This was provided for in Crete and in

And Crete and Ephesus prepare us for the phenomena of the Ignatian time and for the long successions even
until now.
Ephesus.

Thus, in rapid but I hope not careless outline, I have

traced the Biblical basis for the words of our preface: ‘‘ From
the apostles’ time there have been these orders of ministers in
Christ’s church.’? The Biblical picture calls for vastly more
remark, even on its salient features, than is possible here. it
iidicates, among other things, a singular treedom on some
sides in the relations between pastor and people, a certain
homeliness in them, such as allows an apostle to address his
inspired letter to ‘‘the Saints in Philippi, wzt/# the overseers
and deacons,” and again allows a salutation to ‘‘ the leaders ”’
to be sent through the congregation—proof enough, i it were
needed, that the apostolic Scriptures were intended for the
most direct possible reception by the laity, not for a reserved

conveyance to them through the ministry. We have no information again whether the upper ranks of the ministry were
at first supplied only from the lower. We have many indica-

tions again that public work for God was often done as in
the singular and impressive case of Apollos without the
normal commission.
And the whole phenomenon of the
Christian prophet warns us to-day not to turn sacred order into
the chain rather than the stay and girdle of the church. But

these points lie out of the main line of our present inquiry.
They leave undisturbed what ts, 11 my own conviction, the
main result of it, namely, that the Christian ministry, as conceived and exercised according to our Anglican order, is true
in all its essentials to the New Testament basis. In the New
Testament, as with us, the normal ministry is a divine institution, not originated by the community, but commissioned and
gifted from above, with a commission of which the existing

ministry is the effecting agency and which thus secures a
permanent succession. In the New Testament, as with us,

three main functions emerge out of the primeeval apostolate ;
none of them singly its successor, but each bearing something

of its office, while the apostolate had also functions never
transmitted to any successors.

In the New Testament, as with
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the Church of England, judged by her authentic utterances—
this I must say with as full a conviction as ever—the Christian
ministry is not the successor of the temple priesthood. Tt 1s
not a sacrificing and mediating sacerdotzzm. It labours rather
for an unseen Head who, having sacrificed Himself for us,

now sits upon the throne of grace, dispensing His high
priestly blessing, exalted rather upon a heavenly ark than

standing at a heavenly altar. In the New Testament, as with
us, the Christian 1s contemplated as needing indeed pastoral
aid in spiritual ex gencies to clear his faith and reassure his
soul, but not as n-eding any mediator with his One Mediator.
He is not more derendent on human intermediaries than the
Jewish believer was before him as the medieval theory of confession, totally without primitive warrant, would make him to
be: he has access direct to his God through the blood of Christ
and in the grace of the »pirit. Yet none the less, because

Christians are a holy community, and also because in the
divine order man is God’s great instrument for the spiritual
service of man, the church in the New Testament, as with us,
needs and has a sacred pastorate. The community is tended,
guided, served by a ministry commissioned from above, constitutionally and temporately authoritative, successional within
itself, a mighty factor for permanence and cohesion, capable,

if true to itself and its gifts, of incalculable potencies for
{t is not the creature of the church,
but the Lord’s gift to the church. It is not the depository of
His grace, but it is the commissioned bearer of His message
and of its effectual seals. It is the attendant, not the mistress
of the holy society. It exists altogether for the chief shepherd
and His flock. It lives and it is continued in order to preach
and to set forth Christ Jesus as Lord and itself as bondservant
example and inspiration.

of all for Jesus’ sake.——-/e Kecora.

The Nestor of Protestant Missions in China
BY DR. A. H. SMITH.

T would be interesting to know how many foreigners have

ever completed in the Celestial Empire a ‘‘ Cycle of
Perhaps in our time there is but one—Dr.
Cathay.’?
William A. P. Martin—who is just rounding out his eightythird year, and who for aught that appears is now the oldest
foreigner who has continuously lived in China.
It has been offered as a recipe for a successful life that one
should first get himself born of good parents aud grand-parents.
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This Dr. Martin had the good judgment to attend to, and he
has reaped his due reward. His early school preparation
was what would now be thought patcli-work aud casual, yet by

using it to its limit he got more out of it than most young
men from the far better advantages of to-day. His call to
China fron God, and not from man, is a romatce in itself.
His acconiplished wife was a wonderful helper in the singular
career to which her husband was little by little called. Dr.

Martin's street-chapel in Ningpo enjoyed the distinction of
having by a course of natural (and supernatural) evolution
developed the ** Evidences of Cliristianity,’’ a book which has
had a unique history and influence. (Before the late Centen-

nial Conference the chairman of the Christian Literature
Comttittee reported that this volume lad more votes as the
‘best single book '? than any other, a remarkable phenomenon

in itseif.} It tas been reproduced countless times, and its
influence has been strongly felt in Japan and in Korea. As
interpreter to Mr. Reed, the U. S. Minister who negotiated the

important treaty of 1853, Dr. Marlin rendered a valuable
service, both to his own aud to his adopted country. He
was the organizer and the president of the International Law
and Language School in Peking, known as the Tung Wen

Kuan, the first little rill from which the refreshing waters
of Western learning trickled into the minds of the coming
etatesnien of China.

This service extended for thirty years,

aud was followed by the presidency of the New Imperial
University of China, of which much was expected. But its
apparent promise was blighted by the terrible Boxer cataclysm

of rg00, which left everything in ruins. Most men of lus
experience would have shaken of Chinese dust (and mud)
from their shoes after being besieged in Peking, as 11 he bore
no relation whatever to the government of China, but after a
brief visit to America Dr. Martin returned under the auspices

of the late Chang Chih-tung to be at the head of the Wu
Chiang University for a period of three years until 1905.
Again instead of retiring at the mature age of 78, Dr. Martin
rejoined his Mission in Peking as a self-supporting professor
of things-in-general, in which highly varied capacity his bow
has ever since abode in strength. His favorite resort, both in
suinmer and in winter, is a temple of the Ch‘ien Lung period

at the Western Hills, ‘‘ Pearl Grotto,’? where much of his
work has been aud still is done.

On the day when he became
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eighty, Dr. Martin went out thither on a donkey (a two hours’
ride or more), climbed the thousand feet to the top, descended,

rode home, and in the evening went to another 1itssiou
compound, more than a mile distant, to make a social call!
Dr. Martin has been repeatedly decorated by the Chinese
government with mandarin rank which, except for its occasional opportunities of usefulness, he does not greatly value.
His works in Chinese have been of great 1nportance to China
and have had a large circulation. It is less than a year since

a stnall booklet on comparative religion went to press.
The enterprising secretary of the Christian Literature Society
had hoped that they might publish the book, and wrote to Dr.
Martin bespeaking ‘your next book.”’ This modest request

struck his fancy, and that same ‘‘ next book,’’ consisting of
reminiscences of his early years in China, is already well near
completion, and will soon be published in Chinese. Tt is needless to say that Dr. Martin 1s the only man who could prepare
such a sketch from first-hand knowledge. Dr. Martin’s works
in Hnglish are well known and are standards. it is most unfortunate that all his copious memoranda perished in the disastrous
siege in Peking. But despite that, at this distance of time,

Dr. Martin (who has a memory still unimpaired, which is a
combination of sheets of fly-paper and a phonograph) is now

repairing this defect, and will in due time tell the world a
good deal which it does not know, but which it ought to
know. Dr. Martin’s interest in this mundane sphere, like
mam Weller’s knowledge of London, is ‘‘at once extensive
and peculiar.’’

Nothing escapes him, and nothing human is
for him devoid of interest. He has seen and known almost
all the missionaries of a large part of China for six decades,
and he has met practically all the important and influential
Chinese and Manchus of China.

At some perhaps distant day the Chinese will begin
to get an idea of what it means to have a scholar of the West
give the whole of a long and fruitful life to China for no other
reward than the service of man and the glory of God. When
the American traveller, Bavard Taylor, had an interview with
Alexander Von Humboldt, then advanced in years, the great
German savant remarked sadly : ‘(You see before you a ruin !”

said Taylor, ‘‘not a ruin, but a pyramid!’’ Dr.

William A. P. Martin is ‘‘a pyramid’? with the widest base
and the highest peak that was ever seen in the ranks of at least
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Ainerican missionaries in China. It does not seem impossible
and perhaps not even improbable that he may live to complete
three score years and ten in the land of his adoption.
‘* He shall be ltke a tree planted by the streams of water,
That bringeth forth lis fruit in his season,
Whose leaf also doth wzo/ wither ;
And whatsoever he doeth shall prosper,’’
alll

Correspondence.
THE WORLD SS, S,. ASSOCIATION.

Sunday, May 22nd, has beet

World’s Sunday
We have been asked to pub- designated
school
Day.
The Executive
lish the following letter—Ep.
Committee has, with much care,
Lo Fastors, Alissionaries, prepared
a responsive Order of

gests and Sunday School Superintendcits in China.
DEAR BRETHREN: The World's

Service to be used as an openIng exercise in Sunday Schools
throughout the world upon that

sunday School Association,
through the chairman of its

day. The indications are that
this Order of Service will be

Executive Committee, sends you
Christian greetings.

translated and printed in more

Washington, D.C., U.S.A,

form a link in the golden chain

than 200 languages and dialects,

The World’s next Sunday and we greatly desire that every
school Convention, to meet in sunday School in China may
May 19-24, I910, gives promise

of being the most important
Sunday School missionary
gathering ever asseinbled.

The

incications are that every im-

portant country and missionary
centre will be represented and
that the attendance of delegates
aud visitors will number many
thousands.

While you (the China Sun-

day School Committee) will be

oticially represented by Rey.
Frederick Brown, many Chinese and inissiouaries have also

SignihMed their expectation to
attend the Convention, where
they will all receive a hearty and

cordial welcome, and we hope
that asa result of the stimulatIng influence of the Convention

a brighter day may dawn for
Sunday School work in China
as in other parts of the world.

of service which will encircle

the globe. It will be a great
inspiration to those who attend

the Convention to know that

our brethren tn China will unite
their prayers with ours for the
blessing of Almighty God upon
Sunday School work throughout
the world.

In addition to the Service for
sunday Schools we are asking
pastors, evangelists and mission-

aries throughout the world to
preach a sermon emphasizing
the claims of the Sunday School

as a factor in the development
of Christian character, urging

upon parents and guardians the

Importance of training the chil-

dren and youth in the knowl-

edge of the Scriptures and

including in their prayers a petition for the blessing of Almighty

God upon the work of the
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Sunday School in all Jands, and

especially upon the World’s
Sunday School Convention, which

at that time will be itt session
tin the city of Washington. All

Not onfy were the computers
in using that sentence quoting a
master of the fanyuage, but they

were also using good Chinese

colloquial, which ‘J. Vw"

may not attend the Convention,

ridicules, but in nowise proves

helpful influence in making

The word $4 fi has a wide

but each one may exercise a

tg be tneorrect.

Sunday, May 22nd, 1910, the

meaning and signifies space,
situation, position, etc., and is,
l submit, a proper translation

greatest day the Sunday School
Ras ever knotwn.

As your hearts turn toward us,

you may be sure that onrs are
turning toward you, especially
as we hear from the Itps of your
representatives of your trials as

well as your successes tn the

effort to win the world to Christ.
§. SCHOOL ASSOCIATION,
GEO. VW. BAILEY,

Chairman of the Ex. Contintttee.

of estate in the sentence above.

Will ‘‘f. V.’’ show us a
single instance in which fi! fig
‘Sstool’’ or *stage’’ ?
R., Y.
aS eres

SARARITES OF CHINESE

HELPERS, ETC.

To the Fedttor of

CHINESE RECORDER.’’
A REVIEWER REVIEWED,

Zo the Editor of

“Troy RECORDER.’
DEAR Srr: In his review in

{he December RECORDER ot
Price and Chen’s 9 Seripture
Catechism ‘‘ J. V.’’ makes the
following criticism. Page 6 ‘' $%

Ae KE MH

AB (nf 96 rather implies that
Adam, when he was created,
was placed on a stool or stage,

from which, when he sinned,
he fell down 7’ !

The reviewer may uot have
heen aware of the fact that in
selecting that particular sentence for adverse criticism he
was aiming not at the compilers
of the Scripture Catechism but
at Dr. Calvin W. Mateer, whose

sentence if is! Question No.
rs of the Shorter Catechism
reads, ‘‘ What 1s the sin where-

by our first parents fell from

the estate wherein they were
created ?’’ And the sentence
under discussion is Dr. .Mateer’s
translation of that question.

DEAR Sire: [ would Hke to ask,

through the columns of the
CHINESE RECORDER, for an ex-

planation of the principle wpon
which the low scale of salaries
of Chinese helpers and pastors

is based. During the past

Chinese New Year season [f
have visited several tnission

stations in Chihl, Shantung
and Honan and have heard

stories, all of them

similar in their essentzal details,
about the loss of trained helpers

froin active work. It is quite
evident that the trouble is at

the centre financial, and ] have
been given to understand that
the dispartty between salaries

offered by the missions and
those paid by other employers

is represented by ratios of about
one to ten, or one to fifteen. It
may be that there are fundamental rules of procedure which are

mutually contradictary, and my

reasoning may be at fault. I

would like exceedingly to have
tt either criticised or verihed by
members of the mission body.
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If there is one principle which
is being recognized in the home-

body and for what they are

should receive as salary what

different organizations, none of
whom have given me any satis-

assumed, on an average a half

condition of affairs; some, on
the contrary, gave expression
to what sounded like pent up
feelings of reluctant criticisn..

bringing to pass. My concep-

land as being productive of tions have been gathered within
eficiency, it is that a man the circle of workers in. five
he is actually worth. Mission
Boards pay, it can be safely
to two-thirds 2s much as missionaries could otherwise earn,

enough, whatever the fhgures
may be, to provide good food,
clothes and education for all of

the family. It appears to me,
as an interested layman, that
the principle mentioned 1s not

only being violated, but an

added serious mistake is being

made. According to Chinese
custom a man’s salary 1s not
the whole of his tneome. § If

factory explanation for the above

I would appreciate very greatly

a discussion of the principles

wivolved.

Believe me to be,

. Very sincerely yours,
MorRTIMER JAY BROWN.
BAPTISTS AND FEDERATION.

Chinese custom 1s followed in
the payment of small salaries,
and foreign custom 1s euforced
regarding the taking of commiissions and small bribes, it is not

CHINESE RECORDER.”?
DEAR SiR: Iu your issue of

surprising that trained young

this subject by the Rev. James

en with a normal sense of pride
aud honor are glad to escape to a
realin of activities where salaries
are ten to fifteen times as large.

T have leard inissiouaries criticise the government severely
because they do not give higher
salaries to their public servants
of the new régime. tT have aiso
heard missionaries say that all
over the empire young Chinese,
trained in musston schools, can

be found in Customs offices,

To the Lditor of

February you have an article on

V. Latimer of Huchow, in
which the Baptist position 1s declared without any equivocation.

With much that my brother
Raptist says [ am in hearty

agreeinent, but I wish to point
out that there are Baptists who
take an entirely different att1tude to that which he lays down
as final on the part of Baptists.
On the Tentative Committee
of the Shansit Federation Scheme

it was closely discussed whether

government schools and places

the Baptist churches would, or

men are soured on missions and
missionaries because of the con-

privileges of church fellowship

of business; that the young

ditions under which they left
the former. it appears to me
that some bold strokes are
needed at ornee to save these
most able products of the pro-

pagauda for the work which
they alone can do.

I have a great admiration for
the members of the missionary

would not, admit to the full

meinbers of other churches with-

out insisting on the administration of baptism according to the
practice of the Baptist churches.
This was referred to the various
missions, and Dy a unanimous
vote the English Baptist Mission

agreed to do so. We do not
abate one jot or one tittle of
our Baptist convictions, but if
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by a severe logic we hold to our

anything. We do not create the

scriptural mode of baptism, we
also hold, by an equally impera-

the objective of all our schemes,

conviction that imniersion of
the willitg subject is the only
tive logic, that he who confesses

that Jesus 1s the Christ, and

whose life makes it evident that

he holds the truth in sincerity,
is most certainly a Christian man,

and we cannot venture to shut

out stich a Christian brother
from the privileges of Christian

fellowship. Suppose, for 1n-

Stance, that a Christian who 1s
a Methodist, or a Presbyterian,
or an Episcopalian, comes to re-

side in this city. The only
church here 1s a Baptist church.

ie seeks fellowship with us ; by
luis life, aud by his zeal, and by

the gifts of the Spirit, he can

unity of the Christian church:
it is our privilege and duty to
recognise it. That should be
and to make that possible our

organization must be of the

lightest character. We cat

meet, we do meet, in united

conferences, and thereby proclaim our uuton aud our unity,
but any organic control of the
separate missions by any united
conference 1s impossible, and any

attempt to do this will only postpone the day of uuton.
With regard to Rome, the difficulties are exceedingly grave.

Until Rome relinquishes her
most favored tenets, ¢.¢., Mariol-

atry and the Sacrifice of the
Mass, a large majority of Pro-

Strengthen the cause of our Lord

testant Christians will not desire

and encourge him in pilgrimage
heavetiward. Are we, because
he lias been trained to different
views on Christian baptism, to
put a stigma on him in the sight
of the heathen and treat him as
oue outside the Christian fold ?

munion, and Rome understands

in this city, and we can help

God forbid. Loyalty to our

own view does not mean that
we should break the covenant of

love in which our Lord has
fiade Us one.

Netther, I think, would we
wish any church, of mission, to
aiter thetr practice with regard
to Christian baptism unless they
were convinced that their prac-

tice was erroneous. Such an

accoriniodation to or view of the

case wotld only be a courtesy
that meant nothing, and we do
not wish courtestes to take the
place of truth. tf our brethren
come to see as we do, we shall

heartily rejoice, but till then it
ts ouly an offence to ask them
to conform to our practice.

Christian ution must rest on

a higher basis if it 1s to be worth

any fellowship with her comno fellowship but submission.
Union with Rome is therefore

not on the horizon, and it ts
futile to suggest it. In this pro-

vince the fear of sometitne or
Other becoming entangled with

Roman error is on the part of
some missionaries leading them
to oppose all schemes of federa-

tion, and as chairman of the
Shausi Tentative Coninittee I
appreciate their difficulty, and
regret that there should be any
allusion to such a union, which

will never come until Rome.-

ceases to be Rome, and which
only acts as a deterrent to more

cautious brethren. I therefore
agree with Mr. Sparham, not
with Bishop Graves, and I earn-

estly hope that what is practicable, not what is impossible,
will be kept steadily in our view.
Yours fraternally,
ARTHUR SOWERBY,

English Baptist Mission.
Tai-yuen-fu, Shansi.
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OPEN LETTER FROM THR
ANGLICAN COMMITTEE

ON UNIFY.’’

But is not the probable reason

Why many Missionaries who

did see the circular regarded it

Zo the Editor of
“Toe CHINESE RECORDER.’’

aS unnecessary to reply because

DEAR Sir: I think that it 1s

good ground for reunion? That
famous Quadrilateral was issued

but right that someone should

that circular Jays down the

‘‘TLambeth Quadrilateral’’ as a

thank you for printing the in 1888, and the reception ac-

articles on Church Unity which
appeared in the February issue

of your magazine, I beheve

that those articles, serious as is
the set-back that two out of the

three must give to this great
cause, will be of the utmost
value in clearing the air and
showing us how useless it is to

think that we have made any

substantial progress in the mat-

ter, ‘Fhe § statements of the
‘““Catholic’’ and Baptist posttions are so clearly put that
your readers must feel that

corded to it in Great Britain at
that time ought surely to have
warned the Anglican Bishops

in China not to repeat its clauses

it 1907 as a basis for reunion.

But as Dr. Graves, even in 1910,

seeins to think that the fourth
of those famous suggestions will

still bear repetition, may I be

allowed to state the position of

the church, to which I rejoice
to belong, on this particular

question? If representatives of
other churches will do the samme,

question and that even a work-

our °“'Catholic’’ brethren may
decide that wuwnion on these
particular lines is impossible

we have all spent more time in

and consider whether they can10t make some more reasonable

prayer and learned deeper lessons

suggestion.

organic union is out of the
ing compact is impossible till
fron. God’s Word.

Speaking then for the Wesley-

{ am not concerned just an Methodist Church, I would

now to deal with the question

say that this Church is unable to

Dr. Graves in his article that no
replies have been sent to a circular on Christian unity which

copate.’’

was (I quote from memory as
my copy of the RECORDER is

this Church in 1889, the mem-

missionaries after the the 1907

the phrase ‘‘the Historic Episcopate ’ tneant, and to this day
they have had no intelligible
answer,
And [ venture to say

of union as sttch. But fF do make any response to the cirthink that as straight truths cular because it cannot see its
are betmng uttered, it is wise to way to accept the unhistoric
refer to the statement made by theory of the ‘‘historic episWhen the ‘‘ Lambeth
Ouadrilateral’’ was considered

at the Anntal Conference of

bers of that assembly asked

not with me) sent out to all politely, but pointedly, what
Conference, I have asked half-adozen workers of some standing
and none of them can remember

having received such a letter.
I have a copy which I begged
from a imember of the Protestant

Episcopal Church as a favour.
Imperfect circulation, and not indifference, may in part account
tor the absence of replies.

that the Bishops who could

not give an answer then cannot

five one now. Since 1888

‘‘Ruglish, Scottish and German

Scholars have been pursuing
therr thorough investigations
into Karly Church History, and
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11 the hight of their discoveries

tie ‘historic episcopate’ has

assumied the form of a dissolving nebula. The overwhelming
force of present-day expert opt-

nloun is against the ‘Catholic’

| April

Now, Mr. Editor, I do not
want to enlarge on this matter

and I do not want to stir up

controversy, but I feel that it is

really time that someone should

earliest times was governed universally by the ‘three orders,’ ”’

publicly explain that the probable reason why the circular
issued by the Anglican Committee on Union has not had

But as the above words, though

more answers js because most

theory that the church in its

the utterance of one worthy of
respect, are the utterance of a
non-conformist, [ fear that they

may not be accepted by the
Anglican clergy iu China as of

any value. So may [I refer to
a recent article in the Literary

Supplement to the London
fimes, based on Gwatkin’s
“Barly Church History?’’ The
writer of that article abstains
from quoting Gerinan Protestants

and English non-conformists.

He confines himself to scholars
of the Church of England, and
evidently tries to spare the feel-

ings of the High Anglicans as
much as possible. But as the
result of his review of tle sitnation he whispers the sad news
that the results of the work of
the principal historians of their
own community are unfavorable

to the ‘‘Catholic”’ theory. In

so doing the reviewer comes into

line with Protessor Gwatkin
himself, whose volume (to
quote another review) ‘* roundly declares that the Tractarians,

by their partisanship and credulity, have covered the study

of Church History with reproach, and pours scorn on their
wneritical methods and unhistor-

ical dogmas.’ The Bishops

of those who received it consider

that it was adequately and con-

clusively answered ten years
ayo iti Great Britain and that

modern historical research has
been answering it ever since,

There is no need perhaps to
90 further, but while I am writ-

ing I would say that even in

the third of the proposals made

at Lambeth, one can see the
saine desire on the part of the
Anglican Church to safeguard

its own position. ‘The two

sacraments ordained by Christ
Himself——Baptism and the Supper of the Lord.”’ {f the clause

had stopped there, would it not
have sufficed ? Why should our

Anglican brethren add, ‘' min-

istered with unfailing use of
Christ’s words of institution and

of the elements ordained by

Him’ auless they wish to make
sure that in the reunited church
others shall come into line with
them and that they shall not be
required to make any concessions ? Is there to be no room
in the one Church of Christ for
the wan who holds with all re-

verence the theory that our

Lord used ‘‘ bread ’”’ and ‘* wine’’

simply because they were the
commonest elements of a meal in

assembled at Lambeth recorded

Judzea and for no other reason,

without trath has been destruect-

elements may well be used ?

their conviction that ‘‘ unity

and that in other lands other

is it in I910 suggested that we

In conclusion, will it not be
well, while we are waiting for

government which history de-

thought about church govern-

ive’’ to the church. If so, why

unite in a theory of church

clares to be untrue ?

the revelation of that great
ment which must tnderlie all
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our various systems and which,
when it is revealed, will reunite
us, tf we concentrate our enerpies (to refer again to the Lambeth Conference decisions) on
preventing needless collisions
and tnwise duplication of labor?

It cannot be urged in reply

that because in English we have

merely taken over the sounds,
more or less exactly, of the ortginals, therefore the same me-

thod is suitable in Chinese. ‘The

In this practical matter we all,

cases are quite different. In
English, the meaning of the

Anglicans and others, have much
to learn.

proper names 1s of little consequence; in Chinese it is an im-

[ am, yours sincerely,
(FEORGE A. CLAYTON.

ON BIBLICAL NAMES,

lo the Fditor of
‘Thor CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DeAR Srr: In your December

issue Mr. Bondfield wrote of de-

fects in the transhteration of
scriptural proper names. This
matter should be easily rectified,

but there is a deeper one that,
it seems to me, deserves consi:
deration.

Last July you published a
letter signed ‘‘G. W.5.,”’ advocating more method in trans-

literation and suggesting that
the meanings, rather than the
sounds, might be reproduced. |
was hoping that what ‘‘G. W.

S.’’ said would evoke some

expression of opinion, but not a
word have I seen for or against

those ‘‘weird, tncanny, and.

portant element. Further, in

we have an alphabet,

the letters of which have lost
their hieroglyphic meaning and
are now only marks of sound,
but in Chinese each character
that we use to represent phone-

tically the Hebrew and Greek
syllables ts also a hieroglyph
with a living meanzng’.
So when we read that Abram

a 14 By (i.e., ‘‘ The uncle or-

chid’’) had his name changed to

i? 1A a 2 Uncle hauling

the net’’} we wonder if it would
not be better, from the Chinese

point of view, to write
ip B
aud Si FE “.

It mttst be conceded that we
should try to stand at the Chinese view point. Our mission
3s not to occidentalize. In Knglish we write ‘*‘ Maher-shalalhash-baz,’’ aname which is just
a jumble until we learn what it

means; just such a jumble
Vang-tsze-kiang’’ was to usa

But when we
transliterate the name into ‘‘ &

meauingless names ’’ of which he
wrote. The subject is one upon
which a good deal might be said,

good while ago.

but, with your permission, I shall
merely note briefly a few things

only an approximately phonetic

as they present themselves.

phrase ; we have also a string of

tions-——many meaningless and

‘* Haste to the spoil, quick to

The prevailing system has
produced a host of combinasome ridiculous. Seeing that
the Hebrew custom of giving
significative names to persons and

places is exactly paralleled in
China, if seems very strange that

hitherto translators have heen

content with mere transliteration,

ae tu BS 7.” we have not
representation of the Hebrew

Chinese words that give no indication of the original meaning,

the prey,” and may mean,
‘Where the black sand is

pungent one horse drinks like
eight !”’ In like fashion for the
fine word ‘‘ Ebenezer’’ we write
‘* PY) a LI Se’? (Cantonese prov-

ince Yi-pin-yi-ch‘it), which
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means, ‘Tosetup what is handy.”
here, certainly, there may be a
faraway reference to the ‘‘ Stone

of help’’ which Samuel set up,
but the reference is only accidental.

| April

Would not the original be more
nearly reproduced by YJ] ff{ se

P. and N. Yu-su-fu, B. Eu-suhu, and C. Yau-so-fu ?

Again Andrew & 7 2 is

From the Chinese point

read *’ Ang-taik-hek ”’ at Fu-

everything, the sound is almost
nothing.

ton. Surely something better

Ol view the meaning is nearly

chatt and °‘ On-tak-lit’?’ at Canean be Gevised.

Would not

Netther can it be urged that
the fernis of Biblicel names are
now practically fixed. Perhaps

iii be nearer the Greek An-

present acquainted with the com-

er if bf. &, ff, uf, wi, ete.,

half a million Chinese are at

thonest Biblical names. What

creas P

One more note. Would it not
materially help the Chinese read-

were added, when possible, after

are these to the great multitude

the names of places? If, in

before long?

height) and Hermon (rugged,
abrapt) must be transliterated
* 7 (great morning) and & PY
(black door}, at jeast the word

who will be reading the Bible

It seems to me, then, that

translation is preferable to trans-

iteration.in the great majority
of Cases. The difficulty of chang-

ing from one to the other is

great, and the obsctre meaning
or: many of the original names
inakes it greater. ‘ibe question
is whether it 1s worth while. I

believe it is worth while, and I

also believe that when Chinese

experts in Hebrew undertake
the translation of the Bible they
will solve the prablem.
However tf our present translators should say that it 1s impossible or impracticable to carry

out the plan, there 1s one thing
that certainly can be done, and
that should be done at once. It

Psalm Ixxxix. 12, Tabor (broken

Hy could be added to each.

Yours very faithfully,
ALEX. Don.

Dunedin, New Zealand.

ON THE TRANSLATION OF

AGES.”

Lo the Editor of
“THe CHINESE RECORDER.’

Sir: May FI correct 2
few inaccuractes in the opening

clause of Mr. Hutton’s letter ?
After telling us that tf we look
mto Dr. Young's Concordance

can see that ‘ olam’ is

is this: In translhteration fet

uniformly used for such words

have appreximately the same
sound in the principal dialects

continnes: ‘‘ Dr. Young, however, gives us another word in

sich Chinese words be used as

‘‘ Mandarin,’’ fukienese, and

Cantonese. Hitherto, for good
reasons no doubt, only ‘‘ Mandarin’’ has been considered,

as ‘ever’ and he

form and sound very like ‘olam’

wilh only the ditference of a
letter. Jt 15 the word ‘alam,’

and means ‘hidden and hidden

but good reasons fifty years ago
may be bad to-day.

times.’ Its tse in the Bible
seems limited to the book of

Parker in Giles) Yo-sé, in Ning-

which is hidden,’ but for ‘ olam’
that whichis everlasting, eternal,
and never that which 1s hidden.”’

For example, Joseph #y = Daniel, Dr. Young, tu his lexiis read at Peking (authority con, gives for ‘alam’ ‘that

po Yah-sah. in Fu-chau YokSaik, in Canton Yeuk- shat.
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Correspondence

After noticing that Dr. Young
never once, as A7s translation for

I simply transcribed from
Gesenius’s Lexicon, and [I

‘“olam,’ gives the words ‘ever,
‘ever-lasting,’ or ‘eternal,’ bul
always ‘age’ and ‘ age-lasting,’
proceed to reinark that ‘olam’

venture to say that WwW Mr.
Hutton looks up any Hebrew

“eternel’ in French ditfers fron

verdict on this point. My

and ‘alam’ merely differ as
‘eternal’ in Hunglish and are
entirely identical in sense. Inthe
book of Daniel, fram Chan. 2-4

lexicou, or consults any Hebrew

scholar, he will find that they

will, one and all, give one
‘teaching,’’ then, on this point
is, I trust, based on truth.

For his criticism of my tre-

(from the words king’’) to marks on Ps. xe. 2, I must

the end of Chap. 7, the language simply ask Mr. Hutton kindly
is Chaidee or Aramaic, aud to read them again; he will
‘alam’ is merely the Arainaic see then that they prove the
form of ‘olam.’ Qutside thus very thing that he imagines f

section of Daniel Mer. Huttor
will fitid ‘ olam.’ Tt Mr. Hutton

wants full proof that ‘ atam’

means primartly ‘hidden time,’
secondarily ‘age,’ ‘age-lasting,’
or ‘indefinite remote tunsze,’

which may sean time whicis

is terminable, Kz. iv. 15. (Ezra

tv. § vi. 18 1s also it Ara-

maic), or may counefe duration
without end, he need only turn

deny.

As to Micah v. 2, some thtnk
the words ‘‘from everlasting ’’

should be translated ‘* from

days of old.”’ See R. V. marg.,

Mic. vii. 14, 20, also Am. ix.
i1; probably referring to the
Messiah as descending from
David. See Camb. Bible for
schools iz foce.

up his Young’s Concordatice

Mr. Hutton thinks it is uncriptural to afirm from I. Cor.

LASTING, Heading 3, he will

which Revelation treats) that

(Sod’s life and His attribute of

hecome ‘‘all in all.’’ May not

where, wuder the word EVER-

xv. 28 (the fast ‘‘end’’ of

see ‘alam;’ ‘age,’ ‘age iast- ‘Sthe Father’’ will be ‘‘all in
ing,’ is applied to the itfe of ali.”’ He says on p. 174: ‘*‘ Now
an earthly king, Dan. 1. 4, 111. to be scriptural it is God (tot
9, v. yo, etce., as well as te the Father) who is said to
stedfastness, Dan. iv. 34, v1. 26.

this mean the Triune God ?”’

would remark that Gesenius is
usually reckoned, in the department of Hebrew philology, to be
a Master of masters. In that
sphere he shines as Beethoven

plainly tell us to whom ‘‘God,”’

Beiore leaving this clause 1

does in music, Lord Kelvin in
physics, or Gabriel Stokes in
mathematics. Yet Mr. Hutton

not only ventures to say in
the opening sentences of that

paragraph that it seems that
Gesenius is making a mistake,’
but he unaccountably puts me
down as responsible for Gese-

nius’s explanation of the word
‘ olain.’

I reply: Does not verse 24

in this passage, refers? ‘* When
He shall deliver up the kingdom
to God, even the Father.’ Cp.

John xiv. 28, xx. 17, I. Cor.
Ki. 3.

Mr. Hutton then continues:

‘Tt seems that to Mr. Smith
this phrase ‘the ages of ages’
can have no infinite meaning.”
I give him no ground for saying

this, I simply say that this

and cognate expressions ay be

used of what is terminable;
plainly implying that they often
connote (even if they do not in
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themselves strictly zea) dura-

tion which is limitless.
Of what use is it to quote Dr.
Angus, whose incautious statements many of us know, when

the Greek fathers flatly deny
what he affirms? If Mr. Hutton
hoids ‘that such phrases as

| April

the Chinese Peking Version
‘hearing the name ; © the latest
Union Version (unless they have

recently altered the language)
has ‘‘ because of the name,’’

so difficult does it seem to

simply take that Scripture as it

Stands!

Mr. Hutton will find in the

‘Cunto the age,’’ ‘‘ this age and
the age which is to come” and
“unto the ages’’ in themselves

final edition of the Union Version

make of such phrases as those

concerning the ages. The

mean indnity, what will he

which occur inthe LXX.: ‘To
the age and the yonder side
(of the age),’’ Mic. iv. 5; ‘‘to

that the phrase #2 3¥ has
peen excluded tu all passages
senior member of the Revision
Comittee has written to me as

follows: ‘‘So far your letters

the ages and beyond,’’ Dan. xii.

have led to two or three changes,

age (to come) and beyond”’

FH ta in place of fF fe Be BB.
This is not what you wish, but

3; and “to the age and the

of Ex. xv. 18? This last, of
course, having a most important

bearing on the punishment for
the sin against the Holy Spirit.
Those phrases from the |XX,
seem to show that infinity can-

not be expressed by ages; there

is always duration ‘‘ beyond.”
The above LX X. phrases are
translations of the Hebr. ‘‘ Jeolan va-ed,’’ ‘‘to eternity and
beyoud,’’ a phrase ouly once

used of evil, viz., in Ps. ix.

5, where it simply means extinction of posterity and not endless
conscious suffering at all. Even

the expression ‘‘all the ages,’’

sed only in Ps. cxlv. 13

(Gk.) and Jude 25 is never
tised of evil, but only of good.

I am sorry to see that, not-

withstanding the plain remarks
in my article as to ‘‘zz the name

of Jesus’’ being the only zrue
transiation of év ta évduare inoov

in Phil. ii. ro, Mr. Hutton gives

‘“‘by virtue of the name ol

Jesus.’’ What a strange prejudice seems to exist against

this Scripture! The English
A. V. gives ‘‘at the name;”’

one of which is to put BH 3

it does away with a phrase
which is certainly not in the
(reek.’”’ The phrase he refers to
is avev rédovs, without end.”

For ‘‘the ages of ages’’ I had

pleaded for Jf ti} 2 tk, with

the literal Greek AL #4] % fik 7

fit in the margin; but half

a loaf is better than no bread,

and | am deeply thankful to
God that He has led the committee to make this decision.
Lhe Mandarin Union Version,

as it will appear in the April of
this year, wz! cease to affirm (as
all such versions known to me,

except Dr. John's, have done
hitherto) by well-grounded in-

ference that thousands of millions
of Chinese ancestors ave doomed
to an endless hell. surely a cause

for humble, heart-felt praise to
God |

Oh, for more worthy thoughts

of God and “‘the Gospei of
God !’’ (Gal. ii. 8, Rev. xiv. 6.)
Sincerely yours,
STANLEY P. SMITH.
TsfCHOWFU, SHANS!.

On account of pressure on our space some cortespondence
has had to be lett over to next month,

Our Rook Table
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Our Book Table
The object of these Reviews is to give real information about
Authors will help reviewers by sendiug with their books,
price, original if any, or any other facts of interest. The custom
of prefixing an English preface to Chinese books is excellent.
‘New China. A Story of Modern spaces of the N. W. part of
hooks.

Trave].”?

By W. T. Fullerton and

C, E, Wilson, B.A. Morgan &
Scott, London I9Io.

3/6.

The authors of this modest
and brightly illustrated volume
spent some four months in N.
China in the autumn of 1907
and winter following, and this
is a popular account of their
travels and impressions. For

China that the travellers went
home to plead for more workers,
and a vigorous attempt is now to

be made to link up the mission
stations in Shensi with those in
Shanst. ‘They were also impress-

ej—jndeed how could it be

otherwise ?—with the present
unique opportunity for aggres-

shrewd and humorous sketches

sive work in every department—
evangelistic, medical, education-

palpitating mass of gelatinous
miud.’?’ But readers in China

Shantung colleges more than
ever convinced that no work of

will turn from these picturesque

greater missionary value can be

bunt aljl-too-familtar details to the

tnaintained in China than this,

later chapters which deal with

provided it is carried on—as we
rejoice to know our brethren are
carrying it on—with truespiritual
fervour and singleness of aim.’
The chapter entitled ‘‘ A Modern
Prophet ’’ gives some account of
the senior B. M. S. missionary,
Timothy Richard, who recently
completed forty years’ service in

the home reader it contains many

of life in the interior, with its al. ‘‘ We came,’ they write,
“from the visitation otf olr
comfortless inns, and roads ‘‘ one

the present missionary outlook.

Of the two atthors one was

himself for several years a nuissionary in India, while his companion is a well-known evangelist

and successor to F. B. Meyer
at Melbourne Hail, Leicester.

Their special task was to China. Here is a thumbnail
examine aud report on the work
of the English Baptist Mision
in the three provinces of Shensi,

Shansi and Shantung, but naturally they visited many other
missionary centres, and their
observations apply far beyond

the scope of their immediate
mission. Coming as they did,

sketch of Li Ti-mo-tiat:

He
is a great prophetic figure, with
thoughts greater than his speech,

often saying things liable to be

mistinderstood because he takes

so much for granted and 1s so
little careful to guard his utterance from misconception ; child-

well-equipped by a living sympathy and a large experience,

like with childlike egoism, sim-

addressed to iriends at home,

his heart.’’

their report, though primarily

cannot fail to command the
attention of workers on the field.

It will surprise no one who

realises the vast wunoccupied

ple-hearted, whole-souled, broadminded. China is written upon

Many readers will turn first
to the general summing up of

impressions in Chap. xxill.,

Report of the Spies.”
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Let me cull a sentence here and
there at random.
‘“Tt is impossible to do other

than assent to the tunanlmous
verdict that China has at length
come to the hour of destiny.’’
‘Of the missionaries themselves

we speak with dispassionate

praise. There are men and
women in China who, if they had

remained at home, would have
been in the front places in their

professions, and there are inconspicuous workers who equal

them in unweartted and fruitful

service. in the ranks of the

hundreds of missionaries whom
one met there were not half-a-

dozen of whom it could have
been honestly suggested that
they had made a mistake in going

toChina.’’ Again, ‘‘ Direct, posi-

tive, aggressive, and wisely
directed evangelism is what
China needs.’ ‘‘Let there be

[April

ship they must speedily agree

on their plan of action and
provide charnnels for the expres-

sion of the national sentiment.

Two methods are being attempt-

ed at present, and it is quite

possible that the one may
eventually clash with the other.

On the one hand there is a

federation of the Christian forces
province by province, and on the

other a drawing together of the
meinbers of the vartous deno-

minations all over China.

Already allthe Presbyterians (and

more lately the Anglicans ?)

“have been organised into one
body. The danger in this movement, otherwise admirable, 1s that

it may evoke the sectarian spirit

it seeks to avoid. The federation
of all the Christians 1n a province

would seem to be the hopeful
way of reaching the ultimate

goal, for the members of

no compromise in the inessage

churches near together are

Again, ‘‘ There is no exclusive
claim to completeness that can
be maintained on behalf of any

same denominational name hune

in order to gain adherents.’’

niussionary method ... but in

surely more to each other than
others who happen to bear the

dreds of miles away.’’ This
extract, and the appeal to the

every method it is the man that
counts more. And China must
have those of the best sort. It
is strange that it has not by this
time become the chief ambition

Missionary Committees at home

of every Christian youth with

‘Fhe book
contains nothing new aud makes

brains and trained faculttes to be

a China missionary. There is
no greater chance of fruitful life
anywhere.’
The authors close with what

seem to the present reviewer
wise words .regarding Christian
union: ‘‘ China is perhaps ahead

of other mission fields in
schemes of union. And the

best and most intelligent

Chinese Christians are ahead

of the misSionaries in their

enthusiasin for one church for
the whole of China. Tf missionaries are not to lose their leader-

to grant the men on the held
large liberty in this question,
will suffice to illustrate the

broad and catholic point of
view of the authors.

no big pretensions, but it will

cheer toilers on the field to see
themselves and their problems
through other eyes and should

stir fresh interest at home in
China and the Chinese.
EB. W. B.

The 23rd and 24th Reports of the
Mission among the Higher Classes
tn China.

The report of this important
work is issued in a comely
volume. It contains ample de-

tails of the work ot the Inter-
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national Institute in all its

branches. “here is a valuable
record of the director's visit to
Peking and his experiences
there. There’ are interesting

compromise is well justified, and

in the end will bear good fruit.

We heartily commend this report

to tiie attention of the thinking

public.

indications of the working of the
Chinese mind, which generally

M

reaches the same end in a A History of Christianity in Japan.
different way from that of the
Westerner.

It is well that these

phases of thought and work

should find a permanent place

in these records. In the main
this is an account of the work
of the International Institute.

It tells of vigorous work attempted and considerable fruition
seen in completed buildings and
‘S$ Gniched students.” The scope

of the work is ample, and embraces educational, social and
wstitutional work. This shows
a worthy attempt to reach the
end in view-—-the promotion ‘of
harmony between east and west.
The necessity of this 1s sometimes

forgotten. The friction arising
from contact of different nationalities, each with its commercial,

political and religious tuterest

to advance, escapes attention.
Tn this mission then there is a

great idea advocated and neces-

sary work attempted, which in

the end will greatly facilitate
the success of even private
interests. Here it is attempted
to soften the asperities of con-

flicting civilizations, and an

endeavour is made to advance
friendliness and harmony.
The encouragements are mentioned as well as the discourage-

ments. It is a great pity that
the institution should fail for

By Otis Cary, D.D, For thirty

years missionary of the American
Board). Vol. I., pages 423, Roman
Catholic and Greek Orthodox Mis.
sions. Vol. IJ., Protestant Missions.

Pages 359. F. H. Revell Co. Igo.
These two substantial volumes.

published in commemoration of

the fiftieth anniversary of the

beginning of Protestant missions

iii Japan, are all important con-

tribution to the history of missions. At the late celebration
of the semi-centennial of modern

in ‘lokio 1t was tin-

teresting to remember that Dr.

}. C. Hepburn, who was one
ot those most active in the
work in 18§9 and for long after,

is still living at an advanced

age in New Jersey. This

illustrates forcibly how the vast

changes of all kinds in the
Empire of Japan have all fallen

well within the scope of one
extended Iifetime. Dr. Cary
has performed his task in the
spirit of the historian and not
in that of the controverstalist,
He appears to have made a
thorough examination of the
existing materials, and _ the

reader is enabled to get the
result of much toil and midnight

pong over musty manuscripts
and tomes, particularly in the
case of the Roman Catholic and
the Greek missions.

While not a popular work,
in its work. This is possibly in the sense of giving hasty
lack of support or be hampered

the only institution where forelgners and Chinese cooperate.

his implies some latitude of

thought which may be distasteful to some. Yet in view of the
object to be attained the present

epitomes of a great range of
diverse topics, these volumes
will take their deserved position
as standard histones of one of

the most important and most
fruitful mission enterprises of
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the nineteenth and the twentieth
centuries.
They bave made their appearance at ‘the psychologic moment’
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minating exposition. The careful reader might discover some

errors of statement in a few

when attention bas been attracted

to the various celebrations in

minor matters, but they do not
in any way affect the narrative.
Those who remember Mr. Inno-

Japan of fifty years of progress,
and will remain 4S a monument

cent will be glad of this reminder
of his faithfulness, bis steadiness,

matshaling of facts. These

to be benefited by the portrat-

of the author’s industry and and his broad charity. Those
skill in the collection and the who tiever knew him cannot fail
books should find place in all well-

equipped mission and general
libraries the world around.
The New York price is $2.50
net.

A. H. S.

John Innocent. A Story of Mission

Work in North China. By G. T.
Candiin. London: United Meth,
Publishing House. 1909 Pp. 306.

ture of one who labored so long
and who accomplished so much.

His widow stil survives ata
green and fruitful old age at
Brighton with one of her children.

A. H. 5S.

Children of China. By Rev. Colin

Campbell Brown. Oliphant, Anderson ang Ferrier. Price 1s. 6d.

of the ptoneers in the northern

Not only to the ‘‘ boys and
giris’’ to whom Mr. Campbell
Brown writes his introductory

Mr. Innocent belonged to one
of .the smaller denominations

letter, and whose alert gaze and
assured interest have evidently

his experiences were varied and

and guided his pen, but to the

This is the life story of one

part of the Chinese Empire.

working this vast field, but his sub-consctousness
embraced stich stirring scenes
as those of the great T‘ai-p‘ing

rebellion, during which he

visited Soochow and nearly lost
his hfe; the Nien-fet rebels and

marauders in the province of
Shantung, the Tuientsin mas-

sacre, and later the great Boxer

uprising—though before that
storm broke Mr. Innocent had
left China, as it turned out for
the last time.
While this volume 1s of special

interest to those familiar with

the denomination specially concerned (the Methodist New Connexion, now the United Method-

ist) no one can follow its tale
without gaining a vivid notion
of the kind and the scope of
the work involved in founding
@ mission in China immediately

following the war with Great
Britain. Mr Candlin has eluctdated the narrative with illu-

many older readers, both at
home and in China, will this
attractive book be welcome.
From the simple statement of
Chinese cosmogony down to the

farewell peep at the little ones

going to bed in Christian homes
the interest never flays. No one

seems to be forgotten and 1¢

phase neglected from the baby
Himperor to the little slave girl

and from children’s games fo

children’s woes. Although such
subjects as religions, reverence
for parents, faithfulness, super-

Stitions, etc., are treated, the
style is so simple and happy

that big subjects are easily
understandable by little people.

The three-coloured iilustra-

tions deserve special praise,

As

trichromatic printing gains in
naturalness we may expect missionary books to blossom out in
G, M.
oriental colouring.

Our Book Table
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The author has also appended a

‘i Hi. Health Primer, by Rev.

Hunter Corbet, D.D. The Chinese
Tract Society. 20 cents per Copy.

short life of Chti Fu-dz and an
explanation of the diagrams of
the yin and the yang which one

This book is in Easy Wéii-li.
It is divided into three sections

sees so often on Chinese waills,.
books, etc, We need not always:

—Care of the Body, Nursing,

agree with the translation offer

advice given in the first two
Sections is good; that in the
third we are content to take

the Chinese text, but itis always

and Household Remedies.

The

on trust. Doubtless the recipes
are old and tried. There are a
tew illustrations, and the letter-

ed to us of the statements in
suggestive. Those who purchase

one of the few copies still to be

had of this old book will in

days to come reckon themselves
fortunate.

press 1s easy to understand.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

A Primer of Finglish for foreign students, by Wilfrid G. Thofley,

Macniilan & Co. have done

well in introducing this excellent
primer to Chinese scholars. It
is the kind of book which would

be useful as a text-book for
teaching grown-up thinking
men. The teaching is by the

‘‘direct’’ method. This is

Transactious of the Asiatic Society

of Japan. Kelly & Walsh. Yeu

30500

Journal of the Educational Associae
tion of Fukien Provwinze,

United States Burean of Fducation
Bulletin, 1909, No. 2. Admission
of Chinese Students to American
Colleges, John Fryer, Professor of
Oriental Languages and Literature
University of California.

clearly explained in the preface.

Mongol Tract. Weibaiwei Printing

themselves acquainted with this

A Missionary Home in North China.
Johu A. Stocke, Chefoo,

Confucian Cosnioguny. A translation

From MACMILLAN & Co.

Teachers will do well to make
book.

ef section forty-nine of the ‘ complete works’? of the philosopher

Choo-foo-tze with explanatory notes
by the Rev, Thos, M’Clatchie, M.A.
Presbyterian Mission Press, Paper
covers, $1; cloth, $1.25.

This book, by one of the old
and almost forgotten missionaries to South China, Was stipposed to be long out of pritit.
Unexpectediy some twenty co:
pies have been unearthed and
are on sale at the prices stated.
There are few tiissionaries who

Press,

First Books of Science, Physics, In
Lownds 1/6,

An extellent text book for younget
pupils beginning the study of phySics,

Murché’s Science Readers, Book Il,
with Anglo-CHirese Notes by Prof,
Gist Gee; Translated by Sting Palpoo. Both of Soochow Univeisity.
Kelly & Walsh. 50 Cts,

This book ts uniform with book I.,

which was reviewed in the January

RECORDER. It should prove interesting as well as instructive to
Chinese students, The notes are
voluminous and useful.

would not wish to know what
the great Confucian expositor

The New Anglo-Chinese Readers,

taught concerning heaven, earth
and the gods. The tnformation

t.
te Tale
of Troy Retold in English.

is given in this book, and page
for page with the Chinese text
there is an English translation.

The Primer 15 cts,

Clear type and interesting and easy

style. There are Chinese noteg
explaining difficult sentences.
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Books in Preparation.

(Quarterly Statement.)

(Correspondence invited. )

The following books are in Ccotfse
of preparation. Friends engaged im
translation or conipilation of books

Stepping Heavenward.

Crossette.

By Mrs,

are invited to notify Rev. D. MacGillivray, 143 N. Szechuen Road,

Expository Com. ou Numbers. By
G. A. Clayton.
Expos. Com, on Hebrews, by G. L,

Shanghai, of the work they are
engaged on, so that this column

Crossette.

may be kept up to date, and over-

lapping prevented. N. B. Sore zerose

names have been on this list a long

are asked to write and say if
they have given up the work, or

what progress, if any, they are makWg. Perhaps they are keeping others

from doing the work.
C. Yr, 3. LIST.

Booker T. Washington’s ‘Up from
Slavery.’ By Mr. Kao Lun-ching.
Wide Wide World. By Mrs. .MacGiflivray.
Religious Contrasts in Social Life,
rE. Morgan.
American Education. BE. Morgan,
Romance of Medicine. McPhun. W.
A, Cornaby.

Fitch’s Lectures on Teaching. WW,
A. Cornaby.
Chronicles of the Schonherg-Cotta
Family.
Sterling’s Noble Deeds of Woten.
D, MacGillivray,
Speer’s Principles of Jesus, by Joshua
Vaile,

GENERA.

| Halley’sComet. C.1.5S, J. Darroch.

Ballantine’s Inductive Studies in

Niatthew.

Organ Instructor. By Mrs. R. M.

Niateer,

Murray’s Like Christ. By Mr, Chow,
Haugchow College.

Illustrations for Chinese Sermons,
by C. W. Kastler.
_ By the same. Chinese Preacher’s
Manual, and Daily Light for Chinese,
Systematic Theology.
I2 paris,

Dr. DuBose.

Puritan.

Little Meg’s Children. By Mrs,

Sermons on Acts, Genpahr.

Outlines of Universal History. HH,
I, W. Bevan, Medhurst College.
Tholuck’s Sermon on the Mount,
By J. Speicher,

‘Tis Great Apostle,” and “ His
Friends.”? By Rev. Chang Yang-hsun.
Stalker’s Paul,
J. H. Jowett’s The Passion for Souls.

(In mandarin.) Eulness of Power,
Metaphors of St. Pauli. Dean Howson.
By J. Vale.

Mrs. Nevius’ Mandarin Hymn

Book.

The Roman Theology and the Word
of God, by Alphonso Argento.

Constructive Studies in Life of

Christ. H.W, Luce.
New Primer of Standard Romaniza-

tion on the Accumulative Method.
By Prank Garrett.
Training of the Twig. Drawbridge,
J. Hutson.

Prof. J, Percy Bruce is preparing

the following :—
Elementary Outlines of Logic.

Expository Lectures -on the His-

torical Parts of the Pentateuch.
Expository Lectures on Old Testament History (Solomon to Captivity),
Biblical Atlas and Gazetteer. R. T,
S., London.
R. A. Haden is preparing Murray's

Humility and Holy in Christ.
James Hutson: Meyer's Burdess

and How to Bear Them.
James Hutson : Willison’s Mothers’
Catechisni.
Mrs, R. M. Mateer: The Browus af
Mount Hermon.

F. C. H. Drever: Bribie Reading

Outlines for the Blackboard,

Lectures on Modern Missions, by
Leighton Stuart,

Torrey’s What the Bible Teaches.
Laboratory Manual in Chemistry
By J. Speicher,
(Mandarin), by J. McGregor Gibb.
‘‘ Recent announcements’’ columt will appear in next issue.
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Missionary News.
Good Work at Nan-tung-chow.

At the recent revival meetings

and special work at Nan-tungchow, Kiangst, where Rev. W.
Remfry Hunt led the meetings
with the missionaries and the
native evangelists, there was
mtich blessing. Some score or
more of the Chinese confessed
thetr faith in Christ.
Christian Endeavor Convention,

The Peking Missionary Asso-

ciation reeently voted tunanimously to invite the next Na-

tional Christian Endeavor Con-

vention to Peking, to be held
some time in April or May, rgrt1,
imstead of 1910, as previously
contemplated. The exact date has
not yet been decided upon. Every

effort will be made to arrange for
the best possible prograin. It 3s
hoped that this convention will be

a representative gathering and
that it will give a great impetus

to the work throughout the
Empire, and especially in North
China.
Bishop Bashford’s Report on

Opium in West China.

After an extended tour and
thorough enquiries from competent observers, the Bishop
s2yso—
‘*There are two things that I am
sure of, The first is that the Chinese
government is thoroughly in earnest
about compelling the nation to aban-

don the use of opium, and the second
is that the government is succeeding
splendidly in its enlightened efforts.’’
The Rev. J. F. Peat, of the Method-

ist Episcopal Mission Chungking,

who had travelled widely through the
province a Short tine before my arri-

val, had not seen a single field of
opium under cultivation. He had
been 20 vears 10 Szechuen and was

familiar with the appearance of the
country in ali seasons, arid he told me

that over vast areas, which at that

time of the year were ordinarily

covered with poppies just bursting into

bloom, nothing was now to be seen
but sugar-caue, rice and other food
CTODS.

Five years before I myself had

travelled extensively in Szechuen and
seen fields stretching out beyond ftelds,
ali given up tothe cultivation of opium.

IT had asked my missionary friends
how niuch ot the land was devoted to
this purpose.. The answer I invartably

received was that trom 30 to 35 per
cent was so applied. This year, however, [ spent a longer period travelling in Szechuen and went over rather

more ground than I did five years
ago, and I did tiot see one field of
opium on the whole trip, and not a
single one of the 30 or more people

whom I questioned on the subject

had seen such a field this past winter.
Much opium in Szechuen in January,

the month to which my enquiries related, used to be in bloom and quite
easy-of recognition,

The Ichowfu Revival.

The Ichowfu revival is still
continuing to move forward.
When Pastor Ting Li-met left

after a jittle over two weeks here
for Manchuria 1,400 names had

been enrolled of those saying
that they were willing to study
the Gospel, and since then another 300 or 400 names have

been added. Alt classes. of

people are included —coolie,
shopmen, literati and official.
Rey. Win. P. Chalfaut, of the
Theological School at Tsingchowlu, and Chinese Pastor Li
Tao-hwei have conte to help us

during the Chinese holiday
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Revival in Manchuria.

Rey. George Douglas sends
us the following from Liao-yang :

Several friends have: asked
me for an account of a series of

meetings held in this city by

{ April

The love of Christ constrain-

ing,’ and our Manchu chief

magistrate sat by my side one
morning right through a moving
appeal on ‘“‘ My peace I leave

with you.”

Pastor Ding

Sixty-four new enquirers were
etrrolled openly before the con-

has gone, leaving a fine stimulus
behind. He turns everything

which Pastor Ding strongly insists upon without connuitting
the candidates too much, and

This is his real source of power ;

though he has a fund of apt

we are going to continue 1.
‘There were none of the terrible
scenes which characterized the
great revival two years ago, but

with prayer meetings in six

filled and carelessness as to the

Ret me say at once that he

Into an occasion for prayer.

he is Spirtt-filled, for he is not
‘aman of outstanding eloquence,

tlltistrations.
We began our day at 7 a.m.

different centres throughout the

city. To these he bid our
Christians come with slips in

their hands showing what members of their families and other

friends were not yet Christian

and for whom they invited

gregation. This is a feature

many came forward asking for
prayer, confessing vows unful-

welfare of their neighbours.

Then the same waves of general

petitions swept over the congregation without the agony.
pe anil. oe

Conference of German Missions.

Jang-san mu-rin was Rev. I. Genahr, Hongkong,
then invited by the leader to sends an interesting letter on a
state his case in public and give eonference of the three Gerreasons. Thus the nets were man Missions in the South. He
cast early in the day. Pastor Says
Ding himself did not attend
A Delegates’ Conference of
prayer.

these meetings, which was wise.

At 11 and 4 o'clock, twice

daily, our church was crowded

when Pastor Ding preached;
his appeal being mainly to the
outsider, but very skilfullv turned upon the church member too.

At his request I early sent a
band of thirty workers round

the city with my card (duly
protected from abuse) and a

printed invitation, which seems
to have been well recetved. We
called the meetings a Yex-shuo-

the Basel, Berlin, and Rhenish
Missions, was held in Tungkun
on Monday, February 28th, in
which altogether 13 members of
the three Missions took part. It
was the second of this kind ; the

first bad taken place two years
ago in Hongkong, when it was
arranged to have such a conference every two years in turns

at one of the stations of the
three societies respectively.

The object of having these

conlerences is to bring the three

hui, but the crowd came to Missions, who practically bea distinctively divine service long to the same order, into a
with a full range of hymns closer tunion. For the same
and prayers and reading of the
word, The preaching centred,

where it ought, at the cross.

One of the best addresses was on

reason a periodical had been

started by the three Missions two

years ago, called the Chinese
Christian Porinighily.

Missionary News
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When meeting together two
yeats ago a representative com-

mittee was selected from thre
three Misstons, to prepare a
new hymn book with tunes for
the use of the three Missions.
Both the new hymnal and the
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RHENISH MISSION.

Head stations, 7 ; out-stations,

17; Christians, 2,090; ordained preacher, I; catechists, 12};

assistant cateclists, 14; male
teachers, 20; temale,4; theo-

seminary I ; students, 13 ;
new hymtu book were now logical
middle
school, 1; scholars, 22;
The
laid before the conference.

hymn book forms a fine volume

containing uot less than 4380
hymns, 196 of which are either
newly translated from the Gertian or taken from other existing

hymn books. The old hynnal

has also been carefully recast
and is enriched Dy tnany new
tines taken from the best available German and English sources,

coutaining altogether 247 ttines,

secondary school (boys) 1; scholars, 37 ; secondary school (girls),
1, scholars, 41; primary schools,

26; scholars, 729; Sunday

Schools, 3; scholars, 107; hos-

pitais, 2; leper asylum, 1,

with 147 inmates, of whom
105 are baptized ; Bible-woman's

school, 13; tative comtributions,

$2,034.17; baptisms during
Ig0Qg, ZOOL.

couipared to 140 in the old

Reports were read by

hymnal.

the secretaries of the three
societies, giving the statistics of
last year. They are as follows:
BASEL MISSION,

Stations, 10; out-stations, 92 ;
Christians, 10,554 ; catechumens,

816: ordained preachers, 6;

trained catechists, 86; assistant
catechists, 43 ; schools, 53 ; scho-

lars, 1,560; male teachers, 77 ;
female teachers, 12 ; theological

seminary 1, students, 50; middie school, 1 ; mormal school, f ;

students, 70; hospitals, 2, with
two branch hospitals; baptisms
during 1909, 439; Y. M.C.A., 3.
BERLIN MISSION.

Stations and out-stations, 113;

North China Educational Union.

The North China Educational
Union Board of Managers held
its annual meeting at the Union
Medical College on February 8
and g, 19TO. In the absence ot

Dr. Cochrane, the Chairman,
Rev. ¢C. H. Fenn, D.D., was
The
following Missions were repre-

elected Chairman fro fem.

sented on the Board: London
Mission, American Presbyterian,
American Board, Woman’s For-

eign Missionary Society of the

M. BK. Church. In the Union
Medical College three other
Societies also unite——-the London

Medical Missionary Association,
the Church of England, and the

Peking Ubpiversity, and that

tant catechists, 69; male teach-

Board of Managers also met on
February 8.
Excellent reports were given

schools, 48, with 1,038 scholars ;

Union—Arts, Woman’s Theolo-

secondary schools 2; scholars,
76; middle school 1; scholars,
43; girls’ schools, 6; scholars,

Medical.
There was considerable discus-

Christians,8,0§ 1; ordained preach-

ers, 5; catechists, 49; assis-

ers, 52; female, 8; primary

from all of the colleges in the

gical, Medical, and Woman's

176; baptisms during 1909, 542 ;

sion as to plans for enlarging

$2,742.46.

the object of uniting all of the

contributions of the churches,

and. perfecting the Union, with
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Missious in North China if posst-

ble. A special comunittee for

this purpose had been appointed

the preceding year, and its report was received.

In response

to an invitation given last year
to the Societies cooperating in
the Medical College to come into

full membership in the Union,

{ April

It was decided that diplomas,
which have heretofore been signed by the principal of the college

concerned, shall hereaiter have
also the signature of the chairwan of the Board of Managers. .
A movement was inaugurated
for bringing about the adoption
of 2 untform schedule of studies

the reply of one of these Socteties raised an important question
as to conditions of membership,

for lower grade schools connected

the whole matter to a new special cominittee of five menibers
for report later ; it bering thought

this committee 1s alsa to consider

of Union may be necessary to
the further development of the

schools as is already being done

and this led to the referring of

with the Misstons 1 the Ution.
A committee was appointed to
prepare such a schedule, and

that certain changes in the Basis

two related questions: Shall
English be introduced as @
regular study in these lower

Union.
The same question arising in

Should there be untform exanilnation papers made out for use

thought wise to appoint there a

ait is a well-developed school

the Medical Union, it was
joint committee of the bodies
originally uniting in that, and
it is hoped that this committee

in most of the colleges ? and,

1 these schoojs ? “Fhe

syslein.
CHARLES BE. EwIne, Secreflary.

will be able to make such a report as toclear up any remaiing

C. H. FENN, Chairnian.

Union of the Medical College.

Chihli Provincial Federation of

‘ndefiniteness in the Basis of

Three or four years ago it

was decided that the College

Protestant Missions.

year should begin at the Chinese

The bienntal Council of the
above Federation met at the

the usual custom of the government schools. Later it was dis-

American Board Mission, in Peking, on Kebruary 23-25, 1910.
There were present 36 delegates
from the various missions.
A. special prayer meeting was
held on the evening of the 23rd,

New Year, in conformity with
covered that this plan was not
suitable for the Womans College,

and permission was given for
that iustitution to return to the

old time: the academic year
opening in the autumn. This

year oue of the Missions proposed that all of the colleges
go back to this fornier plan ; the

claim being that the government schools themselves are
now adopting the foreign school
year. W hile no definite decision

was reached, the matter was

veferred to a cormmnittee = representing the several college
factilties.

and the Executive met at 9.30

a.m., ott the 24th.
The following addresses were
delivered during the meetings:

Rev. J. W. Lowrie, D.D. (A.
P. M.), on The Hssentials of
True Unity, based on John
XVI. 21; Rev. Li Pen-yuan

(A. B. C. F. M.), on The

Duties and Privileges of Federa-

tion in China; Rev. Liu Fang
(M. E. M.), on The Benefits of
Federation; Mr. Ch‘eng Ching-

Missionary Journal
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yi (L. M. $.)}, on the Progress
and Continuity of True Union ;

Rev. A. H. Smith, D.D. (A.

4. That it is eminently desirable that all Missions adopt a
common ritual, 1f possible, for
funerals, marriages and other

against them.
At the business meetings the
following resolutions were adopt-

to appoint delegates, one Chinese

B. €C. F. M.), on the Rvils of
Divisions and how to guard customs. That each Mission

ed unanimously :-—

x. That each Mission tn the

working in Peking be requested
and one foreign, to form a coni-

mittee for the consideration of
such matters, whose report shall

Federation be respectfully asked
to apsoint one representative so
as to forin an Evangelistic Asso-

be submitted to the next Council meeting for discussion, with
a view of applying same to the

shall endeavour to find out what
districts there are still unoccupi-

5. That, in future, three

months’ notice be given to all

and devise plans for evangells-

of the time and place of the

ciation for the province, which

ed by the Protestant Mission

ing same.
2. Lhat we publish annually a
booklet, giving details of stations

atid out-stations, with names of
foreign and Chinese agents in

conpection with this Federation ; and, further, to iuclude a
list of unoccupied cities and large

towns; and, if possible, that a
small map be included in the

book.

3. That the Executive Committee be instructed to constlt
with the Hxecutive of the North
China Tract Society as to the
feasibility ot starting a Christian
paper,

whole province as far as possible. ’

Missions forming the Federation

biennial Council meetings.
Rev. C. H. Fenn, D.D., show-

ed and described a map of the

province, covering the territories wherein the Missions
forming the Federation are
workiug, and members of the
Missions, including the Bible
societies and Y. M. C. A., gave

brief statements as to the extent
auld prospects of the work done
within those areas.
Other matters, of local importance, were also dealt.with.
W. Hopxkyn REEs,
fion. See.

Missionary Journal.
Av Canton, 2nd March,to Mr. and Mrs,
R. T. COWLES, a son, Paul William.

At Kaying, Swatow, 4th February,
to Rey. and Mrs. J. H. GIFFIN, A. B.

M. U., a daughter, Louise Margaret.

At Kutsingfu, rth February, to Mr,
and Mrs. D. J. HARDING, a son.

At Kaishan, Honan, 23rd February,
to Rev. and Mrs. ER1ik SOVIK, A.
lL, M., a son, Elgar Christian.

At Hangchow, 6th March, to Rev. and
Mrs. CLARENCE D. HERRIOTT,A. P.

M., adaughter, Margaret Holden.
Av Hwaikingfu, Honan, 13th March,

to Rev. and Mrs. J. A. MOWATT,
(, P. M., a son.

Ar Hangchow, 23rd March, to Rev.

and Mrs. CG. I. M., a

daughter, Beatrice Florence Eleanor,
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At Holy Trinity Cathedral, Shanghai,
Miss ANDERSON aud Mr. NIcCOoLt,

of Chefoo. Independent.

AT Siantu, Mr, C. J. JENSEN to
Miss EF. E. PErrerson, C. 1. M.
At Foochow, 25th February, WALTER

W. WILLIAMS, M.D., and Miss
GRACE B, TRAVIS, both M. BE. M.

AT Tientsin, 16th February, Mr.
Aucusr H. REINHARD and Miss
PEARL ROBINETTE, both & C, M.

(April, 1910

March 14th, Rev. G. F. and Mrs.
EASTON (ret.j, Misses H. BE. LtVERMORE, F, F, Heiss, L. M,. SHItL-

tun, N. M. B, Ewens and D.

M. WATNEY, M.B., D.B.S., from
England; Mrs. H. J, HELG“SEN from

Norway, all C. I. M.
March 15th, Rev. A. A. BULLOCK
and wite, A. P. M., Nanking, returned

from U.S. A.

Niarch 16th, Mr. E. O. BARBER and

Miss M. E. BoorH (ret.}) and Miss

PHYLLIS from Australia, C.
I, M e

At Hougkong, 3rd February, Mrs.
W. T. Locke, A. P. M.

March 21st, Miss Sut M. Koons,
M.D., and Miss SARA M. PETERS.
both M. E.M., returned from U.S. A.

At Fangcheng, Hupeh, 16th February,
OSCAR RUDOLPH, Jt., aged 4 years,

HEPARTURES.

and NEvius Lé&x, aged 2 years, 4

February 10th, Rey. and Mrs. E. L.
MaATToOx, A. P. M., Hangchow, for
U.S. A., vid Europe.

months, beloved and only sons

of Rev. and Mrs. O. W. Wold,

Hauges Synod Mission, of smallpox and pneumonia.

At Siangtan, Hunan, 8th February,

ALCTHERA, aged 1 year, 2

March ist, Rev. P, J. KING and
family, C. M. S., for England.
March 5th, Mr. and Mrs. J. M&IKLE,

to England, ©. i, M.

months, and 2 days, daughter of

March 8th, Rev. J. T. McCoTCcHEN

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Shantz, C. and
M. A.

and family, S. P. M., Chinkiang.,
March 15th, Mrs. R. J. GOULD and

AY Soochow, 22nd Match, HAMPDEN
C. DuBosE, D.D., aged 64 years.

three children, B. and F. B. S., to
England; Dr. P. D. BURGEN and
family. A. P. M., Weishien, to U. 5,
A.; the Musses Wou.Fe, Miss N,

February 27th, Mrs. A, ALDRIDGE,

Eng. Bapt. (ret.).
March 4th, Dr. P. S. EVANS and
family, A. B. M., South, Yangchow

(ret.); Dr. W. F. and

family, A. P. M, Tungchow (ret.) ;
Bishop WHITE and wife, Kai-iong-fu
(ret, }.

March 5th, Miss AND&RSON, from
Scotland, for Chefoo. Independent,

Match 8th, Dr. W. and Mrs. Wtn«
SON, Misses F. H. CULVRRWELIL and

F. ¢. I. M., returned from
Hngland via Siberia.

March 12th, Rev. F. W. and
family, A. P. M., returned from
U.S. As

THomMAS, C. M. &., Foochow; Mrs,

HaRMON and children, E. B. M.;
Mrs, HH. T. REIp and Mrs, R. A.
PARKER and three children, M. E,
M., South,

March 22nd, Rev. and Mrs. E.
D. Hinz, Ch. of God Mission, for
Canada; Rev, F. Brown, M. E. M. ;
Dr. W. E. MACKLIN and tamily, F.
Cc, M.; Mrs. BOARDMAN, S. P. M;:

Dr. and Mrs. C. F Kuprer, Mr.

and Mrs. M. E. M., to
U.S. A.

March 18th, Misses C. READSHAW
and G. BANKS, C. I. M., to Etigland.

March 25th, Dr. J. N. HAYES and
fainily, A. P. M., Soochow, and Mr.

JULIAN HabEn, for U. S. A. via
England,
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Fk ditonia!]
THE outstanding event of the past month has been the
trouble in Hunan. There have been many contributory currents to the storm which has for the time being
The Wunart
overwhelmed the work of Christian missions in
Riots,
that province. It is evident enough, however, that

the uprising is not specially anti-missionary, although it is
preponderatingly anti-foreign. The agitation against the railway loan, the remembrance of the deplorable circumstances
which attended the first financing of the Canton-Hankow railway,
the irresponsible agitation of an unreasoning anti-foreign pro| paganda, together with the local conditions of rice famine and
official negligence,—all have contributed to bring the present
lamentable condition of things to pass. Possibly the most
serious aspect of the whole situation is found in the significant
fact that the Hunanese troops could not be used to suppress the
rioters. The increasing efficiency of the foreign-drilled troops

of China will add not safety but menace to the situation if
these are not to be trusted to obey their officers in the interest
of order, or 14 their officers are not ready to use them for this
purpose.

If the efficiency of the soldiery of China is to be

found on the side of lawlessness the outlook is not comforting.
What 1s to be the outcome of the present situation may not be
prophesied ; 1i Peking officialdom does not bestir itself to hold

rigidly in check the forces of disorder which play upon
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ignorance and are directed by fanaticism, then it 1s proving

itself a blind leader of the blind and can Jook forward to
nothing but destruction. Anti-foreign riots are among the
short cuts to dismemberment for this Empire. A regenerated
civil service and the sufficient education and nurture of the
people are the needed factors of reform and the means of future,

lasting security.
*

os

*

Moret than this no one who is a believer in the miussionary enterprise but will feel that the position of affairs in Hunan
is an additional incentive to misssionary service
Gbhe MMisstonaty
there. ‘A great door and an effectual is opened
Conclusion.
to us, and there are many adversaries.’ Hr-

nan is suffering from too little missionary effort of the right

kind. We say this advisedly, for any form of such effort
which is built upon wrong foundations, and which ts identified
in the eyes of the people with law-suit troubles or an undue
insistence upon treaty rights in the face of local ill-will, is not
missionary effort of the right kind, and it produces the wrong
harvest. Hunan must be won in the spirit of Jesus Christ and
conquered by the gooduess which is of God. Such a ecatise
must prevail.
There is therefore no need for undue alarm and no call

for counsels of panic.

Ii China were not suffering from

ignorance and wrong, the missionary would not be here. ‘The
greater the ignorance the deeper is the need, and the recent

troubles are in themselves a call to better and more faithful
service, To the Christian such outbursts as this of Hunan are
not the end of anything with which he has concern ; they may
and should be the beginning of a new way of life and opportunity. When the doors of the province are once more opened

we are sure that our missionaries will be among the first to
enter and to resume their labours for the welfare and regenera-

tion of its people. In the meantime let it be made manifest
that our sympathy goes out to those who have been the unthinking agents of our temporary disaster, for ‘they know not
what they do.’ Hunan will yet be the jewel of the conquest
crown of Jesus Christ in China.

Dozs the fact of a Western education in itself make nearly
impossible a sufficient mastery of the Chinese language and

Editortal
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its classics? ‘Shere are educationists who suggest that life

is too short for the attainment of proficiency in both. But
Chinese Proficiency and
Wiestern Attainment.

why ? It is surely after all more a
question of method than aught else.
If Chinese is taught along rational and

scientific lines, the time so saved should more than sutiice for
the acquisition of English and certain cognate subjects. Along
old lines and old methods a life-time was all too little for the
mastery of Chinese, but these are changing, and the result is
years of saving during the fifteen years of a career of study.
Should it happen that the wrong ideal is set before the youth

in our schools and they are taught to look first and chiefly
upon the attainments of Western scholarship, then it must
be that Chinese studies will go to the wail. An appreciation
of the needs of the nation will, however, save from such a
perversion of educational aim. To-day our leading educationists of the West have seen clearly enough the folly of teaching

Greek to youths who are imperfectly acquainted with their

mother tongue. Substitute English for Greek and there
appeats a danger which missionary education in China has
with difficulty avoided. A thorough knowledge of Chinese and
its literature is essential to a Chinese student, whatever his

calling in life may be. It is not needful for an English
education to preclude Chinese scholarship ; the question
is one of balance and care in the years of educational preparation,

Some cases have been cited recently of young Chinese
scholars who, after graduation, have deliberately and purposely
turned from the further study of Western knowledge in order
to devote their talents to the teaching of Chinese by scientific
methods. Such men are the educational prophets of a new

and long desired era. With them begins a race of student
teachers to whom the future of China will owe more than can
yet appear.

MISSIONARY education in China is beginning at last to
recover from the wave of English study which threatened a

few years ago to submerge it entirely.
The action of the Peking government in
and the Christian
requiring
from students educated abroad a
Cburchb. nnn
ne
certain knowledge of Chinese, seemed

Gbhinese Scholarsbip

e§

hard to candidates at the time it was made effective, but has,
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without doubt, produced good results in enforcing upon the
attention of all college students the need for adequate knowledge
of their mother tongue. There is now on all hands a desire to

heighten the standard of Chinese study and to give the study
of the Chinese language its due place in school curricula. it
their propaganda along the lines of literary enterprise missions
are bound to remain dependent upon Chinese scholarship.
The old type of scholar 1s passing away and the new scholarship which is available to the misstonary is not as efficient in its
line as the old was. The encouragement of the Chinese scholar

is not only an attitude which should be adopted for its own
sake, since we are in China for China’s good and not to westernise her and her ideals, but is also an important factor 1n the
success of missionary work. While the humber of Englishspeaking Chinese is bound to increase enormously and at a

srowing rate, it is not likely that a day will ever come

when anything other than the Chinese language can be
made the medium of evangelistic and literary effort in this
It is a subject which makes its demand on the
empire.
missionary in regard to his personal attainment, and must
press with increasing persistence upon his mission policy both

in church and school.
*

*

*

Tae remarkable extension of institutional work in connection with missions in China which has been witnessed during
the past few years, due in large measure to
The Church ano
the increasing interest which is taken by the
Anstitutions.,
supporters of missious in the education policy
of missions and especially in regard to the establishment and
equipment of high schools and colleges, has possibly proceeded

at too great a pace for the necessary balance to be secured
between the strength of the church as such and its investments

Most Christian workers in
211 centres of service where institutional work has been developed out of due proportion to the church life with which it is
or should be connected, are agreed that a very necessary and
vital factor is thereby missing from missionary equipment.
There are fields of missionary labour where tremendous and
apparently successiul educational institutions are existing side
by side with a weak and struggling Christian church. Such a
eondition of affairs is the reverse of admirable. In general it

in work along institutional lines.
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would seem that unless special circumstances call for unique
enterprises, missionary policy ought to be directed towards

the establishment of educational work 1n connection with
existing church organisations, and evangelistic enterprise
should be placed from the very beginning in the forefront of
institutional service. Education does not of itself tend to the
upbuilding of a Christian church, but 1t cannot be too strenuously asserted that where educational work 1s begun and carried

on in direct connection with church work and under the
impulse of evangelism, the result is always an enormous strength-

ening of the Church of Christ with which it 1s connected. It
is half the accomplishment of a problem to lay hold of it from
the beginning at the right end.

THE question of religious toleration in China is one
which presses very heavily upon the Chinese church. DependThe Chinese Church
and TWoleration,

ence upon the treaties for ireedom to
exercise religious liberty and to do Chris-

tian work is a hindrance enough to the

foreign missionary and too often productive of misunderstanding
and ill-will. When, however, the Chinese convert 1n his turn

has to make appeal to the terms of the treaties, and that
through a foreign Consul, in order to secure for himself freedom

to worship God, then the result is oftimes disastrous. It
is not to be wondered at that the intrusion of foreign influence
into the realm of Chinese state policy on behalf of Chinese

citizens should be resented. The infiuence of the foreign
ecclesiastic has always been a source of provocation in political

But the
remedy is not yet clear to the mind of Chinese statesmen, how-

history and it is proving no less so in China to-day.

ever plainly it may be written for students of history in the West.

A belief in liberty as the remedy for certain specific national
dificuities demands a measure of trust on the part of both
governors and governed which is lacking among the Chinese
and which is not any more evident to-day than it was a genera-

tion ago. Nothing short of religious toleration, however,
can finally solve the political problem which the fact of the

Christian church raises in China.
Will the proposed constitution bring this any nearer ? tf
the constitution is fixed and the religious question is left in the

indeterminate state which marks it to-day, serious difficulties
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are inevitable.

Yet the constitution is a matter of Chinese
politics with which foreigners, however interested they may
be, have no direct concern. Should not the Chinese Christian
leaders get together and attack this problem by approaching, in

their own names and on their own behalf, the government
of the empire with a plea for toleration and for a recognition

of the religious rights of man? Interference on the part
of foreigners, howsoever good the motive may be, is more
likely to hinder than to help the cause. Upon the Chinese
rests the right, as well as the need, for some action; the
problem as well as the hardship is chiefly theirs.

THERE is a call to-day greater than there has been at any

time in the last generation for men of wide vision in the
On Perl of mission field of this Empire. Understanding of
the times and a big outlook were never more
Tbange.
needed than to-day, for the opportunity is great
and the difficulties unique. The magnitude of the problem
which China presents leads some to pessimism and drives others
into exaggeration. We need the calm mind of assured strength

aud the far sight of simple faith. ‘With God all things are
possible’ should be a note of sustaining grace to us, and we
should find refuge and hope from the history of God’s Church
in the world. Missionaries to China should not be amongst
those who stumble at great things, since it is to great things
that they are called.
The policy which the day calls for is that which is kindled
in devotion to the person and message of Jesus Christ and
which embraces in its sweep the entire regeneration of the race.
Changing conditions do not affect such a policy as this, for it

stands upon sure ground and knows its ultimate aim. Its
methods are adaptable as the demands of the situation may
require, ifs source and object are unchanging. It can always
lead the doubting and win the erring because its standard is
sure, and itis neither distressed nor disturbed by the details of
the hour. The passing phases of world politics, the rise and
fali of national sentiment, the educational change and the ever
widening range of discovery all fall into place and serve a
purpose when the outlook 1s eternal and the scope universal.
Then it 1s true that ‘all things are ours.’ The conditions in
China to-day demand no less an ideal than this.
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EVEN though the remarkable interest in Christianity on
the part of Chinese students in Tokyo, reported elsewhere in
this issue (see page 373), be due in part to their
Ue would
see $esus,”’

corisciousness of China’s weaknesses, it is no less

an occasion for gratitude to God that the interest
is there. Like the Israelites of old some of them are hearing
the divine call to individual repentance through the medium of
the nation’s need. It 1s surely encouraging to learn that their
attitude is more than one of a mere willingness to hear what
the man who knows has to say. In their eager search after

the deeper significance of the truth, they reveal an earnest
enthusiasm which betokens sincerity. Let us pray that the
One who is the embodiment of the truth they would know,
may become to many of them also the way and the life!

Let us remember, too, their brother-students in China.
What the Chinese students in Tokyo are thinking to-day, the
Chinese students in government institutions in China will be

thinking to-morrow. The attitude of the’ former will soon
be the attitude of the latter. Where are the Andrews and
Philips to acquaint them with the Jesus they need to see and
know re

THE Editor-in-chief of the RECORDER will, we are assured,

have the sympathy of all our readers in the accident which
has befallen him. Dr. Fitch was knocked from
Sympathy witb

his bicycle in the streets of Shanghai and sustained a fracture of the thigh bone of his leg. He
is now in hospital and making satisfactory progress. Our work
can ill spare the wise counsel of our senior colleague, to whose

Or. Fitch.

judgment and perseverance this Journal owes much. Dr.
Fitch has endeared himself both by the large heartedness of his

life and by the constancy of his work to all who have been in
any way associated with him, and we trust that ere long his
familiar figure will again be seen in the accustomed places of
his many-sided labours.

WE have received a letter from the venerable Dr. Martin
Dr. Martin. thanking the RECORDER for its appreciative notice
*

of his diamond jubilee and offering his grateful

thanks to the numerous friends who sent him notes and cards
on that occasion.
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Che Sancluacy.
*t The effectual fervent prayer of a vightéous man avatleth much,” —St. James v, 16.

ior where two or three are gathered together in my Name, there am I in the midst of
them.—St. Matthew xviii, 20.

PRAY
I,

For the Chinese People :

That their religious sense may be
aroused. (P. 330.)

That they may as a nation soon
come to feel the existence of the
Christian religion as a system oi
thought. (P. 329.}

That for the gods now worshipped

by them there may be substituted that
one God who alone can teach a higher
moral life than Confucianism or their
philosophy can give. (P. 326.)

That the good and evil now inextricably mixed up in their minds may

preach the Gospel in the form that
will be the most readily understood
by the people.

(P. 334.)

That there may be, on their part,
less ‘‘unnecessary trembling over
the ark of God,” (P. 334.)
That they may be helped in solving

the problem of combining a higher
evangelization with a higher educa-

tion, (P, 337.)
That they may be led to a more

definite and a more determuned enceayor to wit the literatt. (P. 335)
A PRAYER.

become clearly separated.

O Thou Good Shepherd of the
sheep, look mercifully upon those

that Christian people have, may de-

in Thy name, Prepare them to re-

velop and grow in their lives, (P. 322. )
That they may as a nation no longer
rest content with being no worse than
the highest they Know. (P. 326. }

pastors after Thine own heart. repienish with Thine abandant grace

(P. 322.)
That the same intense sense of sin

That they may be converted to the
religion that can give them a higher
moral teaching against avarice. (P,
324. )

Kor Chinese Christian Scholars:
That Chinese membersof the church
may come to a consciousness of the
2

need for able men to prepare literature. (P. 328.)

For the preparation of such an

apologia as will enable the church to
justify itself in the midst of a hostile
and unbelieving nation.
3.

(P. 329.)

For the Missionary Body :

That they may individually grow
go in holiness as never to be able to

who have none to watch over them

ceive Thy truth and send them

those whom Thou dost send and
awaken the pity of Thy people for
all these strangers to Thy covenant,

so that, by their cheerful contribu-

tion and the cooperation of Thy
Holy Spirit, multitudes may daily

be added to the church and become
partakers of the salvation which Thou

hast promised, O Lord and lover of
sonis, Amen,
GIvEe THANKS

That “holy, holy, holy is the

Lord of Hosts and the whole earth
is full of His glory.’ (P. 325.)
For the revelation of a holy God

that was given to the Jews and through

them has been handed down to us.
(P, 324.)

find, and never to seek, an excuse for
a sin cotnmiitted. (P. 327.)

Por the ‘‘millions’’ of names in

appreciate the true nature of the problem that confronts them. (P, 333.)

high order in preparing for the Christianization of the emptre. (P. 243. )

use such evangelistic methods as will

business and professional circles who
have been produced by the Christian
church in China. (P. 339.)

owe @

Christendom that are holy and for
That more may be added of the the example and help these have givkind who shall never know defeat en to us of to day. (P, 326.)
That the foreign missionaries in
and who are abie to do the impossible things. (FP, 353.)
China, in spite of their handicaps,
That they may more fullv, ever, have yet been able to do work of a
That they may have the ability to
see and the strength and grace to

most nearly meet the needs of the
work they are actually doing. (P. 333.)

That they may carefully discri-

minate in the doctrines they preach,

and by a more sympathetic use of

Chinese literature be enabled to

For the many men of first rank in

For the encouragement given in

places where self-government has been

tried by the closer drawing together
of the Chinese and foreign workers,
(P. 337.)

Contributed Articles
The Chinese and Christian Idea of Sin
Notes of a Sermon preached by the Rev. C. E. Darwent tn Union
Church, March 13th, 1910.

Leviticus xi. 44, ‘‘ For I the Lord your God am holy; sanctify yourselves; therefore be ye holy, for I am holy,”

NE day I was discussing the subject which is of peren-

(i interest, and which inevitably crops ap when

foreigners foregather, the subject of the idiosyncrasies
of the Chinese, especially the cases of untrustworthiness one
so often meets with; the disappearing shroff, the peculating

Mandarin, that peculiarity which Dr. Arthur Smith calls the
power of ‘‘absorption,’’ that national feature of character, in
which being caught is as bad, if not more to be dreaded than
committing the sin. Someone present there said: Are there
any veally honest Chinese ¢ That was sure to be said: it
always is said.

Then at this moment there came to tne light on this
question as I had never seen it before, and because you imay
not have that light I want to pass it on to you this morning.
I said you have no right to expect the Chinese to possess
as high a moral standard as we have. For one thing, 2/the
Chinese can by any possibility be as good as we are on the
average, if they can be expected to have as high a standard
as we have, then it is obvious that Christianity has nothing to
teach them and missions are an impertinence and a mistake.
That is clear. And those friends of the Chinese who alwavs

try to make out that they are as good as we and cap every
story of Chinese obliquity with one of foreign obliquity prove
too much.

They destroy the basis of missionary effort.

I said further, not only are the Chinese not in as
high moral condition as Christian nations, but they caxzof
he.

Try as he may, be as faithful as he may to the light God

has given him, jet him keep his conscience as clear as is
possible from the veil of polytheism, the Chinaman, and
every heathen man, cannot by any possibility reach the level
NOTE. of the RRECORDER sre reminded that the Editorial Board
assumes no responsibility for the views expressed by the writers of articles
published in these pages,
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even. of a very infertor Chitistian; he cannot have the same
intense sense of sin, he cannot, do what he may, feel the
shame, the gmilt of it; be uses words like ‘sorry,’ ‘repent,’
‘shame’ as we Christians do, but they have not the same
content; these words cannot, by any possibility, connote the
same poignancy of realization of the guilt and iniquity of sin
as they do in us. It is futile therefore as well as foolish for the

or any other friend of the Chinese, it is suicidal
as far as the propaganda of the Gospel is concerned to attempt,

to maintain that the Chinese or any other heathen people
can reach our level in moral and spiritual Itfe.
And the reason for this came over ine as it had never done
before. It is that there is no such an idea in any heathen mind

as that of an absolute distinction between good and evil,
holiness anid sin. That a ‘‘ great gulf’’ has been fixed from all

eternity between the holy and the sinful does not exist anywhere except in those nations that have received it as a revela-

tion from God, which 1s given in that wonderful religious
development which commenced in Moses and culminated in
Jesus Christ. There is no such a thing as a real sense of sin,
as we understand it, outside the Bible. Good and evil are hopelessly and inextricably mixed up and always have been in the
minds of all men, except among the peoples who have seen light

in what we may call the Judaeo-Christian revelation that is

contained in the Bible. There is no absolute “thou shalt not?’
and ‘‘thou shalt’? outside that. Where the Bible is not known
and Christ is not known, the sinful and the holy run into one
another, modify one another, overlap one another, glide into
one another, are subtly interlaced with one another. So that
people like the Chinese cannot possibly feel the guilt and awfulness of Sin as we can do.

And the reason of this is that all heathenisms, ancient and
modern, and most of the anti-Christian philosophies, ancient
and modern, are panthezstze.

That is the thought which, with

its practical consequence, I want to bring home to you.
Pantheism is the belief that ‘'the universe as a whole, man
inciuded, is God.”’ It may mean, as Professor Iverach says,
‘Ceither that the all 1s God, or else that God is all, that the
only real existence 1s God.” That is, it may signify that the
sum-total of particular existence is God, that the universe is
itself the only real being, or that God is the only real being,
and all finite being is only illusion and appearance,

The Chinese and Christian Idea of Sin

This may sound. to some rather mystifying, but the
essence of it is that there is but one principle or being in
existence. Call it God or the universe, call it what you like,
it is but one. There is no real separation anywhere between
God and the world, or the gods and the world, and the
principles good ad evil that govern it. How then can people
who think in this way feel about sin as wedo? ‘They argue
and act upon their arguments logically enough. They say:
‘What we call sin or evil certainly exists; therefore there
must be something to be said for it; it cannot be quite as bad

as our comscience suggests.’? There is no getting out of
that conclusion. Sin or evil do exist. They must therefore
have some place in the divine if all is divine. ‘There 1s no
escaping that.

And as a matter of fact if we only look for a moment into
all heathenistns we find that to be the case.

There is no holy God who can say ‘‘Be ye holy, for I
am holy,’’ but the God ot the Bible, the God of Christ. All
heathenisins have gods who are direct patrons and gods of
Sins.

Atnong even those great men, the Romans, Mercury ‘‘ was
the god of thieves and pickpockets and all dishonest persons, as
well as of merchants and orators.’’ That was pleasant for the

members of these two distinguished callings, but how could
any Roman feel that stealing was a very heinous sin when it

had a god? Impossible. It is so in China. Thieves have

their patron god. In the time of St. Paul the great temple of
Venus at Corinth had a thousand priestesses. And who do you
think these priestesses were ? They were a thousand prostitutes.

Seeing that sins of the flesh had a goddess, the Greek drew
the inevitable and logical conclusion that indulgence in the
flesh would please the goddess. In all heathenisms, founded
on pantheism, nature and man and the gods, the moral and

unmoral are all jumbled together in one confused whole.
“Whatever is, is right.” “It musé be in some way right, else
how could it exist at all,” argues the mind of man; and only
dishonest thinking can, on the basis of pantheism, deny it.

Think how the Romans and Greeks deified men! N of
on the ground of holy character, no, but on the ground of

some great deed. In his 26th Homily on II. Corinthians,
Chrysostom taunts them with making Alexander the 13th

And he says: «They make even boxers gods.’ And
so they did. How then could they be as good as the men in
‘“ ood.??
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the Christian churches who having seen the glory of Jehovah
and the sinlessness of Christ knew what man should be ?

And here in China it is as I have said—gods and men,
fire and water, good and evil, are all mingled together in such
a dreadful jumble that the natural conscience of the nation
must be blinded. is a god, Lu Tat-peh,’’ says the
late Dr. DuBose, ‘*‘ who is worshipped by drunkards.”’ Coinpare

that with St. Paul’s: ‘‘No fornicators nor drunkards shall
inherit the kingdom of God.’’?’ How can any Chinese feel
the sting and shame of it as we? There 1s a god of wealth.
Then the more you pray to him for riches, anvhow obtained,
the more you honour him. Chinese moral teaching has words
against avarice, but not their religion. There is a god of war,
often the patron of trade guilds. How can there be that sense
of the wickedness of war that has never been absent from what

I may for brevity’s sake call the Bible religion? There is
nothing in Chinese religion like this: ‘‘ There shall be no
more war; they shall beat their spears into pruning hooks,”’
and nothing like this: ‘' Blessed are the peacemakers.”’ No,
avarice and fighting are, after all, in the world; they exist;
therefore there must be something to say for them: let them

have their gods. That is the only conclusion the heathen
can draw. This thought could be illustrated from the Indian
and every other form of heathenism.

But now turn to the Bible.

Here is my text.

Here is

light. ‘*Ye shall not make yourselves abominable with
any creeping things, for I am the Lord your God; ye shall
therefore sanctify yourselves, and ye shall be holy, because
I am holy.” That must be a revelation ! It not how dd
the Jews come to find out that which all the most brilhantly
intellectual nations of the world had missed ? God 13s holy.
There is one above all infinitely holy who 1s of touched by
evil. However sin entered the world it is not in Him or from
Bim. It is in man, not in God. He is against it, He hates
1 By no kind of philosophical jugglery could the Jew deily

sin, make Jehovah its patron. ‘The Jews fell into sin, but
they never in their deepest fall attributed it to God. The
kernel, the heart, the centre of the universe was unstained.
God was holy, ‘‘The term holy,’’ as Dr. Orr says, ‘‘ denotes
God (1) in His distinction from, and infinite exaltation above,
anything that is creaturely and finite ; and (2) in His separation
from all moral impurity, or positively in the splendour of His
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moral perfection.”? That is it. The foundation of all true
religion is God’s holiness.

The pantheistic idea can be made

fascinating, but it is ruinous to all religious life. Let Him
cease to be holy; how can any unholiness be sinful; why
should we be holy? Why indeed ?
The holiness of God means that He is separate from the
world with its sin, however much truth there is in His imumnanence,

rie cannot be immanent in evil things and evil men.

teathenism has no idea of this. To it the world is eternal.
Where it speaks of a creator, it only means a fashioner of
the eternally existing matertal of the universe. The suéstance of the universe, zzcluding good and evil, is eternal.
Therefore evil, when all is said and done about its iniquity, is a
part of nature. It cannot be so bad. The primitive substance,

out of which all things are made, had evil in 1t as well as
good. It is only in that marvellous religious development of
which we have a record in the Bible that the finite 1s put in its
proper place, that the Eternal 1s free from all complicity with
Sin. He is holy, on the side of holiness, working for holiness,

labouring so intently that His Son shed His blood to bear
away the sin of the world.

There 1s nothing approaching that in any heathenism.
You cannot have a holy God who is not personal, separate
from the world. God as ‘‘ world-process,’’ as the ‘‘soul of
the universe’’ and in other alias in which modern pantheism
disguises its unbelief, cannot be holy. Holiness iumnplies a
personal will in God. You cannot be holy without that, nor

could God. Heathenism knows nothing of that. Only the
Bible has a God ‘glorious in holiness.’ The ** heavens are
not clean in His sight,’’ is Job’s awestruck exclamation.
‘* Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of hosts; the whole earth is

filed with His glory,’’ says Isaiah. And so the majestic
revelation grows brighter in its undimmed lustre until the
sinless Son of God comes among us, carrying in His own
person the spotless holiness of God ‘‘ who sitteth upon the
throne of His holiness’? into the very midst of humanity with
all its sordid sin, to be a Redeemer of man from sin and fi!
him with the holiness of God. ‘Cho shall not fear thee and
glorify thy name, for thou art holy.”
What heathen can feel about his sin as you do who have
had this revelation of the holiness of God ? He cannot. ‘To
him after all sin is a feature, a necessary feature in nature or in
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the nature of things, so it cannot be so very guilty.

(May.
{f hie lies,

what about it? Itis natural. If he is cruel, after all, nature

is critel. He is no worse than the highest being he knows of. .
It is certainly a marvel that the natural conscience of men
iS So sensitive to Sin. The good men of heathenism stand
high; 1¢ 1s very beautiful to think of them. But it is-as the

author of ‘‘ Ecce Homo’’ says: ‘* There are only one or two
naines in all heathenism that can be described as holy. In
Christendom there are millions; every village has some.” This
The heathen with his natural
conscience biiided by pantheism has a god who is mixed of
good and evil. Why should he be better than he?
is because we have a holy God.

The thing that destroyed the religion of the classical
nations was that the moral teaching and consciousness of Greece
and Rotne got ahead of their religion. Philosophers taught a
higher morality than the religion did. People began to laugh

at the gods who were worse than themselves. How could
those nations rise to high levels with their religion putting
them back? It is so in China. Confucianisin or philosopliy
teaches a higher moral life than the gods of China have.
How then can China rise to high levels with her base gods
No nation can rise above its religion.
It is as Professor Orr says: ‘‘ All pantheistic systems with
theories of idealism which exclude, or inadequately affirm the
Divine Personality, are hostile to Christian views of sin.”’
That 15 so. And we have to watch that to-day, and in
our teaching hold up before men, Christian and heathen, God’s
whom she worships ?

holiness. Let that go, all goes. Let God be in any way
identified with the universe; then sin is part of Him; it is in
Him. He is in some way responsible for it. It ceases to be sin.
That is true of Spinoza, whose pantheism 1s so attractive
to the modern miund.
He says: ‘‘Repentance is foolish.”

Of course it is, 1f the all is God and evil is part of the

all. Why should a thief repent ? It is true of all the modern
philosophies that originate with Hegel, who taught that sin
is a ‘‘step upward,” the first step towards moral life on the
part of man. That is false.

The of sinning 1s neces-

sary for moral life, but not actzal sinning. The Bible is
clear in that matter. Jesus Christ was tempted, but He did
not sin.

God is holy, absolutely holy. This is true of Monism,
which is so popular, This conception makes all that exists,
God included, one. Then the conclusion is inevitable. Sin
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It 1¢ part of the whiole, We slirall never lift up
the Chinese by teaching then that. Let there be no miustake
abont that. Whenever that is held, the sense of stn is whittled
down and tends to disappear, and no redemption will be needed.

This matter is of immense practical importance to ws
aii. We are ever urging excuses for our sins, we say they are

the result of circumstances, and so on. No.

The Gospel repeats that grand declaration: ‘‘I the Lord
your God am holy; therefore be ye holy.’’ We must make
no terms with sin. Whatever may have been its origin God
is clear of it.

In Christ He redeems us from it.

This is the hope of the world. There ts no hope in
what are called ‘“‘the ethnic religions.’? In them evil is
entwined in the very fibre and heart of the universe and

their followers cannot be expected to ‘‘ hate iniquity.” But
our holy God creates hope. He is righteousness and truth,
He will labour through His Holy Son till ‘‘ there be no more
curse, and there shall be no night there, aud they need no
candle nor light of the sun, for the Lord God giveth them
light, and they shall reign for ever and ever."

How May the Christian Church Secure the
Services of Accomplished Chinese
Scholars for Literary Work.

A

BY REV. EVAN MORGAN, C. L,. S&S.

ND by this it is understood that these scholars shall be
followers of the Christian faith and be imbued with the
Christian spirit and ideals. In the end only such men
can adequately present the Christian doctrine in a full and a
convincing way. Hitherto the church for the most part has
been and is dependent on mercenaries. These men have
rendered valuable help, and we should be thankiul for it during
the time of our poverty. But this method can never be permanent nor satisfactory. What does not spring directly from
native soil will lack the blush and bloom of vitality, and the
expression of the Christian tenet by the pen of a scholar, who

is not fully in sympathy with his subject, will lack fire and
imagination, and, that nice turn of phrase which makes all the
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difference between the quick and the dead.

So far the church

in China is not able to command the services of any of her
children in preparing the great apologia which only literature
ean furnish.

It is not easy to say how this want may be supplied.

A.

few preliminary considerations may help us to realize the
gravity of the situation and give some indication how to remedy
the detect.
A CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE NEED SEEMS TO BE THE FIRST

This is not always recoguused. It
has been all too inadequately considered in the past for reasons
that will appear later ou. Before stating some of the more parttCONDITION OF SUCCESS.

cularand definite needs, it would be well to consider some general

ideas that bear on the subject. Literature has been the great
instrument at all times in the hand of the church for carrying
on its work of advocating its claims and repelling attacks. If

it lacks the native ability to create this instrument it loses
Just consider the value of this
organ in consolidating the church and establishing it on the
greatly in force and efficiency.

firm foundation of a comtnon service and a common aim.

Scattered are the units that go up to make the one church, but
by means of literature a cohesive power is given to unify the
whole. The work of one is made known to all and the aspirations of a few become the property of many. it also tends to
preserve the purity of practices and keep intact the ideals from
one age to another. It is at once a corrective to tyranny and
a stimulus to action. It is the sure bond of unity and the safe
guard of individual lsberty. Its service to humanity can nowhere be more beatifully seen than in China. In the face of

much that is mutually hostile and competing interests, in a
country with great diversities of climate, and a people of many
moods and temperaments, amongst a people where forms of
speech are more numerous than their provinces, in the social
varieties and political distinctions we have the wonderful spec-

tacle of a vast nation held together by common sentiments
transmitted by means of literature. It has preserved for these

millions a measure of liberty and democratic ideas which have
been of immense benefit. Ancient ideals live to-day in the pages
of the sacred word. Not only so, but this very bond reveals the
kinship of the sages of antiquity and the men of to-day. All
within the four seas are brethren. And the word is the revealing and at the same time the unifying bond.
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Again of all the monuments of antiquity the work of
literary men is the most pc:manent as it is the clearest mirror

of the human mind. The dead continue in this way their
work. Clement, Augustine, Justin and a host of others,

though dead, yet speak to us. Other relics fade and crumble
into dust. The book alone becomes imperishable because the

snbstance can be transmitted from one medium to another
without logs of value. These can be renewed every age and can
convey the thought of one generation to another for long ages.

And thus the past lives again in the present as the present will
in the future. Institutions undergo constant change ; fashions,

even in religion, become corrupted, and what the disciples
initiated would not be recognized by them were they to appear

in our midst to-day, but the words they committed to faithful
men in the first century continue without change. The value

of literature must be apparent to any reflecting mind who
considers what it has done for the church and mankind.

And

one cannot help regretting the lack of native talent in the
church of China to wield this instrument in its own interests.
BUT LET US CONSIDER THE NEED OF SUCH MEN MORE

particularly, THERE IS THE PREPARATION of the church’s

The great work of the church must be to justify
itself in the midst of a hostile and unbelieving nation. It must

apologia.

advance its interest by convincing the unbelheving and overcoming opponents and finally bring the intellectual wealth of
this land to the obedience of God as revealed in Christ. We

must be under no delusion as to the ultimate condition on
which success and triumph rest, and it is that the nation must
be convineed that Christian truth 1s necessary for it and the
best instrument for human progress. And until the intellect
of the land is convinced, and there has been an acceptance of
Christ by it we can never feel the position of the church sate,
nor its final triumph assured. For this work of the church the
services of its own accomplished children ts necessary. Twenty-

five years ago I heard Dr. Nevius express the opinion that
the difficulties of the church had not then appeared. But they
would arise in time and we should early prepare jor them.
The difficulties are more apparent to-day than they were then.
But even yet they are not keen, For this reason; that Chinese
and Christian thought have not yet really come face to face.
The Chinese, as a nation, has not yet felt the existence of the
Christian religion as a system of thought, It has only been
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regarded politically. As a system of thought there has been no
It has neither aroused the nation to think, nor stirred

contact.

it into opposition. And for this cause that the church has
lacked a share of the nation’s intellect. Christian thought
moves outside the national current of thought.

{Yt is therefore

most desirable to obtain accomplished men (a2) TO AROUSE THE
RELIGIOUS SENSE oF CHINA. Jt is quite time that an angel

descended and disturbed the pool. They are only possible
when the church provides them. The religious sense is dormant and thought 1s stagnant ; we want accomplished natives to
enter and arouse the great locked forces of this people. (6) ‘To
lead the intellectual hfe of the church. Christian thought will

move slowly in any case.

But unless capable men appear it

will never move at all. ‘There are great possibilities before
the church when its wealth shall be interpreted by Chinese
philosophy. We may hopefully look for new expositions that
will fit the Christian dogma to Chinese ideals. There is a
possibility here that will help the whole body and the Eastern

church will return the capital loaned to it with generous
interest. But not only are these intellectual leaders wanted
for the church, but they are also needed to propagate the

Christian idea in the land. It 1s almost impossible to hope for
wndividual conviction on a large scale. Before this is feasible

a wide currency must be given to Christian ideas and they
must be so spread that their weight shall be generally felt
before individual acceptance can be expected widely. Some
attempt a popular demonstration by means of plays and some

by ritual. But Protestants must look to literature for this
effect, This then is another call for the services of the
accomplished scholar and thinker. (¢) But again we must
yemember that when the clash of thought comes the attack on
the Christian faith is hkely to be keen. We may expect that

there will be many a Chinese Celsus in the coming days.
Their keen wit and biting satire will not be spared. They
will be well-equipped and will not miss the weak points in the
presentation of Christian truth. For one thing they, like Celsus,
will object to our claim of private judgment and condemn the
whole movement of men walling ‘‘ themselves off and isolating
themseives from mankind.’’ This is a strong phase of ancient
Chinese literature. What the preacher says in all good faith

they will distort as Celsus did when he said ‘‘this is the
language of the Christians.”’ ‘Tet no cultured person draw near,
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none wise, none sensible, for all that kind of thing we count
evil, but if any man is ignorant, 1f any is wanting in sense and

culture, if any is a fool, let him come boldly. Such people
they avow to be worthy of their God, and so doing they show
that it is only the simpletons, the ignoble, the senseless slaves
atid women folk and children, whom they wish to persuade, or
can persuade.’’ ‘For whom do they invite,’’ he continues.
‘* Whosoever is a sinner, or unintelligent, or a fool, in a word,

whosoever is God-forsaken, him the kingdom of God will
receive.”?

‘(We see them in our own houses, wool dressers,
cobblers, and fuilers, the most uneducated and vulgar persons,
not daring to say a word in presence of their masters who are

older and wiser... . . but when they get hold of the children
im private and silly women with them, they are wonderfully
eloquent, to the effect that the children must not listen to their

father, but believe ¢kem and be taught by ¢hem. ... . that
they alone know how to live. ... .’? ‘* They are like quacks
who warn men against the doctor’’—take care that none of you
touches science-—-knowledge makes men fail from health of soul.

‘‘ And the absurdity of it! Why was ke not sent to sinless
as well as to sinner? What harm is there in not having

sinned.’ Celsus compares Christians to ‘‘a swarm of bats—or
auts creeping out of their nest’’— or worms in a conventicle
debating which of them are the more sinful, and saying, God
reveals all things to us... He forsakes the whole universe,
and the course of the heavenly spheres and all this great earth

he neglects to dwell with us alone... .. ‘‘God 1s,” say the
worms, ‘‘and after Him come we, brought into being by Him
in all things like into God, and to us all things are subjected—
earth and water and air, stars—for our sakes all things are, and

to serve us they are appointed.’’

‘Some of us,’’ continue

the worms, ‘‘ some of us sin, so God will come, or else He will
send His Son that He may burn up the unrighteous and that
the rest of us may have eternal life with Him.” And again he

attacks the Christian conception of God, ‘‘ who is subject
to anger and passions,’’ the incarnation, and most other
doctrines, such as the resurrection and miracles, etc. He
ridicules the incarnation and the passion. Suppose that God,
like Zeus in the comedy waking out of a long sleep, determined

to rescue mankind from evil, why on earth did He send this
spirit into one particular corner ? He ought to have breathed
through many bodies in the same way and sent them all over
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the world. The comic poet to make merryment in the theatre,
describes how Zeus waked up and sent Hermes to the Athe-

nians. ... . do you not think that your invention of God’s

Son being sent to the fews is more laughable still?’”? This
is the style of the attacks that the early church faced and conquered, meeting attack with defence, argument with argument,
baseless innuendos and biting satire with convincing evidence
of the reasonableness of the faith. ‘The church has met with
its Celsus already in China. Kane Hsi was such a one ina
gentle and moderate way, but it can’t be said that the apologia
offered was altogether satistactory. Recently the Hunan tracts,
coarse as some of them were, contained many of the arguments

and followed the line of attack with which the early church
was assailed. Unfortunately there has been no worthy reply
from the Chinese Christians to these assaults.

The old question of GODS OR ATOMS will find a large
place in the life of the century. What Japan is discussing
to-day will find a place in China to-morrow. Chinese philosophy

is in its old age and relies on old maxims rather than ona
quickening inspiration to meet the onset of the new questions
that are arising. To those who are concerned in the progress
of man the outlook 1s not altogether cheerful. ‘Theories of life
will abound. Endless discussions there will be on man and God.
Materialistic conclusions will have a flerce contest with man’s
spiritual aspirations. And the result? ... 1s uncertain, unless
the organ of God on earth 1s prepared to meet the situation.
AND WE COME TO THE PERTINENT OUESTION WHETHER
THERE IS A SUPPLY FOR THIS IMPERATIVE DEMAND AND NEED.

It 1s not difficult to answer this. ‘There has been no material
of first rate quality within the church to cope with the pressing
needs.

No native talent of any mark has so far appeared. ‘The
need exists, the times are ripe, but the men are not provided.

Foul charges remain unanswered, materialistic philosophy
seems to gain ground and occupy the field, the challenge of a
scofing philosophy has not been taken up. No worthy advocate of the ‘‘ Ecclesia of Worms’’ has appeared. For the most
part what apologia exists is the work of the mussionary. This
can never be effective nor meet the situation because it lacks

the true native cult. It is only through Chinese Christian
scholars that the work can be efficiently done.
HOW THEN CAN WE ACCOUNT OR THIS DEARTH.

Many

reasons are not at once apparent. (1) Inexperience of the
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The problem has not been fully appreciated nor the

methods adequately considered. (2) Certain preconceived ideas

stood in the way, such as that the Gospel is first for the poor.

Preach to the cripple and the simple, the artisan and the
farmer, the hawker and those on the margin of national Iife.
Again the delusion that the evangelical method at home must
be the universal method of evangelism. Slum and the mission
room is the hall mark of this type. Certain catch words have
hindered the work and workers. Certain methods that met a
temporary need in the home lands have become stereotyped.

We are liable to forget that circumstances gave rise to these
phases and conceptions, and that these methods originally
arose from the earnestness of people who strove to meet the
claims of special conditions and places, and whio felt convinced

that the usual routine of church life did not solve in their

countries the problem of how to reach the whole nation. But
in the hands of others these methods have become the evils
they were destined in the first place to overcome. in certain
quarters there has been a prejudice against the class under the

delusion that 1t would be disloyal to the central truth of the
Gospel to meet their special needs in any way. ‘Those who are
governed by this prejudice overlook the fact that special effort

implies nothing more than an application of method, a
specialized way of attaining an end.

This is constantly done

at home and in the mission fields, such as medical work,
opium patients, etc. And if the principle be allowed in this
respect it passes comprehension why it should have been
neglected in appealing to the scholars of China. One js
inclined to ask if it is any wrong to be an educated man ?
When in the early years of the roth century an attempt was
made in England to reach the multitude without the pale and
cairy om popular services in the theatres, etc., Lord Dungannon

moved a resolution in the House of Lords ‘‘to call attention
to the performance of divine services at Sadler’s Wells and
other threatres by clergymen of the church of England on
Sunday evenings and to make a resolution that such services,

being highly irregular... . ., are calculated to injure... ..
sound religious principle, etc.’’ The noble lord was wrong in
objecting to this special attempt to reach a class, as some earnest men in China are lacking in consideration of the problem
when they take a partial view of the great missionary problem
and apply a principle which answered certain conditions else-
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where, but may be altogether inappropriate in China.
accusation was, ‘‘ My people doth not consider.”’

I cannot help feeling that certain theological doctrines,
such as election, have miulitated against successful missionary
operations, and for that reason unconsciously the quality of the
church life is not as high as 1t should be. Again there has
been a prejudice against Chinese literature. Some wotnid no
more think of handling it than they would a dirty rag, and only

the force of circuinstance compelled them to admit their
school boys to have the most meagre acquaintance with their
own literature. Any real study of it was discouraged and the

culture which it alone could supply was rigidly excluded.
The study of the New Testament alone was held to be sufficient
knowledge of Chinese. The genius of the Chinese mind, as
expressed in their San-tzu-ching and classics, has been cast
aside in favour of the barbaric productions of a Christian San-tzu-

ching, in indifferent hymns, and the classics with a Christian
commentary ! THE WORKER HAS OFTEN BEEN TOO NERVOUS.
He has unnecessarily trembled over the ark of God and made

the measure of his own understanding the standard of the
divine operations. There has been a certain hesitation in
yiving a thorough mental equipment lest the student fall away
from grace and the church. Where more generous ideas concerning education existed, the utilitarian aspect of 1t was advocated in theory and principle that it became a consuming idea
with the student how to master the forces of nature and get on

in the world. Thus the high ideals of China on the use of
education were lost with the result that the half educated
student is more likely to become a terror than an apologist.

And if one party neglected an opportunity by the delusion that
the evangelical propaganda must bear in some form the mark
of the mission hall, so now there is a powerful party full of the
idea that education on Western lines is the only solution of the
missionary probiem. Possessed’? with this conviction they
are madly rushing away with it, but whither ?
The outlook is not hopeful. The accomplished scholars
that are so much needed will not come from scientific colleges.
It is unreasonable to expect them. A predominating scientific
training will not supply the church with the quality of men she
wants.

And the conclusion is then that to some extent the

inissionary himself 1s responsible for the present lack of accomplished scholars to serve the cause of Christ,
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How CAN THE NEED BE MET.

Lis isa dificult problem.

From earliest days this should have been a matter of the greatest
concern and most anxious deliberation. With some hesitation
I would offer a few suggestions,

(z) Avoid the prejudices just indicated. (2) The church
snould definitely seek to win the literati of the land. THIS 77
HAS NOT DONE.

We have been crippled by a mistaken
interpretation of those noble words, ‘not many learned, not
nany nobdie, etc., are called.” ({c) We must oust nervousness and
a crippling theology. Phere is a unity in divine providence—.

God has been the moral governor of the race not of a tribe.
Chinese ethics must find a place for Christian truth ; equally it
must be demonstrated that the Christian dogma supplies the
deficiency of Chinese ethics. The one was a preparation for

the other. There must be a mutual understanding somewhere.
(2) We must be convinced of the need of them—able nen are
the only efficient instruments of God in the chureh and out of
it. It has always been so, and will always remain so. This

is the evidence of history and the conviction of reason.
The missions must have a self denying ordinance The promising men must have a full training on literary lines. No
present need of service should blight the future and permanent

efficiency of the church. Train the promising intellectually
and spiritually and train them well. (/) A larger prominence
inust be given to the meaning and end of education and a con-

stant endeavour be made to maintain a high ideal of culture
and the preéminenice of spiritual things. (¢) Further, no mis-

Sionary should conte ont without a thorough study of the
acts of the apostles, both as given in the New Testament in its
relation to the misstonary propaganda and in the literature of
the subsequent centuries. The contact of the church with men
of other faiths should be thoroughly mastered in all its details.
Shere was possibly a difficulty in early days. But there is no
excuse now with the splendid literature at our command.

will only mention the latest volume published, ‘Tur ConFLICT OF RELIGIONS IN THE BARLY Roman Empire,’ by
Mr. T. R. Glover, an illuminating and fascinating volume to
which I am indebted. (4) A college should be established in

China which all new misstonaries would enter. Here the
student would be directed on lines of study not only in language

but more especially be would be made acquamted with the
masterpieces of Chinese literature (apart from the classics) with
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a view of future study, with the books that have been published
by foreign scholars in the past, and generally with the wealth

of matter open to him. This will provide a great mental
stimulus direct, and inform his own thoughts, and prevent waste
of time and energy during his missionary career. He should
further find the well-considered opinions of missionaries prepared

for him, who in turn will place in a permanent form their
experience and conclusions, and in so doing they would greatly
enrich the church at large. Here the student would have many
avenues of work pointed out to him; the many-sided branches
of operations would be considered, difficulties stated and solutions suggested. In this way the missionary himself will be

made ten times more useful and efficient, and be put in the
way for finding out how to get the services of accomplished
scholars.

To some extent the waste in the past will be avoided.
(2) At least 20 per cent. of the missionaries in the field should

be set apart to seek out the scholars in town and village with
the definite object of creating a mutual understanding and
laying before them the basis and scope of Christian thought.
This proposal does not refer to the work amongst college students

so excellently carried on by the Y. M. C. A. and other societies
who have set men apart for institutional work. But a sincere
and a real effort should be made to win the Confucian scholars
over the land who are untouched by any of the various operations
now ii vogue. This class 1s the most numerous and infiuential.

This much we can do. We can seek and pray for that
class whose services should aid best the Christian cause.

When

we have done this then God will do His part.
> -+-~qiip--+
mm

Some Points in Work for the Educated
Classes of China
BY W. EH. TAYLOR, M.A., PH.D.

HE fast moving changes of recent years have brought

[the student classes into. large prominence and h
endowed them with such powers for good or evil that

all workers for China’s welfare must feel the call to some
special campaign:on their behalf,

The strategic potentiality

and the immediate urgency of the situation demand wise statesmanship and concerted action, both by Mission Boards at home
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and by Christian workers on the field. The problem of efiecting a speedy entrance into the great government colleges,

the more closely-located problem in our Christian mission
schools of combining a higher evangelization with a higher
education, and the increasingly important problem of keeping
the Christian touch and influence about the army of graduates
who have swept out of our gates,—these and others are pressing for immediate solution.
A beginning can be made in the various churches by the
formation in each centre of a committee of the leading Christian workers to plan how to reach the educated classes. It the
movement is to be truly national, and not merely a missionary
movement, the Chinese element will be made as strong and

representative as possible. A feasible plan is to arrange a
monthly meeting of all pastors and Christian teachers in any
centre. Such a coming together widens men’s outlook and
strengthens their faith. The more the burden of responsibility
can be laid upon the Chinese churches to initiate and operate
this special campaign, the more effective, under wise and
sympathetic guidance, will it be bound to be. Owing to the
peculiar relationship of missionary work to foreign Boards, and

still more to the necessarily limited supply of trained and
experienced leaders, the day has probably not yet come when
all responsibility should be put on the native churches for the
whole work. But in this an opportunity is afforded to make

experiment in a way that will not conflict with preéxisting
arrangements, nor cause embarrassment in readusting relationships. We as missionaries 1n China can learn a lesson from
Japan, where slowness to hand over what now seems a reason-

able amount of control resulted 1n a more or less arbitrary
demand for practically complete separation. An opportunity
is afforded here for an interesting and valuable experiment in
self-government. If the better and more capable class of Chinese
Christians once take up this movement as their own, and really

get under the burden, it would do more than any one thing
to sober them to a realization of the responsibilities as well
as the privileges of independence. Where the experiment
has already been tried it has led not to separation but to a
closer drawing together of the native and foreign staff, by a
new and very delightful interdependence as co-workers, each
equally necessary for the other to ensure the success of a
coninion case.
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The question of Chinese leadership in this peculiar kind
of work is bound, and rightly so, to bring about an adjustment
tending towards better financial support of the men who lead

it. With the inereased cost of living, with the new social
customs incident to contact with Western life and habits,
with the call for a new type of leader, quite different from
the old Aszen-sheng, or writer, or chapel worker, it is impera-

tive that it be made possible tor the right kind of men to
live and work and iead tn this movement. It 1s unreasonable to expect men to turn from independent and lucrative
positions offering large opportunities for service to serve at
scarcely a living wage. The argument here is for this special
class, who by training and calling and position should be able
to stand on a fairly equal footing with the educated classes with
whom they will be working. It is the simple and reasonable

argument that the ‘worthy’ laborer is worthy of his hire,

Given a real share in its inception and control, with a
leadership made possible by adequate support, and there is
every reason to expect that the movement to reach the educated
classes would soon take on a national. character in its extent and
mfuence. In practically every Mission there are qualified men
who on a new basis, somewhat as suggested, would be readv to

work into positions of responsibility in the Christian church.
We have not tried seriously enough, or else we have not tried
successfully enough to get such men. Within the last few
yeats the experiment has been made and the results should
remove the doubts of the most sceptical. The Christian
business and professional men in Shanghai who have directed
this kind of work include such as the following : Taota1 Wong

Kok-shan, of honorable Christian parentage in the L. M. S.,
recently promoted to the head of the Consolidated Hanyang
Iron Works; H. EK. Tong Kai-son, Commiussioner to the International Opium Commission ; Dr. W. W. Yen, son of a church

pastor of the A. C. M., publisher of the leading EnelishChinese Dictionary, former secretary to the Chinese Ambas-

sador at Washington and now promoted to the Waiwupu.
Among present directors of the Chinese Young Men’s Christian

Association in Shanghai, are the chief interpreter of: the
Shanghai-Nanking Railway ; the manager of the Commercial
Press, the largest publishing house in China; the manager of
the first Express Company in China ; two professors in government colleges; the director of the first Chinese orphanage,
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The list need not be enlarged. Tt is sufficient to
prove the point that the Chinese church 1s producing men of
the first rank in business and professional and other circles,
who are willing to take up their share of responsible action in
and so on.

the effort to reach the educated classes.

It may be feared that the concentration of men of this
type to a special and peculiar work will have a tendency to

draw them off from their first allegiance to their church
responsibilities, in attendance at service and share in the
churches’ management. Such, however, has not been the case,
and indeed the tendency has rather been in the other direction,

by tying them up more definitely to the source of spiritual
supply for a spiritual work. Even in the case of the regular
employed-staif engaged in this special work it is interesting
and significant to note their connection with regular church
work. Three are superintendents of the leading Sunday
schools in the city. Two others are members of the Advisory
Board of their church, one being its chairman. Still another
isacting-in-charge of the Cantonese church, holding it together
till it is strong enough to call a regular pastor. It seems to

be true that the larger vision these men get of a national
church embracing all classes, the more ready they are to serve
1¢ directly in every capacity.
When leading men in the various centres and communities

shall have been brought into a larger relationship with the
church’s control and work, the problem of seli-support will
be very near solution. It 1s surprising what the Chinese
Christians can raise when they give themselves to the endeavor
with conviction and determination. The Shanghai effort may

again be used as an illustration of what Chinese Christians
of the student and merchant class can do. The Board of
Directors, which is entirely Chinese and Christian, have stood
responsible each year to raise the annual budget, which has
grown in a short decade from $3,000 to $37,000, and each year

every cent has been raised locally and from Chinese. In
addition this Jast year they set themselves to the enormous
and seemingly impossible task of raising a special fund of
$1Q0, COO.
In three weeks the total amount was pledged. In
all this the foreigners’ advice is continually sought and gladly
given, but the significant fact outstands that the planning,
working responsible body is Chinese. Similar results are being
obtained in different parts of China.
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Self-propagation, which is an indispensable condition of
lasting and extensive growth, follows on a movement which
men can feel is their own, and for which they have planned
and worked. The hope and certainty of the speedy evangel1zation of Chinese, as well as the reaching a particular class, 1s
built up on this reliance upon China’s own leaders to propagate

the churches’ membership and extend the churches’ work.
Men who catch the spirit find it easy to go out and secure

another to join what he knows is a good and helpful thing. in

Shanghai within two years nearly 700 new members were

secured by the members themselves. In Hongkong the
members increased their membership this year from 300 to

over 1,000. These are exceptional instances in that they
include Christian and non-Christians, but the principle involved
of reaching out into the educated classes is exemplified and its
practicability established.
The above are some of the principles which seem to be
necessarily involved in any sustained successful effort to reach
educated young men. The remainder of the article will be

devoted to giving a brief account of some of the methods of
approach which have been employed in Shanghai, Tientsin,
Foochow, Canton, Tokyo and other centres.
1. Religious Meetings. —‘‘ These have been of a varied
nature suited to the particular group it was hoped to interest.

For the larger group of the membership and their friends
twenty special services were held in the Martyrs’ Memorial Hall.
The stereopticon was used six times and included a sertes of
four effective addresses by Rev. F. Rawlinson on the subjects—

Jesus, the ‘Preacher,’ the ‘Wonder-worker,’ the ‘ Friend,’
the ‘ Sacrifice.’ Moving pictures on the Life of Christ were
shown five times, and there was a large attendance on each
occasion. The Cathedral Choir and Union Church Choir gave
much appreciated programmes. Other special features during
the year included addresses by the Rt. Rev. L. H. Roots, Bishop

of Hankow; Lord William Cecil, of England; H. E. Tong
Kai-son, of Peking; Dr. J. Wilbur Chapman, of Philadelphia ;
Mr. Clayton Cooper, of New York ; Bishop C. H. Brent, of the
Philippines; Bishop Lewis, of Foochow ; Dr. Arthur H. Smith,
of Shantung, and Dr. Arthur $. Brown, of New York. Two
anti-opium meetings were held, to which official representatives
were sent. These were significant occasions when such high

officials as the Viceroy, the Governor of the province, the
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Taotai, the District Magistrate met on a common platform with
Christian business men of the East and of the West, and with
Missionary leaders in an effort to uplift China and loose it from
the chains of this accursed habit. Another important occasion
was when Taotai Tong Kai-son, on the eve of his departure for
America together with fifty government students, addressed an
audience in the large hall on ‘Christ, the Hope of China.’
‘‘Tn addition to these large meetings special services were

held on Sunday afternoons throughout the year with an
The main feature marking these
meetings was a series of addresses on ‘A Young Man’s Questions,’ and the interest, even throughout the summer months,
average attendance of 100.

was well sustained. The speakers were chosen almost entirely
from the Board of Directors and other leading members, who in
this way rendered a real service. The total attendance at the
Sunday religious services was £1,219.

‘$To indicate what has been the net result of all these

services would be impossible by figures.

Something over one

hundred men have made a public testimony of their desire
to become Christians, but this, although most encouraging,
does not begin to measure the influence that has gone from
these services, influences that mean a better community, one

more resembling and making possible the extension of the
kingdom which Christ came to establish.”’
SUMMARY.

Sunday religious meetings attendance
Week-day religious meetings attendance...
Bible Study groups attendance

©
a|

&as

Li,21G
19,135

006 ose eee 12,949

Total attendance

43,303

{Excerpt Shanghai report for 1900. )

2. Bible study is perhaps the most satisfactory way of
getting a real grip on young men’s minds and consciences.
For Christian men regular Bible study courses used in Western
schools and colleges are employed. Special courses have been

prepared for non-Christians, with a view to meeting them on
their own ground by a discussion of personal, social, econo-

mic and national questions, affording helpful constructive
advice, and leading to the definite Christian interpretation
illustrated by Bible reference.

Such courses as ‘*‘ Main Lines

of the Bible,’’? ‘‘ The Teachings of Jesus,’’ ‘‘A Young Man’s
QOuestions,’? ‘' The College and Life,’’ etc., have been used
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Efforts have been made to find out what were
the peculiar problems and difficulties of this class in China.
The results have fully justified any expenditure of time and
with success,

thought. During this last year in the Shanghai work in
addition to the many Christians enrolled over half a thousand.
non-Christian young men have been regularly and systematically studying the Buble.
3. Approach to the educated classes can be made effective and helpful in ways other than the distinctively religious.

Public lectures have been given throughout the year on
scientific, educational, and other important matters.

A course

on ‘Some National Questions’ 1s being given this spring
in Shanghai, which is not only arousing much attention in
educational circles, but has been taken up by the leading newspapers, Chinese and foreign, and is being reported and com-

mented on editorially to a remarkable degree. It means a

great deal when the Judge of the Supreme Court, the Editor of

a leading paper in the East, the Manager of the ShanghatNanking Railway, and the Chinese Minister of Education can
meet on a common platiorm, under distinctively Christian
auspices, to advise these classes on individual and national
regeneration.

4. Committee service is employed in every branch of
activity to encourage men to think and plan and work for
themselves. ‘Not to be ministered unto, but to minister,’ is
the motto engraved in stone over the main door of the build-

ing, and in every way possible the spirit and principle of
service is pressed upon the members.

Religious, social, recep-

tion, educational, physical work and other committees are
made up of leading members who give a great deal of their
time voluntarily to carrying out their programmes ior the year.

It does men good to have responsibility put on them, it
eratifies them to feel that they are looked to for help, it
develops their latent possibilities, and in many cases has discovered valuable leaders. In such a way a working organizing
trained force may be secured which makes possible a much
larger work than could be carried on by a regularly employed
staff alone.

s, Expansion and extension plans, always looking for
Chinese initiative and executive, are the life and hope of a
movement for young men. The time bas come whet a great
deal of our special church work in China can be well done by
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the considerable and growing number of Christian men of
ability who are being trained up in the various mission stations
throughout China. In a recent Bible Study Conference,
lasting three days, the plans of organization, the actual charge
and conduct of the meetings, and the giving of eleven of the
fourteen addresses were effected by Chinese. In other ways

opportunities are afforded for non-Christian men as well to
take a leading part, as for instance in carrying on fellowship
circles, musical clubs, debates, social entertainments, etc. In
public functions the policy followed is to have the management, the occupancy of the chair, and numerous other duties
incident to such gatherings entrusted to responsible Chinese.
In a word there is a large and growing place to-day in the

Chinese Christian church for the trained and better educated
classes of young men. The relationship of the missionary to

this important body (for a close relationship 1s vital to the
best interests of all) will be best served and conserved by his
“remaining in shadow in order to increase light.”’ In other
words the missionaries’ office should be that of confidential and
hidden adviser to a movement having its own leaders who are
responsible to it 1n every possible way. In God’s providence
such a movement, under consecrated and capable Chinese
leaders, will bring new life and power to the Christian church
in China.

The Use of the Christian Scholar in Literature.
BY REV. W. BE. SOOTHILL, TAI-YUEN-FU.

HAT there is splendid scope for the trained Christian

scholar of this land in Christian literature is selfevident. That there are many Christian scholars of

the classical school is also true, and that there are many of the
modern school everybody knows. But whether there are any

Christians—or even non-Christians for the matter of that—
ripe in the knowledge of their own literature and also trained

in the philosophy of the West, who knows?

Such, however, 1s

the type of man that the Christian church will stand badly in
need of before another decade has passed. Indeed he is needed
already.
Lhe Western missionary, handicapped though he has been,
has done preparatory work of a high order. He has been handi-
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capped by an imperfect knowledge of the written language,

making it difficult for him to read with ease the literature,
say, of the Sung philosopher ; he has been handicapped by an

imperfect knowledge of the existing philosophic terminology
of the various Chinese schools; he has been further handicapped by being compelled to pass his thought through the
mind of pundits whose sympathies have often been tepid and
whose work in consequence has Jacked warmth ; he has been

hampered with many and varied duttes, and he has been
hampered by that indefinable something which hangs as a
kind of haze between the Western and the Oriental mind,
indeed between ail men of differing nationality and language.
Yet despite all this he has done maniul work, digging foundations and vutting up admirable temporary structures.
The time is at hand, however, when our Chinese brethren
must themselves take up this work and develop it on national
philosophic lines, plus the aid of the new terminology, which

is the despair of the older as it 1s the pride of the modern
student, for the Chinese Christians must of necessity build up
their own apologetics, exegetics, hymnology and what not to
suit their own national genius.

The witness of the past clearly declares that the future

presents magnificent opportunities to the faithful student. We
can go back to the earliest times and show that if Moses had
not been learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians the whole

course of Israelitish history, and with it that of the world,
would have been altered. St. Paul, too, was acquainted with
Greek and Roman schools of thought as well as with Hebrew.

Many of the Fathers were learned in all that was accounted
wisdom in their day. Augustine, Luther, Melancthon, Calvin, —
Wycliffe, Wesley—how easy it would be to pile up names !—
were all men of no mean literary attainments, and their sanctified scholarship moved their own and future generations mightily. And what is called for in China to-day is a man, or men
of this order, schooled in the philosophy of their own country
and also in that of the West, where thought has gone deeper,
criticism been keener and logic more searching. Oh! for a

Chinese Christian versed in the Confucian, Buddhist, Taoist
and ‘heretical’? writers of repute, learned in Western modes
of thought, steeped in the Holy Scriptures and sanetified by

the Spirit of Christ! Such a man might indeed stir his
thoughtful fellow-countrymen and through them the masses,
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as they have never been stirred in the past and become
the morning star of a great reformation. Is there such a
man? If not have we, and where are they, a few men of
sufficient mental qualification and spiritual singlenesss of
heart to justify their being put under a ten years’ course of
training ?

If there be anything in a report current in Peking a week

or two since that there 1s a proposal to form a K ‘ungtziChituh Chiao, a Confucius-Christian church, we have all the
more reason for early preparation to assist the new movement
into straight paths. That some movement of this, or a similar,
character, will sooner or later arise one may take as almost
assured, for Dagon ts falling before a mightier than he, the old
philosophies cannot resist the ark of truth, the temple may
reniain, but the 3s, tuner sanctuary, will be transformed. For
just as in the early days of Christianity neo-Platonism arose,
exerting a powerful influence as much on Christian as on Pagan
thought, so the day is drawing nigh when a neo-Confucianism
will arise in China.

With a high order of Chinese scholarship in the church
may not this neo-Confucianism be so influenced that what

is beautiful and Christian in it shall be enriched by what
is so much more heart-searching and inspiring in Christian
theology ? Jesus did not destroy Moses, nor did He look
on him as an enemy, but as a dear friend. From the rigid
bud he brought the full blown fragrant rose, from the frozen

fountain he thawed the water of life. And later when the
Greek mind demanded that Christian thought be put into

logical form, it was neo-Platonism that helped to forge and
to chase the golden vase in which the cultured man might

keep his fragrant flower, or from which he might offer
his draught of living water. As was the history of Judza
and the early church, so is it likely to be in China. ‘The
water of life will be the same, the bowl will be of different
material and of different shape. But where is yet the skilful
workman who can fashion the bow! ?

Perhaps somebody says it is impossibie for one man
to make himself master of Western philosophy and the whole

round of that of China as well. If such be the case, then
let the men master their Western philosophy and take up
sectional schools in China, whether the Buddhist writers,
or the Taoist and ‘‘heretical’’ writers, or the Confucian
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authors. If, again, it be urged that ten years is not
enough for so large an order, then all the more reason for
an early start. Moreover, mere arm-chair philosophers are
not what are needed. Our student must lve a human life
and work amongst men, He should, after a period, have
enough active preaching and lecturing to give his literary work

full zest and keep him in touch with the realities of work-aday existence, its joys and its sorrows.

But what is to be done in the meantime and before
our philosophers are made? Well, surely it is time that
the scholars in the church were brought into closer touch
with our existing literary organisations. Would it not be
possible for some of our abler brethren to be brought more into

contact with the Christian Literature Society, the various
Tract Societies, and the Christian periodicals ?

I do not know

if financial recognition 1s given for articles now supplied or
not. Such aid 1s given at home, and is a fit and reasonable
encouragement to men to spend time and money in study
and in writing. [I live too far from the madding crowd to
know what is actually done in this respect, nor have I been

able to keep in touch with the literary output of the last
I do not even know whether the Societies abovenamed have sufficient funds to justify such grants as I have
suggested, but 1t does seem certain that the Chinese Christian
scholar might be better encouraged than at present.
It is, however, a matter of practical importance to find out
few years.

from the various important centres what men the church
actually possesses capable of doing the work needed. May [|
suggest that the Educational Association take up this matter
and find out the names and addresses of men of whose scholarship there is no doubt, men who are really gifted intellectually
and spiritually. I hope the number will surpass my anticipations and the quality give promise of valuable help. At jeast
such a census would show us where we really are and prove or
disprove the necessity for immediately raising a body of men
such as I have above suggested.

Moreover, if Christian men of solid education are found to
exist in numbers, the Educational Association might do worse
than put the various societies concerned into direct correspond-

ence with them, for now that the post office carries letters
everywhere there is no need for the foreign missionary as postal
intermediary.
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To conclude, then, while the missionary has done excel-

lent temporary work in literature it is the Chinese who will
have to produce their own Christian classics, and the time has
now come when we ought to have a register of the best men
available for present use. Not content with this, we should be
diligently searching for young men with brains, with honesty

of purpose, and with spiritual insight, who are worthy to be
trained in the best thought of all people, both past and present
men, who will regard truth as a priceless possession, who will

be tender to partial truth, but who will hold a lie, especially
a lie in religion, as the worst lie of all.

The Chinese Church and the Chinese Scholar
BY REV. A. A. FULTON, D.D., CANTON.

Men reply
of nine
oat of ten
of nine missionaries
out ofanuld
ten wouldbe
be,
‘‘China’s most pressing need, from an evangelistic
standpoint, is a large body of trained native preachers.”’
The evangelistic standpoint is the true point from which
to make a survey of these hundreds of millions in ‘‘ waterless
places, ’’

How are they to be reached? That question is not so
pertinent as this one; ‘“When are they to be reached ?”? The
question of accessibility no longer disturbs us. The big cities

and tens of thousands of villages lie open to our efforts. As late
as only etghteen years ago shops for chapels could be rented only

with greatest difhculty in this and other provinces. To-day
the city or town where I cannot rent a chapel would be a rare
exception. But a chapel without a preacher is like a house
without a roof.

Where are the preachers and helpers to come
from ? Let us see, Lo-day I have thirty-two chapels supplied
with native helpers and preachers. The large majority of these
men were, before their conversion, teachers in different villages.
Through the agency of the first half dozen chapels opened in

market towns, a few of these men heard the Gospel and became converts, and after giving up their schools were sent to
our training school in Canton for a two years’ Bible-study.
They were sent out to occupy the new openings as fast as we
could find towns where shops could be rented and fitted out for
preaching halls, Cate was taken to bring the Gospel to the
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attention of scholars, especially the scholars who were teachers

in the villages adjacent to the market town. All classes
were reached through these chapels, but we have ever kept
our eyes on the scholars, The reasons are self-explanatory.
The soul of the poorest coolie may be just as valuable as that of
the wise scholar, but the influence of the scholar outclasses the
coolie by measureless distances. Influence 1s a matter of weight,
and not determined by counting heads. Ido not want to talk
generalities in this paper, but come to basic principles if we are

to attain proficiency in reaching these scores of millions who
know no more of the real Gospel than they do about the back
side of the moon, or the philosophy of Aristotle.
The vast majority of the Chinese reside in villages and
towns, and there we must go if we would reach the masses.
The work at the same time is to be vigorously prosecuted in
the cities. For that reason stations should always be located
in the most important city in that particular field. By that

policy a strong grip may be kept on both city and country
work.

To-day there are tens of thousands of the old type of
scholars who are held in high respect and are rooted and
grounded in the classics, and will probably never be able to
attain to the standards required by the modernised system

of instruction as now jaid down in this empire. What
shall they do? They are largely employed as teachers in
country schools, with only a superficial knowledge of Western

education so called, and are too old to become proficient
in such studies.

The new type of Chinese scholar will never
equal the old scholar in knowledge of the classics, and for
long years the influence of these classics will command great
respect. Once this scholar is truly converted, he 1s not only

able to read our best books, but will become a builder of

the things that he once tried to demolish. He not only
possesses innate and acquired ability, but will not be subject
to the temptations to leave our service, which would be the
case if he were competent to teach modern branches. W hile

he lacks the knowledge which the younger student gains
by an eight years’ training in our middle and theological
schools, he commands higher respect on account of his age
and thorough knowledge of Chinese literature and his wider
acquaintance with many classes of men. Without this class of
men, we shall have difficulty in holding our line of defence,
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not to mention the need of continuous, aggressive work.

for this reason the young student is now instructed in
modern branches by the up-to-date training school, but he
lacks stability. He will be inclined to vacillation when the
magnetic power of a much larger salary strikes hard against his
depleted financial assets. Few of that class can withstand the

pressure when much higher salaries than we can consistently
pay, are thrust upon their somewhat willing attention. Some

years ago a bright boy, son of a poor widow, was baptized
in this field. When about twelve years of age he was sent
to our school at Canton. He spent eight years here, and is
one of the brightest young men we have ever sent out of the
I wanted him for evangelistic work, and had a chapel
for him. Soon after graduation he was oifered four times the
school.

salary we could give him to take a position in a school in
an adjacent city. He finally decided to accept an offer in a
Christian school at twice the salary that we could give, had he
continued in evangelistic work. He is giving fine satisfaction

in that school, but will probably never enter the ministry as
he had fully decided to at one time. After twenty-nine years of

continuous experience in evangelistic work I am convinced
that our hope of the most speedy and thorough evangelization

of this mighty empire must be accomplished through the
agency of thousands of trained native helpers, who for many
years will need to be under the oversight of a limited number
of missionaries of the most aggressive type of leadership. ‘The
leader must possess all the qualities that characterize successful
generalship, and must be of the type that never knows defeat,
and must be able to do impossible things.
Given the leaders, where are the helpers? How may they
be had ?

Can you imagine the Standard Oil Corporation sending
out a man to display their goods and requiring him to utilize
a tree, or an old shed, for that purpose ? snail 1 refuse to go
on board a good steamer because Paul once sailed in an old

corn boat? We are living in the 2oth century, and must
adopt 20th century methods. The day when any old ramshackle building, with mud floor and few hard seats, was the

only place to hear the Gospel, has passed. T’he leader in
charge of a field should know every important city and market

in that territory. He should make it his life’s work to open
at least fifty preaching halls and get 100 native helpers at
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work. The initiation of that work in places where there are
no converts must be met by his Mission. For $200 gold we
can rent and fit out a commodious, clean preaching hall. All
the expense for one or more years must be met by the Mission.
As converts come, they must be taught to contribute, each and
everyone, something to the cost of the work. To say that a

mission should pay for the support of a preacher but will
furnish nothing for a place to hear the Gospel and instruct the
ingquirers in, is just as sensible as to require a salesman to spend

his life in the open air. How would you burn over a big
jungle of thorns and grass? By lighting fires at the four
points of the compass, or by lighting a hundred fires at many
points of the compass ? A few days ago I walked out of a big
market town and left there a strong self-supporting church.

It required many years of hammering from the day when I

began in a dark shop with a half dozen converts. At the last
service the shop, which will seat, with any comfort, only 17s,
was crowded to overflow, and more than twenty women stood
through the service. When I went there we could not have
raised $10 from the converts. They have now put down $2,700

Mex. and purchased a fine site on the edge of the market,

and will build a church to seat 600, and also schools
for boys and girls. They not only pay the preacher’s salary
and rent and all expenses, but the salary of a Bible-woman.
We have already received back in money value far more than
we have spent on that work, and now it is rooted and grounded,

a living church, and will be a vitalizing agency for the 100
villages in the immediate vicinity. Ten miles from that point
is a walled city, where we have a property worth $10, 000,
almost the entire cost given by Chinese converts, and the
entire plant, including church, large boys’ school and a girls’
school is self-supporting, and they have just put down $4,000
Mex. to purchase additional ground to enlarge the plant. I
began there in a small dark shop on the outskirts of the city,
the only place I could secure. I could give twenty more instances, All our strong churches began in small halls, Through
these halls we secured our Chinese scholars and through the
training of these scholars we opened miore preaching halls.
itt one county we have eleven preaching halls. The county

has a population of about 200,000. In every market town in
the district there is a hall and a preacher. No village in this

district 1s more than four or five miles from some chapel,
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and the preachers are always in the villages when they are not
preaching on market days. A monthly report is sent to me on
blanks made for that purpose, showing the work of every day,
and a record 1s kept of each village visited. Each chapel is

responsible for the villages in the vicinity of that particular

field. China will not be reached by any fer salium effort.
We must put a chapel in every strategic centre, and a live
man in the chapel, and hammer there until a self-supporting
church is formed. We must besiege China. She will yield

to the strong hammerer. And the strongest hammer, I
maintain, is the qualified native evangelist. We can put
fifteen of those hammers at work cheaper than you can employ
one foreign hammer, and they will do twenty times the efficient
work that the missionary can do. The aggressive missionary
we must have, but the foreign hammer breaks easily, and the
native is acclimatized and knows how to hammer with a stay-

ing power that we find hard to equal. To-day the Chinese
He sees the old order passing.
No longer does he toss our books to the dirt heap. Rvery
important centre should have a clean attractive hall where this
type of man may be properly instructed in Gospel truth.
The influence of such a man, once truly converted and
earnestly given to evangelistic work, it is hard to overestimate.
scholar is easily accessible.

The only outlay for his education would be the support

necessary to keep him three years at the training school, No
missionary, after twenty-five years of hard work, can approach
that man in ability to speak the language, and his knowledge
of the customs and habits of the people 1s beyond anything we

can attain after thirty years here.

Which would be more

fruitful in permanent results, to employ a missionary to preach
imperfectly for fifteen years, or to employ twenty native evangelists of scholarly type at the same cost who will do thirty times
the work the missionary can do? We come back to the old

question, Where can we get the scholarly preacher? By
beginning on right foundations. Open a hall in your field,
Put the best man you can get in charge.

Converts will come.

Take the best one of them and give him some instruction
and open another chapel.

If you wait for a St. Paul before you decide to open a

chapel, you will wait till the sun grows cold. The most
dificult thing about anything is the beginning. Take the
best man you can get and make a start and work that start
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to a finish. A clean, well-furnished hall in a market town,
or city, is an advertising agency of no small importance. In
connection with every chapel should be a school. We have
twenty schools in connection with our thirty-two chapels, and
shall have more next year. Most of these schools are selfsupporting, and all at least partly so. With rare exceptions
only Christian teachers are employed.
feeders to our training school.

These schools become

The old type of scholar is attracted by chapels and
schools, and these we must have if we are to do aggressive
work. He must be sought, and is usually found in the village
school. Three ordained ministers in my field came from this
class, and had only two years at our training school, but they
had had many years of training under the old system, and are
now fine Bible scholars. They render me great assistance in
the superintending of the different parts of the field. To-day
the old empire lies widely open. There is not a missionary of
ten years’ experience in evangelistic work who could not use

to greatest advantage twenty native helpers if they were
available.

Chapels should be located not more than eight or ten

miles apart, so as to make it possible to hold a service every
day. Keep a sharp lookout for the scholar who seems to be
interested in the Gospel. Visit him frequently and give him
the best tracts and books you can find. Without holding out
any financial inducements, try to bring him in close relationship
with native preachers and see that they make frequent visits to
this man.

Should he become soundly converted, and manifest

a deep desire to fit himself for the work of an evangelist,
you will have done a better service than if you had attempted
years of diffusive preaching, while disregarding the possibilities
of reaching such a class of men.
To get these men we must go after them. Il tnow of no
other way. Chapels and schools are the strongest agencies in
finding them. We are always on the lookout for them, and we
usually see what we look for. On my last trip I rented a shop

11a market town.

There is only one convert in that town.
I shall fit out that shop in neat style and puta live man in
charge and hammer until it becomes a self-supporting church.
It may take five years or fifteen, but I shall hght it out on that

line if it takes twenty years.

The probabilities are that in
less than ten years the shop will give place to a strong church

owning a good building.

Scores of villages near that town will
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have converts, and ultimately every village wili become

The
villages will build their own chapels and sustain their own

Christian, chiefly through the agency of that first chapel.
schools.

‘To talk of doing something by means of soime-

thing, if you do not specify the thing to be done or how to do
it, is a waste of words.’’ I have tried to be specific, and the
specifications bear chiefly on one class of men, the old type of
Chinese scholar, of which there are many tens of thousands in
this empire, and while they may not attain to proficiency in

new learning, they still are a mighty influence in the land,
and once the weight of their influence is exerted on the side of
Christianity, the battle 1s practically won.

Sn Memoriant.
Hampden Coit DuBose.
GREAT man is not an accident. (God prepares His agents,
and generally begins the work about two hundred and fifty
years before they are born. The line of preparation which
ushered Hampden Coit DuBose into the world in Darlington, S. C.,
September, 1845, began with his Huguenot ancestors in France.

They were earnest godly men, and among them were several
preachers of the Gospel. Soon after the Revocation of the Edict
of Nantes many Huguenots emigrated to South Carolina.

Among

them was tle ancestor of the subject of this sketch. Passing by
several generations we note that his father, Julius Jesse DuBose,
¥809-1852, was a Presbyterian minister, graduate of Columbia
Theological Seminary, 1834. Rev. Julius J. DuBose possessed
a character peculiarly engaging, ardent, affectionate, enthusiastic
and generous, His helpmate was a woman of deep piety and marked

intellectual force, shown by conspicuous ability as a teacher.
Two of their children, Hampden C. DuBose and R. M. DuBose,
entered the Gospel ministry. Hampden, as a boy, attended the
Darlington Academy. As a youth he attended the Arsenal and
Citadel Academy in Charleston. As a young man he studied
in the South Carolina College, Columbia, 5. C. His theological
course was taken at the Columbia Theological Seminary under
teachers of strong character, sound learning and deep piety.
Among them were John B. Adger, James Woodrow and William

S. Plumer. Dr. Plumer was one of the most noted preachers
of his day. His patriarchal appearance, impressive eloquence
and wide fame caught the imagination of his admiring pupil,
and the exhortation, ‘‘ Preach, preach the Gospel,’ went to
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his soul. Dr. Adger, who spent many years on the mission
held, and Dr. J. Leighton Wilson, 18 years a Jaborer in Africa,
afterwards Secretary of Foreign Missions in New York, and later
in Columbia, and Dr. Woodrow, a clear thinker and warm advocate

of missions, whose cause he served as Secretary of Foreign
Missions, living in Columbia, kept the claims of the mission field
always before the seminary students.

The literary atmosphere of Columbia was full of echoes of
the eloquence of B. M. Palmer, J. H. Thornwell, Joseph R. Wilson
and John L. Girardeau. (there were pulpit gtants in those days),

and H. C. DuBose felt their influence deeply. lt was natural
that a man of sturdy Huguenot ancestrv, under such teachers
and guides, should enter the ministry, should go to the foreign
field, and when there should become a zealous preacher and
writer,
He was ordained April. 8th, 1871, by Harmony Presbytery
in the Darlington church. Dr. Plumer preached the sermon and

Dr. J. Leighton Wilson delivered the charge. On April 3rd,
1872, Mr. DuBose was married in Talladega, Ala., to Miss Pauline

MacAlpine, daughter of a physician of saintly character. Mr.
and Mrs. DuBose started to China April 4th, 1872, and reached

Shanghai June 2nd. After a few months of language study
in Hangchow they went to Soochow with Rev. John L. Stuart
to open a new station there. At that time no foreign houses
had been bulit.

The Northern Presbyterians and Southern Metho-

dists had begun work occupying Chinese houses. A Chinaman
named Dzau, whom they called Charlie Marshall, represented

the Methodist Mission. He was a man of shrewd and kindly

nature and helped the Southern Presbyterians efficiently in the
business of renting a house and beginning work. This young
man spent many years in wuseful mission work, and when he

died he left his sons to continue his influence for good. The
DuBose family lived at first in a small Chinese house built on
a well-known street called the Yang Yoh Hang. The house
was in an ideal place for a street chapel. Ten thousand people
passed before the door daily. Mr. DuBose, with Dr. Plumer’s
words, *‘ Preach, preach,’’ ringing in his ears proceeded to prepare for the work by hard study of the Chinese language and
religious systems.

As soon as he could make a connected speech

on the leading facts and doctrines of Christ he began to use his
knowledge. This was less than a year after his arrival. And he
at once began the habit of speaking in the street chapel every
afternoon. This became a fixed rule with him and he adhered to
it steadily for nearly forty years.
For several years he had plans for evangelistic work only.
When in the city he spent his mornings in study and went to the
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street chapel in the afternoon. When in the country he sold books
Two
and tracts and preached on the streets of towns and villages.
hundred thousand books and tracts is a moderate estimate of the

number distributed by him.

His tall figure, long beard and

cheerful kindly manner secured attention always.

As the years spent in this evangelistic work went by he
dreamed dreams and saw visions. He would preach not only in
Soochow but also in a thousand pulpits. His sermons should be
uttered by voices other than his own. He would make a book for
the use of Chinese preachers.

He prepared two hundred sermons

on leading Christian doctrines, used them in the street chapel,
revised them and issued The Street Chapel Pulpit, a book widely
used all over China.

He saw another vision. He would reach the English-speaking world and deliver to them a message. He prepared addresses
ou the three principal religions of China, used them when on
furlough in America in three hundred churches, revised them and
published a book in English, The Dragon, Image and Demon,
describing Confuciattianism, Buddhism and Taoism.

Without further analysis of the causes which led to literary

work we may note the Hst of his books and tracts; An

Life of Christ (with no pictures of onr Lord), The Street Chapel
Pictorial Sheet Tract Series, Introduction to the Bible, Catechism
of ‘the Three Religions (of China), Translation of Plumer’s Rock
of Our Salvation. In The Conference Commentary he wrote on
judges, Ruth, 1st and 2nd Samuel, ist and 2nd Kings, Psalms,
Proverbs, Song of Solomon, Luke, Acts, Romans, Ephesians,
Philippians, Colossians, 1st and 2nd Thessalonians, st, 2nd and 3rd
John. We also wrote a book on Christian Apologetics and left half
Giished an exhaustive work on Systematic Theology. He wrote

in English Beautiful Soo (Descriptive of Soochow), Preaching in
Sinim or ‘The Gospel to the Gentiles, and Memoirs of John Leighton Wilson.
The degree of Doctor of Divinity was conferred tpon him by
Westminister College, Fulton, Missouri. During his second furlough he was Moderator of the Synod of South Carolina in 1890
and Moderator of the General Assembly of the Southern Presbyterian Church in 189t in Birmingham, Ala.
He was President of the Anti-opium League in China, and
devoted much time and thought to the work of opium probtbition.

In connection with this matter he paid many visits to Chinese
officials of highest rank aud was received by them with great
The last labor performed by Dr. DuBose was dictating a
letter dealing with recent aspects of the anti-opium campaign.
For twenty years he continued his daily street chapel preaching
respect.

with results meagre indeed in proportion to his labors, but his
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purpose was unshaken, his hope never wavered, and his labors
never ceased.

The command was: Go preach ; lis duty was to obey

with steadfast faith, leaving the results to God, and he was not
disobedient unto the heavenly vision. The results came at last.

The country people of the region south of Soochow found the
Yang Yoh Hang the most convenient street to use when they
entered the city. Many of them during those twenty seemingly
fruitless years heard the Gospel in the street chapel and took it
home with them to the towns and villages scattered over a wide
area.

In course of time Dr. DuBose was able to open out-stations —

in a dozen places lying in a circle south of the great city. For
Several years he visited these ottt-stations and preached to the
Chinese multitudes as Paul did to Greeks dwelling in the Roman
province of Asia round about Ephesus.

Dr. DuBose was greatly blessed in his family life, whose
course, while by no means free from affliction, brought with it full
measures of domestic joy. His eldest daughter, Pauline, after a
brilliant course of study in the Mary Baldwin Female Seminary

in Staunton, Va., came to Chiva in 1895 as a missionary. Not
long afterwards she was married to Rev. L. L. Little, of Kiangyin.
Her career was briei, for she died about a year afterwards, having
given proinise of unusttal usefulness. His second daughter, Nettie,
married Dr. W. F. Junkin, of the North Kiangsu Mission, stationed
at Stuchien, where she has faithfully labored for several years, Two
sons, educated at Columbia Theological Seminary, being the third
generation in sticcession trained there, are ministers of the Presbyterian Church, viz., Rev. Palmer C. DuBose, of Soochow, and Rey.
Warner H. DuBose, of Fort Morgan, Colorado. The youngest son,

Mr. Pierre DuBose, 1s a student at Davidson College in North
Carolina.
Dr. DuBose died Tuesday, March 22nd, rogr10, at his home in

Soochow, and was buried in Shanghai March 2ath.

As we think

of his jong useful honored life, his tireless zeal, cheerfulness,
gracious presence, unwavering faith, dauntless courage, sincere
piety, love of God's Word, pity for Chiua’s suffering people and
wide influence, reaching unborn millions; as we consider the welcome given him by generations of ancestors and the crown bestowed

by his approving Lord, a voice from heayen says: ‘‘ Write, blessed
are the dead wltich die in the Lord from henceforth. Yea saith the

Spirit that they may rest from their labors, for thetr works follow
with them.’’

J. W. Davis.
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CONTINUE IN PRAYER.

10 the Laitor of
‘Tore CHINESE RECORDER.’

DeaR Sir: The success of the
National Campaign of the Lay-

that the Lord has yet to lead
the Movement in Michigan to
larger victories in these days
of enlarged opportunity. Shall
not we whose work hes in
the fleld continue ‘‘tistant in

man’s Missionary Movement iu

prayer’’ at this time ?

example of the power of prayer

CASSEN BE. Parsons.
93 Montcaim St, E.
Detroit, Michigan, U.S. A,

the score of cities thus tar
visiied by it, 1s- but another
and an incentive to further
intercession in its behalf !

As the lLord’s cominand to
world-evangeltsm is sounded
forth, the promise of the Holy
spirit “‘to them that obey,’’ ts
being claimed and a spiritua!
enricimeit ot the home work
is resulting in harmouy with —
the teachings of the Word.
The awakening of a mission-

ary consciousness in homie
churches can but prove the

practicability of the divine program tor the church and lead

it to concentrate its energies

upon strategic issues, long neglected for the obvious want of
a wider vision and a deeper insight into the claims and scope

A FORWARD MOVEMENT.

lothe Lditor of
‘THE CHINESE RECORDER.’?

DEAR Srr: The time has come
for a forward movement in China.

Recently we have been reading
the story of the apostolic labors
ot John Wesley in Great Britain
and of Francis Asbury in America. These men were veritable
apostles, men sent forth by God

to proclaim to men the glad

tidings of salvation. AS

sionaries we have found it neces-

sary to do a large amount of
preliminary work in China.

We

of the Gospel of the Son of have been compelled te translate
(God !

During December last the
Morement was Jaunebed in
Michigan at Detroit, resulting
in the doubling of the Foreign
Mission contribution by pledge

for the ensuing year in the
local churches.

the Bible into the Chinese, also
to translate a Jarge amount of

Christian literature which had
helped multitudes into the king-

dom in other lands. We have
been compelled also to establish

hospitals and minister to the
sick as Jesus mninistered to them

Subsequently, while no when He was here upon earth.

chtirches have fa}llen below the

above rate of increase, many
are, as the result of the canvass

of each member for a stated
weekly contribution, tripling and
even quadrupling the amount !

A plan of organization of the

state by counties is being

evoived, pointing to the fact

We have been compelled to establish schools and to raise up

large bands of Christian work-

ers for the empire. We have
recognized from the outset that
China can never be evangelized

py foreigners, that this work

must be committed to the Chinese

people, and we have tried earn-
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estly to train the Chinese for

THE BAPTISM OF CHILDREN,

But the time has
come for a forward movetyert

lo the Editor of

throughout the empire. The
very blessings of God which

Dear Sir: The Church of Eng-

this service.

have attended the publication of
the Bible and of Christian litera-

ture, which have followed the
faithful labors of medical missiouaries, which have accompanied the education of students
and the training of Chinese men

anc women as preachers and
Bible workers, all call upon us
for a forward movement. ‘Ihe

themselves must

first show a consuming passion
for suuls. They must be eager

and intent in preaching the

Those of us who are
engaged in other labors must
Gospel.

seek frequent occasions to preach

upon Sunday and to make tours
among the Chinese, preaching

the Gospel wherever we go.
We believe that the time hes

come to have a forward move-

ment throughout the empire.

God is calling the missionaries

to take the lead in this movement.

Let us pray to God until

our own hearts burn with a

Let us confer
with other missionaries, unite
colsuming zeal.

‘THE CHINESE RECORDER.’’

land must go into any discussion

about baptism im a very penitent way. i Suppose as we come
together we must all come with
confessiotts as well as with contributions. The Church of England must confess, and 1s begin-

ning to realise and act on her
realisation that her system of
administering baptism in England has broken down, not asa

system but ip its execution.
Lhe institution of godparents,
which 1s one coticrete expression

of the Church of England’s
recognition of one element in

baptism, has become, in a large
proportion of cases, an unreality.
There is hope that at home she

will reform this. Lhe same

breakdown, I think, cannot be

found abroad in the mission
Held.

The element in baptism of
which the institution of godparents with her responsibility
for the child’s upbringing is one

recognition, is that of the relation

of the baptized person to Him,

with them in prayer for one

into whom he 1s baptized. I

Let tus be

Imagine that 1f one had much to
do with Baptists, one would find
a very strong and noble witness

object, for a revival throughout
the Chinese empire.

Hiled with the Spirit, which will
prompt us to cry for China as
John Knox cried for Scotland,

‘Give me Scotland or [ die.’’

History is rapidly making in the

Far East. Political events are
crowding upon each other. The

Chinese people cannot remain
long in their present intellectual,
industrial and woral state. ‘<< "The
King’s business requireth haste,”
atid God stummoned Joshua to
arise and take possession of this
promised iand.

Yours truly,

to the solemnity of the rela-

tion of the baptized member of

the Body to the Head of the
Body.

But I wish to say why I for
one, in spite of all, feel that I
should never willingly surrender

infant baptism? It 1s because

of the witness borne by that
way of administering the sacrament to the relation of the Head

of the Body to His members.

That is the element in baptism

which I feel is not sufficiently

considered by those who dislike
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infant baptism under whatever
safeguards it is administered.

I speak as one who has a
natural fove of children and

cannot the living Lord do definite things, take definite steps

for it? May I not hope and
believe and be certain that the

who has been allowed to baptize

action of the Master is much

my arms to baptize it my

ter, and that at the baptism of
that child the living Savior lays

many. As I take a child into

wore real than that of the minis-

thoughts naturally, and also im
consequence of the wording of
the Church of Eugland service,

hold of it, takes it up in His

turn to the thought of Christ
taking that child in His arms

as really as ever He took up the

children whom the parents in

arms and blesses it with al] the
blessing that our Redeemer has
for a little one ?’’
We do indeed need to remem-

the Gospels brought to be

ber the witness of the Baptists
and our own Church of Eneland

blessed by Hum.

baptismal vows and conhrmation

YT feel that

Christ loves that child much
more than‘[ do or its parents
can. 1 feel that if a mother’s
thought and love can mould the
growth and character of a child,

even before it is born, much
more can and does the love and

power of the Christ of whom
she is a member. Apart from
all Christian influences that

ratifying of those vows to the

responsibility of the meniber to
his Head. But we need also to

remember the relation of the
Head to the member, to remem-

her that love is found in that
God first loved us, to remember

that the living Lord chose us
and not we Him, to realise that
in the Christian family the Lord

child would daily be developing

Jesus must want a real and

conscience and spirit developing
daily as much as its mind does.

children of the family.

its moral and spiritual life, its
And by what force 1s this na-

tural growth fostered but by that

honored place kept for the
Yours faithfully,

P, M. Scort.

of Him who is the source of all

growth and life, is-the light
that lighteth every man? A

parent can solemnly dedicate
his child to Christ. But a pa-

Zo the Editor of
‘Toe CHINESE RECORDER.’’

rent or any friend of children

DRAR Sir: The frank state-

can do more than that; he leans

ment in your February number,
by Rev. James Latimer, of the
views of the Baptist ‘‘ centre,”

over them with a yearning to
impart to them the best that is

in himself. At baptism a

thoughtful parent prays that
the grace of God may guard and

deserve recognition on the part of

all who have at heart the progress of the work in China. It

foster the growth of this child
in all that life which Christ died

he thinks that the advances

to bring within our reach. And
I say to myself: ‘‘ Christ is much

leagues have not been met in the

more real, much more living
than I am. If { can do definite
acts in relation to the spiritual
being of a child, dedicating 1t,

praying for it, influencing it,

towards union made by his col-

spirit in which they were made,
it is well that the representatives
of other churches should know
this, in order that nothing may
be left uudone that may be done
with a good conscience to facili-
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tate the advance of the Chinese

churches towards the goal of

HOD.
tt is well to remind ourselves
that the union of the churches
should not be spoken of as if 1t
were entirely dependent upon
the goodwill of the foreign misSionaries.

We mav suggest and

guide, we may help or hinder,

but the movement ts on foot
among our Chinese brethren, and

in the way of the union of Chris-

tians who practise adult immersionist baptism only, with
other Christians who baptize
adults on their own confession,

and chifdren on the confession of

their parents. while insisting in
this latter case upon persona!
confession as the test of fitness
to sit at the table ?

Surely the brother who can
write, ‘‘Union and fellowship

we are only considering how far
we can support It.

with Christ, are more than these
fordinances},’’ will not so hinder
the advance.

rightly, he represents the post-

Yours truly,

lf I understand Mr. Latimer

tion of the “‘ centre party “among

our Baptist brethren to be, that

PRESBYTER.

and administers infant baptism,

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
INTERNATIONAL MISSION-

no member of a Christian church,
who has received, and belteves tu,

can be a member 1n full communion with the church of tomorrow, if it 1s to include those
who believe in the baptism of
adults only. Does he realise what
this means?

The baptism of infants ts regarded in the churches which
practise it as an invaluable Christian privilege which church members are entitled and encouraged,

but not compelled to claim for
their children. No church “ tn-

ARY UNION.

To the Ldttor of

CHINESE RECORDER.”’

DEAR Sire: Will you please
publish the following in the
May issue, in full if possible,
with such additional notice as
your space will permit ?
The 27th Annual Conference

of the International Missionary

sists upon imfant baptism.” No
person asking to be received to
committnion 1s excluded becatise
he was not baptized as an infant.

Union will meet at Chiton

the Lord’s table is guarded in
all the churches by careful ex-

ing of the Kingdom.

On the other Baud access to

Springs, N. ¥., June rst to 7th,

19to. The theme of the Conference will be ‘‘ World Movements Foreshadowing the Com-

It is anticipated that there

amination of the applicant as to

will be over one hundred mis-

Jesus Christ and the assumption
by himself of the vows taken on
his behalf at his baptism.

denominations and nearly every
mission field, in conference with

his personal faith in the Lord

The question then is, Will

Mr. Latimer, and those for woom
he speaks, refttse to come to the

Lord’s table with those who

have received and teach infant
baptism, supplemented by adult
coufession ? If not, will he stand

sionaries present, representing all

reference to the problems and
progress of missionary enterprises.

None but missionaries can be-

come members of the Union,
but the sessions, which are in-

teusely interesting, are open to

the public, and the Board of

Correspondence
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Control extends an earnest invita-

tion to all interested in mis-

sions to attend the Conference
this year.
No other missionary gathering
offers equal opportunity to meet
representatives of so many missionary societies from the various fields throughout the world
as does the Missionary Union
Conference, and the privilege of
listening to their discussions on
present missionary problems is
4 rare treat and of inestimable
value to students of missions.
The Sanitarium entertains the

members of the Union free of

Such a stricture must, naturally,

prejudice the large majority of
possible students against the
reading of my book and, there-

fore, Sir, I must request that

you will Gin common justice to
myself and to the many readers
of the CHINESE RECORDER)
permit me te have a hearing.

1. The reviewer (p. 234)

says: ‘*...the triumphant words

of the old historic creed: ‘fi
expect the life of the world to
come.’ This zs Gordon's
way of saying: ‘I believe... in
the life everlasting.’ ”’

expense, and others wishing to

Your reviewer has evidently
confused fo creeds when he

at the Sanitarium or at private

remark as the first of his ob-

attend cansecureaccommodations

boarding places in the village.
Missionaries and others who
contemplate attending the Con-

ference will confer a favor if
they will notify the Correspond-

ing Secretary, Mrs. H. j. Bostwick, Clifton Springs, N. Y.
The Board of Control.
(Signed) Gro. C. LENINGTON,
Recording Secretary.
A REVIEW REVIEWED.

Lo the Editor of
‘<< Tork CHINESE RECORDER.’’

makes this very unwarrantable
jections.

“Et expecto resurrectionem
mortuorum et vitam venturi
saeculi, Amen,’’ zs actually
‘*said, or sung’’ by the majority of Christians throughout
the world every Lord’s Day, and

has been so ever since the Nicene

creed was drawn up at the
Council of Nice in the fourth
century A.D. In the English
version the word exfecto is
rendered by ‘' ITlook for,’’ which,

I take it, is synonymous with
‘*T expect !”’

In the <Afostles’ creed the

DEAR SiR: A copy of the

words which your reviewer mis-

reached me to-day from Shang-

2, AS to my second ‘‘error’’
your reviewer has clearly not

CHINESE RECORDER tor March

hat, containing a review of

my new book, ‘‘ Messiah, Desire
of All Ages.”’ I shall be grateful
if you will kindly allow me space

in the next tssue of your valuable magazine to explain the
following matters to which your
reviewer takes exception and
says tnat-—
‘Ti the words of Scripture are thus

dealt with the question may well arise,

‘What of the rest of the quotations
upon which the whole value of the

book, asan argument, must depend?’”?

applies to my quotation are used :
“‘{ believe in the life everlasting.”

consulted my foot note on p. 120

of ‘' Messiah,’ or he would
have seen that my authority is

the Very Rev. F. W. Farrar,

late dean of Canterbury, who
translates 2 Peter 1. 16, “‘ Having

been tnitiatea as eye witnesses

into His Majesty’’ and adds

that ‘‘ erowraz, eye witness, is a
technical word used in the Bleu-

sintan Mysteries’’ and quotes
2 Macc. iit. 24. Netther has your
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reviewer observed that the word

behold’? of the Authorized

Version is rendered in the re-

vised '‘ eye witnesses,’ giving the
reference to S. John 1. 14.
The word ‘‘ inzhate ’? 18, also,
derived from the Mysteries, and
is used by Chrysostom and Ori-

I regret, however, that I did
not place the words “‘ as the sun’?

in a parenthesis, as that might
have avoided the difficulty experienced by your reviewer.

4. My reterence to St. John
1, 14, quoted by your reviewer

{yiz., ‘*word’’ written with 2
gen of those who have re- small w, as though it referred to

ceived the Holy Eucharist—

ot reAcoGérne—i.¢., the initiated
ones who have partaken of “‘ the

Bread of Vision.”

Missionaries in China and

ati ordinary is certainly

misleading. Quoted (as it is
printed in the Gospel) with a
capital W, ‘* Word” stands for

tures for 1888 °" most helpful. Tt

the Logos-Image of the Father,
to whom the preceding verses
and also Hebrews i. 1 ff. refers.
In the margin R. V. the word
‘' dwelt’’ is rendered ** tedernacted,’’ and is a distinct reference
to Exod. xxv. 8. Lf the student

of the Mysteries ypon Christian
Usages,’’ and explains very fully

(where our Lord spoke of the
‘Temple of His Body” and the

Japan when studying the rites

of the other faiths around

them, and trying to

their meaning, would find Lec-

ture X in the ‘‘ Hibbert

is entited ‘[On the Influence
the use of the terms -—

Sealing, ullumination, initiafion,’’ which occur so frequently
in the Epistles of our New Testament.

3. The adjective ‘‘ dazzling’’
is not mine, but is used by St.
Luke (ix. 29, R. V.) in describing our Lord’s transfiguration
when His face was ‘“ aéfered,”’

and St. Matthew says, ‘‘ did

shine as the sun.” It is to this
st. Peter (2 Ep. i. 16-18) refers
when he mentions “ His Majesty

feters to St. John ii. 19-21
Jews failed to understand Him)
and to 2 Cor. vi. 16, mg., where
‘‘temple’’ 18, likewtse, rendered
‘' sanctuary,’ he will see that the

term exshrined’’ is correct.
No Buddhist or Shintoist has
any difficulty in understanding
this.

In the Hebrew Psalm xci. 1
¢

this ‘‘shrine,”’ or ‘‘secret
place of the Most High’’—

refers to the very heart of God,

in which the faithful soul may
dwell as in the shrine, or Aoliesé

.. the Majestic Glory’’ (R. place of a temple (Heb. x. 20),
V.); clearly that of the Old i.e., the self-same truth of the
Testament Shekhtnah.
A careful comparison of Exo-

dus xxiv. 15-17, xxv. 8, xl. 3436, Matthew xvi. 1-5, John 1.
14 and 2 Cor. iv. 6-7 with the

DIVINE INDWELLING which our

Lord taught in St. John xiv.xvii. and which the Prayer Book

teaches: ‘' Then we dwell in

Sute, Satisfy all earnest Bible

Him and He in us; we are one
with Him and He with us.”
gs. Yotr reviewer objects to

by the criticisms of a reviewer
who, to begin with, has mat-

that the words ‘‘day spring,’’

above passages will, I am quite

students who have heen misled
ifestly of referred to the Revised

Version of Holy Scripture, or

he could not have attributed the

word ‘‘dazzling’’ to me!

the term ‘*A Sunrise,’’ but I
would remind your readers

‘Orient,’ ‘SUNRISE’’ are

Synonymous, and that the
Douai version of St. Luke i. 78,

transiated from the Latin Vul-
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gate, is ‘The ORIENT from on

High.”

6. The Dainichi-kyo ts, literal-

killed Messiah, the Prince of

Life. They were ‘‘pricked to
the heart,’? and exclaimed,

ly, ‘‘the Great Sun-Scripture,”’
and J often hear the Buddhists

‘What shall we do?” And he
bade them, ‘‘Repent and be

speak of it as such.

baptized,’’ and 3,000 were added

1 admit that the word ‘‘sun”’

to the church one day, and next

sounds more forcible than time the number was increased
‘“tieht,’’ and I am obliged to to 5,000.
Acts. 11. 23, 39-39, 41;
your reviewer for pointing this
out, but as St. Paul, in his 1. 13-20; iv. 4.1
different accounts of his own

St. Paul’s message to both

conversion, uses the expressions

Jews and Gentiles was also based
upon the Messianic doctrine, 1.e.,

‘Great Light’’ and ‘Glory

above the Brightness of the

Noon-day Sun,’’ I do not think
that I wandered very far from
either the Spirit, or the actual
letter, of the text when I said

“Great Light.”

7. (p. 235.) ‘‘ Whom, there-

fore, unconsciously? ye are

worshipping.’’ I confess to this
word being my own-—coined,

however, out of my deepest
convictions and experiences during the past 20 years.

But, in self-defence, I plead
that even this enormity 1s excusable, inasmuch as no less
an authority than Archbishop
Trench, of Dublin, rendered that

same passage (Acts xvil. 23),

‘‘ Whom, therefore, of

ye worship !”’
Grammatically one can read
this ‘whom, therefore, ye worship,

or are worshipping, although
not knowing that you are so
doing.”’

W hat is this but ‘* zz-

consciously 2°”

8. (p. 235.) To your re-

viewer’s last objection :—

“Does the Messianic hope satisfy?

And, above all, can it regenerate ?

... Hor the Christian missionary
these are his watchwords—repentance, faith, salvation,’’

I must simply refer the tun-

biassed student to the marvellous

eects of the Apostle Peter's

first preaching upon the Jews
when he told them that they had

the Promise of Messiah given to

the Ancestors of the Human
Race at the Fall, and never
wholly forgotten in any religion
since.

[Cf. Acts. xvil. 18, 26-23;
XxvVI. 6, 7, 10-19, 20, 23; XXVIII.
20-23. |

St. John grounded his teaching

of holiness upon this same
hope of the returning Lord
(1 Ep. 111. 3-8.)

Let us, therefore, boldly face

the facts! The Greek title
Christos, anotnted, was angliciz-

ed into ‘‘Christ,’’ just as the

Hebrew Meshesaeh was transliterated into Greek as Christos
and into Anglo-Saxon as ‘‘ Messiah,’’ and as the French render

‘“the Lord is my shepherd’’ of

Psalm 23: into “‘ The Azernat.’’
lf ‘' the ExprcTRD Messiah ”’

of some 400 millions of Buddhists

be called ‘‘Maitréya’’* (in Japan-

ese Miroku, and in Chinese

Mi 1é Fo), why cannot earnest
soul-winners wiifize this KEY to
the native heart and press home

the proclamation of our New
Testament, ‘‘ Unto you is born

this day a Saviour, which is
. . (your own expected

Messiah) the Lord,’’ and prove
it to them even as St. Paul and
Apollos did both to Jews and
* See Fitel’s “Hand-book to Chi-

nese Buddhism,”’
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Greeks ‘‘ from their own poets,’
and ‘‘ out of their own Scriptures,
that this is indeed very Christ,’’
‘once Tathagata, but now Nyo-

rai,’’ the TRuE Form come ?’’
Iam, Dear Sir,
Obediently yours,
E. A. GORDON.
TOKYO,

criticism of misquotation was
wrong, if such were the case.
Your readers may in this matter

conclude for themselves. If

any who are interested in the
question will possess themselves

of Mrs. Gordon’s instructive

book and begin their own

comparison of the quotations
with standard originals from the
Shakespeare rendering on page 2

Zo the Editor of
‘Tart CHINESE RECORDER.”’

through the Scripture passages
and such others as are traceable,

DEAR Sir: The point which is

having before them the Authorized, the Revised and the Ameri-

ing the confusion of the creeds
on the part of your reviewer Is

can Revisers’ Versions, they may
then judge between my criticism
and Mrs. Gordon’s protest. May

occurred. It will be observed,

I say that it is the accuracy and
not the good faith of the author

made in the above letter concern-

correct, and I regret that it

however, that the standard version was departed from on the
author’s own showing.
_ it would be a pleasure to me
to acknowledge that my general

which 1s in question.

Yours faithfully,
WW. N. B.

Our Book Table.
The object of these Reviews is to give real information about
Authors will help reviewers by sendiug with their books,
price, original if any, or any other facts of interest. The custom
of prefixing an English preface to Chinese books is excellent.
books.

HE “2 GA Py. Notes on the Chinese
Documentary Style, by F. Hirth,

Ph. D., Professor of Chinese, Colum-

Kelly & Walsh. $2.00.

hope is expressed that someone will be stimulated by their
perusal to prepare a thorough
srammar of the business style
of the Chinese language. The

These ‘‘notes’’ were first fact that this wish, uttered
published in 1888, and the demand for the book has, we are
told, continued unabated during
all this time. This is as it should
be, for Dr. Hirth’s book is unique

and has been recognised as 4

standard ever since it was issued

twenty years ago, still awaits

fulfilment, is suffictent evidence
of the difficulty of the task sug-

gested. But though it would
not be easy to compile a granimar of Chinese netther would it

be impossible. As in English

from the press. The author we form ‘‘ hypothetical moods
disclaims for his book the title and fictitious tenses’’ by means
of a grammar, but the ‘‘ notes” of auxiliary verbs and participles,
are grammatical notes, and the so by the same paraphrastic
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method almost every grammatical expression used in the syntax

of Western languages could be

paralleled by similar phrases

The Temptations of Students and The
Power of Jesus Christ. Two addresses by John R, Mott. Translated by

P, S. Yie.

composed in Chinese. The

Alone wilr God and How may Jesus

question is whether a boo: com-

compilation of two pamphlets by

piled on this principle world be
of any practical use to the student of Chinese. One may ex-

press ant opinion that to the
beginner such a book would be
of less than no value, but to the
advaticed student it might be an

Christ be miade Real to Me, A
John R. Mott. Translated by H. J,

Zia, Shanghai Y. M. C. A. One
copy, five cents; in quantities of
ten or more, two cents each.

These little booklets, published by the Y. M. C. A., are most

excellent reading. The lan-

is clear and chaste. One
immense help. To illustrate guage
could not do a greater kindness
this take an example from page to a young Christian than to
18 of Dr. Hirth’s book. It is make him a present of these

there pointed out that the characters 2% All Je FE JL # have
each the meaning of ‘‘all’’ and
precede the noun, whilst 4 #&

excellent tracts.

Keports: Medical Missions.

Hm gw eB EH SE also A Revelation of God’s Love.

mean but ‘‘are placed
after the noun and have there-

fore retrospective power.’’ It
might be further pointed out

that the characters in the first
list qualify nouns only, whilst

those in the second list are
always placed after the nominative, precede the verb and qualify

verbs, adjectives and prepositions.

The first list is composed.
of adjectives, but the characters
in the second jist have adverbial

force. This is interesting to

those suthciently versed in Chinese to analyse the construction
of sentences, but scarcely of any
use to a bepinner.

Dr. Hirth’s book is meant to

help men who have already made

considerable progress in the

study of the language. Its

merits have been proved for

twenty years, and it is scarcely
too much to say that no serious
student of Chinese can afford to

be without it. Perhaps some
day one of the brilliant young
Chinese now winning laurels in
our Western colleges will write
the book on Chinese grammar
which Dr. Hirth desiderates.

Annual Report of the Hanyang
Medical Mission in Connection
with the American Baptist Mis-

sionary Union. In charge of

Rev. G. A. Huntley M.D., and
Miss Emule Bretthauer. M.D.

Minutes oft the Twentieth

Annual Report of the Board of
Managers of the Peking University.
J. D.
Court LIFE IN CHINA, The Capital,
its Officials and People. By Isaace
Taylor Headland, Professor in the
Peking University. Published by
Fieming H. Revell Company.

A large section of Professor
Headland’s book is devoted to
‘‘ whitewashing ’’ the late Em-

press-Dowager, Ize Hsi, ete.
The effort is interesting, but
scarcely convincing. We are
told that the Eimpress-Dowagér

had ‘‘ two bad years,’’ namely,
the period from the dethrone-

ment of Kuang Hsti in 1898

until after the Boxer cataclysm

Of 1900. We are further told,
page 314, that ‘‘she sent out
some very unwise edicts that
they (the foreigners) should be
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massacred in the provinces.”’
Surely this is a charitable statement !

It is to be feared that neither
Professor Headland nor Mrs.
Conger in her ‘‘ Letters from

China’? has given the char-

Dr. Headland’s book is well
illustrated, chiefly from photographs, though there are four
beautiful full-page reproductions

of Chinese paintings; two of

them the work of the late Empress-Dowager. Some unfortu-

acterization of the late Empress-

nate repetitions occur in the

place im history. We should

not equal to that of Professor

Dowager that assigns her true

approach that more nearly if we
could get the feeling of her late

Majesty’s subjects. This re-

viewer's own observation was
that in those eventful days in
November, 1908, many tears
were shed and many words of
regret were spoken for Kuang
Hsii, but neitber tears nor eulogy

was offered for the Empress-

Dowager.
Professor Headland’s character
sketches of Kuang Hsii are both

interesting and illuminating.

The transformation of a young
and ardent monarch of force of
will and warmth of temper into
a broken and spiritless prisoner,
with eunuchs and women as his
jailers, 1s one of the great trage-

book, and the style generally ts

Headland’s incomparable juveniles, where his field as a writer
unquestionably Hes.

P.L. C.

CHINA, By Mortimer Menpes, R.I.,

R.E. Text by Sir Henry Arthur

Blake, G.C.M.G. London: Adam
and Charles Black,

This volume is the latest one
in the Menpes’ Crown Series,
the work of the artist Mortimer
Menpes. The volume includes

16 full-page illustrations in

color and 64 facsimile reproduc-

tions in black and white set in
the wide margins of the pages.
This reviewer can make no pretensions to artistic knowledge,

but to his untutored eye Mr.
dies of modern history, and Menpes’ heads and figures seem
will surely afford material for most satisfying, leaving little to
some master of romance in be desired. They portray just
future. Even more interesting
are the chapters of gossip as to
the life and activities of some of
the great Manchu and Chinese

families in Peking. Several of
these chapters are attributed to
‘(“Mrs. Headland’s note-book.’’

rhe latter, in her capacity of

such people as one sees on the
streets in China every day. As
for his landscapes, they do not

seem to us equal to those of
Montague Smyth in a book
reviewed in these columns some
months ago (November, 1909.)

Sir Henry Arthur Blake's

physician for many years to a
number of princely households

qualifications for furnishing the
letter-press of this book consist
in two terms of official residence

opportunities for the gathering

in Hongkong and a tour (evidently made some years ago)

in the capital, had unusual

of informatiou impossible to

most people. One of the most
striking sections of the book is
that which gives the history of
the effort of Prince Ching and
his party to protect the foreigners besieged in the British Legation in 1900.

through the north of China.
He has written some interesting

chapters, though showing, as

might be expected, greater

familiarity with Hongkong and
Canton than with any northern
district. That. he should have
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found it necessary to devote 6
of the 138 pages of the book to
a defense of the British govern-

ments attitude in the opium

question is a matter for regret,
from the literary, as well as from

some other, standpoints. We
read on page 97: ‘‘ It is popular-

ly supposed that Sir Robert

Hart and Sir J. McLeavy Brown
are the only two foreigners who

have complete mastery of the
art of writing Chinese so as to

Crawford’s life and work in
China quite too much space has
been given to the coutroversies
in which he engaged with those

of differing opinions in his

native land, controversies that
can hardly be of interest to the
average reader. The real value

of the book is in its glimpses
of actual missionary endeavor,
especially in pioneering in difficult fields. In his later years
Dr. Crawford came to hold some

ensure the accurate expression
of the meaning to be conveyed,”’
a statement that the gentlemen

radical views with reference to

the first to dispute. An example

of an independent work. In
these days, when sweeping

mentioned would probably be

or two of what the author himself terms ‘‘a lurid story ’’ might

well have been omitted, but
otherwise there is nothing to
offend the taste, and the volume,
as a whole, is to be commended

as worthy of place in the library
of every collector on China.

r.L. ¢.
FIFTY YRARS IN CHINA. An Eventful

Memoir of Tarleton Perry Crawford,

D.D. By Rev. L. S. Foster. Bayless-Pullen Company, Nashville,
Tenn.

To have spent fifty years in
any mission field is in itself an
achievement worthy of record,
but when that fifty years was
spent in China and included

both the Taiping and Boxer

Rebellions, with all the stirring

events between, the record could

hardly fail to be of captivating

interest. In the story of Dr.

missionary polity, views that
separated him from his Mission
Board and led to the foundation

changes in missionary polity in
China seem imminent, Dr. Craw-

ford’s views should at least receive thoughtful attention, for
there are not wanting those who

would say he filled a prophet’s

office.

Dr. Crawford's widow labored

in China until last year; the

combined length of service this
husband and wife gave to the

Chinese being something lke
108 years! The reader will be

glad that this book gives so
many references to Mrs, Craw-

ford’s work alongside that of
her husband.

That many pages

are given to Dr. Crawford's

poetical effusions seems unfortunate, for his claim to fame can
never rest on these verses, and
the otherwise consistent ending
of the biography is marred.
P. EB. C.

Recent Announcements.
“What a Young Boy ought to
The Traveller’s Guide. Religious
Tract Society, London,
know’? (Stall) Li Yung-chwen,

An Study of Chemistry,

Chinkiang,

A First Course in Physics, by Mil-

king, has begun lessons on ‘‘ Greek

Directory of Worship of Presbytefian Church, by C. D. Herriott.

Life of Lord Shaftesbury, BE. Mor
ran. Cc L$,

by Macpherson and Henderson.

Itkan and Gale.

Rey. J. Leighton Stuart, of Nan-

for Chinese students.’’
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Methods of Bible Study.

Gillivray. C.L. §S.

D. Mac-

Wide, Wide World. GL. S. (in

press. )

Life of Stephen Grelfet. Cc. Lh S,
BY. B. Meyer’s Elijah. Cc. L. S.

From Zoroaster to’ Christ, being
life of first Parsee convert to Christianity. CLS.
Poster on Halley’s Comet. C. Le. S:,

now in thousand.

Com. on Amos. C. Campbell Brown,

Life of Mrs, Kumm. J. Vale,
Newell’s O. T.-Studies. J. Vale,
Expository and Homiletical Commentary on the Gospels, Rev, Thos.

Fulton.

Life of Alfred the Great. C.-L. S.
Practice of Presence of God. C1, Se
Law’s Serious Call. . L. S.

Preparation for the Messiah in the

Bast.

C.L.S,

Patterson’s Pauline Theology. D,
MacGillivray. CGC, L. S.
Conversion of Lord Rochester, C J,,

Mr. Morgan.

Bible of Nature, Thomson, Cc, L. S.,

Mr. Morgan,
American Education, Cc, Il. S. Wir,
Morgan.

CHINA MISSION YRAR Boor. D.

C.L. S.

Preachers’ Helper.

Mr. Tong.

(5) * The God-Planned life.”

(6) “Chart of Paul’s Journeyings,’
in Chinese.

(7) “ Life and Letters of Paul,’ by
tt. S, Goodman.
Manuscript of the following completed and ready for printer :~-

(i) ‘* Hints on Bible Study,’ Pamphilet.

(2) ‘‘Adventures of Ben Hadden,”?
(A story for young people).
(3) “Scientific Faith.’? (One chapter from H. A. folinston’s work

Of the same title, and other

essays on a kindred theme),
(4) «The Selection of a Religion.”
Pamphlet. An essay contribut-

ed anonymously to CHINA’S
YOUNG MEN,

(5) ‘SA Revival in Sychar,”’ by S,
1), Gordon, translated by Wm,
Remiry Hunt.

(6) ‘‘Model Constitution of a City
Association.’

{7} “ A Handbook on Personal

Hygiene for Young Men.”
(5) “A Series of Brief Biographies
of Notable Christians.’
(9) ‘‘ Problems of Young Men,”?
(to) ‘‘A Handbook for Students.”

(Ir) “The Place of the Chinese

Christian Student in the Evan.
gelization of China.” Pamphlet,

(12) Topical Studies on ‘ Prayer,’
adapted from booklet by R. A.
Torrey and others,

Lit, In Preparation.

(x) “Brief Biography of William
Burns,’

PUBLICATIONS IN PREPARATION BY
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT OF THE
GENERAT COMMITTER ¥, M. Cc, A.

Lo be tssued during 1910.

I, Books already in press,
(tf) ‘* New and Revised Edition of

Association Hymnal.’? 130
hymns; words only. Suitapdle

for use in young men’s meetings
and general gatherings. (Ready

(2) ‘How to Study the Bible”
(adapted from R, A. Torrey).

(3) ‘* Parables of Jesus.” W, H,
Salimon.

(4) “Spiritual Hindrances,’’ by
Pastor Marsh.

(5) by 0. S. MarCT.

(6) ““China and the Cigarette,”

translation of the article by Dr.

M.J. Exner in Youne

MEN. English edition, February, 1910,

in April).

(7) ‘‘How to Deal with Doubts and

may Jesus Christ be made Real
to fe.” Iwo addresses by Jolin

Clay Trambull.
(8) ‘' Testimonies of Great Men to
Christianity.’?
(g) Selections from “ The Book of

(2) ‘* Alone with God ” and “ How
R, Mott,

(3) ‘The Temptations of Students’’ and ‘* The Power of Jesus

Christ.”” Two addresses by

John R, Mott,
(4) ‘‘ Story of Paul’s Life,’ by E, I,
Bosworth.

Doubters,’’ adapted from H.

Golden Deeds,’’ by C. M.. Yonge.

(ro} Handbook of ¥.M.C.A, {Pam-

phiet, also small feaflet stating
purposes and methods of AssoClation in briefest compass),
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(75) Leaflet, explaining non-political

purposes of the Young Men's
Christian Association.

(12) ‘Brief Life of Sir George
Williams.’?

(13) ‘* Association Hymual’’ ¢edition with music).

(14) ‘‘ Letters to Young Men,’’ by
H.L. Zia. A series of 10 or
12 letters on such subjects as

“The Use of Foreiyn Dress,”

4659

Bismarck : His Life and Work (Wenli), by Rev. F. W. Leuschner,
Westcott’s Commentary on St. John’s
Gospel, by Rev. G, Miles, Wesleyan
Mission,
Onward, Christian Soldiers. on

Practical Religion (S. P. C. K.), by
Rey. Wm. P, Chatfant, Ichowfu.

Expository Commentary on John’s

Gospel, George Hudson.
Mongol Catechism. Robert Stephen,
Jehol, via Peking, from whom copies
(15)
1 A,, Pwentietht Centary Mira~ may be had.
Cie,

“Going Abroad,’ ‘* Foreign
Manners and Custonis.”’ ete,

Missionary News.
Evangelistic Association—Change

of Dete.

After extended personal constiltation between them and the
Executive Conmittee, and, atthe

request of the Hankow Local
Committee on Arrangements, if

to securing this membership and
a full representation at the con-

There will be made a
careful study of evangelism in
ference.

Corea and elsewhere with a view

of making more efficient our
plans in China. We wiil urge
all to take up this study and

has been fouud that the ljocal
conditions in Hankow, on the

come with constructive sugges-

one hand, and, on the other, the
development of ideals as to what
this meeting of the association
should be, make it advisable to

the names of successful Chinese
evangelists who can in couference
present their plans and sugges-

postpone the conference from
April 19-22 to December 6-11,
IOTO. We plan to carry out the

to like successful evangelism.

programme as arranged, but with
valuable additions. Special emiphasis will be given to thorough
preparations for a local evange-

listic campaign during the days
of the conference. This should

be a prominent feature of the
conference, but would be im-

tions. We ask all to send us

tion whereby others may be led

This postponement 1s but a

step to greater success.
(Signed )

A. BonsSEY,

L. H. Roors, Secrefary,
Hankow Coninittee.
A. R. SAUNDERS, Chairman,

W.C. LonGDEN, Secrefary,
Executive Committee.

practicable at the present time.

The foreign evangelists of

China will be made more fully
acquainted with the plan and
purpose of the association and
the foreign membership will be
wicreased.

The tmportance of a good,
representative Chinese member-

ship is increasingly manifest.
Special attention will be given

Foreign Rescue. Work,

The second annual report of

the Foreign Rescue Work in
Shanghai.shows that the Home,

t Chusan Road, has been blessed
in its special object. For obvious
reasons the name ‘‘ Foreign Rescne Work ” has been dropped, and

it is now known as ‘'‘ Women’s
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Home,” though the work is the

ment of church work in that

aries living in the ports, or

Church Mission, is accompanying

same as hefere. Should nussion-

Miss Kingsmill, of the

needitig a home and protection,

Mr. and Mrs. Strother in visits
to Inghok, Hok-chiang, Geng-

would be glad to hear of them

George H. Hubbard, who first

Miss F. M. Smith is not now

Foochow and planted the first
society outside of America and

travelling on steamers, meet cases

we understand the coiniittee tau and Go-sang-cé, while Rev.
and receive them into the Home.

connected with the work.

Con-

tributions will be gratefully received by the treasurer, Mrs.

D. MacGillivray, 143 North
szechuen Road, Shanghai.
Christian Endeavour at Foochow.

We had a grand Christian

introduced Christian Endeavor to

Canada here in China, hopes to

accompany them to other outStations. The welcome to Mr.

and Mrs. Strother, as the national secretaries for China. has
been very cordial by both Christian Endeavorers and Epworth
Leaguers.

Endeavour Rally on March zoth

Fecha

in Dudley Memorial Church, Foo-

chow suburbs, to celebrate the
twentieth anniversary of Christian Endeavor in Foochow. The

rally was in the afternoon. In
the morning a very interesting
tree planting took place at Peace

Street Church, near Foochow
College. A beautiful camphor

Revival Meetings at Mienchuhsien.

March rath-r7th.
During the past year probably many at home have heard of
the wondertul revivals that have
taken place in various parts of
China.

We here also have heen

wood tree was planted between
the church aud the new College

reading with intense interest

and preachers helped add a

reach us. For iouths it has

Baldwin Library. Many of the
sons and grandsons of pastors

the accounts of those meetings
and have wondered wheu such
a similar wave of blessing would

shovelful of soil in the tree
planting while the frst en-

been in our prayers, and when
we were gathered at cur confer-

deavorer in the C. M.S. Mission
was present, and in the afternoon

rally he showed the first Chris-

tian Endeavor topic sheet he had
ever had. It was given to him

twenty-four years before at the
Peace Street Society which he
joined, although a member of the
Church Mission Church near by.

[t was not long before he had

transplanted Christian Endeavor

ito his own church and other
churches of that mission and

erice at Mtencheo last November
we heard that there was a possi-

bility that one of the mission-

aries who had taken part in those

revivals last year would be able
to visit us and conduct a series
of meetings. By Jantary it was

arranged that Mr. A.

and Mr. Wang, a Chinese

evanvelist, shonid come down
from Shanst: first hold a week’s
mission in Pao-ning, then Mien-

now they have catechists which

cheo, then here at Mienchuhsien
aud so on to the capital and other

church through the instrumentality of Christian Endeavor, and

centres in Ssuchuan, making a
tour of four or five months.
We began our preparations

have been brought into their
this has become a regular depart-

by sending letters of invitation
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to all Christians who could possibly come to this centre; a special early morning prayer meeting was held each day, and se-

all 209 persons attended, and

to be held there. ‘This was a

We met in the attitude of expectation, and we were not dis~
appointed ; all were assembled
quietly in the church at 6.20 on

veral men were sent over to Paoning to be present at the mission

great help to us, for our evangelist, Wu Kelh-chang, being one of

them, got a great blessing and
came back to help us prepare
for our own special gatherings ;
he was so keen to get back that
he walked the seven days’ journey itt less than five days; he
preached to the congregation
here on the Sunday previous to

the meetings and helped the
people to understand what a
revival meant ; he told of what he
had seen and of the confessions
that he himself had made.
We enlarged our church so as

to seat the large tiumibers that
were expected; one side of the

chureh was taken ont and a

temporary wing with a mat roof
was erected; oltr premises are
fairly wide, and so with some contriving we prepared accommoda-

for 300 visitors:

were boarded and lodged on our
premises ; others attended just for
one day, and of course the local
Christians came each day from
their own homes.

Surday moruing. Mr. Wang
conducted the meeting, and dur-

Ing prayer some women were very

much broken down, and one,

who was a helper, cried bitterly
and sobbed out her confessions
of sin : some met: also were Sintlarly affected. This outbreak of

confession and fervent prayer
at this early morning meeting

solennized the hearts ofall. ‘The

Holy Spirit was at work in the
hearts of numbers of these people convicting of sin. The mes-

sages given on Sunday and Mon-

day were all bearing on this

point, and the confessions of sin,
acconipanied by bitter crying and

tears, which began at the first
meeting, went on at intervals
right through to the end of the

employed to do the work, which

mission. Perhaps the most solem seasons were those early
morning meetings, when the si-

ed] and schools were closed.

meérey, cries for forgiveness and

SIX Or seveni men were specially

would be considerable for s<o
many people. This would per- lence was broken bv fervent outmit our own servants to attend bursts of prayer, not the usual
the meetings. The dispensary kind of prayer for everybody, but
was Closed tor the time being it was the pouring out of broken
and all other work was suspend- confessions of many cries for
Most of the people arrived on

the roth. Mr. Lutley and Mr.

Wane also arrived on that day,
and the first meeting took place
the same night. The misstonaries

had come straight from the revival meetings at Mtencheo two

acknowledgments of unworthi-

ness, coldness, pride, anger,

backsliding, aud neglect of

prayer. At each service there

were these long continued seasons

of prayer; not one person praying

days away, aud some of the people who had got a blessing there

at atime, but manv in different
parts of the church praying at
orice; then at times there were
waves of prayer, for everyone

Mr. Howden, Mr. and Mrs.

was praying aloud: men, women
and boys. These times of prayer
were long continued, and simple

came here also. Several other
missionaries came, Mr. Knipe,
Seward and Mrs. Hamilton.

In
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choruses were now and again
sung, sich as ‘‘I do believe, I will
believe that Jesus died for me ;”’
many made their confessions of

sin very distinctly, but Some

were accompanied by terrible
grief and even shrieks; nothing

but the Holy Spirit’s power
could make these people thus con-

fess their sins: it was terrible to
hear of child murder, cheating,
robbery, adultery, and impurity ;

more than one was for some
time in great agony of soul before
they could get the confession out,
and one man, who seemed beside

himself with grief, spoke of
some sin which he dare not tell:

he came and knelt across the

On each of the above eight
subjects one to three papers were
prepared by Cliunese delegates
and read to the conference. ‘The

‘“style,’’ on the whole, was
more sitiple than in former
conferences, and therefore the
papers were more tnderstandable,

Following the papers time

was given for discussion, and
numbers took an intelligent part.

Dr. Yao, of Hokow, was present, and in addition to leading
the early prayer meetings, took
an active part in an evangelistic

effort that moved the city of

Kian as it has never been moved
before. Bands of the delegates
went down the principal streets,

platform, but nothing more came

inviting all to come to evangelPrinted invita-

church, I dare not tell.”’

tions were used and many tracts
distributed. Thousands of the
busitiess men and artisans flock-

from him, but ‘‘our Miencheo wtic services.
©. M. JACKSON.

ed to the Mission compound,
Chinese Workers’ Conference in

and relays of speakers—princi-

Kiangsi.
A conference of Chinese work-

pally Chinese—spoke to them for
some nine hours on the Sunday.

ers in connection with the
C.I.M. was held in Kiangfu,

Kiangsi, from March 17 to 24.
Over forty Chinese delegates
gathered, representing nine pre-

fectures. The foreign workers
present were thirteen. The resitiar daily gatherings were as
follows *—6 to 8 a.m.—Early Prayer Meeting.
1O.30 a.m. to £2.30 noon.—Con-

ference Session.
2.30 to 4.30 p.m —Conference SesSicu,

7.00 to 8.30 pm. — Evangelistic

Meeting.

The following subjects were
taken up :-—

1. Christian Fellowship. 2.

Sunday Observance.

3. Church

Discipline. 4. Church Officers.
s. Marriages and Funerals. 6.
Leading the Family to Christ.
7. The Conversion of the Jews.
8, The Christian’s Victory.

These crowds were remarkably
quiet and attentive, and we believe the Word found lodgment
in many hearts.

W. T.

The Changsha Riots,

Serious anti-foreign riots, ow-

ing, it 1s said, to a scarcity of
rice, began in Changsha, the
capital of Hunan, on Wednes-

day night, the 13th of April.

The officials proved unable to

suppress the rioters, and on
Thursday the stations of the

China Inland Mission, the Norwegian Missionary Society, and
the Catholic Mission outside the
city were destroyed by fire, and

on Friday the Wesleyan, the

United Evangelical Church, and
the London Misstons were burnt.

The rioting soon involved the

Japanese Consulate, the Cash
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Mint, the Ta Ching Government

Bank, the Custom House, the

Post Office, the Standard Oil, and

the Asiatic Petroleum Company,
as also the hulks and godowns of

Messrs. Jardine, Matheson &
Co. and Butterfield & Svwirte.

Three mission hospitals are still
standing.

Ail foreigners escaped to the
steamers Srang Taz and K7an.

Unfortunately, three Catholic
Fathers, traveling by junk to

Hankow, were run into and
drowned. No hves ot others

remained in Changsha on board

the Azaz to go ashore, but at
midnight the actmg governor,
who failed to secure the sanction

of Peking for his appointment,
withdrew his promise of protec-

tion and all British subjects
again sought refuge on the Azaz.

For some time there. was no
news from Changtehfu, but letters from that place, dated the
zoth, report that no disturbance
has so far occurred in that district.

While deploring the terrible

were lost and most of the m1ssionaries have reached Hankow

setback to mission werk in Htu-

made their way to Changsha as

through hatred of the foreigner,

appears to be restored. It was
first reported that the governor,
whose yamén was besieged and
burnt, was killed, but this proved
tg be untrue.

The saving of the three hospttals, which have usually gone

lan, it is satisfactory to know

in safety. Foreign warships that the riots did not begin
soon as possible and order

much less of the missionary.

down in the general ruin on
such occasions, iS a very remarkable fact.

It was feared that the rioting

According to a recent letter

might spread generally through-

from Tongchuanfu, ti» Yunnan,

the Nerwevian Mission at Ning
Hstang is the only place rioted.
Yiyang, which was first thought

there have been very serious riots

out the province, bnrt so tar

to have been rioted, was safe up

to the 21st of April, but it is

impossible to say whether other
places in the province will escape.

‘The British. Consul, Mr. W.
M. Hewlett, acted throughout
in the most praiseworthy manner
and the refugees presented him
with a complimentary address.

It is said that the Chinese

yoverment has already degraded

dated April 12, it ts said that
about Chaotongtu, which have
involved scores of Christian Miao.

A number of Christian villages
among the hills have been burnt

down, but the officials appear
acting with commendable zeal
to put down the rebellion.
Recent News of the Chinese

In Tokyo.
(Extracts from an address clelivered

the governor, and of its own

by Mr. F. S, Brockman at the Shang-

tions to be made as to the amount
of daniages. The refugees have
practically lost everything. Par-

There are now probably not more
than four thousand Chinese students

motion has ordered investiga-

ticularly regrettable is the total
destruction of a valuable library

containing many volumes which
1t will be impossible to replace.
On the roth the British Consul
allowed the foreigners who had

hai Missionary Prayer Meeting on
April 1ith, I910).

in Japan and about three thousand

five hundred in Tokyo. They are
an entirely different type from the
Chinese students who were in Japan

several years ago. When I visited
them the first time I was particularly

struck with the fact that many of
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them were old men, almost too old to

will of God. 1 wanted to know then

profit hy their study in Japan. The

how many of those who were present

five years of age. A great many of

sin aud that sin, mentioning them bv
fname tn order to make my meaning
as plain as possible. I showed how
Gificult 1t was to cut off these things.
Yhen I appealed to every man who

any revolutionary spirit on this visit,

was willing to take this position of
doing the will of God to indicate his
purpose by standing. Nearly two-

students now are much more like the
student class in England or America,
young men from eighteen to twenty-

them are in Japan for post graduate
work and most of them are staying
for a prolonged period of from seven
to eight years. I noticed no hint of

but in its place I discovered a decided
tendency towards hopelessness in regard to the present situation in China.
They see China from the background
of Japan, which makes it look worse,

and they do not have the feeling of
encouragement that comes froin close
eontact with their fellow-countrvmien

who ate in the thick of the fight.
Standing off at a distance they seein

to see the struggle going agaiust them,

but feel helpless to change the situa-

tion. I learned that some had even
committed suicide because of their
feeling of despair. Many are saying
to themselves: What can be done to
save our country from disintegration

and ruin?’ ‘This spirit of discourage-

ment is at bottom a spirit of patriotisn.
Of course along with their patriotism
many of them have fallen into temptatiotis. Many are bound down by their

were willing to take the same step
winch I had taken. I made it very
plain that this meant giving up this

thirds of thie audience arose. I ther
askect the leader to distniss the ineet-

ing, but not a single man moved.
Thev began to ask questions The air
was electric. AS Soon as One man sat

down another was up with another
question, They wanted to know the
difference between Christianity and
Buddhism and between Catholicism
and Protestantism, and many other
points which showed a very wide
range of thinking.
It was Sundav afternoon Defore I
had a chance to get back to Waseda

again. That time I spoke on sin

and its cure, first as it affected the
yoverninent and then as 1t affected

the individual. I preached Jesus
Christ as the only cure for sin. It
was a jov to see the wav in which

sins, but even the worst ot them are

these men took the application of the

patriotic and can be approached by an
appeal to their patriotic ambitions.

meetinye at least half of the men said

After this word of introduction |

would like to give a very Driet

description of the recent evangelistic
meetings which were held while I was
in Lokyo. The first meeting was held
in the Waseda branch of the ¥. M. C.
A. Three-rooms had been turned into
one, which could thus seat about two

hundred people. Not only were all
of these seats taken but men were
standing in the aisles and even on
the steps outside. The topic tor this
opening meeting was, “ How I came

to a Belief in the Divinity of Jesus
Christ.’ I tried to explain the development in my own religious experience, how from doubts I had come to

a full belief in the divinity of. Jesus
Christ and in the inspiration of the
Bible by simply choosing to do the

lesson to their own hearts. In that

that they were willing to accept
Jesus Christ as the cure for their
Sins.

Another meeting, where there was

a very evident interest, was one in
which I spoke on why Christianity
is the only basis for a permanent

civilization. That, I believe, is the

way in which the problem is present-

ing itself to them. They want a
permanent civilization, one tn which:
justice and love and efficiency abide,
When we present Christianity as the

one permanent basis they drink in
what we say as a dry sponge would

water, I believe the men in that
meeting would have stayed four or
five hours into the night to listen if

I had had strength to continue
speaking.
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The largest meeting of them all was

Sunday night, when we had fifteen
hundred students in the largest au-

diturium in the city. The meeting
did not close until ro.30, I spoke
for an hour and a half, and there was
scarcely a movement in the audience.

wen, who had not been Christians,
called me and said: “* We miust see
you for a few moments, ’’ and they
expressed their determination to live

the Christian life. Tears were it

their voices when they told of the
new light which had broken in upon

The topic that night was China and

them, One after another said that

many men felt that Christianity was

I turned them over to Pastor Liu’s

Christianity. If I had asked how

he was now ready to be baptized, so

necessary for the redemption of China

CHTrE,

that it was wise to take such an

The Executive Committee of the
Roard of Education.

} believe that a thousand men would
have risen, but it did not seem to me
expression under such circumstances,

as we did not have any workers to
follow up such a large number of
Teli.

To my mind the most important
meeting was one that had not been

planned at all. We arranged for a
meeting of the Christians on Monday
afternoon, Instead of having simply
Christians, the men that had taken a
stand during the various meetings and
sien who had been trainect in the Bible

classes but had not accepted Ctristianity appeared in large numbers.
I expressed the profoutid imipression that had been made upon me by
the interest of the students, One of
the oldest students, one of the leaders

said: “I will go with you; you take
one night and I will take one night.”’

They arranged for eight meetings
every night. Pastor Liu taking one,
Mr, Hsu taking another. lt was one
of the most impressive sights to see

these men that had just been converted the night before saying: We
have got to propagate this idea. One

of the men said: ‘We must begin
to do the personal work of getting
metwinto the religious meetings and
a cauipaign of prayer in behalf of the
students of Tokyo.’’ I do not know
what has been the resnuit of these
evangelistic meetings that they have
been holding, but it certainly presents
a situation that calls for our prayers
in their behalf,

At a meeting at Shanghay,
November 18th, 1908, the Exeecutive Comittee of the General
Board of Education expressed
the unanimous opinion that the
thembers of the Executive Committee should all reside at one
centre, and requested their chair-

man to petition the General
Cominittee to deterurine the
place and elect a new committee.

As a result Peking was chosen,
and the following nominations to

constitute the new Executive
Committee confirmed by a majority of the votes of the General
Board, viz., Rev. W.A.P. Marun,

D.D., LL.D., Rev. D. Z. Sheffield, D.D., Rev. C. Goodrich,
D.D., Rev. A. H. Smith, D.D.,
Ernest J. Peill, M.D., Rev. W.
H. Rees, Prof. H. E. King, Rev.
Bishop J. W. Bashford, LL.D.,

Rey. C. H. Fenn, D.D., W. H.
Grahain Aspland, M.D., and
Rev. John Wherry, D.D.; the
last to act as secretary.

A meeting of the new Execu-

tive Committee was called by
the Chairman of the General

Board, Dr. H. H. Lowry, and
niet at his residence on Monday,

November 2oth, at four o’clock
p.m. There were present Messrs.

{do not think I held a meeting,

Lowry, Goodrich, Smith, Rees,

which every province of China was

Dr. Lowry, acting as chairman,
called on Dr. Goodrich to open
the meeting with prayer. Dr.

except one in one the dormitories, in
not represented.

Just as L was start-

iuy to take my train four Honan

Fenn, Aspland, and Wherry.
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Lowry then recited the action
of the former Executive Coinmittee at Shanghai, and his own

action at their request, atid tie
culmination in the election of
the new Executive Committee,
which met to-day for the first
time. On the ground that this
seemed to be the only method
of securing an efficieut comtmittee with a working quorum,
the action of Dr. Lowry was uanimously approved Dr. Lowry
then read a number of suggestions made by various members
ot the General Board. In accordance with one of these suggestions, Drs. W. M. Havesand P. D.
Bergen were elected to fll vacancies in that Board and the Rev.

T. Biggin to fill the vacancy in
fhe Executive Connittee made
by the retirement of Dr. Peill.
After a general discttssion on

the present situation, it was resolved to appoint a committee
to meet, if practicable, H. BE. Ven

Hsiu, Vice - President of the

iMay

new dxrecutive Committee. The

niecting then adjourned, to be
couvened again by Dr. Lowry
as early as can be arranged for

after the meeting with H. E.
Yeu Hsiu.

JOHN WHERRY,

secretary.
PHKING, November 29th, 1909.

Report of the Committee to interview His Excellency

Yen Hsu.
Following out the instructions
of the Executive Conuimittee the
Special Committee, consisting of

Drs. W. A. P. Martin, H. H.
Lowry, A. H. Smith, and the

Rev. W. H. Rees, called on His
kxcellency Yen Hsiu, Vice-Pre-

sident of the Board of Education,
on November tweuty-nitth. He

received us very cordially in his

library, and after a brief introduction of the object of our

work represented by our com-

cali, and an explanation that we
represented the missionary body
of China—haviug been appointed by the Centenary Conference
in Shanghai—Dr, Martin called

system of the Chinese govern-

the relation between the govern-

Board of Education, with a
view: first, of effecting a closer

relation between the educationa!

mittee and the educational

ment ; second, of coming to some

definite understanding as to the

relations that Should subsist
between mission schools and
government schools; and third, to

devise some scheztre to harmonize

the results of the eftorts now
being made by the Chinese

Board of Education and by

Western educational bodies to
construct a uew sctentific term-

inology. Drs. Lowry, Martin,

and Stmnith and Mr. Rees were
ehosen for thts committee. Dr.
Lowry was requested to ask H.

H. Yeu Hsiu to grant such an
interview. Dr. Lowry was also
requested to inform the General
Board of the orgatiization of the

upon Dr. Lowry to speak on

ment and iutssion schools and
the possibility of effecting some
better understanding between

thet.

Remarks were also made
on the same subject by Mr. Rees
and Dr. Simuth. Dr. Smith then
introduced the subject of one set

of setentric terms for China.
His Excellency said that this
departinent had been assigned to

Mr. Yen Fu with a staff of

assistants, aud that they would
probably have something ready
to publish before the end of this

Chinese year. A wish having

been expressed to talk with Mr.
Yen Fu on the subject, His Excellency said he would arrange
an interview and announce later
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when it would be convenient to
see him.

work that has already been done

in this line by able scholars and

The interview lasted more teachers during the past decade.

than an hour, and while nothing
very definiite was accomplished,
the committee left with the fee]-

ing that the way had been

He was followed by Mr. Rees,
Dr. Smith, and Dr. Martin.
Mr. Yen was evidently much

pleased at the interest manifested

opened for mutual expression of
views on educational questions

in this work, and especially at
the offer of cooperation in the

great benefit.

He said that with their present
limited staff and appropriations
it was impossible to keep pace

in the future that may be of immense tack assigned to him.
INTERVIEW WITH MR. VEN FU.

Arrangements having been
made by H. Hk. Yen Hsiu, the
sub-committee called, December

23rd, 1909, on Mr. Yen Fu, the
Chairman of the Committee on
scientific Terms appointed by

the Board of Education. Dr.

Martin. called on Dr. Lowry to

state the object of our visit.
Dr. Lowry spoke of the great

iinportance in the beginning of
Western education in China, of
having a common set of terms
for use all over the Empire, of
the confusion that would tnevitably result in the use of different
terms by government and mis-

sion schools, and of the great

with the demands. He said

that he would submit their work
for criticism and suggestion to
ali the educators in China, and
the final result would be reached
by selecting the best terms pro-

posed, and that the list would
be published after its adoption
by the throne. He also said it

would probably result in the
publication of a new Century
Dictionary of the Chinese lanphage.

We considered that this

was all that conld be asked.

We were requested to send to
him all the lists that have been
prepared and are now in use as
far as possible.

H. H.. Lowry.

Missionary Journal.
AT Hongkong, 15th April, to Rev, and

AT Suifnu, W. China, 17th March, to

Rev. and Mrs. C. G Lewis, A. B.
M. U., a daughter (Ruth).

Ar Kaifeng, 20th March, to Dr. G. W.

and Mrs, Guinness, C. I. M., a
daughter,

AT Nanchang, 2nd April, to Mr. and

Mrs. J. G, C. I. M., a

daughter (Magdalina Dannenmann).

At Hwatyuen, Anhwei, 4th April, to
Rev. and Mrs. W. R. MALCOLM,
C. I. M., a son.

At Yangchow, toth April, to Mr, and
Mrs. J, & Orr, C, 1. M., a daughter
(Anmie Elizabeth Ferguson),

Mrs. ALEX, BAXTER, L. M., S., Canton, a son.
DEATHS.

At Taiyuaniu, Shansi, 29th March,
Pays, the beloved son of Louts
R, O. and Florence Bevan, Imperial
University, aged 3% years.
AT Sianfu, Shensi, 3rd April, ERNEST
CLIFFORD, infantson of B, F. Borstsnuth, EH. B. M.
AT Weihsien, 19th April, CAROLWN, the

beloved daughter of Dr. and Mrs,
Charlies K. Roys, A. P. M., aged 1
year and § months. Measles complicated by pneumonia,
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MARRIAGES.

DEPARTURES.

AT Paoning, Sze., 8th March, Mr, A.

25th March, Rev. and Mrs. R. A.
HaDEN and family, A. P, M., South,
Kiangyin, for Germany.
29th March, Mr. W. W. LocKwoop,
wife and three children, Y. M. C. A.,

W. LARGKH to Miss A. M. GREGORY

(both Cc. IL M.).

AT Tientsin, 8th March, Mr. H. J.
MUNGRAM, C. I, M., to Miss K. B.

Cook (late of the United English
Methodist Mission).

At Chinkiang, sth April, Mr. T. J.

A.C. M., to Miss M
BH. Cox, C. I, M.
ARRIVALS.

Ar SrANGHAI ‘—

sth March, Rev. and Mrs. T. D.

Beac and family, B. and F. B. S., from
Scotiand (ret, }.

28th March, Mr..A. Corp, B. and F,
B. §., Chefoo (ret.).
28th March, Misses GRACE DRING
and Lucy RICHARDSON (ret.}, Misses

E. Kinc, E D. ScorTt,

A. BAXTER, A. S. M. R. JORGENSEN,

A. FERGUSON, E. G. WRaAy, E. N.

HARMAN and E. WrtGut, all from
England.

30th March, Rev. L. M. MOFFETT,
for Tsingkiangpu.

oth April, Rev. D. W. Lyon and

family, Y. M. C. A, (ret. }.

oth April, Miss CLARA L. PRIMM,
Y. M.C. A., General Committee,

13th April, Rev. H. BE. MANLY

(ret.) and Rev. and M.

YARD and child, all M. E. M. and all
for Szechuen.

14th April, Rev. and Mrs. Z. C.
BEALS (ret.), for Wuhu, Adv, Chr,
Mis.

4th April, Rev. and Mrs. H. P.

SHAW, F.C. M, S. (ret.).

6th April, Mrs. J. STEWART BurRGESS, Y. M. C. A., Peking,

ith April, Dr. and Mrs. A. MorLEY and child, from England (ret. )
tor Teian, Hupeh, W. M. S.

tor U.S.A.; Mr. and Mrs, AMUNDSEN,
Yunnan, for Norway via Siberia.

ist April, Rev. J. F. Prat and

family, M. FE. M., Chungking, for U.
5. A.5> Mr. and Mrs. Ruunrz, C.-.and

M.A., for U. S.A.

and April, Miss HAMBLEV, C. M. M.,

Chentu, for Canada: Dr. C. E. Tom-

KINS and wife and Miss P. PAcRE. A.

B. U. M., Suitu, for U. S, A.; Dr. H.
L. CANWRIGHT and family, M. E. M.,
Chentu, for U. S. A.: Mr. and Mrs. H.
J. MASON. for England, Miss F. Sanze,
for England via Siberia, C. I. M.

4th April, Miss M. BErScHMID’,
C. [. M., Tientsin. for Germany via
Siberia.

sth April, Miss M. Gusx and Mrs. L.
Jost, C. I. M., for England via Canada.

gth April, Rev. and Mrs. W. R.

STGBIE and children, U. M. M., for
England.
13th April, Miss HaAVERS, C, M. S.,
Vakhoi, for England.
16th April, Rev. A. SOWERBY and

family, E. B. M., Taiyuenfu, to Eng-

land; Miss G. Crooks, M. E. M.,

Chinkiang, for U. S. A.; Miss BARR,
C. M.S., Foochow, tor England; Miss
GRACE NEWTON and Miss Gowans,

A. P. M., Peking, for U. S. A.; Mr.

and Mrs. A. R. BERGLING and three _

children, for Sweden; and Miss I.
SCHWARZ, for Germany, C. I. M.

19th April, Rev. P. F. Price, D.D.,

and family, A.P.M., South, Tunghiang,
for U. S. A.

20th April, Mr. and Mrs. C, F, Ap-

PLETON, F. M. M., for U.S.A.
22nd April, Dr. A. DAVIDSON and
family, Friends Mission, Chungking,
for England.

26th April, Rev. J. P. IRWIN and
family, A. P. M., Tungchow, for U,

S.A.; Rev. W. H. SBARS and family,
S.B.M., Pingtu, forU.S. A.; Rev. W.
O, ELTERICH and family, A. P. M.,
Chefoo, for U.S. A. via Europe; Miss

th April, Mr. IRVINE, N. B. S. of

Hinp, C. M. S., Foochow, for England: Mr. T. W. CHAPMAN, U. M.

23rd April, Mr. H. H. STANLEY,

South, for U. 8. A.; Mr. J CC, KEVtTRE,

Scotland, for Tientsin.
BE. B. M., for Shensi,

M., Wenchow, for England; Mrs. M.
L. KinG and four children, A. B. M.,
EK. B. M., for U.S. A.
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FE dttorial
THERE is teal need on the part of all who are interested
in the spread of the Gospel in China, and especially on the
part of those to whom the human direction of

the evangelistic enterprise has been committed,

of a careful study of God's laws of evangelization. The evangelist, if he is to be a successful sower of the
‘Word, must give himself diligently and prayerfully to learning
the divine laws which underlie the growth of a spiritual harvest in China. If a devout study of this nature leads him to
include in his purview not only those subjects which he has
constantly looked upon as being nearest the heart of the probtem,
but also such related subjects as Chinese history and literature,
Chinese psychology and sociology, and urges him especially to
devote much time to social intercourse, let him not think that he

is going too far afield, so long as he holds rigidly to his main
objective. We are called to live the efficient life as evangelists. Our efficiency will not depend alone on what we know
of the Bible, fundamental and vital as such knowledge is, but
likewise on what we are willing to let God teach us regarding
the minds and hearts of the men and women we have been
sent to reach.

THERE is, perhaps, some danger lest we should allow
certain presuppositions to becloud our thinking. Street preach-

ing and itineration are not the only direct forms of miussion
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work. Let us distinguish clearly between ettd and means.
The street chapel is a means; so is itineration and Bible distribution. Even preaching itself is but a means.
Evangelistic

The end of evangelization is to be accom-

“Efficiency.

plished through personal interview and daily

intercourse as well as by public address.

The measure of one’s

efficiency as an evangelist does not lie in the observance of
any particular method. Evangelization implies the presentation
of the Gospel message in such a way as to lead the individual

to the point where he can intelligently decide to accept
Jesus Christ as his Saviour and Lord. It includes the living
of a life that shall commend the message, as well as its effective proclamation.

WHILE not many who are face to face with conditions in
China will likely subscribe to such extreme statements as are
found in one of the contributed articles published

Ghe Chinese iy this issue to the effect that if China is to

be evangelized at all she must be evangelized
within the next decade, there is likely to be no

serious disagreement among missionaries as to the urgent importance of seizing the present unique opportunity for pursuing
the evangelistic enterprise. Never before in the history of missions in China has there been a greater readiness on the part
of all classes to hear the Gospel than at present. Not alone
among the lower and middfe classes, but among the literati as
well, have there been cheering evidences of the moving of God’s

Spirit. Fully as encouraging as the attitude of the people
towards the Gospel is the willingness on the part of Chinese
Christians to assume an increasing burden of responsibility
for evangelism, tidings of which are reaching us from all parts
of China. It is in an aggressive and enthusiastic Chinese
leadership that we are finding the consummation of our prayers and hopes.

THE subject of evangelism is to hold a large place in the
councils of the World Missionary Conference

@he Edinburab
Conference and
Bvangelisnt.

soon to be convened tn Edinburgh. ‘The
first of the eight commissions has had for

its field of study the problem of carrying

the Gospel to the non-Christian peoples of the earth. ‘That
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its investigations have been thorough-going can be assumed
from the personnel of the commission under the chairmanship
of Mr. John R. Mott, M.A., of New York, General Secretary

of the World’s Student Christian Federation, and the joint
vice-chairmanship of the Rev. George Robson, D.D., of Edinburgh, editor of the AZzsszonary Record and Herr Pastor D.
Julius Richter, of Schwanebeck, co-editor of the Alleemene
Misstons-Zeitschrift. ‘We have reason to believe that one result of the careful study of world conditions which has been
conducted by this commission has been a growing conviction
on the part of its members that China presents strategically
the most urgent field for evangelistic operations which confronts the church to-day. It is not unlikely, therefore, that
among the findings of the commission great emphasis will be
laid upon the necessity of a large and early increase in the
resources available for pressing the campaign throughout the
Chinese Empire.

cK * +

In view of this synchronizing of interest in the work of
China’s evangelization on the part of the church at home and
Ub. Missionary’s
Hew Responsibility.

the church in China, there is laid upon
the missionary body a peculiar responsibility. To put the case in a concrete

way, let us suppose that as a result of the Edinburgh gathering
the home churches should say: ‘‘ We stand ready within five

years to treble the volume of our support towards China’s
evangelization ;’’ would the missions in China be ready wisely
to make use of so substantial and prompt an increase in the
available supply of men and money ? Have we looked at the
problem in the large carefully enough, and from a sufficient
number of viewpoints, to make it possible to form a balanced
judgment ? Are we ready, for instance, to say to what extent
it would be well and beneficial to increase the staff of foreign

workers, and how they should be distributed? Have we
arrived at a clear conviction as to the extent to which foreign
money could effectively and safely be put into an extension of
the means for preparing and supporting Chinese workers, and
into other efforts in behalf of the evangelization of China besides

the support of foreign workers? These questions will soon
be pressing upon us for answer, and we shall find it impossible
to postpone for long our replies.
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ZEAL atid devotion are among the first essentials of the
evangelistic campaign. Without them success is impossible.
No half-hearted missionary was ever yet a
tntelligence

ano %vangelism,.

success in any department of service, least of

all in the work of preaching the Gospel.

But it is very needful to remember that though zeal be as a
consuming fire, it depends upon the guidance of knowledge for
right direction and for wise application. ‘They have a zeal,
but not according to knowledge,’ 1s a text that ought not to be
written over missionary enterprise. The leaders of our calling
must see to it that brains as well as heart are engaged therein.

An evangelistic leader is not necessarily one who is most
diligent in moving about the country preaching to the crowds,

nor is physical effort the first test of spiritual capacity.
Consecrated intelligence is called for more in the work of
evangelism than in any other branch of missionary work,
and proportionately gets it least. Men of outstanding gifts
too often have violent hands laid upon them for other depart-

ments of service, to the detriment of the work, when it
is considered as a whole, and Mission Boards, as well as
workers on the field, are consenting parties to a policy which
assumes that weak missionaries afe always strong enough
for evangelistic effort and that strong men are frequently too
good for it. Our duty, in any case, 1s to see to it that in China,
by bringing consecrated intellects as well as devoted souls to
the consideration of its problems, evangelism is not robbed of
brains. And let us beware lest we fall a prey to the catchwords of a revivalism which is not real because it 1s not deep,
and find ourselves carried on the surface of our work by an
unction which is not of the Holy One because in the last-resort
it is more imitative than sincere.

Tur Conference of Secretaries of Missionary Societies in.
the United States and Canada has in recent years faced the
question of union in evangelism and has procured
TWnion in
Evangelism,

for China.

from many of their missions on the field statements

as to the definite responsibility of each church
A truly statesmanlike method of carrying out the

advances thus proposed would surely involve both at home and

on the field the utmost endeavour toward balancing and cothe aggressive work of all the missions. Nor is this
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Utopian. Not long since we saw a large and representative yroup
of Chinese and foreign workers gazing on the map of one of the
provinces. The crowding and the crossing of interests in one
section, as shown by the many dots for stations and missions,

was mutely but effectively rebuked by the almost unbroken
negiect of another great section of the field. Not one who
gazed on this map remained untouched.

Whe union of effort

now hinted at in the larger way is already a glorious fact, in
many sections of the field, in the form of union city campaigns.

The great New Year campaign at Nanking in March, when
four thousand heard the Gospel daily in the great tent for eight
days, and when over four hundred openly expressed their intention to become followers of Jesus; the Chinkiang and Soochow
campaigns, and many others, show that a new day is dawning
in which a greater influence may be exerted in such union mass
meetings than has ever been possible in China before. Doubtless the activity of individual missions in their own churches

and chapels must continue with redoubled energy during

and after such tnion meetings, but a greater incentive
and a brighter hope is found where such union efforts. are
carried on.

ATTENTION may be especially drawn to the union work
proposed 1m counection with the Industrial Exposition at Nankine. This isa plan in which both the Chinese
Christian head=
church and the missions have shown a deep
guarters at the
Exposition.

interest. Not unnaturally there have been

some connected with the management of the
Exposition, who have been reluctant to grant too prominent a

position for the Christian headquarters. This may not be
due merely to a spirit of unfriendliness to Christianity.

The

officials recognize that the foreigners, and the Chinese churches

as well, form a sort of danger spot when the people become
discontented and search for pretexts for a riot. Hunan has
iilustrated this, and the present unsettled condition in many

parts of China may justly disturb the official mind. But
mutual compromise has given the Nanking committee a
satisfactorily located site at the very gates of the exposition.

It is hoped that all who can will hold themselves in
readiness to aid in this great union plan. Doubtless many
thousands of Chinese from every part of the country will
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be in Nanking ; of these very many may there first be enabled
to understand what Christianity actually stands for and have
their minds and hearts opened receptively to the truth.

NEW union plans are coming into existence all the time.
We were delighted to see how strong is the evangelistic spirit

_- among the physicians of our missions, who
Union
Meoicat
gathered
‘Shanghai
College
for ~~,
4, 4 ,ingeea
ween,May 18th to draw up
KBEast China.

plans for the establishment of | a union medical

college for East China.

Twenty-one physiclans were present, beside a number of other missionaries,
representing in all ten missions or societies. They propose to
set up a strong college in Nanking under union management,
and their plans, while looking to the highest possible degree of
professional thoroughness, lay the first emphasis on making
the school a real factor in the evangelistic movement throughout the feld. This emphasizes what has been intimated above,

that it is a too narrow and erroneous view which looks at
street-chapel and itinerating work as alone evangelistic in
nattre. Do we not, in drawing divisive lines, endanger the
relation of the ‘‘evangelistic’’ and the ‘‘institutional’’ work
and drive the latter back upon itself, rendering it a rival
justead of more than an ally—a strong arm of the great work
to which we are committed ?

Iv is a matter for sincere gratitude that Dr. White and his
associates have found it possible to arrange a series of Bible
institutes at the various summer resorts this year
Dr. Wihbite’s
(see p. 432). Through his Bible classes in AmerComing.
ica, England and India, and by his many helpful
outlines for Bible study, Dr. White has gained a world-wide
Dr. Rogers, though best known for his contributions
to the study of Assyriology, is reported by many who have
worked with him in the classroom to be a teacher of that rare
type who is able to clothe the dry bones of a subject, commonly

supposed to be uninteresting, with beauty and life. Miss
Caroline Palmer has for a decade been a most efficient and
popular instructor in the training school of which Dr. White
is president, while Dr. Sweet comes as a specialist on apologetics
and the philosophy of religion. We understand that. the class
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hours at Peitaiho, Kuling and Mokanshan are being so arranged

as to make it possible for one to take work under any two of

the lecturers he may choose. In view of the exceptional
opportunity which 1s afforded by the presence in China of this

group of specialists in Bible instruction, it is to be earnestly
hoped that a large number of missionaries and English-speaking
Chinese Christian workers may find it possible to join some of
the classes.

They should prove not only an inspiration to all,
but also a real help to many in preparing for another year’s
work of Bible teaching among the Chinese.

THE calls for space in our Correspondence Department
have become so frequent and urgent as to make it necessary to
issue the request that our correspondents be as
mm UoTd

to the Wise,

concise as possible in what they write.

The

few pages which it is possible for the RECORDER
to set aside for correspondence we shall seek to use in the way

that will serve the best interests of the largest number. We
trust therefore that it may be possible for the many who have
subjects which they wish in this way to bring to the attention
of the missionary body to feel that they share the responsibility
with the Editors for using the space economically and effectively.

BEAUTIFUL in situation, and unique as the centre of many
historical gatherings, Edinburgh will have a fresh significance
during this mouth as the scene of the World
Our Frontispiece.

fourth editorial.

Missionary Conference referred to in our
We feel sure that from every mission station

in China there will rise a volume of prayer on behalf of this
Conference. Meeting as it does at a time when nations are
drawing together; and yet when, with the breaking down of
barriers there is a conflict of civilizations ; when dissatisfaction
with the old, a new national spirit, and new ideas and conceptions are being freely expressed; when missionary workers are
more than ever desirous of seeing and studying the work in all

its departments, and having a realization of the world as a
whole; and most of all when new vitalising from above is
wanted ;—all our readers will feel the importance of voicing the

petition that the spiritual motive may be supreme in all the
work of the Conference, that amidst all the discussions there
may be a desire to hear God speak.
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Che Sanctuary
The effectual fervent prayer of a reghiéous man avarieth muck.”’—St. James v, 16.
“ Toy where two or three ave pathered together tn my Nane, there am Ltn the nudst of
they. '—St. Matthew xviii, 20.

A PRAYER

PRAY

For the World Misstouary Con-

ference at Edinburgh.

(P, 385.)

For “the church which is to be.”

(P. 400. }

For holiness an invincible argtment. (P. 408.)
That we may see the vision and
‘move On.’ (P. 404.}
That we may not fall into the mistake of too much concentration.

(P.

For the eight millions of non-

Christians in unevangelized Tonkin.
(P. 417.)

For tracts to use and wisdom in
using them, particularly in trying to
reach the members of families of con-

verts. (P. 399.)
For more effective occupation of
the field, and that we may never be

satisfied to ‘pre-empt’ territory by
simply renting a house and putting
a helper in it. (P. 397.)
For LABORERS.

First, for more foreign missionaries,
adequately equipped by character and

spirituality as well as ability and

education to enter the open doors.
In short for better men than we are
and for more. (P. 390.)
Second, for more Chinese preachers,

well qualified men able not only to
preach ‘but also to superintend and
guide the young churches. (P. 391.)
GIVE THANKS

Hor “the church that is to be”?
(P. 400. )

For doors wider open than ever
before. (P. 404-}
That the Chinese church is catching its vision of the Christ. (P. 407.)
Fora growing spirit of comity and

a cordial understanding among tmiseionaries in many places, {P. 396.)
Kor educational institutions 1n comparative abundance. {P. 391.)
That Chinese Christians are beginning to realize the spiritual nature of
the kingdom. (P. 394.)

Ror the faithful witness given by
many a brother to brother, friend to
friend, employer to apprentice, and
even apprentice to employer.

oO rT hou Great Lord of the Harvest,
wilt thou speeaily send fortia faborers
into the harvest. Sometimes we are In

doubt as to how we should pray, but
this we are sure we ought to pray for,
because our Saviour has told us so.
Wilt Thou then be mercifully pleased

to send forth men of Thy choosing
and endued with Thy power for this
Thy work.
While we pray for more foreign missionaries, it is for more spiritual and

consecrated Chinese preachers that we

especially plead, for we can see that
the fields are white unto harvest, Ob

Lord, let us not tose sight of that

vision; keep us from any slotifulness
and help us to follow the example of
our Master, to whom preaching was
more than meat and drink. For His
own name’s sake,

Amen.

‘¢ Go forth,” the Lord has said,
‘¢ And preach the word to ali;’’
May al! the world Thy Name adore,
And Thee their Saviour call !
The earth from east to west,
The earth trom sea to sea,
As with a zone of holy love
Shall soon encircled be.
And when that word is preached,
And when that work is done,
When Christ is known, and Christ is
praised

Fron: to setting suri ;

Then Christ Himself will come,
And call us from the tomb ;
Ana all will see the fudge appear,
And all will hear their doon.
O everlasting Lord,
How shall we see Thy face,
If we have failed to spread abroad
The Gospel of Thy grace?
© endless, endless shame,
O endless misery !

For none, who have not fought the
frrket,

Will share the victory.
( therefore bless the Lord,
With praise and offerings ;

With heart and hand glad homage pay

To the great King of Kings.
To Father, and to Son,
And, Holy Ghost, to Thee
May all the world Hosannas sing,
One God and Persons Three. Amen.
BisHop C, WORDSWORTSB.
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The Importance of the Direct Phase of
Mission Work
BY REV. A. SYDENSTRICKER, CHINKIANG.

HAVE often been interested in studying the mechanism

| “cra steam engine and its operations on a ship o
locomotive. ‘There seem to be two or three general

principles that underlie the construction of these machines.
First, the power generated in the steam-chest 1s exerted
directly on the shait or crank which is to be turned. There is

no intervening machinery whatever, except the rod that conducts the power.

second, all the available power is transmitted to the
sctew or driving wheel. As little as possible is wasted and as
little as may be 1s diverted for other work.

Third, the power is exerted steadi/y where it ts needed.
It does not go by fits and starts. The engine 1s so built as to
use the power dzrectly, to use a// the available power and to
use it steadily. ‘The aim is to make progress, to make steady
progress and to make vafzd progress toward a fixed goal. A
loss in any of these means expenditure without compensation
and a deficit in the dividends to be declared when the accounts
sre rendered.

1 have referred to the above in order to illustrate somewhat
our position as missionaries of the Gospel in China. We are

sent here by our Master, if sent by Him at all, primarily and
first of all to evangelize the Chinese. We are here, in the
purpose of our Lord, first and last and all the time to bring
the Gospel directly and effectively into touch with the unevangelized masses around us. This is our great commission, our
most important obligation and our only real warrant for being
here as missionaries. It 1s to bring the Chinese to an intelligent knowledge of, and faith in, the Lord Jesus Christ 1n order
to their salvation. ft is our plain and most important duty to
bring the Gospel with a// available force directly and uuremtt-

tzzgly to bear upon all whom we can reach of the vast
NOTE. ~-Readers of the RECORDER are reminded that the Editorial Board

assumes no responsibility for the views expressed by the writers of articles
published in these pages.
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multitudes among whom we are placed who are enveloped in

darkness. All wasting or diverting of energy, all indirect
work, all intermission of effort, not absolutely necessary, mean a
loss of force and time aud a consequent loss in the final results.

It used to be jokingly said in America that when a man
contributed five dollars to the foreign mission treasury, four of
these five were given to defray the expenses of getting the fifth

to the field. But when we now say that of the money at
present contributed to the foreign mission treasuries a very
large part is used only indirectly for the evangelization of the
Chinese, and that much more is used in putting down elegant
and expensive plants than in the direct work, it is no joke, but
an actual fact.

Not only so.

The Executive of the Evangelistic Work

Committee has ascertained by careful and prolonged investiga-

tion and comparison of the existing conditions that of all the

missionaries now in China only one-third give their chief
attention to direct evangelism. True some, perhaps many, of
those engaged in other lines of work are also doing a limited
amount of evangelistic work. But it 1s also true that ot the
one-third who are devoting themselves to the direct preaching
of the Gospel to the unevangelized not a few—doubtless a larze
proportion—are also doimg a good share of other work. So that
the general average of one-third is not an under-estimate. In
many centres of missionary activity the proportion of those in
the direct work is many times less than one-third. While we
are as a body diverting the larger part of our resources and
energies along other lines of effort, the non-Christian popula-

tions around wus are all the while growing. We are by no
means overtaking these millions with the Gospel.

They are

increasing on us. ‘This is true especially in the centres of
trade and among the couutry people in times of comparative
peace and food supply. The stupendous fact that the missionary body in China is not as yet successfully grappling with the
great problem which they have come to solve, and that the end
of the vast enterprise is still in the far distauce, is too patent to
need arguinent.

As the writer has been itinerating from year to year over
a field containing easily one million people, the sole representa-

tive of any Protestant missionary society in that field, it has
been exceedingly painful to visit town after town and even
good sized walled cities containing not so much as a Chinese
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evangelist except in two or three places, and the apparent
hopelessness of the situation has become well-nigh overwhelming, The country populations are growing rapidly in ordinary
years, and though many of the young men are moving to the
towtis and cities to engage in trades and mercantile pursuits,
their places are rapidly filled up with droves of growing boys.
The fact stares one in the face that unless something more

effective, something far larger be undertaken and put into
vigorous operation, China is not being evangelized. We are
in danger of ‘‘ playing a losing game.” There must be some
adequate proportion between the workers and the work to be
done. One man cannot well and successfully do the work of
ten inen.

Another fact. We have not only an innumerable and
increasing host against us.

Idolatry 1s not yet dead. Though
the number of those who frequent the temples seems to be

growing less, those who have left off idol worship in the
temples still practice it in their homes and shops, or at least
have given themselves over to utterly godless lives and moneymaking. They are by no means becoming Christians and need

the Gospel as sorely as the devotees who still cling to direct
idolatry. Heathenism with all its vices is still living and
active. Temples and ancestral halls are constantly being built
or repaired. The forces to be overcome are not only those of
great numbers, stupendous as these are, ihe darkness, widespread and deep, sin in all its hideous forms, intense worldLILIES, as well as hydra-headed idolatry, these will not yield
and be overcome without a most strenuous and prolonged effort

on the part of the missionary force ‘‘shod with the preparation
of the Gospel of peace.”
Such ate some of the conditions that face us—conditions
that we cannot ignore. We cannot evade the responsibility.
Questions such as follow arise for solution and answer + What
more should be done in the direct work of evangelizing China
that is not now being done? Shall we content ourselves with
the work as it now is and let the future take care of itself ? Is
there nothing more that can be done to accelerate the accomplishment of out mission ? Are we, with what is now being
done, engaged in a winning battle ?
The motto in the home Jands now is, ‘The evangelization
of the world in this generation,” and to this many are devoting
themselves with an energy heretofore unknown. Are we on
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the field doing all that can be done to second this new missionary interest and effort at homer Are we using altogether the
wisest methods and making the most strenuous efforts to carry
into practical effect this determination for the speedy evangelization of the non-Christian world ?

The writer has for many years been engaged chiefly in
evangelistic work in China. At the same time he has been
brought into very close touch with almost every other form of
work that 1s being done among us. The answers which he
ventures to give to some of these questions are the result of
careful thought and prolonged and pretty wide observation.

t. It is clear to even a casual observer that there is

still needed an increase in the present number of missionaries

engaged in the direct work of evangelization.

While other departments may be fairly well supplied with
foreign laborers, a considerable increase is still needed for the
evangelistic work. An immense amount of evangelistic effort

is not now being made that should be made, and must be
made before the work is accomplished. Large districts still
exist that are unoccupied by missionaries of any society, and
many other places are as yet very inadequately supplied. I
could mention a score of cities in the coast province of Kiangsu
alone that to this day have no resident missionaries, and only a
few of which have even a resident Chinese evangelist.
While this is true the qualifications needed for missionaries engaging in evangelistic work are somewhat different from
those that sufficed in former years when street preaching, street
chapel preaching and general itineration were the most that
could be done. Now, while these older methods of work
should by no means be neglected or abandoned, and while
the evangelist should be willing to engage personally in every
kind of preaching and endure its hardships, he should also,
and perhaps chiefly, be qualified to be a leader of the Chinese
in giving the Gospel to their own people. This requires a
better type of missionaries than was essential formerly. The
task of training and leading the Chinese is far more dificult

and problematical than is the personal preaching that one
can do. It used to be comparatively an easy matter for one
to spend the forenoon in the study with his teacher, then in
the afternoon go to the street chapel and talk an hour or two
to the passing audience, and occasionally make an itinerating
journey to distribute books and preach as occasion might offer.
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But now, with a force of Chinese preachers to be taught
and directed, with small churches to be cared for, the difficulties and labor are immensely atrsmented, and the missionary
who is not equal to these new duties has a doubtful call to work

in China. The need is for leaders, who are wise and kind,
who are able to teach others to preach also, who are able to
superintend and guide the young churches till they are able to
stand and to make progress alone without further help trom
the outside.

2. But, as already hinted, a greater and more pressing
need than even an increased force of missionary evangelists, is

the developing and preparing of Chinese laborers of various
kinds, and especially evangelists. This part of the work has
certainly, in places at least, been woefully neglected and left to

take care of itself. There are educational institutions in
comparative abundance and a few theological schools.

‘These

were all more or less directly established for the purpose
of raising up and preparing a native ministry. But, however
sincere the intent may be, these schools are certainly as yet

doing comparatively little to supply the crying and urgent
need of Chinese evangelists. In fact, one cannot but doubt
whether they are adapted to supply this need. The truth
is, it is not generally college bred and seminary trained men
that are the best suited and the most needed for the evangelistic
held. What the evangelistic work needs, and needs beyond the
possibility of exaggeration, 1s Bible-trained lay preachers, day-

school teachers, Bible-women and other Christian workers of
these grades, such as theological and educational schools are not

well adapted to supply, unless their methods of teaching and
curricula are made much more plastic.
Bible training schools, or classes, should certainly form a

very important part of the missionary evangelists’ work from
this period onward. This should long since have received

much larger attention than it has received. Now the fieid
is open and the opportunities are boundless, but we find
ourselves sadly handicapped from a sufficient lack of workers.
The writer has studied this matter long and carefully and has

felt the great need that exists in the matter of preparing
Chinese to give the Gospel effectively to their own people.

The need is along two lines. In the first place, not a few
Chinese who are now engaged in Christian work are very
poorly fitted for it.. The lack of workers is so great and
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the number of available men so small that there is a constant

inclination to put men to work who are ill qualified for
it. In the second place, the number of even poorly qualihed
men is so limited as to be entirely insufficient to supply the

demands of the work. It is perfectly true that the Lord
of the harvest alone has the right to call and send laborers into

His harvest and that it is our duty to make this a matter of
earnest prayer. It is equaliy our duty to work for this. The
prayer without the effort will remain an unanswered petition.

Better workers and more of them is what is needed.

This training and teaching tn order for it to be done
properly must be done by missionary evangelists.

A professional

teacher, be he in a secular school or in a theological seminary,
is not well suited to give practical knowledge and training such
as is so urgently needed on the field, unless indeed he has had
a good share of experience himselr as a successful evangelist.

As a man who has spent his life in ‘‘institutional’’ work or

over books is not generally fitted to translate into the
colloquial, so in like manner the man of books and schools is
not generally suited to give effective training and teaching fit

for the intensely practical work of giving the Gospel to the
unevangelized.

In order that this very important work be done adequately

and well, sufficient time and attention must be given to it.
The writer has studied this matter long and caretully and is
convinced that this task has been too much neglected, and very
often where attended to at all, has been done very imperfectly.
Ofteu scraps of time that could not well be used elsewhere have
been employed in teaching Chinese workers. Very generally a

missionary evangelist’s time is so taken with a multitude of
details and with the various and perplexing problems connected

with the oversight of the general work under his care that he
has neither time nor inclination to engage in special teaching

and training. Yet he is the one best qualified to do this.
Nevertheless there are practical solutions of the difficulty. One

method, involving a minimum of expense, 1s to gather in all
the Chinese helpers, say, once or twice a year for a period of
six weeks or two months, and let one or two members of the
station lay aside other work and devote themselves to the
teaching and training of the helpers. Where the members of
one station are too few, or the other work too heavy, then it 1s
best for two or more neighboring stations to combine and bring
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These helpers should be
divided into classes, the work properly laid out and the whole
form itself into a Bible school for the time being. Tf seasons of
the year are chosen when itinerating work cannot well be done,
there is not much interference with this and the time 1s spent
to the best possible advantage. While these classes are in
session, besides careful and practical teaching, special care
should be taken to develop and strengthen strong Christian
character and a deep spiritual I1fe. The importance of these
cannot be exaggerated and should by no means be neglected.
An intelligent, working knowledge of the Bible, especially the

in all their helpers to be taught.

Gospel, a strong Christian character and a deep, heaithy
spiritual life are the prime qualifications for Christian work,
so far as we can give them. ‘The Chinese Christian worker
should be able to preach and teach the Gospel clearly, intell1-

gently, forcibly and in a practical way suited to his heathen

audience. But of equal, if not greater importance is his
Christian character and spiritual life. No matter how well
trained and equipped otherwise, if he be not filled with the

Holy Spirit, with all that this implies, he is not yet it for

his work. So long as he lacks thorough consecration, so long
as he lives in the indulgence of some known sin, so long as he
is under the control of some selfish ambition, he is not fit for
his work. These workers, in order to be fitted for their task,
must be brought to know and to realize that, unless they live
such lives as that their bodies shall be fit temples for the full
indwelling of the Spirit, they are not yet ‘‘ vessels unto honor,
sanctified, meet for the Master’s use, prepared unto every good
work.’’ Where such training classes are in practice the advantages accrtling are many aud manifold.
Again. There is doubtless great need for Bible training
schools, such as the Moody School in Chicago, or Dr. White’s

school in New York. The demand for Chinese laborers of
various kinds is so large that no one plan for supplying them,
even though successfully conducted, is sufficient to supply all
that is needed. This part of the missionary’s task is tar larger
and broader than the majority of us have as yet realized. In the
United States, besides there being a preacher to less than every

six hundred of the population, there is a great host of other
workers—Sunday school superintendents and teachers, Christian
Endeavor, Y. M. C. A., and other organizations too numerous to
mention, yet there is a constant call for more. If all these are
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needed in the States, what shall we say of China ! The writer

has long had in his mind’s eye Bible schools in which the
word of God is the text-book, in which large numbers of men

are equipped to go out and carry the Gospel to the vast
unnumbered millions still in darkness. No special need for
denominational distinctions here, nor fine points in theology ;
no need for an expensive foreign equipment ; Chinese houses
and appointments will be better suited. Plenty of sunshine
aud fresh air, healthy food and exercise; a full realization of
the situation as it exists, a clean Christian life, thorough consecration to the work and an earnest eagerness to become
prepared for it. These and like blessings we long to see.
4- There is still another feature of evangelistic work in the
broad meaning of the term to which we should refer; I mean

revival meetings. This new feature in missionary work in
China, so hopeful and encouraging, certainly needs wise direc-

tion and leading. The last few years has demonstrated the
fact that the Chinese can be moved, and powerfully moved, by
speakers and leaders qualified for revival work. This feature
is so hopeful that, while on the one hand it should be carefully

controlled, on the other there should be no check laid on
tt. The Chinese Christians are just beginning to realize the
spiritual nature of the kingdom. They are, many of them, in
a condition susceptible of growth and will respond earnestly
and fully to revival influences. This is a source of incalculable
biessing, or of the greatest danger, and we should certainly
take hold of it, make the very best use of it, lest it be abused
and the result be disastrous.

Men, foreigners and Chinese, who are gifted for this kind
of work, should have all the opportunity that they need to use
their gifts to the best advantage. Since this manifestation of

spiritual things has just begun among Chinese Christians,
much may be hoped for in the future if properly guided and
suitable revival meetings be held where the way is open.

Jt requires tact and good judgment as well as zeal and
earnestness.

The above has been written with the hope of aiding,
to some extent, though small it may be, in leading us to give
more earnest attention to the great work for which we are
here, the evangelization of this great Empire, and urging this
with all our strength.
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What is Effective Occupationr
BY REV. P. F. PRICE, D.D., DONGSHANG.

\ A 7 BATpractical
3s elfective
occupation of mission territory ? In
evangelization there is no more important
question at this time.

All of the evangelical mis-

sionary societies have practically the same objective, that 1s, the

planting of a pure church-—a seec within itself—that will
spring up and grow and develop and overspread the land.

The field is one. The aim is one.

But the methods of
accomplishment are diverse and sometimes contradictory. For
example : Here is a great area of arable land. ‘The soil is rich
and capable of high cultivation, yielding abundant harvests.
Farmers are settling here and there. But some settlers crowd

and overlap each other, while others are widely scattered.
some of the land receives much attention, while other parts
are left waste and unsown, yielding no harvest at all. For
lack of orderly agreement as to occupation there is waste of
energy in needless readjustment, a waste of oppottunity in the
neglect of places which might be cultivated but which are not.

So it has been in the development of the great China
field. The aim is one, but there has been a lack of unity of
purpose and method in working to a common end. Many
large cities have from three to ten central mission stations,
while other populous centres have only one, or none at all.
Some small places have two or three out-stations of different
denominations, while other extensive areas have none at all.
A mission map will show very uneven occupation of the China

feld as a whole. Locally considered the need is so great
that, though some places have a comparatively large number
of workers, all find enough to do and more than they can do.
But in the broader aspect, considering the field as a whole,
the points of light are not uniformly distributed as they ought
to be. Or to change the figure, the seed is unevenly sown.

‘(There is that scattereth and yet increaseth, there is that
withholdeth more than is meet, but it tendeth to poverty.”
Joint occupation of one centre to the neglect of others lessens
individual mission responsibility, needlessly introduces perplexing questions within the missionary body, jeopardizes mission
comity, and, in so far, hinders the evangelization of the whole
country in this generation.
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We should try to blame no one for this state of affairs
so far as it exists in China to-day. We should rejoice in the
growing spirit of comity and federation in many quarters
and in the cordial understanding which exists among missionaries in many places regarding division of territory and
of work.

But look at the question in its large aspect. Look at
China as a great community of four hundred million souls,
and at each district as only a part of that great whole, and

at the Christian propaganda not as the work of any one
denomination but as the work of all the denominations workk-

ing together, and what do we find? We find that for the
future we may proceed, 1f we will, on much wiser lines,
making our occupation of new territory effective in a wider
sense than ever before. The time 1s come when we should
define what effective occupation is, and after defining it, agree

among ourselves that we will carry it into effect, but the
results, by God’s grace, will be worth all the cost.
1, Effective occupation takes a wide and statesmanlike

view of the whole field, irrespective of locality, distance, or
denominational preference. It aims as iar as possible to do
work that others are not prepared to do.
Ze
Effective occupation is unselfish. It does not attempt

to occupy or hold a centre of work because it belongs to a
certain denomination ot because it swells the rolls or adorns
the report of any particular society, or station, or individual.
It allows another to occupv its old place and pushes out into
a new field if thereby the common cause may be advanced.
The hardest sort of occupation is to relinquish to another the

fruit of our former labours and start out anew in untilled
eround, but it is sometimes the most effective of all, for it has
in it the very spirit of the Master.

3. Effective occupation is Catholic. It recognizes the
fact that those who love the Lord and labour wisely and sincerely for the progress of His cause are pares inter pares in
mission work, and as such should receive, each from the other,

due confidence not only as regards Christian fellowship but
also as regards mission work.

For instance, here 1s a concrete

case known to the writer: An English and an American
mission, of different denominations, are working in the same
territory. By mutual agreement the missionaries of the one
are preaching in the chapels and caring for the Christians of
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the other msssion, with a view to taking over the work after
a specified time if the way be clear. This is practical unity.
It recognizes the fact that those who labour on different lines
and in different churches and under varying forms of church
government, may make a mutual transfer of work with benefht
to both and to the common cause,

4. Occupation of territory must be really effective in
order to claim recognition as such. The renting or building
of a few houses and the residence of a few missionaries 1s not

per se effective occupation. The needs of the field and the
quantity and quality of the work that is to overtake those
needs must be considered. Any station or group of stations
should make a very cautious calculation before declaring that

they effectively ‘‘occupy’’ a given territory to the exclusion

of others. To ‘‘pre-empt’’ a district by simply renting a
house and putting a native helper in it, is not occupation in
the real sense. To be effectively worked and honestly held,
a centre of work must have constant supervision, a careful
correction of abuses and an aggressive evangelism.
This raises many questions that it is not possible to enlarge

upon in this short space.

For instance, there must be a high

standard upon which all can agree, both as regards native
evangelists and native church members and inquirers, who are
after ali the real exponents of the Gospel before the Chinese
people. Looseness on the part of any one mission regarding
the employment of native helpers and the admission of church
members militates more than any other one cause, perhaps,

against that mutual confidence which is the basis of interchange of church members and out-stations and of deference the

one to the other in the occupation of new territory. But if
we can attain to effective occupation on the one hand and
recognition of such occupation on the other, and if we will
work out these principles on a wide scale, having the whole
China field in our view, we shall not only make a more fitting
response to the effort of the home churches to evangelize the
whole world in this generation, but we shali better please our
Master, who regards us not as separate armies but as His one
militant church, and who looks down not aloue upon the iocal

fields which we call ours, but upon the whole nation of the
unsaved and who must mourn over things that dissipate our
energy or make less effective than might be the work He would
have us do.
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Cannot the whole question of the mutually effective oc-

cupation of mission territory be taken up on a wide scale
No more practical question can engage the attention of the
Provincial Federations and of the Evangelistic Association of
China, and the settlement of these and correlated questions 1s

the real, practical test of that Christian unity of which we
hear so much in these days and for which we oiten pray.

How to Awaken Interest in the Christian Message e
BY THE REV. ALFRED A. GILMAN, CHANGSHA.

ONFUCIUS advises us to accomplish something first

and then to teach others how to do likewise. The fact
that I have not yet succeeded in perfecting any method
of awakening widespread interest in the Christian imessage

among the Chinese makes me hesitate to take up space in
the RECORDER. As, however, it may be posstble for others
to carry out more successfully the plans which have suggested
themselves to me, I offer them herewith with the hope that they
may not be without usefulness in enlarging the membership of
the kingdom.

In order to make the matter concrete I instituted an

inquiry among forty-three evangelists to discover what influences
had led them to listen and to respond to the Christian message.

I think that it would be well for every mission to keep a
complete record of the spiritual history of each convert.

‘This

would, in time, furnish the missionary body with some
understanding of the influences which really are at work

in Chinese life. Seven of these men were born in Christian
families, five were brought in by relatives, seven were led by
friends, while twenty-one were reached through the chapel or
preacher, one was first attracted by an English school and
two by tracts. The accounts given by these men assure me of
the faithful witness given by many a brother to brother, friend

to friend, employer to apprentice, and even apprentice to
This record shows the vitality of the mission work
as now carried on and introduces the first suggestion which I

employer.

would make as to new methods.

We constantly hear it stated that ancestor worship is the

one insuperable obstacle which confronts our work. The

How to Awaken Interest in the Christian Message ?
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opposition of family tradition stands as a stone wali defying
entrance to the Christian taith. We need to appreciate that
the Chinese family life in some of its characteristics is more
truly Christian than our ultra-individualistic ways of the West.
But from the point of view of our theme we need to realize that
we have here prepared for us avenues of entrance into Chinese

life similar to the Roman highways which carried St. Paul to
the limits of the civilized world. I do not know how many
missionaries have made a point of learning the genealogy of
their converts, inquiring into the number of families closely
connected by blood with the convert. We should be on the
aggressive and not on the defensive, and should hold ourselves

responsible for the bringing in of the whole clan of each
and every convert. I believe that much could be done by
aggressive, and if I may so call it, inquisitive work. We
should have special tracts dealing with the doctrine of the
iamily from the Christian point of view. To win these people
we teed, not tracts combating ancestor worship, but tracts
recognizing the glories of the past and emphasizing St. Paul’s
statement in Romans about noble heathen. 1 have searched
through tract literature and have been sadly disappointed to
find so few which were without some element of combativeness

which irritated even me. We need for this purpose tracts
which ‘neither strive nor cry,’ but which ‘ preach the comfort-

able Gospel of Christ.’ With the proper tracts in hand we
need to take each member of the church and follow the
ramifications of his family as far as they will take us; always
aking an attempt to reach the head of the family as soon as
posssible, if not the head in age, at least the leader in intellect

and appreciation of China’s position in the world to-day.
Patience may be needed, but let patience have her perfect
work.

Another element of active opposition to Christianity 1s
found in the guild system of China, into which are gathered all
the lower ranks of Chinese life. These people look upon the

euild as the one power which is able and willing to protect
them from harm and guarantee them a livelihood. The guilds
are as powerful in the city lfe of China to-day as were those
of England in the days of Queen Elizabeth. ‘Their members
are, for the most part, without learning and without deep
thought. One may safely say that they do not rise in their
thoughts much above the desire for food and clothing.

They
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do not seem to crave comforts either for the body or the soul,
aud this is the root of the difficulty in any attempt to awaken
an interest in the Christian message. Fach one of these guilds
has a patron deity, 11 whose presence feasts are held at least three

times a year. It would be difficult to say that the members of
the guild either feel dependence upon or expect much direct
help from their patron deity. But the members do enjoy the
feasts and the processions. A member who becomes a Christian is persecuted because he withdraws his financial assistance
from the merrymaking and changes the ways of lis forefathers.

Pastor Hsi, of Shansi, accomplished many wonderful
things; among which was the inducing of his village to accept
the true God as their patron deity during his eldership. Might

we not attempt to gain an entrance into the guild life and
turn the small amount of religion which they embrace in the
Christian direction. All this class are much more easily moved
411 tnass than as individuals. With any guild under Christian
influence, the development of the individuals in 1t would bea

matter of growth fast or slow, according to the ability of
each, but at least an opening would be gained.
Our greatest missionary difficulty in China at present is in
connection with lawsuits. Here, again, we need to consider
the Chinese point of view. Every guild protects its members,
right or wrong. Every family expects to defend a member to
any extremity. We take a man away from his family and his

guild, make him a target of both and then if he becomes
involved with officials or fellow-men, we leave him to the
tender mercies of his enemies.

It does not seem very Christian,

and it is a great cause of misunderstanding. I always try to
emphasize the fact that the church is at present in an abnormal

position and that the day will come when a Christian may
expect full sympathy in all his trials from the church. That
day, of course, will be when foreign interference has disappear-

ed and the church has grown strong enough to cleanse itself
and to be sure of the true character of its members. At the
present time, however, we are in a most difficult situation. ‘To
meet this emergency we should have tracts emphasizing, on
the one hand, the all-embracing character of religion and of the

church and, on the other hand, explaining the extraordinary
position of the church in China to-day and calling upon all

members to suffer patiently all present trials for the sake
of the church which is to be.
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The church which is to be seems to me a theme which
has its power of awakening interest in our message among
all Chinese. The assembling of the faithful for edification
and the unity of fellowship are among the most distinctive
marks of the Christian religion. At the present time many

Chinese are striving to do great things for their country
and their fellow-men, but in the whole range of Chinese life
there 1s no opening for untted, useful service comparable
with that to be found in the Christian church. This theme,
in all its phases, may well be included in the subjects handled
in tracts prepared for use according to the plan to be mentioned flater.

I would make one suggestion looking toward increasing
the effectiveness of the street chapel. I plan out a course of
instruction, arranging to have a tract containing each theme
ready in sufficient numbers so that one may he given to each
person as he enters the hall. When the time comes, those
present are asked to follow while the tract is read aloud. ‘The
speaker then preaches on the theme, explaining the characters
of the tract and its spiritual meaning. If any impression has
been made, and the tract 1s carried home, it will serve to recall
the whole service and sermon and may be the means of having
the sermon rehearsed to other hearers. Those who casually
drop iu and then depart may also be reached by the tract put
into their hands.

The investigation, referred to above, shows that not a few
scholarly men have been reached through the street chapel
work and by the more intimate personal work of the Christian
pastor and believer. Those who are thus reached are largely
men of strong religious instincts and cravings and have often

passed through the bondage of Buddhist and Taoist study.

But the leaders of China, the scholars and the wealthier
business men are, as a class, without interest in the Christian
message because they do not believe in religion at all. They
are thoroughgoing opportunists. They are inclined to accept
any creed which will enable them to avoid the yoke of Christ.
Many of them are sadly prejudiced against religion in general,

both by Confucian tradition and by their experience with it
under various forms, not even excepting the Christian. Others
among them do not want moral restraint and are glad to hear
any message of determinism which may be able to quiet their
consciences.
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The missionary finds it very difficult to come into personal

touch with these men. How shall interest be awakened if
they do not hear? How shall they hear until their interest 1s
sufficiently aroused at least to drop into a preaching hall
or to purchase the penny tract which is offered to them?
Good work is being done by tracts, and the weekly newspapers

are molding public opinion, but the effective circulation of all
is far below the need. [am a great believer in tracts. One
great advantage of the tract over either the newspaper or
the Bible in reaching outsiders is that the tract has but one

theme. If this appeals to the reader, there is nothing on
the page before or after to dissipate its influence. Each tract
either succeeds or fauls. The latter kind is forgotten. ‘The
former is retained, and in the course of time a series of such will

lead to the reception of doctrine for which the mind of the
reader was not at first prepared. We need to think more
of the mind of the reader, and we should prepare tracts te
win the acceptance of men at every stage of Christian and
general religious belief even down to the vanishing point.
I plan to issue tracts in series as has been done by Dr. Case
and some others. These tracts I would attempt to have put

into the most perfect literary form, for in my sphere of work
the literary character of the tract is still the most important

factor in awakening interest. After its literary flavor had
won attention, I should aim to have the reader find nothing
in the first tracts of the series which he would not accept
without question and which would lead him to take a favorable
attitude toward the writer. From this basis of understanding
I should try to lead the readers on step by step into the fulness
of my own faith. These tracts, as prepared, I should circulate
as widely as possible in the schools and among the scholars of
my centre. I should ask for criticism both of the style and
thought and, if at all successful, I should try to build up what
might be called a religious seminar, containing as many of the
students as I should have been able to bring in a social way
into my home.
This brings me to the last suggestion. I teel that there ts

room for great improvement in our social relations with the
Chinese. Most of us feel that it would be impossible to have
the ordinary Chinese come into our regular soctal hfe. Bnt
there are many kinds of Chinese, and I believe that the offishness of the average foreign missionary has become a serious
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hindrance to more effective missionary work. I believe that
there is need to-day for foreigners to enter into a larger social

life with the Chinese and, if I may so put it, to spend more
money and time in the social entertainment of casual literary
and business friends who may thus be gradually led into the
deeper communion which will unite them with our Lord and
Master. We need to be more like our Lord, who made great
use of social life for the purpose of furthering the kingdom.
This paper is but a series of dreams of what might be. It
it In any way opens up new avennes for the entrance of Chinese
into the kingdom, the writer will be gratified.

The Place of Vision in Evangelism
BY REV. W. REMERY HUNT, F.R.G.S.

TT

HE history and action of modern missions in China is
unigqtte.

It shows a remarkable versatility in the volume

and variety of its splendid service. In the manner

and form of its adaptation to circumstances it has grasped the
genius which proves itself in the highest and wisest statestnanship.

In this it 1s only true to its original commission.

Flerein is seen the secret of its strength and the pledge of its

endtrance. Missions have learned that there are peculiar
religious as well as physical climates. With a better diagnosis

of conditions and a juster appreciation of relative values we
have reached the point of contact. Streets and markets as
well as classic forums and sacred temples show us potent
factors in moral evolution, and it is where these forces have
been taken into account that there has been seen, in the exact
ratio of such recognition, the most effective and enduring

results.

In the spiritual aspect of the situation it is at once observable that three great forces have been operative in moving
China into a new life. These may be easily tabulated—spirifual, intellectual, and industrial. Neither of these alone could
have accomplished this and neither can claim the place of
preeminence. Like all agencies and forces that achieve results they are correlated. Kach in its own place and all in
their own normal relations have spelled out the letters in the
one word—vrereneration,
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There is thus ample reason alike from the achievements

in the evangelisation of the provinces and trom the signal
changes that are taking place in China to look with assurance
and hope on the great problems which with increasing stress

and strain arise in the field and challenge the wisdom and
the patience of us all. Although the attitude of the Chinese
government, the tone of the native press and the demeanour

of the /zteratz, taken generally, seems to have somewhat

changed from its former suavity to a saner, even if sometimes
not so eulogistic an expression, it may sober us to more serious
thought and withal temper us to a more tactful and strategic
administration.
In the light of these truths we are taken to a new place
of vision. Nor is it a dissolving view, because the vision
actualises. Things happen. New and widening horizons are
all about wus. The air is filled with voices that are calling us

to watch, to wait, and to pray. If ever there was a time
when the voice of God was summoning the evangels of the
Christ to move on it 1s now. It is the concensus of opinion
that there never was a time when the opportunities for an
effective evangelism were more inviting than at the present
moment.

It is a clarion call to work on a far larger scale

than has been ever before attempted. The time, the place,
and the circumstances favor and comfef widespread, wellorganized and well-equipped campaigns.

Some very effective extension of our vision would take
place if we could see and appreciate the magnificent oppor-

tunities that are open to us in the largest cities in China,
among the educated youth, whose nervous quest of the new
knowledge amounts to a desire which is almost a prayer. The
idea of popular meetings, lectureships, conferences, etcetera,

is now common in all the provinces. Here ts a field for

something new. It should be worked to its highest and best
deyree of efficiency.
There are foregleams and there are danger signals. These
are common to all lines of march. Fiashes of spiritual prevision are as nothing to us if they are not signals to advance.
The whole empire is now open to evangelism. We could not
have dreamed of such potential movements even a decade since.
Nor can we tell how tong these open doors will wvite us / We

cannot tell what the future has in store for the struggles,
development, and achievements of the work in China, and
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because the keenest eye breaks down at the nearest horizon,
we hardly dare predict. Qne thing, however, is certain. {t
is this. More and more the Chinese will rise to the ascendancy
in their own affairs. This will do its work in the political,
commercial, intellectual and moral spheres. it is the normal

The handwriting is already on the walls. Let bim
that hath wisdom read it. ‘The crises both in and out of the
church are real and impressive. This article will not deal
issue.

with this side of the question; suffice it to say that in all
seriousness we are Jed to the conclusion that the evangelsation

of China nist be accomplished within the next decade.
alternative means deteat.

Its

This 1s the paramount issue, because

it is already seen that the tare-seeds of revolution, the flood
tides of materialisin, and the keen and contesting philosophies of
the East are already working in the plastic minds of the schools,
and which, if not met and answered with reason and demonstra-

tion, may wither and blight the fair propects which seem to
be within the grasp of Christian missions at the present time.

This, then, 1s the position we have reached, and to its
field and service should be devoted the choicest and most
fitted inen who are committed to the evangelisation of China.
The need is for specialists in evangelism. Many of these men
are already on the field. ‘They are equipped with language
and experience.

Hach mission has its share of such men who

might be set apart for special campaigns covering the large
and strategic centres, be it cities or marts, where the greatest
resuits could be expected.

It has been seen that the churches

will unite in such campaigns. Ample time in advance the
evangelistic tour could be advertised. Hxtensive preparation
and expectancy would be pushed and kept aflame with the

prayer-life of the districts. ‘Towns could be pasted. Few
places in China scare us with the sign ‘‘Bullstickers will be
The working committees in each centre would,
in all detail and arrangements, prepare the way, animate the
hopes, and win the day by their faith and works.
In one of the remarkable sermons of Rev. F. W. Robertprosecuted ! ”’

son, D.D., of Brighton, England—that prince of expository
preachers—he said: ‘‘ We talk of apostolic missions as a matter
of course, we say that the apostles were ordered to go and plant

churches, and so we dismiss the great fact. But we forget
that the command was rather the result of a spiritual working
from within than of an injunction working from without.’
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So clear is the scriptural idea of evangelism that it reads
like a primer. Its cominission was tniversal and abiding. Its
evangel was a lost world’s liberation manifesto. Its aposties
were endued and endowed with the grace of Christ aud with the
‘(presence in perpetuity’? of the Divine Spirit. It announced
an and an exlenszeve message. Its zzcluszve and its

exclusive features were to be given their proper piace.

to proclaim a// of Christ's Word and oly His evangel.

tt was
‘The

divine presence and the redeeming Gospel were given 22 perpetuam and its triumphs conditioned on its adequate fulfilment.

If history is philosophy teaching its lessons by example,
then, it may be seen, even by casual seers, that the present
moment in China presents a striking analogy to the times in
which the earliest missionary activities found the conditions
and the environment fitted to the occasion. Neroian persecttions, dissolute aud decadent governments, the hate of the
religious hucksters, the cry of those whose gains were at stake,

the weight of passing but defiant faiths, and the unrest in all
the ramifications of the social, political, and religious life of
the plebian and patrician classes caused one of the writers of
the day to record: ‘©All religions had becoine, among the
masses, equally true to the people, equally false to the philoso-

pher and equally useful to the politician.’ But these first
churches existed for evangelisin. At the middle of the third
century we find the historian Gibbon estimating that there
were mote than fifty thousand Christians in Rome itself. So
rapid, in fact, was the advance of the new religion that many
of the officials in the government halls, and even some of the
leaders in the palaces, were openly disciples of Christ. Now
note, This was accomplished in spite of the fact that all the
administrative power of the empire, and all the cunning of
its vassals, was steadily concentrated upon the extinction of the

name of Christ, and yet such swift and incredible progress—
embracing the evangelisation of the territories on to Spain——was
achieved by its weak and disproportionate instruments.

God’s movements are always on time.

As witness the

preparation in the fashioning of the language of the early
evangelists, the opening of great trade routes, the preparation of

the minds of the people, the demonstrated failure of their own
religious systems, the unrest of the masses, the expectancy of
new movements, and the readiness with which the heart-hunger
and soul-thirst of the devotees of these ‘‘ faiths that die’? found
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satisfaction in the certainties and blessings of the Word which
brought life and immortality to light through the Gospel.
The chalieuge to a more effective evangelism is a call to

us to look out from faith’s observatory on to the wide felds
which are even now ‘‘ white unto harvest.’? Our concern,
to-day, is not whether the opportuneness will present itself,
rather is it with the serious thought as to whether we shall be
ready for the opportunities already presented.

Still, it is true,

also, in the experiences of individuals, as with nations, that
in God’s economy, opportunities correspond with an almost
mathematical exactness with the abilities and conditions given
to meet them. Now, as surely as God has in all these centuries
of preparation been preserving China, and conserving her evolution for these later days of regeneration, so surely will there be
also sent and empowered the instruments to ineet the occasion.

‘Thoughts that breathe and words that burn’’ have
surged up in our hearts while we have watched with a thrill
of delight the sunrise of new hopes in the faces of some of
God's choicest instruments in the native ministry. These are
soine of the glad surprises that will cheer the workers in all
fields.
It as full of beautiful possibilities and tremendous
potentialities. The Chinese church 1s catching its vision of
the Christ. It 1s slowly but surely coming to its kingdom.
Its ministry and its membership are touching the live-wires
of causative and creative prayer. They are finding pearls of
great price in the mines of the Scriptures. There is a new
volition in aggressive evangelism initiated and controlled by
the native churches. These things mean advancement. Nor
have we yet come to that angle of vision where we can really
see and estimate the incalculable advantages that have accrued

to us through the wisdom and patience of the native church
during the delicate periods of its adolescence. It has taken
1s to clearer altitudes. From this juster viewpoint of the really
worthy character of the Chinese, as a people, we have a more
clarified vision, and the whole field in all its range stands out
in its clearest perspective.
In the clearest analysis, therefore, of the forces that make

for the regeneration of this mightiest empire of antiquity, it
is easy to see that the instruments used in such a service must
be called, chosen, set apart, sent, endued and endowed with
the grace and power of the Holy Spirit. Cold lips will never
kindle the fires of evangelism. As it is true there is no fresh
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air in a picture, so it is true that buds do not grow on a
water color drawing.

The messenger must be a man witha

life behind his message. J,ife is the unanswerable logic.
Calvary must tincture the life of the evangelist with the crimson

stream. Without a passion for souls no evangelism canbe
realised.

This is the place where the transheured life becomes

the transtuitted lite. It tells the story of divine love. it lifts
up Christ that He might draw all men unto Him. Tt voices

verities and leaves the frigid zone of ‘higher’ or ‘lower
criticism’ in its own place. This is the supreme imperative,
and it leads to the ze utira of faith and hope and love.
THE LEADING MISSIONARIES ARE AT ONE IN THE DEEP
CONVICTION THAAT THE EVANGELISATION OF THE CHINESE

This
is the crux of the whole argument. This is the place where
the missionaries should go to their knees. The question 1s
MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED BY THE CHINESE THEMSELVES.

urgent; it is, in fact, a question which ought to arouse us
to a more real, sacrificial, and adequate propaganda. Our
schools of the prophets are working with men and means at
the irreducible minimuin. Bible colleges should be instituted
and maintained and their personnel utilised in evangelism,
taking part in the campaigns with the senior missionaries and
srowing up into the service which is so soon to be placed in
their hands for administration. Chrysostom has said it well:
‘The apostles are God’s athletes in the world.”’ Wundt says:
‘(The innermost essence of morality is a ceaseless, never end-

ing effort.’? This is the inner compulsion that 1s needed,
And we ate convinced it will receive its sofz/—its lifting forces
of omnipotence—through the prayer-energies of the church.
We shall have uncovered the secret of successful evangelism when we have discovered its actual dynamic in a personal-

ity.

Truth must incarnate itself in a life in order to do its

work.

Holiness is an invincible argument. Our blessed Lord
and Master breathed the investment of influence in men that

through inen the humanity in them might be touched. So
it is in the line of succession of all the apostles. ‘The chosen
messenger of the covenant must be, in his personality, office
and mission, ordained of the piercéd Hand. Thus when God
chooses a man to do a work in the Gospel He calls one in
whom He can invest the sacred presence, and through whom
alike its power and blessings may find channels of acquiescent
and active communication. Take the instances of the revival
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movemeuts in Korea, Manchuria, Mongolia, Chihli, Honan,
Shantung, Chekiang and Anhwei, or among the Miao tribles,
or in fact in any revival movement, and its genesis may be traced
to some sane, sound, and salutary Christlike life. As witness

the measure of the stature of the fulness of Clirist seen in the
beloved Pastor Hs!, Dr. Li, Evangelist Ting, Chinese storyteller Shi, and many of the speaking likenesses of the Lord
Jesus Christ as seen 1n the lives of the misstonartes in so many

of the provinces, where as in the dark dome of heathendom,
these lives incarnated, vitalised, and revealed the love of Christ.
In answer to many of these ideals and suggestions, it will,

be it admitted, be reasonably argued that the end is a most
desirable one, and all missions most assuredly wish they might

let loose some of their specially fitted men for such special
campaigns, but with the present inadequate forces, strained to
breaking point in meeting their present obligations, the question is left still a question. Stil] the fact stands. Crises are
calls to daring and to larger action. It 1s the nick of time to
play the master-stroke in widespread and organized provincial

campaigns. Let the various missions represent the facts to
their respective boards in Europe and America. It would
mean a new intusion of purpose, a fresh suffusion of plan, and

a wider diffusion of programme which, for them, as for us,
would bring its reflex influence of blessing and execute itself
in the dual relations of life’s specific functions of building itself
up so that it might reproduce itself.
‘‘ Aspire, break bounds |!
The new and whitening horizons send the gleam,
A continent would face the morn—and deem
Night’s ages turned around.”’

The [tmerant Method of Evangelistic Work

T

BY REV. ALBERT LUTLEY, HUNGTUNG, SHANSI.

HE title of this article is perhaps sufficient to explain
its scope without further definition. The paper, it will
be understood, is not a discussion of the various meth-

ods of itinerant evangelistic work, helpful and instructive
though that might be, but is rather a consideration of the
itinerant, or travelling method, as distinguished from preaching in street chapels, guest-halls, and other stationary work.
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There is no desire to hold up one form of evangelistic work

to the disparagement of others. are diversities of ministrations and the same Lora. There are diversities of workings,

but the same God who worketh all things in all.” (R.V.).
It is to be feared, however, that modern mission methods
have been too much influenced and determined by the desire

of the home Boards and churches for statistics rather than
by a humble, prayerful study of the Scriptures and an intelligent purpose to approximate to the example of our Lord
and His apostles and to be guided by the principles and
motives which influenced and guided them in their work.
The commission and example of Christ and the example
of the greatest and most successful missionary to the heathen,

combined with the present opportunities for the widespread
proclamation of the Gospel throughout China, constitute an
imperative demand that we should individually examine our
present methods and general plan of work with a view to
finding out whether they are the best that can be adopted by
us, in order to secure the most rapid fulfilment of our Lord’s

command, ye into all the world and preach the Gospel
to every creature.’’ ‘*Ye shall be iny witnesses both in
Jerusalem and in aé/ Judeea and Samaria and unto the uttermost part of the earth.’’
Have we not reached a stage in our work when a much
larger proportion of the missionary body might wisely devote
themselves to widespread, systematic, itinerant effort throughout the whole of their districts, and when all those in charge
of churches should, both by their example and teachings, seek
more deeply to impress upon the church members and Chinese

helpers their responsibility to make Christ known in every
town and hamlet in their neighborhood ?
Nearly all workers in China mourn over the comparatively
slow progress that is being made in the evangelization of this

people and are burdened by the fact that, after a century of
missionary effort, not more that one per cent. of the people
can be said to have been even nominally evangelized.

Is it not possible that we have been far too much taken
up with the plant and machinery of missions and have unconsciously adapted our plans and methods with a view to
securing results which could be shown in statistics, such as
stations and out-stations opened, hospitals and schools established aud converts and enqtirers gathered ? Is it not true
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that the practice of concentration has been adopted by us
largely because it has been found that this method most quick-

ly yielded returns that would be received with favour by the
home churches ?

Most missionaries of experience who are acquainted with
the facts will, I think, agree that this desire to tabulate results
has proved a great hindrance and positive danger to the work,
and has, in some cases, threatened the very life and existence
of the church. How often it has led to the opening of outstations where no adequate oversight could be given and under
circumstances in which there was little or no reasonable ground

for believing there would be a true and faithful presentation
of the Gospel to the people !

One indirect result of the missionary’s concentrating his
efforts on a comparatively small constituency has been that,
not infrequently, when converts have been gathered he has
gradually ceased to do ageressive evangelistic work and has

given his whole time and strength to caring for the few
Christians.

It is not uncommon to find that places of worship
are built for them with foreign money, that the Sunday and
other services are either led by the missionary himself, or by
someone paid by foreign money to do so; whilst schools are
established and food and clothing, as well as books and tuition,
in many cases, provided for their sons and daughters largely,
if not wholly, at mission expense ; the parents frequently being
further relieved of all burden or responsibility for arranging

the betrothal and marriage of their daughters, which are
undertaken by the missionary. In this way are we not in
danger of producing what Henry Drummond called a genera-

tion. of ‘spiritual parasites,’’ who have never acquired the
power of obtaining at first hand the nourishment necessary to
sustain life ? In writing thus I do not wish to disparage the

Chinese church. The fact that there are so many noble
exceptions of those who have developed a natural, robust,
spiritual life, in spite of the unhealthy environments we have
often thrown around them, speaks volumes for its strength and

vitality.

If we search for the ruling and guiding principle in
Christ’s ministry I think we shall find it in Luke iv. 42-44,
where we read, ‘*The multitudes would have stayed Him
that He should not go from them, but He said unto them:

I must preach the good tidings of the kingdom of Goa
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in the other citres atso, for therefore was £ seni.” (R.
V.) This purpose impelled Him from place to place, town
to town, city to city, until the whole of Judea and Galilee
had been traversed again and again and led Him to send out
the ‘‘ twelve,” and later the *‘ seventy,’ two and two to engage
in the same itinerant proclamation of the Gospel. In this we
have a course of action which I believe it would be wise to
follow more closely than we are doing. May it not be that we
have, to an unnecessary extent, departed from the example of

our Lord? His own brethren thonght it would have been
wiser had He concentrated His eftorts upon Jerusalem and
done all His mighty work in Judea, and is it not this same
reasoning that has led such a large proportion of the missionary
body to settle in and confine their efforts to the larger cities?

As we read the Acts and Epistles of Paul, we see how
fully this principle and motive power found expression in his
life. Christ’s words, ‘‘ Let us go elsewhere to the next towns
that I may preach there also,’’ describe the whole missionary

life of him who was ‘‘in journeying oft,’? ‘‘so that from
Jerusalem and round about, even unto Hlyricum,” he could
say: ‘‘I have fully preached the Gospel of Christ, yea, making
722 my aim to preach the Gospel not where Christ was already
tamed. ”? Paul’s object does not appear to have been to con-

centrate all his efforts on one place, but rather that all that
dwelt in Asia might have the Word of God.
Mission stations in centres of moving populations are not,
as a rule, regarded favourably by missionary societies or missionaries. The fact that they provide unique centres for the
widespread proclamation of the Gospel is, I fear, largely overshadowed by the consideration that they do not show to advantage in mission statistics.
Many of God’s servants at home and in China are praying
for a widespread spiritual revival. {t should be borne in mond

that there are definite laws in the spiritual, as well as in the
natural world. ‘‘ Raith cometh by hearing and hearing by the
Word of God.’ This is a law of the kingdom. The Holy
Spirit uses, quickens and honours the Word. Lhe ministry of
John and of Christ, as also that of the disciples, were the
necessary preparation for, and condition of, Pentecost.

spiritual needs of the Chinese people cry imperatively for a
host of qualified evangelists to penetrate every hamlet and
present the Gospel, not once nor twice, but until it is under-
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stood by ‘every creature.’ China must be charged with
knowledge, and with this conviction the church in China and
at home must give herself to a great evangelistic movement to
make the Redeemer’s mission known to the Chinese people

individually, definitely, quickly.’’* How to accomplish this
is the missionary problem, and it is just here we are brought
face to face with the consciousness of our great need. It 128
again the question of the disciples with the five loaves and two
fishes in the presence of a hungry multitude. How naturally
we echo the cry, ‘‘ What are they among so many?” W hen
Christ sent out the twelve He “gave them power and authority.’ Lo the seventy also He said: ‘* Behold, I give unto you

power.’’ Then, when he gave His last commission to His
disciples, He said: ‘‘ Wait for the promise of the Father.”

shall receive power.”! Is not the one great condition of

our commission being fulfilled that we all obtain ‘‘ power” ;
power in our own lives, power in our teaching, power in out
church life and work, so that the Word of the Lord shall be
multiplied a hundred fold ix the lives and testimony of all the
church members ?

Flow so to preach, and teach, and live that the spiritual
life of the whole church shall become so robust and full, that
its members will be constrained by the love of Christ to go
“everywhere preaching the Gospel” is the crux of the evangelisation of every land. It was the purpose of the divine Head
of the church that every member should be a witness, and it
is only thus that the Lord’s commission can be really fulfilled.
Every wise and true missionary will teach, and labour, and
pray to secure this end. Is not this the secret of the rapid
extension of the work in Korea and Uganda?
The practical methods adopted by Mr. August Karlsson to
secure this end, as quoted in the paper on Evangelistic Work
presented to the Centenary Conference, are so admirable that T
am constrained to repeat them.
HOW TO CREATE AND SUSTAIN IN THE CHINESE CHURCH
ZEAL FOR EVANGELISATION.

* (I). The first necessity for this is to me that the pastor,
preacher or leader himself get a new refreshment through the
knowledge of God for his own heart and the zeal and earnest
ire of the Holy Spirit for enabling him to create and sustain
zeal for evangelisation.
* Dr. J. W. Lowrie. * Paper on Evangelistic Work,”
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‘'(2). Teaching the church the Word of God concerning
His own great love to a lost worid and their responsibility in
doing their duty to save the lost.
‘*(3), Special meetings for prayer and waiting on God on
behalf of the heathen, especially their own families and relations.

‘*(4), Meetings for the study of the lives of men of God,
both of the old and modern times, who have given themselves
wholly to this work of evangelisation, finding out the secret of
their success and therefrom derive inspiration.

By giving the church a true knowledge of the great:

ness of the population of the district, the increasing rottenness

and corruption of their social life, going on generation after
generation without God.

By trying to let them grasp the value of a soul, the

shortness of time, and therefore its unspeakable value in the
light of an unending eternity ; if we press on their hearts the

inspired Scriptures concerning eternal reward and eternal
punishment, it will surely awaken the church to renewed
earnestness in Saving their countrymen.

‘“(>), Wisely arranging to put the Christians into active
evangelistic work, not taking them from their usual occupations,

but in it feeling their own responsibility of their own part in
the Lord’s work.
(8). By calling an evangelist or pastor from another place

who has got an earnest zeal in his heart for the salvation of his

countrymen, letting him show by word or example what can
be accomplished.

‘S(o), Letting the church be acquainted with the progress
of Christ’s kingdom throughout the world.’?
For the benefit of our younger brethren, may I offer a few
practical suggestions and warnings against mistakes into which
most of us older missionaries have fallen ? It is also necessary
that some of our young Chinese preachers be warned on these
points.

1, Do not commence by grieving and offending your
audience by telling them that the gods they worship are false,
or by holding up their most sacred things to ridicule.

2. Do not raise a laugh at the expense of their idols or
other objects of worship. If you do so you will leave a bitterness in their minds toward you, that will make it almost impossible for you to help them. Paul and his co-workers were
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most careful in this matter, and their invariable practice was
so well known that, after more than two years preaching at
Ephesus, the town clerk was able to say without fear of con-

tradiction : These men... . are not blasphemers of our
goddess.’

3. Then, again, do not fall into the snare of preaching
about or against the idols instead of preaching Christ. Satan
does not care how much we preach about the idols if he can
thereby keep us from preaching about Christ. Let Christ's
death and resurrection be the burden of your message.
4. Seek for points of contact. Point out where the Script-

ures coincide with the highest and best in their own books,
and from this lead them on to other truths.
s. Instead of condemning all their sacred books as false,
seek to use the truths they contain as a means of awakening
their conscience by showing them that they have not lived up

to the light they have had and what they knew to be right,
and having done this, point them to Christ. Pant used an
altar to an ‘‘unknown god’’ as his text and quoted a heathen
poet to enforce a divine truth.

6. Do not fall into the temptation, however, of lightly
quoting from the classics. Before making a quotation be sure
you thoroughly know your ground and make yourself familiar
with the whole setting of the passage, as otherwise more harm
than good may be done.
7* On account of the present political conditions, and the
tendency of evil and desioning men to connect themselves with
the church in order to secure the protection of her prestige, I
would strongly urge that no out-stations or chapels be sanctioned or opened where adequate oversight cannot be exercised, or
where there is not reason to believe that a faithful presentation
of the Gospel will be made. In opening up new work, it would
appear that the wisest course would be for the missionary and
Chinese helpers to endeavour, thoroughly and systematically,

to itinerate throughout the district, preaching the Gospel,
distributing tracts and Scriptures and getting into touch with
Let these visits be as regular and frequent as the
circumstances of the work will allow. When men and women
the people.

become interested in the truth, encourage them to read the
Scriptures and other books and worship God in their own
homes. Let it be clearly known both to the official and people
that the mission has no recognized out-station or representative
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in the district and that no one among the adherents has
authority to represent the mission or church in any way.
Even when there are several tested believers gathered in the
same neighborhood, it is often wiser to encourage them to
continue to meet together in one another’s homes, rather than
at once to formally open an out-station.
& Wherever the missionaries’ health and circumstances

will permit, the example of Christ and Paul, both of whom
may be said to have had itinerant Bible training schools, may

well be followed. Instruction is thus combined with work
under conditions that enable the teaching to be practical and
which are favourable to the development of strong, Christian
character.

It has also the advantage of enabling the missionary

to exemplify his teaching by his own life. Paul said, that
which ** ye have seen in me do.”
There is perhaps scarcely any heathen or non-Protestant
country in the world where there is greater liberty and safety
for the widespread proclamation of the Gospel than exists at
the present time in China. Then, again, the almost universal
dissatisfaction with the past and present condition of things,
and the general reaching out after Western learning, Western
appliances and Western government institutions, constitute the
present unique opportunity for the presentation of the Gospel
to the whole nation. There is probably scarcely a city, town
or village throughout this great empire where the messengers
of the cross cannot go. And if they go in the love and spirit
of their Master, and exercise the courtesy manifested by the

apostle to the Gentiles who became ‘‘all things to all men,’
they will not only be able to preach the Gospel without fear,
but will obtain a respectful hearing for their message.

Surely these facts constitute not only a loud call to the
home churches to send out a large increase of workers to
enter the open doors, but also a call to us who are already on
the field to review our work and methods and see whether,
in view of these opportunities, we are taking the wisest course
to give the Gospel to this whole people. Christ's command is

clear and unmistakable, ‘‘Go ye. . . preach the Gospel to
every creature.’’ ‘‘ Ye shall be My witnesses. . . unto the
uttermost parts of the earth.” The obligation to obey this
command rests upon the church. The command implies and
ensures the power to fulfil, and as members of Christ’s church
to whom He has in an especial way committed the evangel-
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isation of this people, we cannot, we dare not rest satished
until we have honestly attempted, in the strength of the Lord,

to make His glorious salvation known in every town and
hamlet throughout the land.

French Tonkin, an Unevangelised Country
BY REV. 8S. POLLARD, CHAOTONG, YUNNAN

N eastern country containing nine millions of people,

JA, practically closed to Protestant missionary wor

surely an anomaly in this twentieth century. Such a
country exists in the French colony of Tonkin. To a missicnary who has spent nearly a quarter of a century in China and
has seen the wonderful changes which have come over the
country largely as the result of the faithful work of the messengers of the Protestant churches, it is a disappointing experience to spend a few days in the country of the Annamites.
French Protestant pastors are to be found in Hanoi and
Haiphong, one in each place. These two ministers are doing
a good work, but their efforts are confined entirely to the white
population. Nothing is done for the natives. In all the two
French pastors have a constituency of fourteen hundred, most
of whom are found in the world-famed foreign legion.
The British and Foreign Bible Society has a French agent
living in the south doing some good work, but the country is
practically closed to all Protestant missionary work. M. de

saint André, the eloquent and kind pastor living at Hanoi,
assured me that the government would certainly not allow Protestants other than French to do religious work in the country.
The Roman Catholics have been doing missionary work

among the natives for about a century and a half, if the
information given to me is correct. They have now about a
million of converts, leaving eight millions of non-Christians
who are largely Buddhists. Surely it should be possible to
devise some plans whereby the millions who are not yet evan-

gelised may be brought to the knowledge of Christ. The
political difficulty is a great one, but it is not insurmountable.
In these days when the nations are drawing nearer one to the
other, it must be possible to gain the assent of France to efforts

miade by the evangelical churches for the moral uplifting of
the natives in Tonkin.
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A visit to the temples in the country soon convinces one

that the religion of the Annamites is very similar to that of
the Chinese, and that it would be possible to make use of
Chinese Christians in evangelising the peoples of Tonkin.
In addition to the Annamites there are a large number of

tribes who are akin to those of West China and North Siam.
I think I am right in saying that these tribes are absolutely

heathen and wholly ignorant of the Gospel of the world’s
Saviour. Nineteen centuries after the death of Jesus this
ought not so to be. T have written these words with the idea
of getting fellow-missionaries throughout China to make the
evangelisation of the people of Tonkin a matter of earnest

prayer and careful thought. He who loves the people of
Tonkin as no one else has ever loved them, will not say nay to
our earnest petitions.

I would suggest also that this matter be brought before
the native churches.

They may be able to devise plans for the

missioning of a people who have so much in common with
themselves.

There are mauy missionaries who are sitting at the doors

of Thibet waiting for the opening of that country with its

sparse population and almost Arctic climate. In ‘Tonkin we
have a country which in many parts is very thickly peopled
and a climate which in many places is quite healthful ior Europeaos. Why are there no societies and no missionaries waiting
for the doors to open in Tonkin ?

Correspondence.
TRANSLATION OF °‘ WHEREIN
THRY WERE,’’

the sin whereby our first parents
fell from the estate wherein they

Zo the Editor of
‘Tarn CHINESE RECORDER.’’

sentence to put into Chinese, as
many sentences are of the Eng-

DEAR SIR: Referring to a letter

minster Catechism, and I doubt

Reviewer Reviewed,’’ I venture

colloquial version 1s a stuccess.

in your April issue, headed A

to ask the writer whether he

were created 2’?

It is 2 difficult

lish of the period of the Westwhether Dr. Mateer’s not very

a Scripture Catechism, and

‘The first parents from a (or
the) created situation fell—for
committing what sin ?’’ is ail I

it stands for, namely, ‘‘ What 1s

original seem to me to be want-

thinks the Chinese quoted from

ean make of it. The words
really equivalent to the sentence ‘‘wherein they were’’ of the
traced to the late Dr. Mateer, is
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ing. Tf I knew who R. V. 1s I
should have written to him and
suggested that he should try to
Improve on his Mateer, perhaps
by adding a few words. { doubt

whether he can do it in only
fifteen.

Yours faithfully,
CG. EH. MoOULE.

HANGCHOW, April 27th, 1910.

IN SELF-DEFENCE.

Lo the autor of
‘Tor CHINESE RECORDER.”
DEAR SIR: J have just seen a

copy of a Mandarin version of
P. Carnegie Simmpson’s ‘‘ Fact of

Christ,’? which is recently advertised by the Chinese Tract
soctety, Shanghalt. The version
is, for some reason, anonymous.

As I have for: some time been
announced in the RECORPER list

of Books in Preparation as preparing such a book I feel bound

to explain that I am in no wise
responsible for this production,
about which the less I say the
better. However, at the request

of the Chinese Tract Society I
have prepared de novo a Wén-li
version of Mr. Simpson’s book,

the sum of $1,209.50 paid for
V.M.C. A. hall. It is feared that
without an explanation there may
be a misunderstanding on the part
of some, as according to the terms

of agreement between the Mar-

tyrs’ Memorial Committee and

the Chinese Y. M. GC. A. the hall
was to be placed at the disposal

of interdenominational gather-

ings free of rent. The fact 1s
that $717 of the sum put down
wnder the term ‘“Y. M. GC. A.
hall’? was money advanced by
the Association treasury for decoration, rent of furniture and

other regular Conference expenses, and the balance ($492.50)

was one-half the cost of overtime work and extra freight (on
seats) necessary in order to have

the building ready in time for
the Conference; the other half
of this extra cost being paid by

the Y. M. C. A.
Yours truly,
G, F. Fires,

Fion, Treasurer,

Centenary Missionary Conference.

CHURCH UNITY AND THE LAMBETH OUADRILATERAL,

which ts, I understand, shortly
to be issued by them and the

lo the £attor of

Religious Tract Society, London.

DEAR SIR: Not with the desire

It will be attractively bound for
presenting on a large scale to
Mandarins, etc.

I am, etc.,
D. MacGILLIvRAY.

‘¢THe CHINESE RECORDER.’?

to enter into controversy, but
simply tor the purpose of removing misunderstanding, may

a brief reply be made to the

letter in your April issue, of the

Rev. G. A. Clayton, on the

Lo the £ditor of

subject of Church Unity on the
basis of the Lambeth Quadrilateral. With regard to the acceptance of the “‘ historic epis-

‘Tor CHINESE RECORDRR.’’
DERAR Srr: Our attention has

episcopacy itself as a system

CENTENARY CONFERENCE
ACCOUNTS.

been drawn to the item in the
Conference accounts published
in the March issue, referring to

copate,’’ should not a distinction
be made between accepting the

of church government and
the acceptance of a particular
theory of the origin of the episco-
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pacy? lt is trne there are those

in the episcopal church with

extreme sacerdotal Views, but
they form only one party ; in the
same church there are those as
numerous and of high position
whose views are different, as

Mr. Clayton himself acknowledges, by quoting from Gwatkin’s ‘‘ Barly Church History,”
and as is evident from the address of the Bishop of Durham
published in the same number
of the RecORDER with the ac-

companying letter of Bishop
Is it not plain that no
theory of the origin of the episcopacy, whether historic or unhistoric, is binding as an article
of faith on etther clergyman or
layman ? Many are loyal EpisMolony.

copalians becatse they are
honestly convinced that the
episcopal form of church government is the best, and they main-

fain it is ‘‘ historic’ because it

was the early and natura! deveiopment of the primitive govern-

ment of the church, soon became the only recognised fourm
and has been in continuous existence ever since, and as God,

to use the words of one of the

{June

survey the history of the last
two retgons, the goodness and
lovableness of the late Queen,

and the statecraft and extra-

ordinary tact of the present
ruler, they may even be inclined
to acknowledge that ‘‘ the powers

that be are ordained of God.’’
(Romans xiii. v. 1).
As to the holy communion,

as long as this is believed to be a

sacrament ordained by Christ
Himself, it does not seem gracious to impute ecclesiastical narrowness because the episcopal

Church requires that “‘it shall

be ministered with unfailing use

of Christ’s words of institution

and of the elements ordained by

Him.’’

Christians meet at the

Lord’s table for at least two
purposes—to enter into closer
fellowship with their Lord and
into closer fellowship with each
other. For the latter purpose a
mieal of bread and water, or ot
rice and tea, might suthce, or

the meeting might be purely
spiritual, without any sacrament,
or symbols at all, as among the

Friends. But in the service

which has for its object com-

mtnion with our risen Lord,

beautiful church collects, “‘in His
nevertailing providence ordereth
(putteth in order) all things, both

and with each other in Him, is
it not more touching, more ap-

lieve this development proceeded

as possible be reproduced, even

in heaven and earth,’’ they be-

under divine guidance. If one
may use the illustration, Hnglish-

men ate loyal to their present
system of political government
because they are convinced a
constitutional monarchy is the
best, although on the one hand

they may not believe in the
divine right of kings, and on
the other they may acknowl-

edge, with more or less reluctance be it said, the many merits
of a republican form of govern-

ment such as exists in the
United States.

And when they

propriate, that what He said

and actually did, should as far
to the very symbols used? This

holds true, though the Lord's

Supper be regarded simply as a

tnemorial service. Once more,
to use an imperfect illustration,

on the grave of a friend we
prefer to lay the flowers which
he loved best, though from an
sesthetic or utilitarian point of

view other flowers might do
just as weil.

Loving obedience to Jesus
Christ, and the avoidance of
vagaries of practice and doctrine,

are the main reasons tor the re-
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it zs trying to safeguard its
It is certainly not due to an position by insisting on this side
intolerant spirit toward other of the Quadrilateral, surely that
requirement under discussion.

denominations, for the answer
those of its own body who have

position is exceedingly strong,
which is based, not ou anything
the church itself puts forth, but
simply, solely, and avowedly on

Uganda there were hundreds, 1f

Himself.

tians who desired to receive the
holy communion; the vine can-

raised, Is it really necessary that

to the question raised by Mr.
Clayton has been the same to

recently propounded it. in the words and acts of Christ
not thousands, of native Clris-

not at preseut be successfully
cultivated there; every drop of

wine had to be brought from
the coast, a distance of a thousand miles ; it had to be carried
by porters, and the journey took
five months ; while a law, pass-

ed simply for the good of the

natives, forbade altogether the

introduction of wine into the
country. The question as to
what might be tsed, was sub-

mitted to the last Lambeth con-

ference, and it was ruled that
the only elements which the
church can sanction for use in
the administration of the holy
communion are bread and wine,

according to the institution of

our Lord. While declaring this,

the conference does not pronounce judgment upon such a
course as in cases of absolute
necessity may be in particular
regions adopted by those Bishops

on whom falls the responsibility

The question may well be
any plan for re-union should at

first be all-embracing ? Is it
not more practicable for those

nearest each other to unite first,
and then the way may be made

clear for the inclusion of those
with more divergent views? Ancd

putting all other denominations
aside for the moment, may it be
respectiully asked, What complaint have the Wesleyans now
against the Anglican church as

a whole? It is a mistake to

suppose that in putting forth
this Quadrilateral, the church is
conceding nothing; besides these
four points there are many others

valued highly by churchmen.

At any rate, all that Wesley
contended for 1S given in over-

Mowing measure, particularly
evangelistic freedom, and all feel

protound regret that the church
of his day did not appreciate his
religious genius and devotion,
especially as he said of himself

and brethren, ‘‘that in the

of dealing with an imperative
need. But it would insist that
any such divergence from the

course of fifty years we had

practice of the church, ‘‘1f 1t is

article, either of practice or doc-

to be justified by actual necessity,

ought to cease as soon as the
conditions of necessity are over.’’

Remembering how easily the
service may lend itself to 1rregularities, as occurred even in the

days of the apostles, is the
church to be blamed and charged

with intolerance because it will
ofhcially sanction no new deparAnd uw it be granted that

ture ?

neither premeditately nor will-

ingly varied from it in one
trine.’’

In conclusion, one cannot but
regret the tone of Mr. Clayton’s
letter. It breathes not of peace,
but of war. It sounds like the

ancient battle cry: ‘‘ What
portion have wein David? To

your tents, O Israel: now see to
thine own house, David.’’ SOr-

rowlully and against our will
we may come to agree with
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Bishop Doane, of Albany, who
wrote recently : ‘*F am driven

back to 2 conclusion to which J]

came, I confess, in England a
year ago, that the best thing we
can do in our day and generation
is to give up advising or schem-

ing or planning or arranging

(June

to be sufficient ta show Mr.
Smith that ‘olam’ does not
mean ‘that which is hidden,’

and that the two words ‘alam’
and ‘olam’ are not identical] in
meaning.

In the lexicon attach-

ed to Dr. Young’s work ‘ olam’
is shown to mean everlasting.

] understand now that this
ing the desired end. Plainly lexicon is not the personal work
and evidently, so far as human of Dr. Young, but surely an
any definite methods for reach-

eye can see, the time is not yet
ripe. Laying aside all purposes
and proposals, and holding fast,
each one of us, to convictions of
which we are well assured, and

to conditions by which we are
virtually tied, let us betake ourselves to searching after and
repenting and ridding ourselves
of the hindrances for which we
are responsible ; let us he instant

and insistent in prayer and patiently abide God’s time.’’
Sincerely yours,
A LAYMAN.
ON THE TRANSLATION OF THE
“CAGES.”

[NoTe.—In view of the full way in
which this subject has already been
discussed in these columns, and in

view of the demand for space for

accredited scholar has done it.

{ff it be said that this lexicon
only follows the meaning as

given in English translations of
the Old Testament it is enough
to reply that the translators of

our English Bible :in different
versions have ranked as good
Hebrew scholars.

Mr. Smith says: ‘*‘ Olam’
and ‘alam’ merely differ as
eternal in French differs from
eternal in English and are en-

Now
this statement 1s only true so
far as ‘alam’ is the ‘ Aramaic’
for everlasting. When I say in
my previous letter that ‘alam’
tirely identical in sense.”

is limited to the Book of Daniel,
I mean that its use for everlasting is limited to that Book. It
is not used for everlasting ex-

cept in Aramaic. But ‘olam’

other correspondence, we feel com-

is uniformly used for everlasting

the two letters published herewith.—
Eps. |

being Aramaic for everlasting is

pelied to close the discussion with

lo the Editor of
‘ THE CHINESE RECORDER.”’

in Hebrew. What Mr. Smith
says therefore about ‘alam’
entirely beside the point. We

have to do with its Hebrew use.
‘Fo show that these two words

are not identical I will give
Mr. Smith’s letter in your April and verse—where ‘alam’ is
number of the RECORDER. [ used in the Hebrew for that
repeat that Dr. Young in his which is hidden :-—
DEAR SiR: A few words only
are needed trom me in reply to

twenty-one instances — chapter

Concordance defines ‘alam’ as
“that which is hidden and hid-

Numbers v. 13.

I Kings: x. 3.

of definition in Dr. Young onght

Prov. XXVI11. 27.

Isaiah 1. 15.

Lev. iv. 13; Lev. v. 3-4.

den times.’’ Mr. Smith now It, Chron. tx. 2. Job xxviil. 4.
tells us Dr. Young defines Nah, ni. 11. Jobvi. 16. Lev.
‘olam’ always as ‘age’ and v. 2; Lev. xx. 4. Il Kings iy.
‘age-lasting.’ But this atfference 27. job xlu. 3. Psalm x. t.
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Correspondence

Lam. i. 36. Eze. xxii. 26.

we were to make the sense to

Psalm ly. tf. Psalm Iviil. 7.
Now where are the Scriptures

if we understand that we are
made nigh to God ‘‘ by virtue

Deut. xxii. 1-4; Deut. xxii. 3.

mean literally ‘in’ here. But

to show that ‘olam’ is used to
mean the same thing ? Until
the proof is produced the in-

of’’ the blood of Fests, our

accuracy fremains with Mr.

Smith, who says that both these
words are identical in meaning,

when they are not. At least

Bible translators in twenty-one
places and Dr. Youneg’s defini-

common sense is still left to us.

I re-echo Mr. Smith’s desire:

‘*QOh, for more worthy thoughts
of God and the Gospel of God.’’

But would also add a longing
Mr. Smith has not expressed.
It is this: Oh, for more worthy

tions prove this.
As to Gesenius, I suspect the

thoughis of Christ. Worthy
thoughts of Him are more
important even than worthy

said about olam, but in Mr.

thoughts of the Gospel, though
that is important alsc. We must

mistake is not in what he has

smith’s wse of his dictionary.
For who does not know that
cognate words differ in their
meaning as individuals of the

same family differ in character.
Mr. Smith calls our attention to
the change he has secured in
the Union Version. He says

i 2) sic $e is to take the place
of fi fit He Re. The Chinese T
have consulted as to this difference ask the question: 44 ££
BEAP HR, Where is the distinction ?

i ask the same question. I do
not think it is worth quarrelling

with our revisers over the

bear in mind the Scriptures
which prove that He is Ged no
less than those which teach us
He became maz, and as such
could say : My father is greater
than [.”’

‘This is the name whereby
He shall be called, feAovah our

righteousness.’’ ‘‘'He is God
over all blessed for ever.’’

He,

together with the Father and
the Holy Spirit, shail reign for
ever and ever.

Rev. x1. 15.

Yours, etc.,
THOMAS HuYrton.

change, because the sense of

everlasting is still equally retained in these passages. It is
not just to the translators nor
to the words in question to suggest otherwise.

Mr. Smith must bear with us
if, notwithstanding all the trouble he has taken to explain his
meaning of that little word ‘ z7’

To the £ditor of
(OTe CHINESE RECORDER.”

DEAR StR: Will you allow me
a worden Mr. Stanley Smith’s

reply to Mr. Hutton? As Mr.

Hutton disclaims a knowledge

of Webrew the ‘alam-olam’
slip is of no importance. But

in Phil. 11. 10, we still refuse his

the service which Mr. Hutton

The Greek preposition for iz

bring common sense to bear
upon Mr. Smith’s examples.

interpretation of this passage.

does not always mean literally

has done to the controversy 1s to

what Mr. Smith tries to make By doing so he has shown conit mean. Only to cite one in- clusively that ‘ o/am,’ however
stance when many might be preceded, was used to cover the
given, Ephesians ii. 13 ‘‘ made

nigh in the blood of Jesus.’’
The idea would be ghastly if

whole span of existence belong-

ing originally, or given by God,
to the subject of the clause in
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which if occtirs, e.¢., a slave
is, aS such, a slave for ever; the

king is a king for ever, and

(Jod is blessed for ever. In some
cases there 1s also oriental exag-

gveration, e.g., Is. xxxiv. 10 and

| June

much better done and on the
lines which Mr. Don indicates,
by drawing up a list of characters suitable for transliteration
purposes and putting opposite
to them their sounds in the

Dan. vi. 21; the latter in the
mouth of a Hebrew meaning

various dialects.

Chinese Bi @¥, etc., applied to
the Emperor.
That there 1s no special age-

gestion, before being finally

nothing more cryptic than the

tft such a hist
were submitted to the missions
working in the dialects, for sug-

passed, it might secure general
acceptatice. The Royal Asiatic
significance applied to wociety published some years
va-ed,’ and its stronger and azo such a list approved for use
fuller forms, iS apparent from a in India. It might be possible

comparison of Ps. ix. 7 with

to take that the basis of the

Dan. tt. 20. And what apples

system may be brought into

equal force to the Greek equivalents.

accepted tor most Western lan-

Ex. xv. 18, or Ps. lxxil. 19 with

to the Hebrew applies with

Mr. Smith should note that
in the new Oxford Hebrew
Lexicon Professor Briggs, by no

means a disciple of the old
orthodoxy, questions the validity
of Gesenius’ derivation of ‘ of/a772’

from the root, meaning ‘ hidden.’

Chinese work in order that our

line with that which is now
puages.

Yours sincerely,
Swatow.

JOHN STEELE.

EVANGELISTIC ASSOCYATION
OR CHINA.

But, despite all this, what I
take to be Mr. Smith’s original

First Triennial National Meet-

of the Bible into any language

wth to rath, Igo.

contention is valid. Translators

should content themselves with
translation and then leave their

faithful rendering to take care

of itself. It is not legitimate

translation to-deprive Mr. Smith
of any use he may feel justifhed

in making of ‘ofan’ passages
by putting our interpretation

ing postponed till December
DEAR FELLOW - MISSIONARIES:

Circumstances altogether beyond

the control of the Executive

Committee have made the post-

ponement of the first triennial
meeting of the Association neces-

ary, and we are extremely sorry

for the disappointment it has

upon them in rendering the text
of Scripture.

been to so many of our fellow-

second letter in the same num-

to those of us who have taken

If it is allowable to refer to a

ber, may I say that I, for one,
prefer the transliteration of Bible

names to their translation because the rhymology of those
names is so uncertain. Even
derivations given in the Bible
are in some cases conflicting and
in others apparently impossible.

But the transliteration might be

workers. I can assure you it

has been a keen disappointment

an active part in its organisation.

Though it could not have been

foreseen the postponement seems

to have been providential in the
light of what has recently taken
place in Changsha, Hunan. We

can take some little comfort in

the thought that our all-wise
Father had a purpose in allowing

Our Book Table
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the circumstances that compelled
us to postpone the meeting, for it

would have been in progress at

the very time that so many

Missionaries were arriving from
Changsha, and the problem of

caring for our fellow-workers
who have lost all in the riots
would have been very much in-

creased.

Lhe postponement was

unavoidable, but I think we

shall all come to the conclusion

that after all it was a good
thine, and God’s hand was in it.

it has been no small joy to

the promoters of the Association

to be in receipt of letters from
missionaries in all parts of this
great empire in hearty sympathy
with the objects of the Associa-

tion, and it will be of interest to

all to know that the active

membership already numbers
over 100, of whom five are life
members.

These are not chiefly

froni one part of China, but re-

present the whole field from
Canton to the far north. surely
this in itself is indication enough

The friends at Hankow will give
all a most hearty welcome. An
excellent programme has been
arranged, copies of which have
already been sent to all parts of
China. Please make the objects
of the Association known to your
Chinese fellow-workers and urge

then also to become full members. If you have not received
copies of the Constitution and

Application for Membership

blanks in English and Chinese
please send a postcard to our
secretary, Rev. Frank Garrett,
Nanking, and he will be delighted to send you a supply. Can
we not have a membership of at
least 5oo before the time of the

Hankow meeting? AI] Chinese
evangelists are eligible for full
membership of the Association,
and we hope the Chinese delega-

tion will be quite as large as,
if not larger than, the foreign

representation at Hankow next
December.

Please communicate your In-

‘that there is a great work for

tention to be present in good
time to Bishop Roots, or Rev.

in mind the date fixed for the

A. Bonsey, Hankow.
Requesting much prayer for
the meetings, and with cordial
rreetings,
I remain,
Your fellow-servant of Jestis
Christ,

the Association to do and that it
promises to fll a very real need.
May 1 urge upon all to keep
first national meeting at Hankow,
from December 7 to 12 inclusive.

We hope to see a large turnout
of foreign missionaries aud Chinese evangelists at that meeting.

ALEX. R. SAUNDERS,

Chatrinan F.xecutive

Our Book Table.
tm Ie ye.

SUN TZU ON THE ART OF

WaR. The oldest military treatise
in the world. Translatect from the
Chinese with introduction and critical notes by Lionel Guiles, M.A.,

assistant in the department of
printed books and manuscripts in
the British Museum. London:
Luzac & Co. 10/6 net.

The name of the anthor of

this book would suggest that in

Britain there is an hereditary

aristocracy of letters as well as

of peers of the realm. The

book is gracefully dedicated
‘To my Brother Captain Valentine Giles, in the hope that a

work 2,400 years old may yet

contain lessons worth considera-

tion by the soldier of to-day.”’
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The book is a very careful

There is an excompilation.
hatistive introduction and bibliography which gives the author-
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comings of the work of the
Jesuit Father are illustrated and

dismissed in half a page, but

Captain Calthrop seems a kind

ities for the text and the critical
Votes, The author says he has

every other page he girds

reference for every passage trans-

‘‘ indulging his imagination,’’ or
‘‘ blunders amazingly,’’ ete. It

of bugbear to our author. On

‘scrupulously given text or at hin as ‘‘ woefully astray,’ of
lated,’’ thus making it possible

for the critical reader to form

is a Sign of grace that the author

says in the preface that on
reflexion he is ‘‘inclined in a
dubious or inconclusive. There few instances to temper the
his own conclusions on passages

where the translation seems

is also attached a full Chinese
concordance and a complete

English index. The book has
been printed at Brillin Holland
Alt
in all this is the kind of a book
‘hat a scholar itkes to have on

and the work is well done.
his shelves.

He may not always

asperity’”’ of these criticisms.
He would have been a wiser

man i he had omitted them
altogether. It becomes irritating

to the reader to have the in-

accuracies of the gallant Captain

thrust upon him in season and
out ot season.

And one cannot

agree with the author, but he
will never be irritated by meet-

help reflecting that sitce the
said Captain worked from a

passages or any other evidence
of slipshod work. The compila-

Japanese commentators there 1s

ing with flacunze of difficult Japanese edition and consulted
tion of the book has evidently
been a labour of love, and so it
is a pleasure to read it.

One may be permitted to doubt

whether the gallant soldier to
whom the book is dedicated,

will find much that will help

him to win battles for his country from the sayings of Sun-tzu.

It is certain, though, that the
reputation of Chinese strategists
will be enhanced by the publica-

a reason why his translation

should deviate from that mede
by Mr. Giles even if there be no
excuse for it,
The translation offered us by
Mr. Giles ts uniformly good, but
when the text of a book 15 2,400

years old there are numerous

opportunities for it to have

become corrupt so that it 1s unsafe to dogmatise, and one may

doubt the accuracy of some of
Mr. Giles’ translations without

tion of this treatise, and Christendom will be fain to admit that
in the days when this book was
an up-to-date authority on the
art of war the great soldiers of
China were not a whit behind
the most famous Generals of

depreciating his ability or erud1tion.

Crreece and Rome.

Calthrop wrongly translate

We are informed in the pre-

The title of the first chapter

Al #3 is translated ‘‘ Laying

plans,’’ and we are told ‘‘ This

is the only possible translation of

pr which M. Amfot and Captain

‘Pondenients de Part militaire’

face that two translations of and ‘First principles’ respectStin-tzu have been published tvely.”’ No proof is given of
before this one saw the light. the assertion that this is the
One was by Pere Anmilot in 1782

‘‘only possible’’ translation of

Calthrop in 1905. The short-

Chapter will show that there is

and the other by Captain E. F.

al. A cursory reading of the

Our Book Table
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nothing about “laying plans”
in it. ‘First principles ’’ 1s cer-

guage for himself; in doing so
he will note how far Mr. Giles

tainly a better description of the

contents than the title as tran-

is compelled to depart from
verbal accuracy that he may

slated by Mr. Giles. ‘The character Sf is composed of FH and -f,

give a grammatical rendering of
the Chinese text.

number’? -- 4 Hy wy Br (Kane-

‘tLe antecedent of the first

because ten is the ‘‘ perfect

hsi). We would be justified
therefore in saying that the

original meaning of gf was ‘a
perfect expression.’’ In other

words, an axiom, or, as the

In a foot-note Mr. Giles says:

is f #; of the second,

This is not so. The construction
is quite a common one, and the

‘it’? which ~ refers to in the

first instance it refers to again

much decried Captain Calthrop
says, a ‘‘ principle.’’
he author’s treatment or the

in the second.

difficult it is to make an accurate

pages we find translations, the
accuracy of which we take leave

third seutence will show how

and idiomatic transiation
these ancient records.

of &

‘The sent-

ence reads fr #2 2 DD

This criticism has only dealt

with a sentence on the first page

of the book. On many other
to question, but this does not
prevent ove from saying that

> UO FH. fi #2 EB ip, and is Mr. Giles has produced what is
translated ‘‘ The art of war, in the main an accurate and on
then, is governed by five constant factors to be taken into
secount in one’s deliberations
when seeking to determine the

the whole an altogether scholarly and valuable book.
Jj. D.

Catalogue of Soochow University, rgra,

conditions obtaining in the
book is beautifully printfield.’’ ‘Taking the first two edThe
and 1s full of excellent j]lusverbs in the sentence $f means

in the web;’’ # means ‘‘a trans-

trations. ‘The corporation and
faculty are to be congratulated
on the good work done by this
distinguished institution.

nouns, become verbs, just as in

Transacttous of the Asiatic Society of

‘‘the warp, or straight thread

verse bar.’’ In this constrtction, these words, originally

English words lke crib and
cabin have the verbal form

cribb’d cabin’d, etc. <A literal
translation of the sentence would
read, ‘‘ Warp it®* by means of the

five (following principles) and
woof it by means of (the following seven )considerations, search-

ing out (also) ‘the circum-

stances (of each separate contiugency.’’) ‘LT his translation, to
be sure, is not English, but it is
a literal rendering of the Chinese

text. Any reader can re-cast
the sentence into ordinary lan* NoTreR.—** it?’

is the theory of the

plan of campaign which is being
debated,

Japan. Vol. AXXIT, Part II,

Contents: a Journal of the Perry
Expedition to Japan (1353-4). Keily
& Walsh. Yen 3.50.

The American expedition, un-

der Commodore Perry, which
opened Japan by treaty to the
commerce of the East and West,
has often been lauded as a model
of the way such missions ought
to be conducted. After a year’s

negotiation a tairly satisfactory

treaty was secured from the

hitherto closed land, and Japan

had taken her first step to-

wards that equal place among

great nations which she has
sirice reached.

Dr. Wells Wil.-

liams accompanied the expedi-
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tion as interpreter, and this jour-
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came into common use. The

nal is his private diary of the
events which took place from

name bursts suddeniy upon us

day to day. The journal is of

from the first page of history
without a note of warning.’’ P.

great historical interest, and the

25.

done a good work in rescuing it

worshipping One Supreme

Asiatic Society of Japan has
from obscurity and giving it a

permanent place in its ro
(ieee raw:

The Newsletter. C. M. S. Central
China Mission. Price, nine-pence

per annum. Several! clear illustrations and interesting letterpress.
The Shoo King. English Translation
and Notes, The Presbyterian Mis-

sion Press and the Commercial
Press, $1.50.

Dr. Ross traces the idea of

through Chinese literature, relving chiefly upon the Book of
History and the Book of Odes.
There is an interesting chapter

on the Li Chi, or Classic of

Ritual, and another upon the
Manchu Ritual. In the sacrifice
offered by the Emperor on the

Altar of Heaven at the winter
solstice we find the only modern

survival of the primal ancient
religion.

Tere ORIGINAL RELICION OF CHINA.

By John Ross, D.D. Edinburgh and

London: Oliphant, Anderson and
Ferrier, 1909. 5/- net.

In this book of 327 pages we
find a careful, scholarly attempt
to stistain the thesis that in the
primal ancient period China had

a pure monotheism. One or

two brief excerpts may serve to
set torth the author's purpose.

‘She family likeness between
the original religion of China

and the ancient religion of the

This is not a book to be put
aside after one hasty reading,
but deserves repeated reading
and careful study. Doubtless
there are many who will challenge Dr. Ross’ thesis, finding

it impossible on his theory to

account tor the diverse religious
phenomena of China at the pre-

sent time. But there are none
who will not respect the profound opinions of this veteran
Manchurian missionary.
P. L. Cc.

Jews, as far as the writer is

aware, has .never been intelli-

gently noted.’’ P. t9. ‘‘ The
endeavor to trace the original

religion of China, to the worship
of ancestors, or a beltef in ghosts,

is to rely on a theory which is
without a particle of foundation

THE RELIGION OF THE CHINESE.

By J. J. M. DeGroot, Ph.D., Professor of Ethnography in the University of Leyden, Holland. New
York: The Macmillan Company,
IOIO.

This volume in the series,

and in direct contrariety to all

The Hartford-Lamson Lectures

ed at one step into the pres-

World,’’ delivered at Hartford

known facts.

For we are usher-

on ‘'The Religions of the

ence of a religion in which Theological Seniinary, offers a
there 1s ohne God supreme over valuable contribution to the
all in heaven and earth: all growling science of comparative
other spirits being subordinate religions. In this hand-book
to Him.’’ Pp. 22,23. ‘* We fail
to find a hint anywhere as to
the manner how, or the time
when, the idea of God originated

in China, ar by what process it

of 233 pages, reporting Professor DeGroot’s lectures af
Hartford, one gets a_ rapid,
yet skilful, analysis of China’s
polytheistic and polydemonistic

1910)
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labyrinth of religions. Every

tween degrees of heresy and even

shelves.

they deem them to be heterodox.
That law raises before our eyes,

student of things Chinese will
need this volume on his book‘The author finds the basis of

China’s native religions in the
doctrine of the Yang and Yix.

against all innocent religious
practices whatsoever, should

in its fullest reality, the fact
that Christianity in the Far Kast

His strong chapter on Ancestral
Worship will give some food for

has nothing but martyrdom to

that the worship of ancestors 1s
but a ceremony of respect. His
argument as to the athmity be-

the path of its own culture.”

thought to those who contend

tween the state religion, Confucianism, and Taoism 1s very
suggestive.

Professor DeGroot makes a
strong point of the heresy-huntjug proclivitres of Confucianism

and refers to a long list of

bloody persecutions of the socalled heterodox by the official
representatives of that religion.

We can do no better than to
quote this stirring paragraph
from the chapter on Buddhism :

“That law (against heresy) 1s

of special interest for preachers

expect from the Chinese govern-

ment as long as this walks in
Pp. 221, 222.

C.

THE GREAT WALL OF CHINA.

B

William Edgar Geil, F.R.G.».

New York: Sturgts and Walton

Company, 1909. With roo fulipage
iliustrations and 393 pages of letterpress.

Given the opportunity to

travel along the Great Wall of
China from its eastern terminus
at Shanhaikuan to the borders

of Thibet, what kind of a book
would you write? The answer

is easy and certain. It would
NOF be like the one Dr. Geil

of the Gospel, because the wrote.

Chinese government has, from
the very outset, considered it to
be also applicable to Christianity. No missionary or preacher
in China, no instructor of future
missionaries at home, no leading

Readers of ‘‘ A Yankee on the

Yanetze’’ would naturally look
for something original in this
second etfort of the author’s.
Original 1t certainly is, but dis-

appointing to one who anti-

man in the misstonaty werld

ecipated the charm of a narrative

should be ignorant of its econ-

simply describing a noteworthy

tents and spirit, still less any
embassador or eonsul ot the
powers which give protection
to the missionaries and their
converts. It entitles the mandarinate to punish, without any

restriction, leaders and members
of all religious corporations with

strangulation, numerous blows

with long sticks, and lifelong
exile to a distance of 3,000
miles. That law shows us as
plainly as possible that they
may rage blindly - against religious communities in general
without any discrimination be-

journey. In this hotchpotch of
history, mythology, legend, con-

versations with all sorts of
people, with now and then a
redeeming paragraph of worthy
description, the reader flounders
in weariness, faintly wondering
what may come next, but hoping
for the end.
But, ‘* Out of thine own mouth

will I judge thee.’’ On page
87 weread : ‘‘ Acontfused medley

..... Stich asa child might

jot from day day, or a monk
put down on his parchment,
confounding trivial and 1mpor-
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tant local and general fact and
legend, but with no attempt at
tracing connection or generalizing,”’ So Dr. Geil has accurately, 1£ unintentionally, described
hisown book.

The one hundred fullpage
illustrations are quite worth

while, and the type used in the
letter-press is large and clear.
After the fashion of ‘‘A Yankee
on the Yanegtze’’ Chinese proverbs have been scattered along

on the heads of the pages, but
with no connection in the text
below, and, indeed, sometimes

most inappropriate to it, as
when. we read above one of Dr.

W. A. P. Martin’s flowing
metrical translations this say-

ing: ‘One piece of bad meat
makes the whole pot smell !’’
Equally inexplicable are the

needs have been met.
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The part

dealing with word-building is

charming, and resembles a men-

tal kindergarten. What would

catch the inward working of the
Chinese mind is displayed in the

use of common words. The

choice of pieces of paraphrasing

is exquisite. The hints upon
essay building are crammed full

of suggestion and point. The

knotty points of idiom and

typically English constructions
are cleared in a characteristic
Way. The blending of historical
and literary subjects ts right up

to date.. Dealing with figures

of speech every turn is matched
with great precision. The music

of the language is set forth in
detail, yet nothing is laboured.

The various styles of poetry en-

chain the would-be Milton or
reproductions of crude drawings Gray. The main outlines of a
of some of China’s conntless de- good prose style, based upon
mons.

In his references to missionaries and their work Dr. Geil’s
praise 1s glowing, and, in view

good instances, culled from the
master’s, rivet our attention.
In conclusion there comes ea
balancing of prose against poe-

praise is doubtless merited.

up relating to technical terms,
which are a delight to the lover

of the isolation of most of the
stations visited, such ardent

PL. C.

try together with a final wind

of living words. The whole
volume is compact, soul-inspir-

ing and reminiscent of an in-

Alds to the Study and Composition
of English. For Chinese students,
J. C. Nessfieid. Macmillan & Comany. Kelly & Walsh. 536 pages,

sight into the receptivity of the
Oriental mind.
W. Dz. J.

1.25.

This compilation ts fitly framed together. There is scarcely

a word out of place. Hach
arrangement is the harbinger of
better things in store. The .

usually arid sections dealing

Lessons in English Composition, Ora!
and written, for elementary schools.

By J. ©. Nessheld, M.A. Macmillan & Co. Book I., price 4d.: Book
IJ., price §d.; Book III., price 6d.

This is an excellent series
of little books. The exercises

with the necessary groundwork

are well calculated to correct the

easily remembered illustrations.

view, and remembering that the

dents iall in writing and speaking
English. Educators ought to be
familtar with these books. They

Oriental nund, it is certain both

quoted.

are lit tip with sustained and

From the examination point of

errors into which Chinese stu-

treatise must appeal to the are very cheap at the prices
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First Books of Science Physics, by L.

Lownds, B.Sc., London. Ph.D.,

Berlin, Head of the Physics De partment Polytechnic Institute, Chelsea.
L/S, : Macmillan & Co. Price
en

This little book is clearly

The illustrations are clear-cut and
chaste. The subjects are treated

in a lucid and interesting way.

If there is a better first book

on physics we don’t know it.

printed and well bound in cloth.
nt alpen > — pn re

Missionary News.
Nanking Exhibition.

The Presbyterian Theological

We are inviting the best Chi-

College, Canton,

In the picture are seen two

residences: one on the extreme

nese speakers, whether foreigner
or Chinese, to spend at least two

weeks with us here some time

right, nearly hidden by trees, during the exposition. Their
atid one on the extreme left. subjects will be religious truth,
In the centre are first the church

scientific and historical, always

and next the main school building. This is three stortes high
and 120 feet in length by 40 feet
in depth. Jt contains an assem-

with the idea of preparing the

dormitory accommodation for 80
students ; is about to be enlarged

be an audience room in this.
Also a tent or corrugated tron
pavilion, to seat a big crowd,

biy hall, recitation rooms, and

ty make room for 100. “The
third building has, on the ground
floor, two dining rooms. Fach
will seat 96 students ; above one

is a library and reading room,
and above the other a social
hall. In the rear of this build-

ing, but not seen in the picture,
4s another with kitchen and bath

listener to receive the Gospel.

A butlding has already been

contracted for : this will be just
outside the grounds. There wil]

will be built.
We hope to have a very large

band of trained workers to do
personal work wherever and
whenever opportunity offers.

The Christian women will

have headquarters inside the

rooms on the lower floor and

grounds, with rest rooms, tracts,

rooms for employees above.

helpers will be scattered through-

Another halt of the premises,
not here in view, has one resid-

etc. Trained Bible-women and

out the exposition grounds to
take advantage of all opportu-

ence and a building for the nities to tell the old story to
theological department. This is

three stories high, 115 feet in
Tt

length and 4o feet in depth.
has an assembly hall, rooms for

lavatories, calisthenics, and

dormitory accommodation for 60
students.

The enrollment for the present
term is: theological department,
4o ; academic department, 85.

the women of China.

The Evangelistic Committee
wish to have the names of al!
missionaries who intend to visit
Nanking during the exposition,
and who can help in the campaign during the whole or part
of their stay.

Please address Rev. A. V.
Gray, Nanking, and state the
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time of your visit and what the courses of study which they

form of work you prefer.

‘The

committee will welcome any

are to give to the needs and

suggestions for this part of the

conditions at each centre, they
have authorized the following

cainpaign.

general statement :

A. V. G.

Summer Schools in China.

In response to an invitation
which originated with the Kuling committee and has since
been reinforced by the committees at Peitaiho, Chikungshan,

Kulng, Kuliang, and Mokan-

shan, Dr. W.W. White, president
of the Bible ‘Teachers’ Tratning

Dr. White will lkely select
his courses from among the

following :—

I. The Biblical Doctrine of Praver,
2. The Ministry of the Holy Sprit.

3. Some of the Greatest Paragraphs

of the Bible.
4. A Series of Book Studies,
5. Selected Studies in Isaiah.
6. selected Siudies in Jeremiah.

schoo! of New York, has ar-

Dr. Rogers expects to choose
from among the following :

ranged to come to China with

* Recent Oriental Research and

three of his teaching associates
to conduct a series of Bible institutes at these various summer

resorts during the months of
July and August. He has placed
his tour undér the joint auspices

of the Centenary Conference

Committee for the Promotion of

Bible Study and the General
Committee of the Young Men’s

1. Israel and Nerghbors.

the Old Testament,
3. Studies in the Minor Prophets.

4. The Wisdom Literature of the
Od Testament.

Dr. Sweet will probably present some of the following :
I. Studies in the Biblical Philosophy of Religion.
2. The Great Christological Passages of the New Testament.

Christian Associations, wbo have
arranged the following schedule
of approximate dates :—

3. The Method and Apphcation of
Biblical Apologetics,
4, Fundamental Doctrines in their
Biblical Setting.

At Petatho—Dr. White and Dr. Sweet,
July §-I0.
Dr. Rogers, July 5-16.
Miss Palmer, July 5-17.
At Chikungshan—Dr,. Sweet, July 1315
Miss Palmer, July 20-24.

Miss Palmer’s courses will be
chosen from the following :

At Kuling--Dr. White and Dr. Sweet,

4. The Inter-Testament Period.
5, The Soctal Teachings of the Old

July 17-25.
Miss Paimer, July 27-August 5.
Dr. Rogers, July 29-August §,

At Kuliang—Dr. White and Dr.
sweet, August 2-10.
At Mokanshan—Dr. Rogers and Miss
Palmer, August 30-22.

Dr. White and Dr. Sweet, August
16-22.

At the Yangtze Valley Student Conference—Dr. White, July 15-17.
At the Kiangnan Student Conference
—Dr. Rogers, July 22-24.

While Dr. White and his associates wish to feel free to adapt

1, Matthew, or Jobn, or a Combina-

tion of both.
2. A Study of Luke and Thé Acts.

3. A Study of the Epistles to the
Romans and Galatians.

Testament.

The following facts regarding

the personnel of Dr. White’s

party will be of interest to
Many .
WILBERT WEBSTER WHITE, M.A.,

Wooster; Ph.D., Yale; D.D.; Pastor; Professor Xenia Theological
Seminary; Professor Moody Bible

Institute ; Missionary in India;

Founder and President Bible Teachers’ Training School,
Miss CAROLINE L, PALMER, B.A.

Knox; Secretary Y, W.C. A,, In

Missionary News
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cianapolis ; Graduate Bible Teachers’

Training School, tgo1; teacher in
same, 1901-7910.

ROBERT WILLIAM ROGERS, M.A.,

Haverford; D.D., Wesleyan; Ph.D.,

University of Leipzig; LL.D.; Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Hxegesis in Drew Theological
Seminary since 1593; Instructor in
Hebrew, Haverford, 1890; Professor

Canadian Methodist Mission.

The Annual Council Meeting
of the Canadian Methodist Mis-

sion was held at Chentu, Szchwan, January 28th to February
roth. The work of the Mission
pertains at present to some eight

English Bible and Semitic history,

stations, all of which are within
ten days’ journey of the capital.

Member nuni-

workers, including the wives, is

Dickinson College, Pa., 1890-2; nonresident lecturer Woman’s College,
Baltimore, since 1896.

erous oriental and archological

societies, American and foreign; American Philosophical Society ; author
of “Two Texts of Esarhaddon,’’ 1889;

The total number of foreign
one hundred and one.
‘The interest and responsibility

‘“Catalogue of Manuscripts,’’ 1890;

of this year’s meeting was considerably increased by the fact

‘Outlines of the History of Early

of the London Missionary Society

‘“‘ Inscriptions of Sennacherib,’’ 1893 ;

Babylonia,’’ 1895; ““ History of Baby-

lonia and Assyria;"’ also other contributions to Assyriology.
Louis MATTHEWS SWEET, M.A.,
o.1.D., Hobart; graduated in 1895
from Auburn Theological Seminary ;
Pastor; for two years Professor of
Christian Theology and Apologetics
in Bible Teachers’ Training School;
author of ‘ The Birth and Infancy of
Jesus Christ.”?

It is hoped that at Peitaiho,
Kuling and Mokanshan it will
be possible to provide living
quarters for a limited number of
English-speaking Chinese young
meu, free of charge, during the

days of the Bible institute

Fuller details in reference to
these . arrangements can be
secured by addressing Mr. Ros-

coe M. flersey, Chinese Y. M.

C. A., Tientsin, for Peitaiho:
Mr. W. B. Pettus, Kuling, via

Kiukiang, for Kuling ; and Mr.
S. K. Tsao, Chinese Y. M. C.

that the territory and property
in West China is now transferred to the Canadian Methodist
Mission. This territory lies along

the Yangtsze river from Chung-

king to within a short distance

of Wanhsien. Mr. and Mrs.

Parker and Dr. and Mrs. Wolfendale, formerly of the London
Missionary Society, have united

with the Canadian Methodist

Mission and Mr. and Mrs. Claxton have consented to remain a
year in order to further assist in
effecting the transfer.
The chief feature of the evan-

gelistic side of the work was
the spirit of revival that had
visited our Mission during the

year. First at our annual summer gatheriug and later at nearly all the stations.
Thirty-six Chinese evangelists

were reported as pursuing the
regular course of study. ‘The
course covers a period of nine

years training, five years of
which are spent in college.
The classes will be open, free Eight
of the above evangelists
of charge, to all who wish to
A., Shanghai, for Mokanshan.

join.

An opportunity fora free-

will offering will, however, be
given in connection with each
institute. Enquiries regarding
any of the institutes may be
addressed to D. Willard Lyon,
120 pzechuen Road, Shanghai.

are 1n their third vear, fourteen
in their second and fourteen in

their first year. These, coinbined with the evangelistic force

coming with the London MisSlonary Society’s work, makes a

total of forty-eight recognized
evangelists,
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The medical work has a most

encouraging outlook. During
the coming year medical work
will be carried on at five of the
stations, while doctors are placed

in each of the other three Stations with a view to beginning
work next year. An additional
medical man was appointed to
Chentu for the year in order to
carry on the work in the Methodist Episcopal Hospital, left vacant

by the return of Dr. Canwright

| June

friendships that are made and
strengthened at these meetings

cannot but make for harmony
petween the various socteties,

and that the corrective and

stimulating effects of the papers
and discussions must mtnimize
the differences in methods.

It is, however, by the way in
which these meetings are fulfilling the first of these objects—

stimulating the spiritual life of

to America on furlough.

the members of the organization
—that these meetings are becom-

the necessity for taktug advan-

opening the conference the pre-

Rour men

dwelt on the passage in John

Considerable stress was laid on

tage of the present opportunity in school work.

were appointed to the Union

ing increasingly valued. In
sident, Rev. C. W. Landahl,

Theological Middle School and

xii. 20: ‘‘ We would see Jesus.”’
These words may well be used

while at each of the other sta-

meetings their deeply devotional

University work itn Chentu,

tions the school work was made
the chief responsibility of one of

the workers appointed to that
station.
The Mission Press at Chentu

reported an increase of eighty
per cent. in work for the year.
Printing was done in Chinese,
Tibetan, Miao and English.
Scandinavian Mission Conference

at Laohokow, Hupeh.
The Seventh Annual Conference of Scandinavian mission-

aries in Northern Hupeh and
Southern Honan was held at Lao-

hokow, January 30 to February
2, Present were 47 missionaries
representing five missions : The

China Inland Mission, The
Swedish American Covenant
Mission, The Lutheratu Brethren Mission, The Norwegian
Lutherau China Misston Association and The Hauges Synod.

Though there may yet be no
tangible fruits of the efforts toward cooperation and unity, 1t

goes without saying that the

to indicate what gives these
atmosphere. The opening sermon by Rev. Rold, of Laohokow,
on the words of Paul: Wherefor I beseech you, be ye follow-

ers otf me;’’ the communion
sermon by Rev. John Peterson,

of Fancheng, on the words of
Jesus :

‘Follow me:’ as also

the morning prayer meetings
were of a nature to give fresh
Spiritual impulses, No one can
have left this conference without
carrying away an enlarged sense

of the responsibilities and the
privileges attached to being a
Christian and a missionary.
The following enumeration of
papers read belore the conference

will indicate the trend and scope
of the program :—
Le
‘“ What does the present situation in: China demand of us as Chris.
tian. scholars in regard to the neces-

sity of reaching the student classes
with the Gospel of Jesus Christ ?’’—
C.J. Nelson.

2. ‘Theory and practice in the

training of native male workers,’’—
O. J. A. Helland.
3. ‘**Cooperation between male
and female niissionaries in the effort
to wth entire faniuhes for Christ.’’—~
Miss Klara Omland.
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4. ‘<The nussionary’s duty as regards spiritual and intellectual self-

was also made fundamental! as

culture.’’—Jf. W. Jacobson.

‘¢How to minimize and meet
the difficulties which a junior mis-

far as possible. It was undertaken with the realization that
women who could not read,

sionary encounters in taking over an
established work.’’—-G. M. Trvgstad.

must be helped to study, helped

6. Suggestions for the study of

to think, helped to listen ; and
with the hope that even under

the Chinese language,’’—O. FispeeRred.

such circumstances of difhculty

Lagerquist,

from the out-stations and spend

7, ‘*Chinese etiquette.’—A. W.

8. ‘‘How may the missionary

rightly divide tis time between the
different branches of his work ?’’—
T.
‘‘Our temptations: their signtficance.’’—Lars Fleischer,
LO.

fA sketch of reyi-

vais in China.’’—-Miss Anna Lee.
ti,
‘“TIs there anything in us miissionaries which prevents a richer out-

pouring of the Spirit over our field’
—Joel Johnson,

It was decided to have the
papers printed, for some of them
had been planned on such broad
lines and were so suggestive in

treatment as to become of permanent value. Allof them, with

the exception of the one on
Chinese etiquette, are written ina
Scandinavian language. The report containing them will appear

near the end of the year, and
may be obtained from the undersigned at a nominal cost.
CHRISTIAN STOKSTAD,

Fancheng, Hupenh.

Bible Institute Work for Women.
The hindrance to the establishment of strong Christian homes,
found in the ignorance of nearly

all women in the churches, 1s
doubtless painfully realized by
ali who have undertaken work

women could be induced to come

ten days in study, which would
result in substantial advance 1n
their knowledge of the Scripture.
Accordingly a programm was
arranged for alternate half hours

of study and lecture, or teach-

ing. The subjects taken up
were: ‘' The Lord’s Prayer’”’
as the basis of the opening devo-

tional meetings ; the setting up
of the kingdom, based on the
first six chapters of Matthew ;
and the ‘‘ Beginning,’’ as found

in the first few chapters of

Genesis aS a morning program,

covering 2% hours daily; and
selected hymus with study of
their meaning and practice in
learning to sing the tunes; with

the last hour each day for a
lantern lecture on the Life of
Christ. Outside of these definite-

ly set tasks there was study
of the catechism and of the
Ten Commandments, and also
selected subjects for daily morning and evening devotions.
Au average of fity women at-

tended the institute daily, twenty-one of whom were from four
out-stations. Mothers with babies too young to leave, came

and carried their tiny charge
back
and forth and cared for
for woinen.
To meet this need in fuller them during the 4% hours oi
measure, the different missions daily study and lecture, giving
in Wuhu have recently held an praiseworthy diligence to the
institute for Bible study which work arranged for them. All
had sufficient encouragement in

results to make it worthy of
mention.

The plan of work was neces-

sarily very elementary, but it

available local help for teaching
was rallied, and at the close ot
each lecture period the women
were arranged in groups of three

or four with someone to help
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them to get the greatest possibile

on the influence exerted by the

good out of the time for study.
The two Sundays included in

example of Japan.

ly helpful to the five mussions,
uniting in the work by holding
union services with special re-

the Shoguus and Daimios. In
1894 | had seen a new Japan

the institute were made untustial-

Fifty years ago I had seen

Japan in her crude state under
emerge like Minerva full-armed

from the head of Jupiter and
humble the pride of ancient
Chita. Ten years later I had
A Japanese Christian Association seen the new power drive the

ference to the importance of the
Christian home.

in Peking.

In and around this capital

there are about eight hundred
Japanese in public or private
employments.

Of these I am told one-tenth
may be counted as Christians,
a proportion which speaks well
for their intelligence and enterprise.
Last year the Rev. Maruyama

came as a missionary to the
Chinese, but not as yet being
able to speak Mandarin, he has
given much attention to his own
countrymen, searching out the

wandering sheep and brivging

legions of Russia out of Corea

and Manchuria. Japan had borrowed many elements of strength

from the Christian west: she

needed still to appropriate the
fundaniental principle to which
the progress of the great nations

of the West owes its origin—
faith in God the Father and in
Christ the Saviour.

Dr. Richard followed with a

vivid sketch of coincidences hbetween Buddhism and Christian-

ity, suggesting that for Japan to
remain in the swaddling bands

of the Indian faith would be a

lamentable instance of arrested
development. But of that there

them back to the Good Shepherd.

appeared to be no danger.
Several Japanese spoke feel-

organized, in which a number of
influential men are disposed to
take an active part.

certain well-known book on the
Evidences of Christianity.
The meeting was conducted
by Mr. Maruyama, who opened

Through his eiorts a Christian
association has recently been

On the 12th instant Dr. Rt1-

chard and myself were invited to
dine at the house of Mr. Jissoji,
manager of the Yokohoma Specie
Bank. At table there were besides the host nine of his countrymen, all more or less notable in
the community, and after dinner

acompatiy of thirty or more as-

sembled in the parlor to hear
addresses.

The writer was called on to

give some reminiscences of his
three score years in China, and
by special request he spoke in
English, not merely tracing the

steps that led to the awakening of China, but laying stress

ingly of their obligations to a

it with prayer, followed by the
singing of hyuins by two ladies
to the music of a piano.
Several gentlemen of the Lega-

tion were present, also the

official representatives of three

or four newspapers, showing
that this formal inauguration

was looked on as an event of no
small importance.

In promoting the association
Mr. Jissoji, the manager of the
Bank, has the active cooperation
of his assistant, Mr. Okamoto, a
young man of uncommon intelligence and energy.

W. A, P. MARTIN.
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Statistics of the Three Missionary Societies at Work in Amoy, for 1909
English Presbyterian, London Missionary Society, and American Reformed Church.

HE. M.S. Lotals.
No, of stations occupied
»» wissionaries :
Men and wives
Men, single
Women, single

&8¢

4|4|4|8

eS

20 | #2 ++'| «14 «'+«¢|~ 46

A | % fF 4 +4 ae

G6 | G@& | «Im | 34
22 ; 6r | «14 | Gf

5 Organized churches

2,41 | 2,440 | 1,955 | 7,606
1,426 | 1,819 | 1,115 | 4,360
2X {; QG | TH |{ 44

5 communicants

4» baptized children
»» ordained pastors

ee ¢

67 | 85 | 25 | 89
90 | 104 [| 52 | 246
iS | 2% | | 49
20
26 | 59 | 31 |
34 | 60 | 34 J} 125

45 wnordained preachers
reoular preaching places
>)
Bible-women

» colporteurs

Pi 6)

»5, day-schools

» teachers

» pupils 1...

575 | 1,460 | 799 | 2,334

Middle School, Union
Teachers (foreign 5, native 5}
No. of scholars
Theological College, Union..
No. of teachers (for. 3, native 2) .

IO

.>

66

¢ 69

ore 1 een | gse8 | L

oo =i fw lee Ct SS

,, scholars
7?
>»

>>

Anglo-Chinese College, Union

16

teachers (for. 5, native Ir) .

» scholars

43 2 4 2 3 8

» women schools
» teachers

» scholars
a?

40 ; I0 :j| 45 #=| £98

s@&

foe
Or. & | 1OF.
for. 3
43;| fon
TOY 3

3200 | 105 | 225 | 630
2

for.
Or. 2
&@

eS? &

&@

&@&

165

A | 3 | 2 YF g
5 |; 3 4 F&F | Vg

eae @ &

7

ie

»» patients, visits

1s

meee t

os ¢ ©

-

,, doctors

i4

nat. 8| nat. g | nat. gif %

scholars

»» hospitals

IO!

for.
4) for. 2) for. 2/2 J.
nat. 4| nat. 4] nat. 2/4

girls’ schools (elementary)...

» teachers
,, scholars
,» kindergartens
,, teachers

44

165

*26,991 | f14,000 | 13,481 | 54,472

>©

1,974 | 400 j 2,455 | 4,829
in-patients
Total contributions for chutch purposes... | $22916 | $13167 | $53588
*Chin-chiu hospital open only g months.
tChiang-chiu hospital only.
Domestic Missionary Society.

No. of ordained pastors
4 uUnordained

5 organized church
,, preaching places
5, schools
e8

33

=>

se ¢

4.

?

I
5
&©

teachers ...

scholars .

Contribution

26
& ¢¢9

.» $1,000

Of the 35 foreigners engaged in educational work, the majority do consi-

derable other work—visiting, preaching on Sundays and superintending
station work.

Amoy, April r2th, rgro.

P, W. PITCHER,
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Children’s Scripture Union.

‘The Chinese branch of the
Children’s Scripture Union was
formed twenty-five years ago,
and although other Bible read-

ing tnions have entered the

field since, a large number of
the missionary workers use the

readings of the C. 8S. U. The
membership ranges over thirteen

provinces, and in Hongkong,

(June, 1910

writes : ‘‘ Weearnestly trust that
our co-workers and fellow-menm-

bers will join in hearty attempts

to develop the work. ‘The encourapements we continually receive

from the testimonies as to how
the Union is proving a real help
to many of our native brethren
and sisters, as to how Bibles are
being bought and studied, and as
to how the habit of regular reading at school has become a per-

manent family privilege, make
and Straits Settlements, over nus more than ever atrrious that

Australia, United States, Canada,

4,000 readings being issued last
year.

the influence of the C. S. U. will

Honorary Secretary for China,

also ‘doers’ of the Word.”

extend and that the members

Mr. Gilbert McIntosh, the may not only be ‘readers’ but

Missionary Journal.
May 27th, Rev. H. G. ROMIG and

At Stianfu, 24th March, to Mr. and
Mrs. C. J. ANDERSON, C. I. M., a
son (Carl Joseph Cliford Dixon).

At Kiukiany, roth April, to Rev. and

Mrs. H, F. Rowk, M. BE. M., & son
(Harry Fleming).
AT Hwaiyuen, 8th May, to Rev, and

Mrs. JAMES B. COCHRAN, A. P.M.,,

a daughter (Gwendolen).

At Kiangvin, 11th May, to Dr. and

Mrs. Geo. C. WORTH, a sot) (james
Spencer).

family, A. P. M., (ret.

DEPARTURES,

April 17th, Mrs. H. A. H. U&a and
child, C. I. M., England, v14 Siberia,

April 30th, Mr. and Mrs. W. ENs-

LUND and Miss H. A. HAGSTEN, to

sweden; Mr. A. SEIPEL and twa
children, for Germany, all C. IL. M.

May 4th, Dr. ANNA D. GLoss, M.
BH. M., Peking, for U. S. A.; Miss
BRYSON, FE. P. M., for England,

May itth, Dr. CHAS. F. ENSIGN,

MARRIAGES.

wife and two children, M. E. M.,

At Paoning, 20th April, Mr. A. B.

Taiantu, for U.S. A.; Miss BRANDER,
rE. P. M., for Bngland.
Nay 12th, Rev. H. W. HOULDING,

LEWIS to MissC.F. PRAcY,C. 1. M,

Av Shanghai, 1rth May, Mr.C. FAiIrCLOUGH to Miss L. M. CAvEe, C.I.M.,

AT Tientsin, 16th Mav, ALBERTO

GIOVANNI GARNIER to Miss [ESSIz

EDITH WALTER, E. B. M., Shansi,
HEAT iH.

Ar Kiehsiu, Shansi, Miss B. J. L.
REYNOLDS, from Typhus Fever.
ARRIVALS.

April 29th, Rev. J. E. ROBINSON,

B.A., CG. I. M., from England via
Siberia.

May 23rd, Mr. T. C, I. M.,,

(ret. ).
May 24th, Mrs. HONTER CORBETT,

A. P.M. (ret.).

». C. M., for U.S. A.
May r4th, Mrs. N. HOGMAN and
child and Miss E. A, #. BurEn, C,
I. M., to Sweden.

May 2sth, Rev. lL. W. wife

and family, Am. B. M., South, for U.

S. A.: Dr F. W.-Gopparp and wife,
A. B. M., for U.S. A.
May 28th, Mr. and Mrs. JAMES
SMITH and family, for Canada, and
Miss Mary PARMENTER, C, and M.
A., for U. S. A.
May 28th, Mr. and Mrs. TH. M#t-VILLE and Miss Ll, CRAWFORD, unconnected, to England.

May 29th, Rev. and Mrs. S. M.,

Ross and family, C. P. M., for Canada,
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Editorial
In devoting this issue to a discussion of the question of the

health of the missionary the Editorial Board feels convinced
that it is placing a needed emphasis on a
The Missionary’s vital subject. It is as difficult for a missionHealth from The
ary as for anyone else to assume an unpreIbersonal Point
ot Wiew,

judiced attitude towards the problem of
preserving his own health. The voice of

his better judgment in regard to what is necessary or advisable
in the matter of self-care is too often drowned by the noise of

other and more clamorous claims. It is important that he
should at times demand thie silence needed justly to weigh the
relative values of the various activities in which he is interested.
During such seasons of honest and prayerful thinking he gains

He learns, perhaps not for the first time,
that his work is not to be measured by any form of quantitative
analysis. He also discovers afresh that the quality of his work
depends not on being busy but on being efhcient. Thus it
becomes clear to him that the touchstone by which he ts to
judge the value of any given activity is the simple word—
efhiciency. A task for instance presents itseli, to decline the
doing of which at first seemed selfish ; now it 1s seen that the

a new perspective.

doing of it will endanger the thorough accomplishment of
other, more vital, work. Another task which on the spur of
the moment would probably have been evaded, 1s gladly under-

taken because in the clearer light of maximum efficiency it
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becomes’ plain that to leave it undone will mar the entire output of the week’s service. Am opportunity, perchance, offers
to relax one’s nervous tension by spending a few hours or a few

days in recreation. To seize this opportunity means the
omitting of a supposed duty,. but the new perspective leads to
the conviction that to» make use of it will help more towards

a better performing of one’s whole duty than to keep one’s
nose to the grindstone.

Thus,. as the catalogue of conflicting

claims is reviewed, the seeming conflicts are largely, if not
entirely, removed: by this eliminating and illuminating process.

How much we ali need to be forgiven our feverish ways
perhaps not one of us fully and constantly enough realizes.

THERE is yet another aspect to this question of health
which we must all needs face, namely, the point of view of the
From the Hds

Point

ot Diew,

Societies which support us. The Home
societies have a right to expect their mussionaries, even when considered merely as
pieces of valuable machinery, to take every

reasonable precaution to: maintain the highest possible degree of
physical efhciency. One of the speakers at the conference of

Foreign Mission Boards held in New York City two years ago
emphasized this thought when he said: ‘‘ It 1s a far more costly
error to rob the missionary of his rights and of the necessities
for healthful living and of the equipment for efficient service
than if 1s to prejudice any section of the contributing public
by failing to satisfy their ideals of missionary self-sacrifice. Impoverished men and women,. disheartened workers, inadequate

equipment on the field, will bring a mission Board to bankruptcy more surely than a period of financial stringency at
home, or the scattered statements of unintelligent or unsympathetic people concerning the so-called luxury or leisure of
the missionaries away from home. At all other costs we must
maintain the confidence, health and efficiency of our representatives in the foreign field.’’ The missionary needs, however, to
remember that the primary responsibility for the preservation
of his health does not rest with the Home Society, for it is too

iar distant intimately to know or effectively to protect the
missionary’s health. The missionary may throw back on the
home churches the responsibility for not adequately manning

the work, but he is not thereby justified in assuming that it is
his duty to make up tor the failure of others by burning at both

‘Edttorial
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ends the only candle God has given him. Under ordinary
circumstances each individual is directly responsible to his
Lord and Master tor the use which he makes of his own body.
There may be times when, just as in the crisis of a great battle,
he will be justified in sacrificing everything in order to gain an

iinmediate advantage. In the long run, however, we are
persuaded that the self-control and self-sacrifice involved in
daily denying one’s self the joy of doing something one longs
to do, in order to maintain a higher degree of average efficiency,
is more pleasing to our Divine Leader than a reckless throwing

away of life and strength. The missionary must be his own
judge and guwardian. It he overworks, it 1s, more often than
otherwise, his own fault.
THROUGH the courtesy of the officials in charge we are able
to give our readers two interesting views of the Nanyang IndusChe Wanypang

trial Exhibition (see pages 447 and 467): one show-

Ing the main entrance and the other the building
devoted to agriculture. We hope in a later issue
to present other pictures of this China’s first attempt at a national
display of her varied industries, as well as of the Christian headquarters, which has been established in close proximity to the
front entrance. This leads us to refer to the budget of expenses
Erhibition.

in connection with the work at the Christian headquarters,
which has been kindly communicated to us by the Executive
Committee. We note that the cost of the land, its bunding,
and a building thereon (40 ft. by 70 ft.) is estimated at Mex.
$5,300, while an additional Mex. $1,000 will be required tor
furnishings, lighting, and educational exhibit. The preaching-

hall equipment, together with the travel and entertainment
of speakers will, it is thought, amount to Mex. $3,000, while
the general running expenses, including the salaries of employees, will probably equal Mex. $350 per month, which for
six months will call for an additional Mex. $2,100. It will
thus be seen that a grand total of Mex. $11,400 is deemed
necessary for the enterprise, of which sum Mex. $4,826.56 has

already been contributed, chiefly by missions and Chinese
churches located in Kiangsu and Chekiang. An additional
sum of a little over $4,000 is expected from Chinese and
foreigners in Nanking and Shanghai, leaving approximately
Mex. $2,500 unprovided for. The influences emanating from
Nanking this summer will surely be far-reaching enough to
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justify the prayerful expectation of the Committee that many
churches and missions in the more distant parts of the Empire
will count it a privilege to help make possible the maximum
output from this united effort.
THE picture which we present, as frontispiece, of a group

of members of the Chinese Union Church in Tokyo will, we
Chinese Christ{ans
in. CoRvo.

are sure, be of no small interest to our
readers.

This Church, organized shortly
before the meeting of the Centenary Con-

ference three years ago 1s, in a very special sense, the charge

of the entire missionary body in China. Bishop Bashford,
in accepting the responsibilities assigned to him by the
committee appointed by the Centenary Conference, pledged

in behalf of himself and Pastor Liu all vigilance in

discharging the trust and a sincere lovalty to the spirit of
interdenominational unity, out of which it grew. ‘That this
pledge has been fulfilled, not only in the letter but also in the

spirit, is the testimony of all who have had the privilege of
witnessing the growth of this Union Church from barely a
score to considerably over a hundred members, practically all
of whom were not Christians before going to Japan. Not a
few have already returned to China and borne taithful witness
to the power of the Gospel in their own lives. In some instances this witness has been signally blessed of God to the

winning of neighbours and friends. From one of the large
cities of the Kwangtung province word has reached us of a
son of one of the gentry, who, during his residence of six
years in Tokyo, joined the Chinese Union Church, and a few
months ago returned to his home in the south to be married.
Not only did he take a firm stand with his parents in regard

to his Christian duties in connection with his marriage,
but he also seized the opportunity to make known to his
friends the joy which he had found in fellowship with Jesus

Christ. Similar news from one of the cities of southern

Shantung tells of two young men of that region who likewise

became Christians in Tokyo and, on their return to their
northern home last summer, did much to lead their friends
to take a favourable attitute towards Christianity, some of
whom later became earnest enquirers.

Such instances of the

far-reaching influence of the Chinese church in Tokyo might
be multiplied. Let the sight of the earnest faces in our
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picture be a summons to special prayer that they and their fellow-

Christians may all be given courage to witness a good confession before their friends and loved ones when they return
to the scattered sections of the Empire from which they come.

BEFORE this number reaches the hands of many of our
readers the Bible Institute at Peitaiho, opening on July 5th,
Dr. Wibite’s Bible
Tnstitutes.

under the leadership of Dr. Wilbert W.
White, of New York City, will have begun.

Dr. White and Dr. Sweet are to spend

about a week in Peitaiho, while Dr. Rogers and Miss Palmer
will remain until July 17. Dr. Sweet then goes to Chikungshan, while Dr. White proceeds farther to attend the Chinese
Student Conference for the Yangtze Valley, held at Kuling.

Following them Miss Paimer will also vist Chikungshan,
while Dr. Rogers is expected to be present at the Kiangnan
Student Conference, to be held at the Baptist College, Shang-

hai. Dr. White and Dr. Sweet in the meantime will join

forces at Kuling, remaining there until about the time of the
atrival of Miss Palmer and Dr. Rogers from the north, who

will continue the Institute until August 5. Dr. White and
Dr. Sweet visit Kuliang during the early part of Auyust,
joining their associates, wlio will precede them by five days, at
Mohkanshan, where the Institute covers the period from August
TIO to 22. There are many indications that a large number of
people are uniting in daily prayer that these various Institutes
may be the means of much spiritual blessing to the missionaries, English-speaking Chinese, and others who will attend
them.

A SUFFICIENT length of time has elapsed since the Chang-

sha riots in April to make possible a calm study of the outward effects of the uprising in their bearing
An FHfter-view
upon the question of their cause. That it was
of tbe CbhanGe=

gba Riots.

not primarily an anti-foreign outbreak 1s clear-

ly shown by the fact that the chief objects

of the wrath of the. rioters were the Governor’s Yaimén and
the various government schools. ‘The former and tour of the
latter were completely demolished. Yn one of the government
schools there must have been as many as thirty separate fires

lit in order to accomplish the conflagration of the different
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That the mobs should also have sought

to destroy the property of the foreigners is satisfactorily explained on the ground that they knew of no better way in
which to wreak an adequate vengeance on the officials, whom
thev considered the efficient cause of all their distresses. By
involving the officials in a quarrel with the foreign powers they
were able to hit a harder blow than by any more direct method
at their disposal. In addition to the Yamén and schools just
mentioned, fifteen places were destroved, including the Roman
Catholic, Norwegian, and China Inland and Liebenzell Missions.
Forty-three other places were looted, among which the United
Evangelical, the London, and the American Episcopal Missions
were seriously damaged. Incidentally some two hundred police
sentry-stands and over a hundred rice shops were also destroyed.

Among the nineteen places owned or rented by foreigners

which escaped with little or no injury were the Yale and
Wesleyan Missions, three mission hospitals, the Japanese hulk,
and the residences of the British Consul and the Commissioner
of Customs, both of which last named places were well guarded.

In some instances the landlords padlocked the outside doors

and posted ‘‘To Let’’ notices in order to protect their
property. No provable distinction was made by the rioters
between one mission and another.

In this connection we wish to refer to the unfortunate
wording of a portion of our editorial entitled ‘‘ The Missionary

mMsstonary Published
in our May issue
That in our judgment the misConciusion.’”’

(page 314).

sionaries tn Hunan have, as a body, been
less careful than their colleagues in other provinces in guarding against the use of foreign influence in litigation, and in
unduly insisting upon treaty rights in the face of local illwill,
has been regarded as a natural inference from our statement 1n

May. We hasten to apologize to our fellow-missionaries in
Hunan for what must have seemed to them a most invidtous
and unkind reflection on their wisdom and spirituality, and
to assure them of our unbroken confidence and esteem.

‘The

particular occurrences which lay behind our comments were of
such a nature as to make their detailed publication both unwise
and unfitting. That they by no means implicated all the
Missions, we should have clearly stated. We are quite sure,
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moreover, that our fellow-missionaries in Hunan are not a whit

behind their brethren 1n other provinces in their regret that
In some cases there have been defects in the carrying on of
the work and in their determination that the best missionary
ideals should be maintained. We are pleased to learn that
in one case, where the attention of one of the societies working in Hunan was drawn to certain unsatisfactory features in
connection with its work, steps were taken before our editorial
was written to correct the evil. We wish further to express
our regret that our references to this matter were made in such
a context as almost to imply that the Hunan riots were in some
way the result of the use of unwise methods 1n mission work.

That we meant our comments to carry no such implication
may be seen from the interpretation of the situation which
we have given in our preceding editorial.

We feel sure, how-

ever, that our fellow-workers will be one with us in urging
the great importance of caution and vigilance in these critical

times, lest there should be anything in us or our methods
which might give ‘‘ occasion to the adversary.’’

WE draw the special attention of our readers to the account

in our Missionary News Department of the tent meetings recently held in Soochow. The information
An Awakening and
contained there and knowledge of the con{3 FLCSssons.

victions of one of the participants in the
campaign lead us to summarise the prominent features and

suggestions as follows :—(1). The effort was a union one ; the

initial desire to simply reach the outsiders without respect
to any particular church was the means of drawing the different churches closer together. (2). The Chinese pastors, helpers and members bore the principal part of the burden of work.

(3). The preaching largely centred arotind Christ and His
ability to save all who would trust Him. (4). Effective service
was rendered by a large corps of ushers and personal workers.
(5). The campaign proved that after-meetings for both men and

women can be conducted with profit. (6). The distribution
of literature was made prominent, but fuller preparation and
selection would probably have helped to better results. (7).
Advertising might include, as in this case, not only the use
of printed matter, but personal announcement of the meetings
by organised bands of workers,
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Che Sancfuary
‘* The effectual fervent prayer of & vighteous man availeth much.—St.
James v, 16.

‘S$ For where two or three are gathered together in my Namie, there am

lin the midst of them.’’—St. Matthew xviil, 20.

GIVE THANKS

PRAY

For sunlight, fresh air, arid

For the sick, many of whom

water—the three most important

have become ill through no fault
of their own.
For the students of Christian
schools who are in heathen sur-

factors in maintaining good
health.

That walking, which we can
all do every day, is recomtmended as good exercise. (P. 454).

roundings during the summer

health are netther ntimerotis nor

C. A. stuummer conterences and
the students who attend them.

That ‘'the essential rules of

complex.’’ (P. 448).
For stmmer resorts.

For the decreased siortality

vacation.

Hor the leaders of the Y. M.

For Dr. White’s party and the
Bible Institutes which they con-

among the children of mission- duct and for those who attend
aries since our summer fesorts then.
came ‘to be commonly used.

For the Bible Institutes which
we expect to enjoy at our suinmer resorts this year.
For good news (see missionary
news department).

For a Y. M. C. A. secretary
for Amoy.
That the Exhibition at Nanking opened peacefully.
For the successtul tent meetines at Soochow. In particular

for the spirit of cooperation between different missions and be-

tween Chinese aud foreigners.
For the ‘‘ work done and responsibility borne by the Chinese

Christians and helpers’’ at the
Soochow tent meetings.

For the life of Christian sol-

diers who have Joved the Chinese

and have demonstrated it in
death as in lite.

(P, 480).

For ‘‘qa health

conscrence’?

CP. 448).

That we may so order our
lives that we may have ‘‘an
abundance of health, such health

as gives spring to the step, fire
to the eye, grip to the will, edge

to the mind and poise to the
soul.’’ (P. 447).

That we may be so guided that
we shall use our summer resorts
and not abuse then. (P. 463).

That in this matter ‘‘ we may
be filled with the knowledge of
His will—to walk worthy of the

Lord.’? (P. 467).
For in Him we live, and move, and
have our being,—Acts xvii. 28,

I pray that in all things thou mayest
prosper and be in health, even as
thy soul prospereth.—III John i. 2.
I am come that they might have life,
and that they might have it more
abuudantiy,—John x, 10,

Contributed Articles
The Health of the Missionary
BY M. J. EXNER, B.S., M.D.,

|

Physical Director Chinese Y. M. C. A., Shanghai

HE question of health should make an exceptionally
strong appeal to the missionary for at least two reasons:

First, because of its relation to efficiency in every
phase of his life and work. As a worker for God he naturally
wants to live the fullest life which 1t 1s possible for him to live
and to render the largest service which it 1s possible for him to

render. He can live the fullest life and render the largest
service only with good physical health. All our activities,
whether intellectual, volitional or spiritual, are tied up with
physical states which limit the quantity and largely determine
the quality of the output. With a bad stomach the mind is

dull, confused and unable to concentrate; a sluggish liver
produces irritable nerves; Habby muscles go with a weak will,
lack of initiative, lack of courage. The energy for intellectual,
volitional, emotional and spiritual processes must be furnished
by the body, and for these processes to be effective the expenditure of that energy must be directed by a normally functionating body. A man can do only what his body will permit him
to do.

Secondly, because good health is essential to a normal
Christian life. Faith, cheer, optimism and enthusiasm should
characterize the missionary’s life and should radiate from it as
a contagious atmosphere. ‘These qualities are not normal to
the man in ill health or of low vitality. The atmosphere of a

life which physically is on a low level inevitably takes on
tinges of blue, and the life loses its zest, its enthusiasm and its
attracting power. live ata low level,’ says Dr. Luther

Gulick, to deaden every faculty for high thought and high
feeling ; it makes drudgery, not only of work but of life.” It
is not enough to maintain a sufficient degree of health to keep
from being sick. A high type of Christian life and usefulness
demands more than that. It requires an ABUNDANCE of health,
Notr.—Readers of the RECORDER are reminded that the Editorial Board
assumes no responsibility fer the views expressed by the writers of articles
published in these pages.
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such health as gives spring to the step, fire to the eye, grip to
the will, edge to the mind and poise to the soul. A forceful,
efficient, contagious life is possible only with abonading health.
The essential rules of health are neither numerous nor
complex. They would, perhaps, command more ready attention if they were less simple. Better knowledge of the laws of
health is needed, yet that is not, in most cases, the fuudamental
need. That knowledge is attainable for every man. he first
need is a ‘‘health conscience,’’ a conviction that bodily traintng and care is a Christian duty, as much as 1s intellectual and

spiritual culture, and that neglect of the body is sin. The
average man has grown up with the habit of letting the body
take care of itself. While he recognizes the laws of culture
for mind and spirit, he fails to think of them as operative with

reference to the body. It has been chiefly the fault of his
education.
All too numerous are the examples of missionaries—dear,
conscientious, hard-working souls—who have burnt the candle

at both ends, violated every law of health and then broken
down, some with constitutions impaired, others with health
completely shattered, while others have gone to an early grave.
And such men have been lauded as worthy examples of sellfsacrificing martyrs to a noble cause. But when we consider

that with a little reason, and a little intelligent care of the
machine which God gave them, they could have prolonged
their usefulness many years, we are, at the least, compelled to
say that they lived and worked unwisely. The lack of intelligence, still more the lack of conscience, used in the care of

the physical life has cost missionary societies large sums of
wasted money and has robbed the kingdom of God of much
useful service.

A public “health conscience’’ is now rapidly being
awaitened. Let the missionary not be behind in the procession.

The general movement in the interest of racial health and
vigor is the most significant movement of the day. Edwin
Bjorkman, speaking of the United States, says: “« The fundamental value of health and its accessibility through intelligent
action by individuals and groups, these are the two prominent
conceptions that seem just now to be reshaping our national
life. We legislate and administrate for health; we spend
public and private moneys on few things with such readiness
as on health ; we study and examine men and books and nature
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with health in view first of all; we teach and preach and
‘demonstrate’ health; and lastly we are to an encouraging
degree trying to live as if we really wanted health.” But |
ain not expected to preach about health, but rather to give, if
I can, some helpful hints on the matter of securing, maintaining and improving heaith. I will therefore touch upon the
leading considerations with reference to 1t.

Air is one of the freest gifts of God and one of the most
vital. Yet many shut it out from them as if it were an enemy.
Every man in whatever occupation should live out of doors as
much as possible, and the importance of providing for a constant and abundant entrance of pure air into the rooms when
in-doors cannot well be over-emphasized. When we breathe in
pure air we breathe in life and when we breathe it out again we
breathe out death. The expired air is laden with organic

wastes which are highly poisonous to the system and which
therefore render air once breathed unfit to be breathed again.
Furthermore, this expired air defusing itself through the air
of the room soon renders the whole impure. Just as a drop of
ink will discolor a whole pitcher of water so an expired breath
vitiates a barrel of air. All rooms should be well aired before
being occupied and continuous ventilation during occupancy
should be provided for. Under no circumstances should any
one allow himself to sleep in a closed room. Cold air at night
is not to be feared ; it will not give one a cold ; but impure air,
though warm, surely will. No one need expect to be permanently in good health who habitually lives and sleeps in tnventilated rooms. With reference to the health of the Chinese
permit me to point out the evils of the closed canopy over the
beds. It is a vicious practice, and the rooting out of consumption among them is out of the question until the canopy goes.
A daily water bath is desirable not only from the standpoint of cleanliness; but also for ‘‘skin gymnastics.”’ A short
hot bath, followed by a short cold bath, 1s the most beneficial.

One should not soak long in a hot bath. It 1s weakening.
The cold sponge bath taken immediately upon rising 1s one of
the best nerve tonics. The writer has seen men gain as much

as ten pounds in weight in a few weeks as a result of this
It should preferably be taken in a moderately warm
room, it should be bricf—not more than a minute—and should
be followed with vigorous rubbing with towels and hands. A
cold tub or shower bath is too severe for many, but there is
practice.
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rarely an individual who cannot take the cold sponge with
For those suffering from insomnia or nervousness, a
neutral bath kept at 98 degrees and continued at least fifteen
minutes is effective in producing quietness and inducing sleep.
benefit.

Water is needed inside as well as outside of the body.
Most people do not drink enough water, especially during the
cool months of the year.

The body is constantly forming waste

products which are poisonous to itself and which must be
eliminated as rapidly as formed. Tardy and imperfect elimination of these wastes is one of the most prolific causes of
nervousness, depression, sickness and lastly organic disease.
An abundance of water is necessary for the speedy and complete elimination of these poisons. The sewers oi the body

need to be kept finshed. Only a limited quantity of liquid
should be taken at meals—not more than a glassful. No
water should be taken iess than half on hour before a meal or
one hour after a meal. After that, several glasses should be
taken before the next meal. Water should not be taken too
cold. Ii ice water 1s used it should be sipped and warmed in
the mouth before swallowing. The amount of water needed
varies with the habits of different individtals. ‘The man who
eats much beyond the physiological requirements of the body
will need much more water than the man who keeps his eating
more nearly within the bounds of physiologic need. A most
valuable habit is that of drinking one or two glasses of cold

water immediately upon rising in the morning and a glass
upon retiring.

It is one of the most effective means of reculat-

ing the bowels, Some prefer hot water for this purpose.
This is permissible when decidedly preferred, but it tends to
relax the stomach walls too much and misses the tonic effect
of the cold upon peristaltic movement. Germs of disease
in drinking water should be guarded against with rigid care,
especially in China. A cold, sparkling mountain spring may
yet be lnghly infected and dangerous. Unless the water of a
spring is often examined and pronounced safe by those competent to do so, it should not be trusted. The water should be
boiled.

Good nutrition is fundamental to health and a high level
of efficient living. Not only the energy for muscular work

but also the energy with which we think and will and feel

comes from the food we eat. Physiologists say that nearly all
functional disorders have their rise in faulty nutrition. Gulick
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says: ‘Nearly all the diseases and most of the pains people
have are related, first or last, to disturbances of nutrition.’”?
The world over, to-day, there 1s in progress a systematic
movement for the physical improvement of the race. The
various activities in this movement have one point in common—

‘Ca vigorous insistence upon the importance of more intellgent ways of feeding. . ... Laboratory investigators and social
workers are urging the members of the human race to learn
to feed themselves with at least as much wisdom as they have
used for years in the feeding of their domestic animals.”’ A
sroup of our foremost scientific authorities have been at work
upon the question, both in the laboratory and in experiments
upon various groups of men. Among these experiments perhaps the leading ones have been those conducted by Prof.
Russell H. Chittenden, President of the American Physiological Society and Director of the Sheffield Scientific School at
Yale University. The result of the combined work of various
investigators is a complete new conception of dietetics which

has been fittingly called ‘‘ Economic Nutrition’’ because ‘‘its
jundamental purpose is to save the body from unnecessary

jabor through a reduction of food to exact physiological
needs.”’ ‘This, the originators of the mew conception point
out, is an unqualified advantage to any one, as every ounce of
food over and above the ainount necessary to furnish building

material during growth, repair tissue that has been broken
down by exercise, and to supply fuel to keep the body warm
and energy to keep it running, places upon every organ the
thankless task of working over this excess of food for the sale
and exclusive purpose of getting it out of the way. The new
theory attacks the deep-rooted idea in the mind of man that

everything he can get down will do him good, and that he
will surely get a return from it, if not in increased energy for
work, then in a reserve which he can call upon some day when
he needs it. On the contrary, it declares that food in excess of
physiological requirements does not yield increased energy for
work, but actually takes energy that might be given to work ;

furthermore, that food cannot be stored in the body in any
considerable quantity, and that this residue which 1s left float-

ing about in the blood is the chief source of disease to the
human organism. This principle applies with particular force
to the class of foods which form the great stup!e of the diet of
most of the civilized peoples of the world: the tissue-building
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or ‘proteid’ foods, consumed chiefly in meat, fish, eggs, and

The
reason for this is that these foods—unlike the fuei-producing
foods found in grains, fruits, vegetables, butter and oil—canin lesser degree in peas, beans, lentils, nuts and cheese.

not be completely burnt up by the body, but leave behind
them a solid ‘ash’ which, as Dr. Edward Curtis has expressed

it, ‘must be raked down by the hver and thrown out by the
kidneys.’ ”’

The new standard when put into practice is found to
reduce the food eaten by the average man from one-third to
one-half and the proteid foods about fifty per cent. Laboratory
processes are not necessary to determine for the individual the

limits of his physiologic need. This is automatically deter-

with proper habits of eating by ‘‘ normalized instinct.”
With the habit of complete mastication the attention being on

the taste, not on the mechanical process, natural instinct
asserts itself and automatically reduces the food supply to the

physiological requirement. The benefits derived from the
new staudard are: Economy in food, greater vitality as expressed in increased endurance, both intellectual and physical,
greater freedom from sickness and disease and a new and truer
enjoyment of food. Lhe tollowing from Prof. Irving Fisher,

of Yale, gives the leading hints in line with the new dietetic
standard :

‘‘Masticate all food up the point of involuntary swallowing,
with the attention on the taste, not on the mastication. Food
should simply be chewed and relished with no thought of swallow-

ing. ‘There should be no more effort to prevent than to force
It will be found that, if we attend to the agreeable

swallowing.

task of extracting the flavors of our food, nature will take care of
the swallowing, and this will become, like breathing, involuntary.
The more you rely on instinct, the more normal, stronger, and
stirer the instinct becomes.

The tustinct by which most people eat

is perverted by the ‘hurry habit’ and the use of abnormal foods.

Thorough mastication takes time, and, therefore, one must not feel
hurried at meals if the best results are to be secured.

‘“Sip hquids, except water, and mix with saliva as though
they were solids.
The stopping point of eating should be at the ear/zest moment
when one is really satisfied. Normalized instinct 1s the best guide
here, provided one eats without hurry and masticates thoroughly.
‘“The frequency of meals and the time to take them should be
so adjusted that no meal is taken before a previous meal 1s well out

of the way, in order that the stomach mav have had time to rest
and prepare new juices. Normal appetite is a good guide in this
respect.

Oue’s best sleep 1s on an empty stomach.

Food puts one
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to sleep by diverting blood from the head, but disturbs sleep later.
Water, however, or even fruit may be taken, before retiring, with-

out injury.
‘“An exclusive diet is usually unsafe. Bven foods which are

not ideally the best are probably needed when no better are available or when the appetite specially calls for them. Use some raw
toods—nuts, fruits, salads, milk, ete., at each meal.

‘The amount of protein required is much less than that

ordinarily cousumed. Through thorough mastication the amount
of protein is automatically reduced to its proper level.
“To balance each meal is of the utmost importance. When
one can trust the appetite, it is an almost infallible method of balancing, but some knowledge of food will help, such as of the proper
proportion of protein, fat and carbohydrate. The aim, however,
should always be—and this cannot be too often repeated—to educate
the appetite to the point of deciding all these questions atutoma-

tically.
The character of the foeces is greatly improved if the diet is
proper in respect to protein and is properly eaten with respect to
mastication; otherwise there is always absorption of poisons from
the colon. Thorough mastication, moderation in amount—~espe-

clally of protein—are the best disinfectants.’’

‘“To those,’’ says Brown, ‘‘ who are timid about adopting
it (the new plan) because their ‘doctor told them that it was
dangerous to cut down the food that makes muscle,’ it may be
pointed out that no one—doctor or not—who has not made an
exhaustive study of the subject with the same thoroughness or

the same facilities as its originators is qualified to give an
authoritative opinion regarding it. The theory is an advance
over old ways of thinking and cannot, therefore, be tested by
any but the most advanced ideas.’’*
The animal machine has been developed through exercise,

aud its integrity cannot be maintained without adequate
exercise. Muscle-tone—a certain degree of firmness of the
contractile tissues—~is essential to the normal function of every
organ and to the health and efficiency of the whole man. At

the mention of exercise [ can imagine some missionaries
making a wry face because they are accustomed to think of it

as a duty, as a thing to be taken like a dose of medicine,
because they have been told that it is good for them.

taken that way is of doubtful value. should be

Exercise

enjoyed as play, uot endured as work.’’ Every mussionary
* Those who wish to inform themselves more fully upon the new dietetic
standard without wading through voluminous descriptions of experiments
will find an excellent summary treatment of the conclusions of the leading
investigators in Goodwin Brown’s little book, ‘‘ Scientific Nutrition Simplified,’’ published by Frederick Stokes Co., New York.
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should have one or more recreation fads which involve adequate

muscular exertion and which have for him the interest of a
game, in which he forgets that he 1s exercising because of his

enjoyment of the sport. This may be walking, riding, hillclimbing, rowing, hunting, tennis, golf—no matter what, so
long as it has the two elements: all-round exercise and enjoyment.

In such games as tennis extreme competition should be
avoided, the game being played for the pleasure, not chiefly to
Wil. Tennis tournaments at vacation resorts to many do more
harm than good. No missionary should allow his conscience

to make him feel uncomfortable with the thought that time
given to recreation is wasted. His conscience may need
educating; it needs a health department in it. ‘To take time
daily for adequate recreative exercise is good sense, it is wisdom, it is science, it 1s religion, and the neglect of it is sin.
Exercise should be general, that is, it should involve all
the muscles of the body, but with special emphasis on the large
muscles of the trunk and legs, since the value of exercise is in
proportion to the work done. It should stimulate the action of
heart and lungs—it should make one ‘“ puff.” Next to the
heart, the group of muscles upon which the general health
depends most are the muscles of the abdomen. A tew special

movements practiced daily to keep them in good tone are
desirable, such as elevating both legs to a vertical position
while lying on the back or elevating them to a horizontal
position while hanging suspended from the hands.

Exercise

should not be carried beyond the point of fatigue. This is
nature’s way of indicating when to rest. ‘The actual needs of
the muscular system may be met in from five to ten minutes of
well selected exercise a day, such as one may take anywhere
without apparatus. Untortunately such exercises are likely
to prove enjoyable only to those few who have a real enthusiasm

for their physical welfare. Five minutes of such exercises
daily in addition to one or two hours, two or three times a
week, spent in some form of out-door recreative exercise is
sufficient to keep anyone in excellent physical trim.
Why do we sleep ? To give nature a chance to recuperate.

Two processes are going on side by side in the body all the
time : the process of tearing down and the process of building

up. During the waking hours the tearing down process is
most active, while during sleep the building up and eliminative
processes predominate. New tissue 1s then built up, wasted
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tissue is replaced, energy is stored up and the poisonous wastes

are carried out of the system. How long should we sleep?
Long enough for nature to finish her job. The time depends
on the make-up and the habits of the individual. From four
to six hours meets the need of a few, while from eight to ten
hours is found insufficient for some. In the man who eats to
excess and exercises little nature has a much greater task to get
tid of the excess wastes than in the man who keeps his eating

more neatly within the bounds of physiological need. The
In the man who is habitually
worried, anxious and tense, nature needs much more time to
repair the excess nervous waste than in the man who keeps
himself serene and well poised through stress and strain.
How may we know that we have slept enough? If one
awakes refreshed, buoyant, and glad to be alive, nature has
completed her recuperative processes. He has slept enougl.
If one awakes tired, dull, drowsy, generally depressed, nature
for some reason has not completed her task. He needs more
sleep. The matter of habitually getting enough sleep 1s vital.
So long as a person can get enough sound, restful sleep he will
heavy eater will need more sleep.

be in no danger of breakdown from overwork, no matter
what the pressure of his tasks. The habitual working with
insufficient sleep for a long period, as, for instance, through
a college course, often permanently impairs the individual’s
constitution.

One of the habits most destructive to health is that of

carrying the work and worries of the day to the pillow at night.

It is suicidal. Some will say: ‘‘I cannot help it, I cannot

stop thinking.’’ No, but he can direct his thoughts. tle can
think thoughts of joy, of peace, of success ; thoughts that will
let down the tension and let him drift gradually into the ‘land
of nod,’’ The writer has found the following simple method
very effective in helping to induce sleep: while keeping the
thoughts on sleep, take a full breath, then let it out quickly—
but without forcing—while at the same time relaxing every
muscle of the body as completely as possible. Usually after a
few such breaths comes the desire to remain relaxed and thie

mind soon drifts into unconsciousness. A hot bath taken
quietly immediately before retiring, with as little rubbing in
drying as possible, is very helpful in inducing sleep.

Now, as to recreation. What! recreation? play? for a
missionary! Most emphatically yes. Play is not merely for
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amusement ; it 1s for the serious business of life, it is to re-create

the whole man for poise, for work, for life.
While most missionaries may recognize the need of recreation all do not derive as much benefit from the time allotted for
it as they should. The benefit is not necessarily in proportion

to the time spent, but rather to the way it is used. Let ts
consider the summer vacation which, it is quite generally
agreed, is desirable and even necessary. It would be folly to
attempt to lay down vacation rules applicable to all, for the
vacation needs of every individual will depend upon his makeup and upon what the nature of his work and his environment
has been. But we may suggest certain elements which should
enter into every missionary’s vacation.

t. There should be a change of scene, of people, of
occupation and of interests. Lhe more complete the change the
better, so long as it 1s congenial, For the missionary working

in a port city with an abundance—something too much—of
social life with his own kind, a crowded summer resort with
its social obligations 1s not the most wholesome change. He
needs quiet, seclusion ; he needs to get away from people. Tf he

must go to a crowded resort, let him get away from crowds as
much as he can. The missionary from an interior station, on
the other hand, who seldom sees a new face of his own race,
longs for and needs the crowd and its soctal intercourse. It is
the right change for him. Again, the missionary who has been
working hard at intellectual tasks—close study, heavy reading
or creative work—needs to give his mind a rest from that kind

of work, restricting his reading to lighter forms of literature,
such as may have been denied him during the busy year.
The missionary who has been engaged largely in administrative
work, will find genuine recreation in much reading, and a good
deal of it may profitably be of a heavy and serious nature. It
is a wholesome change for him. The vacation time shonld be

a time of balancing up, of rounding out, of genuine growth.
Wholesome change is a key-note to a successful vacation.

2. The change should be a pleasant one.—~A change of
occupation is not necessarily wholesome because it differs from

that 11 which we have been engaged. There must be a
It 1s true that much of the valued discipline
of life is derived from doing things we would rather not do,
and we must do them often and well. But in vacation time
do the things you like to do, so far as they are wholesome.
pleasurable zest.
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Let pleasure play a conspicuous part, let the positive emotions
keep you in their grip.
3: Vacation days should be lived out of doors as much as

possible.-There is the way to health and vitality.

Let the

sun tan you and the winds blow on you; consume oxygen by
the barrel. It will be laid up to furnish energy for the
strenuous days to come. Sleep out of doors if possible. No
condition of indoor sleeping can equal 1t in value.

4. The vacation should be a time for an abundance of
exercise. —To be bathed in an ocean of pure air is of compara-

tively small value if we do not create a demand for the lifegiving oxygen and thus utilize it. This we do by means of
exercise, such as quickens the heart and respiration. The
missionary who goes back to his post with toughened muscles, a

tanned skin, a vigorous appetite, ability to sleep soundly, and
a sense of having had a ‘‘ bully time,’’ goes back best prepared
to live the strenuous months at the top level of efficiency.
5. Any vacation which has not in it much of solitude, of
quiet alone with nature, with God and one’s self—one’s best
self—_will miss its mark. Few of us during the busy months
at our posts when our attention is demanded by a thousand
details, have adequate chance to get acquainted with ourselves.

It is in the hours of solitude when the world and its voices
are shut out that the soul truly grows, and the soul that has
not these hours will starve and shrivel. A single meght spent
in quiet under a star-lit sky may mean more to character than
a college course. Have a secret nook where you go to look

at the stars and to think of Him who guides them in their
course and you.

Only take care that these hours be not hours

of morbid introspection, but hours of vision, of resolve, of
spiritual receptivity and of delicious rest. Gulick says: ‘‘ The
best work that most of us do is not begun in our office or at
our desk, but when we are wandering in the woods or sitting
quietly with undirected thoughts. From somewhere, at such
times, there flash into our minds those ideas that direct and
eoutrol our lives—visions of how to do that which previously
has seemed impossible, new aspirations, hopes and desires.
The man who never takes time to do nothing will hardly do
great things. He will hardly have epoch-making ideas or
stimulating ideals.”’
6. But let it not be thought that the missionary’s vacation may wisely be coufined to the yearly vacation. Recreation
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should fit into his daily and weekly schedule of activities, and
the more busy and hardpressed he is the more important is it
that he should take time for recreation. Lhe ideal plan is to
have a brief period for recreation daily with longer periods
perhaps once or twice a week. If the daily plan is not feasible
he should set apart one day in the week for rest and recreation.
To quote Gulick again: ‘‘ The reservation of at least one day
a week for rest and recreation, for being out of doors, for plaving games, etc., is an essential. This is for both body and mind.
A man who thinks he can get along without at least one vacation time a week simply proves his ignorance. He ruins his

chances of duing really eficient work, for the mind cannot
concern itself all the time with one single subject and still keep
any freshness, spontaneity, or initiative. Such a man makesa
mere machine of himself, He is saciificing his personality and
all that 1t might count for.”?

7. I dare not close without speaking of that which we
all believe in but which so few of us soundly practice—a
wholesome mental attitude toward our work and our life. In
this more than in all other means lies the secret of health and
efficiency. When a boy I heard a proverb—I don’t know the
source——‘‘ Worry, not work, kills horses,’’ lt is true of men.
Worry and fear derange every organic function and lead on
to disease or physical and mental crash. Do you worry ? Ouit

it! How? Not by saying to yourself ‘‘don’t’’ but by doing
the positive thing, keeping your thoughts on the hopeful, the
happy, the successful. Believe in God, believe in yourself and
keep busy at something that is interesting and worth while.
The man with a sound * health conscience,’’ who plays hard as
well as works hard, will be in little danger from the worry-bug.

On Missionaries’ Holidays
BY THE RIGHT REV. BISHOP G. EB. MOULE, D.D.
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on the above subject, expressed himself as follows:
‘There is a feeling in China among many missionaries that

the question of holidays 1s being overdone, and that some sort
of protest ought to be raised against further encroachments of

holiday resorts on the working time of the mussionary.... I
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wish you might be persuaded to give us your feeling in the
matter, based upon your unique experience of life in the

interior,’

Iam not quite sure what my friend had in view when he
spoke of my ‘‘ unique experience,’’ nor therefore how, precisely, my views on the proposed subject could be based on
that experience. Some of my comrades in Our Lord’s service
in China have served longer than I, some have penetrated into
the country much more deeply and fixed their abodes further

from open ports and the opportunities of intercourse with

British or American friends than I have done.
Nevertheless, it is possible that in the following particulars few, if any, have had exactly my experience. T reached
Ningpo with my late dear wife in February, 1858, and at once

took up my abode within the city. Fifty-two years have

passed since then, of which forty-three and a half were spent
on Chinese soil, the remaining eight or nine being occupied
with our furloughs in England and the time spent in voyages

to and from our mother country.

Oi the time spent on

Chinese soil, about half a year, during the ‘Taiping occupation

of Ningpo, we passed without the walls; and for a similar
space of time we were refugees at Shanghai during the
‘¢ Boxer’? insurrection of 1900.

The remainder of our Chinese

life, for over forty-two years and a half, was passed in three
dwelling houses, all situated within Chinese city walls, sur-

rounded by the dwellings of the native population. For stx of
those years, at Ningpo, we occupied a commodious foreign-built
house looking out on a spacious military parade ground. Bot
for three years in Ningpo, and a much longer period in Hangchow, our houses were Chinese buildings, adapted to our use by
slightly raising the roof, glazing windows, and adding, rearranging, and flooring rooms.

When [I joined the Church Missionary Society no rule
existed with regard to furloughs or shorter holidays. My
honoured senior colleague Russell and his neighbours, the missionaries of the American Presbyterian and Baptist Churches,

were in the habit of making trips to Buddhist monasteries on
the island of P‘u-t‘u, or 1n the hills east and south of Ningpo,
notably the ‘‘ Snowy Valley’? and Tien-t‘ung Ssti, where they
would spend a month or so of the hottest weather in rooms
lent, for a small consideration, by the monks. At P‘u-t‘u, or
on the short sail thither in native craft, they were occasionally
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captured by pirates, and more than once life as well as property
was endangered.

I followed their example so far as to take my then small
family to T'ien-t‘ung Ssti for about a month in each of my first
two years.

In May, 1861, finding myself so unwell that, both to myself and Mr. Russell, a greater change seemed advisable, I
availed myself of an invitation from the Commander of H. M.
surveying frigate Actaeox to make my first and only visit to
the partially-opened empire of Japan. My absence from duty
lasted five weeks, of which, owing to stormy weather, nearly all
was spent at Sea. The frigate, under sail, was actually eleven

days in reaching Nagasaki, and the American schooner in
which I returned made no better speed. I had only time,
before she was ready to sail, to make acquaintance with the
features of that beautiful harbour and to enjoy a brief but
friendly intercourse with the American missionaries then at
the port. Those missionaries were Messrs. Williams and Verbeck—the former afterwards Bishop of the Episcopal Church

of America, the latter au eminent missionary of the Dutch
Reformed Church Mission—and Dr. Schmidt, the medical
colleague of Mr. Williams.
The long time spent at sea did my health good, and the
stormy ten days on board the trigate were made interesting by

two prayer meetings which I was invited to conduct in the
Captain’s cabin, and a communion service which I celebrated
in harbour before I went ashore. The rough voyage would
have been scarcely pleasant to my wife and our infant daughter,

but I left them at Ningpo, not without keen anxiety.
Two years later, in 1863, under urgent medical advice I
took another health trip under sail, namely in the Swedish brig
Balder to Chetfoo.

From Chefoo, kindly assisted by Mr. Consul
Morrison, younger son of the distinguished missionary, I made

my way to ‘Tengchowfu where, for a fortnight, I enjoyed the
delightful hospitality of my friends, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Nevius.
‘That holiday, like the previous one, was limited to five weeks’
absence from Ningpo, and like it did my health good. During
1864 I acquired for our Misston, on easy terms, the lease of a
disused convent in the hills west of Ningpo, which by a small
outlay was turned into a fairly commodious holiday lodging for
one or two families at a time. It is still held by the Mission,
and, with a neighbouring lodge acquired much more recently,
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is still occupied by missionaries nearly every summer, though

its comparatively low elevation renders it rather a place of
rest than a sanatoriuin. There in 1865 and 1866, my seventh
and eighth years of consecutive life in China, I spent, under
inedical advice, respectively six weeks and three months of the
hot weather. During the latter stay I worked fairly hard at
a version in Ningpo romanized colloquial of the ‘‘ Occasional
Services’? of our Prayer Book, and at writing the whole Prayer
Book, as far as it went, into Chinese characters with adaptations.

It will be seen that in the first nine years of my residence
on Chinese soil I by no means denied inyself the refreshment
of an escape from city life; now by a sea trip, now by a longer
or shorter sojourn in the hills. On the whole from eight to
ten months were so spent, of which the greater part was shared
by my wife and children.
Many years later, as missionary Bishop, in 1882 and 1887,
we made two more visits to the well-loved ‘‘ Lotus Convent :;”
when leaving my family there I went on visitation, respectively,
to Shanghai and some hull stations and to Taichow.

several years after our first settlement in Hangchow a
fellow-missionary acquired for that station a hill-site, Wushih
Féng, on the shore of the West Lake, perhaps four hundred
feet above the level of the water, where in time two commodious houses were built, of which much use was imade
by us, as an escape from the heat of summer, almost continuously during the subsequent years. Its popularity has
waned since Mokanshan came into vogue with its much greater
elevation and consequent value as a sanatorium. I find, however, that during thirteen years’ continuous residence in Hang-

chow, from the end of 1895 till my wife’s death in 1909, we
paid together twelve visits to Wu-shih-féng, of which three
lasted eight weeks each, more or less, two about a week each ;

the whole averaging twenty-four days and a half. During
some of these 1 was occupied with such duties as, e. g., the
examination of candidates for the ministry and their Ordina-

tions, anxious correspondence growing out of the hostile
attitude of the Romanist Mission in T‘aichow, and during one
summer regular lessons in Chinese given to lady missionaries
who were, like us, making holiday on our hull. Meantime our
neighbourhood to the city of Hangchow made visits to 1ts church

and schools and to the leper hostel on the lake shore always
possible and sometimes desirable.
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Since my appointment as Bishop, thirty years ago, fairly
extensive travelling on visitation has become necessary, and
on the whole has no doubt done much, though sometimes

exhausting, to keep me in health. Taking one year with

another I] have been seldom less than three months on the

move, and in all sorts of couveyances have covered two or three
thousand miles in the year.
My conveyances were various, including the comfortable

steamboat that took me from Shanghai to Ningpo, or (on two
occasions) to Hankow, and, in a descending scale, the Wu-hsieh

Ku‘at of the Grand Canal and the Huangp‘u, the mat-roofed
boats of the Ningpo and Shaohsing rivers and canals, the far

rougher craft of the Ts‘ien-t‘ang river and of the Taichow
river and canals, and last and least the foot-boat, or skiff
propelled by the oarsman’s feet, a cramped but by no means
impossible vehicle, and in which some thousands, probably, of
my many miles’ journeying have been accomplished. On land,
sometimes for days together, one walked or made use of the
hardly less wearisome conveyance the sedan chair. As I have
remarked, however, these itinerations in the open air, wearying
or not, tended no doubt more or less to keep ine in health.
L have not found time to look through all my diaries, but

probably in the years I have zof referred to we took our
summer change frequently, 1f not every year. But I never
again visited, for more than a day or two, either Japan or
Chefoo, nor have Lever spent a summer at Kuling or Mokanshan, though in 1906 I spent the inside of a week at the latter
place.

With such a record it would ill become me to find fault

with imissionaries who avail themselves of existing opportunities
of refreshment through a change during the summer from the

Chinese city, or the foreign concession on the plains, to a
hill-lodge on Kuling or Mokanshan, or a watering place in
Japan or on the shores of North China. The Church Missionary Society indeed has recently laid down the law that each of
its missionaries shall secure at least one inonth’s absence from

the station during the summer, unless his (or her) doctor
satictions ifs omission,

Features of the existing practice of which I hear, and
which in my judgment ave open to criticism are, e. g., the
unsanctioited extension of the holiday period, failure to consider

the interests of the Chinese church, or of our colleagues, in
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fixing its date, and the—shall I say ?—dissipation, religious or
otherwise, which I am told renders some of the popular resorts
rather the reverse of restful to men and women, whose close
occupation during ten or eleven months has made them crave rest

from even the engrossing topics of their missionary calling. A
former secretary of the Church Missionary Society in London
once wrote to us on this subject the advice to copy the example

of our medical colleagues rather than too implicitly to follow
their directions. A well-known medical missionary was not
unnaturally annoyed at this counsel as—however honourable
from one point of view, yet—reflecting either on the competence
or the good faith of the physician’s advice. Nevertheless, with
all due respect for the value of medical advice, it would be well
if the devotion with which our doctors stick to their exhausting
duties through hot and pestilential summers, rather than leave
the dispensary unmanned, or a colleague balked of his chance
of rest, were more often copied by the rest of us. For the sake

of our Chinese fellow-Christians, too, pastors, evangelists, of
communicants, we may also do well to pause, when tempted
to take or to prolong our leave, without full consideration of
what is due to them and care to let them know the motives of
our actions.

I have written more than enough, however, for one whose
experience in the characteristics of our health resorts 1s as
limited. as it is extended, or perhaps unique, with respect to
residence within city walls.

The Use and Abuse of Summer Resorts
BY REV. G. G. WARREN, CHANGSHA

FEEL compelled to begin this article by saying that I

have been asked to write it. Y am fain to believe that
most missionaries use and do not abuse our summer

resorts, though I have to acknowledge that there is an abuse on

the part of what I hope is a small minority. The difficulty of
writing for an anonymous minority is enhanced by the fear that
the individuals who make it up are supremely ignorant of their
position and that of all men they are most likely to take to heart
every sentence that can be written in favour of summer resorte
and thereby confirm themselves in the error of their ways.
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Those of us who have been in China over twenty years
can testify to a great modification in the general judgment of
missionaries and the missionary movement by our fellowcountrymen in mercantile and other callings. But there isa
striking similarity between the references made to-day about
missionaries and sttmmer resorts to the references of a bygone

day to missionaries in general. The analogy may comfort
some into the conclusion that as the change from the old style
of references to our work has been due rather to increased
knowledge of what they are talking about on the part of our
friends and not to any change on our part, so there may be
hope that the references to our recreation will be similarly
modified.

Certainly one general difference between the missionary
and the merchant is often overlooked. Merchants are, as a
rule, not only better housed; they nearly all live where there
are sundry means of amelioration to the discomforts of the
Stimmeg.
Without ice, and without the supplies of fruits and
vegetables that are obtainable in most of our treaty ports, the
summer is a much more formidable foe.
(Perhaps I may be forgiven here for interjecting a remark

on the skimpy use of punkahs by missionaries.

In many

The cost of punkah
coolies 1s not so great as to render the comparative ease of

hotnes the punkah is used only for meals.

writing and studying under a punkah unobtainable for the
ordinary missionary. [I have never hesitated to urge the employment of night punkabs by those who, unlike myself, fear
to sleep in the open air.)
The differences between us physically and constitutionally

render it about as absurd to lay down a rule to which every
missionary should conform in his use of a summer resort, as it
would be to say how many mules every man should walk, or
how many ounces of food he should consume a day. I believe
there are cases of what I should not hesitate to call a shameful
misuse of mission funds where healthy men simply dawdle on

at a summer resort to avoid a bit of discomfort, and yet a
colleague who goes tp and comes back on the same day as

these men, has taken an unwisely short holiday. His too
early return to work results in a breakdown.

I would add a word of caution in regard to arguments

about breakdowus. Nowhere is there such a misuse of the
‘* post hoc, propter hoc’? argument as in the matter of a break-
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down on the plains. Any missionary who holds that there is
need of care in the amount of time spent at Kuling would be
convicted right off of attempted suicide if he were to break

down on the plains and were then called to face a jury of
missionaries not holding these opinions. Yet there are cases
of breakdowns—and pretty bad ones—at Kuling, and of break-

downs on the plains of men who have returned from a long
holiday in the hills. When a man breaks down let his case be

fairly tried by a professional man who can weigh all the
circumstances and whose judgment will be just. By ali means
let one who has been unwise in not using a summer resort be
rightly cautioned. But merely off-handed chatter that so and
So deserves to be ill because he stayed down all through the
summer, is quite as objectionable as the similar chatter of the
lower class of English newspapers on the other side.

Tam not now engaged in high or primary school work,
but teaching was my profession before entering the ministry,
and I have had the privilege of spending a few years in teaching Chinese boys since coming to China. 1 tee] therefore I
may be allowed to say a word on behalf of missionary school

masters. I am strongly of opinion that they need a longer
holiday than their colleagues in ordinary evangelistic work.
Whether part of such holiday may not be weil spent in visiting

country stations is worth considering, but I should like to
protest against any school master being veguzrea to pass any

part of the ordinary two months’ summer vacation on his
school compound. The argument on behalf of those engaged
in theological or even normal school training is not so strong as
on behalf of those engaged in teaching boys and girls.

Many missions adopt the plan of limiting the time spent

by the missionaries at the summer resorts. I have heard
criticisms on this plan which do not seem to me to be well
founded.

Where 2 man receives an annual stipend as most

of us missionaries do, there is a lack in the sense of fitness if he

wishes to act as an independent merchant is fully justihed in
acting. No consular or other officer ever imagines that he is
free to fix the conditions of his holidays. I fail altogether to
see why a missionary should consider that he must be his
own judge as to the amount of holiday he may take. W hether
the holiday be long or short, annual or less frequent, certainly
it seems to me it should be reported to the Mission Board,
A Mission Board should be in a position to say to any man;

AGHG
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‘(We are of opinion that you are not acting fairly to us in the
amount of holiday you are taking.”’ ‘There are cases where
the complaint would be made because the missionary was not
taking sufficient holiday—cases where the opposite complaint
could be made also occur.

My experience of summer resorts is wholly confined to
Kuling. Perhaps I may be permitted to say one or two things

in regard to how the time is spent at Kuling. Men differ
not only in their tasks but in the environment of their work,
and to one man one of the great joys of Kuling hes in its
social life, including in that phrase the English Sunday and
week day services and the convention. I would put in a plea
on behalf of those who live in large centres where there is a
weekly English service, as well as a monthly united prayer
meeting and unnumbered committee meetings. I no more
wish the good people who revel in conventions to do without
them than I personally wish to take my own holiday in the
form of a series of walks between my bungalow and the
church, sandwiched between sitting hour after hour hstening
to addresses.

I have been honoured on more than one occasion

by being asked to address gatherings at Kuling on various
subjects, but I can thankfully say I have never thought the
worse of anybody at Kuline who has felt he was better employed rambling off amongst the hills than listening to me.
My own idea} of a holiday at Kuling is not fulfilled in August !
I have felt of late that there has been a growing expenditure on social gatherings that may be unwise. Here as elsewhere one has to remember that ‘‘ for those who like this sort
of thing, it’s just the sort of thing they hke.”’ Still there is

room for a plea for moderation in the giving and taking of
social entertainment. The rent of a bungalow, or even the
payment of annual taxes and repairs, 1s not an item of expendi-

ture that is neglectable in many ordinary missionary homes.
When to that is added a considerable sum for the sake of pleasurable, but by no means necessary, associations, there is danger

of neglecting support to varied items of expenditure about
which we can easily wax eloquent when writing to home supporters. This is a very delicate subject, and I frankly confess

I know of no single case in which I should be justified in
saying to a missionary: ‘‘ Mr. So and So, you are spending more
than you ought.”? But I am sure we are spending on ourselves
to-day more than we did when I came to Chima.
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This leads to a last word in this very rambling series of
jottings. May I ask my brethren seriously to face what I may
call the debit account 1n spiritual matters of our holiday at
a summer resort? I could hardly imagine any man feeling

particularly happy if he came to the conclusion that an
absence of a mouth, or two montlis, or even more had had
70 appreciable effect on the work of his station. For such a
man the inevitable conclusion should be that four or six or
twelve times nothing comes to the same amount, and so he
might go home without his absence being felt. It should
always be a matter of conscientious duty to sum up all that
can be put down as loss on account of our absence. Diminished congregations, exhausted Chinese colleagues, the presence
of bickerings amongst the members,—true, had we been present

these things might have happened; equally true we might
perchance have stayed and prevented them at the cost of still
greater loss to the church. All I want to say is that a wise
man will lay this matter of loss and gain before the Lord and
will seek guidance. A reverent attitude will leave in the Lord’s
hands the decision as to which side the loss shall be on. We
have deliberately accepted His guidance to bring us to a land
where there are but few who can realise the same physical
heaith and vigour we might well anticipate in our homelands,
A man is not necessarily foolish because he with equal delibera-

tion remains through the summer where health and vigour
cannot be enjoyed as they are on the hills. We do well in the
matter of our use of a summer resort to pray that we ‘‘ may be

filled with the knowledge of His will in all spiritual wisdom
and understanding, to walk worthy of the Lord unto all pleas-

ing, bearing fruit in every good work and increasing in the
knowledge of God.”’

The Intellectual Recreation of the Missionary
BY REV. P. J. MACLAGAN, PH.D., SWATOW

HAVE none too much time for mental recreation,’’
and to write such an article as has been suggested
would take up a large slice of what I have. But if I
begged off on this ground I suppose I would be cornered
with the suggestion that mental recreation may be found in
change of work, and that in asking me to write this article the
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Editor is really my benefactor-——very much in disguise I may
say—-providing me with a refreshing break in my daily routine.
An approaching Presbytery and Synod, however, will provide
me with break enough, and while I don’t wish to be ungrateful

for his kind thought for me, I hardly dare to undertake the
article asked for. I suppose that there are missionaries who
say that they have no time for mental recreation, or that they

have no need for it, or that it is wrong for them to seek it.
But to discourse with such sweet reasonableness on the subject

as to convince these three classes of heretics 1s beyond my

wisdom. If I put down here what occurs to me, it 1s only
because, not having had decision enough to send a prompt

negative to the Editor’s request, I feel bound to give him
something to fall back on, if through my delay in replying
he should unfortunately fail to find a more adequate paper.

I make no pretence to a formal treatment of the subject,
and shall begin with what lies to my hand. 1 have no doubt
that you have noticed what often happens and in itself illustrates

one benefit of ‘literary browsing,’’ that when you are thinking
of a subject you come across illustrations of it in unexpected

quarters. Just after getting your letter I took up the British
Weekly that had last come to my hand, and there I read of the
Rev. W. H. Campbell, of South India, whose loss the London

Mission deplores. What a full life he led! A collector of
moths and of stamps, a politician, a rapacious reader, a student

of Indian lore, and with all these varied intellectual interests

keeping supreme his interest in his mission work. Then
putting: down the British Weekly I took up the Life of fauth,
aud there I read this paragraph by the Rev. C. G. Moore,
which is so relevant that I take the liberty of transcribing it.
(What would you say was wrong with a Christian who feels

that he can neither pray nor read God’s Word? Such a
condition may be a reaction from too exclusive occupation with
spiritual things. I have known the most devoted workers come

into unspeakable distress in this way. For weeks, months,
perhaps years, every element in their nature, except that which

was occupied with spiritual themes and efforts, had been
neglected. Then came the inevitable reaction, when the
outraged nature asserted itself... . The lesson is that every
devoted and wholehearted worker for Christ should intelligenily

arrange to maintain a healthy footing in the natural world.
My dear friend, the late Mr. Hudson Taylor, was fond of
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plants, and diligently and delightedly tended a few which were

almost the only adornments of his slightly furnished study.
Then, again, once in China, when he was very il], and we
aimost thought he was dying, he peacefully occupied himself
with a book of popular science. With Paul the healthy balance
was maintained by means of tent-making, travel, shipwrecks,
prisons, jailors, etc. ” What is said of Paul is perhaps not all

to my purpose; for shipwrecks, prisons, and jailors, however
efficacious as counter-irritants to ‘a too exclusive occupation
with spiritual things,’’ are neither mental recreations nor at
our command. But his tent-making and travel are fair points ;
and in any case, as an ounce of fact is worth a pound of theory,

the examples of Mr. Campbell and of Mr. Hudson Taylor
should go far to reassure any who doubt the propriety of seeking mental recreation, that it is no sign of half-heartedness in

Christ’s service to try ‘‘to maintain a healthy footing in the
natural world.’?
But a third paragraph also caught my eye.

In the March
number of Zhe Bible zn the World there is this quotation from

have thought, Iam a creature of a day, passing
through life as an arrow through the air. I am a spirit come
Wesley :

from God and returning to God; just hovering over the great
gulf till a few moments hence I am no more seen. i drop
into an unchangeable eternity ! I want to koow one thing—.
the way to heaven; how to land safe on that happy shore.
God Himself has condescended to teach the way ; for this very
end He came from heaven. He hath written it down in a

book, O give me that book! At any price, give me the

books of God ! I have it; here is knowledge enough for me.
Let me be homo znuzus Libri.” These are solemn words. They
are sO weighty in themselves, and Wesley in his devotion to

his work is so worthy of every missionary’s imitation that we
do well to give heed to them. They certainly seem to run
very much counter to the drift of the two paragraphs I quoted
hefore. But we must take them in their context—the context
of Wesley’s life.

some years ago I read Wesley’s Journal in a

four-volume edition, and as it happened I made then on the
blank leaf at the end of Volume 3 a list—I do not know whether
it 1s complete or not—~of the books noted by Wesley as having
been read by him. I have just counted the items, eighty-five
in all, and a very miscellaneous list it is, well fitted to astonish
those who would construe too literally bis ‘‘ homo untus libri.”
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As an English Presbyterian I may be allowed to quote from
the Westminster Catechism. ‘“Man’s chief end 1s to glorify

God and to enjoy Him forever,’’ and to uote that the wisdom
of the Westminster Divines has been praised for not making
this the sofe, as it 1s the chief, end. And in like manner a
missionary’s chief interest should be his mission work, but
in due subordination to that he may well have others. He
will not, I think, do his chief work any the worse for having
then. A good deal may be made in this connection of the
argument, which is not merely verbal, drawn trom the word
There is, I expect we all know it, such a thing

as brain fag. There is also, though we may not all beso
ready to acknowledge it, such a thing as spiritual fag, ‘*the
reactiou,’? as Mr. Moore puts 1t, “ from too exclusive occupation

with spiritual things.’’ Well, a fagged mind or a fagged
spirit are not good instruments for the work of our Lord, and
we should not despise, far less think sinful, anything which
prevents or cures the one fag or the other, be it the collecting
of beetles or of stamps, or a good novel or music, or a game
of chess, or, not to overlook the stalwarts who find sufficient
recreation in a change of work, a critical examination of the
philosophy of Choo Hee. For, of course, different men will
find their mental recreation in different things. I knew one
missionary who found his recreation, mental and physical, in
so perambulating the streets of the town in which he lived
that he acquired by his own observation and inquisition a

knowledge, extensive and pecultar, of the manners and
customs, arts and industries, of its inhabitants.

Paul's tent-

making is out of date, but there are those who find a
welcome ‘‘let-up’’ in carpentry.

Conversation 1s good, but
conversation with a fellow-missionary 1s in dreadful danger of
lf tor no other reason—and there are other reasons

would recommend a missionary not to cut himself off
from the general foreign community of which he may be a
mem ber.

It 1s a relief sometimes to enter a room or to step on
tod ah lawn where mission matters are taboo. (games are not
to be despised, from the simplicity of beanbags to the profundities of chess. And let not the students of chess despise the
triflers with beanbags. They are re-creating their nobler faculties by letieng them rest,

But I turn to books, for after all they are the most accessible medium of intellectual recreation that we have. W hat
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should we read? Anything that we can, I say. To all of ns

there are a BeBAca, though not the same to all.

Most

It
I look at them I am filled with wonder, not altogether

of the pages of a paper like Nature are unreadable by me.

undevout, at the human mind, which can understand such
things and find pleasure in them. these are but the

outskirts of His ways.’? But if there are some things we
cannot read, let us read all we can. Such is my advice.
In practice we will read mostly what we like. Of two missionaries, both of whom I had good reason to respect for their

works’ sake, one never went on a country trip without a
voluine of Shakespeare.

A volume of Milton was the equally

inseparable companion of the other, who also in times of
special fag found unfailing refreshment in Macaulay’s Essay on
Montgomery. ‘*De gustibus non disputandum.”’ I have no

fault to find with one who takes his recreation in the Higher
Mathematics. Let lim not despise my humble mental pap.
The more widely we read, however, the better, even beyond
the bounds of our liking. When I was coming out to China,
and asked what books I should take with me, I was advised,
and wisely, to take every book I had. L confess that some of
my books brought out then are unread yet, but I have had
occasion to use others that a przor¢ I would not have included
in a missionary’s library. I make few country trips without

being made to desire that I had a wider and more accurate
knowledge of things in general. What questions am I not

posed with! What half-knowledge do I not hear without
having that fullness of knowledge that would enable me to
correct it ! In what inaccuracies am I not found tripping by
my Chinese interlocutor, who with fatal precision remembers
what some one else has told him or what he has seen in some
magazine | There is no use saying that our function is to be
messengers of the Gospel and not walking encyclopedias.
The two things are not incompatible, and absurd as it may
seem, the man who is most a walking encyclopedia on all

subjects will, paribus, have most weight as a teacher on
the one great subject and find most opportunities of teaching

it—only, of course, to fall back on my catechism, this one
preat subject must be ever his ‘‘ chief end,”

J am wandering

a little from my text of ‘‘mental recreation,’’ but only a

little. For my point is this—and it is my answer in part to
those who think mental recreation unfitting for a missionary—
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that to seek recreation in general reading not only re-creates
the mind, but creates in it new potencies for good.
There is only one other thing that occurs to me here. It
is an application of the rule that for mental freshness a man

should read something apart from his own special line of
study ; this, namely, that in our theological and religious
reading we should read something other than the productions
of our own school. We are cut off from the more varied religious life at home. In many cases we find ourselves surrounded
by those who as members of the same Mission hold theological
and religious views pretty much like our own. ‘There is there-

fore all the greater danger of our becoming lethargic and
unduly dogmatic on what is not of the essence of the faith. It
might not be amiss then—to instance in periodic literature—
to read something froin both ends of the scale which stretches,

say, from Zhe Life of on the right to the Avbbert Jourial

on the left. When I was last at home the Azhbéer? was recoinmended to me by a friend, who doubtless detected in me the
initial symptoms of mental ossification.
All this, however, and much more that might be said, must

seem to be ‘all in the air’’ to those missionaries who have
no time—which probably means not so much time as they would

like or may need—tfor books or any other mental recreation.
The time at one’s disposal depends very much on the nature of
one’s work. It I may glance at auother aspect of the recreation
question, I wonld say that so far as having leisure is concerned,

a man itt business or official life who leaves his office at five
o'clock, and more often than not takes no work home with
him, is better off than the missionary whose work lives with
him and keeps him in his study night after night to a pretty
late honr. For such a one it is not easy to find time for recrea-

tion. But some of us, however much occupied we may be
while we are ‘‘in residence,’ i.e., at home, find a welcome
relaxation of the strain in a country journey. A day im a boat,
a stage in a chair, the fag end of the day when the day’s visiting is done and the evening talk and worship are over,——these
are opportunities ior reading, impossible otherwise. In Miss

Letters to Missionary Friends she writes: Remember
my old advice—no ‘shop’ during social hours, He was 2 wise
old missionary who made the rule. The evening hour was,
under his guidance, strictly devoted to recreation ; we played
games, sang, worked, read ; and we retired to rest with spirits
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relieved and brightened, happy in each other and ready for

the sound and restful sleep which is so needful for hard
workers.’ It is a pleasant picture. One need add only ‘the
hissing urn’ and its adjuncts to imagine it described for us by
It suggests rather the placid domesticity of our greatgrandparents than these latter days, which seem to have approCowper.

priated to themselves the word ‘‘strenuous.’’ Perhaps the
strenuousness is not after all the best thing for work or workers.

I have an impression gathered from vague traditions of early
life here—in other missions it may have been the same—that
nissionaries then, with a much harder life in many ways, still
had more leisure for recreation than we allow ourselves ; perhaps also they took more time for devotion.
imitate them in both these points.

May be we should

I have written at ordinate length. Glancing back I see
that while something of what I have said may be relevant to
the case of those who think that they should not take recreation, or of those who do not make time for it, I have overlooked
the case of those who say that they do not need it. Well,
perhaps others—their own colleagues for example—would be
better judges of that than they themselves are. At any rate |
can say nothing of them, for I do not understand them. I once
accompanied to his boat a missionary newly out from home who

was going inland to his station. I had seen to the supply of
his physical wants, and as he was to be ten days iu the boat,
and could speak no Chinese, I offered him some mental provender also. He declined saying that he did not need it ; he

bad his Bible and two volumes by C. H. M. Now

HIV OY: ~MaALTS.:

The sum of the whole matter is that it 1s our duty as
servants of our Lord to keep for His use ‘‘a sound mind ina
sound body ’’—so far at least as His commands allow, for some-

times His commands call for the sacrifice of these. For this
two-fold soundness the average man needs recreation, and

recreation is the mean between the ‘‘too which is

dissipation, and the ‘‘too little’’ which is as common, though
like some of Aristotle’s extremes it seems to lack a name.
Each man must find the mean for himself, and neither here
nor anywhere else is the golden mean easy to lt. “* At forty
every man is either a fool or a physician.” Lhe proverb is
faulty in its chronology, and its dtlemma—tool or physician
is, like most dilemmas, not exhaustive. Many men at forty
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and before and after are both,—physicians for others, fools for
theinselves.

Probably, if the Editor must use this letter in

which I have been so prodigally prescribing for others, some

of ny friends may point the finger at me, and delicately
suppressing the more opprobrious epithet may say: ‘ Phiysician, heal thyself.”? such is the deserved fate of every imperfect
preacher of righteousness. If as a punishment for my dilatoriness I am subjected to it, ] shall acquiesce.

The Friday Club Idea
BY EDWARD M. MERRINS, M.D., WUCHANG

S Friday is regarded by many people as an unlucky day,
it may be supposed that the object of Friday Clubs is to
combat this and similar superstitions. It is true clubs
or societies of this kind exist in the home-lands, where they

In
China, however, Friday Clubs simply consist of missionaries

lead a presumably useful, 1f somewhat precarious existence.

who have agreed to meet once a month on a Friday evening
for the discussion of theological and allied themes. ‘The first
club was formed in Shanghai, the second in Wuchang, and
there is another in Changsha. If there are others, of which
the writer Is unaware, so much the better, as it is the purpose
of this paper to urge their forination in every place in China,
where it is possible for several missionaries to foregather once a
mouth for mutual help and enlightenment.
Phe Wuchang club was organised in April, 1903, and has
been in continuous existence ever since. Originally member-

ship was confined to ministers, to the number of twelve.
Because of the changes constantly taking place in the mission
field, these restrictions were removed some time ago, so there
are now seventeen members, three of whom are laymen. This
larger membership secures an attendance ranging from six to
ten.

The following is the routine procedure.

The monthly

meeting is usually held in the house of the member whose turn
it 1s to read a paper. After the minutes of the previous meeting

have been approved, and other small matters of business
transacted, ‘prayer is offered, and then the paper of the evening
iS read. Whatever the subject, the speaker has absolute freedom to express his opinions, and there is no time limit, When

The Friday Club Idea
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the paper is finished, each member, in alphabetic order after
the name of the speaker, expresses his opinion of it with the
samme freedom. When all who wish have spoken, the leader
replies, and then follows more or less desultory conversation,
during which the members partake of some slight physical
refreshment, and the meeting them separates.

The discussions have ranged over a wide field, and are
here given as a guide to those who may wish to form a club
of their own.
1. Biblical Criticism, Exegesis, ete.

The Higher Criticism, (2); Prophecy; The Predictive
Element in Prophecy ; The Orations in Deuteronomy Critically
Considered ; How to Teach the Old Testament at Present Juncture of Critical Research ; The Inspiration of Scripture ; Quota-

tions in Scripture; The Wisdom Literature of the Old Testament; Recent Discoveries in New Testament Manuscripts ;
The Apocalypse in its Relation to other Books of the New —
Testament; Chinese Translations of the Bible; Bible Ulustrations from Chinese Life; Recent Archeological Discoveries in
Jerusalem.

2. Theologecal.

The Divine Immanence; The Work of the Holy Spirit ;
Birth and Resurrection of Our Lord; ‘*In the Days of His
Flesh’’?; Growth of Messianic Consciousness ; Studies of the
Mind of Christ ; Death of Christ; The Catholic Doctrine of the
Atonement ; The Atoning Life; The Eschatology of St. Paul ;
Demoniacal Possession ; The Personality of the Devil.

3. Lhe Church.
Church Unity, (2); Primitive Christian Worship ; Sacrificial Aspects of the Communion Service; Ecclesiastical Discipline ; Monasticism ; The Pope’s Bull on Modernism; Organisation of the Church in Japan.
Z. Ethics and Sociology.

Social Aspects of Christianity ; Heredity and Social ProgTecss.

&. Religion, Philosophy, Psychology, ete.
Evolution of Religion ; Early Religion of Israel ; Christian
Apologetic for China, (2); Philosophy of Mencius ; Philosophy
of Wang Yang-ming ; Ancestral Worship in Lands other than
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China; Christian Mysticism; Platonism; Need of Reform in
Methods of Theological Education ; Psychical Healing; Modern
Psychology and Religious Experience ; Personality.

6. Brography.
Bernard of Clairvaux; Wycliffe and the Lollards ; John
Bunyan; Newman and the Oxford Movement; William Law
and the Non-jurors; Coleridge; The Cambridge Platonists ;
Cambridge Theologiaus in the XIXth Century; Creed and
Statesmanship, illustrated in Life of Gladstone,
As may be observed, the subjects chosen are not always of
the hiohest importance. The fundamental verities of the faith
upon which all are agreed, are seldom discussed unless fresh
light can be thrown upon thei. With this preliminary remark,

and adding that with regard to the membership of the club,
jour are Congregationalists, five are Wesleyans, and eight are

Episcopalians, it is interesting to note how the bent of the
mind which lies at the bottom of denominational differences
has unwittingly expressed itself in the choice of subjects.
These are divided among the denominations as follows:
Biblical, | Theological. | Church. } Sociological.|Philosophical.|Biographical.

Congregational ...j6 (€667)| 111%) fx (11%)
Wesleyan

Tec eo? tL @

XY

Hg) A EAE
segs
|S| 97
GARY
|G (28%)
Episcopal... A53{10.72)1
7 €254)
209%)
25%) S33
(10.8%)

The two papers relating to the “Church,” by those who are not Episcopalians, dealt
with the subject of Church Unity.

The advantages derived from bringing men of divergent

religious views together are obvious. In the first place, it
leads each to a better understanding of his own position.
Many of us are inclined to use words and phrases common to
our particular school of thought without always being careful
of their precise meaning ; perhaps it has been a matter of use
and wont, and we have never taken the trouble to scrutinise
them. For this careless use of language we are seldom or
never called to account by the members of our own denomination and never at all by the Chinese converts who accept our

theological teaching. It promotes clear thinking and does
one good generally to be challenged occasionally as to what
we really mean by the terms we use with so much freedom.

Frederick Denison Maurice habitually declared that to the

practical training of this kind which he received in the

Apostles’ Club while an undergraduate at Cambridge Univer-
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sity, he was more indebted than almost to any other experience
of his life: Forced to define terms clearly and accurately, and
in the course of verbal discussion to meet fairly and fully all the
issues raised, the possibilities of misunderstanding are reduced

to 9 Mininitim. If your correspondent who wrote the frank
and interesting letter on Church Unity in the April issue of the

CHINESE RECORDER, had been a member of our Friday Club
—-let it be said he is most welcome—he need not have waited

all the long weary years since 1880, if he did so wait, to find
out what Episcopalians mean by the phrase ‘‘ historic episco-

pate.’? The Episcopalians in the club High, Broad, Low,
would each have given an explanation and would have struggled hard to make it intelligible.
Consequently these meetings lead to a better understanding

of each other. For instance, much that 1s said and written
about church unity at the present time ts premature, to say
the least. There does not always seem to be a full appreciation of the strength and depth of denominational differences
and of the difficulties of all kinds to be overcome before union
can be accomplished ; hence misunderstanding and a certain

amount of distrust. If we first thoronghly understand and
sympathise with each other, this in itself will establish the
good feeling which is the requisite preliminary to organic
WHnion.
For a great deal is gained when we discover that
others can differ from us for good, conscientious reasons, and
are not, as perhaps we at first supposed, ignorant, perverse,
obstinate, at any rate, a little ‘‘ queer.” Ina charitable mood
it may even dawn on us that something very deep in human

nature may be responsible for much of our variance, Else
how account for John Henry Newman, brought up in a strictly

evangelical household, being superstitious as a boy and
ending life as a Roman Catholic cardinal ; while his brother,

with the same early training, steered an exactly opposite
religious course? When we are driven to confess that our
differences have not so much an intellectual as a temperamental

basis, and that ‘‘it is He which hath made us and not we
ourselves,’’? we shall be ready for the unity we see in nature,

not absolute conformity, but unity in diversity and diversity
in unity. As some one has said: ‘‘ Unity is never going to be
thought out and proved into existence ; it is going to be wanted

and demanded into existence.’? Hence the value of Friday
Clubs, for they enable us to meet for the exchange of views on
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any religious topic, and though we may not always argue with the
impassivity of icebergs, the results are sure to be good. What
is here said accords with a resolution passed at the last PanAnglican Conference, which recommends that ‘‘the members

of the Anglican Communion should take pains to study the
doctrines and position of those who are separated from it and
to promote a cordial mutual understanding, and as a means
toward this end, the Conference suggests that private meetings

of ministers and laymen of different Christian bodies for
common study, discussion, and prayer should be frequently
held in convenient centres.
Lastly, meetings of this kind afford opportunity to older
missionaries to strengthen and otherwise help their younger
brethren from the stores of their own wisdotn and experience,
and the seniors can renew their youth in the freshness and
enthusiasm of the later arrivals, and may even find some of

their new ideas well worth examining with a careful and
receptive mind. It is at once a chastening and consoling
reflection for us all that ‘‘the owl of Minerva does not. start
upon its flight until the evening twilight has begun to fall,”
and happy are those for whom it takes its flight even then.

As to the future of the club it is still full of promise.
Our readers may remember the Metaphysical Society of
Loudon, a kind of Friday Club on a large scale, to which
belonged Gladstone, Tennyson, Huxley, Clifford, Manning,
and many other famous Englishmen of their day. After a
brilliant career, during which almost everything in heaven
and earth was discussed, the society at last died from sheer
natural exhaustion. Leading a more stolid existence, our
club shows no signs as yet of being near its latter end ; there
is no dearth of subjects of future discussion ; indeed some think

we ought to be confined more strictly to subjects which are
purely theological and spiritual. But we trust enough has
been said to prove the value of Friday Clubs to those who
earnestly desire to strengthen those ties which bind us in
common love and service to the Master whom we all adore,
and the accomplishment of this end will more than justify
the time and labor spent by busy missionaries in preparation
for the meetings.

THE LATE DR. J. A. OTTE.
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in Memoriam.—Dr. J. A. Otte

$n M@emoriam.—Dr. J. A. Otte
BY REV. P. W. PITCHER, AMOY

T is scarcely necessary for me to say how deeply grieved

this entire community was when they learned of the
sudden death of Dr. J. A. Otte, of the American Reformed

Church Mission, which occurred on Thursday evening, April

14th. ‘To-day our hearts are sore, and our prayers and
syinpathy are poured out in behalf of those he loved best
on earth—his widow and orphaned children—all in far-off
America. May the Lord sustain and uphold them under this
crushing bereavement.

He was a inan and physician of unusual ability. Born in
Flushing, Netherlands, August 11th, 1861, he moved with his
parents to America when he was a child. His course in arts
was purstied at Hope College in Holland, Michigan, and his

medical course in the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.
Subsequently he took a supplementary course in Europe. He
was very highly esteemed for his skill by natives and foreigners
alike everywhere in this district. He was well known by the
highest officials and gentry in these parts, and frequently called

into their homes to minister to their sick, who in turn contributed very liberally towards the support of his extensive work.
Arriving in Amoy in the year 1888 he gave the first seven
years of service in the Sio-khe valley, at a little market town
of the same name, 60 miles south-west of Amoy. There he
built Neerbosch Hospital, and there he left a name that will not
be forgotten for many a long year in that populous plain.

After a furlough at home in 1895-96 he returned to his
field, and has ever since been located at Amoy.

He was stccess-

ful in building two hospitals here—Hope Hospital for men and
Wilhelmina Hospital for women. They were completed and
opened for work in 1898. The work in these two institutions
has been tremendous and for the most part carried on alone.
According to Jast year’s report Hope Hospital ministered to
10,746 out-patients and 1,732 in-patients, while 479 operations

were performed. In Wilhelmina Hospital there were 2,735
out-patients and 723 in-patients and 330 operations. And Dr.
Otte was not the man who allowed his munistrations to be
directed alone towards the bodies of his patients. Every
Sabbath found him devoting a part of that day to telling of the
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lite and love of a redeeming Saviour.

And he was ever keen

on the maintenance of the evangelistic part of the hospital
work every day of the week and especially on out-patient days.

By his indefatigable labors and wise administration Hope

Hospital several years ago becaie self-supporting. It is safe
to say that there is no better equipped institution along this

coast. Through influential friends in the Netherlands, after
whose Queen it is named, Wilhelmina Hospital 1s loyally
supported by funds contributed in that country.”
Dr. Otte was a fearless Christian soldier. So when the

summons came to attend a case of plague in the city of
Amoy, he hastened over to the side of this stricken one. He
discovered that it was a case of pneumonic plague and a most
loathesome one. In some way he contracted the disease, and
though all was done that love and care and medical skill could

think of, nothing could stay the dread destroyer. He loved
the Chinese, and he demonstrated it in his death as well as in.
his life.

Fearlessly he met the last enemy.

Just as in |ife, amid

some of its dark moments, so at this time did that same
He never
faltered, even down to the brink of the river that separates time
from eternity. In faith he passed over.

unflinching faith in his Lord and Master abound.

He has gone home. That is the message we received
about half-past nine on Thursday evening. ‘'Dr. Otte has
just gone home.”’ A great throng attended the funeral service,

which was held in the London Mission Church, for Chinese
worship, on Thursday afternoon at 6 o’clock. Natives and
foreigners, a congregation of nearly a thousand, met to express
their sorrow and lay flowers on his grave. Crosses and wreaths
of beautiful flowers covered the place completely. The service
was conducted both in Chinese and English ; the former by the
Rev. Jas. Beattie, of the English Presbyterian Church Mission,

and the latter by the writer.
His body rests from its labors, but his soul still lives on.
And he being dead yet speaketh. His work, what his hand

hath wrought, is his best eulogium, for that shall go on
speaking till time shall be no more, aye through all eternity.
* Both of these institutions are on Kulangsu, but beside these there is a
dispensary on the Amoy side, which he had charge of, This is located near
the Tek-chhiu-kha church, where the original hospital was built. Last year
this building was torn down, and a new one is i process of construction,
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‘*“ MEMORIALS TO THE DEAD.”’

growth of, for instance, such

Lo the Editor of
‘Tor CHINESE RECORDER.’’
DRAR Srr: Whlrule one cannot
but appreciate the spirit of warm

errors as that of prayers for the

sympathy, evinced in Mr. Walsh’s

articie in your April issue, for

the Chinese who become Chris-

tian it their sense of loss at

having to renottnce so much that
appeals to their tender reverence

for their dead, yet in the light
of history can one regard as
altogether safe some of the

methods which he suggests to
meet and satisfy that sense of

loss? As long as it was hard

to become a Christian, the early

church retained her purity and
When pnder Constanpower.

tine, she began to make the way
of entratice easier bv seeking to

adapt (to convert if you will)

heathen practices to Christian
ideals, then she began to degen-

dead, or of saint worship with
its pictures and images, or their
Chinese equivalents ¢ God grant
that history may not repeat itself
in the Chinese church because
of any mistaken compromise of
the missionaries of to-day, who
are so earnestly and sincerely
seeking to lay her foundations
*“ well and truly.’’

The Chinese cling to the

menory of their dead, It is the
best that Confucianism has given

them to cling to.

We bring
What
that
them a dzving hope.
hope means to ourselves, individually, we realize, when we
speak of ‘‘ my father and mother
in heaven,’ thinking not of them

as in the grave, though we do
not, therefore, neglect the resting place of their loved remains.

Would it not be the greater
kindness to devote our prayers,

erate. {It was the spirit of our faith, our teaching to the
heathenism, not that of Chris- fostering of that hope till it
tianity, that predominated un-

til in the end the Church of

Christ had to be ve-formed from
out of this paganised Christianity.
Though nearly every Chinese
professes the worship of heaven
and earth, it is in most cases a
half-hearted worship, performed
asa duty at stated seasons, and
every missionary who preaches
to the heathen, knows how easy

it is to turn the laugh of the

crowd against its own idols, but
Jet him speak of ancestral worship, and he at once discovers
that he has touched a vital spot.
Ancestral worship is the idolatry

of China, the ancestral tablet,
ber real idol; what more fertile
ground, then, could be found
than the Chinese church for the

becomes the satisfying portion

of the Chinese who renounce the
dead past for the living, glorious
future? ‘“ Human nature being

what it 1s,’’ we will have many
a disappointment and many a
discouragement, but is not the
end worthy of infinite patience
and courageous faith ? True,
it is only the spiritually-minded

in whose lives the Christian hope

can become a potential reality,
but are we to be satisfied with
anything but a spiritual Chris-

tianity? and is it the greatest

wisdom or the truest kindness
to make provision for any other
kind ?

Yours sincerely,

H.L. R.
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HYMNS AND THEIR USE IN A
CHINESE CONGREGATION.

Lo the of
Tor CHINESE RECORDER.’’
DEAR SIR:

In conducting and

attending religious services
among the Chinese, I have met
with, and to some extent used,
a considerable variety of hymnbooks, and 1t seems opportune

to note a few observations on
this subject.

1. The best style in which to
write hymns is aclear, dignified

Mandarin, leaving out words,
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should be able also to lead the
music with a good, strong voice.

The writer has sometimes felt
like tmportuning his home Board

to require all new recruits to
learn to sing well before sending
them to the feild.

For the leader to arise, simply
announce the number of a hymn,

written in Wén-li, and not read

a line of it, then have it sung

to a foreign, unfamiltar tune ;—
well, so far as any good accrues
to an tneducated audience, the
whole performance night almost
as well be in English |!

ALEX.

terms and expressions, as far as

nay be, that are not easily
understood when heard. A good
many in our audiences, and even

some of our Christians, cannot
read and have to depend on the
ear alone to understand what is
being sung, and it 1s not right
that these should be deprived of

the good that the hymn is intended to convey.

Some of the

hymns in the Nevius-Mateer

collection are in the best style
that the writer has seen.

2. In the service the hymn

SCRIPTURE NAMES IN CHINESE.

Lo the £ditor of
"Tse CHINESE RECORDER.”

DEAR Sir: The desire seems
to prevail that, so long as Chinese ideographs are used to represent the proper names in the

Scriptures, sense and sound
should be first considerations.

I have begun to use 7% Ti} &
Mding Ye-en tor Johu Mark, and

should be read clearly and dis-

eae Liang for Luke, and SB fit
Pei-wei (a doublet, but either

rhythm.

word would sufiice) for Paul, and
34 “Co for Eber.
If the true Chinese equivalent
is given for the Hebrew, Greek,

tinctly, observing the proper
3. Che subject of the hymn
should be announced, the gen-

eral contents stated, and obscure
lines briefly explained. When
this is done those who sing have

at least some opportunity to
‘sing with the Spirit and with
the understanding also.’’

4. In all but school congregations it 1s not well to use a

large number of tunes. Far
better have a very limited num-

ber, so that the congregation
nay be able to become familiar
with them.
5. The leader of the service,
be he a Chinese or a missionary,

and Latin, it will suit the sonthern dialects as well as the northClTi.

It has been suggested that two
syllables should be used for God's

name instead of three. Th #, Ye-

wei, is better than J} Ye-Auez
for both sound and sense.

For Abram and Abraham [ij
ee Me Apalung and py pe vt or
TE Apahung or Kung respective-

ly might do, but this transliteration, giving sotund and sense, 1s

ungrammatical translation and
is literally Areposterous, seeing

{910}
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the Hebrew order of the words

I append a list of works on

is retained and in Chinese gram-

the names of persons and places

miar order is everything. [A Hebrew phonetic law 1s here observ-

ed; raGajham becoming rahaim
by syncope; compare Ba(1)bel

—=Babel and bal(b)el—balel confusion. Also Gilgal, Gogoltha or
Golgotina and Galilee. These contractionus ean be uttered occasion-

ally in speech, but cannot be represented in ideographs. li my
station for CA(iZ)ao “' know’’ we
say chad. | Ii Chinese grainmatical order be adopted Isa-iah and
Jeshua (and Jesus) would be as-

similated; both being J} Hg de
shu and not Shu ve and Ye shu
respectively, and so with Eli-jah
and Jo-el both would be Jhb 7
Ve & and uot £7 ye and Ye fh
respectively. So Ei-nathan and
Nathaniel, Jo-zachar and Zachar-

that jit would be well to consult
when sorting the four thousand
vider their several themes.
The article Proper Names in
A. and C. Black’s Cyclopedia
Biblica: A. Lowy’s ‘' Bilohitstic
and Jehovistic Names of Meu and

Women,” 1889; W. FP. Wilkin-

son's Personal Names in the
Bible,’’ 1865 ;C. J. Ball’s ‘* Light

from the East,’’ 1890; G. B.
Gray’s ‘Studies in Hebrew
Proper Names,’’ 1896; A. Jones’

“The Proper Names in the Old
Testament,’ 1856.
SURVEYOR.

Lo the f:ditor of
‘Tr CHINESE RECORDER.”’

jah. That 1t was permissible

DEAR Sir: I have just read

atnong the Hebrews to transpose
the words constituting the name
is seeti in the cases of Ahaz-iah,
who iscalled Jeho-ahaz, 11 Chron.

of the Rev. A. Don in the

xxi. 17 and Jecon-lah, who is
Jeho-lachin.

In translating the names the
substantive verb and pronoun
must be omitted. Elijah Ye(shioo), Eliel (CYewertu) lf (tishé-

oft. Grammatical inflections
must be removed, Jair and Jairus
are the same nanzre. The Greek

os and Latin ws are pronotninal

with po small interest the letter
April number of the RECORDER,

and should like to give my experience.

T was out this afternoon conducting meetings for women in
heathen houses, accompanied by
a Chinese Christian woman, who

though not yet fully trained, is
practically under present circutistances doing Bible-women’s
work, She had said to me she
would speak of Nicodemus, and

suffixes, meaning the person who
is $6 called. BB @ Ye ri would
displace both HE FA and ME &.

though I did not think it the
most suitable of subjects, I
thought better to let her try

epirit to play on the sound and

but what I heard was aimost

It is the habit of the Holy

ineaning of proper names. Many
a passage would have additional

what she thought she could do,

too much for my gravity.

Nicodemus lq df) was

force in such cases were the ap-

introduced as a #2 3 2, whose

presented in Chinese to ear and

few moments I could not think
what she meant, nor of whom

Some

she was speaking until she used

proximate sound and sense re-

eye. The assonance might be
indicated in the margin.

may not be aware that about
one thousand instances of parononiasia occur in the Bible.

sou JE BR was a # oF. Fora

the phrase JE Bp i fit #7, when
it flashed upon me at once how
she had niusinterpreted the name.
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Once or twice in the girls’

school | have had the answer
that the mother ot Jesus was
Ai it and her ZE (surname) EB.
It is generally easier to point
out a defect than to supply the

remedy, and I must leave that
to those whose scholarship 1s
equal to it, but I have often felt

[July

I quote the following from an
inaugural address delivered last
year at Liverpool University by
the Rev. Professor J. H. Moul-

ton, D.D. It appeared in the

f:xpositer tor January this year.
The italics are mine.

After referring to ‘‘ the Greek

with the previous writer that

of the period in which Attic

translation, when possible, would
be preferable to transliteration.

as the very masterpiece of human

I remain,
Yours sincerely,
M. R. FOWLER.
London Mission, Siao-kan.

ROMANISED VERNACULAR.

To the Editor of
‘Tre CHINESE RECORDER.”'

DEAR SIR: There existed, I

think, at one time in the minds
of some of our missionaries a
prejudice against the extensive
use of the Bible in Romanised
yernactilar.

It was felt thet

whatever concession might require to be made to the necessities of women and children, the
only proper and befhtting form

reached its perfect development

linguistic evolution,’’ and to
“the unapproachable beauty of

the Attic literary style,’ the
speaker weit on to say :~—

‘* Now for eighteen centuries
past there has been one product

of the later Greek which has
engaged the attention of scholars.

Not a tew of them have pulled
wry taces over the ‘‘ badness’”’
ot the Greek in which the New
Testament books were written.
But its subject-matter compelled

attention, and as for its bad
Greek an excuse could be
found for that. ...
“I must not tell over again
the story, familiar now to all
students of theology, of Adclf

Deissmann’s discovery and _ its

consequences for our views of

in which the Book conid be New ‘Testament Greek. Some
piven to the Chinese was that
of their own classical Chinese

character, To which some of
us rephed that however much

we valued the Chinese character

in its own place, and however
unwilling we were to offend the
literary susceptibilities of anyone, Chinese or foreigner, still

to us the point of main im-

portance was to provide the
Bible for the people in such a
form that it could be read and,

as far as possible, understood by

every man, woman aud child in

the church. It now appears

that in speaking in this way we
were following the very highest
possible precedent.

papyri from Egypt, scanned by
chance one day as copied in a
iriend’s hand, suggested irresistibly their close relationship with

the Biblical idiom, And soon
we caine to see that the Holy

Ghost spoke in the language of
common life as understood all
over the Koman Empire. The
book was written in a Adttherto
unigue atalect, simply because tts

writers netther knew nor cared
whether they wrote literature,
caring only to make themselves

understood by the humblest and
teast lettered of men.”

fam, etc.,
THOMAS BARCLAY.
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MR. DARWENT 'S SERMON IN THE
MAY ‘' RECORDER,’”’

To the Editor of
‘Tor CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DEAR Srr: May I, by the

that, e.g., Mercury's patronage
had made /Ae/t, in the heathen
world, reputable or excusable,

however comnion.

For Confucianism, including

the canonical tradition ot his
own teaching, and Mencits’, be-

medium of your columns, very
respectfully ask Mr. Darwent to

fore Christ, and the free dis-

atid interences which his sermon
on March 13th contained ?

certainly does not extenuate sin
by confounaing matter with deity.

reconsider some ot the statements

The sudden ‘‘leht’’ which

prompted the sermon, does not
resemble the light he has faithfully reflected in other sermons
to my own advantage. These,
if 1 am not mistaken, are some

of his points: 1. All ethnic re-

ligions are pantheistic. 2. Confucianisin 1s such. 3. It there-

cussion of them by Chu Futzu

in the 12th Century A.D., it

For the earlier men, I think Dr

Legge, not a lement critic,

will bear me out, e. g., 1n his
Prolegomena to Mencius. That
elther of the Sages thought of
Sin as a necessary element in
a mixed, yet divine, universe,
seems sufficiently disproved by

Confucius: * ‘' He who sins

fore tends to apologize for ‘‘ sin,’’

against heaven, has nowhere to

Misstonaries are drawn to China

Mencius:f ‘‘ All men possess
the mind that discriminates

as after all only an element
in the ‘‘divine’’ tuniverse. 4.

by the conviction that they

tiave a moral jaw to inculcate

superior to anything known
here, and if they had not that

deprecate Chis and

right and wrong while Chu
Tris three-fold definition of |
‘fheaven’’ asf ‘‘the blue sky,
philosophical principle, and the

duty their coming was an ‘‘ im-

Being on high who rules all,”’

pertinence.’’

the latter expressly credited with
discriminative powers, 1s surely

After fifty-odd vears in China

I have to contess a very limited acquaintance with Chinese
literature, and, which is more
important, with Chinese moral

character. What I do know,

however, moves me to ask Mr.
Darwent to re-read his anthor-

ities. We have one atuthor-

inconsistent with a universe,
mixed but divine. Here are
men without the supernatural
revelation which 1s our privilege,

yet with ‘‘the law written in

their hearts,’’ affirming the inexorableness of divine justice,
the omnipresence of conscience,

ity 1% common, independent of
Chinese studies, and it teaches

and the rule of a supreme and
attentive ruler. Taken together

known ot God... God hath showed unto (the gentiles.)’’ Also
that “‘ when the gentiles, which

they hardly suggest pantheism.
But Mr. Darwent seems to hold
that, unless Chinese ethics are
as bad as pantheism would make

that—‘‘that which may be

have not the law, do by nature
the things contained in the law,
these are a law unto themselves,

which show the work of the
law written in their hearts.’’. . .
(Romans 1. and ii.). St. Paul
does not seem to have found

them, Christianity has nothing
to teach the Chinese, and missious are an ‘‘impertimence.”’
Of Chinese morals I knew noth* Legoe’s “Chinese Classics,” Vol. i, p. 22.

Fe So
eee Clases
Oe
Chu
Tzu’s-Complete
Works,
Par.ee
34,ae
i fa,
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ing authentic when I yielded
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this a ‘‘sweeping generaliza-

reluctantly, 53 years ago, to the

tion?’ and asics ine to reconsider

clete,’’ to whom I owed all,

fact, astonished that the Bishop
should have doubt as to a tact

the millions of China, and I

so ObVILOUS.

call to go aS a missionary to it and calls me to re-read mv
China. I knew only that my authorities. T have done so and
Saviotir and ‘‘the other Para- cannot retract a word. I am,

were known to hardly any of

came, as I hoped, at His bidding
to preach, not a higher law, but

the one Gospel of deliverance
fron Sif. No one can preach
Christ crucified without adding
blackness to the vision of sin,

First as to the pantheistic

nature of the ethnic religions.
Tn his ‘‘ Dogmatics,’’ an absolutely invaluable book 1n theology which in its modest compass coutains the deepest think-

but that is needed not only in the

ing, the late Bishop Martensen

chureb as well.
I once more ask Mr Darwent,

religions—the pantheistic and
the theistic—the former having

ethnic world but the Christiau
with very true regard, to reconsider his too sweeping generaliza-

tions, both with regard to thie
universality of pantheism and
the rationale of Christian misSIONS.

Faithfully yours,
G, BR. MouLe.
HANGCHOW, May 18th.

To the Edttor of
’Mye CHINESE RECORDER.’

DEAR Sir: I have to thank you
for permitting me to see Bishop
Moutle’s criticism of my sermon

in your May issue, and I am
obliged to the Bishop for the
perinission he has given you to
show mie his letter so that my

reply to it may appear in the
same issue as the letter,

Now Jet me deal with the

main point, that the ethnic religions are mainly panthetstic ;
that making no clear distinc-

tion between God and His creation they cannot have the same
ideal of holiness for inan as the

says: ‘' There are only two
for its highest a derived ab-

solute, the universe; the latter
based on the original absolute,
God as God; the antagonism
between pantheitsm and theisi1

is fundamental’ (p. 83 M.)

Oosterzee, too, in his ‘‘ Christian

Dogmatics’’ says: ‘f The most
acceptable division of religions
if into monotheistic anc nonmonotheistic’? (p. 88). These
two great men make the same
“sweeping generalization therefore as I do. .
As to Brahinanism and Buddhism, the late Principal Caird

of Glasgow, a great authority,

in his ‘‘St. Giles’ Lectures,’’

says: ‘‘ Brahmanism and Buddhism are pantheistic religions ; ”

he speaks of ‘‘the undisgtused

pantheism’’ of these two reli-

sions. I would have Bishop
Moule to notice that. In his
letter the Bishop calmly assumes
that the Chinese are Confucian-

ists pure and simple, whereas
they are Buddhists as well and

deeply tinged with Buddhist
ideas, which are pantheistic.

That pantheisu has the ter-

Judaeo-Christian revelation gives,

which jealously guards God in
His hiotiness from admixture

rible effects on religion and
snorals that I maintain in my
sermon, all authorities that I

with evil. Bishop Moule calls

can flud agree.
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Consider the question of God’s
holiness. That cantniot be main-

tained if God is not kept clear

of the universe. He must be
personal, conscious, possessed of

will, clear of admixture of evil.
That He 1s, only tuder theism.

Possibly there are hints of mono-

theism in all religion; the early

faiths of many vations were
purer than the later, but the
dim, shady, vague, remote, mono-

theism of the ethnic religions
has never been an active or
efficient factor in them, making

for righteousness in_ historic
time. Even itt ancient times it
was mostly a vague belief in
‘“heaven’’! Robert K. Douglas, late professor of Chinese in

King’s College, London, in his
book ‘‘ China,’’ says: The be-

lief in a personal deity grew
indistinct and dim wntil, when

sects, which are so closely 1nterlaced that it 1s impossible to
classify or enumerate the members ot each creed.” As Taoism
and Buddhism are confessedly
pantheistic, my assertion in the
sermon remains true, that the
religion of China, like all ethnic
religions, is subject to the fatal
defect of pantheism, which confuses God and the world; thus
making evil inhere in the divine,
which has no conception of a
creation, without which no possible distinction between God
and the world can be thought of.
Let me give a few quotations on

this vital point. Says Marten-

sen: With them (ethnic religions) all is birth. There is no

creation; they view the world
as natura, not as creatura’”’
(Dogmatics, p. 118). Further,

as to God’s holiness, pure, with-

Confucius began his career, there

out admixture with the crea-

appeared nothing strange in his
atheistic doctrines. He never
denied the existence of Shangte,
but he ignored him.” ‘6 Tn this
system (Confucianism) there is

‘* This holy relation to God can
be sustained by theists only, not
by pantheists.’’ ‘¢ Toliness and
conscientiousness, as the history

10 place for a personal God.’’

Surely Bishop Moule knows that.
Then how caz the Chinese have
any adequate conception of the
sinfulness of sin when they have

no holy God as norm, as stand-

ard ? Professor Douglas fur-

ther says: Man, Confucius

held, was born good, and was
endowed with qualities which,
when improved by watchfuluess,

enable him to acquire God-like

wisdom and to ‘become the

tion with its evil, he says:

of heathenism shows, are not
characteristic of pantheistic re-

ligions.
I will close with two quota-

tions which sum up the whole
matter and amply sustain my
position. The first 1s from the
late Principal Caird, a profound

authority. He says in his St.

Giles’ Lecture on Indian Reltsions: ‘‘ In pantheism, God, conceived of as the substance of the

world, stands at least in the
“Tt 36 in same relation to all, to things

equal of heaven.’ ”’
the power of each one to perfect
his nature.’’ That is Confucianisn. Such being the case, it 1s,
as Professor Douglas says, ‘‘ no
wonder it has been a fatlure.’’
But further, China has Tacism
and Buddhism. ‘* Speaking gen-

erally the religion of China

is a medley of the three great

mean as to things lofty, to the
vilest and unpurest as to the
noblest and most exaited natures.

But in Christiauity it is different.
It is true Christianity sees God
in all things. But the Christian

deification of the world is not
the apotheosis of all beings alike.

The God it sees is a God ot
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wisdom, goodness, who is Spirit,

and therefore it can see Him in
all things, but mot 22 all things
alive.” ‘A religion which re-

yards God as the unknown

substance of the finite can take
no account of distinctions tn the
finite. He is the being who mant-

fests Himself alike in the yile
and obscene, as in the beautiful
and pure. Nay, there is a kind
of paradoxical logic in it(pantheism) in its preference for things
vile to represent the divine.”’
I should like Bishop Moule to
think of that. The Bishop also

takes a superficial view of the

[July

ards of the weightiest thought
on the profoundest subjects of

theology. Untortunate is the
tian who does not know
thei.

He says in Vol. II of his

‘* System of Christian Doctrine :”

‘‘ Heathenism cannot unite absoluteness and personality in God

and therefore it cannot do away
with the contusion between God
and the world. So it is in the
Chinese religion and in Buddhism.

ft isin the Hebrew religion first
that the two factors—absolute-

ness and personality—find each
other by incorporating the ethical
idea into the divine personality.

pagan apotheosis of theft in
Mercury, the god of thieves.

The absolutely “oly One, who

The fact that sins have gods in
heathenism (including China) is

willing to stand security for holtmess the world,”’ This is just

vital. It never has happened in
the nations accepting the Old

and New Testament revelations.
These nations have themselves
sinned, but have never made sin

a part of deity. They have

is also almighty, is able ana
what I said in my sermon.

I

trust Bishop Mottle will see that.
And it must be so. Apart from

a God whois not only holy but
almighty, there can be no standard of goodness and no power

always kept Ged clear of com-

to bring holiness about. That

ways seen that to smirch God

tence is useless. That is obvious.

plicity in evil. They have al-

with sin, to make Him in any
way patron of sin, to make evil
inhere in Him, 1s to knock away
the very basis of morals. Prin-

is to say, goodness with impo-

And all heathenisms are pessirmistic. They have no hope for
the future triumph of righteous-

cipal Caird then continues :

ness, because they have no holy
and almighty God.

its (pantheism’s) defective moral-

chief consequence of confound-

ig this view which accounts for

Dorner further says: ‘' The

The hidden logic of pan-

ing God and the world, which

ity, a morality which tolerates
and sanctions the vices that

aloof from the deity. Greeks

ity.

theism leads toa fatalistic moralspring from natural desires. For
moral distinctions disappear from

a religion which conceives God
as no nearer to the pure in heart
than to that which is the haunt
of sensual lusts.’
There is another great theo-

jlogian who abundantly bears

out my position in the sermon—
the late Dr Dorner, professor of
theology in Berlin—whose four
monumental volumes are stand-

14s common to heathenism, was
that the unholy could zot be rept

and Romans held that the King

of gods maintained justice on
earth, but the deity 1s et Anew

as holy in himself. This is
shown in the jealousy of the
gods,’’ and I might add their

lying, adultery, deceit, and
other sins. Such being the
case, how can Bishop Moule

maintain, as he seems to do tn

bis letter, that the Chinese or
any other heathen conception ox

Our Book Table
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righteousness, of holiness, caz

that of the very best of the

God of fesus Christ.
I fear that I have quite overtaken the Space allotted to me,
but my reason for entering into
this matier at length is that it is
vital to understand the peerlessness of the Bible revelation, tt

C, B. DARWEN?T.
Union Church,
June 7, Igro.

be equal to that derived from
Jehovah, ‘in whose sight the
heavens are not clean,’’ the

Chinese, then missions are an
‘‘impertinence.’’
Yours, ete.,

P. S.—I have pleasure in calling Bishop Moule’s attention to

a series of articles on ‘‘ Sin,”
is no doubt true that Bishop commencing in the Lxfoszfor,
Moule heard a call to come and

help to deliver China from sin,

but the point is that we have
not only to save China from
something, but zo something
higher—to a holy life in God
through Christ. And so it is

January, 1910, by Prof. Jas. Orr,

D.D. Among other things he
says, ‘‘Itis only in the light of
God’s character as holy that the

evil quality and full enormity of
sinful acts can be fully seen.’’
As Confucianism seems to know

as 1 have said, unless our ideal
of righteousness or holiness is

no God at all, holy or unholy,

higher, infinitely higher, than

holiness?

how can it have our standard of

Our Book Table.
The object of these Reviews is to give real information about
Authors will help reviewers by sending with their books,
price, original, if any, or any other facts of interest. ‘The custom
of prefixing an English preface to Chinese books is excellent.
hooks.

A Chinese-English Dictionary, by
Herbert A. Giles, M.A,, UL.D.,

formation.

As instances, see the

Professor of Chinese in the Univer-

vartous terms employed to de-

sity of Cambridge, etc. Second
edition, Revised and enlarged.
Kelly & Walsh, Shanghai; Ber-

under characters 2526, 2544, and

nard Quaritch, London.

signate ‘‘Jews’’ at different times
2549.

Under 2526 = we get Ft =,
and the comment in the first
edition of the dictionary read:
tunate possessors are sure to ‘This term has been adopted
This is fascicule II. of the new
‘Giles’ ” Dictionary. The for-

gloat over it like misers over their

by the Roman Catholics as the

with the first edition will show
that the revision and enlarge-

is the least open to objection of
all terms so far in tse amongst

ment have been conscientiously
carried out. Many of the phrases

dogmatic pronouncement is modt-

hoard. A comparison of this Chinese equivalent for God, and

added in this edition not only
elucidate the use and meaning

of the character under which

they are found, but supply at the
same time useful and curious 1n-

Christian missionaries.’’ This
hed in the new edition by havine prefixed to it the following
Statement :

of the first of

the etght spirits worshipped in

ancient times, used in Bud-

4900
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dhism for Indra; also applied to

Amherst’s mission ff] # Te PF

to those who do not use K

dk <P, ‘‘ China is the suzerain of
aj] under heaven.’’. The Yellow
River has carried mttch weater

a Taoist deity.”

It is only fair

for God that this additional information should be given. (<The

first of the eight spirits worship-

out to sea since the Japanese
were of this opimion. Chinese
patriots, if they could read this

rits’’ appear to have been frst

seriously of the reason why their

ped in ancient times’’ is still
rather vagtie. The ‘eight spi- sentence, would surely think

worshipped by Shih
7227 B.C.

It will be seen then that the
term fF *E was at first pretty
thickly crusted with heathen
associations. The ‘‘eight spirits,’ however, were never the
objects of popular worship, and

the ‘‘man in the street’’ does
not know that the term is of
purely Chinese origin. It is a
good example of a new content
being read into an old word; of
a heathen term being converted

to Christian use and being so
changed that it has absolutely
lost its heathen meaning. This
example should go far to reassiire

those missionaries who hesitate

to use the term [ ® because of
accretions of heathenism which
stil] adhere to it. There are not

wanting signs that not only to
the Christians does the term

mean ‘‘Supreme Being,’ but

country 1s ever falhng further
hehind in the march of civilizatiON.

We read under JH 2742: ‘ The

first ‘wheel ship’ appears to

have been used at the siege of

Hslang-yang, 1272.’ Dr.

Giles proved to the world that

the Chinese invented the taxi-cab

centuries ago, and now he js
giving to them the honour of
inventing the paddle wheel. All
the foreigner did was to harness
the power of steam to it.

Probably the author himself
does not claim that his bock is
He does claim that
the second edition 1s an improveiment on its predecessor, and even
a hurried perusal shows that the

claim 1s made out. A few instances are appended where it
seems as if the translation could
be bettered, but it must be retiembered that an example quot-

non-Christians are now also using
it in this sense. There is every

ed as illustrating the use of a
character, is part of a larger

Chinese as the word for God. Tf

see reason to agree with the dic-

reason to believe that this term
will ultimately be accepted by all

Mr. Giles finds that many take

leave to differ from him when he
‘Sis the least

seuterice, and if the whole sentence were before us, we might

tionary rather than to criticise
it.

terms so far used by missionaries

FL IK 2521 is not a good term
for ‘‘ carbolic acid.”’ ‘f He can’t
hit’’ 1s given as the translation

self to biame in that he has pro-

comes before the verb it in-

which to base a personal opinion

Ar Si, Ar rie AE, etc. When

teresting addition ‘is the entry

means that the thing spoken of
ought not to be done, as fE A &,
ae Ay #3, etc. On the analogy

says the term Ye

open to objection” of ali the
tor ‘‘God,’’ he has mainly him-

vided to every one who uses
his dictionary the material on

on the question. Auother inunder 2875, where we read that

the Japanese said on Lord

HO Ee (4 2877). When -

dicates inability to accomplish
the object aimed at, as A & fi,

» comes after the verb it

Our Book Table
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but without some indication of

what refers to one cannot

stitution and places on permanent record some of the papers
prepared for it by the leading
scientists of the world. These

be sure.

rt =f does not usually

are onevery conceivable subject :

to mean ‘‘Hnegland’s rights’?

one volume 1s priceless, and it
seems plain that the institution
is fulfilling the high purpose of
its foundation.

of these readings FB 7 4 should
mean, ‘'1it must not be touched,’’

mean ‘‘to make a lucky hit.’ aviation, phototelegraphy, the
It is rather to be ‘‘ hit’’ by the relation between matter and
other ftellow’s scheme. The ether, ete., ete. The informasentence Ht
7] FE would seem tion brought together in this
rather than ‘‘ England’s power ’’
as given under 3190. By care-

ful search one might find a

number of such minor points to
which objection could be taken ;
the great fact remains, the first
edition of Giles’ Dictionary was

Spiga!

Transactions of the Asiatic Society of
Japan. Supplement of Vol. XXXVI.
5 Yen, Shanghai: Kelly & Walsh.

the best Chinese dictionary made

This whole volume of nearly
up to the time when it was 300
pages is a hand-book of
issued, and this is a marked im-

provement on that edition.

Japanese chronology worked out

with patient care and infinite

labour. The chronological tables
Annual Report of the Board of Re-

gents of the Smithsonian Institution,

showing the operations, expenditures and condition of the institu.
tion for the year ending June 3oth,
1908. Washington: Government
Printing Office.

The Smithsoniat Institution
was established in 1848 ‘‘ for
the increase and diffusion of
knowledge among men.’’ Its
statutory members are: ‘* The
President, Vice-President, the
Chief Justice and the heads of
the executive departments of
the United States.’”’

Its source

of income is from legacies left
for its establishment and support by Smithson, Hodgkins,

commence with the year 645
A.D., and the date correspond-

ing to the arst day of each

Japanese month since that date

is given exlenso. The sex-

agenary cycle is apparently as

much used in Japan as in

China, and the author appends
copious rules for calculating the
years according to that abstruse
plan. Altogetber this book will
be of immense assistance to his-

torians and all students of Japanese literature.

oS te Nursing: its Principles

and Practice, for hospital and private use, By fsabel Hampton Robb.

Hamilton and others. There

Translated by Eleanor Chesnut,

are deposited in the treasury of
the United States $986,918.96.
The disbursements for the year

Publication Committee Medical

M.D., and Ruth Bliss Boggs, M.D.
Missionary Association of China.

This is a book for women

amounted to $609,198.56. In

by three women. Dr. Chesnut

addition to this Congress voted
appropriations, during the fiscal
year, to the institution, amount-

commenced the translation, but

ing to $641,509.90.

This bulky

report, a book of nearly 800
pages, sets forth in detail the
work accomplhshed by the in-

died betore it was completed, and

the work has been carried to

completion by Dr. Boggs,

Through the generosity of ‘‘a
friend of Dr. Chesnut and of the

work of missions the hook is
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now published as a memorial

MUSIC.

inology used is that of the

an aid to private devotion.

to Dr. Chesnnt.”? The term-

Medical Association of China.

A three years’ course of study ts

outlined: there is an excellent
elossary prefixed to the book,
and the English of most of the
terms used is to be found at the

head and foot of the pages on
which they occur. The style 1s
easy and lucid. Tt is a book
calculated to be of great use to
Medical missionaries inthe work

of training nurses. it may be
added that the printing has been

well done by the press of the
China Baptist Publication Society, Canton.

They are intended not
for singing in churches but as

‘The

style of most of the pieces is

rather stitt Wén-h. Perhaps
Chinese scholars will welcome

the book. The essay was, at
any rate, worth making.

J. D.

“ Guide to Nanking and the Nanyang

Exposition.’’ Price 50 cents (University of Nanking). Also a Chinese edition of the Same.
cents,

Price 30

[Instead of the May number of
the University of Nanking Magazine, a neat red-covered book-

let has been issued in English
and in Chinese, containing much

HR Be OR TD 4.

Jesus and the Re-

surrection. A series of devotional
studies by the Right Rey. H.C. G.
Moule, D.D., Lord Bishop of Durham. Translated by the Ven. Archdeacon Moule. C. L. S. ro ceuts
per copy.

Anything written by the Bish-

op of Durham is sure to be a

sweet savour of Jesus. ‘These
meditations bave been translated

into Wén-h by the Ven. Archdeacon Moule, and will be welcomed by many as an aid to the
deepening of the spiritual life of
the Chinese church.

that is permanently valuable as
a guide to that historic city. Its
fortunes are dealt with trom the

days of Ch‘in Shih Huang in
an interesting historical sketch,
followed by historical sketches
of all the places of interest. Lhe
notice of the Exposition itself is

slight, but sufficient, and 1s
accompanied by a good map of

the grounds. There is also a
fine map of the city itself and
particulars of ail the new China
developments to be found there.
Starting with historical sketches

of the Missions represented in

the city, we find details as to
wy ce BRK. The Association Hymn

Book. Revised andenularged. Fdited by Zia Hong-lai. (CSeneral Cone

mittee Young Men’s Christian
Association. Fifth edition. Price
Ig cents per single copy; ten or
nlore copies, 8 cents each.

Es a oe, Scripture Hymus,
Io cents per copy.

CL. S.

This collection of hymns was
sent in by a Chinese scholar in
response to an offer of prizes by
Dr. IT. Richard. The hymus
are composed in Chinese stanzas
and are to be chanted to Chinese

government schools and colleges,

government and Japanese hos-

pitals, Municipal regulations
and ofhcials, hotels and restau-

rants, tea-houses and parks, even
Chinese bathing houses. Then

various industries and stores,
banks and brokers and news-

paper offices, postal and railway
arrangements. In all 80 pages
of good material, copiously illustrated with photo blocks. ‘These

useful guide-books will be on
sale near the main doors of the
Exposition.

W. A. C.
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Books in Preparation. (Quarterly Statement.)
(Correspondence invited. }

The following books are in course
of preparation. Friends engaged in
translation or compilation of books

are invited to notify Rev. D. MacGillivray, 143 N. Szechuen Road,

Shanghai, of the work they are
engaged on, so that this column

Expos. Com, ou Hebrews, by G. L.
Pollan.

Little Meg’s Children. By Mrs.

Crossette.

Sertnons on Acts, Genalir.

Outlines of Universal History. H.
lL. W. Bevan, Medhurst College.
Tholuck’s Sermon on the Mount.

may be kept up to date, and over-

By J. Speicher.

names have been on this list a long

Friends.’’ By Rev. Chang Yang-hsun.
Stalker's Paul.
J. H. Jowett’s The Passion for Souls.

lapping prevented. N. B. Sone whose

dime are asked to write and say if

they have given up the work, or

what progress, 1f any, they are makBITE, Perhaps they are keeping others
from doing the work.

(In mandarin.) Fulness of Power.

Metaphors of St. Paul. Dean Howson.

By }. Vale.

Mrs, Nevius’ Mandarin Hymn
Constructive Studies in Life of

Book.

Christ.

on L. Ss, LIST,

Booker J’, Washington’s *‘ Up frotm

slavery.’’ By Mr. Kao Lun-ching.
Religious Contrasts in Social Life.

Morgan.

Rotnatice of Medicine. McPhun. W.
A, Cornaby.
Fitch’s Lectures on Teaching. W,
A. Cornaby.
Chronicles of the Schonberg-Cotta

Family.

Sterling’s Noble Deeds of Women.

D. MacGillivray.

Speer’s Principles of Jesus, by Joshua

Vale,
The Renewal Series, by Evan Morani;

an , The Conversion of Lord Rochester by Bishop Burnet.

A Renewed People, adapted from

C FEF, Dele,

3, Conversion, Theory and Fact.

To be followed by others.

H.W. Luce.

New Primer of Standarcd Romahniza-

tion on the Accumulative Method.

By Frank Garrett.
Training of the Twig. Drawbridge.
J, Hutson.
Prof. J. Percy Bruce is preparing
the following :—
Elementary Outlines of Logic.

Expository Lectures on the His-

torica! Parts of the Pentateuch.

Expository Lectrres on Oid Testament History (Solomou to Captivity}.
Riblien] Atlas and Gazetteer. R. Tt.
S., London,
R. A. Haden is preparing Murray’s

Humility and Holy in Christ.
James Hutson: Meyer’s Burdens

and How to Rear Them,
Janes Hutson: Wollison’s Mothers’
Catechisin.
Nirs. R. M. Mateer: The Browns at
Mount

F. C. H. Dreyer: Bible Reading

Outlines for the Blackboard.

jotta

GENERAK.

Ballantine’s Inductive Studies in
Niatthew.

Organ Instructor, By Mrs, R. MM.
Mateer,
Murray’s Like Christ. By Mr. Chow,
Hangchow College.
{llustrations for Chinese Sermons,

by C. W. Kastler.
By the same. Chinese Preacher’s
Manual, and Daily Light for Chinese.
Systematic Theology.
I2 parts.
Dr. DuBose.

Steppiug Heavenward. By Mrs.

Crossette.

Expository Com. on Numbers,
G. A. Clayton.

‘* His Great Apostie,’? and “ His

By

Lectures on Modern Missions, by
Leighton stuart.
Laboratory Manual in Chemistry
(Mandarin), by J. McGregor Gibb.
Bismarck: His Life and Work (Wénli), by Rev. F. W. Leuschner.

Westcott’s Commentary on St. John’s
(Sospel, by Rev. G. Miles, Wesleyan
Mission.
Onward, Christian Soldiers, Talks on
Practical Religion (S. P. C. K.), by
Rev, Wm. P. Chalfant, Ichowfu.

Expository Comtmentary on John’s
Gospel. George Hudson.
Mongol Catechistn, Robert Stephen,
Jehol, via Peking, from whom copies
may be had,
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Recent Announcements.
The Traveller’s Guide. Religious
Tract Society, London.
Directory of Worship of Presbyterian Church, by C. D. Herriott.

Rey. J. Leighton Stuart, of Nan-

king, has begun lessons on ‘‘ Greek
for Chinese students.’’

Life of Lord Shaftesbury. EF, MorPane C JF &.
Methods of Bible Study. I>. MaeGillivray. C. L. S.
Life of Stephen Grellet. Cc. L. S.
F. B. Meyer’s Elijah. Cc. LL. S.

From Zoroaster to Christ, being
life of first Parsee convert to Christianity. CL. S.
Com, on Amos. C. Campbell Brown,

Life of Mra. Kumm. J. Vaie,
Neweil’s O. T. Studies. j. Vale,

Expository and Homiuletical Coim-

mientary on the Gospels. Rey. Thos.

C. Fulton.
Law’s Serious Call. CL. S.
Patterson's Pauline Theology. D.
MacGuiliviay. CTS
Bible of Nature, Thomson. Cc TL. 8,

Mr. Morgan.
American Education. C LL, S. Nir,
Morgan.
Preachers’ Helper. Mr. Tong.
CryInNA MISSION YSRAR BOOK. OD.
MACGILELIVRAY. CL. Ss.

Scofield ‘Bible References. A. Sydenstricker.
China Mission Study Class Book.
D, MacGtilivray.

Evolution and Christtanity.

1).

MacGillivray.

Finney’s Revival Pamphlet. Mane
darip version. D. MacGillivray.

Missionary News.
Brief Items.

The Canadian Presbyterian
Mission in Honan are rejoicing
at the arrival of Mr. Hugh MacKenzie, who 1s to act as treasurer
and business agent. He 1s a capabie layman.

The Shanghai Missionary Association closed a strenous ses-

sion by election of Rev. J. W.
Cline, D.D., as president. ‘The
president’s valedictory dealt with

‘* Modern ‘Thought and the

Message. ”’

intendant, the Taotai, two army
captains and the police magtstrate are cashiered, while three
of the gentry are to receive penal-

ties. The ashes were scarcely
cold before an anti-foreign loan
meeting was held.

A tew recent jetters seem to

show that some of the people are

making a determined effort to
srow opium. ‘These show the
gravity of the struggle now proceeding.
The talk about redeeming Mokkanshan is effervescing.

The Peking Imperial UniverThe Changsha riots still occupy the attention of the au- sity was closed June 19, sz27é
thorities. H. EH. Jui Cheng, die, on account of its unsanitary
once Taotal in Shanghat, is the
new governor. The old governor
and the provincial treasurer, the
provincial judge and the prefect
of Changsha are referred to the
ministry concerned for determination of a penalty; the police

condition.
An unprecedented distribution

of comet Jiterature has taken

place. The C. L. S. sent out
{15,000 tracts, including 2,000 to

Korea; Dr. Hallock, 22,000; the

Central China T. 3., 45,000;

Missionary News
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Shangliai Tract Society, 65,000,

of which 33,000 were sold to
high Chinese ofhcials.
The Nanking Exhibition opened on June sth.

Mr. Stanley V. Boxer, B.Sc.

tion next December. There is
certainly a wide desire for these
schools, and we believe the matter will be taken up energetically
by the Association and the Missions working in China.’’

Engin., Edin., is the first professor to arrive at Hankow for the
proposed Central China University.

Rev. BE. Box and Dr. Jj. C.
CGarritt are asked to act with

Evangelistic Association of China.

mittee having turned over to
this committee the tatter of
preparing an annotated list of

The Executive Cotmunittee of
the Evangelistic Association held
a meeting in Chinkiang, June 3rd,
1910. Members present : Chair-

the Executive Committee of the
Association as a commission to
draft the above mentioned plan.
The Evangelistic Work Com-

the tracts and books found most

helpful for evangelistic work

man, A. R. Saunders; B. L. An-

among the various classes, the
following gentlemen are asked

den, and M. J. Walker. Suuce
the last meeting B. L. Ancell,

to act as a commission to prepare

cell, F. Garrett, W. C. Long-

the same and report at the

T. C. Britton, and BE. C. Loben-

Hankow meeting of the Assocta-

vacancies caused by the going

chairman ; Rev. J. Darroch, Rev.

stricker.

Revs. J. HK. Shoemaker, Geo.
Miller, J. W. Lowrie, T. Barkley,

stine have been chosen to fill

on furlough of G. F. Mosher,
lL. W. Pierce, and A. Syden-

The treasurer reported 116

metnbers of the Assoctation; 6
of these are life members.

The corresponding secretary
presented a communication from

the China Emergency Appeal
Committee of England, asking
information as to how they may

aid in establishing training
schools for pastors and cate-

tion: Rev. Dr. McGillivray,
J. H. Pyke, Dr. R. H. Glover,
and Bishop Price.

A commission to prepare resolutious on evangelistic campaigon work was appointed as

follows: Rev. A. V. Gray,

chairman: Revs. J. B. Fearn,

Geo. Armstrong, Jonathan Go-

forth, Ting Li-mei, Li Dyungtang, Dung Ying-sung, and Shih
K wei-biao.

It was voted to send thie
‘¢ "Phat in our

It is highly desirable that the
interests of the Association be

judgment their aid should be

presented at the various summer

chists.

following reply :

given to union Institutions. ‘The

union work being in the forma-

resorts again this year, and the
following gentlemen are asked

present any training school to
which we would recommend
grants-in-aid to be made. But
in view of the pressing need for
such schools and your muni-

and Britton. At Pet-tai-ho,

tive period, there is not at

ficent proffer of aid, we are pro-

eeeding to work out a plan for
their establishment, which will
be presented at the general meet-

ing of the Evangelistic dissocia-

to undertake the work: at Kuliang, Revs. Brewster, Phillips,
Miner, Caldwell, and Bishop
Priee. At Mohkanshan, Revs.
Hudson, Ware, Hawk, Tatum,

Revs. W. E. and J. H. BlackStone.

W.C. LONGDEN,
Recording Secretary.
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Soochow Tent Meetings.
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The meetings proper were
held in a large mat tent erected

The impulse to hold these tent

on a piece of ground owned

about the tent meetings held in
Nanking at the China New Year
Season. They were planned for

on the Konghong, one of the

meetings came from hearing

and carried on by a tnion
committee. [his committee
was union in a two-fold sense.

by one of the Missions, situated

busiest streets in the city.

The

tent had a seating capacity

of at least one thousand. Two
services were advertised daily.

The first from three to five

were appointed by the Soochow

and the second from eight to
ten p.m., but it was often six
and eleven o’clock when the

Chinese by the Soochow Anglo-

ing day was a surprise and a

ciation consisting of foreign

never been made in Soochow,
and some were a little skeptical

Tt was Anglo-Chinese and inter-

Mission. The foreign members

Literary Association and the
Chinese Association, an asso-

and Chinese ministers, elders,
physicians, and teachers, who
meet once a mouth for spiritual,
intellectual, and social fellowship. From the very beginning
the utmost harmony and good-

services were closed.

The open-

rebuke. Such an effort had

about it. Before the opening
hour had arrived the tent was

filled and many were turned
away. Many said they had come

from the most distant places in

will prevailed in all of the the city only to find that they

meetings and efforts of this could not gain admission. From
committee. Though Anglo- the opening to the close the
Chinese in its make-up, the crowds came without any perlarger share of the work was ceptible decrease in numbers.
done by the Chinese. There The attention and results were
was no desire on the part of any
one to work for his own church

or carry out any particular
church plans, but instead there
was the deep conviction that the
time was propitious for a great
effort to reach the unsaved and

all were willing to work to that

end.

Daily union prayer meetings
were held for Christian workers
for several weeks preceding these
meetings. During the last week

they were addressed by Rev. P.
FE. Price, D.D., who was in the
city holding special meetings for

one of the Missions. A deep

impression was made upon all
who were in attendance upon
these meetings. These, in ttrn,
were followed, in one or two of
the Missions, by special services

for the Christians, preparatory
to the tent meetings.

better as the meetings progressed.

The crowds were remarkable
not only for their numbers but
also in their general make-up.
They were not simply those who
might come into a street chapel
for a few moments and then pass
OTT,
Many came daily, and the

majority would sit throughout

the entire service. They belong:
ed to all classes—the merchant,
scholar, and coolie.
The second Sunday was a no-

table one. A morning service
was announced for Christians
and for those who had signed
cards during the meetings. Stars
of different colors, to be used as

badges, were given out, and
only those wearing these stars,
signifying that they were either
church member, inquirer,or helper, were admitted. The tent was
completely filled, and it was an
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inspiring sight to see that vast

task of following up, by per-

audience of one thousand people

sonal visitation, the work thus

who were either Christian or

becutt.

mqgulrers.

At each meeting cards were

circulated to be signed by all
those who had any desire to

know or understand more about

the Gospel or who wished to
accept Christ as their Savior.
Over sixteen hundred of these

cards were signed. At almost

It is still too near the close
of the meetings to tell defini-

tely about the cost of the
undertaking. It will probably

amount to about $200.00, but it
may be considerably less. This
will be borne by all of the MisSIONS.

Only time can tell about the

every service many stood up and

actual results. Many of the

and expressed their willingness

doubt, will be false, and many

made frank confession of sin

to accept the Savior. At the
opening of the services, on

several occasions, the inquirers
alone were called upon to sing
some of the familiar hymns. It
was good to hear the volume of

sound which went up, even if
there was an absence of time

and harmony.
Atter-meetings were also held
for both men and women, and it
was remarkable to see the members who remained, and also to
note the way iu which the lead-

ers adapted themselves to this

form of procedure so largely
used in efforts of this kind in
the home land.

One thing, 1f not the thing,
to be noted about these meetings

was the work done and the re-

names and addresses given, no

persons signing the cards doubt-

lees can uever be found, but
making every possible allow-

ance, this is by tar the greatest.
awakening which has ever oc-

curred in Soochow. It is safe

to say that this great, self-satisfied city knows more about the
church and the Gospel which it

brings than it ever did before.

Hundreds of large placards were
put up and thousands of hand-in-

vitations were given out, which
in themselves would have been
sufhcient to cause the entire city
to ask about the church. Every
day, fortwo weeks, between two

and three thousand people heard
the Gospel. About four thousand
Gospels and several hundreds of

preaching was done by a splendid trio of pastors and evangel-

tracts were given away. More
than sixteen hundred persons
were brought into close touch
with sin and the great verities
of this life and that which is to

were ably assisted by local pastors and helpers. Only one ser-

these meetings extends beyond
Soochow. Cards were signed by

sponsibility borne by the Chinese

Christians and helpers. ‘The

ists—Li, Yii, and Tsa. They come, And the influence of
mon was preached by a foreigner.

A large corps of ushers and

personal workers, all Chinese,
were present at every service

A
foreigner led the singing and
aud did most efficient work.

foreigners ‘‘ kept the door,’’ but

the greater part of the work
was done by the Chinese. They

are now having the dithcult

people from Shanghai, Wusih
and many of the towns and villages near the city.

The tinion committee is to be
continued, and beginning with a
week of prayer, already decided

upon, another series of meetings
will be held in the autumn.
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United Methodist Mission, North
China District. Annual Meetings at Tientsin.

prior to entering the Union

The annual meetings of the

Tongshan, which is to be recom-

above Mission were held in Tientsin, beginning with the services
in the three chapels of the city on
Sunday, May 1st, and continuing

until Wednesday, May toth.
The reports for the year showed considerable interest in most
sections and departments, but
the total increase of members

was much smaller than it has

been for many years past. There
are now 3,253 baptized members

in good standing, an increase of

29 in the year, while there are

Medical College.
Plans were discnussed for the

opening of a large college at
mended to Conference by the
English deputation which visited the Mission tn the fall of 19009,

and Mr. Candlin was anthorised

to enter into arrangements for
the purchase of suitable land.
The Preachers’ Provident Soctety was reported in a flourish-

ing condition, having an invested capital of over Taels 3,000.

The Rev. John Hedley was
reappointed honorary secretary
and manager.

probationers in the five

some Amoy Notes.

circuits composing the district.
The increase would have heen

We were threatened with a

much larger but for stringent
and necessary pruning of the
lists at one place in the Tong-

water famine a short time ago,
and matters began to look very

of many people who have ceased
to attend Christian services were

The farmers especially
were becoming greatly alarmed,
as they were unable to plant their
rice, but the rain has come, bring-

Committee showed that three men

alone on account of the break tn
the drought, but because it has

shan circuit, where the names

removed from the roll.
The report of the Theological

this year completed their pro-

bation and were received into the

ranks of regular preachers. The

first of these, Tung Chiu-ling,
had obtained the phenomena!
marks of 97 per cent., and this,

following upon four years of
almost similar sticcess, made his

case wotthy of special mention
and merited double rewards. He
was afterwards appointed to the
responsible position of teacher

in the intermediate school at
W u-ting-fu. Thirteen other men

were advanced a year in their
probation, and seven new men
were taken from the Training
Institution, having already un-

SECTIONS.

ing great relief to many, not

put a stop to the immense processions that have been marching

through the streets of Chiang-

chiu city, 25 miles west from
here.

Imagine a throng of 5,000 or
8,000 people in line of march at

a given signal of the leader all
suddenly falling to the ground
and wathing out their lamentations, kiu ho, kiu ho (beseech

rain, beseech rain} and you have
the scene before you. This was

repeated many times.
They
wore sackcloth on their heads,
or leaves or twigs. Sackcloth
banners were also carried.

dergone four years’ training ; an

Recently a proclamation was
posted up in Chiang-chiu call-

to undergo preliminary training,

representative from each family
to proceed to a certain temple,

eighth student being sent forward to the Peking University

ine, without distinction, for a
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there to worship the idols and
neseech them for rain. Railure
to send a representative incurred

a fine of Ofty cents.

In either

case it placed the Christians in a

dilemta. For more than 2a week
the L. M. S. and A. R. C. Mis-

sion churches had been holding
daily union prayer meetings. It
is needless to say that when the

rains came the closing service
was one of sincerest praise and

thanksgiving Him who giveth
ail.

why this was so. They were
told that such letters, unsigned
by an individual’s name, would
not be recognized. That being
the case, they replied, will you
please explain how it was that
you received, recognized, and
accepted an invitation to a class

dinner in response to a letter
signed exactly in the same way?
Y. M. GC. A,

Mr. H. S. Mackenzie, who

comes out from home to take

Up in Choan-chiu, 60 miles

up the Y. M. C. A. work tn

tinued drought. One man (a

avo. Mr. Mackenzie’s home is
in Australia, but the past two
years he has spent in Scotland
or England studying, and from
there received his appointment
to this work. He comes not as

north, also there has been con-

certain priest we are told) went

mad over the dry spell and

imagined a human _ sacrifice
would relieve the situation.

SO

he bought a quantity of wood,

Amoy, arrived here a sbort time

it, lighted the fire and roasted

an entire stranger among us, as
he was, some two or three years

school here got in troubie with
a fellow-citizen ; all on account

Chinese college at Chiang-chiu.
This we tinderstand is the first
appoimtment ever made by the

built a pyre, placed himself upon

himself to death.
Receutly a teacher of a certain

of a bicycle. One or more classes

in the school took up the case
in order to see that the teacher

should receive proper satisfaction, and coming before the
school authorities, demanded in
pretty strong language that they
too must espouse their cause in

court. Of course the demand

was rejected.

In turn the classes

went on strike, but only for
a few days, when all but two

or three returned. The only
point is, Should they have been

allowed to return ? It is an
open question.

We have heard of one young

teacher who once failed to be

on guard. The students had

been writing letters and simply
signing the name of the class.
These letters were considered
anonymous, sO no notice was
taken of them. Finally the students began to make inquiries

avo, connected with an Anglo-

National Council of the British
Association tor the work of the
Y.M.C. A. 1% the whole of China.

He is also the first foreign representative of the Y. M. C. A.
to enter thts particular feild. A
splendid opportunity lies before
him, and he receives the warm-

est welcome and cordial support of all Christian workers in

this territory, who wish him
abundant success.

P. W. PITCHER.

Amovy, June 8th,
Chikungshan Summer Resort.

Dr. G. A. Huntley asks us to
announce to all who are interested in the Summer Resort at
Chikungshan that the annual
meeting of members of the North

Valley Association will be held
in the church on Tuesday, Aueust 2nd, at 9.30 a.m.
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The Month.
THE CENSORATRE.

This old established institution fias
passed through some trying experi-

ences in which its privileges were
evidently in danger of infringement.

Barly in the year Censor Chiang

Ch‘un-lin, of the circuit of Chinese
Turkestan, made a series of attacks
on leading officials, He denounced
the Shanghai Taotai for subsidizing
newspapers ; Féng Ju-kuei, Governor

of Kiangsi, ‘‘for bad reputation;”
Chu Chia-pao, Governor of Anhuei,
‘for deception and favouritism,” and
Viceroy Chang Jén-chun, of the Liang-

kiang, for employing incapable subFor this piece of temerity
Censor Chiang was reproved by a

coming to some satisfactory solution
of the currency problem, says: ‘‘ The
Ministry has now memorialized Us on
the currency system drawn up, with
@ copy of the regulations and also on
the plan of calling in the old coinage.
We have perused the memorials and
find the system proposed satisfactory
atid practical. It becomes necessary

immediately to promulgate it for
public information ’’! Tt 1s comtnanded that the unit of nation.
al currency for China shall be the

‘yuan’ or dollar (yen), and the

standard shall temporarily be silver.
The dollar shall be the principal cur-

ordinates.

rency and shall weigh seven mace and
two canhdareens, The subsidiary coin-

decree of February 7.
Ke tendered his resignation and retired to his native province, Fukien, to
support and nourish his aged mother.

age shall be three silver coins of fifty,
twenty-five and ten cents denominations, one nickel coin of five cents and
four copper coins of two cents, one

There was a strong feeling in the
Censorate that he should be restored
to his rank in that body, and a memo-

rial to this effect was prepared and
signed by all members of the Censorate, except the president.
Another aspect of the situation was
revealed in H. I, Highness the Prince

Regent, giving instructions to the
President of the Censorate that though
the censors are allowed to report upon
hearsay evidence, discretion should be

exercised, and only such rumours as
appear to have foundation should be
made the basis or subject of memorials,

The latest news regarding the exercise of the rights of the Censorate is

cent, five cash and one cash. The
vaines of the dollars, ten cents, cents
and cash shali be in decimal proportion and permanently fixed. It shall
not be permitted to raise their relative
values nor to depreciate them. The

Mitustry shall dfrect the mints to
mint new coins according to the

standard weight, purity and design,
and when these aggregate, to issue

them gradually for currency. All

taxes and duties should be paid in the
new currency and all payments shall
also be made likewise. The Ta Ching
Government Bank shall be made re-

sponsible in conjunction with the
mint to establish organs for the exchange of the old money and new
coins. The provincial governments

that a censor having recently impeached Sun Pao-chi, Governor of
shall be instructed to cease minting.
Shantung, on several counts, and
All public offices in the capital and
no investigation having been ordered
into the matter five or six censors have the provinces should be notified to
atrange changes according to the
now decided to impeach H.E. Sun Standard and ratio fixed and within
jointly, and to that end have prepared
an impeachment on six counts,
NEW COINAGE,

4n Imperial Decree of May 24,
after indicating the steps taken in

the prescribed time.
On the issue of the new currency all

the sycee and old currency may be
used according to market value, and

the Ministry will order mints and

The Month
banks to exchange them till a time

nobles of dependencies.—Pu Ti-su

has been fixed upon for their suspension. After the new currency has been
established all government or private
amounts shall be paid or accepted in
the Chinese silver currency, aud no refrsal or depreciation shall beallowed.”’

(and seventeen others); &.-—-Imperial
clans (Chuehlo).—Ting Hsui (and five

THY PARLIAMENT QUESTION.

Since the paragraphs referring to
this subject in the March issue, we
hear that many consultations took
place between the Prince Regent and

the members of the Grand Counc
concerning the establishment of a

national parliament, and it is reported
that the inauguration would not take
place for five years.
A joint conference of the representatives of provincial councils has been
proposed to be convened by the representatives of the earlier parliamentary
movement. The representatives have

seen in Peking that they may join
hands with the members of the Legis-

lative Council and thus show the
Grand Council how far the people are
ready for a parliamentary system. Tt
was proposed to hold a meeting of the
representatives of provincial councils
in Peking, but as most of the provinces
proposed to hold the meeting at Shang-

hai, the matter rémains undecided.

The Imperial Decree convening the

Legislative Council, dated 9th May,

reads : “* A decree of our late Emperor

established the Legislative Council
(Tsecheng-yuan) as the basis for upper

and lower houses of parliament, and

thus our late Emperor has showed
great favour to the people, which all
equally enjoy. The first day of the
ninth moon (3rd October) is the date
fixed to open the first session of the
Legislative Council. We have selected

others); ¢-—Officials of the central
government,—K wei Lien (and thirty
others); 7.—Learned men—Wu Shihkan (and mine others),
In preparation for the opening of the
session of the Council we decide the

20th day of the eighth moon (23rd
september) as the day when all the

members shonid assemble to attend to
the preparation for the sessions, This
session of the Legislative Council ts a
matter without precedents and 1s a preparation for the parhamentary system,

and therefore the members of the
Council should be loyal and endeavour

to maintain order to carry out their
duties as representatives of public opinions so as to fulfil our Imperial desire

to effect constitutional government
system in proper order. This decree
should be promulgated throughout
the Emptre. ’
A memorial praying for the early
establishment of parliament was presented on June 16th. The delegates,
who numbered 150, represented seven
bodies, namely : the Provincial Assemblies, the Literati, Chambers of Commerce, the Gentry, the Constitutional
Societies, the Chinese Over-sea and
the Bannermen.
THE NANYANG EXHIBITION,

This first national exposition in
China, which owes its existence to

the foresight and energy of the
former Viceroy of Nanking, H. E.

Tuan Fang, was successfully opened
on 5th June, in spite of many portents
and alarms called forth by the unrest
prevailing in other parts of China,
The first ticket of admission to the

the following and appoint them as

Exhibition was sold to Mr. Liang

members of that Council (who are to

Ping-san, the representative of the

be selected by us according to the

Chinese in Java, for Taeis 10,000.

regulations):
@.—Imperial clansmen, princes,
Gukes and hereditary nobles.—Prince

Jui (and thirteen others); 6.—Hereditary nobles of Manchu and Chinese.

—Hsi Chang (and eleven others);
¢.—Princes, dukes and hereditary

Yang Shih-chi, Chief Examiner,
Viceroy Chang Jen-chun and native

civil and military high officials, representatives of the Exhibition from
provinces, foreign Consular officials,
press representatives and male and
female students, altogether over 1,000
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‘people, were present. An Imperial
Decree sanctioning the establishment

of the Exhibition was read. Then
congratulatory speeches by repre-

sentatives of various bodies were read.
Most of them «lwelt on the importance
of industrial development. The speech

of the President of the Provincial

Council especially made a deep 1t-

pression. The cereinony was afi

unprecedented success, and foreigners

congratulated the officials concerned

[July, 1910

with the Exhibition on the succese.

Regarding the display of exhibits
nearly half of the whole buildings

are completed,

Lhe industrial, edu-

cational, machinery, military, arts
and British, Japanese, American and
German buildings are almost finished.
The display of the exhibits is in good
order. The goods exhibited by Euro-

peaus and Amiericans are mostly
machinery, while Japanese exhibits are
mostly goods to uneet Chinese tastes.
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Mav 23th, Mr. and Mrs. F. K.
AT Paoning, Sze., April 7th, to Dr.
and Mrs. ELLiorr, C. I. M., a son
(Charles Evans.)

Ar Kuling, May 18th, to Rev. and
Mrs. K. W. ENGDAHEL, Swedish
Miss. Society, a son,

AT Laotokow, May 30th, to Mr. and
Mrs. A WHITELAW, a son (James
Caldwell. }

AT Nanking, June 8th, to Rev, and

Mrs. J. RE. a son.

Avr Fancheng, Hupeh, June ioth, to

Rev, and Mrs. G. M. TRYGSTAD, a
SOTi,

At Kulng, May 18th, to Rev. and
Nirs. W. R. JOHNSON, a son,

Ar Kuliang, June 16th, to Dr. J. EB.

and Mrs. a daughter
( Helen. )

SCHOPPH, to Germatry ; Mr. and Mrs.

C. A. BUNTING and child, to Eng-

land: Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Me-

ROBERTS and child, and Mr. and
Mrs. G. H. S8SVILLE and two children, to N. America: all C. I. M.

May 30th, Mr. A. C. I,

M., to Russia.via Siberia.

May 31st, Miss BE. A. OGDEN, C, I,
M.. to Canada.
June sth, Miss H. Davigs, C.1I.M,,
to England via Siberia.
June 7th, Rev. JOHN MURRAY, A.
PP. M., Tsinanfu, to U. S. A.

June Sth, Dr. and Mrs. H. T.

WHITNEY, A. B.C. F. M.: Dr. and
Mrs. H. M. Woops and son, Tsingkianygpu ; Rev, and Mrs. EF. F. Tatum,

A. & M., South, Shanguar; Rev, and

Mrs. G, F, MOSHER, A. M.,

AT Berkeley, California, May toth,

-ELIza NELSON, dearly beloved wife

of Dr. John Fryer, formerly of the
Kiangnan Arseual, Shanghai, of
angina pectoris.

Ar Chetoo, June 20th, Mrs. HELEN

| §. C. Nevius, widow of the Rev,

John f.. Nevius, DD.
AT Paoning, May 16th, Miss C. M,
Biccs, from typhus fever,

Wusieh ; Dr. MAry V. GLENTON, A,
C. M., Wuchang, all for U.S. A.
June roth, Mr. and Mrs. R. Youne,
and infant, C. I. M., to England.
June s1th, Rev. BROWNELL, GAGE

and family, Yale Mission, Changsha,
to England.
June 14th, Mrs. and Miss Lyon and
Rev. and Mrs, C. DD. HERRIOTT and
2 chidren, A. P, M., Hangchow, and
Miss E. LAnNmMAN, Assoc. A. P. M.,

ARRIVAL.

Shanghai; Dr. and Mrs. H. W. BOONE

June 18th, Miss Maup GODDARD,
for Ning po.

and Mrs. H.G. DILDINE and two children, M. EF. M., Yungchun, Fukien,

DEPARTURES.

May 16th, Mr. W. EB. SHEARER,

C. I. M., and son, to England via

Siberia.
May 22nd, Messrs. D. E. Hosts and
A. ORR-EWING, C. L. M., to Eng. via
Siberia,

May 27th, Rev. and Mrs. L. W.
PIERCE, A. B. M., South, Yangchow,

to UU. Sea A,

and child, A.C M., Shanghai; Rev.

all for U. S. A.
June 13th, Miss H. B. FLEMING,
M., to Australia; Miss FE. SILVER,

A. P. M., to U. S. A. via Siberia,
and W. C, CHAPMAN, P. M. Press,

to Scotland, via Siberia.
June 22nd, Miss Mamre GtLaAssBURNER, M. E. M., Taugtan, Haitan,

to U, S. A.

June 25th, Mrs. CAMPBELL BROWN,

&. P. M,, Changchowfu, for England
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Editorial
WE regret that not all the material expected in connection
with our leading topic this month has come to hand, but whilst

only a part of the territory near the confines
of the empire is covered in the three leading
the Empice.
articles in this issue, sufficient has been said
to indicate the greatness of the need, to afford some idea of

Ghe Contines of

what has been accomplished, and to enlist a prayerful sympathy
for the workers in these lonely and rugged regions, Some there

are who doubt the wisdom of attempting to enter apparently
closed doors, or who begrudge the seeming waste of effort when

. valuable’ workers spend much time and energy in itinerating

through desolate wastes. They would remind us that in
China proper we cannot get away from the people, even if we

want to, whilst on the confines of the Empire it is a real
difficulty to get at the people. But after all that may and
possibly ought to be said regarding the wisdom of concentration and the importance of occupying strategic positions, we
believe that the principle of concentration is not really antagonistic to a wise policy of expansion. The field is the world,

and a growing conviction regarding the worth of humanity,
the value of each human soul in the light of the sacrifice of the
eross and the power of Jesus Christ as a Saviour from sin, —

should make us thankful that so many faithful workers are
willing to go anywhere to preach the Word.
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A TRIBUTE of appreciation and praise, mingled with
thankfulness and admiration for much real heroism and zeal,
should be accorded to the workers at the outposts.
Oulpost
We know too little of the self-sacrifice, endurance
MOrTVvice,
and holy enthusiasm exhibited, but we trust that

tie drawing of attention to what is being accomplished will
lead to a more careful perusal of those Mission and Bible
society reports which tell how vast territories are traversed
under most trying conditions, how hardships and dangers are
uncomplainingly endured, and how the seed is being wisely
and patiently sown in the far away places. Above all we trust
that 1¢ will lead to more time being given to definite prayer for
these brave and lonely workers. When we remember the long
weary years of hard labour by isolated missionaries in Africa
and the South Sea Islands, amidst backward, degraded, and
hostile native tribes, and of the unexpected harvests when withdrawal was being considered by home boards, we hail with joy
the fruits already vouchsafed and see in the spiritual harvest
already gleaned the hope of a yet larger harvest among the
scattered peoples so ignorant and indifferent.

THe World Missionary Conference has already become a

thing of the past, but its influences for good will continue to
operate for all time to come. We have
The Wiorld ABission=
had abstracts of the proceedings in the
ary Conference.
various papers, manifesting how widespread is the interest in the meetings, and are glad to be able to

give such a full and yet succinct account as we present in this
number of the RECORDER from our Associate Editor, who was
present at the meetings. Such a heterogeneous and yet such a
homogeneous gathering was never before gathered together in
the history of the world. Such diversities of denominations,

such numbers of nationalities, such differing creeds, and yet
withal so harmonious, so permeated with the supreme idea
of how best to remove all barriers and in the speediest manner
possible bring about the coming of the Kingdom of God among
all nations, certainly was a sight to rejoice the heart of the

Master. |

Among such a variety of interesting subjects, discussed by
such able leaders, it would be difficult to differentiate and say
which was the most important, but probably the one which will
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appeal most to the missionaries on the field was that of union
and federation. And evidently there was something besides
sentiment when a high-church Bishop of the Church of England

could say that ‘‘he had heard with full sympathy the demand
that our denominations should cease on the mission fields.’’
True, not all the missionaries are prepared to endorse such

an expression; they are not quite ready to give up their
particular denomination.

But the trend is that way neverthe-

less. The thought is germinating. And such a meeting as
that at Edinburgh, with its representatives of all denominations,
gathered from literally all quarters of the globe, being brought

into sympathy and fellowship one with another day by day,
will add greatly to its growth and strength. Many will have
gone away with a new idea as to what oneness in Christ really
means.
We would call attention to and emphasize one of the
remarks of Mr. Bitton which intimately concerns us all. The

Conference ‘‘marked the beginning of a new era, an era
dependent upon consecration on the part of the worker as much
as upon the knowledge and inspiration which had been given.’’
It remains with the missionaries, largely, to conserve the fruits
of the Conference.

ANOTHER subject of outstanding importance was the

message in relation to the non-Christian religions.
The Conference
and Hon<Chtis=

The Conference monthly news sheet prepared

us for a liberal and enlightened treatment of
the subject. Professor Cairns in his earlier
tian Reliaions.
contribution showed that however degraded
ethnic religions may become there were always in them some
true and living moral and religious ideas, and that the search
for divine elements in the religious life of non-Christian races,
and the use of them in the preaching of the Gospel, onght te
be one of the primary duties of the missionary.

From reports that we have received we gather that
counsels of caution were uttered to prevent undue emphasis
being placed upon the elements of truth contained in the non-

Christian systems. It evidently is difficult for extremists on
either side to understand the position of the missionary on the
field, The sufficiency of God and the uniqueness of Christian-

ity are taken for granted by him. In the new cadence and
happier look of his native brethren and sisters he has constant
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proof of what only Christ can do. His appreciation of the
beautiful and true in ethnic religions does not prevent him
being saddened by the darkness of heathenism, but it leads him

to welcome Christ as the only sun, whose shining, however,
does not destroy, although it supersedes the starlight. Real-

ising that Christ came not to destroy but to fulfil, he finds
vaiuable lines of approach in basal truths imbedded in the faiths
oi the people he endeavours to influence, but at the same time
realises that Christianity is distinct from other religions, in that
we have not so much wise men preaching a doctrine, as Christ
coming that there might be a doctrine to preach.

ANOTHER impression we gather from the report is the
emphasis placed upon Christ as Divine Saviour. The cosmopolitanisin of the assembly was a testimony to
The Meadshbip
the universality of Christ as the Saviour of the
of Christ.
world. Doubtless the sight of Chinese and
African, Indian and Korean, Continental and Transatlantic
brethren meeting so harmoniously, and being welded still
closer as each step was taken in the Conference, made more
obvious than ever the fact that in Christ there are no limitations
of race, sect, or locality.

This union in their common Lord, whilst bringing the
delegates from various countries closer to Christ, their Head,
must have brought them closer to their fellow-delegates, and

we trust that as a result there will be a_ still closer
approach to a mutuai understanding of East and West.

The

death of distance through transit, postal, and telegraphic
facilities has led to a realization of new kinships.

We believe

that the discussions in this memorable Conference will stil]
further strengthen the bonds of brotherhood, that with the
missionary apostle it will be felt that ‘“God has made of one
blood all nations of men to dwell upon the face of the earth.”
*

KK

KK

WE would fain call attention to one other matter that
occupied the Conference for a time, and that was the subject of
indemmnities for property destroyed in time of riot.
iti

Sndemnitles
for Riots. . . Mr. Sloan, of the Cc. L M., remarked that ‘two
societies had refused and one had accepted indemnity for the riots at Changsha. Looked at from a mere
worldly or business standpoint, the indemnity is all right.
=e
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But considered in the light of the New Testament, both
example and teaching, we do not see how such indemnities can
be justified. And we all know, too, the bitter feeling which is
engendered in the hearts of the Chinese for having to pay such
indemnities. And what adds to the bitterness is the fact that

it is not the people who have done the injustice that have to
pay. So that it is a question well worth considering, whether
in every case of the destruction of property by mobs, it would

not be better for the interests of the work if all claim to
indemnity were to be waived.

*x*
ONE of the most encouraging features of the modern
missionary enterprise is that of the Laymen’s Movement. The
National Congress of Missions which was
Rational Congress
heid in the city of Chicago in May last was
of Assions.

a striking exemplification of the same.
Says an American paper: ‘‘If it had been predicted two

years ago that four thousand men would leave their affairs for

the better part of a week, furnish their own travelling and
entertainment expenses and pay five dollars for a season of
inissionary addresses, the prophet would have been regarded as

a dreamer who dreamed that he had been dreaming, and yet
that is what has actually taken place in the very undreamlike

city of Chicago, in the most businesslike and hard-headed
century the world has ever known.”

And when one reads the

addresses which were given at that time and witnesses the
enthusiasm which prevailed from the beginning to the end of the
sessions, aud then thinks of the apathy which existed but a few
yeaTs ago, it does seem like an almost impossible awakening.

Doubtless there will be some froth that will blow away, some

enthusiasm that will evaporate, but without question the
business men of America are being touched in a remarkable
Inanner, as witness the recent legacy of several millions of
dollars, gold, to the Presbyterian Board of Missions. We trust
that a corresponding awakening may take place in the hearts
of young men of consecrated lives, that there may be no lack
of workers when the call comes for them. The flame may not

continue at the white heat to which it attained during. the
Chicago Convention, but we do believe that a fire has been
kindled that will long continue to burn and that will result in
untold blessing to the church both at home and abroad.
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In the recent annual report of the China Inland Mission,
it is mentioned that in the thirty-five years of the Mission’s
Encourading
Progress.

history which preceded the Boxer crisis of 1900,
there were in all some 12,964 persons baptized.

In the nine years which have succeeded that

time the Mission has had the joy of receiving as communicants
into the church over 20,176. The next decade will probably
see a like progressive increase, and so, not only in the China
Inland Mission, but in all other missions likewise. itis somee-

times mentioned as a discouraging fact, as against Mission
work, that while converts increase by tens of thousands, the
population increases by mullions yearly, so that there are after

alla great many more heathen at the end of each year than

{here were at the beginning. Which 1s true, but it fails to
take account of percentages. For while population increases
by a small per cent., converts are increasing by a large per cent,
so that the relation between the two will be materially changed
within a comparatively few years.

eo! x *

THE sticcess at Soochow, which has long been felt to be
one of the difficult stations, makes it clear that united evangel-

A
Evangelism.

istic efforts after the manner of the Moody or
Chapman meetings in other lands, are now possible, and indeed are sure to be fruitful in China.

Great cities like Soochow or Nanking and smaller ones like
Ichow, may be moved to their centre, and the real message of
the Gospel, divested of much or all sts relation to foreigner and
foreign influence, may be brought straight home to the hearts
and consciences of the people.

The fact that this direct work

results in hundreds of decisions, and in a changed attitude to-

ward Christianity on the part of multitudes more, is full of
encouragement and hope. It is, however, very plain that this
method of work, in China no less than in other lands, calls for
men of special gifts, experience, and consecration. It calis for
thorough preparation and careful training of bands of personal
workers, sitigers, etc. It calls tor close fellowship and codpera-

tion among workers of all the churches. Finally, it calis for
most thorough and painstaking following up of the meetings
in the training of the new believers, continuous efforts in all
churches and chapels of the city, and in conserving the deepened and more hopeful spirit of evangelism aroused in the rank
and file of Christians.
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Dr. ROBERT E. SPEER recently spent several months in
south America, visiting the various countries on the Fast and
on the West coasts in the interests
Our Seventh Dav Advent of Missions.
Among other matters
Fricnds. Zn Appeal.
of interest he writes as follows :-—

‘There is one other missionary body at work in-—, though
it 1s not so much a body as a scattered set of individuals. These are
the Seventh Day Adventists, whose deliberate policy seems to be to

go to the congregations which other Missions have gathered and
proselyte among then. I do not suppose anything can be done
to reach thesé earnest people, for they are acting in accordance with

their consciences, but they are doing great harm all over South
America, where the other Missions are doing the real work and the
Adventists merely seek to taint and corrupt the results. As Mr. S.,
of——, told me, one of them said to a missionary who remarked
that it was hard work to gather true believers out of the mass

of the people for a true church, ‘Oh, I shall not try, I shall
take yours.’’’ And then Dr. Speer adds, ‘‘It is a pity that
they cannot be persuaded to apply their energies to work in
unreached fields.’”’

Our Adventist friends have come to China, some of them
—all of them so far as we know—very earnest, sincere people,
but probably actuated by the same motives which have inspired
their people in South America and elsewhere. »o far as they
have come to save the souls of the unsaved Chinese, we have no
controversy with them. If they think it best to teach another

view in regard to the Day of Rest from the rest of the missionary body, they are entitled to liberty to do so. But in the face
of so great a multitude of unsaved as confronts the missionary
body in China, with great fields comparatively untouched, vast
regions where there is not yet a single convert, and especially

in this day when all the denominations are drawing nearer
to one another and trying to more fully meet the prayer of
our Lord that they all may be one, will not our Adventist
friends be persuaded to let the converts of other Missions

alone—improperly taught though they may be in some
respects from their viewpoint—and apply themselves solely to

the multitudes-who are unconnected with any church or
society? We believe that thus they will more surely hasten
the coming of the Kingdom of our Lord, for which they long
aS well as we. Let them with all zeal seek for converts, but
never for perverts.
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Che Sanctuary
The effectual fervent prayer of a rignteous man aveileth much.""~-St. James v, 16,
“For where two. or three are gaikered together in my Name, there am lin the midst of

Matthew xviii, 20.

GIVE THANKS

For times and places when ‘it is
only necessary to open the street

chapel door in order to secure a good
audience.’’? (BP. 511).

For the indirect help to missions
by the breaking down of prejudice,

such as results from the residence of
Christian foreigners among the Chi-

nese, {P. §13).
For regions inhabited by Tibetan
and cognate tribes which have long
u

been open to tissionary activity.
(Pp, 517 and 522}.
For Chinese civilization and govern-

ment which, with ail their faults, are

superior to those which prevail in
Tibet and that these are beconung

beneficial to Tibet. (P. §18).
That ‘* China is earnestly concerned
about the education of the Tibetans,”
(P. 519).

For a wide open’ soor in Indo-

China among a “courteous, hospit-

able, kindly people,’’ dificult of
access only because of failure to
approach them’ through their own

language. (P. 529).
For the auspicious opening of the
Christian headquarters at the Nanking Exhibition. (P, 569).
For the generally acknowledged
success of the World’s Missionary
Conference at Edinburgh.
For the presence at the Conference
of Africans, Hindus, South Americans,
Negroes, Japanese, Chinese and many

other representatives of the Christian

church throughout the world. That

the excellence of the addresses given
‘at the Conference by native delegates
from China, Japan, Korea, and India
was a matter of comment,

For the spirit of unity tn the cause

of missions which was emphasized in
and by the Conference.

For the friendly interest in the

Conference shown by King George,
Ex-Pres, Roosevelt and others in high
positions in the State,
That it has come to be recognized

that the feaders of the missionary

enterprise, such as Mr. J. R. Mott and

many others, are really great men,

statesmen with a grasp of world problenis,

For a greater sympathy with native
religions and the concession that the

Orient is likely to make real and
vital contributions to Christianity.
PRAY

For needy places on the Tibetan
border. (P. 524).
For those who are working on the
outposts of the Chinese Empire and
in the hard and lonely places of the
field,

For the Chinese government in its

intention to make Tibetans everywhere amenable to her laws and
civilization. (P. 518),
For literature for the Tibetans, (P,
523).

For constant and sympathetic supervision of Chinese Christians among

Tibetans lest they suecumb to the

tainted atmosphere of Tibetan settle.

ments. (P, 523).

That the unfriendly attitude or open
opposition of the French government

to Protestant mission work in IndoChina may be removed,

(P: 525).

For the twenty-eight millions im

continuous and well populated areas
of Indo-China at present untouched

by Protestant effort’ in their own’

tongue. (P. §28). ‘

For those in charge of the Christian

headquarters at the Nanking Ex-

hibition.
For the Bibie Institutes now being
held or still to be held by Dr. White’s

party Korea,
in Buling,
Kubang, Mokanshan,
an japan,

That the results of the World’s
Missionary Conference at Edinburgh
may be permanent and beneficial.
That the Conference Continuation
Committee appointed there may be

directed by the Holy Spirit 1n all its
deliberations.

For the delegates from native

churches who were at the great Con-

ference that as they return to their
home churches they may bring a
great blessing with them.

That all our relations with the Chi-

nese government may be characteriz:
ed by Christian sympathy.

(Contributed Articles
In Chinese Turkestan.
BY REV. G. W. HUNTER, TIHWAFU (URUMCHI), SINKIANG.
(CHINA INLAND MISSION)
_ The various races in Chinese Turkestan are: the Chinese, the Tongkan or
Chinese Mohammedans, the Turks or Ch‘ant‘eos, the Kirghiz, the Qazaq or
Hasas, the Mongolians, and the Manchus.

every
provinceprovince
in China, but in
Kansuh,
Shens),
"Po"haps
haps
every
China,
but Kansub, S

Chihli (Tientsin), Hupeh and Hunan have the most

representatives.

There are also many who are born citizens of

Sinkiang, but many even of these can, as a rule, trace their
ancestry to some region in the domain of China lying within
the bounds of the Great Wall. Tihwafu, the capital, makes a
eood centre for preaching the Gospel, especially so during the
winter months. When the cold weather comes many of the
labouring classes are glad to go to Tihwafu, where they can
buy ten pounds (catties) of coal for about one tael cent, and are
thus enabled at least to keep themselves warm during the long,
cold winter. At such times we have only to open the street
chapel door in order to secure a good audience. When the
warm weather comes the people are drawn from the city to the
country districts, and thus we find that season more suitable for

itinerating work. Our work here and that of the Swedish
Missionary Society in Kashgar is all that is being done just now
among the Chinese in this province by the Protestant church.
The Tongkans are perhaps better known as Chinese Mohammedans. Their spoken language, with the exception of their

sometimes using Arabic words, is exactly the same as the
We have done a good deal of work amongst these
people. They often visit the preaching chapel, are represented
in nearly every street audience, and sometimes come to the
Chinese.

Sunday services.

Although fond of argument, often only to

show off their superior knowledge, yet they are nearly always
polite. The Arabic Scriptures prepared by the British and Foreign Bible Society are specially suitable for this class. ‘Those
of them who can read Chinese buy the Chinese portions.

Like

Nors.—Readers of the RECORDER are reminded that the Editorial Board
assumes no responsibility for the views expressed by the writers of articles
published 10 these pages.
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all Mohammedan work, this is exceedingly difficult ; still the
door is wide open. The Tongkan are looked down upon by
the Chinese, and they have given the government much trouble.

The Turks or Turkis, better known as the Chant ‘eos,
were probably the aboriginal tribes of the southern part of this
province. Their theological and scientific terms are taken trom
the Arabic and Persian languages, especially the latter. This
seems to point to the fact that they grew up natural plants in
these isolated regions of Central Asia. Robert Barkley Shaw,
in speaking of their language, says: ‘‘It may seem strange that
a language developed by the rude and nomad tribes of Central
Asia, who in their own home have never known how to reduce

it to rule... should present in fact an example of symmetry
in complexity such as few of the more cultivated forms of
speech exhibit. Although its own people would have one
believe that it is subject to no rule and almost purely arbitrary
(their only notion of grammar being that of Arabic and Persian with which the Turki cannot be made to fit), yet in reality
a few simple and transparent rules suthice to account for ail its
permutations.” Work amongst the Turki people 1s very hard
wnaeed. The Mollahs as a rule are specially opposed to the
Gospel. I have taken several journeys amongst these people
and done some evangelistic work amongst them. Last year
(1909) in a journey as far as Hotan (Hotien), seventy-two stages

from here, some bitter opposition was shown, particularly in
the large and degraded cities. In some of the country villages
the people listened exceedingly well. ‘The medical, school,
and Gospel work of the Swedish Missionary Society in Kashgar and Yarkand has done much to break down opposition, and
they have gathered a tew Christians around them. Workers
among the Turki Mohammedans must not have such a word as
discouragement in their dictionaries.

The Kirghiz are described in R. B. Shaw’s Turki Die-

tionary thus:—‘* . .. Kirghiz. A race of nomad Turks
living in the mountains, from the south of Yarkand round by
Pamir and Ala‘i to the north of Kashgar and Aksu (the Issik-

kul district).

They are called by the Russians ‘Tchorny

Kirghiz’ (black Kirghiz), also Mountain Kirghiz, to distinguish them from the Qazaqs of the plains, to whom also,

though incorrectly, the name of Kirghiz is applied by the
Russians.’ The Kirghiz are called in Chinese history 7 & i
Pu-lu-té and are described thus :—‘‘ The Kirghiz on the south
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west side of Tli are of two classes—the Fast Class and the West

Those that shepherd (#) southwest of [li and northwest of Ush Turfan and Aksu are the Eastern Kirghiz. ‘Those
who shepherd north and west of Kashgar and on as far as
the southwest of Yarkand are the Western Kirghiz.” The
only Gospel work that I know of that is done amongst these
tribes is in the mountains near Kashgar. There at first they
were very shy of foreigners, but owing to the kindly visits of
Class.

the British Consul of Kashgar and his family, and of the
Swedish missionaries (who often spend a hot summer nonth in
these mountains) prejudice is completely broken down. Last
year Miss Nordquist and Miss Swanson, of the Swedish Mission,
visited some of these tribes in the mountains between Kashgar
and Yarkand, and they were encouraged to find that the Gospel
message was gladly received. The writer spent two nights in
Kirghiz tents in these mountains on Russian territory. "Turk Kashgarian Gospels were readily received and read, Even on
the Russian side these people are very primitive. I saw some

of them ploughing with a big camel on one side and a small
donkey on the other. They seem to be civilized, industrious,
and fairly clean. This field seemed to me to be specially suit-

able for hardy, enterprising married missionaries, So far
nothing has been done tor those in the mountains near Ush
‘Ttrfan.
The Qazaqs, called by the Chinese Hasa, are described in
R. B. Shaw’s Dictionary thus:—‘' PBA fe Fe Oazaq, the name
of several vast hordes of nomads known to the Russians as the

Great, Middle, and Little Hordes of Kirghiz (wrongly cailed

by them Kirghiz, The Qazags are divided, according to
Turki reckoning, into three hordes: rst, Ulugh-yuz (great
horde), sub-divided into the tribes Abdan and Dolat; 2nd,
Urta-yuz (middle horde) sub-divided into the tribes Arghun,

Naiman, Jiqchag, Kungrat; 3rd, Kichik-yuz (itttle horde),

Alchin, Jabbas. There are also innumerable further sub-divisions of each of these tribes.’ ‘These vast hordes are written

about in European books and described in European maps as
Kirghiz. They are not written of in Chinese history, or represented on Chinese maps as such. They are rightly called by

the Chinese PA BE & Qazaq. In Chinese history they are
represented as dwelling in the regions between and north of
Chuguchak and Tashkend, and are divided into Right Middle
Class, Right Western Class, and Left Class. They were an-
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ciently known to the Chinese as fe / Kangchii, which seems to
be the name of an ancient State south of the Chu river and

east of Tashkend. This is still marked in Chinese maps as
the region of the Right Middle Class. The Left Class still
inhabit the district of Chuguchak and the Alti mountains.
Many of them are Russian subjects, others are Chinese subjects.

Whenever the Qazags leave the portion of grazing country
allotted to them by their princes and the Chinese commissioners, they are very roughly treated by the Chinese government.
If they should thus come to a district where some one has been
recently killed or robbed, they are often shot down at once by

the Chinese soldiers, but even should there be no special
trouble, they are not allowed to travel or settle out of their
own territory without passports. I do not know of any Gospel
work being done for these numerous tribes. A few years ago
the writer visited some Qazaq tents on the way to Ili, and the
Turki Gospel portions were readily received and read by them.

They are Mohammedans, but of a very peculiar type. Dr.
Kean, of the British and Foreign Bible Society in St. Petersburg, has recently sent mea small supply of Turki Gospels,
which I trust will be useful amongst those in the region of
Chuguchak. These tribes, dwelling on the Alti Mountains,
speak a very peculiar kind of Turki, and I do not know of any
books printed in their vernacular.
There are several different tribes of Monegolians in Sinkiang. Those in the districts of Chuguchak and It belong to

the Chiien-hair tribe. Mongolans on the north side of
the Tienshan at Sztik‘oshu (The Four Trees) were originally
four Banners and belonged to the Tuirteh tribe. The Mongolians on the Karashar side were originally three Banners and
belonged to the Ho-shih-t‘eh tribe. In the 36th year of Chienlung, A.D. 1772, these Karashar Mongols came from Russia,
where they were shepherds on the banks of the Eotsilieh river.
In the north and north-west of Karashar there is a large Mongol

population, probably 60,000, under the jurisdiction of one
head-Mongol prince, seven minor princes and one princess,
The Mongolians in this province are very much given to intemperance. When they cannot obtain the Chinese whiskey
they make a strong drink out of milk. Last year I sold quite

a number of Mongolian and Thibetan Scriptures to the
Mongols in the district of Karashar. several years ago I also
sold a number of Mongolian Gospels to the small tribe of
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Tuirteh at Sztik‘oshu on the way from Sihu to Il, Their
prince is called Payer, and his son has been educated in Japan.

Mongols seldom speak any other language but their own, so
that learning Mongolian would be the first duty of the mission-

ary that has grace enough to give up all and go and live
among these degraded people.

I may mention that a young,

enterprising prefect magistrate has opened a school for
Mongols in Karashar, so doubtless these young boys will soon
learn Chinese and also be taught Western learning! One of
‘the Karashar Mongolian princes called for me last year while in
Karashar and bought a Gospel. I was rather surprised when
he asked me ‘if Queen Victoria was still alive”? | Even this
far-off prince has heard of Queen Victoria the Good.
The Manchus in this province are of the Sipo and Soluen
tribes. The home of the Soluen seems to have been famous

for sable skins, and in a Chinese work published about the
time of the Emperor Chienlunge and called ‘‘Laws of the

Mongols’’ there is this stipulation:—‘‘ Heilungchiang. In
the district of Kuairch‘a Soluen it is not granted to trade in

sable skins.’ BRR 2 Be Wy 4 WB 5 oe.
This tribe seems to be considered of a higher caste than the

Sipo. They were originally hunters by occupation. The
Sipo are coolies, and the treasurer of the province told me that
there was a difficulty regarding them in marriage matters, such
as we would better understand from Judges xxi. 16. The later

Manchurian and higher caste colonists refused to supply the
need. The Sipo and Soluen tribes were draited from Manchuria as soldiers during the reign of Bf ME Chienlung, A.D. 1736.
At various periods since then the district of Ili has been reinforced by Manchus from other places, so that now in the districts of Ili, Poirtalah, and Tarabagatai there are, as far as I
can tell, about 40,000 Manchus belonging to their various
tribes. All these tribes seem to understand each other in their

own language, and many of the Sipo do not understand
Chinese at all.

Schools for Western learning have been opened

by the Tartar General for Sipo and Soluen boys in the Ih
Manchurian city, and I have heard lately that they are attentive students. But the ordinary colonist who can read at all,
reads only the Manchu characters. The Chinese historian of
this Ili (Kuldja) region says of these Sipo and Soluen tribes :
‘(The soldiers fronting the river are by occupation wandering
shepherds.’? ‘The Sipo are now mostly farmers, and their
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A few years ago
the Roman Catholic church tried to get a settlement among the

colony is on the south bank of the Iii river.

A Jawsuit, taken to Peking, was decided in favour of
the Romanists, but the Manchu tribes persisted that they were
soldiers and thus could not become Roman church members,
so that the priests had no alternative but to return to Ili city.
In the Chinese work, ‘‘ Laws of the Mongols,’’ there is this rule,
S1pos.
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i i J 4, Mongols and others may not take armor, bows and
arrows, army utensils, and sell them to Russia or to such people
as the FEliut Mohammedans.”’ The Chinese historian goes on

to say that ‘‘in the roth year of the Emperor Kia King (A.D.
1806) a Manchurian colonial guard of 2,204 men was drafted

from Sianfu, Shensi province.’’ Such is the origin and
history of the Manchurian tribes in the Ili district. ‘These

colonial Manchu tribes have doubtless suffered a good deal
since their arrival in their western home, but their greatest
suffering was in the year 1865, when Chinese and Manchus
were massacred wholesale in the rising of the native Mohammedans and colonists from the Tarim basin. (See Broomhall’s
The Chinese Empire, pp. 341-2}. { do not know of any Gospel work that is being done among these tribes, with the exception of occasional sales of Scripture portions.

Political and Missionary Problems in the
Szechuan Marches
BY I. HUSTON EDGAR, F.R.G.S.

].
HE term ‘‘ Tibetan Border’? is beset with many difficulties. It is quite misleading, for instance, to imagine

the dividing line between Tibet and China clearly
defined ; at the same time it is by no means easy to give a short

and intelligible account of a vast region which is not Tibet in
ordinary parlance and much less part of the territory of China

proper, allhough marked as such on many maps. Indeed
the designation ‘Tibet’? is as mysterious as the land itself.
‘The land of the Lamas, the roof of the world, and the great
closed land’’ are understood by almost everyone, With the
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first two terims describing the ruling element and physical
features of the land respectively we find no fault, but the
latter, 1f area, race, and population mean anything, conveys
quite an erroneous idea, for there is a sense in which Tibet

might be called ‘‘the great open lJand.’’ A few words of
explanation will make my meaning clear. In the region west

of Szechuan and Kansuh, between 80 and 103 East, are
innumerable semi-independent tribes who speak the Tibetan
language in some form and are adherents of a religious system
commonly called Lamaism, of which the Dalat Lama is the

spiritual head. In theory, however, both by conquest and
Tibetan solicitation China has assumed direct or indirect responsibility in the non-Chinese regtons beyond the western bound-

aries, and for centuries her aim has been to absorb into one
great amalgam the turbulent tribesmen of Central Asia, and
the differing degrees of influence exercised are but different
stages towards the consummation of her ancient ideal. For
instance, anywhere between Song-p‘an and Batang the following political conditions may be noted :
A. Territory under semi-independent Lamas and chiefs
amenable to the Dalai Lama, who is the direct temporal as

well as the spiritual head. These divisions we take the
liberty of calling the Pontifical States, and they as a whole
constitute a true dependency. China in this region is a suzerain
power, and her supposed authority, since 1793 A.D. at least, is

vested in her two Imperial residents who reside in Lhasa. It
is quite correct to say that this portion of Tibet is closed, not

only by the wish of Chinese and Tibetans, but also by a
treaty with certain European powers (May, 1910).

B. But this is only a portion of Tibet: regions in area
equalling and in population excelling the Pontifical States and
inhabited by Tibetan and cognate tribes have been for many
years open lands. These may be called the provincial dependencies. Quasi-independent they have hereditary rulers, who
at stated periods pay tribute in the national, as well as provincial capitals. They are, however, in a large measure influenced
by the Dalai and his Lhasa trained Lamas, The provinces

of Kansuh, Szechuan and Yunnan include a large number
of such states in their respective vice-royalties.

C. stil further East are smaller states with hereditary
rulers possessing some semblance of independence, who are
directly controlled (a) by the princes mentioned above, or (b)
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Chinese colonial prefects aud even ordinary provincial officials
in border centres.

D. Finally there 1s a considerable bi-linguous element,
completely absorbed, which comes under the ordinary officials

of the province, and whose privileges differ in no way from
pure Chinese.

It is difficult to believe that Tibet has ever existed for any
leneth of time as an independent self-governing nation, and
her warmest iriends, unless they are blind to pronounced racial
characteristics, could hardly anticipate such a development in
the future. From the earliest tumes Tibet has benefitted by
Chinese civilization and political influence. Betore the seventh
century A.D. hordes of semi-independent savages worked their
will, unhanipered by moral law or civilized usage, and it was
not until a royal princess of China became the dominant Queen
of Lhasa that ideas of law, order and a united Tibet began to
affect the wild princes on ‘‘the roof of the world.’’ About the
same time also the philosophical system of Gautama, with
important modifications, began the last of its many conquests.
Centuries of activity passed, and we find China, who in the
inter-reenum had suffered much from her turbulent neighbours,

in the thirteenth century claiming privileges in Tibet of a
rather important nature. But the influence, whatever it was,
waued, and a notorious hierarchy, the child of China, assumed
vast proportions, and not only ignored foreign influence but
drained to the dregs the wealth, morality and population of the
unfortunate country. About 1720 A.D. we find China, owing to
dangerous, inter-necine war, again controlling Tibetan politics,
and friends can only say that Tibet’s great misfortune lay in
the fact that the influence was partial and the conquest incomplete. To-day one may see how more fortunate Hsifan and
Tibetan tribes, who came within the vice-royalty of Szechuan,
have been permanently benefitted, whilst it 1s patent to the
unbiassed traveller that priestly bigotry and native injustice in

the less subdued regions are utterly opposed to individual
happiness or future progress. The belief is now general that
China once again intends to make Tibetans everywhere amen-

able to her laws and civilization, and if she 1s successful the
missionary may well consider her the handmaid of God. A
condensed account of her work during the last decade in the
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ezechuan marches will explain what 1s meant. Some years
avo widespread rebellion, gathered in Llasa, threatened the
shadowy supremacy of H. M. Kuang Hsti in states supposed to
be unquestionably loyal. But, as might have been expected,

the rebellion was blotted out with stern reprisals. Many
mourned the downfall of independent princes and the destruction of beautiful lamaseries, but it was the physic which was
to make the sick Tibetan well. Indeed those who are in a
position to compare conditions before and after the subjugation
can only marvel at what has followed.

Formerly regions through which the writer’s passports
guaranteed the protection of China, swarmed with robbers and
truculent laymen. Lamas not only made their own demands,
but subsidised the brigands and terrorised the Chinese merchants and ignored or insulted the Imperial officials.

The education of the children was in their hands, a fact
that was not conducive to loyalty or mental development. A
conimunity of non-producers, these dim lights were largely
supported by the patient and hard working layman. Then in
Batang, Litang and other places, principal and secondary
native princes, besides the army of Chinese officials, soidiers,
and couriers, draw their stipends and provisions largely or
in part from the money bags or granaries of the oppressed
Tibetan. The sympathetic European might guess, but it was
his poor heart alone that knew, the bitterness of the terribly
severe taxation. Now the native prince is a myth of the past,
and the Lama 1s either impotent or ousted altogether. ‘The

taxes are at present not only greatly reduced, but clearly
defined, and the tyranny and injustice exercised by the Chinese
lay community in the old days is sternly prohibited. A trebel-

lion now would be unpopular and unreasonable. China is
earnestly concerned about the education of the Tibetans.
Formerly the anti-Chinese Lama was the oracle, now he is
requested to give undivided attention to his religious exercises.

And it is an open secret that he is only endured on condition
that his conduct 1s good and his attitude to the government
loyal. Schools have been set up in all the important centres, and
experienced Chinese teachers give instruction in the Tibetan
language as well as their own; even the lamasery students

being required to spend half their time in the government
institutions. In this way we may see how the Tibetan mind
will be enlightened and an excellent antidote provided against
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the absurdities of the Lhasa curriculum.
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China, too, 1s encour-

aging small lamaseries, the abbots of which are very often
pure Chinese. Is it possible, then, that the future is about to
give us an enlightened Tibetan, fairly well versed in his own
and Chinese literature ? China, too, 1s establishing trade centres

which will certainly be conducive to a higher civilization, and
in conjunction with these centres she has not only been making

good roads, but keeping them tolerably free trom brigands. |
One development seems of tremendous importance ; for instance,

the elusive nomad was formally unhampered by law or conscience, and his possibilities of evil were immense. His chief,
in theory responsible for his depredation, was, as a rule, quite
as elusive as his subject. It is hardly to be wondered, then, that

the missionary was inclined to view the large nomadic population as an element beyond his sphere of influence, and consequently confined his attention to relatively unimportant valley

populations. But proclamations are out now which may
change all this. It is probable that independent sub-prefectures

are about to be established in the high and unproductive
plateaux.

This means that the hitherto unknown nomad dis-

tricts will be directly under the control of Chinese officials.
In some districts also proclamations inform the Chinese and.
Tibetans that business of all kinds must be confined to such
centres.

The most enthusiastic missionary could hardly suggest a better way of reaching the unstable, or unconventional

nomad. And as if to further facilitate good government on
“the roof of the world,’’ the nomad must, perforce, accept
carefully selected Chinese names! !

Again, with one or two exceptions, we have nothing but
praise for H. E. Chao’s attitude towards the complicated im-

morality in the marches. It is of course quite true that
thousands of Tibetan women are living with Chinese soldiers,

merchants, oficials and others, but one who has been in
British, German, Portuguese and Dutch colonies, sees nothing

to marvel at in this except that H. E. the Warden has given
snstructions that soldiers and colonists so united must remain

with their Tibetan wives and families! It 1s by no means
exceptional therefore to find time-expired soldiers paying the
penalty of an early infatuation and incidentally becoming part
of the great unit which is being formed in the marches. This
seems both an original, and probably an effective, method of
discountenancing the obnoxious temporary marriages, formerly
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so common, and a solution of a vexed problem in the missionary’s mind. One of the most bewildering customs in Tibet 1s

polyandry, which some have been inclined to think 1s a
gia non of the high and unproductive plateaux. But whatever the Tibetan may think of it, if the Chinese arms and
diplomacy succeed, the future will probably only refer to polyandry as an ethnolocical curiosity. The Chinaman may be, in
practice, far from immaculate, but he undoubtedly sets a high
value on female virtue, and we have no doubt that the character
of the impudent Tibetan women must be considerably modified
by stringent regulations regarding dress and practices generally,
in which the question of decency is involved.

It will be evident, then, that in our opiniou the hope of
Tibet, humanly speaking, is dependent on the immediate ascend-

ency of China and the consequent absorption, complete or
partial, of the conquered by the conquering race. In any case,
whether our conclusions in this matter will bear the test of the
future, it is certainly only possible at present to evangelise or
even enter Tibet as China conquers.

Hil.

The scope and opportunity for mission work in tonChinese (that is Tibetan and Hsifan) regions west of Szechuan

proper have always been considerable, but little has been
The Catholic missionaries, men of great ability,
extraordinary devotion, and half a century of experience, have
accomplished.

suffered much, but their results also are unimportant. And
the decade or so of Protestant endeavour is not one of the
bright pages of missionary history. So far the missionaries
have worked from Chinese centres towards the purely Tibetan
districts, where religious fanaticism and deplorable ignotance

have been apparently insuperable barriers to the religion of
Jesus. In other words we have been frustrated by the fact
that Tibetan (native) influence has predominated over Chinese

law and ethics. Of the physical difficulties the following
experience of the writer will give an illustration. Lately the
town of Litang, 14,000 ft. above sea level, has been opened
tentatively. Lo reach it from Batang five days must be spent
on altitudes considerably over 14,000 feet ; while three passes,
at least over 16,000 feet, must be crossed. The region around
this town is a treeless, unproductive plain ; the houses are low,
filthy and insanitary, and the common fuel is cow manure. It
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is unlikely that any foreigner will risk living there permanently,
and even Chinese evangelists will probably be changed after
three months’ residence. Still it is our intention to occupy

Litang, as it is both a religious and commercial centre of
importance. And it is also a fact that the difficulties experienced at Litang will apply to almost all the nomadic centres,

As the lower towns suitable for permanent habitation are
comparatively few, even after China has done her best to
prepare the way, it is a question of great importance that the
physical and mental qualifications of the missionary and his
native assistants be taken into consideration by the Boards
interested before appointing candidates to such an exceptional field.

But there are other possibilities in the marches. We
refer particularly to districts thickly populated with nonChinese peoples, more accessible than the Tibetan ones just
described, and where China, ages ago, accomplished what she
is hoping to do in Litang, Derge, Batang, Ch‘ando and even-

tually the Pontifical States. This region, comprising the extensive and moderately elevated territory between Sung-p‘an
and Ta-tsien-lu, has a settled population greater than we could
expect on the elevated plateaux of the interior. The country,
on the whole, is open to the Chinese and foreigner, and the
people, probably half a million, are Tibetan Buddhists. But
although Chinese and Tibetan languages are common and
sufficient for ordinary purposes, their native tongue is a strange

dialect of unknown origin. ‘The lamasaries are numerous and

relatively small, but the Lamas, even those born on the
confines of China Proper, are all educated in Lhasa.

So what-

ever the people may have been originally, to all intents and
purposes they are Tibetan now, and ‘‘if they do not get the
sympathy of the church on their own merits, they should have
some consideration on account of their Tibetan athmnities,
In our judgment the church is blameworthy. Good men and
women have prayed daily for Tibet, but while they have been
praying, considerably more Tibetan and kindred country has
been opened than the church is prepared to occupy. Indeed
one sometimes wonders if much of the interest in Tibet is not
the outcome of the romance and mystery caused by natural and

artificial barriers rather than a real interest in the Tibetan
people.”’ Every Tibetan missionary feels the need of capable,
consecrated Tibetans or halfcastes who could assist the Euro-
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pean in diffusing the Gospel. And we sometimes think that
if the proper prominence had been given to “‘open ’’ unevangelized Tibet within the western vice-royalties the needed body
of natives would long ago have been prepared. And what

an invaluable aid they would have been in preaching,
teaching, and translating literature! At present the open
field is quite insufficiently manned by Europeans and Chinese,
and consequently the evangelistic work in Tibetan centres is
largely limited to the inland Chinese, concubines of the same,

and the half-caste progeny. The Tibetan element affected
consists mainly of missionary servants and local ‘Tibetans who
have been benefitted, or wish to be benefitted, by the foreigner.

At the same titne there is little dowbt in our minds that

medical, educational, industrial, literary and pastoral work
could all be prosecuted with success in at least a dozen new
centres.

literature.

There is alsoa crying need for simple well printed
The itinerant missionary should now be prepared to

perineate the land with the knowledge of the Christian ideas
of God, sin, and salvation ; for while there never was a land

where the difficulties of travel is so great, there probably
never was a land where wide itineration would be so valuable,
and we believe there never was a time when the opportunities
for itineration are so favourable. Apart from the great preparatory work which will be done by the itinerant missionary,

the centralised work will just as truly require his attention;
for in lands like Tibet, where the centres are comparatively
small and widely removed by / and mountains, the only way
to work them is to plant native teachers in strategic places,
as Chalmers and others did in New Guinea. But unless constant and sympathetic supervision is demanded by the Boards
interested, grave immoral lapses, indifference to Tibetans and
financial complications will inevitably follow. ‘The Christian
world should realize that the Chinese Christian of one genera-

tion, if left to himself, must in time, some way or other,
succumb to the tainted atmosphere of a Tibetan settlement. I
know of no exceptions,

We do not hesitate to say that the region comprising the
Pontifical States is closed. The requirements of the ‘‘open”?

portion, however, may be definitely stated.. At present the
tributary regions within the vice-royalties of the western
provinces are gaining the attention of four missions: the

international Missionary Alliance in Kansuh, the Church
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Missionary Society, China Inland Mission, and Foreign Chris-

tian Mission in Szechuan. This is, however, we venture to
Say, quite inadequate.

At present stations could and should

be opened in Sung-pan for Tibetans; for Hsi-fan in Tsa-kulao, Muh-ping, Meo-kong and Hsii-ch‘ing; and again, for
Tibetans in Ho-keo, Litang, Tao-pa and Hsiang-cheng. In
Yuin-nan at least Chong-tien aud A-tuen-tsi are worthy of
attention, both on account of population and their strategic
positions. Apart from these entirely new centres foreigners
should be in training for Tibetan and Hsi-fan work around
Ta-tsien-lu, Dawo, Kanzé and Dergé; the north-west also
requires new stations, and probably three more may, within the
decade, be opened between Batang and Chando. This would
leave the need of the opened or opening Szechuan marches at
about 30 foreign missionaries and 60 native helpers.

iV.
About the future we can only hope. The outcome of
missionary work in ‘Tibet is a subject on which one might with
profit refrain from dogmatizing. Even granting that China is
successful in her programme of re-conquest, and supposing
that the church acquits herself sanely and honourably in her

Tibetan programme, the problem of the Tibetan people still
remains. Christianity nowhere guarantees to give an equal
cranial capacity or social efficiency to races differing widely as

regards Opportunities and gifts, and history 1s ready with
examples of so called success and failure. Mission work in
New Zealand, for example, in less than a century produced an
efficient respected element in the dominion’s population from
treacherous Maori cannibals. It is interesting to note by the way

that one of them has lately been the acting premier of his

native land. On the other hand, not a thousand miles distant
are the Australian negroes who, notwithstanding the most consecrated efforts, have not, as a race, been affected beneficially
by Christians and Christianity. The Tibetans, unless lost in
the conquering race, may furnish a similar example, but even

then it would not be failure, for the aim of Christianity,
heart change in individuals, may still, as in the case of the
Australian blacks, be recorded in thousands, perhaps myriads.

At present this much 3s certain: China is giving the
missionary body the great opportunity of doing all that can be
done tor Tibet, but the Christian world is ail behind in taking
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advantage of the opportunities offered. It may be a great
honour in the sight of men to be the first to reside in the closed
regions permanently, but in the sight of God it might be more
to the point to evangelize regions wide open where there are
peoples amenable to Christian teaching.

A Vast Unoccupied Field—An Appeal for
Indo-China
BY REV. J. H. FREEMAN, CHIENGMAI, SIAM.

or lessunderstood,
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With the possible exception of the Soudan, I doubt

whether there 1s anywhere in the world so large, continuous,
and well populated an area wholly untouched by Protestant

missionary effort as in French Indo-Chima and that part of
China that is, so far as races and languages are concerned, one
with Indo-China.

Fourteen years of missionary service among a kindred
people in Northern Siam (Laos Mission of the Presbyterian
Church U. S$. A.) had prepared the writer to make good use of
his time during two months which he recently spent in Tonkin

and Southern China. His familiarity with the Tai speech,
which in its various dialects is in use through most of this
territory by a considerable section of the inhabitants, gave
him a key to conditions there that has not always been at the
command of those who have written on Indo-China. The Tai
is the one language, or group of languages if you will, that is
spoken in almost every part of the area we are considering, but

usually the people with whom the writer talked had never
heard a foreigner who could speak their tongue. Yet save for
the unfriendly attitude, or open opposition, of the French
government to missionary effort, the whole country is open to
one who speaks the language of the people and deals with
them kindly and courteously.
Let me say first that in speaking of Indo-China I do not
include Burma west of the Salween. Both races and history
there are measurably distinct. Hast of that river the peoples
of Indo-China are mainly four : the Annamese, the Cambodians,
the Hill Tribes, and the Tai or Shan peoples. It 1s among
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these last that my life-work 1s being done, and it was to study
them as they are found in Tonkin and Southern China that my

journey was undertaken. Incidentally I saw much of the
other three, and shall speak of them briefly in their relation
to tnissions.

1. The Axxzamese occupy the deltas of the Red and Cambodia Rivers and a narrow strip of coast-line a thousand miles

in length between the mouths of these two mighty streams.
The area they occupy is not large, but it 1s more densely

populated than any other portion of the peninsula. The
French authorities estimate their numbers at eighteen millions.
There are local variations of speech from Hanoi in the north

and Hue in the centre to Saigon in the extreme south, but
they are still one people, with a fairly reliable history reaching
back nearly 2,000 years, Their language is written both in the
Chinese character and in Romanized script, and a large part of
the men can read. The Roman Catholic church has been at
work among them for two hundred years, and claims 800,000
adherents, but, save a little work by colporteurs of the British
and Poreign Bible Society, no Protestant work of any sort has
been done among them—eighteen millions and no missionary !
A courteous, hospitable, kindly people, ready to purchase and
read Christian literature, entirely open to missionary effort,
they demand our attention.
2. The Cambodians lying between the Annamese on the
east and the Siamese on the west are now under French rule,
but their relations with the Siamese in the past have been close
and long continued. The Siamese language differs from other
Tai forms of speech largely by admixture of Cambodian words,
and most of the Cambodians speak more or less Siamese,
However, the Cambodians are not Tai, but a distinct race with
a speech and written character of their own. They probably
number jess than two million. No Protestant missionary work
has been done among them and but httle by the Catholics.
As Christian work progresses among the Siamese, they ought
to evangelize these their next door neighbors.

3, The “zll Tribes of Indo-China consist partly of the
aborigines who were driven into the hills by the Tai invasion
nearly 2,000 years ago, partly of tribes who have come in more
recently. Their languages are legion, but are said to be mainly

of the same general character. All are without a written
character. They number altogether far less than a million,
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divided into many distinct tribes, of whom the Kah Mdok
in French Laos, said to number 100,000, are probably the
most numerous. So far as I ain aware no work has been
done among them by the Catholics, and by Protestants only

for the Moo Suh, by the Baptists in the Shan States, and
by the Presbyterians for the Kah Mook in French territory. The latter has been so interfered with by the French
that there has been little growth, only a most promising
beginning.

4. The Zaz or Shan Races.—The Stamese are the best
known, but by no means the most typical of the Tai peoples.
The Laos of Northern Siam and the Lao and Tai Dum (Black
Tat) of French territory are more typical. The same race and
speecl: occupy most of Tonkin outside the delta of the Red
River, and are to be found in all parts of Kwangsi and K weichan provinces in China, as well as in many parts of Yunnan
and Kwangtung provinces and on the island of Hainan. In

his recent journey the writer made a vocabulary of four
hundred words belonging to farin and home life, and of these
by actual count five words in six (335 out of 402) were readily
identified with words in every-day use in Chieng Mai, nearly a

thousand miles away to the south and west. These words
represent the dialect of the Thos and Nawng, who number
(French government estimate) 200,000 on each side of the
Tonkin-Kwangsi border, or 400,000 in all. They have no
written character. They are not Buddhists and lack the reltgious and polite vocabulary of the Southern and Western Tal,

still, 3¢ was not difficult to converse with them in regard to
farm and market, the home and the chase. Farther east I
saw some of the Chawng people who form the bulk of the
population throughout Northern Kwangsi and parts of Kwelchan.

They did not seem to me to differ much from the Thos,
save that those I saw used more Cantonese words. -This is
probably not true where, as in Northern Kwangsi, they form
the bulk of the population. In fact, vocabularies I have seen,
taken in Kweichau province, would indicate this. To make 3
long story short the original home of the Tai race in China's
southern provinces is still the home of a very considerable part
of that people. Throughout Kwangsi and Kweichau, in the
island of Hainan aud tu some other parts of Kwangtuiug, 11
Eastern and Western (but not central) Yunnan, they form a
large part of the population ; Romau Catholic writers say oue-
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half.

Call 1t one-fourth, and yon still have five millions of the
Tai in Southern China, and for these as for the two millions of

those in French territory, no Protestant missionary work in
their own tongue (with exceptions of which I will presently
speak) has yet been attempted. There is a very successful
work among the Meos and promising beginnings among the
Lolos, but among the Tai, far more numerous than either,
practically none. Again, very few of them have been reached
through work in the Chinese dialects, or by the Catholics.
The political boundary between Tonkin and China makes no
racial division. -All Stam, French Laos and Tonkin, the Shan
States of Burma and China’s four southern provinces are alike

Tat territory. The six to eight millions of Siam and the half
million or more in Burma are measurably within the reach of
the Presbyterians in Siam and of the Baptists in Burma. But

at least two tillions in French and five millions in Chinese
territory are beyond the reach of present organized mission

work.

Adding eighteen million Annamese, two million Caim-

bodians and a million ‘‘ Hill Tribes,’? we reach a total of
twenty-eight millions in continuous and fairly well-populated
areas at present wholly untouched by Protestant effort in ther
own tongtte. These figures may not be correct 1m detail, but
where will you find an equal number of people approaching
these in intelligence yet beyond the reach of any present
missionary effort ?

I have said that a little work is already being done. TSst.
At Song Khon, on the lower Mekong, there 1s a single station

of the Swiss church with two iissionaries and perhaps
fifty adherents. They are at work among the Tai Lao. and. Mr.

Clark, of the China Inland Mission 1n Kweichau, 50 miles to
the north, has studied the Chawng dialect there and translated
Matthew, printing it ina Romanized character. His ordinary
work is in the Mandarin, but he has baptized a few of these Tai
people—four 1 think. It is utterly impossible to represent the
Tai speech im Romanized. I presume that ts a reason for the
present slight results of his efforts. Whether it prove wise in
the end to prepare a literature in Tai character or not, a missionary familiar with the Janguage and character of tlie literate Tai
farther south, would have a very great advantage in acquiring
the Tai dialects in China. 3rd. A Scandinavian mission work-

ing in a district south of the city of Canton (500 miles from
the last) has begun work among the Tai there. 4th. Although
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the Tai districts of China have less missionaries, even proportionally, than the more densely populated areas of the empire,
yet in several districts a small uumber of adherents are found
among the Tai who speak Cantonese, notably in Lungchow
and Nanning (Kwangsi). But it is just those missionaries who

are closest in contact with the Tai who realize how fruitless
effort for this greatest of the non-Chinese races in South China

is likely to be unless it be through the medium of their own
tongue. Is it not possible that God has delayed effort for this
race in China till a concerted aud intelligent effort, based on a
knowledge of the language and written character in use among
the Tai in Siam, could be begun ?
The Annamese are wholly under French rule; diplomatic
pressure may be necessary ere the door shall open wide for

work among their teeming millions; yet that door too shal!
Opel. But in Southern China, in districts where work for
Otuer races is already in progress, is a wide open door among
a most kindly people, deemed difficult of access only because
they hold aloof from whatever comes to them in the language
or garb of the Chinese, their enemies and oppressors for two

thousand years. Through the millions of Tai in China the
door inay soon be opened to other unreached inillions in
French territory. The key to all may be the Tai language
and the Laos character, in which that language is already
written and printed for the millions of Siam, Burma and
Western Yunnan.

In such a systematic effort the Presbyterian

Church and its missionaries, who are familiar with the Tai
language, must be tn the van, but the task is too large for one
ehurch. They should seek and receive the hearty codperation

of all agencies already at work in South China, or in those
parts of it where the Tai are a considerable part of the popula-

tion. But in whatever way, and by whatever agencies the
problem may best be solved, let us not forget to count Indo-

China and Southern China with its 25 to 30 millions of
unevangelized Annamese, Tai, Cambodians and Hill Tribes,

one of the great ‘‘unoccupied fields.’’ For it the church
is bound to pray, to labor, and wisely, unitedly, prayerfully
to plan :

‘Till the kingdoms of this world become the kingdoms of
our Lord and of His Christ.’
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Report of the Proceedings of the World Missionary
Conference in Edinburgh
From June 13th to 23rd.
BY REV. W. NELSON BITTON.

HE long talked of Edinburgh Conference is at last a fact.

“| "Since the evening of Monday, June 13¢h, Edin

has been full of delegates representing missionary
societies, not only from their headquarters in London, New
York, or Boston, but also from the feld of work. It is true
that the greater proportion of representation was allotted to tlte

home end of missionary enterprise, but it should in fairness
also be acknowledged that preference has been largely given
during the proceedings of the Conference to the men and women
from the field. The workers have largely held the platformn.

The Lord Provost of Edinburgh gave a reception to the
delegates on the Monday evening, and this brought together
a remarkable assembly of Edinburgh residents, civic fathers
and their friends, and men and women from all the nations of
the world. The flowing robes of a Chinese delegate attracted
a good deal of attention as did the venerable appearance of the
most distinguished of the Hindu representatives. Japanese
scholars, representing educational and church work in Japan,
were found with representatives from Korea, Siam, and Negro

delegates from South America and the Sonthern States of
America. The assemblage was a remarkable testimony to the
advancing conquest of the kingdom of Christ upon the earth.

Although the crush at this gathering was immense many
delegates were not present, for Tuesday morning found them

arriving in battalions from the south. Many of those who
had come from the mission fields had a heavy task before
them in the perusal of the reports of the Commissions.
Readers in China will know that for the last year and a half
special Commissions have been gathering information concern-

ing phases of missionary work from all over the held.

Tlie

personnel of these Comumissions has been un:que in the history
of Christian enterprise. High Anglican bishops have joined

hands with strict Baptists and non-Conformist laymen to
procure the latest information and to draw conclusions regarding missionary work. No considerable section of missionary
work outside the Roman and Greek Commissions has been
unrepresented, although it was felt by many that more good

might have been accomplished had it been possible to find
room. for more representatives of the indigenous milssion
church in certain of the more advanced fields.

The Proceedings of the World Missionary Conference

The meetings of the Conference proper were held in the

United Free Church Assembly Hall. As an auditorium the

Assembly Hall is almost perfect, and the suites of rooms adjoining the hall, which were placed at the disposal of the Couference, made for the perfection of comfort and convenience.

The greatest of credit is due to the Rev. J. H. Oldhain and
his fellow-workers in their provision for the needs of this gather-

ing.. Edinburgh has offered hospitality in a most maguanImots styie; it would have been tmpossible for our hosts to
have done more. The city of Edinburgh, too, lends itself to
gatherings of this kind. The central situation of its public
buildings has made it possible for as many as tliree publte
meetings of considerably more than 1,000 each to be held
Simitaneously.
While the official meetings were being held in the Assembly Hall the adjoining Synod Halli has been the scene of meetings for non-official delegates, where the subjects which have
been under discussion at the centre have in turn been spoken

upon by well-known missionary leaders. The Established
Church has also lent the use of the Tolbooth Assembly Hall
for evening public meetings. Tt has been estimated that as
many as 6,0c0 people have at one time been listening to addresses on missiouary topics in the city, Moreover conucurrent
meetings on the same subjects, addressed by delegates from
Edinburgh, have also been carried on in Glasgow.

At mid-day on. Tuesday, the 15th June, a service for

delegates was held in St. Giles’ Cathedral, conducted by Dr.
Norman Macleod and others, and the sermon was preached by

Dr. Wallace Williamson upon the topic ‘‘The Field is the
World. Dr. Williamson compared the Conference with the
great Chureh Councils of the past, which were often the scenes
of strife and disorder. lus Couference, however, had met tn

aunique fashion under a veritable truce of God for the practical purposes of the Kingdom.

In the afternoon a business meeting, which was the first
oficial meeting of the Conference, was held in the Assembly
Hall. The labours of Mr. J. R. Mott were recognised in his

A
similar honour was paid to Mr. J. H. Oldham in his appointappointment as chairman of the Conference in Committee.

nent as Conference secretary. A tew formal resolutions were
adopted. Rules of Procedure were accepted, aud tlie assembly
speedily dismissed.

At five oclock in the afternoon a convocation of the

Edinburgh University was held, and a number of honorary
degrees were conferred upon some of the distinguished members

of the Conference. Principal Sir William ‘Turner presided

over a crowded gathering in the great MacEwan Hall. The
meeting was most enthusiastic in its reception of those who
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were presented for university honours.
of the recipients :—

The following is a list

HON, DD. DEGREE.

The Rev. K. C. Chatterji, India,

The Rev. W. D. Mackenzie, D.D., President Hartford Theo. Sem., U. S. A.
The Rev. F. L. Hawks Pott, D.D., St. John’s College, Shanghai,
Pastor Julius Richter, D.th., Germany.
The Rev, Canon C. H. Robinson, M.A., Editorial Sec., S. P. G.. London.
Robert E. Speer. M.A, resbyterian Boar! of Foreign Mission~, U. S. A.
The Rev, R. Wardiaw Thompson, D D., Secretary, London Miss. Soc.
Herr J. Warneck, Inspector of Missions, Barmen, Germany.
HON, LI..P. DEGREE.

His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury.
General James A. Leaver.
President Harada, Doshisha College, Kyoto, Japan.
The Hon. Seth Low, U.S. A.
Professor C. Meinhof, D.D., Germany.
John R. Mott, Esq., U.S. A.

The Archbishop of Canterbury, as an Edinburgh-born
mat, received a great ovation, but this paled before the volume
of cheers which greeted John Mott when he came forward to
receive his degree. Sir William Turner said that he desired,
as this was an wuprecedented occasion, to break through precedent, and he called upon several of the newly made doctors for
short speechies. Perhaps the most graceful of the speakers was
Principal Harada, of the Doshisha, Japan. He acknowledged

the debt which Japan owed to the great tnen of Scotland’s
intellectual history and spoke of the work which they had
done to cement the sympathies of Asia and Europe. The
Principal, therefore, presumed that the honour which had been

given him was another expression of Scotland’s attempt to
bridge the gulf between the East and the West. The Hon.
Seth Low, Professor Meinhof, and Dr. Mott, together with the
Archbishop of Canterbury, also spoke.

It was a tremendous gathering which Lord Balfour, of

Burleigh, presided over in the Assembly Hall at 8 o’clock in the
evening, aud when the chairman announced to the meeting
that he had in his hand a message from the King the feeling of
expectation rose high. After the message had been read the
delegates joined in the singing of the national anthein. Lord
Balfour then proceeded to welcome the Conference and spoke of
its representative nature and its probable influence on the work
of the Christian church. In his concluding sentence he said :

‘The hope has sprung up in my mind that unity, if it begins

in the mission field, will not find its ending there.’’ The
Archbishop of Canterbury was then called upon to address

the meeting. With effective deliberation and obviously of
purposed intent he began, ‘‘Fellow-workers in the Church
Militant, the Society of Christ on Earth.”’

He then addressed

himself to the topic of ‘‘The Central Place of Missionary
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Work.

He concluded by stating it as his belief that when
men realised what the duty of the church was in regard to
Christian missions, and when missions held the central place in

the church’s life, it might well be that of some of them in that
hall it should be true that ‘‘ there be some standing here to-night
who shall not taste of death till they see here on earth, in a way
we know not now, the kingdom of God come with power.”’
Mr. Robert Speer then delivered an eloquent address on

‘Christ, the Leader of the Missionary Work of the Church.”
On Wednesday morning, the 16th June, the Conference
met to consider the report presented by the Coummission dealing

with the evangelization of the non-Christian world. Of this
Commission Mr. Mott was chairman. He therefore vacated
the chair, which was taken by Sir Andrew Fraser, and himself
introduced the topic. In a very fine speech marked by Mr.
Mott’s well known lucidity and comprehensiveness he drew
attention to the present opportunity in the heathen world,
the need for concerted planuing and united action, and the
possibility of signal and iminediate accomplishinent that lay

before the Christian church. There were many excellent
speeches delivered during the day. From Japan we heard

through Dr. 1, D. Davis and the Rev. Chiba; from China the
speakers were Bishop Bashford, who drew attention to the
opportunities which the present political situation had awakened, and Mr. Chang, of Shangha!, who urged that a few years’
tine might ond the situation entirely changed in China. Vir.

Bondheld spoke of the situation in Mongolia and urged a
consideration of its need. Mr. F. S. Brocktnan stated the
opportunity for work among Chinese students in foreign lands.
Bishop Roots emphasized the position of the Chinese worker
in evangelistic enterprise, and Mr. Hoste, of the C. I. M., called

for caution in the method of selecting men for the work of
preaching the Gospel. Campbell Gibson also spoke with effect.

From Korea the Hon. T. H. Yun aud also Dr. Moffett spoke
of the marvellous work and unique opportunity im that land.
From India addresses were given by the Rev. V. S. Azariah,
the representative of the Indian National Missionary Assoctation, who said that Indian missionaries, supported and controlled by the Indian church, were an nrgent need. Also by
Mr. G. S. Eddy and the Rev. C. H. Monshan, who stated that
in India they needed every native worker that all the money in
Christendom could provide. Mrs. Carus Wilson also spoke on
India. Emphasis was laid upon the problem of the Mohammedan world and startling information concerning the advance
of Islam and the need for aggressive work in Mohammedan
countries was specially stated. On this point Dr. Robson, Dr.

Karl Kumm, Rev. W. H. T. Gairdner, Dr. Zwemer, and Dr.
St. Clair ‘Tisdall also spoke.
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A word should be said here concerning the Report of the
Evangelisation Comunission. It is a considerable voluine and

undoubtedly states the case of the world’s need from the
Christian point of view as has never before been done. A
distinct step forward has been taken in the accomplisirment of
the enterprise in this comprehensive survey of the task itself.

At the evening meeting a magnificent address was

delivered to the assembly by Professor Paterson, of Edinburgh

University. He was followed by Dr. H. 8S. Coffin, of New
York, who gave a most impressive statement of Chiristian

idealism, which, coming from the source it did, lifted the tone
of the meeting to a very high point of spiritual fee.ing.

At the concurrent public meeting in the Tolbooth

Assembly Hall addresses were given ou the topic ‘' Christianity

or Isjam.’’

On Thursday morning, before the discussion upon the topic

of the day began, a letter of goodwill was read to the

Conference froin Mr. Roosevelt, and it is 1uteresting to note in

this connection that soon after the reading of this letter the
Hon. W. J. Bryan, who is a delegate to the Conference,
entered the Assembly and took a seat beside the chairman.

“Phe Church in the Mission Field’? was the subject of

discussion, and Dr. Campbell Gibson, of Swatow, chairman of
the Commission, introduced the topic. That Dr. Gibson was
dealing with a subject with which he is thoroughly acquainted
was evident from his speech. It is perhaps due to Dr. Gibson

and Dr. A. J. Brown, who followed with a masterly speech,
that the discussion on this day reached a very high level of
excellence. Delegates were heard from the leading mission

fields of the world, and speaker after speaker emphasised the
need for a greater freedom to be given to the churches in the
mission field and to the native leaders. Dr. Brown Said the
white man needs a new recognition of the rights and functions

of the native church in nou-Cliristian lands. Bishop Honda,
of Tokio, emphasised the necessity for the expression of the
national spirit through the Christian church. ‘Tf you do not
associate the national spirit with the church life,’’? he said,

‘you make but weak-kneed Christians’? Mr. Bitton, Mr.
Cheng Ching-yi, and Dr. H. ‘TT. Hodgkin referred to the subject

of nationalism in its bearing upon the aspirations oi the
church in China. Then followed a significant speech from
Bishop Gore, of Birmingham. The Bishop had heard with

full sympathy the demand that our denominationalisin should
cease in the mission field. ‘But,’ said he, ‘‘1f we are to
hand over the church in mission lands to the control of the
Christians there, we must do more than we have to define what
constitutes the church in its essential and Catholic features.’’
From India a forcible speech was heard from Bishop Robiuson,
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of the Methodist Episcopal Church, who emphasised the point

that it was a wise thing to pursue a policy of trust in
the uative worker even in regard to matters of financial
adininistration.

Bishop Roots spoke also upon the subject.

In the afternoon Bishop Brent was heard with much
sympathy in his plea for the church to lay its hand in early
youth upon promising young men aud women in order to
secure a spirit of consecration from early days for church
service.

The question of caste in its bearing upon church life

was discussed by some speakers and the serious topic of
polygamy advanced in the same connection. Lord William
Cecil urged the claim of higher education in connection with
the growth of the native church. The whole cause of seifgovernment in the churches of the misssion field was definitely
advanced by this day’s proceedings.

At the evening meeting the speakers were, Professor
Kennedv, who dealt with the Missions of the Early Christian
Church, and the Rev. W. H. Freer, superior of the Community
of the Resurrection, Mirfield, who spoke on Mediceval Missions.

The address of the latter was a remarkable and rather

provocative address which, however wrong headed it might be
considered, yet provided considerable field for serious thought.
On Friday the assembly gathered to discuss the important

question of the ‘‘Christianisation of Education in Relation to
the National Life,’’ and by far the most interesting speech of
the day came from the chairman of the Commission as he
introduced the subject. Bishop Gore has been a popular personage with the delegates, who do not fail to appreciate his
endeavour to express the sense of Christian brotherhood which
is his in the face of considerable practical difficulty.
It was a remarkable and may be a historic thing to hear
the Bishop say ‘‘that it seemed to him shocking that teachers
and pastors should have been so largely trained by the aid of
those symbols which have been found useful by denominations
in America and England. Documents like the 39 Articles and
the ‘Westminster Confession’ were full of controversy, were
partial, and did not belong to the universal substance of the
Chistian religion. It was needful to ask what belonged really
to the fundamental substance of the message of Christ.’’ The
remainder of Bishop Gore’s speech was a cogent summary of the
educational situation. As was natural in this discussion much was

heard of the situation in India. Sir Andrew Fraser paid a high
tribute to the work which had been done by Dr. Miller in India
and said there was a great cry throughout India for religious education. The call was to go forward. He supported the position
held by the British government in India. The Rev. J. P. Haythornthwaite, of Agra, Dr. MacKichin, of Bombay, the Rev. S.

S. Thomas, of Deihi, and Dr. R. A King, of Indore, spoke of
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the situation in India, Dr. Watson and others from Egypt ; a plea
was brought forward by the Rev. F. E. Hoskins for a university

under Christian direction in Syria, and then followed a very
fine address on the Position of Missionary Education and its

Bearing on the whole Educational Problem, by Protessor
Michael Sadler, of Manchester University. The West had yet to

learn how to unite intellectual force with tmoraland religious
fervour, and much might be learned from missionary experience
in this regard.

In the afternoon Prof. Moore, of Harvard, introduced the
subject of Education in China and Japan. The greater part
of his address was concerned with China.

He emphasized the

fact that nothing but codperation could produce efficiency,
and nothing short of efficiency could meet the need of China
in educational matters to-day. Dr. Hawks Pott pleaded that
education should be recognised as a missionary force for the
development not only of Christian pastors, but also of Christian
statesmen and merchants. The leaders were everything to
the China of to-day. Mr. R. J. Davidson, of Chengtu, spoke,
giving testimony to the value derived from codperation, and
Dr. Paul Bergen spoke of the Union Education Work in Shan-

ung.

death.’

His final advice was ‘hang on to union like grim

A characteristic and breezy speech from Dr. Main, of
Hanugchow, somewhat relieved the deep seriousness of the
proceedings as he pleaded for a greater recognition of the
usefulness of the Christian medical student. The day of small
things, he said, had gone ; 1t was no use sending ott now-a-days

aman to do medical work armed with a box of Holloway’s
pills and some ointment.
Great interest attached to the speech which was next de-

livered by the Hon. W. J. Bryan. Mr. Bryan had nothing
new to give his audience, but his expression of sympathy with
the educational work of missions was valtable. To him the
deep significance of the educational work of Christian missions

was the proof it gave that Christianity was not afraid of the
light, nor of intelligence, and also that it showed Christian

to be anxious to lift other nations out of darkness into
light. Mr. Ibuka, of Japan, said that it was needful to
strengthen Christian schools in Japan in order to enable them to
compete with government schools and pleaded for the establishinent of a worthy Christian university. Miss Dora Howard,
of Japan, following Prof. Clement, who caused some amusement by quoting the Japanese proverb, ‘ Better than argument
is a dumpling,’ stated that there was need to give a great deal

of attention to the girls of Japan and also to cultivate good
relations with the teachers in government schools since the
control of the children was largely in their hands. Dr. Gulick,
of Kyoto, also spoke, aud Bishop Gore brought the proceedings
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to a close. Thoroughness, better stafling, efficiency, and the
absolute need for codperation to produce this result, were the
watchwords of the day.

At the evening meeting papers were read upon the Missionary Enterprise from the Standpoint of Missionary Leaders

on the Continent. The speakers were Professor Mirbt, of
Germany; the Rev. H. Ussing, of Denmark, and Pastor Boegner,
of Paris. These papers were intensely interesting, revealing as

they did to many of the hearers a new field of missionary history. In the Tolbooth Assembly Halla packed audience listened to an address from Mr. W. J. Bryan. The most significant
phrase of Mr. Bryan’s address was that with which he opened,

when he said: ‘‘You owe me nothing for any contribution I
may be able to inake to this meeting.

ain so deeply indebted

to Christianity for whatever I am, or hope to be, that I can

never pay that debt, either here or elsewhere.’’ Then followed
an eloquent address upon ‘‘ Christian Missions and the Fruits of

the Tree.”

Perhaps no subject during the whole of the Conference has
attracted so much public attention as did that which dealt with

the relationship of the missionary propaganda to the nonChristian religions of the world. It is a striking illustration of
the ignorance of the average man in regard to missionary
enterprise that the fact disclosed by this report of a willingness

on the part of the missionary to study and to appreciate the

B00
public.non-Christian religions has surprised the general
On Saturday, before the consideration of the subject of the

day, the chairman of the Business Committee submitted the
reply which had been drawn up to the letter from His Majesty,

King George. After the adoption of this reply, Professor
Cairns, of Aberdeen, introduced the subject. He very aptly
likened the situation in the Christian world to-day to that
which confronted Israel in the days of the great prophets.
Then a spiritual and exclusive faith was brought face to face

with world problems, and prophecy was the endeavour of the
truly spiritual leaders of the day to meet the new conditions.
In this report one seemed to be looking into the workshop of
religious history, and the question arose, Was the church of today spiritually fit to meet the great emergency ?
In the discussion attention was first given to animistic

religions. It was stated with regard to Africa by several

speakers that sufficient attention had not been given to the
religious life of Africa. Dr. Jays remarked that it was impossible to come?to any right conclusion in regard to the
spiritual life of the African without years of careful first hand
study. The Rev. A. G. McAlpine drew attention to‘points of
correspondence between Christian and animistic religion which
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provided a basis for the Gospel appeal. Another speaker remarked that it was not more religion that the African needed,
but guidance in the way of truth. Dr. Warneck urged a more
thorough study of animism for the purpose of effective work.
The Rey. Ll. Lloyd, of Foochow, then spoke of the posi-

tion in China.

He thought that the fatherhood of God

appealed very strongly to the Chinese mind. China required,
he said, not a Gospel of peradventure, but the old Gospel from
the old Book preached in the old way. Mr. Lloyd, however,
did not carry his audience with him in the whole of this statement as the discussion showed. The general summing up was
that the old Gospel must be presented in a new and a better
Way. Very interesting was the sight of the Rev. Tong Kingen, standing there himself as a Chinese scholar and being the
only representative from China dressed in Chinese costume,
appealing for a deeper study of the Confucian doctrines.

“They

must,’’ he said, ‘‘have more educated Christian teaching in

their schools. It was not right that Christian scholarship
should be dependent upon Confucianism for literary instruction, ’’ Dr. Campbell Gibson, of Swatow, urged that China had
a great deal to contribute to the final statement of the Christian
faith. The news of divine forgiveness was a need of China.
One of the great difficulties, however, was the lack of a sufficient Christian terminology ; a sinner was a criminal. It is

our duty to take the Chinese back to the truths they have

almost forgotten and tell them that the Shang Ti of their forefathers is the God we worship, but must add to His attributes

all that is given in Christian revelation. The Confucian

theory of man’s self-sufficiency is one of the greatest obstacles to

Christian faith.

Dr. Arthur Smith said that in no land ts the

good so much the enemy of the best as in China.

Missionaries

had to face the fact that the Chinese found no difficulty in
accepting at one and the saine time three mutually contradictory propositions without any sense of inconsistency. Yet,
he urged, China had a primary and vital contribution to make

to the full truth of Christianity.

From Korea it was pointed out how changed conditions of
political and social life produced a new problem for Christian-

ity to deal with. The missionary had, therefore, to give to

those under his care the power to facé the problems of modern
life.
From Japan a very striking contribution to the day’s discussion was made. The Rev. Mr. Niven showed how steady
was the trend of Buddhism in Japan towards Christian methods,

and stated that Buddhist priests were studying the Bribie.

President Harada said that the chief thing in Japan which had
appealed to the religious sense was the doctrine of the love of

God. Then the character of Jesus Christ appealed to the
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best element in the Japanese heart. It was in line with the hero
worship of Japan. Christian life in the home was also a striking factor. Dificulties arose, however, in points of theology

and doctrine; the missionary must be quite frank as well as
sympathetic. It was needfni also to prove that patriotism was
consistent with a Christian Iltfe. Mr. Fisher, of the Japanese
Y. M. @. A., said that very few educated Japanese are now
adherents of the old faith, but it stil! formed the background
of thetr religious life. It was needful, therefore, to study the
faith which still controlled much of their life-purpose.
The relation of the missionary message to Islam came
next, Mr. Gairdner, of Cairo, said that in Mohammedan lands
we must insist upon the vital monotheism of Christianity.
What was needed was some healthy pre-Athanasianism in the
mission field. Missionaries needed a more thorough training
in order to give a more worthy statement of the fundamental!
position. Dr. Zwemer urged that the practical side of Mohammedan life should not be forgotten. The spread of modernisin
was going to increase the difficulties of the Christian message.
The knowledge of recent attacks upon Christianity had spread

throughout the near East. The Rev. Dr. Lepsius said that
modern intercourse had put an end to national isolation. He
did not fear the effect of a sane higher criticism since higher

criticism applied to the Moslem books would strike at their
very foundations. It would be a great mistake, however, to
accommodate Christianity to the Moslem point of view.

In the afternoon attention was drawn to the situation in

India. Speeches were heard fron several leading Indian

missionaries, and the Rey. G. E. Phillips, of Madras, spoke
of the crude preaching of Christianity as presented by many
Hindu preachers, and stated that often, when listening to some
of these men, he had felt that if he were a Hindu instead of a
Christian he would be inclined to throw stones at the speaker.

What was needed was a better knowledge and a fuller use

of the best thought to be found in Hinduism. Brother
Western, of Delhi, a picturesque figure dressed in monkish
garb and sandals of his order, spoke of the Hindu reforma-

tion now in progress. The relations of Christianity and

Hinduism might be very seriously altered and one effect of

the present movement in India might be an increase of

difficulty. The venerable Dr. Chatterji, of Bengal, speaking
as the only Hindu convert in the assembly, pleaded for a more
sympathetic treatment of the good in Hinduism. Ye said the
doctrine of vicarious punishment was an almost insuperable
difficulty to the Hindu mind. It had troubled him for years,
and was one of the chief hindrances to conversion. Dr. J. P.

Jones said that India was a land of thought and deeply

religious, and religion must be presented in a thoughtful way.
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Christ was popular in India as a life, but the system of
Christian doctrine had not prevailed. Dr. Mackichen urged
that the mind of India must be approached along the avenue
of its own thought. The metaphysical thought of India was
of the highest order, but lacking Christianity it had not reached

the highest conclusion. Professor MacHwan, of Edinburgh,
said that it must not be forgotten that there would always be
radical antagonism between Christianity and pagan faiths.
Christianity has to keepits hold on the world by the unswerving assertion of positive truth; such truths, for instance, as
those expressed in the Apostles’ Creed. Mr. Speer brought
the discussion to a close.

In the evening a public meeting in the Assembly Halli
was addressed by Bishop Bashford, of Peking, on behalf of the

Far East; by Mr. Gairduer, of Cairo, in reference to Mohammedan countries, and by Dr. Wardlaw Thompson, of London,
who dealt with Changes among Primitive and Backward Peoples.

On Sunday many of the delegates had duty in Edinburgh,

in Glasgow, and other adjoining places, but crowds were in
attendance at the special meetmgs which were held in Edinburgh, which were addressed by the Archbishop of York, by

Dr. R. F. Horton, by Mr. F. 8. Brockman, by the Hon. W.
J. Bryan, and other leading men. Lord Balfour took the
chair at the Archbishop of York’s meeting, which was also
addressed by the Hon. Seth Low and Professor Harada.
Monday brought us to a discussion of the relation between
the Missionary Enterprise and Government. Lord Balfour and

Mr. Seth Tow spoke in support of the report of the Commission. A great deal of attention was drawn to the position of
missionary affairs in Mohammedan lands, especially as affected

by the attitude of the British government towards missions in

Egypt, Nigeria, and the Soudan. It was stated again and
again that the influence of political life in these places inclined

steadily towards Mohammedanism. Similar criticism was
offered in regard to India, but Lord Reay, a former Indian
high official, speaking with expert knowledge, stated that it
was inevitable that the government should show evenhandedness to all religious classes of the community. He thought it

quite possible to do this without abating one jot of Christian
conviction.

Lord Reay’s speech made a deep impression.

A very effective contribution came from a Norwegian
delegate, the Rev. Dahle, of Madagascar. He gave some
practical hints, which were afterwards described by Lord
Balfour as the quintessence of common sense.

‘“Do not,’? he

said, ‘concern yourselves overmuch with officials, Do not
emphasize little things. Do not be hasty. Settle things if
possible on the spot; the farther they go, the more difficult
they are to settle. Do not permit individual action on the
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Go to the Consul only in the last resort.
Always presuppose good-will on the part of the official concerned, aud finally, let the Bible be your conscieuce.”’
part of missionaries.

Dr. C. C. Wang, a Chinese student, from Hongkong,
now studying in Edinburgh, stated the Chinese nationalist

position from the Chinese Christian point of view. The

more missionaries made use of their treaty rights 1n oppost-

tion to the will of the Chinese government, the weaker

their cause would become. [n the minds of many Chinese
missionary work was associated with the force of arms and
the derogation of China’s rights. Dr. Ross, of Manchuria,
emphasized the position taken up by Dr. Wang.

An interest-

ing speech was given by Herr Berner, who acts as private

counsellor to the German Colonial Government in missionary
affairs.

work of missionartes,’’ he said, ‘* should, as far

as possible, support the civilizing influence of governments.
Education and the formation of Christian character were points
to be urged.” Bishop Brent, of Manila, spoke of the Opium
situation in the Par East. He hoped that speedily attention
would be drawn to the increasing use of morphia and cocaine.
The Bishop believed that Great Britain was entirely sincere
in her endeavour to suppress the opium trade, and she would

move in the right direction. Dr. Harford drew attention to
the evils of the spirit trade in Africa, and justified the action
of Bishop Tugwell in his recent crusade. The Hon. W. J.

Bryan said that Christian nations must show their Christianity
in their relations with other nations, both in commerce and in
diplomacy and through the uprightness and character of their
representatives, He thought the time had come when international attention should be given to the liquor traffic, and the
problem of peace was one to which speedy attention must be
Piven, The Hon. Seth Low said, in summing up the morning

discussion, that he did not wish any impression to go forth
that the Commission were criticising the British government ;
far from that, the testimony they had received pointed to an
appreciation of all that the British government was doing to
help forward the catise of missions.

Mr. W. B. Sloan, of the C. 1. M., spoke of the matter of
indemnities, and referred to a recent Hunan indemnity which
had been refused by two missions and accepted by a third.
He thought it should be impossible for such a thing as this to

occur. Missions ought to stand by one another. Speeches
were heard on the Congo atrocities ; an especially interesting
speech in this connection being that of the Rev. R. Mayhoffer,
a Belgian mussionary. While much remained to be done it
was believed that better times were approaching for the Cougo.

Lord Balfour, in closing the discussion, said that what was

wecessary in convection witb a topic like this was a permanent
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representative committee, which could receive and sift evidence

and then authoritatively lay cases before the governments
If in the future he could be of any service to such
a body it would be a lasting joy to himself.
The Conference then gave an hour to the discussion ot
Christian literature ; the subject was introduced by the Rev. A.
R. Buckland, of the Religious Tract Society, who was followed
by Dr. Timothy Richard. Dr. Richard, however, was unable
to deliver more than half his speech, being called down by the
time limit. Other speakers were: Mr. Griswold, of India ; the
concerned.

Rev. H. F. Lafamm; the Rev. Edwin Graves, all of India;
the Rev. F. E. Hoskins, of Syria: the Rev. Gilbert Walshe,
of the C. L. S. for China, and the Rev. C. W. Jackson, of the
C. ZL. S. for India.

At the evening meeting, presided over by Lord Reay,
addresses were given on the ‘‘ Problem of Codperation between
Foreign and Native Workers.’’ Bishop Roots, of Hankow, urged

the need for a fuller recognition of Chinese leadership in the
councis of the church. A higher place must be provided for
leading Chinese workers. President Ibuka, of Japan, said
there must be full codperation between Mission Boards and
the native churches. This was needed for the development of

indigenous church life. The Rev. V. S. Azariah, of India,
while appreciating all that had been done for India, entered a
strong criticism against the racial and class distinctions which
operated in missionary circles 1n India. There was, he said,

a lack of frank intercourse in that country betweeen the
foreigner and the Hindu. Social intercourse was generally
impossible. Lord Reay, in concluding, asked Mr. Azariah
and those who with him represented churches in the mission
field to carry back a message of brotherly sympathy to their
fejlow-C hristians in these lands.

On Tuesday the Conference reached what was generally

recognised to be the crucial point in the proceedings. The
discussion was upon the Report of the Commission on Codperation and the Promotion of Unity. There had been considerable

criticism of this report among the delegates since it was felt
that it avoided the discussion of the real situation. The hindrances which lay in the accomplishment of unity were scarcely
referred to. In the discussion of the report, however, all this
was made good. At the outset Sir Andrew Fraser explained

that the Commission had definitely withheld from the report
all questions of an ecclesiastical nature.

What they had faced

was the fact that the great task which confronted. missions
could never be accomplished by a disunited Christendom.
Waste and overlapping, misguided activity, and want of effort
which arose from disunion were retarding the work of the
Lord.

This was lamentable and disastrous. China brought. its
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first measure of contribution to the discussion of the day.
With one consent the delegates pleaded for comity and codpera-

tion and union. Dr. Kilborn, from West China; the Rev. E.
W. Burt, of North China; Dr. Maxwell and Mr. Cheng Chingyl were at one in this. The jast speaker gripped the assem-

bly. Denominationalism, he said, had never interested the
Chinese mind. The Chinese had never understood it, could

not delight in it, though they often suffered from it. The
progress of federation had been a sweet delight to the Chinese
pastors. He hoped the Conference would take practical steps
to declare that it was the whole cause of Christ which missions
represented and not a small particular portion of it. Bishop

Brent very forcibly drew the attention of the assembly to the
isolation of the great Roman Catholic church. This was an
isolation, he said, not grand, but pitiful. Let them distinguish
between the Roman hierarchy and the great body of devout
Roman Christians. The Bishop said that he had passed through

his period of spiritual isolation and thanked God with all his
heart that those days had gone by for ever.

It was possible, he

thought, in some matters to codperate already with Roman
Let them be constructive and destructive in their
attitude, and where they had to fight, to fight like Christian
Catholics.

gentlemen.

Dr. Talbot, the Bishop of Southwark, in summing up the

discussion of the morning, had a most difficult task before him.
As a high Anglican, he could not fully approve of much which

had been advanced, and yet it was obvious to the assembly
that he was eminently desirous to avoid hindering the progress
of Christian union.
He, also, drew attention to the absence of Roman Catholics

and Greek churchmen from the assembly, and said it was
both ridiculous and wrong to ignore the fact that theirs was a

broken unity. He described the letter which had been
received by Mr. Silas M’Bee from the Roman Bishop of
Cremona, containing a message of Christian love and approving

of the Conference. This, said the Bishop of Southwark,
showed that the position was not hopeless.

He concluded by

stating his conviction that this assembly marked a step

forward in the problem of unity, out of which might come the
unity of God’s holy Catholic church. The following Resolutions were then presented for the appointment of a Continuation Committee of the Conference, and Sir Andrew Fraser

moved their adoption.
I. ‘‘ That a Continuation Committee of the World Missionary
Conference be appointed, international and representative in
character, to carry out, on the lines of the Conference itself | which
are interdenominational and do not involve the idea of organic
and ecclesiastical union|, the following duties :-—
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(1). To maintain in prominence the idea of the World Missionary Conference as a means of coordinating missionary work, of
laying sound lines for future development, and of generating and
claiming by corporate action fresh stores of spiritual force for the
evangelisation of the world.
(2). To finish any further investigations, or any formulation of

the results of investigations which may remain after the World

Missionary Conference is over, and may be referred to it.
(3). To consider when a further World Missionary Conference
is desirable and to make the initial preparations.

(4). To devise plans for maintaining the intercourse which
the World Missionary Conference has stimulated between different
bodies of workers, ¢.g., by literature or by a system of correspondence and mutual report, or the like.
(5). To place its services at the disposal of the Home Boards
in any steps which they may be led to take (in accordance with the
recommendation of more than one Commission) towards closer
mutual counsel and practical cooperation.

(6). To confer with the Societies and Boards as to the best
method of working towards the formation of such a permanent
International Missionary Committee as is suggested by the Commissions of the Conference and by various missionary bodies apart
from the Conference.*

(7). And to take such steps as may seem desirable to carry

out, by the formation of special committee or otherwise, any
practical suggestions made in the Reports of the Commissions.

tl. That the work of the Continuation Committee be subject

to the proviso stated in the following paragraph from the Report of
Commission VIILL.:—

“Tf the formation of such an International Committee 1s

accomplished, the Continuation Committee of the World Missionary Conference should be authorised to transfer to it, wholly or in
part, the task which it has itself received from the Conterence, but

‘f an International Committee be not formed, the Continuation
Committee should, either wholly or in part, carry on the work
allotted to it.’’
Ill. That the Continuation Committee shall consist of 35
members of the World Missionary Conference, distributed as

follows: 10 from North America; 10 from the Continent of
Europe; 10 from the United Kingdom; and one each from

Australia, China, Japan, India, and Africa respectively.
IV. That the Business Committee of this Conference be instructed to nominate the members of this Continuation Committee.
*The principles on which the Commission are agreed that constructive

work could be built are stated in their report as follows :-—

(a) It should from the beginning be precluded from handling matters
which are concerned with the doctrinal or ecclesiastical differences of the
various denominations.
(b) This being assured, it would be desirable that it should be as widely
representative as possible.

(co) Yet it should be a purely consultative and advisory association,
exercising “no authority but such as would accrue to it through the intrinsic
value of the services that it may be able to render.
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Dr. Brown, of New York, seconded the Resolutions, which

was supported by the Bishop of Durham in a fine speech of
sympathetic brotherliness. He noted that he had seen in that

Conference the smile and the shower of divine blessing

descending upon churches and missions widely differing in
polity, but which were agreed upon one thing that the blessed
Name must be in the forefront of their message.

On reassembling a translation of Monsignor Bonomelli’s
message to the assembly, addressed to Mr. M’ Bee, was read.
Lord Cecil continued the discussion on the resolutions. He
defended the uses of the denominational spirit and hoped the

Conference would avoid the religious drill sergeant. He
supported the resolution. Dr. Roberts, of the Church of
Christ, in America, also spoke in support, but went on to say
that American Protestants were not yet prepared to apologise
for the reformation. Dr. Campbell Gibson said the weakness
of the resolutions was that they did not go far enough ; he thought
the Conference was prepared for more. Bishop Montgomery,

of the ‘S. P. G.,’ 1n a humorous speech, gave his approval.
He wanted it understood, however, that he was an Anglican
first and a Protestant in parts. Dr. Eugene Stock said they

did not want uniformity; union was the only thing worth

aiming at. Dr. Wardlaw Thompson in a very practical speech
said they had to go out and interpret the feeling of to-day in

the service of to-morrow, and must not forget to face the
difficulty. Bishop Robinson, of India, said that this day of
discussion happened to be the longest day of the year; he
believed it would mark the greatest day in the history of the
world’s evangelisation. The Resolutions were carried unanimously and the Conterence joined in the singing of the Doxology.

A discussion followed upon the problem of unity at the

home base.

The evening meeting on Tuesday was remarkable for an
address given to the assembly by Dr. Denney, the well known
Scotch theologian. ‘This address was remarked by many of
the members of the Conference as the finest thing during its

Dr. Denney dwelt upon the fall and cause of
weakness on the churches at home and said that it was his
conviction that in their discussions upon unity they would find
the last word was summed up in Christ and in nothing less.
They would not unite upon any basis of confessions or of the
Lambeth Quadrilateral, or even of the historian creeds, but
only upon that which marked them as Christians, viz., loyalty
proceedings,

to the person and the work of Jesus Christ ; and the appeal for
Christian seryice to be effective must also be made in terms of
Christ’s sacrifice ; nothing else would suffice to lay hold of the
lives of men. Our weakness as churchmen 1s that we have
not set the standard of service high enough.
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Wednesday found the Conference discussing the report
upon the equipment of the missionary. The chairman of this
Commission was Dr. Douglas Mackenzie, of Hartford, and the

vice-chairman, Dr. Murray, of Selwyn College, Cambridge.
President Mackenzie said that the corresponding mussionaries
had, with almost one consent, called for a fuller and more definite equipment for missionary service. Special reference was
made to the need for a more efficient training in the language,
which was to be the medium of missionary service. During
the day very concise speeches were heard from many ladies
concerned in the work of missionary training. Mrs. Cretgh-

ton, of the ‘S. P. G.;’ Miss Rouse, of the ‘S. V. M. U;? Miss
Humphrey, of the ‘S. P. G. ;’ Miss Bennett, of the ‘ Women’s
Missionary Council;’ Miss Green, of the ‘ American Baptist
Missionary Society ;’ Mrs. Wilson, of the ‘Zenana Mission,’
and Miss Latham, of St. Mary’s College, London, all contri-

buted very efhcient speeches to the discussion. Once or twice
a slight protest was heard against the suggestion that a higher
standard of intellectual attainment was needed, by some delegates who feared that this might mean a weakening of spiritual
lite. A plea was made for sufficient scope for the common-

place missionary in the scheme of study. On this point Mr.
Sloan, of the ‘C. I. M.,’ remarked that three members of the
‘C, I. M.? staff who had made their mark in Chinese literature
would probably have been turned down as candidates under the
standard called for by the Commission’s report. Dr. Parker,
of Shanghai, spoke upon the question of language study, and in

this connection Dr. Arthur Smith said thatif the Board secretaries who sat smiling before him as he spoke, would only do
something instead of talking about it, then the thing would be
done. A consensus of opinion was found in favour of union

schools for language study in the foreign field. Two interesting speeches were made by representatives of the mission
held. Dr. Camphor, a Negro representative from the Southern
States, said that Africa had suffered in the past from poorly
prepared missionaries; only the best men should be sent to the
mission field. Bishop Honda said that intellectual power had
been one of the first contributions of the foreign missionary in
Japan, but at a later stage moral character and spiritual attain-

ment had made their impress. The missionary was called
upon to avoid all intemperance in the Scripture sense of the
word and to demonstrate in his domestic and social life his

mission of sacrifice. stress was laid by the Rev. W. H. Freer,
of Mirfield, upon the essential nature of the spirtual preparation
of the missionary. In summing up, Dr. Mackenzie emphasized
what had been stated during the discussion, that there was no
necessary antagonism between intellectualism and piety ; they
wanted more of both. They need not fear the passing away of
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the common-place missionary. He would always be in eviderce.
What they needed to do was to equip him better. The
average man and woman needed to be refined to that finish of

spiritual and intellectual power which hitherto had not been
possibie.

At the evening meeting addresses were delivered on the

topic ‘*The Sufficiency of God,’’ by Bishop Brent and Dr.

Horton. Both these speakers reached a high plane of spiritual
power, Bishop Brent said that they could only meet the need
of the world, and find courage to bear and to do, 1n a full sense

of the sufficiency of God. When they had proved Him, all
things were possible to them. Dr. Horton urged that it was
only as they found the sufficiency of God revealed in Jesus
Christ that Christian workers laid hold of the final power for
service. God was operative among men only through Jesus
Christ, and as they obscured their Master the sense of supremacy was lost to the members of the church.
On the Jast day of the Conference the subject for discussion was the ‘‘ Home Base of Missions !?? It was significant

of the spirit which has permeated the proceedings of the
assembly that the meetings of the last two days were more
crowded even than any preceding.

Interest in this Conference

has been an increasing one. Dr. Barton, secretary of the
American Board, introduced the report. He spoke of the
apathy of many of the churches at home and of the narrow
view of the work abroad which characterised so many of the
clergy. ‘There must be more educational work done in order
that the knowledge of responsibility may be brought home to

the churches. It was not right that the main support of
missions at the home end should be left to a band of noble
women.
Many very practical suggestions for the furtherance
of missionary interest at the home end and for greater efhciency on the part of the missionary agency were advanced.
Ministers and clergymen who had done work among the
churches spoke of their experience and made suggestions.
Canon Tucker, of Canada, Rev. Cyril Bardsley, and others
were prominent in the discussion. Sir Robert Laidlaw urged

a consideration of the problem of what he called second base of

missions, viz., the Christian communities in the ports of the
east, to whom many of the Eastern nations looked for an
exemplification of Christian life. Especially he referred to the
need for work on behalf of the mixed cominunities in India.
The need for work among the young was advanced by Dr.
Sailer, by Mr. T. R. W. Lunt, and by the Rev. D. H. Hamill.
Much interest was evoked by the speech of Mr. W. T. Elis,
the well known journalist of Philadelphia. He said that one.
of the troubles of the situation was that Christendom was

profoundly ignorant of the facts of missions, They . had
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neglected the Press. Pressmen should be encouraged to an
interest in missionary matters, and their criticism of missionary
affairs should not be refused by Mission Boards. The most
important man in that Conference, according to Mr. Ellis, was
not the chief among the Bishops, but the representative of

the Allied Press Bureau of London and New York. They

needed the institution of an International Missionary. Press
Burean.

Very searching was the contribution made under this head
by those who are working among Christian students. Mr. R.
P. Wilder said that no amount of information could ever make

the missionary motive; that must still be found in spiritual
life. The Rev. TI. Tatlow said that men and woinen were
being held back from missionary service by restraints at homme,

and the Conference would be amazed to know from what
sources some of this restraint came. The refusal of offers of
service on account of financial stringency had the effect of
stopping the flow of service. Dr. Zwemer suid that the missionary campaign should demand the lives and the money of

It was a Christian duty to make that demand of the
best of the young men and women in our churches. Other
speakers in this connection were Miss Sanders and Mr. Harry
Wade Hicks, who called for an indigenous missionary youth
TiC Ti.

in our churches.

In the afternoon the Conference took up the problem of

how to influence the Clergy for Misstonary Work. Mr.

Donaldson, the master of Magdalene College, offered a few
practical suggestions, urging the attempt to reach the masters

in the public schools. Dr. Reynolds Turner spoke of the
ignorance of ministers in regard to missionary enterprise ; there

ought to be a regular course of missionary study in theological colleges. Perhaps the most interesting of all the discussion during this day was that provided in connection with
the Laymen’s Movement. Very practical, effective suggestions

were heard from Mr. Campbell White, Sir Andrew Fraser,
Dr. S. B. Capen, and other speakers. Captain Bertrand, of
Geneva, said that one of the objects of missions must be the

‘white man.’ It was not the black but the white nations

which were standing in the way of temperance ; the missionary

crusade had to fight the vices of civilisation. Mr. Mornay
Williams, of New York, and Mr. Marling, of the same city,

also made effective speeches, and the proceedings of the day
were concluded with a short service conducted by the Rev. J.
P. Mond, of Bristol.
The closing meeting of the Conference was heid in the
Assembly Hall ; corridors and passages being blocked by a vast
congregation. The proceedings were devotional and interces-

sory. Sir Andrew Fraser spoke, and following, a service of
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prayer and praise was conducted by the Rev. W. H. Findlay.
The concluding speech of the meetings of Conference was
made by Jobn R. Mott. In forcetul, dignified language, Mr.

Mott called the assembly to a new consecration. ‘if,’ he said,
‘as q resnit of all that had been heard and done at these meet-

ings, and of the vision which they had had of the sufficiency
of Jesus Christ, there was not an issue of genuine service, it
would be to the peril and the undoing of them all.’ They must
go forth to revise their aims and their ambitions and their life’s
plans in the light of God’s will and God’s infinite resource.
After a period of silent prayer the assembly was dismissed.
It was under the stress of deep and genttine emotion, filled
with the conviction that the weeks of Conference had marked
the beginning of a new era, an era dependent upon consecration
on the part of the worker as much as upon the knowledge anid

the inspiration which had been given, that the Conference
broke up. No words can express the sense of thankfulness
which was in the hearts of all for the gifts which had been
manifested through the services of such leaders as Mr. Mott,
Sir Andrew Fraser, Dr. Robson, Dr. Brown, Mr. Oldham, and
many another of those who had taken a leading part in the
meetings. It was felt that God had in His providence raised
up and equipped men with special gifts for this, which must
be in the lives of some of them the high water mark of their
Christian service.
After all it was the spiritual side of the
Conference which marked its most unique features and which
will remain to impress the memory of all those who took part

in it and must prove the fount of a new order of things in
missionary service.

Fin Memoriam.
Rev. D. Maclver, Wukingfu, E. P. Mission, 1879-1910
THE TRIBUTE OF A FRIEND

N the year 1879 J happened to be in the Inverness Highland

Railway Station, and a friend pointed out to mea short

dark-haired man in clerical dress, as he was about to step
into a train leaving for the south. The friend said to me: ‘* That

is Mr. Maclver, who is just leaving for China.” I pitied him.
I had little thought then that nine years hence I should be his
colleague in the same China which I dreaded so much in those

It is with feelings of sadness and regret that we now
refer to his sudden death which, according to a telegram from
days !

home, took place last week (that is about the close of June), so
that he had just completed thirty-one years of service. When
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we parted with him at Swatow last year, as he leit for home,
we knew his health was undermined. He knew so himself,
but he was very reticent. We did not give up hopes that he
would be back amongst us this autumn, and no one, as far as
I know, realised that his life was in such a very critical condition. His letters from home were certainly written in a vein
of cheerfulness and hopefulness which were reassuring. But
we were warned lately from headquarters that it was not at all
likely that he would face China this autumn. What I write
about my friend is in no sense a summary of his labours, but
rather a few impressions of one who has served with him in
common labours during a period of twenty years, and who
therefore has had many opportunities of learning of his manner
of work and life. He, like almost all the men who are attached
to our Mission, came direct to China when he had completed
his theological studies. He studied at Aberdeen, and had the

good fortune of having as one of his teachers the famous

Professor Robertson Smith, the brilliant Hebraist and liberator
of Scottish theology or rather of Old Testament study. Ot this
professor he spoke in the highest terms of admiration as an
inspiring teacher and a man of gentus. Vet Mr. Maciver was
conservative in his ways of thinking, and for twenty long years
I never succeeded in unlocking the secret as to whether or not
My impression 1s that
he accepted the professor's views.
critical views of the Old Testament did not carry much weight

with him. What he wanted to impress upon his Chinese
students was the truth of God revealed in Scripture for deliver-

ing men from the bondage of sin. Vet I must mention that
his favourite Old Testament book of prophecy was that of
Amos. He delighted to expound this book to his students.

This was a favourite book also of his learned professor, and he
delighted in passing on to his own classes what came to himself
so fresh and living from Dr. Robertson Smith.
Mr. MaclIver had a fondness for languages, and I believe
he excelled in Greek, Latin, and Hebrew. His love tor classical
studies probably determined his choice of a hobby. 1 believe

that hobbies have generally a bad reputation. But were ajl
hobbies chosen with the same deliberation as Mr. Maclver

chose his, we should hear more of their approval and commendation and jess of their censure. Our Mission was sadly in need

of aids to the study of the language.

He regarded that a

dictionary was the first requisite. For the Cantonese language
there was Dr. Ejitel’s dictionary and others. Mr. Maclver set
about doing for Hakka missionaries what Dr. Eitel had done
tor Cantonese. On this gigantic task he entered. Every odd
moment was devoted to it. Whether at home or itinerating he
applied himself to this labour. Gradually the work grew until
in the year 1905 a book of 1,200 odd pages appeared from the
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Presbyterian. Mission Press, Shanghai. For twenty years or
more this work seldom cut into the ordinary every-day mission

work, But when the time for printing and puwblication

approached most of his time got gradually absorbed in it.
This, with many other cares were, without doubt, too great a
strain upon his physical powers, and I believe he unconsciously

did himself injury.

He would not willingly listen to medical

advice probably because he, with most people, saw that doctors
never do practise what they preach. I adinired the devotion and
perseverance with which he applied himself to that dictionary.
But his hobby—not like most hobbies—was to please not himself
but chiefly others. All his colleagues owe him a deep debt of
gratitude for his gathering together in so compact a iorm such

rich wealth of phrases from the Hakka dialect of the Chinese
language. In addition he prepared a very serviceable index to
the characters in William’s and Giles’ dictionaries as well asa
syllabary of the Hakka pronunciation of Chinese characters and
arranged in alphabetical order. Regrets are expressed some
times that so much time of a missionary’s life should be taken
up with hard dry literary work. But in such work as the compilation of a much needed dictionary for the study of a language
can we conceive of anything more needful. 1 think of how it
will speed one’s studies of Hakka and how much more accurately

book learning will be attained. Every missionary jJabouring

among the Hakka people, at present and to come, thanks and will

thank the man who provided them with such an aid to their

In his vouthful days he sometimes met
Mr. Balfour, the leader of the Couservative Party in the British

study of the language.

House of Commons. It speaks not a little in praise of the

statesman that he has remembered Mr. Maciver throughout
these years. He tovk care that Mr. Maclver should have a
copy with his own autograph of any book published by him.
The respect was mutual. If I remember rightly Mr. Balfour’s
expression on seeing the dictionary sent to him by Mr. Maciver

was ‘*Good for Strathconon,’’ referring to the place when
acquaintance was formed and where Mr. Maclver’s early years
were spent.

To give a sketch of Mr. MacIver’s life would be to give

an account of the E, P. Mission to the Hakkas from its incep-

tion to the present. A few imain features will suffice. The
Hakka work was first of all an extension of the Swatow work.
As it grew, and as the language differs from the Swatow dialect,

the missionaries felt it imperative that the home church

appoint men for this special work. The first missionary sent
was compelled through ill-health to resign after a very brief

stay. ‘Then Mr. Maciver was appointed. He learnea the
spoken language rapidly and entered with great zeal into
pioneering work. A Scottish highlander to Chinese highlanders
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seemed a very appropriate arrangement. Through his sincere,
friendly and sympathetic nature he soon won the peoples’ regard

and confidence. As the native church grew in numbers,

elementary schools were opened and by and by a high school

was a felt need. Then a special school or college must be
opened for teaching and training evangelists for a work which

was steadily growing. Mr. Maclver entered heartily into all
these various organizations and always did a lion’s share of the
work. Throughout all the too briei years of his service he

gave particular attention to the training of preachers, and [I
think every one who came under his influence felt that he was
in touch with one who deeply believed what he taught and was
fired with a singular devotion to Christ. To this special branch
of the work J would say that he devoted the best of his time and
talents. His evangelistic zeal was keen throughout. I would

not call him emotional, yet how he did rejoice in any tokens
of spiritual revival ! How delighted he was when one of the
Keswick brethren paid Wukingfu a visit and was the means of
awakening spiritual interest in the hearts of the students! ror
twenty years I have had the pleasure of lis acquaintance, and

1 do not think I have ever met or known a harder or more

conscientious worker. In every sense he gave his life a willing
sacrifice to the Chinese.
In educational work generally he took an active part also.
With most of his colleagues he would deprecate foreign workers
devoting themselves to purely educational work at the expense
of the evangelistic. I aim certain that there 1s too much labour

bestowed upon purely educational work at the expense of the

evangelistic element and thus to the great detriment of the

gathering in of the unbelieving Chinese. I know that the

They are
keen to found schools rather than go out and preach, for they say:
‘¢'They know the truth, they won’t belteve.”’ It is ridiculous to

feeling is creeping into the native workers’ minds.

say that they know the truth. We know how a tiny drop of
water continually falliug forms a cavity in the hard flint. it
is the continual pleading with men that will at last convince
them of the earnestness of the pleader and of the truth of Ins
T remember how Mr. Maclver went out to the villages,
going from one to another to preach. He has left a definite impression upon the minds of all the Chinese who knew hiin. J
feel that the inipression reflects the image of the Master whom he
served. How blessed for him throughout eternity if that 1s so |
INCssape.

We syinpathise with his widow and children, irom all of
whom, through the exigencies of hus life, he has been so much
separated. He often felt the keen twang of loneliness which
comes to most of us so often, who have been called upon to
endure it. Although weighed down with illness at home he
is reported to have been revising his dictionary and hoped ere
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long to bring out a new edition with many additions to meet
more recent requirements. New nomenclature now must form
an important element in any dictionary that pretends to be up
to date. Mr. Maclver was aware of this detect in his own and
was doing his best to remedy it. He also was correcting a
draft of one of the Gospels which is being printed in ‘ Romanized.’ In the midst of it all the soldier is summoned to put
off his armour, for the Captain has called him to other service.
We acknowledge the gracious act of Providence which has

enabled him to foregather with his family in the home land
during a period of sixteen months. Now alas! they are called
upon to motirn the loss of a kind and affectionate father, and we
his fellow-missionaries are bereft of a true, loyal and senior
colleague.

M. C. MACKENZIE.

Mrs. J. L. Nevius.—A Tribute
BY DR, W. A. P. MARTIN

N Sunday, the rgth of June, the spirit of this devoted
woman ascended to the presence of her Divine Master
from Chetoo, the scene of her labours and sufferings.
In the galaxy of women who have shed lustre on the mission
field of China, I know of none whose name shines brighter than

that of Helen Nevius. Through her long sojourn of fifty-six
years in the Far East, not only was she known as the wife and
widow of a model missionary, but she made no small impression
by voice and pen.
Prior to her removal to the north, she had efficiently aided

her husband in his notable work at Ningpo and Hangchow.
While at the former port, 1f became necessary for her to go
home for medical treatment, and when Dr. Nevius insisted
upon accompanying her, she said in my hearing : ‘‘ No, John ;
sooner than take you from your work, I shall stay here and
die,’?

She was a cousin of Titus Coan, the famous missionary to
the Hawaiian Islands. Not only did her name-—-Coan—point to
a Jewish origin (Cohen—priest) ; in ‘‘ nose, cheek and eye’”’ the
features of the race were plainly visible. Lo my view not the
bluest blood of the Montagues so speaks of noble birth as that
of the people among whom our Lord became incarnate. Her
husband had been to me a brother, and she continued to be a
sister, sending a message of love with her dying lips. li Iam

not permitted to follow her mortal remains to their resting
place, may I not hope ere long to meet her glorified spirit in a
better world !
May the women workers of our China mission, young and
old, take courage from the example of Helen Nevius |
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The last time I saw her she said a company of native

One of them, struck
by the contrast, exclaimed, ‘‘ How much you know and how
women had been listening to her music.

little do we! We are cows and nothing more.’’ What a
comfort it must have been to her to see a day of better things
open on the daughters of China!
A TRIBUTE BY BISHOP SCOTT

(Extracted by permission from a letter to W. A. P. M.}
{ thank you very much for sending me the news of dear
Mrs. Nevius’ departure for the life where pain is no more. NO
wonder she hailed with joy the announcement that she was
soon to be set free from the sufferings of this Ife. 1 have
known no one whose long life has been so full of suffering, and
certainly no one who has borne it with such persistent patience

and such unconquerable courage. It 1s wonderful to think

what an amount of work she got through with, not only in the
intervals of illness, but during the times of severe suffering.
Yes, she was a kind friend to Greenwood and myself, when we
began our missionary lite at Chefoo. J always wrote to her at

least once a year. This year, for the first time, I had no

answer, and I wondered if that strenuous hfe was not waning
at last.

For Dr. Nevius, who set our feet on the missionary’s
path, I had and have a great veneration and affection. Bishop
Montgomery, our secretary, is coming out in the antumn, and

as I have to take him round Shantung as well as my own

diocese, I was promising myself the pleasure of taking him to
see Mrs. Nevitts in the house where the ‘'S. P. G.” was first
given a home in China. { have not been in Chefoo since 1906.
I was there when Dr. Nevius was taken away so suddenly, and
I was thankful to be allowed to take my part in committing his
body to its grave on the hillside.

I like to think of her suffering frame at rest and of her

spirit rejoining his—the separation she felt so sorely forever at
an end,

‘Grant her, Lord, perpetual peace,
Let Light eternal shine upon her.”

An Appreciation of Rev. Hampden C. DuBose, D.D.
BY THE SOOCHOW MISSIONARY ASSOCIATION

V A 7 BEREAS
in the providence of God, the lofty spirit
of our esteenied senior missionary, the Rev. Hampden

C. DuBose, D.D., has been removed from the scene
of his abundant aud heroic labors in our midst, we the members
of the Soochow Missionary Association, in our sympathy with
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his bereaved loved ones, and in our own keen sense of loss,
desire to put upon record our appreciation of those noble and time-

honored qualities that ever rendered Dr. DuBose, the Christian
gentleman, the sympathetic friend, the tireless benefactor, and
the chivalric servant of the Most High.

Dr. DuBose was by nature and religion preéminently
social. Long may we treasure in memory and emulate his
genial courtesy ; his attitude of sympathy and helpfulness ; his

cordial hospitality ; his quick and heartful response alike to
the friend in sorrow and the friend in triumph ; his unfailing
call of weicome, not only to the new missionary, but to any

Stranger who might chance to make Soochow his home, even
though for a short time; his broad public spirit that made him
always present at every meeting where the community’s interest was concerned, whether the social circle or the prayermeeting.

Perhaps nowhere do we miss his familiar presence more
than in the meetings of our Association. A charter member,—
he guarded with jealous care through long years every interest of
the organization, and was ever an inspiration to other members
to make it worthy of its mission.

It would be impossible in a paper like this to make anything like adequate mention of Dr. DuBose’s extensive activities or to convey any full idea of his tireless energy and vast
capacity for work.

We of Soochow think of him as an unwearying preacher

of the Gospel to the Chinese. Throughout his long residence
of thirty-eight years, except in rare cases, he daily stood before

the people setting forth the way of life.

His labors were not

confined to the city, but also extended to the surrounding
country districts. {t often occurs that when a Chinese is asked
if he has heard the Gospel, he replies, ‘‘ Yes, I have heard Doo
Boo S).”? (Dr. DuBose’s Chinese name).

The people of other parts of the Empire know him best
as a writer of Chinese Christian books and as the great leader

of the Anti-Opium League.

Kiternity aloue will reveal the

great work he did toward the eradication of this soul-and-body-

killing evil of China.

His faith in the ultimate triumph of

right led him to take up the work when it was unpopular and
catry it on under discouragements that would have meant
defeat to a less hopeful spirit. it was a gracious Providence

that granted His servant, ere his sun was set, an earnest of the

glorious victory that is now fast following the wake of his
leadership.
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Mrs. Eliza Nelson Fryer.
RS. Eliza Nelson Fryer was born at Sardinia, Erie
County, in New York State, on the 2aud of April,

1847. Her father, Mr. Wilbur Nelson, was a

man of much literary ability, especially in theological and
political subjects, but he was called away at an early age
during an epidemic of dysentery, leaving his young wife
and two small children. Being a woman of extraordinary
ability, Mrs. Nelson was afterwards sought in marriage by
a well-to-do farmer, Mr. C. Crumb, of East Otto, New York.
Eliza, the elder of the children, on reaching the age of sixteen,
determined to support herself by teaching, and in a few years
became one of the most popular teachers of the county. But

she was all the time hungering for a higher education, and
therefore went to the Griffith Institute at Springville, New
Vork, where she distinguished herself for some time, not only

for scholarship but also for earnest Cliristian work and

active philanthropy. She next went to Alfred University, New
York, where she graduated and also obtained the degree of
Master of Arts. Here she was appointed to a professorship and
became one of the most beloved and devoted members of the
faculty ; her loving and sympathetic spirit being felt all over
the University, from the president and his wife, who treated

her as a daughter, down to the youngest of the students.
After about seven years of University life, characterized by

the steady performance of duty and many noble deeds of sellsacrifice, she responded to a call for a teacher to go to China.

In due time she found herself at Shanghai, working on
educational lines in connection with a Mission Board, whose
cause she had espoused.

Here her successes in learning the Chinese language and
winning the hearts of the Chinese people were extraordinary.
In spite of severe illness and consequent weakness due to the

effects of the Shanghai climate, she struggled on bravely,
organizing various native schools, both at Shanghai and in
the surrounding country. It was while engaged in this arduous

work that she became acquainted with Dr. John Fryer, of
Shanghai, who had for many years been employed by the
Chinese government in preparing an encyclopedia of scien-

tific works in the Chinese language. Their marriage took
place at the English Cathedral on the 6th of June, 1882,
From that day to the day of her death, on the roth of May,
1910, she was a most affectionate and devoted wife and also

a kind, tender mother to Dr. Fryer’s four young children by

his previous marriage. Their education and bringing up

she managed with the most praiseworthy and seli-denying
maternal care in England, in China, and finally in California.
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Oakland was selected as the family home on account of its
educational facilities. Subsequently, because of Dr. Fryer’s

duties as professor in the State University, the family removed to Berkeley and lived in the house they built on
Durant Avenue. In 1908 Mrs. Fryer accompanied her husband on a tour around the world, and on their return she gave
several addresses on her experiences in China, India, and

Eeypt to different churches, clubs, and circles of friends.
Egypt she was particularly interested in, and visited every

locality of importance that a short journey up the Nile

permitted. On returning to Berkeley she read every book
on Egypt that she could procure.
since August last she resided with her husband at Cloyne
Court in Berkeley, where she won the love and respect of every
one of its residents that she became acquainted with.

About six weeks ago she accidentally slipped when

walking on a footpath in the rain and hurt herself consider-

ably. The shock brought on heart troubles. After much
pain and sufiering for a fortnight she was removed to the

‘**Nauherm’’ Santtarium in Oakland, where the Drs. Maxsou
gave her the best of treatment, having known and treated her

for many years. At first she seemed to rally, and on the
evening before her death was unusually lively and hopeful,
speaking freely to her husband on the subject of their return
to the old home in Durant Avenue. Early in the morning of
the roth May she sat up in bed and took some food, after which

she fell into a sound sleep, during which she passed calmly

away without a sound or movement, so that the nurse in
attendance in the room did not know of her death till an
hour or more after it had happened when she tried to awaken
her.
Thus went out one of the noblest of lives. She was a

woman with a large heart, full of universal love, and never
had an enemy. Her well-worn Bible was her constant compauion both at home and wherever she traveled.

She espoused

every good cause that came in her way and was particularly
known aS an earnest worker in the cause of the Women’s
Christian Temperance Union. Her unusual skill in painting
in oils and in water colors is well known to her many friends,

whose walls are enriched with specimens of her artistic
genius. phe often made the remark that her hunger after
artistic skill and beauty could never be satisfied in this world,

but that it would be in the next.

Her literary ability was

also of no mean order as the numerous articles and papers she
has written and the books she has edited abundantly testify.

But the keynote of her whole life was love—love to God
and love to man. Every act and every thought were bronght
into continual harmony with this her ideal. Hence hers was
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a beautiful life of loving service to humanity. Her memory
will remain ever green in the hearts of all who knew her and
received inspiration from her noble character and gentle
sympathetic spirit.

Her funeral, held at the first Congregational Church at
Berkeley, was largely attended. The service was conducted

by the Rev. J. K. McLean, D.D. She was buried in the
Mountain View Cemetery.

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA, May 17, 910.

Correspondence.
PRESENTATION OF BIBLES TO
IMPERIAL FAMILY.

Zo the £ditor of
‘s Tose CHINESE RECORDER.’’

‘ Kesolved, also, that the Ene-

lish secretary of the Council be

tstructed to communicate this
action to the secretaries of the
several provincial councils.’

In accordance with these re.
Dear Sire: Will you kindly solutions,
the Rev. Mr. Ren, of
sive publicity, through the co-

lumns of the RECORDER, to the

the China Inland Mission, Hang-

dered to be sent to the secretaries

sent the Chekiang Federal

following Jetter, which was or-

chow, was appointed to repre-

of the various provincial federation councils. I have been
wnable to discover who these

Council, with the Rev. Mr. Dzi,

are, and as the Chekiang Federa-

to communicate with Mr. Ren

tion Council is anxious that tts
action should be known by the

also of Hangchow, as alternate,
and representatives from other
provincial councils are requested

iti regard to this matter.

Yours faithfully,

other provincial. councils, |
have adopted this method of
communicating with them.
‘¢ At the recent meeting of the

Chekiang Federation Council
at Hangchow, the matter of pre-_
seuting Bibles to the Emperor,
Regent, and . Empress-Dowager
was discussed, and the following
resolutions were passed unanimously :—
‘ Resolved, that the Chekiang
Federation Council overture the
other provincial federation coun-

cilis of China with a view to

joint action in this matter and

GEO. Hupson.
PURITY LEAGUE FOR CHINA,

Zo the Laditor of

‘Tor CHINESE RECORDER.’
DEAR Str: As I am leaving for
furlough in September, the Rev.
G. A. Clayton, of the Wesleyan

Mission, Hankow, has kindly
undertaken my work in connection with the above League dur-

ing my absence, to whom all

communications should be ad-

that each provincial council. be
requested to appoint one representative to act om a joint com-

dressed.

representatives so appointed.

four months of the League’s

mittee to be composed of the

So far our efforts have stcceeded beyond our most sangttine expectations. During the
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existence 4,555 copies of the
‘“ Private Letter to Bovs’’ have
been applied for. Letters from

been put out, nor the evidence

wholly disregarded. I might
have added, out of several simi-

both natives and foreigners reveal the appalling need of such

lar texts, this from Mencius

a work amongst the youth of
China.

also like righteousness, If I

May I again plead for the co-

cannot keep the two together, I
will let life go and choose right-

Operation of all who have a
desire for the moral, physical
and spiritual salvation of the
youth of China.
Faithfully yours,
W. ARTHUR TATCHELL.
HANKOW,

MR. DARWENT’S SERMON IN THE
MAY ‘' RECORDER,’’

fo the Lattor of
‘<THE CHINESE RECORDER.”’

DEAR SiR: My letter to you

(vi. [. ro): ‘I like life, and I

eousness.’’ (Legge. )

And J claimed for Confucianism, as a recognized element in
the Chinese moral system, that
‘fat certainly does not extenuate
sin by confounding matter with

deity.’

Unfortunately Mr. Darwent’s

ample qttotations meet, more or
less, the ‘‘ assumption,’’ and the

doubts which I did of express,
but otfer nothing in reply to my
juferences from St. Pau! and the

Confucian books. And it is
hardly my fault if I am still

on Mr. Darwent’s sermon (REc- therefore anxious that my honORDER, July, pp. 485 sq.) con- oured friend should reconsider
tains no “‘ calm assumption that the application of his learned
the Chinese are Confucijanists authors’ ‘‘ generalizations’’ to

pure and simple,’’ nor casts
doubt either on the pantheistic
basis (though some would call
it atheistic) of Buddhism, or on

the ‘‘terrtble influence’’ of

pantheism in ethics, or on the
prevalence of Buddhism and

Taoism in China; all which

errors Mr. Darwent seems to
limpute to me:

On the other hand I cited

testimony (1) from St. Paul that
the Gentiles of his day, in spite
of their paganism, were furnish-

ed mentally with a ‘‘candle of

the Lord’’ or conscience, as well

as with external evidence of
the true Godhead, which left
them ‘“‘ without excuse’’ for

their sins; and (2) I made

quotations from Confucius and
his successors before and after
Christ, showing that for them,
and the great ethical system to
which they were large contribu-

tors, the ‘‘candle’’ had not

concrete China.
There remains the ‘‘ impertin-

ence" of missions except on
condition of the superiority,
‘““infinite’’ superiority, of the
missioner’s ethical system to

that of his hearers. But Mr.

Darwent himself is a missioner :
Mr. Cyril Bickersteth quite late-

ly came from Japan to our
Cathedral as a special missioner.

And the scope of both missions
lies, not among pagans, but the
British-American community of
Shanghai. Here the moral sys-

tem--I do not speak of attain-

ments—of the missioner and the

congregation or individuals he
addressed js the same. And yet

there is surely no ‘‘ impertin-

erce,’’

Mr. Darwent’s evangelism

atid mine are alike justified, not
by the acknowledged superiority

of the Christian ethics, but by
our Master’s mission of us to
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aii nations” to ‘‘all the
world: *’ by our conscious debt
to Him, aud confidence in His
ability to enable us to ‘‘ make

at least some ‘‘disciples’’ and
bring them into vital union in

Him, with tleir Father and

Creator, unkuown or inadequate-

ly known hitherto.
The ‘‘ Confucianist pure and

simple’’ is far too rare for me
to have mace the blunder Mr.
Darwent attributes to me, but

he 1§ not rarer than the Chris-

tian ‘‘ pure and simple,’’ and
my prayer is that Mr. Darwent
and my other Brothers who
miuister to English congregations may be enabled, by God's
grace, soto multiply living Christlans thet the scandal of inconsistency between our code and
our conduct may less and less

hinder and disgust enquirers
from among the Chinese.

Faithfully yours,

G. EB.
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the word has come thus to be
used through the influence of
the Anthorised Version of the

Brble, and at the time

when that version was made,
the term may have not deen

open to objection. Itis worthy of
notice that it has been replaced

tn the R. V. by ‘f Gentiles’ or
“nations”? The word heathen

carries. with it a suggestion of

miferiority which most of us

wound wish to avoid. The expression ‘" heathen Chinese 15
often uttered in a coutemptuors
tone by those who seem not to
have a generous thought towards

the great and noble qualities

of a people who have not
had all the privileges of, but are

not therefore ititerior to, those

who thus describe them. Is
it not time that missiouaries

nnd those who do entertain re-

spect for, and a desire to he

courteous to, those tc whouin
they bring glad tidings should
follow the lead of the revisers
of the New Testament and cease

fo the Fdtlor of
‘THE CHINESE RECORDER.”’

Dear Sra: The sermon on
‘' the Chinese and Christian Idea

of Sin,’’ printed in your May

nuiuber, and Mr. Darwent’s reply to Bishop Moule’s letter iu
July, will nave been read with
keen interest by missionaries who

occasionally bave the privilege
of attending the ministry of the
popular pastor of Union Church,
Shanvhal.

With much difthdence J ven-

ture to offer a few further friendly
criticisms.

(1). In referring to the Chinese, Mr. Darwent frequently

uses the term heathen.”’ This
is, by moO means, Uncommon in
the pages of the RECORDER, even

in articles from the pens of muisSionaries themselves, Doubtless

to use the offensive word (for
such if is to many sensitive Cliinese} when speaking or writing
of non-Christian nations?
I would not have directed 2ttention to this inatter, however,
Wconnection with Mr. Darwent’s

sermou, were it pot that there

are indications in the context of
that assumption of mora] superiority which is just as unlovely
when manifested towards pations
as towards individuals.

(2). The reason given by Mr.
Darwent for the assumed moral
wferiority of Chinese character
is, ‘‘ that there 1s no idea in any
heathen mind of an absolute distinction between good and evil.”
‘' Good aud evil are ipextricably mixed up in the minds of alt
men, except among the peoples
who have seen light in what we

may call the Judaeo-Caristian
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revelation that is contained in

fucius, has in it elements of per-

question whether the preacher 1s

voutly, and religiously used.

the Bible”’ One is bound to

speaking with knowledge. It
would be no difficult task for
anyone moderately acquainted
with Chinese life and literature

tq refute this statement. The
quotation of the opinions of certain Western theologians which

Mr. Darwent gives as authorities are searcely convincing

when we are here face to face
with facts.
(3). *‘ And the reason for this
is that all heathenisms, ancient
aud modern... are panthetstic.’’
It is worth noticing that im his
reply to Bishop Moule, although
Mr. Darwent says he ‘ cannot
retract a word,’ he does consider-

ably modify his statement, asserting more guardedly that the
ethnic religions are “‘mainty pantheistic.” Apparently the modi-

fication 18 made in view of the

fact to which the Bishop calls

sonality, and is reverently, de-

(4). The chief argument of

the sermon is, that all pantheistic
systems of thought are destruct-

ive of the distinction between

good and evil, and hence morally
pernicious and iucompatible with
Christianity. This opinion, dogmatically asserted, appears to be

a very forcible argument, but it

mttst be pointed out that it is

only an ofimion and not a conelusion from which there 1s no
possibility of intelligent dissent.
Mr. Darwent does indeed support his assertion by stating that

al] the authorities he can find
agree in this matter. But it
thay be fairly replied that such
. statement shows a limited ac-

quaintance with the literature
ou the subject (or only an acquaintance with such as is antipantheistic) and but little knowl-

attention that Confucianism cau-

edge of the peoples among which
pantheistic systems prevail. Has

theistic. But Mr. Darwent goes
on to explain that Confucianism

46 mixed with Buddhism and

stated by niissionaries that some
af the most beautiful characters
in the Chinese Christian church

should not be lost sight of that

who until well advanced in life

not fairly be said to be pan-

Mr. Darwent never heard it

Taoism. True, but the fact are those of men and women
Confucianism holds the preem1-

were loyal and devout Bud-

nent position in China, both as
the system which has held the
allegiance of the best thought

chists ¢

to the long years of Buddhistic

most towards establishing the

(5). Mr. Darwent expressiy
includes monism among pan-

and as that which has done
moral standards of this people.

Nor would many Confucian
scholars be found to admit the

Nor is their attainment
13 Christian character unrelated
discipline.

theistic systems and in the

Professor Douglas—that the doc-

charge which he brings against
the latter.
It is no part of the purpose of
this letter to defend the monistic
view of the universe, but attention must be drawn to the fact

been the reason for his refraining

that this is the philosophy of

it is generally acknowledged that
the latter term, as used by Con-

world: some of them of the

justice of the quotation from
trines of Confucius are atheistic and that Confucius ignored
Shang-ti, Whatever may have
from the use of the name, and
for the substitution of ‘‘ T‘ten,”’

many of the most eminent aud
learned leaders in the Christian

country and denomination to
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which Mr. Darwent himself be-

longs, and of the loftiness of
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it is always well to remember

whose moral standards no one

that ‘‘’tis but a part we see and
not the whole.”’

question. In their opinion

Christian View of Sin’’ is one

who knows them at all would

The subject ‘‘ the Chinese and

monism is as compatible with
the teachings of Holy Scripture
and with the holiness of God

of immense practical importance

as the dualism which apparently

so capable a teacher as the min-

underlies Mr. Darwent’s theol-

ogy. Moreover, it should be

pointed out that if dualism ad-

to us all, and some help in the
elucidation of the problem from

ister of Union Church would be
most welconie, but in the mere
negations of this published ser-

heres to belief in Almighty God,

mon, and the citation of ‘‘au-

it is left with the insoluble enigma
of the existence of evil, and must

thorities’’ in the subsequent let-

tise some such term as °° permits’’ to express the relation of

God to it, which term 1s ex-

tremely difficult to disassociate
from moral responsibility. When

ter, I fear there is but added
confusion.

Yours sincerely,
>. W. SHEPPARD.

dualistic theism has its own

ground clear in dealing with this

mystery, it will be more justified in assailing monistic theism
for its unsatisfactory treatment
thereof.

Mr. Darwent quotes Protessor

Orr, and here a further quotation from the same source 15
appropriate :

‘The fact cannot too carefully
be borne in mind that no theory

which has obtained wide currency and held powerful sway
over the minds of men, is ever
wholly false; on the contrary
it derives what strength it has

A SCHEME FOR PROVIDING AN
ALPHABET FOR CHINESE.

Zo the Editor of
‘Trae CHINESE RECORDER.’

Dear Sir: Would you kindly
give publicity in your paper to
‘‘a scheme for providing an Alphabet for Chinese’’ by Mr. F.

Wicks. The author is a well

known writer and inventor; he
is the patentee of the rotatory
type machine used by the /zmes
and Morning Fost, etc., and the

author of some well known

from some side or aspect of the
truth which it embodies, and for
which it is in Providence a witness against the suppression or

books.

denial of it in some counter-

This scheme may afford
some help to those who are trying to solve the difficult question
of a standard system of romanwation. If those who have sug-

theory, or in the general doctrine

gestions to offer would write to

that instead of Christiapty being
one theory among the rest, it is

deemed a great favour.

of the age. No duty is more you or communicate direct with
imperative on the | Christian me, c/o Christian Literature
teacher than that of showing Society, Shanghai, it would be
really the higher truth which is
really the synthesis and completion of all the others. ” (Christian

View of God and the World, p.
Ii.) Truth is many-sided, and

Thanking you for the hospitality of your paper.
I am,
Yours, etc.,
EVAN MORGAN.

Our Book Table
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A SCHEME FOR PROVIDING AN
ALPHABET FOR CHINESE.

All language is capable of being
represented by an alphabet of 24

asin lose

Stitt ,, Wiss

» lay

», Bale
> Ing

Any variations of these 37 sounds
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consist of inflexions of the voice,

others—the C and the X. Hard C is

represented by K and soft C by 5.
The letter X is represented by KS,

»5

»>5 man

more than 37 different sounds.

The 26 letters of our alphabet
include two that are duplicates of

o>

3°,

»» Tay

human yoice is incapable of making

basic sound is invariable.

represented by z

za Stal

consonants and 13 vowels, because the

accent, or rhetorical intonation. The

$63

7?

» yOu

33>

», asptrate
i
The thirteen vowel sounds may be
provided for as follows :—
4

gs sounded

can be repre-

in art sented by a

certain cases, and by using some of

a a fate >» | a
a a3 fat 39 g
e 3) feet e
e oe bet » €
i 5» bit An {
au ” taught 9 au
O > mote 49 Oo
oOo 3 mood 53 00
Oo ? lot o
U 33 but av u
00 » foot sy 50

for as follows :—~

This scheme being accepted the
following paragraph in the Chinese
language may be recited by one un-

and is therefore in redundance.

For exposition purposes the 37

sounds may be represented by the

characters found in any ordinary

font of printer’s tvpe with additional
signs procured by means of three

expedients, namely; The use of

common accents, the adoption of
double letters for long sounds in

the numerals inverted for consonanta}
sounds at present not provided for.
The 24 consonants may be provided

asin pay
,5, boy

represented by p

99 D
>t

t 33 toy

a ,, dog

ch, chat 3 c

j 9» ” j
ke . ‘king ore
itl cat

5d

og

>3

SD ZO

f » fan
V o Va
th ,, with

3 » hight ” 1

acquainted with the Chinese lanpuage
¥6O &r vér yen jiow tar zér wa cér

yao ér gwan yid0 go gwor dzér

coq tug jau cé ye wa rén woo
jiow t65q yi60 yun yi0e dzér béan

le cé ér wa zee sin je 100 dzér jean
ZOO {O06 su siog dsi zig d66q dzér
zién gO0 260 je fa yoa wa é€r jan

jO5q boo kor hoo dzér ye ér gwor
jo wun mig dzer fa da jeje y100 zér
The same alphabet may be used in

th ,, the

the typographical representation of

$ 3, sod

the Japanese,

Our Book Table.
The object of these Reviews is to give real information about
Authors will help reviewers by sending with their books,
price, original 1f any, or any other facts of interest. ‘The custom
of prefixing an English preface to Chinese books is excellent.
books.

“ee The Complete Gospel:

A Diatessaron. Second Edition.
Revised with Analysis and Textual
Index, Compiled by Courtenay H.

Feun, D.D. North China Tract

save for two happy returns of
brief duration, is not qualified
to review such a work as Dr.

Fenn’s, possibly his point of

view may be worth recording.
W hile one who has been away At least the pleasure and profit
from China for twenty years, that he has derived from repeatsociety. 1909.
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ed reading of the first edition,
from cover to cover, make him
desire to urge its use upon both

missionaries and the Chinese
Christians, Before its appearance, the writer had used conStantly Professor H. W. Luce’s
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with the fundamentals of Christianity. The Diatessaron pre-

sents all the facts concerning
Jesus’ earthly life, aud, as the

students of India have abundant-

ly proved, that life is vastly

more interesting than all the

Harmony, That was most theologies of Christendom.
helpful and will always have

its place, especially for students

and above all Chinese pastors
and preachers.

It is for the more 1ntelligent
Chinese church members that
this Diatessaron will have its
largest use. They have read
the four Gospels, and thetr keen
memories have been stumbling
blocks tothem as they recall ditferences in the various accounts

Moreover, the critical mind is
not caused to stumbie by the
difculties above alluded to. If
the student is of an inquiring disposition and wishes to read the
accounts in their varied settings,
Dr. Fenn enables him to do this

through the book, chapter and
verse giveit in the text with the
parallel passages in the margin.

of a given event, or it may be

While not qualified to speak
of the excellence of the work
from the viewpoint of the sino-

that they are confused because

logue, it seems to the writer that

two different events, having com-

mon features and regarded by
the readers as the same, present

inconsistencies and contradic-

tions. A student with a Har-

the author had done fully as
well as Occidental compilers of
Diatessarons in weaving together
the various accounts. ‘There is
no raggedness in the joints and no

mony in his hand and with sufhcient patience will resolve dithculties of either sort, as ordinary

faulty Chinese as he remembers

This important service has been
done for them in the Fu Yin Ho

the first edition, as do the intro-

Christians are not lItke to do.

Il. The several accounts of a
given event are not only har-

that tongue. The points mentioned at the close of the last
paragraph differentiate it from

duction of a few verses from

Christian has in his possession

the early chapters of Acts to fill
out the Gospel picture, and the
addition of a map and two very
heiptul charts. His suggestions
as to the value of such a book,
found in the introduction, ought
to secure its wide use in church
and home, as well as tn Chris-

in the language of the Revised
Mandarin Version, and can gain
much profit from the reading.

Ree SRR ASB he. OA

monized, but all the details are

interwoven and the picture

stands out with all the richness
of the varied personalities of the

Gospel writers. The Chinese

the best results of Occidental harmonists and Diatessaron writers

tian schools.
HARLAN P. BEACH.

In this day of increasing in-

Commentary on the Four Books,

terest in Christianity and, on the
part of students from dialectical
sections of China, in Mandarin,

it would seem worth while to

Henry M. Woods, D.D. The Anajects, Great Learning and Doctrine
of the Mean. Price 20 and 12
cents. C. 1, S., Shanghai,

make a large use of this volume
to acquaint that potential class

Rome the classics of China have

adapted to modern times, By

Unlike those of Greece and

1910]
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no need of expurgation to make
them decent. Confucius said of

the three hundred odes which
he thought worthy of preservation: ‘* Not one corrupt thought
is to be found among them.”
Much less would we expect to
meet with unchaste thought or
language in the works of China’s
sages.

What therefore is the wur-

gency of taking them in hand to

ft them for use in a Christian

school ?

They are not filthy sewers

In the Lunyu, he calls Confu-

cits to account for sacrificing
truth to flial piety, and censures
Chuhit for explaining away the
doctrine of a personal God.

His comments are in good
style and good taste, always

upholding the truth and avoiding controversy. They cannot
fail to meet with a cordial welcome from Christian teachers.

The work goes forth with the

imprimatur of the C. LL. 9.

(Christian Literatnre Society of

Shanghat).

or stagnant pools, but channels
of antiquated ideas which, like

‘many at ancient river’? im

this country, requires the skill of

an engineer to adapt it to the

W. A. P.M,

MARTIN S EVIDENCES

OF CHRISTIANITY IN JAPAN.

exigencies of steam navigation.

The Rev. H. Loomis, writing

made straight, the shallows and

under date of Mav 1zth, says:
‘‘T received this morning the

The crooked places are to be
yuicksands to be pointed out,
the channel deepened and the
embankments strengthened.

Such is the task which Dr.

Henry Woods proposes to accomplish, a task which, tf he live

long enough to perform it for
the ‘‘ Nine Classics,’’ will give
him a place alongside of the
Great Yu, who regulated the
waterways of the ‘‘ Nine Pro-

vinces’’ of ancient China.
Of this stupendous undertaking Dr. Woods now offers a first

installment in the shape of a
neat edition of the first three
of the Four Books—those which
come from the hand of the great
sage or his immediate disciples.

The text is given without

alteration on the upper half of
each page, and the lower half is
filled with copious and discriminating annotations.

‘In those on the Zahio, The
Great Study, Dr. Woods dis-

Annual Report of the Japan
Book and ‘Tract Society, and

YT find in it this item. Speaking
of the circulation during the past

year it says: ‘Of our books

Martin’s Evidences of Christianity leads the list—-21,250 having
been isstied’ ’’

It will be remembered that
this same book stands at the
top of a list of the books found

most useful in China, as reported to the Centenary Conference
111 1907.

NEW PUBLICATIONS OF THE
CHRISTIAN LITERATURE
SOCIETY.
it Fe BY ite SE TT ate

A Comparative Study of Religious Values in Social Prog-

ress. Based on Dr. Tenney's
‘‘ Contrasts in Social Progress,”’
By Evan Morgan. 162 pages.

approves the common reading of

rah

ming and other critics.

dern Thought. Being Selections
from my Belief. By Rey, R. F.

ae fe for #1 f, and in this he
is supported by Wang Yang-

Religion in the Light of Mo-
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Horton, M.A., D.D. Adapted
for Chinese readers by Evan
Morgan, 86 pages.
cK ya ve Ae 40 Hy 3 HB he.

Modern Intellectual Develop-

ment (based on some chapters of

Hector Macpherson’s ‘‘ A Cen-

tury of Intellectual Develop-

ment.’ By W. A. Cornaby.
65 pages.

IO cents.

eH we &.

How to Pray. By Rev. R. A.
Torrey, D.D. Translated by Mr.
Chen Chung-kuei. 92 pages.
IO cents.

K A Be RE.

The Practice of the Presence
of God. By Brother Lawrence,

Translated by I. K. Hu. 37

| August

Chapter I. discusses the iniuence of the five great religions
of the world—~Brahniinism, Buddhism, Mohanimedanism, Con-

fucianism, and Christianity on
the civilization of India, Japan,

China, Mohammedan and Christian lands. Chapter II. reviews

the influence of these religions
in the homes of the peoples professing them, and takes as one

Standard to gauge their value
the position of woman under
the végime of each. Chapter

II]. deals with the influence
of the various religions as

shown in the educational systems

of the countries in which they
are practised. Chapter IV. treats

in the same way of literature,

and so on to Chapter VII.

pages.

The book 1s well planned and

$i ox eh HE GR Xe 3H.

It 1s a valuable addition to our
Christian literature and a sound
argument in favour of Christianity based on the bed-rock principle enunciated by the Master,

The Wide, Wide World. By

Miss Susan Warner. Translated

by Mrs. D. MacGillivray. IIjustrated. About 200 pages.
15 cents.

The Christian Literature SoClety pays its Chinese readers a
compliment when it issues books

of the type of the first three in

the above list. Books of this

class presuppose in their readers
an interest in the great problems
and an earnest intention to study
them seriously. The books are

of a uniform size, printed on

white foreign paper with coloured paper covers.

the plan is well carried out,

By their fruits ye shall know

them.” it may be pointed out
that the book should have had
a table of contents and that the
table of contents should indicate
at what page each chapter comTiences.,

Mr. Morgan’s second book is
on somewhat the same Jines as

the first, but the ‘“ selections’’

are of a more desultory characcer.

The foreword discusses the
speculations of philosophers like
Haeckel, Spencer, etc., and the

The first book on the Jist attitude of different classes to-

seenis to me to be one of the

best books issued from the Christian press. The style is except-

ionally lucid, and though the

subject matter is necessarily stiff
reading, yet itis handled in such

an interesting manner that an
intelligent scholar would find
the book a pleasant as well asa
profitable study.

wards religion. Chapter IT, is a
comparison of various religious
systems, and here Confucianism
is handled very tenderly. The
time has almost come when we
must say plainly that Confucius

did his country singularly ill
service in the matter of religion.

He gave to China nothing that
was new and he obscured much

1910]
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that was good in the old. But
this 1s a side issue. The book
contains much thoughtful and
interesting matter on the great
themes of sin, redemption, the
goodness of God and the fall of
men, ete. It is the kind of book
one would Itke to put into the

hands of a man who really

thins.
Mr. Cornaby attempts in his

book of 65 pages to give a

sketch of the intellectual devel-

opment of Europe during the

fateful nineteenth century. Con-

tinual referénce is made to the
teachings of thé great thinkers

of the last hundred years—
Kant, Fichte, Bentham, Mill, ete.
The aim of the book is to show

his audience, and it is probable
the Chinese will see nothing to
take exception toin the sentence,

and they are the best judges.
On page 44 we read HB fr $8 HF

Bow htt ze

is

(Carlyle) ‘‘ taught that we must
take the viewpoint of chemistry
instead of the mechanical view-

point in order to investigate
mat’s natutre.’’ The illustration which follows certainly

clears up the meaning of this
pronouncement which, taken by
itself, is somewhat puzzling. We
would recommend that this book
be given to the young students

who have jist graduated and

all others who imagine that

that materialism, when it de- they have stripped the tree of
sttoys belief in God, destroys Knowledge bare. Jt may open
with that faith all that makes up to them a vista of things
men good or nations great, Mr, ‘to which they have not yet
Cornaby’s Chinese writers show
more tondness for the termino-

logy affected by the ‘‘ new lIearning ’’ than some of us have been
accustomed to. It may be inter-

esting to some to seé those

terms, so we transcribe a few and
venture to append a translation :

~ #2, Religion; @ 47, Wisdom;

i Hy. Motive: Fg 3t,Revolution—

attained.

Dr. Torrey’s book on How to
Pray has been translated into

Mandarin by Mr. Chen.

This book will be found usetul
by many pastors and leaders.
Several pages might be read and
then commented on at a prayer-

meeting. This would be a

Influence; F Spirituality ;

change from the usual routine
and might be a means of uplifting to some who otherwise
would not know anything of the

we. Materidlism ; jab $B, Percep-

The Practice of the Presence

though sometimes also tised in
the sense of ‘‘ to oppose ;’’ 3% 2

ge 8 Supernatural: NE dy

book.

“>

tion; 78 1%, Imagination ; Fi 48
ge, ‘Thinker, It is, of course, a

of God is a book that cértainly

sentences where one hesitates to

béen translated before. Mr. Hn
hastranslated Brother Lawrences

matter of taste, but there are

approve the terms used. On
page 8, for instance, we have
the following sentence as a translation of a Saying of Carlyle’s :

7K tH Zz

should be in Chinese. It is

rather surprising that it has not
meditations into good readable
Wen-li- May the wise monk’s
pious thoughts be blessed to the
help of many.

ask, Can an JEJE 2 K be

Not many books in the Hnglish language have had stich an
extensive circulation as ‘‘ The

be sure, Mr. Cornaby knows

been translated by Mrs. Mac-

Z, HTB Hp. One is tempted to

said to 3 3% the universe ? ‘To

Wide, Wide World.’ It has
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Gillivray into easy Wén-li, and
though some would doubtless

is omitted that would be useful to the
teacher or helpful to the student.

prefer to have the book in Man-

Scenes from the plays with introductory readings from Charles and Mary
Lamb’s ‘' fales from Shakespeare.”

darin, Mrs. MacGillivray was
likely unwilling to deprive the
Christian girls of non-Mandarinspeaking districts of the pleasure
of reading her book. Through

the help of the Religious Tract
Society of London the C. I. 5.

have been enabled to place this

book on the market at a very
cheap rate. It should be popular

with all girls who like a good
story.

& OO Th Oy ti Ge FS. Magnetism

and Electricity. By. Prot. Lin

Kwang-chao, Shantung Christian
University. Methodist Publishing
House, Shanghai. 270 pages. $.1.50.

Prof. Liu Kwang-chao’s books

are very well known, many of
them being published by the

Educational Association of.
China. This one will add to

Prot. Liw’s deservedly high.
reputation as a teacher. it has

a foreword by H. W: Luce, is
well illustrated, clearly written

and has a copious index of. the
terms used. It will be found a

most useful text-book by those
teaching the subject.

The Children’s Shakespeare.

King Lear and The Merchant of
Venice.

Four penice each.

These little books of 7o pages are
printed on good white paper They
have each four full page illustrations
engraved on art- paper. ‘These are
really artistic. {tis a marvel how the
books can be produced at the price,

La Pistole. Siepmann’s Primary

French Series. Edited by Marc
Ceppi, Senior French Master King’s

College. Price ts. This primer has

an introduction, glossary, grammar,
notes, questions ; everything in fact
that would help to make it a useful

lesson book. The series is a very
good one,

J. D.

{3 te Dr

Aiter Confirmation. What
Plain words for young

and. Howe

communicants, By the Rev. Robert Charles Joint, M.A. Vicar of
Christ Church, Gipsy Hill. ‘Tran-

slated by Miss D.C. Joint.

The name of this work plainly
enough indicates its object and
scope. Though, written for use

primarily in the established

church and in language familiar
to those of; that communion, it
is believed that it will be found

useful to.all who are about to

join any Christian church or
who have done so.

MESSRS. MACMILLAN &.CO.'S.
ENGLISH BOOKS.

A School Algebra. By H. S. Hall,
M.A. 300 pages. Price two shillings
and six pence. Like all Messrs,
Macmillan‘s publications this book is
frst class. We commend .it to those
who teach algebra.

Narratives from Motley‘s Rise of

the Dutch Republic. Edited by J.
Hutchison. 115 pages. Price Is.

An excellent little book, giving some

of the most stirring incidents from

Motley’s great story of the rise of the
gallant Hollanders. There is a photo
of the author, a skeleton map of the
Netherlands, a useful introduction and
a glossary of dithcult words. Nothing

It is for sale at the Presbyterian Mussion.Press, and:at the
Trinity College Press, Ningpo.

Lo H mh ee.
This. book contains ten prize
essays and extracts. from eight
others, all written by able Chinese

scholars. It is earnestly commended to those who wish to
know what the Chinese think on
the subject.
For sale at the Mission Press,
the Methodist Publishing House,
and at the Commercial Press.
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Missionary News.
The Southern Baptists of Canton.

The Southern Baptists of Canton have recently taken possession of their new commodionus
compound, together with thecomfortable buildings, an illustration
of which we give as our frontis-.

piece, and are now well-equipped for aggressive work, both
evangelistic and educational.
In connection with these build-

either side, in which Chinese
clerks are ready to give infor-

mation or to hand out tracts and
Bibles. After that is the main
rooin. furnished with chairs, and
capable of seating 200 persons.

It is a nice airy-room with high
ceiling, and the walls are orna-

mented with photographs of

tission educationa:i institutions
all over China.

Every seat was

ings are an academy and an already taken, and the first
was well into his subject
orphanage, both owned aud sup- speaker
when the writer arrived. The
ported by the native Christians.
Funds have also been sectired

for the erection and equipping
of a new printing press, which
they hope to occtipy early during.

the coming year: ‘There are
seventeen resident miussionaries,

including women;-there are four

organised Baptist churches in

audience was being reminded
that the Chinese. bad been de-

pendent tupon foreigners for
many of the modern-advautages

they were enjoying and that
they should now try to help

themselves more. He. was fol-

lowed by two other Chinese

also ftom Shanghat, who
Canton, and last year the press pastors,
nade
interesting
addresses.
issued fifteen million. pages of:
They represented the Shanghai
Christian literature.
Chinese Constituency, who have

The Opening of the Christian.
Headquarters at the Nanking
Exhibition.

This took place on Sunday,
July 3rd, at-four o’clock in the
afternoon. The weather was

beautiful. The road near the
exhibition was: thronged with
visitors. Just before the entrance to the grounds a large

sign indicated the location of the.

Christian building, which was

turther distinguished by a. hand-

contributed largely to the success of: the enterprise. Then
after a few remarks by others,
the meeting was closed with a
hymn. and prayer. On closer
inspection the building appeared

still more attractive and. stil]

better suited to the purposes in

view. Back of the main hall is
another room for- work among

women. Wang T‘ai-t‘ai, the

widow: of a late interpreter in
the (German consular-service, is
in- attendance, assisted by some

of the local missionaries and’

some siguboard over the main. native Bible-women.
doorway. The building itself is.
It is proposed: to. keep the
set back. a. few. steps from. the building open all day for six,
road, far enough ,to-be free from months, and there will be. daily
its deafening noises. The house preaching services afternoon and
is attractive in appearance and evening. For this purpose some
substantial in structure. At the of the best speakers, Chinese
entrance are two rooms, one on and foreign, from different parts
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of theempire, have been secured.

Above $6,000 have been contributed by different missions,

Bible and Tract Societies, individuais and congregations.
The Shanghai Chinese commnittee has pledged $3,000, a good

proportion of which is included
in the above amount. The purchase of land and the erection
and furnishing of the building

has used about $5,000. It is
estimated that in addition to

the amotints sttbscribed to date
about $4,000 will be needed for

fAugust, 1910

current expenses during the
coming six months.

The Nan-

king missionaries earnestly hope

that Christian friends in China
and elsewhere will respond to
this appeal, and one object in

writing these words is to call

attention to the unique oppor-.
tunity and the needs of those
respousible for the success of
the enterprise.

Yours truly,

Joun L. STUART.

NANKING,

Missionary Journal.
MARRIAGES.

Av Shanghai, 8th July, Miss H. E.

CARR, ©. I, M., to Dr. Harortp
BALME, H. BH. M., Taiyuanfu.

At Kuling, 21st July, the Ven.
Archdeacon BARNETT, of C. M.S,

Hongkong, to SARA

Dicsy, C. M. S., Yungchowfu,

At Chungking, rath June, Rev, E. J.

Carson, B.A., B.D, C M. M.,
of typhus fever, aged 31 years,

At Hangchow, sth July, the Rev. W.
J. Donerty, CL. M., from Bright’s
disease.

At Haishan, Laohokow, sth July,
Mrs. R. W. KENNETT, C, I. M, (née

Edith Agnes Rodger}, of heart
failure, aged 37 years.

Ar Kweiyang, 10th June, to Mr. and AT Taimingfu, Chihh, 9th July, Miss
"Mrs. C. FREEMAN DAVIES, C. I.
HATTIE LONG, 8. CG. M,, of hemorM., a son {Paul Evans}.
rhagic smali-pox.

AT Kaitingfu, 17th June, to Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Hockman, C. I. M., a
daughter (Kathleen Elizabeth),
At Chefoo, 2nd July, to Mr. and Mrs.
A. A. ERICSSON, 4 daughter {Margit Elizabeth}.

AT Haishan, Lachokow, 5th July, to

Mr, and Mrs. R. W. Kenner, C,
i, M., a daughter (Edith Agnes),
DEATHS,

Av Methsien, 1st June, Eta GwenDOLINE, youngest child of Mr. and

Mrs, R. W. Middleton, C. I, M.

BEPARTURES.,

22nd June, Misses I. A. CRAIG and

A.C. Lay, CI. M., for North America.
gth July, Mr. and Mrs. I. Manz and
four children, C. I, M. for Germany,

July, Miss N. N. RuSSELL, Aim.

Board, for U. S, A.: Miss D.
Marorr, Independent, for U. S, A.

13th July, Rev. and Mrs. R. D.
Smart and child, M. E. M., Soochow,

for U.S. A.
roth July, Rev. D. EK. CRABB, wife

and child, A. P, M., for U.S, A.

mere 2 Ofer,
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Editorial
By a striking coincidence the editor of the RECORDER
received during the past month two letters and an article, all
The Waptist
Standpotnt.

bearing on the question of union and federation,
all written by Baptists. The article is a sufficient,
and we think satisfactory, answer to the letters,

though written in utter unconsciousness of what the others

were writing or that they intended to write. So much
It is not a question of infant or
adult baptism, of sprinkling or immersion, or of church orders,
depends upon the view-point.

Pedobaptists are not lacking in information as to the views and
preferences of the immersionists, nor vice-versa, nor why they

hold their peculiar views.

We all have knowledge, but

knowledge puffeth up. The question is, whether as acknowledged children of one Father and followers of Jesus Christ,
we shall suffer our differences to keep us from fellowship and
codperation, and so cause us to present a divided front to the
Chinese, or whether, setting aside our differences and combin-

ing on things wherein we agree, and overlooking things in
which God’s best people have disagreed for ages and will
continue to disagree, we present a united front to the enemy
and teach our Chinese fellow-Christians to each regard other
(denominations) as better than themselves, This will be a new
grace for some, but more and more people are constantly becoming possessed of if.
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It is quite evident that the desire for Christian union, both
at home and abroad, is receiving a considerable impetus from
the progress of the Laymen’s movement and
Christ's Wil
for the Wiotid.

similar efforts for the extension of the Kiugdom. We read that at the Men’s Missionary

Congress in Chicago there was an attendance of three thousand
men, some of whom had come hundreds of miles, and each of

whom had paid $5 (gold) for the privilege of participating in
the gathering. We on the field cannot but rejoice at what we
hear of the exhibition of a deep, serious, self-controlled purpose; of a desire and determination to know the facts and face
the issues involved in the proposal to evangelise the world.

The opening word of this congress was an address on the
‘OWill of Christ for the World,” by the Bishop of Chicago, the
Right Reverend Charles P. Anderson, D D., and the following
extract from this notable utterance will be appreciated by our
readers ‘==
I am quite sure that many of us have been approaching the subject wrong-

end first. We have been asking, What can we give up in the tnterests of
unity? That is not the question. It is not what we can give up, but What
can we give? You. have no right to give up—no right to give up anything
that you have had that ever has been of value, that is of value, or that is
likely to be of value. You have no right to give up atrything that has ever
received the Divine sanction and the Divine approval. It is not what we can
give up, but what we can give. I have a horror of that kind of unity that
would be-based on a sort of residuum. J am not attracted by unity on the
basis of an irreducible minimum. I do not want to belong to a church of
Minitnums. I want to belong to a church of maximums—maximum beliefs,
maximum duties, maximum sacrifices. The church of minimums is incapable
ef producing martyrdoms.
There eve things that we can give up, but nobody is asking anybody to
give up anything that 1s of value. We can give up our ecclestastical conceit ;
we Cal give up our denominational jealousies ; we can give up our inherited
prejudices; aud perhaps, by the grace of God, we can give up some of our
Lonorance.

SOME very interesting problems are discussed at the Annual
Meetings of the Foreion Mission Boards of the United States and
Language

Canada, the last of which was held in New York
City in January. Among other matters of a practical nature and which vitally affect the missionary

on the field, is that of language study. A committee has been
at work for two years or more, securing reports from missionaries in nearly abl the mission fields, and their conclusions are

therefore based on inferences from a wide outlook: They
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report that they wish to emphasize ‘‘three convictions,”’
as tollows :—

‘‘ First, the language problem is a vital one.

Its importance

has been underestimated. Its difficulties have not been properly
appreciated. Its solution calls for careful study.

Secondly, there is an almost total lack of training in phonetics
in the home land for those who are under missionary appointment.
Yet such training is repeatedly urged by missionaries on the field.
Thirdly, there is a strange lack of really scientific method, and

frequently au absence of any method whatever, in mauy of the
important mission felds.’'

The committee further adds: ‘' The intellectual and
literary standards of the non-Christian world are steadily advancing ; imperfect pronunciation, and the yet more untor-

tunate failure to master the idiom, are comiug to be less
easily condoned.”’

Barring ‘secondly’? of the above, the fault and the
remedy lie with the missionaries on the field. While great
improvements have been made in text-books, yet very little,

with a few exceptions, has been done towards adequate
schools with proper instructors for those beginning the lanWhat one missionary wrote to the committee may be
taken asa fair specimen of what still obtains in China. oe We
take the teachers available and the books and do the best we
can; sit down by the teacher’s side and patiently go through
yuape.

the grammar (an imperfect one) and by means of the ear
and eye and tougue strive to absorb the things he says, or
others say.’’
Surely it is time that the missionary body evolved something better than the present effete method of the study of the
language. Here is a field where differences of denomination or

nationality should offer no bar to combined effort. Schools
for the young prophets who are now coming to China should
speedily be formed and equipped with the best that we have te
otter,

WE are pleased to see that there is to be another Opium

Conference, to be held this time at the Hague, during the
Opium Conference
at the Ibague.

coming autumn. It is well to keep the
matter continually before the world, not

' only for China’s sake, but also for the sake
of the other nations. But China, particularly, needs all the
moral support she can possibly have in her serious and most
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dificult problem, and the fact that the eyes of the world
will, in a special matuner, be again fixed upon her, in
whose behalf, matnly, the Conference is being held, will
perhaps serve to strengthen her resolutions and give persistency to her endeavors. For while there is no question.
but that great strides have already been made towards the
abolition of the cultivation of opium within the empire, it is
also true that there is very much yet to be accomplished, and
any relaxation of her efforts at this juncture would he fatal to
the final total suppression of the noxious drug. Bishop Brent,
of the Philippines, was prominent in securing the decision to
have the Conference, and the yeoman service which he has

already rendered will doubtless be supplemented by still
further and no less effectual endeavor.

doubt the government at Peking is beginning
to realize the importance of more control over the provinces
Central vs. Provinctal
Geovernitent.

and the necessity of a centralized power

in the capital which shall be able to
assert itself, and without gainsaying,

throughout the empire. The protests from a number of the
provinces, during the past few years, against certain railway
loans, notably those of Chekiang against the Shanghai-Hangchow-Ningpo ratiway line, and Hunan and Hupeh and other
provinces against the Hankow-Canton and Szchuen lines, do
not tnake a pleasant chapter in the history of Chinese progress.

False ideas of patriotism, false conceptions as to the real
motives and purposes of foreigners, and false ideas as to their
own ability to raise and manage large sums of money such as
are required for building long lines of railway, have provoked
the provinces to continual agitation against the purposes of the
cetitral government to negotiate foreign loans, which they have
persisted in almost to the point of exasperation. Now, however, it would appear as if the central government were preparing to assert itself, as 1s indicated by recent important changes
in Peking and especially in the dismissal of Tang Shau-chien,
general manager of the Chekiang Railway Company.
We confess, however, to some apprehension lest the im-

perial government have gone too far in removing Mr. Tang
from luis position of president of the railway, which is a private
and uot a government affair, thereby trenching on the “sovereign

F ditorial
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rights’’ of the people. We fear the people of Chekiang will
not tamely submit to this uncalled-for indignity, especially as
Mr. Tang seems to have been a worthy man and one who had
the confideiice of the people. Ouly the greatest wisdom can
guide the imperial government in piloting the ship of state in
these troublons waters.

THe three contributions in this issue on the World Missionary Conference, as well as the reports in the various
magazines read by our friends, indicate
The World AKission=

still further the influence of the Conference
on those who attended it and the manner
in which this influence is spreading all over the world. As we
ary Conference.

go to press we get further particulars of the compromise referred

to by Dr. A. H. Smith on page 606, which made possibile the
presence of the high church wing of the Church of England.
We understand their demands were: (1) the exclusion of all
consideration of Christian work among Roman Catholics, Greek

Catholics, Copts, Armenians, Nestorians, Abyssinians, and
other Oriental Christians; (2) the publication of statistics of
inissionary work carried on by Roman Catholics, and (3) the
expression in the Conference of views in sympathy with a closer
ynnion with the Church of Rome. Many, we find, have criticised
the wide inclusiveness of the membership of the Conference and
the limitations of utterance involved. They feel that too high
a price was paid for silence on some important matters and that
those received by virtue of the compromise claimed for theimselves a wider range of libertv than they were prepared to allow
to others. Dr. A. H. Smith’s contention that it is essential to

cultivate an irenic and a truly Catholic spirit, seems amply
justified by the unity and independence that characterised the
discussions. It was made abundantly evident that no one was
compromising convictions, and the desire for tolerance and impartiality did not prevent expressions of sorrow at the isolation
of the Roman Catholic Church, or the declaration of a repre-

sentative from Philadelphia that he was not yet ready to
apologise for the Protestant reformation.
ONE feature in the atmosphere and influences of the World

Conference was the opinion of ‘‘the man in the street’? as
gleaned from some of the utterances of the daily press. Unlike
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the man in the street the newspaper man 1s not hampered by

proviucialism of ideas and interests, but unfortunately he is
too often out of sympathy with the
ihe Conference as viewed convictions and yearnings of the
by the (Ban in the
sionary worker, and knows too little
mtreect.
of missionary operations. In one
report before us the journalist unblushingly admits his practice
of ‘‘making a bolt for a smoke’’ when the hymn ts being sung

and his preference for viewing the Conference from the

At the samne time in some of the criticism and descriptions we may find significant utterances. At the end of
the Conference a descriptive writer says: ‘<The pow-wow of
the Mission Chiefs has ended. Round the camp fre, lasting
these imany days, they have smoked the calumet of peace.
The blue vapour has gone up almost in a straight line. ‘There
have been visible no cross-currents; the smaller eddies have
been insignificant. The amount of money spent on the Conontside.

ference (something like seven thousand pounds sterling) claims
the attention of the journalist and the man in the street, and in

this and other matters, where large expenditure puzzles the
oulooker, it is well to take advantage of the opportunity to
convey instruction, and, it may be, inspiration. We are encouraged in this when we see how the vocabulary of the Conference reporter gets enlarged. Acknowledgement of ‘‘inspirational force’’ appears quite naturally in his report, and we note
with pleasure the nature of the reference to what is called
‘(the devotional act, which mainly formed the conclusion of a
wonderful gathering.”’
We gladly note the generous appreciation of the ability

and devotion of workers, whilst as to the space given to

reports, Sir A. H. Fraser says: ‘‘ The Conference has
received more general and more careful attention from the
Press of this and other lands than any religious gathering in
the history of the world.’’
. * sk *
WE think the following letter from the Edinburgh Conference worthy of reproduction, 27 evéeuso, in the Editortal
columus of the RecorpDER, and hence gladly
give it a place.
the Churches.
It ought to be put into Chinese and read
in every church in the land. It is a trumpet call to service,
not only to ministers and missionaries, but to every member of
“A Better fo all
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the church, and if rightly heeded would mark a new era in the
history of missions.
DKAR BRETHREN OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH: We, members of the
World’s Missionary Conference, assembled in Edinburgh, desire to send you a

message which lies very near to our hearts. During the past ten days we
have been engaged in a close and continuous study of the position of
Christianity in non-Christian lands. In this study we have surveyed the field
of missionary operation and the forces that are available for 1ts occupation.
For two years we have been gathering expert testimony about every department of Christian missions, and this testimony has brought home to our
entire Conference certain conclusions which we desire to set forth.

Our survey has impressed upon us the monientous character of the

present hour. We have heard from many quarters of the awakening of great
nations, of the opening of long-closed doors, and of movements which are
placing all at once before the church a new world to be won for Christ.

The next ten years will. in all probability, constitute a turning-point in
human history, and may be of more critical importance tn determining the
spiritual evolution of mankind than many centuries of ordinary experience.
If those years are wasted, havoc may be wrought that centuries are not

able to repair. Ou the other band, if they are rightly used they muy be

among the most glorious in Christian history.
We have therefore devoted much time to a close scrutiny of the ways tn
which we may best utilize the existiuy forces of missionary enterprises by
unifying and consolidating existing agencies, by improving their admunistration and the training of their agents. We have done everything within our
power in the interest of economy and efficiency, and in this endeavor we have

renched a greater unity of common action than bas been attained in the
Christian church for centuries.

But it has become increasingly clear to us that we need something far

greater than can be reached by any economy or reorganization of the existing
forces. We need supremely a deeper sense of responsibility to Almighty God
for the great trust which He has committed to us in the evangelization of the
world. That trust is not conmnitted in any peculiar way to our missionaries,
or to societies, or to us as members of this Conference. It is con mitted to all

and each within the Christian family, and it is as incumbent on every

wember of the church as are the elementary virtues of the Christian Iife—
faith, hope, and love. That which takes a man a Christian makes him also a
eharer in this trust. This principle is admitted by us all, but we need to be
aroused to carry it out in quite a new degree,
Just as a gveat national danger demands anew standard of pairtotisne
and service from every citizen, so the present condition of the world ana the

missionary task demands from every Christian, and from every congregation a change in the existing scale of missionary zeal and Service and the
elevation of our spirtiual ideal,
The old scale and the old ideal were framed in view of a state of the
world which has ceased to exist. They are no longer adequate for the new
world which is arising out of the ruins of the old.
It is not only of the individual or the congregation that this new spirit is
demanded. There is an imperative spiritual demand that national life and
infuence as a whole be Christianized, so that the entire impact, connmercial
and political. now of the West upon the East, and now of the stronger races

upon the weaker, may confirm, and not impair, the message of the wissionary
enterprise.
The providence of God has led us all into a new world of opportunity, of
danger and of duty.

God is demanding of us all a new order of life, of a more arduous and
self-sacrificing nature than the old. But if, as we believe, the way of duty is

the way of revelation, there is certainly implied, in this imperative call of
duty, a latent assurance that God is greater, more loving, nearer and more
available for our help and comfort than any man has dreamed. Assuredly,

then, we are called to make new discoveries of the grace and power of God,
for ourselves, for the church and for the world; and, in the strength of that
firmer and bolder faith in Him, to face the new age and the new task with a
pew consecration.
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Che Sanctuary
“ Tae effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man avatleth much.”—St. James v, 16.

for wrere twa or three are gathered together in my Name, there am I in the midst of

Aen." Matthew xviii, 20,

GivE THANKS

That there are not wanting to-day,
in the Chinese church, men who are
able to write effectively in essay style.
(P, 583}.

That missionary efforts for Tibet
have been sitytlarly heroic and persistent. (P. §38).
For the literary work accomplished
which ts of standard value and more

or less used throughout Tibet. (P.
589).

For the work done by the British

and Foreign Bible Society for and in

Tibet. (P. §90).
For the friendliness of Tibetans.
(P. 591).

For new workers soon to enter
Tibet. (P. §92).
For 8s time of wonderful opportunities, a time of moving forward in

Tibet, and that the walls of the giodern Jericho seem about to fall down.
(P. 594}.
For the advance we have made in
ulderstanmding one another and the
hope we have for good and permanent

results from the present state of activity in advocating Christian unity.
(P. §96).
For the recent World’s Missionary

Couference, ‘‘the most significant
cliurch council of history,’’ “the first
session of the parliament of man.’?
(P, 610),

For the excellent reports of the

Conference in the RECORDER and
elsewhere.

That the Conference was a world
conference; that it was concerned
with the world as the field. (P. 602).
That China was adequately represented at the Conference, and that it
was the views of the missionary that
were placed foremost in the reports
of the Commissions. (P. 603).
For the contribution of China to the
Conference made through the Chinese

delegates. (P. 605).
For ‘ the wonderful spirit of unity ”’

and “the wonderful harmony of

Spirit’ which made snch an impres-

sion on those attending the Conference,

(Pp. 606 and 608),

those present ‘‘were pro-

foundly comsctous in an overwhelminy

way of the Spirit of God in every

meeting.’’ (P, 607),
PRAY

For mission schools, generally open-

Ing this month.
For the comunittees appointed at
Kuling and Mokanshan to consider
the opening of Bible schools in China

along the line of Dr. White’s Bible
Teacher’s Tratnping School in New
York,
That we mav increasingly understand the mental attitude and equipment of the Chinese. (P. §80).
For Christian writers of text-books.
(P. 582}.
For schools and hterature for Tibet,
(P. 593).
That the church mav be delivered
froin a reaction after the opening of

Tibet. {P. 594).

Vhat we may all be willing to
accept the wan whom Christ accepts,
(P, 602),

For the Chinese delegates to the
World’s Missionary Conference,

(P.

6505 ).

That the Chinese church may do
the things the Western church, and
our common Master, are expecting of

it. {P. 606).

For Christian Union.
We may not climb the heavenly steeps

To bring the Lord Christ down :

In vain we search the lowest deeps,
For him no depths can drown.

But warm, sweet, tender, even yet
A present help is he;
And faith has yet its Olivet,
And love its Galiiee.

Oh Lord and Master of us all,
Whate’er our name or sign,
We own Thy sway, we hear Thy call,
We test our lives by Thiue,

THERE LAT KR KV

I) , MACIVE rR.

(See August Hecorder, page 549.)

Contributed Articles
Problems of Literature in China
BY REV. J. C. GARRITT, D.D., NANKING.

HINA missionaries have been studying the problems of
literature for decades.

The records of our conferences,

with numerous articles in our periodicals, show that
But the problems
have constantly grown more insistent and more varied, and
the increasing complexity of all our missionary operations has
the subject has been under constant review.

conipelled such division of labor among us that it is more
dificult than ever to obtain literary help from men not definitely set apart for such work.

Yet every missionary is deeply

concerned in the solution of the literary problem, and if we
can clearly see along what lines we can assist in its solution,
we shail, 1 am sure, gladiy work together to that end.
Problem I. The first problem is to understand the mental
attitude and equipment of the Chinese. This would seem a
sine gua non for every missionary worker. Yet is it not too

often true that the two or three years of preparation and
language study allotted to us are spent not so much in an
attempt to learn the Chinese point of view as in the mere
acquiring of a vocabulary with which to inculcate our own
But the former is not less important than
the latter, The number of missionaries who do not acquire
any knowledge of the Classics and Chinese literature is probaviews and beliefs ?

bly in proportion many times larger than 1n the early decades of
mission work in China. ‘The very fact of a growing Christian
community, able to understand and appreciate Western ideas

in an unassimilated form, makes it increasingly easy for missionaries to learn enough language to talk and work among the
Christians, while quite unconscious of the actual mental life
and disposition of the people at large.
This situation affects the whole missionary problem.

But
it particularly affects the literary branch of the work in two

ways: First, there are proportionately fewer missionaries
thoroughly equipped for literary work than formerly, while the
NOTE. —Readers of the RECORDER are reminded that the Editorial Board

assumes no responsibility for the views expressed Dy the writers of articles
published in these pages.
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demand for such men grows daily more insistent. Second,
Many men and women who might in connection with their
other duties do very effective literary work, are liable to give
only Western views of truth,—-are in fact to an extent debarred

from aiding in the assimilating of truth by the Chinese mind.
We are in danger of always and only thinkiug as foreigners,
where we should use the oriental point of view as a lens or
prism with which to review Western thought.
I trust the above may not seem to bea stricture either on
the missionary body or on our methods. J merely desire to

‘(stir up our pure minds by way of remembrance.’’ The
work calls us, when newly arrived, with insistent claims; the
enthusiasm of the Gospel, we are sure, impels us to enter at
once on our sacred calling; we wzzs¢ learn to speak and tell
what these people so need to know, and before we know it we
are itt a vortex of duties which henceforth overwhelms the
mind and energies. Let us then keep plainly before us the
duty, from the very entrance on missionary life to its end, of
studying the Chinese mind, the past and present attainments
of the Chinese as a literary people 3 if so we may come to know

something of the vast substratum of thought, belief, and
disposition that is the heritage of even the most illiterate to-day
from the mental activities of nearly three millenniums!

Now, if this sort of knowledge of China is important for
the best performance of our missionary labors in evangelistic,

educational, or medical work, it 1s absolutely essential in
literary work. But it 1s here that the problem becomes most
acute. I believe a good many missionaries who are wel]
versed in Chinese lore hesitate to do literary work for thie
very reason, namely that they realize more intensely than
others how difficult it 1s to re-cast Western thought in forms
Chinese. A corollary to this statement will come up later, I
only mention it now to accentuate the difficulty and importance

of this first problem—-how to become ez rapport with the
Chinese mental attitude.
Each one must solve this problem for himself. It is reasonable to suppose, however, that no one can solve it without

extensive and continual reading of Chinese books. In this
day of helps and translations no one need waste time in getting
at the meaning of many Chinese books which formerly could

only be read with vast expenditure of time and application.
Missionaries, as representing the scholar classes at home, owe

Problems of Literature in China
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it as a duty to the Chinese to know as much as possible about
Chinese literature. In that way, moreover, we become able to
make the best and most effective use of the Christian literature
provided for us and to detect where lacunz exist which we,

in our time and place, may fillin by book or tract of our own
preparation.

Problem II,

flow to meet the Spirit of the Time.

For centuries, in China, literature has been pursued rather
as a business than as a profession. To-day there are such
momentous changes taking place, that we do well to search for
what may be the sptrit of the time that we may as far as pos-

sible meet it, influence it, and turn it to the advantage of our
cause.

In business the spirit of the time is, I suppose, competition, which means the earnest desire for rapid acquisition of
wealth. The business principle probably rules Chinese of literary ability to-day as much as a century ago, and certainly it
actuates those who are acqttiring an education, as well as their
parents. It this seem a not too unsympathetic statement, you
will readily agree that the spirit of the time in literary circles

is not so much a love of literature tor its own sake, but a
hunger and thirst for all learning as a means by which to excel.
There are doubtless a few who fall in love with science, or art,

or literature for its own sake, but you will not find it easy to
put your finger on these few. There is a fever to learn, to
learn all the West can give, but especially to learn what has
shown itself to be marketable. Nor is this, viewed in its aspect as a stage in the renovation of a nation, so despicable as

we might think.

For this is not the end; it is a stage only,

and as such we should deal with it.

Can we by our Christian literary productions satisfy this
hunger and thirst ?

Can we enter the lists and comfete for the

interest and attention of these millions who are studying the
West and its institutions ? The work of the Christian Literature Society and the Tract Societies is a partial answer to the
question. The answer up to date is, however, not entirely

satisfactory. We are in danger of being distanced both in
output of books and in their sale by distinctively business
firms.

These are not, of course, bound by the principles which
must bind us, and if they do not pander to lighter and deprav-

ed tastes to the extent one might fear, it is due not alone to
Christian influence, or to a more or less strict governmenta
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prohibition of books of a vicious tendency, but also to the
same judgment of commercial values.

It is evident, however, that the handicap on Christian
literature is severe. We need, in some way, to give our literature wings. I do not advocate any weakening or slurring over
of Christian doctrine as a means of attracting readers, but it 1s
essential that we study what the Chinese want and see how far
our Christian thinkers can meet the want.
A very cursory examination of the book business in Nanking—which I presume may stand as a representative centre—
has assured me that the greatest demand for books at present

may be classified as follows
First.

School text-books on ali subjects.
Second. Chinese literary productions of note.
Third. Romances, or novels.
We may consider these three kinds of books in order:

I. Text-books.--Not alone pupils in schools, who are
now legion, but the old-fashioned scholars wlio entertain any
hope of adjusting themselves to the times, are eager to get the
latest and best text-books on all subjects. Such books—as we

probably all know—are now issued with startling rapidity ;
many of them under entirely Chinese auspices. They cover
all school and college subjects and include many special
subjects, such as law, mental philosophy, normal teaching, etc.

Oue very prolific branch is history. My Chinese colleague
in Nanking tells me he saw in the library of a law student
there a large work on Church History, compiled expressly for
the perusal of law students. Chinese history 1s being rewritten,
and the histories of Western nations which illustrate the times
of renaissance, various revolutions, etc., are eagerly sought after.

This constitutes for us air acute problem to-day. Are we
ready to leave un-Christian or but nominally Christian writers
in possession of the field of text-books ? The animus of a textbook may be fatal to faith, where the book refrains from open
opposition to Christian truth ; but when agnostic or materialistic views are woven into a book, 1t becomes a very poison 1a

the blood. Thus far, I believe, these text-books have been
fairly safe, but we must see the absolute necessity of keeping
ourselves ready to oppose tendencies. To do this satisfactorily
it seems to me the production under the auspices of the Educational Association or otherwise of a higher type of text-books
than have yet appeared in many lines is essential.
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2, In the current classification of Chinese literature there
are four categories: 1, Classics, #@ ; 2, Histories, fh ; 3, Philosophies, -—; and 4, what Mr. Wylie called Belles Lettres, &. He

defines * this as ‘‘ including the various classes of polite litera-

ture, poetry and analytical works.’’ There is probably a
revival of interest in many more or less ancient works of thris
class in the present day, especially as the result of abolishing
the literary essay has been to drive scholars to study afresh the
literary styles of one and two thousand vears ago. It is the
great sale of models of literature of this class to which I have
referred as coming next to the sale of text-books. They are
not, however, by any means restricted to old books. Many
purchasers are found for collections of successful essays by
students in various centres. These of course have’ two points
of merit : the acquaintance of the author with, and his interpretation of, matters of the past history of China and the accurate
and lively style. These essays are of various types, as the dis-

course (#y), the pamphlet (3%), the critique (i), etc., each
with its own motive and its own method,
There are not wanting to-day, in the Chinese church, men
who are able to write effectively in these various essay styles.
There have been fugitive essays in various Christian periodicals, more or less after these lines, which would pass muster as

models of style and clearness, and at the same time give
expositions of Christianity, or of history or topics of the time
from a Christian standpoint. (These could be gathered and
sifted and added to by some means, say by offering prizes for
the best essays in one or another style on important subjects,
More than one valuable book has been made in China in sucha
way. ) Such are Dr. John’s Entrance to Virtue and Knowledge

(fi BE A. PY) and several books by Drs. Allen and Richard
and others; some being teprints of leaders from magazines.
T’his method seems to me of considerable importance.

Chris-

tianity ought to penetrate every part of the literary system of

China. The church should be able now to put forth some
faultless models of style, at tlte same time giving such views of
Christian truth as shall show scholars the adaptability of the
Gospel to their country. The essay really furnishes a more
satisfactory vehicle for inculcation of many truths than does a
large book, and it is indeed a question whether many a book
* Notes on Chinese Literature, p. 225.
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might not be advantageously thrown into the form of short
essays, each complete in itself,

3. The third class of saleable books as observed in Nanking was 1% J. Ht, or novels and romances. The nature
of these novels as sold in reputable book shops is better than |
feared. There are many translations, but the realistic novel
of debased type is more thoroughly prohibited, I believe, than
in Japan. It is fair to ask if there can be no countermove on
the part of Christian workers to offset the useless and too often
vicious novels which are supposed to depict Western life and
its conditions.

Problem naturally leads us to the third problem, What books should be prepared or translated ?

Tt 18 not

necessary to prepare a list of such books; you will find such
lists in the Conference records. But the form of the question
suggests wherein the real nature of the problem lies.

There 1s _

a most extensive literature in the West, most of which need
never be translated. But there should be careful choice made of

works which are worthy, as exponents of Christianity, to be put
before the Chinese public. We are too liable in view of some

Original way of putting thines which impresses us in a book
to think that the book ought to be translated. ‘The Chinese
are anxious to know what the greaé thinkers of the West have
to say. Non-Christian translators give such books to their
colntrymen as are not definitely Christian; often not with any
anti-Christian motive, but certainly not with a pro-Christian

motive. The church must write in behalf of the church’s

view of truth; the world is not likely to turn preacher. Well,
then, our literature ought to be growing by leaps and bounds

in the way of translations of the great Christian thinkers,
apologists, historians, and scientists. Books of excerpts from
great Christian authors on a particular subject, translations of
Christian works not of fleeting but permanent value, adaptations

of such works as are not in form thoroughly fitted for China,
all these are of pressing importance. These matters were
emphasized at the Conferences in 1890 and 1907, but the field
is wide and difficult and the laborers are few.

Problem I[V.—Intiunately connected with this, then, is
another problem—the men to translate and prepare the books.

The Conference of 1907 appealed very strongly to the
home churches and societies to provide many more literary

Problems of Literature in China
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workers. The Conference also appealed to literary workers
throughout the field to give more attention to preparation of
needed books. It -is fervently to be hoped that these appeals
will not fall unheeded to the ground. It would be impossible
to overstate the importance of having a strong, well-equipped
body of men set apart for such work, and so financed that
they may cotminand the assistance of the most expert Chinese

writers. We should at least treble the present number of
workers set apart for this work. They should have the
constant and svinpathetic backing of thetr Missions, of the
authorities at home, and of the whole missionary body.

This, however, is not the whole of the problem, or of its
solution. If Chinese publishing houses find it “ good business ”

to retain the services of men of first ability to prepare or
translate books for the market, the church should certainly
not be slow to follow their example. We shall find, if we
persistently look for them, Chinese who have the necessary
ability in their own language and are by Christian principle
and by Western learning fitted, either alone or in collaboration
with a foreigner, to prepare the high-class books we need in
every ine. Every college and university and seminary should
have its hand on men fit for this work, or promising pupils
in training for it.

Time and energy will be well spent in perfecting as
translators and writers youth of greater than ordinary literary
gifts.

It seems more or less impracticable to get new muission-

aries who have had this sort of special equipment and pre-

paration sent from home for this work. But it certainly is
not impracticable to train Chinese youth in this way.
Not only so, but men of the required ability, already out
in the world’s work, should be encouraged in every way to try

their talents. A general discussion of the duty every man of
talent owes to the church in a literary way nuignt well be
opened in all our Christian periodicals. Our Christian pastors
are possibly more awake than are our teachers to this duty.

Suggestions were made at the Centenary Conierence
looking toward an amalgamation of societies engaged in literary
work. As nothing further has been heard of the project, one
may infer that it is impracticable. Probably the same 1s true

of the suggestion that the Christian periodicals be merged,
giving one daily, one weekly, and one monthly paper with a
theological quarterly. These are ail counsels of perfection.
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Meanwhile, if all the missions and societies are alive to the
preéminent value in China of literary work of the highest
gerade, we shall hope to see more and more men set apart to

carry it on. ‘This imperative matter should be ceaselessly
pressed on the attention of our societies and boards.

Problem V.—The next question will be the ever-recurring
one of style. Asa matter of fact the Chinese themselves are
settling that. Within the church, in many quarters, there 1s
an insistent call for books and newspaper articles 1n Mandarin.
That should be met, and while the nutnber ot those who can
write really good Mandarin books 1s probably smalier than that

of good Wén-li writers, the style of Mandarin will, through
its introduction in schools throughout the Empire, be more
and more cultivated.
But there is no sign as yet that Wén-li is a dead language,

On the contrary, it has within the short period since the
abolition of the Wenchang essay, shown an unexpected virility.
In 1890, Dr. Fryer, in a paper on scientific terminology, rather
hesitatingly indicated the possibility that many of the Chinese
characters in Kanghi’s dictionary might be found to be more
or less accurate equivalents of some of our technical terms.

To-day we find the Chinese are, with ease and accuracy,
employing thoroughly Chinese terms and phrases for almost all

our scientific and philosophical ideas.

Some of these are

adopted from Japan; others are fixed upon here, but the
Chinese Wén-li to-day uses with entire assurance and aptitude
thousands of phrases and ideas which were unknown a generation ago—and uses them with the language-signs and idioms

of their ancestors of the Han and the Sung. What better
proof can there be of the vitality and effectiveness of the
literary language of China? So far from being effete or
obsolete, it is actually entering the spoken language.
The style to be sought for, in Christian publications, need

not then fear to be good Wén-i1. But the norms of style
which, while thoroughiy idiomatic, are lively and incisive, are
to be preferred to those which are staid and monotonous. ‘The

turns of expression which, with their element of unexpectedness, give a note of vigor and alertness, are lacking in much
of our Christian literature, with the result that it is too insipid

and ‘‘/ao shih”’ or humdrum for the scholarly taste. l am
not now pleading for fiippancy, or for mere style as such. I
am rather pleading that the best thoughts be given their
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rightful dress of the best form of expression to attract the
reader aud rouse his mind to expectancy and to thought. Too
much prominence can scarcely be given by the schools to the

formation of a good style in Chinese, for this will be the
danger point in education for years to come, owing to the
children in the earlier part of their course desirimg Western
knowledge to the exclusion of their own language. Add to
this the fact that as when the 4zrch rod stage of learning Greek
had passed, our Western scholats ceased to be able to quote the

classics, so to-day the method of inculcating the classics
is passing, and pupils are in danger of forgetting that they
have a memory, or classics with which to store 1t.

The point of alk our problems of literature, in China or
elsewhere, may be summed up in the general question, How
far may we expect Christianity actually to lead the thought of

men? How far has the Christian thinker ruled the thougnt
of the world ?
History gives a partial reply—the final answer the future
must reveal. Christianity conquered against all odds in the Roman Empire. Not the miracle of Christian character alone, not
the doctrines of faith alone, but the intellectual superiority of men
of truth over those of false systems, brought about the tall of
paganism. This supremacy must, however, be earned anew
by each generation. When Rome asserted rulership over con-

science, intellect went to sleep, dreaming dreams of empty
conquest. The recurring problems of leadership which have
assailed the church since the reformation are scarcely yet
solved. The real conquest of the world’s mind 1s apparently
put further into the future with every widening ring of influence by which new nations come under the sway ot Western
thought. We are tempted to Elijah’s despair when like him
we see the victory of Jehovah over false systems so retarded,
Can we hope that Christian truth will indeed be ruler of mind
in the East when in the West so much transpires to delay its
victory ?

Elijah found at Horeb that God, who may indeed work in
earthquake, and tempest, and in fire, uses most to work by
silent influences, unnoted forces. His voice is the still small
voice ; His truth grows in men’s hearts as the grass and flowers
grow; His kingdom comes not with observation ; but in the

end His lowly and mean ones, whom the world despises,
overcome the wise and mighty.

He commands us, then, not
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so much to look for authority by which to dead and rule the
thought of the world, but for living influences by which to
leaven it; to be its healthful salt, its vivifying light ; to be the
seed of truth, sown beside all waters; to be as frost and dew
and quiet rain, loosening the soil and fructifying it. Let us,
indeed, seek as far as possible to place Christianity in its rightful

place as leader of men’s minds by actual acquaintance with
the truth and careful statement of the same, but if falsehood
seems to thrive alongside, and by its heavily-scented flowers to
overshadow truth, let us hope yet, and ever hope, for we know

that the quiet unnoted influence of God’s Spirit still works,
going where He listeth, and will in due time bring perfect
truth to light. That truth is greater, broader, more convincing than we now dream, and its dominion over men’s minds
will be a real and lasting rule.

The Hinterland of China
BY EDW. AMUNDSEN, FR, G. S.

T was with a certain amount of eagerness that I promised
to write on the Tibetan problem and to touch briefly upon
conditions of work amorigst the tribal peoples of West
China, thinking it a grand opportunity of bringing the needs

of ‘*The Hinterland of China’’ before the missionary body ;
but although I have studied’ these peoples’ spiritual and social
condition for more than ten years I find 1t a,difficult subject to
write upon for a misstonary journal—on the one hand a man

sick unto death, not wanting help;.on the other a sick man
wanting help, but whose case demands expert treatment only,
J.

Misstonary efforts for Tibet have necessarily been of a
spasmodic nature, but nevertheless singularly heroic and per-

sistent. While opposition in the South Sea isles has long
since died’ down like icebergs before a tropical sun, Tibet is
still, even while I write, lifting high its granite head in defiance
of evangelizing and civilizing efforts alike.
Missionary efforts for the Tibetans date back to 1824. if
is stated that Nestorian missionaries had entered Tibet even
previous to this date. The brave Roman Catholic priests—
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Huc and Gabet—penetrated right into the heart of Inner Tibet

in 1845 and there commenced preaching. The Chinese
authorities, however, soon drove them back to China via
Batang and closed the door to missionary efforts, and it has
not been opened since!

On the Indian and Chinese frontiers of Tibet Roman

Catholic priests have been waiting and working ever since.
They had at one time considerable success in Eastern Tibet—

large numbers of Tibetans joining the church, but lamas
(Tibetan priests) put a stop to it. They have, however,
remained at their posts in a way that commands respect.
Many have laid down their lives, but others have come forward and filled up the gaps. To-day they have several stations
in Eastern Tibet—Tachienlu, Batang, Tsaka, Tzoku, Tsarong,
Siao Weisi, ete. On the Indo-Tibetan frontier they have their

base at Padong in Sikkim. The French-Tibetan Dictionary
by one of their men is well worth mentioning.
Settled Protestant Mission work for Tibet dates back to
1853, when Messrs, Pagelland Heyde, of the Moravian Mission,

Hernhut, took up their abode amongst the snows of Western
Tibet—yjust outside the political boundary—and there, through
long years of isolation and disappointment, laid the foundation
of missionary work in Tibet.
The literary work accomplished is .of standard value and
of more or less use throughout Tibet. Small groups of Christians have been gathered round some of their main stations.
Jascke, Heyde, Redslobe and Francke are names inseparably
associated with Tibetan Missions.

a»

The Methodist Episcopal Mission, the Scandinavian
Alliance Mission, the Indian Christian Mission, the Church of
Scotland Mission, the Tibetan Pioneer Mission, the Assam
Frontier Pioneer Mission have all been in touch with mission-

ary work for on the Indo-Tibetan frontiers, with
varying strength and success. The silent history of their
patient toil through long years of isolation, privation, disappointment and cheer would form a stirring chapter in
Tibetan church history.
We, however, are more concerned with the China side of
‘Ts bet. Here we find three Missions at work—the International
Missionary Alliance in Kansu, the China Inland Mission, and

the Foreign Christian Mission in Szechwan. The China
Inland Mission has been carrying on Tibetan work in Kansw
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also, off and on, since 1888 by Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Polhill,
Mr. and Mrs. Ridley and others.

The C. I. M. work now centres round Tachienlu and
Batang in Eastern Tibet; in Tachienlu it is largely Chinese.
The Foreign Christian Mission has its headquarters (for
Tibetan work) in Batang, a small town some eighteen days
west of
‘The two Missions are thus working from
the same centre.

Their nearest neigbours on the north are a
month-and-a-half’s travelling away, while the nearest to the
south are in Talifu, quite a month’s journey away.
The Foreign Christian Mission vacated Tachienlu, where
they had been some years, to open up work at this base. Dr,
A. L. Shelton wrote me not long ago reporting considerable

blessing in their new work in and around Batang. His
medical work takes him far and wide, where no other Gospel
herald has ever been, and opens up new fields for evangelistic
worl. In the Kansu-Tibetan work they have had considerable
blessing, and guite a few Tibetans have been added to the
church.

Various missionaries have taken journeys into distant
parts of Southern and Eastern Tibet scattering Bible portions
and other literature. So far I have made no mention of the
work done by the British and Foreign Bible Society. It is a
pleasant fact, however, that this wonderful Society has stood

by the missionaries from the very first, eager to assist in
translating, printing and disseminating God’s Holy Word.
Lhe New Testament has been translated and revised, a few
parts of the Old Testament have also been translated into what
nearly corresponds to Chinese ‘‘ Wén-li.”?
So much for the past. We come now to the real Tibetan
problem—What yet remains to be done?
My readers will have noticed that no work of a permanent

nature has been done in Inner Tibet or Tibet proper, except
through literature, and that the work done, though for and
amongst Tibetans, has been on the borders, or, to be correct,

in parts of ‘Tibet more directly under the control of Great
Britain and China.

Inner or Central Tibet, under the ‘‘Deba shung’’ or
Lhasa government, 1s yet closed to direct missionary work.

Tibet is completely under the control of the priests, not
only spiritually but politically and temporally. For a man in

Tibet to become an open follower of Christ would mean
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starvation, persecution and possibly death. As far as I can
see only two things can alter this condition, viz., “ght and

power. By light I mean the light of the Gospel of Jesus
Christ (in whatever forin) which, as it penetrated, would gradu-

ally undermine the power of lamaism. By means of ‘‘ the
glory that excelleth’’ lamaism would pale and vanish, but
the Gospel must plainly be shown to excel, by teaching and
practice, and from my experience of the Tibetans, I would lay
greater stress on the practice.

Next, power, mere force, would curb lamaism and deliver
those who through fear of death are all their life-time subject
to priestly bondage.
Many a Tibetan is longing for such a deliverance, but it is

not for us to advocate. If God should choose this method
we can only say well and good, but it will surely come as a
rebuke to a section of the Christian church for having failed to

do its duty. |

After what has already transpired it is probable thatina
very short time the Tibetan problem will present an entirely
China seems determined to make her power
felt in Tibet, and provided China’s internal attairs allow of her
project being carried ont, Tibet will before long become a part
of the Chinese Empire and as accessible as other parts of China
propel. But, of course, only a vastly superior force can bring
different aspect.

this about soon.

Be this as it may, the missionary cannot sit down and wait
for changed conditions ; he must create them !

The people are friendly in most places; where they are
not friendly it is our business to make them so. Friendship must
necessarily precede discipleship, which 1s our objective.

More aggressive work on the Kansu-Tibetan frontier is
desirable. Sungpan in the north-west of Szechwan would
form a good base for work amongst Tibetans and tribes-people
west of that place.

Several centres exist between Sungpan and Tachienlu.
Then the trade route north from Tachienlu via Dawu, Drango
and Kanze would offer great facilities for Tibetan work. The
Tachienlu-Batang route is best left to the Batang missionaries,
but all the country south of this line, say the territory between
the 27° and the 30° lat. N. and the 98°, 30° to 102° long. east
is unoccupied. southern Chialag, Mili, Talam (or Yongning),
shiangchen, Chongtien, Konzeraba, Atentse, Tsaka on the
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Upper Mekong, Tsarong, etc., are all centres of considerable
promise.

It will thus be seen that there 1s need for a vast

increase of workers in order to cope with present opportunities -

not opportunities of to-morrow, but of to-day! (While writing
about an increase of workers I am reminded of old Bishop

La T’hrobe’s sad report at Edinburgh the other day te the
effect that their Tibetan staff of foreign workers will soon
not only be decreased, but recalled, owing to lack of funds.
This was said to a private gathering and not as an appeal for
funds !)

Some new workers are soon to enter the field under Mr.
Cecil Polhill, who has for years directed the C. I. M Tibetan
work. For this we feel deeply thankful and pray that he and
they may truly be led and guided of God both as to field and
work. Tibet is practically virgin soil for Gospel heralds and
overlapping or competition will surely be guarded against out
of interest for the work and for one another.
[ may mention here that Yunnan Tibet is now closer to
Europe fand America) than any other part of Eastern ‘Tibet,
and 1s quite tnoccupied.

Yunnanfu may be reached in five days

from. Hongkong (by steam), and from Yunnanfu it takes three
weeks to Tibetan country. The road leads through the most
beautiful part of China.
Needless to say Tibetan missionaries must be men and
women of strong faith—faith that will live long without manifestations (if need he), faith that will laugh at dogged opposition, faith that will overcome at last ;—and they must be able

to stand high altitudes and be able to live on a plain diet.
People with sound hearts will find Tibet a most pleasant place
to live in ; the climate being healthy and invigorating.
Moreover, it 1s 1mportant that the work should be such as

to suit peculiar ‘Tibetan conditions. The ‘Tibetans being a
religious people, strongly prejudiced against everything
foreign, care should be taken not to hurt needlessly their
religious feelings and ideas. Medical work, industrial work,
and educational work should go hand in hand with evangelistic
work. This will not only have the effect of disarming opposttion, but will in time open up means of independent livelihood

--independent of the priests! At the present time medical
work is most important, and 1s working wonders.
Education is very deficient in Tibet ; only a portion of the

priests being able to read intelligently. Even chiefs are
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unable to read, and few priests are able to explain their own
sacred books satisfactorily.

a

school work suggests literary work, and this 1s a field
hardly entered upon by the missionary body.

The ** Moravian

literature’? is mainly elementary, and the language used not
well understood in Central and East Tibet. Vernacuiar literature
is almost eutirely lacking. The Bible even is but partially translated, and that into a style above the heads of ordinary beings.
Historical, biographical and scientific literature 1s practically unkuown. This is all the more to be regretted since it 1s
by literature only that the larger and by far the more influential section of the Tibetan nation can be reached.
Thanks to the unceasing efforts of the W. C. R. T. S. and

Mr. Cecil Polhill’s generous grant of a font oi Tibetan type,
Tibetan Christian literature is now commencing to flow out
from the Canadian Methodist Press of Chentu, West China.
The most suitable printing centre, however, is Calcutta, where

paper is easily obtained and where type-setting and proolreading can be done by the Tibetans themselves, under supervision of the foreign missionary. The Baptist Mission Press,
Calcutta, has for a great number of years supplied much, 1f not

The Scandinavian Alliance
Mission Press, although much used some years ago, has now

most, of the Tibetan literature.

fallen into disuse through lack of workers.
The Tibetan language is by no means an easy language.

I should say it is rather more difficult than Chinese ; indeed

much more difficult to acquire at the present time. The
written language is easier inasmuch as it is alphabetic; the
letters resembling Sanskrit, from which they are derived. It is
written horizontally from left to nght. The language is not
monosyllabic like Chinese. There are two or three different
styles of writing in use as there are two forms of the spoken
language—the common and honorary.

It is thus a double language with a grammar almost as
dificult and complicated as the Greek. Tro these difficulties
must be added that of several degrees or grades of aspiration
and a delicate tone-system.
Then, again, it 1s a land of dialects. Each valley, 1n some
parts, has its own local dialect not understood elsewhere. There

is happily one standard or governing dialect, the ‘'U-ke”’ or
central Tibetan, understood more or less throughout the whole
of Tibet.
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In addition to this complicated language a properly
equipped missionary ought to kuow Sanskrit and Chinese.

The

former is greatly used in sacred writings and the latter 1s of
great importance owing to the ever increasing Chinese population throughout the whole of Tibet. It is impossible 11 a brief
article to touch upon all that concerns or 1s of interest to intending missionaries ; such as religion, custoims, character, history,

etc., etc., but I would like to add that 1 believe we are just
now entering upon a period of supreme importance, a time of
wonderful opportunities, a time for noving forward. I believe
the walls of Modern Jericho are about to fali down.
Indeed the walls ave even now tottering and workers are
going forward.

After the opening of Tibet and the satisfying of mere
curiosity there will come the reaction. The scarcity of people,
their indifference to Christianity, the hardness of travel, etc.,
etc., will deter many. But those who do go forward should

remember that work for Tibet is of peculiar importance on
account of the tremendous influence Tibet exerts upon surround-

ing countries, such as Mongolia, Sinkiang, West China,
Bhutan, Nepal, and parts of India.
Lhasa is to these countries practically what Mecca is to

Mohammedans. Moreover, with the fall of lamatstic power
and influence will come the emancipation of several millions
of slaves throughout Central Asia. ] do not mean spiritual
emancipation (though I hope that will be included), but bodily,
physical release from slavery in which the lamas now hold the
ignorant lay people. It is thus a spiritual campaign and an
anti-slavery crusade we are engaged in. And ‘* inasmuch as

ye have done it unto one of the least. .... ye have doue it
unto Me.’’
Il.

Bordering on East Tibet, and partly mixed up with the
Tibetans, we have a great variety of races increasing in number
as one goes south, where (in Yunnan alone) they number some

fifty to sixty different tribes speaking almost as many distiuct

languages. These aborigines are all of them more or less
distinct and cut off from their overlords—the Chinese. The
tribes vary greatly in size—from one million or more to ten

or twenty thousand. All vary in appearance as weil as
“manners aud customs and beliets.
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I have generally found them most pleasant and friendly.
Being despised by the Chinese, they soon make friends of
foreigners,

Mission work amongst the lowest of the tribes—the Hwa
Miao, Lisu, Langa, etc.—was thrust upon the missionaries by
the people themselves, and it has since borne abundant fruit.

They have shown themselves exceedingly teachable and
anxious to spread by lite and inp what they have learned. The
China Inland Mission can supply tracts telling something about
this most wonderful and most proniusing Mission work.

Yuunan and Kweichow are full of aborigines, especially
Yunnan, and work may be started in either of these provinces
without fear of overlapping. The whole of the southern half
and north-west of Yunnan lies untouched; 1n only two spots
has work been commenced in Yunnan atnongst the tribes-people.

Kwangnantu in the south-east and Talang in the south
would form splendid centres for work. So also Yongpeh,
Likiang, Kieuchwan, ete., would be excellent centres for

tribal work in the north-west. There are scores of other
centres, in Yunnan alone, where promising work might be

started, and I should say at least fifty missionaries are needed
in Yunnan in order to reach the tribal peoples, and Kweichow
is perhaps as needy.

Froim past experience one is encouraged to believe that no

work in the whole of China will yteld greater results than
work among tribes-people in Yunnan and West Kweichow,
if wisely started and wisely conducted.

I would, however, warn new comers from rushing unprepared into the work; it 1s, as I said at the beginning, a
work needing expert handling. After having acquired some
knowledge of Chinese 1t would be wise to study existing work
carefully. { dare say Mr. Adam, in Anshuen, Kweichow ;

Rev. S. Pollard, Chaotong, Yunnan; Mr. John McCarthy,
Yunnanfu, and Mr. G. Nichols, Wutingchow, Yunnan, would
be willing to give ail possible help to prospective workers amongst

the tribes-people in S W. China. (1 only mention these
names for the sake of easy reference, and do not in the least
undervalue the help of their fellow-workers).

The independent Lolo or Nosu tribe, whose territory
stretches far into the heart of the province of Szechwan, seems

easier of access from the south (in Yunnan) than from the
north, but work should also be started from the north for
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this secluded but most interesting people. This is the only
tribe that is difficult of access (within their own territory); all
other tribes are not only accessible but form a large field ‘‘ white
unto harvest.”

I shall be glad to give intending workers (for Tibet or
». W. China) any further information they may desire, and I
ai able to supply. Letters addressed c/o B. and F. Bible
House, 17 Peking Road, Shanghai, will be forwarded to me.
(After February at Yunnanfu, S. W. China).

the Outcome of the Movement for Greater
Christian Unity
BY REV. F. RAWLINSON

HIS is an age of neighborliness. The globe on which
we live, not being overly large, has impressed men
with the fact that to get along comfortably they must

get along together. Moved in part by the same spirit the
various divisions of the Christian host are laying more
emphasis on the great principles for which they all stance than
on the various differences which account for their existence.

Lhe denominations are surprised to find how much is being
lost by their trying to convince one another instead of together
trying to convince the world. On every hand we hear much
speech about what we all should do, which we all proceed

largely not to do. Here and there attempts are made to
obliterate distinctions hoary with age. Success, to say the
least, has not been overwhelming. As regards any widespread
concrete results we are still making resolutions and committing
them to committees. Nevertheless we are not simply agitating
the gir. We have made advance in understanding one another

and have much ground for hope that something good and
permanent will result from: our present state of rhetorical
activity. It is quite probable, however, that the final outcome
will be different from anything we just now expect or want.
The conclusions expressed below represent the logical convic-

tions of the writer rather than his denominational position or

preferences. He finds himself with still sufhcient human
nature to feel that the only real solution of the problem ts for
all to enter the fold in which he is an under-shepherd. On the
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other hand he is convinced that he is not going to get his
wishes. It is to be hoped that others will not lose sight of
this point.
Two statements are frequently made that must get in the
way of every one who tries to think clearly instead of denominationally. The first has to do with the effect upon Christians
in China (undoubtedly the same condition of thought prevails

in other mission countries) of the divisions of Western
Christianity. It is frequently said: The Chinese will make
their own theological divisions; why pass ours on to them?
But on the other hand, why not?

They have as good a chance

to attain to at least partial correctness if they follow us as if
they blunder into 1t themselves. It is a fact that the Chinese
will develop for themselves various phases of Christian thought.
They have them now. Therefore our differences of ideas or
method will not trouble them much. But for us to allow our

denominational tenets to cause us to present a divided front in

our allegiance to Christ, or to be the means of our working
against one another, will hurt the cause of Christ among
the Chinese. Again, it is often said that if the denominations
get rid of their present differences they will most likely develop
others. That is a fact, tco. And as soon as it is realized we
shall cease trying to bring about Christian unity by endeavoring

to convert one another or trying so to mould the various
denominational views as to make them all fit together.

To

sum up it appears that we shall have to secure a form of
dengminational unity that will leave room for denominational
preferences.

Among other things we need to learn the practical lesson
of not trying to force a way along roads marked ‘‘ no thoroughfare.?? In our attempts to attain to Christian unity two such
roads have been revealed. The first of these is the wel]l-meant
attempt to unite all Christians in one organization by signing

some fairly comprehensive statement of belief to which all
would agree. In other words to find a ‘‘creed’’? which all
would accept. In the first place there is no inconsiderable
portion of Protestant Christianity which does not want any

sort of a ‘‘creed’’ at all.

In the second place those who do
would find difficulty in agreeing on its main articles. Another

closed road is the path of compromise. Consciences are
involved in the things which differentiate the denominatious.
True men cannot compromise their consciences. This is true
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whether the point at issue is ‘‘infant baptism,’’ ‘*the historic
episcopate,’’? or the form of adult baptism. While admitting
that denominational vaiity is sometimes mistaken for denomina-

tional conviction, yet it 1s also true that the points at issue

between the various denominations are matters of conscientious
convictions. Unity gained at the cost of conscience would not

be worth the trouble it took to get it, and would not last as
long as it would take to secure 1t.

Nevertheless there must be

a way to bring together all true Christians in effective unity.
That way we must try to find rather than seek to force closed
doors. We cannot unite Christians by making the method of
wnion a bone of contention.

Right at this point we should lke to suggest a very
practical principle that should be kept in mind by each
individual working etther for or against Christian unity. It ts
the grain of salt that should season all our efforts to convince
others. Recognizing that there are good men on all sides of
this great problem 1t would be well for each of us frequently
to ask himself, If such thoroughly good men difter from me

is 1t not quite likely that I am not altogether right? The
recollection of this point would have a tendency to shorten
many debates.

The final outcome of all our conferring, to which I am
leading up, 1s inevitable in view of the axioms of the relation

of the followers of Christ to the Father of Christ that are
coming into view on the horizon of Christian experience.
Like all axioms they have always been true, but it has taken
some of us a long time to see them, and sometimes even now
we doubt our eyes. These axioms are stated negatively in
order to bring into relief the things some of us in time past
have believed to be so. (1) No denomination has a monopoly
of piety. Who will any longer contend that all the good men
believe exactly as he himself does ?

(2). No denomination has

a monopoly of Cliristian experience. Who any longer maintains that similarity in Biblical interpretation is the mark of

those who ‘‘know’’ Christ? (2). No denomination has a
monopoly of great. religious leaders) Who nowadays is
sufficiently inflated with denominational vanity even to think
SO ?

(4). No denomination has a monopoly of blessing.

There

is a kind of ‘‘trust’’ acceptable with God. It 1s not, however,
the kind that claims it can and does get more from God than
others can. The Baptist brother must perforce remember that
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Korea, the ‘* Miracle of Modern Missions,’? has gotten on
without lim. Others likewise who might be inclined to unduly
point ont that fact should look up the work among the Telugus

and read again the Life of Carey. But why labor to prove
axioms ? What will explain Grenfell, Livingstone, Morrison,

Carey? The things that have kept us apart? Ability to
walk the fences we have put around our beliefs ?

As we think of above-mentioned axioms a few questions
arise 1n our minds. {It would appear that the greatest blessings God has and bestows are not conditioned upon denominational dogmas. But we have thought some of the doctrines

that have kept us apart essential to obedience. Then does

God bless men who are disobedient? Or have I held as
essential to obedience some things that are not so? Or is it
not essential that I be obedient in order to be blessed of God ?
It there has been a mistake made it is ours, not God’s. A

Baptist might say: But the rapid growth of some PedoBaptist bodies is explained by ‘“‘infant baptism.’ We niust,
however, remember that not all Pedo-Baptists grow with equal
rapidity. T’hen again the first appeal on the Mission field,
where so many signal successes are recorded of all denominations, is of necessity to adults. In any event it must be ad-

mitted that neither ‘infant baptism?’ nor ‘‘immersion”’ explain the facts stated above. Again, 1f the things that keep
us apart are not of sufhcient importance to prevent God’s blessing us, what do we gain by letting them keep us apart ? Can
we hold more if we do not get too close together? ‘T’he test
of the pleasure God finds in our acts is the blessing He grants
us—the success 1n His work he vouchsafes us. It God 1s pleased

with so many types of inen why does not my heart find
pleasure in them? Bunt what are the tests of a Christian’s

relation to God? The contents and attainments of his
spiritual life. What is denominational success, or success
in Christian effort? Numbers? Hardly, for then the Confu-

cianist must be our leader. Fine buildings? Then the
Romanists stand a chance of being nearest correct.
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comfort? Then the plutocrat has hit the mark when he has
not been aiming at it.

No, the only test of success in religious

effort is lives brought into tune with God so that they are
helpful to their fellow-men.

The test of a denomination is the

character of its membership. Christian character does not
need any particular denominational soil to produce it.
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Now we are ready for the consideration of the next step

that 1s going to bring about the final outcome of all our

thinking, talking and planning for Christian unity. It is
possible that this step has already been taken. It has not,
however, I think, become apparent to all. We hear much of
bases ot union.

But the formulation of a basis of denomina-

tional union is not the next step. What we need is an
acceptance of the basis on which we will recognize one another
as Christiagis. says a perfect chorus of voices, ‘‘do
we not do that now ?’’ While we refuse to anybody certain

Christian privileges which we claim for ourselves can we be
said to recognize these persons as Christians in full and good

standing? And 1f we do not go that far do we not nullify
what we admit ?

But what would be a sufficient basis for the recognition of
others as Christians? Here are two statements which wonld
satisfy me:(1). The acknowledgment that Jesus Christ is the
Son of God, who came down from heaven, whose life and
works revealed God, whose death saves men, and who js now
alive in heaven. (2) A further necessary statement would be
that personal faith in Jesus Christ is necessary and sufficient

for the salvation of any human soul. Coupled with these
statements there must of necessity be some test of their vitality
in the lives of those making them. This would be the same
as for the denominations—character. Is the person who claims

to believe these two facts like Christ in moral rectitude and
activity for the benefit of others ?
This may, to some extent, partake of the nature of a creed.

It is, however, not very extensive.

Something like it is

necessary 1f we are to remain Christian. The acceptance of
some such basis on which we would recognize one another as
Christians does not mean that we must all have the same
definitions of the phrases used. The question is, Do we
together give Christ the preéminence? In addition we must
accept tacitly at least certain working principles. (1). Effect-

ive faithin Christ 1s more important than any method of
approach to Christ. (2). The forms over which we disagree
are not essential to the saving of the soul, though at the same

time we mutually grant the privilege of considering them
essential to worship, if so desired. (3). It will be necessary to
recognize that those led to put saving faith in Jesus Christ by

those differing from us in doctrinal belief are just as truly
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saved as those we may induce to accept Christ.

The Eipiscopa-

lian brother who believes that the Baptist or Methodist brother
is outside the pale of ‘‘ episcopal succession’’ must yet admit
that they are within the pale of being an instrnment in God’s
hands of leading men to a better and higher life. With this

in mind I do not see how any Baptist brother can hold out
against union efforts in evangelistic work. It is not necessary
to accept the ‘‘ historic episcopate’? in order to feel that the

Anglican brother is loyal to Christ and able to win men for
Him. (4) We will together agree that the reality of faith in
Christ shall be shown in its effect upon conduct.
The acceptance of this basis of recognition and these few
working principles would bring us together on two vital points— our attitude towards Christ and the saving of men’s souls. Is

anything else vitally essential ? We may thus agree and still
believe that some things we do and others leave undone are

more important than some things they do. We will leave
ourselves that much balm for our hearts. Nevertheless we
will not even intimate that the failure of others to do these
things we hold important necessarily makes them traitors to
Christ.
To admit these axioms, accept these bases of recognition,

would oblige no one to ‘‘ give up anything.”’

It may in time

It is not a compromise.
Union, if it comes, must come through a common attitude tocause some things to be sloughed off.
wards a person.

But now what will be the outcome of the movement for

greater Christian unity? The future church will not be an
organization under any form of human government.

Indeed

t am convinced that those who are working for one worldembracing church are on the wrong track. Too many of us
are afraid of a spiritual oligarchy, which in the last analysis is
not much better than any other form of oligarchy.
more, the many varieties of human nature and the possibilities

of many differing interpretations of Scripture are against it.
Different groups will still represent different types of men and
ideas. But this is where we shall eventually come; THAT
EACH PERSON WHO MAINTAINS A RIGHT RELATION TO CHRIST

IS ENTITLED TO ALL THE PRIVILEGES OF ANY BODY OF
The force that broke
CHRISTIANS WHEREVER HE MAY BE.

the power of sin over the human race, and forged a way
whereby anybody might wend his way to God, will yet render
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insufficient to keep men apart all denominational distinctions
when such distinctions are looked at in the hight of Christlike

character, the final and only proof of right to all Christian
privileges. THWE MAN WHOM CHRIST WILL ACCEPT WE MUST
ACCEPT IF WE HAVE ACCEPTED CHRIST.
rename, ai

China’s Part in the Edinburgh Conference
BY W. W. LOCKWOOD

It came again Te came a
it was aa
world
conierence.
TN ©feeling
thatthattwas
wordd
conference.
and again, as the reports of commissions were reviewed

and the discussions heard, that the church in the year as
never before has come to a realization that the fleid is the
world. ‘This was borne in upon the delegates from the beginning day upon presentation of the report of Commission I.

dealing with the subject of Carrying the Gospel to all the
Non-Christian World;’’ a report of eighty-one large pages, in
which the supreme task before the church 1s reviewed in detail
in a more masterly and comprehensive way than has ever been
done before. For those ten days the twelve hundred delegates
at Edinburgh seemed united in a wonderful way upon this world

task, the proportions of which and the necessity for which
and, one might say, the possibility of which were realized as
never before. It was in every sense a wor/d conference—a
unit—-not a series of meetings or conferences in which the needs

of each particular mission field were separately presented and
made to appear as rivals in claiming the attention and support

of the churches of the West. It was the ultimate task, the
obligation to the world that loomed large in the Conference
rather than the particular need in the particular field. ‘The
delegates from China almost unconsciously found themselves
absorbed with the questions confronting the church in India
and Africa and elsewhere, and vice versa ; it was the saine with
the delegates from those countries when conditions in China
were reviewed. We did not hear any one saying that he did
not feel that his particular field was being adequately presented.
The Conference was not concerned with the presentation of
fields. It was concerned with the zwordd as the field.
But we have been asked to contribute to the RECORDER

on China’s Part in the Edinburgh Conference. This is a
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pleasant task because one felt that China was adequately repre-

sented, that is, both by those from the West who spoke and
by the representation from the East.
China’s largest contribution to the Conference was made
months ago, and by many who were not privileged to be in
attendance at Edinburgh; a careful study of the reports of the
commissions shows that in most cases an effort was made by
the commissions to obtain the views of the China missionaries
in all questions relating to work in China. One commission
gave a list of sixty-four correspondents in China who con-

tributed to the report. These represented all parts of the
Empire and all sections of the missionary body. A sincere
effort was made to incorporate or reflect these views as far as
possible in the reports of the commissions. One felt that with
an occasional exception it was the views of the missionary that

were placed foremost in the reports of commissions. The
missionary was given credit for being an expert on all those
problems dealing with the work of missions on the held, and his
views were reflected in the reports. Qne commission brought

before the Conference a stack of correspondence two feet
high, which was made up, for a large part, of letters from
the mission fields. It was arranged as to countries; that
from each country being bound in a separate volume. The
China missionary body was heard in the Conference through
this correspondence; and the reports of commissions, when
published in permanent form, will incorporate the best that
has come from the field of China in most cases, not excepting

the reports of the Centenary (Conference of 31907. The
commissions had facilities for work which the Shanghai
Conference commissions did not have, and they made good
nse of these facilities.

China was recognized as no other mission country in
having one of its missionaries as the chairman of one of the
Commissions. Those who saw Dr. J. C. Gibson as chairman
of one of the commissions and presiding officer at the Shanghai
Conierence will realize what ability and experience he brought

to the task assigned to him at Edinburgh as chairman of the

Commission on ‘‘The Church on the Mission Field.’’ The

report was considered one of the most thorough of the eight, and

the remarks of the chairman in presenting the findings of the
commission carried great weight as coming from one who
through long experience and study on the field and at home
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had done justice to that most important subject. China made
a distinct and unique contribution to the Conference through
the labors of Dr. Gibson.
China was well represented in the discussions. One was
agreeably surprised at the number of delegates from China.

At the opening reception given by the city of Edinburgh it
seemed to a China hand that he was among home friends. At
a reunion of the China missionaries one afternoon nearly two
huudred, representing all parts of China, were present. These
were not all regular delegates nor was there a large number,
perhaps, considering the size of the Conference ; but while it is
true that the missionary representation numerically was not
large the delegates who were present were given a hearing.
This applied particularly to the six subjects that concerned the
mission at work on the field. It would seem that a conscientious effort was made to give the missionary from the field an
opportunity to speak on those subjects which concerned the

field more intimately. For example, in the discussion on
Commission I. on carrying the Gospel to the non-Christian
World, out of thirty-four speakers twenty-five were from the
mission field, and of this number nine were from China. Fair
to say this was a larger proportion of missionary speakers than

on any other day, but 1n each case those from the field had
reason to feel that in the discussion a sufficient hearing was
given to those who were engaged in the work on the field.
This was as it should be, but it was certainly not to be considered a foregone conclusion that this would be the case in a
conference where, owing to the limited time, on some days as
many as forty speakers who had sent 1n their cards as desiring
to speak, were unable to get a hearing. ‘There were not a few
in China who previous to the Conference felt that the mission-

ary body had not been adequately recognized either in the
make-up of the commissions or in the missionary representation
at the Conference itself. While it does seem that certain commissions cauld have been greatly strengthened by the addition
of missionary representations who could have been chosen from
amongst those who were at home on furlough, yet a retrospect-

ive view of the Conterence shows that these lacks, if they
could truly be called such, were made up fully by the contribution of the missionaries in their correspondence with the commissions and by their frequent recognition on the floor when
the discussions were in progress.
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We need only mention a few of the speakers who hada
real part in the Conference to assure China readers that China
was adequately represented. Among others were Dr. F. L.

Hawks Pott, Dr. A. P. Parker, Dr. Timothy Richard, Dr. D.
Duncan Main, Rev. G. H. Bondfield, Rev. W. N. Bitton,

Rev. P. F. Price, Rev. Paul D. Bergen, Rev. Ll. Lloyd,
Dr. C. H. Fenn, Dr. John Ross, Mr. R. J. Davidson. ‘Three
of the most helpful hours of intercession were conducted by

Rey. D. E. Hoste, Dr. H. T. Hodgkin and Bishop L. H.
R oots.

The latter was a meinber of the Business Committee

in charge of the Conference and gave a most thoughtful
address on ‘‘ The Problem of Codperation between the Missionary and his Fellow-workers on the Mission Field.” Or.
Arthur Smith, Bishop J. W. Bashford and Mr. F. 5. Brockman
gave addresses at the more formal evening meetings on subjects

relating to the China field. Jt will be seen from this that
China was well represented on the platform, both in the
informal discussions and in the set program.

The third contribution of China to the Conference, by no
means the least, was that made by the Chinese delegates.
There were Rev. Cheng Ching-y1, of Peking; Dr. Ida Kalin,
of Kiukiang, and Mr. Chang Ding-yong, Prof. Dong ‘T'sing-en
and Dr. C. C. Wong ; these three last irom Shanghai. These
were all given an opportunity to speak ; one or two speaking
several times, and on each occasion they were listened to witb
the utmost interest and profit. The Conference recognized
repeatedly that the work of carrying the Gospel to any mission

land must be done in large measure by the church on the
mission field.

This was emphasized by many of the speakers,

and it 1s strongly put in the official letter that has been sent
by the Conference to the church on the field. So large was
the contribution made by the delegates from China, Japan,
India and other mission countries that 1t 1s generally recognized
that the next Conterence ten vears hence should and wili see a

large deputation present from the mission fields who will be
given, as they were this time, full opportunity to express their
views on the intricate and difficult problem of the church’s
work in mission lands. Without doubt such a move would
result in greater wisdom in the decisions of the Conference,
would cause the inspiration and other results of the Conference

to be carried back to the churches of the foreign field in
an effective way and would do more to contribute to a united
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Christendom than any other thing the church of the West
could do.

The Conference manifested a great interest in ali those

questions that had to do with China. The speakers from
China appeared to advantage, and their message was listened

to with such attention as indicated beyond doubt that the
Western church, while appreciating the past and present
accomplishments, is looking still more expectantly, more
prayerfully and with greater faith for great things to be accomplished through God in the Middle Kingdom during the next
few years that are before us.
ced reece ran tiie Si ter cet

Impressions of the World Missionary Conterence
l.—BY REV. A. H.. SMITH, D. D.

PON one who attended the Centennial Conference at
Shanghai the great Edinburgh convocation inevitably
brought back many beautiful nemories. There had
been the same careful planning long in advance, the same
predigestion and collaboration, and there occurred the same
compendious presentatien of definite conclusions in a tabloid
form. There was the same wonderful spirit of unity and the
same felt (although unexpressed) determination that nothing

must occur to mar it. Inflammable material there was in

extreme abundance, but every occasional spark fell as harmless as burning tow on damp grass. The presence in effective
force of the high church wing of the Church of England (for
the first time, but assuredly not for the last) occasioned, from
divergent points of view, gratification and dismay. This presence was, it is true, purchased at the expense of suppressing or

ignoring all forms of mission work in Roman Catholic lands,
which was naturally regarded as alike unnecessary and unjust.
But m this age of world vision and expansion it 1s essential to
cultivate an irenic and a truly Catholic spirit, that we do not

defeat our own prayers for that reunion of Christendom
which to many has definitely emerged as a possibility in this
world—though yet remote—and not merely in a future one,
But ere this can come about the church itself in every branch

and fibre must be purified. Toward the recognition of this
great truth this Conference was a great step in advance.
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It was also a fresh and a convincing demonstration of the

value of skilled leadership. Everyone of the eight Commissions was a phalanx. The Business Committee had but
to speak a potent word, and always the Conference instantly
responded: ‘‘ Agreed.” Careful rules for debates, amendments,
and the like were as superfluous as accident insurance policies

or patent diving-bells, There were no ‘‘debates,’’ and there
was no division. Every vote was deliberate and unanimous,
notably the crucial one on the appointment of a ‘‘ Continuation

Committee,’? which is the vital point of contact with future
developments in mission work. As at Shanghai in 1907 and
at Chentu in 1908, we were profoundly cosczous in an overwhelming way of the Spirit of God in every meeting, more

especially in the great volume of prayer and of praise.
Especially wise and effective was the elimination, at the close,

of all gratulation and the formal and diffuse expression of

thanks, etc., which too often fritter away time and dull
spiritual perception. In the place of this chaff was a golden
hour of thanksgiving, petition, and self-dedication anew to God

and to His service. In this respect this great and historic
Conference has set an example which should be widely
inhuential.

The wise and beneficent despotism of the Business

Committee, and of John R. Mott, the General in command,
economized and concentrated to the utmost the rmtellectual and

Spiritual énergies of the twelve hundred delegates. Rigid
time limits inexorably enforced pon bishops and archbishops,

upon kings and all that are in authority, set a precedent
perhaps new to the British Isles, but of great value. This
generally but not invariably led to the suppression of the
superfluous, the steady insistence upon main issues, and to
relentless forward progress on the main track with no trrelevant

and inconsequent shunting and side-tracking. Ali this we
must believe is ‘‘the promise and potency’’ of what is to
come in not distant years.

The nine thick volumes which are to be the tangible

memorials of this unique convocation, will be a quarry and a
mine, out of which for many years men and women will bring

forth things new and old to further the ushering in of the
kingdom of God.
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1l.«BY F. S. BROCKMAN.
[The following is a private letter, which we are pleased to be able to
share with our friends. Its graphic description well supplements what we
have been able to vive from others —ED. Rue. }

|

HE Edinburgh Conference has closed. To attempt to
give anything like an adequate 7észmé of its proceedings
within the limits of a letter 1s impossible. There were

three sessions a day ; about seven hours for each of ten days.

The speeches during the debate (or discussion rather than
debate) were limited to seven minutes, and an effort was made

to call on the same person as little as possible, so you may

imagine not only the volume of speaking but its variety.
Men spoke who had come from every part of the world and
who represented every phase of belief and opinion within the
limits of Protestant Christianity—high churchmen, very high
churchmen, Quakers and Baptists spoke one after another
with no sense of strangeness; and Swiss, Hollanders, Indian,
Negroes, Irish, Scotch, Americans, Chinese, Japanese, English,

etc., etc., came on with bewildering quickness of succession.
We soon learned that no harm came from absolute frankness.
Each man spoke his own mind. While there was much variety
of opinion and even conflict of ideas, a wonderful harmony of
spirit pervaded the meeting from the beginning. In fact the
note of unity was easily the prevailing, denominating, characteristic note of the Conference. As we drew to a close this
became overwhelming, and no one would have dared utter a
syllable against it. As this sense of unity grew and deepened
all seeined subdued, awed in its presence. Nothing I can say
will enable you to imagine it. If you could get some idea of
how intense has been the party spirit here in Great Britian,
where politics of the most partisan kind and church differences
are bound together, where the church is divided against the
non-conformists and where the division within the Church of
England itself is so great that in many cases high and low will

hardly speak to one another, you have one element of the
situation which helps to bring out the significance and the
wonder of the wave of unity which swept over the Conference. Another element was the variety of races. English
aud German, English and Indian, Japanese and Korean were
melted into one. What we saw at Shanghai was but a shadow

of this, a prophecy of it.. That was one country, this the
word.
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The decision to allow no resolutions was a provision of
highest statesmanship, a suggestion as I veritably believe of
the Holy Spirit. This enabled each man to speak his own
mind, and yet to bind no man. tt also enabled the chairman
to hold the discussion on a much higher level. There was no
haggling over verbal changes. There was no party spirit enThere was no clamoring to speak because a resolution was being passed without each man’s having had his say.
The character of the discussion calls for special comment.
At the beginning the seven-minute limit seemed a hardship, and
some failed to make good, but after the first day men prepared
and discovered with evident delight to themselves and to their
hearers how much they could pack into this much time. How
gendered.

interesting it proved was revealed by the attendance which was

not only maintained, but was fuller and more regular the last
and last-but-one days of the Conference. This was in striking
coutrast to Shanghai, where you will remember the interest
lagged fearfully toward the end. There was not an uninteresting half hour in this Conference. Another thing which improved the character of the debate was the regulation requiring
the speakers to send in their names in writing to the chairman.
This enabled him to see that no one section, whether geographical, denominational or opinional, had all the say. A study

of the names of those who took part reveals a truly wonderful range.

The Conference passed but one resolution. This came
toward the close.

It followed a long discussion, lasting several
hours, in which men of every shade of belief and representing

every part of the world, took part. It was not only passed
unanimously, but there was not one speech which was not
whole-heartedly in favor of 1t.

It provides for an international

continuation committee, consisting of ten Continentals, ten
British, ten Americans, one Chinese, one Japanese, one Indian

and one Australian, which is to carry on the work of the
The contrast here also with the Shanghai Conference, which divided itself into a dozen almost helpless comConference.

mittees, 1s striking. This committee has inet and spontaneously

and unanimously elected Mr. Mott as its chairman. It will
have a paid secretary. Oidham, the efficient secretary of the

The possible influence of such a committee 1s evident. Mr. Cheng Ching-yi,
president of the Peking Association, whose two speeches made
Conference, has been chosen for this post.
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a marked impression upon the Conference, is China’s representative.

The spirit of prayer which pervaded the Conference was a
notable characterstic. In the middle of the morning’s discussion all other work stopped and the Conference gave itself to

united intercession. This is the feature of the Conference,
which will perhaps be best and most gratefully remembered.
Prayer cycles naming topics for daily intercession were mailed
to each delegate.

A room was open all day and until late at

night for prayer.

Groups were uniting at different times and
in different places for intercession.
We are too close to the Conference to rightly adjudge it.
The men of conspicuous ability, unquestioned leadership and
profoundest knowledge of church history are those who speak
of it in the strongest terms. It seems to me the most significant
church council of history. Of ail gatherings of Christendom it
was the most representative in character and most daring in
aim, that is, the speedy but thorough evangelisation of all the
world. It was the first session of the parliament of man. How

fitting that its theme should have been the making of Him
King of all the world. Jt ushered in the golden dawn of that
great day when every knee shall bow and every tongue confess
Elim as Lord. 1 can scarcely describe to you with what a sense

of growing awe and thanksgiving I sat through its solemn
sessions and what a strange new gladness fills my heart now as
I face the new tasks which its visions impose upon us all.

Correspondence.
TRANSLATION OF SCRIPTURE
NAMES.

To the F:ditor of

may suggest senile decay), and so

far as it is possible to decipher
the writing bears the following

Tis CHINESR RECORDER,’’

inscription: ‘‘An Attempt to

DEAR SIR: Apropos of the

the Position of the Hebrew

correspondence in the RECORDER

about the translation of Scripture

names, it may not be without
interest to place before your
readers the following attempts
in that direction. It has been
rescued from some old papers,
and appears to be the work of
an elderly man, since it is written in a trembling hand (which

place the Ordinary Reader in

scholar by a New System of

Translation of the Names of the
Personages in the Holy Scriptures.’? By Wood B. Wise. ‘The

date is not clear, but there is
a large ‘‘A’’ followed by a gap
and ‘°1i1 rst.’?

In the hope that some of the
revisers of the Chinese Bible
may see it I have ventured to
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send you an interlinear transla-

May I say in conclusion that

beauties of the system in two
languages at a glance.

interested in this experiment, I
Shall be happy, as I have time,

great interest as Ulustrating So-

to endeavour to decipher more of
these interesting readings.

nothing new under the sun, and

new lines of thought to the

tion, which will exhibit the should your readers be deeply
It 1s to my mind a gem of

jomon’s adage that there 1s

also the profound truth that

great minds think alike.
The first passage is Gen. iv.
+
‘“Possessicn told Vanity, his
brother. And it came to pass that
Possession rose up against Vanity, his brether, and slew him.’’

ee G f 4 ds tt fo we

We. We He He Oh HE rH

THEA EB kee B te RT.

The second passage, which 1s

perhaps more full of beauty, is
Ex. lv. 27

‘ The Self-existent One said to
=

Light: Go into the wilderness
to meet Saved from the Water.

And he went and met him tn
the mountain of the Good and

There are other passages of
great force, where the meaning

of the name not only thfows
unexpected light on the passage,

but also fills one with wonder.
And one feels quite convinced

In the hope this may suggest

revisers,

I remain,
Yours, etc.,
B. LITERAL.
INFANT BAPTISM.

Lo the £:ditor of
Ye‘Tar CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DEAR SIR: The last number of
the CHINESE RECORDER, recent-

ly to hand, contains two letters
on infant baptism by brethren
who believe in the practice and

advocate its retention in the

Christian chtrch in China. ‘The

subject is one of great importance, for it not only affects the
question of chtirch union, but it
also involves that most vital
question of what 1s to be the
attitude of the church in China
toward the teaching and practice

of our Lord and ot His aposties
as we have them recorded for
ws in the New Testament.
The practice of infant baptism

is either scriptural or tnscript-

Hf it can be shown to be
specially elderly women of lim- scriptural it ought by all means
ited education, would find in a to be retained, and: the members
faithful attempt to render all-the of the denomination to which
Scriptures on this principle an the present writer belongs, would
ample confirmation of the truth be among the foremost to insist
they so often give expression to, on its retention. lt on the other
hand it 1s found to be tmscriptare very profound, 38 3 wy ural, then what? In such case

that average Chinese Christians,

are very profi ee tt

[ am well aware that my attempts at translation are crude

and open to criticism, but

doubtless those who advocate
the trauslation-of-names theory
will be able to amend thein.

may not the question well be

asked, “‘Should an unscriptural
practice be allowed to stand in
the way of Christian union ?’’
It is not my purpose to start a
discussion. Ouly, tnasmuch as
the subject has been broached,

61?
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it seems that a few words ought
tg be said.

{t have before me, as I write,

the testimony of about twenty
Pedobaptist authorities— Anglican, Lutheran, Presbyterian, Methodist, Congregationalist, and

others—no one oft whom ventttres

to base the practice of infant
baptism on the New Testament

teaching, and some of whom
most distinctly state that it ts
not of the New Testament, nor
even from the time of the apostles, but that it arose at least one

hundred and fifty or two hun-

dred years later. Were this

testimony from Baptist sotirces
it might be discounted as possi-

{ September

practice of infant baptism, in the
first place, reverses the Scripture
order, and, in the second place,

it deprives its subjects of the
privilege and the right of themselves fulfilling the duty to consciously, voluntarily and personally obey the Lord’s command.
Instead of conferring a good on
its subject the practice actually
does him a wroug.

Further, the practice arose

from, and 1s inseparably connected with, the error that baptisin is essential to salvation, an
error discarded by enlightened
Protestants to-day, and yet wun-

consciously influencing many
who in thetr hearts know better.

bly influenced by denominational
prepossessions, but coming, as it
does, from Pedobaptist sources

But now having written the
foregoing I gladly admit that

But the objection to infant

Baptist can heartily sympathize
—the dedication of the child to

it should carry full weight.

baptism is not exhausted in the
statement that it 1s extra scriptural, in the sense of having no

place or warrant in the ocript-

ures. It is unscriptural in the

more serious sense of nullifying
Scripture teaching in the case of
everyone who has been subyecteq to it. Piease note that I do
not mean by this that there has
been any zztenfional or conscious

nullifying of Scripture on the
part of those who practice infant
baptism. I do not tor one moment believe such a thing of my
brethren of other denominations,
who are just as sincere and con-

ecientious as I am. But I still
affirm that the practice does im
effect nullify the Scripture teach-

ing and intention. The command is, ‘‘ Repent ye and be

baptized,’’ where you will note:

1. An order of time, and 2. A

command addressed immediate-

ly to the individuals concerned,

and calling for an act on their

part of conscious, voluntary and

personal obedience. Now the

there is connected with the prac-

tice an element with which a

God. This is most fitting on
the part of Christian parents.

By all means let the element of
dedication be retained in some
form. Only call it a dedication,

and do not allow it to take the
place of the individual act of
obedience that follows the exer-

cise of personal faith in Christ
as Saviour and Lord.

Wma. ASHMORE.

WHAT BAPTISTS ARE DOING
FOR THE PROMOTION OF
CHRISTIAN UNITY.

‘That they may all he one, even as

thou, Father, art in me, and I tn
Thee, that they also may be in

that they may be one,
even as we are one.”’

Zo the Ladttor of
‘Tm CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DEAR SIR: Baptists are often
spoken of as narrow; the word

being used in a bad sense.

Naturally, being a Baptist, I do
not think they are narrow. And
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still I rejoice that Baptists are
narrow, in the New Testament
sense of the word : 1n that sense

all Christians ought to be
narrow.

More mutual knowledge among

the different denominations
would lead to greater mutual
respect. What I[ shail say in

the following paragraphs 1s of
course from the Baptist standpoint. I cannot write from any

other. But I do not mean to

get closer to Him divisions will
disappear, and we shall get closer

to each other. Anything that

in any way violates one’s con-

victions of loyalty to Him is
divisive, not unifying. Abiding
union can never be secured by
any sort of compromise of conscientious beliefs.

3. It 1s mainly in taking

their stand for baptism, and the

related question of the Lord’s
Supper, that Baptists have come

reflect upon my other brethren;

neither do I mean to intimate

in for criticism. Let no one
suppose ior a moment that

that Baptists have a monopoly

earnest, sincere men and women

of the truth, or even of any
patticular truth. My aim in
writing upon this subject 1s
constructive, and in no sense
critical or destructive.

Baptists are working for the
oneness of behevers for which

would have stood firm through
long periods of years if they had
not seen good reason for doing
SQ.

It is not pleasant to be

criticised.

But the point I wish
to make here is that Baptists in
holding to and recognizing only

Jesus prayed. There 1s no section

one haptism are really promoting

mote that oneness than Baptists.

really hinder the union of be-

the things that Baptists are

we unite on baptism we must
unite on one ‘‘ form.’’ No one

of Christians who more heartily
Or more earnestly seek to pro-

May I set down here some oi
doing that make for real onemess ?

1. They lay emphasis upon
the direct, continuous, and pray-

erful study of God’s Word and
loyalty to that word, which for
practical life means loyalty to
what each one honestly for himself believes that word to teach.
While due value ts placed tpon
the resuits of the work of devout
students, each person 1s encour-

aged to study God’s Word tor
himself. Baptists believe that
inion outside of God’s Word,

union upon any other basis,
upon even some fixed interpreta-

tion of God’s Word, will retard
rather than promote the oneness
which Christ desires.

unity. Those who recognize
two or more “ modes of baptism ”

lievers as to this doctrine. If

now denies that baplism by
immersion is haptism. What

hinders us from uniting so far
as this question 1s concerned ?

4. Baptists insist upon a

regenerate church membership.
The one thing required before a
person is accepted for baptism
is evidence of conversion. It is
not tor one moment claimed that
every member of every Baptist
church isa true believer. Alas!

there is much evidence to the

contrary. But the important
fact is that Baptists constantly

teach, and have been consistent

through the centuries in teaching, that no one should be baptized in the name of Christ who

2. Baptists stand for, have is not already a believer in
Christ. With Baptists baptism

always stood for, loyalty to

Christ. We call no one lord or
master. save Him. As we shall

is always merely a ceremony,
although full of meaning and
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rich in spiritual teaching, and

particular denomination. Bap-

with us it is absolutely meaningless and void unless the subject

rights in any field, and they are

of baptism is a true believer.
Divisions in the great body of
Christians would be reduced to

8 minimum if all church members were true believers. Any
polity that admits unbelievers to

even quasi membership really
makes for division, rather than
oneness, in the great body of
Christ.

s. Baptists believe in and

teach spiritual unity rather than

Organic union and uniformity.

The fact that behevers ditfer
from one another is recognized,
and the freest scope 1s allowed

for individual initiattve and

individual development. Few

tists do not claim exclusive

unwilling to allow any such

claim by another denomination.

If there is justification for the
existence of separate denomina-

tions, each is under obligation
to give its message to all men
so far as it is able.

To agree to

Stay out of any given territory
would violate that obligation.
This position does not conflict
with that of Christian comity.
Other things being equal, each
denomination should go into
unoccupied territory. But the
important thing to point out in
this counection is that the “open

door’’ policy makes for unity,

while the opposite result 1s pro-

duced by the division of the
alike in the conduct of their held. in any given area that 1s
local affairs, for the simple worked exclusively by one
if any Baptist churches are just
reason that probably conditions
in no two Baptist churches are

denomination a different type of
Christian will be produced from

thousand facets—the millions of

tg brethren of other denomina-

exactly alike. But around the that produced where several
great doctrines of the Bible— denominations work together.
priceless gems, each with a. T freely acknowledge my debt

Baptists are united, and it is

tions. Working together will

doubtful 1i there is a more closely

weld us together. Segregation

on earth than they. Baptists

makes for separation, is separation.
God delights 1n variety. We

knit together body of believers
cherish feelings of brotherly love

and oppose ecclesiastical uni-

may differ greatly and still all
be true believers. The danger
in all the current discussion
of union is that some of wus

would tend towards coercion of

shall go contrary to our honest
couvictions. We shall thereby

for all true believers, no matter

to what section of Christians
they belong. But they decry
formity, especially that which

any kind, for the reason that
such uniformity 1s destructive of
soul liberty and spiritual oneness.
Work for the oneness for which

Christ prayed should proceed
from the heart outward and tot
in the reverse order.

6. Baptists believe in and

unfit ourselves to render our
due service to each other, to the

cause that we all love, and to

the Master whom we are all

seeking to honor. Christ’s
prayer will be fulfilled. Only
loyalty to Christ and to His

truth can help to fulfill His

practice the ‘‘ open door’’ policy

prayer. Baptists rejoice in all

believe that any particular fields

dom, be those signs inside or
outside the Baptist denomina-

in mission work. We do not

Should be preémpted by any

signs of the coming of the king-
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tion. They recognize the worth

and work of brethren of other
names, and they are striving to
do their share in carrying Christ

to the world and in bringing
the world to Christ.

R. H. CHAMBERS.
MISSIONARIES AND SUMMER
RESORTS.

lo the Editor of
‘or CHINESE RECORDER.’’

edify not,’’ which passage the
French version so nicely reads:

n’est permit d’user de
toutes choses, mais il n’est pas
toujours bon de le faire.’’
May I reter to another exampie

in Daniel i. 3 et seq. Here we
have that great fact which we
still see every day in our surroundings—if we care to see
it—-that the most essential for
our life and being is the Alessing
of God, Daniel was one of those

youths. who were to

exchange their lives of captivity

DEAR SiR: In No. 7 of the for a comfortable and Juxurious
CHINESE RECORDER you publish

several very good articleson “The
Health of the Missionary,’’ ‘‘OQn

Misstonartes’ Holidays,’’ and

The Use and Abuse of Summer
Resorts.”’ The ABUSE of sttmmer

resorts by wus missionaries 1s
a question which is being wide-

ly discussed by our Chinese

brethren in the church and even
more so by non-mtssionaries ail

over this country. We may

apologize for this and say that
the use of something generally

carries with it the abuse and

living in the king’s palace. For
this reason the king appointed

tor them a daily portion of the

kine’s meat and of the wine

which he drank and that they
should be nourished three years,

that at the end thereof they
might stand before the king.
But—-and this 1s the very point

which again touches my heart~—

Daniel purposed in his heart
NOT to use these pleasures
but to live his poor and simple

hie, holding fast the promise
of his God: ‘*‘ Hr shall bless

abousius won tolltk Usa.

thy bread and thy water.’’

every missionary has a right
to use the stummer resorts. Yet I

Is it not possible, even in our
days, that our Almighty God

I feel fully convinced that What I wish to say here is this:

have always been greatly touched

by the words of St. Paul, ‘“‘ all
things are lawful,’’ which words
the Latin version renders thus:
‘“OMNIA Mint LICcENT.’’ (cf. I. Cor. x. 23). in the previous
chapter Paul speaks at large of
this ‘‘ Christian liberty ’’ which

is ever at his disposal:. Am I

not an apostle ? Am J not free ?

Have we not power to use?

NEVERTHELESS we have not
used this power, lest we should
HINDER the Gospel of Christ.

speaking of all things being
lawful for him, he adds at once

the great word: “but all things

are not expedient, all things

and Father shall bless our bodies

and souls even through the

greatest heat of the summer if
we remain on our post ‘‘ for the

(sospel’s sake ?’’ Shall it not
be possible for us to follow this
Our great pattern and bear all
things—even heat, tncomfort-

able dwellings, the lack of

social pleasures, etc.—‘‘ that we
may cause no hindrance to the
Gospel ?”’ lit this is possible then

the question of the use of
Summer resorts seems fo me

settled once for all. To use
them is often—not always—good,

but not to use them 15 éeffer:

‘For the Gospel’s sake.’
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Having dared to express my
own personal opinion on this

important subject, I may finally
be allowed to say that for those

who use or for those who do
not use the stammer resorts,
the noble spirit which St. Paul
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CIGARETTE SMOKING.

To the Editor of
“Tor CHINESE RECORDER.’

expresses in Romans, Chapter

DEAR SIR: May I express the
regret which I with others feel
that McAndrew Thomson’s letter in vour March issue has not

judgest the servant of another ?

of cigarette advertising ought

falleth. So then each one of

Can it be that the missionary
body at the coast have grown

i4, should be our guide and
principle: ‘‘ Who art thou that
to his own lord he standeth or
us shall give account of himself

to God.’
Thanking you for the space
allowed in your paper,
I am, very sincerely,
Yours,
C WW. WW. KASTLER.

A CORRECTION.

To the of
‘Tie CHINESE RECORDER.”’
DEAR SIR: In your last issue of
the CHINESE RECORDER, under

the heading ‘Our Book Table,’

called forth the editorials or correspondence which the subject
to have elicited.

accustomed to this matter, or is
it that the widespread and per-

nicious nature of the cigarette
propaganda in the interior 1s
unknown to them ?
Only an insignificant minority
among us prevent unanimity on
the general question of smoking,
but of cheap cigarettes can two
opinions exist amongst missionaries ?

Every enlightened government

has laws for the regulation, if
not suppression, of this vice.
What is forbidden by national

a new book is announced as pub-

law in intelligent communities

is called FO AC fee Fe, ‘‘ The
Practice of the Presence of God.”’

moral law be considered other
than harmful when distributed

By Brother Lawrence.

In your
review of this book you Say:
“Tt is rather surprising that it

freely to the ignorant masses of a

has not been translated betfore.’’

Though Imperial edict prohibits the use of cigarettes by
certain classes, the names of

lished by the C. L. S. which can by no straining of logic or

May I be allowed to draw

your kind attention to the fact
that this very same book has
been translated and published
Since 1906.

Tts title in Chinuese

is fn ah ZF. It was translated
by the Rev. D. T. Huntington,
of the Am. Prot. Episc. Mission,
and has, during ail these years,
been published and widely circulated by the Central China Reltgious Tract Society, Hankow.
Lam, Dear Sir,
Yours with Christian greetings, very sincerely,
C W. W. KASTLER.

country like China.

England and America are being

freely used to propagate this
trade, and an erroneous and dan-

gerous impression is gaining

ground among the people, con-

necting this trade with the

governments of these countries.

The cigarettes are freely distributed and subsequently ofter-

ed at prices ridiculously small.
The packets contain good pictures, obscene pictures, gaming
ecards and Scripture pictures to
attract all classes. Advertising

is carried on in ways which

Correspondence
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those who know China can

and build up their intellectual

scarcely consider wise or safe.
Under cover of night cities are
placarded from end to end with
foreign bills—some of doubtful
taste; circulars and booklets, on
being politely refused by shop-

life and help them to understand

keepers, have been nailed to their

doors or counters, and similar

more fully pressing Biblical
problems and equip them to

face the awakening Orient with

the offer of a living religion

which may be accepted and
believed fully and heartily. For

aggressive measures are used.

instance, the old view of Genesis
will not do. To-day the Japanese

which the Missionary Association should at once obtain legal
and also medical advice and in

slough of despond because the
view they were taught regarding
the first chapter of Genesis will

Surely this 1s a matter on

church is fioundermmg in the

every other possible way organ-

not hold water, and with that
surrender their faith has been
shaken too. If they had been
trained in a reasonable and
correct view of the sources of

ise the Christian opposition to

this vice, which in the last

few months has travelled hkea
scourge across the Empire and
has gained a hold in out of the
way cities—places, some of them,

where the Gospel is seldom or

never heard.
Trusting that the RECORDER,
guide, philosopher, and friend to
so many of us, will be in the van
of this great warfare.

Yours truly,
ROBERT GILLIES.

the book and led to see wherein

true inspiration consisted they

would be on a surer foundation
than they are to-day. Tt is not
too late for us in China to present such a view of Holy Script-

ure that nothing can shake its
reasonableness and secttrity.
The visit of Dr. White’s party
therefore has come opportunely.
The supreme book is the Bible,

and a correct tnderstanding of
it is a matter of supreme impor-

HOTSIN, SHANSI.

MISSIONERS AT KULIANG.

tance. In Dr. White's party
we have true and sure guides.

It is a party of experts in

Zo the Editor of
‘Tor CHINESE RECORDER.”’

DEaR Srr: The movement of

Biblical criticism. They know

the problem and can help us to
solve it. We have beeu favour-

sending leading men out to the
summer resorts with a message

ed here with a visit from Dr.
Rogers and Dr. Sweet. Dr.

those engaged in the arduous
work of evangelism was a most

lectures on parts of Genesis and

to nourish the spiritual life of

Rogers gave us a few brilliant

It was commenced

Amos. It is a novelty to introduce a Hebrew scholar

by the Keswick Convention, I
believe, and one can never be
too grateful to those who in1-

rank to lecture to missionaries in
China. Though some old ideas

happy one.

tiated the enterprise.

This year

and Assyriologist of the first
were unceremoniously over-

will prove an epoch in the history of such meetings. In Dr.

live.. Indirectly destructive

come to edify the missionaries

structive and helped to restore to
us the true Genesis and not the

White’s party sent to wus by
America we have specialists

thrown yet he made the dry bones

the lectures proved most con-

The Chinese Recorder
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DR. HODGE ON CHRISTIAN

inspiration, whose every word
was under the direction of the
finger of God Himself and was

lo the Lditor of

therefore inerrant and absolutely
true. No! God teaches throngh

DEAR SIR: I have just come

history, and even myths can
become the vehicles of truth.
It is not the object of this letter

to give a full account of the

lectures, but to state how stimu-

lating they were and with what
readiness they were accepted by

UNEON.

"Pure CHINESE RECORDER.’’

across the following, which possibly might be thought interest-

ing enough to find a place in

the RECORDER as applicable to
present conditions in China.
Yours sincerely,

H. V. N.

the majority of those present.

This is most gratifying and

hopeful. For it gives promise
that the native church will be
built up on sure and certain

lines. ‘Fhe themes of £Dr.

Sweet’s lectures were on qtite
different but no less important
lines—-the Christology of the
N. TT. They were fulland worthy

of the subject. They were very
much enjoyed by those present.
One can only hope that this is
but the beginning of a series of

visits from experts and that

every year we shall have from
America and England leading
scholars who will come and tel!

us the best that scholarship

can give,

It 18 a great pleasure to see
so many gathered together in
this summier retreat. T‘he major-

ity of the workers are of the

‘* younger men.” There are a
few veterans here, such as Dr.
Oblinger. He is full of work.
He looks hale and hearty and fit
for many years’ vigorous work.
One can’t, however, but regret

that a man of his ripe experience and great powers of work

is not in direct missionary service. That surely is not a wise

economy oi talent and experience,

] am, Sir,
Yours, etc.,
KULIANG.

Principles in vegard to church
union as laid down by LY,
Charles lodge, of Princeton
Theological Seminary more
than seventy years age -—

‘‘r, All who profess the true
religion in its essential characteristics belong to the church Catholic, and ought to be so regarded
by all who believe that Christ 1s
one and His religion one.
fon. Concurrence in some out-

ward form of Christianity 1s not
essential to Christian union or to
the commitnion of saimts.
c¢ 3.

Yet everything that tends

to divide the body of Christ or
its members from each other is
sinful. -

‘‘4, The day 1s coming and

is not far distant when the
people of God will be so united,
both in form and spirit, that they
will feel that they are one body

in Christ and every one members one ot another.

A formal coalition of all

sects into one body tnder one
name would not necessarily be
Christian union.

6. The spirit of sectarianism

must first be slain and the spirit
of charity become triumphant in
every part of the church.
‘*7, Attempts to break down

the barriers which sow divide

THE LATE MRS. JOHN FRYER.
(See August Recorder, page 556)

Our Book Tabie
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‘‘g. There will be at length

Christians before such baptism
of the spirit of love is given, are

a pouring out of the Holy Spirit

‘$2 Mhose churches which

Pentecost, which will prepare
the world for a consummation

of no use.

stand aloof from other churches
on grounds not supported by the

Word of God, are guilty of
schisin.

itl a measnre never known since
devoutly to be wished——the for-

mal and real union of all Christians.’’

Our Book Table.
The object of these Reviews is to give real information about
Authors will help reviewers by sending with their books,
price, otiginal if any, or any other facts of interest. ‘The custom
of prefixing an English preface to Chinese books is excellent,
AO Se BeBook
> (Bi[.,Bi).
Every-day that the students who consctenA book of class- tiously work their way through
Bughsh.
sentences.
By H. B. Graybill,
M.A. Canton Christian College these lessons will, at the close
series. Limp cloth. 77 pages. The of their studies, speak grammatCommercial Press.
ical English readily and fluently.
‘The book is intended for oral
study. It has stmple sentences i} SL HE at Gh, Fi. Language Lessons.
books.

to commence with and continual!
repetition. It aims to give the
greatest command of English tn
the shortest possible time.

Ree RA He OE.

A Class-room

Conversation Book. By Fong F.
Sec, M.A. Fifth edition. Revised.
Limp Cloth. is0 pages. Price 65
CES.

The Commercial Press.

Everyone who has _ been
brought into contact with Chi-

By Fong F. Sec, M.A.. Teachers’
College Columbia University, and
Zee Zung-zien, St. John’s University, Shanghai. Fourth and revised
edition. YFamp cloth. 200 pages,

Price yo cts. The Commercial
Press,

This book of language lessons

has already been widely used

throughout China,as 1s evidenced

by the fact that this is its fourth

edition. “The book has been

carefully revised by well-known

English must have noticed

missionary edtecators, and is
probably as nearly perfect as

Very careful and explicit directions are given to the teacher,

The book commences with easy
pronouncing exercises and pro-

nese professing a knowledge of

how mutch more readily they such a book can be. The author
read and understand English has in wind that the English
than they speak it. The ob- text-books usually put into the
ject of this book is to provide hands of Chinese students have
the teacher with idiomatic been prepared for the use of
sentences to be learned and English-speaking children, and
spoken by the pupil so that he while simple in style are too
will have a ready and copious childish in thought for the young
vocabulary at his command. men who use them in China.
and if these are only moderately

adhered to there is little doubt

ceeds by easy gradations to
teach the elements of English

6H20
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erammar. In the hands of a

recourse to one side of his libra-

good teacher this book would be
exceedingly useful, and even a
poor teacher could scarcely fail
to acheive good results with it.

graphies.,

j. D.
Fiurty-three Years in Syria. By Dr.
Henry OW. Jessup. Ee. H. Revell Co,

2vols. 832 pp. Igro. $5.

ry, which is given up to bioHe has only to spend

a short time in reading the life
of some man to whom Christ

was a great reality to have

Christ brought near to himself
and His truth afresh get strong
hold upon him.
This book, comprising a year

These books give a compre- of daily readings in the lives of
hensive and a thorough survey the great men of Israel, aims to
of the most important events make these men of old real perin the lands of which they Sons to the reader, so that the
treat by one who 1s rightly lessons learned from a study of
described as a ploneer, a mis- their iives may be positive fac-

tors in the daily life. If it be
authority on eastern questions. true that ‘‘character 1s caught
These informing pages bristle rather than taught,’’ surely a
with interesting sketches of men month spent with Abraham,
and movements. They form a God's friend; four months lived
composite of singular value, and with Moses, the great leader;
sionary, a statesman, and an

will be indispensable to any four weeks with the “‘ man after

desiring to keep abreast of the
history of the past two genera-

God’s own heart,’’ and the same
time with the tragedy of Israel’s

Levant.

giving to the student

tions of wission work in the

Dr. Julius Richter is one of a
limited number of men occupy-

ing the position of leading authorities ON missions. His History

of Protestant Missions in the
Near East (F. H. Revell Co.
19f0. $2.50), in six chapters,

first king, ought to be princely
deeper insight into God’s plan

for every man’s life. During

the year nine characters are studied, besides three weeks spent
with the Judges. The readings
have been made very brief; less

than five minutes a day being
sufficient on the average, but

embraces in its 435 pages a view

the Chinese preface emphasizes

sia, Egypt and Abyssinia with

on the passages along the lines
of thought suggested by the few

of Turkey, Syria, Palestine, Pera concluding chapter on missions

among the Jews and the work
of the Bible Societies. tt takes
its place as a standard work on a
held which apparently no single
volume has hitherto covered,

A. H. S.
HS tA. Daily Readings in the

Lives of the Great Men of Israel.

Presbyterian Mission Press,
cents,

Price 7

Mr. John R. Mott has said
that when he discovers that his

the truth that careful reflection

daily questions 1s of much greater

value than hurried thoughtless

reading of longer portions of

scripture.
The fact that the author has

spent her hfe in the effort to
make the Bible real to the common people, rather than to the
educated, is suthicient guarantee

that the work is practical. The
book should prove devotional
and thought quickening to such
readers as have the earnest de-

faith 1s growing dim he has sire to search the Scriptures

Our Book Table
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He

daily, but it will doubtless be of
far greater service if its use is
endorsed and directed by some

tween TFientsin and Pukou.

the book should do much to-

Comnission achteve an even
partial success, During his last
sojourn in China Yung Wing
was in sympathy with the re-

was placed at the head of the
Chinese Rducational Commission

leader who will conduct a weekly of 1872, and did more than any
review. Under such leadership - other individual to make that

ward the formation of the habit
of daily devotional Bible study

by the busy men and women
who form the rank and file of
our Christian people.

J. M. Espry.
My Lite in China and America. By
XYung Wing, A.B., LL.D. (Yale).
New York: Henry Holt and Company. Ig9o0g.

The veteran Dr. Yung Wing
has given us an interesting and

refreshing autobiography. Be-

ginning with his entering a mission school conducted by Mrs.
Gutzlatt at Macao seventy-five
years ago, the tale runs through
chapters of fresh and vital interest almost down to the present.
Fiven the writer’s frank egotism
is delightful. To have been the
pioneer of that growing number

of Chinese students seeking

education in America (Dr. Yung

received his A.B. from Vale
in 1854), to have later figured
in his native land in the most
stirring epochs of China’s modern history, and to have finally

retired to spend his declining
years in the country where he
was both educated and natu-

ralized as a citizen,—these are
but the landmarks in a remarkably active and useful career.
In China Yung Wing interview-

ed the leaders of the Taiping
Rebellion, became the friend
and protégé of the great Viceroy

Tseng Kuo-fan, originated the
Kianenan Arsenal, the China
Merchants’ $. S. Company, and
the Chinese Educational Commission, and suggested the line

of railway now being built be-

form party cultivated by the late

Emperor Kuang Hsu. That
Emperor Dr. Yung eulogizes as

follows: ‘Impartial history and

posterity will pronounce him not
only a patriot Emperor, but also
a patriot reformer—as mentally
sound and sane as any Einperor

who ever sat on the throne of

China. He may be looked upon
a5 a most remarkable historical
character of the Manchu dynasty
from the fact that he was singled
out by an all-wise providence to
be the pioneer of the great reform
movement in China at the thres-

hold of the twentieth century.’’
(p. 240.)
The book is well bound, printed, and indexed, and as frontispiece has a photo-enpraving of

the aged author. The method

of Romanization of Chinese
names is rather unfortunate, and
sometimes leaves one in considerable doubt as to the character
meant. But the book is of such

fascinating interest that its imperfections are forgotten and the
reader 1s loth to lay 1t aside un-

til the last page is done. An
appendix written by Dr. Joseph

H. Twichell, of Hartford, adds
some interesting facts as to the

Chinese Educational Commission

and Dr. Yung Wing’s own lifeStory.

P.L. C

Gains and Losses. The Re.

port of tbe Friends’ Foreign
Mission Association for the year
Presented to the Generai
1go9g.
meeting held in London in 1910.
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The New fast. May, rgt1o.

of statistics there is a striking

of the organ of the China Baptist

needs which, let us trust, will
move friends ot the mission to

China.

coine to the assistance of those
needy workers in North China.

Being the Conference number

Publication Society. Canton,

7°

A Map of Judea. Size 12 ft. by
This map has been carefully

prepared and has worked into
it an abundance otf historical
and geographical notes. Chinese
students of Scripture derive great

help from the map and evince
keen interest in its study.

Price

$20. Order from Mr. Spencer
Jones, Kuling.
“We fe el He. The Year’s Work in
North Honan. Annuaji Report of
the Canadian Presbyterian Mission
for 1909.

The statistical table shows
Steady progress in all departments of the work.

Our friends,

while grateful for the success
vouchsafed, long for greater

things. They ask from the
Kiome Board twelve foreign

evangelists, three male and two
female physicians, two educa-

tionists, one man to work

among students, one mechanical
engineer and five female evangel-

ists, two of whom are to have

nurses’ training. May it be unto

them according to their faith
and the Lord grant to them

more abundant blessing as the
years go by.
North China Mission of the American
Board. Annual Report, [gto.

This is the jubilee report of
this mission, which was commenced in 1860. The report is
tastefully got up and copiously

illustrated. The retrospect of
the year and a review of the
fifty years of the mission’s his-

tory are written by Dr. A. H.

Smith. Beside the usual table

statement of some itoumieditate

The Divine Name in Ancient China.

By the Rev. J. W. Inglis, M.A.

Kaiyuan, Manchuria. The Presby-

terian Mission Press. Price 17 cents,
postpaid.

This little brochure of 21

pages deals with the same sub-

ject as Dr. Ross’ book, ‘‘ The
Primitive Religion of China,’

which was recently reviewed in

these columns. Although Mr.
Inglis’ book 1s a small one it
covers a great deal of ground
and reveals 2a vast amount of

painstaking study on the author's

part. Copious references are
given to the Classics, to passages

in Chwang-tse and to Lao-ise.

Anyone can attord to possess this

book, and no one who cares to
study this, the most interesting
of all subjects to a missionary,
will fail to appreciate the author’s
help.
Report on a second visit to China,

Japan and Korea, 1909, with a discussion of some problems of mission work. By Rev. Arthur Judson
Brown, D.D., secretary of the Board.

To the Board and Missions of the
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.

Printed but not published. For
private circulation only.

Lt is not often that we missionaries in the Far Hast are privileged to see ourselves through the

eyes of one so well qualified to
appreciate our successes and our

failures as 1s the author of this
report.

Dr. Brown is well known as

an author, as a secretary of the
American Presbyterian Board of
Foreign Missions, aS a man of
wide culture and experience and
as an expert on all questions con-

nected with missionary work.
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The report which he has pre-

sented to his Board is a comprehensive statement of all the facts

relating to missions in the Far
East. The political development,

rapid advancement and social
change everywhere apparent in

the east are stated lucidly and
with a just proportion seldom
attained by occidentals when
writing of the orient.
Dr. Brown’s statement of the
probiem of missions in Japan is
intensely interesting. The prob-

lem 18 a very grave one. As
the Japanese church has grown

in numbers it has grown in

independence of spirit until it

has reached a position of absolute

self-government. The Japanese
pastors consult the missionaries

very rarely so that a condition

Dr. Brown has a high opinion
of the Japanese people and a
high opinion of the Japanese

church. The policy suggested
above does not commend itself
to him. He says: ‘§ The native

ehureh does not exist in the

interest of the Mission and the

Board. The Mission and the
Board exist in the interest of
the church. If the two clash
every eftort should be made to

bring about harmony, but if

compromise is impossible the
Mission and the Board should
yield. If we are going to work
for the native church we must

work with the native church.’”’
The Japanese church has laid

dowtt in terms
the conditions on whieclh it is
prepared to accept help from

of things has been brought about

and work with the missionaries.

“We are all happy, I say, mis-

‘cooperation by afhiliation’’

which is described by one missionary in the following terms:

In this connection the terms
“cooperation by definition ’’ and

sionaries and Japanese pastors,

promise to become as famous in

but we have nothing to do with
each other in doctrine, in polity

or in dollars.’’ Some missionaries advised that matters had
reached this pass through the

the ecclesiastical history of the

East as the terms ‘‘ homoorsian’’ are in that of the West.
The Japanese church demands
‘‘ cooperation by definition,’ and

very success of missions and that

1 been decreed that the

sionaries might, with the acquiescence of the home Board, leave
the independent Japanese church

this basis until experience proves

a seli-governing native church missionaries and the Japanese
having been founded the mis- .church shall work together on

to go its own way and devote
themselves to the task of converting the heathen and building the converts up into a new

church which would, presumably, as soon as it was strong

enough, become independent like

its predecessor There would
thus be in Japan two church-

the system to be either right or
Wrong.

Dr. Brown’s conclusions ought

to be, and will be, pondered by
other Boards besides his own.
He says: ‘* Two phrases have
long been curretit in missionary
literature and correspondence
which illustrate the dithculty of
the situation.”’ They are native

agent’ and ‘native helper.’

es—the Japanese independent ‘Agents and helpers’ of whom?
church, working without foreign Missionaries of course. Precisehelp or foreign control, and the. ly, and yet these men belong to
missionary church, subsidised by proud and sensitive races and
the home Boards and directed are not infrequently our equals.
by the missionaries on the field. We have now comie to the point
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In Japan, India and China, and
we are rapidly approaching it in
some other countries, where we

should not only abandon this
terminology, but the whole att1-

ttide of tnind of which it is the
expression.’ Dr. Brown is not
fair to us in this statement.

| September

power to the Chinese church as
soon as the church was prepared

to assume it and the Chinese
leaders expressed themselves as

satisfied with the position 2ccorded them by their foreign
brethren.

J. D.

Missionaries do not look on na-

tive evangelists as being their
“agents or helpers.’’ They are

the agents or helpers of the
ehurch. The terms are applied
to men who do an essential part

of the church’s work, but who
are not qualined to be pastors.
When they have the necessary
qualifications these men are ordained pastors and have neces-

Sarily equal powers with their
foreign brethren.

Dr. Brown sums up the conclusions which he has reached
in the following weighty words:

‘Taking a wide view of the

situation in Asia as I have had
opportunity to study it on two
different journeys, eight years
apart, in many different countries,

and in fifteen years of corres-

pondence as a secretary, it seems

to me indisputable that the

time has already come in some
places and is swiftly coming in
others when the native church
is reaching self-consciousness,

when it 18 restive under the

dominion of the foreigner, and
when it 1s desirous of managing

more fully its own affairs. In

Japan the church is determined

to do this at all hazards, even

though it has to lose all foreign assistance whatever. ‘The Church

of Christ 1s willing to have

foreign missionaries and foreign
aid only on condition of coopera-

tion as the church defines co-

operation.’’
It must be said in conclusion

that Dr. Brown found that in
China the missionaries were wil-

ling to concede self-governing

stewart of Lovedale. Published by
Hodder and Stoughton, London.

Lhis book, as much history
as biography, extends to 419
pages. The printing and general

get up of the book are excellent.
With a theme so great and mat-

ter so various, the biographer
must have exercised great restraint in confining all to one

To read of Dr. Stewart
is to realize how great good can
radiate from a great and good
Mani.
The missionary call came
to him at the plow. He qualified
volume.

in theology and in medicine.
He felt that a double string to

his bow would not be amiss in

Africa. He was physically,

mentally and spiritually equipped for his task. Probably a
study of Livingstone’s journals

decided his choice of South
Africa for his field of labour.
Arriving in the dark continent
he spent some time in prospecting
when he met Livingstone. He
made Lovedale his centre. Here

he reared his. structure—the
monument of his industry and
devotion-—the greatest Christian

and civilizing agency in South
Africa, perhaps in all Africa. Dr.
Stewart's growing fame cast a
spell over the natives near and
far and there gathered boys from
thirteen different tribes to pursue

their studies in the institution at
Lovedale. He won the affection

and confidence of the chiefs, who
sent their sons to him. He was
€@ master in his manner of reply-

ing to critics. Au invitation to
them to visit the institution in-

Our Book Table
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variably led to their conversion !

We like to think of Rhodes,
Lord Milner, Ambassador Bryce,
Froude and many others warmly
approving his labours. His tnstitution at Lovedale became a2

stride, The sobriquet is truly emblematic of the character of the
beginning and the ending of Dr.
Stevrart’s monumental labours.

the founding of other centres,

He laboured on till his hand
could hold the pen no longer,
His death caused cries of grief
in all South Africa. life and
work raised peans of thanks-

Blythswood Missions. When the

Kop, from whence the visitors

model for others, and he most

gladly gave his time and help to

the Gordon Memorial and
British nation was conferring

He sleeps on Sandili’s

can see the home of his labours.
M. Cc. M.

her greatest honours on Living-

stone at Westminster Abbey,
Dr. Stewart was present. He

with other kindred souls thought
of a still more worthy monument
to commemorate his worth, and
that was to found, in his name,
an African mission. ‘The result
was the now wellknown Living-

stonia Mission. The dotted
section on the map of wide

Nyasa Land shows the remarkable progress of this Mission.
The book contains an epitome
of all that South Africa yields of

surpassing interest from the

death of Livingstone to the

present. ‘The reader will get
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Missionary News.
Report of Kansu Famine Relief
Fund.

Owing to very poor harvests
for three vears in the districts
of Lanchow, Chin-yuen, etc.,
sreat distress prevailed. This
grew towards the end of the
year 1910, for though the long
continued drought was broken
in the summer, only the autumn

crops could be gathered, and
these were insufficient for tse.

We were glad that the Lord

stirred up friends in various

parts to send money to relieve

the distress. And so we were
able to alleviate a good deal of

it in Lanchow and the neighbourhood. More might have

been done had we been able to

continue the work during the
spring, but owing to my being
called to visit other stations, and

owing to the lack of workers, it

the end of their resources. At
the first village visited the elders
accompanied us to the homes

of the poor so that we might

see for ourselves the sad condition

of the people.
Then we employed two Chris-

tians to visit a number of vilJages and find out the poor.

Afterwards we went with them,
and were well received; tables,
forms, and tea being provided

for us. First, an address was
given to the people standing
arotrnd. They were told of the
Christians 11 various provinces,

who, for Christ’s sake, had sent
the money for the poor. Then,
with the help of friendly elders,
relief was distributed and thankfully received.
Those who had smoked opium

had to bring their pipes, etc.,

before receiving help. Though
they had been obliged to relin-

had to be dropped.

quish smoking in the distress,

specially for the relief of Chris-

tion out of their way.

the need arose. The greatest suf-

with money ; some again and

owing to the failure of their

were 437 adults and 257 children.

Some friends sent money

tiatis.

These were cared for as

ferers were those in the country,
Crops.

Owing to the plentiful rains
of this spring (1910) a bountiful harvest is assured, thank
God.
To all the friends who have
so kindly sent help, we return
Our warmest thanks.

We gave help in this city of

we felt it best to remove temptaSome 130 families were helped

again. In these 130 families

In the city and suburbs of

Lanchow the ofhcials opened six
food depéts—three for males and
three for females~—where food

was distributed daily. At the
request of the magistrate we

kept these open for eight days

when the official funds were
exhansted. To this we contri-

Ofhcial pro-

Lanchow and in eleven villages.

buted taels 2,000.

cold in winter—and the winters

the people what we were doing.

First, as the weather grew

are severe here—we distributed a

large number of wadded gar-

clamations were issued telling

During the eight days 83,774

meals, at a cost of 25 cash

ments to adults and children.
Then we made distribtition of

per meal—were distributed. We

money as the people came to

gatherings of poverty-stricken

went to see the work. Such
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people, old and young, Chinese
and Mahommedans, priests and

laity, the halt, the maimed, the
blind, coming with all kinds of
vessels to receive a meal composed of seven-tenths millet and
three-tenths pea-flour.
s3EO. ANDREW.

Sad Death of Rev. E. J. Carson.

When Walford Hart died in
i894, aiter a year’s most promising work in Chungking, and

on the seventeenth day after
his marriage, the news seemed

alinost incredible. When Mrs.
Wim. Owen died in 1895, after
eight months of effective work
at Chungking, all who knew the
circumstances received a starthing shock. But nothing so sad
and so trying has ever happened

here as the death of the Rev.
E. J. Carson, B.A., B.D., from
tvphus on June 14th, roto.

He was a remarkable man,

physically and mentally. Every-

and wholeheartedness.

appointed to take over the work

in the extensive otut-stations
(seven large counties} formerly

worked by the L. M.S.

For two months he and I tra-

velled together through our large

district, visiting churches and
schools in the seven counties.
He grasped the details of the
work with great rapidity and
won golden opinions from our

workers for energy, ability, and
tact. We had planned a vigorOus campaign for the latter half
of the year, and, to prepare for
It, we arranged for a six weeks’
normal school at the station of
highest altitude, during July and
August.

We reached Chungking on

our return from the out-stations
on June rst.

Carson felt sick and

til at ease on the ath. But in
all his thirtv-one years of life he

had never been ii] within his
recollection.

He therefore made

light of it, and pooh-poohed the

idea of lying down. On the

one who came into any close
touch with him soon. realised

night of the 9th of June deli-

that he was a man fitted to Jead.
The Chinese found him a Jeader
and trusted hin. ris colleagues

The nursing was divided be-

rium set in, and on the roth the
symptoms suggested typhus.
tween Ave of us, aud everything
possible was done to combat the

found him a ‘‘ willing horse’'
and loaced work—
and also ungrudgingly with

disease. Three doctors were
taken into consultation. Soon

He was secretary this
year of the West China Missions

after midnight of the 13th-rath a
fatal termination was seen to be

Church Union Comittee. He

breathed his last at eight a.m.

nonours.

Advisory Board and of the inevitable, and poor Carson
was elected towards the end of
last year to the office of acting
president of the Unton UniverSity at Chentu.
In the college and university
work at Chentu he was supreme-

ly happy. His Mission then

took him out of that work and
sent him to Chungking. It was

a severe trial to him, but he
entered upon this new work
with a spirit of absolute loyalty

He leaves a widow and two
httle sons; one 2% years and

the other only six months’ old.
Carson was a rare combinati0n. He had the scholar’s passion for exactitude in knowledge
combined with the energy and
dispatch of the practical man of

affairs. He also had, what so

many foreign missionaries lack,
the knack of seeing things from

the other man’s point of view
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and of feeling as the other man

really felt. He sympathised

with Chinese more than any
man of only three years in China
T have ever met with.

Why should he have been
taken and the rest of us left?

(September, 1910

He could have done better work
than most of.us, for he was high-

ly gifted and he was wholly

consecrated. One can only come

to the conclusion that he was
ready tor promotion.
ARTHUR KB. CLAXTON.

Missionary Journal.
AT Birmingham, England, rath July,

Rev. E. W. Bort, EH. B. M., to

Miss BTSEL Mary TETLEY.
Ar Amoy, 22nd July, Rev. DUNCAN
FERGUSON, to Miss CATHARINE M.

USHER, both E. Pr. M.

Ar Yokohama, 30th July, Rev. 3B. L.

A. C. M., to Miss FRAN-

ces F. CATTELL, M.D., formerly
A. P.M.
In Canada, 27th June, to Rev. and

Ar St. Andrew’s Chaplaincy, Shanghai, Rev. WALTER C. TAavLor, C.
I. M., of dysentery.
AT Chi-kung-shan, 17th July, Hants,
secoud son of Rey. J. A. and Mrs.

Mowatt, C. P. M., Hwai-king-fu,
Honan, aged four months, of dysen-

tery.

Correction in last month’s Journal.
—Miss Hatrike Lone shoulG@ he

Miss LANG.

Mrs. W. Aw. MCROBERTS, C. I. M.,

At Lushan, Honan, 3rd July, to Rev.

and Mrs. K., I. SAMSET, a son
(Ragnar i Ix).

Avr Chefoo, 16th July, to Mr.and Mrs.

R.K. Gonper, C. 1.M.,a daughter
(Ivy Palmer).

At Kuling, 25th July, to Dr. and

Mrs. C. HE. BLArr, L. M. 5., a son.
Art Si-an-fu, Shensi, 11th July, to Dr.
and Mrs. CHARTER, English Bap-

tist Mission, a daughter (Dorothy
Bileen).
At Siang-vang, Hupeb, 15th August,
to. Mr. and Mrs. J. PETERSON, 5.A.

M.C.,ason (Paul John).
AY Kast Orange, New Jersey, U.5S.A.,

ith August, to Dr. and Mrs. F. J.
TOOKER, A: P. M., a son.
AY Peking, 2nd June, to Dr. and Mrs.

EF, BE. DInLEV, A. P. M., a son

AT SHANGHAI ‘—

20th August, Dr. F. IT. Brtrow,

M.E. M. (ret.); Dr. S. I. WoonBRIDGE, A. P. M. (South) (ret.).

26th August, Mrs. A. Copp and
Misses I. R. and QO. Copp, of BL &
KF. BR. S., Chefoo.
DZ=PARTURES.

rath July, Misses SEMA MosBEerG
and Lynora CONNAUGHYY, S. Ch. M.

for U.S. A,
oth August, Rev. and Mrs. PP. P.

FARIS, A. P. M., and child, for U,
S. A.

16th August, Mr. and Mrs. F. S.
Joyce, C. I. M., and 2 children, to
Australia.

20th August, Rev. M. BEAUCHAMP,
C.1I.M., to Eugland, via Canada.

(Charles Albert).
Av Pei-tai-ho, 19th July, to Mr. and

Correction tn last month’s Journal.

Mrs. R. M., HERSEY, Y. M. Cc, As,
a son (Roscoe Monroe, Jr.).

—Miss N. N. RUSSELL, Am. Bd., was
wrongly reported as leaving China.

DR. WILBERT WEBSTER WHITE.
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Editorial
Tre Centenary Conference, in its appointment of committees, probably appointed no more important or faithful committee than that on Bible Study. Of its work
The Promofion
in various parts of the Empire we do not now

OF Bible sch to write, but rather to congratulate it,
together with the Y. M. C. A., on having invited Dr. W. W.
White and his party to China and on having carried out their
plans so successfully, An impulse has been given to Bible
study among all, foreign and Chinese, who have been able to
attend the classes at Peitatho, Chikungshan, Kuling, Mokanshan, Kuliang, and Shanghai, as well as in Japan and Korea.
Missionaries have especially prized the opportunity to join the
classes offered for the normal training obtained, for all desire
the most fruitful methods for use in training and teaching our
Christians, old and young. The methods employed in these
classes were most suggestive as models for the stimulation of
thought and the substitution of inductive study and original
research for the too easy rote work and lecturing methods.
And withal, the deeply practical bearing of all such study on
the personal spiritual life of the student was present in every
phase of the work.
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THOSE of our readers who were not privileged to bear the
voices of the teachers from the Bible Teachers’ Training Schoo!
of New York, who visited China this summer,
Che Bible
Ceacders’ Party. will be glad to see their faces in our pages.

Dr. White, who is recognized as one of the

foremost teachers of the Bible in the United States, has charmed every one by his personality, his enthusiasm, and his deep
and thorough conversance with the Scriptures. Giving at first

the impression of bringing forth truths already known, his
addresses and his graphic diagrams soon lead the listener to

realize that he is inculcating methods of study and lines of
Induction which will, if faithfully followed, yield more and
more fruit. At least one great value of his work among missionaries—-who are of course Bible students—has been to
stimulate a habit of closer attention to the impressions which
fioat in upon the mind from the Word, so as to crystallize them
in tangible tdeas. The work of his colleagues, Drs. Rogers
and Sweet, and Miss Palmer, was also very highly appreciated,
and it is easily apparent that an institution with a corps of such

well-equipped and enthusiastic teachers cannot fail to win
world-wide recognition.

THE Kuling mussiouaries, having invited Dr. White to
recount the inception and ideals of the school in New York,
A Training College
for China.

were so deeply impressed with the value of
its principles and methods for China as to

pass, with great unanimity, a resolution

beginning as follows: ‘* We believe that the time is ripe for the
establishment in Central China of a Bible school on lines of

the Bible Teachers’ Training School in New York.’’ The
Mokanshan Conference endorsed this, and the committees
appointed from these centres, with other delegates from the
North and South and from Central China, met Dr. White in
special conference at Shanghai, September 24-26, to devise
further plans. All agreed that the time is ripe for such a union
school, with departments for men and women, with courses for
the training of all varieties of Christian workers, and with the
possibility of being reduplicated in various parts of the Empire.

The cardinal characteristics of such a school would be: ry.

Direct and practical contact with the Holy Scriptures. 2.
Prominence given to the development of spiritual culture.

Editorial
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3. Emphasis laid on practical work.

4. Avoidance of isolation

1910}

in the education of Christian workers. 5. A large elective
An additional fundamental principle is that which is
in these days so characteristic of the laymen’s movement at
home, and which rang out to the world from the Edinburgh
Conference, a wide and vital-unton of Christians of all names
in this work. We offer the Executive Committee which has
system.

been formed to further these plans our heartiest good wishes.

A CORRESPONDENT has called our attention to an unin-

tentional error in our editorial remarks 1n the August number
anent indemnities for damages suffered in the
A Correction,
Changsha riots. We were misled by the words

in the article by Mr. Bitton, in the same number, where he
says: ‘*Mr. W. B. Sloan, of the C. I. M., spoke of the matter
of indemnities and referred to a recent Hunan indemuity,”’
which had been refused by two Missions and accepted by a third.

It is evident that Mr. Sloan referred not to the Changsha riots,
but to Shenchowfu riots 1n 1902, when Messrs. Bruce and Lowis
were murdered.

We understand, however, that it is the distinct policy of
the China Inland Mission to accept of no indemnities as a
Mission.

Individuals are free to do as they like about personal
In the matter of the Changsha losses both the Mission
asa Mission and all the ind‘viduals of the Mission who suffered
losses.

personal losses refused to receive any indemnity therefor.

It is always interesting getting the viewpoint of the
educated Chinese Christian and learning from him, not what
he is supposed to have been taught by the foreign
She Chinese
missionary or absorbed from the books he has
Viewpoint.
read, but what notions and ideas he has himseif
fabricated,——based upon his Christian teaching, to be sure, but
modified by his own religious conceptions. There 1s coming to

be an Indianized Christianity and a Japonicized Christianity,
differmg from each other and also from the usually accepted
Western idea, owing to different substratums already existent.
China will doubtless eventually contribute her conception of
the religion of Christ, and it will be different from the others,
as interpenetrated by the habits of thought and ideas of morality
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which existed before the missionary came. The following,
which is taken from the /afan Evangeltsi, is given as showing
the views of at least one educated Japanese minister of the

Gospel. How soon will our Chinese Christian ministers be
thinking and writing along simular lines ? In how many minds

are such thoughts, or similar ones, already shaping themselves ?P

4

People who think that the Christianity brought to this country

was something that did not exist here already are mistaken.

Christianity neither came down from heaven nor did it spring out
of the earth. It was a product of the human heart. It was the
result of certain aspirations which have always been more or less
present in Japanese minds. Christianity has undoubtedly given new
life to these and elevated them to a higher level. People are talking

much about converting Japan to Christianity, but in one sense
Japan has already been converted.

In adopting Western civiliza-

tion she has been unconsciously adopting Christianity. But if
Christianity has been changing Japan, Japan has in her turn been

changing Christianity. Japonicized Christianity 1s still in its

infancy, but the fact that it differs in some éssential particulars
from Anglo-Saxon Christianity is unquestionable. That Western
nations have exhausted the meaning of Christianity, have given to
it all the interpretations it is capable of bearing I do not believe.
Considered in the light of our traditional morality Christ’s teaching
has new significance. To cite one example only, the loyalty felt
by our old warriors for their masters and their readiness to share

troubles with those masters, a feeling we have inherited from
them, is something that gives new fire to the devotion of the

Christian disciple for his Lord and Master. Christianity has
become Japanese, Japan has, to a considerable extent, become
Christian. But the conversion is far from complete, and there are
still many particulars in which Japan needs enlightenment.

THE different problems which confront the missionary
body in different lands is well illustrated by the recent action
Missionary
Broblems.

of the American Presbyterian Mission in Western

Japan. To reach the upper classes and to
‘evangelize’? the large cities seems to have been

the work of the various Missions in that land from the beginning. The smaller towns and villages, including the large
rural and fishing population, seem to have been comparatively
untouched.

The Western Japan Mission, realizing the serious-

ness of the situation, accordingly appointed a committee to
investigate facts and report, and also suggest plans for reaching
the almost unimpressed lower classes. This committee found

that while the nineteen cities of this region were all occupied
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by the missionary force, there were yet 3,756 villages, comprising 78 per cent. of the population, but ‘‘only 21 of them

have any Christian work.’? And the great burden resting
ou the missionaries and the Christian church of Japan to-day
is, How to reach this multitude of the common people, who
seem so much more difficult to win over and impress than are
the upper classes.

In Korea, side by side with Japan, and where we would
suppose similar conditions would prevail and similar results be
expected, we find the direct opposite. ‘Phe common people
are pressing eagerly into the kingdom, and not many mighty,
not many noble are called. While in Japan it is most difficult
to get a converted person to preach the Gospel to his friends
and neighbors, ‘in Korea nearly every convert seems immediately to become a seeker after souls.
In China hitherto work has seemed to prosper more among

the common people and among the rural population, and in
no other mission field has it been so difficult for an official
or one of the upper classes to become a pronounced Christian.
How rightly to divide his wholly inadequate forces, how rightly to direct the attack, so as to secure the greatest amount of

good for the present and not to make mistakes which will
involve in difficulty those who are to come after, are questions
which must ever call forth the most serious consideration of

the missionary so that his labors shall be most far-reaching
for good, and for good only.

THE Governor of Kiangsu reports to the Waiwupu that
the cultivation of the poppy has been entirely suppressed in
his province and that there are now but 1,333
Opium
Suppression.

shops for prepared opium, as against 12,660 at the

beginning of the year,—-a commendable report,

certainly, even if we do make some allowance for the usual
unreliability of Chinese official figures. But question the
exactness of the figures as we may, we do not for a moment
question the dona fides of the Chinese government in its professed desire to totally suppress the use of opium among the
people. Great strides have already been made in reducing
both production and consumption, though the latter can never
be fully accomplished until all import from foreign countries
has been suppressed. Apathetic and avaricious officials may
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retard the process in some regions, but on the whole the work
goes forward, and we believe it will continue to do so until the
end is reached. It is an interesting fact that in the Foochow

district the magistrate sought, through the missionary, the
help of the Chinese pastors and helpers in pointing out places
where the laws of suppression were being evaded.

In the political items noted in ‘‘ The Month”? our readers
will fud particulars of the terms of the Treaty of Annexation
according to which Korea ceases to exist as
The Anneration
of horea.

an Empire and becomes merged into the
Empire of Japan. There is an undeniable

pathos in this conclusion to the schemings of some, the hopes
of others, and the honest endeavors of a small band of wise
patriots who emerge honorably from the conflicting conditions
and happenings. The feelings of regret are intensified as we

learn how the new name under which Korea is to be known
(Chosen), is the Japanese form of the older term ‘‘ Chaosien,”’

“Serenity of the Morning.”

The pathos of the situation is
accentuated by the knowledge of the general, in fact worldwide, approval with which the annexation has been hailed, and

also with the very thorough manner in which the treaty provides for the absorption by Japan of the court, nobility, and
government of Korea.

On the other hand we must remember that the Koreans

have shown their inability to govern themselves; then the
experiment of a protectorate and dual administration has been
accompanied by political and economic disabilities ; whilst the
‘spirit of suspicion and misgiving’’ which seemed to dominate

the whole peninsula called for fundamental changes in the
method of government. There is the happy prospect, under
a generous and pacific policy, of the new order being recognized in time as a boon, just as to many patriotic Koreans it is
hailed as a relief

THE wonderful progress of the Gospel in Korea and the
prospects of still further successes naturally lead us to ask
what the annexation means to the future of
Che Anneration and
missionary effort in Korea. The contribn{Wisstonare Efort.

tion from Mr. Loomis in our Missionary

News department will be read with much interest and thank-

Editorial
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fulness. It is reassuring to learn that Christian men and
Christian principles are not to be discriminated against in the
new végzmeé, Several missionaries from China have been spend-

ing their summer vacation in Korea, and from one just returned
we learn that whilst many of the missionaries deplore theoreti-

cally the annexation of Korea by Japan, still, on the whole,
they consider that this is probably the best solution to the
problems of government which for centuries have baffled the
nation. The Koreans have hitherto expected nothing from
their government but graft, oppression, and injustice. The
change for the better is indicated by the remark, overheard
by a missionary, made to one who had suffered an injustice:
‘‘Go to the court and you may expect justice, incorruption,
and dispatch.’
It is to be hoped that the racial bitterness which has been

so strongly marked will grow rapidly less, now that martial
law has been superseded by civil law. The Japanese are
developing the natural resources of the country, are establishing a non-religious educational system similar to that of
Japan, and are providing a strong government which in time
will doubtless be appreciated by the people. Under these
circumstances there is nothing to hinder the progress of missionary effort, unless it be that the people get too contented
with the material benefits which are expected to accrue from
annexation.

JUST as we go to press the programme of the first national

convention of the Evangelistic Association of China reaches
Rational Convention of
Bevangeliste Association.

us, and we have printed it m our

Missionary News Department. This
gathering is of unique importance,
as it concerns the whole missionary body—the educational,

medical, and other workers having a vital interest in it.

We would draw our readers’ attention to the large number
of Chinese leaders who are taking part and to the fact that
the papers are to be given in Chinese as well as in English.
We understand that the Hankow local committee are making
elaborate preparations for an evangelistic campaign, which will
be carried on simultaneously. For this, and the entertainment
of delegates, $2,000 has already been raised.

In next issue we hope to give particulars of results of
revival in different parts of China.
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Che Sanctuary
‘ Lord teach us to pray.” Lk. x1. I.
‘‘ Open Thou mine eyes that I may behold wondrous things out of

lhy taw.’’ Ps, exix. 18.

PRAY

Give THANKS

That we can ‘accept Christ as our

teacher even for what we do not
understand of His words, because so
much of what He has said has already
been verified in our own experlence.”’
(P. 639).

For the scientific spirit of our time
which is an omen for good, because

‘it js honest, it is patient, it is
willing for the time being to rest
content with partial knowledge.’’ (P.

640).

That we have a God ‘‘so big that
the heaven of heavens cannot contain

Him, aud so little that He dwells in
my heart.’’ (P. 645).

For the increasing testimony of.
archeology to the truth of Scripture.
(Pp. 646 and 652).

That we may know—that we do
know-—that God answers prayer. (P.
669).

that we may ‘Snot be too hard

on our fellow-believers whose tnterpretation of Scripture differs from our
own.’ (CP. 638).
That ‘we may not undervalue the
importance of real study of the Bible.
{P. 638).

That we may constantly aim ‘to
bring our experience up to the level
of the Bible.’’ (P. 639).

That we may learn the Bible ‘‘as
one learns to play a musical instrument Sy practice.” (P. 644,)

For help in complying with ‘the
all-inclusive condition of the highest
success 1m prayer.” (P. 670.)
For those engaged in archeological
researcn,

A PRAYER,

Oh Lord, our’ God and Father, we

humbly thank Thee for the visit of
Thy servants who have been in China
the past summer. We would express

For the good reports of the North

our gratitude to Thee for the new

English Presbyterian Mission at Sin-

hopes that have been inspired in us

China Tract Society and of the
gapore,

(Pp. 684 and 685).

For the phenomenal growth of

interest in Christian work amongst
men and women in the universities
and colleges of Great Britain in the
last decade, (P. 685).
That in Korea there has been * an
average of one convert an hour since
the Gospel was first planted on Korean

soil.*? (P. 687).

For the attitude of “careful consideration of the claims of the muis-

sionary body working in Korea”’
shown by Japan in assuming new
responsibilities in Korea.

(P. 600).

visions we have received and the new

as we have listened to them. We
pray Thee to bless them abundantly
as they continue ther labors for Thee.

Wilt Thou graciously bestow the
blessing of Thy directing care on the
consultations and plans for new Bible
training schoois for China. Grant, O

merciful Father, that all of us who

are trying to teach Thy word may be

so taught of God that we may be
really able to feed Thy sheep. Wilt
Thou, our Teacher, especially inspire
those who are working in theological
seminaries and in tramming schools.
For the progress of Thy Kingdom and
in our Savior’s precious name we ask
these petitions. Amen,

Contributed Articles
A Right Life an Essential Factor in Understanding the Word of God and in
Maintaining Faith in It.
BY REV. WILBERT W. WHITE, PH.D., D.D.

HE doctrine of the Bible is according to godliness, there.

fore the wicked hate it. An Indian pundit smashed
his microscope because it knocked the bottom out of
his conception of the universe, which was inseparably
bound up with his erroneous religious ideas. The Sadduceegs
took counsel to put Jesus to death, and Lazarus also, whom He

had called from the grave, because they did not believe ina
resurrection. In the Epistle to the Romans Paul attributes the
growth of heathenism to dislike of God. ‘Tell me what a
man’s character 1s and I will tell you the kind of a philosophy

he will adopt,’’ says Fichte. ‘It ts characteristic of the
human mind to hate him whom one has injured,’’ says Tacitus
in his lite of Agricola. (Proprium humant ingenit est, odisse
guem laeserit. )

‘* in the life breed errors tn the brain,
And these reciprocally those again.”’

— Cowper.

‘The will to do is the wit to know.’’ A quaint old
Georgia preacher is reported to have paraphrased John vii. 17,

which you remember 1s, ‘‘He that is minded to do the will

of God shall know of the teaching,”’ etc., as follows: ‘‘If
you want religion, do before you get it what you think you
ought to do if you had it, and it will not be long before you
possess 1t.’’

Note some preliminary considerations.

There is much in the Bible which a man not living a right
life may understand. The laws of language are the same in
the Bible and out of it. The Bible is none the less literature
because it is tnore than literature. The facts of geography and
history which the Bible contains are as easily understood by a
bad man as by a good one. Moreover, he may be an expert at
Note. -—Readers of the RECORDER are reminded that the Editorial Board

asstimes 10 responsibility for the views expressed by the writers of articles
published in these pages.
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both textual and literary criticism and appreciate to a great
extent the literary and ethical value of the Scriptures.

There is much in the Bible which a man living a right
life may not understand. Such a man may even misunderstand

much of the Bible. It is said of Peter and John, as they
returned from the empty tomb of our Lord, that they understood not the Scriptures that He should rise from the dead,
and the disciples to the last of their intercourse with Jesus had
very erroneous ideas of the kingdom of God. We should be
on guard to distinguish between intellectual and moral differences and should not be too hard on our fellow-bellevers whose
interpretation of Scripture differs from our own. ‘(We know
in part and we prophesy in part.’’
We should be on our guard against undervaluing the 1mportance of real study. The lens is none the less needed when
the instrument is properly focused: On the other hand, it 1s

well always to remember that the living of a simple, plain,
tiyht life, which is possible for every person, whether he be
rich or poor, learned’ or illiterate, brings within the range of
vision what no scholarship without true piety can discern.
With a poor lens, rightly focused, one can gain a better idea of
the landscape than with a perfect glass, improperly adjusted.

He who lives as he should is not likely to be troubled
about his faith. Sucit an one does not need to maintain his
faith ; his faith will maintain him. He does not need to show

how high he can hold his faith; it will appear of itself how
high his faith can. hold him. He who often stops to inquire,
‘Can Jesus Christ believe in me?’’ and in the light of such
inquiry will regulate his life, does not need: often to ask,. ‘Can
I believe in Jesus Christ ?”?
This position should be carefully distinguished from: the
doctrine of Ritschl respecting a right life and its relation to an
understanding of the Word of God. ‘Phere is much of truth in

Ritschlianism ;.in fact, it is nearly all true; this-is a characteristic of all successful error. The Ritschlian theory is that
the facts of Christianity can be rightly understood only from
the standpoint of faith and experience of redemption. The
standpoint of Ritschl is throughout that of one within the
Christian community. So far, good. But we cannot go with
Ritschl when he says that no ideas are legitimate which do not

verify themselves in experience. Ritschlianism involves the
position that we are to believe nothing which our Lord tells us
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which we have not first experienced as true. Thus individual
experience is made the measure of knowledge and excludes
all information for which we have no immediate need. Ritschlianism involves a dangerous subjectivity when experience is
substituted for the facts, and the facts are allowed to be studied

only in the terms of experience. The Scriptures are given
high honor by the Ritschlians, but whatever place of honor
may be assigned to them, they are regarded in no sense asa
rule of faith. Gospel which Ritschlianism draws from the
Scriptures is an expurgate Gospel, a Gospel divested, in deference to the modern spirit, of its supernatural accompaniments
and transformed into a pattern fashioned according to man’s
own presupposition. ’’ (Dr. Orr in The Ritschlian Theology,

p. 99.) Under Ritschlianism the books of the Scripture are
given the freest treatment by: criticism. It goes even to the
extent of saying that ‘‘least of all in Christ’s own words can

we discover the doctrine of His Gedhead.’’ In practical,
everyday life, it produces theological seminary graduates who
say that they do not feel called upon to accept the teachings
of even Paul or of Christ about immortality, or any other point
at which conviction leads in the opposite direction.
In distinction from Ritschlianism, we accept Christ as our

teacher, even for what we do not understand of His words,
because so much of what He has said has been already verified
in our own experience. We.-do not feel that we can reasonably
refuse to accept such teaching of His as may not yet have had

verification. Ritschlianism may be illustrated by a boy of
twelve, judging concerning the thoughts of a mother as she
rocks the cradle of her first-born and deciding that there are no
such thoughts. We maintain that, instead of excluding from
the Bible what does not tally with our experience, we should
seek to bring up our experience to the level of the Bible. We

should be willing to leave in the Bible that which we do not
It may not have been meant for us, but instead
for some other age or some other person, or for us at a later
time in life. Scientists pass by what they cannot understand ;
they are patient with what Romanes characterizes as ‘* uncor-

related fragments of truth.’” They believe that a wider and
later synthesis of facts will make all things plain. In a word,
our position is that a right life is interpretative of the Word of
God. The Ritschlian position is that a right life is determinative of what the Word otf God 1s.
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The fact that a right life is an essential factor in maintaining faith in the Word of God should be an encouragement
to us as Christian workers. While there 1s much of malicious

rejection of the truth in the world, there are many whose
unbelief is due to ignorance. The condition required ior
acceptance of the truth may be more often met with than many

are disposed to think. In his book, Through Nature to
God,’’ Fiske says that the skepticism of our age is rather sad
than frivolous, and that it drags people from long-cherished
notions, in spite of themselves. Young Men’s Christian Associations and all Christian agencies should act on the belief
that there is in many, put there by God Himself, that which
will recognize truth and respond to it when it is presented.
The irreligious spirit 1s not universal and uncontrollable. N oft
all men are liars. There are many who misunderstand ; they
have been led to think Jesus not what He really is and the

Bible what it is not in fact.

We should go to them in the
spirit of sympathy and helpfulness, with the assurance that
there will be a response on the part of many.

The scientific spirit of our times is an omen for good.
The experimental mood into which the world 1s more and
more coming is favorable for Christian work.

It invites us to

a great aggressive movement in presenting the claims of
Christianity. Mankind is being put into a most favorable
attitude for testing the truth of the Scriptures. ‘The scientific
spirit is honest ; it 1s patient, it is willing for the time being
to rest content with partial knowledge. It recognizes the fact
that obedience to known truth is the only pathway to unknown
truth. It can sing most heartily the hymn which runs,—
‘* Tight obeyed increaseth light,
Light rejected bringeth night.’’

It acts on probabilities and surrenders itself to the self-evident

only. That is all that Christianity calls for. No better
watchwords for the universal religion can be given than those
named by a ‘clear-eyed prophet of the last generation: (I)
‘¢ Self-surrender to the self-evident in science and Scripture.”
(2) Imitation of the mind that was in Christ Jesus.’’
We are now ready for the main question :
How does it appear that a right life is an essential factor

in understanding the Word of God and in maintaining faith
in it ? ‘Thought on any theme is subject to physical conditions.
There is a relation between right mental concepts and a
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healthy body.

In these days of physiological psychology, the
famous saying of Juvenal, ‘‘A sound mind in a sound body,’’
is a hundred times truer than when it was first written.
Virtue will be admitted to be not only no hindrance, but
tather a help in processes of pure reason. A qttiet conscience
is at least an aid if not a prime requisite to a good memory.
Purveyors of falsehoods are proverbially poor at recalling facts.
A good man is safer. than a rogue, even in the realm of pure
mathematics. Who has not heard of the three-fold classifica-

tion—white lies, black lies, and statistics? Virtue is an aid
to vision in the realm of speculative thought. ‘* Character only
can secure intellect against egotism and pride; it is sober in
self-estimate, modest before the unknown and humble before
the unknowable. Intellect is in danger of being self-sufficient,
all-suficient, and therefore insufficient. Character guards the
intellect against the ruinous results of vices.”’ (Scovel. } Mir.
Gladstone cites Sir Y. C. Lewis as saying: ‘‘ The moral sentiments may be so ill directed as to deprave the judgment, even
when the understanding is remarkably strong. Men of this
sort may be great, but cannot be wise, for by wisdom we mean
the power of judging when the intellectual and moral faculties
are both in a sound state.’’ Right living is a condition of the
best mental processes. Courts of justice take into account the
prejudices of the witness in their estimate of testimony. That

Aristotle held the intellectual processes to be influenced by
morals appears in the following words, found in his Ethics:
‘Tt is by the gradual perfection of the moral nature, and by
this method only, that we are brought into that state in which
the intellectual principle is able to act purely and uninterruptedly. The improvement of our moral and intellectual faculties

will go on parallel to one another. Every evil habit conquered, every good habit formed, will remove an obstacle to the

energy of the intellect and assist in invigorating its nature.’’
‘Nothing, nothing, but the predominating influence of high
moral rectitude as the governing power in man can give that
enlargement and capacity to intellect, that force of thought,
that vigorous tone of sentiment, and that firmness and consistency, which are essential to the highest order of miund.”’
(Krasmus B. MacMasters. )

li a right life is so necessary in the purely intellectual

sphere, 1¢ follows all the more that it is an essential factor in
understanding and, as a consequence, in maintaining faith in
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the Word of God, because the Bible deals with morals.

Chart-

acter must, in a peculiar sense, condition intellect when the
subject of intellectual exercise is moral in its nature. Moral
and religious truth, anlike mathematical truth, impinges on
the affections. To the proper apprehension of the former,
man’s moral bent, as well as his intellectual acuteness, contri-

There is, first of all, the difficulty of getting a bad
man to listen to the Word of God. Attention is dependent
upon the desires and the will. The attention of an immoral
man to moral truth 1s interfered with by his desires. The
action of the will may disturb, distract and finally destroy
attention. Where there is no attention, comprehension is
None are so blind as those who wil! not see.”’
im possible.
Moreover, when a man whose eye is not single does give
attention to the Word of Ged, he sees it through the false
media of his desires. There is something of the chameleon
about us all; our minds take the hue of the atmosphere in
which we are living. The interpretation which we get from
burtes.

the Bible is too often the one which we put into it.
Our proposition is all the more evidently true when we

consider the manner in which the Bible deals with morals.
While it unquestionably speaks with a categorical imperative
regarding wrong and right doing, it does not enter into the

details of life in ifs specific directions. It is a book of principles
rather than a book of rules, and requires the studious attention
of the best that is in man to determine its application. Ii you
want religion made easy, go to some priest and pay him to tell

you what the Bible means and what you ought to do, but if
you want the truth for yourself, you will find it when you,
yourself, “search for it with all your heart.”

We come now to the core of this matter. If further

evidence of the truth of our proposition were required, we
discover it abundantly provided in the origin and method of
revelation of Ged’s Word. Hiow did we come by our Bible ?
Suppose you adopt the terminology of the day and say that we
came by it by the process of natural selection or the survival

of the fittest, that that was preserved which was best, that
what found the people was canonized. But how did that which
has found the people originate? Whom did it find? One of
our modern mirth-makers, who is also a wise man, has said:
‘(The constitution of the United States was not written in 2
beer dive on a Sunday afternoon.” Much less was the Bible
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written under any such circumstances. Where was the Bible
written and by whom? Listen to the herdsman and gatherer
of sycamore fruit from Tekoa, as he justifies his presence and
message in the North Country. ‘Surely the Lord God wiil
do nothing, but He revealeth His secret unto His servants the
prophets.’ (Amos i. 7.) It was to His servants, the prophets,
to men who were living right lives, to friends of His, that God
made known His will. Phe secret of the Lord is with them

that fear Him; He will show them His covenant.’

(Psalm

xxv. 14.) ‘* Holy men of God’’ spake; only these were
‘“moved by the Holy Ghost.’’ To those who would not listen,
how could God speak ? We shonid ofterm remind ourselves of
the fact of the humanness of the Brble; that it is the history of
salvation, the record of hfe as it has been lived. ‘The book
did not make the life; the life made the book. God spoke in
the prophets in olden time, and tn the last days in His Son,
before a single word of the record of what was spoken was
penned.

Our Lord, who never wrote, so far as the record goes,
except upon the sand, lived and Christianity existed before any

account ot His life was made. All the experiences of Paul,
from the Damascus Road to the Appian Way, were required to

fit him for writing what is recorded in that series of letters
beginning with Thessalonians and ending with Timothy. ‘The
fact is that the truth contained in the Bible did not come into
the possession of man without mental and spiritual travail on
the part of its recipients. They may be truly called discoverers
as well as recipients of truth. We should certainly always be
on guard against the error that the Word of God originated in
the prophet’s mind. We maintain the true supernaturalness

of the Scriptures. But, hke our Lord, they are truly both
divine and human.

The message was to the prophet, as well

as to those to whom he spoke, and he douwbttess did not always
understand the full import of his own words. Nevertheless, it

remains true that the truth communicated through the prophet
took shape in his own mind at the moment of greatest desire
and effort to find truth on his own part. It follows that there

can be no real re-revelation without re-discovery, and this
involves effort.

God has provided that those who seek shall
find, that in the sweat of His mind and spirit man: shall eat

mental and spiritual food. Emerson was not prejudiced in
favor of the Bible when he wrote: ‘‘The most original book
in the world is the Bible. People imagine that the place the
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Bible holds in the world 1t owes to miracles ; it owes it simply

to the fact that it came out of profounder depths than any
other book.’’ These words are true, and it follows that, as
one sounds the profoundest depths of human experience, will

he find the Bible and understand it. As face answers to face
in the glass, so the right life, that is, the true interpretation of
the Bible, is seen by the righteous looker for it. We see that
which is within us; we can give only what we possess. 64 To

him that hath shall be given.’’? Life is mecessary to the
recognition of life. “The secrets of life are not shown except
to sympathy and likeness.”
How much more forcible do these considerations become
when we go into the Holy of Holies of the Scriptures and consider the life of Christ itself. Xenophon’s narrative of the life
of Socrates has been called ‘‘ nothing but an abstract of his
character.” Schwegler, in his ** History of Philosophy,” says

of Socrates: ‘‘His philosophy 1s his mode of action as an
individual. His life and doctrine cannot be separated.’ If
this be true of Socrates, how much more truly may it be said

of our Lord. It follows, therefore, that only he who goes
through the experiences of a right hfe may understand the
record of it as lived which we have in the Gospels.
The Bible must be learned as one learns to play a musical
instrument, by practice. It required life to produce the book ;

it must, therefore, be true that only life and the same quality

of life can tinderstand the book. What man knoweth the

things of a right life save the spirit of the man who is living a
right life ? ‘<The things of this world must be known,’’ says
Pascal, ‘Sin order to be loved. Jesus Christ must be loved tn
order to be known.’? He might have said Jesus Christ must
be lived in order to be known. We come now most naturally
to the emphasis of the fact that the Bible, as we have it, 1s the
product of a long period of time. It contains the experiences
of many men, living under different circumstances and seeing
things from different standpoints. All experiences of joy and

sorrow are here included. We have here in the Bible a
macrocost% in a microcosm.

We have here the religious experiences of the race as weil as of the individual. One may
not hope to attain the point of view from which all the kingdoms of Biblical interpretation can be seen in a moment of
time. Only a full-orbed and patiently-lived life can interpret
the Bible. |
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Involved in the idea of a right life 1s progression and
activity. “To know the truth well one must have fought it
eut.”? €Novalis.) It is not wholly trae that the Bible is in
the main for those who have ‘‘ gone through the mill,’’ as one
has said, but 1t must be more to them than to those who are
I can easily understand how the Bible is more to an
YOUNLCE.
old Christian than ever it was before. In his address before
the World’s Parliament on the ‘‘ Stratege1e Certainties of Comparative Religions,’” one who has done yeoman’s service for

the cause of truth in the past generation, whose name will
always be associated with this city (I refer to the author of the
‘* Boston Monday Lectures’’), said: *‘ Man’s life means tender
teens, teachable twenties, tireless thirties, frery forties, forcible
fifties, serious sixties, sacred seventies, aching eighties, —
shortening breath,—death,—the sod,—God.” For every one
of these years the Bible has its portion. ‘The appreciation

of Milton,” says Mark Patterson, ‘‘is one of the rewards of
scholarship.’ ‘The same principle is involved mm this saying :
‘Do not be discouraged if you do not at once understand all

the Scriptures.’” In the Bible is truth for the kindergarten
grades, as well as for the university classes in the school of life.

What shall be my closing thought ? i do not know how
it may be with you, but I confess that every time I think of
the nature and method of God's revelation which is found in
the Scriptures, Iam filled with adoring wonder and worship of
their Author. What more convincing evidence do we require
that God Almighty thinketh upon us than that He has actually
gone to such pains as history shows Him to have taken to

reveal Himself to man, as man could bear, by actual
association with man in his humble sphere. Collins, the
deist, one morning met a humble peasant on his way to the
house of God. Addressing the man, he said: ‘‘ Where are
you going ?”’ ‘To church, sir,’’ was the reply. ‘And why
‘*’To worship God, sir.”? ** And,
pray, what kind of a God do yon worship? fs he a big God

are you going to church ?”?

or a little God ?”” The peasant replied, ‘‘My God, sir, is so
big that the heaven of heavens cannot contain Him, and so
little that He dwells in my heart.’’ This reply, Collins said,
had more influence upon him than all the books on apologetics
which he ever read.

God might have written His law on the sky; He might
have framed the sentences out of shining worlds and punctuat-
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ed them with centres of magnificent solar systems.

But He

did not do so. Into man he came. In man he comes; in
prophets and apostles, yea, and in His own Son, made in our
own likeness, has He revealed His will. Through man He,

Himself, speaks of Himself, and of man to man. I marvel
increasingly as the days go by at the nighness of the Most
High. God is so much Jike us that He tells His secrets to
His friends, and the wonder of wonders is that the obscurest
one of humankind may be His friend, 1f he will do His will.

How is it,’’ said Judas, not Iscariot, ‘‘that thou wilt
manifest thyself unto us and not unto the world?” and Jesus’
reply was, ‘‘It 1s because ye are my friends.”’
‘* Since Thou art willing thus to condescend
To be my intimate, my most familiar friend,
Oh, let me to the great occasion rise,
And count Thy friendship life’s most glorious prize.’

Abraham and the Kings of the East
BY PROFESSOR ROBERT W. ROGERS, PH.D., LL.D. (LEIPZIG).

HAT an heroic figure he is as he stands, away on the
great river-plain of the Euphrates, his face turned

towards a land to which he was to go, of which

he had no real knowledge, but impelled by divine and

providential movement! During the whole history of the
Hebrew people he seemed a great and growing figure, and
he looms even bigger in the New Testament than in the Old.
In that great muster-roll of heroes in the eleventh chapter
of Hebrews he fills an even larger role than does Moses, and
Our Lord adds unusual honour to his name—'‘‘ Abraham saw
my day and was glad’’-~as though the venerable patriach,
from the bare limestone hills of Palestine, saw through the

dim shadows of the future the indefinable outlines of the
plory that was to come. ‘(Before Abraham was, I am.”’
Not before JA/oses was. Small wonder is it that the Hebrew
people were filled with a not ignoble pride to have had such an
ancestor as he.

Now the earlier chapters of Genesis contain a number

of interesting narratives that cluster around the figure of

Abraham. But to modern scholarship by tar the most
interesting of these is coutained.in the fourteenth chapter of
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Genesis. This chapter stands quite apart from those that
precede and that follow it, and I have sometimes thought
that blank space should be left in our Bible after the thirteenth

chapter, that the attention of the ordinary reader might be
aroused to observe that what was immediately to follow in
the fourteenth chapter was something quite different in style
and tnanner from that which had preceded.

And that, again,

there should be a blank space at the end of the fourteenth
chapter that he might observe that this strange episode was
hnished and that the ordinary manner of the Book of Genesis
was to be resumed.

The fourteenth chapter of Genesis indeed does not belong

to any of the documents into which modern scholarship has
divided the sources of Genesis. It was not written at the same
time, nor by the same hands as the chapters that precede or
follow it. Its opening words sound a definite note: ‘‘In the
days of Amraphel, king of Shinar; Arioch, king of Ellasar ;
Chedorlaomer, king of Elam, and Tidal, king of nations.’?
These words suggest at once two very interesting things: first,

that the writer was obviously intending to relate the great
ancestor of the Hebrews to the larger historical life of the
ancient orient. He meant to say that the ancestor of his
people—Abraham—was worthy to rank with these great kings,
the splendour of whose deeds filled the Orient with amaze. In
the second place he apparently desired to give us the date of

Abraham. He felt quite sure, whoever he was, that these
kings could never be forgotten. In his day it was customary to
date events by the names of kings. Here were some of the
greatest kings that had ever lived ; they would surely never be

forgotten, and so long as their names remained, Abraham’s
date would be known.

But both of these desires of the writer failed of complete

fruition. These mighty kings were utterly forgotton ; their
names perished.

Later oriental scholarship even was unable

to identify any of them, and not a few scholars were of the
opinion that kings of these names had never existed, that the

names were nothing but a ‘figment of the imagination of a
Jewish scribe.’? But, thanks to the excavations made in
Assyria and Babylonia between 1840 and our own day, the
whole case has been changed, and to this romantic story of
archeological discovery and translation and critical research I
am asking you to give heed for a little while to-day.
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The first. discovery was made in r886. [I shall never
forget it. I was then youthful in Assyriological research, and
the enthusiasm which has not yet died out was at fever heat in
The discovery came suddenly. One of thie
those days.
workers in the British Museum, examining a large number of

building bricks, found in southern Babylonia, every one of
which contained a stamp giving the name of the king in whose
name it had been wrought .into some anctent structure, dectphered one of these bricks and found upon it these placid and
most sadly uninteresting words :-—
To Nannar his king has Kudur-Habuk governor

of Martu, son of Simtishilbhak, when Nannar
received his prayer, built the temple E-nun-mah
of Nannar for his life.

I have said, you observe, that this is uninteresting. The
meaning of it sunply 1s that this Elamite king (for such
he was), having suffered a great and terrible illness had,
upon his recovery, built a votive temple to the Moon God.
Rut I have not read all of the tablet. The interest in it lies
in what I omitted, for the last words of it read,
and for the lite of Eri-Aku his son, king of Larsa.
Now the name Eri-Aku /ooks strange, perhaps, but it sozzzds

wonderfully like Arioch, of the Book of Genesis, and it
i none other than he. For the Arioch of Genesis is said
to be king of Ellasar, whereas this man, Eri-Aku, is here
said to be king of Larsa. Now, Larsa is the Babylonian
equivalent of Hl-lasar, and these are one and the same person.

This mew discovery and its interpretation did not find

immediate acceptance on the part of ali scholars. Some were
doubtful. Some remained doubtful for years, but the researches
of Sumeria of very recent days have proved beyond a peradventure that the names are the same and the persons identical.
Not long after this discovery titere turned up in the British

Museum an inscription of Arioch himself. It is mot very
interesting either, perhaps, though there ts a certain attractiveness in having this long-lost king to speak for himself. Here
is what he has to say:
Hri-Aku, the powerful man, the faithful shepherd, whom Enlil hath appointed, the preserver
of Ur, king of Larsa, king of Sumer and Akkad,
son of Kudur-Mabuk, governor of Emutbal, am

[. To eularge Ur, to have an exalted name,
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have I humbly prayed.

Nannar, my king, has

heard me. A great wall, which, like a lofty
wountain, men cannot prerce, which shines like

a terrible tight, I have butt for him.

His city,

nay it be established. His will, its name ts
‘Nannar fortifies the foundation of the land.’

In this inscription Eri-Aku speaks of himself and calls himself

the powerful man, a delicate compliment that hus father
might not have known how properly to apply to lis son.
it is always better, as the poet has said, to allow a man
to speak for himself. But our interest in this inscription
lies rather in the fact that he here calls himself king of
Larsa, that is, Ellasar, and that he claims to be the Preserver

of Ur. That phrase brings us into touch with the account
of Abraham, for Ur was Abraham’s city. We seein, in other
words, to be brought into the circle of the Abrahamic environment, and we might hope that something else would, some
day, turn up to shed more light upon this interesting chapter.
But we have, in any case, recovered one name. ‘The name

Arioch is not the ‘‘figment of the imagination of a Jewish
scribe,’’ but the veritable name of a real Oriental king.
At this point research stopped, for a while, for men did
not realize that all the while another of the names of these
kings was lying before them in many Babylonian inscriptions,
but so changed as to be unrecognised. This name was the

name of Hammurabi. Now Hammurabi neither sounds nor
looks like Amraphel, yet one of my own teachers, Professor
schrader, of the University of Berlin, had the boldness to

suggest that Hammurabi was, in reality, the Babylonian
equivalent of the Hebrew Aimraphel. Few accepted this
identification, but when the name of Hammurabi turned up
in various spellings, such as Ammurabi, and again Ammurapi,
men began to see that in the latter instance at least it sounded
a good deal like Amrapltel. And later the ‘1’? on the end

of Amraphel was accounted for as a Hebrew proposition in
a somewhat unusual Hebraic grammatical construction.

More

scholars began to believe that Hammurabi was Amraphel,
though some, myself among the number, long resisted this
suggestion ; some of us, perhaps, believing that it was almost
too goad to be true.

But all are now convinced that Amraphel
is Hammurabi and Hammurabi, Amraphel.

And now, having come thus far, inscriptions of Haimmurabi seemed simply to pour in upon us. Day by day, as
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these inscriptions were deciphered, his figure grew more
distinct and his fame more abounding. We saw him in some
of his inscriptions as the great conqueror who had elevated the
city of Babylon into a world-wide power aud made it magnificent to accord with its influence. In other inscriptions we
saw him as a careful and conscientious ruler, who attended to
ail the minor details of the government. Here, for example,
is an inscription of his which illustrates the wonderful way in
which he coutrolled even the sinallest affairs of his kingdom :
Unto Sinidinam say, Thus saith Hammurabi.

Ilishu-ibi, the merchant, hath informed me,
saying, ‘“‘I lent thirty gur of wheat to »sin-

magir, the governor, and I hold his receipt for
the same; for three years have I besought him,
and he will not repay the wheat.’ After this
manner hath he informed me. [I have beheld
his tablet and Sin-magir shall pay the corn and
the interest thereon, and thou shalt give tt unto
tlishu-ibi.
In this inscription we see that Hammurabi made even his own
governors pay their honest debts, and from such inscriptions
as this we get a new impression of the greatness of his rule
and its thoroughness. Bnt let me cite another little extract:
Unto Sinidinam say, Thus saith Hammurabi. I
wrote unto thee bidding thee send Euubi-Marduk

into my presence. Wherefore then hast thou

not sent him ? When thou beholdest this tablet
thou shalt send Enubi-Marduk into my presence.
Look to it that he travel night and day and that
he arrive speedily.

Poot Enubi-Marduk! I don’t know what he had dong, but
it is. perfectly evident that serious trouble was in store for him.

I might go on by the hour reading inscriptions of the
Great King concerning matters of high state, but [ am sorely
tempted to relieve the tedium of these moments by reading an
inscription of another kind, found among these. It begins,
(To Bibea”’’ (that is the name of a woman), and the writer 1s
called Gimil-Marduk (and that is the name of a man). Why
should we find a letter written by a man to a woman amid all

these serious things? I do not know. And I am almost
asiiamed to read it.

But English and American writers within
the last quarter of a century have published so many letters of
a private character that I succumb to the temptation to read
this little note:
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To Bibea, Thus saith Gimil-Marduk.

May the
Sun-God and Marduk, for my sake, preserve thy

health forever! [I have sent (to enquire) for
thy health. ‘Tell me how thou art. EL went to
Babylon, but did not see thee. I was greatly
disappointed. Send me the reason for thy

In the month
of Marcheshwan come to me. For my sake
leaving that I may be cheered.

keep well always.

Now, I know perfectly well what was the matter with GumilMarduk !
So the discoveries concerning Hammurabi went on until,

in the winter of 1900, M. Jaques de Morgan startled the
world by discovering a splendid ancient monument—a block of
beautiful black basalt, over six feet in height, covered with an
ancient Babylonian text, which proved, when it was translated |

by Father Schetl, to contain two hundred and eighty-five
laws and to be the law-code under which Hammurabi governed
his empire. { wish I had time to read to you a large number
of these laws. I can only give some specimens of them, and

must refer you for your further information to the translations

of the Code which have been published by Winckler 1n
German and by Dr. C. H. W. Johns in Hastings’ Bible
Dictionary, and by Professor Robert F. Harper, of the Univer-

sity of Chicago, in a separate volume. Soine one of these
translations will be easily accessible, and 1 recommend you
to give yourself the pleasure of reading them.*
From all these various sources we have gradually acquired

an appreciation of the greatness of Hammurabi and some

understanding of his position in the world. And all that
we have learned of him, let us remember, applies to Amraphel.

The light that flows from Hammurabi’s inscriptions ilumiines
this fourteenth chapter of Genesis.

But great as all this has been, scholars still sighed for

more information. It would be so interesting to know as
much about Chedorlaomer, king of Elam, as we now know of
Amraphel, king of Shinar, but, alas, no inscriptions of Chedorlaomer have been found. The name, indeed, has been
identified in its component parts, for Chedor is now ascertained
to be the Elamite word Kudur, which we have already had

in Kudur-Mabuk. Many other Elamite kings bore names
compounded of this word, which means ‘Servant of’, or
* The lecturer here read a nttmber of the Laws.
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‘Worshipper of’. The other part, Laomer, which appears in
the Septuagint under the form of Logomor, corresponds to
the Elamite word ‘Lagamaru’, the name of an Elemite god.
We know, therefore, that Chedorlaomer 1s a true Elamite
name, and I have no doubt that some day imscriptions of
Chedorilaomer himself will be found.

The last of these names, Tidal, kine of nations, has not
certainly been recovered, though a somewhat similar name

has been found by M. Pinches upon a late Babylonian
inscription. Further discoveries may elucidate this name,
but I am too cautious to think that anything certain has
yet been made out concerning it. But even without this,
the recovery of Amraphel and of Artoch and the identification

of the name Chedorlaomer; these have set the fourteenth
chapter of Genesis 1n a new light. And for this we ought to

be grateful. Some men have, indeed, exaggerated the
importance of these discoveries, They have gone so far
as to say that these discoveries drove the historical accuracy

of the whole chapter. ‘This 1s an improper use to make
of archeological evidences,

They do not prove the historical
character of any single fact in the chapter. They do show,

however, that the writer or compiler of this chapter was
familiar with the names of those kings, and it is a fair
presumption that if he had access to historical material dealing

with these reigns (for he certainly seems to have got his
historic facts correct about the relationship that these kings
hore to each other), Arioch was an Elamite prince reigning in
Babylon, and he was conquered by Hammurabi, as Hammurabi

on the inscriptions declares. The whole historical environment has become reasonably clear to us, and it ought gladly
to be admitted that this process of restoration has worked for
the benefit of the fourteenth chapter of Genesis. Let us not
make extravagant claims, but rejoice in the results we have
attained. Personally, I have no doubt whatever that Amraphel

is an historical character, and it seems to me that these
discoveries make it much easier to accept that than it used to
be. They do not prove, indeed, anything definite concerning
Abraham's life, but they surely increase our confidence in the

care and skill with which the fourteenth chapter of Genesis
was put together. Indeed, all these discoveries have increased
our admiration for the historical writers of the Old Testament.

They used the materials they could secure; used them
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conscientiously and skillfully, and the discoveries surely

permit us to claim that the historical literature of the Hebrews
stands far in advance of that of any of their contemporaries.

To have reached this conclusion is of inestimable value in
troubled days like these of ours.

The Advantages of a Biblical Theism
BY REV. LOUIS MATTHEWS SWEET, M.A., S.T.D.

undertake the defence of a purely speculative theism
than to attempt the defence of the vaster and more complex Biblical doctrine. It is the purpose of this paper to

present reasons for the conviction that on the contrary the
defence of Biblical theism, with all that it implies as to the
character and being of God, is the strategic policy for the hour.

Dr. Orr exhibits good generalship when he says: ‘‘If I undertake to defend theism, it is not theism in dissociation from revelation, but theism as completed in the entire Christian view.”?

The alternative to Biblical thetsm is a purely speculative
It is of course possible to attempt construction of an
eclectic system, which is partly Biblical and partly speculative,
but in so doing one must determine whether the Biblical or
speculative principle shall be made fundamental, so that the
alternative already stated practically remains. “The common
basis and necessary principles of all truly speculative theisms
are two: first, the rejection of the principle of external authority as implied in the conception of revelation ; second, confidence in human reason as the source of truth as the final
standard of authority. My first remark is that the only theisms which have any warmth and attractiveness are not purely
speculative, but are eclectic and therefore indeterminate, usual-

ly owing to the Bible the very qualities to which whatever
attractiveness they have is due.
in support of this contention.

[ shall adduce one example

Mr. fohn Fisk in his essay on. the Everlasting Reality
of Religion affirms as religion’s first postulate: ‘‘ The quasihuman God.’’. Concerning this postulate Mr. Fisk says:
‘¢Take away from our notion of God the human element and

the theism instantly vanishes; it ceases to be a notion of
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God.’’

But if you ask what rational justification there is for
this notion apart from the Christian revelation, from which
it is derived and in which it has a basis and historical fact,
there is no answer except this: That the notion 1s essential
to theism. Mr. Fisk continues: ‘*some ingenious philosopher may try to persuade us to the contrary, but the human

soul knows better; it knows at least what it wants; it has
asked for theology, not for dynamics, and it resents all such
attempts to palm off upon it stones for bread.”’ This 1s not
particularly convincing. This rationalistic theism has incorporated an element which it has taken as a postulate of
faith, or as a demand of the religious nature from revealed
theism, and the two elements are not harmonious. From the
point of view of revelation, the belief in the humanness of God
is eminently rational ; from the point of pure speculation it is
an evident and undeniable superstition.
My second remark is that speculative theism is hopelessly

at odds upon its fundamental doctrines and even upon the
principles of its procedure.

Without specifying names, it may

be said by way of summary that speculative theists are in
ecnflict with one another upon the three fundamental points—
the personality of God, the goodness of God, the immortality
of man. In addition to this, theisms divide with reference to

the methods by which the speculation itseli should be conducted. Dr. Caldecott, in the preface to his book on ‘‘ The
Philosophy of Religion,’’ makes the following remark: ‘‘ The
literature of the philosophy of religion 1s composed of exposition, differing from each other in various ways, and yet each
professing that it has secured the true solution of the problem

undertaken.’’ An accompaniment of this claim is the confidence equally assured on the part of these writers that other
explanations fail. The general conclusion to be drawn from

this situation vitally concerns us. Dr. Caldecott states the
conclusion to be drawn from these facts thus: ‘‘ There must
arise 1n every serious mind a sentiment of sadness when con-

templating the variations in man’s confidence in his natural
faculties in relation to the knowledge of God. After every
rising to a crest of confident assurance there seems to follow a
decline more or less deep, touching sometimes the bottom, when
resort is nade to revelation alone.’?

The very wording of this statement leads us directly to
the fundamental vice of speculative theism, to which all these
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discouraging features are due. This is nothing less than a
radical misapprehension of the nature and limitations of reason
and its function in religious thought. There are three resnlts

by which the subtle misapprehension exhibits itself: first,
an incorrect and misleading distinction between reason and
revelation ; second, a misleading application of the comparative
method ; third, the loss of the divine significance of the history

of Israel and its outcome in Christianity, which involves the
loss of a philosophy of history and an adequate and satisfying
theism. Let us take these briefly in order.

First, according to most speculative theists, reason is
to be considered a faculty which is expected of itself to furnish

us with positive information concerning the supersensuous

world while revelation is taken to be a supplementary or
at least independent source of information, which is to be
tested in accordance with principles derived from reason.
This distinction cannot be maintained for two reasons: first,
reason in all matters of fact is conditioned by experience,

and 1s not an imdependent source of information in any
department. While it eonditions all knowledge whatsoever,
it furmishes no knowledge save of its own laws. In other
words, 1t is a purely formal faculty; second, revelation is
primarily a form of experience which must be rationally
appreliended and rationally interpreted even in order to be
recognized as such. The failure to recognize this relationship
between reason and revelation has caused incalculable damage

in religrous thinking.

Keason has been set up over against
revelation as a source of knowledge, and revelation has been

looked upon as an asylum of refuge from blank negation
an the failure of unaided reason.

Here is Dr. Caldecott’s definition of revelation: ‘By
revelation is understood a sphere of truth, of knowledge, or
matter of belief, not given through natural faculties—either
moral, intellectual or other—but through extraordinary channels attested etther by external credentials or by internal
evidence. ”? (Philosophy of Religion, page 400).

Could anything
be more absolutely mistaken than this? There is and can be
no body of truth which is not given to man’s natural, moral
and intellectual faculties. He has no others. The distinctive
ieature in revelation is the approach of God within a sphere
of our apprehension and the consequent disclosure of His character and purpose. No revelation is possible except upon the
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supposition that man’s spiritual faculties are applicable to the
task of apprehending God. Rationalistic speculation, in thus
divorcing reason and revelation, arbitrarily cuts off from the
operation of reason a vital portion of human experience. It is
not strange therefore that its results are unsatisfactory.
The second result of this misapprehension is an improper
application of.the comparative method. Tf we can be allowed
to give to the Bible a normative value as being the record of
the most distinctive religious experience of mankind, more
especially if we may resort to the religious consciousness of
Jesus Christ as ultimate and. supreme, the outcome of our
thinking will be far different from what it will be 1f we ignore
the distinctive qualities of the Scriptures and adopt the method
of averages, The question which we are bound to ask is this:
Does religion validate itself, and does religious development
among men issue in a result upon which we may rest in assured

confidence? If we conld confine our attention to the move-

ment recorded in the Bible, it would be relatively easy to return
an affirmative answer to this question. But if we deny any

special significance to this movement, we are compelled to
balance the highest with the lowest. While we remember the
Father God of Jesus, we are compelled to think also of the
fetish temple Heterae, the reeking altars of human sacrifice,
and all the other vagaries and corruptions of the religious
temper which stain so many pages of religious history. The
outcome of this method 1s to leave all positive religious conception shrouded in a baffling haze. Prof. James tells us at the
end of a prolonged discussion of religious experience, that ‘‘ the

only thing that it unequivocally testifies to is that we can
experience union with something larger than ourselves, and in
that union find our greatest peace’’ (Varieties of Religious Ex-

perience, p. 525). This conclusion 1s not without value, but
it hardly constitutes a Gospel for a world of doubt and sin.
The third consequence of this fundamental confusion of

thought, which speculative theism has adopted as a fundamental principle, is a practical loss of the testimony of history

to theism. Without the Biblical record of a divine and
essential movement in history, culminating in a divine and
central person in whom the meaning of that history 1s accomplished and revealed, there is no such thing possibie asa re-

ligious philosophy of history. We need such a doctrine of
man as the Bible gives to explain history at all. We need
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such a person as the Bible interprets Christ to be, the living

Lord and the centre of the Kingdom of God, in order to
explain history as the work of God.

As Prof. Bavinck says,

without Christ ‘‘immediately history falls to pieces. It has
Jost its heart, its kernel, its centre, its distribution.”” It 18 thus
evident that speculative theisin is rooted in a fallacy and issues
necessarily 10 manifold disappointment. We have reached
this conclusion without even glancing at the agnostic attack
which bears most heavily upon speculative theism because it

denies the competency of the speculative faculty to reach
spiritual truth. The scepticism of such leaders as Huxley and

Tyndall, to say nothing of more speculative if not more
pugnacious opponents of religions philosophy, drives into the
very centre of speculative theism in the affirmation that the

deepest and most complex Christian dogmas add nothing
perceptibly to the difficulty of the theistic affirmation while
they weaken its positive significance and religious value.

(See

letter of Huxley to the Dean of Wells, quoted by Gore: Incarnation in the Son of God, p. 266).
Now on the speculative basis we can successfully dislodge
the agnostic from all the positions he occupies, save one. ‘Thris
one, however, 1s a stronghold from which speculation cannot
dislodge him. As a matter of fact, the Father God of Jesus
cannot be obtained by mere speculation apart from that type of
experience recorded 1n the Bible and centering in Jesus Christ.
~The goodness of God is a postulate of the moral reason, and
demands the person and work of Christ interpreted as divine
for its support and justification. Mere logical inference breaks
down from the manifoldness and contradictions of the world.

We have thus been led directly to the point, upon which iu
conclusion special stress should be laid—the advantages of a
Biblical theisim.
speculative theism 1s interested equally with Biblical in
affirming the personality and Fatherhood of God. It 1s plainly

to be seen that without personality in God religion is an
impossibility. It is also evident that speculative theism has
always struck a more or less uncertain note as to the divine
personality. The reason ts not far to seek. Ihe idea of personality in God necessarily implies revelation, which 1s personal self-disclosure.

The only possible evidence that God 1s a

person is that He enters into personal relations and manifests

Himself as a person. This is why the denial of revelation
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always carries with it uncertainty as to the personality of God.
The Bible affirms two things: first, that apart from revelation,
that is, apart from definite personal acts of self-disclosure, God
cannot be known by man. In essence He is and must forever
remain inscrutable. Thus far the Bible might be used as an
agnostic’s manual. Second, it affirms that God has actually

revealed Himself so that on the basis of His own acts and
declaration we may know that He ts personal and living. This
is the only rational theisin. Biblical theism therefore can be

rejected logically only on grounds that deny the personality of
God; that the acts ascribed in the Bible to God are God’s acts
can be denied successfully on no other ground than that God
does not do personal acts, that He does not condition Himself
it space or time or enter into relations with men in history.
Now the term fatherhood adds to the conception of per-

sonality, the higher and nobler quality of benevolence.
The term implies both sovereignty and benmeficence in a

peculiar combination, It involves the idea of a kinship
between God and man of such a nature that His sovereignty

over men is to be realized in the free and filial attitude to

those who have become His children through His own acts of
9rTace. There are two difficulties in the way of accepting this
conception of God—one theoretical and the other practical.

The theoretical difficulty is this: it 1s very hard to see how
so broad and far-reaching an afhrmation concerning the essen-

tial being of God can be made upon the basis of relationship
established in time by the act of creation. Is He Father only
to the human race ? Does His fatherhood find its only correla-

tive in a creative, finite, and imperfect sonship? If He is
eternally and essentially father, if He isin very essence love,
where 1s the eternal Other in whom that love eternally finds
satisfaction ? This may not seem a formidable difficulty, but for
speculative dithculty it has proved almost a fatal zzpassé. Even

Martineau, mightiest and most ethical of speculative theists,
feels compelled to postulate in eternal matter an Other to God’s
eternal self-consciocusness. So difficult is it to maintain the conception of the solitariness of God in eternity that Unitartanism
has shown almost an irresistible tendency to pantheism. ‘The

practical difhculty which is far more serious 1s this: What
conclusive evidence have we m the history of our world that
God 1s in very truth our Father ? It would seem that the only
convincing evidence of God Fatherhood must be iound in some
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historic situation in which His love finds convincing expression
through His personal participation in our experiences. ‘lo aid

us in meeting this difficulty we have the affirmations of the
prophet concerning the goodness and love of God and the
theistic faith of Jesus. But in neither of these, interpreted
simply as human testimony to a divine fact, have we what
the heart demands, an actual, concrete, personal participation

of God in the experience of man. Now facing these two
dificulties we are convinced that the only satisfactory answer

to them both is to be found in the Biblical doctrine of the
tri-unity of God which guards at once the personality and the
Fatherhood of the Divine Being. This great doctrine guards

at once the perfection and the supremacy of God. It meets the
serious dithculttes which are involved in the doctrines of creation, and it brings the proof which the heart demands of God’s
ilove for man. In affirming an essential distinction between God
and the world, theism has created a chasm which speculation
has never been able to bridge. ‘The alternatives seem to be dualistic theism in the sense of Prof. James, or pantheistic identifica-

tion according to Hinduism. The detty of Christ here is our
only refuge. The doctrine of creation through Christ answers
the chief objections urged by such as Prof. James on the
ground that it implies an external fabricator of the universe,
which is not at any moment of time a finished product, but is a
ceaseless process of becoming, is operated in accordance with
immanent law and implies an indwelling reason. Dr. Strong

deals forcibly and finally with this object thus: ‘‘ The transcendent God is working through Christ in the whole creation
and revealing Himself according to an ever unfolding plan.
Creation is just as much his work as it was before, but it is
creation from within, if I may use a special term of that which

has no relation to space.’’ (Christ in Creation and Ethical
Monism, p. 71).

The question as to God’s self-limiting and self-relating

act in creation is solved in the same way. When we ask how
can the absolute relate Himself, how can the eternal perform
a temporal act, the answer ts, to put it in the words of Principal Fairbairn, ‘‘ God is never out of relation ; it is His nature

to be related, and He cannot be without His related states
and distinctions. What we call the persons of the Trinity are
activities, emotional, intellectual, ethical, always related and
always im exercise. The absolute is not near indifference, or
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substance homogeneous and indiscreet, but infinite differences
belong to His natnre. Creation was for God not the beginning
of action; He was by nature active because a Godhead. ‘The

supreme difficulty as to the creative activity of God is thus
solved in this supreme mystery of Biblical theism.
It remains for us 11 a few sentences just to deal with the
practical difficulty already mentioned, The final disposition

of this question as to the Fatherhood of God depends upon
the significance we are able to give to the career of Jesus.
The question is this: In the theistic tatth of Jesus, have we
simply the testimony of one more prophet who voices representatively the love of God, or have we in Christ the historic
participation of God in the experience of man? Apart from
the interpretation which 1s involved in the evangelical doctrine
of Christ’s person as the Incarnate Son of God, Jesus becomes
the prophet of Nazareth and His behef concerning God_becomes our entire Gospel.
That Jesus of Nazareth was a convinced theist must mean

much to the seeker for truth, but 1t must be remembered that
by the terms of this definition all that we have in Christ is a
Auman beinp’s gudement and testimony as to thé character of
(rod. And if, first, His confessed inoral and spiritual greatness

give unique meaning and weight to His testimony, on the
other hand His poverty, distress and shame, all the horrible
injustice of a tragic career as the reward of unexampled fidelity
to high ideals, must be added to the already portentous sum

of the world’s unexplained woe.

It cannot be added to the

other side as an elemeut and a decisive eleinent in the solution

of the most dithcult of all theistic problemis. For the very
burning core of that question lies in this: that, seemingly, God
thrusts us into a furnace where He Himseli never walks; He
lays upon us burdens which He Himseli never bears.

And that Jesus of the best we know’? in Prof.

Foster’s not too appreciative died and was

harried to death supreme and central in the annals of human
crime, does not help us—indeed quite the contrary—for it has

been well and truthfully said: ‘‘The cross is either the life
of our religion, or it is the death of all religion. Either it 1s
the supreme atonement, and so the final guarantee of God’s
Fatherhood and its victory, or else it is a mere martyr death

and so an eclipse of that Fatherhood, its greatest historic
eclipse, which would mean its extinction.” Principal Forsythe,
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‘Christ would then have
publicly trusted a God who did not publicly give Him the
victory’ (Cruciality of the Cross, p. 68). And | should add
still further that 1t adds one more supreme instance to the
who quotes this paragraph, says:

occasion when God seems to lay upon the shoulders of others
that which He Himself never bears.

This thought, that God is above and outside the range of
creaturely grief and pain, may be taken as the real cause of
most of the sincere unbelief in the history of the world. In
the vivid story of an outlaw hiding among remote cliffs of the
Pyrenees occurs this sentence, spoken when the fugitive looks
down unseen upon his foes: ‘‘] am as safe here as God in
Ris. heaven.’?

Perliaps the skillful narrator tmagined this

sentence as appropriate to the situation, but it has a smack of
reality as if it had been taken from the lips of men. At any
rate it expresses a genuine feeling. (Sod seems so Satie in His
heaven while we are exposed to the bludgeonings of fate. For

the bitter waters of this Marah of unbelief, theism, without
the deity of Christ, has no branch of healing.
It is only when we define Christianity in such a way that
Christ’s deity and true incarnation become central and essential
that we can guard the doctrine of God at this point where the

heart of man is apt to make its most strenuous revolt.

to use the words of Van Dyke, ‘‘ we can look up to
a God who is not impassible, as the speculations of men have
falsely represented Him, but passible, and therefore full of infinite capacities of pure sorrow and saving sympathy. Then
the dumb and sullen resentment which rises in noble minds
at the thought of a universe in which there 1s so much helpless
pain and hopeless grief, created by an immovable Being who

has never felt and can never feel either pain or grief—that
sense of moral repulsion from the idea of an unsuffering and
unsympathetic Creator which 1s and always has been the deepest, darkest spring of doubt, fade away, and we behold a God

who became human in order that He might bear, though
innocent and undeserving, all our pains and all our griefs,”
(Gospel for Age of Doubt).

It is thus clear that speculative theism is at a great
disadvantage, even speculatively, over that full-orbed Biblical
doctrine of God which finds in Jewish history, and preéminently
in the person of Christ, the concrete and historical basis for
belief in the gooduess and living personality of God.
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The Gospel by Matthew
BY MISS CAROLINE L. PALMER, B.A.

HE woman who said that her Btble threw a great deal

of light upon her commentary must have been
studying the Gospel by Matthew. This book is its
own best interpreter, and the best service that one can

do for another is as quickly as possible to send them to the
book itself to find some of its riches.

[It certainly is fitting that the book which stands first
among the Gospels is the book which most completely shows :

‘<The Old is in the New revealed, the New is in the Old
concealed.’’

One might take a first step in the study of this Gospel
by noting two verses discovered by Dr. White. ‘The outline
of the book 1s based upon an expression found in each :

iv. 17. ‘From that time began Jesus to preach and to
say: Repent ye, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.”
22.
‘“ From that time began Jesus to show unto His
disciples that He must go unto Jerusalem and suffer many
things of the elders and chief priests and scribes and be killed,
and the third day be raised up.”
With these expressions in mind the book is divided into
three parts :

1. 1 to iv. 16. Period of Preparation.
iv. 17 to xvi. 20. Pertod of Proclamation.
21 to xxVI11I. Period of Propitiation.

Before proceeding further, the value of the outline is
made much more clear by a study of the events immediately
preceding and following each of these verses.

The study of the individual chapters naturally follows,
and it might be suggested that the study should begin at
the beginning and not in the middle of the first chapter.

The first step in the study of a chapter is to become
familiar with the material, and based upon that should be
a series of observations. These could be hastily noted as
tollows :

1. The book presupposes a knowledge of the O. TT.
2. Insertions: Names of brothers, women, Gentiles.

3. Ruth suggests relation of Genriles, and the wife of
Urijah the record of sin in the life of a great king.
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4. Historical notes: The Period of Kings, begun in

David ; the Period of Babylonian Captivity.
5. Ihe omission of well known kings.
6. The division into parts; 14 generations each.
7. The prominence of Joseph.
8. The stated purpose of the coming of Jesus, 1. 21.

The making of these and other observations leads one at

once to the question, What is it all about? Is there a

purpose, or is it a bringing together of unrelated facts ? W hat
are some of the conclusions from a study of Chapteri-r One 1s
fairly sure that three significant facts will be developed.

First. The Humanity of Jesus, not as an example of
a model life. The purpose of the incarnation is stated at
the outset, i. 2x: ‘‘It is He that shall save His people from
their sins.’ It is the same as the statement made by Paul in
Romans vill. 3. In what way will He do it? Can He do it?
and when will He begin? These are some of the questions
that must be kept continuously in mind.
The second obvious purpose is to show how Jesus came to
Matthew
be recognized by the official title ‘‘’‘The Messiah.”’
shows that he had a right by virtue of relationship to Joseph
to the throne of the house of David.
The third development—the Divine Claim—/mmanuel, or,
God with wus. The kings and prophets of old have realized

that ‘‘Some one was coming.’? As Joseph Parker said:
‘Even in Genesis the leaves are stirring.’? At length it
dawned upon the men of His generation that Jesus was the

Immanuel, the Incarnate Son of God, in truth ‘‘God with
118.

Read Jno. i. 14 to notice that the word ‘‘dwelt’’ 1s the
word ‘‘tabernacled.”’ Cod came to men in their tabernacle
and temple service even as he said: ‘I will dwell with them,”

but He was desirous of coming nearer still in order that
He might dwell within us; this He could not do until He

was first ‘‘God with us.”
One of the most helpful ways of studying the chapters of
the Bible is to outline them. The selection of a theme aiter a
careful reading and study is quite essential. Several could be
suggested for Chapter I. One may be sufficient for illustration.
The Origin of the Messiah :

(1) Legal Ancestry.

(2) Human ,,

(3) Divine ,,
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It is often helpful to choose a name for the chapter.
Chapter 1 might be the Joseph or the Immanuel chapter; the
attempt should always be made to select a name that distinguishes this chapter and could not be given with equal claim
to any other chapter, The key-verse of the chapter inay also

be chosen: i. 2x seems to be the most natural one. The
chapter presupposes a considerable knowledge of, and interest

in, the O. T.; a study of the chapter leaves us with much to
expect in the development of suggested topics. We must

look for more of the O. T., our interest is aroused in the
Gentiles, we are expecting a King, a Son of David, to sit on
His throne forever, we are looking for the fulfillment of the
covenant promise to Abraham and a fulfillment, as well, of the
eternal purpose of God which He purposed in His Son. The
chapter divisions are only for convenience; often they do not
properly relate the subject matter. Matthew’s Gospel is so
sharply defined topically that it is one of the easiest books of
the Bible to study and outline and to retain in the memory.
The same method may be followed in the study of Chapter

11 aS Chapter 1; a careful reading to note the points of

observation, the purpose and the continuity of thought. The
Council of the scribes and Pharisees little realized how many
sessions they would have concerning Jesus. Matthew gives a
record of many ; one even after the resurrection. The technical
preparation of these men, the insistence upon the letter, but
the utter barrenness of spiritual apprehension, is very striking
throughout the book.

The interest in the chapter is aroused first around the
Child King, the search for Him and the results of the discovery in Bethlehem, the large number of O. T. passages
brought forth, the homage of the Gentiles who gave to Jesus
the title King of the Jews.
That Jesus the prophet from Nazareth in Galilee could be
the Messiah 1s unthinkable ; yet Matthew begins to show : ist,
how the birth was in Bethlehem ; 2nd, how the providence of
God in the protection of this Child from evil political intrigue
gave Him a home in Nazareth, hence the title, the Nazarene.
The chapter might be called the Nazarene Chapter, the Wise

Men, or the Child King. In the limits of this paper it is
impossible to study in detail each chapter, but one might sum
marize this first period of preparation. Jesus had the ancestry
of the Messiah, Birth-place and Childhood Experiences, the
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Forerunner of the Messiah, the Testimony of the Father, the
Sinlessness of the Messiah, the very Working Place of the
Messiah.

In perfect accord with the past He came, and in this
period of thirty years entirely satisfied every claim with
reference to His Messianic career.
The second sectiou—iv. 17——xvi. 20. The Proclamation
Period should be noted first of all for the topical arrangement of

the material. A significant discourse—the Sermon on the
Monunt—is first given ; in it this Jewish Gospel shows: First, the

relation of Jesus to the law and the prophets, ‘'I came not to

destroy, but to fulffll,’’ the further explanation by the full
interpretation of specific laws, the contrast brought out as he

began with the law, ‘Thou shalt not murder,’? and the
conclusion, ‘‘ Love your enemies.’?
Lhere was also in the discourse a very clear explanation

of the true meaning of righteousness, a development of the.

principles of the kingdom, and a revelation of what the
Fatherhood of God involved. Following the discourse,
which shows his authority in teaching, Matthew gives tn vili. and

IX. a group of ten miracles, showing the authority of Jesus in
His works as well—-even to the forgiveness of sin. ‘The next
section—Chapter x—is entirely occupied with Jesus and the
twelve, the delegated authority, and the future as outlined by
Jesus.

Chapters x1 and xi1 are occupied with some of the results,

He is misunderstood even while carrying out the Messianic
progcTam.

This generation 1s heedless of His message, and the

Galilean cities refuse to repent. Out of it all Jesus speaks:
All things have been delivered unto Me of My Father; come
into Me.’’ In view of the apparent failure Jesus makes the
largest claim for relationship with the Father and offers the

most authoritative invitation to the world. Either He is
thoroughly deceived or else He knows, as Son of God, whereof

He speaks. The challenge to His relationship with God
follows.

They accuse Him of breaking the law of God, they
claim that the origin of His power 1s satanic, they disprove
His claim until He produces a sign. In answer Jesus makes
the largest claim—-Lord of the Sabbath, greater than the
temple, stronger than Satan, greater than Jonah, greater than
Solomon, one day to rise from the dead. The enemy has

been foiled in the attack, and Jesus shows the real test
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of relationship to God 1s obedience to His will.

A series ot

seven parables follows, indicative of the growth of the kingdom,

of Jesus’ interpretation of the times through which He was
passing, and of His trtumphant hope. Froin xiv. I to xvi. 20
one can see the continued withdrawals of Jesus, the training of
the twelve and the disclosure to them of the false leadership

of the day: Matt. xv. 14, ‘‘ Let them alone; they are blind
euides,’? and xvi. 12, ‘‘Beware of the teaching of the Pharisees
and Sadducees. ’’ The section should be studied very largely in

the light of the training of these men and the culmination at
Ceesarea Philippi.
Away up in the north Jesus puts to
them that most significant question, ‘‘ Who say ye that I am ?”

The answer of it was most inspiring to Jesus. ‘' Blessed

art thou Peter,’’ for at last to them had come froin the
Father Himself the teaching.

To Jesus it means the inau-

guration of His kingdom as He hands over to Peter the
keys of the kingdom and gives to him the authority in the
relationship of heaven and earth. It 1s also a moment of
triumph, for the gates of hades themselves cannot prevail
against it. This Ceesarea Philippi experience was one of the
great moments of history. Jesus can now prepare to go away
in order that He may come again ; hence He begins to prepare
the twelve as we see from xvi. 21.
The third section—from xvi. 21 on—has many important
parts.

The continued teaching of Jesus in respect to His

death——-xvi. 215 XVil. 22, 235 XX. 17, 28; xxl. 38, 393 xxvi.
2.—-the prominence of it 1s all out of proportion unless there
is some significance in it.
A second prominent feature 1s the testimony of the Father

on the Mount oft Transfiguration, not only an endorsement
of the confession of Peter—'‘‘ This is my beloved Son,’—but
an investiture of authority above all other teachers and leaders,
‘¢ Hear ye Him.”
A third feature of the section is the reconstruction period

in the lives of the disciples--to make them understand the

underlying principle of death, to help them to believe
that true greatness did not consist of earthly glory and pomp,

but of service, to lead them to a right relationship toward
men, and to show the possibilities offered to men who knew a
unity of purpose and of love.

A fourth feature is the account as given by Matthew of
the last week at Jerusalem, the self-assertions of Jesus, the
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terrific attempt made by enemies to overthrow the influence and
authority of Jesus, and the final resort to physical force. ‘The

lament of Jesus over Jerusalem is the concluding lament
after a series of denunciations of the scribes and Pharisees.
Jerusalem is desolate, the temple is overthrown, xxiv. 2, but
the end is not yet!
Matthew's account of the death of Jesus is in line with the
rest of his book. A vivid picture is drawn of the scribes and
Pharisees in their final efforts and their resort to every form of
intrigue. The prophetic words of Jesus are given, the voluntariness as well as the purpose of the death in the inauguration of a new covenant, and the final outcome of the trial, the
dramatic Pilate, and the Jewish nation assuming the responsibility for 1ts own and succeeding generations, xxvl. 24, with
which compare Acts v. 28.
In studying the account of the resurrection one is struck
first of all by the brevity. No attempt seems to be made to
prove the fact of the resurrection. The final council of the
Pharisees and the attempt to evade the truth occupies one
portion. In striking contrast is brought out the assembly of
Jesus again on a mountain in Galilee, xxvi. 32, xxviii. 6, 7,
10, as He had said.

With striking emphasis Matthew gives a portion of the
charge on this occasion.

Recall Chapter xi, a former scene in

Galilee and a former declaration, and in contrast the risen

Christ. ‘* All authority in heaven and upon earth’’ is the
first astounding assertion; no greater claim could be made.
Jesus stands unique among the sons of men. ‘The investiture
of authority of His disciples is based upon this as He indicates
by the ‘‘ therefore.’’ Go ye therefore.
The inclusiveness of the kingdom has been suggested
from the beginning, and the authorization is complete—‘‘all
the nations.,’? There is no nation or tongue or tribe or people
that can be excluded from so universal a command. What shall
be the result ? The personal relationship—Father, the Son, and

the Holy Spirit.

What the education? ‘‘All things whatsoever
I commanded you.”? And what the guarantee? ‘‘ Lo, Iam with
you alway.’”’ Joseph Cook speaks of this passage very significantly as the Four Alls. Compare again Chapter 1. 23, God
with us; xxvill. 20, with yeu always.
In the study of this and other books one is reminded of
Mrs. Browning, who wrote:
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“We get no good by being ungenerous even to a book
And calculating profits; so much help by so much reading.
Tis only when we gloriously forget ourselves
And plunge soul forward, headlong into a book’s profound,
Impassioned for its beauty and salt of truth,
Tis then we get the right good from a book.”

Hence one cannot hope to be any more than suggestive in

the study of a book which rightly demands so much thought
and meditation.

The study of various topics in Matthew should not be
neglected. Familiarity with the material of a book makes
such a study much simpler. Matthew would be incomplete as
a study unless there was a well defined idea of the kingdom—

its beginning and end, its fundamental principles, the
illustrative parables and the impossibility of lundering its
progress.

The discourses of Matthew, the major and minor, is another line of special interest—the audience, time, and place, the

central theme, the use of illustration, the result as well as the
occasion of each.

The personnel of the book is of vital interest, but the large
interest in the book gathers about the Pharisees. Find all the
places where they are mentioned and by whom, list all of their
objections to Jesus, note the unmasking of their false teaching

and leadership. Jesus would save His disciples from being
actors or hypocrites, and pointed out the danger of external
conduct unrelated to motive or purpose in life.
The final summary is brought out in Chapter xx111. ‘The
vocabulary of the book furnishes a topic of unfailing interest,
also fesus the prophet, the rejection of Jesus, the parables, the
miracles, the training of the twelve.

The use of the O. T. should be carefully noted for its
direct quotations, for its interpretation of passages, for its
historical references, for the O. T’. prophets and people and for
its relation to the life and teaching of Jesus.

The teaching of Jesus concerning prayer and faith may
be a fitting conclusion to this series of studies.
It was said of one author who attempted and failed to write

an adequate life of John Wesley, ‘‘He had nothing to draw
with, and the well was deep.’’ A study of Matthew’s Gospel
leaves one with an increasing impression that the well is
deep and that one must bring a sincere life and motive to
this study in order to any kind of an apprehension of the depth
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and length and height and breadth of its teaching, but
there is always a great feeling of joy for the rewards that
come from diligent research. God grant that the whole worid
may be brought into contact with its searching truths !

How May I Know that God Answers Prayer
BY REV. WILBERT W. WHITE, PH.D., D.D.

OU may know by actually praying to God. Here is one
of many distinct, definite invitations and commands of
Jehovah. It is found in Jeremiah xxxii. 3: ‘Call upon
me and I will answer thee and will show thee great
and mighty things which thou knowest not.’’

Do you say: ‘But if God would first speak to me and
assure me of His existence and His willingness to answer
prayer, I should be more sure and would try to pray ?”’ Has
not God already spoken to you ?

Read again the words of the

prophet Jeremiah quoted above. Is not that a sufficiently
direct message to you? What about the other words from
John? ‘*They are man’s words,’? do you say? Yes, but
may not God have spoken to you through your fellow-man ?
In fact, has He not done so? He has spoken to you and to
me in prophets of old time and in apostles and in His Son, by
whom He made the worlds. The Bible is God’s special
In prayer we
message to you. In 1t God speaks to us all.
take up what God in His Word has given us and send it back
to Him. He gives a command. In prayer we say: ‘S Yes, Lord, I will do what Thou wishest.” He gives us a promise.
In prayer we say: ‘‘ Yes, Lord, I thank Thee for this promise.
Help me to let Thee fulfill 1t in my life.”’
Perhaps your idea of what prayer 1s 1s inadequate. That of
many is. They think of something they would like to have,

and when the thing asked is not given in the manner and at
the time specified by the asker the conclusion is reached that
there is nothing in prayer. Now, prayer 1s more than mere
petition. Moreover, it is not asking what we wish, but what

we will, What do I mean by this last? This, that Jesus
meant literally what He said as recorded in John xv. 7: ‘If
ye abide in Me, and My words abide in you, ye shall ask what
ye will and it shall be done unto you.”? An illustration may
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make this plainer. A young man wishes very much to be an
expert accountant or a Greek scholar. What amount of wish-

ing will bring the coveted ability? No amount. He may

wish, and wish, and wish and be no nearer the goal. To become
an expert accountant or a Greek scholar he must will it, that is,
he must by obedience to the conditions attain the desired end.

He must expend the required time and mental energy and
This verse in John contains the all-inclusive condition
of the highest success in prayer. It brings out the essential
relation between prayer and Bible study, tor the Bible contains
the words ot Christ. If we stay in Him, that is, if we are in
communication with Him as the branch is in cominunication
suORCY.

with the vine, and His words are abiding in us, that is, if we
are doing what He says, and by His grace are being what He
wishes us to be; if we are living epistles of His, we will not
ask for anything which 1s not according to His will. We will
understand Him and what He wishes us to ask, and shall
literally ask what we will (because it is what He wills), and it
shall be done unto us.

I venture here to introduce some sentences from a very

valuable book on prayer. I refer to a prize essay entitled
“Prayer a Theory and a Fact,’’ by Dr. Faunce. I think it is
published by the Baptist Publication Society. It will be
especially helpful to any who are troubled about the philosophy
of prayer. ‘The sentences are these : ‘* Prayer, if we may use
a word taken from physics, 1s circular in its motion. It begins
in God. It comes outward and onward and downward in its
ClITVve,
It passes in the lower point of the circumference of the

circle through our souls, taking up into its sweep our _personality, employing alike our wish and our want, our dependence and our freedom, and burdened with our adoration-.and
petition, it rises again to Him, who is both the author and

finisher.’ (Faunce, p. 157).

In the light of the foregoing note :
I,

(sod comes first to men in
(a) A nature which is not satished without prayer,
(b) Commands to pray.
{c) Promises of answer to prayer.

| (d) The moving of the Holy Spirit to prayer.
2. Man goes to God in petition, sending back what God
has authorized, and moves man to send.
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How May 1 Know that God Answers Prayer?

God comes to man in blessing.
Man goes to God in thanksgiving.
God comes to man in blessing, and so on ad zufinztume.

It thus appears that prayer results in communion with
God, which is salvation. New meaning comes into those
words in Romans x.13: ‘‘ Whosoever will call upon the name

ot the Lord shall be saved.’’
Thanksgiving, adoration, and confession also constitute
prayer, 0 three-fourths of prayer is giving and one-fourth is
getting. Is not the popular notion of prayer that its aim is to
get God to do our will ¢ Its true aim 1s to get ourselves helped
to do God’s will. Let us recall the question which stands at

the head of this paper. It is: How may 1] know that God
answers prayer? Recall also the definite answer that was
given, It was: You may know by actually praying. Do not

forget this. You will never know in the full sense in any
other way. You may have what the theologians call the assurance of faith, but you will never have the assurance of sense

(which I take it is what you desire) until you actually pray.
Surely it cannot be that you are permitting any seeming
dificulty to stand in your way of testing prayer. That is not
the scientific method. Every scientist who has accomplished
anything has gone right on and done things in spite of every
objection which could be raised. Do you not know that 1t was
being conclusively proved by mathematics that no steamship

could cross the Atlantic ocean because it could not carry
coal enough to produce sufficient power for the trip, while at
the very moment a ship was landing, having actually made
the trip ?
What are the objections to prayer? I can think of four
The first is: I have tried and have
which have been raised.
had no success; therefore there is nothing in prayer. ‘That is
a poor reason to assign. Did you ever push the button of a
doorbell and get no response? Well, did you conclude that
electricity was a failure? Surely not. If you have tried and
the result has not been satisfactory, you may depend upon it
that you have not properly fulfilled the conditions of prayer.
Over against this objection think of the number of your friends
who are sure from experience that God does answer prayer.

A second objection is that 1f God is good and wishes to
bestow blessings upon us, why does He require us first to ask
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Him? The answer in briefest form is: Because God is good
and wishes to bestow blessings He requires us toask, This
objection does not appear to have occurred to our Lord, for He
once encouraged His disciples to pray and presented the knowledge of and appreciation of the situation by God as an incentive. We have the record in Matthew vi. 7, 8, where God, our
God, is contrasted with the gods of the heathen, and the Lord

says: ‘‘Your Father knoweth what things ye have need of
before ye ask Him.”’

Think for a moment ot the association of expression of
affection and the getting of things among men. That we be
required to ask for things is not only natural and advantageous,
for ‘‘ we grow by expression,’’ but it is also necessary. Prayer

is in a sense opening ourselves, getting into the attitude of
reception. If God should not require us to pray, we would
never come to recognize Him as the giver of gifts; we would
never come into association with Him, we would never receive

Him, who is the greatest of gifts, into our lives.

** Prayer,’?

says Quesnel, ‘‘1is not designed to inform God, but to give man

a sight of his misery, to humble his heart, to excite his desire,
to inflame his faith, to animate his hope, to raise his soul from

earth to heaven and to put him in mind that there is his
Father, his country, and his inheritance.”’

A third objection to prayer is: God is too great to look

after details.

It is ridiculous to think that He would heed the
ery of puny man. A while before his death Mr. Cecil Rhodes
said to Bishop Hartzell: ‘‘} have long felt that the religion of
Christ ts the only one which meets ail the needs of man, but
when it comes to dogma, I doubt. I feel that there is a strange
egotism in supposing the great God should concern Himself
about a creature so small as myself.”
The answer to this difficulty is that instead of God being
too. great to look aiter details, He is great enough to do so.
Genius has been defined by one to be “an infinite capacity for
detaiis.”’ (sod possesses this. The Biblical idea of God and
its teaching about prayer are consistent. Him we live and
move and have our being. He 1s not far from any of us,’’ and

yet He is not an impersonal force, but the one whose under-

standing is infinite, in whose image we are created. Our
Lord’s words come to mind here.

‘* Are not five sparrows sold

for two farthings and not one of them falls to the ground
without your Heavenly Father’s notice?’’? Even the odd
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sparrow that was thrown in when four were bought at the rate

of two for a farthino—even this sparrow is not too small or
worthless for God’s care.

The older one grows the more one is impressed with the
God too great to look.after
significance of the insignificant.
details | Somebody is looking after details. God 1s doing it.
He is great enough to do it. In His all-wise plan puny man is
placed in the position of influence and authority. He has been
appointed to accomplish mighty things for God through the
appointed means, viz., prayer, which brings him into associa-

tion with God, by which he learns God’s will and grows in
appreciation of His gentleness and greatness.

Dr. Charles Hodge, the great theologian, never wrote a

truer paragraph than the following: ‘*As far back as I can
remember, I had the habit of thanking God for everything I

received and of asking Him for everything I wanted. If I lost
a book or any one of my playthings, I prayed that I might find

it. I prayed walking along the streets, in school and out of
school, whether playing or studying. I did not do this in
obedience to any prescribed rule ; it seemed natural.

thought

of God as an everywhere present being, full of kindness and
love, who would not be offended 1f His child talked to Him.”
A fourth objection to prayer, and the most formidable of
all to some minds, is that the universe is governed by fixed
laws, and therefore the doctrine of prayer is impossible. This
objection 1s based upon a misconception of the true nature of

prayer. The Bible doctrine of prayer fully allows for the
inviolability of law. It is, that prayer is one of the laws, and
that the law of personality 1s the highest of all laws. Because
laws are fixed, are we to conclude that man may not by knowledge of them and obedience to them bring to pass that which
would not otherwise occtr P The very asking of the question
eoustitutes an answer. People are all the while bringing into

operation higher laws and overcoming, not violating, the
influence of lower ones.

Mr. Huxiey recognized this when he

wrote to Charles Kingsley: ‘‘I would not say for a moment
that prayer is illogical, for if the world is governed by fixed
laws, it would be just as illogical for me to ask you to answer
this letter as to ask the Almighty to change the weather.’’
Prayer is not violating law; it is fulfilling law. ‘t Prayer,’’
truly says Phillips Brooks, “is not conquering God’s reluctance;
it is taking hold of God’s willingness.’’
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Correspondence.
EVANGELISTIC ASSOCIATION
MEETING.

before men atid women now in college

To the Editor of
‘on CHINESE RECORDER.’

renew touch atonce with their former

DEAR Srr: I have had so many

tion and appeal, in the hope that

inquiries as to what language
will be used in the Evangelistic
Association meeting in Hankow,

December 7-12, that I would
thank you if you would inform
your readers that the addresses

and the business of the conference will be in both Mandarin
and English. Aside from these

two there will be, 1f called ior,
provision for the smaller groups,

who cannot understand either,
to have private group interpreters at the rear of the hall.
Much interest is being shown
in the coming meeting. I hope

to send you a complete pro-

gramme for the next issue of the
RECORDER. |

Sincerely yours,
FRANK GARRETT,
Cor. See.

NOTICE TO STUDENT
VOLUNTEERS.

at home, hereby resolves to urge
all Student Volunteers in China fe

Christian Unions and Associations
by correspondence, so as to develop

tore personal channels of inftorma-

inatiy now in preparation for their life
work may consider the call to devote
themselves to service this land.

“9, (a). That a committee be appointed to arrange for articles to be

written from time to time to the
“ Movement. the “ Jutlercol-

legian,’ and other college papers.
‘“{b). That such committee also be
made responsible for sending suggestions to the secretaries of the Home
Movements as to which missionartes
on furlough should be asked to attend
the conferences of the Movement or
to do deputation work in the colleges.

‘4, That the Rev. W. E. Taylor,

Ph.D., and the chairman (Rev. HoH.
Littell) be asked to draw up a special

statement and appeal as the out-

come of this meeting; the same to be

forwarded to the secretaries of the
Home Movement for transmission to

the various Christian Unions and
Associations,”

In reference to Resolution 1
‘t should be noted that letters to
former College Christian Unions

may very conveniently be ad-

dressed to Mr. Turner, 124 Hast
28th St., New York City, or Rev.

To the Editor of

T. Tatlow, 93 Chancery Lane,

DEAR SIR: May I through you
convey to Student Volunteers
working in China the following
resolutions passed recently by
a meeting of about one hundred Student Volunteers and

out of Resolution 2 the committee will be glad of suggestions.

CHINESE RECORDER.

friends :—
‘+. That this meeting of Student
Volunteers and friends, held at Kuling

on August 16th, Ig10, representing

many missions from many lands now

working in China, realizing airesh
the urgent importance of bringing the

present unique situation in China

London, who have meaus of forwarding them to exactly the right
men in the colleges indicated.

With regard to the carrying

Some articles are already in
course of preparation and will
shortly appear in the magazines

named. Attention is drawn to
the fact that all publications of

the British and American Movements may be ordered through,
and that many are stocked by,

the Y. M. C. A. in Shanghai.

Correspondence
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The meeting in passing the

above resolutions did so under a

keen sense of the urgent need

for us to do all we can at this

special time to help the Student
Volunteer Movement at home to
take advantage of the rising tide

PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH IN
CHINA A SCHOOL OF HIGHER
CHINESE STUDIES.

Zo the £ditor of
‘THe CHINESE RECORDER.’

of missionary knowledge and
enthusiasm evident in the col-

DeAaR SIR:

leves. On the hearing of the
call of Christ to China by the

its two language schools—one at
Aunking for men and the other at
Yangchow tor women. But Abe

men and women now in college
great issues hang. May not He

be wishing to speak to them
through us ?

Yours truly,
C WW. Knorr.
The Grifhth John College,
Hankow.,

THE DAVID HILL SCHOOL FOR
THE BLIND.

To the Ldttor of
‘T3335 CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DEAR SIR: A story is going
the rounds that some kind per-

son has made the David Hill
School for the Blind at Hankow
a present of five thousand Gold

Dollars. The result is that

several people have hinted more
or less playfully that their dona-

For many years the

China Inland Mission has had

example was not followed by

other missions, who contented
themselves with prescribing a

three years’ course of study
which the missionary was to
take with the aid of a Chinese
personal teacher. Success or
failure depended on the issue.

But now that the number of

missionaries is increasing rapidly,

other missions have perceived
that the time has come for the

doing away with the former
haphazard methods of ‘studying

the language, and at least two
other language schools are now
in existence, and their success

is unquestioned. Reports are
‘inanimous that much time 1S
saved to the stndent and a more
certain sticcess assured to him.
The student having passed the
three years’ course is supposed

tions will not be needed. As

to be ready for all kinds of

there 1s unfortunately not one

some ambition to continue ris

world of truth in the story I

work and to be imbued with

shall be very much obliged if

study, but how few live to

you will allow me space in your
columns for this brief note. The
needs of the school are as great
aS @VeT. Lhe only large donation that we have had this year

will accomplish much, but the

has been one of Mex. $1,000
trom the Christian Herald towards the new wing which we
have just completed, but that
donation will not help us to meet
current expenses.

Yours sincerely,
GEORGE A. CLAYTON,

realize their early dreams in this
respect. Individual perseverance

clamorous demands of the present complex mission propaganda

usually put an effective end to
any hope of post-graduate study.

It occurs to me that a school of
higher Chinese studies will be
the next step needed to crown
the educational facilities for the
missionaries now on the field.
Not all would need or desire attendance at such a school, but
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some assuredly would gladly
avall themselves of expert as-

sistance and associated study.
Moreover, if established in such
a centre as Shanghai, or some
other large settlement, this school

ought to be of the utmost as-

sistance to many non-missionaries

It is generally admitted that
there is serious decay in the
study of higher Chinese works.
With the passing of Dr. Edkins
and Mr. Kingsmill, 1¢ seemts as
if the last of the older giants of
Chinese scholarship had _ dis-

appeared. This school might
do much to arrest the decline
of scholarship amongst foreigners,

Such men were needed in their
day to do much foundation work,

but they left vast fields untilled.
And this was true of the ancient

literature, not to speak of the
new literature, which all, who
seek to influence the Chinese,

must now include within thetr
attention. New China, it may
be imagined, needs men with a
special training this school alone
could give even more urgently
than Old China needed the older
race of sinologues. The higher
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‘dry rot’ be arrested and a new
type of men be prepared for the

work of the New China now

growing strong and feeling its

strength. The need is most
urgent,”
Considerable tnterest in Chihese study is now being taken
by the leading wniversities at

home, and it is possible that

Some Special cotirses may be
opened in institutions already

found in China, but from the

nussionary’s point of view the
Home Boards are the likeliest
and surest foundation of such 2
scheme as this school, and it 1s

the hope of the writer that this

idea will gain such wide acceptance that the foundation ot one
Or more such schools will soon
be seriously undertaken.

The object of the school is,
first, to encourage the study of

Chinese history and thought,
and secondly, to fit men with
special ability and taste for work

among the higher classes by
profound study of Chinese literature and problems,

The staff might consist of a
few men devoting all their time
to the work, assisted by the best

classes were almost a ‘‘terra
incognita’’ in the old days, but
now, after having made some
impression on the middle and

Chinese scholars available. If
established in a large city, the
consular and customs bodies
could be relied on to reinforce
the regular staff by courses of

lower classes, it 1s high time tnat

special lectures.

the accessibility of the higher
classes should be taken advant-

age of. But the general complaint is, Whois fitted for such
work ?

To prepare this coming
army of special workers, I ven-

ture to think this school is indispensable. As Mr. Hopkyn
Rees, principal of the language

school in Peking, says: ‘‘It ts
time that the old methods, which
were no methods, should be replaced by a well devised systen,

for in no other way can the

The pupils should consist of
those who have passed the exaininations prescribed by their
own mission, especially those

wishing to do literary work or
work amongst the educated
classes. These should have
shown special aptitude to the
higher studies, and should not
be admitted without an unqualtfed recommendation {rom 2 com-

petent authority. Others who
are not missionaries could be admitted under special regulations.

Our Book Table
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Mission Boards might be in-

vited to set aside men as teachers

as they are now doing freely tn
all sorts of untted work for the
Chinese.

To start with, the expenses
would not be high, for it would
simply mean that the services of

men now employed in one or

other of the branches of mission-

ary work would be transferred

»to this department. Indeed some

of our scholars might combine

this function with other work,

such as Bible translation, with-

out detriment to the latter and
probably to its benefit.

Bunt I need not enter into

further detazis. My correspond-

ence shows that everybody
wants more than one of these
schools, but let us begin with
one in some large centre such as
Shanghai, where we already have

a large body of scholars in the
Various Services. Not the least
advantage would be the coopera-

tion of the Royal Asiatic Society
it Stich a school.
D. MCGILLIVRAY.
September 7th, 3910.

Our Book Table.
The object of these Reviews is to give real information about
Authors will help reviewers by sending with their books,
price, original 1f any, or any other facts of interest. The custom
of prefixing an English preface to Chinese books is excellent.
Very Far East, by Mrs. Lechmere the medical board of the C. M.
books.

Clift. Marshall Brothers, London.

». were unable to agree with

3s. 6d. net.

him. So when, after a short

This volume is made up appa-

term in practice in England, the
call to Kweitlin, in the Kwangsi

reritly of letters written by Mrs.
Clift to triends in various coun-

As the names of the persons to whom they were written
trT1eS.

are not given, tt is only charitable to suppose that they were
not ali written to oue person, or
else the repetitions would be in-

excusable. The style of the

book 1s most attractive and the
contents, though somewhat com-

province, came to him, he return-

ed to China, backed by no so-

ciety but upheld by the very

practical sympathy of a group

of friends. In the book Mrs.

Clift tells how the medical work
was begun at Kweilin and then,
for reasons which seem inadequate, transferred to Nanning.
The chief feature of the book

monplace to one who lives in is that it is intensely human.

inland China, will doubtless be
of interest to those who stay in
the homelands.

The book tells of the founding

of an ‘independent’ medical
mission in South China.

Orig-

inally a member of the C. M.

S., Dr. Chit did pioneer medical
work at Lienchau, in the Kwangtung province, till he was invalided home. When he considered
himself ready for further service

Such sentences as these are de-

lightful. ‘Now and then it
clears up enough for us to have
a game of tennis, and as we go

down to the lawn through the
garden, great waves of scent
meet us from the orange trees,
It seems such a pity that supply

and demand can’t meet. We
could supply a hundred wed-

dings and more with the greatest

ease.’ After a reference to a
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tea-party with their neighbours
Mrs. Chitsays: ‘I won't say that
T don’t sometimes feel I should
like some other dissipations. |
should immensely enjoy an ex-
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The book ts also transparently

honest about the work. Of a
girl who was learning to read,
it is said : ‘OF course it was the

pedition into Carlisle, and coffee

pleasure of being able to say
that she could read character

‘It is part of a missionary’s

a desire for the Gospel.’ And
of the people of Nanning she
writes: ‘it isa fact that we have
to face—they don’t want nes. I

the country and to manaye chop-

touching hymns we sing at

English are so conservative, and
think because churches are built

we die in our aneuish,’’ and

at Little and Johnston’s, and a
look into an Enghsh shop-window.’ And it is guite refreshing to find in print the remarks,

which made her so diligent, not

work to learn to eat the food ot

think of the beautiful and often

sticks,’ and ‘Why is it that we
after a certam style at home,

they must be built just so on the
misson freld ?’

Now and then the authoress
reminds one of that master of
the epistolary style, the author-

ess of ‘* The Lady of the

Decoration.” ‘I may as well
confess to you, my dears, that I
am the most miserable ‘‘ funk ”’
imaginable, and it makes me feel
small when you write such glowing letters and say : ‘‘ You brave
child,’” etc. My vivid imagma-

tion is always en the alert to
snake the most of everything—
I have suffered many troubles,
most of which have never hap-

pened.” Or this, ‘Qld Brother

Three in his prayer the frst
morning after Eleven’s arrival

home if. our missionary meetings, ‘‘Come over and help us,

many others. And they are true
—the need of the people cries

to us with an exceeding bitter
cry, but they don’t know that
they need us, and they certainly
do not want us.’
It is a serious question whether it 1s wise to reprint letters

written and remarks made by
the interpreter of a Provincial

Governor when both these worthies are still alive. It 1s strange

how books about China fnd

their way into Chinese hands,
and the reviewer's opinion ts
that greater discretion should
have been used as regards ridi-

culing, even in the friendltest
way, the mistakes in English
niade by the interpreter.
The book contains several real-

thought it wel that the new ly good stories, all too long to
man should have a good ground- quote. It is well printed and
me, so he began at Genesis.

*Q Lord, im the beginning

Thou didst make the world, and
‘Thow didst make one man and

bound, but what the portrait of
an ugly Chinese builder, which
makes the frontispiece, has to

do with the book one cannot

one woman: and, oh Lord, the
man was called Adam aud the
woman was called Eve. ..’’ and
coon and so on until I wondered if we were going to be per-

tel}. The other illustrations are
all taken from a Chinese lesson
book and are well reproduced.

sonally conducted from Genests
to Revelation. Don’t you think

“ Students and the Present Missionary

the angels must smile
when they hear the prayers that
ascend ?’

CG. A. CG,

Crisis.”?

ment.

Student Volunteer Move-

New York,

This volume of addresses de-

livered before the Sixth Inter-
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national Convention of the Sttdent Volunteer Movement, held
at Rochester, New York, in December and January last, 1s a
powerful witness to the increas-

ing hold which the claims of

foreign missions have upon the
thinking young men and women
of our home Jands. In the 600
pages before us are many utterances of special force, real origin-

ality and deep suggestiveness.

and piety to speak with author-

ity, contribute to this veritable
reference library in one volume.

The grouping of addresses 1s
admirable, being made in logical

divisions so as to bring all the
material on a given subject together. The index is full, and
fives concise synopses of addresses. Five appendices are
added; the most valuable being
a well-classified bibliography of

They come to us who are actual-

niissionary literature, covering
some fifty pages, which is the

proof of the determination of the
college men and women to pray

most complete and comprehensige list which we have seen. Dr.
‘T. H. P. Sailer has a selection ot

us—-yes even to go ahead of us—

books for the missionary educator
which is valuable and suggestive.

ly in the work abroad as a
for, to work for, and to follow

in the eager effort to reach the
ends of the earth with the Gos-

To sum up our review, this

pel of Christ. We note that
from the United States and its purpose, which is to give a
volume admirably accomplishes

Canada alone no fess than 4,377
volunteers have actually set sail

for foreign mission fields since
the beginning of the movement,

and are gratihed to see that
China has received a large share.

1,254, or considerably over one
quarter, have come to the Middle Kingdom. Qn the average

about 6 volunteers sail every
week for non-Christian lands.
The increase reported at Roches-

ter over the number stated at
the previous convention at Nash-

ville is 286, while the gifts from
students to missions leaped from

$80,000 a year 1n 1905 to$131,000
11k 1909.

The list of speakers at Roches-

ter includes practically all of our
old friends and a few new ones.
The convention was not common-

correct, systematized report of
the Student Volunteer Convention, together with much valuable information, which should

te in the hands of all; to deal

with vital subjects relative to the
whole missionary enterprise, and
to carry strength and encourage-

meut by making the reader feel
the heart-throb of the miission-

ary movement among college

men and women at home, a

heart-throb of such vigour and
steadiness as will, we believe,
with the blessing of God, drive

the precious blood of Christ
which cleanseth from all sin to
the extreme limits of the race ot
man, even ito all the world to
every creature.

S. H. L.

place with such names on the

Medical Missions in China in connec-

programme as Mott, Speer, Eddy,

Church, by W. arthur Tatchell,

Zwener, Lyon, Pott, Goforth,

Julius Richter, A. J. Brown,

E. C. Moore, Shailer Mathews,
Dr. Samuel Capen, J. Campbell
White, and the Rt. Hon. James
Bryce. These and many others,

who are entitled by knowledge

tion with the Wesleyan Methodist
M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Wesleyan Mis-

sion Hospital, Hankow, Central

China. Robert Culley, Paternoster
Row, Loudon.

When we first glanced over
this new addition to literature
on medical mission work in China

The Chinese Recorder
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the impression was that this

Hon. EF. H. Fraser, British

interest largely restricted to the

one wishes a view of Chinese

book would have a value and

Constii-Genera!l at Hankow.

Tf

denomination sttpporting the

medical practice compared with

Wesleyan Methodist Church.
Medical men, especially those

aries, he will find this book well
worth studying.
EK. I. O.

work outhned, namely, the that done by medical mission-

interested in missions, might add

it to their shelves if it were
brought to their notice.

‘There

was left an impression that it
had not sufhcient care in prepara-

tion.

Indeed the author makes

the coufession that the usual
strain felt by every medical man

on the mission field had conpelled him to send it to the press

without its having received the
care he would have otherwise
given it.

Doubtless it will receive its

closest reading by members of
the Wesleyan Methodist Church.

But we found on more careful

“Let us Pray,” by Rev. W. A. Cornaby.

Marshall Bros., Ltd. Presbyterian

Mission Press. $1.50.

A. perusal of this little book
will assuredly lead the devout
reader to an examination of his
own experiences in the school
of prayer and to desire earnestly

to be taught how to pray after
the fasbion herein depicted.
in these days of multiplied ac-

tivities, highly organised, and
incessantly claiming the time
and strength of Christian work-

ers, the business of prayer is apt
to suffer woeful neglect, and no

perusal that it contains many one can read this timely book
pen pictures of the medical missionary and the superstition and

without being brought to realise
how incomparably more impor-

make it worthy of a place in

preacher or student be a grad-

antagonism he is facing which

tant it is that the missionary

any library where ‘‘ things uate in the ‘‘science and art of
Chinese ’’ are being studied.

supplication ’’ than in any other

trations concerning Chinese

writer has himself learned much

The book abounds with illus-

medical men and their practices ;

with the sufferings of the muliti-

subject. It is evident that the

of the holy art, for the book
comes laden with the fragrance

tudes; with the methods by of that place where God stil!
which the medical missionary

gradually opens the homes and

hearts of the Chinese to the
Gospel; with the obstacles without and within, above and below,

and with examples of how the
hospital ts the greatest centre of

evangelism known to modern

Would that the evan-

gelistic missionary might appreciate this and do more to
cultivate the great opportunity
found in the crowds who flock
to the hospitals and dispensaries.

The book is well illustrated

and is opened by an excellent
appreciation from the pen of the

meets with those who keep tryst

with Him. After reading it no

one can doubt that it is still the
privilege of the true believer in
Jesus to ‘“‘sit at His feet,’’ and

not only to find blessing and

refreshment there, but to enter
into the secret of the Lord and to
know an intimacy in communion

with Him which the hurried and

superficial prayer life of many
Christians renders impossible.

‘The science of prayer’’ is a
phrase which at first strikes the
reader as Strange, since “ science”

and ‘‘prayer”’ are often supposed to have little in common, and
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yet the author will surely carry
his readers with him in the
development of his thought “that

there are great working prin-

ciples connected with the efficacy
of prayer as with everything else

in God’s wonderful universe.’
Wise and heart-searching are

the chapters which deal with
intercessory prayer and with

the vital connection between true

prayer and Christian character,
and in the ‘‘ possible explanatious of some unanswered prayers’’ the reverent mind will find
much scope for humbling selfexamination.

To say that this little work

(which can be read in an hour,
but may well occupy the mind
for many days) ts calculated to
be an untold blessing to’ every
reader, is but to state what it is
desired to make obvious in the

their absence. We looked in vain

for ‘‘ dissect,’ ‘‘ environment,’’
“evolution,” ‘* extra-territoriality,’’ and others of that ilk, but

we do not hold this to be a fautt
of the dictionary. These are not
colloquial terms, therefore they
have no place in this book.
The Chinese sentences are far
from betng accurate translations
of the English. They are approx-

jmate renderings; the Chinese
sentence conveying a meaning .
nearly equivalent to the English,

but that is all. For instance,
‘node of laws’’ is rendered
4 Val,

‘< nom mittee ’”’

and

“colic” Ft #e. “Compassion”

is rendered by the noun #& 3&

and also by the verb #@
Now
is ‘fa law,’ or

‘‘laws,’’ but searcely ‘‘a code

of laws.”’ Any gathering of

foregoing inadequate review.

two or three is a @, but a committee isa ZS H¥; likewise any

will close the book with such

1t has anything to do with

If we mistake not the reader

questions in his mind as, ‘‘ Do I
know anything about prayer ?”’
“Have I ever veal/y prayed ?’’
and will be constrained to seek
audience of his Lord, and with

the disciples of old ask to be

taught in this blessed and holy

art to the end that he may
render Him spiritual service’

by prayer that is prayer indeed.”
(Z. H.
English-Chinese Pocket Dictionary
of Peking Colloquial, by Sir Walter
Hillier, K.C.M.G., CB. The Presbyterian Mission Press. Price $5.00.

This littl book is five and
a half inches long, four and a

half inches wide and one and a
half inch thick. [t is printed on
white thin paper and has seven

stomach pain is 3%, whether

colic or not. ‘These instances
are given not to point out defects

in the book for, in colloquial,

terms are loosely applied and
are not required to be technically

accurate. Often the phrase

chosen to represent the English
word 1s, 1f not literal, singularly felicitous. As instances take
these translations of three terms:
‘An accomplished fact,’’ AR FR

(iy St, 3 GR; ‘‘ Wash vour dirty
linen at home,’’ BF Fi de TT Z
4H #2 #4; Distance lends en-

chantment to the view,’’ Bl jg
8 A By St Bt. The translations
can searcely be held to be a
literal rendering of those phrases,
but the Chinese sentence is well

worth learning, and the student

who is famthar. with and cau

hundred and tweive pages. It ts
strictly what it professes to be—

quote fluently such seutences as

Technical terms are, for
the most part, conspicuous by

understood amongst either gentile
or simple.

a dictionary of Peking colloquial.

these from this book, will have
no difficulty in making himself
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The author's system of spelling is Sir ‘Thomas Wade’s with
some trifling modifications. He
has also. a system of his own,
according to which the tones of
some common words in certalu
combinations change their order.

‘This seems perplexing to one
unfamiliar with Pekingese, but
if the people in the capital say
the words itr these tones that is

[ October

no further commendation.

The

price 1s five cents each or two

cents if wore than ten are
ordered.

4 2t &. Commercial Fducation.

An, outline of the systems in the
leadiny countries in the world. 99
pages, 20 cents.
ae 1 Ze we aR OF. The British Constitution, by Frederick Wicks, with

preface by H. E. Tuan Fang,

Vieceruy of Nanking. 116 pages.

a good reason why the dictionary
should do hkewi1se. We would
judge the book to be indispetsable to those who study Pekingese

by the Christian Literature So-

Mandarin.

translated by Rev. Evan Morgan.

20 Ceirts,.

Both of these books are issued

and useful to all students of ciety and are compiled = and
J. D.

Transactions of the Asiatic Society

of fapan. Vols. XXXVIT. and
XXXVI. Price Yen 1.25. Kelly

and Walsh, Yokohama and Shang-

The chapters of each book frst
appeared as articles in the Za
Lung Fao. The subject matter

of the books ts good and the

Lat.

style is clear Wé6n-l!. Any

The first of these volumes

them easily, and there are few

is devoted to curious Japanese

riddies; the later volume lias
an ititeresting account of the
life and teaching of Ninomiya
Sontoku, the peasant sage of
Japan, who was born in £787

Chinese scholar would read
who would uot be both interested
aud profited by their perusal.
le gael ee

Bh ch SK.

Primary Physiology,

iilustrated, by Wang Hang Tong,

and whose teaching has now a

great following in the Land of

with introduction by Geo.A. Stuart,
The Presbyterian Misstoi Press. 20 cents.

the Rising Sun,

Dr. Stuart commends § this

ik te © BB. Topical Bible Study

on Prayer. Based on one section
of R. A. Torrey’s ‘‘ What the Bible
Teaches,”” Bv H. LL. Zia. Three
cents per copy.

ve Wo OS fe St Oe it RR at. to
Make the Bible Real and Hunts

book in the following terms:
‘‘The language is simple and
the terminology common, In
fact, the author, in order to
bring the terminology to the
comprehension of the most ordinary student, has almost con-

on Prayer, by President john ‘pletely discarded any form of
Churchill King.
new, technical termimology. It

tie aa ile.

The God Planned Life,
by James H. McConkey.

My fk —- & TR OS. The Life Story of

Jesus, by Prof. Clark Smith Beardslee, D.D.
AS. fe — fe iy ee. The Story of Paul’s
Life, by Prof, E, I, Bosworth, A.M.,
D.D.

These little booklets—size 5
in. X 3 1n., about 30 pages—
are all translated by H. L. Zia
for the ¥. M. C. A. They need

is hoped that thts book will
serve to open a place for the
more systematic study of phy-

siology and hygiene in elementary schools.”

Scripture Calendar in black

and red colours with illustration.
British and Foretgn Bible Soctety. $8.00 per thousand.

J D.

Our Book Table
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Books in Preparation.

(Quarterly Statement.)

(Correspondence invited. )

The following books are in course
of preparation. Friends engaged tt
translation or compilation of books

are invited to nottiv Rev. D. MacGillivray, 143 N. Szechuen Road,

Shanghai, of the work they are
engaged on, so that this column
ay be kept up to date, and overJapping prevented, N. B. whose
games have been on thts lisi a long

fiste are asked to write and sav if
they have given up the work, or
what progress, if anv, they are maklug, Perhaps they are keeping others
from doing the work.

Kxpos. Com, on Hebrews, by G. L,
Pullen.

Little Meg’s Children. By Mrs.

Crossette,

Sermons on Acts.

By J, Speicher.

‘“His Great Apostle,”’ and ‘ His

Friends,”? By Rev. Chang Yang-hsun,
Stalker’s Pan].
J. H. Jowett’s The Passion for Souls.

(In tnandarin.) Fuiness of Power.
Metaphors of St. Paul. Dean Howson,
By J. Vale.

Constructive Studies in Life of

Christ.

Cc, lL, Ss. List,

Booker T. Washington’s ‘Up from
Slavery,’’ By Mr. Kao Lun-cliuny.,
Religious Contrasts 1m Social Life.
hk, Morgan (out).
Romance of Medicine. McPhin. W.
A, Cornaby.
Fitch’s Lectures on Teaching. YW.

Genakhy,

Outlines of Universal Historv. H.
L. W. Bevan, Medhurst College.
Tholuck’s Serinon on the Mount.

BH. W. Luce.

Training of the Twig. Drawbridge.
J. Hutson,
Prot. J. Percy Bruce is preparing
the following :-—~

Eiementary Qutlines of Logic

(ready ).

Chronicles of the schonberg-Cotta

Biblical Atlas and Gazetteer. R, T.
S., London.
R. A. Haden is preparing Murray’s

speer’s Principles of Jesus, by Joshua

Humility and Holy in Christ.
James Hutson: Meyer’s Burdens
and How to Bear Them.

The Renewal Series, by Evan Mor-

Jamnes Hutson : Wilhison’s Mothers’
Catechisny,

The Conversion of Jord Rochester bv Bishop Burnet.
Ze A Renewed People, adapted from
C EF, Dole.

hirs. R. M. Mateer: The Browns at
Mount Hermon.
FP, CC. H, Drever: Bible Reading
Outlines for the Blackboard.
Lectures on Modern Missions, by

A. Cornabvy.

Fanly.
Vale.

Za.
Te

3. Conversion, Theory and Fact,

To be followed by others.

Leigiton Stuart,
Laboratory Manual in Chemistry
(Mandarin), by J. McGregor Gibb.

GENERAL,

Baliantine’s Inductive Studies in

Alatthew,.

Organ Instructor. By Mrs. R. M.
Mateer (being printed).
Murray's Like Christ, By Mr. Chow,
Hangchow College,
Illustrattons for Chinese Sermons,
by C. W. Kastler,
By the same. Chinese Preacher’s
Manual, and Daily Light for Chinese,

Stepping Heavenward. By Mrs.

Crossette.

Expository Com, on Numbers.
G. A. Clayton.

By

Bismarck ; His Life and Work (Wénli), by Rev F. W. Leuschner.
Westcott’s Commentary on St. John’s
Gospel, by Rev, G. Miles, Wesleyan
Nlission.

Onward, Christian Soldiers, Talks on
Practical Religion (S. P. C. K.)}, by
Rev. Wn. P. Chalfant (ready).

Expository Commentary on John’s
Gospel.’ George Hudson.
Mongo! Catechisni. Robert Stephetr,
Jehol, via Peking, from whom copies
may be had,
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Recent Announcements.
The Traveller’s Guide. Religious

Tract Society, London.
Directory of Worship of Presbyterian Church, by C. D. Herriott.
Life of Lord Shaftesbury. E. MorLan. C.L. S. (ready ).
Methods of Bible Study. D. Mac-

Gillivray, C. L, S. (ready).
Life of Stephen Grellet.
re. B, Meyer’s EHiyah.

C, L 8,

Cm L. S.

From Zoroaster to Christ, being

Wife of first Parsee convert to Chris-

tianity.

C, on Ss.

Con: o11 ANOS. C. Campbell Brown.

Life of Mrs. Kumm. J. Vale.
Newell’s O. T. Studies. J. Vale.
Expository and Homuletical Commentary on the Gospels. Rev. Thos.
C. Fulton.
Law’s Serious Call, C.L. 8. (out).
Patterson’s Pauline Theology. D.
MacGillivray. C. LL. 5. (out).
Bible of Nature, Thomson, LL. S.
Myr, Morgan.
American Education. CL. S. Mr,

Morgan {out).

Preachers’ Helper, Mr. Tong,
CHINA MISSION YRAR BOOK. OD.
MACGILLIVRAY:,

C.L. §.

Scofield Bible References, A. Sydenstricker,
China Mission Study Class Book.
D,. MacGillivray,

Evolution and Christianity. D.

MacGillivray (out).
Finney’s Revival Pamphlet. Kiate
darin version. D. MacGillivray (out).
Dewey’s Decimal Classification for

Libraries in Chinese. Howard S.

Galt.
Touching Incidents, ete, By S. B.
Shaw. Translated by Miss Franz.
Ethical Teaching of Jesus. DD. Mac-

Gillivray.

The Faith ot a Christian. Mrs.

Couling.
A History of Western Ethics. Mrs.
Couling,
Simpson’s Fact of Christ. D. Mac.
Gillivray (ready)}.
Evolution and Life. Darroch (out}.

ee rere remem ie IR eta

Missionary News.
Anniversary Meeting of the North
China Tract Society.

Lhe anniversary meeting of
the North China Tract Society
was held August ath at Peitatho,
inthe Assembly Hall. The Rev.

W. H. Rees, the chairman of
the Society, presided and called

upon Mr. Blackstone to lead in

prayer. The annual report of
the general agent, Mr. A. C.

Grimes, was especially good.

The sales for the last year
amount to a sum _ total of

$5,268.08, an increase over those
of previous year of $2,301.42. Mr.

Grimes has also eftected great

We feel greatly encouraged
over the work of the past year,
and look forward to larger things
in this neglected and important
held of missionary work.
Wa. A. GLEYSTEEN,
Recording Secretary.

Students’ Baslow Camp. 1910.

The Students’ Conference at

Baslow of trg10 differed from
previous conferences in being
divided into three consecutive
series of meetings. This was

tottnd needful on account of the
pressure which increasing numbers has put upon the camping

saving in printing. This fall arrangements. To cater for
the depository will be removed

to Tientsin; the latter place
being a better location. The

American Board Mission, subject
to approval by the home Board,
have sold to the Society property
formerly occupied by them.

more than stxteen hundred men
and women is a heavy task, and
the gathering together of so large

9 conference. overcrowds the

tent meetings. This year those
responsible made new arrangements and with excellent results.
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The third, at which the writer

was present, was the largest

ning three out of eight athletic
events on ‘sports day.’ It was

‘men and women being present.
‘The growth of interest in Chris-

a privilege to be associated with
these men. China missionaries
were represented by Dr. Henry

camp; nearly eight hundred
tian work amongst men and

women in the universities and
colleges of Great Britain in the
last decade has been phenomenal.

University men of an older gene-

ration, comparing what is and
what was, sinply marvel at the
change which has taken place.

Christian work, especially on its
missionary and social sides, has
come from the background into
the foretront of the intellectual]
life of Britain, and what this fact
means for the future of religious
life in this and other lands needs
no telling. Not the least strik-

ing and meritorious feature of

the work for which Dr. J. R.

T. Hodgkin and the writer.

Among the noted leaders of
Christian life taking part in the
Conference may be: noted Dr.
Kelman of Edinburgh, the Bishop of Birmingham, the Bishop
of Khartoum, Prof. Peake of Man-

chester, the Revs. Harrington

Lees and Elvet Lewis. A ntumber of university dons and college
professors showed théir interest
in the movement by residence in
Camp.

The Conference Committee is

at the present time negotiating
for the purchase of a permanent
Site for camp conference work.

W. N. B.

Mott conspicuously stands, is
the manner in which leaders
have been raised up tn all educa-

tional centres to carry forward
the Christian campaign. Bas-

low is for Great Britain the

definite point of application for
this great work. All the endeavours of the year are gathered
up and foctissed in these conferences, and to hundreds of men

and women Baslow stands for
spiritual conviction, surrender,
and resolve. Leaders of student
lite come into touch with men and
women in the free atmosphere of

camp life and the whole bent of
effort 1s towards the strengthening of the soul life.

In this camp China, India,

Burmeah, the West Indies, and se-

English Presbyterian Mission,
singapore,

All the work is among the

Chinese and is in Chinese, save
some Malay and English among
those Chinese born in the Straits
Settlements who are known as
‘€ Babas.”’

The English Presbyterian
Mission has been working here
since 1881. [It has two mission-

aries, the Revs. J. A. B. Cook
and W. Murray, and two voluntary British workers, Mrs. and
Miss Cook, and a great many

Chinese voluntary workers, besides two ordained pastors, nine

paid preachers and two Bible-

veral Kuropean countries, as well
as the British Isles and Colonies

Woren.,

were represented. China made

tirely self-supporting, and has

a fine impression upon the whole

been ever since 1885.

‘camp. The fine Christian men
present from all parts of China
held their own well in all sides
of camp life. Athletically they
more than held their own, win-

The ‘' Baba” church is enAll educational work is paid

for quite apart from Mission

funds. All current expenses are

met by the congregations of the

‘‘Chinese church,’’ which the
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Mission exists for merely to

ly creditable to the wise and

guide, foster and encourage even

liberal statesmanship of the men

lievers.

attairs. In the treatment of a

The average ‘‘ Christian giving’’ of the Singapore and Johore Chinese church last year
was $1r per member (eleven
dollars) £1. 5. 8 per annum.
The present membership is:

subject nation and careful consideration of the interests of the

in the smallest groups of be-

communicants, 312; suspended
members, 25; and baptized children 235==572,

Every year some 150,000 to

200,000 Chinese arrive from
China and about one-third to
one-half return to China anntual-

ly.

who have had the direction of

missionary body working in
Korea no more generous terms
or attitude could be asked for or
expected.

It is also in strange

contrast with the conduct of
France in Madagascar, or the
East India Co. in India in the

begining of mission work there.
Jn a proclamation by the Go-

vernor-General of Korea, Viscount Terauchi, he speaks as
tollows :—=

During the 30 years’ work of
the Mission in Singapore there
have been, besides infant baptisms, 537 adult baptisms, and
835 adult members have been
teceitved, mostly from Chinas
1,372.

The local Presbyterian Church

of our own countrymen gives

the whole proceeds of the

quarterly communions, bestdes
muuch else, to the Mission and
the ‘*‘ Chinese chureh.”’

The Annexation of Korea by
Japan and its Relation to the
Christian Movement in

that Country.
As the snecessor of Prince Ito
is a military man, and supposed
to be of a more stern disposition,

as well as accustomed to deal
with questions from a different

standpoint, it was generally
feared that a diferent atmosphere would prevail among those
in official circles and the work of
the misstonaries in Korea wonld
suffer.

But to the credit of the rulers
in Japan and the rehef of many
anxious minds, the policy that
has beet proclaimed is one that
gives entire relief and is certain-

‘Phere is no doubt that a

good religion, be it either Bnd-

dhism, or Confucanism, or Chris-

tianity, has as its aim the 1mprovement, spiritual as well as
material, of mankind at large,
and in this not only does it not
conflict with administration but
really helps it in attaining the
purpose it has in view. Consequently all religions shall be

treated equally and further due
protection and facilities shall be
accorded to their legitimate propagation.”’

In an interview which was

granted by General Terauchi,
the Resident-General, he was

asked, ‘‘ What will be your
Excellency’s future policy ?’’

‘‘His reply was: ‘‘f can only

assure you at present that my
policy is to consolidate the bonds

between the two peoples. We
don’t regard the new territory as
a dependency, but as an integral
part of the Empire of Japan and

its people as subjects of His
Majesty the Emperor of Japan.
I have enjoined Japanese people
not to assume a haughty attitude

but to treat the Koreans with
sympathy and good will.”
When asked, ‘‘ What 1mpressions have you concerning for-
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eign missionaries ?’’ he replied :
‘* Freedom of religion will always
be respected, and Iam ready to
extend due protection and facilt-

documentary output of the first
Council at Jerusalem. Acts 15.

religious doctrines, provided they

‘* nobody.”’

preciate the good work of foreign
missionaries, and as we have the
same object in view as they, the

exorable seven-minute bell rang,
and that incident from Polynesia

ties to the propagation of all

do not interfere with politics. I
am one of those who fully ap-

improving of the general condi-

tions of the people, their work
will, by no means, be subject to
any inconvenience, I need scarce-

ly say that all the vested rights
of foreign residents will be fully
respected.’’

The retention of the eminent
Christian, Judge Watanabe, at
the head of the Judicial Department, is an indication and assur-

ance that Christian men and
Christian principles are not to

‘( Bverybody ’’ here is ** some-

body,” and somebody ’’ enjoys

the novel sensation of being
‘¢One incident I must give,”’

began a speaker, but the inremains unkown.
The Conference considered |
‘the vastness, variety, and In-

finite difficulty of carrying the
Gospel to all the world.”’
‘“Phe task of the missionary

is hopeless unless the task of
the home church is well done.’’
John R. Mott.

A little girl was carrying a

heavy load. Someone asked if
that was not a heavy burden.
She said : ‘¢ Phat is not a burden ; that is my brother.’’ Chen

be discriminated against, but on
the coutrary, given the recognitiot: to which they are entitled.
Speaking of the new DirectorGeveral, Mr. Ariyoshi, a Japan-

of Peking.

the head of the Court of Law,

Bishop Gore.

another Christian in the most
important place in the govern-

sinterial to dictate terms to us.’’
Bisnop Brent.
In Korea there has been ‘ an
average of one convert an hour
since the Gospel was first planted on Korean soil.’’

ese friend in Seoul writes : We
have already Judge Watanabe at

aud are now going to have

ment. Something js surely

working among us, and we have

no doubt that the new change
will become a source ot much

happiness to the people concerned. God be praised !”’

H. Loomis.

Yokohama, Japan, Sept. 14th, 1910.

Echoes from Edinburgh.

Bishops were aS common as
silver 11 Solomon’s time.

documentary evidence

at Edinburgh’’ is the way the

Chicago Interior describes the reports of commissions ; two thouSaud pages in all, Compare the

‘Continuous life depends on

continuous principles. Nochureh
can stand for any length of time

which does not go through the
painful process of defining the
principles on which it stands.’

“Luxury 1s allowing the

‘‘Whatever the missionary

has or has not, he must have a
religion that he can interpret by
his own personal experience.’’
Prof. H. A. Kennedy.

‘‘Christianity is meeting as

never before the great religions of

the world. We rely upon ‘ the
power that can take the dust of
the earth and turn it into gold.’ ”’
‘The Chinese doctor reads a
book, hangs out a shingle, puts
on his glasses, and he ts ready
for business.” Dr. D. D. Main.
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“Phey talk of a ‘ yellow terminology ‘native agents’
peril.’ I know no yellow peril but
the lust for gold.’ W. J. Bryan.
‘“‘ Tf you haven’t got a definite,
dogmatic message, don’t come.

We do not want a Gospel of
‘perhaps,’ ‘ peradventures,’ and

‘maybes,’ but the old Gospel

preached in the old way.”

Lioyd of Foochow.
‘Tag words have been trans-

formed by Christianity — God

and ‘ native helpers’ represents.

The operations of the Spirit of

God are not confined to the

white man.’’—Dr. A. J. Brown.
An Edinburgh bookstore dlsplayed the sign ‘‘ Secondhand
theology—very cheap.’
‘Dr. Warneck once told me

that he thought the AngloSaxons had changed our Lord’s
last command so.as to make it

read, ‘‘Go ye into all the world

and Love.’’ Harada of Japan.
‘S*Ahose who criticize a Chris-

and feach Luglish to every

around the argument of a Christian home.’’ Harada of Japan.

‘The ending of the Conference is the beginning of the

has not yet reached the true

vision does not move us, what
can the Living God do that will
move us?’’ John R. Mott.

tian civilization cannot get ture.’ John R. Mott.

philosophy of India

and saving conclusion.”

\

‘Tt is not the truth that a

man holds which counts, but
the truth which holds a man.’’

can carry no message

but the message that we know.”’
‘* Not opportunity but destitu-

tion constitutes the greatest
call’? Dr. Zwemer.
‘Only a world conquering

conquest.”’ ‘STf this Conference

The Continuation Commit-

tee appointed by the Conference

is already at work. Dr. John
R. Mott has been made chairman and J. H. Oldham secretary. Mr. Oldham will give his
whole time to the committee.
Nine special committees to con-

Gospel can conquer any part of
the world.’’ Robert &. Speer.

tinue the investigations of the

whole state of mind which the

P. EF Pricer,

‘(Tr js time to abandon the

Conference Comunissious have
been appointed.

Programme of First National Convention of the
Evangelistic Association of China.
Hankow, December 7th to rath, ror.
Dec. 7th, Wednesday.
Evening. Reception of Delegates and Evangelistic Meeting.

Dec. 8th, Thursday.
8.30-9.00. Devotional
9.00-9,30-.
J. 30-9. 50~

IO.00-10,.20.

®¢7

Organization of Conference, |

Bishop L. H. Roots.
Alex. R. Saunders.

*Purpose and Plans of the Association

New Testament Principles and Methods of Evangelization and their Dr. R. H. Glover,
Application in China .
&&

I0.20-T1 .00, Discussion led by
I[.00-II .20.
Bible Study in Evangelism.
I [1-20-12 OO, Discussion led by
2 0Q+2.20-

&@

eo }

How Best to ‘Develope the Country
Churehes

Dung Ching An.
A. BE. Cory.

Hu I Chuang,

Missionary News
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<s 20- 3.00,

Discussion led by

320-4 00.

Discussion and Business.

set

&¢ §@

3.00-3.20. Report of Commission on Evangelistic Literature

E. CC. Cooper,

D. MacGillivray,

Dec. 9th, Friday.
8.30-9.00.
§ .00-9 .2¢ e

9.20°9.40.

Devotional
Personal Work in Evangelism

ia Yun Shen.
Chang Po Ling.
A Personal Workers’ Society for China Tsui Chi Shun,
ee @ ©

ss 86

I0,.00- 10,20.

Niscussion.
Medica] Missions and Evangelistic

10.20-!I ae
11,00-i[1].20.

Discussion led by

Dr. Die Tiao Ho.
Dr. G. A. Huntley,.

Evangelistic Work
Discussion ted by .

J.S. Whitewright.
N. F. Hu.

G. 40-10.00,.

VWWork

I I, 30-1 2.00,
UO-2 039 e

Ze 30-2 50.

4e08 See 2&be@

Value of Educational Museums to
The Story of the Revival Movement

and its Lessons in Korea, Man-

churta, China
A Home Mission in Manchuria

2.§0-3.10. Report of other Home Mission So-

Chao Wen Tang.

cieties.

3.10-3.30. Report of Commission on Evangel3. 30-4,.00,

istic Campaign Work
Discussion led by

Dec. 10th, Saturday.

S. Tannkvist.

$.30-9.00. Devotional ... ose

9.00-9.20, *Comparative Value of Intensive and
Extensive Methods of Evangelism

9.390-T0.00,
10. 00-1I0.20.

Discussion led by.

The Student Volunteer Society
30.20-10.40. City Evangelization
TO. 40-5 J .20, Discussion led by
es 8 ¢

15220-1?.00. Business.

eo 8

oe 9¢
s@

&@@

& @¢ @

2,00-2,20. *LThe Selection and Training of Evangelists

@6¢

2.30-2.50. Report of Commission on Union
2+ 50-4 .00,

Bible Training Schools
Discussion led by

Arnold Foster,
E. €¢. Lobenstine,

Ss @

&@6

Ting Li Met,

S. K. Tsao.
Chavg Ming Chi.

Arthur Bonsey.

Dr, J. C. Garritt.
Wang Li Tong.

Dec, 11th, Sunday,

Dec. 12th, Monday.
$.30-9.00. Devotional
Cc. G. Sparham.
9,00-9.20, *Special Evangelistic Work for WomCr ese see eee eee ese ee
Miss Kate Ogborn,
Dora Yu.
9.30-10,00. Discussion
ees &es8

E. BE. Strothers,

10,00-10.15. *Christian Endeavor and Evangelism
10.25-10.40, *The Sunday School and Evangelism

TO,

The Y. M. C. A. and Evangelism

Discussion and Business.

J. Darroch.
& @@®

2,00-2.20. *How to Foster and Sustain the Evan-

$0

300-4 00.
4.00,

gelistic Spirit

606

Discussion led by .
Business and Election of Officers.
Adjournment.

oe é®

H. L. Zia,

Geo. Miller.
Li Chung Tan.

* These addresses will be given in English, During the following
ten minutes the outline and main points of the address will be given in
Mandarin.

When required, time will be taken from the period for discussion for a

statement in English of the main points of addresses given in Chinese.
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The Month.
GOVERNMENTAL.

The Daz/y News correspond-

shortly dispatch engineers to survey
the route before considering negotiatious for a loan.

ent telegraphs on Atigust 17 from

Peking: ‘© An Edict has been issued
to-dav that has caused an immense
sensation, as bv it the Grand Coun-

cillors Shih Hsu and Wu Yu-sheng
are wunexpectediy dismissed ane
Prince Yu Lang and HVE. Hsu Stuhchang are appointed to the vacated
Posts,

Hsu Shtuih-chang is relieved of

the presidency of the Yuch‘uaupu

and is succeeded in the substantive

position by H.E. Tang Shao-yi.

These changes are considered to show
the Prince Regent’s resolve to restore

more effective government.’’

A later telegram says that H.E.
sheng Kung-pao will resume the

vice-presidency of the Yuch‘uanpu
atid will be attached to the Tuchibpu

to assist In the reform of the currency,

The Hunan government has paid
as an indemmity to the Japanese for

the Changsha riots the sum of Ils.
LIO OOS.

YUNNAN-KUANGSI RAILWAY.

since H.E. Li Ching-hsi, Viceroy
of Yunnan and Kueichou, assumed
his office, says a native dispatch, he
has suggested the construction of

a railway connecting the Yunnan,
Kuangtung and Kuangsi provinces
and has conferred with the Viceroy

of Liang Kuany and the governor of

Kuangsi, who approved of the sugges-

tion. Funds have been, however,
lacking, and no means are to hand
for its construction except by obtatn-

ing foreign foans, Viceroy Li ceemis

it essential to improve communications for the protection of that

province, and while a railway between
Viinnan and Szechuan would need a

great outlay, owing to engineering
difficulties, a railway from Poselh to
Nanning, to connect with the Yuethan trunk lime, traverses flat land
and would cost comparatively little
money to build. He intends to build

CHANGE OF COSTUME,

Recently, says a native report,
when Prince Tsao Tao urged the

cutting off of the queue, the Prince
Regent expostulated with him and
rebuked him for rashness and ignorance of great principles.

Later reports say that Prince Tsai
Tao advocates that the cutting off of

the queue should Degin with members

of the Imperial house, then the high
oficials, yovernment stuclents, police
and soldiers and common people.
The change of costume should also
be adopted in the same order from
those above to those below, and the
changes should be promulgated as
they are made, so that time may be
gained,
According to a telegram from Peking H. E. Lu Cheng-hsiang, Chinese
Minister to Holland, has eut off his

queue, and a tew days ago, when
called up for an audience, he was
about to enter the presence of H.1.H,

the Prince Kegent without a queue,
but many of his colleagues attempted
to dissuade him from this course, as
they considered it an unwise one, Af

first His Excellency refused to give

way, but he was finally prevailed
upon to wear a false queue.

A local vernacular contemporary
reports that the Minister in Rome,
H. FE. Wu Tsungy-lien, has dispatched

a long telegram to the Waiwupu

praying for the removal of the queue.

The request was referred to the

Government Cotincil, the majority of

whose menibers were in tavour of the
suggestion, It is, therefore, believed

that the change may be ordained at
the beginning of next year. On the
other hand it is said that some dcifficulties may exist, as evinced by thie

recent desertion of the men in thre
Imperial Guards Corps through tn-

+t even with a loan and makes the

building of the line a condition to

willingness to part with their queues.
Apropos of this question there was
some discussiet in the Chinese hat-

his rematning in office, His scheme

has met with the approval of the

ters’ trade, in Hangchow, as to the

enlightened gentry in Yunnan and

possible loss of their business, result-

ing from a change of Chinese

has also been sanctioned by the Ministry of Finance, He will, therefore,

costume, and as to the course to be
adopted to safeguard their interests,
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The Month

KFARLIER PARLIAMENT MOVEMENT,

The representatives in Peking of
the earlier opening movement, having received messages by post and
telegraph from various places, urging

them to continue their campaign,

have decided to strengthen their hand

bridegroom and the young couples
themselves are to be punished for

infringement of the new order.
The Pritce Regent has been care-

fully examining the estimates of
expenditure on the reform of the
constitutional system and on all

by bringing from the provinces adaitional representatives of thoroughly
yood standing, of high character and

branches of adchuiinistrative reform,

the Legislative Council opens let

the education of the people and the

of acknowledyved learning. and before

and he has been surprised at the
tremendous expense that wi}l be
involved, He has pointed out that

these men send in petitions asking

preservation of law and order are

for an sudience of H. I. H. the Prince
Regent.

We niderstand froni other sources
that those representatives of the earlier

parliament movement who stil re-

tnain in Peking have planned a monster petition to the Throne on behalf
of the cause, It is proposed that the

representatives of the twentv-two

provinces and of the Chinese living

abroad shall each proceed to his own

province and there secure a million
signatures to a petition in favour of
the earlier opening of parliament, and
then the representatives shal! return
to Peking to the number of 2,500 and

in the second moon of next year
(Marchi, 1911) present the petition,

essential to progress, and are there-

fore exceedingly important, but at
the same time the resources of the
Euipire must be taken into consideration, and neither education nor police
must be allowed more than their fair
share of the funds available for reform.

The Regent’s views have been fully

expressed to His Highness Duke Tsat
Tse, of the Board of Finance,
THE ANNEXATION OF KORSA.

The treaty of annexation was
published in Tokio and Seoul on

August 29. Its principal points

(according to the North-China Datly
News) are as follow: The Emperor

which it is expected will contain
nearly twenty-five million naiues.

of Korea surrenders his sovereignty,
and is hereafter to be called Prince
Yi, ranking next to the Crown Prince
of Japan, The former Emperor will
be calied the Prince Father Yi. The

REFORMS AND THEIR COST,

Crown Prince of Korea remains Prince

Douht is expressed in Peking whether
this scheme can be carried out.

H. E. Hsu Shih-change had an

audience of the Prince Regent a few
days ago, and being asked what he
believed were the essential reforms to
be undertaken, he replied that they
were three iu number, namely:

(1). The improvement of the administrative system of the state in

such a way as to prevent the practice
of extortion on the part of officials.

(2}. The appointment of special

officials for the control and encourage-

tient of trade and industries and

the establishment of some system of

rewards for those who invent new

processes or introduce new industries.

Vi's heir, Two of the Korean In-

perial Princes are given status corresponding to that of Japanese imperial Princes. A Korean Peerage

Law will be promulgated for the other

Impertal Princes, Elder statesmen
and high officials, but these Peers

will not be admitted to the Japanese
Parliament. Korea will resume ner
former name of Chosen. A Goverfrn-

ment General will replace the Residency-General and the Korean
Cabinet, probably in October, upon
the completion of arrangements for
the new régime. The Korean Court
will continue to receive an annual

(3). The training of offcials in

civil list of ¥. 1,500,000 and temporary

well fitted to defend the interests of
tie Empire.
H. E. Tsao Kwang-tsing, the Educational Commissioner for Kirin, has
set his face against early marriages

persons, Japan will issue five per cent.

diplomatic affairs so that they mav be

rewards will be given to meritorious

bonds not exceeding Y. 30,000,000
to cover the above requiremients, The

commercial treaties will expire, and
with them Consular jurisdiction, but
the Customs duties will be unchanged

and has published an order forbidding
the marriages of youths under twenty

for the present, . The private rights

It is intimatec that

allowed any further acquisition of
lard.

years of age and maidens under
Sseveriteen years.

both the parents of the bride aud

of foreigners already established will
not be affected, but they will not be

(October, 1910
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Missionary Journal.
MARRIAGES.

AT Canton, May 27th, Rev. PAavt,

At Omaha, Nebraska, August 27th,
Miss LILLIs CRUMMER, A. C. M.,

B. EvVeSrone and Miss ISARELLE D.
LONGSTREET, both M. E. M.

Av Nagasaki, September 19th, Rev.
Wn. H. Sranprenec, A, C. M., Soochow (of typhoid.)

Berrex and Miss NELLIf CLARK.
Ar Foochow, September 14th, Rev. J.

Shanghai...

AY Bristol, Eng., August 3rd, Rev. G.

A. Y. M. C. A., Shanghat,

and Miss ALBERTA C, KEMPYON,
Phriadelphia.
At Rothesay, Scotland, August r8th,

ARRIVALS.
A®Y® SHANGHAT :—

August 20th, Dr. EMMA Brtow

M. E. M. (ret.) from U.S. A,

Rev. DonaLp SmrtyH, M.A., E. B.
M., Shensi, to CHRISTINA ALGIE,
daughter of Mr. James [hompson.

MARY PETERS, MAUDE WHEELER,

At Chentu, Sze., June, to Rev. and
Mrs. JOSEPH BEECH, M. E. M.,a

T. K. NELSON, Rev. B. A. GooDWIN,
A.C.M.; Mr. and Mrs. M. HARDMAN

At Fukiang, July 16th, to Mr. and

C. I. M., from England via Siberia.
September roth, Mr. H. B. BARTON

daughter (Elizabeth Janet).

Mrs. E. J. Mann, C. I. M., a

daughter.

At Kuliang, July 31st, to Prof. and
Mrs. E. F. Back, M. E. M., a son
(William Stryker).
Ar Sianfu, Shensi, August 3rd, to
Mr. and Mrs. A. Youne, E. B. Mission, a son {Russell Murdock ).

Ar Mokanshan, August itth, to Rev.
and Mrs. F. W, BIBLE, a daughter
(Mary Agnes).
At Littlehampton, Sussex, Eng., Au-

September 5th, Misses ISABELLE D.

LONCGSTPREET, CARRIE M, BARTLRATT,

M. E. Berurnc, all M. E. M.

(ret.); Dr. F. L. HAWKS Pott, Rev.

and child and Miss F.

and Dr. A. Myers, A. C. M.
September 11th, Rev. and Mrs.
ALLISON and Mrs. A. Sv«xgs, A. P. M.,

South; Mr. and Mrs. CHas. E, MER-

WIN, Dr. CAROLINE Mr Rev.

and Mrs. R. M. MAT&ER, Rev. J. A.
MILLER, wife and five children, A. P.
M.:; Mr. and Mrs. TRACY KELLEY, A.
C.M.: Dr. and Mrs. H. V.S.MVERS.
September 15th, Rev. and Mrs. H.
K. WRIGHT and child, Miss JEANNIE

gust 18th, to Mr. and Mrs. R. J.

C. JENKINS, and Miss C. ALGER,
A. P. M.: Miss M. T. HASENPFLUG,

a daughter.

Un. Evan. Ch. Mission (ret. ).
September 20th, Rev. and: Mrs. L.

B. and F. B.S8., Hankow,

AT Soping, August 20th, to Mr. and

Mrs. A. G. Workrn, C. I. M., a
daughter (Ruth Dorotea}.

Art Tsoyun, September 2nd.-to Mr.
and Mrs. C. A. ANDERZEN, C. I. M..,

a daughter (Gota Linea).

Honous and three children, A. B.
Mission (ret.
September 21st, Rev. F. A. Brown,
A. P. M., South.

September 23rd, Mrs. and Miss Kup.

Ar Peitaiho, September 6th, to Mr.

FER, M. E. M. (ret.}.

At Chuchowfu, September 11th, to Mr.

WOODWARD, A. ©. M.

and Mrs. JAMES H. MCCANN, a sont.

September 24th, Dr. and Mrs, E. L.

and Mrs. W. EMSLIE, a son (Kenneth Cuthbert).
At Hankow, September 15th, to Mr.
and Mrs OWEN WARREN, a son

B.RIDGELY and Miss RIDGELY, Misses
OvGEN, HIGGINS and F. E. Hopwoopn.

( Walter}.
Ar Soochow, September 17th, the wife
of Rev. CHAS. G. MCDANIEL, of a
daughter, (Nannie Russell. }

September sth, Miss A. BETTINSON
and Miss J. SmiraH, Christian Mission,

AT Kuling, August 2tst,

LARSSON, CONSTANCE and WARREN

twin son of Rev. and Mrs. Wilbur
Wilson, M. E. M., aged one year

(of pneumonia).
AT Yuanchow, Hunan, August 22nd,

THeopoR, infant child of Mr. and
Mrs. Heinrich Witt, C. I, M.

September 26th, Rev. and Mrs, J.
DEPARTURES.

for England.

September 6th, Mr. and Mrs. E.
O. BEINHOFF and child, Mr. G. E.
KNIGHT, al1 C, I. M., for N. A.

September 18th, Dr. H. G. BARRIE,
for England via Siberia.
September 28th, Dr. and Mrs. F. C,

TE
' S.A.
ROMEING, Evan. Ass. of N. Av for
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Editorial!
WE are glad that our remarks on accepting indemnities
for mission property destroyed during riots has evoked the
paper by Mr. Archibald ; albeit we think he hardly
Bndemnities
fairly represents our position. We took pains to
aan.
make no dogmatic assertions, and closed with the
statement, ‘‘ So 1t is well worth considering, etc.,’’ from which

it is evident we did not mean to intimate that the final word
had been said on the subject.

Mr. Archibald seemingly admits

our position, that it 1s against ‘‘the spirit of the New Testament,.’? We had no particular chapter or verse in mind, but
we take it that one reading the book asa whole would almost
certainly come to this conclusion. If now one chooses to
justify indemunities on the ground of the Mosaic law and Old
Testament teachings, that is another matter, and one upon
which we did not touch. Mr. Archibald’s article only convinces us the stronger of the reasonableness of our conviction,

feeling quite sure that an opinion that is founded on ‘only
half a Bible,’’ provided that half is the New Testament, is
sufficient for us who ve under the New, and among a people
who will judge us by the New rather than by the Old.
We quite concur with the remarks of Mr. Warren at the

close of his very interesting letter, in which he says: “ The
whole question of indemuities is one worthy of careful considera-
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tion. . . . There is much need to pray the Philippian prayer
for ‘knowledge and discernment to distinguish things that
differ.’ ?
Tue Hartford Conference group which appears as our
frontispiece will be welcome to our readers as showing how
some old friends whilst home on furlough are
Our
identifying themselves with the excellent work
Frontispiece.
being done at home in the highest interests of
Chinese students at seats of learning in Western lands, and as

indicating the excellent material to be found in the students
who have gone to America. Mr C. T. Wang, the secretary

for Chinese students 1n America, writes: ‘‘The Hartford

Conference has proved to be a very great success. In all 93
delegates were registered. At the last sunset meeting ten

young men stood up confessing their faith in Christ, The
enthusiasm of the delegates was so high that no lessa sum
than $634 was given by forty-eight of them who contributed.”
In this connection 1t may be well to express our gratification and thankfulness at the important work being done by
the Chinese Students’ Christian Association in North America.
It is afhliated with the General Committee of the Young Men’s
Christian Associations of China and Korea, and has for its

objects: the union of all Chinese students in the United
States who desire to strengthen the spiritual life and influence
of their fellow students, the promotion of growth in Christian

character and iellowship, the training of its members for
Christian service, and the leading them to devote their lives
to Jesus Christ in the work in which they can accomplish the
most for the extension of the kingdom of God.

In the department detailing the events of ‘‘ The Month”?
(see page 752) will be found an account of the formal opening of the Senate, or the first National Assembly
Opening

of Senate.

of China as some have characterized it. We

cannot help associating this significant occasion

with another of the events of the month, although widely
separated by other elements than that of mere distance.
The revolution in Portugal, with its bombarding of a royal
palace, the Hight of the royal family, the opposite politics
of units and companies in army. and navy, as well as the
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bloodshed and blunders, offers a striking contrast to the calm
development of political affairs and such features as the dignity
and quietness which attended the opening of the @ Ey B§, the
recent step in the nine years’ programme for the introduction

of constitutional government in China. China is to be consratulated on the manner in which the country is being saved
from anarchy, on the philosophic manner in which new ideas
are being assimilated, and on the statesmanlike manner in

which the government 1s bemg remodelled. We are not
ignorant of the presence of elements of discord and danger, of
possible friction between the Provincial Assemblies and the

Governors and Viceroys, and again between these and the
Boards who represent central authority, and of the growing
insistence that parliament should be speedily opened, but we
are inclined to consider it as an element of strength and ground

for hope, that the steps being taken towards constitutional
government really confirm the Emperor in his strong grip of
central power.
This new body consists of two hundred members, one-half

of whom are appointed by the Emperor, while the other
bundred are selected by the Governors or Viceroys of the
various provinces from a list chosen by the Provincial Assemblies from among their own members. Practically this Senate
had its origin in the expressed wish of the late Emperor and

the late Empress-Dowager, and whilst it cannot enforce its
decisions and is meant to advise, counsel, approve or disapprove, aS occasion requires, we trust its influence and energy
will be used on behalf of the people’s highest welfare. Taking
a lesson from the tragedies that dog the steps of oppression
and corruption, and noting the development and happiness of
those countries who enjoy a beneficent legislation, let 1t follow

the example of these latter and seek to raise the fallen,
succour the helpless, and provide for the unfortunate.

To one who scans the political horizon in China at present
and notes the portentous, perplexing and even pitiful signs, it is
evident that Yuen Shi-kai is very much needed
Puen Sbi-kai.
in Peking. Whilst he is very much wanted by
some, he is as greatly dreaded by others. Foreigners generally

feel that he is the one man who more nearly than any other
properly comprehends the situation aud more than any other
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has the ability to meet 1t. But how could he and the Prince
Regent occupy the same city, or how could they combine to
carry on the government? And how could Yuen withstand
the fusillade of impeachments and thunderbolts of censors which
would immediately and persistently be hurled against him so soon

These are problems which are difficult
of solution. Meanwhile Yuen seems to be wisely biding his
time, always having the convenient excuse of still being too
lame to permit him to resume office, an excuse which all know
to be miere pretext, until such day as the need of him shall be
so importunate as to be irresistible, when he shall be given a
free hand, with such power as will secure him from the attacks
of his enemies, and then we may hope for better things ?
as he accepted office ?

THE significant manner in which some students of current

history are referring to ‘‘poor China,’’ and foretelling disCentralization.

aster because of supposed inability to govern the

country, makes it advisable, whilst recognising
the dangers and difficulties in these days of reform initiation,
to keep in mind China’s potentialities and note the advance
already made on the path that leads from ruin, and promises

true prosperity. Attention has already been drawn to the
lack of sympathy between the central government and the
provitices, but no doubt the authorities in Peking have noted

the danger and learned their lesson. The telegraph is so
linking up the far-spread empire that it is as impossible to go
back to the old state of governmental indifference as it is to
keep ignorant of vital provincial movements and antipathies.
Then, too, the railway enables the central government to carry
out a strong policy with strength and promptitude. A friend
writing of the new conditions in Anhui speaks of disturbances
in the country because of the failure of crops and the raids of
marauders robbing at night, and not stopping short of murder.
Growing bolder with the little resistance they met with there
was possibility of bands uniting and the fear of rebellion being
started, A telegram was sent to Nanking, and in two days
the Viceroy’s soldiers from Pukow appeared on the scene,
well armed, well equipped, housed in tents, and each company
supplied with freshly painted water tins. These strong, wellset up men, clad in oil-skins and provided with good leather
shoes, meant business, and rebellion was crushed before it
began.

i910) te Editorial 697
Tue Nanking Exposition has doubtless been a failure,
financially, and so a disappointment to those who had favored
it in the hope of monetary profit. It seems to
The Hanking
have lacked the necessary advertising, which is
Crposition.

indispensible to such a project, and which the
West knows so well, from experience, how to do, but which
China has not yet learned. The enthusiasn) of the common
people, also, has not yet been aroused to appreciate something
which China never had before and which they perhaps do not

see the need of having now.
good enough for them.

The quiet good old ways are

The old fashioned plow and the hand

loom and the primitive ways of doing so many things that
have obtained for ages are still quite satisfying, and they do
not desire a change. And in some ways it may be said, The
old is better. When we see the thousands coming out from

the busy factories, and realize that with higher wages than
they would have dreamed of in the olden days and with a
freedom between men and women that would have been unthought of by their fathers, there have come new dangers ; that
more money and more liberty mean greater temptations and

perhaps a sad departure from the simple life of the Chinese
peasant; we conclude that the adjustment to the new order is
not an altogether simple matter, and it 1s not strange that some
of the old Chinese look with grief upon the departure from the
ways of the fathers.
But the school-master is abroad in the land in such sense
as he never was before and changes are bound to come. The
Exposition has done good, and, while expensive, has been an

education both for the Chinese and for the foreign visitors,
China will have learned something new as to her own needs
and capabilities, and should be inspired with new hope for the
future. Foreigners have been surprised to see what the Chinese
can do while depending solely on their own resources, and
will be moved to respect for China and the capabilities of the
nation. There is a vastness in the hidden possibilities of the
Chinese and a mighty power in the energy and capacities of
the people that promise great things for the future,

THE crowning attraction of the Exposition seems to have
been the Athletic Contests, in which the students from north
and south and east and west, mission schools and government
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schools, met and vied with one another as never before in
feats of physical endurance. And just as one of the students,
Ghe Athietic who had made the lighest jump, but was disbarred
because his queue had displaced the pole, appearContests.

ed on the field the next day minus his queue, so
China has many a useless appendage which must be dispensed
with, though reluctantly, before she can fully adopt the new
regune. We learn that several others have already followed
his example. And so the nation will learn from experience,

often sad, that inany things that she fondly cherished must
go, and many things which she hated must be tolerated, or
even adopted.

*

a

+

ONE of the most perplexing questions which confronts the
missionaries in foreign lands, is what to do with their children
Schools for Children
of ANissionarics.

who have arrived at the age when they
ought to have the advantages of a good
school.

The almost universal preference
is not to have to send them to England or the United States,

but to keep them, if possible, still within the boundaries of
China, so that the children may occasionally visit their homes
and also be accessible to the parents in case of sickness. The
China Inland Mission School in Chefoo serves an admirable
purpose so iar as it goes, and it certainly maintains a generous
attitude towards members of other Missions. But it has its
limitations. And so with the private school of Miss Jewell in
Shangha1. An attempt was made a few years ago to conduct

a school at Kuling, somewhat on the American order; but
without sufficient financial support the venture came to an end.

But the need is a crying one and becoming increasingly so
year by year. We are accordingly much pleased that the
subject is being given a thorough investigation by the conference of Foreign Mission Boards of the United States and
Canada, and that practical measures are being proposed, on
sensible lines, which, if carried out, with proper financial aid
as suggested, would bring great relief to the missionary body.

It is true that these plans, so far, are only for American and
Canadian children, though not exclusively so, but doubtless
the same beneficent measures will be proposed and carried out
in England and on the continent. The following are some of

the conclusions of the Committee which had the matter in
charge :-—

Editorial

1910}

The proper care and maintenance of ottr missionary force
require schools on the field for the education of white children.
These schools, wherever practicable, should be union schools.

This does not necessarily involve change in the government of
anv already established school. No one, for example, would propose altering the type of such an institution as the C. I. M. School
at Chefoo. But practically the entire force of the C. I. M. is concentrated in one country, and it is therefore practicable for it to do
some things for its missionaries which are not practicable for

Societies whose missionaries are scattered ail over the world with
not enough constituency in any single country to justify a separate

school. There is absolutely no good reason why the children of

missionaries of the various American Boards and Societies should
not be taught in the same institntions. No denominational necessity
separates them, and the union schvol can have a larger constituency,
amore permanent support, a better equipment, and a student body
of wider range and sympathies.
The schools should be designed for children between the approximate ages of twelve aud twenty, the schools not to undertake

either primary or collegiate work, but to make the courses preparatory to college entrance.

Each Board co-operating 1n a given school should pay that
proportion of cost which its missionary force in the region con-

cerned sustains to the total missionary force of that region.
The local management ot each school should be committed to

a Field Board of Directors, composed of missionaries who are
members of the Missions in the region served by the school.

Questions of property, equipment, endowment, tuition, curriculum, the relation of boarding and tuition charges to children’s
allowances, admission of children of not-missionary foreigners,
number and selection of teachers, manual and other labor as an aid

in diminishing expenses, and other matters of detail, should be
worked out by the Societies and Field Board of Directors cooperating in a given school,

THE Editor of the Review of the World, after
pointing out a few dangers which may possibly threaten the
Ube Daymen’s
Movement.

Laymen’s Movement, such as; Too great

dependence on business methods; Too great
insistence on visible results, and even the very
enthusiam with which the business men take up the cause;
closes with these well chosen words: ‘‘ Let us not forget that

Foreign Missions 1s a science that must be studied to be
understood, that spiritual power, not financial power, is that
by which the world is to be won, and that there is a divine
mathematics that supersedes earthly calculations ; that prayer
is a real power and faith a vital factor in missionary work.”
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Che Sanctuary
“Tord teach us to pray.” Lk. xt. I.
‘« Praise waiteth for thee, O God, in Zion; And unto thee shall the vow
be performed. O thou that hearest prayer, unio thee shall all flesh conte.”
Ps, lev. I-2,
GIVE THANKS

That the Chinese Christian church

is now becoming a reality and that

“it is sure to be a potent factor in the
future life of the nation.’’ (P, 7or).
For leaders of the Chinese church
who are ‘‘quite capable of going on

have moved far away from their
church home to a place where there

was no Christian fellowship.’’ (CP.
713).

PRAY

wisely with the duties that devolve

That as fast as suitable leaders
appear in the church they may be

upon them as administrators of ecclesjastical affairs.”’ (P. 704}.

ake
je positions of responsibility.

That the transition of the Chinese
church from a former dependence to
a coming independence is proving to

iP.

=

That we as missionaries may ‘‘ continue to be teachers of teachers and
leaders of leaders, always intimately
be both gradual and healthy. (P. companioning with the great Leader
and Teacher,’’ (P. 718).
Oo }.
708). successful work in China is
That guidance may be given to all
not dependent on one particular form those having direct relations with the
Chinese government, especially in
of church polity. (P. 710).
For some independent churches regard to the question of indemnities,
For the coming convention of the
that ‘are the result of seed sowing
by faithful Christians who have not Evangelistic Association of China, to
given up their religion when they be held at Hankow in December,

SUBJECTS FOR PRAYER SUGGESTED BY THE CONTINUATION
COMMITTEE OF THE WORLD MISSIONARY CONFERENCE
THANKSGIVING

Missionary Movement and the Young

For the help of God in all the pre-

People’s Missionary Movement, to
transmit the miessage of the Con-

parations for the Conlerence,
For the sense of God's presence at
the Conference.

Conference for the church in the

For the spirit of unity.
For the fellowship in prayer.

For the new visious and calls,

ference to the church at home,
Ill. That the prayers offered in the

various mission fields may, through
our faithful continuance in prayer, be

answered exceeding abundantly above.

all that we ask or think.
PETITIONS
(The following seven petitions may be re-

IV. That guidance, wisdom, and
courage may be given to the members
and officers of the Continuation Com-

af destved on separaié day's of the mittee, aud that the work may be
That to all who attended the abundantly blessed.

railed
ween.)

I.

Conference there may be given the
grace of continuance that they may
patiently, perseveringly and faithfully

carry into effect the things then

V. That the volume on the Cone
ference which is being written may
be made a powerful instrument for
arousing and quickening the whole

shown to them,

ehurch.

II. That the same Divine power
which wrought in the Conference

Vi. That the Conference may be the
beginning of a new spirit of prayer, a
more daring faith, and a larger and
more worthy conception of God.
VII. That God may lead us forward

may work in and through the efforts
that are being made in convection
with the various missionary societies
and such organizations as the Student

Volunteer Movement, the Laymen’s

to a unity greater and higher than
anything as yet conceived,

Contributed Articles
The Development of the Chinese
Christian Church
BY REV. CHARLES BF. EWING

the fertile minds and hearts of those who have been
T) the
fetheir‘ienergies
fm ns
and
heats
or thst ho h
Tt is now
bending
to bring
it to birth.
becoming a reality. And it is sure to be a potent factor
in the future Jife of the nation. Lhe attention of government

authorities is being directed to the possibilities of this still
infant church.

A few trained Chinese leaders have been won

to allegiance to Jesus Christ, and feel the need of joining
themselves to the great fellowship of Christians, though not
quite sure that the church in its present form really meets their
requirements. How peculiarly necessary it 1s, then, that those
who have the welfare of China at heart, and who also believe
that the church is essential to that welfare, should set themselves to a careful study of the history, the present conditions,
and the prospect for the future of the Church of Christ in China,

f. The Origin of the Church 1m China.
The origin of this Church, as it exists to-day in China,
is foreign. There are exceptional church organizations that
have been established by Chinese who have been abroad and
have there become Christians, or by those Chinese who, after

having joined the church, have gone from their scattered
homes in various parts of the country and have met to organize
their own congregation in some metropolis, but these exceptions go to prove the rule. In most cases the churches were

organized by foreign misssionaries, have been fostered by
foreign money, and have had as pastors either a foreigner or a
Chinese under foreign pay. Conditions are changing, but that
is the history of the beginning in almost every case. As these
missionaries were commissioned by denominational societies,
and are themselves consistent denominationalists, the church
* A paper read before the Tientsin Missionary Association.
Notre —Readers of the RECORDER are reminded that the Editorial Board

assumes no responsibility for the views expressed by the writers of articles
published in these pages,
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in China has sucked in, with the milk from its mother’s breast,

each its own special flavor of sanctity. This is here stated
merely as a fact, with no. intimation intended as to whether or
not this has been to the advantage of the Christian community
in China. Jt was inevitable, and must be accepted as one of
the legacies that have come to the church through its foreign
TT.

The Preparation for the Chinese Church,

The preparation of the Church ‘for its future, whatever
that future may bring, has been going on during all! these
years Since 1t came into being in China. This has been like
the training of a child by the parents who have given it life ;
the training has been by the foreign missionaries,
1, There has been the training of deaders for the church ;

this in particular has been, and still is, the work of the MisSIONS.

There are schools and colleges of theology, especially

intended to fif men for the Christian ministry. There are
Bible training schools, in which men and women receive
instruction that they can pass on to others, thus helping in the

task of leavening the whole Christian community. These
schools have been, and still are, largely in the hands of the
missionaries themselves.

2, Other schools have been maintained from the first for
children and principally for the children of the church. At
first it was necessary that the missionaries themselves should
do much of the teaching, because at that time there were few
Chinese fitted to do this. Later the teaching has been turned
over very largely to Chinese trained in Mission schools, but
the plans and management are still in large part foreign.

3. A third kind of training is that which comes in the
hfe of the church itself, apart from the schools, In the
Methodist Missions in connection with the churches are
‘“class-meetings,’’ in which the church members receive
continuous training in the essentials of Christian truth—doctrinal, moral, and spiritual. Under other names the same kind
of instruction is undertaken in many other Mission churches.
Some missionaries, as also some Chinese preachers, make their

regular pastoral preaching minister to the nurture of their
congregations in much the same way.

And another method of

instruction, quite different from these, is given in the natural
process of the workings of church affairs, so that the church
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members come to have some idea as to how the church
should be conducted, how its business should be transacted,

and how the particular polity of their own church actually
works in practice.

This is as important in its way as the other

parts of Christian training, if we expect the Chinese to take
over the management of church affairs later on.

4. It must be noted that, up to the present time, these
various kinds of Christian training have been almost entirely
uiider foreign supervision, and if the actual working of the
system is being now turned over to the Chinese, they are
following the lines in which they have been instructed ; the
initiative still comes from the foreigner, and it is not easy to
say what the Chinese leaders would do, or will do, wher
thrown on their own resources.
TTT.

Lhe Present Condition of Chinese Churches.

The origin of the Church in China being whiat it 1s, distinctly foreign, and the training in preparation for the future
having been under foreign direction, it becomes interesting to
note what is the result as seen in the present condition of the
churches thus begotten and nurtured. What of the leaders in
the churches? What of the church membership ? What of
the church organizations ?

The leaders are men and women who have been trained
as special Christian workers, or else those who by force of
ability and character have become prominent. Of course there
are those who have been placed in the lead by miussionaries
who had misjudged either their ability or their character, and
such we see dropping out as the Chinese come to take affairs
in hand, but in general it may be said that here, as elsewhere,
actual leadership is attained by those who have the qualities
demanded in leaders.

For the most part the preachers and teachers, the leaders

in the Chinese church, are under foreign pay; this is not
necessarily a criticism on them, nor on the system of which
they are a part, for this condition was inevitable, for a time at
least. But both foreign and Chinese observers think, if they
do not say, What sort of men are these, to rest content as the
paid servants of foreigners in such vital concerns as those of
religion ?

It is easy to call them ‘followers of the foreign-

ets,’? and the reason why it is difficult successfully to refute
{his insinuation is that too often there is an element of truth
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in ite-not that the Chinese Christian leaders are dishonest,
nor that they are im Christian work for the money they get
(though some of them may be), but they are dependent on the

foreigner to make their plans for them, to tell them what to
do, dependent on foreign initiative.
But there is a considerable number, and a growing number, who are of a different stamp. Indeed, 1t is not at all fair
to judge the Chinese Christian workers of to-day by. this somewhat hackneyed description. Many of them are men who are

real leaders, not dependent on the foreigner for their ideas,
quite capable of going on wisely with the duties that devolve
tipon them as administrators of ecclesiastical affairs, These

men have the power of initiative, whether from natural
character or as Inculcated by long training, and they are eager

to take the lead of which they feel themselves capable. To
soine, perhaps to most, of such it is irksome to feel that they
are in any sense under the foreigner and thoroughly irritating to
be reminded of it by opprobrious epithets ; there is still enough
of truth in the taunt to make them anxious to get rid of foreign
control in some way or other, perhaps not always in the wisest
way ; but for the most part they are biding their time, knowing
that soon the Chinese church will come to itself, out of child-

hood into maturity, and are bending their strength to hasten
that time. A few there are who have already won their way,
yet more who are winning their way now, men of sufficient
poise to win for themselves an assured position ; such are taking

their places, no matter whence their salaries may come (for
that is a small obstacle in the way of a large man), as partners
rather than assistants in the work of the church. These are
real leaders, and in them is much of the hope of the present
situation.

we

The church members, aside from these leaders, are of
course less ready for moving forward. Many of them have little
thought of independence, little desire to accept the responsibilities that are sure to come with it. some are eager enough
for the freedom from foreign control, but not at all ready to
assume the financial responsibilities of such freedom. Al} of
these symptoms are natural, and should be no more alarming
than the familiar eagerness of the youth to shift for himself
instead of remaining subject to, and dependent on, his parents

at a tine when he begins to feel himself a man; maturity is
approaching ; the Chinese church is feeling its way forward, as
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it ought to do by this time. Among the church membership,
as among the leaders, there are some who have a more adequate
idea as to what 1s involved in the coming to self-consciousness

of the church in China, who see the difficulties, but who vet
are ready to bear their share of the burden ; on these, together
with the wiser of the leaders, the burden falls for the present,
and in them 1s great ground for encouragement.
The churches as organizations find conditions varying with

locality, varying again with the length of time through which
they have been developing in different parts of the country,
but varylug perhaps most of all on account of the denomunationaily differentiated character of their ancestry. Some awake to

the consciousness that they are closely bound up as part of
some church in Eugland, America, or elsewhere; the organization being so highly developed that the ultimate ecclesiastical

authority is ten thousand miles away, and they can see no
possibility of a Chinese church of their order. (It may be well
to remark here that the most highly organized churches are
Other churclies are seeing
the way clear already to their legitimate inheritance—denomidisproving this misappreheénsion. }

national still, but distinctly given over into the hands of the
Chinese. And others are self-governing by their very polity,
with the assurance that they shall be thoroughly Chinese,
without any foreign domination, so soon as the missionaries. are
persuaded that they are ready for the responsibility.

LV. The Relation of the Churches to the Missions,
The Chinese Church having now approached the period of
self-dependence, it is of the utmost importance that the relation
between the Missions and the Churches, between the Chinese

Christians and the missionaries, be not prejudicial to further
healthy development. Heretofore the Missions and missionaries have controlled the situation ; as the management is pass-

ed over from foreign into Chinese hands, can the missionary
retire gracefully ? and are the existing relations such as to
smnooth the way ?

Here again one comes face to face with complications
produced by the several forms of Mission organization ; sometimes dictated by polity and sometimes merely the result of the
traditional policy of the particular Mission.

There are Missions which still hold entire authority over
the churches that have been hitherto under their oversight.
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If the Chinese Christiaus have the idea that this situation is
irretnediable, they sink into the condition of parasites, with
little hope or thought of sending their own roots down into the
soil. “is is seldom the fault of the mutssionaries, at least so
far as their desires and sympathies go; with few exceptions
(if any) the missionaries are eager for self-support and sellgovernment on the part of the Chinese churches. A. representative missionary writes regretfully of the policy of his own
Board, in accordance with which the ultimate appeal of a
Chinese church member, in case of discipline, must be made to

the church authorities in England.

It may well be hoped

that few find themselves so hampered as the report of this one
would indicate.
There are other Missions where the churches are partly
under inissionary control and partly controlled by the Chinese ;
it: some form or other, this is probably true of the majority of
churches at the present time in China. Most of these are in
the transition from a former dependence to a coming independ-

ence, and it is cause for gratulation that this transition 1s
proving to be both gradual and healthy. Nor do these
churches, those at least where the moveinent seeims most nor-

mal, throw off Mission fellowship or denominational ties, but
rather appear to value them the more, uow that they can be
had by free choice with no sense of compulsion ; tt 1s thus,
wisely, that some denominations are rooting themselves in the

affection of their Chinese adherents. But, no matter what
the polity, this plan requires hearty good understanding and
cordial sympathy between missionaries and Chinese Chiristian
leaders.

There are still other churches which are already entirely
under Chinese control. Soine Missions—or at least some iissionaries—have always kept Mission and Church distinct in
their own minds, whether or not they have been able to carry
this theory into practice. A Baptist missionary in Tatyiianiu
writes : ‘¢ Our aim all through has been to have a self-support-

ing and self-propagating church. .. When we deal with church
matters the church has to discuss and decide. The missionary
may take the place of the pastor at church meetings, but the
independence of the church is maintained.”’ Tn other cases
the Chinese church has come to self-management only as the

result of that process through which most are still passing.
And the number of such churches is increasing constantly.
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The relation of the Churches to the Missions 1s, in actual
practice, determined very largely by the element of personality,
the personal attitude of the leaders, and especially of the mussIonaries.

Even the most binding politv is no hindrance in

the way of some men); by their winsome character, their trans-

parent sinceritv, their cordial sympathy with their Chinese
fellow-workers, the path its made smooth before their feet.
There are others who never succeed in winning the confidence
of the Chinese Christians, never really get near to them, and
consequently find the way blocked whenever they propose any

forward move; to such our pity must go out, but with a
question whether they can wisely continue in responsible charge

of Chinese affairs; for, even with the advantage of the most
pliable of polities, they find the churches under their oversight
inclined to insurrection, the Chinese leaders restive, and the
spiritual life of the Christian community at so low an ebb that
a healthy independence seems always out of the question.

Let it be repeated that, almost without exception, the
missionaries are eager for the speedy coming of the day when

all foreign control may be loosened and the churches, of all
denominations, become thoroughly Chinese.

Most are moving,

but not with too great haste, in that direction, awaiting with
what patience they can such maturity of the churches as will
aliow them the coveted freedom of manhood.

With the great number of missionaries, and with a constantly increasing number of Chinese Christians, all desiring
this happy consumination, 1¢ 1s still evident that there are
certain obstacles in the wav of an immediate fulfilment of these
hopes, and these are mentioned at this point because, like the

smoothing of the way, the obstacles also are largely of a
personal nature.

For one thing, the desire is often only an ideal for the

future; when the actual occasion arises, the missionaries weigh
the difficulties too heavy, are timid, hesitate, and so postpone
the day for which they are sincerely eager.
Another obstacle to the speedy consummation of the hopes
of years is found tn honest differences of opinion, whether be-

tween missionaries who are fellow-workers and must agree
among themselves before making any radical move, or between
the missionaries and the Chinese leaders. The opportunities
for disagreement are too numerous to require statement, and
are alinost sure to arise unless there has been a consistent policy
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throughout the history of the Mission concerned, a policy with
which both missionaries and Chinese leaders are thoroughly
familiar and heartily in accord. Even then, if the missionary
is too officious, or the Chinese too presumptuous, bitter feelings
may be engendered where there ought to be the heartiest good

will, and nothing can surely guard against tlis except the
otidance of the spirit of love and fellowship through preceding
years and also at the time when the forward step 1s taken.
Probably the most serious obstacle at the present time
preventing the very general assumption of self-government
on the part of the Chinese churches is their unreadiness to
undertake the financial responsibility involved. This may be

due to actual inability, or to unwillingness to spend money
for the church, or to a false idea of their own relation to the
church, or to the fact that they have been trained to expect
the foreigner to support their religious institutions ; but this
will yield in time with the growth of an independent spirit, so
anxious to be free from foreign domination that the necessary
sacrifice will be made.
In general, it may fairly be said that the missionaries are

not only ready for the Chinese to assume the direction of
church affairs, but more ready than are the Chinese themselves.

here seems to be an idea in the minds of some people that
the Chinese are clamoring for independence; as a matter of
fact, so far as North China is concerned, they are hardly ready
vet fo accept all the privileges, together with the accompanying
responsibilities, that the missionaries would be glad to pass
over to them.

V. Conditions that have Favored the Best Development
of Chinese Churches.

At this point, even though the inquiry may involve some
repetition of facts already mentioned, the question may well be
asked, What have been the conditions that, np to the present

tine, have favored the best development of the Chinese
churches ?

1, The first answer emphasizes the importance of wise
and careful training, especially of the Christian leaders, but
also of the whole church membership.

In North China it is easy to note that those churches
which have now the wisest leaders are connected with the
Missions that have laid the most emphasis in the past on educa-
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tion caiculated to train just such leaders.
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A marked case in

another part of China is that of the diocese of Hankow in
connection with the American Episcopal Church.
ary in that diocese writes:

A mission-

‘Every effort is being made, and with real success, to
train Chinese to take responsibility and to be prepared to use
authority when it 1s given them. The General Conference and

eytiod meetings, the election of vestrymen, the Standing
Conimittee, the increasing knowledge and grasp of church
principles are all preparing notably for the transference of
authority from the foreign missionary to the local church. The
foreign workers view these indications with delight and have
10 fear of the outcome. Our work is one of thoroughly train-

ing in every department, and we are not afraid to trust those

to whom we have given our best faculties and powers. In
fact, all the above mentioned steps toward self-government have

been inaugurated by the foreign missionaries and have been
urged, sometimes upon reluctant Christians, who shrank back
from such privileges largely because their previous instruction
had showed them the weight of responsibility involved in such
increased power.”’

The general training of all church members is of almost
eqttal importance with the training of leaders. The Methodist
system of ‘‘class-meetings,’’? together with special gatherings
for study at the central station of men from the country who
are likely to profit by the opportunity, have aided in developing a church membership with some conception of its privileges
and ditties. One imnissiouary writes :

‘The duty of carrying the Gospel to those who need us
is impressed on the members and adherents at all times.

Band

meetings, cottage prayer-meetings, class-meetings (with the
pastoral duties which devolve upon a class-leader), open-air and
other services conducted by local preachers,—all afford scope

for witness-bearing by the ordinary members of the church.
The majority of the class-leaders are laymen ; some in church
einploy, others independent workers.”
This needed training, both for church leaders and for the
whole membership, is most effective when it includes instruction of several different kinds. When the Christians all have

a thorough grounding in Christian morality, so that they may
intelligently follow after the righteousness of Christ, and when
in addition they understand their duties as members of the
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church of Christ, and of the particular church to which
they belong, it needs no specific evidence to prove that the
whole church will be strengthened thereby.

When the leaders

have been taught to know Christian truth, to know church
polity and principles, and to know Christ personally, they may
be trusted to lead.
2. The Chinese churches have best developed where there

has been the heartiest sympathy between missionaries and
Chinese. This ought to be self-evident, but permit two brief
quotations from a Mission which has been peculiarly successtul :

‘Never to my knowledge has there been any objection to
foreign guidance in this Mission. There is absolutely nothing
to lead missionaries to think that their services are not wanted

or needed. The codperation between foreign and Chinese
workers is delightful.” And again: ‘* Because the initiative
has come from the foreign missionaries who did not wait for
the chuiches to make demands, the utmost confidence 1s felt
on each side toward the other, and the spirit of cordial codperation is greatly deepened. We rejoice at every step forward

towards the goal of a Chinese church with full authority,
independent of, though not separated from, the churches of
Christendom in other jands.’?

3. It appears probable also that the Chinese churches
have developed more successfully where the ideal of a selfsupporting and self-governing church has always been emphiasized in the minds and plans of the missionaries iu their treat-

ment of the Chinese churches and church members and in
their instructions to the leaders and others.

4. In all the testimony from various sources, it is noticeable that the best development of a strong Chinese church

has been entirely independent of polity. By this it 1s not
sneant that the successful missionaries have not given emphasis
to their own polity ; indeed, as already noted, success demands
that the leaders of the Chinese church have careful instruction

as to church affairs, the conduct of business, the organization
of their particular denomination, and it seems probable that

no strong church, denominational or union, can ever be
established except with leaders in charge who have had such
Instruction. The statement now made is that any polity may
be successful in China, provided the other conditions are met.
One starts on a study like this with the idea that some particular

polity is peculiarly fitted to the needs of China, but the evi-
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dence gathered compels recognition of the fact that all kinds
of polity and all denominations, 1f not every Mission, have
developed strong churches and a vigorous Christian community
wider consecrated Christian leaders.

VT, Prospects of Further Development.

The thus made would have little value if they do
not enable us to forecast the future to some extent and to make
all possible preparation for the forward movements that we are
anticipating.
1. Denominational Development.—There are many missionaries who would be glad to see denominations—at least the
Western denomtinations—drop out in China. such, however,
does not seein likely to be the case; we must accept facts, not

simply what we might desire, and it may turn out that Occidental divisions will be so modified by the racial character of
the Chinese Christians that the forms can be retained withont
the asperity of the past.

Lhe Centenary Conference Committee

on the Chinese Church did wisely in urging to its final acceptance the adoption of a schemne for denominational unity in
China. On the face of it that plan looked like the emphasizing
of differences between denominations at a time when many were
ready for dropping those differences ont of account. But the

time for the latter had not yet fully come, though it may be
brought about some tume. Denominational union, on the other
hand, needed just the impetus of the Conference resolutions, and

it 1s now in process of development. This is the line of least
resistance for China as a whole. It might weil be followed in

the separate locaiities ; for instance, in a city like Tientsin,
why should not the two Methodist Missions affiliate, if not
unite, their Chinese churches? and the two Congregational
Missions likewise ? *
2

Union Development.—There is without doubt a growing spirit of unity among missionaries and Chinese Christians,
I say ‘‘ without doubt,’’ but that statement must be modified,
as is evident from this word from the Kwangtung province :

‘(Much talk on union, whereas we had more union, or as
much, 25 years ago. . . The Chinese may some time override
some of the denominational barriers that now exist, but they
* Since this was written, there has been an entirely new development in
This will be reported in

the church in Tientsin, on lines not anticipated,
a later number of the RECORDER.—C, FE. E,
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love their own particular AYwet as much as those who have

introduced then: into China.’’ In spite of facts lke these,
there really 1s a growing spirit of union. But it does not
manifest itself in much that is organic in church life, being
satished rather with union education, union meetings, and so
forth. I know of no cases where churches of different denominations have come together as one, though there are many
instances where Christians have individually joined another
denomination when moving to a new place.
Federation, on the other hand, is a live topic in several of
the provinces. Foreigners and Chinese both take interest in
this sort of union. In our own province the Federation Council
is already organized, as also in neighboring provinces. My
Shansi correspondent writes: ‘‘I hope ultimately it will be fully
and openly recognized that the Protestant church in Shansi 1s
one, but with a spiritual unity, and that for church government
the complete independence of all the churches will be maintsi
The least attempt to introduce any organic control of
the separate churches will put an end to all semblance of unity,
but if this freedom is maintained, then I hope that meetings
and conferences will be arranged, and that the churches will

in such a federation that we can face the world as one
ehurch, and all one in Christ.’’

The Centenary Conference,
besides its resolutions concerning denominational union, wisely

outlined a plan for federation in the several provinces, with a
national federation in view when the Provincial Councils have
been organized. This organization is now progressing slowly,
and there is no reason to question that all of the churches in
China will come together, not in one church body, but in the
no tess real union that will take the form of federation. At
present larger progress appears to have been made in the
province of Szechwan than elsewhere; the spirit and fruits

of union being more manifest. It remains to be seen how
much the Chinese churches themselves will value this China

federation; while they have some national ideas of their
own, the federation as planned is entirely a foreign scheme,

the Chinese merely falling in line; and 1t may be that the
genius of the nation will have some different and more
effective way of bringing about unity in the Chinese church.
For the present, however, federation 1s the only method 1n
sight for drawing together the Chinese Christians of all denominations,
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3. Independent Churches.—Up to the present time independent churches have been organized or projected tn several
different cities, and occasionally similar churches have sprung

up in places distant from any missionary centre. Some at
least of these latter are the result of seed-sowinge by faithful

Christians who have not given up their religion when they
have moved far away from their church home to a place where

there was no Christian fellowship. I have in mind one instance where a carpenter from the province of Chihli went to
live in Kansu, where he let his light shine to such effect that
when missionaries did later visit the place, they found a goodly
company of true Christian believers, and of course there was
no intention on the part of these new Christians to hold themselves aloof from the Misstons. On the other hand, it must be
recognized that some of the local independent movements have

been started and maintained by men who were not in good
standing in the Mission churches, or by men who for some
reason had got out of touch with those churches and wished to
emphasize their independence of the foreigners more than their
fellowship with one another. But such movements, whether
wisely begun or not, may often be conserved if they meet with
sympathy.
Two or three years ago there was an attempt on the part

of Chinese Christians who were interested in independent
churches in different centres to get in touch with one another
that there might be some uniformity of procedure, but as
nothing has been heard of this more recently, it is unlikely
that there is anything looking toward independence on any
larger scale than local. If the independent churches should
come to be more than exceptional, it would be natural and
desirable that they should have some sort of connection with
one another; this might result in the establishment of another
new Christian sect to add itself to the foreign denominations,
or it might conceivably form the nucleus for the one great
Chinese church of the tuture.,

These are merely suppositions,
however, as there appears to be no warrant for the expectation

that future progress on any large scale is to be along this line:
the churches that are independent a few years hence promise
to be almost entirely Mission churches that have reached their

maturity aud have become self-directing without giving up
their present privileges of fellowship with the Missions and the
missionaries.
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The question has been raised as to the possibility of a
Chinese national church. The same remarks that have just
been made as to the churches in various parts of the country
will apply here also. There may come to be a national church
some time in the future, but 1f there is, 1t 1s almost sure to be
the normal outgrowth and the logical successor of the present
Mission churches. Non-Christians may propose the nationaliz-

ing of the Christian church in the hope that it will come
under government control, but no one who has the spirit of
Christ can desire any such outcome. lf the church becomes
national, there is every reason to expect that its nationality
will be in the territory that it covers rather than in any sort of
connection with the political authority of China. Probably it
is with this meaning that a missionary 1n Wuchang writes:
“The possibilities of a Chinese national church are not at all

small if the missionaries lead the way. A strong national
church with a Christlike spirit and endued with power from
on high would be of great blessing to the teeming millions of
China.’ An observer living in Hongkong and overseeing an
extensive conntry work in the neighboring Chinese territory

reports: ‘‘There is not much prospect here of a national

ehurch in the near future.’’ And from Shansi: ‘* A Chinese
national church has not yet dawned on our horizon. If that
ever comes to pass, I trust it will be on the same Iines on
which we are trying to unite the provincial churches, and that
it will never enter into any unholy alliance with the State.”’
‘The hope of this missionary is along the line of probability,
and the evidence of an immediate move toward anything of the
kind is, as he indicates, not yet above the horizon.

VUI. The Present Duty of Missionaries with Regard
to the Chinese Church.

Various suggestions have been thrown out already as to
the wisest way of dealing with the present situation. ‘These
and other suggestions may well be gathered up as a final con-

tribution made by our consideration of the subject to our
equipment for the important task that faces both missionaries
and Chinese churches tn the immediate future. W hat shonld
the missionary of to-day do about all this ?
xy. There are financial problems, The churches are begin.
ing to desire self-management, and the missionaries want them

to have it, but self-support 1s not yet provided in many in-
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stances; must we wait supinely for the time to be ripe? or can
it be hastened ? How shall the financial problem be met ?
The North China Conference of the Methodist Episcopal

Church has undertaken the experiment of putting Mission
money into the hands of the Chinese Presiding Elders, consecrated men who have had long experience, and holding them

responsible for the expenditure of the funds in just the same
way as the American Presiding Elder 1s responsible. This is

not at all putting foreign money under the control of the
Chinese church, but is rather giving to certain picked men
a special commission from the American church. ‘This has
been tried for more than a year already; while still in an experimental stage, the plan so far justified itself during the first
year that it has been continued.

Another method that has been tried, with the object of
putting the responsibility upon the Chinese churches, is the
making of grants-in-aid to churches or congregations that are
evidently attempting to do something for themselves; this is
essentially different from making the Chinese agents or partners

of the foreigners, tn that it is helping them to do what the

inissionary recognizes as ¢hezy work rather than expecting
them to do for the missionary what he and they still regard
as Azs work. With a diminishing allowance as the ability of
the churches grows, this method ought to serve admirably for
developing the awakening self-consciousness and self-respect
of the churches.
In the past the tendency in some quarters has been to do

everything for the Chinese until they have come to expect it
and are easily offended or completely mystified when the missionary intimates that the time has come for them to spend
some money themselves, Whether the line shall be drawn by
providing men but not buildings, teachers but nothing else
toward local schools, or by expecting some financial codperation in every kind of Christian work—medical, educational,
or whatever it may be——one rule should be strict: Do not
pauperize the church, Let no Chinese Christian think that,
because he 1s in need, because he is a church member, and
because the foreigner has more money than he has, therefore
he can come to the missionary with a plea which is practically
an tltimatuim. Let no congregation get the idea that it isa
perpetual pensioner on foreign money. But all of this inust
be done with the utmost tact and graciously,
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In the employment of men by the Mission, have we not
already learned the lesson that men must be carelully selected

and then paid fair salaries—not exorbitant, nor even all that
they might get elsewhere, but not pauper pittances ?

Again, there must be developed in some way in the
Chinese churches that spirit of devotion that counts the giving

of money as the very least that a disciple of Christ can do,
the spirit that has made the Moravian church notable in the
mnissiouary service that 1t renders, the mind that recognizes the
Lord’s commission as the disciple’s delight.

a. The difference between Mission and Church must be
kept in mind—not for the mere sake of telling the Chinese
Christians that /Azs is for them and ¢haé 1s for the missionary,

but in order that the Mission shall serve the Church, the
missionary constantly keeping himself in the background and
willing that the Mission, the foreign element, shall decrease,
if only the Church, Chinese, shall assuredly increase. Most
Missions, aud the Boards behind them, insist, and very properly, that Mission funds shall be entirely under the control
of the missionaries; can it be that they are so inconsistent as

to claim control of the money contributed by the Chinese
Christians ? One missionary writes: ‘'The management of
Mission funds is entirely in the hands of the Local Committee,
which consists of the foreign missionaries, ordained and lay, and
of such other persons as the Missionary Cominittee may choose.
‘The Chinese church has no fixed representation, and at present
no representation at all. As to funds contributed by the local

church, the control of these is in the hands of the churches
which raise them, except in the case of the Native Missionary
Society and of the Pastor’s Fund ;’’ these latter being almost

entirely under the control of the missionaries, Is not this
calculated to discourage all contributions toward self-support ?
It should be added that this is done in accordance with a rule
of the Board, and is apparently distasteful to the missionaries.

Let the distinction be clearly made in the interests of
justice and self-respect ; the Mission controls Mission funds, but
not church contributions ; the church keeps hands off of Mis-

sion funds, but has full control of its own contributions. Let
the churches manage their own affairs in accordance with the
polity that they have inherited wherever money is not involved, and also where money is involved if that money has been
contributed to the church itself.
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3. Turn the work over, item by item, as fast as possible.
It is not necessary, nor desirable, to delay the beginnings
of self-control until the churches are able to take over everything. As the church increases in ability, first one thing and
then another may be assumed by it. Oi course the judgment
of the missionary and the judgment of the Chinese may differ
as to what kind of work may be most wisely assumed; gene-

rally the missionary will wish to turn over some part of the
work already in hand, while it is quite likely to be the case,
as has occurred already, that the Chinese Christians prefer to
strike out some new line, where they can start de zovo, instead

of building on another man’s foundation and inheriting his
inistakes, mistakes that it 1s very easy for a foreigner to make
and that perhaps he would now like to shift on to other shouldCTS.
Make it a rule, unless there is some serious objection,
soine objection real and logical enough for the Chinese themselves to recognize when their attention is called to it, to let
them have their own way about such questions; there might

be this exception, that until they have proved themselves,
they should not take over important institutions like station
schools, but it is seldom likely that they will wish to do this,
AnNYWay.

Further, as fast as suitable leaders appear, give them
positions of responsibility. Elders and deacons were early
chosen from among the Chinese converts. Preachers and
teachers were a necessity. Ordained pastors have been in
service already for years in connection with many Missions; it
is to be hoped that their number will speedily increase, but not
more rapidly than men of true consecration and suitable training are raised up. The position of Bishop has, in at least one
case, been offered to a Chinese whom the missionaries recogniz-

ed as pectiliarly fitted for that office, but he declined it; it
must be only a question of a very short time now before the
very highest offices in the church are filled by Chinese incumbents.

This is as it should be.

4. Continue vigorously the work of training. Last, but
not least, let this be said. ‘The management of the church
and its affairs will pass gradually from missionaries to Chinese
Christians, but the task of training leaders must, for some time
to come, be the supreme duty of the missionary. He ts not

to retain all the educational training, nor is he to resign all of
the evangelizing to the Chinese; in both the two must be
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But the experience of Japan and the present conditions in China indicate that the missionary must long continue
to train leaders for the church. This he will do partly in the
class-room, but partly also in personal touch with those Chinese
fellow-workers whose experience of church duties and whose
personal acquaintance with the Lord Jesus Christ has not been
so long or so deep as his own. Let the missionary continue to
be a teacher of teachers, a leader of leaders, aud always intimately companioning with the great Leader and Teacher.
partners.

The Case for Indemnities*
BY J. ARCHIBALD, N. B. S. 5., HANKOW.

UR subject is indemnities, and the text is taken from
an editorial in the current number of the MISSIONARY
RECORDER, where we read :-—

‘‘Tooked at from a metre worldly or business standpoint tndemnities are all right. But considered in the light of the New
Testament, both example and teaching, we do not see how such

indemnities can be justified. And we all know, too, the bitter

feeling which is engendered in the hearts of the Chinese for having
to pay such indemmities, And what adds to the bitterness is the

fact that it is not the people who have done the injustice who
have to pay. So it is a question well worth considering whether,
in every case of the destruction of property by mobs, it would not
be better for the interests of the work if all claim to indemnity were
to be waived.’

This question as to whether Missions, or missionaries,
ought, or ought not, to accept indemnities in the case of the
destruction of their property by such riots as recently occurred

at Changsha, is of the highest importance, and it ought to
be thoroughly debated before it is decided for us by the party
which holds the above particular view. Vou will that
it was brought forward at the Edinburgh Missionary Conference
with the object of securing the condemnation of those who
accept, and before long we may expect petitions presented to
governments and influential deputations calling on the Foreign
Offices, as once before on another question, to secure that this
view is adopted by our officials. Now, I do not agree with
the REcoRDER view for certain reasons which I wish to state.
*An Address delivered at the September Meeting of the Wu-Han Missionary Association,
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These may be entirely wrong, but if so I shall be very grateful
if you will please correct them.
I. I object to the RECORDER view because it sets up two
different standards of conductone for the business man and
another for the missionary. The business man 1s quite justified

in accepting indemnities, but the missionary is not justified
in so doing. Conventionally, as lam quite aware, two different
standards of conduct are supposed to exist. For instance, the

business man may go to his club to drink pegs, play cards,
bet, race horses, ete., etc., but the missionary who did so
would be universally condemned. Yet I have always understood that the standard of conduct for all Christians was the
saine, and would. be glad to be supplied with the authority for
two standards or more according to the work a man is engaged in.

2. This view is founded on only halfa Bible—it is in the
light of New Testament teaching that indemnities cannot be
justihed—nothing is said about Old Testament teaching. Vet
that the man who, wittingly or unwittingly, injured another,
must make good to the injured party the dainage done, was a

particular provision of the law of Moses, as it 1s yet of all
For instance, it is laid down it Exodus
xxi. that 1f one man smite another with a stone, he shall pay
for the loss of his time and cause lim to be thoroughly healed.
If an ox gore a man, a sum of money shall be laid upon his
peoples who have laws.

owner and given to the injured party.

If a man dig a pit

and another man’s ox falls in, then the pit-digger must make
good the loss to the owner of the ox, and so on. That such
provisions are in harmony with reason is evident from the fact
that the principle is recognized and enforced everywhere—in

China as well as in other lands. This is the true basis of
indemnities.

3. I do not think that New Testament teaching is to be
so interpreted, or that the passage which the RECORDER
writer probably had in view will bear literal application. The
no-indemnity sheet-anchor is Matt. v. 38-42. Here Christ quotes

the law from the above mentioned Exodus xxi. not simply to

abrogate it with his ‘‘But I say unto you,’’ but actually to
reverse if.

I freely admit that, taking this passage literally, no
missionary, or any other professed follower of Christ, is justified
in accepting indemnuities, and that even this is not enough. He
is bound in addition to afford facilities for further harm to be
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done him—turn the other cheek, give a coat to the man who

robs you of a cloak, etc. And yet, immediately before so
doing Christ said: Think not that I am come to destroy the
taw. J am not come to destroy, but to fulfil. Till heaven
and earth pass one jot or tittle shall in no wise pass from the
law. And whioseever shall break the law and teach men so he
shall be called least in the kingdom of heaven’’—a bad lookout for those of us who teach that indemnities are unlawftl.
Y am not at all concerned either to explain or reconcile these
I only wish to insist that, if they are to be acted on
PassaZes.

literally, it must be done thoroughly, and that all similar
passages must be put on the same footing—there can be no
picking and choosing. For instance, we must not only ‘‘ Give
to every one that asketh,’’ but also ‘‘ Sell that we have and
give aims.” Not sel! out and give away part of our property

only but the whole, as is shown by the example of early
Christians in Jerusalem, who sold their possessions and laid the

prices at the apostles’ feet. That it was the rule to give the
whole appears from the case of Ananias, who otherwise would
not have lied about the amount of his contributions. Suppostng then that one has lost all his property at the hands of a
mob, and Mr. RECORDER comes and insists that no indemnity
should be accepted, because to do so cannot be justified in the
light of New Testament teaching, the answer is plain. According to the same teaching and example he cannot be justified
mm having any property to lose, and until he gets rid of his he
ss ot of court. Another New Testament passage, sometimes
relied upon in this connection, is the one in which the writer
of the Epistie to the Hebrews commends the Christians because
they took joyfully the spoiling of their goods. But unless it can
be shown that they would not have taken with equal joy the
restitution of their goods the passage is of no value as a nomdemnity argument. Besides these I know of no other New
‘FPestament passages that apply with the exception of one which

tells, however, on the other side. When Paul and Silas had
been unjustly beaten and thrown into prison at Phillipi, and

the magistrates afterwards sent word to let them go, the
apostles refused to stir trll amends had been made them.
‘(Nay verily,’’ said St. Paul, “‘let them come themselves
and fetch us out.” And they came, no doubt in full official
robes, in the sight of all the city, and Jdesoughi them and
brought them out.

This they did, not because they loved the
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apostles any more than at first, but because they feared the
consequences which might arise if the matter were reported to
their Roman superiors, as St. Paul practically threatened to

do. JT submit that this is a case on all fours with current
day indemnities, and that the magistrates did not find it any
easier to pay this particular one because it involved them only
in a loss of face, instead of the loss of a certain sum of public
cash.

4. The next argument against indemnities is the bitter
feeling engendered in the hearts of the Chinese for having

to pay them. There is a great deal of misapprehension
on this point, Supposing, in some of our home lands, some
Chinese were the victims of mob violence, and the public
authorities indemnified them, as they probably would, no bitter

feeling would be engendered there against the Chinese in

the public at large. It would be felt that this was but

reasonable, and that the right thing had been done. The
Chinese are eminently admirers of what is reasonable, and I
venture to say that the best people amongst them feel exactly
as we would do in this connection. Ll admit that the native
newspapers often make this an excuse for the bitter feelings
they give expression to, but it 1s not the cause. On this matter

I can speak with authority.

The bitter feeling against for-

eigners which existed in Hunan when I first travelled the province was so intense that when I talk about it now people find
it hard to believe me. The people did not know then that
China had ever paid an indemnity to any foreign power, nor
would they have credited it had they been told. But they did

know that all foreign powers paid tribute to China, and I
was despised and maltreated accordingly. How the matter

really stands a story will illustrate. A visitor going round
the hospital saw a mere skeleton of a man in a state of
He asked the poor fellow what had brought
him to this pass. The man replied that it was the dose of
anti-opium medicine which the doctor had given him. But
abject misery.

the doctor would not have that; he said that it was the
pernicious habit of opium smoking in which the man had
indulged all his itfe, and the doctor was right. At what
remote date this bitter feeling was engendered I do not know,

but I am sure that it exists now because it is carefully
cultivated by certain classes and the infliction of indemnities
acts aS a cure. As to the reception or refusal of them by the
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parties interested, whichever is done makes no difference to
the feeling of this class.
5.

‘The fact that it is not the people who have done the

injustice that have to pay.’’. The popular idea of how an
indemnity is paid appears.to be that a mandarin goes round the.
town with a band of soldiers collecting the cash from innocent
and good people, and if any one refuses to: pay, he is beaten
and thrown into prison. As a inatter of fact the money 1s paid

from the public treasury, and although it has already been
taken, or will be taken, froth the pockets of the people, it does
not follow that they are at all conscious of the process of its

abstraction. And since all that can be obtained is collected
from them in any case it makes no difference to them whether

it is used to pay indemmities or goes to swell the provision
which careful mandarins find it necessary to make for their
old age. It must be adimitted, however, that by representing
that their extortionate demands are due to the necessity of
providing for indemnities (the Boxer indemnity in particular)
the officials cause the people to have a sense of grievance against

the foreigner,
6.

would be better for the interest of the work if all

claim to indemnity were waived.”’ This is a point which can
only be decided by actual experience, and experiencies will
difter. A few years ago a British Mission had two of its members massacred by a mob at their station in Hunan. The
British Consul demanded an indemnity, in sptte of the fact that

the Mission protested and refused to accept it. The money
was afterwards offered to two other British Missions, who also

refused to receive it. Ultimately two American Missions
accepted the responsibility of spending the money for the
benefit of the Hunan people. One of these has a splendid
hospital and flourishing Mission at the scene of the tragedy
row, while the Mission to which the martyrs belonged is no
longer represented at that city. In my opinion this was an
instauce where the acceptance of an indemnity was of benefht
to the work, and the Consul was wiser than the missionaries.
Another instance: some fifteen years ago a number of the mem-

bers of a British Mission were massacred in Fukien, and all
indemnity was refused. A member of an American Mission
was involved in the same affair, although not killed, and an
indemnity was accepted. Sufficient time has now elapsed to
prove how much the one gained and the other lost through so
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acting. Personally I have no knowiedge of that province, but
I have been informed on good authority that the work of both
Missions has been very successful, and that the indemnity
matter had no influence etlher way. All the people thought
about it was that the American missionary was probably related
to the President of the United States, while the British imission-

aries were persons of no account. In this instance again I
would say that to accept the indemnity was the wiser policy.

Having answered to the best of my ability the arguiments

acainst the acceptance of mdemnities, I wish to bring forward a few in favour of the opposite policy.
A. The directors of Mission Boards are not altogether free

agents in the matter of refusing. ‘They are the trustees of
certain moneys which have been given to them for a particular
purpose, and are not at liberty to allow them to be misapplied
to something else. Personally I belong to a Society which
openly and unashamed collects indemmities. The funds with

which its directors are entrusted are for the purpose of
providing the Chinese with the Christian Scriptures, and
no other object, however good, or bad, do they permit
to share those funds.

They furnish Scriptures free of charge

for circulation amongst this people, and also pay men
to circulate them.

This involves considerable expenditure,

and a lot of money would be saved if, after printing their
books, they had them all carefully burned.

But let a Chinese

mob make a bonfire of them and an account is sent in and

payment requested, as they have uo funds at their disposal for
the purpose of supplying the Chinese with material for bonfires,
To my mind, if they acted otherwise, they would be faithless
to their trust.
B. Neither are missionaries free agents. Even as respects
their own lives they are only trustees. The value of. the life

belongs to those who are dependent on it, and if that value
can, in a measure, be made good when a life 1s taken, it ought
to be done. Some will accept indemnity for property destroyed,
but refuse it for life destroved. They call it “* blood money’?

and regard it with the same horror as the Jewish priests regarded the thirty pieces of silver which Judas threw down and
refused to put them into the temple treasury. But blood
money is the money paid for causing the death of any person—

the hire of the assassin—and to apply tt to the indemnity
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paid to the relatives of an assassinated man is a misuse of
rerins., At home, travellers by rail frequently provide themselves with copies of the penny periodicals sold in the stations

to read in the train. There is an accident; a man is killed
with ene of these papers in his pocket and his relatives find
themselves entitled to an indemnity of £ 1,000.

For their own

ends the proprietors had arranged with an Insurance Co.
to guarantee the holders of their paper against death in this
particular way. Many such sums have been paid, and no one has
ever called it ‘* blood money.”’ In China, through agreement

between our government and that of the country, we are
euaranteed protection, and if that protection is withheld, or
proves to be inefficient, then there is an indemnity. The
To refuse to accept in either instance would
be to act unjustly towards the relatives.
C, By refusing indemnities missionaries place their governcases are parallel.

ment in a difficult position. It cannot stand by and see tts
nationals slaughtered and do nothing. It is the mussionary’s
duty therefore to consider and say what better method there
is of dealing with such cases than on the indemnity plan.
Cities might be bombarded, territory might be seized, high
officials might be executed, but such proceedings would not
help the missionary’s cause since whatever is done the people
will put the odium on his shoulders. It is quite clear that to
stand by and do nothing is the one thing which governments

cannot consent to do. In the previously mentioned Hunan
case the Mission demanded this, but the Consul insisted—and

rightly—that it was a government affair, and that it was not
the Mission’s place to dictate.
D. Refusal also puts the Chinese government in a difficult
position. The Chinese do not understand gratuitous condonaIf a case is not settled and put away they consider that
it is booked up against them, to be brought forward at another

time and payment exacted with compound interest. In the
Boxer settlement there were many cases of officials being at
their wit’s end because they wished to pay morey which no
one .would receive. I may mention one instance. in an adjacent province a Mission station was destroyed, and amongst

other things a consigninent of books fronr a Bible Society
came to oriet. A claim was put in, in which these books were
included, and the claim was allowed. Meanwhile the directors

of that Bible Society sent out instruction that no indefnnities
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were to be received. When the Taotai caine to pay up, the
Consul had to inform him that he could not receive the money
for this book item. But the Taotai insisted that he could not

leave it unpaid, so the Consul suggested that, although it could

not be received as an indemnity, 1¢ might be sent on as a
contribution to the Society’s funds.

This was done, and shortly

after a florid paragraph went the round of the religious press
of the world, telling how a Chinese mandarin of high rank had
been so affected by the Society’s refusal to accept indemuities
that he‘ had contributed a large sum to its funds |
FE. The refusal of indemnities places Missions in a difficult

position, There are in China any number of churches,
hospitals, schools, and missionary residences which, through
indemnities, rose from their ashes when, but for these, they
would have been ashes yet, Almost every large centre, in this
part of China, has its riot at some time or other, but the rule
is, never oftener than once at the same place. Nothing discourages such efforts so much as to see the establishments
which had been destroyed re-erected at the expense of those

who did the mischief, and more firmly rooted than ever, I
shall be told that such establishments can never expect to be

blessed, but experience shows that their work progresses
rapidly and perhaps more rapidly than if there had never been
a riot at all.
F, ‘Ihe refusal of indemnities places widows and orphans
in a difficult position. It dooms them to a life of dependence
on the bounty of friends and relatives, This is an aspect on
which I do not care to enlarge.

G. It also places the native Christians in a dificult posiThey must be taught to follow the missionary’s example.
No one will say there is to be one rule for the missionary and
another for the native. And if our teaching 1s that they must

submit cheerfully to robbery, spoilation, incendiarism, and
murder, not only without seeking redress, but even refusing it
when offered, we are laying down a standard which no community in this world ever made a success of. To those who so
teach I would say, as Moses said to Korah and company: ‘* Ye
take too much upon you ye sons of Levi.”
H. Granting that riots will happen, to exact indemnities

is good for China, or any other conntry where the like is
allowed to prevail. In spite of tts great antiquity China is
still in its childhood as respects intercourse with its neighbours.
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The more a child is indulged, its faults condoned, its miscliets

excused, the more it is spoiled. Were it possible for the
Powers to declare an ‘‘open door’? for missionary riots, and to

guarantee that no enquiry would be made, or indemnity
exacted, in the case of missions wiped out, the doom of the
country would be sealed.

Other interests would be attacked as

well and a situation speedily created which would compel the
return of foreign troops. The hest friends of China are not
those who condone her wrong doings, but those who make her
atone for them.

To conclude, I am aware that I may be told that in all
this I have forgotten God and ignored the great blessings
which He will pour out upon us if we are only faithful tn refusing indemmnities. But I have not forgotten Him. The Powers
that be are ordained of God, and where their arrangements to
secure a righteous end are in harmony with justice I consider
these also as being by God appoitited. To run in the teeth of
them, and demand that my fancies shall be met, 1s not the line
on which I could look for blessing.
wrens amie (<a

The Arrangement of the New Testament’
BY REV. G. G. WARREN.

T is interesting to note that we have no idea of the
person or persons who first arranged the books of the
New ‘Testament in the order in which almost the whole

Christian church to-day prints them; or of the place
or time when they were first so arranged. That the arrangement is not haphazard is clear by the way in which Gospels
and Epistles are all grouped together. Very little thought has
been given, and with the exception of the Bampton Lectures
quoted below (still happily published by Messrs, Macmillan &
Co.), very little has been written on this subject. ‘There seems
to be good reason for believing that not only were the books of
the New Testament deliberately grouped together on a definite

plan, but that the arrangement of the several books inside
each group was also intentional. The basis of the arrangement is a doctrinal one. A reading of the whole Testament
‘The above is the substance of an address given at the Kuling Conven- |
tion, 1910. It is based on the Bampton Lectures of (?) 1864, by the Rev.
Dr. Bernard, on ‘‘ The Development of Doctrine in the New Testament.”
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in its present order is calculated to give the reader a weil
connected account of the great facts which form the basis of
Christian doctrine and the interpretation of those facts which
make the doctrine itself. Two weighty sentences from Dr.
Hort’s Introduction to the Epistle of St. James give a condensed

summary of the relation of the Scriptures of the New Testament to Christian truth: ‘‘Our faith rests first on the Gospel
itself, the revelation of God and His redemption in His only
begotten Son, and secondly on the interpretation of that primary Gospel by the Apostles and Apostolic men to whom
was divinely committed the task of applying the revelation
of Christ to the thoughts and deeds of their own time. That
standard interpretation of theirs was ordained to be for the
guidance of the church in all after ages, in combination with
the living guidance of the Spirit.”
In order to grasp something of '‘the many-sidedness of
Christian truth?’ it may be doubted whether any plan of consecutive study of the Scriptures could equal one based on the
continuous study of the New Testament as it stands, beginning
with Matthew and going steadily on to the Revelation.

I, It is so obvious that the main grouping of the books
of the New Testament in the present four-fold division of Gospels, Acts, Epistles, and Revelation is one that must necessarily
be followed in a course of teaching, that nothing need be said
on this head, and we may begin at once with an examination of
the reasons that have led to the arrangement of the four Gospels.

A preliminary word on the fact that there are four Gospels
is, however, not superfluous. The story of the Cross is the
necessary basis of all doctrine of the Cross.

By the providence

of God provision has been made for the repetition and rerepetition of this wondrous story. [t is as though God knew
that it would be impossible for the mind of men to grasp the
unique features of ‘‘all that Jesus began both to do and to
teach’? in one reading. Hence He has ordained that when
that story has been read in all its completeness from the birth
at Bethlehem right on through the death of the Cross to the
Kesurrection and the Ascension, the reader should turn the

page and once more read ‘‘The beginning of the Gospel of

Jesus Christ the Son of God.”?

And then, after a second pe-

rusal, he should once more trace ‘‘the course of all things
accurately from the first.’? And when he has a third time
read the story with its accumulated power, culminating in the
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lengthy story of the Cross and the Empty Grave, he shonld
a fourth time go back to the ‘‘ Beginning,’’ and this fourth
time, the whole story—hke its ‘‘ Beginning’? in this fourth
Gospel be sab specie eternalatis—‘‘ under a sort of eternalisa-

tion.’

We sing and teach the young converts to sing ‘‘ Tell me
the old, old story.’’ It is well for us to respond to the sentiment of that request. In teaching let us lay a good solid
foundation.

Unless Jesus be known as far other than a ‘‘ West-

ern sage,’’ a course of study in Pauline theology will be
wasted.

Perhaps in no other country is a thorough acquaint-

ance with the Gospels more necessary than it is in China,
The Chinese have been accustomed to give such a high place
to Confucius and his teaching that they unconsciously discount
our statements about Christ. Only a gradual and full acquaintance with those deeds and words such as no other man ever

did or spake can lead the Chinese mind to lay hold on the
truth as it is concerning Jesus.

Perhaps a word with regard to the Resurrection of our
Lord may not be out of place. Stories of resuscitation and
of the return of dead men to life form the ordinary stock of
Chinese tales and novels. Collections of such stories running
into the hundreds are to be purchased in any bookshop. Such

tales, so far from preparing their readers for the story of the
Resurrection, really render them unable to grasp the truth.
It is not too much to say that any man who credits the absurd
stories of dead men coming back to life by the intercession of
Kwan Yin and permission of Yen Wang that fill these Chinese
books, is absolutely unable to believe what the evangelists
have told us concerning the resurrection of Jesus Christ. Tn
all teaching of the Gospel chapters on the resurrection, emphasis should be laid on the wséekeness of the risen body in
which our Lord is represented as appearing to the body which
He bore before. Nevertheless, the likenesses which are also
in those chapters must, by no means, be slurred over.
The order of the Gospels 1s noteworthy.
St. Mark’s is the simplest of the four Gospels, and some-

thing may be said for giving that Gospel first of the four to
the young convert from heathendom. Undoubtedly the reason
for the premier position assigned to St. Matthew ltes in the fact

that our Bible contains an Old Testament as well asa New.

In none of the Gospels is what [ may call the non-initial
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aspect of Christianity so prominent as in the Gospel with which
we conmence our New TfLestamet. It is worth while, even

to new converts, to let them realize from the first that the
advent of our Lord was in no sense the beginning of God’s
dealings with mankind. Outside the Christian religion no
great teacher has so emphasized the past as has Confucius.
A Chinese reader—and it is well worth remembering that even
unscholarly Chinese are saturated with Confucian ideas 1s
likely to appreciate the truth so especially brought home in

Matthew that there is a pre-Christian Bible. Here, once
more, differences as well as likenesses must go to make up
The totally different relation assumed by
real knowledge.
our Lord to Moses from that assumed by Confucius to Yao
and Shun needs to be dwelt upon. Words would lose their

meaning if we said that Confucius ‘‘came’’ ‘‘to fulfil’? Yao
and Shun.

Having drawn attention to the connection with the Old
Testament, the student needs to have the story of our Lord’s

Life repeated in all its simplicity and then once more in

its widest outlook. A few eccentric works have attempted to
date the Gospel of St. John as the earliest of all the Gospels

and have advocated its being placed first in the list to be
studied. Any examiner may be excused for holding such a
theory. ff the be-all and end-all of study lies in the answering of an examination paper, it may be easily argued that
the Fourth Gospel is the best one to study. scores of ordinary

Christians could sav straight off what the ninth chapter of
John is about, though they could not give any account whatever of the contents of the ninth chapter of any of the other

three Gospels. An easy examination paper on St. Mark’s
Gospel is a really dificult matter for the examiner to set.
When, however, we take the position of the ordinary reader,
jt is clear, to almost every one, that the Gospel of St John
is in its right position in the New Testament.
I]. Dr. Bernard brings home to us the well-placed position

of Acts by asking us to imagine what would be the consequence 1f the book had been lost, and after reading through
the iour Gospels we had had to read immediately: ‘* Paul, a
servant of Jesus Christ, called to be an apostle, separated unto

the Gospel of God. . . . to all that are in Rome, beloved of
(Sod, called to be saints.”’

Apart from the difficulty of 1maginine how nen in Rome had come to be ‘‘ called to be saints,”’
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the difficulties in regard to Paul’s apostleship would be inWhen we come to consider how this apostle was
treated in his own days, and how he has been treated in all
ages of the church by the enemies of the fulness of Christian

superable.

doctrine, it 1s not too much to say that the assault on him
would have been irresistible and his teaching would not have
been accepted as authoritative, but for the narrative in the
Acts. How impossible would it have been to have guessed
how one who acknowledged himself to have been ‘‘a blasphemer

and a persecutor and injurious’’ could have been counted
faithful and appointed to the service of Christ Jesus our Lord ?

How incredible would be Paul’s own claim to have seen the

risen Lord in the face or our Lord’s own statements? We
should have reversed the question of Judas (not Iscariot) and

sail in genuine amazement: ‘‘Lord, what 1s come to pass
that Thou hast manifested Thyself unto one of the world’s
own.’’

But with the Acts in our hand we have a foundation in
fact for all Panl’s statements about his apostleship and for

all the inferences which he asks us to draw from those statements,

Before we further develop the thoughts connected with

the bridge-like character of Acts that carries us from the
Gospels to the Epistles, let us glance at one feature of the
arrangement of the Gospels and Acts which demands some
explanation. Why have Luke’s two works been separated by
a work so different im style and other respects as the Gospel

of St. Jonn? We place together all of Paul’s Epistles, the
two of Peter and the three of John. There is a prima facie
claim for Luke’s two treatises to be arranged consecutively.

Dr. Bernard’s answer deserves consideration. ihe pretace to
Acts, one may say, occupies one verse in the Gospel of Luke:

‘And behold I send forth the promise of my Father upon
you;’’ it occupies three chapters in the Gospel of John. The
real introduction to the doctrize, the teaching of the Acts, lies

in the promises given by our Lord of that ‘‘Other Helper”?
who was ‘‘to teach them all things,’’ to so ‘‘bear witness”?
that when He did so, they ‘‘also’’ were to bear witness; who
was to ‘‘guide [them] into all the truth,’’? to speak and yet
not to ‘speak from himself;’’ who was to ‘‘glorify ’’ Christ
by taking of Christ’s aud declaring it unto them. With such
thoughts in our minds we are qualified to read the Acts much
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more intelligently than if we simply prepared ourself by the
thoughts to be gained from the Third Gospel.

It is in the development of those thoughts that we find
the truest preparation for the Epistles in the Acts. Jerusalem
is not the only city from which certain whom with no lack
of charity we must name ‘‘ false brethren have come to ‘‘spy
out our liberty which we have in Christ Jesus’? and to preach
How many
recent works on the atonement have commenced with a cry
‘Ca different Gospel which is not another Gospel.”’

of ‘* Back to Christ,’? or as the more modern phrase runs
‘* Back to Jesus ?” They pay some lip homage to the greatness

of Paul and to the originality of his conceptions, but merely
as a prelude to the specious statement that we must never
exalt him above his Lord, and must never accept the apostle’s
statements as more worthy of credence than those of Him who

cert lim. All such interpretations of the Pauline Epistles
ignore or contradict the teaching which we find in Acts.

There we read not once or twice, but over and over again of
the special interventions of the risen Lord and of the Spirit
of Jesus in the matter of the conversion, the appointment and

in minute matters the guidance of the Apostle Paul to his
special sphere and work. And what was this work? Why
all those ceaseless journeyings, so that till he reached his long

imprisonment he, like his Lord, could say he had not where

to lay his head? Surely the apostle himself gives us the
reason of all the special guidance he received when he said
that Christ sent him not to baptize, but to preach the Gospel.

How incredible it is to think of the Spirit specially calling
and guiding; indeed in a unique manner calling and guiding
a man to preach a Gospel and yet overlooking the fact that
the Gospel which the man was preaching was wrong, was in
opposition to the Gospel preached by Him, to whom that same
Spirit was given without measure, and was one which for
centuries that have lengthened into millennia has misguided
the whole church of Christ. Could we imagine a missionary
committee paying large sums to train and equip a missionary,
furnishing him with passage and outht, supporting him from
year to year arid publishing his accounts of progress or disappointment, if all the while the preaching of the missionary
was opposed to the dogmas of the sdciety supporting him?
Would the great Roman propaganda contribute a single coin
to support and encourage Protestant preachers ? Would any
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Protestant society pay the expenses of a known and avowed

Jesuit? Yet there are some who ask us to believe that the

Spirit of God acts with less insight than a committee of
men |

‘“Vet He also is wise’’ is evidently a message needed
not only in Isatah’s day. For him who will read, understand
and accept the statements in the Acts of the apostles, there
cau be no controversy between the teaching of Paul and of
his Master. We accept the words of Jesus in the Gospels as

that which He began to teach;’’ we accept the teaching
in the Episties as that which He went on to teach in accord-

ance with His own word, ‘‘I have yet many things to say
unto you.”’

{tl. As we pass to the Epistles Jet us note an aphorism of
Dr. Bernard’s: In olden times ‘‘the prophets delivered oracles
to the people ;”? in these later davs ‘‘ the apostles wrote letters
unto the brethren. A weak exegesis might lead men to infer
that a teaching by letter was less important than a teaching by
oracles.

A man prepared by the truths of the Acts of the

apostles (and, as must never be forgotten, overlooked or merely

taken for granted at anv stage of the study of the New Testanent, prepared also by the personal reception of that same

Spirit who fills the Acts) will rightly lay all the difference
between ‘‘brethren’’ upon whom the Spirit rested, and the
fathers according to the flesh who were less than the least in
the kingdom of the Lord Jesus. The truths are manifestly
greater, deeper and more divine than the oracles of old; they
too had and have a glory, but the truths of these apostolical
letters ‘‘exceed in glory.’’ Yet they come to us in the form
of letters. Letters are the means of communication between
equals ; the writer may be ‘‘ primus,’’ but he and his readers
are ‘' pares.”’ Let us glorify Him who glorified not Himself,
whenever we teach the epistles which holy apostles wrote
under His guidance. In them there are ‘‘some things hard to
be understood,’’ but it is only “ the ignorant and unstedfast”’
who wrest these things unto their own destruction. Onur

beloved brother Paul’’ wrote unto us according to the wisdom given to him.” Let any man who in his reading ‘ lacketh
wisdom, ask of God, who giveth to all liberally and upbraideth
not, and it shall be given him.’’

Let us pass next to note that first in order, largest in
number and in length, and confessedly most important of the
Epistles are the Epistles of Paul. We do no dishonour to the
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Epistles to range them after the Epistles of Paul.
The church—may we not say under the guidance of the Spirit
—has admitted the claim of him who once called himself ‘the

least of the apostles’? to be ‘‘not a whit behind the very
chiefest of the apostles.”

We sometimes hear men talk of the

wonder that Paul was specially chosen to write these most

important epistles the fact that he did not
know “‘Christ after the flesh.”?

surely, Dr. Bernard is right

in saying that he was so chosen decause of this very reason.

re was to teach us who know not ‘Christ after the flesh ih
it was meet that he should occupy our standpoint. We, like
Paul, have come to know the Christ now that He is exalted as
Lora. James first knew Him in the home at Nazareth; Peter
and John in the place where He abode for a night or two somewhere in the Jordan valley. It is a commonplace of criticism
that Paul’s arrangement of his teaching was considerably influenced by the fact that he got to realize the death of Christ
through the resurrection.
The arrangement of the Epistles in our New ‘Testament
is manifestly unchronological, There is not even yet unanimity as to which is really the earliest of Paul's letters in date

or as to the position of Philippians in the Epistles of the
captivity, but no writer has ever placed Romans first; much
less has any man thought that the captivity group precedes
‘Thessalonians.

By common consent Romans is acknowledged

‘the greatest and most complete exposition of the doctrine of
ot. Paul; it is preéminently ‘‘ his’? Gospel. Hither, then, we
must look for a doctrinal arrangement of the epistles or else
give up any thoughts of arrangement and acquiesce in theory
to what it may be feared is the underlying assumption of most
teachers of the New Testament, viz., the idea that the epistles
have accidentally got into their present disorder. It requires
but little consideration to see that the epistles can be grouped
into four divisions which: give an excellent basis for a graded
exposition of the great doctrines of the Christian faith. We
may name these groups as follows :—

1. The first four Epp., Rom.-Gal., Evangelical,
2. The next three, Eph.,-Col., Christological,
3. The next two, Thes., Eschatological,
4. The next three (Tim.-Tit.), Politica!
(meaning by this last word that they deal with questions of
Church polity).
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The sub-divisions of these groups, especially of the second,
may not be apparent. It would be by no means an impossible

task to give reasons for even the arrangement of the individual epistles, but any such attempt is more likely to err on the
side of over-subtlety than to give such clearly self-evident
reasons 2S we can see in the main grouping.

Dr. Bernard notes how St. Paul at the Jerusalem Council,
having expounded the Gospel which he had preached among

the Gentiles, received the right hand of fellowship from the
three pillars of the church—James, Peter, and John. He points

out that in the New Testament, after Paul’s great exposition
of our faith, he is followed by these same three apostles in
the same order. That the group of Catholic epistles merely
confirms Paul’s Gospel is, of course, not true, but that portion
of their usefulness should not be overlooked.

Each epistle has

‘tc own contribution to the fulness of understanding of the
mystery of God, a mystery once hidden, but now revealed unto
the sons of men, through these very epistles which each and

all bear their witness to Him in whom all wisdom is found.
Similarly the Epistles to the Hebrews, to Philemon and of
Jude are none the less precious because they somewhat break
the symmetry of our arrangements. It is a lawful assumption

that God provided there should neither be excess nor defect
+4 the books which He has so manifestly used in the teaching
of His children.
IV. Whether the book of Revelation was the last to be
written, or whether it must be dated earlier than some half
a dozen of the other books of the New Testament, is still keenly

debated by great scholars. Milligan and Benson and Swete
cannot be set aside even by the mighty names of Hort and
Lightfoot and Westcott and J. H. Moulton. But there is no
room for debate that in a doctrinal arrangement of the books of
the New Testament the book of Revelation is in its right place.
As the crown and finish of all the books of Revelation—for that
word is, we believe, applicable to all not only from Matthew but
from Genesis onward—it gives a distinct tone to all the ages of
the Christian church. The outlook in St. Paul’s Epistles beHis
came increasingly dark and gloomy as the years went on.
very last words of prophecy as regards the future of the church
were ° ‘(Ror the time will come when they will not endure the

sound doctrine, but, having itching ears, will heap to themselves teachers after their own lusts and will turn away their
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ears from the truth and turn aside unto fables.’’ One might
say that the very time had come when the twin epistles of IT.
Peter and Jude were written. Yet they too look forward to a
continuation of their troubles, and both forecast that ‘‘in the
last days mockers shall come with mockery,” ‘‘ walking after
their own ungodly lusts.’? And if we place still Jater than
those two epistles, the first of John, he tells us that in his days
(6the whole world lreth in the evi! one.’
These truths are confirmed and not contradicted in the
book of Revelation, but there they are also, swallowed up in
victory. Whatever else the last book of the Bible teaches, it
assuredly teaches us that in the end wrong is not going to
triumph, but right. Hence it is that in times of persecution and
distress, the book of Revelation is sure to be a favourite.
In the dark ages,
When Zion in her anguish with Babylon doth cope,
The Church longs for and looks to Jerusalem the golden.

They say that there are more quotations from the Revela-

tion on the Covenanters’ graves than from any other book.
And in our cemeteries in Hankow and other places where
are gathered the martyred remains of our brethren who have
laid down their lives in China we are sure of the remembrance

that he that is ‘‘faithful unto death’’ shall receive the crown
of life.

It is from this book that we gain our most triumphant
hymns: ‘‘ Come, let us join our cheerful songs’’, “Crown Him
with many crowns”; our most triumphant expressions : ‘* King
of kings and Lord of lords’’, and the very thought as well as
the words of all our Hallelujah choruses. With this book as
the final message of our God, we can but be a joyous church.
Herein we gain the fulness of hope and here we learn the last
and final cry of the church,
Come, Lord Jesus.

Come, quickly.

As a basis for a Ten Years’ Course of Study, I would
venture to suggest a division on Scriptural lines. If the
study classes can only be held for a few days each year let a
selection from the division only be studied. Nevertheless it
is well to sketch broad outlines for such study classes and not
give much time to the discussion or elucidation of each clause
in a short passage.
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We might take the following as a plan :—

Ist year. Matthew.

2nd ,, Mark and Luke.

Ss John.
4th ,, Acts.
sth

33

7th

+3

The Evangelical Epp., Rom.-Gal.

6th ,, ‘The Christological, Eph.-Col.

The Eschatological and Political, Thes.,,-Tim.Phil.

Sth ,, #Hebrews.
goth ,, The Catholic Epp.
oth = ,, Revelation.

Correspondence.
UNION MEDICAL COLLEGE.

Zo the fatter of
‘Poy CHINESE RECORDER.”’
DEAR SIR: The Faculty of the
Union Medica! College, Peking,
have received several requests

that the examinations for en-

trance to the College should be

held at other centres in China
besides Peking.

The Faculty have asked me

to intimate through your columns

that they are wiliing to consider
applications for such local exAMiNnaALIONS.

i am,
Yours sincerely,

J. STUCKEY,
Acting Dean.
THE C. 1. M. AND THE SHENCHOWFU INDEMNITY.

do the Editor of

CoInese RECORDER.’’

The August No. of
the RECORDER has two reterDEAR SIR:

ences to the question of indemnity

which first of all need some

straightening as to matter of
fact, and then, by your leave,
some words of comment.

In Mr. Bitton’s capital ac-

count of the Edinburgh Conference we are told (p. 541) that
‘Mr. W. B. Sloan, of the C.I.M..,.

spoke of the matter of indemnities and referred to a recent

Hunan indemnity which had

‘been refused by two Missions

and accepted by a third. He

(i.e., Mr. Sloan), thought it

should be impossible for such a

thing as this to occur. Missions ought to stand by one

another.’’ In your editorial you
misunderstand the reterence to
be to the Changsha riots. The
indemnity in question, however,
is not so ‘‘ recent ’’ as that. Mr.
Sloan was speaking of the Shen-

chowfu indemnity of $70.000
which the British government
exacted from the Chinese government in 1902 because of the

murder of Messrs. Lowis and
Brice. ‘This money was refused

by the C. I. M. (with which
Mission the two murdered men

were connected ); it was accepted,

practically, by two other Mitssions. It is on this acceptance
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that 1 ask for some space for
conimerits.

The British government in
the case assiunied tts
regular attttude in regarding
itself as the plaintiff. lt wasa

case of the innrder of British stibjects. In British law murder cases
are always “* Aex versus ——.””
The demands which are made in
a case of murder do not depend
on the views of the relatives, the

mission, the firm, etc., with

which the deceased had been
connected.

The views of surviv-

ing friends would certainly be
given dite consideration by the
rovernment, but the line of action

is the government’s and the
sovernment’s only. The fine

inflicted on the Chinese govern-

ment was not made at all on
behalf of the Mission: in this
particular case it was made in
spite of the well known views
of the Mission. The decision,
too, of the British government
to devote the sum claimed to
philanthropic work inside the
borders of the province was
entirely its own. The decision
was evidently one that almost
necessitated the help of Missions

in carrying it out. That the
C. I. M. or any other Mission

should decline the administration of this fund is a matter that
is, of course, within the Mission’s
own rights. But I question the
right of the C. I. M. or any other
Mission in similar circumstances

to bind other Missions to follow
its policy. I say this with the
more freedom becanse as I wil]
show presently I advocated that
my own society should give the

C. It. M. the right that I feel

his own name, he oftered himself
and his endowment to a Society
which had recently commenced

work in Hunan. Inasmuch as
this Society knew the whole
history of the endowment, Il am

right in saying it was ‘ practically ’’ given to that Soctety

by the British government.
{t 1s, however, with the second

half of the indemnity that I
have had special connections,

and it 1S on account of my
having been connected with it
that I ask space for this letter in
the RECORDER.

The British government made
the offer of the remaining $35.000

to at least one Society that declined it pefore itt turned to the

Wesleyan Methodist Society.
We had been preparing for work

In idunan for many years, but

we had only stationed missionaries in the province for a year
or two, when we were asked to
help the government by accept-

ing the administration of this

money. After consultation with
those of ny colleagues who were

near me in Hupeh (amongst

whom I would especially mention

the late Dr. Hodge, a man of
whom nothing but the most

chivalrous action could be imasined) I wrote advising our committee to accept the government
offer. I based my advice on the

fact that on more than one

occasion we had requested the
help of the government to pro-

ctire us indemnification for losses
incurred through riots. It seemed

to me that we ought to reciprocate the help given, now that we
were asked to give help. (J added

my private opinion that the

it did not inherently possess.
An independent medical worker accepted half of the indemnity

C. I. M. policy was—so [ then
believed—the wiser one, and I

work in Shenchowft itself.

At the same time I was care-

to found and carry on medical

ing he could not own land in

expressed a wish that we should,
as a Society, adopt it).

ful to guard against the very
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thing that Mr. Sloan’s speech
would have involved us in. If
expressly stated that I should

tee suggested this course to the
British government, and the gov-

not like our Society to administer
the money 1f our doing so would
gprieve the C. L. M.

The pioneers of the Yale work
in due course received the offer.

ernment acted on the suggestion.

It was my privilege to be in

} sent my letter in an open

close touch with them, and they

ing him to tell our Soctety
whether there would be just the

own share in the matter, including the correspondence with Mr.

Changsha riots are responsible for

I am sure Mr. Sloan will at
once admit that our Saviour’s

to Mr. Hoste, request-

kind of objection which Mr.
Sloan has now raised. The

the destruction of my copy ot
Mr. Hoste’s letter, but I do not

need it for quotation. It ts

suffctent to say that with the
letter before them, the Chinese
sub-committee advised the general committee to. accept the

sovernmenut’s offer. It Mr.

Hoste had said in 1903 what Mr.
Sloan says 1n 1910, the attitude
of our sub-committee would not
have been what it was.
Before the general comunittee

itself met, -a letter arrived in
England from Mr. Watson, upon
whom the burden ot administering the fund would have fallen.

Mr. Watson objected to handling the money, and in so doing
altered our views. For it stands
to reason that no man wished to

thrust the money upon an unwilling colleague.
My letter went on to say that

if, for any reason, the general
committee thought well not to
accept the money, it would be
wise to advise the government

knew the whole story of our
Hoste.

conmmands to us with regard to

the dealing with an offending

brother should have been bind-

ing on him in this matter. InStead of first bringing the supposed defaulters to the bar of
the church, represented in this

case by the Edinburgh Con-

ference, the matter should have
been first gone into between the
C. 1. M. and the two Missions.
Had this course been followed,

it is safe to say the Edinburgh
Conterence would have heard
nothing about it, for of course

Mr. Sloan could not have known

of Mr. Hoste’s letter. I am

very sorry that one so rightly
esteemed and beloved as Mr.
Sloan should have slipped into

an attitude which has so serionsly wronged the Yale Mission.
I would tain believe the words
about © British ’’
missions

that have found their way into

some reports of Mr. Sloan’s

speech have been due to a reporter’s misunderstanding. They

not only was Yale planning

seem so out of place in a
‘“ World '’ Missionary Con-

the most significant educational

ference; so doubly out of place

Missions working in Hunan, in-

rate, I would most emphatically

endorsed the letter on this point,

character of Yale has had any-

to offer it to the Yale Mission, as

work in the province, it was
planning the work for and at
the request of nearly all the
cluding our own. Mr. Watson
and, thereby, with ourselves,
differed from Mr. Sloan's preseut
attitude. The general commit-

in the month of the treasurer
of the most international of all
Missionary societies. At any

deny that the “‘non-British’”
thing to do with its acceptance of

this indemnity. I would claim
for it a more than American

_ Correspondence
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nationality. It came in response

to the call of and it is working
in the interests of British, Norwegian, German, and Finnish as
well as American Missions.
But altogether apart from this
fact, the sister Mission which is

administering the other half of
the indemnity ought not to be

pilloried as a ‘‘non-British ”
Mission. While I can hardly

benefit the cause which we have

at heart to start such a discus-

sion in a missionary journal ;
indeed Mr. Ashmore says in his
article (September) that this 1s
not his desire.

But it is a fact, giving food

for thought, that one so interested in the subject as to take the
Baptist position, has apparently,

conceive Mr. Sloan to have used

by his own confession, never
read a work defending infant

any language that would lawfully have been made to meal
anything like a slur on “‘ non-

baptism on Scriptural grounds,
while I on the other hand have
never heard it defended on any

British’’ societies, as an En-

other grounds. It shows how

glishman, I deeply regret that

much more thoroughly we—pro-

language having such a purport
should have been published.

bably all—need to study one

highest motives. ‘‘ Post foc,
propter hoc’’ is used on both

of Ireland, the Rev. T. 5. Hall,

the right of each one’s own side
and the wrong of the other. As

Row, London, for the modest

kingdom that is not of this

(‘A brief examination of the
Scriptural grounds for infant

another’s positions and seek to
understand the point of view of
demnities is one worthy of care-_ those who differ from us.
ful consideration, but only by
Of many good mantais on the
defensive
side, the one which
those who are ready to concede
that fellow-workers from whom commends itself most to me, 1s
they differ are actuated by the one by a scholar of the Church

The whole question of in-

sides of the debate to uphold

in most matters in which the

world comes in touch with the

B.D., and published by Messrs.

Elliot Stock, 62 Paternoster
sum of two pence. Its title 1s,
“Ts Infant Baptism Scriptural ?”

kingdoms that are, there ts baptism, with appendix showing
much need to pray the Philip-

pian prayer for ‘‘ knowledge and
discernment to distinguish things

that difter.’’

LT am, Sir,

Yours very sincerely,

GILBERT G. WARREN.

Changsha.

INFANT BAPTISM.

To the of
CHINESE RECORDER.’’

Dear Sra: The subject of

infant baptism is so fully dliscussed in so many works of
theology, both great and small,

that I do not think it will really

infant baptism to have been the
practice of the church in every
age and tracing the rise of the

Anabaptist movement, with

notes on the mode and benefits
of baptism.’’ )

This little book takes up all
the points referred to in Mr.

Ashmore’s article and in addition covers almost all that can
be said on the subject.

Tt deals

with objections to the practice
in what appeals to me as a fair
and scholarly way and has the
advantage over larger works on

the subject in being lucid and
concise.

To my mind it completely
vindicates the position that

The Chinese Recorder
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iufaut baptism is both Secriptural, apostolic, and beneficial.

physicians could think of was

from it, but I am restrained by

the Estate Office fagged me out.

T have the manua! before me as
I write, and am tempted to quote

the conviction that a discussion
on the subject in your valuable

paper would uot truly benefit

tried. I was so weak that to

walk trom my house at Kuling,
No. 63 on Central Avenue, to

Finally I had to go to America,

myself hoping that possibly I
could be patched up so as to

I am very glad, however, to
have an opportnnity of recommending Dr. Hall’s little book

drag out my days in the homeland. Others tell me now that
they thought they had seen the
last of me for this life.:

Ashmore a copy should he care
to see it.

son, the resident, diagnosed my

Our coOmmcoh case.

and would gladly send Mr,

It is a manual which I use in

my own lectures and teaching in
the C. M. S. College, Foochow,
and as the subject seems a peren-

nial one for discussion, I generally keep a few copies by me
for lending.

Yours faithfully,
W. S, PAKENHAM-WALSH.

[ went to Johns Hopkins

Hospital. Dr. Chas. P. Emercase as run down nerves, and
put me under the treatment of
the nerve specialist, Lewellyn
Barker, who is now doing such
miracles for broken down people.

The chief causes they gave for

my breakdown were: (1).

Overwork, (2). Starving myself

by dieting, (3). Too much

thinking about my digestion

and my health in general.
THE MISSIONARY’S DIGESTION.

Lo the Ladttor of

‘Tie CHINESE RECORDER.”

Amoug the many tads that [

had taken up was the one that
[I ate too much, and I had tried

to cure myself by giving the
digestive system less to do.

DEAR Srr: In your health ‘Two of my worst break-downs
issue, I noted that one writer in
a very helpful article spoke with
approval of the position taken
by Prof. Chittenden and others,
advising people to eat less. May
T call the attention of the writer

to the fact that many experts
hold the opposite side of the
question, and to the answer they
make to Prof. Chittenden’s post-

tion, e.g., Dr. Woods Hutchinson in Hvervybody’s magazine.

A page from my unique experience may be useful.

Some of your readers will

know that I was laid aside from

full missionary work for three
years. Indigestion of twenty
years standing, malaria, and
heart trouble had made me an
invalid. Every remedy that my

with malaria had occurred

immediately on my return from

itinerating trips, but I never

coupled that with the fact that in
my fear the Chinese food would
not sttit me, [ had nearly starved

myself. When Dr. Barker
heard how I had dieted he said
it was a wouder [ had not died.

To cure me, they (1) gave

me absolute rest—mental and
physical. They put me to bed
for a month and prohibited all
reading (except my Bible), alk

writing, all communications
with family and friends, and

everything that would suggest
my past hfe. (2). For a week
they allowed me to eat nothing

but milk, beginning with a
small quantity and gradually

1910}
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increasing, The second week

enjoy bacon, cabbage, and

they gave me solid food, increas-

cucumbers now-a-days, and how

that first cup of coffee looked!
{ had denied myself coftee for
Six years. And when I saw a
little radish on my plate, I could

thraldom of my digestion ! (3).

would not have touched it before

not. Such thought by mental

ing day by day. How good I revel in my release from the

hardly believe my eyes. |

for a five-dollar bill, but Johns
Hopkins said ‘eat that radish,’

arid I ate it. For five weeks
they treated me with torced

Stop thinking about myself.
When eating dinner, do not keep

my mind fixed on the question
what will suit me and what wil!
suggestion causes indigestion.

Ignore all ordinary symptoms
(I have since that frequently
had a sick headache cured by a

feeding, making me eaf enormous quantities. in fact they
would bring on a large tray of
dinner, when I knew that the
food I had eaten for tify was

good dinner) and forget that I

not nearly digested, and I loathed the sight of food. But they

itiuerating work and have kept
good health. But after a hard
day of travelling 1 do not let my

were lheattless. I had to eat

jolens volens. (3). Psychic treatment, i.e., getting me into such

a condition that [I would stop
thinking and worrying about
myself, breaking up my dietetic

fads and giving me confidence in
my own constitution. (4). Baths,
cold packs, outdoor air, etc.

The result was that after the
fourth day my twenty years’ old
indigestion disappeared, and has
not troubled me since. [ iorgot

to say that before going there
I had, when dieting fatled, tried
all digestive mediciues, and at

the last had been forced to take
triturates of mercury every day
for months; but they stopped all
drugs at once. During the six
weeks of my treatment I gained

thirty pounds. Malaria, heart
trouble and all disappeared.

have ever been sick.

Formerly itinerating work
would break me down. Now
for two years I have done heavy

conscience force me to stand on

the street and preach an hour.
Nor do I allow myself to keep
on a heavy nervous strain while
out, trying to accomplish twice
as tinch as 1 would have done
at home. lL eat heartily. Be tt
Chinese food, or American food,

it gives me no trouble, if I only
eat enough.

Il am confident that this treat-

ment would cure two-thirds of

our invalid missionaries, and the

observance of these principles
would avert many breakdowns.
Sincerely yours,

HucH W. WHITS.

A WARNING,

Zo the Lattor of
‘For CHINESE RECORDER.’’

For over two years now I have
been a well man. A few days

DEAR Srr: Permit me to warn

Kiuktang, forty odd 22.

the missionary body against the
deceptions and abominations of

eave me for continuing my

many cities in the north of

since I walked from Kuling to

The chief instructions they

a Chinaman, who has visited

health were: (1). Not overwork.
When tired, mentally or physic-

China, iu several provinces, and

all ordinary food. How I do

national Church of Christ,’’

ally, rest. .(2). fat feartily

who represents himself as an
ordained pastor of the ‘‘ Inter-

In
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Manchuria and Chihh he said
he was a native of Formosa or

peror, lie was released as au act

Japan. In Shantung and Honan
he passes himself off as a Pekingese, the only truth he seems
capable of, for he is a native of

farious practices, mostly 1n coun-

aliases : the namesof Paul, Peter,

could be got from a missionary

and Mark being prime favorites.
He is sometimes the Rev. Mark
Li, then the Rev. Paul Yang, or

preacher.

Peking. He goes by several

the Rev. Peter A. He has a

great weakness for writing what

of grace. He resumed his ne-

try villages, being careful to
avoid places where foreign missionaries live, and moving on to

other pastures before a reply

to the enquiries of the local

He collects funds for

chapels and schools, baptises
people, administers the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper and

anteeing his good faith, all in
English; but they are simply

He
sends young men on a wild goose
errand to Peking, who get stranded here.

strokes made in several colours,
but they are neither English nor

Honan.

purports to be English letters,

atid produces doctiments guar-

scrawis and lines, dashes and

Welsh. These are used where
English is unkuown, simply to
impress simple-minded country
folks with his learning aud so
called credentials.
He has been a coolie in Africa,

and was there imprisoned for
robbing his employers.
He speaks the ‘“‘ language of

Canaan’’ with unction, and has

a gift of fluent speech. His
memory is wonderful, for he

uses freely the sermons he has

heard and repeats them with
much acctiracy.

He has taken part in revival
meetings and been honoured
with scroils aud money as thankofferings. He has so impressed
people in centres where he was

not known that he has been
invited to occupy pulpits on
Sundays.

But he does not tarry long at

any place, and he generally
tnanages to raise a loan for expenses of travel betore moving
Otl. Failing loans, he steals.
We got him imprisoned a year
ago, soon after he had robbed

over $200 and some clothing
from a man in Shantung. On
the accession of the new Em-

conducts revival meetings.

He has been ‘‘doing’’ Manchuria, Chihli, Shantung and
IT have been urged to send

this warning so that native
brethren may be put on their

guard and that missionaries may

know how to deal with him if
he favors them with a visit.
Yours sincerely,

W. H. R.
P S.—The man has never
been a member of a Christian
ehurch.
COOPERATION.

To the Editor of
‘<< Toe CHINESE RECORDER.”

DEAR SIR: It is not with any
desire to provoke controversy

that attertion is here called to 4a
letter in the September RECORD-

ER on the subject of Christian
unity and what one of the great
members of the Protestant family

is doing to promote it, but it
inay be of advantage to put
11 contrast the declaration of

the R¥CORDER’S correspondent

with the ttterance of Dr. John

R. Mott in presenting to the

World’s Missionary Conference
at Edinburgh the report of Comtwission One.

Correspondence
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For the sake of convenience
to the reader the passage from

page 614 of the RECORDER 1s
here reproduced, but italics are
OUTS ;

6. ‘*.,.....believe in and practice the ‘‘ open door’’ policy 1m
work.
We do not be-

lieve that any particular fields
should be preémpted by any
particular denomination.
do not claim exclusive rights in
any field, and they are unwilling
to allow any such claint by another
Lf there 1s
SS @ 8 & €

for the existence of

separale denominations, each 1s
under obligation to give tls message to all men so far as it is able.
Zo agree to stay out of any given

territory would violate that obligation. This position does not

conflict with that of Christian
Other things being
comity.

equal, each denomination should

so into unoccupied territory.

But the important thing to point
out in this connection is that the

‘open door’’ policy makes for
unity, while the opposite result
is produced by the division of
the fleld.’’
Dr. Mott said in part:

Commission desires to

place on record a few outstanding convictions or impressions
which have laid hold upon them

during the nearly two years ol
their investigations and of their

ning and concerted action.

We

fall back frankly in front of this
task, if it mttst be faced with a
divided Christendom, but we
approach it with calmness and
confidence if the true disciples
of Jesus Christ stand..together
as members of a common family.

/t is the deep conviction of the
members of the commission that a

well-considered plan of cobperation on the part of the societzes
represented in the conference entered into and adhered to:with a
sense of their oneness in Christ

will do more than a doubling of
the present missionary siaff.’’

No more severe indictment

could be made against present

Mission methods than § the

above, provided these conciuSIONS are correct. Certainly no
more competent authority can
be called to give judgment. Tf
these things pe so, who are to

take the initiative in making
this readjustment ? The mis-

sionaries can usually influence
their Boards in suecb matters.
Indeed the Boards are‘ almost
helpless unless the missionaries
cooperate heartily. Perhaps the
severe stringency in the niission-

ary money market just now is

the Great Captain’s way of com-

pelling His lieutenants to a re-

adjustment of forces that will
make for that increased economy,

to say nothing of efhciency,

conferences with leaders of the
aggressive forces of the Christian religion......
The fourth impression is that

which will be wholly necessary if
the victory is ever won, either in
this or in any future generation.
WILLIAM N. BREWSTER.

met, there must be united plan-

Hinghwa, Fukien.

if this world situation is to be

egy nena Ewe @ Are
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Our Book Table.
The object of these Reviews is to give real information about
Authors will help reviewers by sending with their books,
price, original if any, or any other facts of interest. The custom
of prefixing an English preface to Chinese books is excellent.
China and the Gospel. An Illus- present avatlable are put forth
books.

trated Report of the China Inland
Mission, 1910. China Inland Mission: London, Philadelphia, Toronto, Melbourne.

prominently as subjects for earnest prayer.

‘There

and consequent smali increase

There is recorded ‘‘a strange

The report covers the work of dearth of suitable candidates
1909, a book of 168 pp.

are sixteen full page illustrations ; some of them uncommonly

yood, twenty-four pp. of statis-

tics with statements of accounts.
Besides a complete directory of
the Mission, a statement of area
and population of the several pro-

vices occupied by the Mission
is given in concise form, based
on the Statesman’s Year Book.

in the staf of workers.’’ The

year opened with 928 missionaries and 210 central stations;
at the end there were 933 missjongries and 211 central stations. Or the thirty-eight new
workers eleven only were men.

The extent of the field, the

varieties of form of the work
done, the vast outlay of money

A good map is also furnished.
The opening chapters, °** Re-

and men that the report dis-

‘Review of the Year—C. I. M.,”

vinces—Siug-kiang—reports one

view of the Year-——-General ’’ and

are of special interest. Then

follow condensed reports from

the warious stations. Of course
the same interest is not sustain-

ed throughout, but it will prove
a book of very great value, and
that not alone to the missionary.
Perhaps place may be allowed

for a few items. ‘‘ In the midst
of the steady plod of routine
work in China two notes pre-

covers, cannot fail to move the
reader. The newest of the pro-

missionary, one station and

communicants; Chekiang, the
smallest of the provinces, comes
forward with twenty-six stations,
254 out-stations, eighty-five foreign workers and the largest reported number of communicants,

6,012. During the year 2,902

publically professed faith in
Christ, of whom 500 were from
the aboriginal tribes in Yunnan,

dominate, REVIVAL and Riov.’’

over fifty distinct varieties of

Note’’ throughout there is the
ring of sure expectation of victory. Disappointments and de-

been baptized, in contrast with
12,964 in all the thirty-five years

But from the ‘‘ Introductory

feats are recorded, but advance
is the dominant characteristic of
the whole story as gleaned from
the work. While the year has
safely escaped financial disaster,
the matter of the increasing expense and the prospective falling
off of some forms of support at

whom are believed to exist. Since
the Boxer outbreak 20,741 have

that went before.
259 day and boarding-schools

are reported, in all of which
Bible instruction is given, and

there were five centres for tnsti-

tute work. There were 2,012

Chinese helpers, paid and voluntary.
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Near the close is given a list

of the ‘‘ Martyrs of the China

not of the kind to help the
Christian church in China.

(od has set aside all that
ing “‘In Memoriam.’’ The would stand on an equality
names of sixty-one adults are with Christ, or would seek to
oiven, those who have fallen Share His place, or dare to
during all the years of the work displace Him. Room is to be
of the Mission. ‘‘ During the made for Him and Him only.
Inland Mission,” under the head-

first century of Protestant misslonary work in China, 223 mis-

Note the Epistle to the Hebrews,

suffered martyrdom. Of this

pernacle, the Legal Sacrifice, are

sionaries and children in all have

Humber, eighty-two were connected with the C. I. M.”’
Jno. W. C.

AG Tt j(qThe Day of His

Appearing. A Chapter from the

Messiah, the Hope of the Ages. By
A. E. Gordon. Cc. L. S.,

Angels, Joshua, Aaron, the
Old Covenant, the First TJaall made to yield and leave the

entire scene and all that belongs

to it to Him alone. He is

brought in after this manner bv
the Spirit of God and 1s to contintie before our souls forever.
Jesus Chirist the same yester-

day and forever,’

—6 Phe title of this book is not
well chosen, as it does not agree

with the subject matter of the
hook.

The Scriptures selected in the
beginning of the book are appropriate tor the subject of ‘‘Prepare
ye the way of the Lord,’’ but they
are somewhat misapplied to prove

a ditferent thesis in this book.
Buddhism in Japan seems to
have carried the author’s thought
away from the one true founda-

The Face of China.

By E, G. Kemp,

FRS.G.S. New York: Duffield
and Company. 1mg09. $6 Gold.

The sub-title of this attractive
book reads: ‘‘ Travels in East,

North, Central, and Western
China; with some account of

the New Schools, Universities,
Missions, and the Old Religious
Sacred Places of Contucianism,

Buddhism, and Taoism; the

tion — ‘‘The Gospel of the

whole written and illustrated by

failed to distinguish between

the book itself is hardly as
imposing as this title would

grace of God;'’ hence she has

things which differ. For in-

stance, when the San Pao = &
of Buddhism is practically put
upon equality with the Triune
Jehovah in glory and power.

Again, when ‘‘ The Healing
Buddha’’ ‘* Yakush!,’’ with his
twelve followers ts given the

Ek. G. Kemp, However,
Suggest.

In reviewing the book

one must bear in mind that,

whatever serious purpose the
authoress may have had in view,

her production is no more than
a series of sketches, easy and

familiar in style. Both letter-

sawwe place practically as Jesus

press and illustrations fail into

and His twelve apostles in their
healing power, surely there is a
lack of discrimination.
There are other points in the

this category.

simply say that such a book is

The writer is evidently an ob-

book which might be noted,
but one refrains and would

Miss Kemp describes a journey

she and a friend made through
China in 1907-8, with two chapters interpolated describing an
earlier visit to Shansi in 1893.
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servant traveller. The discomforts of travel in the far interior

of badness as well as of goodness,

of China are not enlarged upon,
and one can but admire the spirit
that so successfully disregarded
them.

and distinctness. May its tribe

Of the artistic merit of the

sketches, most of them in color,
which illustrate the book, more

competent critics must speak.
Broadly speaking one might say

are camera-like in their truth
increase !

P. L. C.

Chinese Fairy Stories, By Norman

Hinsdale Pitman. New York:
Thomas Y, Crowell & Co. For

sale at Presbyterian Mission Press.
Price $2.50.

that the artist’s strength does

These eleven fairy stories,

landscapes are far more pleasing

with their eight illustrations, are
worthy the study of the sentors,

not lie in chiaroscure. Her

than her delineations of life.
The book is printed in large,

clear type, with wide margins,
and is carefully indexed. The
British publishers are Chatto &
Windus, and the price there 1s
20S. net.

P. Lo. C.

although apparently written

primarily for young people. As
we read them we realised how

illustrative they were of many
peculiar Chinese traits, how ingeniously moral teaching was
woven in with the more attractive eletnents, and how the com-

mingling of the every-day and
Pomegranate : The Story of a Chinese

marvellous enabled wus to under-

School Girl, By Jennie Becking-

stand certain mental operations

ed. London. I910.,

more elusive Chinese brethren
and sisters. As we went from
one story to another we wished

sale, B.A. Morgan and Scott, Linut-

Miss Beckingsale has given
ts an altogether charming and

admirable little book. Simply
and naturally it gives us the
story of the transformation of
au idle, careless Chinese clild

and religious practices of our

some one with sympathy, in-

sight, and knowledge would get
up a larger work gleaned trom

this little used but well-filled

into au earnest Christian. ‘The
reader incidentally learns much
of village life and social customs

storehouse that would explain

describes the naughtinesses, as

ideas, and general superstitious

the otherwise hidden significance of every-day household

in North China. The book practices, common religious
well as the virtues, of Chinese
school girls, and we venture to
state that many a lady missionary will declare ‘‘ Pomegranate ”’
to be an accurate portrait of one

or more of her own pupils.

There are many capital sugges-

tions for all missionaries who

have charge of girls’ schools. We

hope a second printing of this

book may be called for, atid that

the next edition may be illtus-

trated. This 1s just the sort of
missionary book to deserve wide
circulation, for its word-pictures,

practices.

But this work, whilst gene-

rously got up, is guiltless of introduction, foot-notes, or glossary, depending evidently on the

perennial attractiveness of the
marvellous and romantic. And
the young folks will enjoy it to
the full and ask tor more. Ancient men and accommodating
elephants, pigs that speak and
tigers that play, desperate demons aud winsome fairies, and
many more of the earth and the
air, of under the earth and un-
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der the sea, of animals and
humans that get wonderfully
transformed, all have their place
in these fasciuating stories.

If we were to start on the teach-

ine so unobtrusively wrought

into the stories this notice would

cease being a review and become
something more elaborate. We

will only meution what the sage
said in the story of the Fairy Old

Boy and the Tiger: ‘‘ Where
love has entered in, the wicked
passions flee away.”
The Story of the Year 1909-10.

Lon-

42 ordained Chinese clergy and

481 lav workers, 285 Chimese
Bible-women and other women
helpers ; in all a total of 778 Chinese workers. ‘There are 7,392
communicants, 17,073 baptised

adherents and 2,895 catechumens, a total of 19,986 adherents.

There were 956 adults baptised
during the year and 576 children.

Under the head of ‘* Schools’’
there are scheduled 12 semtna-

ries, 27 boys’, 21 girls’, and
i194 mixed schools, a total of

In these schools
254 schools.
there are 6,253 scholars. Under
‘Ss Medical Work’’ we learn that

don: Church Missionary Soctety.

there are on the field nineteen
male and four female doctors

The story of the year’s work,
issued annually by the C. M. 8.,
is one of the most interesting mis-

with twenty nurses. There were
9,173 in-patients in the hospitals
during the year, and 139,427 out-

sionary books published, Very
high literary skill is-displayed in

patients treated in the dispenSaries.

dents of the work are set forth

ahle to show the number of

Price one shilling.

the get up of the Report. Facts
are adroitly marshalled and inci-

A curious feature of the Report is that no figures are avail-

in stich an admirable manner that

Sundav Schools or scholars in
connection with the Mission in

missions. would, if he were to
pick up the book, be beguiled
into reading it to the end. The

China. In these days, when Sun-

1ilustrated.

Like other Missions the C. M.

is no whit behind any of the
other Missions in its zeal for

5. finds that its income by no

work amongst the young, but

means expands at a rate com-

surely the work done was worth

the work in heathen lands. The
income for the year reached the

trifing defect ‘‘ The Story of

even one without interest in

book is well printed and well

menstutrate with the extension of

magnificent total of 4390,335, but
the expenditure was £395,615, a

regrettable balance on the debit
side of the ledger. The China
field entailed an expenditure of
£,50,720.

day Schools are making stuch
rapid progress in this country,
we may take it that the C. M.S.

tabulating. In spite of this
the Year’’ is an inspiring record
of a great work well done.
J. D.

Ningpo Colloquial Handbook, by P,
G. von Mollendorff, Late Commissioner of Customs, Ningpo. Edtted

by Rev. G. W. Sheppard. The

The statistical table shows that
the C. M.S. has in China 52 stations and 41 out-stations. There
are 72 foreign clergy and 37 lay

282 pages, the author, who was

workers, with 75 wives and 118
lady workers, making a total of
302 foreign workers. There are

and au accomplished sinologue,
has collected a large amount of

Presbvteriat: Mission Press.

In this compact volume of
a well-known Chinese scholar
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material of special value to the

beginner in the study of the
Ning po dialect, as well as useful

to many who are further advanced. Colloquial Phrases,
Graduated Lessotis, New Jestament Selections, a Chapter from
the Lhree Kingdom Novel, Chinese Proverbs, and several lists
of terms used by the Customs,
aud the Religious and Delibera-

{ November

These little books (about 20
pages each) are in bright red
covers with a picture to add to
the attractiveness of their appearallce. Even staid seniors may be

tempted to renew an acquaintance with an old favourite when
they meet him in a Chinese dress

n ‘‘ the land of their adoption.’’
If so they will find that the tran-

slation by Prof. M. E. Tsur is
tive, Bodies, are all put into well done in @ mixture of ManNingpo colloguial, using the darin and Wén-li in which the
system of Romanization adopted

Wen-li predominates in the opening sentences and the Mandarin

inatly years ago and in general

in. the succeeding paragraphs.
Multitucdes of Chinese boys and
girls will be grateful to the pub-

by the Ningpo imissionaries
use at the present time. The
editing has been carefully per-

formed by Mr. Sheppard and
Mr. Yun, and the press work
has been done by the Presbyterian Mission Press with its
usual accuracy and excellence.

Those who have occasion to
study this dialect will find this
book a valuable help.

J. R.G.

lishers and the translator for
producing these books.
The Talisuian. Translated

by Huang Bo-ing. Published by

Kelly & Walsh. Printed on whute
paper with red covers.

The translation is in Wén-li.
In English :
Narratives froin Gibbon’s Decline anc

Fall of the Rotan Enpire.

{tt SE.
This little book is a transija-

tion by Miss D. C. Joynt (of
the C. M.S. Hangchow Mission)
of a well known book by her brother, the Rev. R. C. Joyut, containing valuable hints for young
compinnicants. Miss Joynt has

done her work well, and the
name of the author is sufficient
guarantee for devout and useful
teaching. The book ts publish-

ed by the Commercial Press,
shanghai.

A.M.

MACMILLAN AND Co.'s
PUBLICATIONS.

Tanglewood Tales.
{iil Tip Sit. Fairy Tales, Books [ and
Tf. fi It BBS SS. Bables from
ALSOP. Cif EE GS pee gh Me Sf. Ali Baba
and the Forty Thieves, Tales from
Hans Andersen, Aladcin, Sinbad the
Sailote Published by Kelly & Walsh.
15 cents each.

Plutarch’s Life of Julius Cesar, Kelly
& Walsh. One shilling.

Two ot an excellent series of
classical English reading books
for high schools. The books are

provided with Introduction,

Notes, Glossary, Questions, etc.,

making teaching easy for the
teacher, and learning interesting
to the pupil.
Tartarin Sur Les Alpes. Siepmann’s
Advanced French Series.
Waltish. 28. 4c.

Kelly &

No praise could be too high

for this series of books.

The University of Nanking Magazine.

An interesting number produced in first style.
The Provinces of China. The V@fional Review Annual. Igio,

The = MNatioueld Review has
earned for itself a distinct place

1910]

Our Book Table

amongst the reading public in
China. The political view-point
of the paper is that of the en-

lightened Chinese student. On
all purely Chinese questions the

editor seems to be peculiarly

The ‘“‘Annual’’ is a geography of the provinces of China,

which has a very real value.
As a geography it is up-to-date,
and the historical and commer-

cial notes interwoven in the

well informed, and the views set
forth in trenchant language are

narrative are of great value.

Chinese, to whom the welfare of

the Natonal Review. The subscription is $4.00 per annum in
Shanghai and $5.00 to those reSiding in outports. Even with-

The Annual is not for sale.

always those of a patriotic it is issued free to subscribers to
his native land is the question
of paramount importance.
On foreign questions the paper
maitains a sane and progressive

attitude, but towards Japan a
tone of bitter hostility is adopted.

Whether this does any good to
China or harm to Japan may be

out the ‘* Annual’’—a book of
200 pages bound in cloth, by
the way—this is marvellously
cheap.
J . BD.

donbted.

Recent Announcements.
The Trayeller’s Gnide. Religions
Tract Society, London.
Directory of Worship of Presbyterian Church, by C. D. Herriott.
Life of Lord Shaftesbury. BE, Mor.
C. 1. 8. (ready).
Methods of Bible Study. D. Mace
Gillivray. C. L. &. (out).
Lite of Stephen Grellet. GC, LL, S.
F. B, Meyer’s Ehyjah, Cc L. S.

CHINA MISSION YRAR BOOK. D.
MACGILLIVRAY. C.L. S.

Scofield Bible References, A. Sydenstricker,
China Mission Study Class Book.

D. MacGillivray.

Evolution and Christianity. OD.
MacGillivray (out},
Dewey’s Decimal Classification for

Libraries in Chinese, Howard S.,

Com. on Amos. C. Campbell Brown,

Galt.
Touching Incidents, ete, By 5. B.
Shay. Translated by Miss Franz.
Ethical Teaching of Jesus. D. Mac-

Life of Mrs, Kumout. J. Vale.
Newell’s O. T. Studies. J. Vale.

Gillivray.
The Faith of a Christian.

Expository and Homuletical Com-

Coniling.

From Zoroaster to Christ, betng

of first Parsee convert to Christianity, CL. S.

mentary on the Gospels, Rey, Thos,

C Fulton.

Patterson’s Pauline Theology. D.
MacGillivray. C. 1. 3S. (out).
Bible of Nature, Thomson, C. L. S,
Mr. Morgan,
Preachers’ Helper, Mr, Tong.

Mrs.

A History of Western Ethics. Mrs,
Couling,
Simpson’s Fact of Christ, D, MacGillivray (ready).
Dr. Churchill King on the Sermon
on the Monnt. D. MacGillivray.
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Missionary News.
Through pressure of important

ministry. It has been described

matter in other departments by the Rev. W. A. Cornaby as
some items of Missionary News ‘‘a winsome call to prayer.’’
have been unavoidably post- If word 1s sent to the translator,
Rev. W. Remfry Hunt, Wuhu,
with the names and postal ad-

poned.

News from Nanking.

Dr. MacGillivray writes: I

dresses of the evangelists, this
little booklet will be sent on free
ot cost.

spent a week (16-22 October) at

Nanking, helping at the Chris- Continuation Committee of the
tian headquarters, just outside
World Missionary Conference,
the Exhibition Gate. Mr. Hu IEdinburgh, 1910.
chuang, of the Canadian PresOfices—Windsor Buildings,
‘byterian Mission, Honan, also
too Princes Street, &dinough.
came down for a month’s work. |
Through the kindness of Gene- Dear IN THE
ral Chen, manager of the Exht- SERVICE OF CHRIST: The Continuabition, a mass meeting was held

in the Exhibition Public Hall

tion Comittee of the World Missionary Conference resolved that a letter
should be sent to the missionaries

on Wednesday, 19th October,
under the chairmanship of Mr. working in connection with the SocteChang Po-ling, principal of the ties and Boards represented in the
first private school iu Tientsin, Conference, The Committee desires
when Dr. MacGillivray delivered

a lecture on ‘* Evolution,’’ and

Mr. Chang also spoke. The
authorities are planning to utilise
the exhibition buildings after the
close, November 30th, as a great
Industrial school. A new city 1s

growing up there, and the Pro-

vincial Assembly building is close
by. There is therefore every like-

to express its deep gratitude for the
services which have been rendered in
the whole work of the Conference by
missionaries in all parts of the world.

The eight volumes containing the
Reports of the Commissions, which
form so unique and important @ contribution to the literature and science

of Christian missions, are almost
entirely based on the valuable com-

lihood that the Christian head-

munications received from missionary

quarters will be permanent.

could not have been produced without

A Seasonable Gift.

Through the generosity of the

author, Dr. J. H. Garrison, of
St. Louis, Mo., a copy of the

work ‘‘ Alone with God’? SR BH

+ will be distributed among

a limited number of evangelists
and pastors. It 18 2 stimulus to
prayer and service. lt has been
used of God to help the native

workers throughout the world, and
their generous and ungrudging coOperation. At the Conference itself,
it was the speeches of the missionaries

and representatives of the Oriental
Churches that gave such remarkable
interest and impressive weight to the

proceedings. You will be glad to

know that orders have been received
for nearly 8,000 sets of the Reports of
the Conference in nine volumes, and

that the first edition of the Statistical

Atlas (2,000) has been almost exhausted.
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Missionary News

than the strong desire expressed

1. Unoccupied fields.
2. The creation of a Board of Study
for the training of missionaries.

by leading missionaries in all parts of
the world that some steps should be

schools for missionaries.

Nothing has been more striking in
the preparatory work of the Confer-

taken to draw the Missionary Societies

and Boards closer together, and to
promote cooperation and coordination
in missionary work by the creation of

3, The development of training

4, Christian education in the muission field.

5, Christian literature.

6. The securing of uniformity to

some Central Advisory International

statistical returns.

action in respect of this matter by
the appointment of a Continuation
Committee. which is instructed to

7. The appointment of an International Committee, composed in part
of Jurists, to draw up a brief statement of recognised principles under-

Committee. The Conterence has taken

confer with the Societies and Boards as

to the best method of working towards

the formation of such a permanent
International Missionary Committee.

It is obvious that in so important a

lying the relations of Missions to
(soverniments,

8. The best means of securing a
larger place for missionary information in the secular press,

9. The advisability of publishing

matter it is necessary to proceed with -in whole or in part the evidence rethe utmost caution and deliberation,
ceived by the Commission on the
and that it is desirable to advance in Missionary Message.
such a way as to secure the cooperaThe Continuation Committee desires
tion of the great majority of Societies
to render any service in its power to
rather than to aim at some ambitious
missionary workers abroad, and is
scheme for which the time is not ripe,
certain that it may expect from them
Pending the formation of some perthe same generous cooperation that

manent organisation, the Continuation Committee is of the opinion that

there isa great deal that may be done
at once along the lines of the Conference itself, and it regards this work as
of sufficient urgency and importance

to justify it in appointing a secretary
to devote his whole time to this work.
The Continuation Committee pro-

poses to take immediate steps to

confer with the Societies and Boards
as regards the possibility of creating
some organ or body which might serve
as a means of communication between
Missionary Societies and Governments
where the interests of several missions
are involved. It has further resolved

to carry to a more advanced stage
some of the investigations initiated
by the Commissions of the Conference, and to set on foot certain other

enquiries which the discussions at
the Conference showed to be urgently
needed. It has accordingly appointed
Special Committees to investigate and

report with regard to the following
matters ‘-—=

was given in the work of the Conference,

The most valued and memorable
part of the Conterence to many was

the mid-day half-hour which was

devoted daily to intercession for the
coning of the Kingdom of God. Wee
believe that in the months and years
that lie ahead missionaries will ex-

perience in their work the answer
to the prayers unitedly offered at this
time. We trust also that the Conterence will be the beginning of a new
spirit of prayer in the Home Church,
in which more faithfully than before
many of its members will seek to share

the burdens of those who are labouring in non-Christian lands.

With cordial greetings, we remaii,
Yours faithfully,

JOHN R,. Mort, Chairman,
J. H. OLDHAM, Secretary,

On behalf of the Continuation
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The Month.
THE PARLIAMENT QUESTION,

Recently a deputation of ten mem-

bers of the National Assembly was
elected to wait upon the President,

Prince Pu Lun, to request him to
report to the Throne at once on the
prayer for the speedy opening of Parhament, which had been unanimously
adopted.

On the following day, ata

meeting of the Government Council,

the majority present favoured curtailing the period by three years, but
Prince Ching was still undecided on
the subject. It is stated that even the
Prince Regent approves the petition,
but Prince Ching and his adherents are
opposed to it, and a struggle is going
on, the result of which may be dangerous to the Prince’s party. It has been

suggested that in case the petition is
again refused, the members of the National Assembly should ali resign, but
& member has now suggested instead
& more active policy, namely, that the

Assembly should continue to petition

the Emperor till their prayer be answered,

AS we go to press we learn that an

Edict has been issued ordering the
Government Council to consider the
National Assembly’s memorial for the

early opening of Parliament in conjunction with the representations from
the provinces, and to present a report
to the Throne at a general audience,
THE SENATE,

The Senate was formally opened on
October 4 by the Prince Regent. in

tional measures in operation in their
arranged order, This is the inauguration meeting since the formation of
the Senate, and it gives me unbounded

pleasure and gratification to attend
this auspicious function and witness
its Sticcess,

‘The world is progressing in the

direction of a common brotherbood
and competition in civilization. The
fundamental principle for the existence of a state Hes in intelligent ad-.
niinistration and enlightened and im-

proved systems. It is all the more
important, however, to secure unity
of imind between the government
above and the people below and insure

their harmony in pulling together.
The Senate is an organ representing
public opinion, and its members are

trnsted by the Throne and revered
by the people, They will no doubt
be able to exert their sincere loyalty
and all assist in the great scheme of
the country, thus extending the effects

of a constitution and setting up a
model for a Parliament. This is not
only an wunprecedentedly glorious

event for China, but also atfords
ground for endless hopes to the goverrmert, Let the members take this

to heart and essay to put forth their
best energies !”’

The Siz Wan fao says that the
eenate held a sitting on the sth, at
which there were present 157 members, seven delegates of the governtnent, sixteen ordinary listeners, six
foreign visitors and ten Press representatives, Five questions were refer-

his address he said : ‘‘ Since assuming

red to it for consideration by the

the Regency by Imperial Orders the
situation of the State has been a diffi-

Throne : insurance and transportation
regulations, Press laws, improvement

cult one, and I have warned myself of

of locai education, promotion of industry in Mongolia, and copyright.
The following are questions submitted by the different provinces: from
Kuangsi, closing opium shops; from

the heavy responsibilities early and
Jate. The Prince and Ministers have,
with unanimity, assisted me and, following the directions of the late Emperor, have put the different constitu-

Honan, enforcement of stamp duties ;

Missionary Journal!
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irom Kiangsu, relieving the difficul-

first, and the committee considered

tres of district and department magistrates and adjusting stamped deeds;
from Hunan, opium prohibition ; from
Hupeh, shipping on the Yangtze and
the Han rivers, As the Kuangsi opium
question was referred to it by special

the question on the following day.
In reply to telegrams trom the Acting
Governor of Kuangsi and the Provincial Assembly the Senate asked the
latter not to disband, but to await its
decision.

order, if was decided to deal with it

Missionary Journal.
AT Tai-yuan-fu, 2nd June, to Dr. and
Mrs. B. ©. BROOMHASLL, a son
(Paul John}.

AT Bethe!, Vermont, rath August, to

AY Hankow, oth October, MARIANNE
(MINNI£), the beloved wife of Rev.

Arthur Bonsey, I. M.S.
At Shanghai, 26th October, A. QO.

C. I. M., Tien-tai.

Rey, aud Mrs. ROBERT C, WILSON,

ason (John Rhett).

MARRIAGES.

At Rochester, N. Y., r1th October,

AT Yen-ping, 24th September, to Rey.
and Mrs. F. BANKHARDT, M. E.M.,

ason (Philip Francis).

Miss ALICH RAY BURSLL, to Rev.

Du Bors S. Morris, A. P. M.,
Hwatyuen,

AY Kai-fong, 12th September, to Mr.
and Mrs. R. H. MatuHews,C. 1,1
a daughter.
eo»

At Pao-ning, 30th September, to Rev.

Ay Yokohama, 21st August, Miss
FREDA V. LorENZ, M. BE. M.,
Kucheng, China, to CARL OBERG
SPAMMER, Takamatsu, Japan.

and Mrs. W. H. Aynis, GC. I M.,,
a

23rd September, Rev. C. B. HAN-

AT Ningpo, 21st October, to Rev, and
Mrs. G. W. SHEPPARD, E. M. M.,
a son anda (laughter.

WAH, C. I. M., returned from Australia.

DEATHS,

J. Proms, M. E. M. (ret.}, for Foo-

asth September, Miss FLORENCE

AY Fu-kiang, 5th September, DORA
LYDIA, youngest child of Mr. and

Mrs. E. J. Mann, C. I. M., from

convulsions.

AT Bath, England, 25th September,
Mr. J. F. BROUMTON.,

Art Chinktang, 27th September,
JANET, second child of Mr. and
Mrs. H. Lyons, from dysentery.

At Siang-tan, 4th October, Dorotry
GRISWOLD, infant daughter of Rey.

and Mrs. A. R. Kepler, A. P. M.,
aged 22 months,

chow,
28th September, Dr. and Mrs. C. M.

Lacky Sires, M, E. M. (ret.), for
Foochow.

ist October, Rev. and Mrs. A.A,
TORRANCE, Misses M. M. JUDSON

and A. D. Dopps, A. P. M.
ard October, Rev. and Mrs, RIVING-

TON and child, Miss EDWARDS,

C, M. S., and Miss U. SHEBBEARE,

C M.S. (ret,).
4th October, Rev. J. F. MCPHUN,
HR. P.M. {ret.).
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4th October, Rev. H. C. WoOozrRIDGE, C. M. S., Ningpo; Mr. and

Groves, Chr. M. (ret.); Rev. ana
Mrs. W. J. Mortimore, C. M. M.

Mrs. WM. McCartuHy, A. C. M,,

(ret.); Rev, and Mrs. T. W. BATEMAN,

An-king (ret.).

"th October, Rev. and Mrs. A. M.

SHERMAN and Miss Eprtg KAy,
A. C. M.: Misses Lacy and K. MeMuL.an, S. P. M.; Rev. and Mrs.

J. W. and two children,
M.E.M., for Nan-chang (ret.).

8th October, Mrs. Bishop W. 5S.
LEWIS, M. HE. M. (ret.).
oth October, Miss J, E. M. LEBEUS,

Rev. and Mrs, D. F. McKINLEY and

Miss M. 1. PrRrxKins, C. M, M.;
Dr. and Mrs. S. O.. MCMURTRY,
GC. P. M. (ret.); Rev. and Mrs. J.

(ret.). Miss GRILts (ret.)
and Miss F. F. M.D., Irish

Pres. Mission : Miss I, U. F.
Ch. Sc. M. (ret. ).

wth October, Miss M. PoOUrTER,

M.D., C. M. S. (ret.); Mr. A. OrrEwine C, I. M,. (ret.)..

M. F. M. (ret.), for Sien-yu ; Miss A.
O. KrRKLAND; E. B. M. (ret.) and

22end October, Rev. and Mrs, G. E.
S{IMMONS, Can, Ang. M., for Honan ;
Rev. E. GERRARD, Rev. J. BERULD-

1oth October, Mr. and Mrs, E. J.
Cooper and Mr W. E. SHEARER,
C. I. M., (ret.} for Tientstn.

CRN and Aisses C. and T. C., BERULD-

Miss E.R. M.

Itth October, Miss BE, MILLIGAN.
Door of Hope, Shanghai (ret. ).

12th October, Mr W. T. VATE,
5. A. M., from N. A., for Si-an-fu,
15th October, Miss O. HODNEFIFLD

(ret.), Miss C, OLSEN and Rev. and

Mrs. N. J. AADLAND, H. S. M.,
Fancheng; Rev. and Mis, K. &,
STOKKE (ret.), A. L. M., Honan;
Rev. F. D. Brown, M. E. M., for
Kiukiang ; Misses G. A. Van Duyn.
R. S. THORSEN and A. KRATZER,
C.1.M., from N. A.; Rev. and Mrs.
C. C. MARRIOTT and two children,

Rev. Mr. Misses E. JETER
(ret.) and P. CALDWELL, A.S.B.M.;
Rev. H. W. HOULDING and Rev. Mr.

Borces, §. Chihli Mission (ret.):
Rev, and Mrs. C. A. LEONARD and
Rev, and Mrs. P. H. ST#PH NS (ret.},
A. Ss. B. M.: Misses L. M, STANLEY

fret.) and Harris, Am. Frd. M.
17th October, Mr. G. A. ANDERSON,

C. I. M. (ret.) from England, Dr. and
Mrs. W.H. PARK and daughter, M. EF.

M. $., Soochow (ret.)}; Miss R.

SEN, Chihli Mission: Miss A. SovLAND {ret,}, unconnected.
23rd October, Rev. and Mrs. HE. W.

Burt and two children, E. BR. M.

(ret.); Rev. C. M. wife and

child, Am. Pres. Mission Press (ret. ) ;

Rev, and Mrs. T. A. Bryson, Tientsin (ret. }.

24th October, Rey. and Mrs, f. A,
SrIMMON and four children, Can.
Pres. Mission (ret.).
DEPARTURES.

ist October, Miss M. JOHNSTON,
for Scotland.

4th October, Rev. and Mrs. D. E.
DANNENBERG and child, for U.S. A,;
Miss A. SKINNER, for U.S. A.

4th October, Mr. A. F. ‘COOPER,
A.C. M., for England.

6th October, Mr. MIEDERER to
Germany via Siberia.

13th October, Mr. and Mrs. K. R. J.

HILL and children, C. J. M., from
Tientsin to Sweden vid Siberia,

wth October, Mr. FE. PAULSON,

C,I. M., toN. A.
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Editorial
CHINESE Christian students educated abroad are no longer

Their numbers and influence are a growing factor.
These students are at once a problem and
Weturned Christian
an opporunity. it is sometimes said that

a rarity.

these students appear to forget on their
return home the Christianity that they have espoused with
varying degrees of earnestness abroad.

In some eases this is

unfortunately so. Many of them, however, become before
long effective forces for good, even though their sphere of
service may for various reasons ‘be at first somewhat restricted.

For most of them the task of finding themselves among. their
own people is one with features as acutely difficult as for the
foreign mussionary. They are the advance waves of a. dimly
understood civilization: they think and act in ways strange to
those who have changed but hittle during their absence and
often they do not receive the same consideration granted to a
foreigner who is expected te do things unlike civilized folk.
They have spent a number of years among circumstances that
tend. to denationalize then. ‘The consequence is that their
attempts to enter into the life of the local church do not induce
congeniality. Ferein lies, we are satisfied, the explanation of
much that looks like loss of Christian service. They have,
with rare exceptions, to readjust themselves ; oftentimes have
to let go of some of their over-ambitious hopes and learn anew
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how to apply their new ideas.

These students need first of all

our sympathy, then opportunities to work along lines that
appeal to them.

Real tact is needed in bringing thein forward—

usually they are of the type that will mot sit on the back seat.
It is the duty of the missionary who has such students connected

with his work to see that in a tactful way they are given
opportunities of service.
THE treatment of Chinese disembarking on the Pacific Coast

of the United States has improved so much that the question
has passed almost entirely from the mind

The Riabts of Chinese

of most of us. Yet here, as in tost

Wnited States.

other lines of human activity, there is
still some room for improvement. A

the

petition was recently presented to us by a Chinese pastor of
many years’ residence in the United States, looking to the
securing for Chinese entering the United States the same

treatment accorded all other aliens. The petition when
presented had already been signed by many prominent in
Christian work. Among other things it is proposed to bring
to the attention of the Chinese the readiness with which American missionaries supported the purpose of the petition. Finally |
the petition will be presented to the Government of the United

States. The two points in the petition are, first, that no
indignity or inconvenience from which people of other nationalties are exempt, should be shown to any Chinese entering the
United States, and, second, that in investigating the case ofa

Chinese suspected of having wrongfully entered the United

States, the burdén of proving his guilt should be on the
Government. Both these requests seem only fair and just.
It 1s beneath the dignity of the United States to show unfair
treatment to the citizens of any other country, whether they
are Chinese or not. Then it does not accord with the high
position of the United States in the council of nations to lay
upon a suspected Chinese the burden of proving his innocence

and then proceed to discredit the only source of evidence
he has, his countrymen. The loss of prestige occasioned by
the unjust treatment of all suspected Chinese who enter the
United States is too high a price to pay for guarding against

being deceived by a few. We trust that here as elsewhere
the genius of the United States for the square deal will have
full play.

Editorial

1910]

Tuk London Tintes has recently contained a series of
fourteen remarkable articles on ‘(Indian Unrest,’ evidently
written by a well-informed politician. He goes
carefully into the numerous and conplicated
causes which render the probleins of Constitutional Government in India so aggravated. Many of these causes are peculiar to India, and therefore have no bearing on similar unrest
in China, but there is the same steady impact of new ideas on
the ancient civilization, imperfect assimilation of those ideas,
aud the disintegration of old beliefs, But the point of greatest

Unrest.

interest for China is his indictment of the Indian system of
Government education, which he characterizes as based none

too firmly on mere intellectualism and bereft of all moral or
religious sanction. He points out that the formation of character on a sound moral basis is inseparable from a sound religious

basis, and here the neutrality of the British Government has
simply let loose a godless Western education which has filled
the minds of Young India with a crude and ill-digested parcel
of ideas of which the spiritual forms no part whatever. ACcordingly, we hear of demands for power which the agitators
are wholly incompetent to wield even if they got it to-morrow.
Ir is thus seen that the ‘attempt to divorce Ethics and Religion has failed in India to produce the sort of leaders which
Ethics and Religion every country must have’ if deeds are to
not Hivarccable.

follow speech.

Count Okuma has lately said:-“‘ The fatal defect in the
teachings of the great Sages of Japan and China is that while

they deal with virtues and morals, they do not snficiently
dwell on the spiritual nature of man, and any nation that neelects the spiritual, though it may flourish for a time, must
eventually decay. The origin of modern civilization is to be
found in the teachings of the Sage of Judea, by whom alone
the necessary moral dynamic is supplied.”

A hastily compiled book on Ethics put in the curriculum
is a poor substitute for the daily and hourly study of the ancient
classics. The recent revelations made by a teacher of twelve

years’ experience at Foochow, cast a lurid light on the state
of China’s new schools.

One is fain to believe that the facts so

boldly set forth in the speech of Mr. Ling are the exception, not
the rule, but the danger of a universal moral paralysis among
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teachers and students is sufficiently great. Perhaps the Chinese
Gsovernment is powerless to correct such deep-seated evils. At
any rate, Mr. Ling’s speech 1s a powerful argument for mission
schonls where ethics and: religion occupy their natural and in-

evitable relation. Fhe teaching of Henry Churchill Kung,
President of Oberlin College, in hrs ‘‘ Personal and Ideal Elements in Education ”,.1s sorely needed tn the new schools of
China.

WE welcome every indication that the Chinese Cliristians

are beginning to realize their heritage in Missions and are
. ig g*

taking hold of the work with their own

Che Presentation hands. A very interesting phase of ‘‘self-

Hew Testament. ,
support

§ ¢4 GB, 4 ®

has just been exhibited in the

preparation of Presentation eopies of the New Testainent to

the Empress Dowager, the Prince Regent, The Empress
Mother and Infant Emperor. The idea originated about a
year and a half ago in the minds of some Christians in Shenst,

aud from then till now,. the collecting of funds, amounting
to some $1,400, has been. doue almost.entirely by the Chinese,
with a Chinese Secretary and Treasurer. The Btble Societies

having still some copies of the Iinperial edition, facsimiles of
the copy presented by the women of China to the Empress
Dowager a wumber of years ago, 1 was decided to use these
instead of printing a new edition, each copy being bound in
silver covers, which are again encased in elaborately carved
caskets, both portraying scenes in the life of our Lord.
***

Dr. ARTHUR T. PIERSON, the Editor-in-Chief of the
Missionary Review of the World, was scheduled to be in China
during the month of December, and would be preDr. A. qd,
We
Dierson. pared to give lectures and addresses if desired.
are sorry to:‘learn, however,. that le has been detained

by ulness in fapan, and so will not be able to reach China as
soon as expected. Dr. Pierson for many years, both by voice
and by pen, has been @ strong advocate of Missions, and his
presence wilt be heartily welcomed wherever he may go. We
trust the present indisposition may be but temporary, and that
the missionaries of China may, many of them, be able to welcome

him in a visit to their fields of labor.

Editorial
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OcToORER 24th was the soth anniversary of the ratification

of the ‘Treaty of Tientsin, under which the importation of
Indian opium into China became legalized.
Cientsin Urealy
‘“Tubilee’’ would be a misnomer to apply to
and Opi.
such an anniverary. We are pleased to see
that a concerted appeal is being made to the churches and
Christian communities in Great Britain, asking that united

effort be made to induce the British government to give prompt
and complete release to the Chinese government from its treaty

obligations in regard to the importation of the drug. Now
that China has shown her dova fides in the suppression of opium

we think she ought to be given a free hand in the matter and
no longer be hampered by any treaty or other regulation which
might be construed by her into an excuse for delay in complete
extermination of the use of the drug by her people. We understand that the Chinese are sending appeals to Kugland that they

may be set free from the Opium Treaty at once, and it might
be well if schools would unite in sending letters signed by the
students, and so give added impetus to the good work. ‘The
true ‘‘ Jubilee’? can be held when Great Britain has severed her
connection with the traffic forever and when China has cast off
her shackles and become a people free from the curse of opium.

K*

A VERY quiet but far-reaching work is that which 1s being
done by the Young Men’s Christian Association in Tokyo for the
Chinese students which are gathered
YD. 2. co. A. Work among there. From time to time missionaries
Chinese Students in Japan. Ghina have gone there to assist

for a few days in special services, and they all bear testimony
to the importance of the work and the need there is for greater,
effort. here are still some three thousand Chinese students in
Japan, not so many asa few years ago, but, coming as they do
from so many parts of China, and to return as they soon will to
take up important positions in their native land, it is difficult to
overestimate the importance of the work among them. It is 2
strategic position. And yet it is a work which no Mission other

than the Y. M. C. A. is likely to take up, as it is of such a

transient nature and so disconnected with the more direct work
here in China. We may well remember them in our prayers,
and, if opportunity offers, lend a hand. A recent word from
there is that the work is more encouraging,
ec
<>} and that a number of
strong young men have been baptized during the last few weeks.
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WrrH a view to furthering the interests of the Wu-Han
University Scheme, Lord William Cecil and Mr. A. 0. Sinitha,
Senior Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford, recentChe Wuswan 1. made a tour in America, visiting many of the

University
leading
university
centres, They met with a
Scheme. oo
$7 a, “oy
1“
most cordial reception, and committees are now

being formed in connection with Columbia, Yale, Harvard,
Chicago, and Toronto Universities. In each case tlie President

of the University signified his willingness to serve on the
committee. Two professors have been appointed, viz., Mr.
Stanlev V. Boxer, B.Sc. Engin., Edimburgh, who has already
reached Hankow and has commenced the study of Chinese, and
Mr. J. C. Pringle, an Oxford first class man, who 1s completing
anengagement with the Japanese government before coming to
China. It has been arranged that Mr. Leslie Johnston, Secretary
of the General Committee of the United Universities’ Scheme,

will visit China and America during the coming autumn.
In our last issue we referred, 1n ottrr paragraph on ‘' Cen-

tralization,’’ to the failure of crops in the Province of Anhui,
and how, because of railway facilities, rebellion
—fomented by the discontented—was crushed
before it began. We now learn that the worst
anticipations of our correspondent are more than realised. The

Famine in
Wiorth Fnbui.

people in the northern part of the Proviuce are face to face
with one of the worst famines in their history. The rainfall
this summer was the greatest of which there is any record, and
the autumn crops were a total failure over a region of approximately seven thousand square miles. Tt is estimated that two
and a half millions of people are affected, and the death-roll of
the coming months is bound to be very great, unless adequate

relief can be given. Rev. E. C. Lobenstine, who has made
two trips through the famine region, says:
‘‘T*he gentry and people were everywhere desirous of enlisting

the sympathy and help of the foreigners. They spoke in most
appreciative terms of the work done three years ago in Kiangsu

Province, and were eager to have the Famine Rehef Committee
undertake work this year also. At Nanhsitichou the ‘‘ self-governnent society’ called on us repeatedly and entertained ts in their
room: and at Mengchen the members of the local Chamber of
Commerce were earnest in their appeals for help. They are fully

awake to the seriousness of the situation, for the number of persous
affected is very large, and the length of time to the spring harvest
is long. For six mouths, hundreds of thousands will be absolutely

Editorial]
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destitute. Probably over a million people in this region will be
dependent upon the charity of others; hard-working, diligent people
suffering from causes over which they had no control.”

Arrangements are being made to form a Chinese and foreign

relief committee ; and we trust that the transit facilities which
were so helpful in putting down disturbance, will be as helpful
in forwarding supplies to the poor sufferers. From a telegram
received from Dr. Patterson, of Suchien, 1¢ would appear that

the famine extends to the northern part of the province of
Kiangsu.

Too much stress cannot be placed upon the significance
and importance of the meeting which 1s to be held this month
Ube Evangelical
Assoctation fiSect=

ing {in

ie National Convention of the Evaugenstc
ssociation of China, the programme of

>

issue.

of December, 7th to rath, in Hankow, of

which was given in full in our October

Delegates are expected from many parts of China, both

Chinese and foreign, and while Chinese will be the language
of the Convention, some of the addresses will be in English,
It is hoped that this Convention will give a great impetus to
Evangelistic work, which is sometimes in danger of being overshadowed by the great demand for institutional work, and,
especially, that the many who thus meet together inay receive
a new spiritual uplift and new encouragement which they will
take back to their several fields of labor and which may result
in great and wide-spread blessing.
3

pS

THE ins and outs of the suppression of the Opium Trade
are difficult to follow. It was supposed that India would have
to meet a large deficit in ler annual revenue
Hndia and the
Opium Kevenue.

from the decreasing amount of the drug
exported. But, strange to say, up to the

present, the enhanced price of opium, consequent on thre
decreased production in China and the possibility of eventual
total suppression, has sent up the price to such a figure that
the revenue of India has been increased some twenty five per
cent, over a few years ago. This, however, cannot long continue, as the advance in price will hardly continue to keep pace

with the diminished production, but meantime India will the
easier be able to adjust herself to the new conditions, 1m which

we believe she will ultimately find herself much better off
every way than ever before,
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Che Sanctuary
And fle spake a parade unto nem to the end that they ought
always to pray, and not to faint.—Lk. xviii. 1.
Giving thanks always for all things in the name of our Lord

Jesus Christ to God, even the v. 20.
THANYSGCIVINGS.

That our spiritual life 1s not
an earth-born spark but a Godgiven fire. (P. 763. }
That “for those in Christ Jesus

seen it think it to be.”

813.)
For the liberality of the Korean

Christians and their great progress in self-support. (P. 813.)

He has sent forth the Spirit of

Life, and God’s Spirit of Life
is the source and stay of our
spiritual life.’”’ (P. 764.)
That we may trust our Bibles.

That ‘‘therein 15 found an accurate account of what Christ

said aud did and au inspired exposition of what His death, His

resurrection and His hfe in

heaven inean tor us.’’ (P. 767.)
For the mission work that has
been begun amoung the Tal race.

(P. 786.)
Hor the advance movement of

the American Bible Society in
Hunan. CP. 809.)
For the forward movement in
S. S. work, including the work

of Mr. Tewkesbury and of Dr.
Parker. (P. 809.)

For the C. E. Society’s

‘‘splendid record during the

CP,

PETITIONS.

That we may experience that

‘the secret of the spiritual life
of the missionary is to have the
life of God coursing through and
through us without hindrance.’'
(P. 766. )
That we may not be ‘‘ stunted
ill-shaped fruitless trees because
of the constrictions we have put

on God’s life within us in the
past.’’ (P. 766.)
Lhat our musical talent, social
instincts, physical vigor, and all

our energies and abilities may
burst out ouly through the channel purified by grace. (P. 768, )
For contentment in spending
‘* days full of little things.’’ (P,
769. )

That we may preach with the
persuasion of the Holy Spirit and

year’’ in Honan including their
Inspiring convention. That the
Chinese Christians can then-

not with the eloquence of the

selves carry on aggressive evangelistic work. (P. 810, )
For the work of grace in Sien-

ized people of the Tai race in
South China and Indo China.
(P. 789.)

yu, Fubkien. (P, 81x.)
For the work in Korea, ‘“‘ far
better than the China missionaries who have not themselves

For the meeting of the Evangelistic Association at Hankow.

religious politician. (P. 769.)
For the millious of unevangel-

For the “‘ week of prayer”

meetings. For Revival.

Contributed Articles
The Spiritual Life of the Missionary”
BY BISHOP MOLONY

FEEL greatly the responsibility that the Committee of
the Shanghai Missionary Association has laid upon me
in their invitation to open this session with a paper on
the Spiritual Life of the Missionary. We want, I doubt

not, all who have met here, words of inspiration and of
practical suggestion for our own souls’ life as we return to our
missionary work, most of us after some patise and relaxation in
the summer, and I hope there may be some message of hope
and help in the words penned off the coast of Japan on a subject
that has been thought and prayed over during my own holiday

in that country.
The missionary’s spiritual life in each word suggests hope,

for the missionary is one ‘‘sent forth by the Holy Ghost,”’
and into his spirit life 1s poured by the same Holy Spirit. I
have not to write about the tending of an earth born spark, but
of a God given fre.

The expression ‘‘spiritual life’’, which 1s so. common
amongst us, has its origin, [ suppose, in the 8th chapter of
Romans. ‘To be spiritually-minded is life and peace’’ and
‘“the law of the Spirit of Life in Christ Jesus made me free from

the Jaw of sin and death.’ in this latter verse the revisetrs
unhesitatingly take the word ‘‘spirit’’ to refer to the Holy
Spirit, and this reminds us that the spiritual life is the Itfe
wrought in the human spirit by the Spirit the Life giver.
We want some thought that will inspire and strengthen us
as we face again the powers of sin and death that are around

us; here it is: ‘* The principle of the Spirit of Life in Christ
Jesus made me free from the principle of sin and death.”’

to translate daw by

have

‘That is the word we
use of powers and influences of general application, whose
methods of action have not been exactly defined, though we
are more and more used to speak of any force whose regularity
* Address before the Shanghai Missionary Association.
NOTE —Readers of the RECORDER are retuinded that the Editorial Board

assuines no responsibility for the views expressed bv the writers of articles
published in these pages.
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cati be depended on as governed by laws—the laws of force,

of gravitation, and so forth. Here St. Paul is dealing with
three principles which he calls laws--the law of God, that
standard of right, written in every man’s conscience as an ethical

instinct and written for the Jews in their moral code, the
principle of right and goodness, the law of God in which ‘‘]
delight after the inward man.” secondly, the law of sin and

death, that principle of moral depravity which struggles against
the law of God even in those who are regenerate and which
makes them cry out on account of their wretchedness. Thirdly,

there comes into view a third principle or law which in the
Christian should make him shout ajioud as the solidier shouts
when the tide of battle turns and he rushes forward to victory ;
as the Apostle thought of it he concluded this chapter, which

vindicates his proposition that there is full salvation for the
Gentile, with the pean: ‘‘ Nay, inall these things we are more
than conquerors through him that loved us.’’ And this third
principle, which comes in to turn the battle between man’s
depravity and God’s standard in favour of the latter is this

‘‘the law of the Spirit of Life in Christ Jesus’’—the great
principle of life, the life of God, made effectual for those who
are in Christ by the operation in them of the Holy Spirit.
You have asked me to speak of the Missionary’s Spiritual
Life. I will come to some practical suggestions presently as
regards the subjective side, but first I want to give you this one
word of hope-—LIFE. To me it 1s a most inspiring word. ‘T’oo
often it is only thought of from the side of duration, then it is
called, as so often in the Epistles and Gospels, ‘‘ eternal life,”
But think of it to-night in its intensity and diversity. How
many are the manifestations of life in this world from the lowest
form of vegetable life to the highest animal life in man and up

to the spiritual forms of life in angel or man and in God
Himself. Life 1s the greatest, most complicated, most mysterious
force of which we know. It overcomes all other forces, and
the source of it is God the Father. God has life in Himself ;
He has given to the Son to have life in Himself, and for those
in Christ Jesus He has sent forth the Spirit of Life, and God’s
Spirit of Life 1s the source and stay of our spiritual life.
St. Paul knew it as a Christian ; he knew it much more as
a imissionary, and so should we. What do we know of St.
Paul before he became a missionary ? T mean before Acts xiii.
4.

Well, we know that he was an evangelist at Damascus,
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a learner in Arabia and perhaps at Tarsus, a prophet and
teacher at Antioch. But he wasn’t much to the fore; when
Barnabas went to Tarsus to seek him and brought him to
Tarsus there doesn’t appear to have been any great stir, When
those scattered by the persecution came and preached there at

first ‘‘the hand of the Lord was with them, and a great multitude that believed turned to the Lord,’’ and when Barnabas
was sent from Jerusalem to see what was going on again we
read that ‘‘much people was added unto the Lord,’’ but when
he brought Saul along all we read is, ‘‘they were gathered

together for a whole vear in the church and taught much
people,’’ and later when the names of the prophets and teachers

in Antioch are given, ainong five names, though Barnabas’ is
first, Saul’s ts last. He had not yet come into prominence. Is
it allowable to suggest that perhaps the intellectual understand-

ing of the Christian faith as the fulfilment of the Israelitish
hope had been very engrossing, or that he was going through

that period of self-conquest referred to so pathetically in
Romans 7 and 8; that he was in fact being fitted for, but had
not yet attained to the vocation and the gifts of a missionary ?
St. Paul had as much to learn and as much of self to conquer
as most men, and the call to be a missionary does not end
till at least some progress has been made in the personal
spiritual life.

So when we deal with the subject ‘‘The Missionary’s
Spiritual Life’? we ask, What extra giit of their life through
the Spirit may the missionary expect and claim? Just this:
they were ‘‘sent forth by the Holy Ghost,’’ and in St. Paul’s
case it made all the difterence.

A few verses further down we

read, ‘Saul, who is also called Paul, filled with the Holy
(shost, fastened his eyes on him and said;’’ the Holy Spirit
gave him penetration, insight, into the souls of men. At the
next place at which they stopped, after the first preaching, they
had many followers, and the next Sabbath almost the whole city
was gathered together to hear the word of God ; then the word
of the Lord was spread abroad throughout all the region, and
the disciples were filled with joy and with the Holy Ghost.

There 1s no need to follow out the experiences of this
mighty missionary. They fill the larger half of the book of
the Acts and they overflow for us in the letters which he wrote
to the churches he founded. His preaching was ‘‘in demon-

stration of the Spirit and of power,’’ his Gospel came ‘‘in the
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Holy Ghost and in much assurance,’’ and his explanation of

it was this: ‘‘I labour ... according to his working, which
worketh in me mightily.” It was the life of God coursing
through his spiritual nature. ‘I live, yet no longer I, but
Christ liveth in me.’’ Zhe secret of the spiritual life of the
missionary 1s to have the life of God, coursing through and
through one without hindrance.
st. Paul was not a great missionary because of his great
intellectual power, nor because of his enthusiastic temperament,

nor because of his combination of Jewish religious traditions
with Greek culture and Roman citizenship, nor because of his
eloquence (though he was once mistaken for Hermes, the
messenger of the gods); he was not a great missionary because

he combined in himself all these qualifications, though God
desires to use the talents he has given us, and usually a large
apple tree with many boughs will bear more apples than a
small tree with a few boughs. But it is not the boughs that
make the apples; it is the life that makes them; the boughs
only bear thetn. Note in St. John xv the change in the R. V.

The branches do not bring forth ;’ they ‘‘bear’’ the fruit.

It was the life of God that coursed through St. Paul’s spirit and
made him a great missionary. He might have turned fruitless
through pride, or through timidity, or through anger and hastiness, or through the exaggeration of, or reliance on, any of his

great natural qualities. How easily might St. Paul have
become just a learned Christian doctor ; how easily might his
letter to the Romans have been a ‘‘dry-as-dust’’ treatise on

the rights of Gentiles in the Christian church, instead of a
living charter of salvation, sealed with the blood of Christ and

testined to by the Holy Ghost. How easily might he have
spent his life in an effort to obtain political rights for Christians
or to obtain toleration from the Jewish authorities for this new
sect’ of Christian [sraelites. It was the life of God in him that
saved him from mistaken courses and Jed him to wander in
distant regions and become all things to all men if he might
Save some.

How miserably the spiritual life of us missionaries comes
short of what it might be! We are stunted, ill-shaped fruittrees because of the constrictions we have put on God's life
within us in the past. We have leaned on some prop and it
has eaten into us and constricted the life that would have made
us strong ; we have bound overselves round with our own precon-
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ceived ideas and they have strangled the life that would have

flowed through us. Let us then open out to the Life of
God ; let us daily, deliberately, open out and let the Life pass
through us.

Now for some practical suggestions, under two heads: 1.
Growth, 2. Discipline.

I. Lite will lead to growth, growth upwards, sunwards,
1.¢., 1n the spiritual sphere towards God.

Having removed the impediments to the life passing
through us, we must encourage growth. How? By putting
the plant out in the sunshine.

It may be spoken of as ‘‘realiz-

ing the presence of God.’’ Our Lord invited His disciples
to it in these words: ‘‘ Abide ye in my love.’’ This 1s all
important; we must have light and warmth. Light 1s truth,
and is appreciated by that instinct of the soul which we call.

faith ; warmth is the exhalation of the divine love, and 1s
appreciated by the love power of the soul. On our side there is
to be an exercise of faith and love, abiding in His word and im

His love, and so drinking in the uourishment of the divine
sunshine.

As our bodies are nourished by the products of the

soil, so our spirits are nourished by the light and warmth of
divine truth and love. That is why Bible reading 1s so essential
a part of our religious life. In the Scriptures of truth we get
nearest to the source of divine light and love. They testify of
Jesus Christ, who is the Life and the Word. Brethren, keep in
daily touch with Life and Truth through your Bibles. T believe
we may trust our Bibles. Therein is found an accurate account
of what Christ said and did and an inspired exposition of what Hts

death, His resurrection and His life in heaven mean for us.
Christ was full of grace and truth and revealed the Father ; the
Holy Spirit was sent first of all as he Spzrzt of Truth ,; this is
his leading title given by our Lord in St. Jolin xiv, xv and xvi.
We therefore have, not only in the sayings of our Lord, but in
the writings of those holy men who were moved by the Holy
Ghost, the Truth, and we ought to feed on it day by day.
Then we should make our response in worship and prayer.

The flowers drinking in the sunshine throw their beauty and
their fragrance up towards the source of light-and warmth.
Daily expression of our thankfulness for creation and redemption should be natural to us, and though at evening we bow our
heads in humility for our shortcomings and failures, we should,

as the warmth of God’s love strikes us again, lift them up in
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praise to Him.

Let us then deliberately, persistently, conStantly practice the realization of God’s presence, walk in the
light and abide 1n the love of God. Thus shall the divine life
lead to growth in us.
Disetpline.—** God gave us not a spirit of fearfulness, but
of power and love and aizsezpline.”’ Why not allow growth to go
on unhampered as the natural result of life ? For two reasons:

first, we are grafted piants, and the old nature still remains
below the graft and; secondly, we are grown under adverse con-

ditions ; the cold blasts of the world try to wither us, the blight
and the worm attack us. So growth must be accompanied by
discipline. Rank growths from the unregenerate stock below
the graft must be ruthlessly and constantly cut away. Mortify
your members which are upon the earth.’ ‘“Tf by the spirit
ye mortify the deeds of the body ye shall live.” Human energies
and abilities come up from the old root ; characteristics we have
inherited, capacities we have come by through education or
circumstances ; all ought to pass up their value through the
grafted stem, or they have no business in our life ; their growth
will weaken the produce of grace in us. For instance, musical
talent, social instincts, physical vigourt. These should not be
allowed to burst out otherwise than through the regenerate graft.
It they grow as branches side by side with the grafted branch,

they will weaken it; 1f through it, then they will be ennobled,
and honoured by God’s using them.’ Consecrate all your gifts
to God and His service and cut away unregenerate growths,
even when, they give proimtse of strength and beauty, and so
force them up Godwards through the channel purified bv grace.

But what of growth above the graft, the result of divine
hfe passing through grace, ‘does this also need pruning ?

Yes,

it does, that the blossoms may be more beautiful or the fruit
more abundant; also because of the blast and the blight that
strike it with withering or with disease.
The gardener who desires the finest blossoms pinches off
a1] the buds but one or two. To some of us comes the call to

be met or women of one work—the great evangelist, the
translator, the pioneer.

Such occupations will not generally

admit of others beside them. Let us seek to know our vocation,
and 1f God has given us marked ability and success in such a

work for Him as needs undivided attention, let us gladly pinch
off all other buds and deny ourselves the pleasures of society or
a settled parish or even of home. But most of us will glorify
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God the more by bearing many blooms or many fruits.
inissionary world needs many men and women who are ‘‘all
round” useful, who can turn to any line of service for God; it
may even be that they must spend days full of little things ;
they blossom alli over, like the bankshire rose, with masses of
small flowers ; their whole life is full of fragrance and beauty.
But even they will be the stronger for cutting back and pruning, for having times when their beneficent activities are interrupted and they gather fresh vigour in the quiet and shade.
This work of discipline needs care and prayer. We cannot

grow healthily or produce our best without careful prayerful
discipline.
We must examine our activities and see whether they have
sprung out from the old nature or the new. Some Christian
workers never stop to think ; they work in the vigour of the old
nature ; their enthusiasm is for some ‘‘ grand idea’’ they have
got and not for the Lord; they preach with the eloquence of the

religious politician and not with the persuasion of the Holy
Spirit ; they know it not, but some of their Christian friends
take note that the luxuriant growth is from the old stem of
self and they mourn aud pray for that worker. Take time to
think and pray aud let the Spirit search you, and whenever a
bursting out of life, not through grace, but through uature, is
shown to you, nip it off without hesitation. Don’t look at its
powerful stem and many leaves, but away with it.

Let our spiritual growth be trained as well as pruned.
A straggling tree that has grown anyhow has indeed a beanty
of its own. But I have seen many sttch lately in Japan ; they
end by becoming a tnass of unsightly straight poles propping

up the deformed, ungainly boughs. And the spiritual life
which has grown anyhow will be full of infirmities.

We are

not wild trees, we are trees in the Lord’s garden, and He intends
us to be shapely and strong and trained. And so we may even
set discipline against liberty.

For instance liberty in prayer.

It is our heritage to go

direct to God as children and pour out our hearts before Him.
But this liberty may run wild; it may grow straggling, leaving

vreat gaps unfilled; it may become ponderous, turning its
boughs down towards the earth and giving uo fragrance to

So we need discipline even in prayer. Let us seek ior
recollectedriess when we enter the presence of God, and orderliness as we set forth our praises and petitions. There is true

God.
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help in such human things as systems of prayer and forms otf
devotion. Only let them always be free and clean channels
through which the life flows and beyond which it expands in

wide ‘spreading liberty. Even so there is help in fixed times
for prayer ; they keep our prayer life and our work life in true
proportion. Only let liberty break through the bonds when it
is the true liberty of the Spirit.
My brethren, I have given you what I could of thoughts
on the spiritual ltfe. If my practice of it came up to my
jn it, I should have had much more to say. May we all, you
and. I, this autumn and winter as we go out to our work as mis-

sionaries seek to allow the principle of the Spirit of Life in

Christ Jesus to show itself as an inspiring and enabling force,
“a power which worketh in us mightily ”’.

Chinese Buddhism and Buddhist China —
BY H. HACKMANN, LiC. THEOL.

N the thirtieth of the tenth month of the eighth year of
the Emperor Ming Ti, of the Later or Eastern Han
Dynasty, period Yung Ting, or 65 A.D., there was
a total eclipse of the sun. At this time the sect of Fo began
to infect China with its pernicious doctrines. The prince of
Chou, the sixth son of Kwang Wu-ti (the former Emperor),
seduced by the T'ao-ssti, who had promised him to bring him.
‘nto communication with the spirits, hearing that there was a

spirit called Fo in the country of Ten-chu (India), pressed
the Emperor to let him come. The official charged with the
task of bringing him over, brought only one of his ministers,
whom the people of that country called Sha-men, in Chinese
Ho-shang, in Tibetan Lama. He brought also a book contain-

ing their doctrine, which states that at the bottom ot all

things is nothingness and the empty. According to this doctrine the highest virtues of men are love and compassion which

make them spare the life of all kinds of animals. These
followers of Fo teach also that when men or animals die, their

souls come to life again in another body, according to the

merits or the wrongs of their past, and that the great secret is
to become a Fo, which can only be accomplished by a virtuous
life. It was in the tenth month of the eighth year of the reign
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of Han Ming-ti (65 A.D.) that the first statue was erected to the
Fo and that his doctrine began to spread. The princes, the
great, and the literary men despised it. Only the prince of
Chou became an adherent and devoted himself to this sect as he
had already done to that of the Tao-ssti.””

Thus runs the story of the introdction of Buddhism into
China in the famous T‘ung-chien-kang-mu (3% 4@ #9 8°, translated by the Father Joseph-Anne-Marie de Moyriac de Mailla,

under the title ‘‘ Histoire générale de la Chine.’? The editor

of de work, Abbé Grosier, adds in a note the following remark (IJI. 357):
‘This official (who was sent by the Emperor) was named
Wang T'sun ; he was dispatched together with seventeen others,

atid they reached the country of the Viieh-chi, one of the kingdoms of Hsi-yit. These ambassadors met there two sha-men
or devotees of Fo, one of whom was called Shih-chia-mo-t‘ang
and the other Chu-fa-lan, and they brought them into China.
They took with them some images of the god Fo or Buddha,
painted on fine Indian linen, as well as forty-two chapters of
the canonical books of the Indians, which they loaded together
with the images on a white horse. The embassy returned to
Lo-yang in the eighth year of the reign of Han Ming-ti.””
On the whole this seems to be a trustworthy account, as

it lacks the character of the miraculous which the relation
in the annais of the Han Dynasty shows, where the famous
dream of the Emperor Ming Ti is referred to as the cause of
the embassy, *

Nevertheless some details call for rectification.

It is unlikely im the extreme that the journey from Loyang
to the Yiieh-chi (A 3%) was accomplished within the course
of one year. Therefore, if 65 A.D. is the year of sending out
the othcials, the year 67 A.D., given in the Han annals, has

to be taken as the year of their return, so that the embassy
occupied the time from 65-67 A.D. The name of one of the
two sha-inen (sramana) who came to China is not correct. The
Shih-chia-mo-t‘ang (or Ché-kia-mo-teg in French transliteration) of Abbé Grosier should be Chia-shih-mo-t‘ang or Kasiapa
Matanga. The forty-two chapters of the canonical books are

the well known Sititra of forty-two sections (fff BR Pq -+ =
% #2) which Kasiapa Matanga translated into Chinese. It
may also be inentioned that besides Wang Tsun (7— 34), whom
“The passage of the Han annals is given in English by S. Beal, Abstract
of Four Lectures of Buddhist Literature in Ching, London, 1882, p. 3 f.
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Abbé Grosier places at the head of the embassy, two others—

Tsai Yin (#& HF) and Ch‘in Ching an important part.*

Buddhism, then, had entered China. { But, as the T‘ungchieu-kang-mu states, it had yet very little influence.

The first period of Buddhism in China is very obscure.
Unlike the development which this religion took in Japan later
on, where it at once worked as a strong ferment and brought
about a hot contest the result of which was a decided victory
of the newcomer, in China for the first three centuries all 1s
silent. The Chinese themselves were not allowed to enter
the monasteries and to follow the ‘‘path’’ of full adherents ;
they could only become Updsakas, lay disciples and patrons
of the monks. So the real congregation of Buddha’s disciples,
as far as there was any, consisted of foreigners from India or
Central Asia. Imagining what their situation may have been
one is reminded of the condition of the Jesuit fathers in later
centuries who lived at the Court of Peking with the zealous
ardour of making proselytes in which they were unsuccessiul.
Notwithstanding they were personally highly esteemed. The

only important work which the foreign Buddhists in China
could do in the beginning was to translate their canonical
writings into Chinese. But, strange to say, even of this work
there is no trace within the first ceutury beyond what the first
two tmissiouaries themselves did.

Kasiapa Matanga translated

the Sfitra of forty-two sections as mentioned above. His
fellow-monk Chu-fa-lan (Gobharana) is said to have translated
four or five which all are lost. That was from 67 to

70 A.D. Not earlier than about 150 A.D. we hear of more
translations. From that time onward the task of translating
was taken up seriously and continuously. But all the names
* As to the difference that Grosier (in conformity with the Han annals)
mentions two missionaries, whilst the text of the T‘ung-chien-kang-mu mentions only one, it is easily accounted for if we take it that Chu-fa-lan (Gobharana) ariived in China a little later than K&siapa M&tanga, being at first
prevented from going by his King (cf. Bunyiu Nanjio, Catalogue of the Chin.

Tripitaka, Appendix II, No. 2.).

{That Buddhism in some way or other was known to the Chinese before

Han Ming-tiis certain. But all the documents proving it show at the same
time that such knowledye was very slight. Single individuais have come in
touch with it, which was but natural, The passage of the Han-wu-chi-shih,
mentioned by Wang Mou (see O. Franke, Zur Frage der Einfulirung des

Buddhismus in China, Mitteil. d. Orient. Sem. in Berlin. XIII. 1), speaks only
of Buddhist monks in Puy bk hsi yii, the western region, probably Turkestan,
whu seem to have been renowned by their learning.
{See Bunyiu Nanjio, Catalogue of the Buddhist Tripitaka, Appendix 11,
No, 2.
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of the translators mentioned to us (the list of whom Is given
in Appendix II of Bunyiu Nanjio’s catalogue) up to about 300
A.D. are either foreign (Indian and Central Asiatic) monks, or
Chinese (lay adherents). Only in the course of the
fourth century A.D. was it open to Chinese to become Buddhist
monks. * Now the real growth of Chinese Buddhism begins.
The period from 400 A.D. till the end of the Tang dynasty,

1.e., about goo A.D., may be considered a very flourishing
one, during which the famous Chinese pilgrims found their
way to India to study the Indian Buddhism : Fa hsien (399-4173),

Tung yiin (518), Hstian chuang (629-645), I-tsing (671-695),
Wu kung (751-790) and others. At this time also the work of
translating the Buddhist canon into Chinese took a new and
very successful start under the guidance of the great Kum@rajiva

(died about 410 A.D.) In this time the last Indian patriarch
of Buddhism—Bodhidharma—lieft his native country and chose
China as the land of his new home (520 or 528 A.D.). {it was
in this period also that the most famous teachers of Buddhism

in China lived and that all the schools of Buddhism which
sprung up in China took their origin. The following ts a list
of these schools, together with their founders and the date of
their lives T:—

Lit tsung &): Tao hsiian, 595-667.
Chii shé tsung (fH. @ 2): Taramartha, 498-560.

Chéng shih tsung (gy FF St): d. about 410.
ean lun tsung (=

=): Kuméarajiva, ab. 4ro.

Ten t‘ai tsung (RO &): Chih kai, 530-597.
Hsien shou tsung (& ¢ 2): Tu fa shun, 556-640.
Tzd én tsung (AE FM St): Asiian chuang, 599-664.

Ch‘an tsung (jf &): Bodhidharma, about 520.

9g. Mi tsung (@ Se): Shan wu wei, beginning of 7th
century.

10. Ching tn tsung + &): Hui yiian, 333-416.
Also the branches of the Ch‘an tsung (Nan yo and Ch‘ing

yiian and the ‘“‘five houses’’—Lin chi, Yiiu mén, Tsao tung,
* Grube in his Geschichte der Chinesischen Literatur (Leipzig, 1902) says
(p. 232) that in the year 235 A.D, Chinese for the first time were allowed to
enter Buddhist monasteries. But Bunyiu Nagjio (Catalogue, Appendix II, No.
28) calls Po fa tsu (fy % fi), a ‘‘ Chinese Sramana,’' and this man lived some
forty vears before 335. Compare also E. Faber, Chronological Handbook,
. 76,

Dp

tA full account of the Chinese schools of Buddhism from the pen of the
present writer will appear in the ‘‘ Mitteilongen des Orientalischen Seminars zu.

Berlin’ of this year.
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Hui yang, Fa yen) originated within this period, viz., in the
eighth century, though the five houses are often called the hve
schools of the Sung dynasty because they (especially the Lin

chi) were the schools that showed vigour and vitality under
the Sung.

It is worth mentioning also that in this period the monastic organization in China was definitely framed by the
famous monk Pai Chang ( ), who in his book on the ‘* Rules
of Purity of the Monasteries’’ gave directions about discipline

and the practical life of the monks as they are still to the
present day more or less observed.”
Ever since the days of the Sung dynasty Chinese Buddhism
had matured. It now formed an integral part of Chinese iife,
but its activity slackened. Efforts were still made, it 1s true, to

study the original Sanscrit literature of the Canon, and there
were still pilgrims zealous enough to undertake a journey to
India in order to obtain palm-leaf manuscripts and relics. t

But the decrepitude of Buddhism in India and its definite
downfall in the izth and 12th centuries put an end to this
Translations of Indian treatises or new additions to the
Chinese-Buddhist Canon still from time to time appeared, and
the political influence of Buddhism was at times very great, as
under Kublai Khan of the Viian dynasty ; nevertheless the inner
development of Chinese Buddhism had reached a standstill.
ection.

The religious life followed the channels of thought which
Everything
became more and more traditional. The antagonism which
from to time arose against the monks through the infiuence of
Confucianists or other religionists did not have the effect of renewing the deeper spirit of the ‘‘sangha’’ (congregation), and
even the Roman Catholic missionaries at the end of the Ming
had been worked out by the schools of the past.

and in the present dynasty passed by without deeper impressions
on the character of the Buddhist church in China, though some

polemic treatises were written on both sides.

At present the current of Buddhist religious life in China
varies very greatly in strength in the different parts of the coun-

try. As far as my personal observations reach (which cover eleven
of the eighteen Chinese provinces, but some of them only very
partially) the provinces in which Buddhist monasteries abound
x See Pai chang ch ‘ing kuei, The Rules of Buddhist Monastic Life in China,
by H. Hackmann. f‘oung Pao, Ser. II, Vol. (IX, No. §.
tj. Edkins, Chinese Buddhism, p. 144 f.
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and show, a number of them at least, an appearance of wealth
and even education, are Chekiang, Kiangsu, Anhui and Kiangsi, to a certain extent also Hupeh and Hunan. Throughout
the northern and western provinces the ‘‘ hoshang’’ disappears

Of the south I dare not speak, as I know it too little.
In Chekiang the T‘ien-t‘ai mountains, the island of P‘u-t'o,
the city of Hangchow and the neighbourhood of Ningpo are
well known Buddhist centres. In Kiangsu, the cities of Nanking, Chinkiang, Yangchow and Suchow form the headquarters.
Anhui possesses in Chiu-hwa-shan (near la-tung) a great centre
for pilgrims, besides many important monasteries in the large

places. North and south of Kiukiang, in the
mountains (Hupeh) and on the slopes of the Lushan (Kiangsi)
some temples of wide renown in former times are tow reduced to
a poor state. In Fukien the Kushan monastery near Fuchow
has a great name and influence, but on the whole the Buddhism
of this province seemed to me not very powerful. A. monastery

of a remarkable standard also is the Pao-hua-shan on the

Yangtze, half-way between Nanking aud Chinkiang, following
the Liitsung (Vinaya school) in a strict way. The Buddhism

of the province of Szuchuan is insignificant, and even the
temples of Omi shan, notwithstanding the glorious name of
their mountain and the great number of pilgrims gathering
there from all parts of the empire, live only on the splendour of
bygone days.

As it is very difficult, even on extended journeys, to form

an adequate idea of the relative position and strength of
Buddhism in different parts of China, it may not be uninteresting to refer to the testimony of a Buddhist book which is here

of some help. There is in my posession a guide book for
pilgrims who desire to visit the most famous monasteries in
China, which describes the routes they have to take. It is
called T's‘an hsiieh chih ching (4 & ay #), ‘S The Ferry of
Reflection on Learning and Knowledge.’’* The number of
routes mentioned here for each province allows a rough estimate

of the number of monasteries and of the rdle Buddhism plays
in the different provices. The book contains :
For Chili
9 routes.
,, oSbantung 1 route.
,, Shansi
3 routes.

,, Honan 2 5;

+ As the preface explains it, @# OD #4 HH Um it H &.
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For Shensi

4 routes.

, ezuchuan 4 ,,
, ¥tinnan 3 4s

., Kueichow 1 route.
2 routes.
., Hunan

r route.
,, Kuangsi
, Kuangtung 3 routes.

,, Wangs 3 gy,
,, Kiangsu 12 ,,
,, Chekiang 5 ,,
, Fukien
,, Anhui

,, 5

I route.
4 routes.

The indicative value of these numbers, of course, js small,
as the monasteries touched by these routes vary very much in

number and importance. A detailed list of the monasteries
themselves, as mentioned in the book, would better serve the
purpose, but is out of place here.

It has often, and justly, been remarked that China as a
whole should not be called a Buddhist country, and that only
the mistaken practice of enlisting the millions of this empire
summarily as Buddhists makes up the high number of Buddhists in the statistics of the world’s religions. Statistics will
always fail to do justice to the strange religious conditions as

we find them in this unique ‘‘ middle kingdom.’’ To count
only the inmates of the monasteries as Buddhist would be too

little. On the other hand to count as adherents all the inhabitants of such places solely on account of the Buddhist
temples existing therein would furnish too high an estimate.

The line of demarcation between Buddhism and other religions

runs through the heart of the Chinese, and who 1s able to
detect it there ?

But apart from this difficulty there is no doubt that the
Buddhist faith has gained in China very considerably and that
it is deeply rooted there even in modern times. The fact ts
somewhat surprising. For the genius of the Buddhist doctrine
has been contrary to the genius of the Chinese nation from the
begiuning, and opposition and persecution broke out again and

agal,

What made the ‘‘foreign’’ religion so successful 1n

spite of all antagonism ? In the introduction to Abel Remusat’s

Foe Koue Ki, a posthumous work edited by Klaproth and
Landresse, the last named editor remarks (p. viii.) that the

success of Buddhism in all the lands where it has spread is due

to its skilfulness in shaping deep philosophical ideas into all
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kinds of fanciful conceptions and legendary material so that the
masses of the people were attracted by the play of the imagination and the satisfaction of the senses, whilst the deeper thinkers
were led into the most tempting problems of existence.* This
two-sidedness to a certain extent characterizes all religions of a

higher standard, Christianity not excluded, but in Buddhism
we find it developed to an unusual degree. The zmaginary
side of this religion was bred in the hot and fertile atmosphere
of the Indian hife. Even the Palicanon of the Southern Buddhists, representing the earlier tradition of the doctrine, savours

of Indian mythology and Indian legends. The tendency to
adapt religious ideas to all sorts of vulgar superstitions grew
nore and more so that at last something like a new religion
originated, known as the Mahayana (great vehicle), discarding
the older phase which henceforward went under the inferior
name of the Hinayana (smal! vehicle). The Mahayana became
the Chinese Buddhism. Images of Buddhas and Boddhisattvas,
temples where the monks officiated in a pompous cult before
those images ; fantastical pagodas and shrines on the roadsides;
litanies and processions ; wonderful legends based on the doctrine of metempsychosis, which always has some gloomy attrac-

tion for the simple uneducated mind; stories of astounding
miracles ; scenes of heavens and hells, such were the means by

which Mahayaua Buddhism won its victory over the common
people. At the same time the educated classes found at the
bottom of Buddhism some of ¢he deepest metaphysical problems.

The philosophy of Buddhism, especially that of the Mahayana,

has anticipated some philosophical questions which in the
western world only since the time of Berkeley and Hume have
been earnestly discussed and which Kant was the first to solve
thoroughly. These are the questions of esseuce and phenomenon, of subjective and objective being, of appearance and the
‘Ding an sich.’ These intricate problems hide themselves
in Buddhist books under the disguise of such terms as ‘‘ empti-

ness,’’ ‘‘nothingness,’’ ‘‘ non-existence of the world’’, which
occur everywhere in the Mahayana treatises. The Buddhist
philosophy has not been able to solve these riddles in a way
satisfying to our modern critical method of thinking, but it has
#«s | créations d'une imagination bizarre, désordonne métne si l’ou

vent. mais faites 4 dessein pour voiler un dogme ou

ur enrichir une légende,

et qui avatent le double avantage d'offrir du merveilleux au vulgaire, et aux
esprits contemplatifs des sujets de méditations,”’ ‘' Meet 9g cette cause—he
continues—~que le Boudihisme a di sa grande et rapide extension dans toutes
les contrées o& le prosélytisme 1’a porté.”’
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since early days clearly felt the enigma which herein lies and
has shown it to the mind capable of critical thinking. Therefore some of the more metaphysical books of Buddhism have
again and again proved attractive to educated people. And

above all there is one other point in the Budhhist religion,

which appealed to the lower as well as to the higher classes,
concerning neither imagination nor intellectual power, but the
conscience common to all; that was the emphasizing of the

law of retribution, winding as a red thread through all the
Buddhist conceptions.

These are the features of Buddhism which seem to me to
have had a deciding influence on the people of China. But
there were some minor causes supporting the religion of Gautama among the sons of Han. Buddhism was a dook religion
and boasted of a great number of canonical writings. The
translations of the Indian Buddhist books were done with great

zeal and skilfulness. Also the Chinese contributions to the
Canon grew to a considerable amount and were ably written.
The background of such a literature gave to Buddhisin a certain prestige in the eyes of the book-loving Chinese. Biud-

dhism in China furthermore the ancestor worship and

introduced the shén wii (jf fiz) even into the monasteries themselves, This connivance made amends to a certain degree for

the greatest fault of a monkish religion in the eyes of the
Chinese, the want of filial piety. Also in other respects Buddhism adapted itself to the new surroundings on the Hoangho

and the Yangtze. Its style of architecture became quite
Some of the indigenous gods, being very popular,
were taken over (as the Kitchen God, and in more modern
times the God of War and the God of Literature). One of the
most prominent Bodhisattvas, Avalokitesvara, was entirely
Chinese.

metatnorphized into Chinese, as Kwanyiu.

Oracles were given

and charms were sold as in Taoism. The Indian dagoba
changed into the Chinese pagoda and became the exponent of

the Féngshui doctrine. Such and other adaptations have
helped a good deal to reconcile the Chinese to the Indian
religion.
One of the most interesting and inost important questions
in connection with Chinese Buddhistn 1s: how much resistance
it will offer in the period of disintegration and reshaping which
sets in apparently to-day and how much: spiritual power is left
in it for the work of renewing itself. The outer aspect of the
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monasteries is very often poor and dilapidated. In several
provinces I have seen temples lying in ruins ever since the
Taiping devastation, or (in Yiinnan) since the Mohammedan
rebellion of the sixties; no funds having been at hand to rebuild them through so long a period. The scantiness of the
results of begging tours undertaken by monks with the 3 4%
£3 5% SK paper (an exhortation to subscribe for the maintenance of a monastery) was In some cases mentioned to me by the
monks themselves. But what is worse than this, the low in-

tellectual and moral level of the great mass of the monks lies
open before all eyes. Nevertheless, 1£ would be rash to assert
that Chinese Buddhism has no future. There are still a great
many zealous devotees among China’s millions ready to support the faith by large sums. On my last visit to the island
of P‘u-t‘o-shan in 1902, I saw some very fne monastic buildings
in construction which must have cost a large sum of money.

Monasteries, as the Tien t‘ung ssi CK H 3), or A yo wang
ssti (if Ff FE ss) near Ningpo, as Hai hui ssti (##¢ 3) at the
foot of the Lushan, or Tien ning ssi (Ft Be S) near Yangchow,
and many others are evidently not at all destitute of means.

In some of them (as Hui chii ssi St 2B = on the Pao-huashan mentioned above) the discipline under the rule of a
strenuous abbot 1s good and the impression created by the
whole establishment a very favourable one. How many of the
mouks take a more spiritual view of their task is, of course,

difficult to say.

But when making longer stays in some

monasteries I invariably noticed a few who seemed to do so.
Even among the lay adherents you occasionally meet people
who are more than casual visitors of the temples and who are not
content with reading such books as the Ching t‘u wen (# ++ 3),
but who give themselves up to the study of the Léng yen ching

(FE fe and similar works. It is not only by pagodas and
road-side shrines, by pilgrimages and burning incense, that the

Buddhism of China maintains its hold on the population. If
Japanese Buddhism should one day come into closer contact

with Chinese Buddhism the result might be a reorganization exhibiting more residual vigour than most people to-day look for.

In the long run, it 1s true, no reorganization can save
Chinese or other Buddhism from falling to pieces. It is aThe more it is brought under
the full light of an objective and scholarly investigation, the
more its weak points will show. Its modern adherents, indeed,
religion which has had its day.
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in Japan, in Ceylon and even in Europe and America, are fond

of asserting that it will be the religion of the future as the
really ‘‘scientific religion.’’ But everybody who studies it more

closely will soon notice that its most fundamental “truths”
(metempsychosis, the law of retribution, the pessimistic view
of life, the eight-fold path leading to salvation) have nothing
to do with science, but are mere assumptions or belteis. Now

although it is true that religion follows quite a different
track from science, and although it cannot deny what science
really has proved to be true, it would be no verdict on a religious belief if science should not corroborate it. The verdict on
Buddhism will be determined by another consideration. There
isan absolute sterility in the Buddhist ideas which renders them
powerless and ineffective to modern man. In Buddhist eves
there is no sense or meaning in the existence of this world, no
sense or meaning in all our best faculties ; there-is nothing to

hope for and nothing to strive for.

such a view of things

cannot form the basis of a creed for the future. Mankind longs
for a religion that gives positive hope, that helps to strengthen
the good faculties in us and to grasp a little at least of the deep
and hidden sense of the universe. If this be the aspiration of

Buddhism 1t must undergo a great chatige so as to give up
more than half ofits true self and borrow the most essential
contents from a religion which the modern Buddhist likes to
speak of as very inferior—Christianity.

some Notes on a Missionary Tour Through
south China, Among the Tai Race
BY REV. W. CLIFTON DODD, N. SIAM.

NE of the greatest of missionary problems is that of

‘The feld is the world.’? The

problem 1s to cover it completely, and yet without
overlapping, and withal in fraternity and codperation of
the various societies participating.

A good part of Indo-China and a part also of Southern
China itself are as yet untouched by the Gospel. They constitute one of the largest unoccupied sections of the worid-held
now extant. Two tours of exploration through portions of this
great unoccupied field have recently been taken by members of
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The residential stations of thia
Mission are confined at present to the north of Siam. Some

the North Laos Mission.

notes of one of these tours follow.
The missionary, his cook and caravan of mules and porters
left Chieng-rai, in North Siam, on January 8th, rgrzo. BRleven

days of travel to the north brought them to our Mission’s out-

station in Keng-tung, Burma, called Maing-k‘iin by the
Chinese.

Two mouths were spent in missionary oversight of
Keng-tung and the two other out-stations in Keng-tung State.
Fifteen days’ travel north from Keng-tung (Maing-k ‘iin)
brought our party to Ssu-mao, the chief commercial centre of
south-western Yiinnan, where we were hospitably entertained
by the French Commissioner of Customs. From P‘n-erh Fu,
two days north of Ssu-mao, a detour from the main caravan road

was made to Wel-yiian and back to the main trail at Mo-hei.
From that point we followed the main caravan road through

Yiian-chiang, Shih-ping and Lin-an to Meng-tzu, again to
share Custoins officials’ hospitality, and from Meng-tzu on
through K‘ai-hua and Kuang-nan to the head of navigation of

the southern branch of the West River, at Po-ngai, locally
called Pak-ai. The total distance covered by mule caravan
from Chieng-rai to Pak-ai was about one thousand miles.

Disposing of the caravan at Pak-ai we slowly made our
way to Nan-ning Fu by native boats. There we met the first

missionary seen on the tour, Dr. Clift, of the Emmanuel
Medical Mission, and tasted again the sweets of Christian
fellowship and hospitality. We felt the stress and strain of
couventional life once more in the journeys by motor boat to
Wuchow and by steamer to Canton, relieved by the communion
of saints many at Wuchow. French and German officials in
both Nanning and Wuchow extended many courtesies.
The whole distauce traveled between Chieng-rai and Can-

ton was about 1,700 miles. The time consumed, including
the oversight work in Keng-tung State, was five months and a
half, from January 8th to June 23rd.
OUR MISSIONARY QUEST

was the people usually calling themselves Tai, although locally
known by various names.

In Kuang-hsi province we found them called To and
Chawng, or Jawng, or Chuang—more fully, T‘o-jen, Chawngjen, or Chuang-jen.
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In Yiinnau province the local names of the fai are more
nimerous still. In Kuang-nan prefecture alone we heard of
Kon Yai, Tai Yoi, and P‘u Tai, called by the Chinese respect-

ively Tu-jen (or Ta-jen), Sha-jen and Lung-jen. In the
Black and Red River valleys of Yiinnan are found two dialects

of Tai, known to themselves as Tai Nam and Tai Lai; the
Chinese equivalents to these names being respectively Shut
Pai-yi and K‘aw Pai-yi. From the region of Wetyiian west-

ward to the Salween River the Tai are called Tat-niia,
‘(Northern Tai.” To the south of the Tai-niia is another

extensive tract, all the inhabitants of which, except the hill
peoples, are the Tai Lit. We have heard and read of a few
other modern local names for the Tai-speaking peoples of
China, e.g., the Chung-chia or Chung-kia.
Outside of China the Tai have become more numerously

named than in China itself.

In Burma they are generically

called Shan by the Burmese, and English writers generally use
this name as synonymous with the race’s own generic name
Tai. Now there are Shans and Shans, two distinct groups of

the family in Burma, the Western and the Eastern.

These

two groups are separated geographically by the Salween River, |

and linguistically by strongly marked dialects and differing

written characters and cults or schools of Buddhism. West of
the Salween River the Tai of Assam and Burma are the almost
extinct Ahom, the K ‘amti, the western branch of the Tai Nita,

and the T'ai Tau, ‘‘Southern Tai,’’ also called Tai Long and
Tai Ngeo. The Eastern Shans, or Eastern Tai, are much
more numerous than the Western Tai, and include many
millions not in Burma. In the north of Siam, in the part of
Burma east of the Salween, in south-western Ytinnan, and in
the French States east of Siam, this Eastern Tai population is
known to their Siamese brethren as the Lao, from which we

get, through the French method of romanization, ‘‘ Laos.”
Among themselves these Laos are known as Lao, Li, K ‘in,
Yuan (or Yon), and Tai Nia. East of the Laos, in Eastern

Tonkin, are found the Ta: Dam, Tai Deng, Tai K‘ao, Tat
Moi, P‘u Tai, and Muong ; while Southern Siam is peopled by
the Siamese proper, who are called either Tai Noi or Tai ‘at.
The whole number of people now living who speak some
dialect of the Tai language, according to census returns and
expert estimates, is not less than eighteen millions, and according to some statisticians 1t is more. In round numbers Siam
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furnishes eight and one-half millions of this total, China six
millions, Tonkin two millions, and Burma a million and a half.
Latitude in the matter of local or tribal names is not a
new characteristic of the Tai race, for they were known to the
ancients by many names.

If we may trust Chinese records previous to the Chou
dynasty, beginning 1122 B. C., as containing even the outlines

of veritable history, one branch of the Tai was found in the
geographical survey which goes under the name of the Great
Vii, say about 2200 B. C. This branch was called Ta Mung,
or the Great Mung, and was found in what is now the western
part of Szechuan province. Now it will be remembered that

‘‘Muong’’ is the name still retained by modern representatives of the Tai race in a portion of Tonkin. ‘The inference
is that the Chinese found the Jat in China when the former
first came into the country, some twenty-three centuries B. C.,

and found them bearing a name which has persisted, in a
slightly modified form, to the present day.
Abont two centuries later the names of two more branches
of the Tai race appear in Chinese annals, and again the locality
1s Western Szechuan. In 1971 B. C. the Chinese ruler K ‘i is
said to have sent his minister Mane T‘u to the Pa there. Near

the Pa lived the Ling. In 338, well within the range of
authentic Chinese history, these Pa and Liiug were subdued by
the Tsin or Chi‘in State, and have since been slowly migrating
southwards. Their descendants are widely scattered to-day in

Yiinnan, under the names of Lung-jen and Pat-yi (or Pa-y1),
Here again we have legendary mention of the Tai within about
three centuries after the arrival of the Chinese in China and
historical mention of them in the earliest historical times, and
in both cases under names still current in our own times.
Perhaps the name Lao (French form Laos) is applied to
more living Tai than any other single tribal appellation. In
the closely related name-form of Chao we hear of them in

Anhui province (not far from their original home, tradition
says, the Lao Shan or Lao Mountains, at the intersection of
the modern provinces of Honan, Hupei and Anhut), almost
four centuries later than the first mention of their brethren, the

Lung and the Pa. Kieh, the last ruler of the Hsia dynasty,
was exiled among the Chao by the new Shang dynasty in
1558 B.C. Chinese history tells us that when the Ts‘in or
Ch'in advanced into Szechuan in the third century B.C. they
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found the Lao there. In 69 A.D. they submitted to the Chinese

Empire. By this time they had spread over the whole of
Western Szechuan and southwards.

And under the cognate
name of Leao they were inhabiting the Kiu-lung range of mountaius which forms the boundary between Szechuan and Shen-

Si provinces, whence ‘‘they spread all over the south after
345 A.D.”
The broad conclusion from Chinese annals is that the Tai
were th China before the Chinese were. Their habitat was a
coutinuous territory stretching from what 1s now Western Szechuan to well within modern Anhui. In Szechuan the Tail were
cailed successively ‘Ta Mung, Pa (or Pai) and Lao (or Leao).
All three of these names are represented by migrations of Tai
southwards and are perpetuated in present-day tribal Tai names,
Numerous as the Tai were and still are, they constitute but
one great family of China’s aborigines. Another great family

is the Mon-K ‘mer, represented in modern times by the Annamites, Cambodians, Peguans, and a host of hill tribes, including the Wa-Palaung Group. The eminent sinologist, Professor
Terrein de la Couperie, did not hesitate to put the Miao and

Yao tribes in this group, and Major Davies in his book

the Link Between India and the Yangtze,’ rather

hesitatingly does the same.

Like the ‘mer, the Tai fought the Chinese before

surrendering their ancestral homes and their petty kingdoms.
And they must have been a more warlike and powerful race

than the Mon-K‘mer, for the latter were expelled by the
Chinese in great waves of mugration which peopled all of
Indo-China before the Tai or the Tibeto-Burmese families
came in any considerable numbers. Sir J. George Scott,
K.C.LE., compiler of the Gazetteer of Burma and a leading
authority on things Burmese and Tai, says concerning Burma:

‘‘T ocal tradition, taken with ethnology and plilology, prove

that the first invading horde was that of the Mon-K ‘mer
sub-family. These were followed by a wave of Tibeto-Burmans, who drove their predecessors before them—many up into
the hills, more still over the borders of the province altogether,

into Siam and Cambodia. Upon these warring bands there
came down finally the peoples of the Siamese-Chinese subfamily, the Karens and the Tai or Shans, who crushed and
thrust and wedged themselves in where they might. The
trend southward was continued over centuries. ... Forbes and
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Garnier unite in the conclusion that in the earlier ages kindred
tribes of the Mon-K‘imers dominated the whole country from
the Irrawaddy eastward to the China Sea ; and, till they were
split by the Tai invaders, the whole of the territories from the
Salween down to the shores of the Gulf of Siam and over to
the Chinese-ridden Annamese and Tonkinese, were dominated

by the K‘iner, in constant conflict with their blood relations,
the Mon, and their remoter kindred the Burmese.’’—Burma :
A Handbook of Practical Information, pp. 60-61. In Major

Davies’ book, ‘‘ Yiinnan, the Link Between India and the
Ganges,’? pp. 364, 365, he says: ‘‘ There seems to be no

doubt from historical and other evidences that the Mon-K ‘mer
speaking races arrived in Yiinnan and Indo-China long before

the Shans (Tai). ... All the evidence of history and tradition
seeins to point to the speakers of Mon-K'‘mer languages being
the earliest established of the present inhabitants of Yiinnan
and Indo-China.’’ At all events it 1s well established by the
Chinese annals that the Tai were long in undisputed possession
of their northern territories and made desperate struggies before
migrating south. Although we read of the Tai in Szechuan
as early as 2200 B.C., it was not until 338 B.C. that any considerable portion of them was subdued there by the Tsin State.

And, although subdued at that time, ‘‘they appear again in
A.D. 47, making raids on the Chinese territory, descending the
Han and Yangtze rivers on bamboo rafts.” They submitted to
the authority of the empire in A.D. 67, but soon rebelled, and

in 78 A.D. were ‘‘defeated in a great battle, which caused
many oftheir people to migrate into the country of the Northern

Shaun States’? (Burma). ‘‘ They soon recovered from this
blow, aud they developed and formed the agglomeration which

becaine in A.D. 629” the great Nan-chao Kingdom at ‘Ta-li |
This Tai kingdom lasted for over 600 years, and was overthrown only when the Mongols, under Kublai Khan, conquered
Tai and Chinese alike. ‘The date of the overthrow of the Ta-l:
kingdom was 1234 A.D.
Meanwhile the Chao (Lao) in the farther east, Anhui and
Kiang-hsi, were holding the Chinese in check, ‘‘and were not
dislodged from their seats before the tenth century of our era,
>

when they were driven into Hunan, western Kwangsi and
Many of them migrated altogether from China at
that time, but they are still largely represented by the Tu-jen,
K weichou.

Tchung-kia and other tribes of Kwangsi (Kuanghsi) and
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Kwetchou (Kweichou) of the present day, speaking dialects
much resembling the Siamese, of whom they are undoubtedly
the elder brothers. ’’

They were not left undisturbed in the southern provinces
of China. For we are told in Chinese history concerning what

is now Kuangnan prefecture in Eastern Viinnan, that ‘‘ this
region was the scene of a great struggle in the eleventh
century,’’ viz., the struggle between the Chinese and ‘‘ the
vigorous Tai race’? for the possession of Southern China.
Tai suffered a severe defeat in A.D. 1053.

‘The

7

But, as we have seen, the Ta-li kingdom lived on for almost 200 years after this defeat, since A. D. 1234 the Tai
have not been regnant in any part of China. But they have
had flourishing kingdoms in what is now Burma, the French
Laos States and Siam.

Lhe above cttattons from Chinese history are mostly from
the scholarly pen of the late Professor la Couperie. The re-

mainder are taken from a report by Mr. F. D. A. Bourne,
H. B. M. Consular Agent at Chungking, published: in the
Parliamentary Blue Book-of 1888. No one- will probably
question the reliability and authenticity of the citations from
the later history. Lhe question of reliability of citations from
the so-called legendary history will turn on the authenticity of
Chinese history earlier than about the Chou dynasty, beginning in 1322 B.C. On this point we cannot agree with the
thoroughly destructive critics. We hold, with J. Dyer Ball in
‘Things Chinese,’’ that there are “‘orains of wheat amidst
all the chaff.” And as the references to the this earlier
period all tally with facts concerning them in their later hisrory, and as they account for these facts and for the fundamental fact of the. presence of the Tai race in Northern China
at allin later history, we hold that the citations in question
are wheat, not chaff.
PROTESTANT MISSIONS AMONG THE TAI.

The American Presbyterian Board (North) has two misstons

at work among the Eastern Tai: one for the Siamese, the
other for the Laos. The American Baptist Board (North) has
a mission among the Western Tai in Burma. Bach of these
missious has been established some four or five decades.

‘Their

Tai converts run up into the hundreds in the Siam and
Western Shan Missions and into thousands in the Laos Mis-
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Each mission has an educational work, medical work,
trained evangelists aud preachers, a press and a Christian
literature, including most or all of the Holy Scriptures. Each
mission has made itself familiar with the dialects of Tai within
its own borders and more or less familiar with that one of the
three cults of Tat Buddhism found in its own field.
In addition to these three missions, thus equipped, beginnings of work for the Tai have been made im several other
sion.

places. At Sawng K‘dn, on the lower Mekawng River, in
French territory, there is a single station, consisting of twa
missionaries of the Swiss Church. They are at work among a
section of the southern Laos (Lao), who have a distinct written
eharacter of their own. This station has perhaps so adherents,

according to the report of Mr. Freeman, of our North Laos
Missi011.
|

Mr. Freeman also reports a little sporadic work for the Tat
in China. He says: ‘*Mr. Clark, of the China Inland Mission
in Kweichou, has studied the Chawng dialect there and trans-

lated Matthew, printing it 1n-a Romanized character. His
ordinary work is in Mandarin Chinese, ‘but he has baptized a
few of these Tai people. . . It is utterly impossible to represent
the Tai speech in Romanized... Whether it prove wise in the
etid to prepare a literature in Tai character or not, a missionary
familiar with the language and written character of the literate
Tai farther south would have a very great advantage in acquiring the Tai dialects in China.’
‘(A Scandinavian mission working in a district south of
the city of Canton has begun work among the Tai there.’
‘‘ Although the Tai districts of China have less missionaries
in proportion than the more densely populated areas of the
empire, yet in several districts a small number of adherents are
found among the Tai who speak Cantonese, notably in Lungchow and Nanning, Kwangst. But it 1s just those missionaries
who are closest in touch with the T'ai who realize how fruitless
effort for this greatest of the non-Chinese races in South China
is likely to be, unless it be through the medium of their own
tongue. Is it not possible that God has delayed effort for this
race in China till a concerted and intelligent effort, based on a
knowledge of the language and written character in use among
the Tai in Siam, could be begun ?’’ .—
Of the. three: established and. organized miusstons.to the
Tai, the Western Shan Mission has planted stations covering
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its rather limited Western Tai feild. The Siam Mission, also,
has its field measurably occupied. But the five stations of the
North Laos Mission, all located in North Siam, do not put one
half of the Laos-reading and Laos-speaking people in touch
with the Gospel.

For the Laos States of Siam contain only about three
million and a half people; while the French Laos States and
Tonkin alone have about two million Laos population, whose
literacy 1s nearly all in the Yuan character of North Siam. As
yet the French allow no Protestant missions in this territory.
But it will some day be opened by the Lord of Hosts, and the
North Taos Mission ought then to continue its work begun
there and stopped several years ago.

On the conservative basis of estimation adopted by Major
Davies the Laos-monastery people east of the Salween in Burma
number some 269,000. Our North Laos Mission is reaching

some of these at long range from our most northern station
in Siam.
The present tour, supplemented by the very specific and
authoritative information given by Major Davies and others,
has determined approximately the number of Laos-monastery
people in China. By this is meant the number of people whose

Buddhism is of the southern school and of the Yuan cult.

The original home of the Yuan cult was among the Yuan people in North Siam; ‘‘ Yuan’’ being a tribal name of the Laos.
The Yuan cult includes the written character and text of the

Buddhist books taught and chanted in all the monasteries.
The text is in two languages: the Pali text in Yuan character
and the Tai comments, etc., also in the Yuan character. This
latter part 1s intelligible even to the women and children.
The number of ‘Tai people in China who are Laos-monas-

tery people is about 856,000. Of these, 256,000 are Li,
speaking a vocabulary identical with that of the Yuan, both as

spoken and as found in the Yuan books, ‘The remaining
600,000 are Eastern Tai Nita. In a list of 262 Tai Niia words,
taken by us on this tour, only one in fourteen differed from the
Yuan as spoken in North Siam and as used by these same Tai
Niia in their Buddhist books. As these books have come from
the Yuan country, of course they are identical with the Yuan
speech and written language in North Siam.
These Laos-monastery people of China live in the southwestern corner of Yiinnan. They are the plains-people in a
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territory extending from the Salween to nearly the roand degree

of east longitude and in the west to the asth degree north
latitude. In all of this field there is no mission station, no
‘resident missionary.
Before the two tours of this year our Presbyterian Misston
knew in a general way that we possessed the only equipment

for evangelizing not only the Eastern Tai of North Siam, but
also those of Burma, the French possessions, and an undefined
portion of China. The tours of the season have fixed the north-

west corner of our Mission’s responsibility and shown us that
of the literate Eastern Tai, literate in the language printed at
our North aos Mission Press, there are not less than 6,625,000.

Our present stations cover only the 3,500,000 in North Siam
and make no organized provision for the 269,000 in Burma,

the 856,000 in China, and the 2,000,000 in French terrticory. ‘‘ Occupied,’’ literate Laos, 3,500,000; ‘‘ unoccupied,’
3,125,000.

Bnt what of the four million and more illiterate Tai in

In South-eastern Yiinnan we found that the
Tai outnumber the Chinese in the valleys of the Black River
as far north as 23% degrees, and in the Red River valleys to
a little beyond 24 degrees, and in the whole of Kuangnan
preiecture. All are illiterate and non-Buddhist. They belong
to none of the great ethnic religions, and have no religious
South China ?

terms in their language, not even a name for God or for religion

self.

With the exception of this lack of religious terms, we
found the Tai of the Black and Red Rivers speaking for the
most part a dialect closely akin to that of the literate Tai Niia.
Whereas only 1 word in 14 Tai Nia words differed from the
written standard; a short list taken in these south eastern valleys showed about 1 1m To. These South-eastern Yiinnan Tai,
about a quarter of a imillion strong, could most easily be evangelized by Laos missionaries.

Our personal investigations did not lead us into Kwetchor. But there is plenty of evidence, missionary and other,

that Tar are found in that province, as well as in Kuangs1
and Kuangtung and Southern Yiinnan. Mr. Holt S. Hallett,
M.T.C.B., F.R.G.S., says of the Tai race’s present distribution: ‘‘ Not only do they stretch away far to the eastward,
perhaps as far as the China Sea, but they actnally form one of
the chief ingredients that compose the so-called Chinese race.’’

Sir J. George Scott says: ‘‘ The Tai race 1s the most widely
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distribtted in Indo-China. The Ahoms of Assam are indisputably Shan, though they are now completely Hinduized.
The Hakkas of Canton are almost certainly of Shan extraction,
though they would be the first to deny it if they knew anything

about the Shans........._ It seems probable that the Tai form
a large part of the population of four of the Chinese provinces-—Viinnan, Kueichou, Kwangsi and Kwangtung.” Major
Davies says: ‘* There can be no doubt that considerable numhers of Shans are to be found in the provinces of Kueichou,

Kuangsi and Kuangtung. It is probable that they at one
time inhabited a great part of China south of the Yangtze, but
many of them have been absorbed by the Chinese. The physical resemblance between the Shan and the Cantonese Chinaman is remarkable, and it seems likely that the latter 1s chiefly

Shan in blood, though now pretty thoroughly imbued with
Chinese customs and ways of thought.” Consul Bourne
says: ‘* Nine-tenths of the population of Nanning prefecture
are Tai.” At another place he mentions that ‘‘ none of the
women could speak Chinese.’’ The Lolos ‘are mere stragglers among a Tai population.”’ A large part of Kuangsi,
he said, was governed by Tai chiefs who are responsible for the
good behaviour of their people. Again he says that from Po-

ngai (where we took boat) down to Nanning Fu “‘the whole
population is Tai, speaking their own language, and governed
for the most part by hereditary officials.’?

That the situation has not greatly changed since Mr,
Bourne wrote above, in 1888, was proved by our experience as

well as by the testimony of missionaries, especially Rev. Mr.
Burkwall, of the British and Foreign Bible Society at Canton.
My cook and I travelled by boat the whole length of Kuangsi
province, from west to east, making many stops. We used

only the Tai speech in buying and selling and in all other
communications, as we had no interpreter, and we got on all
right. In a list of 250 words taken in a Tai village near Nanning Fu, 54 do not seem to have any semblance to the standard

Tai, as written farther south. That is to say, a little more
than i in 5 differed. Of this 54, almost two-thirds resembled

Tai words in South-eastern Yiinnan ; only r9 out of 250 seem-

ing to be peculiar to Kuanghsi.

It is our Laos Mission’s

language, all right enough.
All the Chinese missionaries who heard the account of the
two tours by Laos missionaries this year seemed united in the
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hope that work for the Tai of Kuangst province, at least,
may be undertaken from the Chinese side geographically and
as to civil relations, but from the Laos side linguistically. It
was stated that the Protestant agencies now at work do not and
carinot reach more than about 2,000,000 of the people, leaving
3,000,000 untouched.

The opinion of a fellow-Tai from the Laos country in
Siam, who 1s also an earnest Christian, may be considered of
valtie. My cook, Ai Fu, one dav expressed the opinion that if

we had Kuangsi Tai dialects printed in our phonetic Yuan
alphabetic characters there would be thousands of people eager

to learn to read it.
By whatever agency or agencies conducted, in whatever
language or languages, and using whatever printed character
or characters, we plead for fraternal, ‘‘concerted and intelli.

gent effort’’ in behalf of these five million illiterate Eastern
Tai in China, as well as the six million and a half of literate
Tai in China, Tonkin, Burma and Siam, whom we group as
‘Taos ’' and the remaining six and a half of Eastern and
Western Tai in Siam and Burma. All are our brothers and
sisters, for whom their Lord and ours lived and died.

Evangelical Alliance.
Topics Suggested for Universal and United Prayer,
SUNDAY, JANUARY ist, to SATURDAY, JANUARY 7th, 1914.
Topics for Sermons or Addresses.

“Lhe Lather judgeth no man, but hath committed all judgment unto
the Son, that ali men should honour the Son, even as they
honour the Father.’’ —St. John v. 22, 23.

“TL, if f be lifted up from the earth, will draw ail men unto me.”?
ot. John x11. 32.

‘by thts shall all men know that ye ave My disciples, if ye have love
one to another.’’—St. John xiii. 35.
MonpDAY, JANUARY 2nd, 1911.

Lhanksgiving and Confession.

THANKSGIVING that the day of salvation for the world

and of service for Christ still lasts.
That the peace of nations has to so great a degree been preserved.
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That a growing desire for unity and cooperation among Christians is manifested in so many parts of the Christian church.
That increased research 1s confirming the integrity of the Holy
Scriptures.
CONFESSION of the weakness of the Church’s influence on
the world.
Of increasing love of luxury and lack of self-discipline evident
among professing Christians.
Of the low appreciation of the Authority of God’s Word, and
of the sanctity of His day of rest shown by many.
Of prevailing disregard of the coming of the Lord, and of that

which will follow.
Of the fact that the fear of God and the desire to do His will
have so little part in political and social life.
SCRIPTURE READINGS.
Psalms cxi.

St. Matthew v. 13,

2 Peter iii, 13-15.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 3rd, IQII.

The Church Universal: The ‘‘ One Body" of which Christ is the
Head.

PRAISE for the vast variety and extent of the gifts, administrations and operations bestowed on the Church in these latter days.

For increased liberty, knowledge and opportunity given to

Christians.

PRAYER for a clearer perception of the doctrines of grace
and a fuller entering into the purposes of God.

For a firmer witness to the Godhead of Jesus Christ and a

closer following of the footsteps of His Manhood.
For more complete surrender of the conscience and will to the

Holy Spirit.
For more of the Love which ‘‘ believeth all things, hopeth all
things, endureth all things.’’
For the Evangelical Alliance in all Jands and for the growth of
its influence in all Churches and Christian con munities.
SCRIPTURE READINGS.
Psalm cxix. 33-40. St.John x.7-18. 2 Corinthians iv.3%5-18. Ephesians iv. 4-16.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 4th, 1911.

Nations and Their Rulers.

PRAYER for ‘‘all that are in authority ’’—-Emperors, Kings,

Presidents, Parliaments, and Legislators.
For the quenching of ractal suspicions, national jealousies, and
social animosities.

For higher public opinion with regard to purity, temperance,
honesty, and truth.
For soldiers, sailors, policemen, and all public servants.
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For the removal of all national and social wrongs.

For those in all lands who guide public opinion through the
YESS,

SCRITURE READINGS.

Psalms ext.

Matthew xxii.

Acts xvll. 24-28,

THURSDAY, JANUARY 5th, rorz.

foreign Missions,
PRAISE for the results of the World Missionary Conference
and other missionary gatherings.
Kor the unfailing evidences of the power of the Gospel in the
Ord.and godly lives of multitudes who had not known the
Sa

For the men and women who have gone before us in the path
of service, and left us an exaimple of obedience and devotion.

PRAYER for the awakened nations of the Far East, that the
Gospel may outstrip and overcome evil influences from the Western
W orid.

For the supply of Spirit-filled men and women for Educational
establishments in India, China, and the East.

For the opening of lands still closed to the Gospel, and the

occiipation of every opportunity already given.
For the overthrow of every false religion.
For the strength of vocation to many young men and women,
and power in which to live it out.

For such a supply of means that every Church and Society
may have no lack, but be able in brotherly cooperation to aid in
carrying the Gospel to every creature.
For wisdom in the leadership, policy, and conduct of Missions.

For translators of the Scriptures, and for writers of Christian
literature.

For Medicai and Educational Missions, and work among

women and children.
For Native Churches, Christians, and Engutirers.

For missionary travellers and residents in Mission Fields,

that they may by their example commend missionary effort.
SCRIPTURE READINGS.
Isaiah lv. I-5. St. Matthew ix. 36-38. 2 Corinthians x. 3-5.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 6th, Igit.
Families, Educational Establishments, and the Young.

PRAYER that the Lord Jesus may be the recognized Head of
every family.
That the sacredness of marriage and of all family responsibiltties may be held in higher regard.
That education in all grades may include the knowledge otf
Cod’s Word and the Christian Faith.
That all Professors, Tutors, and Teachers may themselves be
instructed in the Truth.
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That all efforts and agencies for the conversion and edification
ot the young—Missions, Unions, and Associations may receive the
abundant blessing of the Holy Spirit.
SCRIPTURE READINGS.
Proverbs vi. 20-23,

ot. Luke li. 53, 52. St. John xix. 26, 27. Ephesians vi. 1-9,

SATURDAY, JANUARY 7th, rort.
flome Musstons and the fews.

THANKSGIVING for special efforts to influence various
classes of people in many Christian lands.

For the work of the Student Christian Union, the VY. W.C.A.,
Y.M.C.A., and kindred associations.
For a great change in the attitude of many educated Jews
towards the person of Christ.

PRAYER for all Christians in their own lands, that they fail
not to be witnesses of Christ to their people.
For all who labour for the welfare of Israel, that they may do
so in wisdom, patience, and love.
For persecuted Jews, and those returning to Palestine.
For Hebrew believers, that by their lives they may commend
the Gospel.

For a wider circulation and study of the New ‘Testament

atmnong Jews in all lands.

That the time may soon come when ‘‘all Israel shall be

saved ’’ (Romans x1, 26).
SCRIPTURE READINGS.
Genesis xxii. 16-18, St. Luke xiv. 16-24; xix. 44.

Romans xi. 25-36,

ot I lly. Alli
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EVANGELISTIC ASSOCIATION
MEETING.

ed name in Chinese for our Stunday-schools.

With the increase of interest

Sunday School Name for all and the highest efficiency in
(hing.
administration the SundayLo the £aitor of
‘¢ here CHINESE RECORDER.’’

DEAR Srr: In view of the

schools in China will come to

be a great force in the upbuilding and growth of the church.
The Sunday Schools of Europe

Evangelistic Association meet-— and America are becoming great
ing in Hankow, December 7-132, schools of preparation for splenand of the many and various did service. We cannot afttord
questions and problems that wilk in China to let the Sunday

he before the missionaries for

consideration and solution 1t has

occtirred to us that it might be

Schools take any secondary

place in the life and activities of

the church. It is there the

well for the members to consider

youth, intelligence, and hope of

should have a generally accept-

utilised, and set to work. Many

whether it 1s not time that we

the churches is to be found,

Correspondence
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of our great missionary centres

NATIONAL CHRISTIAN

are discovering this, and the

results are extremely gratifying.
As the teacher training classes

VOUR CONVENTION.

PEKING, May 4, 5,06, 7, 79rd.

are established, the plant and

fo the £ditor of

machinery connected with each
mission's local requirements are

(Tye CHINESE RECORDER.’’

tatters in a large degree if we

nounce the dates decided upon

can decide upon the namie of the
Chinese Sunday-school.

Endeavour Convention. The

set to work, it will facilitate Dear Srr: We desire to anThe names and titles upon

the Sunday-School Lesson Helps

have been adopted as a sort of
identity, such as F#F A Be RR,

xu BE ite, etc., but if out of
the Evangelistic Association
meeting in Hankow the missionary body all over China shall be

informed that a for Chinese
Sunday Schools is agreed upon
we shall be another step forward

in the united interests of the
evangelization of China.
Stucerely yours,

W. Remery Hon’.

A CORRECTION.

for the next National Christian
Peking Missionary Association
voted unanimously to invite the

convention to meet May 4-7,
IOI. We are expecting a large
delegation from the northern
provinces and also delegates
from the more remote parts of

the

The Fwrecutive Committee of
the United Society have appoint-

ed the following committee to
provide the programme for the
convention ° Dr. fohn Darroch
(Chairman), Shanghai ; Rev. A.
M. Cunningham, Paotingiu; Rev.

W. J. Lowrie, D.D., Rev. P.

M. Scott and Miss May Corbett, Peking ; Rev. A. R. Kepler,

Zo the Ldttor of
‘Toe CHINESE RECORDER.”

Siangtan ; Rev. John Martin, Foo-

DEAR Sir: Will you kindly

endeavour to get representative
meinbers of the various missions
working in the different parts of
China, and prominent Chinese
Christians, and also (if possible)
some Endeavour leaders tn Eng-

call the attention of your readers
to an error which occurs 10 the

Minutes of the Meeting for the

Establishment of a Bible Teach-

ers’ ‘Training School for Cina.
It occurs on page 11, and says

“that Wuhu and Nanking be

named as suitable places for such

cschool.’’ ‘his should read

Wuhan, meaning the three cities

--flankow, Hanyang, and Wuchang.

Thanking you for making mention of this correction,

I an,

Most truly yours,
A. BE. Cory,
Secretary of the Conference
Bible Study Committee.

Nanking.

chow ;: Rev. A. A. Fulton, D.D.,

Canton. This committee will

land and the United States to partictpate. They hope to pubhsh
a provisional programme soon.

We hope this convention may

be the most successful C. E.
gathering ever held in China,
which is saying a great deal
after the splendid C. E. conven-

tion at Ningpo in 1905 and the
one at Nanking last year. Entertainment will be provided for
allregularly accredited delegates.

Every Christian Endeavour society in China ts entitled to send
one or more delegates ; however,
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the delegation will not be strictly
limited to members of the C. E
societies ; workers who have not
yet organised C. HE. societies,
but who are contemplating do-

ing so, may obtain delegates’
certificates from the General
Secretaries. As the friends in
Peking should know, as soon as
possible, how many delegates to
expect, those who hope to attend

are requested to communicate
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3. He writes ai for the sound

in taught. But a is given for

the sound in fate and u for the
sound in but or the oo in mood.
So, according to his own system,

the au in taught should be pronounced as in tay-oot or tay-ut.
In any case, az in taught does
not require two letiers, for 1t 1s
a simple vowel sound, like the
9 1n all.

4. It is absurd to say that

with us at once, stating the the human voice is incapable
number of foreigners and the of making more than 37 different
number of Chinese who are sounds.’’ And it is equally
thinking of going.
Cordially yours,
Mr.and Mrs. E. B.. STROTHER,
Gen. Sees UU SQ. E. for China.

Address: c/o C. I. M., 9 Woosung

‘Road, Shanghai.

absurd for him to imply that his

37 sounds are ‘‘ basic.’’ What

is the oo in mood but a variation
of the oo in foot ?

5. There are many more

sounds that must be included in

this ‘‘alphabet,” as, e.g., the

French ii and German o of the

Cp peel

A CHINESE ‘‘ ALPHABET.”’

To the Editor of

CHINESE RECORDER.”

Dear Srr: In your August
nuinber Mr. F. Wicks formulates

‘(a scheme for providing an

alphabet for Chinese.’” it seems

to me that Mr. Wicks’ ‘‘al-

phabet is somewhat crude and
unscientific, and I would make
the following criticisms.and sug-

Cantonese dialect, also tne
Welsh ll of Sanningese.
6. Then, how are the long and

short az (short in English kite,
long in German Kaiser) and az
(short in English shout, long in
German aus) to be represented ?

Also the ez sound in ten fzil
(like the Cockney of Brown) ?

Also the triphthong of some
dialects, sounding like the ayu

gestions :—

in pay up? According to Mr.
Wicks’ ‘‘alphabet’’ this would

clude two that are duplicates of
others—the C and the A&A.” But

used for the sound in taught.
All parts of an alphabet must

1. He says: ‘‘ The 26 letters
of our (English) alphabet 1n-

have to be written az (a in fate
and uin but), but az is already

what about Q, which is really
K: the combination QU being

equal to KW or KU.

fit into, and be consistent with,
every other part, or confusion
will result.

in fate, o for the sotind in mote,

the construction of an ‘‘al-

» ‘To write a for the sound

and i for the sound in light, is
surely faulty.

For these sounds

are all diphthongs—a IS ei in
rein, o is ou in soul, and 1 Is al

in aisle. In a perfect “‘alphabet,’’ diphthongs each reprecent both in form and sound two
simple vowels.

As a preparatory study for

phabet’’ I would recommend Mr.

Wicks to Mr. Parker’s ‘‘ Table
of Sounds’? in Giles’s ‘‘ Chinese-

English Dictionary,’’ pp. xliv. to
x] 1.
Yours faithfully,
ALEx. DON.
Dunedin, N, Z.

Correspondence
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A SCHEME FOR PROVIDING AN

A QUESTION OF TITLE.

ALPHABET FOR CHINESE.

To the Editor of
‘OTe CHINESE RECORDER.’
DEAR SIR: Lovers of the little

To the Editor of
‘Wins CHINESE RECORDER.”
DEAR SIR: The representation

of Chinese sounds in Roman

letters does not grow more

simple, to judge by the letter
under the above heading in your

August number. The scheme
there suggested seems to call
for the following comments.

book, “ The Practice of the Pres-

ence of God,’’ by Brother Lawrence, and well wishers of the
Chinese, will rejoice to hear that
this little book has been translated into Chinese, though they
may regret that the two translators were not in touch with one

another, so as to prevent two

First, the Chinese voice ts

editions of the same book being

capable of making the simple or
compound sounds which Wade

same time ; the one by the C. L. 5.

spelt 72 and é@ and w#, and a sound

printed and circulated at the

in Shanghai and the other by

like the a in fat prolonged or

the in Hankow.

perhaps repeated, and others

ever, may God’s blessing rest on

which are not among Mr. Wicks’
thirteen vowels.

Secondly, if the vowels and
diphthongs (in Mr. Wicks order)
were represented by a, ¢, 2(¢),
1, €,7, 5, 04, i, 0, &, u, az, it would

be simpler, more intelligible to
our continental friends and more

Hovw-

them both and may they not
meet with the fate of a similar
book, the “Imitation of Christ,”
on which Bishop Graves has
passed the remark that in spite

of repeated trials to enlist the

interest of Chinese readers, he
has never seen any indication

like the systems already in use
for the transliteration of Asiatic

that the book was felt to be
specially interesting or that it

The marks of quan-

was adopted as a valuable aid to
the devotional life.

languages.

tity might be omitted as a rule,

as is done in writing Latin,

unless they were needed ior some
special purpose.

Thirdly, of the 24 consonants

two are vowels! w and y in

But what I am chiefly

cerned about in writing this letter

is not so much as to whether

the Chinese character is wanting in what Bishop Graves calls

‘devotional nature,’’ which I
am inclined to doubt, but my
the sounds of zw andz (or az), chief concern is to point out
and can add nothing to an alwhat seems to me a grave ¢rror
phabet which has these latter in presenting ‘‘ The Practise of
English words have respectively

letters.

Lastly, in the RECORDER for

1875 (p. 151}, we read: “‘It ts
singular that anyone should, at
this date, make such a retrograde
proposal as to use oo for the sound

of w (long). And it 18 surely a
sign of inaccurate analysis to
write ds, a combination which
cannot be pronounced.”

the Presence of God’’ under the

title 4 FB A, as the Rev. D.

7. Huntington has done. The
three characters are, as we all
know, taken from the Chinese
Classics, and mean literally ‘‘ as

if the spirits were present.”’
How this is to be an equivalent to the English title of the
book is beyond my comprehenSion.
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The religion of Kant has
been aptly called a religion

‘Sas Uf,’ because he taught the

maxim so to act ‘as 777’ there
was a God, even if we question

the objective reality of this Being.
Now it seems to me that would
exactly suit the Chinese, whose
sages have taught them to Sacri-

fice to the dead ‘‘as 7/’’ they
were present, to sacrifice to the

spirits ‘‘as zf’’ the spirits were
present (23 an 7 23 fh dn mh
At: )

Chinese literature abounds

with examples which show

clearly that the religion of the
Chinese is a religion ‘‘as 7f,”’
‘“A sage knows these facts,’’
says Wong Ch‘'ung (FE 3%), in

a chapter on sacrifices, ‘‘and

{ December

wottld amotnt to the ‘ walk
with the God’’ in Micah vi. 8?
If possible the word ‘‘ practice’?

ought to be preserved in the
translation, as Brother Lawrence

takes great pains to show that
the presence of God is something

which has to be practiced and
which can be practiced just as
well as, for instance, godliness

(I Tim. iv. 7).

Hoping to meet with the ap-

proval of those concerned.

lam, Dear Sir,
Yours sincerely,
l. (SENABR.

MR. WHITE AND ‘‘ DIETING.’’

Lo the Editor of

yet while sacrificing he will fast

“THE CHINESE RECORDER.”

and show stich respect and devo-

DEAR Sire: I[ cannot refrain

really ghosts and spirits, and

from making a brief reply to the

other chapter he says: ‘' Thus it
seems as z/ the gods lent their

on The Health of the Missionary,

tion as 2f (34 )) there were

letter of Mr. Hugh W. White in

reform without ceasing as if your last issue, in which he
happiness and unhappiness de- takes exception to the views on
pended thereon.” And in an- nutrition expressed in my article

in the July number of the

help to the wealthy and the ORDER. Mr. White’s excep-

great folks and as 2f the mishap
of the poor and low class people
were the work of the demons.’’

tions are clearly due to a mis-

tiplied to show the same trend
of reasoning and belief. How

have not advocated ‘‘Starving”’

Brother Lawrence teaches in his

‘Yoo much thinking about digestion.’’ Indeed I have advocated
the very opposite of these. Briefly
stated I emphasized the follow-

could be easily mul-

different from this is what

littie book and from what the
Bible teaches on this subject.
(Comp. Acts x. 33).

conception of our purpose and a

misreading of the article. I

or “' Dieting’’ in the sense in
which he uses the term, or

Though I do not think the ing points:
title given to the book by the 1. The standards of food requireC.L. 5. a very happy one (*&
A je FE) I should prefer it to
the other (4 ja #2).

In the works of Chwang Tszu

ment of the past are faulty,

being based on man’s eating
habits and not on his physiologic need.

(aj. —) expressions similar to

2. The classic experiments of
Chittenden and others have

ne #4, Bl Fe fal A can be found.

shown that the average man
eats a good deal more of pro-

AFKA, BAKA fi F

Would not one of these sentences

do instead ? or BARR FF, which

teid food (meat and eggs)
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than he can make use of and

that the excess is a decided
disadvantage to the system,
lessening working efficiency

ping point of eating should be

at the earliest moment when one

is really satished.’’ Nor have I advocated ‘‘ Dieting’’ in the

and leading to a variety of

sense of confining one’s self to

that the total quantity of all
foods eaten by the average

‘normalized appetite ’’ calls for.

disorders and ciseases. Also

wian is in excess of phiysio-

logic need. Notice the terny—
AVERAGE MAN. That does
not exclude the fact that some
do not eat enough.
3. Our normal appetite, which 1s

the guide to the quantity and
kind of food to be eaten, has
been perverted and rendered
unreliable through the hurry

habit of eating, insufhcient

mastication, strained mental
attitude while eating, etc.

4. This lost guide may be recovered ; our instincts may be
rendered normal and reliable

so as to automatically determine the quantity and kind of
food we need, by sane habits of

eating, remembering we have
no teeth in our stomachs, and

certain articles of food. All
foods are to be used which a
In quoting Prot. Fisher I said:
“An exclusive diet 1s usually
unsafe. Even foods which are
not ideally the best are probably
needed when uo other are avalilable or when the appetite special-

ly calls for them.”’ Nor, again,
have I advocated giving undue
thought or concern to our eating
and digestion, but have laid stress
on the avoidance of the same.

I am not so much concerned
with what men eat or how much
they eat as with f#ow they eat,

for the how will largely deternine the what and the how
much.

Mr. White’s case was a common one;—overwork, nervous
exhaustion and consequent loss
of digestive power. This, aS is so

masticating all food to the

common, led him to ‘‘ Dieting ’’

point where involuntary swallowing occurs, thus giving the
saliva, which 1s a very important digestive fiuid, a chance
ty come into contact with the

Had he lived as suggested in

food and giving the taste,
which is the real guide to
eating, an opportunity to talk.

and resorting to various ‘* Fads.’”’

our article in the July RECORDER

he could not have gotten into
the condition he states, and it
was only after he was brought

to live by its main principles
that he recovered and kept well.

He may be exceeding his physiclogic need, in his eating, but
this is of less consequence than
the mechanical process—" ‘Too
on the ‘‘ Fads’’ indicated.
mitch thinking about diges- living
The
methods used by the
tion ’’—btut with the attention
Johns Hopkins Hospital were
on the enjoyment of the food. quite sane. Notice them:
A cheerful frame of mind is
essential, and laughter and Absolute rest, mental and physical,’’ thus striking at the causes

Mastication is to be carried
on, not with the thought on

merriment are to be sought.

It shonild be clear that in the
above there is no advocacy oj

‘*Starving.”’ Hvery individual!
should eat exough to meet his
need, but no more.

‘¢ The stop-

of the weak digestion, which
were ‘‘Overwork’’ and ‘‘ Ner-

yous Exhaustion.’’ Second, ‘‘ eat
nothing but milk, beginning with

a small quantity and gradually
increasing,’’ then going on to

The Chinese Recorder
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solid food and finally forced
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years of iife.

Since the putting

feeding.

forth of the new nutritional

to do only as it was able to do

standard it has proven its truth
in the betterment of thousands

Forced teeding has 1ts place,

of lives, and judging from the

The digestive system,
too, was rested and given work
+f.

as it had in Mr. White’s condition, but the Johns Hopkins
authorities would hardly advocate it for all men.

The instruc-

tions given to Mr. White for the

continuance of health after recovery are also suggestive : “Sr.

Not overwork. When tired,
mentally or physically, rest.
2. Eat heartily of all ordinary toods.’’

The first was essen-

tial] to enable him to do the
second.

‘‘Go thou and do like.

wise,’’ only do the second as
rationally as the frst and do not

despise new truth becattse tt

points to a modification of your
established habits. The points

kind words of appreciation concerning our article, received from

inany of our missionaries, the

new standard already has its firm

advocates in our missionary
body.

We are aware that there are
men who do not yet agree with
Prof. Chittenden, but so far as

I know, they can hardly be
classed as ‘‘Experts’’ as compared with the group like Chit-

tenden, Metchuikoff, Gautier and

others, who are responsible for
the new views on human nutri-

tion. When Dr. Woods Hut-

chinson, or others, presents views

we have advocated are not simply

based on data equally elaborate
and on methods of investigation

them to live at the top-level of
eficiency, to derive the greatest

failed to present such.

for invalids seeking to cure indigestion, but they are as well for
hale and hearty men to enable
pleasure from life and work, and

to enable them to carry heaith

and vigor into the declining

equally careful and scientific
they will receive from us the
sate attention 2s the views of
Chittenden. So far they have
Sincerely yours,

M. J. Exner, M.D.

an ttc ll lie Signi $$

Our Book Table.
The object of these Reviews is to give real information about
Autbors will help reviewers by sending with their books,
price, original if any, or any other facts of interest. The custom
of prefixing an English preface to Chinese books is excellent.
hooks.

REVIEW OF GENAHR’S
DICTIONARY.

The spoken language preceded the written. Therefore while
dictionaries for scholars are need-

ed for the written language, dic-

tionaries for the local dialects
are equally necessary for those

who mingle with the people.
Thus, on one hand, we may

have a sinologue like Julien, well
acquainted with the literature of
China while not able to speak a

word in Chinese, and’ on the
Other hand, men who pick up the

spoken language without being

able to read the simplest book. {
once met a Chinese scholar who,

it was said, had read through
Webster’s Dictionary and could
read any ordinary English book,
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and yet could not speak a word

of English. Hence to get a
complete dictionary adapted to
any locality we must have one

which will include both the

written and the spoken language.

The Cantonese dialect is one of

used the first complete copy of
that valuable work. (Advanced
sheets had been purchased from
time to time bv others. )

This work was a translation
It was printed
on Chinese white paper, which
has proved very frail. Dr. WilOo; the Chinese.

the most important in the whole
Here Western

liams told me that to have print-

intercourse with China began,
Not to mention the early 1uter-

would have greatly increased
the price, besides involving the
delay of four months tn getting
it from New York or Europe by

Chinese empire.

course of Arabic and Indian

traders it was here that the first
European merchants began to
trade with the Chinese. It was
from this province that the first
Chinese emigration took place
to the Straits and the countries

qround the China Sea as wel!

as to America and Australia
and New Zealand.

New objects
and new ideas were introduced
by men from the West and new

terms crept into the colloquial

language. As the free ports

ed it on good foreign paper

a sailing ship coming round the
Cape of Good Hope.
This book was founded on the

Ay BA ft BE, ‘‘Important Characters arranged according to

Sounds,’’ a hand-book for travelling traders. The book, as usualiy published, has but one or two

definitions to each character.

Dr. Williams, in addition to
translating the book, added a
number of phrases and increased

the definitions by adding to the

were opened the Cantonese followed the foreign merchants, so
that almost every open port has

Hirst meaning given the meanings

its contingent of Cantonese as

his examples. The accuracy of

compradores and other employ-

ees, and tradesmen. It is said

of the character as derived from

Dis definitions increased the value

of the book.

To this Rev. W. A. Macy, A.

that there are some 40,000 who
reside In Shanghai. Cantonese
was the first Chinese local! dialect learned by Europeans, and
the need tor means for learning
1t was soon felt. Here the Hast

B.C. BF. M., added an appendix
of some dozen pages containing
additional commou words, most-

India Company had its head-

the characters in the- work, ar-

quarters in China, and through
its employees vaccination and
iorelgn surgery were introduced

ranged according to the Radicals.

ly colloguial, not in the Fan

Wan, and also added a list of

This last feature greatly increased the value of the work,

Bridgman’s Chrestomathy and

as those of us who used the
‘Tonic Dictionary’? for years

other helps for learning the local

can testify.

among the Chinese. Here
dialect were published in the

‘* forties,’’ and here in 1856 Dr.
J. Wells Williams published his

Tonic Dictionary, which has

proved so useful for those who

learn this important dialect. [|

arrived in that year and still use

and for over fifty years have

This book was the

only available Cantonese dictionary for 20 or 25 years. It
had many excellencies, among
which was its portadility.

Many

of us have continued to use. it

for 50 years. It is especially

convenient for missionaries traveiling in the country.
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In 1897 Dr. EB. J. Eitel, of

Hongkong, published, through

Messrs. Kelly and Walsh, iis

‘Chinese Dictionary of the
Cantonese Dialect.’’ As Dr.

Williams’ book was out of print,
Dr. Bitel first thonght of publishmg anew and revised edition of

Dr. Williams’ work, but soon
felt that the literary language

needed more attention than it
had received in the ‘ Tonic Dic-
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having been born in China,

where his father was a missionary, and having himself spoken
Cantonese from his youth, besides being a man of scholarly
attainments.

As Dr. Eitel’s work was an
provement on Dr. Williams’,
so Mr. Genahr’s is an advance
on Dr. Hitel’s. He says rightly:
“Since Dr. -Eitel published his
dictionary the Chinese language

tionary.’ This book was, in has undergone a inarvelous

many respects, an advance on

change, There is a long Hist

provements were, putting Kang
His definition as the frst meaning of the character and divid-

by the Chinese themselves and
partly old phrases used in new

that of Dr. Wilhams. Its im-

ing the examples into three
classes, as Classic, Middle, and

Colloquial. He also printed

over cach character the number
of the radical and the number of
strokes, which was a great help,

especially to beginners. The
examples were also printed in

Chinese characters, which was a
marked improvement. But this

involved making the book less
portable and more expensive.
The improvement in the paper
was also a marked one, but the
size, a large thick 8vo., was a
drawback.

In 1910 Dr. Hitel’s Dictionary,

having run a course of some
thirty years, became out of print,
aud the publishers, to supply the

demand for this valuable work,

prepared to print a new and
revised edition. This was undertaken first by Mr. J. Dyer
Ball, in the government service

1. Hongkong and author of
several books in the Cantonese
dialect. He had only begun the
work when he was compelled by

tailing health to retire to England ou a pension. The work

of phrases partly learned from
Japanese literature or invented
senses, not only in Chinese newspapers and books of setence, but

also in government despatches.
This has to be taken into account

in preparing an up-to-date dictionary which is to last for an-

other twenty or thirty years.

The present student of Chinese
must be able, from some source,

to find out their meaning and
how to use them.

A new edition

of a dictionary issued at the
present time must recoguize the
necessity for allowing for exten-

sive tise of the language of the

‘New China.’ Therefore no

effort has heen spared, not only
by a renewed reading of standard

authors, but also by an exten-

sive study of the literature of
the last fifteen years to enrich

the dictionary and enhance its
value.’’

As 2a motto for the volume

he has adopted Moore’s lines,
“ As learned dialectics sav,

The argument most apt and auiple,
For common use ts the example.”’

Thus the book ts espectally

rich in examples of Chinese
phrases, arranged under fve

Was most ably taken up by Rev.

heads.

culiarly well fitted for this work,

(Mi) and Colloguial (Co).

I. G. Genahr, ot the Rhenish
Mission. Mr. Genabr was pe-

Book (Bk) and Technic-

al (Te) having been added to
Hitel’s Classical (Cl), Mauddle
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It will be seen that the work
is really a ‘‘ Chinese-Enelish
Dictionary ’’ as it claims to be,
in addition to being a dictionary
of the Cantonese dialect. So it

deserves a circulation in al!

parts of the empire where one
wishes ta keep pace with up-todate Chinese phrases. The appendix of the characters used in
the book, arranged according to
the radicals, it is presumed, will
be added at the end of the sec-

ond volume, thus making it

book has been enhanced by the

addition of sections from Sir
Patrick Manson’s Tropical Diseases. Section one contains a

number of illustrations taken
largely from the latter work,

which aid very materially in the
understanding of the text. We

could wish that illustrations,
diagrams, fever charts, etc., occurred more freely in later sections: under Intestinal Obstruc-

tions, for instance, illustrations
ot various forms of twists and

available to alt.
It has been a pleasant task for

knots, internal strangulation,

those men mentioned trom Dr.

it understanding this difficult

me to write this review, as all

intussception, etc., would be of
preat assistance to the student

Williams to Mr. Genahr have

subject.

been personal friends of initie,
and highly esteemed for their
scholarship, ability, and faithful-

ness as Christian missionaries.
I hope that the book may have

a large sale and that the publishers, Messrs. Kelly and Walsh,

inay be amply rewarded for the

beautiful style in which they
have issued this important work.
1 feel sure that both author anc
publishers will have the sincere
thanks of all who use the work.
R. H. GRAVES.

The book is printed by the
Fukuin Printing Co., Ltd. of
Yokohania.

The press work is
very well done, the type clear
cut and well spaced, the paper
good. It is isstied both in 2 one
voliime edition of 1,079 pages
and in five volumes; the latter
may be had either in paper or
limp cloth binding. While the
paragraphing and the numbering

and lettering of sections and

sub-sections are a great help, we

wish the good work might have
been carried further and a little

The Principles and Practice of Medi-

more attempted in the way of
punctuation. Only the small!

Translated into Chinese by

circle aud the comma are used,

Edin., Publication Conmimittee China

often at a loss to know whether

cine, By Wiliam Osler, M.D.,

Philip B. Cousland, M.B., C.M.,

chiefly the latter, and one is

Medical Missionary Association,
Shanghai, $4.00,

he is reading what belongs in

Among those who are attempt-

the preceding sentence or in the

one which follows. ‘fhe in-

ing the difficult task of studying

troduction of the colon, or what

or of teaching Western medicine

passes for it, after the manner of

work will meet with a most

the foreigner at least, make the
reading much easter,

in Chinese, and the number of
such is rapidly tnereasing, this
cordial welcome. It is a trans!ation of probably the most author-

itative and most widely usec

text-book on the Principles and
Practice of Medicine in the English lane nage. The value of the

the Union Mission Version of
the New Testainent would, for

A first edition in Chinese

must, I suppose, inevitably contain many typographical errors.
There are not a few in this book,

though not many of them are

SOA
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such as to cause any great

difficulty. On page 135, under
the treatment of Cerebro-spinal
Fever, the physician is recom-

mended to ‘‘draw out fifteen
centimetres of cerebro-spinal
fiuid.’’ We are very glad it is
distinctly stated that it is fluid
he is speaking of, otherwise
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He finds that quality much
more 111 evidetice in the last three

voluises than in the first two.
In fact in some sections in

voluines I and II there are passages which the teacher would

be unable to solve tf it were

not for the aid of his EBuelish
text, and which Chinese stu-

from the unit of measure used

dents, well versed in their moth-

draw out so mtich of the cord.

could not unravel. We hope

the beginner might be led to

er tongue, Lave admitted they

says 50 cubic centimetres and

these volumes will be carefu]ly gone over again for later edi-

not 15.

1011S.

Incidentally the English text
We are glad to see the pron-

inence given throughout to

the metric system; it would be

too bad to saddle upon thie
Chinese our cumbersome Hneg-

lish and American system of

weights and measures. There

may be room for a difference of

opinion as to what Dr. Osler
means when he speaks of a pint,

—whether itis the English pint
of twenty ounces or about 565

c.c., or the American pint of

sixteen ounces, about 475 c.c.,
and the same difference rtns all
the way down through the liquid
meastres.,
As the greater part

of his professional life thus far
has been spent in America, and

his book was originally written
there, we suspect that he had
the American measures in mind.
Dr. Cousland, however, patriot-

ically takes the other view and

translates apothecaries’ into
metric measures according to the

British standard. The American
equivalents are rather more convenient from the standpoint of

There is a character which
the translator uses frequently
which is used in so many senses

that 1n a given,instanee it is
impossible to understand what
meaning he wishes to convey, it

is the character #. If the

Chinese student wishes to know
the frequency of occurrence, e.¢.,
of a particular symptom, he finds
that it occurs Rr. fe is used in

giving the idea of relative in-

frequency expressed by the Eng-

lish text by: ‘‘It may occur :?’
also to translate ‘‘ occasionally,’
‘‘frequently,’’ “ comimouly,”

‘tia majority of cases,’’ ‘*al-

most invariably,” and “always.”
A symptom which may possibly
occur 112 One case in ten, or three

times in ten, anywhere up to and

including ten times in ten is

stated to occur This wide
variation in the meaning of the
character is justified to a certain
extent by our Chinese-English

dictionaries, but if is in-

accurate for prescription writing.
As to Chinese style the pres-

herently ambiguous then let us
drop it and find some other word
or combination of words which
will give a more accurate idea of
relative frequency.
Dr. Cousland says in the tntroduction: ‘*' Diseases rare or

ness,

We would suggest that in future
editions less space be given to

round numbers, since 30 c.c.
for the fluid otince and 4 c.c.
for the drachm are sufficiently
ent writer does not feel himself
competent to judge excepting
possibly in the quality of clear-

unknown in China have been
dealt with somewhat tersely.’’

Our Book: Table
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Typhoid Fever. Although it
would be dithcult to over-esti-

mate the importance of this

disease in Western countries,

Since it 1s comparatively rare in
China, 1t would seem that thirty-

the burden of the teacher and
the student of medicine. Tt will,
we trust, in the providence of
God, be of no small seryice in
the uplitt of China.

five pages is an unduly large

F, J. A.

space to devote to It.

We would take exception to

A Chinese-English Dictionary, by

troduction. it is stated that

Protessor of Chinese in the Univer-

another statement in the insections II to LX were originally
translated from the fifth edition,

but has all been revised ijn

accordance with the seventh
edition’’. Dr. Cousland means
of course all that had not been
already printed at the time the
seventh edition was issued, which

Herbert A. Giles, M.A., LL.D,

sity of Catnbridge, etc, Second
edition. Revised and enlarged.
Kelly & Walsh, Shanghai; Bernard
Ouaritch, London,

The third fascicule of the
revised edition of Giles’ Chinese-

English Dictionary has been

received. This covers from
‘“hsu’’ By 4759 to ff 7073, from

unfortunately leaves a compara-

pages 593-888. Very little can be

found a difference in the English

added to previous reviews of this
handsome and laborious production. One is impressed with the

tively small part of the book.
in every case where I have

text between the seventh and
earlier editions, and I have not-

ed several instances, the Chinese

text follows the older edition.

Hence it seems rather mislead-

ing in the English title page to
the one volume edition to say
‘ Seventh edition.’’
These are the main points in

which, in the opinion of the
reviewer, the book might be
uuproved. In closing he would
express his appreciation of the

beauty of the typography: the
characters used for the entries
being a little larger than in the
first edition. ‘I‘here has been
some tourmuring in the Reviews

about the amount of vacant
space which Dr. Giles’ plan

leaves unoccupied, but beauty
and facility of reference require
this.

The revision did not permit of
the addition of new characters,
the absence of some of which,

tremendous amount of accurate,
cateiul, painstaking labor which

especially those found in the

thinks the translation of such a

the addition of new characters

histories, Mr. Parker complained

this book implies. If any one

of in the China Review, but

book ts an easy task let him
work on a paragraph, for ex-

would disarrange the numbering
and necessitate the renumbering

ample, describing the development of the malarial parasite.

The work on the whole is admirably done.

The writer feels

a personal debt of gratitude.
which he knows is shared in
common by the medical profession in China, to Dr. Cousland
aud those who assisted him, for
coinpleting this work, which has
already done so much to lighten

of cross references. ‘This re-

vision was sufhciently arduous
without this addition.

The entries under ‘‘ Rare

Cnaracters’’ are, of course, the
same as in the first edition, but
under ‘‘Common Characters ’”’
considerable numbers of new
eutries are found ; for example,
under [g] 17 new entries were
found.
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Previous reviews have pointed

out that the revision takes little
or no account of new terns now
.so popular throughout China.

Probably Dr. Giles would say
that these names and phrases
are still too much in the state of

flux, and are, therefore, wnworthy of a place in his work,
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The China Mission Year Book, 1910.

Being “The Christian Movement
12 China.’”?

Hdited by the Rev. D.
MacGillivray, D.D., forthe Christian
Literature Soctety. Paper covers,
HI.50; cloth, $1.75.

Dr. MacGillivray has const-

tuted himself the statistician of
the missionary body in China.
His ‘‘ A Century of Missions tn

but all the same there are maty

China was prepared for the

now been i use for some years,
and most users of the Dictionary

Centenary Conference Committee and proved a mine of inforiiation to all who had to do with

would be glad to have these

the preparation of statistics or

lew expressions which have

nicluded.

papers tor the Couference.

One curious thing is that all
the old examination terms are
still explained as if the examunation system were not abolished.

Thus under 4%, #1, 4, there
are long lists of titles, degrees,
etc., which have disappeared

never to return, but no hint is
etven of this.
Dr. Gites believes thet there
is nothing finished in this world,
anc probably looks forward to a
third revised edition, and there
is none so competent as he to do

the work.

But the work is now

so enormotts that 1t appears to us
tt would be better for a large synd}-

cate of collaborateurs to get out
the next Chinese dictionary. The
latest lexicons of other languages

are prepared im this way, and
the Chinese language 1s worthy
of the same treatinent. At pres-

ent the dictionaries of Chinese

ere little more than Iists of

sentences. We would like the
next dictionary to approximate
tore nearly to the style of the
best English lexicons, where,
for example, we have the source

of some quotations

‘The

present volume is meant to be
an anutial and, doubtless, in a
few years’ lime we shall wonder

how we ever managed to get
along in the days before Dr.
MacGillivray’s ‘‘ Year Book’”’

was available for reference.
The Year Book contains thirtv
chapters and ten appendices, and

deals ably with every phase of
Mission work. Fifty-four ‘‘ experts ”? have written the difterent
articles, and itis safe to say that
the information given under each
head is as tull as is attainable.

This ‘' Year Book’’ will be
quoted as an authority, and

rightly so by 1uissionary writers
and periodicals the world around.

Where there 1s so much that is
excellent it is almost impossible,

and might seem invidicus, to
single any of the articles out for
special mention. The first three

articles form a fitting intro-

duction to the book and will be
regarded by many as the most
interesting, perhaps the most
important in the book. ‘These are
the ‘* General Survey,’ by Dr. A.

H. Smith; ‘‘ important Edicts

and also synonyms differentiated,
but whether this 1s possible, the
future alone can disclose. Mean-

and Government Changes,’ by
W. Sheldon Ridge, and ‘‘ The
Government Schools of China,’’

his freld.

articles contain in a handy forn
much inforniation not easily pro-

time Dr. Giles stands alopve in
Dy. MAcG,

by Dr. J. C. Ferguson. These
curable and will be valued by
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nally as a collventlent reference

book on things Chinese. A
missionary at home on furlough
needs to be an encyclopzedia on

Chinese affairs, and this book
provides one with the means for
answering the numberless ques-

tions that will inevitably be

asked bv friends in the homelanct.

Amongst the important matter
in the Appendix are the articles,
with statistics, on the Greek and
Roman Churches, the Obituary

for the Year, the Table of Important Events and the Mission-

ary Directory. Altogether this
is the book which no missionary

would willingly be without. It
would make a good Christmas
present for a friend in the inteYior.

Dr. MacGilhvray has earned

the thanks of the tussionary
body for providing 1t, at the
cost of much time and labour,
with this much needed voluine.

In giving an exceedingly happy
rendering for the English phrase.

A few examples will be worth
more than much commendation.

ag gy 8 palm, #2 Fp 4

A pis aller fE fl Ez —- .

To play one person off against

another, 44 ili KE lea

A brown study, Am A SF @.

DALE

Rome was not built in a day,
— HB) A BE Bk SH
. FE
To pull faces, #}
ae HB 4

The land of nod, 3 Bh. &
ml ED. HHS PR FF. ROA
Tet anyone puzzle out why

each of these sentences should

inean ‘‘the land of nod,” and
he wil] have a lesson on the
suggestiveness of the Chinese
language.

One might go on imaking

quotations indefinitely but these

Will show that this is 2a book
which every Chinese student
would like to possess, and though

Dictionary of Idiousatic Enyiish Phrases, by J. Dixon,
M.A. Translated by Chan Chi-lan,
Oueen’s College, Hougkong, Ectit-

RE id hy SE Re BK.

primarily a book of reference

one may well find it as interesting as the old lady did the dictionary, ‘‘ though the stories are

ed by Dr. W.W. Yen. Cominercta]

short.’”’

Everyone who has to either

measures 934 by 6% inches, con-

Press. $2.50.

speak or write Chinese is painfully aware at times of the difhculty of finding an equivalent in

Chinese for some common EnpSuch
words as ‘‘interesting,’’ ‘‘absorb-

glish words or idioms.

ed,’ ‘‘tact,’’ ‘* consideration ”
and a great many others that

might be named are only to be
translated by a paraphrase that
suggests a long acquainta:ce
with the circumlocution office.
The translators of this book have
tackled a book of English idioms,

It may be added that the book

tains nearly 600 pages and is
well printed and strongly bound
in stiff boards and half leather.
4) Re BE GS Ak. The Juvenile Eng-

lish Reaclers, Vols. J. and II., 20
cents each: Vols. III. and 1V., 30
cents each, The Commercial Press.

These are well and plainly

printed little books. Vol. I.

conimences with the A B C,

and hefore the end of Vol. IV.
the elements of grammar are
innastered, The books are sim-

many of which seem at the frst

ple and easy to understand ; they

blush absolutely uutranslateable.
In every case they have succeeded in giving the sense and often

Chinese teacher could handle

are the kitid of text-books which
to advantage.

The Chinese Recorder
Everyday English.
Book I, A book of ciassified senten-

Al AA Oe SEH OK.

ces, 40 cents. The Commercial

Press,

In learning a language two
things are of great importance.

One of these is to understand the

grammar and the other to remember the idiom of the language studied. This book is a
collection of classified sentences

illustrating the use of the differ-
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Church Unity. A plea from the Mission field, by J. Campbell Gibson,
M.A., D.D., Moderator of the Synod

ot the Presbyterian Church of England.

An address delivered from the
Chair of Synod of the Presbyterian Church of England, on 3rd

May, 1909, now issued as a

little brochure which should do
much to promote the cause of
Christian union.

ent parts of speech tn the English

tongue. With their genius for
memory work Chinese students

should find this a most helpful
book.

A Modern Dictionary of the English
Language, Macmillan & Co. One
shilling and fourpence.

An excellent and copious dic-

Translation of Dr. Torrey’s ‘* What the Bible Teaches,’
with notes from a Chinese class

tionary and remarkably cheap.

ao Se EE Bil.

root. By Rev. Jacob Speicher,

Kityang. The China Baptist Publ1cation Society.

Mr. Speicher tells us iu his
preface that this book has been

used for several years it: tie
Kityang Preacher's Institute and

that ‘‘the interest manifested.

ou the part of the pastors,
teachers, and evangelists ’’ in its

teaching was most gratifying.
It is now completely translated

and sent out ou a wider mission
Books of this
of usefulness.

tind that have been tried and
proved are what we need in the

mission eld.

‘hese two vo-

lumes might not only be used as |
text-books in the class room, but
intelligent pastors and evangelists would find them exceedingly
useful in the preparation of their
‘There is a great deal

Je tS 3 fh) &. Christiats Catechism,
by Foreign Christian Mission, Nanking,
A Bible Teacher’s Training School for
China. Rev. A. BE. Cory, Nanking,
Ali the Worid. Issued quarterly in
the interests of the forward movement of the Board of Foreign Mis-

mons: -Presbyterian Church U. S.
Canton Christian Coliege Bulletin.
Trustees of Canton Christian College.

5th Avenue, New York.

The Broadcast Tracts, from the “Broadcast ’' Press, Changsha. Allan Cae
TMIECTOTI.

— OF the 30 kinds sent for review

some ten are entirely Scripture.

The tracts are sold at the low
price of 60 cts. per thousand.
Different sizes of type are used
and various devices of the printer

employed to make the text of
the posters as striking as possi-

of compressed thought in this

ble. A purist in style would

book.

the style and composition of

hHnd something to object to in

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

many ot those leaflets, but as
more than a million have been

Macmillan & Co., London.
Siepmann’s Classical French
Texts. Le Barbier De Seville.

already isstted, it is evident that
the productions of the ‘‘ Broad-

Beaumarchais. Edited by Alexander Freund. Cloth, Price 2:6.

cast ’’ Press are appreciated and

found tseful.
God-speed.

We wish them
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Recent Announcements.
The Traveller’s Guide.

Religious

Tract Society, London,

China Mission Study Class Book.
J}, MacGillivray,

Directory of Worship of Presbyterian Church, by C. D. Herriott.
‘Life of Lord Shaftesbury. F.. Mor-

MacGillivray (out).
Dewey’s Deciinal Classification for

Pan.

Cc. L. S. (ready).

Evolution and Christianity. D.
Libraries in Chinese. Howard S.

Life of Stephen Grellet. Cc, Ll. S.,
F. B. Meyer’s Elijah. CL. S.

(salt.

From Zoroaster to Christ, being
life of first Parsee convert to Chris-

Shaw.

C. L. S.
Com. on Alos., C. Campbell Brown.
Life of Mrs, Kummm. J. Vale.

Newell’s O. T, Studies. J. Vale.

Expository and Homiletical Commentary on the Gospels. Rey. Thos.

C. Fulton.
Bible of Nature, Thomson.

Cc...

FR, Morgan.

Preacher’s Helper.

Mr. Tong,

CHINA MISSION YRAR Boor. XD.
BMACGILLIVRAY.

CL. S.

Scofield Bible References.
denstricker,

Touching Incidents, etc, By 8. B.
Translated by Miss Franz.
Ethical Teaching of Jesus. 1). Mac-

Crillivray.

The Faith of a Christian.

rillivray (ready).
Dr. Churchill King on the Sermon
on the Mount. D. MacGillivray.
Holy Ann. C.T.S.
Korea tor Christ.

Oo L. S.

Dole’s Coming People.

A. Sy-

ITS,

Couling.
A History of Western Ethics. Mrs.
Couling,
Simpson’s Fact of Christ. D. Mar-

C. L. S.

Genahr’s Paul on Mars’ Hill. ¢.
L, S$,

Missionary News.
The A. B. S. in Hunan.

Sunday-Schools,

The American Bible Society
announce the appointment of

The Centenary Conference
Sunday -school Committee js
planning a forward movement

Rev. Walter S. Elliott to the

superintendency of its work in

next year. The Rey. E. G.

the province of Hunan and con-

Tewkesbury, who has been appointed Organising Secretary for

tiguous territory, with head-

quarters at Changsha. All orders

for Scriptures, applications for
grants and requests for colporteurs should be addressed to
Changsha instead of direct to
shanghai or Hankow.

A stock of A. B. 5. publica-

tions will be kept at Changsha
and a system of colportage extended, as far as practicable, in

cooperation with the various
missions throughout the provitice.

Stnday-schools in China, has
now arrived in China, and will
take up his duties immediately.
Mr. Tewkesbury came to China
under the A. B.C. F. M. in 1890
and laboured at Tungchow with
conspicuous ability. He 1s therefore able to begin work at once.

Mr. Tewkesbury will address
tneetings on Sunday-schools and

organise local unions in various

parts of the country. He has
exceptional gifts for the work
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he has assumed, and the com-

mittee anticipate the happiest
results from his arrival.

The International series of

lessons is being translated and
issued in quarterly booklet form
this year as last. The comunittee

have been greatly encouraged
by the increasing sale of their
literature. This has always been
produced under difficulties by

men who were already overburdened with other duties. AS
a result the lessons have often

heen delayed and purchasers
have been disappointed at recetying the booklets after the quarter
had begun. This is to be reim-

edied in the ensuing year. Dr.
A. P. Parker, of Shanghat, who
has just returned from furlough,
has agreed to the request of the
coninittee that be would undertake the preparation of the lessons, and as Dr. Parker 1s set

apatt by his Board from other
duties for literary work the committee expect to be able to get

the lessons into the hands of
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C. E. Convention in Honan.
‘Phe photograph on the opposite

page was taken at a_ recent
District C. EE. Convention held
at Kwangchow, Honan. A very

interesting Chinese letter was
sent with the photo, telling of

the organisation of the C. E.

society in the district, about. a

year ago, and of its splendid
record during the year, and

giving quite a full report of
their inspiring Convention. ‘his

letter is especially interesting,
as it shows the possibilities of

the C. EK. Society in places

which have no resident missionary and which are seldom visited

by a foreigner. Although it ts
desirable that C. E. Societies
should have the constant super-

vision of missionaries, if possible, yet it 18 encouraging to
know that the Chinese Christians
themselves can carry on aggressive evangelistic work ‘by adopting C. E. methods.

The letter states that the

quarter’s work.

Gospel was first preached in
Kwangebhow by a C. IT. M.
iissionary, who was ‘‘ terribly

hooklet are based on Peloubet’s

Boxer troubles tt: rgo0o,’’ that

the superintendents of Sunday-

schools in ample time for the
The lessous in the Chinese

beaten by the natives during the

Select Notes on the Sundayschool Lessons. Missionaries
who use this book will be able
to. direct the studies of their

he returned to China after going
home for treatment, but that he

The churches at home are
viving increasing attention to
the work of Suuday-schools.

brief visits from time to time.
‘The Christians became dis-

Some .of those best qualified to

cooled down until their spiritual-

had to go home again, several

years ago, on account of illiress.
schools along the line taken up Since that time there has been no
in the quarterly, even if they do resident missionary in Kwangnot find time to read the Chi- chow. A. missionary from a city
nese booklet.
some distance away has imade

judge believe that the next re-

vival will have its origin and
most effectual manifestation in

the Sunday-school. May God
send it soon and may we be
ready to take full advantage of
it when it comes.

couraged and their zeal gradually

ity. was at a low ebh.’’ Last
year three young. men went
from Kwangchow to Nanking

to attend the C. K. couvention,
and were deeply impressed by
what.they saw and heard there ;
on their way home they stopped
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in Shanghai and received further
instructions and suggestions concerning the C. BE. Society. They

of those present entered into the
Ouiet Hour Covenant, pledging

returned home, full of zeal, and
organised a C. 1. Society, which

prayer and to do all in their

themselves to spend a certain
time daily in Bible-reading and

has met regularly every week power to establish family worship
during the past year and had in their homes. Fifty-nine men
most helpful services, tn which and women volunteered to give
all the members participated. a certain number of days to
Several societies have also been
Started in near-by cities. Recent-

ly, on the anniversary of the
organisation of the society in
Kwangchow, they held a C. E.
convention, which was attended

by 260 Christians, including
delegates trom the surrounding

country. They held four ses-

sions daily for three days. The
following is a partial translation
of their programme:
x, Prayer for the Holy Spirit. How
can we be filled with the Holy Spirit ?

2, Thanksgiving for the orgatii-

sation of the C. FE, in Kwangchow.

3. How C. BE. helps Christians to

definite evangelistic work in the

district. An offering of over

$400.00 was taken, to be used

in building a chapel. Some of

the men gave $10, $20, or $30,
who had never given so liberally

before, and a number of the
women aud girls took off their
jewels and put them into the
offering. The letter concludes
with an earnest appeal for our

prayers, that the Lord would
enable them to erect a building
and give them grace to carry on
the work for the furtherance of
His kingdom.

be loyal citizens and good church
members.

4. Reasons for the unspiritual condiiion of the church.
5 Relation of the C. E. to women
and giris.
6. Best methods for the extension
ot C. EB,

9. ©. FE. committee work,
6. DLhe iurportance of prayer.

g. The principles and object of the

to. The importance of the couse-

cration meetiny,.
11, The importance of. Bible study.
12. How Christians may retain the
respect of non-Christians,
13. C H. and church loyalty.
I4. Uhe importance of earnest prayer
fOr revival.
1§. The blessing of liberality.

16, The importance of the C. E.

pledge.

The importance of family prayer

and the evil of intermarriage with

heather.
18. The importance of taking away
a blessing from the Convention.

It is stated that during the
Convention the Spirit's presence

was felt and that many made
confession of their sins with
strong crying and tears. Fifty

Blessing in Fukien.

Work by our mission in Stenyu city was begun some thirty
years ago, but a resident missionary has been living here for
twelve years only. In the space

of ten years God through His
faithful stewards in the home
land and as an anSwer to prayer
entrusted us with funds to erect
a large church, suitable buildings

for women’s Bible training and

girls’ boarding schools, a woman's

hospital and a residence for the
workers. Furthermore, women
(present enroliment 56) and girls
(present enrollment 92), a goodly
number of children, and patients
without ntuumber have been en-

trusted to our care and yet—all
temporal needs supplied—there
was deep in our hearts a longing
for an awakening, a quickening,

an outpouring of the Holy Spit
in our midst, as had been so
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recently experienced in Korea,

Manchuria and other places.
For ten years on each school
day the first morning hour has
been set apart, to wait upon the

Lord, and feed upon His holy

word. The people had, as it

were, by Bible study and con-

tinued prayer come close enough

to God to be made receptive,

so that the Holy Spirit could
deal with them. ‘' Little rain
drops’’ of grace had been falling; we did not realize, when,
by what means, and how soon
the ‘‘showers’’ would come.
Just one week after a great
awakening had taken place in
Hinghwa city afew young men
were compelled by the Spirit to
come the day’s journey to Sienyu to tell of the great things the

Lord had done in their mudst.

It was communion Sunday 5 1n-
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of sin and sweeping away all

indifference and resistance. Our

pastor won the victory over self
aud received a new baptisin of

the Spirit after a long night's
struggle and then he stood
among his congregation as a
man equipped with new armor

ready to lead them all to victory over sin and self. Under
his message the students in the
different schools broke down, and

oh the burden of confessions: it
was almost more than we could
bear and we have since then 2

new conception of what the
words written in Rev. xxi. 27
wiean $

‘ And there shall in no

wise enter into it any thing

that defileth, neither whatsoever
worketh abomination, or maketh

a lie; but they which are written in the Lamb’s book of life.”’

One like the Son of Man

stead of holding the customary
‘* Lovefeast’’ we listened to the
message of these young men,

walked in our midst, we were
in the presence of His judging

which although given itn a falter-

where it could be, restitution and

ing way, made a deep impression ttoon the congregation. We
knelt around the altar to receive
the Holy Communion with a re-

ceptive heart and were just
waiting and wondering whether

even now the Lord would visit
WS,

On Sunday afternoon instead
of S. S. Lesson we continued in
prayer, in the evening and dur-

ing Monday likewise. During
the evening service the word
written in I Pet. iv. 17 became

true: ‘‘For the time is come

eye; and open confession and,

a full surrender were the price
paid for pardon, peace and joy

in the Holy Ghost. 4/ were

bowed down with each other’s
sin and eff rejoiced when some
brother or sister after ‘‘ vomiting

out the sin’’ won the victory.

The people in the street were
attracted by “‘the queer doings
of the Methodists’’. Said they :
‘When some one has confessed

to sin, which we would hide
because the bad ought to be
hidden and the good only proclaimed, he sits in the front pew

and is happy; but whoever
the house of God’’; first the keeps his peace, sits behind and
pastor, then the elder, later is sad.”? Yes, it was wonderful,
that judgement must begin at

others realized that only by confession and coniplete surrender

could they come into all the
fitiness which is 1n Christ Jesus.

As soon as these men knelt at
the altar, there swept a power
over the people convicting them

what no Yamen’s threatening
or iriend’s coaxing could have
done, the Holy Spirit brought to
pass.

But not only that: there

were those among the men and
boys, women and girls, yea even
children, who were compelled to
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witness to the work of grace in
their hearts and whose testimony

was honored by God in con-

victing sinners and arousing the
nditferent in the church to know
their duty and privilege.

Over a year and a half has
passed since we in Sien Yu
thus kept Pentecost: what 1s the

result to-day? The revival has
not resulted in a large addition

to our numbers, but for all those
who were Christians in totellect

only, the day of birth into the
kingdom has come, they will
be a power for Christ wherever
they may be; they are standing
upon the rock of salvation ; their

Bible 1s a new book to them:
they have new conceptions of
their duty toward the Lord and
toward their fellow men who

are still without Christ; they

are expecting the work of the
revival to go on and on until

Having lived in China nearly fourteen years, and knowing how easily a
man may be deceived by appearances
in dealing with these Eastern peoples,
I contess I was a little sceptical, and,

although I believed a great work of
grace was going on in Korea, I was
inclined to discount more or jess of
what I heard and read. I was delight-

ed to finck that the work there is
beyond any conception I had formed

of tt, and I am sure it is, in its solid
character, far better than the China
missionaries who have not themselves

seen it think it to be.

It is indeed a splendid work of
grace, a most remarkable manifesta-

tion of the working of Almighty God

on the hearts of men. A missionary who has labored for years in
China cannot but exclaim: ** Wonder.

fuji
I will tiot here attempt to describe

what I saw. The readers of the REc.ORDER have heard much, especially in

recent months, that would be a dupli-

China shall be conquered by the
Lord of lords and King of kings,
Jesus Christ the Saviour.

cate of anything I could teil. But I

with us labor and pray for the
redemption of China, this im-

to be naturally more religious than
the Chinese. Certainly their pride
has been humbled, and they have

lo my fellow workers, who

perfect testimony 1s given: may

have thought that a tew impressions
might be of some help to others.
In the first place, the people seem

it encourage your hearts in the

come to see that in themselves they

coming of Klis kingdom in power
and glory.

ful hold on the literati, Confucius is

waiting and watching for the
M. N.

Sienyu, Fubkien,

A Trip Through Korea; Some
Impressions.
In company with several friends,

the writer, this last summer, took a
trip through Korea, We went not for
pleasure, but to see the mission field
and the conditions of the work there,

hopivg to learn something of the
elements of its success.

We touched

a number cf places—Fusan, Taiku,
Mokpo, Kwangju, Chunju, Kunsan,
seoul, Pyengyang, and Syenchyun.
We saw soine truly wonderful sights
aud heard some wonderful things.

are ft #@ (helpless).
Though Confucianism has a power-

a foreigner, and he 1s not the pride of
their own nation, as in China,
In the matter of giving, the Korean

Christians are more liberal than the
Chinese Christians that I have seen
or heard of, I think as a people they
are less coveteous,

They do not seem

to care for fine houses, and they are

undoubtedly less thrifty and industrious than the Chinese, They are
certainly not well-to-do. One does
not see the weaithy homes, the great
establishments, and the big business
houses one sees in China. And yet,
although poverty is much more unij-

versal, the poor are not nearly so
poor as those in our North KEiangsu
country. One rarely sees a beggar!
I do not now recall seeing one during
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the whole trip !! There is, just now,

apparently, plenty of work to do.
Wages are much higher than in this

section of China.
We have all heard of *‘ self-support”
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The Koreans are loyal to the Word
of God. And as far as we could see
Or near, they have iearned this loyalty
from the missionaries. It is beantiful

to see how they study the Word,

as insisted on. by the Korean mis-

And the missionaries are constantly

sionaries and as practiced by the na-

teaching the Word, Aud that Word
is final authority. If there is any of
that rationalistic criticism that would

we'could see such in China!
All out-station church buildings put

deny the supernatural in the good old

tive church. It is far better than J
thought; it is just splendid. Q that
up by natives themselves without

mission help! One hundred and ten
such buildings connected with one
station, Chunju, and this station not
more than ten years old !

The church buildings at central

stations are paid for mostly by natives:

only from one-fourth to one-half
being given by the missions. At Mox-

po they are building a new church
because the ald one is much too smal,

The first building is fifty by twentyfour feet. It cost fourteen hundred
yen, and five per cent. only of this was

contriouted by individual

the Mission gave nothing. At that
time only fifty church members,
Ouite a number of students in the
Theological Seminary at Pyengyang
recetve no stipend or help whatever

except a little from the Ministerial
Education Fund, which is provided
by the Korean native church.
At Syenchyun, we were in a church

which will seat fourteen hundred
people, It cost abont six thousand
yen. Foreigners paid only fifteen

hundred of this. We were in a
neat parsonage there built by the
natives,

The pastor is an intelligent

Book, it certainly does not loudly
express itself, The old, old, Gospel
that saved our grandfathers has been
the Gospel preached in Korea.
And they strive to live by the Word
of God-—-one example, the 4th Commandment. AS far as we could learn,

at least throughout all the Presby-

terian Missions in Korea, it is insisted
that the Sabbath be sanctified. It a
shopkeeper does not keep his shop
closed ali day Sunday, he is not en-

rolied as a catechumen, not to say
baptized. This rule is adhered to.
We came home through Manchuria.

Saturday night we reached a certain
place, where we rested over Sabbath.
In the morning we went to a Chinese
church in the city and heard a sermon
by a Chinese preacher. A neat church

and a nice looking congregation,
though small, After service we sat
and talked a while with some of the
members, We asked as to afternoon

service. ‘'There is no afternoon
service.’ And they explained that
they were all so busy it was hard to
get of for more than one service on

eunday! Ah! we felt the difference
from across the border in Korea,
where on Sunday worshtd is the

Korean; he receives thirty yen per

business of the Christian.

month, and has an assistant, all paid
entirely by the natives,

What great and earnest congregations we saw over there! Five Pres.
byterian churches in Pyengyang and
one Methodist: several of them seat-

One of the most striking facts of
the Korean work is the codperation

of the different missions laboring
there. As far as the missions are
concerned, there is not organic union,

of course, but there is oneness of
plan and unity of action. They think
alike and act alike. And is not this
more necessary than organic union?

And is it not the sine gua won
of peaceful and profitable organic
?

ing over a thousand each and crowded

so that men’s and women’s services
have to be held separately. Pyeng-

yang is a city of only about fifty

thousand, Iu the church at Syenchyun, which is a town of only five
thousand people, there are eleven
or twelve hundred at the mid-week
prayer meeting | By the way, in this

town the Sunday market is now al-
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most ‘nil.’ When market falls on
Sunday, only about one-third the
number of people go as on other days.

Many say: ‘Don’t go to market
to-day; no trade, and, any how, the
Christians will be out preaching and

to have a more real sense of fthie
unseen than the Chinese has.

The trip was well worth the time,
trouble, and money. We have come

back to our work in China with

will not let you have any peace! ”’

brighter hope and strengthened faith
and more confidence in the teaching

One question that comes to the
China missionary, ‘‘ What political

has done, God will do, I believe,

‘pull ’has the Christian ? Does being a
Christian help him any in the courts ?”’

As far as we could learn there 1s

no polilical ‘pull,’ there is no lawsuit help, although it is doubtless

of the good old Truths. What God
Tt

is verily a glorious day in Korea.
That day will come in China.
But we must be faithful to our trust.
By no means must we, by unfaithfulness to God’s Word, try to cut a short

true that the utter hopelessness of the

road to success. In due season we

country, politically, has driven iany
to Christianity as a possible hope.

shall reap if we faint not.

‘The Korean seems

Suchien, North Kiangsu.

Wm. F, JUNKIN,

They do not ‘‘take to’’ the
Catholte church,

Missionary Journal.
A’t Shanghai, November oth, Dr. E,
Ar Pingtu, Shantung, October 24th,

to Rev. and Mrs. Jj, C. OWEN,
S.B. C., a daughter. (Jessie Caro-

line}.
In Sweden, October 6th, to Rev. and
Mrs. A. P. TJELLSTROM, SS. M.
S. a Son.

Ar Wuhu, Gctober 7th, to Dr. and
Mrs. FE. H. Hart, M. BB. M., a
danviter (Hclen Margaret},
Ar Chentu, October 9th, to Rev. and

Mrs. J. M. YARD, M. E. M., a

daughter (Priscilla Stanley).

J. MILLER to the Rev. A, R,
MACKENZIBE, both United Free
Church of Scotland Mission, Liaoyang, Manchuria,

At SHANGHAI ‘—

October 22nd, Bishop W. S. Lewis

M. E.M. (ret.) Mr. and Mrs. JAMEs
STARK and 4 children (ret.) Misses
M. J. WILLIAMSON (ret.) F. Cong,
(ret.) N. Britren, J. B. PURNELL,
J. vos RASMUSSEN, A. L. PARRY, M,
DOWNING, A. FE. BRETT, and A. M.,

E.G. THomeson, all C. I. M. from
AT Wu-king-fu, Swatow, Rev. Wm,

RIpDEL, M.A. M.D., in his 58th
year.

At Kiangyin, November 14th, JAMES
SPENCER, youngest son of Dr. and
Mrs. G. C. Worth, aged six mnonths
and three davs.
MARRIAGES

Ar Hankow, November ard, Miss C,
D. CooK, to Mr. R. G. WALKER.

At Shanghai, November 17th, Miss
A. M. Gray, to Mr. W. EB. HAMpPSON,

England.
October 24th, Miss L. PEARL Boacs,

M. E. ‘for Nanking; Niiss Gurt

ODDEN, Mr. JOSHF PAULSEN and Mr.
PRARLY GULRBRANDSEN,
Chibli

Mission trom Norway; Messrs P. C.

MatHer, H, A. WELLER, J. D.
CUNNINGHAM, H. LL, BOURNE, and F,

G. Snow from England. Mr. J. Oxsson from Sweden, all C. I. M.
October 25th, Misses L. A. FATZNER

and J, REIBER from Germany, C.I.M.

October 27th, Miss EpITH M.
CRANE (ret.) for Wulu and Miss
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DoBOTHY JONES (ret.) for Chengtu,
both M. FE. M.
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Norway, Norvw. Euth. Mission, Laobokeo

November 25th, Mr. Mrs. D. -J.
M. E. M. for Foochow.
MILs and child from England. C.
October 29th, Miss N. PEARSON, }, M.
October 31st, Miss ELLA M. DEYOE,

oa

€. I. M. from Aaistralia..October 31st, Rev. C. L. FOSTER ;

Pr. and Mrs. J. C. HUMPHRIES, for
Szechuen, Dr. and Mrs. J). C. HYLBERT, Wuchang, Rev. T. D. HoL_LMESs

fret.}, Rev. and Mrs. EH. H. CRES-

November 261], Rev. and Mrs. T.

W. MrrenweLL, Dr. and Mrs. F,
TOOKER and two chiidren, Miss KoLFRAY (all ret.), Rev.and Mrs. MCK EEF

and Miss all A. P. M.;:

Rev.A.G.Srmon, Wesleyan Mission,

Sey and Miss BE. D. NATRN, Ningpo,

fiankow. Rey. and Mrs. Deo RICH-

all A. B. F. M. S.; Miss B. FELIZER,
W. B.F. M. S., West Huchow.
Noveniber tst, Misses F. C. MEAD

ENSON, S. P, M. Chinkiang; Dr. C.

ARDSON, Dr. and Mrs. R. M. STEPHW. SERVICE and family, Canada Meth.

and A. M. Hesrp, C. E. Z.M. (ret,)

Mission, Chengtn,
November 28th, Dr. and Mrs. T. €.

November 2nd, Rev. K. KER HONEN
and H. KoxAmMAGt!, Finland Mission

PATTERSON and family (ret.) atrd Miss

for Foochow. .

Society, Hunan; Dr. and Mrs. P. CG.

and family fret.) Dr. and

LEETER, E.B.M. Tsouping. Dr. Wm.

FLEMING, EF. B. M., Revs.

ancl GRAHAM, Holiness Mission

Mrs. AvLD, Miss GAvy, Rev.

Chinkiang: Miss JT. E. ANDERSEN,
C. I. M, from Norway.

Ct. P.M.
November 4th, Revs. K. B, NAwMANN, B.A., B. D., 5. B. MCCLURE
and Mr. E. A. MERIAN. from N.A.,

November 29th, Mrs. A. H. Leta
and ehild, C.J. M. from England,

and Mrs. H. M. Chark fret.) all

DEPARTYURES.,

C TT. M.

November 6th, Dr. A. F. JACKSON, .

U. BF. Ch. Seotland for Manchuria,

October 29th, Mrs. D. E. Hoste,
Misses J. B. JAMES and R. ANGWIN, C.

Miss IL. Swrnson, C. and M. A,

(ret.)}; Miss B. M. Geszsury, A. R.

I. M. for England; Miss'E. H. Morron, A. P.M. S. for Ireland.

CLM.
November 7th, Rev. and Mrs_ E. E.
JONES and family, A. B. F. M. Socy.
¢ret.) Ningpo.

November 11th, Rev. and Mrs. C.
C, Talbot, A. P. M. South, for U- S.
A; Miss A. Hoce and two children
C.T. M. for Canada.

November 13th, MissH&LEN Laecky,

E. P.M. (ret. }..
November r5th, Mr. and Mrs. B.
H. JACKSON, F. M. Socy., Chungking (ret.).
November 22nd, Mrs. A. I. MILs,
Chefoo, (ret.) Rev. and Mrs. F. A.
CHRISTOPHERSON, €. and M.A.(ret.};

Mr. RENSKERS, Am Ref,

Church Mission. Mr. CLEMEN‘TSON,

Mr. FAIRMAN, and Mr. and Mrs.
EVERKARY. (Prttsburg Bible. Inst.)
Dr. E. C. FULLERTON (ret.) Miss C.
FULLERTON, Mrs. Poty, Rev. R.C.
WILSON, wife and family, American
Church Mission.
November 23rd, Mr. and Mrs, A.
SHEVALD and 3. children (ret.) from

November 12th. Miss Varr, Ant.
P,. Mission, and Miss SrMonTOoN ter

U.S. A. Rev. and Mrs. W. D.

A.B. F.M.S. for U.S. A.; Miss L,.
1 Puerps, A. C. M. for U. S. A.;
Rey. CHARLES S. DEMING, M. E.M.

Chemulpo, Korea, for U. S. A. via
Europe.

15th, Miss H R. WILcox and Miss C. 8. Chih

Mission. Rey. and Mrs. VAN VALKENBURGH and two children, A. P. M.

South, for U.S. A.
November 22nd, Miss M. CG UW.
NICOLAISON, M. E. M. Sienvu, Frkien, for U.S. A.
November 26th, Miss M. SHEELESTON, E. B. M. for England,

